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HISTORICAL PREFACE.

THE long space which intervened between the

GUARDIAN and the RAMBLER, from 1713 to

1750, was filled up by many attempts of the

periodical kind, but scarcely any of these had a

reformation of manners and morals for their

objectA. A few valuable papers on general and

useful topics appeared, but so encumbered with

angry political contests, as to be soon forgotten.

Dr. Johnson was the first to restore the period

ical essay to its original purpose, and it will ap

pear soon that there is none of his works on

which he set a higher value than on his RAM
BLER. He seems to have thought, that it would

constitute his ^incipal fame, and the learned

world appear to have been of the same opinion.

Its commencement was a matter of great

importance with him
; and he was so desirous

to benefit the age by this production, that he

began to write with the solemnity of prepara

tory prayer. In the volume of his Devotions,

published soon after his death, we find the fol

lowing, entitled "
Prayer on. the RAMBLER."

"
Almighty God, the giver of all good things,

without whose help all labour is ineffectual,

and without whose grace all wisdom is folly;

grant, I beseech thee, that in this my under

taking, thy HOLY SPIRIT may not be withheld

from me, but that I may promote thy glory,

and the salvation both of myself and others :

grant this, O Lord, for the sake of JESUS

CHRIST, Amen."

The first paper was published on Tuesday,

March 20, 1750, and the work continued with

out the least interruption, every Tuesday and

Saturday, until Saturday, March 14, 1752, on

which day it closed.

The sale was very inconsiderable, and seldom

exceeded five hundred copies : and it is very re

markable that the only paper which had a pros

perous sale (No. 97.) was one of the very few

which Dr. Johnson did not write. It was

written b.y Richardson, author of Clarissa,

Pamela, and Sir Charles Grandison. Modern

taste will not allow it a very high place, but its

style was at that time better adapted to the

readers of the RAMBLER than that of Dr. John

son. It may here be noticed, that che assist

ance our Author received from correspondents

amounted to a very small proportion. The four

billets in No. 10, were vrr'\?ten by Miss Mulso,

afterwards Mrs. Chapone ; No. 30. was written

by Miss Talbot, and Nos. 44. and 100. by the

learned and celebrated Mrs. Carter.

Of the characters described in the RAMBLER.

some were not altogether fictitious, yet they

were not exact portraits. The 4. u thor em

ployed some adventitious circumstances to pro

duce effect. Prospero in No. 200. was intended

for the celebrated actor Garrick. By Gelidus

in No. 24. the Author is said to have meant

Mr. Coulson, a mathematician, who formerly

lived at Rochester. The man "immortalized

for purring like a cat," was one Busby, a proc

tor in the Commons. He who barked so in

geniously, and then called the drawer to drive

away the dog, was father to Dr. Saltar of the

Charterhouse. He who sung a song, and by

correspondent motions of his arm chalked out a

giant on the wall, was one Richardson an at

torney. Polyphilus, in No. 19. is said to have

been drawn from the various studies of Floyer

Sydenhem, but no produce of his studies is

known except his translations.

It has been remarked by the Editor of the

" British Essayists" that the RAMBLER made

its way very slowly into the world. This may
,be true, if spoken of its appearance in numbers.

The style was new ; it appeared harsh, involved,

and perplexed : it required more than a transi

tory inspection to be understood ;
but this re

pulsive appearance was soon overcome : and

few works have been more successful, when re

printed in volumes. It was admired by scho

lars and recommended by the friends of religio
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and literature, as a book by which a man might
oe taught to think : and the Author lived te see

ten large editions printed in England, besides

those which were clandestinely printed in other

parts of Great Britain, in Ireland, and in Ame
rica. For some years past the demand for it

has been greater than for any of the " British

Essayists ;" its influence on the literature of

the age has been great. Dr. Johnson is cer

tainly not to be imitated with perfect success,

yet the attempt to imitate him, where it has

neither been servile or artificial, has elevated

the style of every species of literary composition.
c< In every thing we perceive more vigour, more

spirit, more elegance. He not only began a re

volution in our language, but lived till it was

almost completed."

It has already been said that Dr. Johnson set

a high value on the RAMBLER, and it may now

be added that he bestowed a labour upon it, with

which he never favoured any other of his works.

This circumstance, which escaped the research

es of all his biographers, was lately discovered

by the editor of the " British Essayists," whose

words we shall borrow on the present occasion.

After noticing the mistakes Mr. Boswell had

fallen into, on the subject of the perfection of

the RAMBLERS at their first appearance, the

Editor of the "
Essayists" says,

" Is it not sur-

prisiftg that this friend and companion of our

illustrious Author, who has obliged the public

I with the most perfect delineation ever exhibited

of any human being, and who declared so often

|
that he was determined

' To lose no drop of that immortal man

that one so inquisitive after the most trifling

circumstance connected with Dr. Johnson's

character or history, should have never heard or

discovered that Dr. Johnson almost re-wrote the

RAMBLER after the first folio edition. Yet the al

terations made by him in the second and third

editions of the RAMBLER far exceed six thousand ;

a number which may justify the use of the word

re-wrote, although it must not be taken in its li

teral acceptation. A comparison of the first edi

tion with the fourth or any subsequent edition

will show the curious examiner in whac these al

terations consist. In the mean time we may ap

ply to the Author what he says of Pope
* He

laboured his works, first to gain reputation, and

afterwards to keep it.
' He was not content to

satisfy; he desired to excel, and therefore al

ways endeavoured to do his best : he did not

court the candour, but dared the judgment o

his readers
; and expecting no indulgence from

others, he showed none himself. He examined

lines and words with minute and punctilious

observation, and retouched every part with in

defatigable diligence till he had left nothing

be forgiven."
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THE RAMBLER.
BY SAMUEL JOHNSON, LL.D.

" Nullius addictus jurare in verba magistri,

Quo me cvmque rapit teir.pestas, deferor hospes."

HORACE.
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THE RAMBLER.

No. l.j TUESDAY, MARCH 20, 1749-50.

Cur tamen hoc libeat potius decurrere campo,

Per quern magnus equos Auruncas flexit alumnus,

Si -jacut, ct placidi rationem admittltis, edam.

JUV.

Why to expatiate in this beaten field,

Why arms, oft used in vain, I mean to wield ;

If time permit, and candour will attend,

Some satisfaction this essay raay lend.

ELPHINSTON.

THE difficulty of the first address on any new

occasion, is felt by every man in his transac

tions with the world, and confessed by the settled

and regular forms of salutation which necessity

has introduced into all languages. Judgment was"

wearied with the perplexity of being forced upon
choice, where there was no motive to preference ;

j

and it was found convenient that some easy
method of introduction should be established,

j

which, if it wanted the allurement of novelty,!

might enjoy the security of prescription.

Perhaps few authors have presented them
selves before the public, without wishing that

such ceremonial modes of entrance had been an

ciently established, as might have freed them
from those dangers which the desire of pleasing
is certain to produce, and precluded the vain ex

pedients of softening censure by apologies, or

rousing attention by abruptness.
The epic writers have found the proemial part

of the poem such an addition to their undertak

ing, that they have almost unanimously adopted
the first lines of Homer, and the reader needs

only be informed of the subject, to know in

what manner the poem will begin.
But this solemn repetition is hitherto the pe

culiar distinction of heroic poetry ; it has never
been legally extended to the lower orders of lite

rature, but seems to be considered as an hereditary j

privilege, to be enjoyed only by those who claim
it from their alliance to the genius of Homer.
The rules which the injudicious use of this

|

prerogative suggested to Horace, may indeed bi

applied to the direction of candidates for inferior

fame ; it may be proper for all to remember,
that they ought not to raise expectation which
it is not in their power to satisfy, and that it is

more pleasing to see smoke brightening into

flame, than flame sinking into smoke.

This precept has been long received, both

from regard to the authority of Horace, and its

conformity to the general opinion of the world
;

yet there have been always some, that thought it

no deviation from modesty to recommend their

own labours, and imagined themselves entitled by
indisputable merit to an exemption from general

restraints, and to elevations not allowed in com
mon life. They, perhaps, believed, that when*
like Thucydides, they bequeathed to mankind

xTtpa, Is id, an estate for ever, it was an addi

tional favour to inform them of its value.

It may, indeed, be no less dangerous to claim

on certain occasions, too little than too much.

There is something captivating in spirit and in

trepidity, to which we often yield, as to a re

sistless power ;
nor can he reasonably expect

the confidence of others, who too apparently dis

trusts himself.

Plutarch, in his enumeration of the various

occasions on which a man may without just

offence proclaim his own excellences, has omit

ted the case of an author entering the world
;

unless it may be comprehended under his gene
ral position, that a man may lawfully praise

himself for those qualities which cannot be

known but from his own mouth; as when he

is among strangers, and can have no opportunity
of an actual exertion of his powers. That the

case of an author is parallel will scarcely be

granted, because he necessarily discovers the de

gree of his merit to his judges, when he appears
at his trial. But it should be remembered, that

unless his judges are inclined to favour him, they
will hardly be persuaded to hear the cause.

In love, the state which fills the heart with a 4

degree of solicitude nfext that of an author, i 1

A
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has been held a maxim, that success is most

easily obtained by indirect and unperceived ap

proaches ;
he who too soon professes himself a

lover, raises obstacles to his own wishes, arid

those whom disappointments have taught ex

perience, endeavour to conceal their passion till

they believe their mistress wishes for the dis

covery. The same method, if it were practi

cable to writers, would save many complaints
of the severity of the age, and the caprices of

criticism. If a man could glide imperceptibly

into the favour of the public, and only proclaim

his pretensions to literary honours when he is

sure of not being rejected, he might commence

author with better hopes, as his failings might

escape contempt, though he shall never attain

much regard.

But since the world supposes every man that

writes, ambitious of applause, as some ladies

have taught themselves to believe that every
man intends love, who expresses civility, the

miscarriage of any endeavour in learning raises

an unbounded contempt, indulged by most

minds without scruple, as an honest triumph
over unjust claims, and exorbitant expectations.

The artifices of those who put themselves in

this hazardous state, have therefore been multi

plied in proportion to their fear as well as their

ambition ;
and are to be looked upon with more

indulgence, as they are incited at once by the

two great movers of the human mind, the de

sire of good and the fear of evil. For who can

wonder that, allured on one side, and frightened

on the other, some should endeavour to gain
favour by bribing the judge with an appearance
of respect which they do not feel, to excite com

passion by confessing weakness of which they
are not convinced ; and others to attract regard

by a show of openness and magnanimity, by a

daring profession of their own deserts, and a

public challenge of honours and rewards ?

The ostentatious and haughty display of them
selves has been the usual refuge ofdiurnal writ

ers
;
in vindication of whose practice it may be

said, that what it wants in prudence is supplied

by sincerity, and who at least may plead, that

if their boasts deceive any into the perusal of

their performances, they defraud them of but

little time.

| Quidenim? Concurritur Jiora

flfomento cita mors lenit, aut victoria Icctu.

The battle join, and in a moment's flight,

Death, or a joyful conquest, ends the fight.

FRANCIS.

The question concerning the merit of the day is

eoon decided, and we are not condemned to toil

through half a folio, to be convinced that the

writer has broke his promise.
It is one among many reasons for which I

purpose to endeavour the entertainment of my

countrymen by a short essay on Tuesday and

Saturday, that I hope not much to tire those

whom I shall not happen to please ;
and if I am

not commended for the beauty of my works, te

be at least pardoned for their brevity. But
whether my expectations are most fixed on par
don or praise, I think it not necessary to dis

cover ; for having accurately weighed the reasons

for arrogance and submission, I find them so

nearly equiponderant, that my impatience to tr^

the event of my first performance will not suffer

me to attend any longer the trepidations of the

balance.

There are, indeed, many conveniences almost

peculiar to this method of publication, which

may naturally flatter the author, whether he be

confident or timorous. The man to whom the

extent of his knowledge, or the sprightliness of

his imagination, has, in his own opinion, already
secured the praises of the world, willingly takes

that way of displaying his abilities which wil

soonest give him an opportunity of hearing the

voice of fame ; it heightens his alacrity to think

in how many places he shall hear what he is

now writing, read with ecstacies to-morrow.

Pie will often please himself with reflecting, that

the author of a large treatise must proceed with

anxiety, lest, before the completion of his work,
the attention of the public may have changed its

object ; but that he who is confined to no single

topic, may follow the national taste through all

its variations, and catch the aura popidaris,

the gale of favour, from what point soever it

shall blow.

Nor is the prospect less likely to ease the

doubts of the cautious, and the terrors of the

fearful, for to such the shortness of every single

paper is a powerful encouragement. He that

questions his abilities to arrange the dissimilar

parts of an extensive plan, or fears to be lost in

a complicated system, may yet hope to adjust a

few pages without perplexity ;
and if, when he

turns over the repositories of his memory, he

finds his collection too small for a volume, he

may yet have enough to furnish out an essay.
He that would fear to lay out too much time

upon an experiment of which he knows not the

event, persuades himself that a few days wil]

show him what he is to expect from his learn

ing and his genius. If he thinks his own judg
ment not sufficiently enlightened, he may, by

attending to the remarks which eveiy paper will

produce, rectify his opinions. If he should with

too little premeditation encounter himself by an

unwieldy subject, he can quit it without confes

sing his ignorance, and pass to other topics less

dangerous, or more tractable. And if he finds,

with all his industry, and all his artifices, that

he cannot deserve regard, or cannot attain it, he

may let the design fall at once, and, without in

jury to others or himself, retire to amusements of

greater pleasure, or to studies of better prospect
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No. 2.] SATURDAY, MARCH 24, 1749-50. ; to be only one of the means to some remoter end

Start loco nescit, pereunt vestigia mille I
The natural flights of the human mind are not

Ante fugam, absentemque ferit gratis ungula cam- \

from pleasure to pleasure, but from hope to hope.

pum. STATIUS.
|

He that directs his steps to a certain, point.

fh' impatient courser pants in every vein,

And pawing seems to beat the distant plain ;

Liills, vales, and floods appear already cross'd,

And ere he starts a thousand steps are lost.

must frequently turn his eyes to that place
which he strives to reach; he that undergoes
the fatigue of labour, must solace his weariness

Avith the contemplation of its reward. In agri-
POPE. cuiture, one of the most simple and necessary

THAT the mind of man is never satisfied with
| employments, no man turns up the ground but

the objects immediately before it, but is always |

because he thinks of the harvest, that harvest

breaking away from the present moment, and which blights may intercept, which inundations

losing itself in schemes of future felicity ;
and may sweep away, or Avhich death or calamity

that AVC forget the proper use of the time now may hinder him from reaping,

in our poAver, to provide for the enjoyment of
|

Yet as feAv maxims are Avidely received or long

that \vhich, perhaps, may never be granted us, retained but for some conformity with truth

has been frequently remarked; and as this

practice is a commodious subject of raillery to

tne gay, and of declamation to the serious, it has

been ridiculed Avith all the pleasantry of wit,

and exaggerated Avith all the amplifications of

rhetoric. Every instance, by which its absur

dity might appear most flagrant, has been studi

ously collected ;
it has been marked with every

epithet of contempt, and all the tropes and fig

ures have been called forth against it.

Censure is willingly indulged, because it al-

Avays implies some superiority ;
men please

themselves Avith imagining that they have made

a deeper search, or Avider survey, than others,

and detected faults and follies, which es

cape vulgar observation. And the pleasure of

wantoning in common topics is so tempting to

a writer, that he cannot easily resign it
;
a train

of sentiments generally received enables him to

shine Avithout labour, and to conquer Avithout a

contest. It is so easy to laugh at the folly of him

Avho lives only in idea, refuses immediate ease

for distant pleasures, and, instead of enjoying

the blessings of life, lets life glide away in pre

parations to enjoy them ;
it affords such oppor

tunities of triumphant exultation, to exemplify

the uncertainty of the human state, to rouse

mortals from their dream, and inform them of

the silent celerity of time, that AVC may belieAre

authors willing rather to transmit than examine

so advantageous a principle, and more inclined

t pursue a track so smooth and so floAvery, than

attentively to consider whether it leads to truth.

This quality of looking forward into futurity,

seems the unavoidable condition of a being,

whose motions are gradual, and whose life is

progressive : as his pOAvers are limited, he must
use means for the attainment of his ends, and

intend first what he performs last ; as by con

tinual adA'ances from his first stage of existence,

ne is perpetually varying the horizon of his pros

pects, he must ahvays discover neAv motives of

action, neAv excitements of fear, and allurements

of desire.

The end therefore which at present calls forth

vir efforts, will be found, when it is once gained

and nature, it must be confessed, that this cau

tion against keeping our vieAV too intent upon re

mote advantages is not Avithout its propriety or

usefulness, though it may have been recited Avith

too much levity, or enforced with too little dis

tinction
; for, not to speak of that vehemence of

desire Avhich presses through right and wrong
to its gratification, or that anxious inquietude
which is justly chargeable with distrust of

Heaven, subjects too solemn for my present

purpose ;
it frequently happens that by indulg

ing early the raptures of success, we forget the

measures necessary to secure it, and suffei the

imagination to riot in the fruition of some pos
sible good, till the time of obtaining it has slip

ped aAvay.

There would, however, be few enterprises of

great labour or hazard undertaken, if we had

not the power of magnifying the advantages

which we persuade ourselves to expect from

them. When the knight of La Mancha gravely

recounts to his companion the adventures by
which he is to signalize himself in such a man

ner, that he shall be summoned to the support
of empires, solicited tof accept the heiress of the

crown Avhich he has preserved, have honours

and riches to scatter about him, and an island

to bestOAV on his worthy squire, very few read

ers, amidst their mirth or pity, can deny that

they have admitted visions of the same kind ;

though they have not, perhaps, expected events

equally strange, or by means equally inadequate.

When we pity him, Ave reflect on our oAvn dis

appointments ;
and when we laugh, our hearts

inform us that he is not more ridiculous than

ourselves, except that he tells Avhat \ve have

only thought.
The understanding of a man naturally san

guine, may, indeed, be easily vitiated by the

luxurious indulgence of hope, however necessary

to the production of every thing great or excel

lent, as some plants are destroyed by too open

exposure to that sun which gives life and beauty
to the vegetable Avorld.

Perhaps no class of the human species reijiured

more to be cautioned against this anticipation of
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,
than those that aspire to the name of

itutnors, A man of lively fancy no sooner finds

a hint moving in his mind, than he makes mo-
mentaneous excursions to the press, and to the

world, and, with a little encouragement from

flattery, pushes forward into future ages, and

prognosticates the honours to be paid him, when

envy is extinct, and faction forgotten, and those,

whom partiality now suffers to obscure him,

shall have given way to the triflers of as short

duration as themselves.

Those who have proceeded so far as to appeal

to the tribunal of succeeding times, are not likely

to be cured of their infatuation ;
but all endeav

ours ought to be used for the prevention of a

disease, for which, when it has attained its

height, perhaps no remedy will be found in the

gardens of philosophy, however she may boast

her physic of the mind, her cathartics of vice,

or lenitives of passion.

I shall, theiefu-e, while I am yet but lightly

touched with tLe symptoms of the writer's mal

ady, endeavour to fortify myself against the in

fection, not without some weak hope that my
preservatives may extend their virtue to others,

whose employment exposes them to the same

danger.

Laudis amore tumes ? Sunt certa piacula, qua te

Ter pure lecio poterunt recreare libello.

la fame your passion? Wisdom's powerful charm,

If thrice read over, shall its force disarm.

FRANCIS.

It s the sage advice of Epictetus, that a man
should accustom himself often to think of what

is most shocking and terrible, that by such re

flections he may be preserved from too ardent

wishes for seeming good, and from too much de

jection in real evil.

There is nothing more dreadful to an author

than neglect ; compared with which, reproach,

hatred, and opposition, are names of happiness ;

yet this worst, this meanest fate, every one who
dares to write has reason to fear.

/ nunc, et versus tecum meditare canoros.

Go now, and meditate thy tuneful lays.

ELrHINSTON.

It may not be unfit for him who makes a new
entrance into the lettered world, so far to sus

pect his own powers, as to believe that he pos

sibly may deserve neglect ; that nature may not

have qualified him much to enlarge or embellish

knowledge, nor sent him forth entitled by indis

putable superiority to regulate the conduct of

ifae rest of mankind : that, though the world

must be granted to be yet in ignorance, he is

not destined to dispel the cloud, nor to shine out

as one of the luminaries of life. For this sus

picion, every catalogue of a library will furnish

Milnr.ien! Tason ; as he. will find it crowded

' with names of men, who, though *w forgotten,
were once no less enterprising or confident than

himself, equally pleased with their own produc-

| tions, equally caressed by their patrons, and fiat-

|

tered by their friends.

But, though it should happen that an author

i

is capable of excelling, yet his merit may pass
without notice, huddled in the variety of things,
and thrown into the general miscellany of life.

He that endeavours after fame by writing, soli

cits the regard of a multitude fluctuating in

pleasures, or immersed in business, without
time for intellectual amusements

;
he appeals to

| judges, prepossessed by passions, or corrupted

[
by prejudices, which preclude their approbation
cf any new performance. Some are too indolent

to read any thing, till its reputation is estab-

j

lished ; others too envious to promote that fame
which gives them pain by its increase. What
is new is opposed, because most are unwilling
to be taught ;

and what is known is rejected,

because it is not sufficiently considered, that

men more frequently require to be reminded

than informed. The learned are afraid to de-

j

clare their opinion early, lest they should put
their reputation in hazard ;

the ignorant always

imagine themselves giving some proof of deli

cacy, when they refuse to be pleased : and he

that finds his way to reputation through all

these obstructions, must acknowledge that he

is indebted to other causes besides his industry,
his learning, or his wit.

No. 3.] TUESDAY, MARCH 27, 1750.

Virtus, repvlscB nescia sordidte,

IntaminatisJ'ulget honoribus,

Nee sumit aut ponit secures

Arbitrio popular is auras. uoit.

Undisappointed ia designs,

With native honours virtue shines ;

Nor takes up power, nor lays it down,
4s giddy rabbles smile or frowu.

ELPHIXSTOX.

j

THE task of an author is, either to teach what

is not known, or to recommend known truths

i by his manner of adorning them ;
either to let

i
new light in upon the mind, and open new

j

scenes to thg prospect, or to vary the dress and

j

situation of common objects, so as to give them

!

fresh grace and more powerful attractions, to

spread such flowers over the regions through
which the intellect has already made its pro.

gress, as may tempt it to return, and take n

|

second view of things hastily passed over, or

negligently regarded.

Eitherof these labours is very difficult, be-

[
:suse that they may not be fruitless, men must

not only be persuaded of their errors, but recon

ciled to their guide ; they must not only confess

their ignorance, but, what is still less pleasing.
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mint allow that he from whom they are to learn

is more knowing than themselves.

It might be imagined that such an employ
ment was in itself sufficiently irksome and haz

ardous ;
that none would be found so malevo

lent as wantonly to add weight to the stone of

Sisyphus; and that few endeavours would be

used to obstruct those advances to reputation,

which must be made at such an expense of time

and thought, with so great hazard in the miscar

riage, and with so little advantage from the suc

cess.

Yet there is a certain race of men, that either

imagine it their duty, or make it their amuse

ment, to hinder the reception of every work of

learning, or genius, who stand as centinels in tba

avenues of fame, and value themselves upon giv

ing Ignorance and Envy the first notice of a prey,

To these men, who distinguish themselves by
the appellation of Critics, it is necessary for a

tiew author to find some means of recommenda

tion. It is probable, that the most malignant

of these persecutors might be somewhat soften

ed, and prevailed on, for a short time, to remit

their fury. Having for this purpose considered

uiany expedients, I find in the records of an

cient times, that Argus was lulled by music,
and Cerberus quieted with a sop ;

and am there

fore inclined to believe that modern critics, who,
if they have not the eyes, have the watchfulness

of Argus, and can bark as loud as Cerberus >

though, perhaps, they cannot bite with equal

force, might be subdued by methods of the same
kind. I have heard how some have been paci

fied with claret and a supper, and others laid

asleep with the soft notes of flattery.

Though the nature of my undertaking gives
me sufficient reason to

dreanj theijnited attacks

of this virulent generation, jefihave not hither

to persuaded myself to {atce any measures for

flight or treaty. For I am in doubt whether

they can act against me by lawful authority,
and suspect that they have presumed upon a

forged commission, styled themselves the minis
ter* of Criticism, without any authentic evidence
of delegation, and uttered their own determina
tions as the decrees of a higher judicature.

Criticism, from whom they derive their claim
to decide the fate of writers, was the eldest

daughter of Labour and of Truth : she Avas, at

ler birth, committed to the care of Justice, and

brought up by her in the palace of Wisdom.
Being soon distinguished by the celestials, for

her uncommon qualities, she was appointed the

governess of Fancy, and empowered to beat time
to the chorus of the Muses, when they sung be
fore the throne of Jupiter.
When the Muses condescended to visit this

lower world, they came accompanied by Criti

cism, to whom, upon her descent from her na- '

tire regions, Justice gave a sceptre, to be carried
[

aloft In her right hand, one end of which was !

tinctured with ambrosia, and inwreatheJ witl<

a golden foliage of amaranths and bays ;
th

other end was encircled with cypress and pop-

pies, and dipped in the waters of oblivion. In

her left hand she bore an unextinguishable torch?

manufactured by Labour, and lighted by Truth'

of which it was the particular quality immedi

ately to show every thing in its true form, how
ever it might be disguised to common eyes.

Whatever Art could complicate, or Folly could

confound, was, upon the first gleam of the torch

of Truth, exhibited in its distinct parts and origi

nal simplicity ; it darted through the labyrinths
of sophistry, and showed at once all the absur

dities to which they served for refuge ; it pierced

through the robes which rhetoric often sold to

falsehood, and detected the disproportion of parts
which artificial veils had been contrived to

cover.

Thus furnished for the execution of her office.

Criticism came down to survey the perfor
mances of those who professed themselves the

votaries of the Muses. Whatever was brought
before her, she beheld by the steady light of the

torch of.Truth, and when her examination had

convinced her, that the laws ofjust writing had

been observed, she touched it with the amaran
thine end of the sceptre, and consigned it over

to immortality.
But it more frequently happened, that in the

works which required her inspection, there was
some imposture attempted ; that false colours

were laboriously laid ; that some secret in

equality was found between the words and

sentiments, or some dissimilitude of the ideas

and the original objects ; that incongruities
were linked together, or that some parts were
of nc use but to enlarge the appearance of the

whole, without contributing to its beauty, soli

dity, or usefulness.

Wherever such discoveries were made, and

they were made whenever these faults were

committed, Criticism refused the touch which
conferred the sanction of immortality, and,
when the errors were frequent and gross, re

versed the sceptre, and let drops of Lethe distil

from the poppies and cypress, a fatal mildew,
which immediately began to waste the work,
away, till it was at last totally destroyed.

There were some compositions brought to the

^est, in which, when the strongest light was
thrown upon them, their beauties and faults

appeared so equally mingled, that Criticism

stood with her sceptre poised in her hand, in

doubt whether to shed Lethe, or ambrosia, upon
them. These at last increased to so great a

number, that she was weary of attending such

doubtful claims, and for fear of using impro
perly the sceptre of Justice., referred the cause

to be considered by Time.

The proceedings of Time, though very dila

tory, were, some few caprices excepted, co-
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formable to justice; and many who thought
themselves secure by a short forbearance, have

sunk under his sithe, as they were posting
down with their volumes in triumph to futurity.

It was observable that some were destroyed be

little and little, and others crushed for ever by a

single blow.

Criticism having long kept her eye fixed

steadily upon Time, was at last so well satisfied

with his conduct, that she withdrew from the

earth with her patroness Astrea, and left Pre

judice and False Taste to ravage at large as the

associates of Fraud and Mischief; contenting
herself thenceforth to shed her influence from

afar upon some select minds, fitted for its recep^"

tion by learning and by virtue.

Before her departure she broke her sceptre, of

which the shivers, that formed the ambrosial

end, were caught up by Flattery, and those that

had been infected with the waters of Lethe

were, with equal haste, seized by Malevolence.

The followers of Flattery, to whom she distri

buted her part of the sceptre, neither had nor

desired light, but touched indiscriminately what

ever Power or Interest happened to exhibit.

The companions of Malevolence were supplied

by the Furies with a torch, which had this

quality peculiar to infernal lustre, that its light

fell only upon faults.

No light, but rsther darkness visible,

Served only to discover sights of wo.

\V ith these fragments of authority, the slaves

of Flattery and Malevolence marched out, at

the command of their mistresses, to confer im

mortality, or condemn to oblivion. But this

sceptre had now lost its power ;
and Time pas

ses his sentence at leisure, without any regard

to their determinations.

No. 4.] SATURDAY, MARCH 31, 1750.

Simul etjucwida et idonea dicere vitce.

And join both profit and delight in one.

nor knights to bring her back from captivity; ii

can neither bewilder its personages in deserts,
nor lodge them in imaginary castles.

I remember a remark made by Scaliger upon
Pontanus, that all his writings are filled with

the same images ;
and that if you take from him

his lilies and his roses, his satyrs and his dry
ads, he will have nothing left that can be called

poetry. In like manner almost all the fictions

of the last age will vanish, if you deprive them
of a hermit and a wood, a battle and a ship
wreck.

\Yliy__this wild strain of imagination found

reception so long in politfTaria
1

luariied^uyyS^ it is

To conceive; but^we cannot wonder
fSotfwhile readers could be procured, the authors

^ere willing to continue it ; for when a man
had by practice gained some fluency of language,

r
<he had no further care than to retire to his c^o-set,

let loose his invention, and heat his mind with

incredibilities
;
a book was thus produced with

out fear of criticism, without the toil of study,
without knowledge of nature, or acquaintance

\with life.

THE works o

generation seems m
are such as exhibit lifju,

with which the present

articularly delighted,

lsjtrufi_sjate, diver

sified only by accidents tlfftt daily happen in the

world, and influenced by passions and qualities

which are really to be found in conversing with

mankind.

This kind of writing may be termed not im

properly the comedy of romance, and is to be

cqnducted nearly jiy the ruTe^oT comic jpoetry,

"Itsprovirice isfto bring about natural events

by easy means, and to keep up curiosity with

out the help of wonder : it is therefore preclud
ed from the machines and expedients of the

heroic romance, and can neither employ giants

to snatch away a lady from the nuptial rites,

The task of our present writers is very dif

ferent ; it requires, together with that lero-njue

which is to be gained from books, tfaatxjya?i-

ence which can never be attained by solitary

TSiligence, but must arise feojn^general converse

and accurate observation of the living world.

Their performances have, as Horace expresses

it, plus oneris quantum Venice minus, little in-.

d4fence, and therefore more difficulty. They
are engaged in portraits of which every one

knows the original, and can detect any devia

tion from exactness of resemblance. Other

writings are safe, except from the malice of

learning, but these are in danger from 4&ery
common reader : as the slipper ill executed was

censured by a shoemaker who happened to stop

in his way at the Venus of Apelles.

But the fear of not being approved as just co

piers of human inannors, is not the most im-
1

-portant concern that an author of this sort ought

to have before him. These books are written

chiefly to the young, the ignorant, and the idle,

to whom they serve as lectures of conduct, and

introductions mto life. "They are the enter

tainment of minds unfurnished with ideas, and

therefore easily susceptible of impressions ; not

fixed by principles, and therefore easily follow

ing the current of fancy ;
not informed by ex

perience, and consequently open to every false

suggestion and partial account.

That the highest degree of reverence should

be paid to youth, arid that nothing indecent

should be suffered to approach their eyes or ears,

are precepts extorted by sense and virtue from

an ancient writer, by no means eminent for

chastity of thought. The same kind, though
not the same degree of caution, is required in

every thing which is laid before them, to secure
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t of the worW, and nets in such scenes of the

(uiiversa! drjmj^ as may be the lot of any other

man
; yoWigjSpsctators fix their eyes upon him

with closei* attention, and hope, by observing
his behaviour ana success, to regulate their own

practices, when they shall be engaged in the like

part.

For this reason, these familiar histories may
r

jr. erhaps be made of greater use than the solem-

ities of professed morality, and convey the

nowledge of vice and virtue with more efficacy

.

them from unjust prejiidices, perverse opinions, make men cunning than good. Tlie

arid incongruous combinations of images. of these writings is surely not only to sho\r

In the romances formerly written, every trans-
i mankind, but to provide that they may lie seen

action and sentiment was so remote from all
'

hereafter with less hazard
;
to teach the means

that passes among men, that the reader was in of avoiding the snares which are laid by Treach-

very little danger of making any applications to^--ery for Innocence, without infusing any wish

himself; the virtues and crimes were equally

beyond his sphere of activity ; and he amused
himself with heroes and with traitors, deliver

ers and persecutors, as with beings of another

species, whose actions were regulated upon mo
tives of their own, and who had neither faults

Jajbr
excellences hi common with himself.

> But when an adventurer is levelled with the

for that superiority with which the betrayer
flatters his vanity ;

to give the power of counter

acting fraud, without the temptation to practise
it ; to initiate youth by mock encounters in the

art of necessary defence, and to increase pru
dence without impairing virtue.

Many writers, for the sake of following na

ture, so mingle good and bad qualities in their

principal personages, that they are both equally

conspicuous ;
and as we accompany them through

their adventures with delight, and are led by
degrees to interest ourselves in their favour, wa
lose the abhorrence of their faults, because they
do not hinder our pleasure, or, perhaps, regard
them with some kindness, for being united witi

so much merit.

There have been men indeed splendidly wicked,
whose endowments threw a brightness on their

crimes, and whom scarce atiy villaiiy made per

fectly detestable, because they never could beaxioms and definitions. But if the power
f example is so great, as to take possession of

| wholly divested of their excellences; but such

^;\ he. memory by a kind of violence, and produce
j

have been in all ages the great corrupters of the

almost without the intervention of the I world, and their resemblance ought no more to

-L will, care ought to be taken, that, when the be preserved, than the art of murdering without
"

rTirti/>o ic i-ini*ocfiiii'nAfI fHf lips*1

. PYjmrrnlf'S rtnlv 1 -r^..lchoice is unrestrained, the best examples only
should be exhibited ;

and that w
operate so strongly, should not be mischievous

or uncertain in its effects.

The chief advantage which these fictions have

mn- real life is, that their authors are at liberty,

though not to invent, yet to select objects, and

to cull from the mass of mankind, tliose~Tnaivi-

duals upon which the attention ought most to

foe employed : as a diamond, though it cannot

be njiade, may be polished by art, and placed in

such a situation, as to display that lustre which

before was buried among common stones.

f
li is justly considered as the greatest excel-

rhich is likely to
! Some have advanced, without due attention

to ohe consequences of this notion, that certain

virtues have their correspondent faults, and

therefore that to exhibit either apart is to deviate

from probability. Thus men are observed by
Swift to be "

grateful in the same degree as they

are resentful.
" This principle, with others of

the same kind, supposes man to act from a brute

impulse, and pursue a certain degree of inclina

tion, without any choice of the object; for,

otherwise, though it should be allowed that gra

titude and resentment arise from the same con-

lent y of arfrto"iirij^t^ ^ffltocfef-^ut it is neces-

are most proper for imitation : greater care is

still required in representing life, which is so

often discoloured by passion, or, deformed by
wickedness. If the world be p^nftsfehofi&v'tte-

scribed, I cannot see of what use it can be to

readthe account : or why it may not be as
_
safe

leoTatelv u

stitution of the passions, it follows not that they

frvill be equally indulged when reason is consult

ed
; yet, unless that consequence be admitted,

this sagacious maxim becomes an empty sound,

without any relation to practice or to life.

Nor is it evident, that even the first motions

to these effects are always in the same propor

tion. For pride, which produces quickness of

resentment, will obstruct gratitude, by unwil-

eye immecTiately jipon mankind as
; lingness to admit that inferiority which obliga

tion implies ;
and it is very unlikely that he

who cannot think he receives a favour, will ac

knowledge or repay it.

fit is of the utmost importance to mankind,
that positions of this tendency should be laid

open and confuted; for while men consider

good and evil as springing from the same root.

they will spare the one for the sake of the othr,

upon a mirror which shows all lhat presents it

self witIioui_iiiscr.iminajkiD4i.

It is thereforfi.nQt a sufficient vindication of a

character, .that it is drawn as it
appearsj for

many characters ought never to be drawn : nor
*f a narrative, that the train of events is agree
able to observation and experience ; for that

observation which is called knowledge of the

world, will be found much more frequently to
j
and in judging, if not of others, at least of tiiem
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selves, will be apt to estimate their virtues by
their vices. To this fatal error all those will

contribute, who confound the colours of right

and wrong, and, instead of helping to settle their

boundaries, mix them with so murh art, that

no common mind is able to disunite them.

In narratives where historical veracity has no

place, I cannot discover why there should not

be exhibited the most perfect idea_of_virtue ;
of

virtue not angelical, nor above probability, for

wh<it_we cjiiinot credit, we shall never imitate,

""Taut the highest and purest that humanity can

reach, vi?iitCtr,

"

"exefcisecT in "such"Trial?" as the

various revolutions of things shall bring upon it,

may, by conquering some calamities, and en

during others, teach us what we may hope, and

what we can perform. Vice, for vice is neces

sary to be shown, should always disgust ;
nor

should the graces of gayety, or the dignity of

courage, be so united with it, as to reconcile it

TO the mind. Wherever it appears, it should

raise hatred by the malignity of its practices,

and contempt by the meanness of its stratagems :

for while it is supported by either parts or spirit,

it will be seldom heartily abhorred. The Ro
man tyrant was content to be hated, if he was

but feared; and there are thousands of. the

readers of romances willing to be thought wick

ed, if they may be allowed to be wits. It is

therefore to be steadily inculcated, that virtue is

the highest proof of understanding, and the only
solid basis of greatness ;

and that vice is the na

tural consequence of narrow thoughts ; that it

begins in mistake, and ends in ignominy.*

No. 5.] TUESDAY, APRIL 3, 1750.

Kt nunc omnis ager, nunc omnis partnrit arbos,

Nuncjrondent silvce, nuncformosissimus annus.

VIRG.

Now every field, now every tree is green ;

Now genial Nature's fairest face is seen.

ELVHIXSTON.

EVERY man is sufficiently discontented with
some circumstances of his present state, to suffer

his imagination to range more or less in quest
of future happiness, and to fix upon some point
of time, in which, by the removal of the incon
venience which now perplexes him, or acquH -

tion of the advantage which he at present wants,
he shall find the condition of his life very much
improved.
When this time, which is too often expected

with great impatience, at last arrives, it gener
ally comes without the blessing for which it

This excellent paper was occasioned by the po
pularity of " Roderick Random," and " Tom Jones,"
which appeared about this time, and have been the
models of that species of romance, now known by
the more common name of Novel. C.

was desired
;
but we solace ourselves with some

new prospect, and press forward again with

equal eagerness.

It is lucky for a man, in whom this temper

prevails, when he turns his hopes upon things

wholly out of his own power : since he forbears

then to precipitate his affairs, for the sake of the

great event that is to complete his felicity, an;!

waits for the blissful hour with less neglect, o.

the measures necessary to be taken in the mean
time.

I have long known a person of this temper,
who indulged his dream of happiness with le.sj

hurt to himself than such chimerical wishes

commonly produce, and adjusted his scheme
with such address, that his hopes wers in full

bloom three parts of the year, and in the other

part never wholly blasted. Many, perhaps
would be desirous of learning by what means i'.e

procured to himself such a cheap and lasting
satisfaction. It was gained by a constant prac
tice of referring the removal of all his uneasinei a

to the coming of the next spring ; if his health

was impaired, the spring would restore it ; if

what he wanted was at a high price, it would
fall its value in the spring.
The spring indeed did often come without any

of these effects, but he was always certain thai /

the next would be more pi'opitious ; nor wa;/

ever convinced, that the present spring wotdfit

fail him before the middle of summer ; for /he

always talked of the spring as coming till it wr.a

past, and when it was once past, every ona

agreed with him that it was coining.

By long converse with this man, I am, per

haps, brought to feel immoderate pleasure in the

contemplation of this delightful season ; but I

have the satisfaction of finding many, whom it

can be no shame to resemble, infected with the

same enthusiasm
;
for there is, 1 believe, scarce

any poet of eminence, who has not left florae

testimony of his fondness for the flowers, the

zephyrs, and the warblers of the spring. Nor
has the most luxuriant imagination been able to

describe the serenity and happiness of the goldcu

age, otherwise than by giving a perpetual spring,
as the highest reward of uncorrupted innocence^

There is, indeed, something inexpressibly

pleasing in the annual renovation of the world,

and the new display of the treasures of nature.

The cold and darkness of winter, wifn the

naked deformity of every object on which wo
turn our eyes, make us rejoice at the suqceeding

season, as well for what we have escaped, as fo?

what we may enjoy ; and every budding flower,

which a warm situation brings early to our

view, is considered by us as a messenger to notify

the approach of more joyous days.
The Spring affords to a mind, so free from

the disturbance of cares or passions as to r?o

vacant to calm amusements, almost every thing

that our present state makes us capable of enjoy-
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ing. The variegated verdure of the fields and

woods, the succession of grateful odours, the

s-oice of pleasure pouring out its notes on every

side, with the gladness apparently conceived hy

every animal, from the growth of his food, and

the clemency of the weather, throw over the

whole earth an air of gayety, significantly ex

pressed hy the smile of nature.

Yet there are men to whom these scenes are

able to give no delight, and who hurry away
from all the varieties of rural beauty, to lose

their hours and divert their thoughts by cards

or assemblies, a tavern dinner, or the prattle of

the day.

It may be laid down as a position which will

seldom deceive, that when a man cannot bear

his own company, there is something wrong.

He must fly from himself either because he feels

a tediousness in life from the equipoise of an

mpty mind, which, having no tendency to one

motion more than another, but as it is impelled

by some external power, must always have re

course to foreign objects ; or he must be afraid

of the intrusion of some unpleasing ideas, and

perhaps is struggling to escape from the remem

brance of a loss, the fear of a calamity, or some

other thought of greater horror.

Those whom sorrow incapacitates to enjoy the

pleasures of contemplation, may properly apply

to such diversions, provided they are innocent,
as lay strong hold on the attention ; and those,

whom fear of any future affliction chains down
to misery, must endeavour to obviate the dan

ger.

My considerations shall, on this occasion, be

turned on such as are burdensome to themselves

merely because they want subjects for reflection,

and to whom the volume of nature is thrown

open without affording them pleasure or instruc

tion, because they never learned to read the

characters.

A French author has advanced this seeming

paradox, that very few men know how to take a

walk; and, indeed, it is true, that few know
how to take a walk with a prospect of any other

pleasure, than the same company would have

afforded them at home.

There are animals that borrow their colour

from the neighbouring body, and consequently

vary their hue as they happen to change their

place. In like manner, it ought to be the en

deavour of every man to derive his reflections

from the objects about him
;
for it is to no pur

pose that he alters his position, if his attention

continues fixed to the same point. The mind
should be kept open to the access of every new
ider, and so far disengaged from the predomin
ance of particular thoughts, as easily to accomo-

date itself to occasional entertainment.

A man that has formed this habit of turning

every new object to his entertainment, finds in

the productions of nature an inexhaustible stock

f

of materials upon which he can employ himself

without any temptations to envy or malevol

ence
; faults, perhaps, seldom totally avoided by

those, whose judgment is much exercised upon
the works of art. He has always a certain

prospect of discovering new reasons for adoring
the sovereign Author of the universe, and pro
bable hopes of making some discovery of benefit

to others, or of profit to himself. There is no

doubt but many vegetables and animals have

qualities that might be of great use, to the know

ledge of which there is not reqiiired much force

of penetration, or fatigue of study, but only

frequent experiments, and close attention

What is said by the chemists of their darling

mercury, is, perhaps, true of every body through
the whole creation, that if a thousand lives

should be spent upon it, all its properties would

not be found out.

Mankind must necessarily be diversified by
various tastes, since life affords and requires
such multiplicity of employments, and a natioE

of naturalists is neither to be hoped or desired j

but it is surely not improper to point out a fresh

amusement to those who languish in health, and

repine in plenty, for want of some source of di

version that may be less easily exhausted, and'

to inform the multitudes of both sexes, "who

are burdened with every new day, that there

are many shows which they have not seen.

He that enlarges his curiosity after the works
of nature, demonstrably multiplies the inlets to

happiness ; and, therefore, the younger part of

my readers, to whom I dedicate this vernal

speculation, must excuse me for calling upon-

them, to make use at once of the spring of the

year, and the spring of life
;
to acquire, while

their minds may be yet impressed with new

images, a love of innocent pleasures, and an

ardour for useful knowledge ;
and to remember,

that a blighted spring makes a barren year, and

that the vernal flowers, however beautiful and

gay, are only intended by nature as preparatives

to autumnal fruits.

No. 6.] SATURDAY, APRIL 7, 1750.

Strenua nos exercct inertia, navibus atque

Qvadrigis petimus bcne vlvere: quod pet is, hie ext ',

Est Ulubris, animus si te non deficit ccquus. HOR.

Active in indolence, abroad we roam
In quest of happiness which dwells at home :

With vain pursuits fatigued, at length you'll find,

No place excludes it from an equal inind

EI.PHlNSTON.

THAT man should never suffer his happiness to

depend upon external circumstances, is one ol

the chief precepts of the stoical philosophy ; a

precept, indeed, which that lofty sect has ex

tended beyond the condition of human life, and

in which some of them seem to have comprise^
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n utter exclusion of all corporeal pain and pleas
ure from the regard or attention of a wise man.
Such sapientia insaniens, as Horace calls the

doctrine of another sect, such extravagance of

philosophy, can want neither authority nor

argument for its confutation : it is overthrown

by the experience of every hour, and the powers
of nature rise up against it. But we may very

properly inquire, how near to this exalted state

it is in our power to approach ? how far we can

exempt ourselves from outward influences, arid

secure to our minds a state of tranquillity ? for

though the boast of absolute independence is

ridiculous and vain, yet a mean flexibility to

every impulse, and a patient submission to the

tyranny of casual troubles, is below the dignity
of that mind, which, however depraved or

weakened, boasts its derivation from a celestial

original, and hopes for a union with infinite

goodness, and unvariable felicity.

Ni vitiispejorafovens

Proprium deserat ortum.

Unless the soul, to vice a thrall,

Desert her own original.

The necessity of erecting ourselves to some

degree of intellectual dignity, and of perceiving
resources of pleasure, which may not be wholly
at the mercy of accident, is never more apparent
than when we turn our eyes upon those whom
fortune has let loose to tlieir own conduct ; who,
not being chained down by their condition

to a regular and stated allotment of their hours,
are obliged to find themselves business or diver

sion, and having nothing within that can enter

tain or employ them, are compelled to try all

Vthe arts of destroying time.

The numberless expedients practised by this

class of mortals to alleviate the burden of life,

are not less shameful, nor, perhaps, much less

pitiable, than those to which a trader on the

:dge of a bankruptcy is reduced. I have seen

melancholy overspread a whole lamily at the

disappointment of a party for cards
; and when,

after the proposal of a tho?isand schemes, and
the despatch of the footman upon a hundred

messages, they have submitted, with gloomy re

signation, to the misfortune of passing one even

ing in conversation with each other ; on a sud

den, such are the revolutions of the world, an

unexpected visitor has brought them relief, ac

ceptable as pi-ovision to a starving city, and
enabled them to hold out till the next day.

The general remedy of those who are uneasy
without knowing the cause, is change of place ;

they are willing to imagine that their pain is

the consequence of some local inconvenience,

and endeavour to fly from it, as children from

their shadows ; always hoping for some more

ficflfrslactory delight from every new scene, and

always returning home with disappointment
fuid complaints.

Who can look upon this kind of infatuation,

without reflecting on those that suffer under tlw

dreadful symptoms of canine madness, tevmed

by physicians the dread of water ? These miser

able wretches, unable to drink, though burning

with thirst, are sometimes known to try various

contortions, or inclinations of the body, flatter

ing themselves that they can swallow in one

posture that liquor which they find in another

to repel their lips.

Yet such folly is not peculiar to the thought
less or ignorant, but sometimes seizes those

minds which seem most exempted from it, by
the variety of attainments, quickness of pene

tration, or severity of judgment; and, indeed,

the pride of wit and knowledge is often morti

fied by finding that they confer no security

against the common errors, which mislead the

weakest and meanest of mankind.

These reflections arose in my mind upon the

remembrance of a passage in Cowley's preface

to his poems, where, however exalted by genius,

and enlarged by study, he infoi-ms us of a

scheme of happiness to which the imagina
tion of a girl, upon the loss of her first lover,

could have scarcely given way ;
but which h

seems to have indulged, till he had totally for

gotten its absurdity, and would probably have

put in execution, had he been hinderejl. only by
his reason.

'

?
r
U^vWrfJji$ LOC

\

" My desire," eays he,
" has been -for some

jyears past, though the execution has been acci

dentally diverted, and does still vehemently con

tinue, to retire myself to some of our American

(plantations, not to seek for gold, or enrich my
self with the traffic of those parts, which is th

end of most men that travel thither; but to

forsake this world for ever, with all the vanities

and vexations of it, and to bury myself there in

some obscure retreat, but not without the con*-

solation of letters and philosophy."
Such was the chimerical provision which

Cowley had made in his own mind, for the

quiet of his remaining life, and which he seem-j

to recommend to posterity, since there is no

other reason for disclosing it. Surely no stronger
instance can be given of a persuasion that con

tent was the inhabitant of particular regions,

and that a man might set sail with a fair wind,
and leave behind him all his cares, incum-

brances, and calamities.

If he travelled so far with no other purpose
than to bury himself in some obscure retreat, he

might have found, in his own country, in

numerable coverts sufficiently dark to have con

cealed the genius of Cowley ;
for whatever

might be his opinion of the importunity with

which he might be summoned back into public

life, a short experience would have convinced

him, that privation is easier than acquisition,

and that it would require little continuant t<i

free himself from the intrusion f the >orJd.
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There is pride enough in the human heart to

*.TCYent much desire of acquaintance with a

man, by whom we are sure to be neglected,

however his reputation for science or virtue

may excite our curiosity or esteem ; so that the

lover of retirement needs not be afraid lest the

respect of strangers should overwhelm him with

visits. Even those to whom he has formerly
been known, will very patiently support his

absence, when they have tried a little to live

without him, and found new diversions for

those moments which his company contributed

to exhilarate.

It was, perhaps, ordained by Providence, to

Kinder us from tyrannising over one another,

that no individual should be of such importance,
?.? to cause, by his retirement or death, any
chasm in the world. And Cowley had con

versed to little purpose with mankind, if he had

never remarked, how soon the useful friend, the

gay companion, and the favoured lover, when
once they are removed from before the sight,

give way to the succession of new objects.

The privacy, therefore, of his hermitage might
have been safe enough from violation, though
he had chosen it within the limits of his native

island ; he might have found here preservatives

against the vanities and vexations of the world,

not less efficacious than those which the woods
or fields of America could afford him: but

having once his mind embittered with disgust,

he conceived it impossible to be far enough from

the cause of his uneasiness ; and was posting

away with the expedition of a coward, who,
for want of venturing to look behind him, thinks

the enemy perpetually at his heels.

When he was interrupted by company, or

fatigued with business, he so strongly imaged
to himself the happiness of leisure and retreat,

that he determined to enjoy them for the future

without interruption, and to exclude for ever

all that could deprive him of his darling satis

faction. He forgot, in the vehemence of desire,

that solitude and quiet owe their pleasures to

those miseries, which he was so studious to

obviate : for such are the vicissitudes of the

world, through all its parts, that day and night,
labour and rest, hurry and retirement, endear

each other
; such are the changes that keep the

mind in action ; we desire, we pursue, we ob

tain, we are satiated : we desire something
else, and begin a new pursuit.

If he had proceeded in his project, and fixed
;

hi? habitation in the most delightful part of the
j

,ne ,v world, it may be doubted, whether his dis

tance from the vanities of life would have enabled
him to keep away the vexations. It is common
for a man, who feels pain, to fancy that he
could bear it better in any other part. Cowley
having kown the troubles and perplexities of a

particular condition, readily persuaded himself
j

ihat nothing worse was to be found, and that

every alteration would bring some imprev<-
ment : he never suspected that the cause of his

unhappiness was within, that his own passions
were not sufficiently regulated, and that he was
harassed by his own impatience, which could

never be without something to awaken it, would

accompany him over the sea, and find its war
to his American elysium. He would, upon the

trial, have been soon convinced, that the foun

tain of content must spring up in the mind ;

and that he who has so little knowledge of hu
man nature, as to seek happiness by changing

any thing but his own dispositions, will waste

his life in fruitless efforts, and multiply tho

griefs which he purposes to remove. *

No. 7.] TUESDAV, APRIL 10, 1750.

O qui perpetua mitndum ratione gubernas,
Terrarum calique sator !

Disjice terrenes nebulas et pondera mclis,

Atque tuo splendore mica! Tu namque serenum,
Tu requies tranquilla piis. Te cernere, finis,

Principium, vector, dux, semita, terminus, idem.

BOETHIUS.

O thou -whose power o'er moving worlds presides,
Whose voice created, and whose wisdom guides,
On darkling man in pure effulgence sbine,
And cheer the clouded mind with light divine.

Tis thine alone to calm the pious breast
With silent confidence and holy rest :

From thee, great God, we spring, to thee we tend,
Path; motive, guide, original, and end.

THE love of retirement has, in all ages, adhered

closely to those minds, which have been most

enlarged by knowledge, or elevated by genius.
Those who enjoyed every thing generally sup
posed to confer happiness, have been forced to

seek it in the shades of privacy. Though they

possessed both power and riches, and were,

therefore, surrounded by men who considered

it as their chief interest to remove from them

every thing that might offend their ease, or in

terrupt their pleasure, they have soon felt the

anguors of satiety, and found themselves un
able to pursue the race of life without frequent

respirations of intermediate solitude.

To produce this disposition, nothing appears

requisite but quick sensibility and active imagin
ation ; for, though not devoted to virtue, or

science, the man, whose faculties enable him to

make ready comparisons of the present with

the past, will find such a constant recur-

rence of the same pleasures and troubles, the

same expectations and disappointments, that he

will gladly snatch an hour of retreat, to let his

thoughts expatiate at large, and seek for thaf

variety in his own ideas, which the objects of

sense cannot afford him.

See Dr. Johnson's Life of Cowley, vol. ix.

10-16
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"Nor will greatness, or abundance, exempt
him from the importunities of this desire, since,

if he is born, to think, he cannot restrain him
self from a thousand inquiries and speculations,

which he must pursue by his own reason, and

which the splendour of his condition can only

hinder : for those who are most exalted above

dependence or controul, are yet condemned to

pay so large a tribute of their time to custom,

ceremony, and popularity, that, according to

the Greek proverb, no man in the house is more

a slave than the master.

When a king risked Euclid, the mathemati

cian, whether he could not explain his art to

him in a more compendious manner ? he was

answered, That there was no royal way to ge

ometry. Other things may be seized by might,

or purchased with money, but knowledge is to

be gained only by study, and study to be prose

cuted only in retirement.

These are some of the motives which have

had power to sequester kings and heroes from

the crowds that soothed them with flatteries, or

inspirited them with acclamations ; but their

efficacy seems confined to the higher mind, and

to operate little upon the common classes of

mankind, to whose conceptions the present as

semblage of things is adequate, and who seldom

range beyond those entertainments and vex

ations, which solicit their attention by pressing

on their senses.

But there is a universal reason for some

stated intervals of solitude, which the institu

tions of the church call upon me now especially

to mention
;
a reason which extends as wide as

moral duty, or the hopes of .Divine favour

in a future state ;
and which ought to in

fluence all ranks of life, and all degrees of intel

lect
;

since none can imagine themselves not

comprehended in its obligation, but such as de

termine to set their Maker at defiance by obsti

nate wickedness, or whose enthusiastic security

of his approbation places them above external

ordinances, and all human means of improve
ment.

The great task of him who conducts his life

by the precepts of religion, is to make the future

predominate over the present, to impress upon
his mind so strong a sense of the importance of

obedience to the Divine will, of the value of the

reward promised to virtue, and the terrors of

the punishment denounced against crimes, as

may overbear all the temptations which tem

poral hope or fear CHII bring in his way, and en

able him to bid equal defiance to joy and sorrow,

to turn away at one time from the allurements

ofambition, and push forward at another against

the threats of calamity.
It is not without reason that the apostle re

presents our passage through this stage of our

existence by images drawn from the alarms and

solicitude of a military life; for we are placed

in such a state, that almost every thing about

us conspires against our chief interest. We are

|

in danger from whatever can get possession of

our thoughts; all that can excite in us either

]
pain or pleasure, has a tendency to obstruct the

way that leads to happiness, and either to turn

us aside, or retard -our progress.
Our senses, our appetites, and our passions,

are our lawful and faithful guides, in most

things that relate solely to this life
; and, there

fore, by the hourly necessity of consulting them,
we gradually sink into an implicit submission,
and habitual confidence. Every act of com

pliance with their motions, facilitates a second

compliance, every new step towards depravity
is made with less reluctance than the former,
and thus the descent to life merely sensual ia

perpetually accelerated.

The senses have not only that advantage over

conscience, which things necessary must always
have over things chosen, but they have likewise

a kind of prescription in their favour. We
feared pain much earlier than we apprehended

guilt, and were delighted with the sensations of

pleasure, before we had capacities to be charmed,

with the beauty of rectitude. To this power,
thus early established, and incessantly increas

ing, it must be remembered that almost every
man has, in some part of his life, added new
strength by a voluntary or negligent subjection
of himself; for who is there that has not insti

gated his appetites by indulgence, or suffered

them, by an unresisting neutrality, to enlarge
their dominion, and multiply their demands ?

From the necessity of dispossessing the sensi

tive faculties of the influence which they must

naturally gain by this pre-occupation of the sou],

arises that conflict between opposite desires in

the first endeavours after a religious life; which,
however enthusiastically it may have been de

scribed, or however contemptuously ridiculed,

will naturally be felt in some degree, though
varied without end, by different tempers of

mind, and innumerable circumstances of health

or condition, greater or less fervour, more or

fewer temptations to relapse.

From the perpetual necessity of consulting
the animal faculties, in our provision for the

present life, arises the difficulty of withstanding
their impulses, even in cases where they ought
to be of no weight ;

for the motions of sense

are instantaneous, its objects strike unsought,
we are accustomed to follow its directions, and

therefore often submit to the sentence "without

examining the authority of the judge.
Thus it appears, upon a philosophical esti

mate, that, supposing the mind, at any certain

time, in an equipoise between the pleasures of

this life, and the hopes of futurity, present ob

jects falling more frequently into the scale,

would in time preponderate, and that our regard
for an invisible state would grow every moment
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weaker, till at last it would lose all its activity,

and become absolutely without effect.

To prevent this dreadful event, the balance is

put into our own hands, and we have power to

transfer the weight to either side. The motives

to a life of holiness are infinite, not less than the

favour or anger of Omnipotence, not less than

eternity of happiness or misery. But these can

only influence our conduct as they gain our at

tention, which the business or diversions of the

world are always calling oft by contrary attrac

tions.

The great art therefore of piety, and the end

for which all the rites of religion seem to be in

stituted, is the perpetual renovation of the mo
tives to virtue, by a voluntary employment of

our mind in the contemplation of its excellence,

its importance, and its necessity, which, in pro

portion as they are more frequently and more

willingly revolved, gain a more forcible and per

manent influence, till in time they become the.

reigning- ideas, the standing principles of action,

and the test by which every thing proposed to

the judgment is rejected or approved.

To facilitate this change of our affections, it is

necessary that we weaken the temptations of the

world, by retiring at certain seasons from it ; for

its influence arising only from its presence, is

much lessened when it becomes the object of so

litary meditation. A constant residence amidst

noise and pleasure, inevitably obliterates the im

pressions of piety, and a frequent abstraction of

ourselves into a state, where this life, like the

next, operates only upon the reason, will rein

state religion in its just authority, tven without

*hose irradiations from above, thcrtape of which

1 have r.o intention to withdraw from tlae sin

cere and the diligent.

This is that conquest of the world and of our

selves, which has been always considered as the

perfection of human nature
;
and this is only to

be obtained by fervent prayer, steady resolu

tions, and frequent retirement from folly and

vanity, from the cares of avarice, and the joys of

intemperance, from the lulling sounds of deceit

ful flattery, and the tempting sight of prosperous
wickedness.

No. 8.] SATURDAY, AIMUL 14, 1750.

rr ~*itur jccnas peccandi sola volimtas ;

Nam scelus infra xe taciturn qui cogitat ullurn,
Facti crimen habet.

For he that but conceives a crime in thought,
Contracts the danger of an actual fault.

IF the most active and industrious of mankind
ava? hble, at the close of life, to recollect distinct

ly bis past moments, and distribute them in a

regular account, according to the manner in

which they have been spent, it is scarcely to be

j

imagined how few would be marked out to the

I mind, by any permanent or visible effects, how
small a proportion his real action would bear to

his seeming possibilities of action, how many
chasms he would find of wide and continued

vacuity, and how many interstitial spaces unfill

ed, even in the most tumultuous huiTies of bu

siness, and the most eager vehemence of pursuit.

It is said by modern philosophers, that not

only the great globes of matter are thinly scat

tered through the universe, but the hardest bo

dies are so porous, that, if all matter were com

pressed to perfect solidity, it might be contained

in a cube of a few feet. In like manner, if all

the employment of life were crowded into the

time which it really occupied, perhaps a few

weeks, days, or hours, would be sufficient for its

accomplishment, so far as the mind was engaged
in the pei'formance. For such is the inequality
of our corporeal to our intellectual faculties, that

we contrive in minutes what we execute in

years, and the soul often stands an idle spectator

of the labour of the hands, and expedition of the

feet.

For this reason the ancient generals often

found themselves at leisure to pursue the study
of philosophy in the camp ; and Lucan, with

historical veracity, makes Caesar relate of him
self that he noted the revolutions of the stars in

the midst of preparations for battle.

Media inter pratta semper

Sideribus, calique plagis, superisque vacavl.

Amid the storms of war, with curious eyes
I trace the planets and survey the skies.

That the soul always exerts her peculiar pow
ers, with greater or less force, is very probable,

though the common occasions ofour present con

dition require but a small part of that incessant

cogitation ;
and by the natural frame of our bo

dies, and general combination of the world, we
are so frequently condemned to inactivity, that

as through all our time we are thinking, so foi

a great part of our time we can only think.

Lest a power so restless should be either un-

profitably or hurtfully employed, and the super
fluities of intellect run to waste, it. is no vain

speculation lo consider how we may govern our

thoughts, restrain them from irregular motions,

or confine them from boundless dissipation.

How the understanding is best conducted to

the knowledge of science, by what steps it is to

be led forwards in its pursuit, how it is to be

cured of its defects, and habituated to new stud

ies, has been the inquiry of many acute and

learned men, whose observations I shall not

either adopt or censure : my purpoes being to

consider the moral discipline of the mind, end

to promote the increase of virtue rather thsM of

learning.
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This inquiry seems to have been neglected for

want of remembering, that all action has its

origin in the mind, and that therefore to suffer

the thoughts to be vitiated, is to poison the

fountains of morality; irregular desires will

produce licentious practices ; what men allow

themselves to wish they will soon believe, and

will be at last incited to execute what they

please themselves with contriving.

For this reason the casuists of the Roman

church, who gain, by confession, great opportu
nities of knowing human nature, have generally

determined that what is a crime to do, it is a

crime to think.* Since by revolving with

pleasure the facility, safety, or advantage of a

wicked deed, a man soon begins to find his con

stancy relax, and his detestation soften
; the

happiness of success glittering before him, "with

draws his attention from the atrociousness of

the guilt, and acts are at last confidently perpe

trated, of which the first conception only crept

into the mind, disguised in pleasing complica

tions, and permitted rather than invited.

No man has ever been drawn to crimes by
love or jealousy, envy or hatred, but he can tell

how easily he might at first have repelled the

temptation, how readily his mind would have

obeyed a call to any other object, and how weak
his passion has been after some casual avocation,

till he has recalled it again to his heart, and

revived the viper by too warm a fondness.

Such, therefore, is the importance of keeping
reason a constant guard over imagination, that

we have otherwise no security for our own

virtue, but may corrupt our hearts in the most

recluse solitude, with more pernicious and

tyrannical appetites and wishes than the com
merce of the world will generally produce ; for

we are easily shocked by crimes which appear
at once in their full magnitude, but the gradual

growth of our own wickedness, endeared by in

terest, and palliated by all the artifices of self-

deceit, gives us time to form distinctions in our

own favour, and reason by degrees submits to

absurdity, as the eye is in time accommodated

to darkness.

In this disease of the soul, it is of the utmost

importance to apply remedies at the beginning :

and therefore I shall endeavour to show what

thoughts are to be rejected or improved, as they

regard the past, present, or future ; in hopes
that some may be awakened to caution and

vigilance, who, perhaps, indulge themselves in

dangerous dreams, so much the more dangerous,

because, being yet only dreams, they are con

cluded innocent.

The recollection of the past is only useful by

way of provision for the future ; and, therefore,

in reviewing all occurrences that fall under a

This was determined before their time. See

Matt. 28.--C.

religious consideration, it is proper that a maa

stop at the first thoughts, to remark how he

was led thither, and why he continues the re

flection. If he is dwelling with delight upor
a stratagem of successful fraud, a night of licen

tious riot, or an intrigue of guilty pleasure, le1

him summon off his imagination as from an

unlawful pursuit, expel those passages from his

remembrance, of which, though he cannot seri

ously approve them, the pleasure overpowers
the guilt, and refer them to a future hour, when

they may be considered with greater safety.

Such an hour will certainly come
; for the im

pressions of past pleasure are always lessening

but the sense of guilt, which respects futurity.,

continues the same.

The serious and impartial retrospect of oiu

conduct, is indisputable necessary to the confir

mation or recovery of virtue, and is, therefore,

recommended under the name of self-examina

tion, by divines, as the first act previous to repent

ance. It is, indeed, of so great use, that with

out it we should always be to begin life, be se

duced for ever by the same allurements, and

misled by the same fallacies. But in order that

we may not lose the advantage of our experi

ence, we must endeavour to see every thing in

its proper form, and excite in ourselves those

sentiments, which the great Author of nature

has decreed the concomitants or followers of

good or bad actions.

TIgiv v igy&iv rgig 'ixaLtTTOv irri

; TI 5' t^x ; ft ftoi S'-ov tux,

S* <43-o ST^UTOU ifi&Sr feat.

As<X. piv

Let not sleep (says Pythagoras,//a# upon thy eyes

till thou hast thrice reviewed the transactions of the

past day. Where have I turned aside from recti

tude ? What have I been doing ? What have I left

undone, which I ought to have done ? Begin thus

from thefirst act, and proceed ; and in conclusion,

at the ill which thou hast done be troubled, and re

joicefor the good.

Our thoughts on present things being deter

mined by the objects before us, fall not under

those indulgences, or excursions, which I am
now considering. But I cannot forbear, under

this head, to caution pious and tender minds,

that are disturbed by the irruptions of wicked

imaginations, against too great dejection, and

too anxious alarms
;

for thoughts are only

criminal, when they are first chosen, and then

voluntarily continued.

Evil into the mind of God or man
May come and go, so unapproved, and leave

No spot or stain behind. MILTON.

In futurity chiefly are the snares lodged, fcy

which the imagination is entangled. Futurity
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is the Proper abode of hope and fear, with all i very strong and active prejudice in favour ofthe:?
their train and progeny of subordinate appre-

j

own vocation, always working upon their minds,
tensions and desires. In futurity events and

|
and influencing their behaviour.

chances are yet floating at large, without ap

parent connexion with their causes, and we
therefore easily indulge the liberty of gratifying

ourselves with a pleasing choice. To pick and

cull among possible advantages is, as the civil

law terms it, in vacuum venire, to take what be-

Eongs to nobody ; but it has this hazard in it
,

that we shall be unwilling to quit what we have

seized, though an owner should be found. It is

easy to think ou that which may be gained, till

at last we resolve to gain it, and to image the

happiness of particular conditions, till we can be

easy in no other. We ought, at least, to let our

desires fix upon nothing in another's power for

th3 sake of our quiet, or in another's possession

for the sake of our innocence. When aman finds

himself led, though by a train of honest senti

ments, to wish for that to which he has no right,

he should start back as from a pitfal covered

with flowers. He that fancies he should benefit

the public more in a great station than the mail

that fills it, will in time imagine it an act of vir

tue to supplant him ; and as opposition readily
kindles into hatred, his eagerness to do that good,
to which he is not called, will betray him to

crimes, which in his original scheme were never

proposed.
He therefore that would govern his actions by

the laws of virtue, must regulate his thoughts by
those of reason

;
he must keep guilt from the re

cesses of his heart, and remember tLat the pleas
ures of fancy, and the emotions of desire, are

more dangerous as they are more hidden, since

they escape the awe of observation, and operate

equally in every situation, without the concur

rence of external opportunities.

No. 9.] TUESDAY, APRIL 17, 1750

Quod sis esse velis, nihilque mails. MART.

Chuse what you are ;
no other state prefer.

ELPHINSTON.

IT is justly remarked by Horace, that howsoever

every man may complain occasionally of the

hardships of his condition, he is seldom willing
to change it for any other on the same level : for

whether it he that he, who follows an employ
ment, made choice of it at first on account of

its suitableness to his inclination ; or that when
accident, or the determination of others, have

placed him in a particular station, he, by endea-

rouring to reconcile himself to it, gets the cus

tom of viewing it only on the fairest side
;
or

whether every man thinks that class to which
he belongs the most illustrious, merely because

he has honoured it with ^ ; s name ; it is certain

that, whatever be the reasou most men have a

This partiality is sufficiently visible in every
rank of the human species : but it exerts itseH

more frequently and with greater force among
those who have never learned to conceal their

sentiments for reasons of policy, or to model theii

expressions by the laws of politeness ; and there

fore the chief contests of wit among artificers

and handicraftsmen arise from a mutual endeav

our to exalt one trade by depreciating another.

From the same principle are derived many
consolations to alleviate the inconveniences to

which every calling is peculiarly exposed. A
blacksmith was lately pleasing himself at his

anvil, with observing, that though his trade was
hot and sooty, laborious and unhealthy, yet he

had the honour of living by his hammer, he got
his bread like a man, and if his son should rise

in the world, and keep his coach, nobody could

reproach him that his father was a tailor.

A man, truly zealous for his fraternity ia

never so irresistibly flattered, as when some riv

al calling is mentioned with contempt. Upoi.
this principle a linen-draper boasted that he hau

got a new customer, whom he could safely trust,

for he could have no doubt of his honesty, since

it was known, from unquestionable authori

ty, that he was now filing a bill in chan

cery to delay payment for the clothes which La

had worn the last seven years ;
and he himself

had heard him declare, in a public coffee-hous,

that he looked upon the whole generation of

woollen-drapers to be such despicable wretches,

that no gentleman ought to pay them.

It has been observed that physicians and law

yers are no friends to religion ;
and many con

jectures have been formed to discover the reason

of such a combination between men who agree
in nothing else, and who seem less to be affected,

in their own provinces, by religious opinions,

than any other part of the community. The
truth is, very few of them have thought about

religion ; but they have all seen a parson : seen

him in a habit different from their own, and

therefore declared war against him. A young
student from the inns of court, who has often

attacked the curate of his father's parish witb

such arguments as his acquaintances could fur

nish, and returned to town without success, is

now gone down with a resolution to destroyhim ;

for he has learned at last how to manage a prig,

and if he pretends to hold him again to syllo

gism, he has a catch in reserve, which neither

logic nor metaphysics can resist.

I laugh to think how youi unshaken Cato

Will look aghast, when unforeseen destruction.

Pours in upon him thus.

The malignity of soldiers and sailors aga'.ps',

each other has been often experienced at the cos*
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vf thctr country ; and, perhaps, no orders of men
feave an enmity of more acrimony, or longer con

tinuance. When, upon our late successes at sea,

lonae new regulations were concerted for estab

lishing the rank of the naval commanders, a

captain of foot very acutely remarked, that rio-

ehing was more absurd than to give any honor

ary rewards to seamen
;

" for honour," says he,
'
ought only to be won by bravery, and all the

world knows that in a sea-fight there is no dan

ger, and therefore no evidence of courage."
But although this general desire of aggrandiz

ing themselves, by raising their profession,

betrays men to a thousand ridiculous and mis

chievous acts of supplantation and detraction,

yet as almost all passions have their good as well

its bad effects, it likewise excites ingenuity, and
sometimes caisas an honest and useful emulation

of diligence. It may be observed in general,
that no trade had ever reached the excellence to

which it is now improved, had its professors
looked upon it with the eyes of indifferent spec
tators ; the advances, from the first rude essays,
must have been made by men who valued them
selves for performances, for which scarce any
ether would be persuaded to esteem them.

It is pleasing to contemplate a manufacture

rising gradually from its first mean state by the

successive labours of innumerable minds; to

consider the first hollow trunk of an oak, in

which, perhaps, the shepherd could scarce ven
ture to cross a brook swelled with a shower,
enlarged at last into a ship of war, attacking
fortresses, terrifying nations, setting storms and
billows at defiance, and visiting the remotest

parts of the globe. And it might contribute to

dispose us to a kinder regard for the labours of
one another, if we were to consider from what
unpromising beginnings the most useful pro
ductions of art have probably arisen. Who,
when he saw the first sand or ashes, by a casual

intenseness of heat, melted into a metalline form,
rugged with excrescences, and clouded with

impurities, would have imagined, that in this

shapeless lump lay concealed so many conveni
ences of life, as would in time constitute a great

part of the happiness of the world? Yet by
some such fortuitous liquefaction was mankind
taught to procure a body at once in a high de

gree solid and transparent, which might admit
the light of the sun, and exclude the violence of
the wind : which might extend the sight of the

philosopher to new ranges of existence, and
charm him at one time with the unbounded ex
tent of the material creation, and at another
with the endless subordination of animal life

;

and, what is yet of more importance might
supply the decays of nature, and succour old

age with subsidiary sight. Thus was the first

artificer in glass employed, though without his

own knowledge or expectation. He was facili

tating and prolonging the enjoyment of light,

enlarging the avenues of science, and conferring

the highest and most lasting pleasures ;
he \vsa

enabling the student to contemplate nature, and

the beauty to behold herself.

This passion for the honour of a profession,

like that for the grandeur of our own country
is to be regulated, not extinguished. Every
man, from the highest to the lowest station,

ought to warm his heart and animate his en

deavours with the hopes of being useful to the

world, by advancing the art \vhich it is his lot

to exercise, and for that end he must necessarily

consider the whole extent of its application, and
the whole weight of its importance. But let

him not too readily imagine that another is ill

employed, because, for want of fuller knowledge
of his business, he is not able to comprehend its

dignity. Every man ought to endeavour tit

eminence, not by pulling others down, but by

raising himself, and enjoy the pleasure of his

own superiority, whether imaginary or real,

without interrupting others in the same felicity.

The philosopher may very justly be delighted
with the extent of his views, and the artificer

with the readiness of his hands ; but let the one

remember, that, without mechanical perform
ances, refined speculation is an empty dream ;

and the other, that, without theoretical reason

ing, dexterity is little more than a brute instinct.

No. 10.
J SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1750.

Posthabui tamen illorum mca seria ludo

VIRO

For trilling sports I quitted grave affairs.

THE number of correspondents which increase*

every day upon me, shows that my paper is at

least distinguished from the common produc
tions of the press. It is no less a proof of emi

nence to have many enemies than many friends,

and I look upon every letter, whether it con

tains encomiums or reproaches, as an equal at

testation of rising credit. The only pain,

which I can feel from my correspondence, is the

fear of disgusting those, whose letters I shall

neglect ;
and therefore I take this opportunity

of reminding them, that in disapproving their

attempts, whenever it may happen, I only re

turn the treatment which I often receive. Be
sides, many particular motives influence a wri

ter, known only to himself, or his private friends
;

and it may be justly concluded, that not all let

ters which are postponed are rejected, nor all

that are rejected, critically condemned.

Having thus eased my heart of the only Ap

prehension that sat heavy on it, I can please

myself with the candour of Benevolus, who
encourages me to proceed, without sinking
under the anger of Flirtilla, who quarrels witb

me for being old and ugly, and for wanting both

activity of body and sprfghtliness of mind ; feeii*
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her monkey with my lucubrations, and refuses
|

all the good company in town. By this meaii

any reconciliation till I have appeared in vindi

cation of masquerades. That she may not how
ever imagine me without support, and left to

rest wholly upon my own fortitude, I shall now

publish some letters which I have received irom

men as well dressed, and as handsome, as her

favourite
;
and others from ladies, whom

sincerely believe as young, as rich, as gay, as

pretty, as fashionable, and as often toasted and
treated as herself.

" A SET of candid readers send their respects
to the Rambler, and acknowledge his merit in

so well beginning a work that may be of public
benefit. But, superior as his genius is to the im

pertinences ofa triHing age, they cannot but have

a wish, that he would condescend to the weak
ness of minds softened by perpetual amuse

ments, and now and then throw in, like his

predecessors, some papers of a gay and humour
ous turn. Too fair a field now lies open, with

too plentiful a harvest of follies ! let the cheer

ful Thalia put in her sickle, and, singing at her

work, deck her hair with red and blue."
" A LADY sends her compliments to the Kam

bler, and desires to know by what other name
she may direct to him ; what are his set of

friends, his amusements ; what his way of

chinking, with regard to the living world, and

its ways ;
in short, whether he is a person now-

alive, and in town? If he be, she will do her

self the honour to write to him pretty often,

and hopes, from time to time, to be the better

for his advice and animadversions ;
for his ani

madversions on her neighbours at least. But,
if he is a mere essayist, and troubles not him
self with the manners of the age, she is sorry
to tell him, that even the genius and correctness

of an Addisoii will not secure him from

neglect."

No man is so much abstracted from common
life, as not to feel a particular pleasure from
the regard of the female world

; the candid

writers of the first billet will not be offended,
that my haste to satisfy a lady has hurried their

address too soon out of my mind, and that I re

fer them for a reply to some future paper, in

order to tell this curious inquirer after my
other name, the answer of a philosopher to a

man, who meeting him in the street, desired to

see what he carried under his cloak " I carry
it there," says he,

" that you may not see it."

But, though she is never to know my name,
she may often see my face ; for I am of her

opinion, that a diurnal writer ought to view
the world, and that he who neglects his con

temporaries, may be with justice neglected by
fliem,

" LADY RACKKT sends compliments to the

(lamhler, and lets him know she shall have
cards at her house, every Sunday, the remainder
or the season, where he will bfi sxire of meeting

she hopes to see his papers interspersed with lix

ing characters. She longs to see the torch of

Truth produced at an assembly, and to admire
the charming lustre it will throw on the jewels,

complexions, and behaviour, of every dear crea

ture there."

It is a rule with me to receive every offer

with the same civility as it is made ; and, there

fore, though Lady Racket may have had some
reason to guess, that I seldom frequent card-

tables on Sundays, I shall not insist upon an

exception, which may to her appear of so little

force. My business has been to view, as op

portunity was offered, every place in which
mankind was to be seen ; but at card-tables,

however brilliant, I have always thought my
visit lost, tor I could know nothing of the com

pany, but their clothes and their faces. I saw
their looks clouded at the beginning of every

game with a uniform solicitude, now and then

in its progress varied with a short triumph, at

one time wrinkled with cunning, at another

deadened with despondency, or by accident

flushed with rage at the unskilful or unlucky

play of a partner. From such assemblies, in

whatever humour I happened to enter them,
I was quickly forced to retire ; they were too

trifling for me when I was grave, and too dull

when I was cheerful.

Yet I cannot but value myself upon this

token of regard from a lady who is not afraid to

stand before the torch of Truth. Let her not,

however, consult her curiosity more than her

prudence ; but reflect a moment on the fate of

Semele, who might have lived the favourite of

Jupiter, if she could have been content with

out his thunder. It is dangerous for mortal

beauty, or terrestrial virtue, to be examined by
too strong a light. The torch of Truth shows
nueh that we cannot, and all that we would
lot see. In a face dimpled with smiles, it has

often discovered malevolence and envy, and de

tected, under jewels and brocade, the frightful

forms of poverty and distress. A fine hand ot

cards have changed before it into a thousand

spectres of sickness, misery and vexation
; and

immense sums of money, while the winner
counted them with transport, have at the first

glimpse of this unwelcome lustre vanished from

before him. If her ladyship therefore designs
o continue her assembly, I would advise her

o shun such dangerous experiments, to satisfy

herself with common appearances, and to light

up her apartments rather with myrtle than

he torch of Truth.
" A MODEST young man sends his service to

the author of the Rambler, and will be rery

willing to assist him in his work, but is sadly
afraid of being discouraged by having his first

t'ssay rejected, a disgrace he has wofully experi
enced in every offer he had made of it to every

B
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DKW writer of every new paper ; but he com
forts himself by thinking, without vanity, that

this has been from a peculiar favour of the

Muses, who saved his performance from being
juried in trash, and reserved it to appear with
ftistre in the Rambler."
I am equally a friend to modesty and enter-

prize ; and therefore shall think it an honour to

Correspond with a young man who possesses
both in so eminent a degree. Youth is, indeed,

the time in which these qualities ought chiefly
to be found; modesty suits well with inexperi

ence, and enterprize with health and vigour,
and an extensive prospect of life. One of my
predecessors has justly observed, that, though
modesty has an amiable and winning appear
ance, it ought not to hinder the exertion of the

active powers, but that a man should show un
der his blushes a latent resolution. This point
of perfection, nice as it is, my correspondent
seems to have attained. That he is modest, his

own declaration may evince ; and, I think, the

latent resolution may be discovered in his letter

by an acute observer. I will advise him, since

he so well deserves my precepts, not to be dis

couraged though the Rambler should prove

equally envious, or tasteless, with the rest of this

fraternity. If-his paper is refused, the presses
of England are open, let him try the judgment
of th public. If, as it has sometimes happened
in general combinations against merit, he can

not persuade the world to buy his works, he may
present them to his friends ;

and if his friends

are seized with the epidemical infatuation, and

cannot find his genius, or will not confess it, let

him then refer his cause to posterity, and re

serve his labours for a wiser age.

Thus have I despatched some of my corres

pondents in the usual manner, with fair words

and general civility. But to Flirtilla, the gay
Flirtilla, what shall I reply ? Unable as I am
to fly, at her command, over land and seas, or

to supply her from week to week with the fash

ions of Paris, or the intrigues of Madrid, I

am yet not willing to incur her further displeas

ure, and would save my papers from her mon

key on any reasonable terms. By what propi

tiation, therefore, may I atone for my former

gravity, and open without trembling, the future

letters of this sprightly persecutor ? To write

in defence of masquerades is no easy task ; yet

something difficult and daring may well be re

quired, as the price of so important an approba
tion. 1 therefore consulted, in this great emer

gency, a man ofhigh reputation in gay life, who

having added, to his other accomplishments, no

mean proficiency in the minute philosophy, after

the fifth perusal of her letter, broke out with

rapture into these words :
" And can you, Mr.

Rambler, stand out against this charming crea-

turt1 ? Let her know, at least, that from this

moment Nigrinus devotes his life and his la

bours to her service. Is there any stubbnni

prejudice of education, that stands between thee

and the most amiable of mankind? Behold,

Flirtilla, at thy feet, a man grown gray in thn

study of those noble arts by which right and

wrong may be confounded
; by which reason

may be blinded, when we have a mind to escrrw

from her inspection ; and caprice and appetits
instated in uncontrolled command and boundless

dominion ! Such a casuist may surely engage,
with certainty of success, in vindication of an

entertainment, which in an instant gives confi

dence to the timorous, and kindles ardour in the

cold; an entertainment where the vigilance of

jealousy has so often been eluded, and the vir

gin is set free from the necessity of languishing
in silence ;

where all the outworks of chastity
are at once demolished ; where the heart is laid

open without a blush ; where bashfulness may
survive virtue, and no wish is crushed under the

frown of modesty. Far weaker influence than

Flirtilla's might gain over an advocate for such

amusements. It was declared by Pompey, that

if the commonwealth was violated, he could

stamp with his foot, and raise an army out of

the ground ;
if the rights of pleasure are again

invaded, let but Flirtilla crack her fan, neither

pens nor swords shall be wanting at the sum

mons; the wit and the colonel shall march out

at her command, and neither law nor reason

shall stand before us."*

No. 11.] TUESDAY, APRIL 24, 1750.

Non Dindymene, non adytis quatit

Mentem sacerdotum incola Pythius,

Non Liber <egue,non acuta

Sic geminant Corybantes erra,

Tristes ut ir<e. HOK.

Yet O ' remember, nor the god of wine,
Nor Pythian Phoebus from his inmost shrine,

HOT Dindymene, nor her priests possess'd,

Can with their sounding cymbals shake the breast,

Like furious anger. FRANCIS.

THE maxim which Periander of Corinth, one

of the seven sages of Greece, left as a memorial

of his knowledge and benevolence, was ^cXc

*/, Be master of thy anger. He considered

anger as the great disturber of human life, tha

chief enemy both of public happiness and private

tranquillity, and thought that he could not lay

on posterity a stronger obligation to reverence

his memory, than by leaving them a salutary

caution against this outrageous passion.

* The four billets in this paper were written by Mis?

Mulso, afterwards Mrs. Chapone, who survived

this work more than half a century, and died Den,

25, 1801; See an account of her in the Preface tt

the Adventurer,
" British Essayists," vol. 23. C5.
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To what latitude Periander might extend the

word, the brevity of his precept will scarce al

low us to conjecture. From anger, in its full

import, protracted into malevolence, and exert

ed in revenge, arise, indeed, many of the evils to

which the life of man is exposed. By anger

operating upon power are produced the subver

sion of cities, the desolation of countries, the

massacre of nations, and all those dreadful and

astonishing calamities which fill the histories of

the world, and which could not be read at any
distant point of time, when the passions stand

neutral, and every motive and principle are left

to its natural force, without some doubt of the

truth of the relation, did we not see the same

causes still tending to the same effects, and only

acting with less vigour for \vant of the same

concurrent opportunities.

But this gigantic and enormous species of

anger falls not properly under the animadver

sion of a writer, whose chief end is the regu
lation of common life, and whose precepts are to

recommend themselves by their general use. Nor
J3 this essay intended to expose the tragical or

futal effects even of private malignity. The

mger which I propose now for my subject, is

such as makes those who indulge it more trouble

some than formidable, and ranks them rather

with hornets and wasps, than with basilisks

and lions. I have, therefore, prefixed a motto,
which characterises this passion, not so much

by the mischief that it causes, as by the noise

that it utters.

There is in the world a certain class of mor

tals, known, and contentedly known, by the

sppel'ation ofpassionate men, who imagine them-

eelves entitled by that distinction to be provok
ed on every slight occasion, and to vent their

rage in vehement and fierce vociferations, in fu

rious menaces and licentious reproaches. Their

rage, indeed, for the most part, fumes away
in outcries of injury, and protestations of ven

geance, and seldom proceeds to actual violence,

unless1 a drawer or linkboy falls in their way;
but they interrupt the quiet of those that hap
pen to be within the reach of their clamours,
obstruct the course of conversation, and disturb

the enjoyment of society.

Men of this kind are sometimes not without

understanding or virtue, and are, therefore, riot

always treated with the severity which their

neglect of the ease of all about them might just

ly provoke ; they have obtained a kind of pre

scription for their folly, and are considered by
their companions as under a predominant in

fluence, that leaves them not masters of their

conduct or language, as acting without con

sciousness, and rushing into mischief with a

mist before their eyes ; they are therefore pitied

rather than censured, and their sallies arc pass

ed over as the involuntary blows of a man agi

tated by the spasms of a convulsion.

It is surely not to be observed without indig.

nation, that men may be found of minds mean

enough to be satisfied with this treatment ;

wretches w'so are proud to obtain the privilege
ofmadmen, and can, without Siuine, ijid without

regret, consider themselves as receiving hourly

pardons from their companions, and giving
them continual opportunities of exercising theil

patience, ani boasting their clemency.
Pride is undoubtedly the original of anger ;

but pride, like eveiy other passion, if it once

breaks loose from reason, counteracts its own
purposes. A passionate man, upon the review

of his day, will have very few gratifications to

offer to h's pride, when he has considered how
his outrages were caused, why they were borne

and in what they are likely to end at last.

Those sudden bursts of rage generally break

out upon small occasions ; for life, unhappy as

it is, cannot supply great evils as frequently as

the man of fire thinks it fit to be enraged ; there

fore the first reflection upon his violence, must,

show him that he is mean enough to be driven

from his post by every petty incident, that he

is the mere slave of casualty, and that his reason

a-nd virtue are in the power of the wind.

One motive there is of these loud extravagan

ces, which a man is careful to conceal from

others, and does not always discover to himself.

He that finds his knowledge narrow, and hi*

arguments weak, and by consequence his suf

frage not much regarded, is sometimes in hope
of gaining that attention by his clamours which

he cannot otherwise obtain, and is pleased with

remembering, that at least he made himseit

heard, that he had the power to interrupt those

whom he could not confute, and suspend the

decision which he could not guide.

Of this kind is the fury to which many men

give way among their servants and domestics ;

they feel their own ignorance, they sec their

own insignificance ; and therefore they endeav

our, by their fury, to fright away contempt
from before them, when they know it must fol

low them behind, and think themselves emi

nently masters, when they see one folly tamely

complied with, only lest refusal or delay should

provoke them to a greater.

These temptations cannot but be owned to

have some force. It is so little pleasing to any
man to see himself wholly overlooked in the

mass 01 things, that he may be allowed to try

a few expedients for procuring some kind of

supplemental dignity, and use some endeavour

to add weight, by the violence of his temper,

to the lightness of his other powers. But this

has now been long practised, and found, upon

the most exact estimate, not to produce advan

tages equal to its inconveniences ; for it appear*

not that a man can by uproar, tumult, an4

bluster, alter any one's opinion of his under

standing, or gain influence, except over th
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tvhom fortune or nature have made his depend

ents. He may, by a steady perseverance in his

ferocity, fright his children, and harass his ser

vants, but the rest of the world will look on

and laugh ;
and he will have the comfort at last

of thinking, that he lives only to raise contempt
and hatred, emotions to which wisdom and vir

tue would be always unwilling to give occasion.

He has contrived only to make thos.e fear him,

whom every reasonable being is endeavouring

to endear by kindness, and must content himself
j

with the pleasure of a triumph obtained by

trampling on them who could not resist. He
must perceive that the apprehension which his

presence causes is not the awe of his virtue, but

the dread of his brutality, and that he has given

up the felicity of being loved, without gaining

the honour of being reverenced.

But this is not the only ill consequence of

the frequent indulgence of this blustering pas

sion, which a man, by often calling to his assist

ance, will teach in a short time, to intrude be

fore the summons, to rush upon him with

resistless violence, and without any previous
j

notice of its approach. He will find himself 1

liable to be inflamed at the first touch of provo

cation, and unable to retain his resentment, till

he has a full conviction of the offence, to propor
tion his anger to the cause, or to regulate it by

prudence or by duty. When a man has once

suffered his mind to be thus vitiated, he becomes

one of the most hateful and unhappy beings.

He can give no security to himself that he shall

not, at the next interview, alienate by some sud

den transport his dearest friend ; or break out,

upon some slight contradiction, into such terms

of rudeness as can never be perfectly forgotten.

Whoever converses with him, lives with the

suspicion and solicitude of a man that plays with

a tame tiger, always under a necessity of watch

ing the moment in which the capricious savage
shall begin to growl.

It is told by Prior, in a panegyric on the Earl

sf Dorset, that his servants used to put them
selves in his way when he was angry, because

he was sure to recompense them for any indig

nities which he made them suffer. This is the

round of a passionate man's life ;
he contracts

debts when he is furious, which his virtue, if

he has virtue, obliges him to discharge at the

return of reason. He spends his time in out

rage and acknowledgment, injury and repara
tion. Or, if there be any who hardens himself

in oppression, and justifies the wrong, because

he has done it, his insensibility can make small

part of his praise, or his happiness ;
he only adds

deliberate to hasty folly, aggravates petulance

by contumacy, and destroys the only plea that

he can offer for the tenderness and patience of

\2iankind.

Yet, even this degree of depravity we may be

content to pity, because it seldom wants a pun

ishment equal to its guilt. Nothing is more

despicable or more miserable than the old age of

a passionate man. When the vigour of yoTith
fails him, and his amusements pall with fre

quent repetition, his occasional rage sinks by
decay of strength into peevishness ;

that peevish

ness, for want of novelty and variety, becomes

habitual ; the world falls off from around him
,

and he is left, as Homer expresses it, $Otvj'Jav <pi>.t<>

xte, to devour his own heart in solitude and con

tempt.

No. 12.] SATURDAY, APRIL 28, 1750.

Miserum parru stipe focillat, ut pudibiaidos
Exercere sales inter convivia posslt.

Tu mitis, et acri

Asperltate carens, positoque per omnia fastii,

Inter ut (Equates units numeraris amicos,

(Jbseq'uiumque doces, et amorem queeris amando.

LUCANUS ad FISOSKK.

Unlike the ribald whose licentious jest

Pollutes his banquet, and insults his guest ;

From wealth and grandeur easy to descend,
Thou joy'st to lose the master in the friend :

We round thy board the cheerful menials see,

Gay with the smile of bland equality ;

No social care the gracious lord disdains ;

Love prompts to lore, and reverence re7eros.:o

gains.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

As you seem to have devoted your labours to

virtue, I cannot forbear to inform you of ono

species of cruelty with which the life of a niaa

of letters perhaps does not often make him ac

quainted ;
and which, as it seems to produce no

other advantage to those that practise it than a

short gratification of thoughtless vanity, may
become less common when it has been once ex

posed in its various forms, and its full magni
tude.

I am the daughter of a country gentleman,
whose family is numerous, and whose estate,

not at first sufficient to supply us with affluence,

has been lately so much impaired by an unsuc

cessful lawsuit, that all the younger children

are obliged to try such means as their education

affords them, for procuring the necessaries of

life. Distress and curiosity concurred to bring
me to London, where I was received by a rela

tion with the coldness which misfortune gener

ally finds. A week, a long Aveek, I lived with

my cousin, before the most vigilant inquiry
could procure us the least hopes of a place, in

which time, I was much better qualified to bear

all the vexations of servitude. The first two

days she was content to pity me, arid only
wished I had not been quite so well bred ; but

people must comply with their circumstances.

This lenity, however, was soon at an end ; and.

for the remaining part of the week, I
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every hour of the pride of my family, the obsti

nacy of my father, and of people better bom than

myself that were common servants.

At last, on Saturday noon, she told me, with

very visible satisfaction, that Mrs. Bombasine,

/he great silk-mercer's lady, wanted a maid,

?.nd a fine place it would be, for there would be

nothing to do but to clean my mistress's room,

get up her linen, dress the young ladies, wait at

tea in the morning, take care of a little miss

just come from nurse, and then sit down to my
needle. But madam was a woman of great spi

rit, and would not be contradicted, and therefore

I should take care, for good places were not

easily to be got.

With these cautions I waited on Madam Bom-
fcasine, of whom the first sight gave me no ra

vishing ideas. She was two yards round the

waist, her voice was at once loud and squeaking,

uiid her face brought to my mind the picture of

the full moon. Are you the young woman,

Rays she, that are come to offer yourself? It is

etrange when people of substance want a ser

vant, how soon it is the town-talk. But they
know they shall have a belly-full that live with

me. Not like people at the other end of the

town, we dine at one o'clock. But I never take

any body without a character
;
what friends do

you come off? I then told her that my father

was a gentleman, and that we had been unfor

tunate. A great misfortune indeed, to come to

me, and have three meals a-day ! So your father

was a gentleman, and you are a gentlewoman I

fr.ippose : such gentlewomen ! Madam, I did

not mean to claim any exemptions, I only an-

uwerecl your inquiry Such gentlewomen ! peo

ple should set their children to good trades, and

keep them off the parish. Pray go to the other

tad of the town, there are gentlewomen, if they
v/ould pay their debts : I am sure we have lost

tnough by gentlewomen. Upon this, her broad

ikce grew broader Avith triumph, and I was
afraid she would have taken me for the plea-

care of continuing her insult
;
but happily the

next word "was, Pray, Mrs. gentlewoman,
troop down stairs. You may believe I obeyed
her.

I returned and met with a better reception
from my cousin than I expected ; for while I

was out, she had heard that Mrs. Standish,
whose husband had lately been raised from a

clerk in an office, to be commissioner of the ex

cise, had taken a fine house, and wanted a maid.
To Mrs. Standish I went, and, after having

waited six hours, was at last admitted to the top
of the stairs, when she came out of her room,
with two of her company. There was a smell

of punch. So, young woman, you want a place ;

whence do you come ? From the country, Ma
dam. Yes, they all come out of the country.
And what brought you to town, a bastard ?

Wher,c lo you lodge? At the Seven-Dials.

What, you never heard c/f the foundling-hoiisw; .

Upon this, they all laughed so obstreperously,
that I took the opportunity of sneaking off in

the tumult.

I then heard of a place at an elderly lady's.

She was at cards ; but in two hours, I was tol'd,

I

she would speak to me. She asked me if I could

I keep an account, and ordered me to write. I

j

wrote two lines out of some book that lay by
her. She wondered what people meant to breed

up poor girls to write at that rate. I suppose,

Mrs. Flirt, if I Avas to see your Avork, it Avould

be fine stuff! You may walk, I will not have

love-letters Avritten from my house to every

young felloAA' in the street.

TAVO days after, I went on the same pursuit
to Lady Lofty, dressed as I Avas directed, in

what little ornaments I had, because she had

lately got a place at court. Upon the first sight
of me, she turns to the Avomaii that showed me
in. Is this the lady that wants a place ? Pray
Avhat place Avouid you haAr

e, Miss ? a maid of

honour's place ? Servants noAv-a-days ! Ma
dam, I heard you Avanted Wanted Avhat?

Somebody finer than myself? A pretty servant

indeed ! I should be afraid to speak to her. 1

suppose, Mrs. Minx, these fine hands cannot

j

bear Avetting a sei^ant indeed ! Pray move off

I am resolved to be the head person in thiu

house. You are ready dressed, the taverns will

be open.

I went to inquire for the next place in a clean

linen gOAvn, and heard the servant tell his lady,

there Avas a young Avoman, but he saw she would
not do. I Avas brought up, hoAvever. Are you
the trollop that has the impudence to come for

my place ? What, you have hired that nasty

gOAvn, and are come to steal a better. Madam,
I haA'e another, but being obliged to walk.

Then these are your manners, Avith your
blushes and your courtesies, to come to me in

your worst gOAvn. Madam, give me leave to

Avait upon you in my other. Wait on me, you
saucy slut ! Then you are sure of coming, i

could not let such a drab come near me. Here,

you girl that came up Avith her. have you touch

ed her ? If you haAr

e, Avash your hands before

you dress me. Such trollops ! Get you doAvn.

What, whimpering ? Pray Avalk.

I went away Avith tears ; for my cousin had
lost all patience. HoweA'er, she told me, that

having a respect for my relations, she Avas will

ing to keep me out of the street, and Avould let

me have another Aveek.

The first day of this week I saw tAvo places.

At one I Avas asked Avhere I had lived? And
upon my ansAver, Avas told by the lady, that

people should qualify themselves in ordinary

places, for she should never have done if she was
to folloAv girls about. At the other house 1 AVBS

a smirking hussy, and that sweet face I might
make money of For her part, it Avas u ruj
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with her never to take any c_*eature that thought
herself handsome.

The three next days were spent in Lady Bluff's

entry, where I Avaited six hours every day for

the pleasure of seeing the servants peep at me,
and go away laughing. Madam will stretch

her small shanks in the entry ; she will know
the house again. At sunset the two first days
I was told, that my lady would see me to-mor

row, and on the third, that her woman stayed.

My week was now near its end, and 1 ;

had no hopes of a place. My relation, who :

always laid upon me the blame of every miscar

riage, told me that I must learn to humble my-
j

self, and that all great ladies had particular
'

ways : that if I went on in that manner, she

could not tell who would keep me ; she had
j

known many that had refused places, sell their I

clothes, and beg- in the streets.

It was to no purpose that the refusal was de- i

clared by me to be never on my side
;

I was

reasoning against interest and against stupidity ;

and therefore I comforted myself with the hope
of succeeding better in my next attempt, and

went to Mrs. Courtly, a very fine lady, who
had routes at her house, and saw the best com

pany in town.

I had not waited two hours before I was

called up, and found Mr. Courtly and his lady at

piquet, in the height of good humour. This I

looked on as a favourable sign, and stood at the

lower end of the room, in expectation of the

common questions. At last Mr. Courtly called

out, after a whisper, Stand facing the light, that

one may see you. I changed my place, and

slushed. They frequently turned their eyes

upon me, and seemed to discover many subjects

of merriment ; for at every look they whispered
and laughed with the most violent agitations of

delight. At last Mr. Courtly cried out, Is that

colour your own, child ? Yes, says the lady, if

she has not robbed the kitchen hearth. This

was so happy a conceit, that it renewed the

storm of'laughter, and they threw down their

cards in hopes of better sport. The lady then

called me to her, and began with an affected

gravity to inquire what I could do ? But first

turn about, and let us see your fine shape.

Well, what are you fit for, Mrs. Mum? You
would find your tongue, I suppose, in the

kitchen. No, no, says Mr. Courtly, the girl's

a good girl yet, but I am afraid a brisk young
fellow, with fine tags on his shoulder Come,

child, hold up your head ; what ! you have stole

nothing. Not yet, says the lady, but she hopes
to steal your heart quickly. Here was a laugh
of happiness and triumph, prolonged by the

confusion which I could no longer repress. At
'ast the lady recollected herself: Stole ! no but

if I had her, I should watch her : for that down
cast eye why cannot you look people in the

face : Steal ! says her husband, she would steal

nothing but, perhaps, a few ribands before they
were left off by her lady. Sir, answered 1,

why should you, by supposing me a thief, insult

one from whom you have received no injury?
Insult ! says the lady ; are you come here to le

a servant, you saucy baggage, and talk of insult

ing ? What will this world come to, if a gentle
man may not jest with a servant ! Well, such

servants ! pray be gone, and see when you wil]

have the honour to be so insulted again. Ser

vants insulted ! a fine time ! Insulted ! Got
down stairs, you slut, or the footman shall in

sult you.
The last day of the last week was now coming,

and my kind cousin talked of sending me do\vu
in the waggon to preserve me from bad courses.

But in the morning she came and told me that

she had one trial more for me ; Eupheinia
wanted a maid, and perhaps I might do for her ;

for, like me, she must fall her crest, being forced

to lay down her chariot upon the loss of half her

fortune by bad securities, and with her way of

giving her money to every body that pretended
to want it, she could have little beforehand :

therefore I might serve her ; for, with all her

fine sense, she must not pretend to be nice.

I went immediately, and met at the door a

young gentlewoman, who told me she had herself

been hired that morning, but that she AV;:S

ordered to bring any that offered up stairs. I

was accordingly introduced to Euphemia, who,
when I came in, laid down her book, and told

me that she sent for me not to gratify aa M^t

curiosity, but lest my disappointment might be

made still more grating by incivility ; that she

was in pain to deny any thing, much more what
was no favour ; that she saw nothing in my ap

pearance which did not mak her wish for my
company; but that another, whose claims might

perhaps be equal, had come before me. The

thought of being so near to such a p^ace, and

missing it, brought tears into my eyes, and my
sobs hindered me from returning my acknow

ledgments. She rose up confused, and suppos

ing by my concern that I was distressed, placed
me by her, and made me tell her my story:
which when she had heard, she put two guineas
in my hand, ordering me to lodge near her, and

make use of her table till she could provide for

me. I am now under her protection, and know
not how to show my gratitude better than by

giving this account to the Rambler.

ZOSIMA.
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Commissumque teges, et mn tortus et ira. HOR,

And let not wine or anger wrest

Th' intruiited secret from your breast.

FRANCIS.

IT is related by Quintu
1

* Curtius, that the Per

sians always conceived a?i invincible
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of a man who had violated the laws of secrecy ;

for they thought, that, however he might be de

ficient in the qualities requisite to actual excel

lence, the negative virtues at least were in his

power, and though he perhaps could not speak
well if he was to try, it was still easy for him
not to speak.

In forming this opinion of the easiness of se

crecy, they seem to have considered it as oppos

ed, not to treachery, but loquacity, and to have

conceived the man whom they thus censured,
not frighted by menaces to reveal, or bribed by
promises to betray, but incited by the mere

pleasure of talking, or some other motive equally

trifling, to lay open his heart without reflection

and to let whatever he knew slip from him, only
for want of power to retain it. Whether, by
their settled and avowed scorn of thoughtless

talkers, the Persians were able to diffuse to any

great extent the virtue of taciturnity, we are

hindered by the distance of those times from be

ing able to discover, there being very few mem
oirs remaining of the court of Persepolis, nor

any distinct accounts handed down to us of their

office-clerks, their ladies of the bed-chambe^
their attorneys, their chamber-maids, or their

footmen.

In these latter ages, though the old animosity

against a prattler is still retained, it appears

wholly to have lost its effect upon the conduct

of mankind ; for secrets are so seldom kept, that

it may with some reason be doubted, whether
the ancients were not mistaken in their first

postulate, whether the quality of retention be so

generally bestowed, and whether a secret has

not some subtle volatility, by which it escapes

imperceptibly at the smallest vent, or some pow
er of fermentation, by which it expands itself

so as to burst the heart that will not give it

way.
Those that study either the body or the mind

of man, very often find the most specious and

pleasing theory falling under the weight of con

trary experience ; and, instead ofgratifying their

vanity by infen-ing effects from causes, they are

always reduced at last to conjecture causes from
effects. That it is easy to be secret, the specu-
latist can demonstrate in his retreat, and there

fore thinks himself justified in placing confi

dence
;.
the man of the world knows, that, whe

ther difficult or not, it is uncommon, and there

fore finds himself rather inclined to search after

the reason of -this universal failure in one of the

most important duties of society.
The vanity of being known to be trusted with

a secret, is generally one of the chief motives to

disclose it ; for however absurd it may be

thought to boast an honour by an act which
shows that it was conferred without merit, yet
most men seem rather inclined to confess the

want of virtue than of importance, and more1

show their influence, though at the
\

THE RAMBLER.

expense of their probity, than glide through lift

with no other pleasure than the private consci

ousness of fidelity ; which, while it is preserved,
must be without praise, except from the single

person who tries and knows it.

There are many ways of telling a secret, fcy

which a man exempts himself from the re

proaches of his conscience, and gratifies his pride>

without suffering himself to believe that he im

pairs his virtue. He tells the private affairs of

his patron, or his friend, only to those from

whom he would not conceal his own ; he tells

them to those who have no temptation to betray
the trust, or with a denunciation of a certain for

feiture of his friendship, if he discovers that they
become public.

Secrets are very frequently told in the first ar

dour of kindness, or of love, for the sake of

proving, by so important a sacrifice, sincerity or

tenderness ; but with this motive, though it be

strong in itself, vanity concurs, since every man
desires to be most esteemed by those whom he

loves, or with whom he converses, with whom
he passes his hours of pleasure, and to whom he

retires from business and from care.

When the discovery of secrets is under consi

deration, there is always a distinction carefully

to be made between our own and those of an

other
; those of which we are fully masters, as

they affect only our own interest, and those

which are reposited with us in trust, and involve

the happiness or convenience of such as we have

no right to expose to hazard. To tell our own
secrets is generally folly, but that folly is with

out guilt ;
to communicate those with whichw

are intrusted is always treachery, and treachery
for the most part combined with folly.

There have, indeed, been some enthusiastic

and irrational zealots for friendship, who have

maintained, and perhaps believed, that one friend

has a right to all that is in possession of another ;

and that, therefore, it is a violation of kindness

to exempt any secret from this boundless confi

dence. Accordingly, a late female minister of

state* has been shameless enough to inform the

world, that she used, when she wanted to ex

tract any thing from her sovereign, to remind

her of Montaigne's reasoning, who has deter

mined, that to tell a secret to a friend is no

breach of fidelity, because the number of per

sons trusted is not multiplied, a man and his

friend being virtually the same.

That such a fallacy could be imposed upon

any human understanding, or that an author

could have advanced a position so remote from

truth and reason, any other ways than as a de-

claimer, to show to what extent he could stretch,

his imagination, and with what strength he

could press his principle, would scarcely have

been credible, had not this lady kindly shown

Sarah. Dutchess of Maryborough. C.
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us how far "weakness may be deluded, or in

dolence amused. But since it appears, that even

this sophistry, has been able, with the help of a

strong desire, to repose in quiet upon the under

standing of another to mislead honest inten

tions, and an understanding not contemptible,*
it may not be superfluous to remark, that those

things which are common among friends are

only such as either possesses in his own right,

and can alienate or destroy without injury to

any other person. Without this limitation,

confidence must run on without end, the second

person may tell the secret to the third, upon the

same principle as he received it from the first,

and a third may hand it forward to a fourth,

till at last it is told in the round of friendship to

them from whom it was the first intention to

conceal it.

The confidence which Caius has of the faith

fulness of Titius is nothing more than an opinion

which himself cannot know to be true, and

which Claudius, who first tells his secret to

Caius, may know to be false
;
and therefore the

trust is transferred by Caius, if he reveal what
has been told him, to one from whom the person

originally concerned would have withheld it :

and whatever may be the event, Caius has haz

arded the happiness of his friend, without ne

cessity and without pel-mission, and has put that

trust in the hand of fortune which was given

only to virtue.

All the arguments upon which a man who is

telling the private affairs of another may ground
his confidence of security, he must upon reflec

tion know to be uncertain, because he finds

them without effect upon himself. When he is

imagining that Titius will be cautious, from a

regard to his interest, his reputation, or his

duty, he ought to reflect that he is himself at

that instant acting in opposition to all these

reasons, and revealing what interest, reputation,

and duty, direct him to conceal.

Every one feels that in his own case he should

consider the man incapable of trust, who be

lieved himself at liberty to tell whatever he kne w
to the first whom he should conclude deserving
ofhis own confidence ; therefore Caius, in admit

ting Titius to the affairs imparted only to himself

must know that he violates his faith, since he acts

contrary to the intention of Claudius, to whom
that faith was given. For promises of friend

ship are, like all others, useless and vain, unless

they are made in some known sense, adjusted
and acknowledged by both parties.

I am not ignorant that many questions may
be started relating to the duty of secrecy, where

the affairs are of public concern ; where subse

quent reasons may arise to alter the appearance
and nature of the trust ; that the manner in

which the secret was told may change the dc-

* That of Queen Aime. C.

gree of obligation, and that the principles upon
which a man is chosen for a confidant may HOT

always equally constrain him. But these scru

ples, if not too intricate, are of too extensive con

sideration for my present purpose, nor are thej
such as generally occur in common life

;
and

though casuistical knowledge be useful in proper

hands, yet it ought by no means to be carelessly

exposed, since most will use it rather to lull

than to awaken their own consciences
;
and the

threads of reasoning, on which truth is suspend

ed, are frequently drawn to such subtilty, that

common eyes cannot perceive, and common sen

sibility cannot feel them.

The whole doctrine as well as practice of se

crecy, is so perplexing and dangerous, that, next

to him who is compelled to trust, I think him

unhappy who is chosen to be trusted
; for he in

often involved in scruples without the liberty of

calling in the help of any other understanding ;

he is frequently drawn into guilt, under the ap

pearance of friendship and honesty; and some

times subjected to suspicion by the treachery of

others, "who are engaged without his knowledge
in the same schemes ; for he that has one con

fidant has generally more, and Avhen he is at

last betrayed is in doubt on whom he shall fix

the crime.

The rules therefore that I shall propose con

cerning secrecy, and from which I think it not

safe to deviate, without iong and exact delib<;r:i-

tion, are Never to solicit the knowledge of a

secret. Not willingly, nor without many limi

tations, to accept such confidence when it !*

offered. When a secret is once admitted, to con

sider the trust as of a very high nature, import
ant as society, and sacred as truth, and therefore

not to be violated for any incidental conveni

ence, or slight appearance of contrary fitness.
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-Nilfuit unquum
Sic impar sibi HOP..

Sure such a various creature ne'er was known.

FRANCIS.

AMONG the many inconsistencies which folly

produces, or infirmity suffers, in the human

mind, there has often been observed a manifest

and striking contrariety between the life of an

author and his writings ;
and Milton, in a letter

to a learned stranger, by whom he had been

visited, with great reason congratulates himself

upon the consciousness of being found equal to

his own character, and having preserved in a

private and familiar interview, that reputation

which his works had procured him.

Those whom the appearance of virtue, c;

the evidence of genius, have tempted to

n earer knowledge of the writer in whose IK*-'
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fiarmances they may be found, have indeed had

frequent reason to repent their curiosity : the

bubble that sparkled before them lias become

common water at the touch ; the phantom of

perfection has vanished when they wished to !

press it to their bosom. They have lost the

pleasure of imagining how far humanity may
j

be exalted, and, perhaps, felt themselves less in-
j

dined to toil up the steeps of virtue, when they !

observe those who seem best able to point the i

way, loitering below, as either afraid of the

labour, or doubtful of the reward.

It has long been the custom of the oriental

ruonarchs to hide themselves in gardens and

palaces, to avoid the conversation of mankind, ;

and to be known to their subjects only by their
j

edicts. The same policy is no less necessary to
j

him that writes, than to him that governs ;
for !

men would not more patiently submit to be

taught than commanded, by one known to have i

the same follies and weaknesses with them-
!

selves. A sudden intruder into the closet of an
j

author would perhaps feel equal indignation
j

with the officer, who having long solicited ad-
j

mission into the presence of Sardanapalus, saw i

him not consulting upon laws, inquiring into

grievances, or modelling armies, but employed
iu feminine amusements, and directing the la

dies in their work.

It is not difficult to conceive, however, that

for many reasons a man "writes much better

than he lives. For without entering into re

fined speculations, it may be shown much easier

to design than to perform. A man proposes his

schemes of life in a state of abstraction arid dis

engagement, exempt from the enticements of

hope, the solicitations of affection, the impor
tunities of appetite, or the depressions of fear,

and is in the same state with him that teaches

upon land the art of navigation, to whom the

sea is always smooth, and the wind always

prosperous.
The mathematicians are well acquainted with

the difference between pure science, which has

to do only with ideas, and the application of its

laws to the use of life, in which they are con

strained to submit to the imperfection of mat
ter and the influence of accidents. Thus, in

moral discussions, it is to be remembered, that

many impediments obstruct our practice, which

very easily give way to theory. The speculatist
is only in danger of erroneous reasoning; but

the man involved in life has his own passions
and those of others to encounter, and is em
barrassed with a thousand inconveniences which
confound him with variety of impulse, and
either perplex or obstruct his way. He is

forced tc act without deliberation, and obliged
to choose before he can examine

; he is surprised

by sudden alterations of the state of things, and

cnanges his measures according to superficial

appearances ; lie is led bj others, either because

he is indolent, or because he is timorous ; he !a

sometimes afraid to know what is right, and

sometimes finds friends or enemies diligent to

deceive him.

We are, therefore, not to wonder that most

fail, amidst tumult, and snares, arid danger, in

the observance of those precepts, which they lay
down in solitude, safety, and tranquillity, witu

a mind unbiased, and with liberty unobstruct

ed. It is the condition of our present state to

see more tLan we can attain ;
the exactest vigi

lance and caution can never maintain a single -

day of unmingled innocence, much less can the

utmost efforts of incorporated mind reach the

summits of speculative virtue.

It is, however, necessary for the idea of per
fection to be proposed, that we may have some

object to which our endeavours are to be direct

ed
; and he that is the most deficient in the

duties of life, makes some atonement for hia

faults, if he warns others against his own fail

ings, and hinders, by the salubrity of his ad

monitions, the contagion of his example.

Nothing is more unjust, however common, .

than to charge with hypocrisy him that ex

presses zeal for those virtues which he neglecU
to practise ;

since he may be sincerely convinced

of the advantages of conquering his passions,

without having yet obtained the victory, as a

man may be confident of the advantages of a

voyage, or a journey, without having courage or

industry to undertake it, and may honestly re

commend to others those attempts which he

neglects himself.

The interest which the corrupt part of man
kind have in hardening themselves against every
motive to amendment, has disposed them to

give to these contradictions, when they can be

produced against the cause of virtue, that weight
which they will not allow them in any other

case. They see men act in opposition to their

interest, without supposing that they do not

know it ; those who give way to the sudden

violence of passion, and forsake the most im

portant pursuits for petty pleasures, are not

supposed to have changed their opinions, or to

approve their own conduct In moral or re

ligious questions alone, they determine the sen

timents by the actions, arid charge every man
with endeavouring to impose upon the world,
whose writings are not confirmed by his life.

They never consider that themselves neglect or

practise something every day inconsistently witli

their own settled judgment, nor discover that

the conduct of the advocates for virtue can little

increase or lessen the obligations of their dic

tates
; argument is to be invalidated only by

argument, and is in itself of the same force,

whether or not it convinces him by whom it ia

proposed.
Yet since this prejudice, however unreason

able, is always likely to have some prevalence,
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it la the duty of every man to take care lest he

should hinder the efficacy of his own instruc

tions. When he desires to gajn the helief of

others, he should show that he belie res himself;
and when he teaches the fitness c f virtue by his

reasonings, he should, by his example, prove its

possibility. Thus much at least may be re

quired of him, that he shall not act worse than

others, because he writes better; nor imagine

that, by the merit of his genius, he may claim

indulgence, beyond mortals of the lower classes,

and be excused for want of prudence, or neglect

of virtue.

Bacon, in his history of the winds, after

having offered something to the imagination as

desirable, often proposes lower advantages in its

place to the reason as attainable. The same
method may be sometimes pursued in moral

endeavours, which this philosopher has ob-
|

served in natural inquiries ; having first set
\

positive and absolute excellence before us, we

may be pardoned though we sink down to

humbler virtue, trying, however, to keep our

point always in view, and struggling not to lose

ground, though we cannot gain it.

It is recorded of Sir Matthew Hale, that he,

for a long time, concealed the consecration of

himself to the_stricter duties of religion, lest, by
some flagitious and shameful action, he should

bring piety into disgrace. For the same reason

it may be prudent for a writer, who apprehends
that he shall not enforce his own maxims by his

domestic character, to conceal his name that he

may not injure them.

There are, indeed, a great number whoee

curiosity to gain a more familiar knowledge of

successful writers, is not so much prompted

by an opinion of their power to improve as to

delight, and who expect from them not argu
ments against vice, or dissertations on temper
ance or justice, but flights of wit, and sallies of

pleasantry, or, at least, acute remarks, nice

distinctions, justness of sentiment, and elegance

of diction.

This expectation is, indeed, specious and

probable, and yet, such is the fate of all human

hopes, that it is very often frustrated, and those

who raise admiration by their books, disgust by
their company. A man of letters, for the most

part spends, in the privacies of study, that sea

son of life in which rhe manners are to be sof

tened into ease, arid polished into elegance ; and,

when he has gained knowledge enough to be

respected, has neglected the minuter acts by
which he might have pleased. When he enters

life, if his temper be soft and timorous, he is

diffident and bashful, from the knowledge of his

defects ;
or if he was born with spirit and reso

lution, he is ferocious and arrogant, from the

consciousness of his merit : he is either dissi-

pared by the awe of company, and unable to re

collect his reading, and arran^ his arguments ;

or he is hot and dogmatical, quick in opposition,
and tenacious in defence, disabled by his own
violence, and confused by his haste to triumph.
The graces of writing and conversation are

of different kinds : and though he who excels ia

one might have been, with opportunities and

application, equally successful in the other, yet
as many please by extemporary talk, though
utterly unacquainted with the more accurate

method, and more laboured beauties, which

composition requires ; so it is very possible that

men, wholly accustomed to works of study,

may be without that readiness of coneeption,
and affluence of language, always necessary to

colloquial entertainment. They may want ad

dress to watch the hints which conversation of

fers for the display of their particular attain

ments, or they may be so much unfurnished

with matter on common subjects, that discourse

not professedly literary glides over them as he

terogeneous bodies, without admitting their

conceptions to mix in the circulation.

A transition from an author's book to hip

conversation, is too often like an entrance into

a large city, after a distant prospect. Remote

ly, we see nothing but spires of temples and

turrets of palaces, and imagine it the residence

of splendour, grandeur and magnificence ; but,

when we have passed the gates, we find it per

plexed with narrow passages, disgraced with

despicable cottages, embarrassed with obstruc

tions, and clouded with smoke.
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Et quando uberior mtiorum copia ? Quando

Major avarit'ME patuit sinus? Alea quando
Hos animos ? JOY.

What age so large a crop of vices bore ?

Or when was avarice extended more ?

When were the dice with more profusion thrown ?

DRYDEN.

THERE is no grievance, public or private, of

which, since 1 took upon me the office of a per

iodical monitor, I have received so many or so

earnest complaints, as of the predominance of

play ;
of a fatal passion for cards and dice,

which seems to have overturned, not only the

ambition of excellence, but the desire of pleas

ure ; to have extinguished the flames of the

lover, as well as of the patriot ;
and threatens,

in its further progress, to destroy all distinc

tions, both of rank and sex, to crush all emula

tion but that of fraud, to corrupt all those classes-

of our people "whose ancestors have, by their vir

tue, their industry, or their parsimony, given

them the power of living in extravagance, idle

ness, and vice, and to leave them without know

ledge, but of the modish games, and without

wishes, but for lucky hands.
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1 have found, by long experience, that there

we few enterprises so hopeless as contests with

the fashion, in which the opponents are not only
made confident by their numbers, and strong by
their union, but are hardened by contempt of

their antagonist, whom they always look upon
as a wretch of low notions, contracted views,
mean conversation, and narrow fortune, who
envies the elevations which he cannot reach,

who would gladly embitter the happiness which
his inelegance or indigence deny him to partake*
and who has no other end in his advice than to

revenge his own mortification byhindering those

whom their birth and taste have set above him,

from the enjoyment of their superiority, and

bringing them down to a level with hknself.

Though I have never found myself much af

fected by this formidable censure, which I have

incurred often enough to be acquainted with its

full force, yet I shall, in some measure, obviate

it on this occasion, by offering very little in my
own name, either ofargument or entreaty, since

those who suffer by tbis general infatuation may
be supposed best able to relate its effects.

There seems to be so little knowledge left in

the world, and so little of that reflection prac

tised, by which knowledge is to be gained, that

I am in doubt, whether I shall be understood,
when I complain of want of opportunity for

thinking; or whether a condemnation, which at

present seems irreversible, to perpetual ignor
ance, will raise any compassion, either in you or

your readers : yet I will venture to lay my state

before you, because I believe it is natural to most
minds, to take some pleasure in complaining of

evils, ofwhich they have no reason to be ashamed.
I am the daughter of a man of great fortune,

whose diffidence of mankind, and perhaps the
pleasure of continual accumulation, incline him
to reside upon his own estate, and to educate his

children in his own house, where I was bred,
ifnot with the most brilliant examples of virtue
before my eyes, at least remote enough from any
incitements to vice ; and, wanting neither leis

ure nor books, nor the acquaintance of some per-
wms of learning in the neighbourhood, I endeav
oured to acquire such knowledge as might most
recommend me to esteem, and thought myself
nble to support a conversation upon most of the

iubjects, which my sex and condition made it

proper for me to understand.
I had, besides my knowledge, as my mamma

and my maid told me, a very fine face and ele

gant shape, and with all these advantages had
been seventeen months the reigning toast for
twelve miles round, and never came to the

monthly assembly, but I heard the old ladies
that sat by wishing that it might end ivell, and
their daughters criticising my air, my features,
or my dress.

j

You know, Mr. Rambler, that ambition is

! natural to youth, and curiosity to understanding,

j

and therefore will hear, without wonder, that

j

I was desirous to extend my victories over thosa

who might give more honour to the conqueror ;

and that I found in a country life a continurJ

repetition of the same pleasures, which was not

sufficient to fill up the mind for the present, or

raise any expectations of the future ;
and I will

confess to you, that I was impatient for a sight

of the town, and filled my thoughts with the

discoveries which I should make, the triumphs
that I should obtain, and the praises that I

should receive.

At last the time came. My aunt, whose hus

band has a seat in Parliament, and a place at

i court, buried her only child, and sent for me to

: supply the loss. The hope that I should so far

insinuate myself into their favour, as to obtain

|

a considerable augmentation to my fortune, pro
cured me every convenience for my departure

1

,

i with great expedition ;
and I could not, amidst all

my transports, forbear some indignation to see

|

with what readiness the natural guardians ofmy
!
virtue sold me to a state, which they thought

j

more hazardous than it really was, as soon as a

new accession of fortune glittered in their eyes.

Three days I was upon the road, and on the

j

fourth morning my heart danced at the sight of

London. I was set down at my aunt's, and

entered upon the scene of action. I expectt-d

|

now, from the age and experience of my auin,

some prudential lessons ; but, after the first ci

vilities aud first tears were over, was told wha

pity it was to have kept so fine a girl so long in

the country ; for the people who did not begiu

young, seldom dealt their cards handsomely, or

played them tolerably.

Young persons are commonly inclined to

slight the remarks and counsels of their elders.

I smiled, perhaps, with too much contempt, and

was upon the point of telling her that my time

had riot been passed in such trivial attainments.

But I soon found that things are to be estimat-

ed, not by the importance of their effects, but the

frequency of their use.

A few days after, my aunt gave me notice,

that some company, which she had been six

weeks in collecting, was to meet that evening,

and she expected a finer assembly than had been

seen all the winter. She expressed this in the

jargon of a gamester, ana, when I asked an ex

plication of her terms of art, wondered where I

had lived. I had already found my aunt so in

capable of any rational conclusion, arid so ignor
ant of every thing, whether great or little, that I

had lost all regard to her opinion, and dresse;!

myself Avith great expectations of an opportuni

ty to display my charms among rivals, whose

competition would not dishonour me. The com

pany came in, and after the cursory complime-nts
of salutation, alike easy to the lowest and the
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highest understanding, what was the result ?

The cards wei'e broken open, the parties were

formed, the whole night passed in a game, upon
which the young and old were equally employed ;

uor was I able to attract an eye, or gain an ear,

but being compelled to play without skill I per

petually embarrassed my partner, and soon per

ceived the contempt of the whole table gathering

upon me.

I cannot but suspect, Sir, that this odious

fashion is produced by a conspiracy of the old,

the ugly, and the ignorant, against the young
and beautiful, the witty and the gay, as a con

trivance to level all distinctions of nature

and of art, to confound the world in a chaos of

folly, and to take from those who could outshine

them all the advantages of mind and body, to

withhold youth from its natural pleasures, de

prive wit of its influence, and beauty of its

charms, to fix those hearts upon money, to

which love has hitherto been entitled, to sink

life into a tedious uniformity, and to allow it no

other hopes or fears, but those of robbing, and

being robbed.

Be pleased, Sir, to inform those of my sex

who have minds capable of nobler sentiments,

that, if they will unite in vindication of their

pleasures and their prerogatives, they may fix a

time, at which cards shall cease to be in fashion,

or be left only to those who have neither beauty
to be loved, nor spirit to be feared

; neither

knowledge to teach, nor modesty to learn
; and

who, having passed their youth in vice, are justly

condemned to spend their age in folly.

I am, Sir, &c.

CLEORA.

SIR,

VEXATION will burst my heart, if I do not

five it vent. As you publish a paper, I insist

upon it that you insert this in your next, as ever

you hope for the kindness and encouragement
of any woman of taste, spirit, and virtue. I

would have it published to the world, how de

serving wives are used by imperious coxcombs,
that henceforth no woman may marry who has

not the patience of Grizzel. Nay, if even Griz-

y.el had been married to a gamester, her temper
would never have held out. A wretch that loses

his good humour and humanity along with his

money, and will not allow enough from his own

extravagances to support a woman of fashion in

the necessary amusements of life ! "Why does not

he employ his wise head to make a figure in

parliament, raise an estate, and get a title ? That

wotild be fitter for the master of a family, than

rattling a noisy dice-box ;
and ^-;ii he might

indulge his wife in a few slight expenses and

iversions.

I What if I was unfortunate at brag ? shorn j

he not have stayed to see how luck would turn

another time? Instead of that, what does he do,

. but picks a quarrel, upbraids me with loss ol

i beauty, abuses my acquaintance, ridicules my
i play, and insults my understanding; says for

sooth, that women have not heads enough to

i play with any thing but doLIs, and that they

|

should be employed in things proportionable tit

\

their understanding, keep at home, and mind

family affairs.

I do stay at home, Sir, and all the world
knows 1 am at home every Sunday. I have

|

had six routes this winter, and sent out ten

j

packs of cards in invitations to private parties.
As for management, I am sure he cannot call

me extravagant, or say I do not mind my family.
The children are out at nurse in villages as cheap
as any two little brats can be kept, nor have 1

ever seen them since ; so he has no trouble about

them. The servants live at board wages. My
own dinners come from the Thatched House ;

and I have never paid a penny for any thing I

have bought since 1 was married. As for play,
I do think I may, indeed, indulge in that, new
I am my own mistress. Papa made me drudge
St whist till I was tired of it ; and, far from

wanting a head, Mr. Hoyle, when he had not

given me above forty lessons, said I "was one i>f

his best scholars. I thought then with myself,

that, if once I was at liberty, I would leave play,
and take to reading romances, things so forbid

den at our house, and so railed at, that it was

impossible not to fancy them very chai'ming.
Most fortunately, to save me from absolute un-

dutifulness, just as I was married, came dear

brag into fashion, and ever since it has been the

joy of my life
;
so easy, so cheerful and careless,

so void of thought, and so genteel ! Who can

help loving it ? Yet the perfidious thing has used

me very ill of late, and to-morrow I should

have changed it for faro. But, oh ! this detest

able to-morrow, a thing always expected, and

never found. Within these few hours must

I be dragged into the country. The wretch,

Sir, left me in a fit, which his threatenings had

occasioned, and unmercifully ordered a post-

chaise. Stay I cannot, for money I have none,

and credit I cannot get. But I will make the

monkey play with me at picquet upon the road

for all I want. I am almost sure to beat him,

and his debts of honour I know he will pay.

Then who can tell but I may still come back

and conquer Lady Packer ? Sir, you need not

print this last scheme ; and, upon second

thoughts, you may.- Oh, distraction ! the

! post-chaise is at the door, Sir, publish what

you will, only let it be printed without a

name.
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Torrens diccndi copia multis,

Et sua mortlfera estfucundla

Some who the depths of eloquence hare found,

In that unnavigable stream were drown'd.

DRYDEN.

SIR,

I AM the modest young man whom you favour

ed with your advice in a late paper ; and, as I

am very far from suspecting that you foresaw

the numberless inconveniences which I have,

by following it, brought upon myself, I will lay

my condition open before you, for you seem
bound to extricate me from the perplexities in

which your counsel, however innocent in the

intention, has contributed to involve me.

Facilis dcscensus Averni,
Noctes atque dies patet utrijunua Dltis.

VIRG.

The gates of hell are open night and day ;

Smooth the descent and easy is the way.
DRYDEN.

The means of doing hurt to ourselves are

always at hand. I immediately sent to a prin- I

ter, and contracted with him for an impression
of several thousands of my pamphlet. While it

was at the press, I was seldom absent from the

printing-house, and continually urged the work

men, to haste, by solicitations, promises, and

rewards. From the day all other pleasures were

excluded, by the delightfCil employment of cor

recting the sheets ;
and from the night, sleep

was generally banished, by anticipations of the

happiness which every hour was bringing
nearer.

At last the time of publication approached,
and my heart beat with the raptures of an

author. I was above all little precautions, and,

in deriance of envy or of criticism, set my name

upon the title, without sufficiently considering,

that what has once passed the press is irrevo

cable, and that though the printing-house may
properly be compared to the infernal regions, for

the facility of its entrance, and the difficulty

with which authors return from it ; yet there

is this difference, that a great genius can never

return to his former state, by a happy draught
of the waters of oblivion.

I am now, Mr. Rambler, known to be an

author, and am condemned, irreversibly con

demned, to all the miseries of high reputation.
The first morning after publication my friends

assembled about me
; I presented each, as is

usual, with a copy of my book. They looked

into the first pages, but were hindered, by their

admiration, from reading further. The first

pages are, indeed, very elaborate. Some pas

sages they particularly dwelt upon, as more

eminently beautiful than the rest; and some
delicate strokes, and sacret elegancies, I pointed

out to them, which had escaped their

tion. I then begged of them to forbear their

compliments, and invited them, 1 could do no

less, to dine with me at a tavern. After dinner

the book was resumed ; but their praises very
often so much overpowered my modesty, that 1

was forced to put about the glass, and bad often

no means of repressing the clamours of their

admiration, but by thundering to the drawer

for another bottle.

Next morning another set of my acquaintance

congratulated me upon my performance, with

such importunity of praise, that I "was again
forced to obviate their civilities by a treat. On
the third day, I had yet a greater number of

applauders to put to silence in the same manner ;

and, on the fourth, those Avhom I had enter

tained the first day came again, having, in the

perusal of the remaining part of the book, dis

covered so many forcible sentences and masterly

touches, that it was impossible for me to bear

the repetition of their commendations. I there

fore persuaded them once more to adjourn to the

tavern, and choose some other subject, on whicn
I might share in their conversation. But it was
not in their power to withhold their attention

from my performance, which had so entirely

taken possession of their minds, that no en

treaties of mine could change their topic, and I

was obliged to stifle, with claret, that prais<v

which neither my modesty could hinder, nor n>f
uneasiness repress.

The whole week was thus spent in a kind of

literary revel, and I have now found that no

thing is so expensive as great abilities, unierc

there is joined with them an insatiable eager
ness of praise ; for to escape from the pain ,f

hearing myself exalted above the greatest name*,
dead and living, of the learned world, it ha*

already cost me two hogsheads of port, fifteen

gallons of arrack, ten dozen of claret, and five-

and-forty bottles of champaign.
'

I was resolved to stay at home no longer, and-

therefore rose early and went to the coffee

house ; but found that I had now made myself
too eminent for happiness, and that I was no

longer to enjoy the pleasure of mixing, upon
equal terms, with the rest of the world. As
soon as I enter the room, I see part of the com

pany raging with envy, which they endeavour

to conceal, sometimes with the appearance f

laughter, and sometimes with that of contempt ;

but the disguise is such, that I can discover the

secret rancour of their hearts, and as envy is de

servedly its own punishment, I frequently in

dulge myself in tormenting them with my pre
sence.

But, though there may be some slight satis

faction received from the mortification of my
enemies, yet my benevolence will not suffer mo.

to take any pleasure in the terrors of my friends*

I have been cautious, since the appearance of
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s;jy work, not to give myself more premeditated
airs of superiority, than the most rigid humility

aaight allow. It is, indeed, not impossible that

1 may sometimes have laid down my opinion,
in a manner that showed a consciousness of my
ability to maintain it, or interrupted the con

versation, when I saw its tendency, without

suffering the speaker to waste his time in ex

plaining his sentiments ; and, indeed, I did in

dulge myself for two days in a custom of drum

ming with my fingers, when the company be

gan to lose themselves in absurdities, or to en

croach upon subjects which I knew them un

qualified to discuss. But I generally acted

with great appearance of respect, even to those

whose stupidity I pitied in my heart. Yet,

notwithstanding this exemplary moderation,

so universal is the dread of uncommon pow
ers, and such the unwillingness of mankind
to be made wiser, that I have now for some

days found myself shunned by all my acquain
tance. If I knock at a door, nobody is at

home ; if I enter a coffee-house, I have the box
*-.o myself. I live in the town like a lion in his

desert, or an eagle on his rock, too great for

friendship or society, and condemned to solitude

by unhappy elevation and dreaded ascendancy.
Nor is my character only formidable to others,

but burdensome to myself. I naturally love to

talk without much thinking, to scatter my mer
riment atrandom, and to relax my thoughts with
ludicrous remarks and fanciful images ; but such

h now the importance ofmy opinion, that I am
Afraid, to offer it, lest, by being established too

hastily into a maxim, it should be the occasion

of error to half the nation ; and such is the ex

pectation with which I am attended, when I am
sroingto speak, that I frequently pause to reflect,

whether what I am about to utter is worthy of

myself.

This, Sir, is sufficiently miserable j but there

re still greater calamities behind. You must
have read in Pope and Swift how men of parts

have had their closets rifled, and their cabinets

broken open, at the instigation of piratical book

sellers, for the profit of their works ; and it is

apparent that there are many prints now sold in

the shops, of men whom you cannot suspect of

sitting for that purpose, and whose likenesses

must have been certainly stolen when their

names made their faces vendible. These consi

derations at first put me on my guard, and I

nave, indeed, found sufficient reason for my cau

tion, for I have discovered many people examin

ing my countenance, with a curiosity that show
ed their intention to draw it ; I immediately
{eft the house, but find the same behaviour in

another.

Others may be persecuted, but I am haunted ;

I have good reason to believe that eleven paint
ers are now dogging me, for they know- that he

who can get my face first will make his fortune.

I often change my wig, and wear my hat over

my eyes, by which I hope somewhat to confound

them ; for you know it is not fair to sell my
face, without admitting me to share the profit.

I am, however, not so much in pain for my
face as for my papers, which I dare neither car

ry with me nor leave behind. I have, indeed,

taken some measures for their preservation

having put them in an iron chest, and fixed a

padlock upon my closet. I change my lodgings
live times a week, and always remove at the dead

of night.

Thus I live, in consequence of having given
too great proofs of a predominant genius, in the

solitude of a hermit, with the anxiety of a miser,

and the caution of an outlaw
; afraid to show

my face lest it should be copied ;
afraid to speak,

lest I should injure my character ; and to write,

lest my correspondents should publish my let

ters; always uneasy lest my servants should

steal my papers for the sake of money, or my
friends for that of the public. This it is to soar

above the rest of mankind ; and this representa
tion I lay before you, that I may be informed

how to divest myself of the laurels which are so

cumbersome to the wearer, and descend to the

enjoyment of that quiet, from which I find a

writer of the first class so fatally debarred.

MISELLUS.
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Me non oracula certum,
Sed mors certafacit. IOJCAH,

Let those weak minds, who live in doubt and fear,
To jtggling priests for oracles repair ;

One certain hour of death to each decreed,

My fix'd, my certain soul, from doubt has freed.

ROWE.

IT is recorded of some eastern monarch, that L?

I kept an officer in his house, whose employment
it was to remind him of his mortality, by call

ing out every morning, at a stated hour, He

,
member, prince, that thou shall die ! And thr

; contemplation of the frailness and uncertainf

j

of our present state appeared of so much impor

,

tance to Solon of Athens, that he left this prr-

cept to future ages : Keep thine eyefixed uj'on th*>

end of life.

A frequent and attentive prospect of that mo
ment, which must put a period to all our

schemes, and deprive us of all our acquisitions,

s indeed of the utmost efficacy to the just and

rational regulation of our lives
;
nor would ever

fflany thing wicked, or often any thing absurd, be

undertaken or prosecuted by him who should

begin every day with a serious reflection that he

s born to die.

The disturbers ofour happiness, in this world,

are our desires, our griefs, and our fears
;
and to

|

all these, the consideration cf mortality is e ess?*
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tain and adequate remedy. Think, says Epic-

tetus, frequently on poverty, banishment, arid

death, and thou wilt then never indulge violent

desires, or give up thy heart to mean sentiments,

OVTI aycii mS-ii/niou;

Tito;.

That the maxim of Epictetus is founded on

j
ast observation will easily be granted, when we

reflect, how that vehemence of eagerness after

the common objects of pursuit is kindled in our

minds. We represent to ourselves the pleasures

of some future possession, and suffer our

thoughts to dwell attentively upon it, till it has

wholly engrossed the imagination, and permits
us not to conceive any happiness but its attain-

tnent, or any misery but its loss ; every other

satisfaction which the bounty of Providence has

scattered over life is neglected as inconsiderable,

in comparison of the great object which we have

placed before us, and is thrown from us as in-

cumbering our activity, or trampled under foot

as standing in our way.

Every man has experienced how much of this

ardour has been remitted, when a sharp or tedi-

,us sickness has set death before his eyes. The
extensive influence of greatness, the glitter of

wealth, the praises of admirers, aiid the attend

ance of supplicants, have appeared vain and

empty things, when the last hour seemed to be

qjproaching ;
and the same appearance they

would always have, if the same thought was

always predominant. We should then find the

absurdity of stretching out our arms incessantly
to grasp that which we cannot keep, and wear

ing out our lives in endeavours to add new
turrets to the fabric of ambition, when the

foundation itself is shaking, and the ground on
which it stands is mouldering away.

All envy is proportionate to desire
; we are

uneasy at the attainments of another, according
as we think our own happiness would be ad

vanced by the addition of that which he with
holds from us ; and therefore whatever depresses
immoderate wishes, will, at the same time, set

the heart free from the corrosion of envy, and

exempt us from that vice which is, above most

others, tormenting to ourselves, hateful to the

world, and productive of mean artifices and
sordid projects. He that considers how soon

he must close his life, wiii find nothing of so

much importance as to close it well ; and will,

therefore, look with indifference upon whatever
is useless to that purpose. Whoever reflects

iroquently upon the uncertainty of his own
duration, will find out, that the state of others
is not more permanent, and that what can con
fer nothing on himself very desirable, cannot
so much improve the condition of a rival, as to

make him much superior to those from whom
he has carried the prize, a prize too mean to

deserve a very obstinate opposition.
Even grief, that passion to which the virtu

ous arid tender mind is particularly subject,

will be obviated or alleviated by the same

thoughts. It will be obviated, if all the bles

sings of our condition are enjoyed with a con

stant sense of this uncertain tenure. If we re

member, that whatever we possess is to be in

our hands but a very little time, and that the

little, which our most lively hopes can promise

us, may be made less by ten thousand accidents ;

we shall not much repine at a loss, of which wo
cannot estimate the value, but of which, though
we are not able to tell the least amount, we
know, with sufficient certainty, the greatest,

and are convinced that the greatest is not much
to be regretted.

But, if any passion has so much usurped our

understanding, as not to suffer us to enjoy ad

vantages with the moderation prescribed by
reason, it is not too late to apply this remedy,
when we find ourselves sinking under sorrow,
and inclined to pine for that which is irrecover

ably vanished. We may then usefully revolve

the uncertainty of our own condition, and the

folly of lamenting that from which, if it had

stayed a little louger> we should ourselves have
been taken away.
With regard to the sharpest and most melting

sorrow, that which arises from the loss of those

whom we have loved with tenderness, it may
be observed, that friendship between mortals

can be contracted on no other terms, than that

one must some time mourn for the other's death :

and this grief will always yield to the survivor

one consolation proportionate to his affliction ;

for the pain, whatever it be, that he himself

feels, his friend has escaped.
Nor is fear, the most overbearing and resist

less of all our passions, less to be temperated by
this universal medicine of the mind. The fre

quent contemplation of death, as it shows the

vanity of all human good, discovers likewise the

lightness of all terrestrial evil, which certainly
can last no longer than the subject upon which
it acts ; and, according to the old observation,
must be shorter, as it is more violent. The
most cruel calamity which misfortune can pro
duce, must, by the necessity of nature, be quick

ly at an end. The soul cannot long be held in

prison, but will fly away, and leave a lifeless body
to human malice. ^

Ridetque sui ludibria trunci.

And soaring mocks the broken frame below.

The utmost that we can threaten to one an
other is that death, which, indeed, we may pre

cipitate, but cannot retard, and from which,
therefore, it cannot become a wise man to buy
a reprieve at the expense of virtue, since h&
knows not how small a portion of time he can

purchase, but knows, that whether short or

long, it will be made less valuable by the remem
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bramr,e of the price at which it has been obtain

ed. He is sure that be destroys his happiness,
but is not sure that he lengthens his life.

The known shortness of life, as it ought to

moderate our passions, may likewise, with

equal propriety, contract our designs. There is

not time for the most forcible genius, and most

active industry, to extend its effects beyond a

certain sphere. To project the conquest of the

world, is the madness of mighty princes ; to hope
for excellence in every science, has been the folly

of literary heroes ;
and both have tound at last,

that they have panted for a height of eminence

denied to humanity, and have lost many oppor
tunities of making themselves useful and happy,

by a vain ambition of obtaining a species of

honour, which the eternal laws of Providence

have placed beyond the reach of man.

The miscarriages of the great designs ofprinces
are recorded in the histories of the world, but

are of littlense to the bulk of mankind, who seem

very 'little interested in admonitions against er

rors which they cannot commit. But the fate

of learned ambition is a proper subject for every
scholar to consider ; for who has not had occa

sion to regret the dissipation of great abilities in

A boundless multiplicity of pursuits, to lament

the sudden desertion of excellent designs, upon,
the offer of some other subject made inviting by
its novelty, and to observe the" inaccuracy and

deficiencies, of works left unfinished by too great
an extension of the plan ?

It is always pleasing to observe, how much
more our minds can conceive, than our bodies

can perform ! yet it is our duty, while we con

tinue in this complicated state, to regulate one

part of our composition by some regard to the

other. We are not to indulge our corporeal ap

petites with pleasures that impair our intellec

tual vigour, nor gratify our minds with schemes

which we know our lives must fail in attempt

ing to execute. The uncertainty of our duration

ought at once to set bounds to our designs, and
add incitements to our industry ; and when we
find ourselves inclined either to immensity in

our schemes, or sluggishness in our endeavours,
we may either check or animate ourselves, by

recollecting, with the father of physic, that art is
7

ong, and
life is short.
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lllic matre carentibus,

Privignis mulier temperat innocens,
Nee dotata regit virum

Conjux, nee nitidofdit adultero :

Dos est magnet, parentium
Virtus, a. metuens alterius tori

Certojoedere castitas. Ho

Not there the guiltless step-dame knows
iLe baleful draught for orphans to compose ;

No wife hip;h portion'd rules her spoui,
Or trusts her essenced lover's faithless vows :

The lovers there for dowry claim

The father's virtue, and the spotless fame,
Which dares not break the nuptial tie.

FRANCIS.

THERE is no observation more frequently made

by such as employ themselves in survey ing the

conduct of mankind, than that marriage though
the dictate of nature, and the institution of Pro

vidence, is yet very often the cause of misery,
and that those who enter into that state can sel

dom forbear to express their repentance, and
their envy of those whom either chance or caia-

tion hath withheld from it.

This general unhappiness has given occasion

to many sage maxims among the serious, and

smart remarks among the gay ; the moralist and

the writer of epigrams have equally shown their

abilities upon it; some have lamented, and some
have ridiculed it ; but as the faculty of writing
has been chiefly a masculine endowment, the re

proach of making the world miserable has been

always thrown upon the women, and the grave
and the merry have equally thought themselves

at liberty to conclude either with declamatory

complaints, or satirical censures, of female foiiy

or fickleness, ambition or cruelty, extravagance
or lust.

Led by such a number of examples, and in

cited by my share in the common interest, i

sometimes venture to consider this universn*

grievance, having endeavoured to divest my
heart of all partiality, arid place myself as a kind

of neutral being between the sexes, whose cla

mours being equally vented on both sides with

all the vehemence of disti'ess, all the apparent
confidence of justice, and all the indignation of

injured virtue, seem entitled to equal regard.
The men have, indeed, by their superiority of

writing, been able to collect the evidence ofmany
ages, and raise prejudices in their favour by the

venerable testimonies of philosophers, historians,

and poets, but the plea of the ladies appeal to

passions of more forcible operation than the re

verence of antiquity. If they have not so great
names on their side they have stronger argu
ments ; it is to little purpose, that Socrates, or

Euripides, are produced against the sighs of

softness, and the tears of beauty. The most fri

gid and inexorable judge would at least stand

suspended between equal powers, as Lucan waa

perplexed in the determination of the cause,

where the deities were on one side, and Cato on

the other.

But I, who have long studied the severest and
most abstracted philosophy, have now, in the

cool maturity of life, arrived at such command
over my passions, that I can hear the vocifer

ations of either sex, without catching any of th*j

fire from those that utter them. For I have

found, by long experience, that a mail will
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sometimes rage at his wife, when in reality his

mistress has offended him ;
and a lady complain

of the cruelty of her husband, Avhen she lias no

other enemy than bad cards. I do not suffer

myself to be any longer imposed upon by oaths on

one side, or fits on the other, nor when the hus

band hastens to the tavern, and the lady retires

to her closet, am I always confident that they

are driven by their miseries ;
since I have some

times reason to believe, that they purpose not so
;

much to soothe their sorrows, as to animate their
j

fury. But how little credit soever may be
j

given to particular accusations, the general ac-
j

cumulation of the charge shows, with too much
|

evidence, that married persons are not very

often advanced in felicity; and, therefore, it

may be proper to examine at what avenues so

many evils have made their way into the world.

With this purpose, I have reviewed the lives

of my friends, who have been least successful

in connubial contracts, and attentively considered

by what motives they were incited to marry, and

bv what principles they regulated their choice.

One of the first of my acquaintances that re

solved to quit the unsettled thoughtless condition

of a bachelor, was Prudentius, a man of slow

parts, but not without knowledge or judgment
in things which he had leisure to consider

gradually before he determined them. When
ever we met at a tavern, it was his province

to settle the scheme of our entertainment, con

tract with the cook, and inform us when we
had called for wine to the sum originally pro

posed. This grave considerer found, by deep

meditation, that a man was no loserby maiTying
early, even though he contented himself with
a less fortune

;
for estimating the exact worth

of annuities, he found that considering the

constant diminution of the value of life, with
the probable fall of the interest of money, it was

|

not worse to have ten thousand pounds at the

age of two and twenty years, than a much

larger fortune at thirty ;
for many opportunities,

says he, occur of improving money, which if

a man misses he may not afterwards recover.

Full of these reflections, he threw his eyes
about him, not in search of beauty or elegance,

dignity or understanding, but of a woman with

ten thousand pounds. Such a woman, in a

wealthy part of the kingdom, it was not very
difficult to find

;
and by artful management

with her father, whose ambition was to make
his daughter a gentlewoman, my friend got her,

as he boasted to us in confidence two days after

his marriage, for a settlement of seventy-three

pounds a year less than her fortune might have

claimed, and less than he would himself have

given, if the fools had been but wise enough to

delay the bargain.

Thus, at once delighted with the superiority
of his parts and the augmentation of his fortune,
he carried Furia to his own house, in which

he never afterwards enjoyed one hour of hap

piness. For Furia Avas a wretch of mean in

tellects, violent passions, a strong voice, and

low education, without any sense of happiness
but that which consisted in eating and counting

money. Furia was a scold. They agreed in

the desire of wealth, but with this difference,

that Prudentius was for growing rich by gain.

Furia by parsimony. Prudentius would ven

ture his money with chances very much in

his favour
;
but Furia very wisely observing,

that what they had, was while they had it,

their own, thought all trafic too great a hazard,
and was for putting it out at low interest, upon

good security. Prudentius ventured, however,
to insure a ship at a very unreasonable price,

but happening to lose his money, was so tor

mented with the clamours of his wife, that he

never durst try a second experiment. He has

now grovelled seven and forty years under

Furia's direction, who never once mentioned

him, since his bad luck, by any other name than

that of the insurer.

The next that married from our society was
Florentius. He happened to see Zephyretta in

a chariot at a horse-race, danced with her at

night, was confirmed in his first ardour, waited

on her next morning, and declared himself her

lover. Florentius had not knowledge enough
of the world, to distinguish between the nutter

of coquetry and the sprightliness of wit, or be

tween the smile of allurement and that of cheer

fulness. He was soon waked from his rapture,

by conviction that his pleasure was but the pleas

ure of a day. Zephyretta had in four and twenty
hours spent her stock of repartee, gone round the

circle of her airs, and had nothing remaining for

him but childish insipidity, or for herself, but

t he practice of the same artifices upon new men.

Melissus was a man of parts, capable of en

joying and improving life. He had passed

through the various scenes of gayety with that

indifference and possession of himself, natural

to men who have something higher and nobler

in their prospect. Retiring to spend the sum
mer in a village little frequented, he happened
to lodge in the same house with lanthe, and was

unavoidably drawn to some acquaintance, which
her wit and politeness soon invited him to im

prove. Having no opportunity of any other

company, they were always together ; and as

they owed their pleasures to each other, they

began to forget that any pleasure was enjoyed
before their meeting. Melissus, from being

delighted with her company, quickly began to

be uneasy in her absence, and being sufficiently

convinced of the force of her understanding,
and finding, as he imagined, such a conformity
of temper as declared them formed for each

other, addressed her as a lover, after no very

long courtship obtained her for his wife, and

brought her next winter to town in triumph.
c
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Now began their infelicity. Melissus had I

<>nly seen her in one scene, where there was no
j

variety of objects, to produce the proper excite-
j

ments to contrary desires. They had both loved
J

solitude and reflection, where there was nothing I

but solitude and reflection to be loved
; but when

j

they came into public life, lanthe discovered

hose passions which accident rather than hy
pocrisy had hitherto concealed. She was, in

deed, not without the power of thinking, but .

was wholly without the exertion of that power
when either gayety or splendour played on her

imagination. She was expensive in her diver

sions, vehement in her passions, insatiate of

pleasure, however dangerous to her reputation,
and eager of applause, by whomsoever it might
be given. This was the wife which Melissus

the philosopher found in his retirement, and
from whom he expected an associate in his

studies, and an assistant to his virtues.

Prosapius, upon the death of his younger bro

ther, that the family might not be extinct, mar
ried his housekeeper, and has ever since been

complaining to his friends that mean notions

are instilled into his children, that he is ashamed

to sit at his own table, and that his house is un

easy to him for want of suitable companions.

Avaro, master of a very large estate, took a

woman of bad reputation, recommended to him

by a rich uncle, who made that marriage the

condition on which he should be his heir. Avaro

now wonders to perceive his own fortune, his

wife's and his uncle's, insufficient to give him
that happiness which is to be found only with

a woman of virtue.

I intend to treat in more papers on this im

portant article of life, and shall, therefore, make
no reflection upon these histories, except that all

whom I have mentioned failed to obtain hap

piness, for want of considering that marriage is

the strictest tie of perpetual friendship ; that

there can be no friendship without confidence,

and no confidence without integrity ; and that '

he must expect to be wretched, who pays to
j

beauty, riches, or politeness, that regard which
|

only virtue and piety can claim.

%.**<**, V'^^'^.^VW^W*.^
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Dum te causldicum, dum te modo rhetorafingis,
Et non decernis Taure, quid esse veils,

Peleos et Priami transit, vel N estoris (Etas,

Et serumfnerat jam tibi desinere.

&ja, age, rumpe moras, quo te spectabimus usque ?

Dum quid sis dubitas, potes esse nihil. MART.

To rhetoric now, and now to law inclined,

Uncertain where to fix thy changing mind ;

Old Priam's age or Nestor's may be out,

And thou, O Taurus ! still go on in doubt.

Come then, how long such wavering shall we see?

Thou mayst douht on : thou now canst nothing be.

F. LEWIS.

IT is never without very melancholy reflections,

that we can observe the misconduct, or miscar

riage, of those men, who seem, by the force ot

understanding, or extent of knowledge, exempt
ed from the general frailties of human nature,

and privileged from the common infelicities of

life. Though the world is crowded with sceneo

of calamity, we look upon the general mass of

wretchedness with very little regard, and fix

our eyes upon the state of particular persons,
whom the eminence of their qualities marks out

from the multitude; as in reading an account

of a battle, we seldom reflect on the vulgar

heaps of slaughter, but follow the hero with

our whole attention, through all the varieties of

his fortune, without a thought of the thousands

that are falling round him.

With the same kind of anxious veneration I

have for many years been making observations

on the life of Polyphilus, a man whom all his

acquaintances have, from his first appearance in

the world, feared for the quickness of his dis

cernment, and admired for the multiplicity of

his attainments, but whose progress in life, and

usefulness to mankind, has been hindered by
the superfluity of his knowledge, and the celerity

of his mind.

Polyphilus was remarkable, at the school, for

surpassing all his companions, without any
visible application, and at the university was

distinguished equally for his successful progress
as well through the thorny mazes of science, as

the flowery path of politer literature, without

any strict confinement to hours of study, or re

markable forbearance of the common amuse

ments of young men.

When Polyphilus was at the age in which

men usually choose their profession, and prepare
to enter into a public character, every academi

cal eye was fixed upon him ; all were curious to

inquire what this universal genius would f.x

upon for the employment of his life; and no

doubt was made but that he would leave all his

contemporaries behind him, and mount to the

highest honours of that class in which he should

inlist himself, without those delays and pauses

which must be endured by meaner abilities.

Polyphilus, though by no means insolent or

assuming, had been sufficiently encouraged by

uninterrupted success, to place great confidence

in his own parts ; and was not below his com

panions in the indulgence of his hopes, and ex

pectations of the astonishment with which the

world would be struck, when first his lustre

should break out upon it ; nor could he forbear

(for whom does not constant flattery intoxi

cate?) to join sometimes in the mirth of hia

friends, at the sudden disappearance of those,

who, having shone awhile, and drawn the eyes

of the public upon their feeble radiance, were

now doomed to fade away before him.

It is natural for a man to catch advantageous

notions of the condition which those with whom
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he converses are striving to attain. Polyphilus,

in a ramble to London, fell accidentally among
the physicians, and was so much pleased with

(

the prospect of turning philosophy to profit, and

so highly delighted with a new theory of fevers
j

which darted into his imagination, and which,

after having considered it a few hours, he
j

found himself ahle to maintain against all the

advocates for the ancient system, that he re- '

solved to apply himself to anatomy, botany, and

chemistry, and to leave no part unconquered,
either of the animal, mineral, or vegetable

kingdoms.
He therefore read authors, constructed

systems, and tried experiments ;
but unhap

pily, as he was going to see a new plant in

flower at Chelsea, he met, in crossing West-

minster to take water, the chancellor's coach ;

he had the curiosity to follow him into the hall,

where a remarkable cause happened to be tried,

and found himself able to produce so many ar

guments, which the lawyers had omitted on

both sides, that he determined to quit physic for

a profession in which he found it would be so
j

easy to excel, and which promised higher hon

ours, and larger profits, without melancholy
attendance upon misery, mean submission to

peevishness, and continual interruption of rest

and pleasure.

He immediately took chambers in the Tem
ple, bought a common-place book, and confined

himself for some months to the perusal of the

statutes, year-books, pleadings, and reports ; he

was a constant hearer of the courts, and began
to put cases with reasonable accuracy. But he

coon discovered, by considering the fortune of

lawyers, that preferment was not to be got by
acuteness, learning, and eloquence. He was

perplexed by the absurdities of attorneys, and

misrepresentations made by his clients of their

own causes, by the useless anxiety of one, and

the incessant importunity of another ; he began
to repent of having devoted himself to a study,
which was so narrow in its comprehension, that

it could never carry his name to any other

country, and thought it unworthy of a man of

parts to sell his life only for money. The bar-
;

renness of his fellow-students forced him gener

ally into other company at his hours of enter

tainment, and among the varieties of conversa

tion through which his curiosity was daily

wandering, he, by chance, mingled at a tavern

with some intelligent officers of tne army. A
man of letters was easily dazzled with the gay-

ety of their appearance, and softened into

kindness by the politeness of their address ; he

therefore, cultivated this new acquaintance, ;

and when he saw how readily they found in

every place admission and regard, and how
familiarly they mingled with every rank and
order of men, he began to feei his heart beat for

military honours, and wondered how the preju

dices of the university should make him so long
insensible of that ambition, which has fired so

many hearts in every age, and negligent of that

calling,which is, above all others, universally and

invariably illustrious, and which gives, even to

the exterior appearance of its professors, n

dignity and freedom unknown to the rest o/

mankind.

These favourable impressions were made still

deeper by his conversation with ladies, whose

regard for soldiers he could not observe, without

wishing himself one of that happy fraternity, to

which the female world seemed to have devoted

their charms and their kindness. The love of

knowledge, which was still his predominant
inclination, was gratified by the recital of ad

ventures, and accounts of foreign countries ;

and therefore he concluded that there was no

way of life in which all his views could so com

pletely concentre as in that of a soldier. In the

art of war he thought it not difficult to excel,

having observed his new friends not very much
versed in the principles of tactics or fortifica

tion ; he therefore studied all the military

writers, both ancient and modern, and, in a

short time, could tell how to have gained every
remarkable battle that has been lost from the

beginning of the world. He often showed at

table how Alexander should have been checked

in his conquests, what was the fatal error at

Pharsalia, how Charles of Sweden might have

escaped his ruin at Pultowa, and Marlborougli

might have been made to repent his temerity at

Blenheim. He intrenched armies upon paper
so that no superiority of numbers could force

them, and modelled in clay many impregnable

fortresses, on which all the present arts of at

tack would be exhausted*without effect.

Polyphilus, in a short time, obtained a com
mission

; but, before he could rub off the solem

nity of a scholar, and gain the true air of mili

tary vivacity, a war was declared, and forces

sent to the continent. Here Polyphilus unhap
pily found that study alone would not make a

soldier ; for being much accustomed to thiiil:,

he let the sense of danger sink into his mind,
and felt at the approach of any action, that terror

which a sentence of death would have brought

upon him. He saw that, instead of conquer

ing their fears, the endeavour of his gay friendo

was only to escape them ; but his philosophy
chained his mind to its object, and rather loaded

him with shackles than furnished him with
arms. He, however, suppressed Lis misery in

silence, and passed through the campaign with

honour, but found himself utterly unable to

support another.

He then had recourse again to his books, and

continued to range from one study to another.

As I usually visit him once a month, and am
admitted to him without previous notice, I nave

found him within this last half year deciphering
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ihe Chinese lang zage, making a farce, collecting

a vocabulary of the obsolete terms of the English
LAW, writing an inquiry concerning the ancient

Corinthian brass, and forming a new scheme of

the variations of the needle.

Thus is this powerful genius, which might
have extended the sphere of any science, or ben

efited the world in any profession, dissipated
in a boundless variety, without profit to others

yr himself! He makes sudden irruptions into

the regions of knowledge, and sees all obstacles

give way before him : but he never stays long

enough to complete his conquest, to establish

laws, or bring away the spoils.

Such is often the folly of men, whom nature

bas enabled to obtain skill and knowledge, on

terms so easy, that they have no sense of the va

lue of the acquisition ; they are qualified to make
such speedy progress in learning, that they think

themselves at liberty to loiter in the way, and

by turning aside after every new object, lose the

race, like Atalanta, to slower competitors, who
press diligently forward, and whose force is di

rected to a single point.

I have often thought those happy that have

been fixed, from the first dawn of thought, in a

determination to some state of life, by the choice

of one whose authority may preclude caprice,

and whose influence may prejudice them in fa

vour of his opinion. The general precept of

consulting the genius is of little use, unless we
are told how the genius can be known. If it is

to be discovered only by experiment, life will be

lost before the resolution can be fixed ; if any
other indications are to be found, they may, per

haps, be very early discerned. At least, if to

miscarry in an attempt be a proof of having
mistaken the direction of the genius, men appear
not less frequently deceived with regard to

themselves than to others
;
and therefore no one

has much reason to complain that his life was

planned out by his friends, or to be confident

that he should have had either more honour or

happiness, by being abandoned to the chance of

his own fancy.
It was said of the learned Bishop Sanderson,

that when he was preparing his lectures, he

hesitated so much, and rejected so often, that, at

the time of reading, he was often forced to pro

duce, not what was best, but what happened to

ie at hand. This will be the state of everyman
who, in the choice of his employment, balances

nil the arguments on every side ; the complica
tion is so intricate, the motives and objections so

numerous, there is so much play for the imagi

nation, and so much remains in the power of

others, that reason is forced at last to rest in

neutrality, the decision devolves into the hands

of chance, and after a great part of life spent in

inquiries which can never be resolved, the rest

snast often pass in repenting the unnecessary

dilcy, and can be useful to few other purposes

than to warn others against the same folly ; and

to show, that of two states of life equally con

sistent with religion and virtue, he who chooses

earliest chooses best.
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Adpopulum phaleras. Ego te intus et in cute noz'i.

PERSIUSr

Such pageantry be to the people shown
;

There boast thy horse's trappings and thy own ;

1 know thee to thy bottom, from within

Thy shallow centre, to thy utmost skin.

DRYDEN".

AMONG the numerous stratagems, by which

pride endeavours to recommend folly to regard,

there is scarcely one that meets with less suc

cess than affectation, or a perpetual disguise of
1

the real character, by fictitious appearances ;

whether it be, that every man hates falsehood,

from the natural congruity of truths to his fa-

;

culties of reason, or that every man is jealous of

the honour of his understanding, and thinks his

discernment consequently called in question,

! whenever any thing is exhibited under a bor

rowed form.

This aversion to all kinds of disguise, what-

!

ever be its cause, is universally diffused, and in

cessantly in action ;
nor is it necessary, that to

|

exasperate detestation or excite contempt, any
interest should be invaded, or any competition

attempted ;
it is sufficient, that there is an in

tention to deceive, an intention which every

I heart swells to oppose, and every tongue is busy

j

to detect.

This reflection was awakened in my mind by
'

a very common practice among my correspond-
! ents, of writing under characters which they

cannot support, which are of no use to the ex-

! planation or enforcement of that which they de-

! scribe or recommend; and which, therefore,

I
since they assume them only for the sake of dis

playing their abilities, I will advise them for the

future to forbear, as laborious without advan

tage.

It is almost a general ambition of those who
favour me with their advice for the regulation of

my conduct, or their contribution for the assist-

1 ance ofmy understanding, to affect the style and

the names of ladies. And I cannot always with

hold some expression of anger, like Sir Hugh in

the comedy, when I happen to find that a wo
man has a beard. I must therefore warn the

gentle Phyllis, that she send me no more letters

from the Horse Guards ; and require of Belin

da, that she be content to resign her pretensions
to female elegance, till she has lived three weeks

without bearing the politics of Batson's coffee

house. I must indulge myself in the liberty of

observation, that there were some allusions in

I

Chloris's production, sufficient to show that
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Bracton and Plowden are her favourite authors ;

tnd that Euphelia has not been long enough at

6ome, to wear out all the traces of the phraseo

logy, which she learned in the expedition to

Carthagena.

Among all my female friends, there was none

who gave me more trouble to decipher her true

character than Penthesilea, whose letter lay

upon my desk three days before I could fix

upon the real writer. There was a confusion

of images, and medley of barbarity, which held

me long in suspense : till by perseverance I dis

entangled the perplexity, and found that Pen-

tbesilea is the son of a wealthy stock-jobber,

who spends his morning under his father's eye

firmed by the suffrage of the public ; and that,

to be extolled for a quality, which a man knows
himself to want, should give him no other hap

piness than to be mistaken for the owner of an

estate, over which he chances to be travelling,

But he who subsists upon affectation, kriowft

nothing of this delicacy; like a desperate ad

venturer in commerce, he takes up reputation

upon trust, mortgages possessions which he

never had, and enjoys, to the fatal hour of

bankruptcy, though with a thousand terrors

and anxieties, the unnecessary splendour of

borrowed riches.

Affectation is always to be distinguished from

hypocrisy, as being the art of counterfeiting

in Change-alley, dines at a tavern in Covent- ! those qualities which we might, with innocence

garden, passes his evening in the playhouse, and

part of the night at a gaming-table, and having
learned the dialects of these various regions, has

mingled them all in a studied composition.

When Lee was once told by a critic, that it

was very easy to write like a madman ; he an

swered, that it was difficult to write like a

madman, but easy enough to write like a fool ;

and I hope to be excused by my kind contribu

tors, if in imitation of this great author, I pre

sume to remind them, that it is much easier not

to write like a man, than to write like a woman.
I have, indeed, some ingenious well-wishers,

who, without departing from their sex, have

found very wonderful appellations. A very
smart letter has been sent me from a puny
ensign, signed Ajax Telamonius ; another, in

recommendation of a new treatise upon cards,

from a gamester, who calls himself Sesostris :

and another upon the improvements of the

fishery, from Dioclesian ; but as these seem

only to have picked up their appellations by
chance, without endeavouring at any particu

lar imposture, their improprieties are rather

instances of blunder than of affectation, and are,

therefore, not equally fitted to inflame the hos

tile passions : for it is not folly but pride, not

error but deceit, which the world means to

persecute, when it raises the full cry of nature

to hunt down affectation.

The hatred which dissimulation always
draws upon itself is so great, that if I did not

know how much cunning differs from wisdom,
I should wonder that any men have so little

knowledge of their own interest, as to aspire to

wear a mask for life ; to try to impose upon
the world a character, to Avhich they feel them
selves void of any just claim; and to hazard

their quiet, their fame, and even their profit, by
exposing themselves to the danger of that re

proach, malevolence, and neglect, which such a

discovery as they have always to fear will cer

tainly bring upon them.

It might be imagined that the pleasure of re-

pu^ntion should consist in the satisfaction of

having our opinion of our own merit con-

and safety, be known to want. Thus the man
who, *to carry on any fraud, or to conceal any
crime, pretends to rigours of devotion, and ex

actness of life, is guilty of hypocrisy ;
and his

guilt is greater, as the end, for which he puts
on the false appearance, is more pernicious.
But he that, with an. awkward address, and

unpleasing countenance, boasts of the conquests
made by him among the ladies, and counts over

the thousands which he might have possessed if

he would have submitted to the yoke of matri

mony, is chargeable only with affectation.

Hypocrisy is the necessary burthen of villany,
affectation part of the chosen trappings of folly ;

the one completes a villain, the other only fin

ishes a fop. Contempt is the proper punish
ment of affectation, and detestation the just

consequence of hypocrisy.
With the hypocrite it is not at present my

intention to expostulate, though even he might
be taught the excellency of virtue, by the neces

sity of seeming to be virtuous ; but the man of

affectation may, perhaps, be reclaimed, by find

ing how little he is likely to gain by perpetual
constraint and incessant vigilance, and how
much more securely he might make his way to

esteem, by cultivating real, than displaying
counterfeit qualities.

Every thing future is to be estimated, by a

wise man, in proportion to the probability o.

attaining it, and its value, when attained ; and
neither of these considerations will much con

tribute to the encouragement of affectation.

For, if the pinnacles of fame be, at best,

slippery, how unsteady must his footing be

who stands upon pinnacles without founda

tion ! If praise be made by the inconstancy
and maliciousness of those who must confer

it, a blessing which* no man can promise
himself from the most conspicuous merit and

vigorous industry, how faint must be the

hope of gaining it, when the uncertainty is

multiplied by the weakness of the pretensions
'

He that pursues fame with just claims, trusts

his happiness to the winds : but he that endea

vours after it by false merit, has to fear, not
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only the violence of the storm, but the leaks of

his vessel. Though he should happen to keep
above water for a time, by the help of a soft

breeze, and a calm sea, at the first gust he must

inevitably founder, with this melancholy re

flection, that, if he would have been content

with his natural station, he might have escaped

his calamity. Aifectation may possibly succeed

for a time, and a man may, by great attention,

persuade others, that he really has the qualities

of which he presumes to boast ;
but the hour

will come when he should exert them, and then,

whatever he enjoyed in praise, he must suffei

in reproach.

Applause and admiration are by no means to

be counted among the necessaries of life, and
therefore any indirect arts to obtain them have

very little claim to pardon or compassion.
There is scarcely any man without some valu

able or improveable qualities, by which he might

always secure himself from contempt. And

perhaps exemption from ignominy is the most

eligible reputation, as freedom from pain is,

among some philosophers, the definition of hap

piness.

If we therefore compare the value of the

praise obtained by fictitious excellence, even

while the cheat is yet undiscovered, with that

kindness which every man may suit by his vir

tue, and that esteem to which most men may
rise by common understanding steadily and

honestly applied, we shall find that when from
the adscititious happiness all the deductions are

made by fear and casualty, there will remain

nothing equiponderant to the security of truth.

The state of the possessor of humble virtues, to

the ailecter of great excellences, is that of a

small cottage of stone, to the palace raised with
ice by the Empress of Russia ; it was for a

time splendid and luminous, but the first sun

shine melted it to nothing.
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Terra salut'ifcras hcrbas, eademqne nocenti*,

Nutrit ; et urtica proximo, sape rosa cst.

Our bane and physic the same earth bestows,

And near the noisome nettle blooms the r se.

EVERY man is prompted by the love of himself

to imagine, that he possesses some qualities, su

perior, either in kind or in degree, to those which
he sees allotted to the rest of the world

; and,

whatever apparent disadvantages he may suffer

in the comparison with others, he has some in-

risible distinctions, some latent reserve of ex-

tellence, which he throws into the balance, and

6y which he generally fancies that it is turned

in his favour.

Thp studious and speculative'part of mankind

always seem to consider their fraternity as

placed in a sta+e of opposition to those who are

engaged in the tumult of public business ; am]

have pleased themselves from age to age, witL

celebrating the felicity of their own condition,

and with recounting the perplexity of politics,

the dangers of greatness, the anxieties of ambi

tion, and the miseries of riches.

Among the numerous topics of declamation,
that their industry has discovered on this sub

ject, there is none which they press with greater

efforts, or on which they have more copiously laid

out their reason and their imagination, than

the instability of high stations, and the uncer

tainty with which the profits and honours are

possessed, that must be acquired with so much
hazard, vigilance and labour.

This they appear to consider as an irrefragable

argument against the choice of the statesman and
the warrior ; and swell with confidence of vic

tory, thus furnished by the Muses with the arms
which never can be blunted, and which no
art or strength of their adversaries can elude or

resist.

It was well known by experience to the na
tions 'which employed elephants in \yar, that

though by the terror of their bulk, and the

violence of. their impression, they often threw

the enemy into disorder, yet there was always

danger in the use of them, very nearly equivalent

to the advantage ;
for if their first charge could

be supported, they were easily driven back upon
their confederates ; they then broke through
the troops behind them, and made no less havoc

in the precipitation of their retreat, than in the

fury of their onset.

I know not whether those who have so vehe

mently urged the inconveniences and danger
of an active life, have not made use of argu
ments that may be retorted with equal forca

upon themselves ;
and Avhether the happiness of

a candidate for literary fame be not subject to

the same uncertainty with that of him who

governs provinces, commands armies, presides

in the senate, or dictates in the cabinet.

That eminence of learning is not to be gained
without labour, at least equal to that which any
other kind of greatness can require, will be al

lowed by those who wish to elevate the char

acter of a scholar ; since they cannot but know,
that

m every human acquisition is valuable ia

proportion to the difficulty employed in its at

tainment. And that those who have gained

the esteem and veneration of the world, by their

knowledge or their genius, are by no means

exempt from the solicitude which any other

kind of dignity produces, may be conjectured
from the innumerable artifices which they make
use of to degrade a superior, to repress a rival,

t-r obstruct a follower; artifices so gross and

mean, as to prove evidently how much a man

may excel in learning without being either
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more wise or more virtuous than those whose

ignorance he pities or despises.

Nothing therefore remains, by which the

student can gratify his desire of appearing to

have built his happiness on a more firm basis

than his antagonist, except the certainty with

which his honours are enjoyed. The garlands

gained by the heroes of literature must be

gathered from summits equally difficult to climb

with those that bear the civic or triumphal

wreaths, they must be worn with equal envy,
and guarded with equal care from those hands

that are always employed in efforts to tear them i

nway ;
the only remaining hope is, that their

verdure is more lasting, and that they are less

likely to fade by time, or less obnoxious to the

blasts of accident.

Even this hope will receive very little encour

agement from the examination of the history of

learning, or observation of the fate of scholars

in the present age. If we look back into past

times, we find innumerable names of auth

ors once in high reputation, read perhaps by the

beautiful, quoted by the witty, and commented
on by the grave ; but of whom we now know

only that they once existed. If we consider

the distribution of literary fame in our own
time, we shall find it a possession of very uncer

tain tenure ; sometimes bestowed by a sudden

caprice of the public, and again transferred to

a new favourite, for no other reason than that

he is new ; sometimes refused to long labour '

and eminent desert, and sometimes granted
[

tu very slight pretensions; lost sometimes by I

ffOCtJrity and negligence, and sometimes by too i

diligent endeavours to retain it.

A successful author is equally in danger of

the diminution of his fame, whether he con-
]

tinues or ceases to write. The regard of the
j

public is not to be kept but by tribute, and the
\

remembrance of past service will quickly ;

languish, unless successive performances fre- i

quently revive it. Yet in every new attempt
'

there is new hazard, and there are few who do

not, at some unlucky time, injure their own
characters by attempting to enlarge them.

There are many possible causes of that inequal

ity which w<>. may so frequently observe in the

performances of the same man, from the influ

ence of which no ability or industry is suffici

ently secured, and which have so often sullied
j

the splendour of genius, that the wit, as well as

the conqueror, may be properly cautioned not
to indulge his pride with too early triumphs,
fcirt to defer to the end of life his estimate of

happiness.
Ultima semper

Expectanda dies homini, dicique beatus
Ante obitum nemo supremaque funera debet.

But no frail man, however great or high,
Can be concluded bless'd before he die.

ADDISON.

Among the motives that urge an atithor tJ

undertakings by which his reputation is im

paired, one of the most frequent must be men
tioned with tenderness, because it is not to be

counted among his follies, but his miseries. It

very often happens that the works of learning
or of wit are performed at the direction of those

by whom they are to be rewarded ; the writer

has not always the choice of his subject, but is

compelled to accept any task which is thrown
before him, without much consideration of his

own convenience, and without time to prepare
himself by previous studies.

Miscarriages of this kind are likewise fre

quently the consequence of that acquaintance
with the great, which is generally considered

as one of the chief privileges of literature and

genius. A man who has once learned to think

himself exalted by familiarity with those whom
nothing but their birth, or their fortunes, or

such stations as are seldom gained by moral

excellence, set above him, "will not be long with
out submitting his understanding to their con

duct
;
he will suffer them to prescribe the course

of his studies, and employ him for their own
purposes either of diversion or interest. His
desire of pleasing those whose favour he has

weakly made necessary to himself, will not

suffer him always to consider how little he is

qualified for the work imposed. Either his

vanity will tempt him to conceal his deficiencies,

or that cowardice, which always encroaches fast

upon such as spend their lives in the company
of persons higher than themselves, will not

leave him resolution to assert the liberty of

choice.

But, though we suppose that a man by his

fortune can avoid the necessity of dependance,
and by his spirit can repel the usurpations of

patronage, yet he may easily, by writing long,

happen to write ill. There is a general succes

sion of events in which contraries are produced

by periodical vicissitudes ; labour and care are

rewarded with success, success produces con

fidence, confidence relaxes industry, and negli

gence ruins that reputation which accuracy had
raised.

He that happens not to be lulled by praise
into supineness, may be animated by it to un

dertakings above his strength, or incited to fancy
himself alike qualified for every kind of compo
sition, and able to comply with the public taste

through all its variations. By some opinion
like this, many men have been engaged, at an
advanced age in attempts which they had not

time to complete, and after a few weak efforts,

sunk into the grave with vexation to see the

rising generation gain ground upon them. From
these failures the highest genius is not exempt;
that judgment which appears so penetrating,
when it is employed upon the works of other*,

very often fails where interest or passion can
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exert their power. We are blinded in examin

ing our own labours by innumerable prejudices.
Our juvenile compositions please us, because

they bring to our minds the remembrance of

youth ; our later performances we are ready to

esteem, because we are unwilling to think that

we have made no improvement ; what flows

easily from the pen charms us, because we read

with pleasure that whiUi natters our opinion of

our own powers ; wnat was composed with

great struggles of the mind we do not easily re

ject,
because we cannot bear that so much labour

should be fruitless. But the reader has none of

these prepossessions, and wonders that the author

is so unlike himself, without considering that

the same soil will, with different culture, afford

different products.

No. 22.] SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1750.

Ego nee studium sine dlvlte vena
Nee rude quid prosit video ingenium ; alterius sic

Altera poscit opcm res et conjurat amice.

HOR.

Without a genius learning soars in vain ;

And without learning genius sinks again ;

Their force united crowns the sprightly reign.

ELl'HINSTON.

WIT and Learning were the children of Apollo,

by different mothers : Wit was the offspring of

Euphrosyne, and resembled her in cheerfulness

and vivacity : Learning was born of Sophia,
arid retained her seriousness and caution. As
their mothers were rivals, they were bred up
by them from their birth in habitual opposition,
and all means were so incessantly employed to

impress upon them a hatred and contempt of

each other, that though Apollo, who foresaw

the ill effects of their discord, endeavoured to

soften them, by dividing his regard equally be

tween them, yet his impartiality and kindness

were without effect ; the material animosity
was deeply rooted, having been intermingled
with their first ideas, and was confirmed every

hour, as fresh opportunities occurred of exerting

it. No sooner were they of age to be received

Into the apartments of the other celestials, than

Wit began to entertain Venus at her toilet, by

aping the solemnity of Learning, and Learning
to divert Minerva at her loom, by exposing the

blunders and ignorance of Wit.

Thus they grew up, with malice perpetually

increasing, by the encouragement "which each

received from those whom their mothers had

persuaded to patronize and support them ;
and i

longed to be admitted to the table of Jupiter,
'

not so much for the hope of gaining honour, as

of excluding a rival from all pretensions to re- ;

gard, and of putting an everlasting stop to the

progress of that influence which either believed
]

the other to have obtained by mean arts and I

faJse appearances.

At last the day came, when they were both-,

with the usual solemnities, received into the

class of superior deities, and allowed to take

nectar from the hand of Hebe. But from that

hour Concord lost her authority at the table of

Jupiter. The rivals, animated by their new

dignity, and incited by the alternate applauses
of the associate powers, harassed each other by
incessant contests, with such a regular vicissi

tude of victory, that neither was depressed.
It was observable, that at the beginning of

every debate, the advantage was on the side of

Wit
;
and that, at the first sallies, the whole as

sembly sparkled, according to Homer's expres

sion, with unextinguishable merriment. But

Learning would reserve her strength till the

burst of applause was over, and the languor
with which the violence of joy is always suc

ceeded, began to promise more cairn and patient

attention. She then attempted her defence, and

by comparing one part of her antagonist's ob

jections with another, commonly made him
confute himself; or, by showing how small a

part of the question he had taken into his view,

proved that his opinion could have no weight.
The audience began gradually to lay aside their

prepossessions, and rose, at last, with greater

veneration for Learning, but with greater kind

ness for Wit.

Their conduct was, whenever they desired to

recommend themselves to distinction, entirely

opposite. Wit was daring and adventurous j

Learning cautious and deliberate. Wit thought

nothing reproachful but dulness ; Learning was

afraid of no imputation, but that of error. Wit

answered before he understood, lest his quick

ness of apprehension should be questioned ;

Learning paused, where there was no difficulty,

lest any, insidious sophism should lie undis

covered. Wit perplexed every debate by rapi

dity and confusion ; Learning tired the hearers

with endless distinctions, and prolonged the dis

pute without advantage, by proving that which

never was denied. Wit, in hopes of shining,

would venture to produce what he had not con

sidered, and often succeeded beyond his own ex

pectation, by following the train of a lucky

thought ; Learning would reject every new no-,

tion, for fear of being entangled in consequence*
which she could not foresee, and was often hin

dered, by her caution, from pressing her advan

tages, and subduing her opponent.
Both had prejudices, which in some degree

hindered their progress towards perfection, and

left them open to attacks. Novelty was the

darling of Wit, and antiquity of Learning. To
Wit, all that was new was specioas; to Learn

ing, whatever was ancient was venerable. Wity

however, seldom failed to divert those whom he

could not convince, and to convince was nof

often his ambition ; Learning always support' tl

her opinion with so many collateral truths, t'j
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when the cause was decided against her, her

grguments were remembered with admiration.

Nothing was more common, on either side,

than to quit their proper characters, and to hope

for a complete conquest by the use of the Avea-

pons which had been employed against them.

Wit would sometimes labour a syllogism, and

Learning distort her features with a jest; but

they always suffered by the experiment, arid be

trayed themselves to confutation or contempt.

The seriousness of Wit Avas without dignity,

and the merriment of Learning without viva-

city.

Their contests, by long continuance, grew at

last important, and the divinities broke into par

ties. Wit was taken into protection of the

laughter-loving Venus, had a retinue allowed

him of Smiles and Jests, and was often permit

ted to dance among the Graces. Learning still

continued the favourite of Minerva, and seldom

went out of her palace, without a train of the

severer virtues, Chastity, Temperance, Forti

tude, and Labour. Wit, cohabiting with Malice,

had a son named Satyr, who followed hiin, car

rying a quiver filled with poisoned arrows,

which, where they once drew blood, could by no

skill ever be extracted. These arrows he fre

quently shot at Learning, when she was most

earnestly or usefully employed, engaged in ab

struse inquiries, or giving instructions to her

followers. Minerva therefore deputed Criti

cism to her aid, who generally broke the point
of Satyr's arrows, turned them aside, or retort

ed them on himself.

Jupiter was at last angry that the peace of the

heavenly regions should be in perpetual danger
of violation, and resolved to dismiss these trou

blesome antagonists to the lower world. Hither

therefore they came, and carried on their ancient

quarrel among mortals, nor was either long
without zealous votaries. Wit, by his gayety,

captivated the young ;
and Learning, by her

authority, influenced the old. Their power
quickly appeared by very eminent effects : thea

tres were built for the reception of Wit ; and

colleges endowed for the residence of Learning.
Each party endeavoured to outvie the other in

cost and magnificence, and to propagate an opin

ion, that it was necessary, from the first en

trance into life, to enlist in one of the factions
;

and that none could hope for the regard ofeither

divinity, who had once entered the temple of the

rival power.
There were indeed a class of mortals, bywhom

Wit and Learning Avere equally disregarded ;

these Avere the devotees of Plutus, the god of

riches
; among these it seldom happened that the

gayety of Wit could raise a smile, or the elo

quence of Learning procure attention. In re

venge of this contempt they agreed to incite their

followers against them ; but the forces that Avere

nt on those expeditions frequently betrayed

their trust ; and, in contempt of the orders

Avhich they had received, flattered the rich in

public, Avhile they scorned them in their hearts ;

and when, by this treachery, they had obtained

the favour of Plutus, affected to look with an

air of superiority on those Avho still remained in

the service of Wit and Learning.

Disgusted Avith these desertions, the two ri-

Ar
als, at the same time, petitioned Jupiter for re-

admission to their natiA^e habitations. Jupiter
thundered on the right hand, and they prepared
to obey the happy summons. Wit readily spread
his Avings and soared aloft, but not being able to

see far, Avas beAvildered in the pathless immen

sity of the etherial spaces. Learning, Avhoknew
the Avay, shook her pinions ; but for want ofna
tural vigour, could only take short flights : so,

after many efforts, they both sunk again to the

ground, and learned from their mutual distress

the necessity of union. They therefore joined
their hands, and reneAved their flight ; Learn

ing Avas borne up by the vigour of Wit, and Wit

guided by the perspicacity of Learning. They
soon reached the dwellings of Jupiter, and were
so endeared to each other, that they lived after

wards in perpetual concord. Wit persuaded

Learning to converse with the Graces, and-

Learning engaged Wit in the sei'A'ice of the Vir -

tues. They Avere IIOAV the fa\rourites of all the

pOAvers of heaven, and gladdened every banquet

by their presence. They soon after married, at

the command of Jupiter, and had a numerous-

progeny of Arts and Sciences.

No. 23.] TUESDAY, JUNE 5, 1750.

Tres mild convive prope di<sentire ridentur,

Poscentes tario mult tun divcrsa pulato. HOR

Three guests I have, dissenting at my feast,

Requiring each to gratify his taste

With different food. FRANCIS.

THAT every man should regulate his actions ly
his OAvn conscience, Avithout any regard to the-

opinions of the rest of the world, is one of the

I

first precepts of moral prudence; justified not

only by the suffrage of reason, Avhich declare*

that none of the gifts of HeaAren are to lie use

less, but by the voice likeAvise of experience,
which Avill soon inform us that, if we make the

praise or blame of others the rule of our conduct,
we shall be distracted by a boundless variety of
irrecoricileable judgments, be held in perpetual

suspense betAveen contrary impulses, and consult

for eA'er without determination.

I knoAv not whether, for the same reason, it

is not necessary for an author to place some con

fidence in his own skill, and to satisfy himself in

the knoAvledge that he has not deviated from the-

established laAVS of composition, Avithout sub

mitting his AA*orks to frequent examinations be
fore he giA-es them to the public, or endeavour-
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Ing to secure success by a solicitous conformity
to advice and criticism.

It is, indeed, quickly discoverable, that con

sultation and compliance can conduce little to

the perfection of any literary performance ; for

whoever is so doubtful of his own abilities as to

encourage the remarks of others, will find him

selfevery day embarrassed with new difficulties,

and will harass his mind, in vain, with the

hopeless labour of uniting heterogeneous ideas,

digesting independent hints, and collecting into

one point the several rays of borrowed light,

emitted often with contrary directions.

Of all authors, those who retail their labours

in periodical sheets would be most unhappy,
if they were much to regard the censures or the

admonitions of their readers : for, as their works

are not sent into the "world at once, but by small

parts in gradual succession, it is always im

agined, by those who think themselves qualified

to give instructions, that they may yet redeem

their former failings by hearkening to better

judges, and supply the deficiencies of their plan,

by the help of the criticisms which are so lib

erally afforded.

i have had occasion to observe, sometimes

with vexation, and sometimes with merriment,
the different temper with which the same man
reads a printed and manuscript performance.
When a book is once in the hands of the public,

it is considered as permanent and unalterable ;

and the reader, if he be free from personal

prejudices, takes it up with no other intention

than of pleasing or instructing himself : he

accommodates his mind to the author's design ;

and, having no interest in refusing the amuse
ment that is offered him, never interrupts his

own tranquillity by studied cavils, or destroys
his satisfaction in that which is already well, by
an anxious inquiry how it might be better;
but is often contented without pleasure, and

pleased without perfection.

But if the same man be called to consider the

merit of a production yet unpublished, he brings
an imagination heated with objections to pas

sages which he has yet never heard ; he invokes

all the powers of criticism, and stores his

memory with Taste and Grace, Purity and

Delicacy, Manners and Unities, sounds which,

having been once uttered by those that under

stood them, have been since re-echoed without

meaning, and kept up to the disturbance of the

world, by a constant repercussion from one

coxcomb to another. He considers himself as

obliged to show, by some proof of his abilities,

that he is not consulted to no purpose, and
therefore watches every opening for objection,
and looks round for every opportunity to pro

pose some specious alteration. Such oppor
tunities a very small degree of sagacity will

enable him to find
; for, in every work of im-

egination, the disposition of parts, the insertion

of incidents, and use of decorations, iray be

varied a thousand ways with equal propriety ,

and as in things nearly equal, that will always
seem best to every man which he himself

produces ; the critic, whose business is only to

propose, without the care of execution, can
never want the satisfaction of believing that he
has suggested very important improvements,
nor the power of enforcing his advice by argu
ments, which, as they appear convincing to

himself, either his kindness or his vanity will

press obstinately and importunately, without

suspicion that he may possibly judge too hastily
in favour of his own advice, or inquiry whether
the advantage of the new scheme be proportion
ate to the labour.

It is observed by the younger PJiny, that an
orator ought not so much to select the strongest

arguments which his cause admits, as to em
ploy all which his imagination can afford : for,

in pleading, those reasons are of most value,

which will most affect the judges; and the

judges, says he, will be always most touched

with that which they had before conceived.

Every man who is called to give his opinion
of a performance, decides upon the same prin

ciple : he first suffers himself to form expecta

tions, and then is angry at his disappointment.
He lets his imagination rove at large, and
wonders that another, equally unconfined in

the boundless ocean of possibility, takes a dif

ferent course.

But, though the rule of Pliny be judiciously
laid down, it is not applicable to the writer's

cause, because there always lies an appeal from

domestic criticism to a higher judicature, and

the public, which is never corrupted, nor often

deceived, is to pass the last sentence upon literary

claims.

Of the great force of preconceived opinions I

had many proofs, when 1 first entered upon this

weekly labour. My readers having, from the

performances of my predecessors, established

an idea of unconnected essays, to which they
believed all future authors under a necessity of

conforming, were impatient of the least devia

tion from their system, and numerous remons
trances were accordingly made by each, as he
found his favourite subject omitted or delayed.
Some were angry that the Rambler did not,

like the Spectator, introduce himself to the ac

quaintance of the public, by an account of his

own birth and studies, an enumeration of his

adventures, and a description of his physiog

nomy. Others soon began to remark that he

was a solemn, serious, dictatorial writer, with

out sprightliness or gayety, and called out with

vehemence for mirth and humour. Another
admonished him to have a special eye upon the

various clubs of this great city, and informed

him that much of the Spectator's vivacity was
laid out upon such assemblies. He has been
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censured for not .mitating the politeness of his
|

predecessors, having hitherto neglected to take

the ladies under his protection, and give them

rules for the just opposition of colours, and the

proper dimensions of ruffles and pinners. He
has been required by one to fix a particular cen

sure upon those matrons who play at cards

with spectacles ; and another is very much of

fended whenever he meets with a speculation

in which naked precepts are comprised without
}

the illustration of examples and characters.

I make not the least question that all these

monitors intend the promotion of my design,

and the instruction of my readers ;
but they do

not know, or do not reflect, that an author has

a rule of choice peculiar to himself; and selects

those subjects which he is best qualified to treat,

by the course of his studies, or the accidents of his

life ; that some topics of amusement have been

already treated with too much success to invite
j

a competition ;
and that he who endeavours to

gain many readers must try various arts of in

vitation, essay every avenue of pleasure, and

make frequent changes in his methods of ap

proach.
I cannot but consider myself, amidst this tu

mult of criticism, as a ship in a poetical tem

pest, impelled at the same time by opposite

winds, and dashed by the waves from every

quarter, but held upright by the contrariety of

the assailants, and secured in some measure by

multiplicity of distress. Had the opinion of

my censurers been unanimous, it might perhaps

have overset my resolution ; but since I find

them at variance with each other, I can, with

out scruple, neglect them, and endeavour to

gain the favour of the public by following the

direction of my own reason, and indulging the

sallies ofmy own imagination.

No. 24.] SATURDAY, JUNE 9, 1750.

Nemo in sese tentat descenders. PERSIUS.

None, none descends into himself. DRYDEN-

AMONG the precepts, or aphorisms, admitted by

general consent, and inculcated by frequent re

petition, there is none more famous among the

masters of ancient wisdom, than that compen
dious lesson, TvAOi c-tocwrov, Be acquainted ivith thy

self; ascribed by some to an oracle, and by
others to Chilo of Lacedemon.

This is, indeed, a dictate, which, in the

whole extent of its meaning, may be said to

comprise all the speculation requisite to a moral

agent. For what more can be necessary to the

regulation of life, than the knowledge of aflf

original, our end, our duties, and our rejfHK
to other beings?

It is however very improbable tliat 4lte iuxt

author, whoever he was, intended it to be under

stood in this unlimited and complicated sense
;

for of the inquiries, which in so large an accepta

tion it would seem to recommend, some are too

extensive for the powers of man, and some re

quire light from above, which was not yet in

dulged to the heathen world.

We might have had more satisfaction con

cerning the original import of this celebrated

sentence, if history had informed us, whether

it was uttered as a general instruction to man

kind, or as a particular caution to some private

inquirer ;
whether it was applied to some single

occasion, or laid down as the universal rule of

life.

There will occur, upon the slightest consider

ation, many possible circumstances, in which

this monition might very properly be enforced ;

for every error in human conduct must arise

from ignorance in ourselves, either perpetual

or temporary; and happen either because we
do not know what is best arid fittest, or because

our knowledge is at the time of action not pre
sent to the mind.

When a man employs himself upon remote

and unnecessary subjects, and wastes his life

upon questions which cannot be resolved, and

of which the solution would conduce very little

to the advancement of happiness: when he

lavishes his hours in calculating the weight of

the terraqueous globe, or in adjusting successive

systems of worlds beyond the reach of the tele

scope ;
he may be very properly recalled from

his excursions by this precept, and reminded,

that there is a nearer being with which it is

his duty to be more acquainted ;
and from

which his attention has hitherto been withheld

by studies, to which he has no other motive

than vanity or curiosity.

The great praise of Socrates is, thai he drtW

the wits of Greece, by his instruction and wcm~

ple from the vain pursuit of natural phU<
to moral inquiries, and turned tbelwib

from stars and tides, and master JAra ift#ti<m,

upon the various modes of v ',

of life. All his lecture?, were
'

upon this saying; if we si^|ifr9rii'i*o^ledge
of ourselves recoimnenfled-ltf (3h$l*$ in opposi

tion to other in(\uiriesntos8l^*St^We to the state

of man. "

The great V<iu*i' btf ferof learning is still,

that they offtftid>4l^^HPMi rule, and appear

willing to "hing rather than them

selves ; IflfMJ^^^Hvfo they are often despised

by thosff' "S'ith* vpfcom they imagine themselves

abov6 comparison ; despised, as useless to com-

mbo p*fofwsrs, as unable to conduct the most

trivial nffaiirs, and unqualified to perform those

(*y which the concatenation of society is

: plfcadrtved, and mutual tenderness excited and

i

maintained.

is a man of great penetration and

.
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deep researches. Having a mind naturally
formed for the abstruser sciences, he can com

prehend intricate combinations without confu

sion, and being of a temper naturally cool and

equal, he is seldom interrupted by his passions

in the pursuit of the longest chain of unexpec
ted consequences. He has, therefore, a long
time indulged hopes, that the Delation of some

I

problems, by which the professors of science

nave been hitherto baffled, is reserved for his
;

genius and industry. He spends his time in the

highest room of his house, into which none of

his family are suffered to enter ; and when he

comes down to his dinner, or his rest, he walks

about like a stranger that is there only for a day,

without any tokens of regard or tenderness.

He has totally divested himself of ail human
sensations ;

he has neither eye for beauty, nor

ear for complaint ;
he neither rejoices at the good !

fortune of his nearest friend, nor mourns forany I

public or private calamity. Having once received
i

a letter, and given it his servant to read, he was
!

informed, that it was written by his brother, I

who, being shipwrecked, had swam naked to I

land, and was destitute of necessaries in a foreign

country. Naked and destitute ! says Gelidus

reach down the last volume of meteorological

observations, extract an exact account of the
|

wind, and note it carefully in the diary of the
j

weather.

The family of Gelidus once broke into his

study, to show him that a town at a small dis

tance was on fire, and in a few moments a ser

vant came up to tell him, that the flame had

caught so many houses on both sides, that the

inhabitants were confounded, and began to think

of rather escaping with their lives than saving
their dwellings. What you tell me, says Geli

dus, is very probable, for fire naturally acts in a

circje.

Thus lives this great philosopher, insensible

to ev^jgj spectacle of distress, and unmoved by
j

the loudest oall of social nature, for want of con-
j

sidering that men are designed for the succour

and comfort of each other ; that though there are

hours which may be laudably spent upon know

ledge not immediately .useriil, yet the first atten

tion is due to practical virtue : and that he may
be justly driven out from the commerce of man
kind, who has so far abstracted himself from

the species, as to partake neither of the joys nor

griefs of others, but neglects the endearments of

his wife, and the caresses of his children, to

count the drops of rain, note the changes of the

wind, and calculate the eclipses of the moons of

Jupiter.
I shall reserve to some future paper the reli

gious and important meaning of this epitome ot
\

wisdom, and only remark, that it may lue ap-
j

plied to the gay and light, as well as to the

grave and solemn parts of life; and that not
j

only the philosopher may forfeit his

to real learning, but the wit and beauty may
miscarry in their schemes, by the want oi

this universal requisite, the knowledge of them
selves.

It is surely for no other reason, that vre see

such numbers resolutely struggling against na

ture, and contending for that which they never

can attain, endeavouring to unite contradictions,

and determined to excel in characters inconsis

tent with each other; that stock-jobbers affect

dress, gayety, and elegance, and mathematicians
labour to be wits

; that the soldier teases his ac

quaintance with questions in theology, and tha

academic hopes to divert the ladies by a recital

of his gallantries. That absurdity of pride could

proceed only from ignorance of themselves, by
which Garth attempted criticism, and Congreve
waived his title to dramatic reputation, and de

sired to be considered only as a gentleman.

Euphues, with great parts, anj extensive

knowledge, has a clouded aspect and ungracious

form; yet it has been his ambition, from hia

first entrance into life, to distinguish himself by
particularities in his dress, to outvie beaus in

embroidery, to import new trimmings, and to

be foremost in the fashion. Euphues has turned
on his exterior appearance that attention which
would always have produced esteem, had it been
fixed upon his mind ; and though his virtues

and abilities have preserved him from the con

tempt which he has so diligently solicited, he

has, at least, raised one impediment to his repu
tation ; since all can judge of his dress, but few
of his understanding ; and many, who discern

that he is a fop, are unwilling to believe that he
can be wise.

There is one instance in which the ladies are

particularly unwilling to observe the rule of

Chilo. They are desirous to hide from them
selves the advances of age, and endeavour too

frequently to supply the sprightliness and bloom
of youth by artificial beauty and forced vivacity.

They hope to inflame the heart by glances which
have lost their fire, or melt it by languor which
is no longer delicate ; they play over the aira

which pleased at a time when they were ex

pected only to please, and forget that airs ought
in time to give place to virtues. They continue

to trifle, because they could once trifle agreeably,
till those who shared their early pleasures are

withdrawn to more serious engagements; and
are scarcely awakened from their dream of per

petual youth, but by the scorn of those whom
they endeavour to rival. *

* Mrs. Piozzi says, that by Gelidus, in this paper
the author meant to represent Mr. Coulson, a ma
thematician, who formerly lived at Rochester. This

spot very probable, if we consider the character

Davies gives of Mr. Coulson (Colson) in his Life of

Garrick, which was certainly written under Dr.

Johnson's inspection, and, what relates to Colson.

probably from his information. C.
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Possunt quia posse videntur. viR<

45

For they can conquer who believe they can.

DRYDEX.

THERE are some vices and errors which, though
often fatal to those in whom they are found,

have yet, hy the universal consent of mankind,
been considered as entitled to some degree of

respect, or have, at least, been exempted from

contemptuous infamy, and condemned by the

severest moralists with pity rather than detes

tation.

A constant and invariable example of this

general partiality will be found in the diiferent

regard which has always been shown to rash

ness and cowardice ; two vices, of which, though

they may be conceived equally distant from the

middle point, where true fortitude is placed,

and may equally injure any public or private

interest, yet the one is never mentioned without

some kind of veneration, and the other always
considered as a topic of unlimited and licentious

censure, on which all the virulence of reproach

may be lawfully exerted.

The same distinction is made, by the common

suffrage, between profusion and avarice, and,

perhaps, between many other opposite vices ;

and as I have found reason to pay great regard

to the voice of the people, in cases where know

ledge has been forced upon them by experience,

without long deductions, or deep researches, I

am inclined to believe that this distribution of

respect is not without some agreement with the

nature of things ; and that in the faults, which

are thus invested with extraordinary privileges,

there are generally some latent principles of

merit, some possibilities of future virtue,

which may, by degrees, break from obstruc

tion, and by time and opportunity be brought
into act.

It may be laid down as an axiom, that it is

more easy to take away superfluities than to

supply defects ;
and therefore he that is culpable,

because he has passed the middle point of virtue,

is always accounted a fairer object of hope, than

he who fails by failing short. The one has all

that perfection requires, and more, but the ex

cess may be easily retrenched ; the other wants

the qualities requisite to excellence, and who
can tell how he shall obtain them? We are

certain that the horse may be taught to keep

pace with his fellows, whose fault is it that he

leaves them behind ? We know that a few strokes

of the axe will lop a cedar ; but what arts of

cultivation can elevate a shrub ?

To walk with circumspection and steadiness

in the right path, at an equal distance between
the extremes of error, ought to be the constant

endeavour of every reasonable being ; nor can I

think those teachers of moral wisdom much to

be honoured as benefactors to mankind, who are

always enlarging upon the difficulty of our du

ties, and providing rather excuses for vice, than

incentives to virtue.

But, since to most it will happen often, and

to all sometimes, that there will be a deviation

towards one side or the other, we ought always
to employ our vigilance, with most attention,

on that enemy from which there is the greatest

danger, and to stray, if we must stray, towards

those parts from whence we may quickly and

easily return.

Among other opposite qualities of the mind,
which may become dangerous, though in differ

ent degrees, I have often had occasion to con

sider the contrary effects of presumption and

despondency ; of heady confidence, which pro
mises victory without contest, and heartless

pusillanimity, which shrinks back from the

thought of great undertakings, confounds diffi

culty with impossibility, and considers all ad

vancement towards any new attainment as irre

versibly prohibited.

Presumption will be easily corrected. Every

experiment will teach caution, and miscarriages

will hourly show, that attempts are not always
rewarded with success. The most precipitate

ardour will, in time, be taught the necessity

of methodical gradation and preparatory meas

ures ;
and the most daring confidence be con

vinced that neither merit nor abilities can com

mand events.

It is the advantage of vehemence and activity,

that they are always hastening to their own

reformation; because they incite us to try

whether our expectations are well grounded,

and therefore detect the deceits which they are

apt to occasion. But timidity is a disease of

the mind more obstinate and fatal ;
for a man

once persuaded that any impediment is insuper

able, has given it, with respect to himself, that

strength and weight which it had not before.

He can scarcely strive with vigour and perse

verance, when he has no hope of gaining the

victory ;
and since he never will try his strength,

can never discover the unreasonableness of his

fears.

There is often to be found in men devoted to

literature, a kind of intellectual cowardice,

which whoever converses much among them,

may observe frequently to depress the alacrity

of enterprise, and by consequence, to retard the

improvement of science. They have annexed

to every species of knowledge some chimerical

character of terror and inhibition, which they

transmit, without much reflection, from one to

another ; they first fright themselves, and then

propagate the panic to their scholars and ac

quaintance. One study is inconsistent with a

lively imagination, another with a solid judg
ment ;

one is improper in the early parts of life,

another requires so much time, that it is not to

be attempted at an advanced age ; one is dry
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f.nd contracts the sentiments, another is diffuse

,md overburdens the memory ; one is insuffer

able to taste and delicacy, and another wears out

life in the study of words, and is useless to a

wise man, who desires only the knowledge of

things.

But of all the bugbears by which the infantes

barbati, boys both young and old, have been

hitherto frighted from digressing into new tracts

of learning, none has been more mischievously

efficacious than an opinion that every kind of

knowledge requires a peculiar genius, or mental

constitution framed for the reception of some

ideas, and the exclusion of others : and that to

him whose genius is not adapted to the study
which he prosecutes, all labour shall be vain and

fruitless, vain as an endeavour to mingle oil and

water, or in the language ofchymistry, to amal

gamate bodies of heterogeneous principles.

This opinion we may reasonably suspect to

have been propagated, by vanity, beyond the

truth. It is natural for those who have raised

a reputation by any science, to exalt themselves

us endowed by Heaven with peculiar powers,
or marked out by an extraordinary designation

for their profession ; and to fright competitors

away by representing the difficulties with which

they must contend, and the necessity ofqualities

which are supposed to be not generally confer

red, and which no man can know but by experi

ence whether he enjoys.

To this discouragement it may be possibly an

swered, that since a genius, whatever it be, is

like fire in a flint, only to be produced by colli

sion with a proper subject, it is the business of

every man to try whether his faculties may* not

happily co-operate with his desires ; and since

they whose proficiency he admires, knew their

own force only by the event, he needs but en

gage in the same undertaking with equal spirit,

and may reasonably hope for equal success.

There is another species of false intelligence,

given by those who profess to show the way to

the summit of knowledge, of equal tendency to

depress the mind with false distrust of itself, and

weaken it by needless solicitude and dejection.

When a scholar whom they desire to animate

consults them at his entrance on some new stu

dy, it is common to make nattering representa
tions of its pleasantness and facility. Thus they

generally attain one of two ends almost equally

desirable ; they either incite his industry by ele

vating his hopes, or produce a high opinion of

their own abilities, since they are supposed to

relate only what they have found, and to hare

proceeded with no less ease than they promise
to their followers.

The student, inflamed by this encouragement,
sets forward in the new path, and proceeds a few

steps with great alacrity, but he soon finds as

perities and intricacies of which he has riot been

forewarned, and imagining' that none ever were

so entangled or fatigUrd before him, sinks sud

denly into despair, and desists as from an expe
dition in which fate opposes him. Thus his

terrors are multiplied by his hopes, and he is de

feated without resistance, because he had no ex

pectation of an enemy.
Of these treacherous instructors, the one de

stroys industry, by declaring that industry ia

vain, the other by representing it as needless ;

the one cuts away the root of hope, the other

raises it only to be blasted ; the one confines his

pupil to the shore, by telling him that his wreck
is certain, the other sends him to sea, without

preparing him for tempests.
False hopes and false terrors are equally to be

avoided. Every man, who proposes to grow
eminent by learning, should carry in his mind,
at once the difficulty of excellence and the force

of industry ; and remember, that fame is not

conferred but as the recompense of labour, and
that labour vigorously continued has not often

failed of its reward.
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Ingentes dominos, et clarce nommafama?,
lllustrique graves nobilitate domes

Devita, et longe cautusfugc ; contrahe vela>

Et te littoribu.1 cymba propinqua rehat.

SXKCCA.

Each mighty lord, big with a pompous name,
And each high house of fortune and of fame,
With caution fly ;

contract thy ample sails,

And near the shore improve the gentle gales.

ELPHINSTOX.

MR. RAMBLER,
IT is usual for men, engaged in the same pur
suits, to be inquisitive after the conduct and for

tune of each other ; and, therefore, I suppose it

will not be unpleasing to you, to read an account

of the various changes which have happened in

part of a life devoted to literature. My narra

tive will not exhibit any great variety of events,

or extraordinary revolutions ; but may, perhaps,
be not less useful, because I shall relate nothing
which is not likely to happen to a thousand

others.

I was born heir to a very small fortune, and

left by my father, whom I cannot remember, to

the care of an uncle. He having no children,

always treated me as his son, and finding in me
those qualities which old men easily discover in

sprightly children, when they happen to love

them, declared that a genius like mine should

never be lost for want of cultivation. He there

fore placed me, for the usual time, at a great

school, and then sent me to the university, with

a larger allowance than my own patrimony
would have afforded, that I might net keep mean

company, but learn to become my dignity when

I should be made lord chancellor s
which he of-
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ten lamented, that the increase of his infirmities

was very likely to preclude him from seeing.

This exuberance of money displayed itself in

gay ety of appearance, and wantonness ofexpense,

and introduced me to the acquaintance of those

whom the same superfluity of fortune betrayed
to the same license and ostentation: young
heirs, who pleased themselves with a remark

very frequent in their mouths, that though

they were sent by their fathers to the university,

they were not under the necessity of living by
their learning.

Among men of this class I easily obtained

the reputation of a great genius, and was per

suaded that with such liveliness of imagination,
and delicacy of sentiment, I should never be

able to submit to the drudgery of the law. I

therefore gave myself wholly to the more airy

and elegant parts of learning, and was often

so much elated with my superiority to the

youths with whom 1 conversed, that I began
to listen, with great attention, to those that re

commended to me a wider and more conspicuous
theatre ; and was particularly touched with an

observation made by one of my friends That

it was not by lingering in the university that

Prior became ambassador, or Addison secretary

of state.

This desire was hourly increased by the soli

citation of my companions, who removing one

by one to London, as the caprice of their rela

tions allowed them, or the legal dismission from

the hands of their guardians put it in their

power, never failed to send an account of the

beauty and felicity of the new world, and to

remonstrate how much was lost by every hour's

continuance in a place of retirement and con

straint.

My uncle in the mean time frequently har

assed me with monitory letters, which I some

times neglected to open for a week after I

received them, and generally read in a tavern,

with such comments as xuight show how much
1 was superior to instruction or advice. I

|

could not but wonder, how a man confined to

the country, and acquainted with the present

system of things, should imagine himself quali-

fied to instruct a rising genius, born to give laws
|

to the age, refine its taste, and multiply its

pleasures.

The postman, however, still continued to
j

bring me new remonstrances ; for my uncle !

was very little depressed by the ridicule and

reproach which he never heard. But men of

parts have quick resentments ; it was impossi
ble to bear his usurpations for ever; and I i

resolved, once for all, to make him an example
j

to those who imagine themselves wise because

they are old, and to teach young men, who are

*oo tame under representation, in what manner

gray-bearded insolence ought to be treated. I

therefore one evening took my pen in hand, and

after having animated myself with a

wrote a general answer to all his precepts with
such vivacity of turn, such elegance of irony,
and such asperity of sarcasm, that I convulsed

a large company with universal laughter, dis

turbed the neighbourhood with vociferations of

applause, and five days afterwards was an

swered, that I must be content to live upon
my own estate.

This contraction of my income gave me no
disturbance ; for a genius like mine was out of

the reach of "want. I had friends that would
be proud to open their purses at my call, and

prospects of such advancement as would soon

reconcile my uncle, whom, upon mature de

liberation, I resolved to receive into favour

without insisting on any acknowledgment of

his offence, when the splendour of my condition

should induce him to wish for my countenance.

I therefore went up to London, before I had
shown the alteration of my condition, by any
abatement of my way of living, and was re

ceived by all my academical acquaintance with

triumph and congratulation. I "was immedi

ately introduced among the wits and men of

spirit; and in a short time had divested myself
of all my scholar's gravity, and obtained the

reputation of a pretty fellow.

You will easily believe that I had no gre<*t

knowledge of the world; yet I had been hin

dered, by the general disinclination every man
feels to confess poverty, from telling to any one

the resolution of my uncle, and for some time

subsisted upon the stock of money which I had

brought with me, and contributed my share

as before to all our entertainments. But my
pocket was soon emptied, and I was obliged to

ask my friends for a small sum. This was &

favour, which we had often reciprocally re

ceived from one another; they supposed my
wants only accidental, and therefore willingly

supplied them. In a short time I found a

necessity of asking again, and was again treated

with the same civility ; but the third time

they began to wonder what that old rogue my
uncle could mean by sending a gentleman to

town without money ; and when they gave me
what I asked for, advised me to stipulate for

more regular remittances.

This somewhat disturbed my dream of con

stant affluence; but I was three days after

completely awaked; for entering the tavern

where we met every evening, I found the

waiters remitted their complaisance, and, in

stead of contending to light me up stairs, suf

fered me to wait for some minutes at the bar.

When I came to my company, I found them

unusually grave and formal, and one of them

took the hint to turn the conversation, upon the

misconduct of young men, and enlarged upon
the folly of frequenting the company of men
of fortune, without being able to support the
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expense, aa observation which the rest contri

buted either to enforce by repetition, or to illus

trate by examples. Only one of them tried to

divert the discourse, and endeavoured to direct

my attention to remote questions and common

topics.

A man guilty of poverty easily believes him-
elf suspected. I went, however, next morning
to breakfast with him, who appeared ignorant
of the drift of the conversation, and by a series

of inquiries, drawing still nearer to the point,

prevailed on him, not perhaps much against his

will, to inform me, that Mr. Dash, whose

Bather v?as a wealthy attorney near my native

place, had, the morning before, received an ac-

<x>unt of my uncle's resentment, and communi
cated his intelligence with the utmost industry
of grovelling insolence.

It was now no longer practicable to consort

with my former friends, unless I would be con

tent to be used as an inferior guest, who was to

pay for his wine by mirth and flattery ; a char

acter which, if I could not escape it, I resolved

to endure only among those who had never

known me in the pride of plenty. I changed

my lodgings, and frequented the coffee-houses

In a different region of the town ; where I was

very quickly distinguished by several young

.gentlemen of high birth and large estates, and

began again to amuse my imagination with

hopes of preferment, though not quite so confi

dently as when I had less experience.
The first great conquest which this new scene

.enabled me to gain over myself was, when I

submitted to confess to a party, who invited

sue to an expensive diversion, that my revenues

were not equal to such golden pleasures ; they
would not suffer me, however, to stay behind,
and with great reluctance I yielded to be treated.

I took that opportunity of recommending my
self to some office or employment, which they

unanimously promised to procure me by their

joint interest.

I had now entered into a state of dependance,
and had hopes, or fears, from almost every man
I saw. If it be unhappy to have one patron,
what is liis misery who has many? I was

obliged to comply with a thousand caprices, to

concur in a thousand follies, and to countenance

a thousand errors. I endured innumerable mor

tifications, if not from cruelty, at least from

negligence, which will creep in upon the kind

est and most delicate minds, when they con

verse without the mutual awe of equal condi

tion. I found the spirit and vigour of liberty

every moment sinking in me, and a servile fear

of displeasing stealing by degrees upon all my
behaviour, till no word, or look, or action, was

my own. As the solicitude to please increased,

the power of pleasing grew less, and I was

always clouded with diffidence where it was
most my interest and wish to shine.

My patrons, considering me as belonging 1o

the community, and, therefore, not the charge of

any particular person, made no scruple of ne

glecting any opportunity of promoting me,
which every one thought more properly the

business of another. An account of my expecta
tions and disappointments, and the succeeding
vicissitudes of my life, I shall give you in my
following letter, which will be, I hope, of use

to show how ill he forms his schemes, who ex

pects happiness without freedom. I am, &c.
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Pauperiem metuens potlore metallls

Libertate caret. IIOR.

So he, who poverty with horror views,
Who sells his freedom in exchange for gold,

(Freedom for mines of wealth too cheaply sold,)
Shall make eternal servitude his fate,

And feel a haughty master's galling weight.

FRANCIS.

MR. RAMBLER,
As it is natural for every man to think himself

of importance, your knowledge of the world
Mall incline you to forgive me, if I imagine
your curiosity so much excited by the former

part of my narration, as to make you deaire

that I should proceed without any unnecessary
arts of connection. I shall, therefore, not ketp

you longer in such suspense, as perhaps my per
formance may not compensate.
In the gay company with which I was now

united, I found those allurements and delights,

which the friendship of young men always af

fords ; there was that openness which naturally

produced confidence, that affability which, iu

some measure, softened dependence, and that

ardour of profession which incited hope. When
our hearts were dilated with merriment, pro
mises were poured out with unlimited profusion,
and life and fortune were but a scanty sacrifice

to friendship; but when the hour came, at

which any effort wras to be made, I had gener

ally the vexation to find that my interest

weighed nothing against the slightest amuse

ment, and that every petty avocation was found

a sufficient plea for continuingme in uncertainty

and want. Their kindness was indeed sincere .

when they promised, they had no intention to

deceive ; but the same juvenile warmth which

kindled their benevolence, gave force in the

same proportion to every other passion, and I

was forgotten as soon as any new pleasures

sei/ed on their attention.

Vagario told me one evening, tLat all my per

plexities should be soon at an end, and desired

me, from that instant, to throw upon him all

care of my fortune, for a post of considerable

value was that day become vacant, and he knew
his interest sufficient to procure it in the mol'n-
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Ing. He desired me to call on him early, that

he might be dressed soon enough to wait on the

minister before any other application should be

made. I came as he appointed, with all the

flame of gratitude, and was told by his servant,

that having found at his lodgings, when he

came home, an acquaintance who was going to

travel, he had been persuaded to accompany him

to Dover, and that they had taken post-horses

two hours before day.
I was once very near to preferment, by the

kindness of Charinus, who, at my request, went
to beg a place, which he thought me likely to

fill with great reputation, and in which I should

have many opportunities of promoting his in

terest in return; and he pleased himself with

imagining the mutual benefits that we should

confer, and the advances that we should make

by our united strength. Away therefore he

went, equally warm with friendship and ambi

tion, and left me to prepare acknowledgments

against his return. At length he came back,

and told me .that he had met in his way a party

going to breakfast in the country, that the ladies

importuned him too much to be refused, and

that having passed the morning with them, he

was come back to dress himself for a ball, to

which he was invited for the evening.
I have suffered several disappointments from

tailors and periwig-makers, who, by neglecting
to perform their work, withheld my patrons
from court

;
and once failed of an establishment

for life by the delay of a sercant, sent to a neigh

bouring shop to replenish a snuff-box.

At last I thought my solicitude at an end, for

an office fell into the gift of Hippodamus's father,

who, being then in the country, could not very
speedily fill it, and whose fondness would not
have suffered him to refuse his son a less reason

able request. Hippodamus therefore set for

ward with great expedition, and I expected

every hour an account of his success. A long
time I waited without any intelligence, but at

last received a letter from Newmarket, by
which I was informed that the races were be

gun, and I knew the vehemence of his passions
too well to imagine that he could refuse himself
his favourite amusement.

You will not wonder that I was at last weary
nf the patronage of young men, especially as I

itmn t.hem not generally to promise much,

greater fidelity as they advanced in life
; for I

observed that what they gained in steadiness

they lost in benevolence, and grew colder to my
interest as they became more diligent to promote
their own. I was convinced that their liberal

ity was only profuseness, that as chance direc

ted, they were equally generous to vice and vir

tue, that they were warm but because they were
thoughtless, and counted the support of a friend

only amongst other gratifications of passion.

My resolution was now to ingratiate myself

with men whose reputation was established,

whose high stations enabled them to prefer me,
and whose age exempted them from sudden

changes of inclination. I was considered as a

j

man of parts, and therefore easily found admis-

j

sicn to the table of Hilarius, the celebrated

orator, renowned equally for the extent of his

knowledge, the elegance of his diction, and the

acuteness of his wit. Hilarius received me
with an appearance of great satisfaction, pro
duced to me all his friends, and directed to me
that part of his discourse in which he most en

deavoured to display his imagination. I had

now learned my own interest enough to supply
him opportunities for smart remarks and gay
sallies, which I never failed to echo and applaud.
Thus I was gaining every hour on his affections,

till unfortunately, when the assembly was more

splendid than usual, his desire of admiration

prompted him to turn his raillery upon me. I

bore it for some time with great submission, and
success encouraged him to redouble his attacks ;

at last my vanity prevailed over my prudence,
I retorted his irony with such spirit, that Hil

arius, unaccustomed to resistance, was discon

certed, and soon found means of convincing me,
that his purpose was not to encourage a rival,

but to foster a parasite.

I was then taken into the familiarity of Ar-

gutio, a nobleman eminent for judgment and
criticism. He had contributed to my reputation

by the praises which he had often bestowed

upon my writings, in which he owned that

there were proofs of a genius that might rise to

high degrees of excellence, when time or infor

mation had reduced its exuberance. He there

for required me to consult him before the publi
cation of any new performance, and commonly
proposed innumerable alterations, without suffi

cient attention to the general design, or regard
to my form of style and mode of imagination.
But these corrections he never failed to press as

indispensably necessary, and thought the least

delay of compliance an act of rebellion. The

pride of an author made this treatment insuffer

able, and I thought any tyranny easier to be

borne than that which took from me the use of

my understanding.

My next patron was Eutyches the statesman,
who was wholly engaged in public affairs, and
seemed to have no ambition but to be powerful
and rich. I found his favour more permanent
than that of the others

;
for there was a certain

price at which it might be bought ; he allowed

nothing to humour or to affection, but was al

ways ready to pay liberally for the service

that he required. His demands were, indeed,

very often such as virtue could not easily con

sent to gratify ; but virtue is not to be consulted

when men are to raise their fortunes by the fa

vour of the great. His measures were censured ;

i I wrote in his defence, and was recompensed
D
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vvit.li a place, of which the profits were never

received by me without the pangs of remember

ing that the-}' were the reward of wickedness

a reward which nothing but that necessity

which the consumption of my little estate in

these wild pursuits had brought upon me, hin

dered me from throwing back in the face of my
coTuptor.
At this time my uncle died without a will,

and I became heir to a small fortune. I had

resolution to throw off the splendour which

reproached me to myself, and retire to an hum
bler state, in which I am noAV endeavouring to

recover the dignity of virtue, and hope to make

some reparation for my crime and follies, by

informing others, who may be led after the

same pageants, that they are about to engage

in a course of life, in which they are to pur

chase, by a thousand miseries, the privilege ef

repentance.
1 am, &c.

EUBULUS.
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llli mors grams incubat,

Qtri, notus nimis omnibus,

Ignotus moritur sibi. SENECA.

To him, alas ! to him, I fear,

The face of death will terrible appear,
Who in his life, flatt'ring his senseless pride,

By being known to all the world beside,

Does not himself, when he is dying, know,
Nor what he is, nor whither he's to go.

COWLEY.

I HAVE shown, in a late essay, to what errors

men are hourly betrayed by a mistaken opinion
of their own powers, and a negligent inspection

of their own character. But as I then confined

my observations to common occurrences and

familiar scenes, I think it proper to inquire,

how far a nearer acquaintance with ourselves

is necessary to our preservation from crimes as

well as follies, and how much the attentive

study of our own minds may contribute to

secure to us the approbation of that Being, to

whom we are accountable for our thoughts and

our actions, and whose favour must finally con

stitute our total happiness.
If it be reasonable to estimate the difficulty of

any enterprise by frequent miscarriages, it may
justly be concluded that it is not easy for a man
to know himself, for wheresoever we turn our

view, we shall liud almost all, with whom we
converse so nearly as to judge of their senti

ments, indulging more favourable conceptions
of their own virtue than they have been able to

impress upon others, and congratulating them
selves upon degrees of excellence, which their

fondest admirers cannot allow them to have at

tained.

Those representations of imaginary virtue are

generally considered as arts of hypocrisy, anu f-

snares laid for confidence and praise. But ;.

believe the suspicion often unjust ; those who
thus propagate their own reputation, only ex
tend the fraud by which they have been them
selves deceived; for this failing is incident to

numbers, who seem to live without designs

competitions, or pursuits ; it appears on occa-

sions which promise no accession of honour or
of profit, and to persons from whom very little

is to be hoped or feared. It is, indeed, not easy
to tell how far we may be blinded by the love of

ourselves, when we reflect how much a secon

dary passion can cloud our judgment, and how
few faults a man, in the first raptures of love,
can discover in the person or conduct of his

mistress.

To lay open all the sources from which error

|

flows in upon him who contemplates his own
j character, would require more exact knowledge
!
of the human heart, than perhaps the most

|

acute and laborious observers have acquired,

|

And since falsehood may be diversified with
out end, it is not unlikely that every man
admits an imposture, in some respect peculiar
to himself, as his views have been accidentally
directed, or his ideas particularly combined.
Some fallacies, however, there are, more fre

quently insidious, which it may, perhaps, not
be useless to detect ; because, though they are

gross, they may be fatal, and because nothing
but attention is necessary to defeat them.

One sophism by which men persuade them
selves that they have those virtues which they

really want, is formed by the substitution of

single acts for habits. A miser who once re

lieved a friend from the danger of a prison..

1

suffers his imagination to dwell for ever upon
his own heroic generosity ; he yields his heart

up to indignation at those who are blind to

j
merit, or insensible to misery, and who can

j
please themselves with the enjoyment of that

wealth, which they never permit others to par
take. From any censures of the world, or re

proaches of his conscience, he has an appeal to

action and to knowledge : and though his whole
life is a course of rapacity and avarice, he con

cludes himself to be tender and liberal, because

he has once performed an act of liberality and
tenderness.

As a glass which magnifies objects by the ap

proach of one end to the eye, lessens them by
the application of the other, so vices are extenu

ated by the inversion of that fallacy, by which

/virtues are augmented. Those faults which we
jcannot conceal from our own notice, are con-

jSidered, however frequent, not as habitual cor-

jruptions, or settled practices, but as casual

'failures, and single lapses. A man who has

from year to year set his country to sale, either

for the gratification of his ambition or reseut-
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ment, confesses that the heat of party now and
Jhen betrays the severest virtue to measures
that cannot be seriously defended. He that

spends his days and nights in riot and debauch

ery, owns that his passions oftentimes over

power his resolutions. But each comforts him
self that his faults are not without precedent,
for the best and the wisest men have given way
to the violence of sudden temptations.
There are men who always confound the

praise of goodness with the practice, and who
believe themselves mild and moderate, charita

ble and faithful, because they have exerted their

eloquence in commendation of mildness, fidelity,

and other virtues. This is an error almost

universal among those that converse much with

dependants, with such whose fear or interest

disposes them to a seeming reverence for any
declamation, however enthusiastic, and submis
sion to any boast, however arrogant. Having
none to recall their attention to their lives, they
rate themselves by the goodness of their opin

ions, and forget how much more easily men
may show their virtue in their talk than in

their actions.

The tribe is likewise very numerous of those

who regulate their lives, not by the standard of

religion, but the measure of other men's virtue ;

who lull their own remorse with the remem
brance of crimes more atrocious than their own,
and seem to believe they are not bad, while an

other can be found worse.

For escaping these and a thousand other de

ceits, many expedients have been proposed.
Some have recommended the frequent consulta

tion of a wise friend, admitted to intimacy, and

encouraged to sincerity. But this appears a

remedy by no means adapted to general use :

for in order to secure the virtue of one, it pre

supposes more virtue in two than will gener

ally be found. In the first, such a desire of

rectitude and amendment, as may incline him
to hear his own accusation from the mouth of

him whom he esteems, and by whom, therefore,

he will always hope that his faults are not

discovered ; and in the second, such zeal and

honesty, as will make him content for his

friend's advantage to lose his kindness.

A long life may be passed without finding a

friend in "whose understanding and virtue we
tan equally confide, and whose opinion we can

value at once for its justness and sincerity. A
weak man, however honest, is not qualified to

judge. A man of the world, however penetrat

ing, is not fit to counsel. Friends are often

chosen for similitude of manners, and therefore

each palliates the other's failings because they
are his own. Friends are tender, and unwilling
to give pain, or they are interested, and fearful

to offend.

These objections have inclined others to ad-

Tlse, that he who would know himself, should

L
remember the reproaches

that are vented to his face, and listen for the
censures that are uttered in private. For his

great business is to know his faults, and those

malignity will discover, and resentment will re

veal. But this precept may be often frustrated ;

for it seldom happens that rivals or opponents are

suffered to come near enough to know our con
duct with so much exactness as that conscience
should allow and reflect the accusation. The
charge of an enemy is often totally false, and

commonly so mingled with falsehood, that the

mind takes advantage from the failure of one

part to discredit the rest, and never suffers any
disturbance afterward from such partial reports.

Yet it seems that enemies have been always
found by experience the most faithful monitors ,

for
adversity

has ever been considered as {he

steteinwhicn a man most easily ber.omps an-

quainted with himself^ and this effect it must

produce by withdrawing flatterers, whose busi

ness it is to hide our weaknesses from us, or by
giving loose to malice, and license to reproach ;

or at least by cutting off those pleasures which
called us away from meditation on our conduct,
and repressing that pride which too easily per
suades us that we merit whatever we enjoy. .-.

I Part of these benefits it is in every man's

power to procure himself, by assigning proper

portions of his life to the examination of the

rest, and by putting himself frequently in such

a situation, by retirement and abstraction, as

may weaken the influence of external objects.

By this practice he may obtain the solitude of

adversity without its melancholy, its instruc

tions without its censures, and its sensibility

without its perturbations.
The necessity of setting the world at a dis

tance from us, when we are to take a survey of

ourselves, has sent many from high stations to

the severities of a monastic life ; and, indeed,

every man deeply engaged in business, if all re

gard to another state be not extinguished, must
have the conviction, though, perhaps, not the re

solution of Valdesso, who, when he solicited

Charles the Fifth to dismiss him, being asked,
whether he retired upon disgust, answered that

he laid down his commission, for no other rea

son but because there ought to be some timefor so

ber reflection between the
life of a soldier and his

death. ^
There are few conditions which do not en

tangle us with sublunary hopes and, fears, from

which it is necessary to be at intervals disen

cumbered, that we may place ourselves in his

presence who views effects in their causes, and

actions in their motives ; that we may, as Chil-

lingworth expresses it, consider things as if there

were no other beings in the world but God and

ourselves : or, to use language yet more awful, \

may commune with our own hearts and be still.

Death, says Seneca, falls heavy upon him who
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is too much known to others, and too little to

himself; and Pontanus, aman celebrated among
the early restorers of literature, thought the

study of our own hearts of so much importance,

that he has recommended it from his tomb.

Sum Joannes Jovianus Pontanus, quern amave-

~unt bonce Musee, suspexerunt viri probi, hcnesta-

verunt reges domini ; jam scis qui sim, vel guH

potiiisfuerim ; ego vero te, hospes, noscere in tene-

bris nequeo, sed teipsum ut noscas rogo.
" I am

Pontanus, beloved by the powers of literature,

admired by men of worth, and dignified by the

monarchs of the world. Thou knowest now
who I am, or more properly who I was. For

thee, stranger, I who am in darkness cannot

know thee, but I entreat thee to know thyself."

I hope every reader of this paper will consider

himselfas engaged to the observation ofa precept,

which the wisdom and virtue of all ages have

concurred to enforce : a precept dictated by phi

losophers, inculcated by poets, and ratified by
saints.
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Prudens futuri temperis exitum

Caliginosa node premit Deus :

Ridetque, si mortalis ultra

Fas trepidet HOR.

Eut God has wisely hid from human sight

The dark decrees of future fate,

And sown their seeds in depth of night ;

He laughs at all the giddy turns of state,

When mortals search too soon, and fear too late.

DRYDEN.

THERE is nothing recommended with greater

frequency among the gayer poets of antiquity,
than the secure possession of the present hour, and

the dismission of all the cares which intrude up
on our quiet, or hinder, by importunate pertur

bations, the enjoyment of those delights which
our condition happens to set before us.

The ancient poets are, indeed, by no means

unexceptionable teachers of morality; their

precepts are to be always considered as the

sallies of a genius, intent rather upon giving

pleasure than instruction, eager to take every

advantage of insinuation, and, provided the

passions can be engaged on its side, very solici

tous about the suffrage of reason.

The darkness and uncertainty through which
the heathens were compelled to wander in the

pursuit of happiness, may, indeed, be alleged as

an excuse for many of their seducing invitations

to immediate enjoyment, which the moderns,

by whom they have been imitated, have not to

plead. It is no wonder that such as. had no

promise of another state should eagerly turn

their thoughts upon the improvement of that

which was before them
; but surely those who

are acquainted with the hopes and fears of eter

nity, might think it necessary to put sono rev-

straint upon their imaginations, and reflect that

by echoing the songs of the ancient bacchanals,

and transmitting the maxims of past debauch

ery, they not only prove that they want inven

tion, but virtue, and submit to the servility

of imitation only to copy that of which the

writer, if he was to live now, would often be

ashamed.

Yet as the errors and follies of a great genius
are seldom without some radiations of under

standing, by which meaner minds may be en

lightened, the incitements to pleasure are, in

those authors, generally mingled with such re

flections upon life, as well deserve to be consid-

ered distinctly from the purposes for which

I they are produced, and to be treasured up as

|

the settled conclusions of extensive observation
1

acute sagacity, and mature experience.

It is not without true judgment, that on these

occasions they often warn their readers against

inquiries into futurity, and solicitude about

events which lie hid in causes yet inactive, and

which time has not brought forward into the

view of reason. An idle and thoughtless resig

nation to chance, without any struggle against

calamity, or endeavour after advantage, is indeed

below the dignity of a reasonable being, in

whose power Providence lias put a great part

even of his present happiness ; but it shows an

equal ignorance of our proper sphere, to haras*

our thoughts with conjectures about things not

yet in being. How can we regulate events, of

which we vet know 'pot'whether they will ever

happen? And why should we think, with pain

ful anxiety, about that on which our thoughts
can have no influence ?

It is a maxim commoaly received, that a wise

man is never surprised; and, perhaps, this ex

emption from astonishment may be imagined to

proceed from such a prospect into futurity, as.

gave previous intimation of those evils which

often fall unexpected upon others that have less

foresight. But the truth is, that things to.

come, except when they approach very nearly,

are equally hidden from men of all degrees of

understanding ;
and if a wise man is not amazed

at sudden occurrences, it is not that he has-

thought more, but less upon futurity. He
never considered things not yet existing as the

proper objects of his attention
;
he never in

dulged dreams till he was deceived by their

phantoms, nor ever realized nonentities to hk
mind. He is not surprised because he is not

disappointed, and he escapes disappointment,

because he never forms any expectations.
The concern about things to come, that is so

justly censured, is not the result of those gener
al reflections on the variableness of fortune,
the uncertainty of life, and the universal inse

curity of all human acquisitions, which must

always be suggested by the view of the world ;
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\
tmt such a desponding anticipation of misfor-

1 tune, as fixes the mind upon scenes of gloom

/
nd melancholy, and makes fear predominate in

[every imagination.
"

Anxiety of this kind is nearly of the same

, nature with jealousy in love, and suspicion in

! the general commerce of life ;
a temper which

keeps the man always in alarms ; disposes him

to judge of every thing in a manner that least

favours his own quiet, fills him with perpetual

stratagems of counteraction, wears him out in

schemes to obviate evils which never threatened

him, and at length, perhaps, contributes to the

production of those mischiefs, of which it had

raised such dreadful apprehensions.
It has been usual in all ages for moralists to

repress the swellings of vain hope, by represen
tations of the innumerable casualties to which
life is subject, and By instances ot' the unex

pected defeat of the wisest schemes of policy,

and sudden subversions of the highest eminences

of greatness. It lias, perhaps, not been equally

observed, that all these examples afford the

proper antidote to fear, as well as to hope,
and may be applied with no less efficacy as

consolations to the timorous, than as restraints

to the proud.
Evil is uncertain in the same degree as good,

and for the reason that we ought not to hope
too securely, we ought not to fear with too

much dejection. The state of the world is con

tinually changing, and none can tell the result

of the next vicissitude. Whatever is afloat in

the stream of time, may, when it is very near

us, be driven away by an accidental blast,
which shall happen to cross the general course
of the current. The sudden accidents by which
the powerful are depressed, may fall upon those

whose malice we fear ; and the greatness by
which we expect ,to be overborne, may become
another proof of the false flatteries of fortune.

Our enemies may become weak, or we grow
strong before our encounter, or we may advance

against each other without ever meeting. There

are, indeed, natural evils which we can flatter

ourselves with no hopes of escaping, and with
little of delaying ; but of the ills which are

apprehended from human malignity, or the

opposition of rival interests, we may always
alleviate the terror, by considering that our

persecutors are weak and ignorant, and mortal

like ourselves.

The misfortunes which arise from the con-

i currence of unhappy incidents should never be

^ > i suffered to disturb us before they happen: be-

f\ cause, if the breast be once laid open to the

! dread of mere possibilities of misery, life must

I be given a prey to dismal solicitude, and quiet
must be lost for ever.
""

It is remarked by old Cornaro^ that it is ab

surd to be afraid of the natural dissolution of

me body, because it must certainly happen,

and can, by no caution or artifice, be avoided

Whether the sentiment be entirely just I shall

not examine; but certainly if it be improper
to fear events which must happen, it is yet more

evidently contrary to right, reason to fear those

which may never happen, and which, if they
should come upon us, we cannot resist.

As we ought not to give way to fear, any
more than indulgence to hope, because the ob

jects both of fear and hope are yet uncertain, so

we ought not to trust the representations of

one more than of the other, because they are

both equally fallacious ; as hope enlarges hap

piness, fear aggravates calamity. It is generally

allowed, that no man ever found the happiness
of possession proportionate to that expectation
which incited his desire, and invigorated his

pursuit ;
nor has- any man found the evils of

life so formidable in reality, as they were de-

scnoecl eo him by his own imagination ; every

species of distress brings with it some peculiar

supports, some unforeseen means'of resisting, or

power of enduring. Taylor justly blames some

pious persons, who indulge their fancies too

much, set themselves, by the force of imagina

tion, in the place of the ancient martyrs and

confessors, and question the validity of their

own faith, because they shrink at the thoughts
of flames and tortures. It is, says he, sufficient

that you are able to encounter the temptations
which now assault you : when God sends trials,

he may send strength.

All fear is in itself painful, and when it con

duces not to safety is painful without use.

Every consideration, therefore, by which

groundless terrors may be removed, adds some

thing to human happiness. It is likewise

not unworthy of remark, that in proportion

as our cares are employed upon the future

they are abstracted from the present, from the

only time which we can call our own, and of

which if we neglect the apparent duties, to

make provision against visionary attacks, we
shall certainly counteract our own purpose;

for he, doubtless, mistakes his true interest,

who thinks that he can increase his safety when
he impairs his virtue.
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-Vultusubi tuus

Affulsitpopulo, gratior it dies,

Et soles melius nitent. HOR.

Whene'er thy countenance divine

Th' attendant people cheers,

The genial suns more radiant shine,

The day more glad appears.

ELPHINSTON.

MR. RAMBLER,

THERE are few tasks more ungrateful than for

persons of modesty to speak their own praises
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In some cases, however, this must be done for

the general good, and a generous spirit will

on such occasions assert its merit, and vindicate

itself with becoming warmth.

My circumstances, Sir, are very hard and

peculiar. Could the world be brought to treat

me as I deserve, it would be a public benefit.

This makes me apply to you, that my case

being fairly stated in a paper so generally es

teemed, I may suffer no longer from ignorant

and childish prejudices.

My elder brother was a Jew ; a very respec

table person, but somewhat austere in his man

ner ; highly and deservedly valued by his near

relations and intimates, but utterly unfit for

mixing in a larger society, or gaining a general

acquaintance among mankind. In a venerable

old age he retired from the world, and I in the

bloom of youth came into it, succeeding him

in all his dignities, and formed, as I migat

reasonably flatter myself, to be the object of

universal love and esteem. Joy and gladness

were born withme ; cheerfulness, good humour,

and benevolence, always attended and endeared

my infancy. That time is long past : so long,

that idle imaginations are apt to fancy me

wrinkled, old, and disagreeable ; but, unless

my looking-glass deceives me, I have not yet

lost one charm, one beauty ofmy earliest years.

However, thus far is too certain, I am to every

body just what they choose to think me, so

that to very few I appear in my right shape ;

and though naturally I am the friend of human

kind, to few, very few comparatively, am I

useful or agreeable.

This is the more grievous, as it is utterly

impossible for me to avoid being in all sorU of

places and companies ; and I am therefore liable

to meet with perpetual affronts and injuries.

Though I have as natural an antipathy to cards

and dice, as some people have to a cat, many
and many an assembly am I forced to endure ;

and though rest and composure are my peculiar

joy, am worn out and harassed to death with

journeys by men and women of quality, who
never take one but when I can be of the party.

Some, on a contrary extreme, will never receive

sue but in bed, where they spend at least half of

the time I have to stay with them ;
and others

are so monstrously ill bred as to take physic on

purpose when they have reason to expect me.

Those who keep upon terms of more politeness

with me are generally so cold and constrained

in their behaviour, that I cannot but perceive

myself an unwelcome guest ; and even among

persons deserving of esteem, and who certainly

have a value for me, it is too evident that gener

ally whenever I come I throw a dulness over

the whole company, that I am entertained with

a formal, stiff civility, and that they are glad

when I am fairly gone.

How bitter must this kind of reception be to

one formed to inspire delight, admiration, and

love ! To one capable of answering and reward

ing the greatest warmth and delicacy of senti

ments !

I was bred up among a set of excellent people,

who affectionately loved me, and treated me
with the utmost honour and respect. It would
be tedious to relate ftie variety of my adven

tures, and strange vicissitudes of my fortune

in many different countries. Here in England
there was a time when I lived according to my
heart's desire. Whenever I appeared, public
assemblies appointed for my reception were
crowded with persons of quality and fashion,

early dressed as for a court, to pay me their de

voirs. Cheerful hospitality every where crown
ed my board, and I was looked upon in every

country parish as a kind of social bond between

the squire, the parson, and the tenants. The
laborious poor every where blessed my appear
ance : they do so still, and keep their best clothes

to do me honour ; though as much as I delight
in the honest country folks, they do now and

then throw a pot of ale at my head, and some

times an unlucky boy Avill drive his cricket-ball

full in my face.

Even in these my best days there were persons
who thought me too demure and grave. I

must forsooth by all means be instructed by
foreign masters, and taught to dance and play.

This method of education was so contrary to my
genius, formed for much nobler entertainments,

that it did not succeed at all.

I fell next into the hands of a very different

set. They were so excessively scandalized at

the gayety ofmy appearance, as not only to de

spoil me of the foreign fopperies, thp paint and
the patches that I had been tricked out with by
my last misjudging tutors, but they robbed me
of every innocent ornament I had from my in

fancy been used to gather in the fields and gar
dens ; nay, they blacked my face, and covered

me all over with a habit of mourning, and that

too very coarse and awkward. I was now
obliged to spend my whole life in hearing ser

mons
;
nor permitted so much as to smile upon

any occasion.

In this melancholy disguise I became a per
fect bugbear to all children and young folks.

Wherever I came there was a general hush, and

immediate stop to all pleasantness of look or

discourse ; and not being permitted to talk with

them in my own language at that time, they
took such a disgust to me in those tedious hours

of yawning, that having transmitted it to their

children, I cannot now be heard, though it is

long since I have recovered my natural form

and pleasing tone of voice. Would they but

receive my visits kindly, and listen to what I

could tell them let me say it without vanity
how charming a companion should I be ! to

every one could I talk on the subjects most ia-
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t-fTesting and most pleasing. With the great

and ambitious, I would discourse of honours

and advancements, of distinctions to which the

whole world should be witness, of unenvied dig

nities and durable preferments. To the rich I

would tell of inexhaustible treasures, and the

sure method to attain them. I would teach

them to put out their money on the best interest,

*nd instruct the lovers of pleasure hovsr to secure

and improve it to the highest degree. The

beauty should learn of me how to preserve an

everlasting bloom. To the afflicted I would ad

minister comfort, and relaxation to the busy.

As I dare promise myself you will attest the

truth of all I have advanced, there is no doubt

but many will be desirous of improving their

acquaintance with me ;
and that I may not be

thought too difficult, I will tell you, in short,

how I wish to be received.

You must know I equally hate lazy idleness

and hurry. I would every where be welcomed

at a tolerably early hour with decent good-

humour and gratitude. I must be attended in

the great halls, peculiarly appropriated to me,

v/ith respect ; but I do not insist- upon finery :

propriety of appearance, and perfect neatness, is

all I require. I must at dinner be treated with

a temperate, but cheerful social meal ; both the

neighbours and the poor should be the better for

me. Some time I must have tlte-a-t&e with

my kind entertainers, and the rest of my visit

should be spent in pleasant walks and airings

among sets of agreeable people, in such discourse

as I shall naturally dictate, or in reading some

few selected out of those numberless books that

are dedicated to me, and go by my name. A
name that, alas ! as the world stands at present,

makes them oftener thrown aside than taken

up. As those conversations and books should

be both well chosen, to give some advice on

that head may possibly furnish you with a

future paper, and any thing you shall offer on

my behalf will be of great service to,

Good Mr. Rambler,
Your faithful friend and servant,

SUNDAY.*
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Non ego mendosos aushn defendere mores,

Falsaque jtrovitiis arma tenere mels. OVID.

Corrupted manners I shall ne'er defend
;

Nor, falsely witty, for my faults contend.

ELPHINSTON.

THOUGH the fallibility of man's reason, and the

narrowness of his knowledge, are very liberally

This paper was written by Miss Catherine Talbot,

daughter to the Rev. Ed. Talbot, archdeacon of

Berks, and preacher at the Rolls. She died Jan. 9,
17ro. See Preface to the Rambler, in "

British

Essayists." vol. xis. C.

confessed, yet the conduct of those who so wil

lingly admit the weakness of human nature,
seems to discern that this acknowledgment is

i not altogether sincere ; at least, that most make
i it with a tacit reserve in favour of themselves.

I

and that with whatever ease they give up the

claim of their neighbours, they are desirous of

! being thought exempt from faults in their own
! conduct, and from error in their opinions.

The certain and obstinate opposition, which

we may observe made to confutation however

clear, and to reproof however tender, is an un
doubted argument, that some dormant privilege

is thought to be attacked ; for as no man can

lose what he neither possesses, nor imagines
himself to possess, or be defrauded of that to

which he has no right, it is reasonable to sup

pose that those who break out into fury at the

softest contradiction, or the slightest censure?

since they apparently conclude themselves in

jured, must fancy some ancient immunity vio

lated, or some natural prerogative invaded. To
be mistaken, if they thought themselves liable

to mistake, could not be considered, as either

shameful or wonderful, and they would not re

ceive with so much emotion intelligence which

only informed them of what they knew before,

nor struggle with such earnestness against an

attack that deprived them of nothing to which

they held themselves entitled.

It is related of one of the philosophers, that

when an account was brought him of his son's

death, he received it only with this reflection,

/ knew that my son was mortal. He that is con

vinced ofan error, if he had the same knowledge
of his own weakness, would, instead of strain

ing for artifices, and brooding malignity, only

regard such oversights as the appendages of hu

manity, and pacify himself with considering
that he had always known man to be a fallible

being.

If it be true that most of our passions are ex

cited by the novelty of objects, there is little

reason for doubting, that to be considered as

subject to fallacies of ratiocination, or imperfec
tion of knowledge, is to a great part of mankind

entirely new ; for it is impossible to fall into

any company where there is not some regular
and established subordination, without finding

rage and vehemence produced only by difference

of sentiments about things in which neither of

the disputants have any other interest, than

what proceeds from their mutual unwillingness
to give way to any opinion that may bring upon
them the disgrace of being wrong.

I have heard of one that, having advanced

some erroneous doctrines in philosophy, refused

to see the experiments by which they were con

futed: and the observation of every day will

give new proofs with how much industry sub

terfuges and evasions are sought to decline the

pressure of resistless arguments, how often the
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Plate of the question is altered, how often the

antagonist is wilfully misrepresented, and in

how much perplexity the clearest positions are

involved hy those whom they happen to oppose.

Of all mortals none seem to have been more

infected with this species of vanity, than the race

of writers, whose reputation, arising solely from

their understanding, gives them a very delicate

sensibility of any violence attempted on their

literary honour. It is not unpleasing to remark

with what solicitude men of acknowledged abili

ties will endeavour to palliate absurdities ami

reconcile contradictions, only to obviate criti

cisms to which all human performances must

ever be exposed, and from which they can nevet

suffer, but when they teach the world, by a vain

and ridiculous impatience, to think them of im

portance.

Dryden, whose warmth of fancy, and haste

of composition, very frequently hurried him
into inaccuracies, heard himself sometimes ex

posed to ridicule for having said in one of his

tragedies,

I follow fate, which doe;; too fast pursue.

That no man could at once follow and be fol

lowed, was, it may be thought, too plain to be

long disputed ; and the truth is, that Dryden
was apparently betrayed into the blunder by the

double meaning of the word Fate, to which in

the former part of the verse he had annexed the

idea of Fortune, and in the latter that of Death ;

so that the sense only was, Tliough pursued by

Death, I ivill not resign myself to despair, but ivill

follow Fortune, and do and suffer what is appointed.

This, however, was riot completely expressed,
and Dryden being determined not to give way
to his critics, never confessed that he had been

surprised by an ambiguity ; but finding luckily
in Virgil an account of a man moving in a cir

cle, with this expression, Et se sequiturquefugit-

que,
" Here," says he, "is the passage in imita

tion of which I wrote the line that my critics

were pleased to condemn as nonsense; not but
I may sometimes write nonsense, though they
have not the fortune to find it."

Every one sees the folly of such mean doub

lings to escape the pursuit of criticism
; nor is

chere a single reader of this poet, who would not
have paid him greater veneration, had he shown
consciousness enough of his own superiority to

set such cavils at defiance, and owned that he
sometimes slipped into errors by the tumult of
his imagination, and the multitude of his ideas.

It is happy when this temper discovers itself

only in little things, which may be right or

wrong without any influence on the virtue or

happiness of mankind. We may, with very lit

tle inquietude, see a man persist in a project
which he has found to be impracticable, live in

cr> inconvenient house because it was contrived

Dy himself, or wear a coat of a particular cut,

in hopes by perseverance to bring it into fashion.

These are indeed follies, but they are only fol

lies, and, however wild and ridiculous, can very
liuLe affect others.

But such pride, once indulged, too frequently

operates upon more important objects, and in

clines men not only to vindicate their errors, but
their vices

; to persist in practices which their

own hearts condemn, only lest they should seem
to feel reproaches, or be made wiser by the ad

vice of others ; or to search for sophisms tending
to the confusion of all principles, and the evacu

ation of all duties, that they may not appear to

act what they are not able to defend.

Let every man, who finds vanity so far pre

dominant, as to betray him to the danger of thia

last degree of corruption, pause a moment to

consider what will be the consequences of the

plea which he is about to offer for a practice to

which he knows himself not led at first by rea

son, but impelled by the violence of desire, sur

prised by the suddenness of passion, or seduced

by the soft approaches of temptation, and by im

perceptible gradations of guilt. Let him con

sider what he is going to commit, by forcing his

understanding to patronise those appetites, which
it is its chief business to hinder and reform.

The cause of virtue requires so little art to de

fend it, and good and evil, when they have been
once shown, are so easily distinguished, that

such apologists seldom gain proselytes to their

party, nor have their fallacies power to deceive

any but those whose desires have clouded their

discernment. All that the best faculties thus

employed can perform is, to persuade the hear

ers that the man is hopeless whom they only
thought vicious, that corruption has passed from
his manners to his principles, that all endeav
ours for his recovery are without prospect of

success, and that nothing remains but to avoid
him as infectious, or hunt him down as destruc

tive.

But if it be supposed that he may impose on
his audience by partial representations of conse

quences, intricate deductions of remote causes,
or perplexed combinations of ideas, which, hav

ing various relations, appear different as viewed
on different sides

; that he may sometimes puz
zle the weak and well-meaning, and now and
then seduce, by the admiration of his abilities, a

young mind still fluctuating in unsettled no

tions, and neither fortified by instruction nor

enlightened by experience ; yet what must be
the event of such a triumph ! A man cannot

spend all this life in frolic : age, or disease, or

solitude, will bring some hours of serious con

sideration, and it will then afford no comfort to

think, that he has extended the dominion ot

vice, that he has loaded himself with the crimes

of others, and can never know the extent of hi

own wickedness, or make reparation for thfl

mischief that h> has caused. There is not, per.
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haps, in all the stores of ideal anguish, a thought
more painful, than the consciousness of having

propagated corruption hy vitiating principles, of

having not only drawn others from the paths of

virtue, but blocked up the way by which they
should return, of having blinded them to every

beauty but the paint of pleasure, and deafened

them to every call but the alluring voice of the

syrens of destruction.

There is yet another danger in this practice :

men who cannot deceive others, are very often

successful in deceiving themselves ; they weave
their sophistry till their own reason is en

tangled, and repeat their positions till they are

credited by themselves ; by often contending,

they grow sincere in the cause ;
and by long

wishing for demonstrative arguments, they at

last bring themselves to fancy that they have

found them. They are then at the uttermost

verge of wickedness, and may die without

having that light rekindled in their minds,

which their own pride and contumacy have

extinguished.
The men who can be charged with fewest

failings, either with respect to abilities or vir

tue, are generally most ready to allow them;

for, not to dwell on things of solemn and awful

consideration, the humility of confessors, the

tears of saints, and the dying terrors of persons
eminent for piety and innocence, it is well

known that Caesar wrote an account of the

errors committed by him in his wars of Gaul,

nnd that Hippocrates, whose name is perhaps

in rational estimation greater than Caesar's,

warned posterity against a mistake into which

he had fallen. " So much," says Celstis,
" does

the open and artless confession of an error

become a man conscious that he has enough

remaining to support his character."

As all error is meanness, it is incumbent on

every man who consults his own dignity, to

retract it as soon as he discovers it, without

fearing any censure so much as that of his own
mind. As justice requires that all injuries

should be repaired, it is the duty of him who
ihas seduced others by bad practices or false no

tions, to endeavour that such as have adopted
his errors should know his retraction, and

that those who have learned vice by his exam

ple, should by his example be taught amend
ment.
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Of all the woes that load the mortal stite,

Whate'er thy portion, mildly meet thy fate ;

But ease it as thou canst. ELPIJIXSTOK.

Re iarge a part of human life passes in a state

contrary to our natural desires, that one of the

principal topics of moral instruction is the art

of bearing calamities. And such is the cer

tainty of evil, that it is the duty of every man
to furnish his mind with those principles that

may enable him to act under it. with decency
and propriety.

The sect of ancient philosophers, that boasted

to have carried this necessary science to the

highest perfection, were the stoics, or scholars

of Zeno, whose wild enthusiastic virtue pre
tended to an exemption from the sensibilities of

unenlightened mortals, and who proclaimed
themselves exalted, by the doctrines of their

sect, above the reach of those miseries which
embitter life to the rest of the world. They
therefore removed pain, poverty, loss of friends,

exile, and violent death, from the catalogue of

evils; and passed, in their haughty style, a Wild
of irreversible decree, by which they forbade

them to be counted any longer among the ob

jects of terror or anxiety, or to give any distur

bance to the tranquillity of a wise man.
This edict was, I think, not universally ob

served : for though one of the more resolute,

when he was tortured by a violent disease, cried

out, that let pain harass him to its utmost

power, it should never force him to consider

it as other than indifferent and neutral; yet all

had not stubbornness to hold out against their

senses
; for a weaker pupil of Zeno is recorded

to have confessed in the anguish of the gout,
that he noivfound pain to be an evil.

It may however be questioned, whether these

philosophers can be very properly numbered
among the teachers of patience ; for if pain be
not an evil, there seems no instruction requisite
how it may be borne; and, therefore, "when

they endeavour to arm their followers with

arguments against it, they may be thought to

have given up their first position. But such
inconsistencies are to be expected from the

greatest understandings, when they endeavour
to grow eminent by singularity, and employ
their strength in establishing opinions opposite
to nature.

The controversy about the reality of external

evils is now at an end. .That life has many
miseries, and that those miseries are, sometimes
at least, equal to all the powers of fortitude, is

now universally confessed; and therefore it is

useful to consider not only how we may escape

them, but by what means those which either

the accidents of affairs, or the infirmities of

nature, must bring upon us, may be mitigated
and lightened, and how we may make those

hours less wretched, which the condition of
j

our present existence will not allow to be ver^

happy.
The cure for the greatest part of humar.

miseries is jjpJLradical, but palliative. JnfeUrjJy

I

is involved in coi-poreal nature, and interwover
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with our being ;
nil attempts therefore to de-

dine it wholly are useless and vain ; the armies

of pain send their arrows against us on every

side, the choice is only between those which are

more or less sharp, or tinged with poison of

greater or less malignity; and the strongest
armour which reason can supply, will only
blunt their points, but cannot repel them.

Tb.-i great remedy which Heaven h.is put in^

oiir ii:ir:tJs is p;:tio;:r:\ by v.-'.iich, tliuugh we
cannot lessen tlie torments of the body, we can

in r. r;veat measure preserve the peace of th|
mind, and shall suffer only the natural an<L

glmuTne force of an evil, without heightening
its acrimony, or prolonging its effects.

There is indeed nothing more unsuitable to

the nature of man in any calamity than rage
and turbulence, which, without examining
whether they are not sometimes impious, are

at least always offensive, and incline others

rather to hate and despise than to pity and
assist us. If what we suffer has been brought

upon us by ourselves, it is observed by an an

cient poet, that patience is eminently our duty,
since no one should be angry at feeling that

which he has deserved.

Leniter ex merito quicquld patiareferendum est.

Let pain deserved without com plaint be borne.

And surely, if we are conscious that we have

not contributed to our own sufferings, if punish
ment falls upon innocence, or disappointment

happens to industry and prudence, jatience,

whether more necessary or not, is much easier,

since our pain is then without aggravation, and

Tnf"frntfi"'rifft
the bitterness of remorse to add to

the asperity of mi.-,:', rlune.

In those evils which are allotted to us by
Providence, such as deformity, privation of any
of the senses, or old age, it is always to be re

membered, that impatience can have no present

effect, but to deprive us of the consolations

which our condition admits, by driving away
from us those by whose conversation or advice

we might be amused or helped ; and that with

regard to futurity it is yet less to be justified,

since, without lessening the pain, it cuts off the

hope of that reward which He, by whom it is

inflicted, will confer upon them that bear it well.

In all evils which admit a remedy, impatience

is to be avoided, because it wastes that time and

attention in complaints, that, if properly applied,

might remove the cause. Turenne, among the
j

acknowledgments which he used to pay in con-
j

versation to the memory of those by whom he

had been instructed in the art of war, mentioned '.

one with honour, who tatight him not to spend
his time in regretting any mistake which he

had made, but to set himself immediately and

vigorously to repair it.

Patience and submission are very carefully

distinguished from cowardice and indo

lence. We are not to repine, but we may law-

fully struggle; for the calamities of life, like

the necessities of nature, are calls to labour and

exercises of diligence. When we feel any

pressure of distress, we are not to conclude

that we can only obey the will of Heaven by

languishing under it, any more than when w
perceive the pain of thirst, we are to imagine
that water is prohibited. Of misfortune it

never can be certainly known whether, as pro*

ceeding from the hand of God, it is an act 01

favour or of punishment : but since all the or

dinary dispensations of Providence are to be

interpreted according to the general analogy of

things, we may conclude that we have a right

to remove one inconvenience as well as another ;

that we are only to take care lest we purchase

ease with guilt ; and that our Maker's purpose,

whether of reward or severity, will be answered

by the labours which he lays us under the

necessity of performing.
This duty is not more difficult in any state

than in diseases intensely painful, which may
indeed suffer such exacerbations as seem to strain

the powers of life to their utmost stretch, and

leave very little of the attention vacant to pre

cept or reproof. In this state the nature of

man requires some indulgence, and every .ex

travagance but Lnpiety may be easily forgiven

him. Yet, lest we should think ourselves too

soon entitled to the mournful privileges of ir

resistible misery, it is proper to reflect, that

the utmost anguish which human wit can con

trive, or human malice can inflict, has been

borne with constancy; and that if the pains

of disease be, as I believe they are, sometimes

greater than those of artificial torture, they are

therefore in their own nature shorter : the vital

frame is quickly broken, or the union between

soul and body is for a time suspended by in

sensibility, and we soon cease to feel cur ma
ladies when they once become too violent to be

borne. I think there is some reason for ques

tioning whether the body and mind are not so

proportioned, that the one can bear all that can

be inflicted on the other, whether virtue cannot

stand its ground as long as life, and whether

a soul well principled will not be separated

sooner than subdued.

In calamities which operate chiefly on our

passions, such as diminution of fortune, loss of

friends, or declension of character, the chief

danger of impatience is upon the first attack,

and many expedients have been contrived, by
which the blow may be broken. Of these the

most general precept is, not to take pleasure

in any thing, of which it is not in our power
to secure the possession to ourselves. This

counsel, when we consider the enjoyment of

any terrestrial advantage, as opposite to a con

stant and habitual solicitude for future fell

city, is undoubtedly just, and delivered by lha.
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authority which cannot be disputed; but, in

any other sense, is it not like advice, not to walk

lest we should stumble, or not to see lest our

eyes should light upon deformity? It seems to

me reasonable to enjoy blessings with confidence,

as well as to resign them with submission, and

to hope for the continuance of good which we

possess without insolence or voluptuousness, as

for the restitution of that which we lose with

out despondency or murmurs.
The chief security against the fruitless an

guish of impatience, must arise from frequent
reflection on the wisdom and goodness of the

God of nature, in whose hands are riches and

poverty, honour and disgrace, pleasure and pain,

and life and death. A settled conviction of the

tendency of every thing to our good, and of the

possibility of turning miseries into happiness,

by receiving them rightly, will incline us to

bless the name oftlie Lord, whether he gives or takes

away.

No. 33.] TUESDAY, JULY 10, 1750.

Quod caret alterna requle durabile non est.

OVID.

Alternate rest and labour long endure.

IN the early ages of the world, as is well known
to those who are versed in anciert traditions,

when innocence was yet untainted, and simpli

city unadulterated, mankind was happy in the

enjoyment of continual pleasure, and constant

plenty, under the protection of Rest ; a gentle di

vinity, who required of her worshippers neither

altars nor sacrifices, and whose rites were only

performed by prostrations upon turfs of flowers

in shades of jasmine and myrtle, or by dances

on the banks of rivers flowing with milk and
nectar.

Under this easy government the first genera
tions breathed the fragrance of perpetual spring,
ate the fruits, which, without culture, fell ripe
into their hands, and slept under bowers arched

by nature, with the birds singing over their

heads, and the beasts sporting about them. But

by degrees they began to lose their original in

tegrity; each, though there was more than

enough for all, was desirous of appropriating

part to himself. Then entered violence and

fraud, and theft and rapine. Soon after pride
find envy broke into the world, and brought
*eith them a new standard of wealth ; for men,
who till then thought themselves rich when they
wanted nothing, now rated their demands, not

by the calls of nature, but by the plenty of

others; and began to consider themselves as

poor, when they beheld their own possessions
exceeded by those of their neighbours. Now
only one could be happy, because only one could

have most, and that one was always in danger,
lest the same arts by which he had supplanted
others should be practised upon himself.

|

Amidst the prevalence of this corruption, the

j

state of the earth was changed ; the year was

I

divided into seasons : part of the ground became

j barren, and the rest yielded only berries, acorns,

I

and herbs. The summer and autumn indeed
!

furnished a coarse and inelegant sufficiency, but

winter was without any relief ; Famine, with
a thousand diseases which the inclemency of the

air invited into the upper regions, made havoc

among men, and there appeared to be danger
lest they should be destroyed before they were

reformed.

To oppose the devastations of Famine, who
scattered the ground every where with carcas

ses, Labour came down upon earth. Labour
was the son of Necessity, the nurseling of Hope,
and the pupil of Art ; he had the strength of his

mother, the spirit of his nurse, and the dexterity
of his governess. His face was wrinkled with
the wind, and swarthy with the sun : he had

the implements of husbandry in one hand, with
which he turned up the earth ; in the other he
had the tools of architecture, and raised walls

and towers at his pleasure. He called out with
a rough voice,

" Mortals ! see here the power
to whom jou are consigned, and from whom
you are to hope for all your pleasures, and all

your safety. You have long languished under

the dominion of Rest, an impotent and deceitful

goddess, who can neither protect nor relieve

you, but resigns you to the first attacks of either

Famine or Disease, and suffers her shades to be

invaded by every enemy, and destroyed by every
accident.
" Awake therefore to the call of Labour. 1

will teach you to remedy the sterility of the

earth, and the severity of the sky ; I will com

pel summer to find provisions for the winter ; 1

will force the waters to give you their fish, the

air its fowls, and the forest its beasts ; I will

teach you to pierce the bowels of the earth, and

bring out from the caverns of the mountains

metals which shall give strength to your hands,
and security to your bodies, by which you may
be covered from the assaults of the fiercest beasts,

and with which you shall fell the oak, and di-

yide rocks, and subject all nature to your use

and pleasure."

Encouraged by this magnificent invitation,

the inhabitants of the globe considered Labour

as their only friend, and hasted to his command.
He led them out to the fields and mountains,
and showed them how to open mines, to level

hills, to drain marshes, and change the course of

rivers. The face of things was immediacy
transformed ; the land was covered with towns

and villages, encompassed with fields of corn,

j

and plantations of fruit-trees : and nothing was
seen but heaps of grain, and baskets of fruity

full tables, and crowded storehouses.

Thus Labour and his followers added evejy

I

hour new acquisitions to their conquests, and
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aw Famine gradually dispossessed of his do

minions
; till at last, amidst their jollity and

triumphs, they Avere depressed and amazed by
the approach of Lassitude, who was known by
her sunk eyes and dejected countenance. She

came forward trembling arid groaning ;
at

-every groan the hearts of all those that beheld

her lost their courage, their nerves slackened,

their hands shook, and the instruments of la-

hour fell from their grasp.

Shocked with this horrid phantom, they re

flected with regret on their easy compliance
with the solicitations of Labour, and began to

wish again for the golden hours which they re

membered to have passed under the reign of

Rest, whom they resolved again to visit, and to

whom they intended to dedicate the remaining
part of their lives. Rest had not left the world

;

they quir.kly found her, and, to atone for their

former desertion, invited her to the enjoyment
of those acquisitions which Labour had pro
cured them.

Rest therefore took have of the groves and

^alleys, which she had hitherto inhabited, and
eutcred into palaces, reposed herself in alcoves,

and slumbered away the winter upon beds of

/down, and the summer in artificial grottoes
with cascades playing before her. There was
indeed always something wanting to complete
her felicity, and she could never lull her return

ing fugitives to that serenity which they knew
.hefbre their engagements with Labour : nor
was her dominion entirely without control, for

she was obliged to share it with Luxury, though
she always looked upon her as a false friend, by
whom her influence was in reality destroyed,
while it seemed to be promoted.
The two soft associates, however, reigned for

some time without visible disagreement, till at

last Luxury betrayed her charge, and let in

Disease to seize upon her worshippers. Rest

then flew away, and left the place to the

usurpers ; who employed all their arts to fortify

themselves in their possession, and to strengthen
the interest of each other.

Rest had not always the same enemy; in

.some places she escaped the incursions of

Disease
; but had her residence invaded by a

more slow and subtle intruder, for very fre

quently, when every thing was composed and

quiet, when there was neither pain within, nor

danger without, when every flower was in

.bloom, and every gale freighted with perfumes,

Satiety would enter with a languishing arid re

pining look, and throw herself upon the couch

placed and adorned for the accommodation of

Rest. No sooner was she seated than a general

,gloom spread itself on every side, the groves im

mediately lost their verdure, and their inhabi

tants desisted from their melody, the breeze

sunk in sighs, and the flowers contracted their

leaves, and shut up their odours. Nothing was

seen on every side but multitudes wandering

about they knew not whither, in quest they

knew not of what; no voice was heard but of

complaints that mentioned no pain, and mur
murs that could tell of no misfortune.

Rest had now lost her authority. Her fol

lowers again began to treat her with contempt ;

some of them united themselves more closely

to Luxury, who promised by her arts to drive

Satiety away ;
and others, that were more wise,

or had more fortitude, \vent back again to La

bour, by whom they were indeed protected from

Satiety, but delivered up in time to Lassitude,

and forced by her to the bowers of Rest.

Thus Rest and Labour equally perceived
their reign of short duration and uncertain

tenure, and their empire liable to inroads from

those who were alike enemies to both. They
each found their subjects unfaithful, and ready
to desert them upon every opportunity. Labour

saw the riches which he had given always car

ried away as an offering to Rest, and Rest found

her votaries in every exigence flying from her to

beg help of Labour. They, therefore, at last

determined upon an interview, in which they

agreed to divide the world between them, and

govern it alternately, allotting the dominion ot

the day to one, and that of the night to the

other, and promised to guard the frontiers of

each other, so that, whenever hostilities were

attempted, Satiety should be intercepted by
Labour, and Lassitude expelled by Rest. Thua
the ancient quarrel was appeased, and as hatred

is often succeeded by its contrary, Rest after

wards became pregnant by Labour, and was

delivered of Health, a benevolent goddess, who
consolidated the union of her parents, and con

tributed to the regular vicissitudes of their reign,

by dispensing her gifts to those only who shared

their lives in just proportions between Rest and

Labour.

No. 34.] SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1750.

-Non sine vane

Aurarum et silvce metu. non.

Alarmed with every rising gale,

In every wood, in every vale. ELPHINSTOX.

I HAVE been censured for having hitherto dedi

cated so few of my speculations to the ladies
;

and indeed the moralist, whose instructions are

accommodated only to one half of the human
species, must be confessed not sufficiently to have
extended his views. Yet it is to be considered}

that masculine duties afford more room for coun
sels and observations, as they are less uniform,
and connected with things more subject to vicis

situde and accident we therefore find that in

philosophical discourses which teach by precept,
or historical narratives that instruct by example,
the peculiar virtues or faults of women fill bvt a
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small part j perhaps, generally, too small, for so

much of our domestic happiness is in their hands,

and their influence is so great upon our earliest

years, that the universal interest of the world

requires them to he well instructed in their pro
vince : nor can it be thought proper that the

qualities by which so much pain or pleasure may
be given, should be left to the direction of

chance.

I have, therefore, willingly given a place in

my paper to a letter, which, perhaps, may not

be wholly useless to them whose chief ambition

is to please, as it shows how certainly the end is

missed by absurd and injudicious endeavours at

distinction.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

I AM a young gentleman at my own disposal,

with a considerable estate ; and having passed

through the common forms of education, spent

some time in foreign countries, and made myself

distinguished since my return in the politest

company, I am now arrived at that part of life

in which every man is expected to settle, and

provide for the continuation of his lineage. I

withstood for some time the solicitations and

remonstrances of my aunts and uncles, but at

last was persuaded to visit Anthea, an heiress,

whose land lies contiguous to mine, and whose

birth and beauty are without objection. Our
friends declared that we were born for each

other ;
all those on both sides who had no inter

est in hindering our union, contributed to pro
mote it, and were conspiring to hurry us into

matrimony, before we had any opportunity of

knowing one "another. I was, however, too old

to be given away without my own consent ; and

having happened to pick up an opinron, which
to many of my relations seemed extremely odd,

that a man might be unhappy with a large es

tate, determined to obtain a nearer knowledge
of the person with whom I was to pass the re

mainder of my time. To protract the courtship
was by no means difficult, for Anthea had a
wonderful facility of evading questions which I

seldom repeated, and of ban-ing approaches
which I had no great eagerness to press.

Thus the time passed away in visits and civi

lities without any ardent professions of love, or

formal offers of settlements. I often attended

her to public places, in which, as is well known,
all behaviour is so much regulated by custom,
that very little insight can be gained into the

private character, and therefore I was not yet
able to inform myself of her humour and incli

nations.

At last I ventured to propose to her to make
one of a small party, and spend a day in viewing
a seat and gardens a few miles distant

; and hav

ing, upon her compliance, collected the rest of the

company, I brought, at the hou? , a coach which

I had borrowed from an acquaintance, having
delayed to buy one myself till I should have ai

opportunity of taking the lady's opinion, lor

whose use it was intended. Anthea came down,
but as she was going to step into the coach,

started back with great appearance of terror, and
told us that she durst not enter, for the shocking
colour of the lining had so much the air of the

mourning-coach in which she followed her

aunt's funeral three years before, that she should

never have her poor dear aunt out of her head.

1 knew that it Avas not for level's to argue
with their mistresses

; I therefore sent back the

coach, and got another more gay. Into this we
all entered, the coachman began to drive, and
we were amusing ourselves with the expectation,
of what we should see, when, upon a small

^in
clination of the carriage, Anthea screamed out
that we were overthrown. We were obliged to

fix all our attention upon her, which she took

care to keep up by renewing her outcries, at

every corner where we had occassion to turn *
T

at intervals she entertained us with fretful com

plaints of the uneasiness of the coach, and obliged
me to call several times on the coachman to take

care and drive without jolting. The poor fellow

endeavoured to please us, and therefore moved
very slowly, till Anthea found out that this

pace would only keep us longer on the stones,
and desired that I Avould order him to make-
more speed. He whipped his horses, the coach

jolted again, and Anthea very complaisantly told

us how much she repented that she made one of

our company.
At last we got into the smooth road, and be

gan to think our difficulties at an end, when, on
a sudden, Anthea saw a brook before us, which
she could not venture to pass. We were, there-

tore, obliged to alight, that we might walk over

the bridge ; but when we came to it, we found
it so narrow, that Anthea durst not set her foot

upon it, and was content, after long consultation,
to call the coach back, and with innumerable

precautions, terrors and lamentations, crossed,

the brook.

It was necessary after this delay to mend our

pace, and directions were accordingly given to

the coachman, when Antbea informed us, that,

it was common for the axle to catch lire with a

quick motion, and begged of me to look out every

minute, lest we should all be consumed. I was
forced to obey, and give her from time to time

the most solemn declarations that all was safe,,

and that I hoped we should reach the place

without losing our lives cither by fire or water-

Thus we passed on, over ways soft and hard,

with more or with less speed, but always witb

new vicissitudes of anxiety. li the ground was

hard, we were jolted j
if soft, we were sinking.

If we went fast we should be overturned; if

slowly, we should never reach the p!ace- At

length she saw something which she called a.
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cloud, and began to consider that at that time

of the year it frequently thundered. This seem
ed to be the capital terror, for after that the

coach was suffered to move on ; and no danger
was thought too dreadful to be encountered,

provided she could get into a house before the

thunder.

Thus our whole conversation passed in dan

gers, and cares, and fears, and consolations, and

stories of ladies dragged in the mire, forced to

spend all the night on a heath, drowned in riv

ers, or burnt with lightning; and no sooner

had a hairbreadth escape set us free from one

calamity, but we were threatened with another.

At length we reached the house where we
intended to regale ourselves, and I proposed to

Anthea the choice of a great number of dishes,

which the place, being well provided for enter

tainment, happened to afford. She made some

objection to every thing that was offered ; one

thing she hated at that time of the year, another

she could not bear since she had seen it spoiled

at Lady Feedwell's table, another she was. sure

they could not dress at this house, and another

she could not touch without French sauce. At

last, she fixed her mind upon salmon, but there

was no salmon in the house. It was however

procured with great expedition, a.nd when it

came to the table, she found that .her fright had

taken away her stomach, whicR indeed she

thought no great loss, for she could never

believe that any thing at an inn could be clean

ly got.

Dinner was now over, and the company pro

posed, for I was now past the condition of mak

ing overtures, that we should pursue our ori

ginal design of visiting the gardens. Anthea

declared that she could not imagine what

pleasure we expected from the sight of a few

green trees and a little gravel, and two or three

pits of clear water ;
that for her part she hated

walking till the cool of the evening, and thought
it very likely to rain ; and again wished that

she had stayed at home. We then reconciled

ourselves to our disappointment, and began to

talk on common subjects, when Anthea told us

that since we came to see gardens, she would not

hinder our satisfaction. We all arose, and

walked through the inclosures for some time,

with no other trouble than the necessity of

watching lest a frog should hop across the way,
which Anthea told us would certainly kill her,

if she should happen to see him.

Frogs, as it fell out, there were none ; but

when we were within a furlong of the gardens,
Anthea saw some, sheep, and heard the wether

clink his bell, which she was certain was not

hung upon him for nothing, and therefore no
assurances nor entreaties should prevail upon
her to go a step further

;
she was sorry to dis

appoint the company, but her life was dearer to

her than ceremony.

We came back to the inn, and Anthea now
discovered that there was no time to be lost in

returning, for the night would come upon us,

and a thousand misfortunes might happen in

the dark. The horses were immediately har

nessed, and Anthea, having wondered what
could seduce her to stay so long, was eager to

set out. But we had now a new scene of ter

ror, every man we saw was a robber, and we
were ordered sometimes to drive hard, lest a

traveller whom we saw behind should overtake

us
; and sometimes to stop, lest we should come

up to him who was passing before us. She
alarmed many an honest man, by begging him
to spare her life as he passed by the coach, and

drew me into fifteen quarrels with persons
who increased her fright, by kindly stopping
to inquire whether they could assist us. At
last we came home, and she told her company
next day what a pleasant ride she had been

taking.

I suppose, Sir, I need not inquire of you what
deductions may be made from this narrative,

nor what happiness can arise from the society

of that woman who mistakes cowardice for ele

gance, and imagines all delicacy to consist in

refusing to be pleased.

I am, &c.

No. 35. j TUESDAY, JULY 17, 1750.

Non pronuba Juno,
Non Hymenaus adesf, non illi gratia lecto.

OVID.

Without connubial Juno's aid they wed ;

Nor Hymen nor the Gi-aces bless the bed.

ELPHINSTON.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

As you have hitherto delayed the performance
of the promise, by which you gave* us reason to

hope for another paper upon matrimony, I ima

gine you desirous of collecting more materials

than your own experience or observation cao

supply; and I shall therefore lay candidly
before you an account of my own entrance info

the conjugal state.

I was about eight and twenty years old, when

having tried the diversions of the town till I

began to be weary, and being awakened into

attention to more serious business, by the failure

of an attorney, to whom I had implicitly trust

ed the conduct ofmy forti ne, I resolved to take

my estate into my own ca*, and methodise my
whole life according to the strictest rules of eco

nomical prudence.
In pursuance of this scheme I took leave oi

my acquaintance, who dismissed me with num
berless jests upon my new system ; having first

endeavoured to divert me from a design so litd
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worthy of a man of wit, by ridiculous accounts

of the ignorance and rusticity into which many
had sunk in their retirement, after having

distinguished themselves in taverns and play

houses, and given hopes of rising to uncommon
eminence among the gay part of mankind.

When I came first into the country, which,

by a neglect not uncommon among young heirs,

I had never seen since the death of my father, I

*bund every thing in such confusion, that being

utterly without practice in business, I had great
difficulties to encounter in disentangling the

perplexities of my circumstances
; they how

ever gave way to diligent application ; and I

perceived that the advan-tage of keeping my own
accounts would very much overbalance the time

which they could require.

I had now visited my tenants, surveyed my
land, and repaired the old house, which, for

some years, had been running to decay. These

proofs of pecuniary wisdom began to recom

mend me as a sober, judicious, thriving gentle

man, to all my graver neighbours of the coun

try, who never failed to celebrate my manage
ment in opposition to Thriftless and Latterwit,

two smart fellows, who had estates in the same

part of the kingdom, which they visited now
and then in a frolic, to take up their rents be

forehand, debauch a milk-maid, make a feast for

the village, and tell stories of their own in

trigues, and then rode post back to town to

spend their money.
It was doubtful, however, for some time,

whether I should be able to hold my resolution
;

but a short perseverance removed all suspicions.
I rose every day in reputation, by the decency

of my conversation, and the regularity of my
conduct, and was mentioned with a great regard
at the assizes, as a man very fit to be put in

commission for the peace.

During the confusion of my affairs, and the

daily necessity ofvisiting farms, adjusting con

tracts, letting leases, and superintending repairs,

1 found very little vacuity in my life, and there

fore had not many thoughts of marriage ; but,

in a little while the tumult of business subsided,

and the exact method which I had established

enabled me to despatch my accounts with great

facility. I had, therefore, now upon my hands,
the task of finding means to spend my time,
without falling back into the poor amusements
which I had hitherto indulged, or changing
hem for the sports of the field, which I saw

pursued with so much eagerness by the gentle
men of the country, that they were indeed the

only pleasures in which I could promise myself

any partaker.

The inconvenience of this situation naturally

disposed me to wish for a companion, and the

known value of my estate, with my reputation
for frugality and prudence, easily gained me ad

mission into every family ; for I soon found

that no inquiry was made after any other vir

tue, nor any testimonial necessary, but of nay
freedom from incumbrances, and my care of

what they termed the main chance. I saw, not

without indignation, the eagerness with which
the daughters, Avherever I came, were set out to

show; nor could 1 consider them in a state

much different from prostitution, when I found

them ordered to play their airs before me, and
to exhibit, by some seeming chance, specimens of

their music, their work, or their housewifery.
No sooner was I placed at table, than the young
lady was called upon to pay me some civility or

other ; nor could I find means of escaping, from
either father or mother, some account of their

daughter's excellences, with a declaration that

they were now leaving the world, and had no
business on this side the grave, but to see their

children happily disposed of; that she whom I

had been pleased O compliment at table was in

deed the chief pleasure of their age, so good, so

dutiful, so great a relief to her mamma in the

care of the house, and so much her papa's fa

vourite for her cheerfulness and wit, that it

would be with the last reluctance that they
should part ; but to a \vorthy gentleman in the

neighbourhood, whom they might often visit,

they would not so far consult their own gratifi

cation, as to refuse her ; and their tenderness

should be shown in her fortune, whenever a

suitable settlement was proposed.
As I knew these overtures not to proceed

from any preference of me before another equally

rich, I could not but look with pity on young

persons condemned to be set to auction, and

made cheap by injudicious commendations ; for

how could they know themselves offered and

rejected a hundred times, without some loss of
j

that soft elevation, and maiden dignity, so ne

cessary to the completion of female excellence ?

I shall not trouble you with a history of the

stratagems practised upon my judgment, or the !

allurements tried upon my heart, which, if you

have, in any part of your life, been acquainted

with rural politics, you will easily conceive.

Their arts have no great variety, they think no-
\

thing worth their care but money, and suppos

ing its influence the same upon all the world,
j

seldom endeavour to deceive by any other means

than false computations.
I will not deny that, by hearing myself loudly

commended for my discretion, 1 began to set

some value upon my character, and was unwil

ling to lose my credit by marrying for love. 1

therefore resolved to know the fortune of the

lady whom I should address, before I inquired
after her wit, delicacy, or beauty.

This determination led me to Mitissa, the

daughter of Chrysophilus, \vhose person was at

least without deformity, and whose manners

were free from reproach, as she had been trcd

up at a distance from all common temptations.
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To Mitissa therefore I obtained leave from her

parents to pay my court, and was referred b
her again to her father, whose direction sh

was resolved to follow. The question then

was, only, what should be settled? The old

gentleman made an enormous demand, witl

which I refused to comply. Mitissa was or

dered to exert her power ;
she told me, that if J

could refuse her papa I had no love for her

that she was an unhappy creature, and thai

I was a perfidious man ; then she burst into

tears, and fell into fits. All this, as I was no

passionate lover, had little effect. She next re

fused to see me, and because I thought myself

obliged to write in terms of distress, they had

once hopes of starving me into measures ; but,

finding me inflexible, the father complied with

my proposal, and told me he liked me the more
for being so good at a bargain.

I was now married to Mitissa, and was to

experience the happiness of a match made with

out passion. Mitissa soon discovered that she

was equally prudent with myself, and had

taken a husband only to be at her own com

mand, and have a chariot at her own call.

She brought with her an old maid recommended

by her mother, who taught her all the arts of

domestic management, and was, on every occa

sion, her chief agent and directress. They
eoon invented one reason or other to quarrel
with all my servants, and either prevailed on
me to turn them away, or treated them so ill

that they left me of themselves, and always

supplied their places with some brought from

my wife's relations. Thus they established a

family, over which I had no authority, and
which was in a perpetual conspiracy against
me ; for Mitissa considered herself as having a

separate interest, and thought nothing her own,
but what she laid up without my knowledge. For
this reason she brought me false accounts of the

expenses of the house, joined with my tenants in

complaints of hard times, and by means of a

steward of her own, took rewards for soliciting

abatements of the rent. Her great hope is to

outlive me, that she may enjoy what she has

thus accumulated, and therefore she is al \vays

contriA'ing some improvements of her jointure

land, and once tried to procure an injunction
to hinder me from felling timber upon it for

repairs. Her father and mother assist her in

her projects, and are frequently hinting that

she is ill used, and reproaching me with the

presents that other ladies receive from their

husbands.

Such, Sir, wan my situation for seven years,

till at last my patience was exhausted, and

having one day invited her father to my house,

I laid the state of my affairs before him, detect

ed my wife in several of her frauds, turned out

her steward, charged a constable with her maid,

took my business in my own hands, reduced

her to a settled allowance, and now write thfo

account to warn others against marrying those

whom they have no reason to esteem.

I am, &c.

No. 36.] SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1750.

"Aft'/lTOVTO VOfAljlf

Ttgvo,uivoi eiigi-yZt SoAev 5' O'JTI
fr^ovO'/i/rocv.

HOSIER.

Piping on their reeds the shepherds go,
Nor fear an ambush nor suspect a foe. POPfT.

THERE is scarcely any species of poetry that haa
allured more readers, or excited more writers,
than the pastoral. It is generally pleasing, be

cause it entertains the mind with representations
of scenes familiar to almost every imagination,
and of which all can equally judge whether they
are well described. It exhibits a life, to which
we have been always accustomed to associate

peace, and leisure, and innocence : and there

fore we readily set open the heart for the ad

mission of its images, which contribute to drive

away cares and perturbations, and suffer our

selves, without resistance, to be transported ta

elysian regions, tvhere we are to meet with

nothing but joy, and plenty, and contentment ;

where every gale whispers pleasure, and every
shade promises repose.

It has been maintained by some, who love to

talk of what they do not know, that pastoral is

the most ancient poetry ; and, indeed, since it is

probable that poetry is nearly of the same anti

quity with rational nature, and since the life of

the first men was certainly rural, we may rea

sonably conjecture, that, as their ideas would

necessarily be borrowed from those objects with,

which they are acquainted, their composures,

being filled chiefly with such thoughts on the

visible creation as must occur to the first ob

servers, were pastoral hymns, like those whiclx

Milton introduces the original pair singing,

in the day of innocence, to the praise of their

Maker.

For the same reason that pastoral poetry was
the first employment of the human imagina

tion, it is generally the first literary amuse

ment of our minds. We have seen fields, and

meadows, and groves, from the time that

our eyes opened upon life ;
and are pleased with

birds, and brooks, and breezes, much earlier

than we engage among the actions and passions

of mankind. We are therefore delighted with

rural pictures, because we know the original at

an age when our curiosity can be very little

wakened by descriptions of courts which we
never beheld, or representations of passion*

which we never felt.

The satisfaction received from this kind of

writing not only begins early, but lasts
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we do not, as we advance into the intellectual

world, throw it away among other childish

amusements and pastimes, but willingly return

to it in any hour of indolence and relaxation.

The images of true pastoral ha\e always the

power of exciting delight, because the works of

nature, from which they are drawn, have

always the same order and beauty, and continue

to force themselves upon our thoughts, being at

once obvious to the most careless regard, and

more than adequate to the strongest reason, and

severest contemplation. Our inclination to

stillness and tranquillity is seldom much lessened

by long knowledge of the busy and tumultuary

part of the world. In childhood we turn our

thoughts to the country, as to the region of

pleasure ;
we recur to it in old age as a port

of rest, and perhaps with that secondary and

adventitious gladness, which every man feels

on reviewing those places, or recollecting those

occurrences, that contributed to his youth

ful enjoyments, and bring him back to the

prime of life, when the world was gay with the

bloom of novelty, when mirth wantoned at his

side, and hope sparkled before him.

V The sense of this universal pleasure has in

vited numbers without number to try their skill in

pastoral performances in which they have gener

ally succeeded after the manner of other imita

tors, transmitting the same images in the same

combination from one to another, till he that

reads the title of a poem, may guess at the whole

series of the composition ;
nor will a man, after

the perusal of thousands of these performances,
find his knowledge enlarged with a single view of

nature not produced before, or his imagination
amused with any new application of those views

to moral purposes.*/'
*' The range of pastoral is indeed narrow : for

though nature itself, philosophically considered,

be inexhaustible, yet its general effects on the

eye and on the ear are uniform, and incapable
of much variety of description. Poetry cannot

dwell upon the minuter distinctions, by which
one species differs from another, without de

parting from that simplicity of grandeur \vhich

iills the imagination ;
nor dissect the latent

qualities of things, without losing its general

power of gratifying every mind by recalling its

conceptions. However, as each age makes some

discoveries, and those discoveries are by degrees

generally known, as new plants or modes of

culture are introduced, and by little and little

become common, pastoral might receive, from
time to time, small augmentations, and exhibit

once in a century a scene somewhat varied. *"

But pastoral subjects have been often, like

others, taken into the hands of those that were
not qualified to adorn them, men to whom the

face of nature was so little known, that they
have drawn it only after their own imagination,
and changed or distorted her features, that their

portraits might appear something more than

servile copies from their predecessors.

Not only the images of rural life, but the oc

casions on which they can be properly produced,
are few and general. The state of a man con

fined to the employments and pleasures of the

country, is so little diversified, and exposed to

so few of those accidents which produce per

plexities, terrors, and surprises, in more com

plicated transactions, that he can be shown but

seldom in such circumstances as attract curios

ity. His ambition is without policy, and his

love without intrigue. He has no complaints
to make of his rival, but that he is richer than

himself; nor any disasters to lament, but a

cruel mistress, or a bad harvest.

The conviction of the necessity of some new-
source of pleasure induced Sannazarius to re

move the scene from the fields to the sea, to sub

stitute fishermen for shepherds, and derive his

sentiments from the piscatory life
; for which

he has been censured by succeeding critics, be

cause the sea is an object of terror, and by no

means proper to amuse the mind, and lay the

passions asleep. Against this objection he

might be defeu.lftd by the established maxim,
that the poet has a right to select his images,
and is no more obliged to show the sea in a

storm, than the land under an inundation
; but

may display all the pleasures, and conceal the

dangers, of the water, as he may lay his shep
herd under a shady beech, without giving him
an ague, or letting a wild beast loose upon
him,-

There are, however, two defects in the pisca

tory eclogue, which perhaps cannot be supplied.

The sea, though in hot countries it is considered

by those who live, like Sannazarius, upon the

coast, as a place of pleasure and diversion, has

notwithstanding, much less variety than the

land, and therefore will be sooner exhausted by
a descriptive writer. When he has once shown
the sun rising or setting upon it, curled its

waters with the vernal breeze, rolled the waves
in gentle succession to the shore, and enumer
ated the fish sporting in the shallows, he has

nothing remaining but what is common to all

other poetry, the complaint of a nymph for a

drowned lover, or the indignation of a fisher

that his oysters are refused, and Mycon's

accepted.

Another obstacle to the general reception of

this kind of poetry, is the ignorance of maritime

pleasures, in which the greater part of mankind
must always live. To all the inland inhabi

tants of every region, the sea is only known as

an immense diffusion of waters, over which

men pass from one country to another, and in

which life is frequently lost. They have there

fore no opportunity of tracing in their own
thoughts the descriptions of winding shores and
calm bays, nor can look on the poem in which

E
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they are mentioned, with other sensations than

on a sea chart, or the metrical geography of

Dionysius.
This defect Sunnazarius was hindered from

perceiving, by writing in a learned language to

readers generally acquainted with the works of

nature ; but if he had made his attempt in any

vulgar tongue, he would soon have discovered

how vainly he had endeavoured to make that

loved, which was not understood,

v I am afraid it will not be found easy to im

prove the pastorals of antiquity, by any great

additions or diversifications. Our descriptions

may indeed differ from those of Virgil, as an

English from an Italian summer, and, in some

respects, as modern from ancient life ;
but as

nature Is in both countries nearly the same, and

as poetry has to do rather with the passions of

men, which are uniform, than their customs,

which are changeable, the varieties, which time

or place can furnish, will be inconsiderable ;
and

I shall endeavour to shoAV, in the next paper,

how little the latter ages have contributed to the

Improvement of tin* rustic muse, v^

No. 87.] TUESDAY, JULY 24, 1750.

Canto qua solitus, si quando armenta vocabat,

Amp/don Dlrc&us. VIRG.

Such strains I sing as once Amphion play'd
When list'ning flocks the powerful call obey'd.

ELPHINSTON.

IN writing orjudging of pastoral poetry, neither

the authors nor critics of latter times seem to

have paid sufficient regard to the originals left

us by antiquity, but have entangled themselves

with unnecessary difficulties, by advancing prin

ciples, which having no foundation in the nature

of things, are wholly to be rejected from a spe

cies of composition, in which, above all others,

Mitre nature is to be regarded.
It is therefore necessary to inquire after some

more distinct and exact idea of this kind of writ

ing. This may, I think, be easily found in the

pastorals of Virgil, from whose opinion it will

not appear very safe to depart, if we consider

that every advantage of nature and of fortune,

concurred to complete his productions ;
that he

was born with great accuracy and severity of

judgment, enlightened with all the learning of

one of the brightest ages, and embellished with
the elegance of the Roman court

; that he em
ployed his powers rather in improving, than in

venting, and therefore must have endeavoured

to recompense the want of novelty by exactness
;

that taking Theocritus for his original, he fouhd

pastoral far advanced towards perfection, and
that having so great a rival, he must have pro
ceeded with uncommon caution.

If we search the writings of Virgil, for the

true definition of a pastoral, it will be found a

poem, in u^'iich any action or passion is represented

by its effects upon a country life.
"VVhatsoevet

therefore may, according to the common coursf

of things, happen in the country, may afford a

subject for a pastoral poet.

In this definition, it will immediately occur

to those \vho are versed in the writings of the

modern critics, that there is no mention of the

golden age. I cannot indeed easily discover why
it is thought necessary to refer descriptions of a

rural state to remote times, nor can I perceive
that any writer has consistently preserved the

Arcadian manners and sentiments. The only

reason, that 1 have read, on which this rule has

been founded, is, that, according to the custom of

modern life,it is improbable that shepherds should

be capable ofharmonious numbers,or delicate sen

timents ; and therefore the reader must exalt his

ideas of the pastoral character, by carrying his

thoughts back to the age in which the care of

herds and flocks was the employment of ths

wisest and greatest men.

These reasoners seem to have been led into

their hypothesis, by considering pastoral, not in

general, as a representation of rural nature, ami

consequently as exhibiting the ideas and senti

ments of those, whoever they are, to whom the

country affords pleasure or employment, but

simply as a dialogue, or narrative ofmen actual

ly tending sheep, and busied in the lowest and

most laborious offices ;
from whence they very

readily concluded, since characters must neces

sarily be preserved, that either the sentiments

must sink to the level of the speakers, or the

speakers must be raised to the height of the sen

timents.

In consequence of these original errors, a

thousand precepts have been given, which have

only contributed to perplex and confound. Some
have thought it necessary that the imaginary
manners of the golden age should be universally

preserved, and have therefore believed, that no

thing more could be admitted in pastoral, than

lilies and roses, and rocks and streams, among
which are heard the gentle whispers of chaste

fondness, or the soft complaints of amorous im

patience. In pastoral, as in other writings, chas

tity of sentiment ought doubtless to be observed,

and purity of manners to be represented ; not

because the poet is confined to the images of the

goldew age, but because, having the subject in his

own choice, he ought always to consult the in

terest of virtue.

These advocates for the golden age lay down
other principles, not very consistent with their

general plan ;
for they tell us, that, to support

the character of the shepherd, it is proper that

all refinement should be avoided, and that some

slight instances of ignorance should be inter

spersed. Thus the shepherd in Virgil is sup

posed to have forgot the name of Anaximander,
and in Pope the term Zodiac is too hard for a

rustic apprehension. But if we place our shfi
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herds in their primitive condition, we may give

them learning among their other qualifications ;

and if we suffer them to allude at all to things

of later existence, which, perhaps, cannot with

any great propriety he allowed, there can be no

danger of making them speak with too much

accuracy, since they conversed with divinities,

and transmitted to succeeding ages the arts of

life.

Other writers, having the mean and despica

ble condition of a shepherd always before them,
conceive it necessary to degrade the language of

pastoral by obsolete terms and rustic words,

which they very learnedly call Doric, without

reflecting that they thus became authors of a

mangled dialect, which no human being ever

could have spoken, that they may as well refine

the speech as the sentiments of their personages,
and that none of the inconsistencies which they
endeavour to avoid, is greater than that of join

ing elegance of thought with coarseness of dic

tion. Spenser begins one of his pastorals with

studied barbarity ;

Diggon Davie, I bid her good day ;

Or, Diggon her is, or I xnissay.

Dig. Her was her while it was day-light,

But now her is a most wretched Avight.

What will the reader imagine to be the subject

on which speakers like these exercise their elo

quence ? Will he not be somewhat disappointed,

when he finds them met together to condemn
the corruptions of the church of Rome? Surely,

at the same time that a shepherd learns theo

logy, he may gain some acquaintance with his

native language.
Pastoral admits of all ranks of persons, be

cause persons of all ranks inhabit the country. It

excludes not, therefore, on account of the char

acters necessary to be introduced, any elevation

or delicacy of sentiment ; those ideas only are

improper, which, not owing their original to

rural objects, are not pastoral. Such is the ex

clamation in Virgil,

Nunc scio quid sit Amor, duris in cautibus ilium

Ismarus, aut Rhodope, uut extremi Garamantes,
jVec generis nostri puerum, nee sanguinis, edunt,

I know thee, Love, in deserts thou wert bred,
And at the dugs of savage tigers fed ;

Alien of birth, usurper of the plains.

which Pope endeavouring to copy, was carried

to stiil greater impropriety :

1 know thee, Love, wild as the raging main
More fierce than tigers on the Libyan plain
Thou wert from Etna's burning entrails torn

;

Begot in tempests, and in thunders born !

Sentiments like these, as they have no ground
In nature, are indeed of little value in any poem ;

IMH in pastoral they are particularly liable to

censure, because it wants that exaltation above

common life, which in tragic or heroic writings
often reconciles us to bold flights and daring

figures.

Pastoral being the representation of an action

or passion, by its effects upon a country life,
has

nothing peculiar but its confinement to rural

imagery, without which it ceases to be pastoral.

This is its true characteristic, and this it can

not lose by any dignity of sentiment, or beauty
of diction. The Pollio of Virgil, with all its

elevation, is a composition truly bucolic, though
rejected by the critics; for all the images are

either taken from the country, or from the re

ligion of the age common to all parts of the

empire.
The Silenus is indeed of a more disputable

kind, because though the scene lies in the coun

try, the song, being religious and historical, had
been no less adapted to any other audience or

place. Neither can it well be defended as a

fiction ; for the introduction of a god seems to

imply the golden age, and yet he alludes to many
subsequent transactions, and mentions Gallus,
the poet's contemporary.

It seems necessary to the perfection of this

poem that the occasion which is supposed to

produce it be at least not inconsistent with a

country life, or less likely to interest those who
have retired into places of solitude and quiet,

than the more busy part of mankind. It is

therefore improper to give the title of a pastoral
to verses, in "which the speakers, after the slight

mention of their flocks, fall to complaints of

errors in the church, and corruptions in the

government, or to lamentations of the death of

some illustrious person, whom, when once the

poet has called a shepherd, he has no longer any
labour upon his hands, but can make the clouds

weep, and lilies wither, and the sheep hang
their heads, without art or learning, genius or

study.
It is part of Claudian's character of his rustic,

that he computes his time not by the succession

of consuls, but of harvests. Those who pass
their days in retreats distant from the theatres

of business, are always least likely to hurry
their imagination with public affairs.

The facility of treating actions or events in

the pastoral style, has incited many writers,

from v/hom more judgment might have been

expected, to put the sorrow or the joy which
the occasion required into the mouth of Daphne
or of Thyrsis ; and as one absurdity must na

turally be expected to make way to another,

they have written with an utter disregard both

of life and nature, and filled their productions
with mythological allusions, with incredible

fictions and with sentiments which neither 1

pas
sion nor reason could have dictated, since the

change which religion has made in the who)*

system of the world.
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Auream guisquis mediocritatem

Viligit, tutus caret obsoleti

Sordibus tecti, caret invidenda

Sobrius aula. HOR.

The man within the golden mean,
Who can his boldest wish contain,

Securely views the ruin'd cell,

Where sordid want and sorrow dwell ;

And in himself serenely great,

Declines an envied room of state. FRANCIS.

AMONG many parallels which men of imagina-
rion have drawn between the natural and moral

state of the world, it has been observed that hap
piness, as well as virtue, consists in mediocrity ;

that to avoid every extreme is necessary, even to

him who has no other care than to pass through
the present state with ease and safety ; and that

the middle path is the road of security, on either

side of which are not only the pitfalls of vice, but

the precipices of ruin.

Thus the maxim of Cleobulus the Lindian,

fjiir^ov a*ia"rov, mediocrity is best, has been long con

sidered as a universal principle, extended

through the whole compass of life and nature.

The experience of every age seems to have given
it new confirmation, and to show that nothing,
however specious or alluring, is pursued with

propriety, or enjoyed with safety, beyond cer

tain limits.

Even the gifts of nature, which may truly be

considered as the most solid and durable of all

terrestrial advantages, are found, when they ez-

ceed the middle point, to draw the possessor in

to many calamities, easily avoided by others that

have been less bountifully enriched or adorned.

We see every day women perish with infamy,

by having been too willing to set their beauty to

show
;
and others, though not with equal guilt

or misery, yet with very sharp remorse, lan

guishing in decay, neglect, and obscurity, for

having rated their youthful charms at too high a

price. And, indeed, if the opinion of Bacon be

thought to deserve much regard, very few sighs

would be vented for eminent and superlative

elegance of form ;
" for beautiful women," says

he,
" are seldom of any great accomplishments,

because they, for the most part, study behaviour

rather than virtue."

Health and vigour, and a happy constitution

of the corporeal frame, are of absolute necessity

to the enjoyment of the comforts, and to the per

formance of the duties of life, and requisite in

yet a greater measure to the accomplishment of

any thing illustrious or distinguished ; yet even

these, if we can judge by their apparent conse

quences, are sometimes not very beneficial to

those on whom they are most liberally bestowed.

They that frequent the chambers of the sick

will generally find the sharpest pains, and most

stubborn maladies, among them whom confi

dence of the force of nature formerly betrayed to

negligence and irregularity ;
and that superfluity

of strength, which was at once their boast and

their snare, has often, in the latter part of life,

no other effect than that it continues them loii

in impotence and anguish.
These gifts of nature are, however, always

blessings in themselves, and to be acknowledge
with gratitude to him that gives them ; since

they are, in their regular and legitimate effects,

productive of happiness, and prove pernicious

only by voluntary corruption or idle negligence.

And as there is little danger of pursuing them
with too much ardour or anxiety, because no

skill or diligence can hope to procure them, the

uncertainty of their influence upon our lives is

mentioned, not to depreciate their real value,

but to repress the discontent and envy to which

the want of them -often gives occasion in those

who do not enough suspect their own frailty,

nor consider how much less is the calamity of

not possessing great powers, than of not using
them aright.

Of all those things that make us superior to

others there is none so much within the reach

of our endeavours as riches, nor any thing more

eagerly or constantly desired. Poverty is an evil

always in our view, an evil complicated with so

many circumstances of uneasiness and vexation,

that every man is studious to avoid it. Some

degree of riches is therefore required, that we

may be exempt from the gripe of necessity ;

when this purpose is once attained, we naturally

wish for more, that the evil which is regarded
with so much horror, may be yet at a greater

distance from us ;
as he that has once felt or

dreaded the paw of a savage, will not be at rest

till they are parted by some barrier, which may
take away all possibility of a second attack.

To this point, if fear be not unreasonably in

dulged, Cleobulus would, perhaps, not refuse to

extend his mediocrity. But it almost always

happens, that the man who grows rich, changes
his notions of poverty, states his wants by some

new measure, and from flying the enemy that

pursued him, bends his endeavours to overtake

those whom he sees before him. The power of

gratifying his appetites increases their demands ;

a thousand wishes crowd in upon him, impor
tunate to be satisfied, and vanity and ambition

open prospects to desire, which still grow wider,

as they are more contemplated.
Thus in time want is enlarged without

bounds : an eagerness for increase of possessions

deluges the soul, and we sink into the gulfs of

insatiability; only because we do not sufficiently

consider, that all real need is very soon supplied,

and all real danger of its invasion easily preclud

ed; that the claims of vanity, being without li

mits, must be denied at last : and that the pain

of repressing them is less pungent before they

h ave been long accustomed to compliance.
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Whosoever shall look heedfully upon those

who are eminent for their riches, will not

think their condition such as that he should

hazard his quiet, and much less his virtue, to

obtain it. For all that great wealth generally

gives above a moderate fortune, is more room

for the freaks of caprice, and more privilege for

ignorance and vice, a quicker succession of

flatteries, and a larger circle of voluptuous
ness.

There is one reason seldom remarked, which

makes riches less desirable. Too much wealth

is very frequently the occasion of poverty. He
whom the wantonviess of abundance has once

softened, easily sinks into neglect of his affairs
;

and lie that thinks he can afford to be negligent,

is not far from being poor. He will soon be

involved in perplexities, which his inexperi

ence Avill render unsurmountable ;
he will fly

for help to those whose interest it is that he

should be more distressed, and will be at last

torn to pieces by the vultures that always hover

over fortunes in decay.

When the plains of India were burnt up by a

long continuance of drought, Hamet and Ras-

chid, two neighbouring shepherds, faint with

thirst, stood at the common boundary of their

grounds, with their flocks and herds panting
round them, and in extremity of distress prayed
for water. On a sudden the air was becalmed,
the birds ceased to chirp, and the flocks to bleat.

They turned their eyes every way, and saw a

being of mighty stature advancing through the

valley, whom they knew upon his nearer ap

proach to be the Genius of Distribution. In

one hand he held the sheaves of plenty, and in

the other the sabre of destruction. The shep
herds stood trembling, and would have retired

before him ;
but he called to them with a voice

gentle as the breeze that plays in the evening

among the spices, of Sabsea
; "Fly not from

your benefactor, children of the dust ! I am
come to offer you gifts, which only your own

folly can make vain. You here pray for water,
and water I will bestow; let me know with
how much you will be satisfied : speak not

rashly ; consider, that of whatever can be en

joyed by the body, excess is no less dangerous
than scarcity. When you remember the pain
of thirst, do not forget the danger of suffocation.

Now, Hamet, tell me your request."
" O Being, kind and beneficent," says Ha

met,
" let thine eye pardon my confusion. I

intreat a little brook, which in summer shall

never be dry, and in winter never overflow."
*' It is granted," replies the Genius; and im

mediately he opened the ground with his sabre,

and a fountain bubbling up under their feet,

scattered its rills over the meadows
; the flowers

renewed their fragrance, the trees spread a

greener foliage, and the flocks and herd

quenched their thirst.

Then turning to Raschid, the Genius invited

him likewise to offer his petition.
" I request,"

says Raschid,
" that thou wilt turn the Ganges

through my grounds, with all his waters, and all

their inhabitants." Hamet was struck with the

greatness of his neighbour's sentiments, and se

cretly repined in his heart, that he had not

made the same petition before him ; when the

Genius spoke,
" Rash man, be not so insatiable !

remember, to thee that is nothing which thou

canst not use ; and how are thy wants greater

than the wants of Hamet?" Raschid repeated

his desire, and pleased himself with the mean

appearance that Hamet would make in the pre
sence of the proprietor of the Ganges. The
Genius then retired towards the river, and the

two shepherds stood waiting the event. As
Raschid was looking with contempt upon his

neighbour, on a sudden was heard the roar of

torrents, and they found by the mighty stream

that the mounds of the Ganges were broken.

The flood rolled forward into the lands of

Raschid, his plantations were torn up, his flocks

overwhelmed, he was swept away before it,

and a crocodile devoured him.

No. 39.] TUESDAY, JULY 31, 1750.

Inj'elix nulli bene nupta marito. A u SON i us.

UnblessM, still doom'd to wed with misery.

THE condition of the female sex has been fre

quently the subject of compassion to medical

writers, because their constitution of body is

such, that every state of life brings its peculiar

diseases ; they are placed, according to the pro

verb, between Scylla and Charybdis, with no

other choice than of dangers equally formidable ;

and whether they embrace marriage, or deter

mine upon a single life, are exposed, in conse

quence of their choice, to sickness, misery, and

death.

It were to be wished that so great a degree

of natural infelicity might not be increased by
adventitious and artificial miseries ;

and that

beings, whose beauty we cannot behold without

admiration, and whose delicacy we cannot con

template without tenderness, might be suffered

to enjoy every alleviation of their sorrows.

But, however it has happened, the custom of the

world seems to have been formed in a kind of

conspiracy against them, though it does not ap

pear but they had themselves an equal share in

its establishment; and prescriptions which,

by whomsoever they were begun, are now of

long continuance, and by consequence of great

authority, seem to have almost excluded them

from content, in whatsoever condition they
shall pass their lives.

If they refuse the society of men, and con

tinue in that state which is reasonably supposed
to place happiness most in their own pow er,
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they seldom give those that frequent their con

versation any exalted notions of the blessing of

liberty; for whether it be that they are angry
to see with what inconsiderate eagerness other

heedless females rush into slavery, or with what
absurd vanity the married ladies boast the

change of their condition, and condemn the

neroines, who endeavour to assert the natural

dignity of their sex ;
whether they are conscious

that like barren countries they are free, only be

cause they were never thought to deserve the

trouble of a conquest, or imagine that their sin

cerity is not always unsuspected, when they de

clare their contempt of men ; it is certain, that

they generally appear to have some great and

incessant cause of uneasiness, and that many of

them have at last been persuaded by powerful

rhetoricians, to try the life which they had so

long contemned, and put on the bridal orna

ments at a time when they least became them.

What are the real causes of the impatience
which the ladies discover in a virgin state, I shall

perhaps take some other occasion, to examine.

That it is not to be envied for its happiness, ap

peal's from the solicitude with which it is avoid

ed; from the opinion universally prevalent

among the sex, that no woman continues long

in it but because she is not invited to forsake it ;

from the disposition always shown to treat old

maids as the refuse of the world ;
and from the

willingness with which it is often quitted at

last, by those whose experience has enabled them

to judge at leisure, and decide with authority.

Yet such is life, that whatever is proposed, it

is much easier to find reasons for rejecting than

embracing. Marriage, though a certain security

from the reproach and solitude of antiquated

virginity, has yet, as it is usually conducted,

many disadvantages, that take away much from

the pleasure which society promises, and might

afford, if pleasures and pains were honestly

shared, and mutual confidence inviolably pre
served.

The miseries, indeed, which many ladies suffer

under conjugal vexations, are to be considered

with great pity, because their husbands are often

not taken by them as objects of affection, but

forced upon them by authority and violence, or

by persuasion and importunity, equally resistless

when urged by those whom they have been al

ways accustomed to reverence and obey; ard it

very seldom appears that those who are thus

despotic in the disposal of their children, pay

any regard to their domestic and personal feli

city, or think it so much to be inquired whether

they will be happy, as whether they will be

rich.

It may be urged, in extenuation of this crime,
which parents, not in any other respect to be

numbered with robbers and assassins, frequently

commit, that in their estimation, riches and

happiness are equivalent terms. They have

passed their lives with no other wish than of

adding acre to acre, and filling one bag after an

other, and imagine the advantage of a daughter

sufficiently considered, when they have secured

her a large jointure, and given her reasonable

expectations of living in the midst of those pleas

ures with which she had seen her father and

mother solacing their age.

There is an economical oracle received among
the prudential part of the world, which advises

fathers to marry their daughters, lest they should

marry themselves ; by which I suppose it is im

plied, that women left to their own conduct

generally unite themselves with such partners

as can contribute very little to their felicity.

Who was the author of this maxim, or with

what intention it was originally uttered, I have

not yet discovered ; but imaging that however

solemnly it may be transmitted, or however

implicitly received, it can confer no authority
which nature has denied ; it cannot license

Titius to be unjust, lest Caia should be impru
dent ; nor give right to imprison for life, lest

liberty should be ill employed.
That the ladies have sometimes incurred im

putations which might naturally produce edicts

not much in their favour, must be confessed by
their warmest advocates

;
and I have indeed

seldom observed that when the tenderness or

virtue of their parents has preserved them from

forced marriage, and left them at large to choose

their own path in the labyrinth of life, they
have made any great advantage of their liberty:

they commonly take the opportunity of inde

pendence to triHe away youth and lose their

bloom in a hurry of diversions, recurring in a

succession too quick to leave room for any settled

reflection ; they see the world without gaining

experience, and at last regulate their choice by
motives trifling as those of a girl, or mercenary
as those of a miser.

Melanthia came to town upon the death of

her father, with a very large fortune, and with
the reputation of a much larger ; she was there

fore followed and caressed by many men of

rank, and by some of understanding ; but having
an insatiable desire of pleasure, she was not at

leisure, from the park, the gardens, the theatres,

visits, assemblies, and masquerades, to attend

seriously to any proposal, but was still impatient
for a new flatterer, and neglected marriage as

always in her power ; till in time her admirers

fell away, wearied with expense, disgusted at

her folly, or offended by her inconstancy; she

heard of concerts to which she was not invited,

and was more than once .orced to sit still at an

assembly for want of a partner. In this dis

tress, chance threw in her way Philotryphus, a

man vain, glittering, and thoughtless as herself,

who had spent a small fortune in equipage and

dress, and was shining in the last suit for which
his tailor would give him credit. He had been
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long endeavouring to retrieve his extravagance

hy marriage, and therefore soon paid his court

to Melanthia, who, after some weeks of insen

sibility saw him at a ball, and was wholly over

come by his performance in a minuet. They
married; but a man cannot always dance, and

Philotryphus had no other method of pleasing :

riowever, as neither was in any great degree

vicious, they live together with no other unhap-

piness than vacuity of mind, and that tasteless-

ness of life, which proceeds from a satiety of

uvenile pleasures, and an utter inability to fill

their place by nobler employments. As they
have known the fashionable world at the same

time, they agree in their notions of all those

subjects on which they ever speak; and, being

able to add nothing to the ideas of each other,

are not much inclined to conversation, but very

often join in one wish,
" That they could sleep

more and think less."

Argyris, after having refused a thousand of

fers, at last consented to marry Cotylus, the

younger brother of a duke, a man without ele

gance of mien, beauty of person, or force of un

derstanding ; who, while he courted her, could

not always forbear allusions to her birth, and

hints how cheaply she would purchase an alli

ance to so illustrious a family. His conduct

from the hour of his marriage has been insuffer

ably tyrannical, nor has he any other regard
to her than what arises from his desire that her

appearance may not disgrace him. Upon this

principle, however, he always orders that she

should be gayly dressed, and splendidly attend

ed
;
and she has, among all her mortifications,

the happiness to take place of her elder sister.

No. 40.] SATURDAY, AUGUST 4, 1750.

Nee dicet, cur ego amicum

Ofiendam in nvgis ? HCE nug& seria ducent

In mala derisum scmel. HOR.

Nor say, for trifles why should I displease
The man I love ? For trifles such as these

To serious mischiefs lead the man T love,
If once the flatterer's ridicule he prove.

FRANCIS.

fT has been remarked, that authors are genus
irritabile, a generation very easily put out of tem

per, and that they seldom fail of giving proofs
of their irascibility upon the slightest attack of

criticism, or the most gentle or modest offer of
advice and information.

Writers being best acquainted with one an
other, have represented this character as pre
vailing among men of literature, which a more
extensive view of the world would have shown
them to be diffused through all human nature,
to mingle itself with every species of ambition

and desire of praise, and to discover its effects

|

with greater or less restraint, and under dis

guises more or less artful, in all places and all

conditions.

The quarrels of writers, indeed, are more ob

served, because they necessarily appeal to the

decision of the public. Their enmities are iu-

;

cited by applauses from their parties, and pro-
! longed by treacherous encouragement for gener-

|

al diversion ; and when the contest happens to

I rise high between men of genius and learning,

|

its memory is continued for the same reason as

i its vehemence was at first promoted, because it

; gratifies the malevolence or curiosity of readers,

and relieves the vacancies of life with amuse
ment and laughter. The personal disputes,

j

therefore, of rivals in wit are sometimes trans-

!
mitted to posterity, when the grudges and

heart-burnings of men ]ess conspicuous, though
carried on with equal bitterness, and productive
of greater evils, are exposed to the knowledge of

those only whom they nearly affect, and suffered

to pass off and be forgotten among common and
casual transactions.

The resentment which the discovery of a

fault or folly produces, must bear a certain pro

portion to our pride, and will regularly be more
acrimonious as pride is more immediately the

principle of action. In whatever therefore we
wish or imagine ourselves to excel, we shall

always be displeased to have our claims to repu
tation disputed; and more displeased, if the

accomplishment be such as can expect reputation

only for its reward. For this reason it is com
mon to find men break cut into rage at any
insinuations to the disadvantage of their wit,

who have borne with great patience reflections

on their morals
;
and of women it has been

always known, that no censures wound so

deeply, or rankles so )ong, as that which charges
them with want of beauty.
As men frequently fill their imaginations

with trifling pursuits, and please themselves

most with things of small importance, I have
often known very severe and lasting malevolence

excited by unlucky censures, which would have
fallen without any effect, had they not happened
to wound a part remarkably tender. Gustulus,
who valued himself upon the nicety of his pal

ate, disinherited his eldest son, for telling him
that the wine, which he was then commending,
was the same which he had sent away the day
before not fit to be drunk. Proculus withdrew
his kindness from a nephew, whom he had

always considered as the most promising geniua
of the age, for happening to praise in his pre
sence the graceful horsemanship of Marius.
And Fortunio, when he was privy-counsellor,

procured a clerk to be dismissed from one of tho

public offices, in which he was eminent for hU
skill and assiduity, because he had been heard
to say that there was another man in the king-
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dom on whose skill at billiard's he would lay
nis money against Fortunio's.

Felicia and Floretta had been bred up in one

house, and shared all the pleasures and endear

ments of infancy together. They entered upon
life at the same time, and continued their con

fidence and friendship ; consulted each other in

every change of their dress, and every admission

of a new lover ; thought every diversion more

entertaining whenever it happened that both

were present, and when separated justified the

conduct, and celebrated the excellences, of one

another. Such was their intimacy, and such

their fidelity, till a birth-night approached,
when Floretta took one morning an opportunity,
as they were consulting upon new clothes, to

advise her friend not to dance at the ball, and

informed her that her performance the year be

fore had not answered the expectation which

her other accomplishments had raised. Felicia

commended her sincerity, and thanked her for

the caution ;
but told her that she danced to

please herself, and was in very little concern

what the men might take the liberty of saying,

but that if her appearance gave her dear Flo

retta any uneasiness, she would stay away.
Floretta had now nothing left but to make new

protestations of sincerity and affection, with

which Felicia was so well satisfied, that they

parted with more than usual fondness. They
still continued to visit, with this only difference,

*,bat Felicia was more punctual than before, and

olten declared how high a value she put upon

sincerity, how much she thought that goodness
to be esteemed which would venture to admon
ish a friend of an error, and with what grati

tude advice Avas to be received, even when it

might happen to proceed from mistake.

In a few months, Felicia, with great serious

ness, told Floretta, that though her beauty was
such as gave charms to whatever she did, and

her qualifications so extensive, that she could

not fail of excellence in any attempt, yet she

thought herself obliged by the duties of friend

ship to inform her, that if ever she betrayed
want of judgment, it was by too frequent com

pliance with solicitations to sing, for that her

manner was somewhat ungraceful, and her

voice had no great compass. It is true, says

Floretta, when I sung three nights ago at Lady

Sprightly's I was hoarse with a cold; but I

sing for my own satisfaction, and am not in the

least pain whether I am liked. However, my
dear Felicia's kindness is not the less, and I

shall always think myself happy in so true a

friend.

From this time they never saw each other

ivithout mutual professions of esteem, and de

clarations of confidence, but went soon after

into the country to visit their relations. When

they came back, they were prevailed on, hy the

importunity of new acquaintance, to take lodg

ings in different parts of the town, and hart

frequent occasion, when they met, to bewail thu

distance at which they were placed, and the

uncertainty which each experienced of finding
the other at home.

Thus are the fondest and firmest friendships

dissolved, by such openness and sincerity as in

terrupt our enjoyment of our own approbation,
or recall us to the remembrance of those failings

which we are more willing to indulge than to

correct.

It is by no means necessary to imagine, that

he who is offended at advice, was ignorant of

the fault, and resents the admonition as a false

charge ; for perhaps it is most natural to be en

raged, when there is the strongest conviction of

our own guilt. While we can easily defend our

character, we are no more disturbed at an ac

cusation, than we are alarmed by an enemv
whom we are sure to conquer ;

and whose at

tack, therefore, will bring us honour without

danger. But when a man feels the reprehen
sion of a friend seconded by his own heart, he
is easily heated into resentment and revenge,
either because he hoped that the fault of which

he was conscious had escaped the notice of

others ;
or that his friend had looked upon it

with tenderness and extenuation, and excused

it for the sake of his other virtues ; or had con

sidered him as too wise to need advice, or too.

delicate to be shocked with reproach : or, be

cause we cannot feel without pain those reflec

tions roused which we have been endeavouring

to lay asleep; and when pain has produced

anger, who would not willingly believe, that it

ought to be discharged on others, rather than

on himself?

The resentment produced by sincerity, what
ever be its immediate cause, is so certain, and

generally so keen, that very few have magnani

mity sufficient for the practice of a duty, which,

above most others, exposes its votaries to hard

ships and persecution; yet friendship without

it is of very little value, since the great use of so-

close an intimacy is, that our virtues may be

guarded and encouraged, and our vices repressed

in their first appearance by timely detection and

salutary remonstrances.

It is decreed by Providence, that nothing truly

valuable shall be obtained in our present state,

but with difficulty and danger. He that hopes
for that advantage which is to be gained from

unrestrained communication, must sometimes

hazard, by unpleasing truths, that friendship

which he aspires to merit. The chief rule to be

observed in the exercise of this dangerous office,

is to preserve it pure from all mixture of inter

est or vanity ;
to forbear admonition or reproof,

when our consciences tell us that they are in

cited, not by the hopes of reforming faults, but

the desire of showing our discernment, or grati

fying our own pride by the mortification of an-
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<!thcr. It is not indeed certain, that the most re

fined caution will find a proper time for bring

ing a man to the knowledge of his own failings,

wr the most zealous benevolence reconcile him to

that judgment, by which they are detected ;
but

ho who endeavours only the happiness of him

whom he reproves, will always have either the

satisfaction of obtaining or deserving kindness ;

if he succeeds, he benefits his friend ;
and if he

fails, he has at least the consciousness that he suf

fers for only doing well.

No. 4-1.
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Nulla recordunti lux est ingrata gravisque,

Kullafuitcujtis non meminisse relit.

A iHpliat (ctutlx spaIhim sibi vir bonus, hoc est

Vivere bis, vita posse prlore frui. MART.

No day's remembrance shall the good regret,

Nor wish one bitter moment to forget ;

They stretch the limits of this narrow span,

And, by enjoying, lire past life again. p. LEWIS.

So few of the hours of life are filled up with ob

jects adequate to the mind of man, and so fre

quently are we in want of present pleasure or

employment, that we are forced to have recourse

every moment to the past and future for supple
mental satisfactions, and relieve the vacuities of

ur being, by recollection of former passages, or

anticipation of events to come.

I cannot but consider this necessity of search-

ing on every side for matter on which the atten

tion may be employed, as a strong proof of the

superior and celestial nature of the soul of man.
We have no reason to believe that other crea

tures have higher faculties, or more extensive

capacities, than the preservation of themselves,
or their species, requires ; they seem always to be

fully employed, or to be completely at ease with
out employment, to feel few intellectual miser

ies or pleasures, and to have no exuberance of

understanding to lay out upon curiosity or ca

price, but to have their minds exactly adapted
to their bodies, with few other ideas than such

as corporeal pain or pleasure impress upon them.

Of memory, which makes so large apart of the

excellence of the human soul, and which has so

much influence upon all its other powers, but a

small portion has been allotted to the animal
world. We do not find the grief with which the

dams lament the loss of their young, proportion
ate to the tenderness with which they caress, the

assiduity with which they feed, or the vehe

mence Avith which they defend them. Their

regard for their offspring, when it is before their

eyes, is not, in appearance, less than that of a

human parent ; but when it is taken away, it is

very soon forgotten, and, after a short absence,

/fbrought again, wholly disregarded.
That they have very little remembrance of

any thing once out of the reach of their senses,

and scarce any power of comparing the present

with the past, and regulating their conclusions

from experience, maybe gathered from this, that

their intellects are produced in their full perfec

tion. The sparrow that was hatched last spring
makes her first nest the ensuing season, of the

same materials, and with the same art, as in any

following year ;
and the hen conducts and shel

ters her first brood of chic lens with all the pru
dence that she ever attains.

It has been asked by men who love to perplex

any thing that is plain to common understand

ings, how reason differs from instinct: and Prior

i
has with no great propriety made Solomon him-

' self' declare, that to distinguish them is Ike fool's

igiittrancc, and Ilie pedant's jrridc. To give an ac

curate answer to a question, ofwhich the terms

are not completely understood, is impossible ;
wt

do not know in what cither reason or instinct

consist, and therefore cannot tell with exactness

how they differ ;
but surely he that contemplates

a ship and a bird's nest, will not be long with

out finding out, that the idea of the one was im

pressed at once, and continued through ail the

progressive descents of the species, without vari

ation or improvement; and that the other is the

result of experiments compared with expert*

ments; has grown, by accumulated observation,

from )ess to greater excellence ;
and exhibits the

collective knowledge of different ages and vari

ous professions.

Memory is the purveyor of reason, the power
which places those images before the mind upon
which thejudgment is to be exercised, and which

treasures up the determinations that are once

passed, as the rules of future action, or grounds
of subsequent conclusions.

It is, indeed, the faculty of remembrance,
which may be said to place us in the class of

moral agents. If Ave were to act oiely in conse

quence of some immediate impulse, and receive

no direction from internal motives of choice, we
should be pushed forward by an invincible fata

lity, without power or reason for the most part

to prefer one thing to another, because we could

make no comparison but ofobjects which might
both happen to be present.

We owe to memory not only the increase of

our knowledge, and our progress in rational in

quiries, but many other intellectual pleasures.

Indeed, almost all that we can be said to enjoy

is past or future ;
the present is in perpetual

motion, leaves us as soon as it arrives, ceases to

be present before its presence is well perceived,

and is only known to have existed by the effects

which it leaves behind. The greatest part of our

ideas arises, therefore, from the view before or

behind us, and we are happy or miserable, ac

cording as w are affected by the survey of our

life, or our prospect of future existence.

With regard to futurity, when events are at

such a distance from us that we cannot take the
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whole concatenation into our view, we have ge

nerally power enough over our imagination to

turn it upon pleasing scenes, and can promise
ourselves riches*, honours, and delights, without

intermingling those vexations and anxieties with

which all human enjoyments are polluted. If

fear hreaks in on one side, and alarms us with

dangers and disappointments, we can call in hope
on the other, to solace us with rewards, and es

capes, and victories ;
so that we are seldom with

out means of palliating remote evils, and can ge

nerally soothe ourselves to tranquillity, whenever

any troublesome presage happens to attack us.

It is therefore, I helieve, much more com
mon for the solitary and thoughtful to amuse

themselves with schemes of the future, than re

views of the past. For the future is pliant and

ductile, and will be easily moulded by a strong

fancy into any form : but the images which

memory presents are of a stubborn and untrac-

table nature, the objects of remembrance have

already existed, and left their signature behind

them impressed upon the mind, so as to defy all

attempts of razure or of change.
As the satisfactions, therefore, arising from

memory are less arbitrary, they are more solid,

and are, indeed, the only joys which we can

call our own. Whatever we have once reposit-

ed, as Dryden expresses it, in the sacred treasure

of the past, is out of the reach of accident, or

violence, nor can be lost either by our own
weakness, or another's malice :

Non tumen irritum

Quodcunque retro est efficiet, neque
Diffinget, infectunique reddet,

Quod fugiens semel hora vixit.

Be fair or foul, or rain or shine,

The joys I have possess'd, in spite of fate are mine.

Not Heaven itself upon the past has power,
But what has been, has been, and I have had my hour.

DRYDEN.

There is certainly no greater happiness than

to be able to look back on a life usefully and

virtuously employed, to trace our own progress

in existence, by such tokens as excite neither

Khame nor sorrow. Life, in which nothing has

been done or suffered, to distinguish one day
from another, is to him that has passed it as if

it had never been, except that he is conscious

how ill he has husbanded the great deposit of

his Creator. Life, made memorable by crimes,

and diversified through its several periods by

wickedness, is indeed easily reviewed, but re

viewed only with horror and remorse.

The great consideration which ought to in

fluence us in the use of the present moment,
is to arise from the effect, which, as well or ill

applied, it must have upon the time to come
;

j

for though its actual existence be inconceivably
j

short, yet its effects are unlimited ;
and there is

,

not the smallest point of time but may extend i

its consequences, either to our hurt or our ad-

vantage, through all eternity, and give us reasoc

to remember it for ever, with anguish or exul

tation.

The time of life, in which memory seems par

ticularly to claim predominance over the other

faculties of the mind, is our declining age. It

has been remarked by former writers, that old

men are generally narrative, and fall easily into

recitals of past transactions, and accounts of

persons known to them in their youth. When
we approach the verge of the grave it is more

eminently true :

Vita summa brevis spcm nos vetat inchoare longam.

Life's span forbids thee to extend thy cares,

And stretch thy hopes beyond thy years.

CREECH.

We have no longer any possibility of great
vicissitudes in our favour : the changes which
are to happen in the world will come too late

for our accommodation ;
and those who have

no hope before them, and to whom their present
state is painful and irksome, must of necessity
turn their thoughts back to try what retrospect
will afford. It ought, therefore, to be the care

of those who wish to pass the last hours with

comfort, to lay up such a treasure of pleasing

ideas, as shall support the expenses of that time,

which is to depend wholly upon the fund al

ready acquired.

Petite hinc,juvenesque senesque,
Finem animo cerium, miserisque viatica canis.

Seek here, ye young, the anchor of your mind ;

Here, suffering age, a bless'd provision find.

ELPHINSTOX.

In youth, however unhappy, we solace our

selves with the hope of better fortune, and how
ever vicious, appease our consciences with
intentions of repentance ;

but the time comes aS

last, in which life has no more to promise, in

which happiness can be drawn only from recol

lection, and virtue will be all that we can recol

lect with pleasure.

No. 42."] SATURDAY, AUGUST 11, 1750.

Mihi tardajiuunt ingrataqne tempora*

HOR
How heavily my time revolves along!

ELPHINSTON-.

TO THE RAMBLEH.
MR. RAMBLER,

I AM no great admirer of grave writings, and

therefore very frequently lay your papers aside

before I have read them through ; yet I cannot

but confess that, by slow degrees, you have raised

my opinion of your understanding ; and that,

though I believe it will be long before I can b*
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prevailed upon to regard you with much kind

ness, you have, however, more of my esteem

than those whom I sometimes make happy
with opportunities to fill my tea-pot, or pick up
my fan. I shall therefore choose you for thf

confident of my distresses, and ask your counsel

with regard to the means of conquering or es- i

caping them, though I never expect from you |

any of that softness and pliancy, which consti- !

tutes the perfection of a companion for the
'

ladles : as, in the place where I now am, I have
recourse to the mastiff for protection, though J !

have no intention of making him a lap-dog.

My mamma is a very fine lady, who has more
numerous and more frequent assemblies at herj
house than any other person in the same quar- 1

ter of the town. I was bred from my earliest

infancy in a perpetual tumult of pleasure, and
|

remember to have heard of little else than mes

sages, visits, play-houses, and balls
;
of the awk

wardness of one woman, and the coquetry 01

another ; the charming convenience of some

rising fashion, the difficulty of playing a new
game, the incidents of a masquerade, and the

dresses of a court-night. I knew before I was
ten years old all the rules of paying and receiv

ing visits, and to how much civility every one
of my acquaintance was entitled; and was able'

to return, with the proper degree of reserve or

of vivacity, the stated and established answer
to every compliment ;

so that I was very soon

celebrated as a wit and a beauty, and had heard
before I was thirteen all that is ever said to n

young lady. My mother was generous to so UD-
common a degree as to be pleased with my a -

vances into life, and allowed me, without envy
or reproof, to enjoy the same happiness with

herself; though most women about her own
aije were very angry to see young girls so for-

j

ward, and many fine gentlemen told her how i

cruel it was to throw new chains upon man-
|

kind, and to tyrannize over them at the same
time with her own charms and those of her

daughter.
I have now lived two and twenty years, and

have passed of each year nine months in town,
and three at Richmond ; so that my time has I

been spent uniformly in the same company, and '

the same amusements, except as fashion has in

troduced new diversions, or the revolutions of

the gay world have afforded new successions of

wits and beaus. However, my mother is so

good an economist of pleasure, that I have no

spare hours upon my hands
; for every morn

ing brings some new appointment, and every
'

slight is hurried away by the necessity of making
our appearance at different places, and of being
with one lady at the opera, and with another at

j

the card-table.

When the time came of settling our scheme
of felicity for the summer, .it was determined
that I should pay a visit to a rich aunt in a re-

j

mote county. As you know the chief conver-

I sation of all tea-tables, in the spring, arises from

a communication of the manner in which time

is to be passed till winter, it was a great relief

to the barrenness of our topics, to relate the

', pleasures that were in store for me, to describe

! my uncle's seat, with the park and gardens, the

j charming walks and beautiful waterfalls
;
and

every one told me how much she envied me, and

what satisfaction she had once enjoyed in a situ

ation of the same kind.

As Ave are all credulous in our own favour,

and willing to imagine some latent satisfaction

in any thing which we have not experienced, I

will confess to you without restraint, that I had

suffered my head to be filled with expectations
of some nameless pleasure in a rural life, and

that I hoped for the happy hour that should set

me free from noise, and flutter, and ceremony,
dismiss me to the peaceful shade, and lull me in

content and tranquillity. To solace myself under

the misery of delay, I sometimes heard a studi

ous lady of my acquaintance read pastorals ; 1

was delighted with scarce any talk but of leav

ing the town, and never went to bed without

dreaming of groves, and meadows, and frisking
lambs.

At length I had all my clothes in a trunk,
and saw the coach at the door; I sprung in

with ecstacy, quarrelled with my maid for being
too long in taking leave of the other servants,
and rejoiced as the ground grew less which lay
between me and the completion of my wishes.

A few days brought me to a large old house, en

compassed on three sides with woody hills, and

looking from the front on a gentle river, the

sight of which renewed all my expectations of

pleasure, and gave me some regret for having
lived so long without the enjoyment which
these delightful scenes were now to afford me.

My aunt came out to receive me, but in a dress

so far removed from the present fashion, that I

could scarcely look upon her without laughter,

which would have been no kind requital for the

trouble which she had taken to make herself

fine against my arrival. The night and the

next morning were driven along with inquiries

about our family ; my aunt then explained our

pedigree, and told me stories of my great grand,
father's bravery in the civil wars ; nor was it

less than three days before I could persuade her

to leave me to myself.
At last economy prevailed ;

she went in the

usual manner about her own affairs, and I wa
at liberty to range in the wilderness, and sit by
the cascade. The novelty of the objects about

me pleased me for a while, but after a few days

they were new no longer, and I soon began to

perceive that the country was not my element .

that shades, and flowers, and lawns, and waters,

had very soon exhausted all their power of

pleasing, and that I had not in myself any fund
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of satisfaction, with which I could supply the
loss ofmy customary amusements.

I unhappily told my aunt, in the first warmth
of our embraces, that I had leave to stay with
her ten weeks. Six only are yet gone, and how
lhall I live through the remaining four ? I go
out, and return

; I pluck a flower, and throw it

away ; I catch an insect, and when I have ex
amined its colours, set it at liberty ;

I fling a

pebble into the water, and see one circle spread
after another. When it chances to rain, I walk
in the great hall, and watch the minute-hand

npon the dial, or play with a litter of kittens,
which the cat happens to have brought in a

!ucky time.

My aunt is afraid I shall grow melancholy,
and therefore encourages the neighbouring gen

try to visit us. They came at first with great

eagerness to see the fine lady from London
; but

when we met, "we had no common topic on
which we could converse ; they had no curiosity I

after plays, operas, or music : and I find as little

satisfaction from their accounts of the quarrels
or alliances of families, whose names, "when once

I can escape, I shall never hear. The women
j

have now seen me, know how mygown is made
and are satisfied

;
the men are generally afraid

of me, and say little, because they think them
selves not at liberty to talk rudely.
Thus I am condemned to solitude

; the day |

moves slowly forward, and I see the dawn with
|

uneasiness, because I consider that night is at

a great distance. I have tried to sleep by a
,

brook, but find its murmurs ineffectual
;
so that '

I am forced to be awake at least twelve hours,
|

without visits, without cards, without laughter,

and without flattery. I walk because I am dis

gusted with sitting still, and sit down because

I am weary with walking. I have no motive

to action, nor any object of love, or hate, or fear,
j

or inclination. 1 cannot dress with spirit, for

I have neither rival nor admirer ;
I cannot

j

dance without a partner ; nor be kind or cruel, I

without a lover.

Such is the life of Euphelia, and such it is

likely to continue for a month to come. I have

not yet declared against existence, nor called up
on the Destinies to cut my thread ;

but I have

sincerely resolved not to condemn myself to such

another summer, nor too hastily to flatter my- ]

<elf with happiness. Yet I have heard, Mr.

Rambler, of those whenever thought themselves

so much at case as in solitude, and cannot but

suspect it to be some way or other my own fault,
j

that, without great pain, either of mind or body, |

I am thus weary of myself : that the current of
j

youth stagnates, and that 1 am languishing in a

dead calm, for want
1

of some external impulse,
j

I shall therefore think you a benetactor to our i

sex, if you will teach me the art of living alone ;

for I am confident that a thousand and a thou

sand and a thousand ladies, who affect to talk

with ecstacies of the pleasures of the country,
are in reality, like me, longing for the winter,

and wishing to be delivered from themselves b3T

company and diversion.

I am, Sir, yours,
EUPHELIA.
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Flumine perpetuo torrens solet acrius ire,

Sed tamen hac brevis est, ilia perennls aqua.
OVID.

In course impetuous soon the torrent dries,

The brook a constant peaceful stream supplies.
F. LEWIS.

IT is observed by those who have written on th

constitution of the human body, and the original

of those diseases by which it is afflicted, that

every man comes into the world morbid, that

there is no temperature so exactly regulated but

that some humour is fatally predominant, and

that we are generally impregnated, in our first

entrance upon life, with the seeds of that mala

dy, which, in time, shall bring us to the grave.
This remark has been extended by others to

the intellectual faculties. Some that imagine
themselves to have looked with more than com
mon penetration into human nature, have en

deavoured to persuade us that each man is born

with a mind formed peculiarly for certain pur

poses, and with desires unalterably determined

to particular objects, from which the attention

cannot be long diverted, and which alone, as

they are well or ill pursued, must produce the

praise or blame, the happiness or misery of his

future life.

This position has not, indeed, been hitherto

proved with strength proportionate to the assur

ance with which it has been advanced, and per.

haps will never gain much prevalence by a close

examination.

If the doctrine of innate ideas be itself disput

able, there seems to be little hope of establishing
an opinion, which supposes that even concplica.

tions of ideas have been given us at our birth,

and that we are made by nature ambitious, or

covetous, before we know the meaning of either

power or money.
Yet as every step in the progression of exist

ence changes our position with respect to the

things about us, so as to lay us open to new as

saults and particular dangers, and subjects us to

inconvenience from which any other situation

is exempt ;
as a public or a pr

;vate life, youth
and age, wealth and poverty, have all some evil

closely adherent, which cannot wholly be escap
ed but by quitting the state to which it is an

nexed, and submitting to the incumbraiices o,

some other condition
; so it cannot be denied

that every difference in the structure of th

mind has its advantages and its wants
;
and th*
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failures and defects being inseparable from hu

manity, however the powers of understanding
be extended or contracted, there will on one side

or the other always be an avenue to error and

miscarriage.

There seem to be some souls suited to great,

and others to little employments : some formed

to soar aloft, and take in wide views, and others

to grovel on the ground, anr' confine their re

gard to a narrow sphere. Of these the one is

always in danger of becoming useless by a dar

ing negligence, the other by a scrupulous solici

tude ;
the one collects many ideas, but confused

and indistinct ;
the other is busied in minute

accuracy, but without compass and without

dignity.

The general error of those who possess power
ful and elevated understandings, is, that they
form schemes of too great extent, and flatter

themselves too hastily with success ; they feel

their own force to be great, and by the com

placency with which every man surveys him-

8elf, imagine it still greater : they therefore look

out for undertakings worthy of their abilities,

and engage in them Avith very little precaution,

for they imagine that without premeditated

measures, they shall be able to find expedients

in all difficulties. They are naturally apt to

consider all prudential maxims as below their

regard, to treat with contempt those securities

and resources which others know themselves

obliged to provide, and disdain to accomplish
their purposes by established means, and com
mon gradations.

Precipitation, thus incited by the pride of in

tellectual superiority, is very fatal to great de

signs. The resolution of the combat is seldom

equal to the vehemence of the charge. He that

meets with an opposition which he did not ex

pect, loses his courage. The violence of his

first onset is succeeded by a lasting and uncon

querable languor ; miscarriage makes him fear

ful of giving way to new hopes ;
and the con

templation of an attempt in which he has fallen

below his own expectations is painful and vexa

tious; he therefore naturally turns his atten

tion to more pleasing objects, and habituates his

imagination to other entertainments, till, by
slow degrees, he quits his first pursuit, and suf

fers some other project to take possession of his

thoughts, in which the same ardour of mind

promises him again certain success, and which

disappointments of the same kind compel him
to abandon.

Thus too much vigour in the beginning of an

undertaking often intercepts and prevents the

steadiness and perseverance always necessary
in the conduct of a complicated scheme, where

many interests are to be connected, many move
ments to be adjusted, and the joint effort of dis

tinct and independent powers to be directed to

single point. In all important events which

j

have been suddenly brought to pass, chance has

|

been the agent rather than reason
;
and there-

j

fore, however those who seemed to preside in

!

the transaction, may have been celebrated by
such as loved or feared them, succeeding times

have commonly considered them as fortunate

rather than prudent. Every design in which
the connection is regularly traced from tue first

I

motion to the last, must be formed and executed

by calm intrepidity, and requires not only cour-

j age which danger cannot turn aside, but con

stancy which fatigues cannot weary, and con

trivance which impediments cannot exhaust.

All the performances of human art, at which
we look with praise or wonder, are instances of

the resistless force of perseverance ; it is by this

that the quarry becomes a pyramid, and that

distant countries are united with canals. If a

man was to compare the effect of a single stroke

of the pick-axe, or of one impression of the

spade, with the general design arid last result,

he would be overwhelmed by the sense of their

disproportion ; yet those petty operations, inces

santly continued, in time surmount the greatest

difficulties, and mountains are levelled, and
oceans bounded, by the slender force of human

beings.
It is therefore of the utmost importance tnat

those who have any intention of deviating from
the beaten roads of life, and acquiring a reputa
tion superior to names hourly swept away by
time among the refuse of fame, should add to

their reason, and their spirit, the power of per
sisting in their purposes ; acquire the art of

sapping what they cannot batter, and the habit

of vanquishing obstinate resistance by obstinate

attacks.

The student who would build his knowledge
on solid foundations, and proceed by just degrees
to the pinnacles of truth, is directed by the

great philosopher of France to begin by doubt-

ing of his own existence. In like manner,
whoever would complete any arduous and in

tricate enterprise, should, as soon as his imagin
ation can cool after the first blaze of hope, place
before his own eyes every possible embarrass
ment that may retard or defeat him. He
should first question the probability of success,
and then endeavour to remove the objections
that he has raised. It is proper, says old Mark-
ham,* to exercise your horse on the more in

convenient side of the course, that if he should,
in the race, be forced upon it, he may not be

discouraged ; and Horace advises his poetical
friend to consider every day as the last which
he shall enjoy, because that will always give

pleasure which we receive beyond our hopes.
If we alarm ourselves beforehand with more

* Gervase Markmau, in his book entitled "
Perfect

Horsemanship," 12mo. 1671. He was a dramatic

poet, and a voluminous writer, on various subjects.
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difficulties than AVC really find, we shall be ani

mated by unexpected facility with double spirit ;

and if we find our cautions and fears justified

by the consequence, there will however happen

nothing against which provision has not been

made, no sudden shock will be received, nor

will the main scheme be disconcerted.

There is, indeed, some danger lest he that too

scrupulously balances probabilities, and too per-

spicaciously foresees obstacles, should remain

always in a state of inaction, without venturing

upon attempts on which he may pei'haps spend
his labour without advantage. But previous

despondence is not the fault of those for whom
this essay is designed ; they Avho require to be

warned against precipitation, will not suffer

more fear to intrude into their contemplations
than is necessary to allay the effervescence of an

agitated fancy. As Des Cartes has kindly
shown how a man may prove to himself his

own existence, if once he can be prevailed upon
to question it, so the ardent and adventur

ous will not be long without finding some plaus
ible extenuation of the greatest difficulties.

Such, indeed, is the uncertainty of all human

affairs, that security and despair are equal fol

lies ; and as it is presumption and arrogance to

anticipate triumphs, it is weakness and cowar

dice to prognosticate miscarriages. The num
bers that have been stopped in their career of

happiness are sufficient to show the uncertainty
of human foresight ;

but there are not wanting

contrary instances of such success obtained

against all appearances, as may warrant the

boldest flights of genius, if they are supported

by unshaken perseverance.

No. 44.] SATURDAY, AUGUST 18, 1750.

'

Oy IK Aies ltrri. HOMEH..

Dreams descend from Jove. POPE.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

I HAD lately a very remarkable dream, which

made so strong an impression on me, that I re

member it every word ;
and if you are not bet

ter employed, you may read the relation of it as

follows :

Methought I was in the midst of a very enter

taining set of company, and extremely delighted
in attending to a lively conversation, when on a

sudden I perceived one of the most shocking

figures imagination can frame, advancing to

wards me. She was dressed in black, her skin

was contracted into a thousand wrinkles, her

eyes deep sunk in her head, and her complexion

pale and livid as the countenance of death. Her
looks were filled with terror and unrelenting

severity, and her hands armed with whips and

scorpions. As Boon as she came near, with a

horrid frown, and a voice that chilled my very

blood, she bid me follow her. I obeyed, and

she led me through rugged paths, beset with

briars and thorns, into a deep solitary valley.

Wherever she passed, the fading verdure wither

ed beneath her steps; her pestilential breath in

fected the air with malignant vapours, obscured

the lustre of the sun, and involved the fair face

of heaven in universal gloom. Dismal how-

lings resounded through the forest, from every
baleful tree the night raven uttered his dreadful

note, and the prospect was filled with desolation

and horror. In the midst of this tremendous

j

scene my execrable guide addressed me in the

following manner :

" Retire with me, O rash unthinking morta)

! from the vain allurements of a deceitful world

I

and learn that pleasure was not designed the

portion of human life. Man was born to mourn

and to be wretched ;
this is the condition of all

below the stars, and whoever endeavours to

oppose it, acts in contradiction to the will of

Heaven. Fly then from the fatal enchantments

of youth and social delight, and here consecrate

,

the solitary hours to lamentation and wo.

j
Misery is the duty of all sublunary beings, and

every enjoyment is an offence to the Deity, who
is to be worshipped only by the mortification of

every sense of pleasure, and the everlasting ex

ercise of sighs and tears."

This melancholy picture of life quite sunk my
spirits, and seemed to annihilate every principle

of joy within me. I threw myself beneath a

blasted yew, where the winds blew cold and

dismal round my head, and dreadful apprehen
sions chilled my heart. Here I resolved to lie

till the hand of death, which I impatiently in

voked, should put an end to the miseries of a

life so deplorably wretched. In this sad situa

tion I espied on one hand of me a deep muddy
river, whose heavy waves rolled on in slow sul

len murmurs. Here I determined to plunge,
and "was just upon the brink, when I found

j

myself suddenly drawn back. I turned about,

and was surprised by the sight of the loveliest

object I had ever beheld. The most engaging
charms of youth and beauty appeared in all her

form : effulgent glories sparkled in her eyes, and
their awful splendours were softened by the

gentlest looks of compassion and peace. At her

approach the frightful spectre, who had before

tormented me, vanished away, and with her all

the horrors she had caused. The gloomy clouds

brightened into cheerful sunshine, the groves
recovered their verdure, and the whole region
looked gay and blooming as the garden of Eden.

I was quite transported at this unexpected

I

change, and reviving pleasure began to glad my
thoughts, when, with a look of inexpressibl*

sweetness, my beauteous deliverer thus uttered

her divine instructions :
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" My name is Religion, I am the offspring

of Truth and Love, and the parent of Benevo-

U'.nce, Hope, and Joy. That monster from

whose power I have freed you is called Super

stition, she is the child of Discontent, and

her followers are Fear and Sorrow. Thus differ

ent as we are, she has often the insolence to

assume iny name and character, and seduces

unhappy mortals to think us the same, till she at

length drives them to the borders of Despair,
that dreadful abyss into which you were just go

ing to sink.
" Look round and survey the various beauties

of the globe, which Heaven has destined for the

seat of the human race, and consider whether a

World thus exquisitely framed could be meant

for the abode of misery and pain. For what end
j

has the lavish hand of Providence diffused such

innumerable objects of delight, but that all might
j

rejoice in the privilege of existence, and be tilled

with gratitude to the beneficent Author of it?

Thus to enjoy the blessings he has sent, is virtue

and obedience ; and to reject them, merely as

means of pleasure, is pitiable ignorance or ab

surd perverseness. Infinite goodness is the

source of created existence ; the proper tendency
of every rational being, from the highest order

of raptured seraphs, to the meanest rank of

men, is to rise incessantly from lower degrees of

riappiness to higher. They have each faculties

assigned them for various orders of delights.
"

" What," cried I,
" is this the language of

Religion ? Does she lead her votaries through

flowery paths, and bid them pass an unlaborious

life ? Where are the painful toils of virtue, the

mortifications of penitence, the self-denying ex

ercises of saints and heroes."
" The true enjoyments ofa reasonable being,"

answered she mildly,
" do not consist in un-

oounded indulgence, or luxurious ease, in the

tumult of passions, the languor of indolence, or

the flutter of light amusements. Yielding to

immoral pleasure corrupts the mind, living to

animal and trifling ones debases it: both in their

degree disqualify it for its genuine good, and

consign it over to wretchedness. Whoever would
be really happy, must make the diligent and reg

ular exercise of his superior powers his chief

attention, adoring the perfections of his Maker,

expressing good-will to his fellow-creatures, cul

tivating inward rectitude. To his lower facul-

ies he must allow such gratifications as will, by
refreshing him, invigorate his nobler pursuits.

In the regions inhabited by angelic natures, un-

miugied felicity for ever blooms, joy flows there

with a perpetual and abundant stream, nor

ueeds there any mound to check its course. Be

ings conscious of a frame of mind originally dis

eased, as all the human race has cause to be,

must use the regimen of a stricter self, govern
ment. Whoever has been guilty of voluntary

excesses jmis't patiently submit both to ihepam-

THE RAMBLER.

I

ful workings of nature, and needful severities o

medicine, in order to his cure. Still he is en

titled to a moderate share of whatever alleviat

ing accommodations this fair mansion of hii

merciful Parent affords, consistent with his re

covery. And in proportion as this recovery

advances, the liveliest joy will spring from his

secret sense of an amended and improving heart.

So far from the horrors of despair is the condi

tion even of the guilty. Shudder, poor mortal,

at the thought of the gulf into which thou was!

but now going to plunge.
" While the most faulty have ever encourage

ment to amend, the more innocent soul will L

supported with still sweeter consolations under

all its experience of human infirmities ; support
ed by the gladdening assurances that every sin

cere endeavour to outgrow them shall be assisted,

accepted, and rewarded. To such a one the

lowliest self-abasement is but a deep-laid foun

dation for the most elevated hopes ;
since they

who faithfully examine and acknowledge wha*

they are, shall be enabled under my conduct tc

become what they desire. The Christian and

the hero are inseparable ; and to aspirings 01

unassuming trust, and filial confidence, are set

no bounds. To him who is animated with a

view of obtaining approbation from the Sovereign

of the universe, no difficulty is insurmountable.

Secure in thks pursuit of every needful aid, his

conflict with the severest pains and trials, is lit

tle more than the vigorous exercises of a mind

in health. His patient dependence on that

Providence which looks through all eternity, his

silent resignation, his ready accommodation of

his thoughts and behaviour to its inscrutable

ways, is at once the most excellent sort of self-

denial, and a source of the most exalted trans

ports. Society is the true sphere of human
virtue. In social, active life, difficulties will

perpetually be met with ;
restraints of many

kinds will be necessary ;
and studying to behave

right in respect of these is a discipline of the hu

man heart, useful to others, and improving to

itself. Suffering is no duty, but where it is ne

cessary to avoid guilt, or to do good ; nor pleas

ure a crime, but where it strengthens the influ

ence of bad inclinations, or lessens the generous

activity ofvirtue. The happiness allotted to man
in his present state, is indeed faint and low,

compared with his immortal prospects and no

ble capacities ;
but yet whatever portion of it

the distributing hand of Heaven offers to each

individual, is a needful support and refreshment

for the present moment, so far as it may not

hinder the attaining of his final destination
" Return then with me from continual misery

to moderate enjoyment and grateful alacrity.

Return from the contracted views of solitude to

the proper duties of a relative and dependent

being. Religion is not confined to cells and

closets, nor restrained to bullen retirement.
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Theso are the gloomy doctrines of Superstition,
j

oy wuich she endeavours to break those chains

of benevolence and social affection, that link the

welfare of every particular with that of the

whole. Remember that the greatest honour you j

can pay to the Author of your being is by such

a cheerful behaviour, as discovers a mind satis

fied with his dispensations."
Here my preceptress paused, and I was going

to express my acknowledgments for her dis

course, when a ring of bells from the neighbour

ing village, and a new-rising sun darting his

beams through my windows, awaked me. *

1 am yours, &c. >

No. 45.] TUESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1750.

"HTSJ fAfyiFTr; yiyvirat.1 trurrifiet,
'

Qtctv yLvvi 7e>{ eivSget fjtr, ^i^otrrctrfi,

This is the chief felicity of life,

That concord smila on the connubial bed ;

Eat now 'tis hatred all.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

THOUGH, in the dissertations which you have

given us on marriage, very just cautions are

laid down against the common causes of infeli

city and the necessity of having, in that impor
tant choice, the first regard to virtue, is carefully

inculcated; yet I cannot think the subject so

much exhausted, but that a little reflection

would present to the mind many questions, in
j

the discussion of which great numbers are in

terested, and many precepts which deserve to !

be more particularly and forcibly impressed.
You seem, like most of the writers that have

j

gone before you, to have allowed as an uncon-

tested principle, that marriage is generally un-

hajyn/ : but I IOIOAV not whether a man, who
professes to think for himself, and concludes

j

from his own observations, does not depart from

nis character when he follows the crowd thus

/mplicitly, and receives maxims without recal

ling them to a new examination, especially
when they comprise so wide a circuit of life,

and include such variety of circumstances. As
I have an equal right with others to give my
opinion of the objects about me, and a better

title to determine concerning that state which
I have tried, than many who talk of it without

experience, I am unwilling to be restrained by
mere authority from advancing what, I believe,
an accurate view of the world will confirm, that

marriage is not commonly unhappy, otherwise

lhan as life is unhappy ; and that most of those

* This paper, nd No. 100, \yere written by the

late Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, of Deal in Kent who
died Feb. 19, 1806 - C.

who complain of connubial miseries, have as

much satisfaction as their nature would hav

admitted, or their conduct procured, in any
other condition.

It is, indeed, common to hear both sexes re

pine at their change, relate the happiness of

their earlier years, blame the folly and rashness

of their own choice, and warn those whom they
see coming into the world against the same pre

cipitance and infatuation. But it is to be re

membered, that the days which they so much

wish to call back, are the days not only of celi

bacy but of youth, the days of novelty and im

provement, of ardour and of hope, of health and

vigour of body, of gayety and lightness of heart.

It is not easy to surround life with any circum

stances in which youth will not be delightful ;

and I am afraid that whether married or un

married, we shall find the vesture of terrestrial

existence more heavy and cumbrous, the longer

it is worn.

That they censure themselves for the indis

cretion of their choice, is not a sufficient proof

that they have chosen ill, since we see the same

discontent at every other part of life which we
cannot change. Converse with almost any
man, grown old in a profession, and you will

find him regretting that he did not enter into

some different course, to which he too late finds

his genuis better adapted, or in which he discov

ers that wealth and honour are more easily at

tained. " The merchant," says Horace, " envies

the soldier, and the soldier recounts the felicity

of the merchant
; the lawyer, when his clients

harass him, calls out for the quiet of the coun

tryman; and the countryman, when business

calls him to town, proclaims that there is no hap

piness but amidst opulence and crowds." Every
man recounts the inconveniences of his own
station, arid thinks those of any other less, be

cause he has not felt them. Thus the married

praise the ease and freedom of a single state, and

the single fly to marriage from the weariness of

solitude. From all our observations we may
collect with certainty, that misery is the lot oi

man, but cannot discover in what particular

condition it will find most alleviations ; or

whether all external appendages are not, as we
use them, the causes either of good or ill.

Whoever feels great pain, naturally hopes for

ease from change of posture ;
he changes it, and

finds himself equally tormented : and of the

same kind are the expedients by which we en

deavour to obviate or elude those uneasinesses, to

which mortality will always be subject. It is

not likely that the married state is eminently

miserable, since we see such numbers, whom
the death of their partners has set free from i4

entering it again.

Wives and husbands are, indeed, incessantly

complaining of each other ,
and there would be

reason for imagining that almost every house
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was infested with perverseness or oppression

beyond human sufferance, did we not know

ujjon how small occasions some minds burst

out into lamentations and reproaches, and how

naturally every animal revenges his pain upon
those who happen to be near, without any nice

examination of its cause. We are always will

ing to fancy ourselves within a little of happi

ness, and when, with repeated efforts, we can

not reach it, persuade ourselves that it is inter

cepted by an ill-paired mate, since, if we could

find any other obstacle, it would be our own
fault that it was not removed.

Anatomists have often remarked that though
our diseases are sufficiently numerous and

severe, yet when we inquire into the structui-e

of the body, the tenderness of some parts, the

minuteness of others, and the immense multi

plicity of animal functions that must concur

to the healthful and vigorous exercise of all our

powers, there appears reason to wonder rather

that we are preserved so long, than that we

perish so soon, and that our frame subsists for a

single day, or hour, without disorder, rather

than that it should be broken or obstructed by
violence of accidents or length of time.

The same reflection arises in my mind, upon
observation of the manner in which marriage is

frequently contracted. When I see the avari

cious and crafty taking companions to their

tables and their beds without any inquiry, but

after farms and money; or the giddy and

thoughtless uniting themselves for life to those

whom they have only seen by the light of tapers

at a ball
;
when parents make articles for their

children, without inquiring after their consent
;

when some marry for heirs to disappoint their

brothers, and others throw themselves into the

arms of those whom they do not love, because

they have found themselves rejected where they
were more solicitous to please; when some

marry because their servants cheat them, some
because they squander their own money, some
because their houses are pestered with company,
some because they will live like other people,
and some only because they are sick of them

selves, I am not so much inclined to wonder
that marriage is sometimes unhappy, as that it

appears so little loaded with calamity ;
and cf.n-

not but conclude that society has something in

itself eminently agreeable to human nature,

when I find its pleasures so great, that even the

ill choice of a companion can hardly overbalance

them.

By the ancient custom of the Muscovites, the

men and women never saw each other till they
ivere joined beyond the power of parting. It

may be suspected that by this method many
nnsuitable matches were produced, and many
tempers associated that were not qualified to

^ive pleasure to each other. Yet perhaps,

among a people so little delicate, where the

paucity of gratifications, and the uniformity ol

life, gave no opportunity for imagination to in

terpose its objections, there was not much dan

ger of capricious dislike ; and while they felt

neither cold nor hunger, they might live quietly

together, without any thought of the defects of

one another.

Amongst us, whom knowledge has made

nice, and affluence wanton, there are, indeed,

more cautions requisite to secure tranquillity ;

and yet if we observe the manner in which
those converse, who have singled out each other

for marriage, we shall, perhaps, not think that

the Russians lost much by their I'estraint.

For the whole endeavour of both parties, dur

ing the times of courtship, is to hinder them
selves from being known, and to disguise their

natural temper, and real desires, in hypocritical

imitation, studied compliance, and continual af

fectation. From the time that their love if*

avowed, neither sees the other but in a mask,
and the cheat is managed often on both sides-

with so much art, and discovered afterward

with so much abruptness, that each has reason-

to suspect that some transformation has hap

pened on the "wedding night, and that, by a

strange imposture, one has been courted, and

another married.

I desire you, therefore, Mr. Rambler, la

question all who shall hereafter come to you
with matrimonial complaints, concerning thir

behaviour in the time of courtship, and inform

them that they are neither to wonder nor repine,

when a contract begun with fraud has ended in

disappointment. I am, &c.

No. 46.] SATURDAY, AUGUST 25, 1750.

Genus, et proavos, et qu<e nonfecimus ipsi,

Vix ea nostra voco. ov i D-

Nought from my birth or ancestors I claim ;

All is my owu, my honour and my shame.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

SINCE I find that you have paid so much regaid
to my complaints as to publish them, I am in-

clined by vanity, or gratitude, to continue our

correspondence ; and, indeed, without either of

these motives, am glad of an opportunity to

write, for I am not accustomed to keep in any

thing that swells my heart, and have here none

with whom I can freely converse. While 1 am
thus employed, some tedious hours will slip

away, and when I return to watch the clock, I

shall find that I have disburdened myself of

part of the day.
You perceive that I do not pretend to write

with much consideration of any thing but my
own convenience ; and, not to conceal from you
my real sentiments, the little time which I have

spent, against my will, in solitary meditation,-

has not much contributed to my veneration for
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authors, I have mw sufficient reason to suspect,

that, with all your splendid professions of wis

dom, and seeming regard for truth, you have

very little sincerity; that you either write

frhat you do not thick, and willingly impose

Bpon mankind, or that you take no care to think

right, but while you set up yourselves as guides,

mislead your followers hy credulity or negli

gence ; that you produce to the public whatever

notions you can speciously maintain, or elegant

ly express, without inquiring whether they are

just, and transcribe hereditary falsehoods from

old authors perhaps as ignorant and careless as

yourselves.
You may perhaps wonder that I express my

self with so much acrimony on a question in

which women are supposed to have very little

interest ;
and you are likely enough, for I have

seen many instances of the sauciness of scholars,

to tell me, that I am more properly employed
in playing with my kittens, than in giving my
self airs of criticism, and censuring the learned.

But you are mistaken, if you imagine that I am
to be intimidated by your contempt, or silenced

by your reproofs. As I read, I have a right to

judge ; as I am injured, I have a right to com

plain ; and these privileges, which I have pur
chased at so dear a rate, I shall not easily be

persuaded to resign.

To read has, indeed, never been my business,

but as there are hours of leisure in the most ac

tive life, I have passed the superfluities of time,

which the diversions of the town left upon my
hands, in turning over a large collection of tra

gedies and romances, where, amongst other sen

timents, common to all authors of this class, I

have found almost every page filled with the

charms and happiness of a country life : that

life to which every statesman in the highest ele

vation of his prosperity is contriving to retire ;

that life to which every tragic heroine in some

scene or other wishes to have been born, and

which is represented as a certain refuge from

folly, from anxiety, from passion, and from

guQt.
It was impossible to read so many passionate

exclamations, and soothing descriptions, with

out feeling some desire to enjoy the state in

which all this felicity was to be enjoyed ; and

therefore I received with raptures the invita

tion of my good aunt, and expected that by
some unknown influence I should find all hopes

and fears, jealousies and competitions, vanish

from my heart upon my first arrival at the seats

of innocence and tranquillity ; that I should

sleep in halcyon bowers, and wander in elysian

gardens, where I should meet with nothing but

softness of benevolence, the candour of simplici

ty, and the cheerfulness of content ;
where I

should see reason exerting her sovereignty over

life, without any interruption from envy, avar

ice, or ambition, and every day passing in

such a manner as the severest wisdom should

approve.

This, Mr. Rambler, I tell you I expected, and
this I had by a hundred authors been taught to

expect. By this expectation I was led hither,

and here I live in perpetual uneasiness, without

any other comfort than that of hoping to return

to London.

Having, since I wrote my former letter, been

driven, by the mere necessity of escaping from
absolute inactivity, to make myself more ac

quainted with the affairs and inhabitants of this

place, I am now no longer an absolute stranger
to rural conversation and employments, but am
far from discovering in them more innocence or

wisdom, that in the sentiments or conduct of

those with whom I have passed more cheerful

and more fashionable hours.

It is common to reproach the tea-table, and
the park, with giving opportunities and encour

agement to scandal. I cannot wholly clear them
from the charge ; but must, however, observe,

in favour of the modish prattlers, that, if not by
principle, we are at least by accident less guilty
of defamation than the country ladies. For hav

ing greater numbers to observe and censure, we
are commonly content to charge them only with
their own faults or follies, and seldom give way
to malevolence, but such as arises from some

injury or affront, real or imaginary, offered to

ourselves. But in these distant provinces, where
the same families inhabit the same houses from

fage to age, they transmit and recount the faults

of a whole succession. I have been inform t-d

how every estate in the neighbourhood was

originally got, and find, if I may credit the ac

counts given me, that there is not a single acre

in the hands of the right owner. I have been

told of intrigues between beaux, and toasts that

have been now three centuries in their quiet

graves, andam often entertained with traditional

scandal on persons of whose names there would
have been no remembrance, had they not com
mitted somewhat that might disgrace their de

scendants.

In one of my visits I happened to commeud
the air and dignity of a young lady, who had

just left the company; upon which two grave
matrons looked with great slyness at each other,

and the elder asked me whether I had ever seen

the picture of Henry the Eighth. You may im

agine that I did not immediately perceive the

propriety of the question : but after having
waited a while for information, I was told that

the lady's grandmother had a great-great-grand
mother that was an attendant on Anna Bullen,

and supposed to have been too much a favourite

of the king.

If once there happens a quarrel between the

principal persons of two families, the malignity
is continued without end, and it is common for

old maids to fall out about some election, in
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which their grandfathers were competitors ;
the

heart-burnings of the civil war are not yet ex

tinguished ; there are two families in the neigh
bourhood Avho have destroyed each other's game
from the time of Philip and Mary ; and when
an account came of an inundation, which had

injured the plantations of a worthy gentleman,
one of the hearers remarked, with exultation,

that he might now have some notion, of the

ravages committed by his ancestors in their re-

tre.at ftom Bosworth.

Thus malice and hatred descend here with an

inheritance, and it is necessary to be well versed

iu history, that the various factions of this

country may be understood. You cannot ex

pect to be on good terms with families who are

resolved to love nothing in common; and, in

selecting your intimates, you are perhaps to con

sider which party you most favour in the barons'

wars. I have often lost the good opinion of my
aunt's visitants by confounding the interests of

York and Lancaster, and was once censured for

sitting silent when William Rufus was called a

tyrant. I have, however, now thrown aside all

pretences to circumspection, for I find it impos
sible in less than seven years to learn all the re

quisite cautions. At London, if you know your

company, and their parents, you are safe
; but

vou are here suspected of alluding to the slips of

great-grandmothers, and of reviving contests

which were decided in armour by the redoubted

knights of ancient times. I hope therefore that

you will not condemn my impatience, if I am
weary of attending where nothing can be learn

ed, and of quarrelling where there is nothing to

contest, and that you will contribute to divert

me while I stay here by some facetious perform
ance.

I am, Sir,

EUPHELIA.
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Quanquam his solatiis acquiescam, debilitor etfran-

gor eadein ilia humanitate qua me, ut hoc ipsum

permitterem, induxit. Non ideo tamen elim

durior fieri : nee ignoro alias hujusmodi casus

nihil amplius vocare quam damnum ; eoque sibi

magnos homines et sapientes videri. Qui an magni
sapientesque sint, nescio: homines non sunt, Ho-
minis est enim affici dolore, sentire : resistere ta

men, et solatia admitlere ; non solatiis non egere,

FLIK.

These proceedings have afforded me some comfort
in my distress ; notwithstanding which, I am still

dispirited and unhinged by the same motives of

humanity that induced me to grant such indulgen.
ces. However, I by no means wish to become less

susceptible of tenderness. I know these kind of

misfortunes would be estimated by other persons

only as common losses, and from such sensations

they would conceive themselves great and wise
men. I shall not determine either their greatness
or their wisdom

; but I am certain they have no

humanity. It is the part of a man to be affected

with grief, to feel sorrow, at the same time that he
is to resist it, and to admit of comfort. Earl oj

Orrery.

OF the passions with which the mind of man
is agitated, it may be observed, that they na

turally hasten towards their own extinction, by
inciting and quickening the attainment of their

objects. Thus fear urges our flight, and desire

animates our progress ; and if there are some
which perhaps may be indulged till they out

grow the good appropriated to their satisfaction,

as it is frequently observed of avarice and ambi

tion, yet their immediate tendency is to somo
means of happiness really existing, and gener

ally within the prospect. The miser always
imagines that there is a certain sum that will

fill his heart to the brim
;
and every ambitious

man, like King Pyrrhus, has an acquisition in

his thoughts that is to terminate his labours,
after which he shall pass the rest of his life in

ease or gayety, in repose or devotion.

Sorrow is perhaps the only affection of the

breast that can be excepted from this general

remark, and it therefore deserves the particular
attention of those who have assumed the ardu

ous province of preserving the balance of the

mental constitution. The other passions are

diseases indeed, but they necessarily direct us to

their proper cure. A man at once feels the

pain and knows the medicine, to which he is car

ried with greater haste as the evil which re

quires it is more excruciating, and cures himself

by unerring instinct, as the wounded stags of

Crete are related by JElian to have recourse to

vulnerary herbs. But for sorrow there is no

remedy provided by nature ; it is often occas

ioned by accidents irreparable, and dwells upon

objects that have lost or changed their existence ;

it requires what it cannot hope, that the laws of

the universe should be repealed ; that the dead

should return, or the past should be recalled.

Sorrow is not that regret for negligence or

error which may animate us to future care or

activity, or that repentance of crimes for which,
however irrevocable, our Creator has promised to

accept it as an atonement ; the pain which arises

from these causes has very salutary effects, and

is every hour extenuating itself by the repara
tion of those miscarriages that produce it. Sorr
row is properly that state of the mind in which

'

our desires are fixed upon the past, without

, looking forward to the future, an incessant wish

that something were otherwise than it has been,

a tormenting and harassing want of some enjoy
ment or possession which we have lost, and

which no endeavours can possibly regain. Into

such anguish many have sunk uposi some sud

den diminution of their fortune, an unexpected
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blast of their reputation, or the loss of children
j

or of friends. They have suffered all sensibility
|

of pleasure to be destroyed by a single blow,
have given up for ever the hopes of substituting

J

any other object in the room of that which they

lament, resigned their Jives to gloom and despon

dency, and worn themselves out in unavailing

misery.
Yet so iraich is this passion the natural con

sequence of tenderness and endearment, tlint

however painful and however useless, it is

justly reproachful not to feel it on some occa

sions ; and so widely and constantly has it al

ways prevailed, that the laws of some nations,

and the customs of others, have limited a time

for the external appearances of grief caused by
the dissolution of close alliances, and the breach

of domestic union.

It seems determined by the general suffrage

of mankind, that sorrow is to a certain point

laudable, as the offspring ofdove, or at least par

donable, as the effect of weakness ; but that it

ought not to be suffered to increase by indul

gence, but must give way, after a stated time,
to social duties, and the common avocations of

Jife. It is at first unavoidable, and therefore

must be allowed, whether with or without our
choice ; it may afterwards be admitted as a de

cent and affectionate testimony of kindness and
esteem

; something will be extorted by nature,
and something may be given to the world. But
all beyond the bursts of passion, or the forms of

solemnity, is not only useless, but culpable ; for

we have no right to sacrifice, to the vain long

ings of affection, that time which Providence

allows us for the task of our station. ^

Yet it too often happens that sorrow, thus

lawfully entering, gains such a firm possession
of the mind, that it is not afterward to be

ejected ; the mournful ideas, first violently im

pressed and afterwards willingly received, so

much engross the attention, as to predominate
in every thought, to darken gayety, and perplex
ratiocination. An habitual sadness seizes upon_
the soul, and the faculties are-ciialn^To^arsingle

object, which can never l)e contemplated but

with hopeless uneasiness.

From this state of dejection it is very difficult

to rise to cheerfulness and alacrity ; and there- j
fore many, who have laid down rules of intel-

,.

lectual health, think preservatives easier than )

remedies, and teach us not to trust ourselves
,

\rith favourite enjoyments, not to indulge the

luxury of fondness, but to keep our minds
j

always suspended in such indifference, that we
j

may change the objects about us without emotion.

An exact compliance with this rule might,

perhaps, contribute to tranquillity, but surely it

would never produce happiness. He that re

gards none so much as to be afraid of losing

them, must live for ever without the gentle

pleasures of sympathy and confidence ; he must

feel no melting fondness, no warmth of benevo

lence, nor any of those honest joys which nature
annexes to the power of pleasing. And as no
man can justly claim more tenderness than h*

pays, he must forfeit his share in that officious

and watchful kindness which love only can

dictate, and those lenient endearments by which
love only can soften life. He may justly be

overlooked and neglected by such as have more
warmth in their heart

; for who would be the
friend of him, whom, with whatever assiduity
he may be courted, and with whatever services

obliged, his principles will not suffer to mak
equal returns, and who, when you have exhaust
ed all the instances of good-will, can only be

prevailed on riot to be an enemy ?

An attempt to preserve life in a state of neu

trality and indifference, is unreasonable and

_vain. Jf by excluding joy we could shut out

grief, the scheme would deserve very serious at

tention ; but since, however we may debar our
selves from happiness, misery will find its way
at many inlets, and the assaults of pain will

force our regard, though we may withhold it

from the invitations of pleasure, we may surely

endeavour to raise life above the middle point of

apathy at one time, since it will necessarily sink

below it at another.

But though it cannot be reasonable not to

gain happiness for fear of losing it, yet it must
be confessed, that in proportion to the pleasure
of possession, will be for some time our sorrow
for the loss

; it is therefore the province of the

moralist to inquire whether such pajns may not

quickly give way to mitigation.^ Some have

thought that the most certain way to clear the
heart from its embarrassment is to drag' by/^
force into scenes of merriment. Others imagine/ /

that such a transition is too violent, and recoinA.

mended rather to soothe it into tranquillity, by
making it acquainted with miscries^oore^dread-

ful and afflictive, and diverting to the calamities

of others the regard which we are inclined to

fix too closely upon our own misfortunes. ~7

It may be doubted whether either of those re

medies will be sufficiently powerful. The effi

cacy of mirth it is not always easy to try, and
the indulgence of melancholy may be suspected
to be one of those medicines, which will destroy,
if it happens not to cure.

The safe and general antidote against sorrow
is employment. It is commonly observed, that

among soldiers and seamen, though there is

much kindness, there is little grief; they see/
their friend fall without any of that lamentation/J
which is indulged in security and idleness, be-^-

cause they have no leisure to spare from the

care of themselves ; and whoever shall keep his

thoughts equally busy, will find himself equally
unaffected with irretrievable losses.

Time is observed generally to wear out sor-

sow, and its effects might doubtless be accelerated
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lv quickening the succession, and enlarging the

variety of objects.

Si tempore longo

Leniri poterit luctus, tu sperne morari,

Qui saplet sibi tempus erit. GROTIUS.

'Tis long ere time can mitigate your grief;

To wisdom fly, she quickly brings relief.

F. LEWIS.

Sorrow is a kind of rust of the soul, which

every new idea contributes in its passage to scour

away. It is the putrefaction of stagnant life,

and is remedied by exercise and motion.

No. 48.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 1, 1750.

Non est vivere, sed valere, vita. MART.

For life is not to live, but to be well.

ELPHINSTON.

AMONG the innumerable follies, by which we

lay up in our youth repentance and remorse for

the succeeding part of our lives, there is scarce

any against which warnings are of less efficacy

than the neglect of health. When the springs

of motion are yet elastic, when the heart bounds

with vigour, and the eye sparkles with spirit, it

is with difficulty that we are taught to conceive

the imbecility that every hour is bringing upon
us, or to imagine that the nerves whioh are now
braced with so much strength, and the limbs

which play with so much activity, will lose all

their power under the gripe of time, relax with

numbness, and totter with debility.

To the arguments which have been used

against complaints under the miseries of life, the

philosophers have, I think, forgot to add the in-

t-redulity of those to whom we recount our suf-

i'erings. But if the purpose of lamentation be

to excite pity, it is surely superfluous for age and
weakness to tell their plaintive stories ; for pity

presupposes sympathy, and a little attention will

show them, that those who do not feel pain, sel

dom think that it is felt ; and a short recollec

tion will inform almost every man, that he is

only repaid the insult which he has given, since

he may remember how often he has mocked in

firmity, laughed at its cautions, and censured its

impatience.
The valetudinarian race have made the care

ofhealth ridiculous by suffering it to prevail over
all other considerations, as the miser has brought
frugality into contempt, by permitting the love

of money not to share, but to engross, his mind :

they both err alike, by confounding the means
with the end

; they grasp at health only to be

well, as at money only to be rich
; and forget

/hat every terrestrial advantage is chiefly valu
able as it furnishes abilities for the exercise of
virtue.

Health is indeed so necessary to all the duties,
is well as pleasures, of life, that the crime of

squandering it is equal to the folly ;
and he that

for a short gratification brings weakness and

diseases upon himself, and for the pleasure of n

few years passed in the tumults of diversion and

clamours of merriment, condemns the maturer

and more experienced part of his life to the

chamber and the couch, may be justly reproach

ed, not only as a spendthrift of his own happi

ness; but as a robber of the public ;
as a wretch

that has voluntarily disqualified himself for the

business of his station, and refused that part
which Providence assigns him in the genera/

task of human nature.

There are perhaps very few conditions more
to be pitied than that of an active and elevated

mind, labouring under the weight of a distem

pered body. The time of such a man is always

spent in forming schemes, which a change of

wind hinders him from executing, his powers
fume away in projects and in hope, and the day
of action never arrives. He lies down delighted
with the thoughts of to-morrow, pleases his am
bition with the fame he shall acquire, or his be

nevolence with the good he shall confer. But in

the night the skies are overcast, the temper of

the air is changed, he wakes in languor, im

patience and distraction, and has no longer any
wish but for ease, nor any attention but to mi

sery. It may be said that disease generally

begins that equality which death completes ;
the

distinctions which set one man 30 much above

another are very little perceived ii|i the gloom of

a sick chamber, where it will be vain to expect

entertainment from the gay, or instruction from

the wise ;
where all human glory is obliterated,

the wit is clouded, the reasoner perplexed, and

the hero subdued ;
where the highest and bright

est of mortal beings finds nothing left him but

the consciousness of innocence.

There is among the fragments of the Greek

poets a short hymn to Health, in which her

power of exalting the happiness of life, of height

ening the gifts of fortune, and adding enjoyment
to possession, is inculcated with so much force

and beauty, that no one, who has ever languish

ed under the discomforts and infirmities of a

lingering disease, can read it without feeling the

images dance in his heart, and adding from his

own experience new vigour to the wish, and

from his own imagination new colours to the

picture. The particular occasion of this little

composition is not known, but it is probable

that the author had been sick, and in the first

raptures of returning vigour addressed Health

in the following manner :

M;r* ffov vetiotpu

Ei yi$ TU % Z-XOVTOU %{ 'it nxisr.

Tf vjla.iv.toit T ivGftnt-ut
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" Health, most venerable of the powers of i

deaven ! with thee may the remaining part of

my life be passed, nor do thou refuse to bless me '

with thy residence. For whatever there is of
j

beauty or of pleasure in wealth, in descendants,
j

or in sovereign command, the highest summit
of human enjoyment, or in those objects of hu
man desire which we endeavour to chase into

the toils of love ; whatever delight, or whatever

solace is granted by the celestials, to soften our

fatigues, in thy presence, thou parent of happi

ness, all those joys spread out and flourish
;
in

thy presence blooms the spring of pleasure, and
without thee no man is happy."
Such is the power of health, that without its

co-operation every other comfort is torpid and

lifeless, as the powers of vegetation without the

sun. And yet this bliss is commonly thrown

away in thoughtless negligence, or in foolish ex

periments on our own strength ; we let it perish
without remembering its value, or waste it to

show how much we have to spare ; it is some
times given up to the management of levity and

chance, and sometimes sold for the applause cf

jollity and debauchery.
Health is equally neglected, and with equal

impropriety, by the votaries of business and the

followers of pleasure. Some men ruin the fabric

of their bodies by incessant revels, and others

by intemperate studies ; some batter it by ex

cess, and others sap it by inactivity. To the

uoisy rout of bacchanalian rioters, it will be to

little purpose that advice is offered, though it

requires no great abilities to prove, that he loses

pleasure who loses health ; their clamours are

too loud for the whispers of caution, and they
run the course of life with too much precipi

tance to stop at the call of wisdom. Nor per

haps will they that are busied in adding thou

sands to thousands, pay much regard to him that

shall direct them to hasten more slowly to their

svishes. Yet since lovers of money are generally

cool, deliberate and thoughtful, they might sure

ly consider, that the greater good ought not to

be sacrificed to the less. Health is certainly

more valuable than money, because it is by
health that money is procured ; but thousands i

and millions are of small avail to alleviate the
j

protracted tortures of the gout, to repair the

broken organs of sense, or resuscitate the powers
of digestion. Poverty is, indeed, an evil from

which we naturally fly ; but let us not run from

one enemy to another, nor take shelter in the

*rms of sickness.

Projecere animam ! quam vcllent a there in altc

Nunc et pauperiem, et duros perferre labore.f !

VIHQ.

For healthful indigence in vain they pray,
In quest of wealth who throw their lives away.

Those who lose their health in an irregulav
and impetuous pursuit of literary accomplish
ments are yet less to be excused

;
for they ought

to know that the body is not forced beyond its

strength, but with the loss of more vigour than
is proportionate to the effect produced. Whoever
takes up life beforehand, by depriving himself
of rest and refreshment, must not only pay back
the hours, but pay them back vvith usury : am!
for the gain of a few months but half enjoyed
must give up years to the listlessness of languor
and the implacability of pain. They whose en

deavour is mental excellence, will learn, perhaps
too late, how much it is endangered by diseases

of the body, and find that knowledge may easily
be lost in the starts of melancholy, the flights of

impatience, and the peevishness of decrepitude.

No. 49. TUESDAY, SKPT. 4, 1750.

Non omnis moriar, multaque pars met

Vitabit Libitinam, usque ego postera
Crescam lauderecens.

Whole Horace shall not die ;
his songs shall save

The greatest portion from the greedy grave.
CKEECH.

THE first motives of human actions are those

appetites which Providence has given to man in

common with the rest of the inhabitants of the

earth. Immediately after our birth, thirst and

hunger incline us to the breast, which we draw

by instinct, like other young creatures, and when
we are satisfied, we express our uneasiness by
importunate and incessant cries, till we have

obtained a place or posture proper for repose.

The next call that rouses us from a state of in

activity, is that of our passions ; we quickly be

gin to be sensible of hope and fear, love and

hatred, desire and aversion ;
these arising from

the power of comparison and reflection, extend

their range wider, as o\ir reason strengthens, and

our knowledge enlarges. At first we have no

thought of pain, but when we actually feel it ;

we afterwards begin to fear it, yet not before it

approaches us very nearly ; but by degrees we
discover it at a greater distance, and find it lurk

ing in remote consequences. Our terror in time

improves into caution, and we learn to look

round with vigilance and solicitude, to stop all

the avenues at which misery can enter, and to

perform or endure many things in themselves

toilsome and unpleasing, because we know by
reason or by experience, that our labour will be

over-balanced by the reward, that it will either

procure some positive good, or avert some eviJ

greater than itself.
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But as the soul advances to a fuller exercise

of its powers, the animal appetites and the pas

sions immediately arising from them, are not

sutfkient to find it employment; the wants of

nature are soon supplied, the fear of their re

turn is easily precluded, and something more is

necessary to relieve the long intervals of inac

tivity, and to give those faculties, which cannot

lie Avholly quiescent, some particular direction.

For this reason, new desires and artificial pas

sions are by degrees produced ; and, from having

wishes only in consequence of our wants, we

begin to feel wants in consequence of our

wislies ;
we persuade ourselves to set a value

upon things which are of no use, but because

we have agreed to value them; things which

can neither satisfy hunger nor mitigate pain,

nor secure us from any real calamity, and

which therefore, we find of no esteem among
those nations, whose artless and barbarous man
ners keep them always anxious for the neces

saries of life.

This is the original of avarice, vanity, ambi

tion, and generally of all those desires which

arise from the comparison of our condition "with

that of others. He that thinks himself poor be

cause his neighbour is richer
;
he that, like

Caesar, would rather be the first man of a vil

lage, than the second in the capital of the world,

has apparently kindled in himself desires which

he never received from nature, and acts upon

principles established only by the authority of

custom.

Of those adscititious passions, some, as

avaiice and envy, are universally condemned :

some, as friendship and curiosity, generally

praised ;
but there are others about which the

suffrages of the wise are divided, and of which

it is doubted, whether they tend most to pro- I

mote the happiness or increase the miseries of !

mankind.

Of this ambiguous and disputable kind is the

love of fame, a desire of filling the minds of

others with admiration, and of being celebrated

by generations to come with praises which we
shall not hear. This ardour has been consid

ered by some, as nothing better than splendid

madness, as a flame kindled by pride, and fan

ned by folly ;
for what, say they, can be more

j

remote from wisdom, than to direct all our ac-
|

tions by the hope of that which is not to exist

till we ourselves are in the grave? To pant
after that which can never be possessed, and of

which the value thus widely put upon it, arises !

from this particular condition, that, during life,

it is not to be obtained ? To gain the favour, ]

and hear the applauses of our contemporaries, is

indeed equally desirable with any other preroga
tive of superiority, because fame may be of use

to smooth the paths of life, to terrify opposition, I

aud fortify tranquillity ;
but to what end shall

vie be tbf darlings of mankind, when we can

,

no longer receive any benefits from their fa-

I

vour ? It is more reasonable to wish for reputa-

J

tion, while it may yet be enjoyed, as Anacreon
, calls upon his companions to give him for pres-
! ent use the wine and garlands 'vhich they pivr

pose to bestow upon his tomb.

The advocates for the love of fame allege in

its vindication, that it is a passion natural and
universal

;
a flame lighted by Heaven, and al

ways burning with greatest vigour in the most

enlarged and elevated minds. That the desire

of being praised by posterity implies a resolution

to deserve their praises, and that the folly

charged upon it, is only a noble and disinterest

ed generosity, which is not felt, and therefore

not understood, by those who have been always
accustomed to refer every thing to themselves,
and whose selfishness has contracted their un

derstandings. That the soul of man, formed for

eternal life, naturally springs forward beyond
the limits of corporeal existence, and rejoices

to consider herself as co-operating with future

ages, and as co-extended with endless duration.

That the reproach urged with so much petu

lance, the reproach of labouring for what cannot

be enjoyed, is founded on an opinion which

may with great probability be doubted ; for

since we suppose the powers of the soul to be

enlarged by its separation, why should we con

clude that its knowledge of sublunary transac

tions is contracted or extinguished.

Upon an attentive and impartial review of

the argument, it will appear that the love of

fame is to be regulated rather than extin

guished ;
and that men should be taught not to

be wholly careless about their memory, but to

endeavour that they may be remembered chiefly

for their virtues, since no other reputation will

be able to transmit any pleasure beyond the

grave.

It is evident that fame, considered merely as

the immortality of a name, is not less likely to

be the reward of bad actions than of good ; he

therefore has no certain principle for the regu

lation of his conduct, whose single aim is not

to be forgotten. And history will inform us,

that this blind and undistinguishing appetite

of renown has always been uncertain in its

effects, and directed by accident or opportunity,

in lifferenlly to the benefit or devastation of the

world. When Themistocles complained that

the trophies of Miltiades hindered him from

sleep, he was animated by them to perform the

same services in the same cause. But Caesar,

when he wept at the sight of Alexander's pic

ture, having no honest opportunities of action,

let his ambition break out to the ruin of his

country.

If, therefore, the love of fame is so far in

dulged by the mind as to become independent

and predominant, it is dangerous and irregular;

but it may be usefully employed as an inferior
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and secondary motive, and will serve sometimes
to revive our activity, when we begin to lan

guish and lose sight of that more certain, more

valuable, and more durable reward, which
|

ought always to be our first hope and our last. \

But it must be strongly impressed upon our !

minds that virtue is not to be pursued as one of
j

the means to fame, but fame to be accepted as !

the only recompense which mortals can bestow

on virtue ;
to be accepted with complacence, but

not sought with eagerness. Simply to be re

membered is no advantage ; it is a privilege
which satire as well as panegyric can confer,

and is not more enjoyed by Titus or Constan-

tine, than by Timocreon of Rhodes, of whom
we only know from his epitaph, thai he had eaten

many a meal, drank many a Jlaggon, and uttered
\

many a reproach.

, xct sroXXa

, XliU.OC.1 Tl/U.OX^i

The true satisfaction which is to be drawn
';

from the consciousness that we shall share the
j

attention of future times, must arise from the

hope, that with our name, our virtues will be

propagated ;
and that those whom we cannot

benefit in our lives, may receive instruction from
our examples, and incitement from our renown.

Xo. 50.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 8, 1750.

Credebant hoc grande ncfas, et morte piandum,
Sijuvenis vetulonon assurrexerat ; et si

Barbuto cuicunque puer, licet ipse videret

Plura domifruga, et majores glandis acervos.

JUV.

And had not men the hoary head revered,
And boys paid reverence when a man appear'd,
Both must have died, though richer skins they wore,
And saw mere heaps of acorns in their store.

CREECH.

I HAVK always thought it the business of those

who turn their speculations upon the living

world, to commend the virtues as well as to ex-
j

pose the faults of their contemporaries, and to
]

confute a false as well as to support a just ac-
j

cusation ; not only because it is peculiarly the I

business of a monitor to keep his own reputa
tion untainted, lest those who can once charge
him with partiality, should indulge themselves

afterwards in disbelieving him at pleasure ; but

because he may find real crimes sufficient to

give full employment to caution or repentance,
without distracting the mind by needless scru-

j

pies and vain solicitudes.

There are certain fixed and stated reproaches j

that one part of mankind has in all ages thrown

upon another, which are regularly transmitted
\

through continued successions, and which he

that has once suffered them is certain to use with

the same undistinguishing vehemence, when he

has changed his station, and gained tne prescrip

tive right of inflicting on others whiit he 'had

formerly endured himself.

To these hereditary imputations, of which no

man sees the justice, till it becomes his interest

to see it, very little regard is to be shown ;
since

it does not appear that they are produced by
ratiocination or inquiry, but received implicitly,

or caught by a kind of instantaneous contagion
arid supported rather by willingness to credit,

than ability to prove them.

It has been always the practice of those who
are desirous to believe themselves made vener

able by length of time, to censure the new
comers into life, for want of respect to gray
hairs and sage experience, for heady confidence in

their own understandings, for hasty conclusions

upon partial views, for disregard of counsels,

which their fathers and grandsires are ready to

afford them, and a rebellious impatience of that

subordination to which youth is condemned by
nature, as necessary to its security from evils into

which it would be otherwise precipitated, by
the rashness of passion, and the blindness of

ignorance.

Every old man complains of the growing de

pravity of the world, of the petulance and inso

lence of the rising generation. He recounts the

decency and regularity of former times, and

celebrates the discipline and sobriety of the age
in which his youth was passed ; a happy age,

which is now no more to be expected, since con

fusion has broken in upon the world and thrown
down all the boundaries of civility and rever

ence.

It is not sufficiently considered how much he

assumes who dares to claim the privilege of com

plaining ;
for as every man has, in his own

opinion, a full share of the miseries of life, he is

inclined to consider all clamorous uneasiness as

a proof of impatience rather than of affliction,

and to ask, What merit has this man to show,

by which he has acquired a right to repine at

the distributions of nature ? Or, why does he

imagine that exemptions should be granted him
from the general condition of man? We find

ourselves excited rather to captiousness than

pity, and instead of being in haste to soothe his

complaints by sympathy and tenderness, we in

quire, whether the pain be proportionate to the

lamentation; and whether, supposing the afflic

tion real, it is not the effect of vice and folly,

rather than calamity.
The querulousness and indignation which is

observed so often to disfigure the last scene of

life, naturally leads us to inquiries like these.

For surely it will be thought, at the first view

of things, that if age be thus contemned and

ridiculed, insulted and neglected, the crime must

at least be equal on either part. They who
have had opportunities of establishing their

authority over minds ductile and unresisting
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diey -vrho ha/e been the protectors of helpless-

uesg, and the instructors of ignorance, and who

yet retain iu their own hands the power of

wealth, and the dignity of command, must de

feat their influence hy their own misconduct,

and make use of all these advantages with very
little skill, if they cannot secure to themselves

an appearance of respect, and ward off open

mockery, and declared contempt.
The general story of mankind will evince,

that lawful and settled authority is very seldom

resisted when it is well employed. Gross cor

ruption, or evident imhecility, is necessary to

the suppression of that reverence with which

the majority of mankind look upon their gover

nors; on those whom they see surrounded by

splendour, and fortified by power. For though
men are drawn by their passions into forgetful-

ness of invisible rewards and punishments, yet

they are easily kept obedient to those who have

temporal dominion in their hands, till their

veneration is dissipated by such wickedness and

folly as can neither be defended nor concealed.

It may, therefore, very reasonably he sus

pected that the old draw upon themselves the

greatest part of those insults which they so much

lament, and that age is rarely despised biit when
it is contemptible. If men imagine that excess

of debauchery can be made reverend by time,

that knowledge is the consequence of long life,

however idly and thoughtlessly employed, that

priority of birth will supply the want of steadi

ness or honesty, can it raise much wonder that

their hopes are disappointed, and that they see

their posterity rather willing to trust their own

eyes in their progress into life, than enlist them

selves under guides who have lost their way ?

There are, indeed, many truths which time

necessarily and certainly teaches, and which

might, by those who have learned them from

experience, be communicated to their successors

at a cheaper rate : but dictates, though liberally

enough bestowed, are generally without effect,

the teacher gains few proselytes by instruction

which his own behaviour contradicts ; and

young men miss the benefit of counsel, because

they are not very ready to believe that those

who fall below them in practice, can much excel

them in theory. Thus the progress of know
ledge is retarded, the world is kept long in the

same state, and every new race is to gain the

prudence of their predecessors by committing
and redressing the same miscarriages.
To secure to the old that influence which

they are willing to claim, and which might so

much contribute to the improvement of the arts

of life, it is absolutely necessary that they give
themselves up to the duties of declining years ;

and contentedly resign to youth its levity, its

pleasures, its frolics, and its fopperies. It is a

hopeless endeavour to unite the contrarieties of

spring; and winter; it is unjust to claim the

privileges of age, and retain the playthings o/

childhood. The young always form magnifi
cent ideas of the wisdom and gravity of men,
whom they consider as placed at a distance from

them in the ranks of existence, and naturally

look on those whom they find trifling with long

beards with contempt and indignation, like that

which women feel at the effeminacy of men. If

dotards will contend with boys in those per
formances in which boys must always excel

them; if they will dress crippled limbs in em

broidery, endeavour at gayety with faltering

voices, and darken assemblies of pleasure with

the ghastliness of disease, they may well expect
those who find their diversions obstructed will

hoot them away ; and that if they descend to

competition, with youth, they must bear the

insolence of successful rivals.

Lusisti satis, edisti satis, ulque bibisti :

Tempusabiretibi est.

You've had your share of mirth, of meat and drink ;

'Tis time to quit the scene 'tis time to think.

ELPHINSTOJf.

Another vice of age, by which the rising gen
eration may be alienated from it, is severity and

censoriousness, that gives no allowance to the

failings of early life, that expects artfulness from
childhood and constancy from youth, that is

peremptory in every command, and inexorable

to every failure. There are many who live

merely to hinder happiness, and whose descend

ants can only tell of long life, that it produces

suspicion, malignity, peevishness, and persecu
tion : and yet even these tyrants can talk of the

ingratitude of the age, curse their heirs for im

patience, and wonder that young men cannot

take pleasure in their father's company.
He that would pass the latter part of life with

honour and decency, must, when he is young,
consider that he shall one day be old

;
and re

member, when he is old, that he has once been

young. In youth he must lay up knowledge
for his support, when his powers of acting shalj

forsake him
;
and in age forbear to animadvert

with rigour on faults which experience only can

correct.

No. 51.] TUESDAY, SEPT. 11, 1750.

Stultus labor est ineptiarum MART.

How foolish is the toil of trifling cares .'

ELPHINSTON.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

As you have allowed a place in your paper to

Euphelia's letters from the country, and appear
to think no form of human life unworthy of

your attention, I have resolved, after many
struggles with idleness and diffidence, to give
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you some account of my entertainment in this

isober season of universal retreat, and to describe

to you the employments of those who look with

contempt on the pleasures and diversions of polite

life, and employ all their powers of censure and

invective upon the uselessness, vanity, and folly,

of dress, visits, arid conversation.

When a tiresome and vexatious journey of

four days had brought me to the house, where

invitation, regularly sent for seven years to

gether, had at last induced me to pass the sum

mer, I was surprised, after the civilities of my
first reception, to find, instead of the leisure and

tranquillity which a rural life always promises,

and, if well conducted, might always afford, a

confused wildness of care, and a tumultuous

hurry of diligence, by which every face was

clouded, and every motion agitated. The old

lady, who was my father's relation, was, indeed,

very full of the happiness which she received

from my visit, and according to the forms of

obsolete breeding, insisted that I should recom

pense the long delay of my company with a pro
mise not to leave her till winter. But, amidst

all her kindness and caresses, she very frequent

ly turned her head aside, and whispered, with

anxious earnestness, some order to her daugh
ters, which never failed to send them out with

impolite precipitation. Sometimes her impa
tience would not suffer her to stay behind

; she

begged my pardon, she must leave me for a mo
ment j she went, and returned and sat down

again, but was again disturbed by some new
care, dismissed her daughters with the same tre

pidation, and followed them with the same

countenance of business and solicitude.

However I was alarmed at this show of ea

gerness and disturbance, and however my curios

ity was excited by such busy preparations as

naturally promised some great event, I was yet
too much a stranger to gratify myself witli in

quiries ; but finding none of the family in

mourning, I pleased myselfwith imagining that

I should rather see a wedding than a funeral.

At last we sat down to supper, when I was
informed that one of the yonng ladies, after

whom I thought myself obliged to inquire, was
under a necessity of attending some affair that

could not be neglected : soon afterward my re

lation began to talk of the regularity of her fa

mily, and the inconvenience of London hours ;

and at last let me know that they had purposed
that night to go to bed sooner than was usual,

because they were to rise early in the morning
to make cheesecakes. This hint sent me to my
chamber, to which I was accompanied by all the

ladies, who begged me to excuse some large

sieves of leaves and flowers that covered two-

ffiirds of the floor, for they intended to distil

them when they were dry, and they had no

other room that so conveniently received the

rising sun.

The scent of the plants hindere fl me from rest,

and therefore I rose early in the morning with

a resolution to explore my new habitation. I

stole unperceived by my busy cousins into the

garden, where I found nothing either more great

or elegant, than in the same number of acres cul

tivated for the mai'ket. Of the gardener I soon

learned that his lady was the greatest manager
in that part of the country, and that I was come
hither at the time in which I might learn to

make more pickles and conserves, than could be

seen at any other house a hundred miles round.

It was not long before her ladyship gave me
sufficient opportunities of knowing her charac

ter, for she was too much pleased with her own

accomplishments to conceal them, and took oc

casion, from some sweetmeats which she set next

day upon the table, to discourse for two long

hours upon robs and gellies ; laid down the best

methods of conserving, reserving, and preserv

ing all sorts of fruit
;
told us with great con

tempt of the London lady in the neighbourhood,

by whom these terms were very often confound

ed ;
and hinted how much she should be ashamed

to set before company, at her own house, sweet

meats of sc dark a colour as she had often seen

at Mistress 3prightly's.

It is, indeed, the great business of her life, to

watch the skillet on the fire, to see it simmer

with the due degree of heat, and to snatch it oif

at the moment of projection; and the employ
ments to which she has bred her daughters, are

to turn rose-leaves in the shade, to pick out the

seeds of currants with a quill, to gather fruit

without bruising it, and to extract bean-flower

water for the skin. Such are the tasks with

which every day, since I came hither, has begun
and ended, to which the early hours of life are

sacrificed, and in which that time is passing

away which never shall return.

But to reason or expostulate are hopeless at

tempts. The lady has settled her opinions, and

maintains the dignity of her own performances
with all the firmness of stupidity accustomed to

be flattered. Her daughters having never seen

any house but their own, believe their mother's

excellence on her own word. Her husband is

a mere sportsman, who is pleased to see his ta-

ile well furnished, and thinks the day suffi

ciently successful, in which he brings home a

leash of hares to be potted by his wife.

After a few days I pretended to want books,

but my lady soon told me that none of her books

woild suit my taste ;
for her part she never

loved to see young women give their minds to

such follies, by which they would only learn to

use hard words
;
she bred up her daughters to

understand a house, and whoever should inairy

them, if they knew vy thing of good cookery,

would never repent it.

There are, however, some things in the culi

nary science too sublime for youthful intellect*,
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mysteries into which they must not he initiated

till the years of serious maturity, and which

are referred to the day of marriage, as the su

preme qualification for connubial life. She

makes an orange pudding, which is the envy of

all the neighbourhood, and which she has

hitherto found means of mixing and baking
with such secrecy, that the ingredient to which
it owes its flavour has never been discovered.

She indeed, conducts this great affair with all

the caution that human policy can suggest. It

is never known beforehand when this pudding
will be produced; she takes the ingredients

privately into her own closet, employs her

maids and daughters in different parts of the

house, orders the oven to be heated for a pie,

and places the pudding in it with her own
hands, the mouth of the oven is then stopped,

and all inquiries are vain.

The composition of the pudding she has how
ever, promised Clarinda, that if she pleases her

in marriage, she shall be told without reserve.

But the art of making English capers she has

not yet persuaded herself to discover, but seems

resolved that secret shall perish with her, as

Home alchymists have obstinately suppressed the

art of transmuting metals.

I once ventured to lay my fingers on her book

of receipts, which she left upon the table, hav

ing intelligence that a vessel of gooseberry wine

had burst the hoops. But though the impor
tance of the event sufficiently engrossed her care,

to prevent any recollection of the danger to

which her secrets were exposed, I was not able

to make use of the golden moments ; for this

treasure of hereditary knowledge was so well

concealed by the manner of spelling used by her

grandmother, her mother, and herself, that I

was totally unable to understand it, and lost the

opportunity of consulting the oracle, for want
of knowing the language in which its answers

were returned.

It is, indeed, necessary, if I have any regard
to her ladyship's esteem, that I should apply my
self to some of these economical accomplish
ments ; for I overheard her, two days ago,

warning her daughters, by my mournful exam

ple, against negligence of pastry, and ignorance
in carving : for you saw, said she, that, with

all her pretensions to knowledge, she turned the

partridge the wrong way when she attempted
to cut it, and, I believe, scarcely knows the

difference between paste raised, and paste in a

dish.

The reason, Mr. Rambler, why I have laid

Lady Bustle's character before you, is a desire

to be informed whether, in your opinion, it is

worthy of imitation, and whether I shall throw

away the books which I have hitherto thought
it my duty to read, ,for the lady's closet opened,
the complete servant maid, and the court cooAr, and

re&ign all curiosity after right and wrong, for

j

the art of scalding damascenes, without burst-

i ing them, and preserving the whiteness of pick-

!
led mushrooms.

Lady Bustle has, indeed, by this incessant ap

plication to fruits and flowers, contracted her

cares into a narrow space, and set herself freo

from many perplexities with which other minds
are disturbed. She has no curiosity after the

events of a war, or the fate of heroes in distress
;

she can he;a1

,
without the least emotion, the

ravage of u lire, or devastations of a storm
;
her

neighbours grow rich or poor, come into the

world or go out of it, without regard, while she i;:

pressing the jelly-bag, or airing the store-room :

but I cannot perceive that she is more free

from disquiets than those whose understandings
take a wider range. Her marigolds, when they
are almost cured, are often scattered by the

wind, and the rain sometimes falls upon fruit

when it ought to be gathered dry. While her

artificial wines are fermenting, her whole life

is restlessness and anxiety. Her sweetmeats

are not always bright, and the maid sometimes

forgets the just proportions of salt and pepper,
when venison is to be baked. Her conserves

mould, her wines sour, and pickles mother ; and,

like all the rest of mankind, she is every day
mortified with the defeat of her schemes, and

the disappointment of her hopes.
With regard to vice and virtue she seems a

kind of neutral being. She has no crime but

luxury, nor any virtue but chastity ;
she has

no desire to be praised but for her cookery ; nor

wishes any ill to the rest of mankind, but that

whenever they aspire to a feast, their custards

may be wheyish, and their pie-crusts tough.

I am now very impatient to know whether

I am to look on these ladies as the great pat
terns of our sex, and to consider conserves and

pickles as the business of my life ;
whether the

censures which I now suffer bejust, and whether

the brewers of wines, and the distillers of

washes, have a right to look with insolence on

the weakness of

CORNELIA.

No. 52.1 SATURDAY, SEPT. 15, 1750.

-Quotiesjienti Theseius heros

Siste modum, dixit neque enimfortuna querenda
Sola tuu eat, similes aliorum respice casus,

Mitius ista feres. OVID.

How oft in vain the son of Theseus said,

The stormy sorrows be with patience laid ;

Nor are thy fortunes to be wept alone ;

Weigh other's woes, anJ learn to bear thy own.

CATCOTT.

AMONG the various methods of consolation, to

which the miseries inseparable from our present
state have given occasion, it has been, as i have

j already remarked, recommended by some
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writers to put the sufferer in mind of heavier

pressures, and more excruciating calamities,

than those of which he has himself reason to

complain.
This has, in all ages, been directed and prac

tised : and, in conformity to this custom, Lip-
sius, the great modern master of the Stoic phi

losophy, has, in his celebrated treatise on steadi

ness of mind, endeavoured to fortify the breast

against too much sensibility of misfortune, by

enumerating the evils which have in former

ages fallen upon the world, the devastation of

wide-extended regions, the sack of cities, and

massacre of nations. And the common voice of

the multitude uninstructed by precept, and

unprejudiced by authority, which, in questions

that relate to the heart of man, is, in my opin

ion, more decisive than the learning of Lip-

sius, seems to justify the efficacy of this proce

dure
;
for one of the first comforts which one

neighbour administers to another, is a relation

of the like infelicity, combined with circum

stances of greater bitterness.

But this medicine of the mind is like many
remedies applied to the body, of which, though
we see the effects, we are unacquainted with

j

the manner of operation, and of which, there-
|

fore, some, who are unwilling to suppose any !

thing out of the reach of their own sagacity,
j

have been inclined to doubt whether they have

really those virtues for which they are celebrat

ed, and whether their reputation is not the mere

gift of fancy, prejudice, and credulity.

Consolation, or comfort, are words which, in

their proper acceptation, signify some allevia-
;

tion of that pain to which it is not in our power
j

to afford the proper and adequate remedy ; they
|

imply rather an augmentation of the power of

bearing than a diminution of the burden. A
prisoner is relieved by him that sets him at

liberty, but receives comfort from such as sug

gest considerations by which he is made patient j

under the inconvenience of confinement. To
j

that grief which arises from a great loss, he only

brings the true remedy who makes his friend's i

condition the same as before j but he m?y be
'

properly termed a comforter, who by persuasion I

extenuates the pain of poverty, and shows in

the style of Hesiod, that half is more than Uit

whole.

It is, perhaps, not immediately obvious, how
it can lull the memory of misfortune, or appease
the throbbings of anguish, to hear that others

are more miserable; others, perhaps, unknown
or wholly indifferent, whose prosperity raises

no envy, and whose fall can gratify no resent

ment. Some topics of comfort arising, like that

which gave hope and spirit to the captive of

Sesostris, from the perpetual vicissitudes of life,

and mutability of human affairs, may as pro

perly raise the dejected as depress the proud
and have an immediate tendency to exhilarate

and revive. But how can it avail the man who

languishes in the gloom of sorrow without pros

pect of emerging into the sunshine of cheerful

ness, to hear that others are sunk yet deeper \v.

the dungeon of misery, shackled with heavier

chains, and surrounded with darker despera

tion?

The solace arising from this consideration,

seems indeed the weakest of all others, arid is

perhaps never properly applied, but in cases

where there is no place for reflections of morr

speedy and pleasing efficacy. But even from

such calamities life is by no means free ;
a thou

sand ills incurable, a thousand losses irreparable, a

thousand difficulties insurmountable, are known,
or will be known, by all the sons of men. Native

deformity cannot be rectified, a dead friend can

not return, and the hours of youth trifled away
in folly, or lost in sickness, cannot be restored.

Under the oppression of such melancholy, it

has been found useful to take a survey of the

world, to contemplate the various scenes of dis

tress in which mankind are struggling round us,

and acquaint ourselves with the terribiles visu

formce, the various shapes of misery, which

make havoc of terrestrial happiness, range all

corners almost without restraint, trample down
our hopes ut the hour of harvest, and, when we
have built our schemes to the top, ruin their

foundations.

The first effect of this meditation is, that it

furnishes a new employment for the mind, and

engages the passions on remoter objects ;
as

kings have sometimes freed themselves from a

subject too haughty to be governed, and too

powerful to be crushed, by posting him in a dis

tant province, till his popularity has subsided

or his pride been repressed . The attention is

dissipated by variety, and acts more weakly

upon any single part, as that torrent may be

drawn off to different channels, which, pouring
down in one collected body, cannot be resisted.

This species of comfort is, therefore, unavailing
in severe paroxysms of corporeal pain, when the

mind is every instant called back to misery, and

in the first shock of any sudden evil
; but will

certainly be of use against encroaching melan

choly, and a settled habit ofgloomy thoughts.
It is further advantageous, as it supplies as

with opportunities of making comparisons in

our own favour. We know that very little of

the pain, or pleasure, which does not begin and

end in our senses, is otherwise than relative ;

we are rich or poor, great or little, in proportion

to the number that excel us, or fall beneath us,

in any of these respects ; and, therefore, a man,
whose uneasiness arises from reflection on any
misfortune that throws him below those with

whom he was once equal, is comforted by find

ing that he is not yet the lowest.

There is another kind of comparison, le

tending towards the vice of envy, very we]]
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illustrated by an old poet,* whose system will

not afford many reasonable motives to content.

"It is," says he,
"
pleasing to look from shore

upon the tumults of a storm, and to see a ship

struggling with the billows ; it is pleasing, not

because the pain of another can give us delight,

but because we have a stronger impression of

ihe happiness of safety." Thus, when we look

abroad, and behold the multitudes that are

groaning under evils heavier than those which

we have experienced, we shrink back to our own

state, and instead of repining that so much must

be felt, learn to rejoice that we have not more to

feel.

By this observation of the miseries of others,

fortitude is strengthened, and the mind brought
to a more extensive knowledge of her own pow
ers. As the heroes of action catch the flame from

one to another, so they, to whom Providence has

allotted the harder task of suffering with calm

ness and dignity, may animate themselves by the

remembrance of those evils which have been laid

on others, perhaps naturally as weak as them

selves, and bear up with vigour and resolution

against their own oppressions, when they see it

possible that more severe afflictions may be

boroe.

There is still another reason why, to many
minds, the relation of other men's infelicity may
give a lasting and continual relief. Some, not

well instructed in the measures by which Pro

vidence distributes happiness, are perhaps mis

led by divines, who, as Bellarmine makes tem

poral prosperity one of the characters of the true

church, have represented wealth and ease as the

certain concomitants of virtue, and the unfailing

result of the Divine approbation. Such suffer

ers are dejected in theii* misfortunes, not so

much for what they feel, <ts for what they dread
;

not because they cannot support the sorrows, or

endure the wants, of their present condition,

but because they consider them as only the be

ginnings of more sharp and more lasting pains.

To these mourners it is an act of the highest

charity to represent the calamities which not

only virtue has suffered, but virtue has incur

red
;

to inform them that one evidence of a

future state, is the uncertainty of any present
reward for goodness ; and to remind them, from
the highest authority, of the distresses and pen-

nry of men ot whom the world was not

\vorthy.

Vo. 63.1 TUESDAY, SEPT. 18, 1750.

biicto TU xrtcwSv* Epigram. Vet.

Husband thy possessions.

THERE is scarcely among the evils of human life

any so generally dreaded *as poverty. Every

* Lucretius. C.

other species of misery, those, who are not much
accustomed to disturb the present moment with

reflection, can easily forget, because it is not ai-

ways forced upon their regard : but it is impos
sible to pass a day or an hour in the confluxes of

men, without seeing how much indigence is ex

posed to contumely, neglect, and insult
; and, in

its lowest state, to hunger and nakedness ; to

injuries against which every passion is in arms,
and to wants which nature cannot sustain.

Against other evils the heart is often harden

ed by true or by false notions of dignity and re.

putation : thus we see dangers of every kind

faced w>th willingness, because bravery in a good
or bad cause is never without its encomiasts and
admirers. But in the prospect of

j overty, there

is nothing but gloom and melancholy: the mind
and body suffer together ;

its miseries bring no
alleviations ; it is a state in which every virtue

is obscured, and in which no conduct can avoid

reproach ;
a state in which cheerfulness is insen

sibility, and dejection sullenness, of which the

hardships are without honour, and the labours

without reward.

Of these calamities there seems not to be

wanting a general conviction ; we hear on every
side the noise of trade, and see the streets throng
ed with numberless multitudes, whose faces are

clouded with anxiety, and whose steps are hur

ried by precipitation, from no other motive than

the hope of gain ; and the whole world is put in

motion, by the desire of that wealth, which is

chiefly to be valued as it secures us from pover

ty ; for it is more useful for defence than acqui

sition, and is not so much able to procure good
as to exclude evil.

Yet there are always some whose passions or

follies lead them to a conduct opposite to the

general maxims and practice of mankind ;
some

who seem to rush upon poverty with the same

eagerness with which others avoid it, who see

their revenues hourly lessened, and the estates

which they inherit from their ancestors moul

dering away, without resolution to change their

course of life ;
who persevere against all remon

strances, and go forward with full career, though

they see before them the precipice of destruction.

It is not my purpose in this paper, to expos
tulate with such as ruin their fortunes by ex

pensive schemes of buildings and gardens, which

they carry on with the same vanity that promp
ted them to begin, choosing, as it happens in a

thousand other cases, the remote evil before the

lighter, and deferring the shame of repentance

till they incur the miseries of distress. Those

for whom I intend my present admonitions, are

the thoughtless, the negligent, and the dissolute
,

who having, by the viciousness of their own in

clinations, or the seducements of alluring com

panions, been engaged in habits of expense, and

accustomed to move in a certain round of pleas

ures disproportioned to their condition are with-
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yaf power to extricate themselves from the en

chantments ofcustoms, avoid the thought because

they know it will be painful, and continue from

day to day, and from month to month, to anti

cipate their revenues, and sink every hour deeper
into the gulfs of usury and extortion.

This folly has less claim to pity, because it

cannot be imputed to the vehemence of sudden

passion ;
nor can the mischief which it produces

be extenuated as the effect of any single act,

which rage, or desire, might execute before

there could be time for an appeal to reason.

These men are advancing towards misery by
soft approaches, and destroying themselves, not

by the violence of a blow, which when once

given, can never be recalled, but by a slow

poison, hourly repeated, and obstinately con

tinued.

This conduct is so absurd when it is exam
ined by the unprejudiced eye of rational judg

ment, that nothing but experience could evince

its possibility ; yet absurd as it is, the sudden

fall of some families, and the sudden rise of

others, prove it to be common; and every year
ssees many wretches reduced to contempt and

want, by their costly sacrifices to pleasure and

vanity.
It is the fate of almost every passion, when it

has passed the bounds which nature prescribes,

to counteract its own purpose. Too much rage

hinders the warrior from circumspection, too

much eagerness of profit hurts the credit of the

trader, too much ardour takes away from the

lover that easiness of address with which ladies

are delighted. Thus extravagance, though dic

tated by vanity, and incited by voluptuousness,
seldom procures ultimately either applause or

pleasure.

If praise be justly estimated by the character

of those from whom it is received, little satis

faction will be given to the spendthrift by the

encomiums which he purchases. For who are

they that animate him in his pursuits, but

young men, thoughtless and abandoned like

himself, unacquainted with all on which the

wisdom of nations has impressed the stamp
of excellence, arid devoid, alike of knowledge
and of virtue ! By whom is his profusion

praised, but by wretches who consider him as

subservient to their purposes, sirens that entice

him to shipwreck, and Cyclops that are gaping
to devour him ?

Every man, whose knowledge, or whose vir

tue, can give value to his opinion, looks with

scorn, or pity, neither of which can afford much

gratification to pride, on him whom the panders
of luxury have drawn into the circle of their

uifluence, and whom he sees parcelled out among
the different ministers of folly, and about to be

torn to pieces by tailors and jockeys, vintners

and attorneys, who at once rob and ridicule him,

and who are secretly triumphing over his weak

ness, when they present new incitements to hia

appetite, and heighten his desires by counter

feited applause.
Such is the praise that is purchased by pro.

digality. Even when it is yet not discovered tc

be false, it is the praise only of those whom it ie

reproachful to please, and whose sincerity is

corrupted by their interest ; men who live by
the riots which they encourage, and who kno\f

that whenever their pupil grows wise, they
shall lose their power. Yet with such flatteries,

if they could last, might the cravings of vanity,

which is seldom very delicate, be satisfied ; but

the time is always hastening forward when
this triumph, poor as it is, shall vanish, and

when those who now surround him with obse

quiousness and compliments, fawn among his

equipage, and animate his riots, shall turn upon
him with insolence, and reproach him with the

vices promoted by themselves.

And as little pretensions has the man who

squanders his estate, by vain or vicious expenses
to greater degrees of pleasure than are obtained

j
by others. To make any happiness sincere, it

is necessary that we believe it to be lasting;

since whatever we suppose ourselves in danger
of losing, must be enjoyed with solicitude and

uneasiness, and the more value we set upon it

the more must the present possession be embit

tered. How can he then be envied for his feli

city, who knows that its continuance cannot l>e

expected, and who is conscious that a very short

time will give him up to the gripe of poverty,

which will be harder to be borne, as he has

given way to more excesses, wantoned in

greater abundance, and indulged his appetites

with more profuseness ?

It appears evident that frugality is necessary

even to complete the pleasure of expense ; for it

may be generally remarked of those who squan
der what they know their fortune not suffi

cient to allow, that in their most jovial expense,

there always breaks out some proof of discontent

and impatience ; they either scatter with a kind

of wild desperation, and affected lavishness, as

criminals brave the gallows when they cannot

escape it, or pay their money with a peevish

anxiety, and endeavour at once to spend idly,

and to save meanly : having neither firmness to

deny their passions, nor courage to gratify

them, they murmur at their own enjoyments,
and poison the bowl of pleasure by reflection on

the cost.

Among these men there is often the vocifera

tion of merriment, but very seldom the tran

quillity of cheerfulness ; they inflame their

imaginations to a kind of momentary jollity, by
the help of wine and riot, and consider it as the

first business of the night to stupify recollection,

and lay that reason asleep which disturbs their

gayety, and calls upon them to retreat frora
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But this poor broken satisfaction is of short

<*>ntinuance, and must be expiated by a long

series of misery and regret. In a short time

the creditor grows impatient, the last acre is

old, the passions and appetites still continue

their tyranny, with incessant calls for their

usual gratifications, and the remainder of life

passes away in vain repentance, or impotent
desire.
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Tfuditur dies die,

Novaque pergunt interire luna :

Tu secanda marmora
Locas sub ipsuvifunus ; et sepulchri

Immemor, struts domes. HOR.

Day presses on the heels of day,

And moons increase to their decay ;

But you, with thoughtless pride elate,

Unconscious of impending fate,

Command the pillar'd doom to rise,

When lo ! thy tomb forgotten lies. FRANCIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

I HAVE lately been called, from a mingled life

of business and amusement, to attend the last

hours of an old friend
;
an office which haa

filled me, if not with melancholy, at least with

serious reflections, and turned my thoughts to

wards the contemplation of those subjects,

which though of the utmost importance, and of

indubitable certainty, are generally secluded

from our regard, by the jollity of health, the

hurry of employment, and even by the calmer

diversions of study and speculation ; or if they
become accidental topics of conversation and

argument, yet rarely sink deep into the heart,

but give occasion only to some subtilties of

reasoning, or elegances of declamation, which
are heard, applauded, and forgotten.

It is, indeed, not hard to conceive how a man
accustomed to extend his views through a long
concatenation of causes and effects, to trace

things from their origin to their period, and

compare means with ends, may discover the

weakness of human schemes ; detect the falla

cies by which mortals are deluded ; show the

insufficiency of wealth, honours, and power, to

real happiness ; and please himself, and his

auditors, with learned lectures on the vanity of

life.

But though the speculatist may see and show
the folly of terrestrial hopes, fears, and desires,

every hour will give proofs that he never felt it.

Trace him through the day or year, and you I

will find him acting upon principles which he
j

has in common with the illiterate and unen-
|

lightened, angry and pleased, like the lowest of 1

the vulgar, pursuing with the same ardour, the
'

same designs, grasping, with all the eagerness !

of transport, those riches which he knows he
cannot keep, and swelling with the applause
which he has gained by proving that applause
is of no value.

The only conviction that rushes upon the

soul, and takes away from our appetites and

passions the power of resistance, is to be found,
where I have received it, at the bed of a dying
friend. To enter this school of wisdom is not

the peculiar privilege of geometricians ; the

most sublime and important precepts require no

uncommon opportunities, nor laborious prepa
rations ; they are enforced without the aid of

eloquence, and understood without skill in an

alytic science. Every tongue can utter them,
and every understanding can conceive them.

He that wishes in earnest to obtain just senti

ments concerning his condition, and would be

intimately acquainted with the world, may find

instructions on every side. He that desires to

enter behind the scene, which every art has

been employed to decorate, and every passiou
labours to illuminate, and wishes to see life

stripped of those ornaments which make it glit

ter on the stage, and exposed in its natural

meanness, impotence, and nakedness, may find

all the delusion laid open in the chamber of

disease : he will there find vanity divested of

her robes, power deprived of her sceptre, and hy

pocrisy without her mask.

The friend whom I have lost was a mail

eminent for genius, and, like others of the same

class, sufficiently pleased with acceptance and

applause. Being caressed by those who have

preferments and riches in their disposal, he con

sidered himself as in the direct road of advance

ment, and had caught the flame of ambition by

approaches to its object. But in the midst of

his hopes, his projects, and his gayeties, he was

seized by a lingering disease, which, from its

first stage, he knew to be incurable. Here was

an end of all his visions of greatness and hap

piness ;
from the first hour that his health de

clined, all his former pleasures grew tasteless.

His friends expected to please him by those ac

counts of the growth of his reputation, which

were formerly certain of being well received ;

but they soon found how little he was now af

fected by compliments, and how vainly they at

tempted, by flattery, to exhilarate the languor
of weakness, and relieve the solicitude of ap

proaching death. Whoever would know how
much piety and virtue surpass all external goods,

might here have seen them weighed against

each other, where all that gives motion to the

active, and elevation to the eminent, all that

sparkles in the eye of hope, and pants in the

bosom of suspicion, at once became dust in th

balance, without weight and without regard.

Riches, authority, and praise, lose all their in

fluence when they are considered as riches which

to-morrow shall be bestowed upon another, au-
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thorny which shall this night expire for ever,
,

and praise which, however merited, or however

sincere, shall, after a few moments, be heard no

more.

In those hours of seriousness and wisdom,

nothing appeared to raise his spirits, or gladden

his heart, hut the recollection of acts of good
ness

;
nor to excite his attention, hut some op

portunity for the exercise of the duties of reli

gion. Every thing that terminated on this side

of the grave was received with coldness and in-
;

difference, and regarded rather inconsequence of
j

the habit of valuing it, than from any opinion
j

that it deserved value ; it had little more preva
lence over his mind than a bubble that was now

broken, a dream from which he was awake.

His whole powers were engrossed by the con

sideration of another state, aad all conversation

was tedious, that had not some tendency to dis

engage him from human affairs, and open his

prospects into futurity.

It is now past ; we have closed his eyes, and

heard him breathe the groan of expiration. At

the sight of this last conflict, I felt a sensation

never known to me before ;
a confusion of pas

sions, an awful stillness of sorrow, a gloomy
terror without a name. The thoughts that en

tered my soul were too strong to be diverted,

arid too piercing to be endured ; but such vio

lence cannot be lasting, the storm subsided in a

hhort time, I wept, retired, and grew calm.

I have from that time frequently revolved in
j

my mind the effects which the observation of '

death produces, in those who are not wholly
without the power and use of reflection; for by
far the greater part it is wholly unregarded.

Their friends and their enemies sink into the

grave without raising any uncommon emotion,

or reminding them that they are themselves on

the edge of the precipice, and that they must

soon plunge into the gulf of eternity.

It seems to me remarkable that death in

creases our veneration for the good, and extenu

ates our hatred of the bad. Those virtues which

once we envied, as Horace observes, because

they eclipsed our own, can now no longer ob

struct our reputation, and we have therefore no

interest to suppress their praise. That wicked

ness, which we feared for its malignity, is now-

become impotent, and the man whose name fil

led us with alarm, and rage, and indignation, can

at last be considered only with pity or contempt.

When a friend is carried to his grave, we at

once find excuses for every weakness, and palli

ations of every fault ;
we recollect a thousand

endearments, which before glided off our minds

without impression, a thousand favours unre-

paid, a thousand duties unperformed, and wish,

vainly wish, for his return, not so much that

we may receive, as that we may bestow, happi

ness, and recompense that kindness which be

fore we never understood.

There is not, perhaps; to a mind well in

structed, a more painful occurrence than thf

death of one whom we have injured without r<>-

paration. Our crime seems now irretrievable,

it is indelibly recorded, and the stamp of fate is

fixed upon it. We consider, with the most at

flictive anguish, the pain which we have given,

and now cannot alleviate, and the losses which
we have caused, and now cannot repair.

Of the same kind are the emotions which the

death of an emulator or competitor produces.
Whoever had qualities to alarm our jealousy,
had excellence to deserve our fondness

;
and to

whatever ardour of opposition interest may in

flame us, no man ever outlived an enemy, whom
he did not then wish to have made a friend.

Those who are versed in literary history knoAv,
that the elder Scaliger was the redoubted antag
onist of Cardan and Erasmus ; yet at the death

of each of his great rivals he relented, and com

plained that they were snatched away from him
before their reconciliation Avas completed.

Tune etiam morieris ? Ah ! quid me linquis, Erasme,
Ante meus quant sit conciliatus amor ?

Art thou too fallen? ere anger could subside

nd love return, has great Erasmus died T

Such are the sentiments with Avhich we final

ly review the effects of passion, but which we
sometimes delay till we can no longer rectify

our errors. Let us therefore make haste to do
what Ave shall certainly at last wish to have
done

; let us return the caresses of our friends,

and endeavour by mutual endearments to

heighten that tenderness whvea is the balm of

life. Let us be quick to repent of injuries while

repentance may not be a barren anguish, and
let us open our eyes to every rival excellence,

and pay early and willingly those honours
which justice Avill compel us to pay at last.

ATHANATUS.
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Maturo propior desinefuneri
Inter ludere virgines,

Et stellis nebulam spargere candidis :

Non siquid Pholoen satis

Et te, Chlori, decet. HOB.

Now near to death that comes but slow,

Now thou art stepping down below ;

Sport not amongst the blooming maids,
But think on ghosts and empty shades :

What suits with Pholoe in her bloom,

Gray Chloris, will not thee become ;

A bed is different from a tomb. CREECH.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

I HAVE been but a little time conversant in the

world, yet I have already had frequent oppor
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tunities of observing the little efficacy of remon

strance and complaint, which, however extorted

by oppression, or suj ported by reason, are de

tested by one part of rhe world as rebellion, cen

sured by another peevishness, by some heard

with an appearance of compassion, only to be

tray any of those sallies of vehemence and re

sentment, which are apt to break out upon en

couragement, and by others passed over with

indifference and neglect, as matters in which

they have no concern, and which, if they should

endeavour to examine or regulate, they might
draw mischief upon themselves.

Yet since it is no less natural for those who
think themselves injured to complain, than for

others to neglect their complaints, I shall ven

ture to lay my case before you, in hopes that

you will enforce my opinion, if you think it

just, or endeavour to rectify my sentiments, if

1 am mistaken. I expect, at least, that you
will divest yourself of partiality, and that

whatever your age or solemnity may be, you
will not, with the dotard's insolence, pro

nounce me ignorant and foolish, perverse and

refractory, only because you perceive that I am

young.

My father dying when 1 was but ten years

old, left me, and a brother two years younger
than myself, to the care of my mother, a wo
man of birth and education, whose prudence or

virtue he had no reason to distrust. She felt,

for some time, all the sorrow which nature calls

forth, upon the final separation of persons dear

to one another ; and as her grief was exhausted

by its own violence, it subsided into tenderness

for me and my brother, and the year of mourn

ing was spent in caresses, consolations, and in

struction, in celebration of my father's virtues,

in professions of perpetual regard to his memory,
and hourly instances of such fondness as grati

tude will not easily suffer me to forget.

But when the term of this mournful felicity was

expired, and my mother appeared again without

the ensigns of sorrow, the ladies of her acquaint
ance began to tell her, upon whatever motives,

that it was time to live like the rest of the

world
;
a powerful argument, which is seldom

used to a woman without effect. Lady Giddy
was incessantly relating the occurrences of the

town, and Mrs. Gravely told her privately,

with great tenderness, that it began to be pub
licly observed how much she overacted her part,

find that most of her acquaintance suspected her

hope of procuring another 'husband to be the

true ground of all that appearance of tender

ness and piety.

All the officiousness of kindness and folly was
busied to change her conduct. She was at one

time alarmed with censure, and at another fired

with praise. She was told of balls, where others

shone only because she was absent ; of new
comedies, to which all the town was crowding ;

and of many Ingenious ironies, by which do.

mestic diligence was made contemptible.

It is difficult for virtue to stand alone against

fear on one side, and pleasure on the other

especially when no actual crime is proposed, and

prudence itself can suggest many reasons for re

laxation and indulgence. My mamma was at

last persuaded to accompany Miss Giddy to a

play. She was received with a boundless pro
fusion of compliments, and attended home by a

very fine gentleman. Next day she was with

less difficulty prevailed on to play at Mrs. Grave-

ly's, and came home gay and lively; for the

distinctions that had been paid her awakened

her vanity, and good luck had kept her princi

ples of frugality from giving her disturbance.

She now made her second entrance into the

world, and her friends Avere sufficiently indus

trious to prevent any return to her former life ;

e\ ery morning brought messages of invitation,

and every evening was passed in places of diver

sion, from which she for some time complained
that she had rather be absent. In a short time

she began to feel the happiness of acting with

out control, of being unaccountable for her

hours, her expenses, and her company; and

learned by degrees to drop an expression of con

tempt, or pity, at the mention of ladies whose

husbands were suspected of restraining their

pleasures, or their play, and confessed that she

loved to go and come as she pleased.

I was still favoured with some incidental pre

cepts and transient endearments, and was now
and then fondly kissed for smiling like my
papa : but most part of her morning was spent

in comparing the opinion of her maid and mil

liner, contriving some variation in her dress,

visiting shops, and sending compliments ; and

the rest of the day was too short for visits,

cards, plays, and concerts.

She now began to discover that it was impos
sible to educate children properly at home. Pa
rents could not have them always in their sight ;

the society of servants was contagious; com

pany produced boldness and spirit ;
emulation

excited industry ;
and a large school was natur

ally the first step into the open world. A
thousand other reasons she alleged, some of little

force in themselves, but so well seconded by

pleasure, vanity, and idleness, that they soon

overcame all the remaining principles of kind

ness and piety, and both I and my brother were

despatched to boarding schools.

How my mamma spent her time when she

was thus disburdened I am not able to inform

you, but I have reason to believe that trifles and

amusements took still faster hold of her heart.

At first, she visited me at school, and after

wards wrote to me
; but, in a short time, both

her visits and her letters were at an end. and

no other notice was taken of me than to remit

money for my support.

G
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When I fame home at the vacation, I found

myself coldly received, with an observation,
*' that this girl will presently be a woman." I

rvas, after the usual stay, sent to school again,
and overheard my mother say, as I was a-going,
"

Well, now I shall recover."

In six months more I came again, and with

tha usual childish alacrity, was running to my
mother's embrace, when she stopped me with

exclamations at the suddenness and enormity of

my growth, having, she said, never seen any
j

body shoot up so much at my age. She was
j

sure no other girls spread at that rate, and she

hated to have children to look like women be-
j

fore their time. I was disconcerted, and retired

without hearing any thing more than,
"
Nay,

if you are angry, Madam Steeple, you may
walk off."

When once the forms of civility are violated,

there remains little hope of return to kindness

or decency. My mamma madi this appearance
of resentment a reason for continuing her ma
lignity ; and poor Miss Maypole, for that was

my appellation, was never mentioned or spoken
to but with some expression of anger or dislike.

She had yet the pleasure of dressing me like a

child, and I know not when I should have been

thought fit to change my habit, had I not been

rescued by a maiden sister of my father, who
could not bear to see women in hanging sleeves,

arid therefore presented me with brocade for a

gown, for which I should have thought myself
under great obligations, had she not accom

panied her favour with some hints that my
mamma might now consider her age, and give
me her ear-rings, which she had shown long

enough in public places.

I now left the school, and came to live with

my mamma, who considered me as a usurper
that had seized the rights of a woman before

they were due, and was pushing down the pre

cipice of age, that I might reign without a su

perior. While I am thus beheld with jealousy
and suspicion, you will readily believe that it is

difficult to please. Every word and look is an

offence. I never speak, but I pretend to some

qualities and excellences, which it is criminal

to possess ; if I am gay, she thinks it early

enough to coquette ; if I am grave, she hates a

prude in bibs
; if I venture into company, I am

i n haste for a husband ;
if I retire to my cham

ber, such matron-like ladies are lovers of con-

templati011' I am on ne pretence or other

generally excluded from her assemblies, nor am
I ever suffered to visit at the same place wifh

my mamma. Every one wonders why she

does not bring Miss more into the world, and
when she comes home in vapours, I am certain

that she has heard either of my beauty or my
wit, and expect nothing for the ensuing week
but taunts and menaces, contradiction and re

proaches.

Thus I live in a state of continual persecution,

only because I was born ten years too soon, and
cannot stop the course of nature or of time, but

am unhappily a woman before my mother can

willingly cease to be a girl. I believe you
would contribute to the happiness of many
families, if, by any arguments or persuasions,

you could make mothers ashamed of rivalling
their children; if you could show them, that

though they may refuse to grow wise, they
must inevitably grow old ; and that the proper
solaces of age are not music and compliments,
but wisdom and devotion ; that those who are

so unwilling to quit the world will soon be

driven from it; and that it is therefore their

interest to retire while there yet remain a few
hours for nobler employments.

I am, &c.
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Valeat res ludicra, si me
Palma neguta macrum, donata reducit ovimum.

HOR.

Farewell the stage ;
for humbly I disclaim

Such fond pursuits of pleasure, or of fame,
If I must siuk in shame, or swell with pride,
As the gay palm is granted or denied.

FRANCIS,

NOTHING is more unpleasing than to find that

offence has been received when none was in

tended, and that pain has been given to those

who were not guilty of any provocation. As
the great end of society is mutual beneficence,

a good man is always uneasy when he nnd&
himself acting in opposition to the purposes of

life ; because, though his conscience may easily

acquit him of malice prepense, of settled hatred

or contrivances of mischief, yet he seldom can

be certain, that he has not failed by negligence
or indolence ; that he has not been hindered

from consulting the common interest by too

much regard to his own ease, or too much indif

ference to the happiness of others.

Nor is it necessary, that, to feel this uneas

iness, the mind should he extended to any great

diffusion of generosity, or melted by uncommon
warmth of benevolence

;
for that prudence

which the world teaches, and a quick sensibility

of private interest, will direct us to shun need

less enmities ; since there is no man whose

kindness we may not some time want, or by
whose malice we may not some time suffer.

1 have therefore frequently looked with won

der, and now and then with pity, at the

thoughtlessness with which some alienate from

themselves the affections of all whom chance,

business, or inclination, brings in their way.
When we see a man pursuing some darling

interest, without much regard to the opinion i'f

the world, we justly consider him as corrupt
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and dangerous, but are not long in discovering i

his motives ; we see him actuated by passions

which are hard to be resisted, and deluded by

appearances which have dazzled stronger eyes.

But the greater part of those who set mankind

at defiance by hourly irritation, and who live

but to infuse malignity, and multiply enemies,

have no hopes to foster, no designs to promote,
uor any expectations of attaining power by in-

i

science, or of climbing to greatness by tramp

ling on others. They give up all the sweets of !

kindness, for the sake of peevishness, petulence,
|

or gloom ;
and alienate the world by neglect of

the common forms of civility, and breach of the

established laws of conversation.

Every one must, in the walks of life, have

met with men of whom all speak with censure,
j

though they are not chargeable with any crime, I

and whom none can be persuaded to love,

though a reason can scarcely be assigned why j

they should be hated : and who, if their good
|

qualities and actions sometimes force a commen

dation, have their panegyric always concluded

with confessions of disgust ;
" he is a good man,

but I cannot like him." Surely such persons

have sold the esteem of the world at too low a

price, since they have lost one of the rewards of

virtue, without gaining the profits ofwickedness.

This ill economy of fame is sometimes the ef

fect of stupidity : men whose perceptions are

languid and sluggish, who lament nothing but

loss of money, and feel nothing but a blow, are

often at a difficulty to guess why they are en

compassed with enemies, though they neglect

all those arts by which men are endeared to oue

another. They comfort themselves that they
have lived irreproachably ; that none can charge
them with having endangered his life, or dimin

ished his possessions ; and therefore conclude

that they suffer by some invincible .fatality, or

impute the malice of their neighbours to igno
rance or envy. They wrap themselves up in.

their innocence, and enjoy the congratulations
of their own hearts, without knowing or sus

pecting that they are every day deservedly in

curring resentments, b} withholding from those

with whom they converse, that regard, or ap
pearance of regard, to which every one is entit

led by the customs of the world.

There are many injuries which almost every
man feels, though he does not complain, and

which, upon those whom virtue, elegance, or

vanity, have made delicate and tender, fix deep
and lasting impressions ; as there are many arts

of graciousness and conciliation, which are to be

practised without expense, and by which those

may be made our friends, who have never re

ceived from us any real benefit. Such arts,

when they include neither guilt nor meanness,
it is surely reasonable to learn, for who would

want that love which is so easily to be gained ?

And such injuries are to be avoided : for who
would be hated without profit !

Some, indeed, there are, for whom the excuse

of ignorance or negligence cannot be alleged, be

cause it is apparent that they are not only care

less of pleasing, but studious to offend
;

that

they contrive to make all approaches to them
difficult and vexatious, and imagine that they

aggrandize themselves by wasting the time of

others in useless attendance, by mortifying
them with slights, and teasing them with af-

froim.

Men of this kind are generally to be found

among those that have not mingled much in

general conversation, but spent their lives a-

midst the obsequiousness of dependents, and the

flattery of parasites; and by long consulting

only their own inclination, have forgotten that

others have claim to the same deference.

Tyranny thus avowed is indeed an exube*

ranee of pride, by which all mankind is so much
enraged, that it is never quietly endured, except
in those who can reward the patience which

they exact ; and insolence is generally surround

ed only by such whose baseness inclines them
to think nothing insupportable that produces

gain, and who can laugh at scurrility and
rudeness with a luxurious table and an open
purse.

But though all wanton provocations and con

temptuous insolence are to be diligently avoid

ed, there is no less danger in timid compliance
and tame resignation. It is common for soft

and fearful tempers to give themselves up im

plicitly to the direction of the bold, the turbu

lent, and the overbearing ;
of those whom they

do not believe wiser or better than themselves ;

to recede from the best designs where opposition
must be encountered, and to fall off from virtue

for fear of censure.

Some firmness and resolution is necessary to

the discharge of duty ; but it is a very unhappy
state of life in which the necessity of such strug

gles frequently occurs ; for no man is defeated

without some resentment, which will be con

tinued with obstinacy while he believes himself

in the right, and exerted with bitterness, if even

to his own conviction he is detected in the

wrong.
Even though no regard be had to the external

consequences of contrariety and dispute, it must

be painful to a worthy mind to put others in

pain, and there will be danger lest the kindest

nature may be vitiated by too long a custom of

debate and contest.

I am afraid that I may be taxed with insen

sibility by many of my correspondents, who be

lieve their contributions unjustly neglected.

And, indeed, when I sit before a pile of papers,

of which each is the production of laborious

study, and the offspring of a fond parent, I, wha
know the passions of an author, cannot remem-.

her how long they have lain ia my boxes unre

garded, without imagining to myself the vari

ous changes of sorrow, impatience, and resent-
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ment, which the writers must have felt in this

tedious interval.

These reflections are still more awakened,

when, upon perusal, I find some of them calling

for a place in the next paper, a place which they
have never yet obtained : others writing in a

style of superiority and haughtiness, as secure

of deference, arid above fear of criticism
; others

humbly offering their weak assistance with soft

ness and submission, which they believe im

possible to be resisted ; some introducing their

compositions with a menace of the contempt
which he that refuses them will incur

; others

applying privately to the booksellers for their

interest and solicitation
; every one by different

ways endeavouring to secure the bliss of publi
cation. I cannot but consider myself as placed
in a very incommodious situation, where I am
forced to repress confidence, which it is pleasing I

to indulge, to repay civilities with appearances
of neglect, and so frequently to offend those by I

whom I never was offended.

I know well IIOAV rarely an author, fired with i

the beauties of his new composition, contains I

his raptures in his own bosom, and how natu

rally he imparts to his friends his expectation of

renown
;
and as I can easily conceive the eager

ness with which a new paper is snatched up,

by one who expects to find it filled with his own
production, and perhaps has called his compan
ions to share the pleasure of a second perusal, I

grieve for the disappointment which he is to feel

at the fatal inspection. His hopes, however,
do not yet forsake him ; he is certain of giving
lustre the next day. The next day comes, and

again he pants with expectation, and having
dreamed of laurels and Parnassus, casts his eyes

upon the barren page, with which he is doomed
never more to be delighted.

For such cruelty what atonement can be

made ? For such calamities what alleviation can

be found ? I am afraid that the mischief already
done must be without reparation, and all that

deserves my care is prevention for the future.

Let therefore the next friendly contributor,

whoever he be, observe the cautions of Swift,

and write secretly in his own chamber, with

out communicating his design to his nearest

friend, for the nearest friend will be pleased
with an opportunity of laughing. Let him

carry it to the post himself, and wait in silence

for the event. If it is published and praised, he

may then declare himself the author ;
if it be

suppressed, he may wonder in private without

much vexation ;
and if it be censured, he may

oin in the cry, and lament the dulness of the

writing generation.
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fr'on intelligunt homines yuam magnum vectigal sit

parsimonia. TULL.

The world has not yet learned the riches of frugality

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

I AM always pleased when I see literature made-

useful, and scholars descend ing from that eleva

tion, which, as it raises them above common

life, must likewise hinder them from beholding
the ways of men otherwise than in a cloud of

bustle and confusion. Having lived a life of

business, and remarked how seldom any occur

rences emerge for which great qualities are re

quired, I have learned the necessity of regard

ing little things ;
and though T do not pretend

to give laws to the legislators of mankind, or to

limit the range of those powerful minds that

carry light and heat through all the regions of

knowledge, yet I have long thought, that the

greatest part of those who lose themselves in

studies by which I have not found that they

grow much wiser, might, with more advantage
both to the public and themselves apply their

understandings to domestic arts, and store their

minds with axioms of humble prudence and

private economy.
Your late paper on frugality was very ele

gant and pleasing, but, in my opinion, not suf

ficiently adapted to common readers, who pay
little regard to the music of periods, the artifice

of connection, or the arrangement of the flowers

of rhetoric ; but require a few plain and cogent

instructions, which may sink into the mind by
their own weight.

Frugality is so necessary to the happiness of

the Avoiid , so beneficial in its various forms to

every rank of men, from the highest of human
potentates, to the lowest labourer or artificer

;

and the miseries which the neglect of it pro
duces are so numerous and so grievous, that it

ought to be recommended with every variation

of address, and adapted to every class of under-

stpnding.
Whether those who treat morals as a science

will allow frugality to be numbered among the

virtues, I have not thought it necessary to in

quire. For I, who draw my opinions from a

careful observation of the world, am satisfied

with knowing what is abundantly sufficient

for practice, that if it be not a virtue, it is, at

least, a quality, which can seldom exist with

out some virtues, and without which few vir

tues can exist. Frugality may be termed the

daughter of Prudence, the sister of Temperance,
and the parent of Liberty. He that is ex

travagant will quickly become poor, and po

verty will enforce dependance, and invite cor

ruption ; it will almost always produce a pas
sive compliance with the wickedness of others

;

and there are few who do not learn by degrees
to practise those crimes which they cease to

censure.

If there are any who do not dread poverty as

dangerous to virtue, yet mankind seem unau! -
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mous enough in abhorring it as destructive to

happiness ;
and all to whom want is terrible

upon whatever principle, ought to think them
selves obliged to learn the sage maxims of our

parsimonious ancestors, and attain the salutary
arts of contracting expense ;

for without fru

gality none can be rich, and with it very few
would be poor.
To most other acts of virtue or exertions of

wisdom, a concurrence of many circumstances

s necessary, some previous knowledge must be

attained, some uncommon gifts of nature pos

sessed, or some opportunity produced by an ex

traordinary combination of things ; but the

mere power of saving what is already in our

hands, must be easy of acquisition to every
mind ; and as the example of Bacon may show,
that the highest intellect cannot safely neglect it,

a thousand instances will every day prove, that

the meanest may practice it with success.

Riches cannot be within the reach of great

numbers, because to be rich is to possess more

than Is commonly placed in a single hand ; and,

if many could obtain the sum which now makes
a man wealthy, the name of wealth must then

be transferred to still greater accumulations.

But I am not certain that it is equally impossi
ble to exempt the lower classes of mankind from

poverty ; because, though whatever be the wealth

of the community, some will always have least,

and he that has less than any other is compara
tively poor ; yet I do not see any coactive neces

sity that many should be without the indispensi-
ble conveniences of life ; but am sometimes

inclined to imagine, that, casual calamities ex-

cepted, there might, by universal prudence, be

procured a universal exemption from want ;

and that he who should happen to have least,

might notwithstanding have enough.
But without entering too far into speculations

which I do not remember that any political cal

culator has attempted, and in which the most

perspicacious reasoner may be easily bewildered,
it is evident that they to whom Providence has

allotted no other care but of their own fortune

and their own virtue, which make far the greater

part of mankind, have sufficient incitements to

personal frugality, since, whatever might be its

general effect upon provinces or nations, by
\vhich it is never likely to be tried, we know
with certainty, that there is scarcely any indi

vidual entering the world, who, by prudent par
simony, may not reasonably promise himself a

cheerful competence in the decline of life.

The prospect of penury in age is so gloomy
and terrifying, that every man who looks before

him must resolve to avoid it ; and it must be

avoided generally by the science of sparing. For,

though in every age there are some, who by bold

adventures, or by favourable accidents, rise sud

denly to riches, yet it is dangerous to indulge

*iopes of such rare events : and the bulk ofman-
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1 kind must owe their affluence to small and gra-

! dual profits, below which their expense must be

resolutely reduced.

You must not therefore think me sinking be-

j

low the dignity of a practical philosopher, when
I recommend to the consideration of your read

ers, from the statesman to the apprentice, a po
sition replete with mercantile wisdom, A penny
saved is two-pence got ; which may, I think, be

accommodated to all conditions, by observing not

only that they who pursue any lucrative em

ployment will save time when they forbear ex

pense, and that the time may be employed to the

increase of profit; but that they who are above

such minute considerations will find, by every

victory over appetite or passion, new strength

added to the mind, will gain the power of refus

ing those solicitations by which the young and vi

vacious are hourly assaulted,and in time set them

selves above the reach of extravagance and folly.

It may, perhaps, be inquired by those who are

willing rather to cavil than to learn, what is the

just measure of frugality ? and when expense,

not absolutely necessary, degenerates into pro
fusion ? To such questions no general answer

can be returned ; since the liberty of spending,

or necessity of parsimony, may be varied with

out end by different circumstances. It may,

however, be laid down as a rule never to be

broken, that a mans voluntary expense should not

exceed his revenue. A maxim so obvious and in

controvertible, that the civil law ranks the pro

digal with the madman, and debars them equal

ly from the conduct of their own affairs. An
other precept arising from the former, and indeed

included in it, is yet necessary to be distinctly

impressed upon the warm, the fanciful, and the

brave ; Let no man anticipate uncertain projits.

Let no man presume to spend upon hopes, to

trust his own abilities for means of deliverance

from penury, to give a loose to his present desires,

and leave the reckoning to fortune or to virtue.

To these cautions, which I suppose are, at

least among the graver part of mankind, undis

puted, I will add another, Let no man squander

against his inclination. With this precept it may
be, perhaps, imagined easy to comply ; yet if

those whom profusi n has buried in prisons, or

driven into banishment, were examined, it

would be found that very few were ruined by
their own choice, or purchased pleasure with the

loss of their estates ;
but that they suffered

themselves to be borne away by the violence of

those with whom they conversed, and yielded re

luctantly to a thousand prodigalities, either from

a trivial emulation of wealth and spirit, or a
mean fear of contempt and ridicule ;

an emula

tion for the prize of folly, or the dread of the

laugh of fools.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

SOPHRON.
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hnprobee
t.'rexcunt diKit'ue, tamcn

Curta: nescio quid semper abest rei. HOR.

Bur. while in heaps his wicked wealth ascends,

He is not of his wish possess'd ;

There's something wanting still to make him lless'c'.

FRANCIS.

As the love of money has been, in all ages, one

of the passions that have given great disturbance

to the tranquillity of the world, there is no topic

more copiously treated by the ancient moralists

than the folly of devoting the heart to the ac

cumulation of riches. They who are acquainted

with these authors need not be told how riches

excite pity, contempt, or reproach, whenever

they are mentioned; with what numbers of ex

amples the danger of large possessions is illus

trated ;
and how all the powers of reason and

eloquence have been exhausted in endeavours to

eradicate a desire, which seems to have en

trenched itself too strongly in the mind to be

driven out, and which, perhaps, had not lost its

power, even over those who declaimed against

it, but would have broken out in the poet or the

sage, if it had been excited by opportunity, and

invigorated by the approximation of its proper

object.

Their arguments have been, indeed, so unsuc

cessful, that I know not whether it can be

shown, that by all the wit and reason which this

favourite cause has called forth, a single convert

was ever made ;
that even one man has refused

to be rich, when to be rich was in his power,
from the conviction of the greater happiness of

a narrow fortune ;
or disburdened himself of

wealth when he had tried its inquietudes, mere

ly to enjoy the peace and leisure and security of

a mean and unenvied state.

It is true, indeed, that many have neglected

opportunities of raising themselves to honours

and to wealth, and rejected the kindest offers

of fortune : but however their moderation may
be boasted by themselves, or admired by such as

only view them at a distance, it will be, per

haps, seldom found that they value riches less,

but that they dread labour or danger more

than others; they are unable to rouse them

selves to action, to strain in the race of competi

tion, or to stand the shock of contest; but

though they, therefore, decline the toil of climb

ing, they nevertheless wish themselves aloft,

and would willingly enjoy what they dare not

seize.

Others have retired from high stations, and

voluntarily condemned themselves to privacy
and obscurity. But, even these will not afford

many occasions of triumph to the philosopher ;

for they have commonly either quitted that only

which they thought themselves unable to hold,

and prevented disgrace by resignation ; or they

have been induced to try new measure* by

general inconstancy, which always dreams of

happiness in novelty, or by a gloomy disposi

tion, which is disgusted in the same degree
with every state, and wishes every scene of life

to change as soon as it is beheld. Such men
found high and low stations equally unable to

satisfy the wishes of a distempered mind, and

were unable to shelter themselves in the closest

retreat from disappointment, solicitude, and

misery.
Yet though these admonitions have been thus

neglected by those, who either enjoyed riches,

or were able to procure them, it is not rashly to

be determined that they are altogether without

use; for since far the greatest part of mankind
must be confined to conditions comparatively

mean, and placed in situations from which they

naturally look up with envy to the eminences

before them, those writers cannot be thought ill

employed that have administered remedies to

discontent almost universal, by showing, that

what we cannot reach may very well be for

borne, that the inequality of distribution, af

which we murmur, is for the most part less

than it seems, and that the greatness, which we
admire at a distance, has much fewer advant

ages, and much less splendour, when we are

suffered to approach it.

It is the business of moralists to detect the

frauds of fortune, and to show that she imposes

upon the careless eye, by a quick succession of

shadows, which will shrink to nothing in the

gripe : that she disguises life in extrinsic orna

ments, which serve only for show, and are laid

aside in the hours of solitude, and of pleasure ;

and that when greatness aspires either to feli

city or to wisdom, it shakes off those distinc

tions which dazzle the gazer, and awe the sup

plicant.

It may be remarked, that they whose condi

tion has not afforded them the light of moral or

religious instruction, and who collect all their

ideas by their own eyes, and digest them by
their own understandings, seem to consider

those who are placed in ranks of remote superi

ority, as almost another and higher species of

beings. As themselves have known little other

misery than the consequences of want, they are

with difficulty persuaded that where there is

wealth there can be sorrow, or that those wha

glitter in dignity, and glide along in affluence,

can be acquainted with pains and cares like those

which lie heavy upon the rest of mankind.
This prejudice is, indeed, confined to the

lowest meanness* and the darkest ignorance;
but it is so confined only because others have

been shown its folly, and its falsehood, because

it has been opposed in its progress by history
and philosophy, and hindered from spreading its

infection by powerful preservatives.

The doctrine of the contempt of wealth,
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though it has not been able to extinguish avarice

or ambition, or suppress that reluctance with

which a man passes his days in a state of inferi

ority, must, at least, have made the lower con

ditions less grating and wearisome, and has con

sequently contributed to the general security of

life, by hindering that fraud and violence, rapine
and circumvention, which must have been pro-
<lu corl by an unbounded eagerness of wealth, aris

ing from an unshaken conviction that to be rich

is to be happy.
Whoever finds himself incited, by some vio

lent impulse of passion, to pursue riches as the

chief ond of being, must surely be so much a-

larmed by the successive admonitions of those

whose experience and sagacity have recom-
j

mended them as the guides of mankind, as to !

stop and consider whether he is about to engage i

in an undertaking that will reward his toil, and
;

to examine, before lie rushes to wealth, through

right and wrong, what it will confer when he

has acquired it
;
and his examination will seldom

fail to repress his ardour, and retard his violence.

Wealth is nothing in itself, it is not useful but

rvhen it departs from us
;
its value is found only

in that which it can purchase, which, ifwe sup

pose it put to its best use by those that possess it,

seems not much to deserve the desire or envy of

a wise man. It is certain that, with regard to

corporeal enjoyment, money can neither open
new avenues to pleasure, nor block up the pas

sages of anguish.
Disease and infirmity still continue to torture

and enfeeble, perhaps exasperated by luxury, or

promoted by softness. With respect to the

mind, it has rarely been observed, that wealth

contributes much to quicken the discernment,

enlarge the capacity, or elevate the imagination ;

but may, by hiring flattery, or laying diligence

asleep, confirm error and harden stupidity.
Wealth cannot confer greatness, for nothing

can make that great, which the decree of nature

has ordained to be little. The bramble may be

placed in a hot-bed, but can never become an
r.ak. Even royalty itself is not able to give that

dignity which it happens not to find, but oppres-
J

sas feeble minds, though it may elevate the

strong. The world has been governed in the

name of kings, whose existence has scarcely
been perceived by any real eiFects beyond their

own palaces.

When therefore the desire of wealth is taking
hold of the heart, let us look rc'ind and see how
it operates upon those whose industry or fortune

lias obtained it. When we find them oppressed
with their own abundance, luxurious without

pleasure, idle without ease, impatient and queru
lous in themselves, and despised or hated by the

fRst of mankind, we shall soon be convinced,
that if the real wants of our condition are

satisfied, there remains little to be sought with

solicitude, or desired with eagerness.
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Est aliqtiid,f,itale malum per verba lerare :

Hoc qiierulam Prognen Haleyonenquefacit.
Hoc erat in solo quare P&antius antro

Voce fatigaret Lemnia saxa sua.

Strangulat inclusus dolor, atque exastuat intus ;

Cogitnr et vires multiplicare suaf. OVID.

Complaining oft gives respite to our grief;

From hence the wretched Progne sought relief ;

Hence the Paeantian chief his fate deplores,

And vents his sorrow to the Lemnian shores :

In vain by secrecy he would assuage
Our cares ; conceal'd they gather tenfold rage.

F. LEWIS.

IT is common to distinguish men by the names

of animals which they are supposed to resemble.

Thus a hero is frequently termed a lion, and a

statesman a fox, an extortioner gains the appel

lation of vulture, and a fop the title of monkey.
There is also among the various anomalies of

character, which a survey of the world exhibits,

a species of beings in human form, which may
be properly marked out as the screech-owls of

mankind.

These screech-owls seem to be settled in an

opinion that the great business of life is to com

plain, and that they were born for no other pur

pose than to disturb the happiness of others, to

lessen the little comforts, and shorten the short

pleasures of our condition, by painful remem

brances of the past, or melancholy prognostics of

the future ;
their only care is to crush the rising

hope, to damp the kindling transport, and allay

the golden hours of gayety with the hateful

dross of grief and suspicion.

To those whose weakness of spirits, or timidi

ty of temper, subjects them to impressions from

others, and who are apt to suffer by fascination,

and catch the contagion of misery, it is ex

tremely unhappy to live within the compass of

a screech-owl's voice
;
for it will often fill their

ears in the hour of dejection, terrify them with

apprehensions which their own thoughts would

never have produced, and sadden, by intruded

sorrows, the day which might have been passed

in amusements or in business ;
it will burden

the heart with unnecessary discontents, and

weaken for a time that love of life which is ne

cessary to the vigorous prosecution of any un

dertaking.

Though I have, like the rest ofmankind, many
failings and weaknesses, I have not yet, by either

friends or enemies, been charged with supersti

tion ; I never count the company which I en

ter, and I look at the new moon indifferently

over either shoulder. I have, like most other

philosophers, often heard the cuckoo without

money in my pocket, and have been sometimes

reproached as fool-hardy for not turning down

my eyes when a raven flew over my head. I

never go home abruptly because a snake crosses
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my way, nor have any particular dread of a

cliinacterical year : yet I confess that, with all

my scorn of old women, and their tales, I con

sider it as an unhappy day when I happen to

be greeted, in the morning, hy Suspirius the

screech-owl.

I have now known Suspirius fifty-eight years
and four months, and have never yet passed an

hour with him in which he has not made some

attack upon my quiet. When we were first

acquainted, his great topic was the misery of

youth without riches ; and whenever we
walked out together he solaced me with a long
enumeration of pleasures, which, as they were

beyond the reach of my fortune, were without

the verge of my desires, and which I should

never have considered as the objects of a wish,
had not his unseasonable representations placed
them in my sight.

Another of his topics is the neglect of merit,

with which he never fails to amuse every man
whom he sees not eminently fortunate. If he

meets with a young officer, he always informs

him of gentlemen whose personal courage is un

questioned, and whose military skill qualifies

them to command armies, that have, notwith

standing all their merit, grown old with subal

tern commissions. For a genius in the church,

he is always provided with a curacy for life.

The lawyer he informs of many men of great

parts and deep study, who have never had

an opportunity to speak in the courts : and

meeting Serenus the physician,
" Ah, doctor,"

says he,
"
what, a-foot still, when so many

blockheads are rattling in their chariots? I

told you seven years ago that you would never

meet with encouragement, and I hope you will

now take more notice, when I tell you that

your Greek, and your diligence, and your hon

esty, will never enable you to live like yonder

apothecary, who prescribes to his own shop, and

laughs at the physician."

Suspirius has, in his time, intercepted fifteen

authors in their way to the stage; persuaded
nine and thirty merchants to retire from a

prosperous trade for fear of bankruptcy, broke

off a hundred and thirteen matches by prognos
tications of unhappiness, and enabled the small

pox to kill nineteen ladies, by perpetual alarms

of the loss of beauty.
Whenever my evil stars bring us together,

he never fails to represent to me the folly of my
pursuits, and informs me that we are much
older than when we begun our acquaintance,
that the infirmities of decrepitude are coming
fast upon me, that whatever I now get, I shall

enjoy but a little time, that fame is to a man

tottering on the edge of the grave of very little

importance, and that the time is at hand when
I ought to look for no other pleasures than a

good dinner and an easy chair.

Thus he goes on in his unharaionious strain,

I displaying present miseries, and foreboding more.

vvxrixofotZ a.u ^aivct7rlifo^o;, every syllable is loaded

with misfortune, and death is always brought
nearer to the view. Yet, what always raises

niy resentment and indignation, I do not per-

|

ceive that his mournful meditations have much
I effect upon himself. He talks and has long
I talked of calamities, without discovering other-

|

wise than by the tone of his voice that he feels

any of the evils which he bewails or threatens,
but has the same habit of uttering lamentations,
as others of telling stories, and falls into expres
sions of condolence for past, or apprehension of

future mischiefs, as all men studious of their

ease have recourse to those subjects upon which
I they can most fluently or copiously discourse.

It is reported of the Sybarites, that they de-

I

stroyed all their cocks, that they might dream

j

out their morning dreams without disturbance.

Though 1 would not so far promote effeminacy
as to propose the Sybarites for an example, yet

j

since there is no man so corrupt or foolish, but

something useful may be learned from him, I

I

could wish that, in imitation of a people not

often to be copied, some regulations might be

j

made to exclude screech-owls from all company,
j
as the enemies of mankind, and confine them to

j

some proper receptacle, where they may mingle

j
sighs at leisure, and thicken the gloom of one

I another.

Thouprophet of evil, says Homer's Agamem-
i non, thou never foretdlest me good, but thejoy of

j

thy heart is to predict misfortunes. Whoever is of

the same temper, might there find the means

j

of indulging his thoughts, and improving his

i

vein of denunciation, and the flock of screech-

owls might hoot together without injury to the

j

rest of the world. Yet, though I have so little

kindness for this dark generation, I am very
far from intending to debar the soft and tender

mind from the privilege of complaining, when
the sigh arises from the desire not of giving

pain, but of gaining ease. To hear complaints
with patience, even when complaints are vain,

is one of the duties of friendship ; and though it

must be allowed that he suffers most like a hero

that hides his grief in silence,

Spent vultu simulat, premlt altum corde dzlorem

His outward smiles conceal'd his inward smart.

DRYDEN.

yet it cannot be denied, that he who complains
acts like a man, like a social being, who looks

for help from his fellow-creatures. Pity is to

many of the unhappy a source of comfort in

hopeless distresses, as i contributes to recom
mend them to themselves, by proving that they
have not lost the regard of others ; and Heaver

seems to indicate the duty even of barren com

passion, by inclining us to weep for evils whicb

we cannot remedy.
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^-Quid sit pulchrum quid turpe, quid utile, quid

non,

Tlcnius ac melius Chrysippo et Crantore dicit.

HOR.

Whose works the beautiful and base contain,

Of vice and virtue more instructive rulfs,

Than all the sober sages of the schools. FRANCIS.

ALL joy or sorrow for the happiness or calami

ties of others is produced by an act of the imagi

nation, that realizes the event however ficti

tious, or approximates it however remote, by

placing us, for a time, in the condition of him

whose fortune we contemplate ;
so that we feel,

while the deception lasts, whatever motions

would be excited by the same good or evil hap

pening to ourselves.

Our passions are therefore more strongly

moved, in proportion as we can more readily

adopt the pains or pleasure proposed to our

minds, by recognising them as once our own, or

considering them as naturally incident to our

state of life. It is not easy for the most artful

writer to give us an interest in happiness or

misery, which we think ourselves never likely

to feel, and with which we have never yet been

made acquainted. Histories of the downfall of

kingdoms, and revolutions of empires, are read

with great tranquillity: the imperial tragedy

pleases common auditors only by its pomp of

ornament and grandeur of ideas
;
and the man

whose faculties have been engrossed by business,

and whose heart never fluttered but at the rise

or fall of stocks, wonders how the attention can

be seized, or the affection agitated, by a tale of

love.

Those parallel circumstances and kindred

images to which we readily conform our minds,

are, above all others writings, to be found in

narratives of the lives of particular persons ;
and

therefore no species of writing seems more

worthy of cultivation than biography, since

none can be more delightful or more useful,

none can more certainly enchain the heart by
irresistible interest, or more widely diffuse in

struction to every diversity of condition.

The general and rapid narratives of history,

which involve a thousand fortunes in the busi

ness of a day, and complicate innumerable inci

dents in one great transaction, afford few les

sons applicable to private life, which derives its

comforts and its wretchedness from the right or

wrong management of things, which nothing
out their frequency makes considerable, Parva

ri nonjiunt quotidie, says Pliny, and which can

have no place in those relations which never

descend below the consultation of senates, the

motions of armies, and the schemes of conspira
tors.

I have often thought that there has rarely

passed a life of which a judicious and faithful

narrative would not be useful. For, not only

every man has, in the mighty mass of the world,

great numbers in the same condition with him

self, to whom his mistakes and miscarriages,

escapes and expedients, would be of immediate

and apparent use ; but there is such a uniform

ity in the state of man, considered apart from

adventitious and separable decorations and dis

guises, that there is scarce any possibility of

good or ill, but is common to human kind. A
great part of the time of those who are placed

at the greatest distance by fortune, or by tem-

pei*, must unavoidably pass in the same man

ner; and though, when the claims of nature are

satisfied, caprice, and vanity, and accident, begin
to produce discriminations and peculiarities, yet
the eye is not very heedful or quick, which can

not discover the same causes still terminating
their influence in the same effects, though some

times accelerated, sometimes retarded, or per

plexed by multiplied combinations. We are all

prompted by the same motives, all deceived by
the same fallacies, all animated by hope, ob

structed by danger, entangled by desire, and se

duced by pleasure.

It is frequently objected to relations of parti

cular lives, that they are not distinguished by

any striking or wonderful vicissitudes. The

scholar, who passed his life among his books,

the merchant, who conducted only his own af

fairs, the priest, whose sphere of action was not

extended beyond that of his duty, are consider

ed as no proper objects of public regard, how
ever they might have excelled in their several

stations, whatever might have been their learn

ing, integrity, and piety. But this notion arises

from false measures of excellence and dignity,

and must be eradicated by considering, that, in

the esteem of uncorrupted reason, what is of

most use is of most value.

It is, indeed, not improper to take honest ad

vantages of prejudice, and to gain attention by
a celebrated name ; but the business of the bio<-

grapher is often to pass slightly over those per
formances and incidents, which produce vulgar

greatness, to lead the thoughts into domestic

privacies, and display the minute details of daily

life, where exterior appendages are cast aside,

and men excel each other only by prudence and

by virtue. The account of Thuanus is, with

great propriety, said by its author to have been

written, that it might lay open to posterity the

private and familiar character of that man, cu-

jus ingenium et candorem ex ipsi-us scriptis sunt olim

semper miraturi, whose candour and genius will T
to the end of time be by his writings preserver

ve-

in admiration. /ious

There are many invisible circumsta'c w*h
which, whether we read as inquirers afts as tn ' 3

tural or moral knowledge, whether we as

to enlarge our science, or increase
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fire more important than public occurrences.

Thus Sail ust, the. great master of nature, has

not forgotten, in his account of Cataline, to re

mark, that his walk was now quick, and again

tlow, as an indication of a mind reAr

olving some

thing with violent commotion. Thus the story

of Meiancthon affords a striking lecture on the

value of time, by informing us, that when he

made an appointment, he expected riot only the

hour but the minute to be fixed, that the day

might not run out in the idleness of suspense:

and all the plans and enterprises of De Witt

are now of less importance to the world than

that part of his personal character, which re

presents him as careful of his health, and negligent

of his
life.

But biography has often been allotted to

writers who seem very little acquainted with

the nature of their task, or very negligent about

the performance. They rarely afford any other

account than might be collected from public

papers, btit imagine themselves writing a life

when they exhibit a chronological series of ac

tions or preferments ;
and so little regard the

manners or behaviour of their heroes, that more

knowledge may be gained of a man's real char

acter, by a short conversation with one of his

servants, than from a formal and studied narra

tive, begun with his pedigree, and ended \vith

his funeral.

If now and then they condescend to inform

the world of particular facts, they are not al

ways so happy as to select the most important.
I know not well what advantage posterity can

receive from the only circumstance by which

Tickell has distinguished Addison from the rest

of mankind, the irregularity of his pulse: nor can

I think myself over-paid for the time spent in

reading the life of Malherb, by being enabled to

relate, after the learned biographer, that Mal

herb had two predominant opinions ; one, that

the looseness of a single woman might destroy

all her boast of ancient descent ;
the other, that

the French beggars made use very improperly
and barbarously of the phrase noble Gentleman,

because either word included the sense of both.

There are, indeed, some natural reasons why
these narratives are often written by such as

were n->t likely to give much instruction or de

light, and why most accounts of particular per
sons are barren and useless. If a life be delay

ed till interest and envy are at an end, we may
hope for impartiality, but must expect little in

telligence ;
for the incidents which give excel

lence to biography are of a volatile and evan-

'escent kind, such as soon escape the memory,
ei

'-nd are rarely transmitted by tradition. We
>w how few can portray a living acquaint-

impo
except by his most prominent and observ-

*
." irt'iculcirities, and the grosser features of.

,r, jU* "

imparting it, and how soon a succession ol

copies will lose all resemblance of the original.
If the biographer writes from personal know

ledge, and makes haste to gratify the public

curiosity, there is danger least his interest, hi.i

fear, his gratitude, or bis tenderness, overpower
his fidelity, and tempt him to conceal, if not to

invent. There are many who think it an act
of piety to hide the faults or failings of their.

friends, even when they can no longer suffer by
their detection

; we therefore see whole ranks
of characters adorned with uniform panegyric,
and not to be known from one another, but by
extrinsic and casual circumstances. " Let me
remember," says Hale, when I find myself
inclined to pity a criminal, that there is like

wise a pity due to the country." If we owe
regard to the memory of the dead, there is yet
more respect to be paid to knowledge, to virtue,
and to truth.

No. 61.] TUESDAY, OCTOBER 16, 1750.

Falsnx honorjurat, et mendax infamia ferret

Quern, nisi me.ndosum et mendacem ? HOR.

False praise can charm, unreal shame controul

Whom, but a vicious or a sickly soul?

FRANCIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

and it may Le easily imagined how 1

this little knowledge may be lost ir.

IT is extremely vexatious to a man of eager and

thirsty curiosity to be placed at a great distance

from the fountain of intelligence, and not only
never to receive the current of report till it has

satiated the greatest part of the nation, but at

last to find it mudded in its course, and corrupt
ed wilh taints or mixtures from every channel

through which it flowed.

One of the chief pleasures of my life is to

hear what passes in the woi-ld, to know what
are the schemes of the politic, the aims of the

busy, and the hopes of the ambitious; what

changes of public measures are approaching ;

who is likely to be crushed in the collision of

parties ; who is climbing to the top of power,
and who is tottering on the precipice of dis

grace. But as it is very common for us to de

sire most what we are least qualified to obtain,

I have suffered this appetite of news to out-

grov/ all the gratifications which my preset,
situation can afford it

;
for being placed in a

remote country, I am condemned always to

confound the future with the past, to fom\

prognostications of events no longer doubtful,

and to consider the expediency of schemes al

ready executed or defeated. I am perplexed
with a perpetual deception in my prospects, like

a man pointing his telescope at a remote star.
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frhieh before the light reaches his eye has for-

sakfin the place from which it was emitted.

The mortification of being thus always be

hind the active world in my reflections and

discoveries, is exceedingly aggravated by the

petulance of those whose health, or business,

or pleasure, brings them hither from London.

For, without considering the insuperable dis

advantages of my condition, and the unavoida

ble ignorance which absence must produce,

they often treat me with the utmost supercil

iousness of contempt, for not knowing what no

human sagacity can discover ;
and sometimes

seem to consider me as a wretch scarcely wor

thy of human converse, when I happen to talk

of the fortune of a bankrupt, or propose the

healths of the dead, when I warn them of mis

chiefs already incurred, or wish for measures

that have been lately taken. They seem to

attribute to the superiority of their intellects

what they only owe to the accident of their

conditions, and think themselves indisputably

entitled to airs of insolence and authority, when

they find another ignorant of facts, which, be

cause they echoed in the streets of London, they

suppose equally public in all other places, and

known where they could neither be seen, relat

ed, nor conjectured.
To this haughtiness they are indeed too much

encouraged by the respect which, they receive

amongst us, for no other reason than that they
come from London. For no sooner is the ar

rival of one of these disseminators of knowledge
known in the country, than we crowd about

him from every quarter, and by innumerable

inquiries flatter him into an opinion of his own

importance. He sees himself surrounded by

multitudes, who propose their doubts, and re

fer their controversies, to him, as to a being
descended from some nobler region, and he

grows on a sudden oraculous and infallible,

solves all difficulties, and sets all objections at

defiance.

There is, in my opinion, great reason for

suspecting, that they sometimes take advantage
of this reverential modesty, and impose upon
rustic understandings, with a false show of uni

versal intelligence ;
for I do not find that they

are willing to own themselves ignorant of any
thing, or that they dismiss any inquirer with
a positive and decisive answer. The court, the

city, the park, and exchange, are to those men
of unbounded observation equally familiar, and

they are alike ready to tell the hour at which
stocks will rise, or the ministry be changed.
A short residence at London entitles a man

to knowledge, to wit, to politeness, and to a

despotic and dictatorial power of prescribing to

the rude multitude, whom he condescends to

honour with a biennial visit
; yet, I know not

tvell upon what motives, I have lately found

myself inclined to cavil at this prescription, and

to doubt whether it be not, on some occasions,

proper to withhold our veneration, till we aro

more authentically convinced of the merits of

the claimant.

It is well remembered here, that, about seveti

years ago, one Frolic, a tall boy, with lank

hair, remarkable for stealing eggs, and sucking

them, was taken from the school in this parish,

and sent up to London to study the law. As
he had given amongst us no proofs of a genius

designed by nature for extraordinary perform

ances, he was, from the time of his departure,

totally forgotten, nor was there any talk of his

vices or virtues, his good or his ill fortune, till

last summer a report burst upon us, that Mr.

Frolic was come down in the first post-chaise

which this village had seen, having travelled

with such rapidity that one of his postilions

had broken his leg, and another narrowly es

caped suffocation in a quicksand ;
but that Mr.

Frolic #eemed totally unconcerned, for such

things were never heeded at London.

Mr. Frolic next day appeared among the gen
tlemen at their weekly meeting on the bowl

ing-green, and now were seen the effects of a

London education. His dress, his language,

his ideas, were all new, and he did not much
endeavour to conceal his contempt of every thing

that differed from the opinions, or practice, of

the modish world. He showed us the deform

ity of our skirts and sleeves, informed us where

hats of the proper size were to be sold, and re

commended to us the reformation of a thousand

absurdities in our clothes, our cookery, and our

conversation. When any of his phrases were

tin intelligible, he could not suppress the joy of

confessed superiority, but frequently delayed

the explanation, that he might enjoy his triumph
over our barbarity.

When he is pleased to entertain us with a

story, he takes care to crowd into it names of

streets, squares, and buildings, with which he

knows we are unacquainted. The favourite

topics of his discourse are ihe pranks of drunk

ards, and the tricks put upon country gentlemen

by porters and link-boys. When he is with

ladies, he tells them of the innumerable pleas

ures to which he can introduce them ; but never

fails to hint how much they will be deficient, at

their first arrival, in the knowledge of tho

town. What it is to know the tmvn, he has not

indeed hitherto informed us, though there is no

phrase so frequent in his mouth, nor any science

which he appears to think of so great a value,

or so difficult attainment.

But my curiosity has been most engaged by
the recital of his own adventures and achieve

ments. I have heard of the union of various

characters in single persons, but never met with

such a constellation of great qualities as this

man's narrative affords. Whatever has distin-
'

guished the hero ; whatever has elevated the
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wit ; whatever has endeared the lover, are all

concentred in Mr. Frolic, whose life has, for

seven years, been a regular interchange of in

trigues, dangers, and waggeries, and who has

distinguished himself in every character that

can be feared, envied, or admired.

I question whether all the officers of the royal

navy can bring together, from all their journals,

a collection of so many wonderful escapes as this

man has known upon the Thames, on which he

has been a thousand and a thousand times on

the point of perishing, sometimes by the terrors

of foolish women in the same boat, sometimes

by his own acknowledged imprudence in pas

sing the river in the dark, and sometimes by

shooting the bridge under which he has ren

countered mountainous waves and dreadful cat

aracts.

Nor less has been his temerity by laud, nor

fewer his hazards. He has reeled with giddi

ness on the top of the monument ;
he has crossed

the street amidst the rush of coaches
;
he has

"been surrounded by robbers without number ;

he has headed parties at the playhouse ;
he has

nealed the windows of every toast, of whatever

condition ;
he has been hunted for whole winters

by his rivals ; he has slept upon bulks, he has

cut chairs, he has bilked coachmen ;
he has res

cued his friends from the bailiffs ; has knocked

down the constable, has bullied the justice, and

performed many other exploits, that have filled

the town with wonder and with merriment.

But yet greater is the fame of his understand

ing- than his bravery ;
for he informs us, that

he is, at London, the established arbitrator of

all points of honour, and the decisive judge of

all performances of genius ;
that no musical per

former is in reputation till the opinion of Frolic

has ratified his pretensions ; that the theatres

suspend their sentence till he begins the clap or

hiss, in which all are proud to concur ; that no

public entertainment has failed or succeeded,

but because he opposed or favoured it
; that all

controversies at the gaming-table are referred

to his determination ;
that he adjusts the cere

monial at every assembly, and prescribes every
fashion of pleasure or of dress.

With every man whose name occurs in the

papers of the day, he is intimately acquainted ;

and there are very few posts, either in the state

or army, of which he has not more or less in

fluenced the disposal. He has been very fre

quently consulted both upon war and peace;

but the time is not yet come when the nation

shall know how much it is indebted to the

genius of Froiic.

Yet, notwithstanding all these declarations, I

cannot hitherto persuade myself to see that Mr.

Frolic has more wit, or knowledge, or courage,

than the rest of mankind, or that any uncom
mon enlargement of his faculties has happened
in the time of his absence. For when he talks

[No. 62.

on subjects known to the rest of the companj* ;

he has no advantage over us, but by catches of

interruption, briskness of interrogation, jyid

pertness of contempt; and therefore if he has

stunned the world with his name, and gained a

place in the first ranks of humanity, 1 cannot

but conclude, that either a little understanding
confers eminence at London, or that Mr. Frolic

thinks us unworthy of the exertion of his

powers, or that his faculties are benumbed by
rural stupidity, as the magnetic needle loses its

animation in the polar climes.

I would not, however, like many hasty philo

sophers, search after the cause till I am certain

of the effect ; and therefore I desire to be inform

ed, whether you have yet heard the great name
of Mr. Frolic. If he is celebrated by other

tongues than his own, I shall willingly propa

gate his praise ; but if he has swelled amongst
us with empty boasts, and honours conferred

only by himself, I shall treat him with rustic

sincerity, and drive him as an impostor from
this part of the kingdom to some region of more

credulity.

I am, &c.

RURICOLA.

No. 62.] SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1750.

Nunc ego Triptolemi cuperem conscendere currus,
Misit in ignotam qui rude semen humum :

Nunc ego Medeet vellemfranare dracones,

Quos habuitfugiens arce, Corinthe, tua ;

Nunc ego jacu.nd.as optarem sumere pennas,
Hive tuas, Perseu ; Dadale, slue tuas.

Now would 1 mount his car, whose bounteous hand
First sow'd with teeming seed the furrow'd land :

Now to Medea's dragons fix my reins,

That swiftly bore her from Corinthian plains :

Now on Dasdalian waxen pinions stray,
Or those which wafted Persuus on his way.

F. LEWIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

I AM a young woman of a very large fortune,

which, if my parents would have been persuad
ed to comply with the rules and customs of the

polite part of mankind, might long since have

raised me to the highest honours of the female

world ;
unit so strangely have they hitherto con

trived to waste my life, that I am now on the bor

ders of twenty, without having ever danced but at

our monthly assembly, or been toasted but among
a few gentlemen of the neighbourhood, or seen

any company in which it was worth a wish to

be distinguished.

My father having impaired his patrimony in

soliciting a place at court, at last grew wise

enough to cease his pursuit ; and, to repair the

consequences of expensive attendance and negli

gence of his affairs, married a lady much older

than himself, who had lived in the fashionable
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world till she wat considered as an incumbrance

upon parties of pleasure, and as I can collect

from incidental informations, retired from gay
assemblies just time enough to escape the morti

fication of universal neglect.

She was, however, still rich, and not yet
wrinkled ; my father was too distressfully em
barrassed to think much on any thing but

the means of extrication, and though it is not

likely that he wanted the delicacy which polite

conversation will always produce in understand

ings not remarkably defective, yet he was con

tented with a match, by which he might be set

free from inconveniences that would have de

stroyed all the pleasures of imagination, and

taken from softness and beauty the power of

delighting.

As they were both somewhat disgusted with

their treatment in the world, and married,

though without any dislike of each other, yet

principally for the sake of setting themselves

free from dependence on caprice or fashion, they
soon retired into the country, and devoted their

lives to rural business and diversions.

They had not much reason to regret the

change of their situation ;
for their vanity,

which had so long been tormented by neglect and

disappointment, was here gratified with every
honour that could be paid them. Their long

familiarity with public life, made them the

oracles of all those who aspired to intelligence or

politeness. My father dictated politics, my
mother prescribed the mode, and it was sufficient

to entitle any family to some consideration, that

they were known to visit at Mrs. Courtly' s.

In this state they were, to speak in the style

of novelists, made happy by the birth of your

correspondent. My parents had no other child,

I was therefore not brow- beaten by a saucy
[

brother, or lost in a multitude of co-heiresses,
j

whose fortunes being equal, would probably
have conferred equal merit, and procured equal j

regard ; and as my mother was now old, my
j

understanding and my person had fair play, my
inquiries were not checked, my advances towards i

importance were not repressed, and I was soon
,

suffered to tell my own opinions, and early ac

customed to hear my own praises.

By these accidental advantages I was much
exalted above the young ladies with whom I

conversed, and was treated by them with great
deference. I saw none who did not seem to

confess my superiority, and to be held in awe by
the splendour of my appearance ; for the fond

ness of my father made him pleased to see me
dressed, and my mother had no vanity nor ex

penses to hinder her from concurring with his

inclination.

Thus, Mr. Rambler, I lived without much
desire after any thing beyond the circle of our

visits ; and here I should have quietly continued

to portion out my time among my books and

my needle, and my company, had notmy curios

ity been every moment excited by the conversa
tion of my parents, who, whenever they sit

down to familiar prattle, and endeavour the en
tertainment of each other, immediately transport
themselves to London, and relate some adven
ture in a hackney coach, some frolic at a mas
querade, some conversation in the Park, or some

quarrel at an assembly, display the magnificence
of a birth-night, relate the conquests of maids of

honour, or give a history of diversions, shows,
and entertainments, which I had never known
but from their accounts.

I am so well versed in the history of the gav
world, that I can relate, with great punctuality
the lives of all the last race of wits and beauties ;

can enumerate, with exact chronology, the whole
succession of celebrated singers, musicians, trage

dians, comedians, and harlequins ; can tell to

the last twenty years all the changes of fashions j

and am, indeed, a complete antiquary with re

spect to head-dresses, dances, and operas.

You will easily imagine, Mr. Rambler, that

I could not hear these narratives, for sixteen

years together, without suffering some impres

sions, and wishing myself nearer to those places

where every hour brings some new pleasure,

and life is diversified with an inexhausted suc

cession .of felicity.

I indeed often asked my mother why she left

a place which she recollected with so much de

light, and why she did not visit London once a

year, like some other ladies, and initiate me hi

the world by showing me its amusements, its

grandeur, and its variety. But she always told

me that the days which she had seen were such

as will never come again, that all diversion is

now degenerated, that the conversation of the

present age is insipid, that their fashions are un

becoming, their customs absurd, and their mo
rals corrupt ;

that there is no ray left of the

genius which enlightened the times that she re

members ; that no one who had seen, or heard,

the ancient performers, would be able to beat

the bunglers of this despicable age : and that

there is now neither politeness, nor pleasure,

nor virtue, in the world. She therefore assures

me that she consults my happiness by keeping

me at home, for I should now find nothing but

vexation and disgust, and she should be ashamed

to see me pleased with such fopperies and trifles,

as take up the thoughts of the present set of

young people.

With this answer I was kept quiet for several

years, and thought it no great inconvenience to

be confined to the country, till last summer a

young gentleman and his sister came down to

pass a few months with one of our neighbours.

They had generally no great regard for the

country ladies, but distinguished me by a parti
-

cular complaisance, and as we grew intimate

gave me such a detail of the elegance, the splen-
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dour, the mirth, the happiness of the town, that

J am resolved to be 110 longer buried in igiior-

<*'ice and obscurity, but to share with other wits

Uie joy of being admired, and divide with other

beauties the empire of the world.

I do not find, Mr. Rambler, upon a deliber

ate and impartial comparison, that I am excel

led by Belinda in beauty, iu wit, in judgment,
in knowledge, or in any thing, but a kind of

gay, lively familiarity, by which she mingles
with strangers as with persons long acquainted,
and which enables her to display her powers
without any obstruction, hesitation, or confu

sion. Yet she can relate a thousand civilities

paid to her in public, can produce, from a hun
dred lovers,, letters filled with praises, protesta

tions, ecstacies, and despair ; has been handed

by dukes to her chair ; has been the occasion of

innumerable quarrels; has paid twenty visits

in an afternoon ; been invited to six balls in an

evening, and been forced to retire to lodgings in

the country from the importunity of courtship,
and the fatigue of pleasure.

I tell you, Mr. Rambler, I will stay here no

longer. I have at last prevailed upon my mo
ther to send me to town, and shall set out in

three weeks on the grand expedition. 1 intend

to live in public, and to crowd into the winter

every pleasure which money can purchase, and

every honour which beauty can obtain.

But this tedious interval how shall I endure ?

Cannot you alleviate the misery of delay by
some pleasing description of the entertainments

of the town ? I can read, I can talk, I can think

of nothing else ; and if you will not soothe my
impatience, heighten my ideas, and animate my
hopes, you may write for those who have more

leisure, but are not to expect any longer the

honour of being read by those eyes which are

now intent only on conquest and destruction.

RHODOCLIA.
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-Ilabebat strpe ducentos,

$ape decem servos ; modo reges atque tetrarchas,
Omiua mugna loquens: modo, sit mild inensa tri

pes, et

Concha sails puri, et toga, qua: defenderefrigus,

Quant vis crassa queat. HOR.

Now with two hundred slaves he crowds his train
;

Now walks with ten. In high and haughty strain

At morn, of kings and governors he prates ;

At night," A frugal table, O ye fates,

A little shell the sacred salt to hold,

And clothes, though coarse, to keep me from the cold."

FRANCIS.

IT Las been remarked, perhaps, by every writer

who has left behind him observations upon life,

that no man is pleased with his present state ;

which prrsvpg poually unsatisfactory, says Ho

race, whether fallen upon by chance or

with deliberation
; we are always disgusted

with some circumstance or other of our situa

tion, and imagine the condition of others more
abundant in blessings, or less exposed to caLv

mities.

This universal discontent has been generallj
mentioned with great severity of censure, as un
reasonable in itself, since of two, equally envi

ous of each other, both cannot have the larger
share of happiness, and as tending to darken
life with unnecessary gloom, by withdrawing
our minds from the contemplation and enjoy
ment of that happiness which our state affords

us, and fixing our attention upon foreign objects,
which we only behold to depress ourselves, and
increase our misery ty injurious comparisons.
When this opinion of the felicity of others

predominates in the heart, so as to excite reso

lutions of obtaining, at whatever price, the con

dition to which such transcendent privileges
are supposed to be annexed ; when it bursts in

to action, and produces fraud, violence, and in

justice, it is to be pursued with all the rigour of

legal punishments. But while operating only
upon the thoughts, it disturbs none but him
who has happened to admit it, and however it

may interrupt content, makes no attack on piety
or virtue, I cannot think it so far criminal or

ridiculous, but that it may deserve some pity,
and admit some excuse.

That all are equally happy, or miserable, I

suppose none is sufficiently enthusiastical to

maintain ; because though we cannot judge of

the condition of others, yet every man has found

frequent vicissitudes in his own state, and must
therefore be convinced that life is susceptible of

more or less felicity. What then shall forbid

us to endeavour the alteration of that which is

capable of being improved, and to grasp at aug
mentations of good, when we know it possible
to be increased, and believe that any particular

change of situation will increase it ?

If he that finds him-self uneasy may reason

ably make efforts to rid himself from vexation,
all mankind have a sufficient plea for some de

gree of restlessness, and the fault seems to be

little more than too much temerity of conclu

sion, in favour of something not yet experienced,
and too much readiness to believe, that the

misery which our own passions and appetites

produce, is brought upon us by accidental causes

and external efficients.

It is, indeed, frequently discovered by us, thai

we complained too hastily of peculiar hardships,
and imagined ourselves distinguished by em-

barrassments, in which other classes of men are

equally entangled. We often change a lighter
for a greater evil, and wish ourselves restored

again to the state from which we thought it de

sirable to be delivered. But this knowledge,

though it is easily gained by the trial, is not al-

, ways attainable any other way ;
and that error
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justly be reproached which reason could

not obviate, nor prudeuce avoid.

To take a view at once distinct and compre
hensive of human life, with all its intricacies of

combination, and varieties of connection, is be-

yoiid the power of mortal intelligences. Of the

state with which practice has not acquainted us

we snatch a glimpse, we discern a point, and

regulate the rest by passion and by fancy. In

this inquiry every favourite prejudice, every in

nate desire, is busy to deceive us. We are un

happy, at least less happy than our nature seems

to admit ; we necessarily desire the melioration

sf our lot ;
what we desire we very reasonably

seek, and what we seek we are naturally eager

to believe that we have found. Our confidence

is often disappointed, but our reason is not con

vinced, and there is no man who does not hope
for something which he has not, though per-

""

haps his wishes lie inactive, because he foresees

the difficulty of attainment. As among the

numerous students of Hermetic philosophy, not

one appears to have desisted from the task of

transmutation, from conviction of its impossi

bility, but from weariness of toil, or impatience
of delay, a broken body, or exhausted fortune.

Irresolution and mutability are often the

faults of men whose views are wide, and whose

imagination is vigorous and excursive, because

they cannot confine their thoughts within their

own boundaries of action, but are continually

ranging over all the scenes of human existence,

and consequently are often apt to conceive that

they fall upon new regions of pleasure, and start

new possibilities of happiness. Thus they are

busied with a perpetual succession of schemes,
arid pass their lives in alternate elation and

sorrow, for want of that calm and immoveable

acquiescence in their condition, by which men
of slower understandings are fixed for ever to

a certain point, or led on in the plain beaten

track which their fathers and grandsires have

trodden before them.

Of two conditions of life equally inviting to

the prospect, that will always have the disad

vantage which we have already tried ; because

the 6Ar
ils which we have felt we cannot exten

uate ; and though we have, perhaps from na

ture, the power as well of aggravating the

calamity which we fear, as of heightening the

blessing we expect, yet in those meditations

which we indulge by choice, and which are not

forced upon the mind by necessity, we have

always the art of fixing our regard upon the

more pleasing images, and suffer hope to dispose
the lights by which we look upon futurity.

The good and ill of different modes of life are

sometimes so equally opposed, that perhaps no

j

man ever yet made his choice between them upon
I a full conviction, and adequate knowledge ; and

therefore fluctuation of will is not more won
derful, when they are proposed to the election,

than oscillations of a beam charged with equal

weights. The mind no sooner imagines itself

determined by some prevalent advantage, than

some convenience of equal weight is discovered

on the other side, and the resolutions which are

suggested by the nicest examination, are often

repented as soon as they are taken.

Eumeiies, a young man of great abilities, in

herited a large estate from a father long eminent

in conspicuous employments. His father harass

ed with competitions, and perplexed with mul

tiplicity of business, recommended the quiet of

a private station with so much force, that Eu-
menes for some years resisted every motion of

ambitious wishes ; but being once provoked bj
the sight of oppression, which he could not

redress, he began to think it the duty of an hon
est man to enable himself to protect others, and

gradually felt a desire of greatness, excited by a

thousand projects of advantage to his country.
His fortune placed him in the senate, his know
ledge and eloquence advanced him at court, and
he possessed that authority and influence which
he had resolved to exert for the happiness of

mankind.

He now became acquainted with greatness, and
was in a short time convinced, that in proportion
as the power oF doing well is enlarged, the temp
tations to do ill are multiplied and enforced.

He felt himself every moment in danger of

being either seduced or driven from his honest

purposes. Sometimes a friend was to be grati

fied, and sometimes a rival to be crushed, by
means which his conscience could not approve.
Sometimes he "was forced to comply with the

prejudices of the public, and sometimes with thu

schemes of the ministry. He was by degrees

wearied with perpetual struggles to unite policy

and virtue, and went back to retirement as the

shelter of innocence, persuaded that he could

only hope to benefit mankind, by a blameless

example of private virtue. Here he spent some

years in tranquillity and beneficence ; but find

ing that corruption increased and false opinions

in government prevailed, he thought himself

again summoned to posts of public trust, from

which new evidence of his own weakness agaia

determined him to retire.

Thus men may be made inconstant by virtua

and by vice, by too much or too little thought ;

yet inconstancy, however dignified by its mo
tives, is always to be avoided, because life allows

us but a small time for inquiry and experiment,

and he that steadily endeavours at excellence,

in whatever employment, will more benefit

mankind than he that hesitates in choosing his

part till he is called to the performance. The
traveller that resolutely follows a rough and

winding path, will sooner reach the end of his

journey, than he that is always changing his

direction, and wastes the hours of day-light in

looking for smoother ground and shorter passages.
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Idem vclle, et idem nolle, ca demum jirma amicitia

ext. SALLUST.

To live in friendship, is to have the same desires and

the same aversions.

WHEN Socrates was building himself a house at

Athens, being asked by one that obser* e<l the

littleness of the design, why a man so eminent

would not have an abode more suitable to his

dignity ? he replied, that he should think him
self sufficiently accommodated if he could see

that narrow habitation filled with real friends.

Such was the opinion of this great master of

human life, concerning the infrequency of such

a union of minds as might deserve the name
of friendship, that among the multitudes whom
vanity or curiosity, civility or veneration,

croAvdcd about him, he did not expect, that very

spacious apartments would be necessary to con

tain all that should regard him with sincere

kindness, or adhere to him with steady fidelity.

So many qualities are indeed requisite to the

possibility of friendship, and so many accidents

must concur to its rise and its continuance,

that the greatest part of mankind content them
selves without it, and supply its place as they

can, with interest and dependance.
Multitudes are unqualified for a constant and

warm reciprocation of benevolence, as they are

incapacitated for any other elevated excellence,

by perpetual attention to their interest, and un

resisting subjection to their passions. Long
habits may superinduce inability to deny any
desire, or repress, by superior motives, . the im

portunities of any immediate gratification, and

an inveterate selfishness will imagine all advan

tages diminished in proportion as they are com
municated.

But i\ot only this hateful and confirmed cor

ruption, but many varieties of disposition, not

inconsistent with common degrees of virtue,

may exclude friendship from the heart. Some
ardent enough in their benevolence, and defec

tive neither in officiousness nor liberality, are

mutable and uncertain, soon attracted by new

objects, disgusted without offence, and alien

ated without enmity. Others are soft and

flexible, easily influenced by reports or whispers,

ready to catch alarms from every dubious cir

cumstance, and to listen to every suspicion

which envy and flattery shall suggest, to follow

the opinion of every confident adviser, and

move by the impulse of the last breath. Some
are impatient of contradiction, more willing to

go wrong by their own judgment, than to be

indebted for a better or a safer way to the

sagacity of another, inclined to consider counsel

as insult, and inquiry as want of confidence,

and to confer their regard on no other terms

than unreserved submission and implicit com

pliance. Some are dark and involved, equally

careful to conceal good and bad purposes ; ami

pleased with producing effects by invisible

means, and showing their design only in its exe

cution. Others are universally communicative,
alike open to every eye, and equally profuse of

their own secrets and those of others, without

the necessary vigilance of caution, or the honest

arts of prudent integrity, ready to accuse with

out malice, and to betray without treachery.

Any of these may be useful to the community,
and pass through the world with the reputation
of good purposes and uncorrupted morals, but

they are unfit for close and tender intimacies.

He cannot properly be chosen for a friend,

whose kindness is exhaled by its own warmth,
or frozen by the first blast of slander

;
he can*

not be a useful counsellor who will hear no

opinion but his own
;
he will not much invite

confidence whose principal maxim is to suspect ;

nor can the candour and frankness of that man
be much esteemed, who spreads his arms to

human kind, and makes every man without

distinction, a denizen of his bosom.

That friendship may be at once fond and

lasting, there must not only be equal virtue on

each part, but virtue of the same kind ; not only
the same end must be proposed, but the same

means must be approved by both. We are often,

by superficial accomplishments and accidental

endearments, induced to love those whom we
cannot esteem ;

we are sometimes, by great

abilities, and incontestible evidences of virtue,

compelled to esteem those whom we cannot

love. But friendship, compounded of esteem

and love, derives from one its tenderness, and

its permanence from the other ; and therefore

requires not only that its candidates should gain
the judgment, but that they should attract the

affections ; that they should not only be firm in

the day of distress, but gay in the hour of jolli

ty ; not only useful in exigences, but pleasing
in familiar life; their presence should give
cheerfulness as well as courago, and dispel alike

the gloom of fear and of melancholy.
To this mutual complacency is generally re

quisite a uniformity of opinions, at least of

those active and conspicuous principles which
discriminate parties in government, and sects

in religion, and which every day operate more
or less on the common business of life. For

though great tenderness has, perhaps, been

sometimes known to continue between men
eminent in contrary factions

; yet such friends

are to be shown rather as prodigies than exam

ples, and it is no more proper to regulate our

conduct by such instances, than to leap a pre

cipice, because some have fallen from it and

escaped with life.

It cannot but be extremely difficult to pre
serve private kindness in the midst of public op

position, in which will necessarily be involved a
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thousand incidents extending their influence to

conversation and privacy. Men engaged, by
moral or religious motives, in contrary parties,

will generally look with different eyes upon every

man, and decide almost every question upon
different principles. When such occasions of

dispute happen, to comply is to betray our cause,

and to maintain friendship by ceasing to deserve

it
;
to be silent is to lose the happiness and dig

nity of independence, to live in perpetual con

straint, and to desert, if not to betray : and who
shall determine which of two friends shall yield,

where neither believes himself mistaken, and
both confess the importance of the question ?

What then remains but contradiction and de

bate ? And from those what can be expected,

but acrimony, and vehemence, the insolence of

triumph, the vexation of defeat, and, in time, a

"weariness of contest, and an extinction of ben

evolence ? Exchange of endearments and inter

course of civility may continue, indeed, as boughs

may for a while be verdant, when the root is

Avounded ;
but the poison of discord is infused,

and though the countenance may preserve its

smile, the heart is hardening and contracting.

That man will not be long agreeable, whom
we see only in times of seriousness and severity ;

and, therefore, to maintain the softness and se

renity of benevolence, it is necessary that friends

partake each other's pleasures as well as cares,

and be led to the same diversions by similitude

of taste. This is, however, not to be considered

as equally indispensable with conformity of prin

ciples, because any man may honestly, according
to the precepts of Horace, resign the gratifica

tions of taste to the humour of another, and

friendship may well deserve the sacrifice ofpleas

ure, though not of conscience.

It was once confessed to me, by a painter,
that no professor of his art ever loved another.

This declaration is so far justified by the know
ledge of life, as to damp the hopes of warm and
constant friendship between tnen whom their

studies have made competitors, and whom every
favourer and every censurer are hourly inciting

against each other. The utmost expectation
that experience can warrant, is, that they should

forbear open hostilities and secret machinations

and, when the whole fraternity is attacked, be

able to unite against a common foe. Some,

however, though few, may perhaps be found,
in whom emulation has not been able to

overpower generosity, who are distinguished
from lower beings by nobler motives than the

love of fame, arid can preserve the sacred flame

of friendship from the gusts of pride, and the

rubbish of interest.

Friendship is seldom lasting but between

equals, or where the superiority on one side is

reduced by some, equivalent advantage on the

other. Benefits which cannot be repaid, and

obligations which cannot be discharged, are not

commonly found to increase affectioa
; they ex

cite gratitude, indeed, and heighten veneration ;

but commonly take aAvay that easy freedom and

familiarity of intercourse, without which,

though there may be fidelity, and zeal, and ad

miration, there cannot be friendship. Thus

imperfect are all earthly blessings ; the great

effect of friendship is beneficence, yet by the

first act of uncommon kindness it is endangered,
like plants that bear their fruit and die. Yet

this consideration ought not to restrain bounty,

j

or repress compassion ;
for duty is to be prefer

red before convenience, and he that loses part of

the pleasures of friendship by his generosity,

gains in its place the gratulation of his con

science.
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-Garrit aniles

Ex re fabellas.-

The cheerful sage, when solemn dictates fail,

Conceals the moral counsel in a tale.

O BIDAH, the son of Abensina, left the caravan

sary early in the morning, and pursued hix

journey through the plains of Indostan. He
was fresh and vigorous with rest

;
he was ani

mated with hope ; he was incited by desire
;
he

walked swiftly forward over the valleys, and

saw the hills gradually rising before him. As
he passed along, his ears were delighted with

the morning song of the bird of paradise, he

was fanned by the last flutters of the sinking

breeze, and sprinkled with dew by groves of

spices ; he sometimes contemplated the tower

ing height of the oak, monarch of the hills
;
and

sometimes caught the gentle fragrance of the

primrose, eldest daughter of the spring ; all his

senses were gratified, and all care was banished

from his heart.

Thus he went on till the sun approached his

meridian, and the increasing heat preyed upon
his strength ; he then looked round about him
for some more commodious path. He saw, on

his right hand, a grove that seemed to wave its

shades as a sign of invitation ;
he entered it,

and found the coolness and verdure irresistibly

pleasant. He did not, however forget whither

he was travelling, but found a narrow way
bordered with flowers, which appeared to have

the same direction with the main road, and was

pleased that, by this happy experiment, he had

found means to unite pleasure -with business,

and to gain the rewards of diligence, without

suffering its fatigues. He, therefore, still con

tinued to walk for a time, without the least re

mission of his ardour, except that he was some

times tempted to stop by the music of the birds

whom the heat had assembled in the shade; and

sometimes amused himself with plucking tin?

H
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flowers that covered the banks on either side, or

the fruits that hung upon the branches. At
last the green path began to decline from its

first tendency, and to wind among hills and

thickets, cooled with fountains and murmuring
with water-falls. Here Obidah paused for a time,
and began to consider whether it were longer
safe to forsake the known and common track ;

but remembering that the heat was now in its

greatest violence, and that the plain was dusty
and uneven, he resolved to pursue the new path
which he supposed only to make a few mean

ders, in compliance with the varieties of the

ground, and to end at last in the common road.

Having thus calmed his solicitude, he renew.

ed his pace, though he suspected that he was
not gaining ground. This uneasiness of his

mind inclined him to lay hold on every new

object, and give way to every sensation that

might soothe or divert him. He listened to

every echo, he mounted every hill for a fresh

prospect, he turned aside to every cascade, and

pleased himself with tracing the course of a

gentle river that rolled among the trees, and

watered a large region with innumerable cir

cumvolutions. In these amusements the hours

passed away uncounted, his deviations had per

plexed his memory, and he knew not towards

what point to travel. He stood pensive and

confused, afraid to go forward lest he should

go wrong, yet conscious that the time of loiter

ing was now past. While he was thus tortured

with uncertainty, the sky was overspread^vith
clouds, the day vanished from before him, and
a sudden tempest gathered round his head. He
was now roused by his danger to a quick and

painful remembrance of his folly ; he now saAv

how happiness is lost when ease is consulted ;

he lamented the unmanly impatience that

prompted him to seek shelter in the grove, and

despised the petty curiosity that led him on
from trifle to trifle. While he was thus re

flecting, the air grew blacker, and a clap of

thunder broke his meditation.

He now resolved to do what remained yet in

his power, to tread back the ground which he
had passed, and try to find some issue where
the wood might open into the plain. He pros
trated himself on the ground, and commerced
his life to the Lord of nature. He rose with
confidence and tranquillity, and pressed on with
his sabre in his hand, for the beasts of the de

sert were in motion, and on every hand were
heard the mingled howls of rage and fear, and

ravage and expiration ; all the horrors of dark

ness and solitude surrounded him : the winds
roared in the woods, and the torrents tumbled
from the hills,

oi
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Work'd into sudden rage by wintery showers,
Down the steep hill the roaring torrent pours 1

The mountain shepherd hears the distant noise.

Thus forlorn and distressed, he wandered

through the wild, without knowing whither he

was going, or whether he was every moment

drawing nearer to safety or to destruction. At

length not fear but labour began to overcome
him

; his breath grew short, and his knees

trembled, and he was on the point of lying down
in resignation to his fate, when he beheld

through the brambles the glimmer of a taper.

He advanced towards the light, and finding
that it proceeded from the cottage of a hermit,
he called humbly at the door, and obtained ad

mission. The old man set before him such

provisions as he had collected for himself, on

which Obidah fed with eagerness and grati
tude.

When the repast was over,
" Tell me," said

the hermit,
"
by what chance thou hast been

brought hither ; I have been now tweaty years
an inhabitant of the wilderness, in which I

never saw a man before." Obidah then relate.!

the occurrences of his journey, without any con

cealment or palliation.
"
Son," said the hermit,

" let the errors

and follies, the dangers and escape of this

day, sink deep into thy heart. Remember,

my son, that human life is the journey of a

day. We rise ^in the morning of youth full of

vigour and full of expectation ; we set forward

with spirit and hope, with gayety and with dili

gence, and travel on a while.in the straight road

of piety towards the mansions of rest. Jn a

short time we remit our fervour, and endeavour

to find some mitigation of our duty, and some
more easy means of obtaining the same end.

We then relax our vigour, and resolve no longer
to be terrified with crimes at a distance, but re

ly upon our own constancy, and venture to ap

proach what we resolve never to touch. We
thus enter the bowers of ease, and repose in the

shades of security. Here the heart softens, and

vigilance subsides ; we are then willing to in

quire whether another advance cannot be made,
and whether we may not, at least, turn our eyes

upon the gardens of pleasure. We approach
them with scruple and hesitation; we enter

them, but enter timorous and trembling, and

always hope to pass through them without los

ing the road of virtue, which we, for awhile,

keep in our sight, and to which we propose to

return. But temptation succeeds temptation,

and one compliance prepares us for another ;

we in time lose the happiness of innocence, and

solace our disquiet with sensual gratifications.

By degrees we let fall the remembrance of our

original intention, and quit the only adequate

object of rational desire. We entangle our-

selves in business, immerge ourselves in luxury,
and rove through the labyrinths of inconstancy,
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till the darkness of old age begins to invade us,

and disease and anxiety obstruct our way. We
Ihen look back upon our lives with horror,

with sorrow, with repentance; and wish, but

too often vainly wish, that we had not forsaken

the ways of virtue. Happy are they, my son,

who shall learn from thy example not to des

pair, but shall remember that though the day is

past, and their strength is wasted, there yet re

mains one effort to be made ; that reformation

is never hopeless, nor sincere endeavours ever

unassisted; that the wanderer may at length
return after all his errors, and that he who im

plores strength and courage from above shall

find danger and difficulty give way before him.

Go now, my son, to thy repose, commit thyself
to the care of Omnipotence, and when the

morning calls again to toil, begin anew thy

journey and thy life."
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-Panel dignoscere possunt
Vera bona, atque tills multum diverse/

, retnota

Errorls nebula. jnv.

-How few
Know their own good ; or, knowing it, pursue ?

How void of reason are our hopes and fears ?

DRYDEX.

THE folly of human wishes and pursuits has al

ways been a standing subject of mirth and de

clamation, and has been ridiculed and lamented
from age to age ; till perhaps the fruitless repeti
tion of complaints and censures may be justly
numbered among the subjects of censure and

complaint.
Some of these instructors of mankind have

not contented themselves with checking the

overflows of passion, and lopping the exuber
ance of desire, but have attempted to destroy
the root as well as the branches

;
and not only

to confine the mind within bounds, but to

smooth it for ever by a dead calm. They have

employed their reason and eloquence to persuade
us, that nothing is worth the wish of a wise

maii, have represented all earthly good and evil

as indifferent, and counted among vulgar errors

the dread ofpain, and the love of life.

It is almost always the unhappiness of a vic

torious disputant, to destroy his own authority

6y claiming too many consequences, or diffus

ing his proposition to an indefensible extent.

When we have heated our zeal in a cause, and
elated our confidence with success, we are na

turally inclined to pursue the same train of

reasoning to establish some collateral truth, to

remove some adjacent difficulty, and to take in

the whole comprehension of our system. As a

prince, in the ardour of acquisition, is willing
to secure his first conquest by the addition of

another, adds fortress to fortress, and city to

city, till despair and opportunity turn his ene

mies upon him, and he loses in a moment the

glory of a reign.
The philosophers having found an easy vic

tory over those, desires which we produce in

ourselves, and which terminate in some imagi

nary state of happiness unknown and unattain

able, proceeded to make further inroads upon
the heart, and attacked at last our senses and
our instincts. They continued to war upon na
ture with arms, by which only folly could be

conquered ; they therefore lost the trophies of

their former combats, and were considered im

longer with reverence or regard.
Yet it cannot be with justice denied, that

these men have been very useful monitors, and
have left many proofs of strong reason, deep
penetration, and accurate attention to the affairs

of life, which it is now our business to separate
from the foam of a boiling imagination, and to

apply judiciously to our own use. They have
shown that most of the conditions of life, which
raise the envy of the timorous, and rouse the am
bition of the daring, are empty shows of felicity,

which when they become familiar, lose their

power of delighting ; and that the most pros

perous and exalted have very few advantages
over a meaner and more obscure fortune, when
their dangers and solicitudes are balanced

against their equipage, their banquets, and their

palaces.

It is natural for every man uninstructed to

murmur at his condition, because, in the gene
ral infelicity of life, he feels his own miseries,

without knowing that they are common to all

the rest of the species; and, therefore, though
he will not be less sensible of pain by being told

that others are equally tormented, he will at

least be freed from the temptation of seeking,

by perpetual changes, that ease which is no

where to be found ; and, though his disease still

continues, he escapes the hazard of exasperating
it by remedies.

The gratifications which affluence of wealth,

extent of power, and eminence of reputation

confer, must be always, by their own nature,

confined to a very small number
;
and the life

of the greater part of mankind must be lost in

empty wishes and painful comparisons, were

not the balm of philosophy shed upon us, and

our discontent at the appearances of an unequal
distribution soothed and appeased.

It seemed, perhaps, below the dignity of the

great masters of moral learning, to descend to

familiar life, and caution mankind against that

petty ambition which is known among us by
the name of Vanity ; which yet had been an

undertaking not unworthy of the longest beard,

and most solemn austerity. For though the

passions of little minds, acting in low stations,

do not fill the world with bloodshed and devas

tations, or mark, by great events, t^e periods tf
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time, yet they torture the breast on which they

seize, infest those that are placed within the

reach of their influence, destroy private quiet

and private virtue, and undermine insensibly

the happiness of the world.

The desire ofexcellence is laudable, but is very

frequently ill directed. We fall, by chance, in

to some class of mankind, and without consult

ing nature or wisdom, resolve to gain their

regard by those qualities which they happen to

esteem. I once knew a man remarkably dim-

sighted, who, by conversing much with country

gentlemen, found himself irresistibly determined

to sylvan honours. His great ambition was to

shoot flying, and he therefore spent whole days

in the woods pursuing game; which, before he

was near enough to see them, his approach

frighted away.
When it happens that the desire tends to ob

jects which produce no competition, it may be

overlooked with some indulgence, because, how
ever fruitless or absurd, it cannot have ill effects

upon the morals. But most of our enjoyments

owe their value to the peculiarity of possession,

and when they are rated at too high a value,

give occasion to stratagems of malignity, and

incite opposition, hatred, and defamation. The

contest of two rural beauties for preference and

distinction, is often sufficiently keen and ran

corous to fill their breasts with all those pas

sions, which are generally thought the curse

only of senates, of armies, and of courts, and the

rival dancers of an obscure assembly have their

partisans and abettors, often not less exasperated

against each other than those who are promoting
the interests of rival monarchs.

It is common to consider those whom we find

infected with an unreasonable regard for trifling

accomplishments, as chargeable with all the con

sequences of their folly, and as the authors of

their own uiihappiness ; but perhaps, those

whom we thus scorn or detest, have more claim

to tenderness than has been yet allowed them.

Before we permit our severity to break loose

upon any fault or error, we ought surely to con

sider how much we have countenanced or pro
moted it. We see multitudes busy in the pursuit

of ricnes, at the expense of wisdom and of vir

tue : but we see the rest of mankind approving
their conduct, and inciting their eagerness, by

paying that regard and deference to wealth,

which wisdom and virtue only can deserve. We
see women universally jealous of the reputation

of their beauty, and frequently look with con

tempt on the care with which they study their

complexions, endeavour to preserve, or to supply
the bloom of youth, regulate every ornament,
twist their hair into curls, and shade their faces

from the weather. We recommend the care of

their nobler part, and tell them how little addi

tion is made by all their arts to the graces of the

mind. But when was it known that female

goodness or knowledge was able to attract that

officiousriess, or inspire that ardour, which

beauty produces whenever it appears ? And
with what hope can we endeavour to persuade

the ladies, that the time spent at the toilet is lost

in vanity, when they have every moment some

new conviction, that their interest is more effect

ually promoted by a riband well disposed, than

by the brightest act of heroic virtue ?

In every instance of vanity it will be found

that the blame ought to be shared among more
than it generally reaches ; all who exalt trifles

by immoderate praise, or instigate needless

emulation by invidious incitements, are to be

considered as perverters of reason, and corrupt-
ers of the world

;
and since every man is obliged

to promote happiness and virtue, he should be

careful not to mislead unwary minds, by ap

pearing to set too high a value upon things by
which no real excellence is conferred.

No. 67.] TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1750.

Al us

Exiles, the proverb says, subsist on hope.
Delusive hope still points to distant good,

To good that mocks approach.

THERE is no temper so generally indulged a

hope ;
other passions operate by starts on parti

cular occasions, or in certain parts of life
; but

hope begins with the first power of comparing
our actual with our possible state, and attends

us through every stage and period, always urg

ing us forward to new acquisitions, and holding
out some distant blessing to our view, promising
us either relief from pain, or increase of happi
ness.

Hope is necessary in every condition. The
miseries of poverty, of sickness, of captivity,

would, without this comfort, be insupportable :

nor does it appear that the happiest lot of ter

restrial existence can set us above the want of

this general blessing ; or that life, when the gifts

of nature and of fortune are accumulated upon
it, would not still be wretched, were it not ele

vated and delighted by the expectation of some
new possession, of some enjoyment yet behind,

by which the wish shall be at last satisfied, and

the heart filled up to its utmost extent.

Hope is, indeed, very fallacious, and promises
what it seldom gives ; but its promises are more
valuable than the gifts of fortune, and it seldom

frustrates us without assuring us of recompens

ing the delay by a greater bounty.
I was musing on this strange inclination

which every man feels to deceive himself, and

considering the advantages and dangers proceed

ing from this gay prospect of futurity, when,

falling asleep, on a sudden I found myselfplaced
in a garden, of which iny sight could descry iu>
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limits. Every scene about me was gay and

gladsome, light with sunshine, and fragrant

with perfumes ;
the ground was painted with

all the variety of spring, and aU the choir of

nature was singing in the groves. When I had

recovered from the first raptures, Avith which

the confusion of pleasure had for a time en

tranced me, I began to take a particular and

deliberate view of this delightful region. I then

perceived that I had yet higher gratifications to

expect, and that at a small distance from me,
there were brighter flowers, clearer fountains,

and more lofty groves, where the birds, which

1 yet heard but faintly, were exerting all the

power of melody. The trees about me were beau

tiful with verdure, and fragrant with blossoms ;

but I was tempted to leave them by the, sight of

ripe fruits, which seemed to hang only to be

plucked. I therefore walked hastily forwards,

but found, as I proceeded, that the colours of

the field faded at my approach, the fruit fell be

fore I reached it, the birds, flew still singing

before me, and though I pressed onward with

great celerity, I was still in sight of pleasures

of which I could not yet gain the possession,

and which seemed to mock my diligence, and

to retire as I advanced.

Though I was confounded with so many al

ternations of joy and grief, I yet persisted to

go forward, in hopes that these fugitive delights

would in time be overtaken. At length I saw
an innumerable multitude of every age and sex,

who seemed all to partake of some general feli

city; for every cheek was flushed with confi

dence, and every eye sparkled with eagerness :

yet each appeared to have some particular and

secret pleasure, and very few were willing to

communicate their intentions, or extend their

concern beyond themselves. Most of them

seemed, by the rapidity of their motion, too

busy to gratify the curiosity of a stranger, and
therefore I was content for a while to gaze

upon them, without interrupting them with
troublesome inquiries. At last I observed one

man worn with time, and unable to struggle in

the crowd : and therefore, supposing him more
at leisure, I began to accost him : but he turned
from me with anger, and told me he must not

be disturbed, for the great hour of projection
was now come when Mercury should lose his

wings, and slavery should no longer dig the

mine for gold.

I left him, and attempted another, whose
eoftness of mien, and easy movement, gave me
reason to hope for a more agreeable reception ;

but he told me with a low bow, that nothing
would make him more happy than an oppor

tunity of serving me, which he could not now
want, for a place which he had been twenty
years soliciting would be soon vacant. From
him I had recourse to the next, who was de

parting in haste to take possession of the estate
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of an uncle, who by the course of nature could

not live long. He that followed was prepar

ing to dive for treasure in a new-invented bell
;

and another was on the point of discovering

the longitude.

Being thus rejected wheresoever I applied

myself for information, I began to imagine it

best to desist from inquiry, and try what my
own observation would discover : but seeing a

young man, gay and thoughtless, I resolved

upon one more experiment, and was informed

that I was in the garden of Hope, the daughter
of Desire, and that all those whom I saw thus

tumultuously bustling round me were incited by
the promises of Hope, and hastening to seize

the gifts which she held in her hand.

I turned my sight upward, and saw a god
dess in the bloom of youth sitting on a throne

;

around her lay all the gifts of fortune, and all

the blessings of life were spread abroad to

view ;
she had a perpetual gayety of aspect, and

every one imagined that her smile, which was

impartial and general, was directed to himself,

and triumphed in his own superiority to others,

who had conceived the same confidence from

the same mistake.

I then mounted an eminence, from which I

had a more extensive view of the whole place,

and could with less perplexity consider the dif

ferent conduct of the crowds that filled it.

From this station I observed, that the en

trance into the garden of Hope was by two

gates, one of which was kept by Reason, and

the other by Fancy. Reason was surly and

scrupulous, and seldom turned the key without

many interrogatories, and long hesitation ; but

Fancy was a kind and gentle portress, she held

her gate wide open, and welcomed all equally
to the district under her superintendency : so

that the passage was crowded by all those who
either feared the examination of Reason, or had

been rejected by her.

From the gate of Reason there was a way to

the throne of Hope, by a craggy, slippery, and

winding path, called the Strait of Difficulty,

which those who entered with the permission
of the guard endeavoured to climb. But though

they surveyed the way very cheerfully before

they began to rise, and marked out the several

stages of their progress, they commonly found

unexpected obstacles, and were obliged frequent

ly to stop on the sudden, where they imagined
the way plain and even. A thousand intrica

cies embarrassed them, a thousand slips threw

them back, and a thousand pitfalls impeded
their advance. So formidable were the dangers,

and so frequent the miscarriages, that many re

turned from the first attempt, and many fainted

in the midst of the way, and only a very small

number were led up to the summit of Hope, by
the hand of Fortitude. Of these few the greater

part, when they had obtained the gift whicb
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Hope had promised them, regretted the la

bour which it cost, aud felt in their success the

regret of disappointment ; the rest retired with

their prize, and were led by Wisdom to the

bovvers of Content.

Turning then towards the gate of Fancy, I

could find no way to the seat of Hope ;
but

though she sat full in view, and held out her

gifts with an air of invitation, which filled

every heart with rapture, the mountain was, on

that side, inaccessibly steep, but so channelled

and shaded, that none perceived the impossibil

ity of ascending it, but each imagined himself

to have discovered a way to which the rest

were strangers. Many expedients were indeed

tried by this industrious tribe, of whom some

were making themselves wings, which others

were contriving to actuate by the perpetual mo
tion. But with all their labour and all their

artifices, they never rose above the ground, or

quickly fell back, nor ever approached the

throne of Hope, but continued still to gaze at a

distance, and laughed at the slow progress of

those whom they saw toiling in the Strait
of'

Difficulty.

Part of the favourites of Fancy, when they
had entered the garden, without making, like

the rest, an attempt to climb the mountain,
turned immediately to the vale of Idleness, a

calm and undisturbed retirement, from whence

they could always have Hope in prospect, and

to which they pleased themselves with be

lieving that she intended speedily to descend.

These were indeed scorned by all the rest ; but

they seemed very little affected by contempt,

advice, or reproof, but were resolved to expect

at ease the favour of the goddess.

Among this gay race I was wandering, and

found them ready to answer all my questions,

and willing to communicate their mirth
;
but

turning round, I saw two dreadful monsters

entering the vale, one of whom I knew to be

Age, and the other Want. Sport and revelling

were now at an end, and a universal shriek of

affright and distress burst out and awaked me.

No. 68.] SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1750.

Vivendum rede, cum propter plurima, turn his

Praecipue causis, ut linguas mancipioruin

Contemnas ; nam lingua mail pars pcssimu serri.

JUV.

Let us live well : were it alone for this

The baneful tongues of servants to despise :

Slander, that worst of poisons, ever finds

An easy entrance to ignoble minds. HERVEY.

THE younger Pliny has very justly observed,

that of actions that deserve our attention, the

most splendid are not always the greatest.

Fame, and wonder, and applause, are not ex

cited but by external and adventitious circum

stances, often distinct and separate from virtue

and heroism. Eminence of station, grealr-ess

of effect, and all the favours of fortune, must

concur to place excellence in public view ; but

fortitude, diligence, and patience, divested of

their show, glide unobserved through the crowd
of life, and suffer and act, though with the same

vigour and constancy, yet without pity and

without praise.

This remark may be extended to all parts oi

life. Nothing is to be estimated by its effect

upon common eyes and common ears. A thou

sand miseries make silent and invisible inroads

on mankind, and the heart feels innumerable

throbs, which never break into complaint. Per

haps, likewise, our pleasures are for the most

part equally secret, and most are borne up by
some private satisfaction, some internal con

sciousness, some latent hope, some peculiar

prospect, which they never communicate, but

reserve for solitary hours, and clandestine me
ditation.

The main of life is, indeed, composed of small

incidents and petty occurrences
;
of wishes lW

objects not remote, and grief for disappointments
of no fatal consequence; of insect vexation*

which sting us arid fly away, impertinences
which buzz a while about us, and are heard m>

more; of meteorous pleasures which dance be

fore us and are dissipated ; of compliments
which glide off the soul like other music, ami
are forgotten by him that gave and him that re

ceived them.

Such is the general heap out of which every
man is to cull his own condition : for as the

chemists tell us, that all bodies are resolvable

into the same elements, and that the boundless

variety of things arises from the different pro

portions of very few ingredients ;
so a few pai ::

and a few pleasures are all the materials of !::-

man life, and of these the proportions are partly
allotted by Providence, and partly left to viie

arrangement of reason arid of choice.

As these are well or ill disposed, man is for

the most part happy or miserable. For very
few are involved in great events, or have their

thread of life entwisted with the chain of causey

on which armies or nations are suspended ;
ami

|

even those who seem wholly busied in public

affairs, and elevated above low cares, or trivial

pleasures, pass the chief part of their time in

familiar and domestic scenes
;
from these they

came into public life, to these they are every
hour recalled by passions not to be suppressed
in these they have the reward of their toils, and

to these at last they retire.

The great end of prudence is to give cheerful-

ness to those hours which splendour cannot gild,

and acclamation cannot exhilarate; those so:c

intervals of unbended amusement, in whit b a

man shrinks to his natural dimensions, and

throws aside the ornaments or disguises,
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he feels in privacy to l>r useless incumbrances,

and to lose all effect when they become familiar.

To be happy at home is the ultimate result of

all ambition, the end to which every enterprise

and labour tends, and of which every desire

prompts the prosecution.

It is, indeed, at home that every man must

be known by those who would make a just es

timate either of his virtue or felicity ;
for smiles

and embroidery are alike occasional, and the

mind is often dressed for show in painted hon

our and fictitious benevolence.

Every man must have found some whose lives, ;

in every house but their own, were a continual
j

series of hypocrisy, and who concealed under

fair appearances bad qualities, which, whenever
i

they thought themselves out of the reach of

censure, broke out from their restraint, like

winds imprisoned in their caverns, and whom
every one had reason to love, but they whose

love a wise man is chiefly solicitous to procure.
And there are others who, without any show
of general goodness, and without the attractions

by which popularity is conciliated, are received

among their own families as bestowers of hap

piness, and reverenced as instructors, guardians,

and benefactors.

The most authentic witnesses of any man's

character are those who know him in his own

family, and see him without any restraint or

rule of conduct, but such as he voluntarily pre

scribes to himself. If a man carries virtue wi th

him into his private apartments, and takes no

advantage of unlimited power or probable se

crecy ; if we trace him through the round of his

time, and find that his character, with those

allowances which mortal frailty must always
want, is uniform and regular, we have all the

evidence of his sincerity that one man can have

with regard to another : and, indeed, as hypoc

risy cannot be its own reward, we may, without

hesitation, determine that his heart is pure.

The highest panegyric, therefore, that private

virtue can receive, is the praise of servants.

For, however vanity or insolence may look

down with contempt on the suffrage of men

undignified by wealth, and unenlightened by
education, it very seldom happens that they
commend or blame without justice. Vice

and virtue are easily distinguished. Oppres
sion, according to Harrington's aphorism,
will be felt by those who cannot see it ; and,

perhaps, it falls out very often that, in moral

questions, the philosophers in the gown, and in

the livery, differ not so much in their senti

ments, as in their language, and have equal

power of discerning right, though they cannot

point it out to others with equal address.

There are very few faults to be committed in

ftolitude, or without some agents, partners, con

federates, or witnesses; and, therefore, the ser

vant must commonly know the secrets of a mas-

ter, who has any secrets to entrust
; and fall

ings, merely personal, are so frequently expos
ed by that security which pride and folly gener

ally produce, and so inquisitively watched by
that desire of reducing the inequalities of con

dition, which the lower orders ot the world
will always feel, that the testimony of a menial

domestic can seldom be considered as defective

for want of knowledge. And though its im

partiality may be sometimes suspected, it is at

least as credible as that of equals, where rivalry

instigates censure, or friendship dictates pal
liations.

The danger of betraying our weakness to our

servants, and the impossibility of concealing it

from them, may be justly considered as one

motive to a regular and irreproachable life. For

no condition is more hateful or despicable, than

his who has put himself in the power of his

servant; in the power of him whom, perhaps, he

has first corrupted by making him subservient to

his \ ices, and whose fidelity he therefore can

not enforce by any precepts of honesty or reason.

It is seldom known that authority thus acquir

ed, is possessed without insolence, or that the

master is not forced to confess, by his tameness

or forbearance, that he has enslaved himself by
some foolish confidence. And his crime is

equally punished, whatever part he takes of the

choice to which he is reduced ;
and he is from

that fatal hour, in which he sacrificed Hs dig

nity to his passions, in perpetual dread of inso

lence or defamation ;
of a controller at home,

or an accuser abroad. He is condemned to

purchase, by continual bribes, that secrecy

which bribes never secured, and which, after a

long course of submission, promises, and anxie

ties, he will find violated in a fit of rage, or in

a frolic of drunkenness.

To dread no eye, and to suspect no tongue, is

the great prerogative of innocence ;
an exemp

tion granted only to invariable virtue. But

guilt has always its horrors and solicitudes :

and, to make it yet more shameful and detest

able, it is doomed often to stand in awe of those,

to whom nothing could give influence or weight,
but their power of betraying.

No. 69.] TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1750.

Flet quoque, ut in specula rugas adspexit aniles,

Tyndaris ; et secum, cur sit bis rapta, requirit

Tempus edax reritm, tuque invidiosa vetustas

Omnia destruitis : vitiataque dentibus ccvi

Paullatim lentS consumitis omnia morte. o Y i o.

The dreaded wrinkles when poor Helen spied,

Ah ! why this second rape ? with tears she cried.

Time, thou devourer, and thou envious age
Who all destroy with keen corroding rage,

Beneath your jaws, whate'er have pleased or please
Must sink, consumed by swift or slow degrees.

ELl'HINSTON.

Ax old Greek epigrammatist, intending to show
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the miseries that attend the last stage of man,

imprecates upon those, who are so foolish as to

wish for long life, the calamity of continuing to

grow old from century to century. He thought
that no adventitious or foreign pain was requi
site

;
that decrepitude itself was an epitome of

whatever is dreadful ;
and nothing could he

added to the curse of age, hut that it should he

extended heyond its natural limits.

The most indifferent or negligent spectator can

indeed scarcely retire without heaviness of

peopled world is a dismal solitude. He stands

forlorn and silent, neglected or insulted, in th

midst of multitudes, animated with hopes which
he cannot share, and employed in business which
he is no longer able to forward or retard ; nor

can he find any to whom his life or his death

are of importance, unless he has secured some
domestic gratifications, some tender employ
ments, and endeared himself to some whose in

terest and gratitude may unite them to him.
So different are the colours of life as we look

heart, from a view of the last scenes of the tra-
j

forward to the future, or backward to the past;

gedy of life, in which he finds those who, in the and so different the opinions and sentiments

former parts of the drama, were distinguished !
which this contrariety of appearance naturally

by opposition of conduct, contrariety of designs, j

produces, that the conversation of the old and
and dissimilitude of personal qualities, all in-

j
young ends generally with contempt or pity on

volved in one common distress, and all strug- !
either side. To a young man entering the

gling with affliction which they cannot hope to
j

world with fullness of hope, and ardour of pur-
ovei'come.

j

suit, nothing is so unpleasing as the cold caution,

The other miseries, which waylay our pas

sage through the world, wisdom may escape,

and fortitude may conquer ; by caution and cir

cumspection we may steal along with very little

to obstruct or incommode us
; by spirit and

vigour we may force a way, and reAvard the vex

ation of contest by the pleasures of victory. But
a time must come when our policy and bravery
shall be equally useless

;
when we shall all sink

into helplessness and sadness, without any pow-

the faint expectations, the scrupulous diffidence,

which experience and disappointments certainly
infuse ; and the old man wonders in his turn

that the world never can grow wiser, that

neither precepts, nor testimonies, can cure boys
of their credulity and sufficiency; and that not

one can be convinced that snares are laid for

him, till he finds himself entangled.
Thus one generation is always the scorn and

wonder of the other, and the notions of the old

er of receiving solace from the pleasures that
j

and young are like liquors of different gravity
have formerly delighted us, or any prospect of

emerging into a second possession of the blessings
that we have lost.

The industry of man has, indeed, not been

wanting in endeavours to procure comforts for

these hours of dejection and melancholy, and to

gild the dreadful gloom with artificial light.

The most usual support of old age is wealth. He
whose possessions are large, and whose chests

are full, imagines himself always fortified against

and texture which never can unite. The spirits

of youth sublimed by health, and volatilised by
passion, soon leave behind them the phlegmatic
sediment of wariness and deliberation, and burst

out in temerity and enterprise. The tenderness,

therefore, which nature infuses, and which long
habits of beneficence confirm, is necessary to re

concile such opposition ; and an old man must

be a father to bear with patience those follies

and absurdities which he will perpetually ima-

invasions on his authority. If he has lost all
; gine himself to find in the schemes and expecta-

other means of government, if his strength and tions, the pleasures and the sorrows, of those

his reason fail him, he can at last alter his will
;

j

who have not yet been hardened by time, and

and, therefore, all that have hopes must likewise

have fears, and he may still continue to give

laws to such as have not ceased to regard their

own interest.

This is indeed too frequently the citadel of the

dotard, the last fortress to which age retires, and

in which he makes the stand against the upstart

race that seizes his domains, disputes his com

mands, and cancels his prescriptions. But here,

though there may be safety, there is no pleas

ure
; and what remains is but a proof that more

was once possessed.

Nothing seems to have been more universally
dreaded by the ancients than orbity, or want of

children
; and, indeed, to a man who has sur

vived all the companions of his youth, all who
Aave participated his pleasures and his cares,

have been engaged in the same events, and filled

their minds with the same conceptions, this full-

chilled by frustration.

Yet, it may be doubted, whether the pleasure
of seeing children ripening into strength, be not

overbalanced by the pain of seeing some fall in

the blossom, and others blasted in their growth :

some shaken down with storms, some tainted

with cankers, and some shrivelled in the shade ;

and whether he that extends his care beyond
himself, does not multiply his anxieties more
than his pleasures, and weary himself to no pur

pose, by superintending what he cannot re

gulate.

But, though age be to every order of human

beings sufficiently terrible, it is particularly to

be dreaded by fine ladies, who have had no other

end or ambition than to fill up the day and the

night with dress, diversions, and flattery ; and

who, having made no acquaintance with know

ledge, or with business, have constantly caught
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all their ideas from the current prattle of the

./lour, and been indebted for all their happiness

to compliments and treats. With these ladies

age begins early, and very often lasts long ; it

begins when their beauty fades, when their

mirth loses its sprightliness, and their motion its

ease. From that time, all which gave them

joy vanishes from about them
; they hear the

praises bestowed on others, which used to swell

their bosoms with exultation. They visit the

seats of felicity, and endeavour to continue the

habit of being delighted. But pleasure is only
received when we believe that we give it in re

turn. Neglect and petulance inform them that

their power and their value are past ;
and

what then remains but a tedious and comfort

less uniformity of time, without any motion of

the heart, or exercise of the reason ?

Yet, however age may discourage us by its

appearance from considering it in prospect, we
shall all by degrees certainly be old ;

and there

fore we ought to inquire what provision can be

made against that time of distress ? what hap

piness can be stored up against the winter of

life? and how we may pass our latter years
with serenity and cheerfulness?

Jf it has been found by the experience of

mankind, that not even the best seasons of life

are able to supply sufficient gratifications, with

out anticipating uncertain felicities, it cannot

surely be supposed that old age, worn with la

bours, harassed with anxieties, and tortured

with diseases, should have any gladness of its

own, or feel any satisfaction from the contempla
tion of the present. All the comfort that can

now be expected must be recalled from the past,

or borrowed from the future ;
the past is very

soon exhausted, all the events or actions of

which the memory can afford pleasure are

quickly recollected
;
and the future lies beyond

the grave, where it can be reached only by vir

tue and devotion.

.Piety is the only proper and adequate relief

of decaying man. He that grows old without

religious hopes, as he declines into imbecility,
and feels pains and sorrows incessantly crowd

ing upon him, falls into a gulph of bottomless

misery, in which every reflection must plunge
him deeper, and where he finds only new grad
ations of anguish, and precipices of horror.

No. 70.] SATCXDAY, Nov. 17, 1750.

-Argentea proles,

Auro deterior,fulvo pretiosior are. OVID.

Succeeding times a silver age behold,

Excelling brass, but more excell'd by gold.

DRYDEX.

HESIOD, in his celebrated distribution of man-
kiud divides them into three orders of intellect.

" The first place," says he, "belongs to him that

can by his own powers discern what is right
and fit, and penetrate to the remoter motives ot

action. The second is claimed by him that is

willing to hear instruction, and can perceive

right and wrong when they are shown him by
another

;
but he that has neither acuteness nor

docility, who can neither find the way by him

self, nor will be led by others, is a wretch with
out use or value."

If we survey the moral world, it will be

found that the same division may be made of

men, with regard to their virtue. There are

some whose principles are so firmly fixed,

whose conviction is so constantly present to

their minds, and who have raised in themselves

such ardent wishes for the approbation of God,
and the happiness with which he has promised
to reward obedience and perseverance, that

they rise above all other cares and considera

tions, and uniformly examine every action and

desire, by comparing it with the Divine com
mands. There are others in a kind of equi

poise between good and ill
; "who are moved on

the one part by riches or pleasure, by the grati

fications of passion and the delights of sense
;

and, on the other, by laws of which they own
the obligation, and rewards of which they be

lieve the reality, and whom a very small addi

tion of weight turns either way. The third

class consists of beings immersed in pleasures,

or abandoned to passion, without any desire of

higher good, or any effort to extend then

thoughts beyond immediate and gross satisfac

tions.

The second class is so much the most numer

ous, that it may be considered as comprising the

whole body of mankind. Those of the last are

not very many, and those of the first are very
few ; and neither the one nor the other fall

much under the consideration of the moralist,

whose precepts are intended chiefly for those

who are endeavouring to go forward up the

steeps of virtue, not for those who have already
reached the summit, or those who .are resolved

to stay for ever in their present situation.

To a man not versed in the living world, but

accustomed to judge only by speculative reason,

it is scarcely credible that any one should be in

this state of indifference, or stand undetermined
and unengaged, ready to follow the first call to

either side. It seems certain, that either a man
must believe that virtue will make him happy,
and resolve therefore to be virtuous, or think

that he may be happy without virtue, and
therefore cast off all care but for his present in

terest. It seems impossible that conviction

should be on one side, and practice on the other;
and that he who has seen the right way should

yoluntarily shut his eyes, that he may quit it

with more tranquillity. Yet all these absurdi

ties are every hour to be found j the wisest and
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best men deviate from known and acknowledg
ed duties, by inadvertency or surprise; and

most are good no longer than while temptation
is away, than while their passions are without

txcitements, and their opinions are free from

the counteraction of any other motive.

Among the sentiments which almost every
man changes as he advances into years, Is the

expectation of uniformity of character. He
that without acquaintance with the power of

desire, the cogency of distress, the complications

of affairs, or the force of partial influence, has

filled his mind with the excellence of virtue,

and, having never tried his resolution in any
encounters with hope or fear, believes it able

to stand firm whatever shall oppose it, will be

always clamorous against the smallest failure,

ready to exact the utmost punctualities of right,

and to consider every man that fails in any part
of his duty, as without conscience and without

merit; unworthy of trust or love, of pity or re

gard ;
as an enemy whom all should join to

drive out of society, as a pest which all should

avoid, or as a weed which all should trample.
It is not but by experience, that we are taught

the possibility of retaining some virtues, and re

jecting others, or of being good or bad to a par
ticular degree. For it is very easy to the soli

tary reasoner, to prove, that the same arguments

by which the mind is fortified against one

crime are of equal force against all, and the con

sequence very naturally follows, that he whom
they fail to move on any occasion, has either

never considered them, or has by some fallacy

taught himself to evade their validity ; and that,

therefore, when a man is known to be guilty of

one crime, no farther evidence is needful of his

depravity and corruption.

Yet, such is the state of all mortal virtue, that

it is always uncertain and variable, sometimes

extending to the whole compass of duty, and

sometimes shrinking into a narrow space, and

fortifying only a few avenues of the heart,

while all the rest is left open to the incursions

of appetite, or given up to the dominion of

wickedness. Nothing therefore is more unjust
than to judge of man by too short an acquain

tance, and too slight inspection; for it often

happens that, in the loose, and thoughtless, and

dissipated, there is a secret radical worth which

may shoot out by proper cultivation ; that the

spark of heaven, though dimmed and obstruct

ed, is not yet extinguished, but may, by the

breath of counsel and exhortation, be kindled

into flame.

To imagine that every one who is not com

pletely good is irrecoverably abandoned, is to

suppose that all are capable of the same degrees
of excellence

; it is indeed to exact from all that

perfection which none ever can attain. And
since the purest virtue is consistent with some

vice, arid the virtue of the greatest number witU

almost an equal proportion of contrary qualities}

let none too hastily conclude, that all goodness
is lost, though it may for a time be clouded and

overwhelmed
;
for most minds are the slaves of

external circumstances, and conform to any
hand that undertakes to mould them, roll down

any torrent of custom in which they happen to

be caught, or bend to any importunity that bears

hard against them.

It may be particularly observed of women,
that they are for the most part good or bad, iu>

they fall among those who practise vice or vir

tue; and that neither education nor reason

gives them much security against the influence

of example. Whether it be that they have less

courage to stand against opposition, or that their

desire of admiration makes them sacrifice tlieii
1

principles to the poor pleasure of worthless

praise, it is certain, whatever be the cause, that

female goodness seldom keeps its ground against

laughter, flattery, or fashion.

For this reason, every one should consider

himself as entrusted, not only with his own
conduct, but with that of others; and as ac

countable, not only for the duties which he ne

glects, or the crime that he commits, but for

that negligence and irregularity which he may
encourage or inculcate. Every man, in what
ever station, has, or endeavours to have, his fol

lowers, admirers, and imitators, and has there

fore the influence of his example to watch with

care; he ought to avoid not only crimes, but

the appearance of crimes
; and not only to prac

tise virtue, but to applaud, countenance, and

support it. For it is possible that for want of

attention, we may teach others faults from
which ourselves are free, or, by a cowardly de

sertion of a cause which we ourselves approve,

may pervert those who fix their eyes upon us.

and, having no rule of their own to guide their

course, are easily misled by the abberrations of

that example which they choose for their di

rections.

No. 71.] TUESDAY, Nov. 20, 1750.

Vivere quod propero pauper, nee inutilis annis

Daveniam,properatviverotiem> *atis* MART*

True, Sir, to lire I haste, your.j,aruon give,
For tell me, who makes haste enough to live ?

r. LEWIS.

MANY words and sentences are so frequently
heard in the mouths of men, that a superficial

observer is inclined to believe, that they must
contain some primary principle, some great
rule of action, which it is proper always to have

present to the attention, and by which the use

of every hour is to be adjusted. Yet, if we
consider the conduct of those sententious phi-
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losophers, it will often be found that they re-
j

sinks into a mournful wish that it had onoe

peat these aphorisms, merely because they have been done.

somewhere heard them, because they have no

thing else to say, or because they think venera

tion gained by such appearances of wisdom,

but that no ideas are annexed to the words, and

that, according to the old blunder of the follow

ers of Aristotle, their souls are mere pipes or

organs, which transmit sounds, but do not un

derstand them.

Of this kind is the well-known and well-at

tested position, that life is short, which may be

heard among mankind by an attentive auditor,

many times a day, but which never yet within

tay reach of observation left any impression upon
the mind ;

and perhaps, if my readers will turn

their thoughts back upon their old friends, they

will find it difficult to call a single man to re

membrance, who appeared to know that life

was short till he was about to lose it.

ft is observable that Horace, in his account

of the characters of men, as they are diversified

by the various influence of time, remarks, that

the old man is dilator, spe longus, given to pro

crastination, and inclined to extend his hopes

to a great distance. So far are we generally

from thinking what we often say of the short

ness of life, that at the time when it is neces

sarily shortest, we form projects which we de

lay to execute, indulge such expectations as no

thing but a long train of events can gratify, and

suffer those passions to gain upon us, which are

only excusable in the prime of life.

These reflections were lately excited in my
mind, by an evening's conversation with my
friend Prospero, who, at the age of fifty-five,

has bought an estate, and is now contriving to

dispose and cxritivate it with uncommon ele

gance. His great pleasure is to walk among
stately trees, and lie musing in the heat of noon

under their shade ; he is therefore maturely

considering how he shall dispose his walks and

his groves, and has at last determined to send

for the best plans from Italy, and forbear plant

ing till the next season.

Thus is life trifled away in preparations to do

what never can be done, if it be left uuattempted
till all the requisites which imagination can sug

gest are gathered together. Where our design
terminates only in our own satisfaction, the

mistake is of no great importance ;
for the plea

sure of expecting enjoyment is often greater

than that of obtaining it, and the completion
of almost every wish is found a disappoint

ment ;
but when many others are interested in

an undertaking, when any design is formed, in

which the improvement or security of mankind
ia involved, nothing is more unworthy either

of wisdom or benevolence, than to delay it from

time to time, or to forget how much every day
that passes over us, takes away from our pover,
and how soon an idle purpose to do an action

We are frequently importuned, by the bac

chanalian writers, to lay hold on the present

hour, to catch the pleasures within our reach,

and remember that futurity is not at our com
mand.

To
potion

Zi)ru> ou
fffiSov,

iAAos /Sa

Soon fades ihe rose ; once past the fragrant hour,

The loiterer iinds a bramble for a liower.

But surely these exhortations may, with

equal propriety, be applied to better purposes ;

it may be at least inculcated that pleasures are

more safely postponed than virtues, and that

greater loss is suffered by missing an oppor

tunity of doing good, than an hour of giddy
frolic and noisy merriment.

When Baxter had lost a thousand pounds,
which he had laid up for the erection of a school,

he used frequently to mention the misfortune

as an incitement to be charitable while God

gives the power of bestowing, and considered

himself as culpable in some degree for having
left a good action in the hands of chance, and

suffered his benevolence to be defeated for waut

of quickness and diligence.

It is lamented by Hearne, the learned anti

quary of Oxford, that this general forgetfulnoss

of the fragility of life, has remarkably infected

the students of monuments and records
;
as their

employment consists in first collecting, and

afterwards in arranging or abstracting, what

libraries afford them, they ought to amass no

more than they can digest ;
but when they have

undertaken a work, they go on searching and

transcribing, call for new supplies, when they

are already overburdened, and at last leave their

work unfinished. It w, says he, the business <fa

good antiquary, as of a good man, to have mortality

always before him*

Thus, not only in the slumber of sloth, but in

the dissipation of ill-directed industry, is the

shortness of life generally forgotten. As some

men lose their hours in laziness, because they

suppose, that there is time enough for the re

paration of neglect ;
others busy themselves in

providing that no length of life may want em

ployment ;
and it often happens, that sluggish

ness and activity are equally surprised by the

last summons, and perish riot more differently

from each other, than the fowl that received the

shot in her flight, from her that is killed upon
the bush.

Among the many improvements made by the

last centuries in human knowledge, may be

numbered the exact calculations of the value of

life ;
but -whatever may be their use in traffic,

they seem very little to have advanced morality.

They have hitherto been rather applied to the
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acquisition of money, than of wisdom ; the

computer refers none of his calculations to his

own tenure, but persists, in contempt of pro

bability, to foretel old age to himself, and believes

that he is marked out to reach the utmost verge
of human existence, and see thousands and ten

thousands fall into the grave.

So deeply is this fallacy rooted in the heart,

and so strongly guarded by hope and fear against

the approach of reason, that neither science nor

experience can shake it, and we act as if life

were without end, though we see and confess

its uncertainty and shortness.

Divines have, with great strength and ardour,

shown the absurdity of delaying reformation

and repentance ;
a degree of folly, indeed, which

sets eternity to hazard. It is the same weak

ness, in proportion to the importance of the ne

glect, to transfer any care, which now claims

our attention, to a future time
;
we subject

ourselves to needless dangers from accidents

which early diligence would have obviated, or

perplex our minds by vain precautions, and

make provision for the execution of designs, of

which the opportunity once missed never will

return.

As he that lives longest lives but a little while,

every man may be certain that he has no time

to waste. The duties of life are commensurate

to its duration, and every day brings its task,

which if neglected is doubled on the morrow.

But he that has already trifled away those

months and years, in which he should have

laboured, must remember that he has now only
a part of that of which the whole is little ; and

that since the few moments remaining are to be

considered as the last trust of Heaven, not one

is to be lost.

No. 72.] SATURDAY, Nov. 24, 1750.

Omnis Aristippum decuit color, et status, et res,

Tentantemmajora,ferepresentibus cequum. HOR.

Yet Aristippus every dress became,
In every various change of life the same ;

And though he aim'd at things of higher kind,

Yet to the present held an equal mind. FRANCIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

THOSE who exalt themselves into the chair of

instruction, without inquiring whether any will

submit to their authority, have not sufficiently

considered how much of human life passes
in little incidents, cursory conversation, slight

business, and casual amusements ; and therefore

they have endeavoured only to inculcate the

more awful virtues, without condescending to

regard those petty qualities, which grow im

portant only by their frequency, and which,

though they produce no single acts of heroism,

nor astonish us by great events, yet are every
moment exerting their influence upon us, and
make the draught of life sweet or bitter by im

perceptible instillations. They operate unseen
and unregarded, as change of air makes us sick

or healthy, though we breathe it without atten

tion, and only know the particles that impreg
nate it by their salutary or malignant eifects.

You have shown yourself not ignorant of the

value of those subaltern endowments, yet hav

hitherto neglected to recommend good-humour
to the world, though a little reflection will show

you that it is the balm of being, the quality to

which all that adorns or elevates mankind must
owe its power of pleasing. Without good-hu
mour, learning and bravery can only confer that

superiority which swells the heart ot the lion

in the desert, where he roars without reply,
and ravages without resistance. Without good-

humour, virtue may awe by its dignity, and
amaze by its brightness ; but must always be

viewed at a distance, and will scarcely gain a

friend or attract an imitator.

Good-humour may be defined a habit of being

pleased ;
a constant and perennial softness of

manner, easiness of approach, and suavity of

disposition ; like that which every man per
ceives in himself, when the first transports of

new felicity have subsided, and his thoughts are

only kept in motion by a slow succession of soft

impulses. Good-humour is a state between

gayety and unconcern, the act or emanation of

a mind at leisure to regard the gratification of

another.

Jt is imagined by many, that whenever they

aspire to please, they arc required to be merry,
and to show the gladness of their souls by flights

of pleasantry, and bursts of laughter. But

though these men may be for a time heard with

applause and admiration, they seldom delight us

long. We enjoy them a little, and then retire to

easiness and good-humour, as the eye gazes awhile

on eminence glittering with the sun, but soon

turns aching away to verdure and to flowers.

Gayety is to good-humour as animal perfumes
to vegetable fragrance ; the one overpowers
weak spirits, and the other recreates and revives

them. Gayety seldom fails to give some pain ;

the hearers either strain their faculties to accom

pany its towerings, or are left behind in envy
and despair. Good-humour boasts no faculties

which every one does not believe in his own

power, and pleases principally by not offending.

It is well known that the most certain way
to give any man pleasure, is to persuade him
that you receive pleasure from him, to encour

age him to freedom and confidence, and to avoid

any such appearance of superiority as may
overbear and depress him. We see many that

by this art onlf y spend their days in the midst

of caresses, invitations, and civilities; and with-
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out any extraordinary qualities or attainments,

are the universal favourites of both sexes, and

certainly find a friend in every place. The dar-

jngs of the world will, indeed, be generally

found such as excite neither jealousy nor fear,

and are not considered as candidates for any
eminent degree of reputation, but content them

selves with common accomplishments, and en

deavour rather to solicit kindness than to raise

esteem
; therefore, in assemblies and places of

resort, it seldom fails to happen, that though at

the entrance of some particular person, every
face brightens with gladness, and every hand is

extended in salutation, yet if you pursue him be

yond the first exchange of civilities, you will find

him of very small importance, and only wel

come to the company, as one by whom all con

ceive themselves admired, and with whom any
one is at liberty to amuse himself when he can

find no other auditor or companion ;
as one with

whom all are at ease, who will hear a jest with

out criticism, and a narrative without contra

diction, who laughs with every wit, and yields

to every disputer.

There are many whose vanity always in

clines them to associate with those from whom
they have no reason to fear mortification ; and

there are times in which the wise and the

knowing are willing to receive praise without

the labour of deserving it, in which the most

elevated mind is willing to descend, and the

most active to be at rest. All therefore are at

some hour or another fond of companions whom
they can entertain upon easy terms, and who
will relieve them from solitude, without con

demning them to vigilance and caution. We
are most inclined to love when we have nothing
to fear, and he that encourages us to please our

selves, will not be long without preference in

our affection to those whose learning holds us

at the distance of pupils, or whose wit calls all

attention from us, and leaves us without im

portance and without regard.

It is remarked by Prince Henry, when he

sees Falstaff lying on the ground, that he could

have better spared a better man. He was well

acquainted with the vices arid follies of him
whom he lamented ; but while his conviction

compelled him to do justice to superior quali

ties, his tenderness still broke out at the remem
brance of Falstaff, of the cheerful companion,
the loud buffoon, with whom he had passed his

time in all the luxury of idleness, who had

gladded him with unenvied merriment, and
whom he could at once enjoy and despise.

You may perhaps think this account of those

who are distinguished for their good humour,
not very consistent with the praises which I

have bestowed upon it. But surely nothing can

more evidently show the value of this quality,

tLan that it recommends those who are desti

tute of all other excellences, and procures re

gard to the trifling, friendship to the worthless,
and affection to the dull.

Good-humour is indeed generally degraded

by the characters in which it is found ; for, be

ing considered as a cheap and vulgar quality,
we find it often neglected by those that, having
excellences of higher reputation and brighter

splendour, perhaps imagine that they have some

right to gratify themselves at the expense of

others, and are to demand compliance rather

than to practise it. It is by some unfortunate

mistake that almost all those who have any
claim to esteem or love, press their pretensions
with too little consideration of others. This

mistake, my own interest, as well as my zeal

for general happiness, makes me desirous to

rectify ; for I have a friend, who, because he
knows his own fidelity and usefulness, is never

willing to sink into a companion : I have a wife,

whose beauty first subdued me, and whose wit

confirmed her conquest, but whose beauty now
serves no other purpose than to entitle her to

tyranny, and whose wit is only used to justify

perverseness.

Surely nothing can be more unreasonable

than to lose the will to please, when we are

conscious of the power, or show more cruelty

than to choose a^y kind of influence before that

of kindness. He that regards the welfare of

others, should make his virtue approachable,
that it may be loved and copied ; and he that

considers the wants which every man feels, or

will feel, of external assistance, must rather

wish to be surrounded by those that love him,
than by those that admire his excellences, or

solicit his favours ; for admiration ceases with

novelty, and interest gains its end and retires.

A man whose great qualities want the orna

ment of superficial attractions, is like a naked

mountain with mines of gold, which will be

frequented only till the treasure is exhausted.

I am, &c.

PHILOMIDES.

No. 73.] TUESDAY, Nov. 27, 1750.

Stulte, quid Ofrustra votis puerilibus optas

Qu& non ulla tulit,fertve,feretve dies. oviu.

Why thinks the fool, with childish hope, to see

What neither is, nor was, nor e'er shall be ?

ELPHINSTON.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

IF you feel any of that compassion which you
recommend to others, you will not disregard a

case which I have reason from observation to

believe very common, and which I know by

experience to be very miserable. And though
the querulous are seldom received with great

ardour of kindness, I hope to escape the morti
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fication of finding that my lamentations spread

the contagion of impatience, and produce anger

rather than tenderness. I write not merely to

vent the swelling of my heart, but to inquire

by what means I may recover my tranquillity :

and shall endeavour at brevity in my narrative,

having long known that complaint quickly tires,

however elegant or however just.

I was born in a remote county, of a family

that boasts alliances with the greatest names in

English history, and extends its claims of af

finity to the Tudors and Plantagenets. My
ancestors by little and little wasted their patri

mony, till my father had not enough left for the

support of a family, without descending to the

cultivation of his own grounds, being condemn

ed to pay three sisters the fortunes allotted them

by my grandfather, who is suspected to have

made his will when he was incapable of adjust

ing properly the claims of his children, and who,

perhaps without design, enriched his daughters

by beggaring his son. My aunts being, at the

death of their father, neither young nor beauti

ful, nor very eminent for softness of behaviour,

were suffered to live unsolicited, and by ac

cumulating the interest of their portions, grew

every day richer and prouder. My father

pleased himself with foreseeing that the posses

sions of those ladies must revert at last to the

hereditary estate, and, that his family might
lose none of its dignity, resolved to keep me un

tainted with a lucrative employment : when
ever therefore I discovered any inclination to

the improvement of my condition, my mother

never failed to put me in mind of my birth, and

charged me to do nothing with which I might
be reproached Avhen I should come to my aunt's

estate.

In all the perplexities or vexations which

want of money brought upon us, it was our

constant practice to have recourse to futurity.

If any of our neighbours surpassed us in ap

pearance, we went home and contrived anequk-

page, with which the death of my aunts was to

supply us. If any purseproud upstart was de

ficient in respect, vengeance was referred to the

time in which our estate was to be repaired.

"We registered every act of civility and rudeness,

inquired the number of dishes at every feast,

and minuted the furniture of every house, that

\ve might, when the hour of affluence should

come, be able to eclipse all their splendour, and

surpass all their magnificence.

Upon plans of elegance, and schemes of plea

sure, the day rose and set, and the year went

round unregarded, while we were busied in

laying out plantations on ground not yet our

own, and deliberating whether the manor-house

should be rebuilt or repaired. This was the

amusement of our leisure, and the solace of our

exigences ; we met together only to contrive

how our approaching fortune should be enjoyed ;

for in this car conversation always ended, on

whatever subject it began. We had none of the

collateral interests, which diversify the life of

others with joys and hopes, but had turned GUI

whole attention on one event, which we could

neither hasten nor retard, and had no other ob

ject of curiosity than the health or sickness ol

my aunts, of which we were careful to procure

very exact and early intelligence.

This visionary opulence for a while soothed

our imagination, but afterwards fired our

wishes, and exasperated our necessities, and my
father could not always restrain himself from

exclaiming, that no creature had so many lives

as a cat and an old maid. At last, upon the re

covery of his sister from an ague, which she

was supposed to have caught by sparing fire, he

began to lose his stomach, and four months
afterwards sunk into the grave.

My mother, who loved her husband, survived

him but a little while, and left me the sole heir

of their lands, their schemes, and their wishes.

As I had not enlarged my conceptions either by
books or conversation, I differed only from my
father by the freshness of my cheeks, and the

vigour of my step : and, like him, gave way to

no thoughts but of enjoying the wealth which

cay aunts were hoarding.
At length the eldest fell ill. I paid the civili

ties and compliments which sickness requires
with the utmost punctuality. I dreamed every

night of escutcheons and white gloves, and in

quired every morning at an early hour, whether

there were any news of my dear aunt. At last

a messenger was sent to inform me that I must
come to her without the delay of a moment. I

went and heard her last advice, but opening her

will, found that she had left her fortune to her

second sister.

I hung my head
;
the youngest sister threat

ened to be married, and every thing was disap

pointment and discontent. I was in danger of

losing irreparably one third of my hopes, and

was condemned still to wait for the rest. Of

part of my terror I was soon eased
; for the

youth, whom his relations would have compelled
to marry the old lady, after innumerable stipu

lations, articles, and settlements, ran away with

the daughter of his father's groom ;
and my

aunt, upon this conviction of the perfidy of man.

resolved never to listen more to amorous ad

dresses.

Ten years longer I dragged the shackles of

expectation, without ever suffering a day to pas
in which I did not compute how much my
chance was improved of being rich to-morrow.

At last the second lady died, after a short ih-

ness, "which yet was long enough to afford her

time for the disposal of her estate, which she

gave to me after the death of her sister.

I was now relieved from part of my mjse/y,
a large fortune, though not in my power, was
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certain and unalienable ; nor was there now

piiy danger that I might at last be frustrated of

my hopes by a fret of dotage, the flatteries of a

chamber-maid, the whispers of a tale-bearer, or

the officiousness of a nurse. But my wealth

was yet in reversion, my aunt was to be buried

before I could emerge to grandeur and pleasure ;

and there were yet, according to my father's

observation, nine lives between me and happi
ness.

I however lived on, without any clamours of

discontent, and comforted myself with consider

ing that all are mortal, and they who are con

tinually decaying must at last be destroyed.
But let no man from this time suffer his felicity

to depend on the death of his aunt. The good

gentlewoman was very regular in her hours, and

simple in her diet ; and in walking or sitting

still, waking or sleeping, had always in view
the preservation of her health. She was subject
to no disorder but hypochondriac dejection ; by
which, without intention, she increased my
miseries, for whenever the weather was cloudy,
she would take her bed and send me notice that her

time was come. I went with all the haste ofeager

ness, and sometimes received passionate injunc
tions to be kind to her maid, and directions how
the last offices should be performed ; but if be

fore my arrival the sun happened to break out,

or the wind to change, I met her at the door, or

found her in the garden, bustling and vigilant,
with all the tokens of long life.

Sometimes, however, she fell into distempers,
and was thrice given over by the doctoi*, yet
she found means of slipping through the gripe
of death, and after having tortured me three

months at each time with violent alternations of

hope and fear, came out of her chamber without

any other hurt than the loss of flesh, which in a

tew weeks she recovered by broths and jellies.

As most have sagacity sufficient to guess at

the desires of an heir, it was the constant prac
tice of those who were hoping at second hand ,

and endeavoured to secure my favour against the

time when I should be rich, to pay their court,

by informing me that my aunt began to droop,
Jhat she had lately a bad night, that she coughed
feebly, and that she could never climb May
hill

; or, at least, that the autumn would carry
her off. Thus was I flattered in the winter with
the piercing winds of March, and in summer
with the fogs of September. But she lived

through spring and fall, and set heat and cold at

defiance, till, after near half a century, I buried
her on the fourteenth of last June, aged ninety-
three years, five months, arid six days.

For two months after her death I was rich,
and was pleased with that obsequiousness and
reverence which wealth instantaneously pro
cures. But this joy is now past, and I have re

turned again to my old habit of wishing. Being
accustomed to give the future full power over

my mind, and to start away from the scene be.

fore me to some expected enjoyment, I deliver

up myself to the tyranny of every desire which

fancy suggests, and long for a thousand things
which I am unable to procure. Money has

much less power than is ascribed to it by those

that want it. I had formed schemes which I can

not execute, I had supposed events which do not

come to pass, and the rest of my life must pass
in craving solicitude, unless you can find some

remedy for a mind corrupted with an inveterate

disease of wishing, and unable to think on any

thing but \vants, which reason tells me will

never be supplied.
I am, &c.

CUFIDUS.

No. 74.] SATURDAY, DEC. 1, 1750.

Rixatur de lana stcpe caprina. HOR.

For nought tormented, she for nought torments.

ELPHINSTON.

MEN seldom give pleasure, where they are not

pleased themselves ; it is necessary, therefore,

to cultivate an habitual alacrity and cheerful

ness, that in whatever state we may be placed by
Providence, whether we are appointed to confer

or receive benefits, to implore or to afford pro

tection, we may secure the love of those with

whom we transact. For though it is generally

imagined, that he who grants favours, may
spare any attention to his behaviour, and that

usefulness will always procure friends ; yet is

has been found, that there is an art of granting

requests, an art very difficult of attainment ;

that officiousness and liberality may be so adul

terated, as to lose the greater part of their effect ;

that compliance may provoke, relief may harass,

and liberality distress.

No disease of the mind can more fatally dis

able it from benevolence, the chief duty of social

beings, than ill-humour or peevishness ;
for

though it breaks not out in paroxysms of out

rage, nor bursts into clamour, turbulence, and

bloodshed, it wears out happiness by slow cor

rosion, and small injuries incessantly repeated.

It may l~ considered as the canker of life, that

destroys its vigour, and checks its improvement,
that creeps on with hourly depredations, and

taints and vitiates what it cannot consume.

Peevishness when it has been so far indulged,

as to outrun the motions of the will, and discover

itself without premeditation, is a species of de

pravity in the highest degree disgusting and of

fensive, because no rectitude of intention, nor

softness of address, can ensure a moment's ex

emption from affront and indignity. While wt
are courting the favour of a peevish man, and

exerting ourselves in the most diligent civility,

an unlucky syllable displeases, an unheeded c.ir
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cumstance ruffles and exasperates ; and in the

moment when we congratulate ourselves upon

having gained a friend, our endeavours are frus

trated at once ; and all our assiduity forgotten

in the casual tumult of some trifling irritation.

This troublesome impatience is sometimes

nothing more than the symptom of some deeper

malady. He that is angry without daring to

confess his resentment, or sorrowful without

the liberty of telling his grief, is too frequently

inclined to give vent to the fermentations of his

mind at the first passages that are opened, and

to let his passions boil over upon those whom
accident throws in his way. A painful and te

dious course of sickness frequently produces such

an alarming apprehension of the least increase of

uneasiness, as keeps the soul perpetually on the

watch, such a restless and incessant solicitude,

as no care or tenderness can appease, and can

only be pacified by the cure of the distemper,

and the removal of that pain by which it is ex-

rited.

Nearly approaching to this weakness, is the

captiousness of old age. When the strength is

crushed, the senses are dulled, and the common

pleasures of life become insipid by repetition,

we are willing to impute our uneasiness to caus

es not wholly out of our power, and please our

selves with fancying that we suffer by neglect,

unkindness, or any evil which admits a remedy,
rather than by the decays of nature, which
cannot be prevented or repaired. We therefore

revenge our pains upon those on whom we re

solve to charge them ; and too often drive man
kind away at the time we have the greatest need

of tenderness and assistance.

But though peevishness may sometimes claim

our compassion, as the consequence or conconai-

taiit of misery, it is very often found, where

nothing can justify or excuse its admission. It

is frequently one of the attendants on the pros

perous, and is employed by insolence in exact

ing homage, or by tyranny in harassing sub

jection. It is the offspring of idleness or pride ;

of idleness anxious for trifles ;
or pride unwil

ling to endure the least obstruction of her wish

es. Those who have long lived in solitude in

deed naturally contract this unsocial quality,

because, having long had only themselves to

please, they do not readily depart from their

own inclinations; their singularities therefore

are only blameable, when they have imprudent

ly or morosely withdrawn themselves from the

tvorld ; but there are others, who have, without

any necessity, nursed up this habit in their

minds, by making implicit submissiveness the

condition of their favour, and suffering none to

approach them, but those who never speak but

to applaud, or move but to obey.

He that gives himself up to his own fancy, and

converses with none but such as he hires to lull

him on the down of absolute authority, to soothe

him with obsequiousness, and regale him witn

flattery, soon grows too slothful for the labour of

contest, too tender for the asperity of contradic

tion, and too delicate, for the coarseness of

truth ; a little opposition offends, a little re

straint enrages, and a little difficulty perplexes
him

; having been accustomed to see every thing

give way to his humour, he soon forgets his

own littleness, and expects to find the world

rolling at his beck, and all mankind employed
to accommodate and delight him.

Tetrica had a large fortune bequeathed to her

by an aunt, which made her very early inde

pendent, and placed her in a state of superiority
to all about her. Having no superfluity of un

derstanding, she was soon intoxicated by the

flatteries of her maid, who informed her that

ladies, such as she, had nothing to do but take

pleasure their own way ; that she wanted no

thing from others, and had therefore no reason

to value their opinion ; that money was every

thing ; and that they who thought themselves

ill-treated, should look for better usage among
their equals.

Warm with these generous sentiments, Tet

rica came forth into the world, in Avhich she

endeavoured to force respect by haughtiness of

mien and vehemence of language ;
but having

neither birth, beauty, nor wit, in any uncommon

degree, she suffered such mortifications from

those who thought themselves at liberty to re

turn her insults, as reduced her turbulence to

cooler malignity, and taught her to practise her

arts of vexation only where she might hope to

tyrannize without resistance. She continued

from her twentieth to her fifty-fifth year to

torment all her inferiors Avith so much diligence,

that she has formed a principle of disapproba

tion, and finds in every place something to grate

her mind, and disturb her quiet.

If she takes the air, she is offended with the

heat or cold, the glare of the sun, or the gloom
of the clouds ; if she makes a visit, the room

in which she is to be received, is too light, or too

dark, or furnished with something which she

cannot see without aversion. Her tea is never

of the right sort ;
the figures on the China give

her disgust. Where there are children, sho

hates the gabble of brats ; where there are none,

she cannot bear a place without some cheerful

ness and rattle. If many servants are kept in

a house, she never fails to tell how Lord Lav

ish was ruined by a numerous retinue ; if few,

she relates the story of a miser that made his

company wait on themselves. She quarrelled

with one family, because she had an unpleasant

view from their windows ; with another, be

cause the squirrel leaped within two yards or

her ; and with a third, because she could not

bear the noise of the parrot.

Of milliners and mantua-makers she is the

proverbial torment. She compels them to alter
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tfceir work, then to unmake it, and contrive it

after another fashion ; then changes her mind,
and likes it better as it was at first ; then will

have a small improvement. Thus she proceeds

till no profit can recompense the vexation
; they

at last leave the clothes at her house, and refuse

to serve her. Her maid, the only being that

can endure her tyranny, professes to take her

own course, and hear her mistress talk. Such

is the consequence of peevishness ;
it can be borne

only when it is despised.

It sometimes happens that too close an atten

tion to minute exactness, or a too rigorous habit

of examining every thing by the standard of per

fection, vitiates the temper, rather than im

proves the understanding, and teaches the mind

to discern faults with unhappy penetration. It

is incident likewise to men of vigorous imagina
tion to please themselves too much with futuri

ties, and to fret because those expectations are dis

appointed, which should never have been form

ed. Knowledge and genius are often enemies

to quiet, by suggesting ideas of excellence, which

men and the performances of men cannot attain.

But let no man rashly determine, that his un

willingness to be pleased is a proof of under

standing, unless his superiority appears from

lijss doubtful evidence ;
for though peevishness

may sometimes justly boast its descent from

learning or from wit, it is much oftener of base

extraction, the child of vanity, and nursling of

ignorance.

No. 75.] TUESDAY, DEC. 4, 1750.

Diligitur nemo, nisi cui Fortuna secunda est,

QueE,simul intonuit
, proximo, qucequefugat.

OVID.

When smiling Fortune spreads lier golden ray,
All crowd around to flatter and obey :

But when she thunders from an angry sky,
Our friends, our flatterers, our lovers fly.

MISS A. w.*

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

THE diligence with which you endeavour to

cultivate the knowledge of nature, manners,
and life, will perhaps incline you to pay some

regard to the observations of one who has been

taught to know mankind by unwelcome infoiv

mation, and whose opinions are the result, not

of solitary conjectures, but of practice and ex

perience.
I was born to a large fortune, and bred to

the knowledge of those arts which are supposed
to accomplish the mind, and adorn the person
of a woman. To these attainments, which cus

tom and education almost forced upon me, I

added some voluntary acquisitions by the use.

of books, and the conversation of that species of

* Anna Williams.

men whom the ladies generally mention witi
terror and aversion under the name of scholars,

but whom I have found a harmless and inoffen

sive order of beings, not so much wiser than

ourselves, but that they may receive as well as

communicate knowledge, and more inclined to

degrade their own character by cowardly sub

mission, than to overbear or oppress us with
their learning or their wit.

From these men, however, if they are by kind

treatment encouraged to talk, something may
be gained, which, embellished with elegancy,
and softened by modesty, will always add dig

nity and value to female conversation ; and
from my acquaintance with the bookish part of

the world, I derived many principles of judg
ment and maxims of prudence, by which I was
enabled to draw upon myself the general regard
in every place of concourse or pleasure. My
opinion was the great rule of approbation, rny
remarks were remembered by those who de

sired the second degree of fame, my mien was

studied, my dress was imitated, my letters were
handed from one family to another, and read

by those Avho copied them as sent to themselves;

my visits were solicited as honours, and multi

tudes boasted of an intimacy with Melissa,

who had only seen me by accident, and whose

familiarity had never proceeded beyond the

exchange of a compliment, or return of a cour

tesy.

I shall make no scruple of confessing that I

was pleased with this universal veneration, be

cause I always considered it as paid to my in

trinsic qualities and inseparable merit, and very

easily persuaded myself that fortune had no

part in my superiority. When I looked upon
my glass, 1 saw youth and beauty, with health

that might give me reason to hope their con

tinuance ; when I examined my mind, I found

some strnth of judgment, and fertility of

fancy: and was told that every action was

grace, and that every accent was persuasion.
In this manner my life passed like a contin'

ual triumph amidst acclamations, and envy,
and courtship, and caresses : to please Melissa

was the general ambition, and every stratagem
of artful flattery was practised upon me. To
be flattered is grateful, even when we know
that our praises are not believed by those who
pronounce them ; for they prove, at least, our

power, and show that our favour is valued,

since it is purchased by the meanness of false

hood. But, perhaps, the flatterer is not often

detected ;
for an honest mind is not apt to sus

pect, and no one exerts the power of discern

ment with much vigour when self-love favours

the deceit.

The number of adorers, and the pen.etual
distraction of my thoughts by new schemes of

pleasure, prevented me from listening to any of

those who crowd in multitudes to give girls ad-
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vice, and kept me unmarried and unengaged to

tny twenty-seventh year, when, as I was tower

ing in all the pride of uncontested excellency,

with a face yet little impaired, and a mind

hourly improving, the failure of a fund, in

which my money was placed, reduced me to a

frugal competency, which allowed little beyond
neatness and independence.

1 bore the diminution of my riches without

any outrages of sorrow, or pusillanimity of de

jection. Indeed, I did not know how much I

had lost, for, having always heard and thought
more of my wit and beauty, than of my for

tune, it did not suddenly enter my imagination,
that Melissa could sink beneath her established

rank, while her form and her mind continued

the same ; that she could cease to raise admira

tion but by ceasing to deserve it, or feel any
stroke but from the hand of time.

It was in my power to have concealed the

loss, and to have married, by continuing the

same appearance, with all the credit of my ori

ginal fortune j but I was not so far sunk in my
own esteem, as to submit to the baseness of

fraud, or to desire any other recommendation

than sense and virtue. I therefore dismissed

my equipage, sold those ornaments which were

become unsuitable to my new condition, and

appeared among those with whom 1 used to

converse with less glitter, but with equal spirit.

I found myself received at every visit with

sorrow beyond what is naturally felt for calam

ities in which we have no part, and was enter

tained with condolence and consolation so fre

quently repeated, that my friends plainly con

sulted rather their own gratification than my
relief. Some from that time refused my ac

quaintance, and forbore, without any provoca

tion, to repay my visits ; some visited me, but

after a longer interval than usual, and every re

turn was still with more delay ; nor did any of

my female acquaintances fail to introduce the

mention of my misfortunes, to compare my pre

sent and former condition, to tell me how mucli

it must trouble me to want the splendour which

I became so well, to look at pleasures which I

had formerly enjoyed, and to sink to a level

with those by whom I had been considered as

moving in a higher sphere, and who had hither

to approached me with reverence and submis

sion, which I was now no longer to expect.

Observations like these are commonly nothing
better than covert insults, which serve to give

vent to the flatulence of pride, but they are now
and then imprudently uttered by honesty and

benevolence, and inflict pain where kindness is

intended ; I will, therefore, so far maintain my
antiquated claim to politeness., as to venture the

estaK ishment of this rule, that no one ought to

remind another of misfortunes of which the

sufferer does not complain, and which there are

no means proposed of allev^atirg. You have no

right to excite thoughts which necessarily give

pain whenever they return, and which perhaps

might not have revived but by absurd and un
seasonable compassion.

My endless train of lovers immediately with

drew, without raising any emotions. The
greater part had indeed always professed to

court, as it is termed, upon the square, had in

quired my fortune, and offered settlements ;

these had undoubtedly a right to retire without

censure, since they had openly treated for

money, as necessary to their happiness, and
who can tell how little they wanted any other

portion? I have always thought the clamours
of women unreasonable, who imagine them
selves injured because the men, who followed
them upon the supposition of a greater fortune,

reject them when they are discovered to have
less. I have never known any lady, who did
not think wealth a title to some stipulations in
her favour : and surely what is claimed by the

possession of money is justly forfeited by its loss.

She that has once demanded a settlement has
allowed the importance of fortune; arid when
she cannot show pecuniary merit, why should
she think her cheapener obliged to purchase ?

My lovers were not all contented with silent

desertion. Some of them revenged the neglect
which they had formerly endured by wantor.

and superfluous insults, and endeavoured to

mortify me, by paying, in my presence, tho.ve

civilities to other ladies, which were once de

voted only to me. But, as it had been my rule

to treat men according to the rank of their in

tellect, I had never suffered any one to waste

his life in suspense, who could have employed it

to better purposes, and had therefore no enemies

but coxcombs, whose resentment and respect
were equally below my consideration.

The only pain which I have felt from degra

dation, is the loss of that influence which I had

always exerted on the side of virtue, in the de

fence of innocence, and the assertion of truth.

I now find my opinions slighted, my sentiments

criticised, and my arguments opposed by those

that used to listen to me without reply, and

struggle to be first in expressing their convic

tion.

The female disputants have wholly thrown
off my authority ; and if I endeavour to enforce

my reasons by an appeal to the schoLirs that

happen to be present, the wretches are certain

to pay their court by sacrificing me and my
system to a finer gown ;

and I am every hour

insulted with contradiction by cowards, who
could never find till lately that Melissa was
liable to error.

There are two persons only whom I cannot

charge with having changed their conduct with

my change of fortune. One is an old curate

that has passed his life in the duties of his pro

fession, with great reputation for his knowledge
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*nd piety ; the other is a lieutenant of dragoons.

The parson made no difficulty in the height of

my elevation to check me when I was pert, and

instruct me when I blundered ;
and if there is

fcny alteration, he is now more timorous

lest his freedom should be thought rudeness.

The soldier never paid me any particular ad

dresses, but very rigidly observed all the rules of

politeness, which he is now so far from relaxing,

that whenever he serves the tea, he obstinately

carries me the first dish, in defiance of the

frowns and whispers of the table.

This, Mr. Rambler, is to see the world. It is

impossible for those that have only known afflu

ence and prosperity, to judge rightly of them

selves or others. The rich and the powerful live

in a perpetual masquerade, in which all about

them \vear borrowed characters ;
and we only

discover in what estimation we are held, when
we can no longer give hopes or fears.

1 am, &c.

MELISSA.

No. 76.] SATURDAY, DEC. 8, 1750.

Silvis ubi passim
Palantes error certo de tramite pellit,

llle sinistrorsum, hie dextrorsum abit ; units

utriqne

Error, sed variis ill-adit partibus. HOR.

While mazy error draws mankind astray

From truth's sure path, each takes his devious

way ?

One to the right, one to the left recedes,

Alike deluded as each fancy leads.

EtPHINSTON.

IT is easy for every man, whatever be his cha-

racterwith others, to find reasons for esteeming

himself, and therefore censure, contempt, or

conviction of crimes, seldom deprive him of his

own favour. Those, indeed, who can see only
external facts, may look upon him with abhor

rence; but when he calls himself to his own
tribunal, he finds every fault, if not absolutely

'

effaced, yet so much palliated by the goodness of
'..

bis intention, and the cogency of the motive,
that very little guilt or turpitude remains ; and
when he takes a survey of the whole complica
tion of his character, he discovers so many latent

excellences, so many virtues that want but an
j

opportunity to exert themselves in act, and so

many kind wishes for universal happiness, that
j

he looks on himself as suffering unjustly under

the infamy of single failings, while the general

temper of his mind is unknown or unregarded,
j

It is natural to mean well, when only ab

stracted ideas of virtue are proposed to the mind,
and no particular passion turns us aside from
rectitude ; and so willing is every man to flatter

himself, that the difference between approving |

taws, and obeying them, is frequently forgotten ;

he that ucknowledges the obligations of morality,

and pleases his vanity with enforcing them to

others, concludes himself zealous in the cause of

virtue, though he has no longer any regard to

her precepts, than they conform to his own de

sires ;
and counts himself among her warmest

lovers, because he praises her beauty, though
every rival steals away his heart.

There are, however, great numbers who have
little recourse to the refinements of speculation,

but who yet live at peace with themselves, by
means which require less understanding, or less

attention. When their hearts are burthened
with the consciousness of a crime, instead of

seeking for some remedy within themselves, they
look round upon the rest of mankind, to find

others tainted with the same guilt ; they ple^e
themselves with observing, that they have num
bers on their side

; and that, though they are

hunted out from the society of good men, they
are not likely to be condemned to solitude.

It may be observed, perhaps without excep
tion, that none are eo industrious to detect wick

edness, or so ready to impute it, as they whose
crimes are apparent and confessed. They envy
an unblemished reputation, and what they envy
they are busy to destroy ; they are unwilling to

suppose themselves meaner and more corrupt
than others, and therefore willingly pull down
from their elevations those with whom, they
cannot rise to an equality. No man yet was
ever wicked without secret discontent, and ac

cording to the different degrees of remaining
virtue, or unextinguished reason, he either en

deavours to reform himself, or corrupt others ;

either to regain the station which he has quit

ted, or prevail on others to imitate his defection.

It has always been considered as an alleviation

of misery not to suffer alone, even when union

and society can contribute nothing to resistance

or escape ;
some comfort of the same kind seems

to incite wickedness to seek associates, though
indeed another reason may be given ; for as

guilt is propagated the power of reproach is di

minished, and among numbers equally detesta

ble every individual may be sheltered from

shame, though not from conscience.

Another lenitive, by which the throbs of the

breast are assuaged, is the contemplation not of

the same, but of different crimes. He that can

not justify himself by his resemblance to others,

is ready to try some other expedient, and to in

quire what will rise to his advantage from op

position and dissimilitude. He easily finds

some faults in every human being, which he

weighs against his own, and easily makes them

preponderate while he keeps the balance in his

own hand, and throws in or takes out at his

pleasure circumstances that make them heavier

or lighter. He then triumphs in his compara
tive purity, and sets himself at ease, not because

he can refute the charges advanced against him,

but because he can censure his accusers wit!)
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equal justice, and no longer fears the arrows of

reproach, when he has stored his magazine of

malice with weapons equally sharp and equally

envenomed.

This practice, though never just, is yet

specious and artful, when the censure is directed

against deviations to the contrary extreme.

The man who is hranded with cowardice, may,
with some appearance of propriety, turn all

his force of argument against a stupid contempt
of life, and rash precipitation into unnecessary

danger. Every recession from temerity is an

approach towards cowardice ;
and though it be

confessed that bravery, like other virtues, stands

between faults on either hand, yet the place of

the middle point may always be disputed ; he

may therefore often impose upon careless un

derstandings, by turning the attention wholly
from himself, and keeping it fixed Invariably on

the opposite fault
;
and by showing how many

evils are avoided by his behaviour, he may con

ceal for a time those which are incurred.

But vice has not always opportunities or ad

dress for such artful subterfuges ; men often ex

tenuate their own guilt, only by vague and

general charges upon others, or endeavour to gain

rest to themselves, by pointing some other prey
to the pursuit of censure.

Every whisper of infamy is industriously

circulated, every hint of suspicion eagerly im

proved, and every failure of conduct joyfully

published by those whose interest it is, that the

eye and voice of the public should be employed
on any rather than on themselves.

All these artifices, and a thousand others

equally vain and equally despicable, are incited

by that conviction of the deformity of wicked

ness, from which none can set himself free, and

by an absurd desire to separate the cause from

the effects, and to enjoy the profit of crimes

without suffering the shame. Men are willing to

try all methods of reconciling guilt and quiet,

and when their understandings are stubborn and

uncomplying, raise their passions against them,
and hope to overpower their own knowledge.

It is generally not so much the desire of men,
sunk into depravity, to deceive the world as

themselves ;
for when no particular circum

stances make them dependent on others, infamy
disturbs them little, but as it revives their re

morse, and is echoed to them from their own
hearts. The sentence most dreaded is that of

reason and conscience, which they would en

gage on their side at any price but the labours

of duty and the sorrows of repentance. For this

purpose every seducement and fallacy is sought,
the hopes still rest upon some new experiment
till life is at an end ; and the last hour steals on

unperceived, while the faculties are engaged in

resisting reason, and repressing th ?. sense of the

Divine disapprobation.
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Os dignum aterno nitidum quod fulgeat aurc,

Si mallet laudare Deum, cut sordida monstra

Pratulit, et liquidam temeravit crimine vocem.

PRUDENT

A golden statue such a wit might claim,

Had God and virtue raised the noble flame ;

But ah ! how lewd a subject has he sung !

What vile obscenity profanes his tongue !

AMONG those whose hopes of distinction, or

riches, arise from an opinion of their intellec

tual attainments, it has been, from age to age,

an established custom, to complain of the in

gratitude of mankind to their instructors, and

the discouragement which men of genius and

study suffer from avarice and ignorance, from

the prevalence of false taste, and the encroach

ment of barbarity
Men are most powerfully affected by those

evils which themselves feel, or which appear
before their own eyes ; and as there has never

been a time of such general felicity, but that

many have failed to obtain the rewards to

which they had, in their own judgment, a just

claim, some offended writer has always de

claimed, in the rage of disappointment, against
his age or nation ; nor is there one who has

not fallen upon times more unfavourable to

learning than any former century, or who does

not wish, that he had been reserved in the in

sensibility of non-existence to some happier

hour, when literary merit shall no longer be

despised, and the gifts and caresses of mankind
shall recompense the toils of study, and add lus

tre to the charms of wit.

Many of these clamours are undoubtedly to

be considered only as the bursts of pride never

to be satisfied, as the prattle of affectation mi-

micing distresses unfelt, or as the common

places of vanity solicitous for splendour of sen

tences and acuteness of remark. Yet it cannot

be denied, that frequent discontent must pro
ceed from frequent hardships ; and though it is

evident, that not more than one age or people
can deserve the censure of being more averse

from learning than any other, yet at all times

knowledge must have encountered impediments.
and wit been mortified with contempt, or

harassed with persecution.
It is not necessary, however, to join imme

diately in the outcry, or to condemn mankind
as pleased with ignorance, or always envious of

superior abilities. The miseries of the learned

have been related by themselves ; and since

they have not been found exempt from that

partiality with which men look upon their own
actions and sufferings, we may conclude that

they have not forgotten to deck their cause

with the brightest ornaments and strongest
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colours. The logician Collected all his subtilties

when they were to be employed in his own de

fence ; and the master of rhetoric exerted against

his adversary all the arts by which hatred is

embittered, and indignation inflamed.

To believe no man in his own cause, is the

standing and perpetual rule of distributive jus

tice. Since, therefore, in the controversy be

tween the learned and their enemies, we have

only the pleas of one party, of the party more

able to delude our understandings, and engage

our passions, we must determine our opinion by

facts uncon tested, and evidences on each side

allowed to be genuine.

By this procedure, I know not whether the

students will find their cause promoted, or their

compassion which they expect much increased.

.Let their conduct be impartially surveyed ; let

them be allowed no longer to direct attention at

their pleasure, by expatiating on their own de

serts ;
let neither the dignity of knowledge over

awe the judgment, nor the graces of elegance

seduce it. It will then, perhaps, be found, that

they were not able to produce claims to kinder

treatment, but provoked the calamities which

they suffered, and seldom wanted friends, but

when they wanted virtue.

That few men, celebrated for theoretic wis

dom, live with conformity to their precepts,

must be readily confessed ;
and we cannot won

der that the indignation of mankind rises with

great vehemence against those, who neglect the

duties which they appear to know with so strong

conviction the necessity of performing. Yet

since no man has power of acting equal to that

of thinking, I know not whether the specula-

tist may not sometimes incur censures too se

vere, and by those who form ideas of his life

from their knowledge of his books, be consid

ered as worse than others, only because he was

expected to be better.

He, by whose writings the heart is rectified,

the appetites counteracted, and the passions re

pressed, may be considered as not unprofitable

to the great republic of humanity, even though
his behaviour should not always exemplify his

rules. His instructions may diffuse their in

fluence to regions, in which it will not be in

quired, whether the author be albus an atei^

good or bad
; to times, when all his faults and

all his follies shall be lost in forgetfulness, among
things of no concern or importance to the

world ;
arid he may kindle in thousands and

ten thousands that flame which burnt but dimly
in himself, through the fumes of passion, or

the damps of cowardice. The vicious moralist

may be considered as a taper, by which we are

lighted through the labyrinth of complicated

passions, he extends his radiance further than

his heat, and guides all that are within view,
but burns only those who make too near ap

proaches.

Yet since good or harm must be received for

the most part from those to whom we are fa

miliarly known, he whose vices overpower his

virtues, in the compass to which his vices can

extend, has no reason to complain that he meets

not with affection or veneration, when those

with whom he passes his life are more corrupt
ed by his practice than enlightened by his ideas.

Admiration begins where acquaintance ceases ;

and his favourers are distant, but his enemies

at hand.

Yet many have dared to boast of neglected

merit, and to challenge their age for cruelty and

folly, of whom it cannot be alleged that they
have endeavoured to increase the wisdom or

virtue of their readers. They have been at once

profligate in their lives, and licentious in their

compositions ;
have not only forsaken the paths

of virtue, but attempted to lure others after

them. They have smoothed the road of perdi

tion, covered with flowers the thorns of guilt,

and taught temptation sweeter notes, softer

blandishments, and stronger allurements.

It has been apparently the settled purpose of

some writers, whose powers and acquisitions

place them high in the ranks of literature, to

set fashion on the side of wickedness ; to re

commend debauchery and lewdness, by associat

ing them with qualities most likely to dazzl

the discernment, and attract the affections ; and

to show innocence and goodness with such at

tendant weaknesses as necessarily expose them

to contempt and derision.

Such naturally found intimates among the

corrupt, the thoughtless, and the intemperate ;

passed their lives amidst the levities of sportive

idleness, or the warm professions of drunken

friendship ;
and fed their hopes with the pro

mises of wretches, whom their precepts had

taught to scoff at truth. But when fools had

laughed away their sprightliness, and the lan

guors of excess could no longer be relieved,

they saw their protectors hourly drop away,

and wondered and stormed to find them

selves abandoned. Whether their compan
ions persisted in wickedness, or returned to

virtue, they were left equally without assist

ance ; for debauchery is selfish and negligent,

and from virtue the virtuous only can expect

regard.
It is said by Florus of Catiline, who died in

the midst of slaughtered enemies, that his death

had been illustrious, had it been suffered for his

country. Of the wits who have languished

away life under the pressures of poverty, or in

the restlessness of suspense, caressed and re

jected, flattered and despised, as they were of

more or less use to those who styled themselves

their patrons, it might be observed, that their

miseries would enforce compassion, had they

been brought upon them by honesty and re

ligion.
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The wickedness ot a loose or profane author

is more atrocious than that of the giddy liber

tine, or drunken ravisher, not only because it

jxtends its effects wider, as a pestilence that

taints the air is more destructive than poison
infused in a draught, but because it is committed

with cool deliberation. By the instantaneous

violence of desire, a good man may sometimes

be surprised before reflection can come to his

rescue; when the appetites have strengthened
their influence by habit, they are not easily re

sisted or suppressed ;
but for the frigid villany

of studious lewdness, for the calm malignity of

laboured impiety, what apology can be invent

ed ? What punishment can be adequate to the

crime of him who retires to solitudes for the re

finement of debauchery ; who tortures his fancy,
and ransacks his memory, only that he may
leave the world less virtuous than he found it

;

that he may intercept the hopes of the rising

,-reneration ;
and spread snares for the soul with

more dexterity ?

What were their motives, or what their ex

cuses, is below the dignity of reason to examine.

If having extinguished in themselves the dis

tinction of right and wrong, they were insensi

ble of the mischief which they promoted, they
d&?erved to be hunted down by the general com

pact, as no longer partaking of social nature ;
if

influenced by the corruption of patrons, or

readers, they sacrificed their own convictions to

vanity or interest, they were to be abhorred

with irore acrimony than he that murders for

pay ; since they committed greater crimes with
out greater temptations.

Ofhim to whom mucli is given, much shall be re

quired. Those, whom God has favoured with

superior faculties, and made eminent for quick
ness of intuition, and accuracy of distinctions,

will certainly be regarded as culpable in his

eye, for defects and deviations which, in souls

less enlightened, may be guiltless. But, surely,
none can think without horror on that man's

condition, who has been more wicked in pro

portion as he had more means of excelling in

virtue, and used the light imparted from Hea
ven only to embellish folly, and shed lustre upon
crimes.

by wearing it, and the palate is reconciled liy

degrees to dishes which at first disgusted it.

That by long habit of carrying a burden, we
lose, in great part, our sensibility of its weight,

any man may be convinced by putting on for

an hour the armour of our ancestors
;
for lie

will scarcely believe that men would have had

much inclination to marches and battles, en

cumbered and oppressed, as he will find him

self, with the ancient panoply. Yet the heroes

that overrun regions, and stormed towns in

iron accoutrements, he knows not to have been

i bigger, and has no reason to imagine them

j
stronger, than the present race ofmen : he there

fore must conclude, that their peculiar powers
were conferred only by peculiar habits, and that

their familiarity with the dress of war enabled

them to move in it with ease, vigour, and agil

ity.

Yet it seems to be the condition of our pre
sent state, that pain should be more fixed and

permanent than pleasure. Uneasiness gives

way by slow degrees, and is long before it quits

its possession of the sensory ; but all our grati

fications are volatile, vagrant, and easily dissi

pated. The fragrance of the jessamine bower

is lost after the enjoyment of a few moments,
and the Indian wanders among his native

spices without any sense of their exhalations.

It is, indeed, not necessary to show by many
instances what all mankind confess, by an in

cessant call for variety, and restless pursuit of

enjoyments, which they value only because un-
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Mors sola futetur

Quantvla slnt hominum corpuscula. juv.

Death only this ir^-sterious truth unfolds,

The mighty soul how small a body holds.

DRVDEN.

CORPORAL sensation is known to depend so

much upon novelty, that custom takes away
from many things their power of giving plea-
aure or pain. Thus a new dress becomes easy

Something similar, or analogous, may be ob

served in effects produced immediately upon
the mind ! nothing can strongly strike or affect

us, but what is rare or sudden. The most im

portant events, when they become familiar, ar*

no longer considered \vith wonder or solicitude,

and that which at first filled up our whole at

tention, and left no place for any other thought,
is soon thrust aside into some remote repository

of the mind, and lies among other lumber of

the memory, overlooked and neglected. Thus
far the mind resembles the body, but here the

similitude is at an end.

^.^The manner in which external force acts upon
the body is very little subject to the regulation
of the will

; no man can at pleasure obtund cr

invigorate his senses, prolong the agency of any
impulse, or continue the presence of any im

age traced upon the eye, or any sound infused

into the ear. But our ideas are more subjected
to choice ; we can call them before vis, and com
mand their stay, we can facilitate and promote
their recurrence, we can either repress their in

trusion, or hasten their retreat. It is therefore

the business of wisdom and virtue, to select

among numberless objects striving for our no

tice, such as may enable us to exalt our reason, i

extn-d our views, and secure our happiness.
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But this choice is to be made with very little

regard to rareness or frequency ;
tor nothing is

valuable merely because it is either rare or com

mon, but because it is adapted to some userai

purpose, and enables us to supply some defi

ciency of our nature.

Milton has judiciously represented the father

of mankind, as seized with horror and astonish

ment at the sight of death, exhibited to him on

the mount of vision.
{
For surely, nothing can

so much disturb the passions, or perplex the in

tellects of man, as the disruption of his union

with visible nature ; a separation from all that

has hitherto delighted or engaged him ; a change
not only of the place, but the manner of his be

ing ;
an entrance into a state not simply which

he knows not, but which perhaps he has not

faculties to know
;
an immediate and percepti

ble communication with the Supreme Being,

a:id, what is above all distressful and alarming,
the final sentence and unalterable allotment.?

Yet we to whom the shortness of life has

given frequent occasions of contemplating mor

tality, can, without emotion, see generations of

men pass away, and are at leisure to establish

modes of sorrow, and adjust the ceremonial of

death. We can look upon funeral pomp as a

common spectacle in which we have no concern,

and turn array from it to trifles and amuse

ments, without dejection of look, or inquietude

of heart.

It is, indeed, apparent from the constitution

of the world, that there must be a time for

other thoughts ;
and a perpetual meditation

upon the last hour, however it may become the

solitude of a monastery, is inconsistent with

many duties of common life. > But surely the

remembrance of death ought to predominate in

our minds, as an habitual and settled principle,

always operating, though not always perceived ;

and our attention should seldom wander so far

from our own condition, as not to be recalled

and fixed by sight of an event, which must

soon, we know not how soon, happen likewise

to ourselves, and of which, though we cannot

appoint the time, we may secure the conse

quence. I

Every instance of death may justly awaken

mr fears and quicken our vigilance, but its fre

quency so much weakens its effect, that we are

seldom alarmed unless some close connection is

oroken, some scheme frustrated, or some hope
defeated. Many therefore seem to pass on from

youth to decrepitude, without any reflection on

the end of life, because they are wholly involved

w'.thin themselves, and look on others only as

inhabitants of the common earth, without any

expectation of receiving good, or intention of

bestowing it.

Events, of which we confess the importance,

excite little sensibility, unless they aft'ect us

more nearlv than as sharers in the common in

terest of mankind ; that desire which every
man feels of being remembered and lamented,

is often mortified when we remark how little

concern is caused by the eternal departure even

of those who have passed their lives with public

honours, and been distinguished by extraordin

ary performances. It is not possible to be re

garded with tenderness except by a few. That

merit which gives greatness and renown, dif

fuses its influence to a wide compass, but acts

weakly on every single breast
;

it is placed at a

distance from common spectators, and shines

like one of the remote stars, of which the light

reaches us but not the heat. The wit, the hero,

the philosopher, whom their tempers or their

fortunes have hindered from intimate relations,

die, without any other effect than that of adding
a new topic to the conversation of the day.

They impress none with any fresh conviction of

the fragility of our nature, because none had

any particular interest in their lives, or was
united to them by a reciprocation of benefits

and endearments.

Thus it often happens, that those who in

their lives \vere applauded and admired, are

laid at last in the ground without the common
honour of a stone ; because by those excellences

with which many were delighted, none had

been obliged, and though they had many to

celebrate, they had none to love them.

Custom so far regulates the sentiments, at

least of common minds, that I believe men may
be generally observed to grow less tender as

they advance in age. He who, when life was

new, melted at the loss of every companion, can

look in time, without concern, upon the grave
into which his Jast friend was thrown, and into

which himself is ready to fall ;
not that he is

more willing to die than formerly, but that he

is more familiar to the death of others, and

therefore is not alarmed so far as to consider

how much nearer he approaches to his end.

But this is to submit tamely to the tyranny of

accident, and to suffer our reason to lie useless.

Every funeral may justly be considered as a

summons to prepare for that state, into which

it shows us that we must some time enter; and

the summons is more loud and piercing, as the

event of which it warns us is at less distance.

To neglect at any time preparation for death,

is to sleep on our post at a siege ;
but to omit it

in old age, is to sleep at an attack.

It has always appeared to me one of the most

striking passages in the visions of Quevedo,

which stigmatizes those as fools who complain

that they failed of happiness by sudden death.

"How," says he, "can death be sudden to a

being who always knew that he must die, and

that the time of his death was uncertain?"

Since business and gayetyare always drawing
our attention away from a future state, some

admonition is frequently necessary to recall it
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to our minds ; and what can more properly re

new the impression than the examples of mor
tality which every day supplies ? The great in

centive to virtue is the reflection that we must
die ; it will therefore be useful to accustom our

selves, whenever we see a funeral, to considei

how soon we may be added to the numbei
of those whose probation is past, and whose

happiness or misery shall endure for ever.

No. 79.] TUESDAY, DEC. 18, 1750.

Tarn stepe nostrum decipi Fabullum, quid
Miraris, Aule? Semper bonus homo tiro est.

You wonder I've so little wit,

Frieud John, so often to be bit.

None better guard against a cheat

Than he who is a knave complete. F. LEWIS.

SUSPICION, however necessary it may be to our

safe passage through ways beset on all sides by
fraud and malice, has been always considered,

when it exceeds the common measures, as a

token of depravity and corruption ; and a Greek

writer of sentences has laid down, as a standing

maxim, that he who believes not another on his

oath, knows himself to be perjured.

We can form our opinions of that which we
know not, only by placing it in comparison
with something that we know ; whoever there

fore is overrun with suspicion, and detects arti

fice and stratagem in every proposal, must either

have teamed by experience or observation the

wickedness of mankind, and been taught to

avoid fraud by having often suffered or seen

treachery, or he must derive his judgment from

the consciousness of his own disposition, and im

pute to others the same inclinations, which he

feels predominant in himself.

To learn caution by turning our eyes upon
life, and observing the arts by which negligence

is surprised, timidity overborne, and credulity

amused, requires either great latitude of con

verse and long acquaintance with business, or

uncommon activity of vigilance, and acuteness

of penetration. When, therefore, a young man,
not distinguished by vigour of intellect, comes

into the world full of scruples and diffidence j

makes a bargain with many provisional limita

tions ; hesitates in his answer to a common

question, lest more should be intended than he

can immediately discover : has a long reach in

detecting the projects of his acquaintance ;
con

siders every caress as an act of hypocrisy, and
feels neither gratitude nor affection from the

tenderness of his friends, because he believes no
one to have any real tenderness but for himself;
whatever expectations this early sagacity may
raise of his future eminence or riches, I can

seldom forbear to consider him as a wretch in

capable of generosity or benevolence ; as a villain

early completed beyond the need of common op
portunities and gradual temptations.

Upon men of this class instruction and ad
monition are generally thrown away, because

they consider artifice and deceit as proofs of un

derstanding ; they are misled at the same time

by the two great seducers of the world, vanity
and interest, and not only look upon those who
act with openness and confidence, as condemned

by their principles to obscurity and want, but
as contemptible for narrowness of comprehen
sion, shortness of views, and slowness of con

trivance.

The world has been long amused with the

mention of policy in public transactions, and of

art in private affairs
; they have been considered

as the effects of great qualities, and as unattain

able by men of the common level : yet I have

not found many performances either of art or

policy, that required such stupendous efforts of

intellect, or might not have been effected by
falsehood and impudence, without the assistance

of any other powers. To profess what he does

not mean, to promise what he cannot perform,
to flatter ambition with prospects of promotion,
and misery with hopes of relief, to soothe pride
with appearances of submission, and appease

enmity by blandishments and bribes, can surely

imply nothing more or greater that a mind de

voted wholly to its own purposes, a face that

cannot blush, and a heart that cannot feel.

These practices are so mean and base, that h
who finds in himself no tendency to use them,
cannot easily believe that they are considered by
others with less detestation ; he therefore suffers

himself to slumber in false security, and be

comes a prey to those who applaud their own

subtilty, because they know how to steal upon
tiis sleep, and exult in the success which they
could never have obtained, had they not at

tempted a man better than themselves, who was
lindered from obviating their stratagems, not

by folly, but by innocence.

Suspicion is, indeed, a temper so uneasy and

restless, that it is very justly appointed the con

comitant of guilt. It is said, that no torture ia

equal to the inhibition of sleep long continued ;

a pain to which the state of that man bears a

very exact analogy, who dares never give rest to

lis vigilance and circumspection, but considers

limself as surrounded by secret foes, and fears

;o entrust his children, or his friend, with the

secret that throbs in his breast and the anxieties

hat break into his face. To avoid, at this ex-

>ense, those evils to which easiness and friendship

might have exposed him, is surely to buy safety

at too dear a rate, and, in the language of the

Roman satirist, to save life by losing all for

wNch a wise man would live.*

Whtv" in the diet of the German empire, as

* Propter vitam vivendi perdere causas.
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Camerarius relates, the princes were once dis

playing their felicity, and each boasting the ad

vantages of his own dominion, one who posses

sed a country not remarkable for the grandeur
of its cities, or the fertility of its soil, rose to

speak, and the rest listened between pity and

contempt, till he declared, in honour of his ter

ritories, that he could travel through them

without a guard, and if he was weary, sleep in

safety upon the lap of the first man whom he

should meet ;
a commendation which would

have been ill exchanged for the boast of palaces,

pastures, or streams.

Suspicion is not less an enemy to virtue than

to happiness ;
he that is already corrupt is na

turally suspicious, and he that becomes suspici

ous will quickly be corrupt. It is too common
for us to learn the frauds by which ourselves

have suffered ;
men who are once persuaded that

deceit will be employed against them, sometimes

think the same arts justified by the necessity of

defence. Even they whose virtue is too well

established to give way to example, or be shaken

by sophistry, must yet feel their love of mankind

diminished with their esteem, and grow less

zealous for the happiness of those by whom they

imagine their own happiness endangered.
Thus we find old age, upon \vhich suspicion

has been strongly impressed, by long intercourse

with the world, inflexible and severe, not easily

softened by submission, melted by complaint, or

subdued by supplication. Frequent experience
of counterfeited miseries, and dissembled virtue,

in time overcomes that disposition to tenderness

and sympathy,which is so powerful in our young
er years ; and they that happen to petition the

old for compassion or assistance, are doomed to

languish without regard, and suffer for the

crimes of men who have formerly been found

undeserving or ungrateful.

Historians are certainly chargeable with the

depravation of mankind, Avhen they relate with
out censure those stratagems of war by which
the virtues of an enemy are engaged to his de

struction. A ship comes before a port, weather-
beaten and shattered, and the crew implore the

liberty of repairing their breaches, supplying
themselves with necessaries, or burying their

dead. The humanity of the inhabitants inclines

them to consent ; the strangers enter the town
with weapons concealed, fall suddenly upon
their benefactors, destroy those that make resist

ance, and become masters of the place ; they re

turn home rich with plunder, and their success

js recorded to encourage imitation.

But surely war has its laws, and ought to be

conducted with some regard to the universal in

terest of man. These may justly be pursued as

enemies to the community of nature, who suffer

hostility to vacate the unalterable laws of right,
and pursue their private advantage by means,
which, if once established, must destroy kind

ness, cut off from every man all hopes of assist'

ance from another, and fill the world with per

petual suspicion and implacable malevolence

Whatever is thus gained ought to be restored,

and those who have conquered by such treachery

may be justly denied the protection of their na-

tive country.
Whoever commits a fraud is guilty not only of

the particular injury to him whom he deceives,

but of the diminution of that confidence which
constitutes not only the ease but the existence of

society. He that suffers by imposture has too

often his virtue more impaired than his fortune.

But as it is necessary not to invite robbery by
supineness, so it is our duty not to suppress ten

derness by suspicion ;
it is better to suffer wrong

than to do it, and happier to be sometimes

cheated than not to trust.
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Vides ut alta stet nive candidum

Xoracte, neejam sustineant onus

Silvae laborantes HOR.

Behold yon mountain's hoary height
Made higher with new mounts of snow ;

Again behold the winter's weight

Oppress the labouring woods below. DRYDKN.

As Providence has made the human soul an

active being always impatient for novelty, and

struggling for something yet unenjoyed with

unwearied progression, the world seems to have

been eminently adapted to this disposition of the

mind ; it is formed to raise expectations by
constant vicissitudes, and to obviate satiety by

perpetual change.
Wherever we turn our eyes, we find some

thing to revive our curiosity, and engage our at

tention. In the dusk of the morning we watch

the rising of the sun, and see the day diversify

the clouds, and open new prospects in its gradual

advance. After a few hours we see the shades

lengthen, and the light decline, till the sky is

resigned to a multitude of shining orbs different

from each other in magnitude and splendour.

The earth varies its appearance as we move up
on it ; the woods offer their shades, and the fields

their harvests
;
the hill flatters with an extensive

view, and the valley invites with shelter, fra

grance, and flowers.

The poets have numbered among the felicities

of the golden age, an exemption from the change
of seasons, and a perpetuity of spring ; but 1 am
not certain that in this state of imaginary hap

piness they have made sufficient provision for

that insatiable demand of new gratifications,

which seems particularly to characterize the

nature of man. Our sense of delight is in a

great measure comparative, and arises at once

from the sensations which we feel, and those

which we remember : thus ease after torment is
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pleasure for t\ time, and we are very agreeably

recreated, when the body, chilled with the

weather, is gradually recovering its natural te

pidity ;
but the joy ceases when we have forgot

the cold : we must fall below ease again, if we
desire to rise above it, and purchase new felici

ty by voluntary pain. It is therefore not unlikely
that however the fancy maybe amused with the

description of regions in which no wind is heard

but the gentle zephyr, and no scenes are dis

played but valleys enamelled with unfading
flowers, and woods waving their perennial ver

dure, we should soon grow weary of uniformity,
find our thoughts languish for want of other

subjects, call on Heaven for our wonted round

of seasons, and think ourselves liberally recom

pensed for the inconveniences of summer and

winter, by new perceptions of the calmness and

mildness of the intermediate variations.

Every seasdn has its particular power of strik

ing the mind. The nakedness and asperity of

the wintry world always fill the beholder with

pensive and profound astonishment
;
as the va

riety of the scene is lessened, its grandeur is in

creased
;
and the mind is swelled at once by the

mingled ideas of the present and the past, of the

beauties Avhich have vanished from the eyes, and
the waste and desolation that are now before

them.

It is observed by Milton, that he who neglects
to visit thb country in spring, and rejects the

pleasures that are then in their first bloom and

fragrance, is guilty of sullenness against nature.

If we allot different duties to different seasons,

he may be charged with equal disobedience to

the voice of nature, who looks on the bleak hills

and leaHess woods, without seriousness and awe.

Spring is the season of gayety, and winter of

terror
;
in spring the heart of tranquillity dances

to the melody of the groves, and the eye, of ben

evolence sparkles at the sight of happiness and

plenty. In the winter, compassion melts at

universal calamity, and the tear of softness starts

at the wailings of hunger, and the cries of the

creation in distress.

Few minds have much inclination to indulge
heaviness and sorrow, nor do I recommend them

beyond the degree necessary to maintain in its

full vigour that habitual sympathy and tender

ness, which, in a world of so much misery, is

necessary to the ready discharge of our most im

portant duties. The winter therefore is gener

ally celebrated as the proper season for domestic

merriment and gayety. We are seldom invited

by the votaries of pleasure to look abroad for any
other purpose, than that we may shrink back

with more satisfaction to our coverts, and when
we have heard the howl of the tempest, and felt

th gripe of the frost, congratulate each other

vith more gladness upon a close room, an easy

chair, a large fire, and a smoking dinner.

Winter brings natural inducements to jollity [

and conversation. Differences, we know, are

never so effectually laid asleep, as by some con>

mon calamity : an enemy unites all to whom he

threatens danger. The rigour of winter brings

generally to the same fire-side, those, who by the

opposition of inclinations, or difference of em
ployment, moved in various directions through
the other parts of the year ;

and when they have

met, and find it their mutual interest to remain

together, they endear each other by mutual com

pliances, and often wish for the continuance of

the social season, with all its bleakness and all

its severities.

To the men of study and imagination the

winter is generally the chief time of labour.

Gloom and silence produce composure of mind
and concentration of ideas

;
and the privation of

external pleasure naturally causes an effort to

find entertainment within. This is the time, in

which those whom literature enables to find

amusements for themselves, have more than

common convictions of their own happiness.
When they are condemned by the elements to

retirement, and debarred from most of the diver

sions which are called in to assist the flight of

time, they can find new subjects of inquiry, and

preserve themselves from that weariness, which

hangs always flagging upon the vacant mind.

It cannot indeed be expected of all to be poets

and philosophers ;
it is necessary that the greater

part of mankind should be employed in the mi
nute business of common life; minute, indeed,

not if we consider its influence upon our happi

ness, but if we respect the abilities requisite to

conduct it. These must necessarily be more de

pendent on accident for the means of spending

agreeably those hours which their occupations
leave unengaged, or nature obliges them to allow

to relaxation. Yet even on these I would will

ingly impress such a sense of the value of time,

as may incline them to find out for their careless

hours amusements of more use and dignity than

the common games, which not only weary the

mind without improving it, but strengthen the

passions of envy and avarice, and often lead to

fraud and to profusion, to corruption and to

ruin. It is unworthy of a reasonable being to

spend any of the little time allotted us, without
some tendency, either direct or oblique, to the

end of our existence. And though every moment
cannot be laid out on the formal and regular im

provement of our knowledge, or in the stated

practice of a moral or religious duty, yet none
should be so spent as to exclude wisdom or A-ir-

tue, or pass without possibility of qualifying us

more or less for the better employment of those

which are to come.

It is scarcely possible to pass an hour in

honest conversation, without being able, when
we rise from it, to please ourselves with having

given or received some advantages ; but a man
may shuffle cards, or rattle dice, from nootf to
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midnight, without tracing any new idea in his

mind, or being able to recollect the day by any
other token than his gain or loss, and a confused

remembrance of agitated passions and clamor

ous altercations.

However, as experience is of more weight
than precept, any of my readers, who are con

triving how to spend the dreary months before

them, may consider which of their past amuse

ments tills them now with the greatest satisfac

tion, and resolve to repeat those gratifications

of which the pleasure is most durable.

No. 81.] TUESDAY, DEC. 25, 1750.

Di&cite Jnstitiam monlti VIRG.

Hear, and be just.

AMONG questions which have been discussed,

without any approach to decision, may be num
bered the precedency or superior excellence of

one virtue to another, which has long furnished

a subject of dispute to men whose leisure sent

tnem out into the intellectual world in search

of employment, and who have, perhaps, been

sometimes withheld from tire practice of their

favourite duty, by zeal for its advancement, and '

diligence in its celebration.

The intricacy of this dispute may be alleged
as a proof of that tenderness for mankind which
Providence has, I think, universally displayed,

by making attainments easy in proportion as

they are necessary. That all the duties of mor

ality ought to be practised, is without difficulty

discoverable, because ignorance or uncertainty
would immediately involve the world in con

fusion, and distress ; but which duty ought to

be most esteemed, we may continue to debate

without inconvenience ; so all be diligently per
formed as there is opportunity or need : for

upon practice, not upon opinion, depends the

happiness of mankind ; and controversies,

merely speculative, are of small importance in

themselves, however they may have sometimes

heated a disputant, or provoked a faction.

Of the Divine Author of our religion it is

impossible to peruse the evangelical histories,

without observing how little he favoured the

vanity of inquisitiveness ; how much more

rarely he condescended to satisfy curiosity than

to relieve distress ; and how much he desired

that his followers should rather excel in good
ness than in knowledge. His precepts tend

immediately to the rectification of the moral

Vrinciples, and the direction of daily conduct,
without ostentation, without art, at once irre

fragable and plain, such as well-meaning sim

plicity may readily conceive, and of which Tfop

cannot mistake the meaning, but wnen we are

afraid to find it.

The measure of justice prescribed to us, in

our transactions with others, is remarkable
clear and comprehensive : Whatsoever ye u'otil-i

that men should do unto you, even so do unto them

A law by which every claim of right may be

immediately adjusted as far as the private con

science requires to be informed
;
a law, of which

every man may find the exposition in his own
breast, and which may always be observed

without any other qualifications than honesty
of intention, and purity of will.

Over this law, indeed, some sons of sophistry
have been subtle enough to throw mists, which
have darkened their own eyes. To perplex
this universal principle, they have inquired
whether a man, conscious to himself of unrea

sonable wishes, be bound to gratify them in

another. But surely there needed no long de

liberation to conclude, that the desires, which
are to be considered by us as the measure of

right, must be such as we approve, and that we
ought to pay no regard to those expectations in

others which we condemn in ourselves, and

which, however they may intrude upon our

imagination, we know it our duty to resist and

suppress.

One of the most celebrated cases which have

been produced as requiring some skill in tha

direction of conscience to adapt them to this

great rule, is that of a criminal asking mercy of

his judge, who cannot but know, that if he was
in the state of the supplicant he should desire

that pardon which he now denies. The diffi

culty of this sophism will vanish, if we re-

remember that the parties are, in reality, on

one side the criminal, and on the other the com

munity, of which the magistrate is only the

minister, and by which he is intrusted with the

public safety. The magistrate, therefore, in

pardoning a man unworthy of pardon, betrays
the trust with which he is invested, gives away
what is not his own, and, apparently, does to

others what he would not that others should do

to him. Even the community, whose right is

still greater to arbitrary grants of mercy, is

bound by those laws which regard the great re

public of mankind, and cannot justify such for

bearance as may promote wickedness, and

lessen the general confidence and security

in which all have an equal interest, and

which all are therefore bound to maintain.

For this reason the state has not a right

to erect a general sanctuary for fugitives,

or give protection to such as have forfeited theil

lives by crimes against the laws of common

morality equally acknowledged by all nations,

because no people can, without infraction of the

universal league of social beings, incite, by pros

pects of impunity and safety, those practices

in another dominion, which they would them
selves punish in their own.

One occasion of uncertainty and hesitation,

in those by whom this great rule has been com-
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mcnted and dilated, is the confusion of what the

exacter casuists are careful to distinguish, debts

ofjustice, and debts of charity. The immediate

and primary intention of this precept is to es

tablish a rule of justice; and I know not

whether invention, or sophistry, can start a

tingle difficulty to retard its application, when
it is thus expressed and explained, let every man
allow the claim of right in another, which he should

think himself entitled to make in the like circum

stances.

The discharge of the debts of charity, or duties

which we owe to others, not merely as required

by justice, hut as dictated hy henevolence, ad

mits in its own nature greater complication of

circumstances, and greater latitude of choice.

Justice is indispensably and universally neces

sary, and what is necessary must always be

limited, uniform and distinct. But beneficence,

though in general equally enjoined by our re

ligion, and equally needful to the conciliation

of the Divine favour, is yet, for the most part,

with regard to its single acts, elective and vol

untary. We may certainly, without injury to

our fellow-beings, allow in the distribution of

kindness something to our affections, and change
the measure of our liberality, according to our

opinions and prospects, our hopes and fears.

This rule therefore is not equally determinate

and absolute, with respect to offices of kindness,

and acts of liberality ; because liberality and

kindness, absolutely determined, would lose

their nature
; for how could we be called ten

der, or charitable, for giving that which we are

positively forbidden to withhold ?

Yet, even in adjusting the extent of our be

neficence, no other measure can be taken than

this precept affords us, for we can only know
what others suffer for want, by considering how
we should be affected in the same state; nor can

we proportion our assistance by any other rule

than that of doing what we should then expect
from others. It indeed generally happens that

the giver and receiver differ in their opinions of

generosity; the same partiality to his own in

terest inclines one to large expectations, and the

other to sparing distributions. Perhaps the in

firmity of human nature will scarcely suffer a

man groaning under the pressure of distress, to

judge rightly of the kindness of his friends, or

think they have done enough till his deliverance

is completed ;
not therefore what we might

wish, but what we could demand from others,

we are obliged to grant, since, though we can

easily know how much we might claim, it is

impossible tc determine what we should hope.
But in all inquiries concerning the practice of

voluntary and occasional virtues, it is safest for

minds not oppressed with superstitious fears to

determine against their own inclinations, and

secure themselves from deficiency, by doing
mo73 than they believe strictly necessary. For

j

of this every man may be certain, that if be

were to exchange conditions with h5s depend
ent, he should expect more than, with the ut-

|

most exertion of his ardour, he now will pre-

j

vail upon himself to perform; and when reason

I

has no settled rule, and our passions are striving

j

to mislead us, it is surely the part of a wise man
to err on the side of safety.
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Omnia Castor emit, sic Jiet ut omnla tendat.

Who buys without discretion, buys to sell.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

IT will not be necessary to solicit your good-will

j

by any formal preface, when I have informed

you, that 1 have long been known as the most

j

laborious and zealous virtuoso that the present

I

age has had the honour of producing, and that

inconveniences ha\ e been brought upon me by
an unextinguishable ardour of curiosity, and
an unshaken perseverance in the acquisition of

the productions of art and nature.

It was observed, from my entrance into the

world, that I had something uncommon in iny

disposition, and that there appeared in me very

early tokens of superior genius. I was always
an enemy to trifles ; the playthings which my
mother bestowed upon me I immediately broke,

i
that I might discover the method of their struc-

ture, and the causes of their motions : of all the

j

toys with which children are delighted I valued

only my coral, and as soon as I could speak,

j

asked like Pieresc, innumerable questions, which
i the maids about me could not resolve. As I

grew older I was more thoughtful and serious,

I

and instead of amusing myself with puerile

| diversions, made collections of natural rarities,

i

and never walked in the fields without bringing
home stones of remarkable forms, or insects of

some uncommon species. I never entered an

old house, from which I did not take away the

painted glass, and often lamented that I was
not one of that happy generation who demol-

,

ished the convents and monasteries, and broke

|

windows by law.

Being thus early possessed by a taste for solid

I

knowledge, I passed my youth with very little

disturbance from passions and appetites ;
and

having no pleasure in the company of boys and

girls, who talked of plays, politics, fashions, or

love, I carried on my inquiries with incessant

diligence, and had amassed more stones, mosse^
and shells, than are to be found in many celo,

brated collections, at an age in which the great:

est part of young men are studying under ti*

trs, or endeavouring to recommend themselves
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to notice by their dress, their air, and their le

vities.

When I was two- and-twenty years old, I

became, by the death of my father, possessed of

a small estate in land, with a very large sum of

money in the public funds, and must confess

that I did riot much lament him, for he was a

man of mean parts, bent rather upon growing
rich than wise. He once fretted at the expense
of only ten shillings, which he happened to

overhear me offering for the sting of a hornet,

though it was a cold moist summer, in which

very few hornets had been seen. He often re

commended to me the study of physic, in which,
said he, you may at once gratify your curiosity

after natural history, and increase your fortune

by benefiting mankind. I heard him, Mr.

Rambler, with pity, and, as there was no pros

pect of elevating a mind formed to grovel, suf

fered him to please himself with hoping that I

should some time follow his advice. For you
know that there are men with whom, when

they have once settled a notion in their heads,

it is to very little purpose to dispute.

Being now left wholly to my own inclina

tions, I very soon enlarged the bounds of my
curiosity, and contented myself no longer with

such rarities as required only judgment and

industry, and when once found, might be had

for nothing. I now turned my thoughts to ex

otics and antiques, and became so well known
for my generous patronage of ingenious men,
that my levee was crowded with visitants ;

some to see my museum, and others to increase

its treasures, by selling me whatever they had

brought from other countries.

I had always a contempt for that narrowness
of conception, which contents itself with culti

vating some single corner of the field of science ;

I took the whole region into my view, and
wished it of yet greater extent. But no man's

power can be equal to his will. I was forced to

proceed by slow degrees, and to purchase what
chance or kindness happened to present. I did

not however proceed without some design, or

imitate the indiscretion of those who begin a

thousand collections, and finish none. Having
been always a lover of geography, I determined
to collect the maps drawn in the rude and bar
barous times, before any regular surveys, or just
oljeervatioiis ; and have, at a great expense,

brought together a volume, in which, perhaps,
not a single country is laid down according to

its true situation, and by which, he that desires

to know the errors of the ancient geographers

may be amply informed.

But my ruling passion is patriotism : my
chief care has been to procure the products of

our ttwn country ; and as Alfred received the

tribute^ t the Welsh in wolves' heads, I allowed

nsy ties of s to pay their rents in butterflies, till

Xtouruj of iuusted the papilionaceous tribe. I
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then directed them to the pursuit of other ani

mals, and obtained, by this easy method, most
of the grubs and insects, which land, air, 01

water, can supply. I have three species o!

earth-worms not known to the naturalists,

have discovered a new ephemera, and can show
four wasps that were taken torpid in their win-

ter quarters. 1 have, from my own ground,
the longest blade of grass upon record, and once

accepted, as a half year's rent for a field of wheat,
an ear containing more grains than had been

seen before upon a single stem.

One of my tenants so much neglected his own
interest, as to supply me, in a whole summer,
with only two horse-flies, and those of little

more than the common size ; and I was upon
the brink of seizing for arrears, when his good
fortune threw a white mole in his way, for

which he was not only forgiven, but rewarded.

These, however, were petty acquisitions, and
made at small expense ; nor should I have ven.

tured to rank myself among the virtuosi with-

out better claims. I have suffered nothing

worthy the regard of a wise man to escape my
notice : I have ransacked the old and the new
world, and been equally attentive to past ages
and the present. For the illustration of ancient

history, I can show a marble, of which the in

scription, though it is not now legible, appears,
from some broken remains of the letters, to have
been Tuscan, and therefore probably engraved
before the foundation of Rome. I have two

pieces of porphyry found among the ruins of

Ephesus, and three letters broken off by a learn

ed traveller from the monuments of Persepolis ;

a piece of stone which paved the Areopagus of

Athens, and a plate without figures or charac

ters, which was found at Corinth, and which
I therefore believe to be that metal which was
once valued before gold. I have sand gathered
out of the Granicus; a fragment of Trajan's

bridge over the Danube; some of the mortar

which cemented the watercourse of Tarquin ; a

horse-shoe broken on the Flaminian way ; and
a turf with five daisies dug from the field of

Pharsalia.

I do not wish to raise the envy of unsuccess

ful collectors, by too pompous a display of my
scientific wealth, but cannot forbear to observe,

that there are few regions of the globe which
are not honoured with some memorial in my
cabinets. The Persian monarchs are said to

have boasted the greatness of their empire, by

being served at their tables with drink from the

Ganges and the Danube ; I can show one vial,

of which the water was formerly an icicle on the

crags of Caucasus, and another that contains

what once was snow on the top of Atlas ; in a

third is dew brushed from a banana in the gar
dens of Ispahan ; and, in another, brine that

has rolled in the Pacific ocean. I flatter my-
self that. I am writing to a man who will ra
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joice at the honour which my labours have pro
cured to my country ;

and therefore I shall tell

you that Britain can, by my care, boast of a

snail that has crawled upon the wall of China ;

a humming bird which an American princess

wore in her ear ;
the tooth of an elephant who

carried the Queen of Siam ; the skin of an ape

that was kept in the palace of the great Mogul ;

a riband that adorned one of the maids of a

Turkish sultana ;
and a scimitar once wielded

by a soldier of Abas the Great.

In collecting antiquities of every country, I

have been careful to clioose only by intrinsic

worth, and real usefulness, without regard to

party or opinions. I have therefore a lock of

Cromwell's hair in a box turned from a piece of

the royal oak
;
arid keep in the same drawers,

sand scraped from the coffin of King Richard,

and a commission signed by Henry the Seventh.

I have equal veneration for the ruff of Eliza

beth, arid the shoe of Mary of Scotland ; and

should lose, with like regret, a tobacco-pipe of

Raleigh, and a stirrup of King James. I have

paid the same price for a glove of Lewis, and a

thimble of Queen Mary ; for a fur cap of the

Czar, and a boot of Charles of Sweden.

You will easily imagine that these accumula

tions were not made without some diminution

of my fortune ; for I was so well known to

spare no cost, that at every sale some bid against

me for hire, some for sport, and some for

malice ; and if I asked the price of any thing, it

was sufficient to double the demand. For

curiosity, trafficing thus with avarice, the

wealth of India had not been enough ;
and I,

by little and little, transferred all my money
from the funds to my closet : here I was in

clined to stop, and live upon my estate in liter

ary leisure, but the sale of the Harleian Collec

tion shook my resolution : I mortgaged my
land, and purchased thirty medals, which I

could never find before. I have at length

bought till I can buy no longer, and the cruelry
of my creditors has seized my repository ;

I am
therefore condemned to disperse what the labour

of an age will not reassemble. I submit to that

which cannot be opposed, and shall, in a short

time, declare a sale. I have, while it is yet in

tny power, sent you a pebble, picked up by Ta-

vernier on the banks of the Ganges ;
for which

I desire no other recompense than that you will

ecommerid my catalogue to the public.

QUISQUILIUS.
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Nlti utlle est quodfacias, stulta est gloria.

PH/EB.

All useless science is an empty boast.

THE publication of the letter in my last paper
has naturally led me to the consideration of that

thirst after curiosities, which often draws con

tempt and ridicule upon itself, but which' 8

perhaps no otherwise blameable, than as it

Avants those circumstantial recommendations
which add lustre even to moral excelleii :es,

and are absolutely necessary to the grace .iuj

beauty of indifferent actions.

Learning confers so much superiority on
those who possess it, that they might probably
have escaped all censures had they been able to

agree among themselves
;
but as envy and com

petition have divided the republic of letters into

factions, they have neglected the common in

terest ; each has called in foreign aid, arid en
deavoured to strengthen his own cause by the

frown of power, the hiss of ignorance, and the

clamour of popularity. They have all engaged
in feuds, till by mutual hostilities they demo
lished those outworks which veneration had
raised for their security, and exposed themselves

to barbarians, by whom every region of science

is equally laid waste.

Between men of different studies and proies-

sions, may be observed a constant reciprocation
of reproaches. The collector of shells arid stones

derides the folly of him who pastes leaves and
flowers upon paper, pleases himself with colours

that are perceptibly fading, and amasses with
care \vhat cannot be preserved. The hunter ot

insects stands amazed that any man can waste

his short time upon lifeless matter, while many
tribes of animals yet want their history. Every
one is inclined not only to promote his own

study, but to exclude all others from regard,
and having heated his imagination with some
favourite pursuit, wonders that the rest of man
kind are not seized with the same passion.

There are, indeed, many subjects of study
which seem but remotely allied to useful know

ledge, and of little importance to happiness or

virtue
;
nor is it easy to forbear some sallies of

1

merriment, or expressions of pity, when we see

a man wrinkled with attention, and emaciated

with solicitude, in the investigation of questions,

of which, without visible inconvenience, thd

world may expire in ignorance. Yet it is dan

gerous to discourage well-intended labours or

innocent curiosity ; for he who is employed in

searches, which by any deduction of consequen
ces tend to the benefit of life, is surely laudable,

in comparison of those who spend their time in

counteracting happiness, and filling the world

with wrong and danger, confusion and remorse.

No man can perform so little as riot to hav

reason to congratulate himself on his merits,

when he beholds the multitudes that live iu

total idleness, and have never yet endeavoured

to be useful.

It is impossible to determine the limits of in

quiry, or to foresee what consequences a*
1
- ^w dis.

covery may produce. He who sufFe/
ie ^^ Li8

faculties to lie torpid, has a chance, TUjlder tu"
>

Jiemselves
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his employment, of doing

1

good to his fellow-

creatures. The man that first ranged the woods

in search of medicinal springs, or climbed the

mountains for salutary plants, has undoubtedly

merited the gratitude of posterity, how much

soever his frequent miscarriages might excite the

scorn of his contemporaries. If what appears

little he universally despised, nothing greater can

be attained ;
for all that is great was at first lit

tle, and rose to its present bulk by gradual ac

cessions, and accumulated labours.

Those who lay out time or money in assem

bling matter for contemplation, are doubtless

entitled to some degree of respect, though in a

flight of gayety, it be easy to ridicule their trea

sure, or in a fit of sulleimess to despise it. A
man who thinks only on the particular object

before him, goes not away much illuminated by

having enjoyed the privilege of handling the

tooth of a shark, or the paw of a white bear ;

yet there is nothing more worthy of admiration

to a philosophical eye than the structure of ani

mals, by which they are qualified to support life

in the elements or climates to which they are

appropriated ;
and of all natural bodies, it must

be generally confessed that they exhibit evidences

of infinite wisdom, bear their testimony to the

supreme reason, and excite in the mind new

raptures of gratitude and new incentives to

piety.

To collect the productions of art, and exam

ples of mechanical science or manual ability, is

unquestionably useful, even when the things

themselves are of small importance, because it is

always advantageous to know how far the hu

man powers have proceeded, and how much ex

perience has found to be within the reach of

diligence. Idleness and timidity often despair

without being overcome, and forbear attempts
for fear of being defeated ; and we may promote
the invigoration of faint endeavours, by showing
what has been already performed. It may
sometimes happen that the greatest efforts of in

genuity have been exerted in trifles ; yet the

same principles and expedients may be applied

to more valuable purposes, and the movements,
which put into action machines of no use but to

raise the wonder of ignorance, may be employed
to drain fens, or manufacture metals, to assist

the wchitect, or preserve the sailor.

For the utensils, arms, or dresses of foreign

nations, which make the greatest part of many
collections, I have little regard, \vhen they are

valued only because they are foreign, and can

ig {>st no improvement of our own practice.

Yet they are not all equally useless, nor can it be

>! ways safely determined which should be re

jected or retained : for they may sometimes un-

expe ctedly contribute to the illustration of his

tory, and to the knowledge of the natural com-

rnoditi es of the country, or of the genius and

'ustoim of its inhabitants.

Rarities there are of yet a lower rank, which

owe their worth merely to accident, and which
can convey no information, nor satisfy any ra

tional desire. Such are many fragments of

antiquity, as urns and pieces of pavement ; and

things held in veneration only for having been

once the property of some eminent person, as

the armour of King Henry; or for having been

used'on some remarkable occasion, as the lantern

of Guy Faux. The loss or preservation of

these seems to be a thing indifferent, nor can I

perceive why the possession of them should lie

coveted. Yet, perhaps, even this curiosity ifi

implanted by nature ; and, when I find Tullv

confessing of himself, that he could not forbear

at Athens to visit the walks and houses which
the old philosophers had frequented or inhabit

ed, and recollect the reverence which every na

tion, civil and barbarous, has paid to the ground
where merit has been buried,* I am afraid to

declare against the general voice of mankind,
and am inclined to believe, that this regard,

which we involuntarily pay to the meanest relic

of a man great and illustrious, is intended as an

incitement to labour, and an encouragement to

expect the same renown, if it be sought by the

same virtues.

The virtuoso, therefore, cannot be said to be

wholly useless
;
but perhaps he may be some

times culpable, for confining himself to business

below his genius, and losing, in petty specula

tions, those hours by which, if he had spent

them in nobler studies, he might have given
new light to the intellectual world. It is never

without grief that 1 find a man capable of ratio

cination or invention enlisting himself in this se

condary class of learning ;
for when he has once

discovered a method of gratifying his desire of

eminence by expense rather than by labour, and

known the sweets of a life blessed at once with

the ease of idleness, and the reputation of know

ledge, he will not easily be brought to undergo

again the toil of thinking, or leave his toys and

trinkets for arguments and principles; argu
ments which require circumspection and vigil

ance, and principles which cannot be obtained

but by the drudgery of meditation. .He will

gladly shut himself up for ever with his shells

and metals, like the companions of Ulysses, who,

having tasted the fruit of Lotos, would not, even

by the hope of seeing their own country, be

tempted again to the dangers of the sea.

A.&T6V

Whoso tastes,

Insatiate riots in the sweet repasts ;

Nor other home nor other care intends,

But quits Ids house, his country, and his friends.

POPE.

* See this sentiment illustrated by a most splendid

passage in Dr. Johnson's "
Journey to the Western

Islands " vol. viii p. 395-6. C.
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Collections of this kind are of use to the learn

ed, as heaps of stones and piles of timber are

necessary to the architect. But to dig the

quarry or to search the field, requires not much

of any quality beyond stubborn perseverance ;

and though genius must often lie inactive with

out this humble assistance, yet this can claim

Kittle praise, because every man can afford it.

To mean understandings, it is sufficient hon

our to be numbered amongst the lowest labour

ers of learning ;
but different abilities must find

different tasks. To hew stone would have

been unworthy of Palladio ;
and to have ram-

oled in searck of shells and flowers, had but ill-

suited with the capacity of Newton.
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Cunarumfueras motor, Charideme, mearum,
Et pueri custos, assiduusque comes.

Jam mihi nigrescunt tonsa sudarla barba,

A'ed tlbl non crevi : te noster villicus horret:

Te dispensator, te domus ipsa pavet.

vorripis, observas, quereris, suspiria duels,

Et vix aferulis abstlnet ira manum. MART.

You rock'd my cradle, were my guide

In youth, still tending at my side :

But now, dear Sir, iny beard is grown,
Still I'm a child to thee alone

Our steward, butler, cook, and all

You fright, nay even the very wall
;

You pry, and frown, and growl, and chide,

A.nd scarce will Lay the rod aside. F. LEWIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

You seem in all your papers to be an enemy to

tyranny, and to look with impartiality upon the

world ; I shall therefore lay my case before you,

and hope by your decision to be set free from

unreasonable restraints, and enabled to justify

myself against the accusations which spite and

peevishness produce against me.

At the age of five years I lost my mother, and

my father, being not qualified to superintend

the education of a girl, committed me to the

care of his sister, who instructed me with the

authority, and, not to deny her what she may
justly claim, with the affection of a parent. She

had not very elevated sentiments or extensive

views, but her principles were good and her in

tentions pure ; and though some may practise

more virtues, scarce any commit fewer faults.

Under this good lady, I learned all the com
mon rules of decent behaviour, and standing
maxims of domestic prudence ; and might have

frown up by degrees to a country gentlewoman,
without any thoughts of ranging beyond the

neighbourhood, had not Flavia come down, last

summer, to visit her relations in the next vil

lage. 1 was taken, of course, to compliment
the stranger, and was, at the first sight, sur-

I prised at the unconcern with which she saw

j

herself gazed at by the company whom she had
never known before

;
at the carelessness with

which she received compliments, and the readi

ness with which she returned them. I found

she had something which I perceived myself to

want, and could not but wish to be like her, at

once easy and officious, attentive and unembar
rassed. I went home, and for four days could

think and talk of nothing but Miss Flavia :

though my aunt told me that she was a forward

flirt, and thought herself wise before her time.

In a little time she repaid my visit, and rais

ed in my heart a new confusion of love and ad

miration. I soon saw her again, and still found

new charms in her air, conversation, and be

haviour. You, who have perhaps seen the

world, may have observed, that formality soon

ceases between young persons. I know not

how others are affected on such occasions, but

I found myself irresistibly allured to friendship
and intimacy, by the familiar complaisance and

airy gayety of Flavia
;
so that in a few weeks I

became her favourite, and all the time was pas
sed with me, that she could gain from ceremony
and visit.

As she came often to me, she necessarily

spent some hours with my aunt, to whom sha

paid great respect by low courtesies, submissive

compliance, and soft acquiescence ;
but as I be

came gradually more accustomed to her manners,
I discovered that her civility was general ; that

there was a certain degree of deference shown

by her to circumstances and appearances ; that

many went away flattered by her humility,
whom she despised in her heart ; that the in

fluence of far the greatest part of those with

whom she conversed, ceased with their pre
sence ; and that sometimes she did not remem
ber the names of them, whom, without any in

tentional insincerity or false commendation, her

habitual civility had sent away with very high

thoughts of their own importance.
It was not long before I perceived, that my

aunt's opinion was not of much weight in Fla-

via's deliberations, and that she was looked

upon by her as a woman of narrow sentiments,

without knowledge of books, or observations

on mankind. I had hitherto considered my
aunt, as entitled by her wisdom and experience
to the highest reverence, and could not forbear

to wonder that any one so much younger should

venture to suspect her of error, or ignorance ;

but my surprise was without uneasiness, and

being now accustomed to think Flavia always
in the right, 1 readily learned from her to trust

my own reason, and to believe it possible, that

they who had lived longer might be mistaken.

Flavia had read much, and used so often to

converse on subjects of learning, that she put
all the men in the country to flight, except thp

old parson, who declared himself much delight-
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ed with her company, because she gave him

opportunities to recollect the studies of his

younger years, and, by some mention of ancient

story, had made him rub the dust off his Ho
mer, which had lain unregarded in his closet.

With Homer, and a thousand other names fa

miliar to Flavia, I had no acquaintance, but

began, by comparing her accomplishments with

my own, to repine at my education, and wish

that 1 had not been so long confined to the com

pany of those from whom nothing but house

wifery was to be learned. I then set myself to

peruse such books as Flavia recommended, and

heard her opinion of their beauties arid defects.

I saw new worlds hourly bursting upon my
mind, and wa:i enraptured at the prospect of

diversifying life with endless entertainment.

The old lady finding that a large screen, which

1 had undertaken to adorn with Turkey-work

against winter, made very slow advances, and

that I had added in two months but three leaves

to a flowered apron then in the frame, took the

alarm, and with all the zeal of honest folly ex

claimed against my new acquaintance, who had

filled me with idle notions, and turned my head

with books. But she had now lost her author

ity, for I began to find innumerable mistakes

in her opinions, and improprieties in her lan

guage ; and therefore thought myself no longer

bound to pay much regard to one who knew
little beyond her needle and her dairy, and who

professed to think that nothing more is required

of a woman than to see that the house is clean,

and that the maids go to bed, and rise at a cer

tain hour.

She seemed however to look upon Havla as

seducing me, and to imagine that when her in

fluence was withdrawn, I should return to my
allegiance, she therefore contented herself with

remote hints, and gentle admonitions, inter

mixed with sage histories of the miscarriages
of wit, and disappointments of pride. But
since she has found, that though Flavia is de

parted, I still persist in my new scheme, she

ha at length lost her patience, she snatches my
book out of my hand, tears my paper if she

finds me writing, burns Flavia's letters before

my face when she can seize them, and threatens

to Jock me up, and to complain to my father of

my perverseness. If women, she says, would
but know their duty and their interest, they
would be careful to acquaint themselves with

i'amily affairs, and many a penny might be sav

ed ; for while the mistress of the house is scrib

bling and reading, servants are junketing, and
linen is wearing out. She then takes me round
the rooms, shows me the worked hangings, and
chairs of tent-stitch, and asks whether all this

was done with a pen and a book ?

I cannot deny that I sometimes laugh and
sometimes am sullen

; but she has not delicacy

enough to be much moved either withmy mirth
or my gloom, if she did not think the interest

of the family endangered by this change of my
manners. She had for some years marked out

young Mr. Surly, an heir in the neighbourhood,
remarkable for his love of fighting-cocks, as an

advantageous match ; and was extremely pleased

with the civilities which he used to pay me,
till under Flavia's tuition I learned to talk of

subjects which he could not understand. This,

she says, is the consequence of female study ;

girls grow too wise to be advised, and too stub,

born to be commanded; but she is resolved to

try who shall govern, and will thwart my hu
mour till she breaks my spirit.

These menaces, Mi. Rambler, sometimes
make me quite angry ; for I have been sixteen

these ten weeks, and think myself exempted
from the dominion of a governess, who has no

pretensions to more sense or knowledge than

myself. I am resolved, since I am as tall and
as wise as other women, to be no longer treated

like a girl. Miss Flavia has often told me, that

ladies of my age go to assemblies and routes,

without their mothers and their aunts
; I shall,

therefore, from this time, leave asking advice,

and refuse to give accounts. I wish you would
state the time at which young ladies may judge
for themselves, which I am sure you cannot but

think ought to begin before sixteen ; if you are

inclined to delay it longer, I shall have very
little regard to your opinion.

My aunt often tells me of the advantages of

experience, and of the deference due to senior

ity ; and both she arid all the antiquated part of

the world, talk of the unreserved obedience

which they paid to the commands of their pa
rents, and the undoubting confidence with
which they listened to their precepts; of the

terrors which they felt at a frown, and the hu

mility with which they supplicated forgiveness
whenever they had offended. I cannot but

fancy that this boast is too general to be true,
and that the young and old were always at va
riance. I have, however, told my aunt, that I

will mend whatever she will prove to be wrong ;

but she replies that she has reasons of her own,
and that she is sorry to live in an age when girls

have the impudence to ask for proofs.

I beg once again, Mr. Rambler, to know
whether I am not as wise as my aunt, and

whether, when she presumes to check me as a

baby, I may not pluck up a spirit and return

her insolence ? I shall not proceed to extremi

ties without your advice, which is therefore im

patiently expected by
MYRTILJ,A.

P. S. Remember I am past sixteen.
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Otia si tdllas perierc Cupidinis arcus

Contemptaqtiejacenl, et sine lucejaces. oviu.

At busy hearts in vain Love's arrows fly ;

Dimm'd, scorn'd, and impotent, his torches lie.

MAKY writers of eminence in physic have laid
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out their diligence upon the consideration of

those distempers to which men are exposed by

particular states of life, and very learned treat

ises have been produced upon the maladies of

the camp, the sea, and the mines. There are,

indeed, few employments which a man accus

tomed to anatomical inquiries, and medical re

finements, would not find reasons for declining

as dangerous to health, did not his learning or

experience inform him, that almost every occu

pation, however inconvenient or formidable, is

happier and safer than a life of sloth.

The necessity of action is not only demonstra

ble from the fabric of the body, but evident from

observation of the universal practice of mankind,

who, for the preservation of health, in those

whose rank or wealth exempts them from the

necessity of lucrative labour, have invented

sports and diversions, though not of equal use

to the world with manual trades, yet of equal

fatigue to those who practise them, and differ

ing only from the drudgery of the husbandman

or manufacturer, as they are acts of choice, and

therefore performed without the painful sense

of compulsion. The huntsman rises early, pur
sues his game through all the dangers and ob

structions of the chase, swims rivers, and scales

precipices, till he returns home no less harassed

than the soldier, and has perhaps sometimes in

curred as great hazard of wounds or death
; yet

he has no motive to incite his ardour ; he is.

neither subject to the commands of a general,

nor dreads any penalties for neglect and dis

obedience; he has neither profit nor honour to

expect from his perils and his conquests, but

toils without the hope of mural or civic gar
lands, and must content himself with the praise

of his tenants and companions.
But such is the constitution of man, that lab

our may be styled its own reward ; nor will any
external incitements be requisite, if it be con

sidered how much happiness is gained, and how
much misery escaped, by frequent and violent

agitation of the body.
Ease is the utmost that can be hoped from a

sedentary, and inactive habit; ease, a neutral

state between pain and pleasure. The dance of

spirits, the bound of vigour, readiness of enter

prise, and defiance of fatigue, are reserved for

him that braces his nerves, and hardens his

fibres, that keeps his limbs pliant with motion,
and by frequent exposure fortifies his frame

against the common accidents of cold and heat.

With ease, however, if it could be secured,

many would be content ; but nothing terrestrial

can be kept at a stand. Ease, if it is not rising

into pleasure, will be falling towards pain ;
and

whatever hope the dreams of speculation may
suggest of observing the proportion between

Uutriment and labour, and keeping the body in

A healthy state by supplies exactly equal to its

waste, we know that in effect, the vital powers,

unexcited by motion, grow gradually languid

that, as their vigour fails, obstructions are een
erated ; and that from obstructions proceed most
of those pains which wear us away slowly with

periodical tortures, and "which, though tfo^y

sometimes suffer life to be long, condemn it to

be useless, chain us down to the couch of misery,
and mock us with the hopes of death.

Exercise cannot secure us from that dissolu

tion to which we are decreed; but, while the

soul and body continue united, it can make the

association pleasing, and give probable hopes
that they shall be disjoined by an easy separa
tion. It was a principle among the ancients,

that acute diseases are from heaven, and chroni

cal from ourselves; the dart of death indeed

fcills from heaven, but we poison it by our own
misconduct : JL(LdjgJia ..

the fate ^f_gian? jmt to

die with lingering anguish is gonoruliy his fully.
"

It is necessary to that perfection of which our

present state is capable, that the mind and body
should both be kept in action

;
that neither the

faculties of the one nor of the other be suffered to

grow lax or torpid for want of use
;
that neither

health be purchased by voluntary submission to

ignorance, nor knowledge cultivated at the ex

pense of that health, which must enable it either

to give pleasure to its possessor, or assistance to

others. It is too frequently the pride of stu

dents, to despise those amusements and recrea

tions, which give to the rest of mankind strength
of limbs and cheerfulness of heai't. Solitude

and contemplation are indeed seldom consistent

with such skill in common exercises or sports as

are necessary to make them practised with de

light, and no man is willing to do that of which
the necessity is not pressing and immediate,
when he knows that his awkwardness must
make him ridiculous.

Ludere qui nescit, cumpestribus abstinet armis

Indochisque pilce, discive, trochlve, quiescit,
Ne spissae risum tollant impune corona. HOR

He that's unskilful will not toss a ball,

Nor run, nor wrestle, for he fears the fall
;

He justly fears to meet deserved disgrace,
And that the ring will hiss the baffled ass.

Thus the man of learning is often resigned,
almost by his own consent, to languor and pain ;

and while in the prosecution of his studies he

suffers the weariness of labour, is subject by his

course of life to the maladies of idleness.

It was, perhaps, from the observation of this

mischievous omission in those who are employed
about intellectual objects, that Locke has, in

his "
System of Education," urged the necessity

of a trade to men of all ranks and professions,

* This passage was once strangely supposed by
some readers to recommend suicide, instead of exer

cise, which is surely" the more obvious meaning.
See, however, a letter from Dr. Johnson on the sub

ject, in " Boswell's Life," vol. iv. p. 62. -G.
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that when the mind is weary with its proper

task, it may be relaxed by a slighter attention

to some mechanical operation ; and that while

the vital functions are resuscitated and aAvak-

ened by vigorous motion, the understanding

may be restrained from that vagrance and dissi

pation by which it relieves itself after a long
interiseness of thought, unless some allurement

be presented that may engage application with

out anxiety.

There is so little reason for expecting fre

quent conformity to Locke's precept, that it is

not necessary to inquire whether the practice of i

mechanical arts might not give occasion to

petty emulation, and degenerate ambition ;
and

whether if our divines and physicians were

taught the lathe and the chisel, they would not

think more of their tools than their books ? as

Nt>ro neglected the care of his empire for his

chariot and his fiddle. It is certainly danger
ous to be too much pleased with little things ;

but what is there which may not be perverted ?

Let us remember how much worse employment

might have been found for those hours, which a

manual occupation appears to engross; let us

compute the profit with the loss, and when we
reflect how often a genius is allured from his

studies, consider likewise that perhaps by the

same attractions he is sometimes withheld from

debauchery, or recalled from malice, from am

bition, from envy, and from lust.

1 have always admired the wisdom of those

by whom our female education was instituted,

for having contrived, that every woman, of

whatever condition, should be taught some arts

of manufacture, by which the vacuities of re

cluse and domestic leisure may be filled up.

These arts are more necessary, as the weakness

of their sex and the general system of life debar

ladies from many employments which, by diver

sifying the circumstances of men, preserve them

from being cankered by the rust of their own

thoughts. I know not how much of the virtue

and happiness of the world may be the conse

quence of this judicious regulation. Perhaps
the most powerful fancy might be unabl-e to

figure the confusion and slaughter that would

be produced by so many piercing eyes and vivid

understandings, turned loose upon mankind,
with no other business than to sparkle and in

trigue, to perplex and to destroy.

For my part, whenever chance brings within

my observation a knot of misses busy at their

needles, I consider myself as in the school of

virtue ;
and though I have no extraordinary

skill in plain work or embroidery, look upon
their operations with as much satisfaction as

their governess, because I regard them as pro

viding a security against the most dangerous
ensnarers of the soul, by enabling themselves to

exclude idleness from their solitary moments,
aad witk idleness her attendant train of pas

sions, fancies, and chimeras, fears, sorrows, and
desires. Ovid and Cervantes will inform them
that love has no power but over those whom he

catches unemployed; and Hector in the Iliad,

when he sees Andromache overwhelmed with

terrors, sends her for consolation to the loom

and the distaff.

It is certain that any wild wish or vain

imagination never takes such firm possession of

the mind, as when it is found empty and unoc

cupied. The old peripatetic principle, that

Nature abhors a vacuum, may be properly ap

plied to the^ intellect, which will embrace, any

thing, however absurd or criminal, rather than

be wliolly without an object. Perhaps every
man may date the predominance of those de

sires that disturb his life and contaminate his

conscience, from some unhappy hour when too

much leisure exposed him to their incursions ;

for he has lived with little observation either on

himself or others, who does not know that to

be idle is to be vicious.

No. 86.] SATURDAY, JAN. 12, 1751.

Legitimumque sonum digith callemus et aure.

HOR

By fingers, or by ear, we numbers scan.

ELPHINSTON.

ONE of the ancients has observed, that the bur

den of government is increased upon princes

by the virtues of their immediate predecessors.

It is, indeed, always dangerous to be placed in

a state of unavoidable comparison with excel

lence, and the danger is still greater when that

excellence is consecrated by death ;
when envy

and interest cease to act against it, and those

passions by which it was at first vilified and op

posed, now stand in its defence, and turn their

vehemence against honest emulation.

He that succeeds a celebrated writer has the

same difficulties to encounter ;
he stands under

the shade of exalted merit, and is hindered from

rising to his natural height, by the interception

of those beams which should invigorate and

quicken him. He applies to that attention

which is already engaged, and unwilling to b

drawn off from certain satisfaction ; or perhap?

to an attention already wearied, and not to b

recalled to the same object.

One of the old poets congratulates himself

that he has the untrodden regions of Parnassus

before him, and that his garland will be gather

ed from plantations which no writer had yet

culled. But the imitator treads a beaten walk,

and with all his diligence can only hope to find

a few flowers or branches untouched by his pre

decessor, the refuse of contempt, or the omis

sions of negligence. The Macedonian con

queror, when he was once invited to hear a

onan that sung like a nightingale, replied with
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contempt,
" that he had heard the nightingale

herself;" and the same treatment must every
man expect, whose praise is, that he imitates

another.

Yet, in the midst of these discouraging reflec

tions, I am about to offer to my reader some

observations upon
" Paradise Lost," and hope,

that, however I may fall below the illustrious

writer who has so long dictated to the common
wealth of learning, my attempt may not be

wholly useless. There are, in every age, new
errors to be rectified, and new prejudices to be

opposed. False taste is always busy to mislead

those that are entering upon the regions of learn

ing; and the traveller, uncertain of his way,
and forsaken by the sun, will be pleased to see

a fainter orb arise on the horizon, that may res

cue him from total darkness, though with weak
and borrowed lustre.

Addison, though he has considered this poem
under most of the general topics of criticism,

has barely touched upon the versification ; not

probably because he thought the art of numbers

unworthy of his notice, for he knew with what

minute attention the ancient critics considered

the disposition of syllables, and had himself

given hopes of some metrical observations upon
the great Roman poet ;

but being the first who
undertook to display the beauties, and point out

the defects of Milton, he had many objects at

once before him, and passed willingly over those

which were most barren of ideas, and required

labour rather than genius.

Yet versification, or the art of modulating his

numbers, is indispensably necessary to a poet.

Every other power by which the understanding
is enlightened, or the imagination enchanted,

may be exercised in prose. But the poet has

this peculiar superiority, that to all the powers
which the perfection of every other composition
can require, he adds the faculty of joining mu
sic with reason, and of acting at once upon the

senses and the passions. I suppose there are

few who do not feel themselves touched by

poetical melody, and who will not confess that

they are more or less moved by the same

thoughts, as they are conveyed by different

sounds, and more affected by the same words in

one order than in another. The perception of

harmony is indeed conferred upon men in de

grees very unequal ;
but there are none who do

not perceive it, or to whom a regular series of

proportionate sounds cannot give delight.

Jn treating on the versification of Milton I

am desirous to be generally understood, and

shall therefore studiously decline the dialect of

grammarians ; though, indeed, it is always dif

ficult, and sometimes scarcely possible, to de

liver the precepts of an art, without the terms

by which the peculiar ideas of that art are ex

pressed, and which had not been invented but

Because the language already in use was insuf

ficient. If, therefore, I shall sometimes seem

obscure, it may be imputed to this voluntary

interdiction, and to a desire of avoiding that

offence which is always given by unusual

words.

The heroic measure of the English language

may be properly considered as pure or mixed.

It is pure when the accent rests upon every se

cond syllable through the whole line.

Courage uncertain dangers may abate,

But who can bear th' approach of certain fate.

DRYDEN

Here Love his golden shafts employs, here lights

His constant lamp, and waves his purple wings,

Reigns here, and revels ; not in the bought smile

Of harlots, loveless, joyless, unendeared.

The accent may be observed, in the second line

of Dryden, and the second and fourth of Milton,
to repose upon every second syllable.

The repetition of this sound or percussion at

equal times, is the most complete harmony of

which a single verse is capable, and should

therefore be exactly kept in distichs, and gene

rally in the last line of a paragraph, that the

ear may rest without any sense of imperfection.

But, to preserve the series of sounds untrans-

posed in a long composition, is not only very
difficult, but tiresome and disgusting ; for we
are soon wearied with the perpetual recurrence

of the same cadence. Necessity has therefore

enforced the mixed measure, in which some
variation of the accents is allowed : this,

though it always injures the harmony of tne

line, considered by itself, yet compensates the

loss by relieving us from the continual tyranny
of the same sound, and makes us more sensible

of the harmony of the pure measure.

Of these mixed numbers every poet affords

us innumerable instances, and Milton seldom
has two pure lines together, as will appear if

any of his paragraphs be read with attention

merely to the music.

Thus at their shady lodge arrived both stood,
Both turn'd, and under open sky adored
The God that made both sky, air, earth, and heaven,
Which they beheld; the moon's resplendent globe,
And starry pole : thou also mad'-st the night,
Maker omnipotent ! and thou the day,
Which we in our appointed work employM
Have finish'd, happy in our mutual help,
And mutual love, the crown of all our bliss

Ordain'd by thee ; and this delicious place,
For us too large ; where thy abundance wants

Partakers, and uncropp'd falls to the ground ;

But thou hast promised from us two a race

To fill the earth, who shall with us extol

Thy goodness infinite, both when we wake,
And when we seek, as now, thy gift of sleep.

In this passage it will be at first observed

that all the lines are not equally harmonious-
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and upon a nearer examination it will be found

that only the fifth and ninth lines are regular,

and the rest are more or less licentious with re

spect to the accent. In some the accent is

equally upon two syllables together, and in both

strong. As

Thus at their shady lodge arrived, both stood,

Both turn'd, and under open sky adored

The God that made both sky, air, earth, and heaven.

In others the accent is equally upon two sylla

bles, but upon both weak.

a race

To fill the earth, who shall with us extol

Thy goodness infinite, both when we wake,
And when we seek, as now, thy gift of sleep.

In the first pair of syllables the accent may de

viate from the rigour of exactness, without any

unpleasing diminution of harmony, as may be

observed in the lines already cited, and more

remarkably in this,

Thou also mad'st the night,

Maker omnipotent ! and thou the day.

But, excepting in the first pair of syllables,

which may be considered as arbitrary, a poet

who, not having the invention or knowledge of

Milton, has more need to allure his audience

by musical cadences, should seldom suffer more

than one aberration from the rule in any single

verse.

There are two lines in this passage more re

markably unharmonious :

This delicious place,

For us too large ;
where thy abundance wants

Partakers, and uncropp'd falls to the ground.

Here the third pair of syllables in the first, and

fourth pair in the second verse, have their ac

cents retrograde or inverted ; the first syllable

Veing strong or acute, and the second weak.

The detriment which the measure suffers by
this inversion of the accents is sometimes less

perceptible, when the verses are carried one

into another, but is remarkably striking in this

place, where the vicious verse concludes a pe

riod, and is yet more offensive in rhyme, when
we regularly attend to the flow of every single

line. This will appear by reading a couplet in

which Cowley, an author not sufficiently stud

ious of harmony, has committed the same fault.

his harmless life

Does with substantial blessedness abound,
And the soft wings of peace cover him round.

lu these the law of metre is very grossly viola

ted by mingling combinations of sound directly

opposite to each other, as Milton expresses in

his sonnet, by committing short and long, and

setting one part of thft measure at variance with

the rest. The ancients, who had a language

more capable of variety than ours, had two

kinds of verse, the Iambic, consisting of short

and long syllables alternately, from which our

heroic measure is derived, and the Trochaic,

consisting in a like alteration of long and short.

These were considered as opposites, and con

veyed the contrary images of speed and slow

ness ;
to confound them, therefore, as in these

lines, is to deviate from the established prac

tice. But where the senses are to judge, au

thority is not necessary, the ear is sufficient to

detect dissonance, nor should I have sought aux

iliaries on such an occasion against any name
but that of Milton.

No. 87.] TUESDAY, JAN. 15, 1751.

Invidus, iracundus, iners, vinosus, amator,
Nemo adeo ferus est, ut non mitescere possit,

Si modo culture patlentem commodet aurem.

HOR

The slave to envy, anger, wine, or love,

The wretch of sloth, its excellence shall prove ;

Fierceness itself shall hear its rage away,
When listening calmly to th' instructive lay.

FRANCIS.

THAT few things are so liberally bestowed, or

squandered with so little effect, as good advice,

has been generally obsei'ved ;
and many sage

positions have been advanced concerning the

reasons of this complaint, and the means of

removing it. It is indeed an important and

noble inquiry, for little would be wanting to

the happiness of life, if every man could con

form to the right as soon as he was shown it.

This perverse neglect of the most salutary

precepts, and stubborn resistance of the most

pathetic persuasion, is usually imputed to him

by whom the counsel is received, and we often

hear it mentioned as a sign of hopeless depravity,

that though good advice was given, it has

wrought no reformation.

Others, who imagine themselves to have

quicker sagacity and deeper penetration, have

found out that the inefficacy of advice is usually

the fault of the counsellor, and rules have been

laid down, by which this important duty may
be successfully performed : we are directed by
what tokens to discover the favourable moment
at which the heart is disposed for the operation

of truth and reason, with what address to ad

minister, and with what vehicles to disguise

the cathartics of the soul.

But, notwithstanding this specious expedient,

we find the world yet in the same state : advice

is still given, but still received with disgust;

nor has it appeared that the bitterness of the

medicine has been yet abated, or its power in

creased, by any methods of preparing it.
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If we consider the manner in which those

who assume the office of directing the conduct

of others execute their undertaking, it will not

be very wonderful that their labours, however
zealous or affectionate, are frequently useless.

For what is the advice that is commonly given?
A few general maxims, enforced with vehe

mence and inculcated with importunity, hut

failing for want of particular reference and im
mediate application.

It is not often that any man can have so much

knowledge of another, as is necessary to make
instruction useful. We are sometimes not our

selves conscious of the original motives of our

actions, and when we know them, our first

care is to hide them from the sight of others,

and often from those most diligently, whose

superiority either of power or understanding

may entitle them to inspect our lives
; jit

is thejcer

fore very probable that he who endeavours the

cure of our intellectual maladies, mistakes their

I cause ; and that his prescriptions avail nothing,
I because he knows not which of the passions or

t desires is vitiated.
~~

Advice, as it always gives a temporary ap

pearance of superiority, can never be very grate

ful, even when it is most necessary or most ju
dicious. But for the same reason every one is

eager to instruct his neighbours. To be wise

or to be virtuous, is to buy dignity and import
ance at a high price ; but when nothing is ne

cessary to elevation but detection of the follies

or the faults of others, no man is so insensible

to the voice of fame as to linger on the ground.

Tentanda via eat, qua me quoque possim
Tollere kumo, ilctorque drum volltare per ora.

VIRG.

New ways I must attempt, my grovelling name
To raise aloft, and wing my flight to fame.

DRYDEN.

Vanity is so frequently the apparent motive

of advice, that we, for the most part, summon
our powers to oppose it without any very ac

curate inquiry whether it is right. It is suffi

cient that another is growing great in his own

eyes, at our expense, and assumes authority
over us without our permission ;

for many
would contentedly suffer the consequences of

their own mistakes, rather than the insolence

of him who triumphs us their deliverer.

It is, indeed, seldom found that any advan

tages are enjoyed Avith that moderation which

the uncertainty of all human good so powerfully

enforces; and therefore the adviser may justly

suspect, that he has inflamed the opposition

ivhieh he laments by arrogance and supercil

iousness. He may suspect, but needs not hastily

to condemn himself, for he can rarely be certain

that the softest language or most humble diffi-

cltnce would have escaped resentment ; since

pc&rceiy any degree of circumspection can pre

vent or obviate the rage with which the slothful,

the impotent, and the unsuccessful, vent theif

discontent upon those that excel them. Modesty
itself, if it is praised, will be envied ;

and there

are minds so impatient of inferiority, that their

gratitude is a species of revenge, and they
return benefits, not because recompense is a

pleasure, but because obligation is a pain.

The number of those whom the love of them
selves has thus far corrupted, is perhaps not

great; but there are few so free from vanity,

as not to dictate to those who will hear their

instructions with a visible sense of their own
beneficence : and few to whom it is not un-

I pleasing to receive documents, however tenderly

and cautiously delivered, or who are not willing

to raise themselves from pupilage, by disputing

the propositions of their teacher.

It was the maxim, I think, of Alphonsus
of Arragon, that (lead counsellors are safest.

The

grave puts an end to flattery and artifice, and

the information that we receive from books is

pure from interest, fear, or ambition. l)ea<t

counsellors are likewise most instructive ;
be

cause they are heard with patience and with

reverence. We are not unwilling to believe

that man wiser than ourselves, from whose

abilities we may receive advantage, without any

danger of rivalry or opposition, and who af

fords us the light of his experience, without

hurting our eyes by flashes of insolence.

By the consultation of books, whether of dead

or living authors, many temptations to petulance

and opposition, which occur in oral conferences,

are avoided. An author cannot obtrude his

service unasked, nor can be often suspected of

any malignant intention to insult his readers

with his knowledge or his wit. Yet so preva

lent is the habit of comparing ourselves with

others, while they remain within the reach of

our passions, that books are seldom read with

complete impartiality, but by those from whom
the writer is placed at such a distance that his

life or death is indifferent.

We see that volumes may be perused, and

perused with attention, to little effect ; and that

maxims of prudence, or principles of virtue,

may be treasured in the memory without influ

encing the conduct. Of the numbers that pass

their lives among books, very few read to be

made wiser or better, apply any general reproof
of vice to themselves, or try their own manuui :s

by axioms of justice. They purpose either to

consume those hours for which they can hnrt no

other amusement, to gain or preserve that re

spect which learning has always obtained ;
or

to gratify their curiosity with knowledge,

which, like treasures buried and forgotten, is of

no use to others or themselves.
" The preacher (says a French author; may

spend an hour in explaining and enforcing a

precept of religion, Avithout feeling any impres-
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xlon from his own performance, because he may
have no further design than to fill up his hour."

A student may easily exhaust his life in com

paring divines and moralists, without any prac

tical regard to morality or religion ; he may be

learning not to live, but to reason ; he may re

gard only the elegance of style, justness of argu

ment, and accuracy of method ;
and may enable

himself to criticise with judgment, and dispute

with subtilty, while the chief use of his volumes

is unthought of, his mind is unaffected, and his

life is unreformed.

But though truth and virtue are thus fre

quently defeated by pride, obstinacy, or folly,

we are not allowed to desert them
;
for whoever

can furnish arms which they hitherto have not

employed, may enable them to gain some hearts

which would have resisted any other method of

attack. Every man of genius has some arts of

fixing the attention peculiar to himself, by
which, honestly exerted, he may benefit man
kind

; for the arguments for purity of life fail

of their due influence, not because they have

been considered and confuted, but because they
have been passed over without consideration.

To the position of Tully, that if Virtue could

be seen, she must be loved, may be added, that

if Truth could be heard, she must be obeyed.

No. 68.] SATURDAY, JAN. 19, 1751.

Cum tabulis animum censoris sumet honest I :

Audebit, qu&cunque minus splendoris habebunt,
Et sinepondere erunt, et honore indignaferentur,
Verba movere loco, quamvis invlta recedant,
Et versentur adhuc intra penetralia Vests. HOR.

But he that hath a curious piece design'd,
When he begins must take a censor's mind,
Severe and honest ; and what words appear
Too light and trivial, or too weak to bear
The weighty sense, nor worth the reader's care,
Shake off; tho' stubborn, they are loath to move,
And tho' we fancy, clearly tho' we love. CREKCH.

ft THERE is no reputation for genius," says
Quintilian,

" to be gained by writing on things,

which, however necessary, have little splendour
or show. The height of a building attracts the

eye, but the foundations lie without regard.
Yet since there is not any way to the top of

science, but from the lowest parts, I shall think

nothing unconnected with the art of oratory,
which he that wants cannot be an orator."

Confirmed and animated by this illustrious

precedent, I shall continue my inquiries into

Milton's art of versification. Since, however
minute the employment may appear, of analys

ing lines into syllables, and whatever ridicule

may be incurred by a solemn deliberation upon
accents and pauses, it is certain that without
this petty knowledge 110 man can be a poet ;

I

and that from the proper disposition of singl
sounds results that harmony that adds force to

reason, and gives grace to sublimity; that

shackles attention, and governs passions.

That verse may be melodious and pleas

ing, it is necessary, not only that the words

be so ranged as that the accent may fall

on its proper place, but that the syllables them
selves be so chosen as to flow smoothly into one

another. This is to be effected by a proportion
ate mixture of vowels and consonants, and by

tempering the mute consonants with liquids

and semivowels. The Hebrew grammarians
have observed, that it is impossible to pronounce
two consonants without the intervention of

a vowel, or without some emission of the

breath between one and the other
; this is longer

and more perceptible, as the sounds of the con

sonants are less harmonically conjoined, and, by

consequence, the flow of the verse is longer in

terrupted.

It is pronounced by Dryden, that a line of

monosyllables is almost always harsh. This,

with regard to our language, is evidently true,

not because monosyllables cannot compose har

mony, but because our monosyllables being
of Teutonic original, or formed by contraction,

commonly begin and end with consonants, as,

Every lower faculty

Of sense, u'hereb'j they hear, see, smell, touch, taste.

The difference of harmony arising principally

from the collocation of vowels and consonants,

will be sufficiently conceived by attending to tne

following passages :

Immortal Amurant there grows
And flowers aloft, shading the fount of life,

And where the river of bliss through midst of heaven

Rolls o'er Elysianjlowers her amber stream ;

With these that never fade, the spirits elect

Bind their resplendent locks inureath'd with beams.

The same comparison that I propose to be

made between the fourth and sixth verses of

this passage, may be repeated between the last

j

lines of the following quotations

Under foot the violet,

J
Crocus, and hyacinth, with rich inlay

I Broider'd the ground, more coloured than with stone

I Of costliest emblem.

Here in close recess,

With flowers, garlands, and sweet-smelling herbs,

Espoused Eve first deck'd her uuptial bed ;

And heavenly choirs the hymene.in sung t

Milton, whose ear had been accustomed, not

only to the music of the ancient tongues, which,

however vitiated by our pronunciation, excel

all that are now in use, but to the softness of

the Italian, the most meDifluous of all modern

i poetry, seems fully convinced of the uc fitness

j

of our language for smooth versification, and is
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therefore pleased with an opportunity of calling

in a softer word to his assistance : for this rea

son, and I helieve for this only, he sometimes

indulges himself In a long series of proper names,
and introduces them where they add little but

music to his poem-

The richer sea*

Of Atabalipa, and yet unspoilM
Guiana, whose great city Gerion's sons

'Call El Dorado

The moon The Tuscan artist views
At evening, from the top of Fesole

Or in Valdarno, to descry new lands.

He has indeed heen more attentive to his syl
lables than to his accents, and does not often

offend by collisions of r-onsonants, or openings
or vowels upon each other, at least not more
often than other writers who have had less im

portant or complicated subjects to take off their

care from the cadence of their lines.

The great peculiarity of Milton's versifica

tion, compared with that of later poets, is the

elision of one vowel before another, or the sup
pression of the last syllable of a word ending
with a vowel, when a vowel begins the follow

ing word. As

Knowledge
Oppresses else with surfeit, and soon turns

Wisdom to folly, as nourishment to wind.

This license, though now disused in English
poetry, was practised by our old writers, and is

allowed in many other languages ancient and

modern, and therefore the critics on " Paradise

Lost" have, without much deliberation, com
mended Milton for continuing it.* But one

language cannot communicate its rules to an
other. We have already tried and rejected the

hexameter of the ancients, the double close of

the Italians, and the alexandrine of the French
;

and the elision of vowels, however graceful it

may seem to other nations, may be very unsuit

able to the genius of the English tongue.
There is reason to believe that we have neg

ligently lost part of our vowels, and that the

silent e, which our ancestors added to the most
of our monosyllables, was once vocal. By this

detruncation of our syllables, our language is

overstocked with consonants, and it is more

necessary to add vowels to the beginning of

words, than to cut them off from the end.

Milton therefore seems to have somewhat
mistaken the nature of our language, of which
the chief defect is ruggedness and asperity, and

* In the original Rambler, in folio, our author's

opinion appears different, and is thus expressed :

" Tbis license, though an innovation in English poe
try, is yet allowed in many other languages ancient

and modern, and therefore the critics on ' Paradise

Lost' have, without much deliberation, commended
Milton for introducing it."

has left our harsh cadences yet harsher. But
his elisions are not all equally to be censured

;

In some syllables they may be allowed, and per

haps in a few may be safely imitated. The
abscission of a vowel is undoubtedly vicious

when it is strongly sounded, and makes, with
its associate consonant, a full and audible syl
lable.

What he gives,

Spiritual, may to purest spirits be found,
No ingrateful food, and food alike these pure
Intelligential substances require.

Fruits, Hesperian fables true,
If true, here only, and of delicious taste.

-Evening now approach'd,
For we have also our evening and our morn.

Of guests he makes them slaves,

, and kills their infant males.

And vital Virtue infused, and vital warmth
Throughout the fluid mass.-
God made thee of choice his own, and of his own

To serve him.

I believe every reader will agree, that in all

those passages, though not equally in all, the

music is injured, and in some the meaning ob

scured. There are other lines in which the

vowel is cut off, but it is so faintly pronounced
in common speech, that the loss of it in poetry is

scarcely perceived ; and therefore such

ance with the measure may be allowed.-Nature breeds

Perverse, all monstrous, all prodigious things,

Abominate, inutterable ; and worse
Than fables yet have feign'd-

-From the shore

They view'd the vast immensura&Je abyss.

Impenetrate, impal'd with circling fire.

To none communicate in earth or heaven.

Yet even these contractions increase the rough
ness of a language too rough already ; and though
in long poems they may be sometimes suffered,

it never can be faulty to forbear them.

Milton frequently uses in his poems the hy
permetrical or redundant line of eleven syllables.

Thus it shall befal

Him who to worth in woman over-trustwg
Lets her will rule.

I also errd in over-much admiring.

Verses of this kind occur almost in every

page ; but, though they are not unpleasing or

dissonant, they ought to be admitted into heroic

poetry, since the narrow limits of our language
allow us no other distinction of epic and tragic

measures, than is afforded by the liberty of

changing at will the terminations of the dram

atic lines, and bringing them by that relaxation

of metrical rigour nearer to prose.
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No. 89.] TUESDAY, JAN. 22, 1751.

Dulce est desipere in loco. HOR.

Wisdom at proper time? is well forgotten.

LOCKE, whom there is no reason to suspect of

ieing a favourer of idleness or libertinism, has

advanced, that whoever hopes to employ any part
of his time with efficacy and vigour, must allow

some of it to pass in trifles. It is beyond the

powers of humanity to spend a whole life in

profound study and intense meditation, and the

most rigorous exacters of industry and serious

ness have appointed hours for relaxation and
amusement.

It is certain, that, with or without our con

sent, many of the few moments allotted us will

slide imperceptibly away, and that the mind will

oreak, from confinement to its stated task, into

sudden excursions. Severe and connected atten

tion is preserved but for a short time
;
and when

a man shuts himself up in his closet, and bends

his thoughts to the discussion of any abstruse

question, he will find his faculties continually

stealing away to more pleasing entertainments.

He often perceives himselftransported, he knows
not how, to distant tracts of thought, and re

turns to his first object as from a dream, without

knowing when he forsook it, or how long he has

been abstracted from it.

It has been observed that the most studious

;ire not always the most learned. There is, in

deed, no great difficulty in discovering that this

difference of proficiency may arise from the dif

ference of intellectual powers, of the choice of

books, or the convenience of information. But
I believe it likewise frequently happens that the

most recluse are not the most vigorous prosecut
ors of study. Many impose upon the world, and

many upon themselves by an appearance of se

vere and exemplary diligence, when they, in

reality, give themselves up to the luxury of

fancy, please their minds Avith regulating the

past, or planning out the future
; place them

selves at will in varied situations of happiness,
and slumber away their days in voluntary vi

sions. In the journey of life some are left be

hind because they are naturally feeble and slow :

some because they miss the way, and many be

cause they leave it by choice, and, instead of

pressing onward with a steady pace, delight
themselves with momentary deviations, turn

aside to pluck every flower, and repose in every
ahade.

There is nothing more fatal to a man whose
business is to think, than to have learned the art

of regaling his mind with those airy gratifica

tions. Other vices or follies are restrained by
fear, reformed by admonition, or rejected by the

conviction \vhich the comparison of our conduct

with that of others may in time produce. But
this invisible not of the mind, this secret prodi

gality of being, is secure from detection, anc(

fearless of reproach. The dreamer retires to hia

apartments, shuts out the cares and interrup
tions of mankind, and abandons himself to his

own fancy ;
new worlds rise up before him, one

image is followed by another, and a long succes

sion of delights dances round him. He is at last

called back to life by nature, or by custom, and
enters peevish into society, because he cannot

model it to his own will. He returns from his

idle excursions with the asperity, though not

with the knowledge, of a student, and hastens

again to the same felicity with the eagerness of

a man bent upon the advancement of some fa

vourite science. The infatuation strengthens by
degrees, and, like the poison of opiates, weakens
his powers, without any external symptom of

malignity.
It happens, indeed, that these hypocrites of

learning are in time detected, and convinced by
disgrace and disappointment of the difference

between the labour of thought, and the sport of

musing. But this discovery is often not made
till it is too late to recover the time that has
been fooled away. A thousand accidents may,
indeed, awaken drones to a more early sense of

their danger and their shame. But they who
are convinced of the necessity of breaking from
this habitual drowsiness, too often relapse in

spite of their resolution ; for these ideal se

ducers are always near, and neither any parti

cularity of time nor place is necessary to their

influence ; they invade the soul without warn

ing, and have often charmed down resistance

before their approach is perceived or suspected.

This captivity, however, it is necessary for

every man to break, who has any desire to be

wise or useful, to pass his life with the esteem

of others, or to look back with satisfaction from

his old age upon his earlier years. In order to

regain liberty, he must find the means of flying

from himself; he must, in opposition to the

stoic precept, teach his desires to fix upon ex

ternal things ; he must adopt the joys and the

pains of others, and excite in his mind the want
of social pleasures and amicable communica

tion.

It is, perhaps, not impossible to promote the

cure of this mental malady, by close application

to some new study, which may pour in fresh

ideas, and keep curiosity in perpetual motion.

But study requires solitude, and solitude is a

state dangerous to those who are too much ac

customed to sink into themselves. Active em

ployment or public pleasure is generally a ne

cessary part of this intellectual regimen, with

out which, though some remission may be

obtained, a complete cure will scarcely be ef

fected.

This is a formidable and obstinate disease of

the intellect, of which, when it has once become
radicated by time, the remedy is one of the
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hardest tasks of reason and of virtue. Its slight

est attacks, therefore, should be watchfully op

posed ;
and he that finds the frigid and narcotic

infection beginning to seize him, should turn

his whole attention against it, and check it at

the first discovery by proper counteraction.

The great resolution to be formed, when hap

piness and virtue are thus formidably invaded,

is, that no part of life be spent in a state of neu

trality or indifference ; but that some pleasure

be found for every moment that is not devoted

to labour
;

and that, whenever the necessary
business of life grows irksome or disgusting, an

immediate transition be made to diversion and

gayety.
After the exercises which the health of the

body requires, and which have themselves a na

tural tendency to actuate and invigorate the

mind, the most eligible amusement of a rational

being seems to be that interchange of thoughts
which is practised in free and easy conversa

tion
; where suspicion is banished by experience,

and emulation by benevolence ; where every
man speaks with no other restraint than un

willingness to offend, and hears with no other

disposition than desire to be pleased.

There must be a time in which every man
trifles ; and the only choice that nature offers

us, is, to trifle in company or alone. To join

profit with pleasure, has been an old precept

among men who have had very different con

ceptions of profit. All have agreed that our

amusements should not terminate wholly in the

present moment, but contribute more or less to

future advantage. He that amuses himself

among well chosen companions, can scarcely
fail to receive, from the most careless and ob

streperous merriment which virtue can allow,
some useful hints; nor can converge on the

most familiar topics, without sonr i casual in

formation. The loose sparkles of thoughtless
wit may give new light to the mind, and the

gay contention for paradoxical positions rectify
the opinions.

This is the time in which those friendships
that give happiness or consolation, relief or se

curity, are generally formed. A wise and good
man is never so amiable as in his unbended
and familiar intervals. Heroic generosity, or

philosophical discoveries, may compel venera

tion and respect, but love always implies some
kind of natural or voluntary equality, and is

only to be excited by that levity and cheerful

ness which disencumber all minds from awe
and solitude, invite the modest to freedom, and
exalt the timorous to confidence. This easy

gayety is certain to please, whatever be the

character of him that exerts it
;

if our superi
ors descend from their elevation, we love them
for lessening the distance at which we are

placed below them
; and inferiors, from whom

we can receive no lasting advantage, will always

keep our affections while their sprightliness and

mirth contribute to our pleasure.

Every man finds himself differently affected

by the sight of fortresses of war, and palaces of

pleasure ;
we look on the height and strength of

the bulwarks with a kind of gloomy satisfac

tion, for we cannot think of defence without ad

mitting images of danger; but we range de

lighted and jocund through the gay apartments
of the palace, because nothing is impressed by
them on the mind but joy and festivity. Such

is the difference between great and amiable

characters; with protectors we are safe, with

companions we are happy.

No. 90.
J SATURDAY, JAN. 26, 1751.

In tenui labor. VIRG.

What toil in slender things !

IT is very difficult to write on the minuter parts
of literature without failing either to please or

instruct. Too much nicety of detail chisgusts

the greatest part of readers, and to throw a

multitude of particulars under general heads,

and lay down rules of extensive comprehension,
is to common understandings of little use.

They who undertake these subjects are there

fore always in danger, as one or other incon

venience arises to their imagination, of frighting
us with rugged science, or amusing us with

empty sound.

In criticising the work of Milton, there is, in

deed, opportunity to intersperse passages that

can hardly fail to relieve the languors of atten

tion ;
and since, in examining the variety and

choice of the pauses with which he has diversi

fied his numbers, it will be necessary to exhibit

the lines in which they are to be found, perhaps
the remarks may be well compensated by the

examples, and the irksomeness of grammatical

disquisitions somewhat alleviated. Milton

foi-med his scheme of versification by the poets

of Greece and Rome, whom he proposed to

himself for his models, so far as the difference

of his language from theirs would permit the

imitation. There are indeed many inconveni

ences inseparable from our heroic measure com

pared with that of Homer and Virgil ;
incon

veniences, which it is no reproach to Milton

not to have overcome, because they are in their

own nature insuperable ; but against which he

has struggled with so much art and diligence,

that he may at least be said to have deserved

success.

The hexameter of the ancients may be consi

dered as consisting of fifteen syllables, so melo

diously disposed, that, as every one knows who
has examined the poetical authors, very pleas

ing and sonorous lyric mersures are formed

from the fragments of the heroic. It is, indeed,
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scarce possible to break them in such a manner,
but that invenias etiani disjecta membra poeta,

some harmony will still remain, and the due

proportions of sound will always be discovered.

This measure therefore allowed great variety of

pauses, and great liberties of connecting one

verse with another, because wherever the line

was interrupted, either part singly was musical.

But the ancients seem to have confined this

privilege to hexameters
; for in their other meas

ures, though longer than the English heroic,
those who wrote after the refinements of versifi

cation, venture so seldom to change their pauses,
that every variation may be supposed rather a

compliance with necessity than the choice of

judgment.
Milton was constrained within the narrow

limits of a measure not very harmonious in the

utmost perfection ; the single parts, therefore,
into which it was to be sometimes broken by
pauses, were in danger of losing the very form
of verse. This has, perhaps, notwithstanding
all his care, sometimes happened.
As harmony is the end of poetical measures,

no part of a verse ought to be so separated from
the rest as not to remain still more harmonious
than prose, or to show, by the disposition of the

tones, that it is part of a verse. This rule in

the old hexameter rnig'ht be easily observed, but

in English will very frequently be in danger of

violation
; for the order and regularity of ac

cents cannot well be perceived in a succession

of fewer than three syllables, which will con

fine the English poet to only five pauses ;
it

being supposed, that when he connects one line

with another, he should never make a full

pause at less distance than that of three sylla

bles from the beginning or end of a verse.

That this rule should be universally and in

dispensably established, perhaps cannot he

granted; something may be allowed to variety,
and something to the adaptation of the numbers
to the subject ; hut it will be found generally

necessary, and the ear will seldom fail to suffer

by its neglect.

Thus when a single syllable is cut off from
the rest, it must either be united to the line

with which the sense connects it, or be sounded
alone. If it be united to the other line, it cor

rupts its harmony; if disjoined, it must stand

uloue, and with regard to music be superfluous ;

for there is no harmony in a single sound, be

cause it has no proportion to another.

-Hypocrites austerely talk,

Defaming as impure what God declares

Pure j aiid commands to some, leaves free to all.

When two syllables likewise are abscinded

from the rest, they evidently want some asso

ciate sounds to make them harmonious.

-Eyes-

Charm'd with Arcadian pipe, the past'ral reed
Of Hermes, or his opiate rod. Meanwhile
To re-salute the world with sacred light
Leucothea waked.

He ended, and the Son gave signal high
To the bright minister that watch'd : he blew
His trumpet.

First in the east his glorious lamp was seen,

Regent ofday ; and all th' horizon round
Invested with bright rays, jocund to run
His longitude through heaven's high road ; the gray
Dawn, and the Pleiades, before him danced,
Shedding sweet influence.

The same defect is perceived in the following
line, where the pause is at the second syllable
from the beginning

-The race
Of that wild rout that tore the Thracian bard
In Rhodope where woods and rocks had ears
To rapture, till the savage clamour drown'd
Roth harp and voice ; nor could the Muse defend
Her son. So fail not thou, who thee implores.

When the pause falls upon the third syllable
or the seventh, the harmony is better preserved ;

but as the third and seventh are weak syllables,

the period leaves the ear unsatisfied, and in ex

pectation of the remaining part of the verse.

-He, with his horrid crew,

more wakeful tl.aa to drowse,

Lay vanquish'd, rolling in the fiery gulf,

Confounded though immorfa/. But his doom
Reserved him to more wrath

;
for now the though/

Both of lost happiness and lasting pain
Torments him.

God, with frequent intercourse,
Thither will send his winged messengers
On errands of supernal grace. So sung
The glorious train ascendi/'g'.

It may be, I think, established as a rule, that

a pause which concludes a period should be made
for the most part upon a strong syllable, as the

fourth and sixth ; but those pauses which only

suspend the sense may be placed upon the weak
er. Thus the rest in the third line of the first

passage satisfies the ear better than in the fourth ,

and the close of the second quotation better that

of the third.

The evil soon

Drawn back, redounded (as a flood) on those

From whom it sprung ; impossible to mix.

With blessedness.

-What we by day

Lop overgrown, or prune, or prop, or bind,
One night or two with wanton growth derides,

Tending to wild.

The paths and bowers doubt not but our joint hands
Will keep from wilderness with ease as wide
As we need walk, till younger hands ere long
Assist us.

The rest in the fifth place has the same incon

venience as in the seventh arid third, that the

syllable is weak.
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Beast now with beast 'gan war, and fowl with fowl,

And fish with fish, to graze the herb all leaving,

Devour'd each other ; Nor stood much in awe
Of man, but fled him, or with countenance grim,

Glared on him passing.

The noblest and most majestic pauses which

our versification admits, are upon the fourth and

eixth syllables, Avhich are both strongly sounded

in a pure and regular verse, and at either of

which the line is so divided, that both members

participate of harmony.

But now at last the sacred influence

Of light appears, and from the walls of heaven

Shoots far into the bosom of dim night
A. glimmering daun: here nature first begins

Her farthest ^erge, and chaos to retire.

But far above all others, if I can give any
credit to my own ear, is the rest upon the sixth

syllable, which, taking in a complete compass of

sound, such as is sufficient to constitute one of

our lyric measures, makes a full and solemn

close. Some passages which conclude at this

stop, I could never read without some strong

emotions of delight or admiration.

Before the hills appear'd, or fountain flow'd,

Thou with the eternal wisdom didst converse,

Wisdom thy sister, and with her didst play
In presence of the almighty Father, pleased
With thy celestial song.

Or other worlds they seem'd, or happy isles,

lake those Hesperian gardens famed of old,

Fortunate fields, and groves, and flowery vales,

Thrice happy isles ! But who dwelt happy there,

He stay'd not to inquire.

He blew

His trumpet, heardin Oreb since, perhaps
When God descended ; and, perhaps, once more
To sound at general doom.

If the poetry of Milton be examined, with re

gard to the pauses and flow of his verses into

each other, it will appear that he has performed
all that our language would admit

;
and the

comparison of his numbers with those who have

cultivated the same manner of writing, will show
that he excelled as much in the lower as the

higher parts of his art, and that his skill in har

mony was not less than his invention or his

learning.

No. 91.] TUESDAY, JAN. 29, 1751.

Dulcis inerpcrtis cultura potentis amid,
Ejcpertus metuit. H o R .

To court the great ones, and to soothe their pride,

Seems a sweet task to those that never tried ;

But those that have, know well that danger's near.

CREECH.

THE Sciences having long seen their votaries

labouring for the benefit of mankind without

reward, put up their petition to J upiter far a

more equitable distribution of riches and hon
ours. Jupiter was moved at their complaints, and
touched with the approaching miseries of men,
whom the Sciences, wearied with perpetual in

gratitude, were now threatening to forsake, and

who would have been reduced by their departure
to feed in dens upon the mast of trees, to hunt
their prey in deserts, and to perish under the

paws of animals stronger and fiercer than them
selves.

A synod of the celestials was therefore con

vened, in which it was resolved, that Patronage
should descend to the assistance of the Sciences.

Patronage was the daughter of Astrea, by a

mortal father, and had been educated in the

school of Truth, by the goddesses, whom she was
now appointed to protect. She had from her

mother that dignity of aspect, which struck ter

ror into false merit, and from her mistress that

reserve, which made her only accessible to those

whom the Sciences brought into her presence.
She came down with the general acclamation

of all the powers that favour learning. Hope
danced before her, and Liberality stood at her

side, ready to scatter by her direction the gifts

which Fortune, who followed her, was com
manded to supply. As she advanced towards

Parnassus, the cloud which had long hung over it,

was immediately dispelled. The shades, before

withered with drought, spread their original

rerdure, and the flowers that had languished
with chilness biightened their colours, and in

vigorated their scents ; the Muses tuned their

harps and exerted their voices ;
and all the con

cert of nature welcomed her arrival.

On Parnassus she fixed her residence, in a

palace raised by the Sciences, and adorned with
whatever could delight the eye, elevate the ima

gination, or enlarge the understanding. Here
she dispersed the gifts of Fortune with the im

partiality of Justice, and the discernment of

Truth. Her gate stood always open, and Hope
sat at the portal, inviting to entrance, all whom
the Sciences numbered in their train. The
court was therefore thronged with innumerable

multitudes, of whom, though many returned

disappointed, seldom any had confidence to com

plain ; for Patronage was known to neglect few,
but for want of the due claims to her regard.

Those, therefore, who had solicited her favour

without success, generally withdrew from pub
lic notice, and either diverted their attention *"

meaner employments, or endeavoured to supply
their deficiences by closer application.

In time, however, the number of those who
had miscarried in their pretensions grew so

great, that they became less ashamed of their

repulses; and, instead of hiding their disgrace
in retirement, began to besiege the gates oi

the palace, and obstruct the entrance of such as

they thought likely to be more caressed. The de<:i-

! sions of Patronage, who was but half a goddess,
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had been sometimes erroneous ;
and though she

always made haste to rectify her mistakes, a few

instances of her fallibility encouraged every

one to appeal from her judgment to his own and

thai of his companions, who are always ready

to clamour in the common cause, and elate each

other with reciprocal applause.

Hope was a steady friend to the disappointed,

g.nd Impudence incited them to accept a second

invitation, and lay their claim again before Pa

tronage. They were again, for the most part,

sent back with ignominy, but found hope not

alienated, and Impudence more resolutely zea

lous
; they therefore contrived new expedients,

and hoped at last to prevail by their multitudes,

which were always increasing, and their perse

verance, which Hope and Impudence forbade

them to relax.

Patronage having been long a stranger to the

heavenly assemblies, began to degenerate to

wards terrestrial nature, and forgot the precepts

of Justice and Truth. Instead of confining her

friendship to the Sciences, she suffered herself,

by little and little, to contract an acquaintance

with Pride the son of Falsehood, by whose em-
|

braces she had two daughters, Flattery and

Caprice. Flattery was nursed by Liberality,

and Caprice by Fortune, without any assistance

from the lessons of the Sciences.

Patronage began openly to adopt the senti-

raeiits and imitate the manners of her husband,

by whose opinions she now directed her deci

sions with very little heed to the precepts of

Truth ;
and as her daughters continually gained

upon her affections, the Sciences lost their in

fluence, till none found much reason to boast of

their reception, but those whom Caprice or

Flattery conducted to her throne.

The throngs who had so long waited, and so

often been dismissed for want of recommenda
tion from the Sciences, were delighted to see the

power of those rigorous goddesses tending to its

extinction. Their patronesses now renewed
their encouragements. Hope smiled at the ap

proach of Caprice, and Impudence was always
at hand to introduce her clients to Flattery.

Patronage had now learned to procure herself

reverence by ceremonies and formalities, and,
instead of admitting her petitioners to an im
mediate audience, ordered the antechamber to

be erected, called among mortals the Hall of

Expectation. Into this hall the entrance was

easy to those whom Impudence had consigned
to Flattery, and it was therefore crowded with
a promiscuous throng, assembled from every
corner of the earth, pressing forward with the

utmost eagerness of desire, and agitated with
all the anxieties of competition.

They entered this general receptacle with ar

dour and alacrity, and made no doubt of speedy
access, under the conduct of Flattery, to the

presence of Patroiiage. But it generally hap

pened that they were here left to their destiny,

for the inner doors were committed to Caprice,
who opened and shut them, as it seemed, by
chance, and rejected or admitted without any
settled rule of distinction. In the mean time,

the miserable attendants were left to wear ou
i their lives in alternate exultation and dejection,

)

delivered up to the sport of Suspicion, who Avas

|

always whispering into their ear designs against
them which were never formed, and of Envy,
who diligently pointed out the good fortune of

one or other of their competitors. Infamy flew

j

round the hall, and scattered mildews from her

wings, with which every one was stained ; Re-

J
putation followed her with slower flight, and

I

endeavoured to hide the blemishes with paint,
which was immediately brushed away, or se

parated of itself, and left the stains more visible
;

nor were the spots of Infamy ever effaced, but

with limpid water effused by the hand of Time
from a well which sprung up beneath the throne

of Truth.

It frequently happened that Science, unwil

ling to lose the ancient prerogative of recom

mending to Patronage, would lead her followers

into the Hall of Expectation ; but they were
soon discouraged from attending ;

for not only

Envy and Suspicion incessantly tormented them,
but Impudence considered them as intruders,

and incited Infamy to blacken them. They
therefore quickly retired, but seldom without
some spots which they could scarcely wash away,
and which showed that they had once waited in

the Hall of Expectation.
The rest continued to expect the happy mo

ment, at which Caprice should beckon them t<r

approach ; and endeavoured to propitiate her,

not with Homerical harmony, the representa
tion of great actions, or the recital of noble sen

timents, but with soft and voluptuous melody,

intermingled with the praises of Patronage and

Pride, by whom they were heard at once with

pleasure and contempt.
Some were indeed admitted by Caprice, when

they least expected it, and heaped by Patronage
with the gifts of Fortune

; but they were from
that time chained to her footstool, and condemn
ed to regulate their lives by her glances and her

nods ; they seemed proud of their manacles, and
seldom complained of any drudgery however

servile, or any affront however contemptuous ; yet

they were often, notwithstanding their obedi

ence, seized on a sudden by Caprice, divested of

their ornaments, and thrust back into the Hall

of Expectation.
Here they mingled again with the tumult, and

all, except a few whom experience had taught to

seek happiness in the regions of liberty, continued

to spend hours, and days, and years, courting
the smile of Caprice by the arts of Flattery ; till

at length new crowds pressed in upon them, and
drove them forth at different outlets into the
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habitations of Disease, und Shame, and Poverty,

and Despair, where they passed the rest of their

lives in narratives of promises and breaches of

faith., of joys and sorrows, of hopes and disap

pointments.
The Sciences, after a thousand indignities, re

tired from the palace of Patronage, and having

long wandered over the world in grief and dis

tress, were led at last to the cottage of Independ

ence, the daughter of Fortitude ;
where they

were taught by Prudence and Parsimony to

support themselves in dignity and quiet.

No. 92.] SATURDAY, FEB. 2, 1751.

Jam nunc tninaci murmure cornuum

Perstringis aures,jam litui strepunt. HOR.

Lo ! now the clarion's voice l hear,
Iti threatening murmurs pierce mine ear,

And in thy lines with brazen breath

The trumpet sounds the charge of death.
FHANCIS.

Ir has been long observed, that the idea of

beauty is vague and undefined, different in dif-

ftrent minds, and diversified by time or place.

1 1 has been a term hitherto used to signify that

which pleases us we know not why, and in our

approbation of which we can justify ourselves

only by the concurrence of numbers, without

much power of enforcing our opinion upon others

by any argument, but example and authority.
It is, indeed, so little subject to the examinations

of reason, that Paschal supposes it to end where
demonstration begins, and maintains, that with

out incongruity and absurdity we cannot speak
of geometrical beauty.

To trace all the sources of that various pleas
ure which we ascribe to the agency of beauty, or

to disentangle all the perceptions involved in its

idea, would, perhaps, require a very great part
of the life of Aristotle or Plato. It is, however,
in many cases apparent that this quality is

merely relative and comparative ; that we pro
nounce things beautiful because they have some

thing which we agree, for whatever reason, to

call beauty, in a greater degree than we have
been accustomed to find it in other things of the

same kind ; and that we transfer the epithet as

our knowledge increases, and appropriate it to

higher excellence, when higher excellence comes

within our view.

Much of the beauty of writing is of this kind
;

and therefore Boileau justly remarks, that the

books which have stood the test of time, and

been admired through all the changes which
the mind of man has suffered from the various

revolutions of knowledge, and the prevalence of

contrary customs, have a better claim to our re

gard than any modern can boast, because the

long continuance of their reputation proves that

they are adequate to our faculties, and agreeable
to nature.

It is, however, the task of criticism to establish

principles ; to improve opinion into knowleog*- ,

and to distinguish those means of pleasing wlMch

depend upon known causes and rational deduo-

tion, from the nameless and inexplicable elegan
cies which appeal only to the fancy, from which
we feei delight, but know not how they produce
it, and which may well be termed the enchant

ress of the soul. Criticism reduces those regions
of literature under the dominion of science,

which have hitherto known only the anarchy ot

ignorance, the caprices of fancy, and the tyranny
of prescription.

There is nothing in the art of versifying so

much exposed to the power of imagination as the

accommodation of the sound to the sense, or the

representation of particular images, by the flow

of the verse in which they are expressed. Every
student has innumerable passages, in which he,

and perhaps nt- alone, discovers such resem

blances ; and since the attention of the present
race of poetical readers seems particularly
turned upon this species of elegance, I shall en

deavour to examine how much these conform

ities have been observed by the poets, or directed

by the critics, how far they can be established

upon nature and reason, and on what occasions

they have been practised by Milton.

Homer, the father of all. poetical beauty, has

been particularly celebrated by Dionysius of

Halicarnassus, as he that, of all the poets, ex

hibited the greatest variety of sound
;

" for

there are, (says he) innumerable passages, in

which length of time, bulk of body, extremity
of passion, and stillness of repose ; or, in which,
on the contrary, brevity, speed, and eagerness.
are. evidently marked out by the sound of the

syllables. Thus the anguish and slow pace
with which the blind Polypheme groped out

with his hands the entrance of his cave, are

perceived in the cadence of the verseswhich de

scribe it.

ffrtvoi^uv rt xoc.} udivuv oSCvyn,

Meantime the Cyclop raging with his wound,
Spreads his wide arms, and searches round and

round. POPE.

The critic then proceeds to show, that the ef

forts of Achilles struggling in his armour a-

gainst the current of a river, sometimes resist

ing, and sometimes yielding, may be perceived
in the elisions of the syllables, the slow succes

sion of the feet, and the strength of the conson

ants.

Aiivav

"n.6u n fcxu tritrrui foes' cltil

So oft the surge, in watery mountains spread,
Beats on his hack, or bursts upon his head ;
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Vet, dauntless still, the adverse flood he braves,

And still indignant bounds above the waves,

Tired by the tides, his knees relax with toil
;

Wash'd from beneath him, slides the slimy oil.

When Homer describes the crush of men
dashed against a rock, he collects the most un-

pleasing and harsh sounds.

ivi de <yoc.7.

-His bloody hand
Snatch'd two, unhappy ! of my martial band,
And dash'd like dogs against the stony floor ;

The pavement swims with brains and mingled gore.

POPE.

And when he would place before tfee eyes some-

Jiing dreadful and astonishing, he makes choice

of the strongest vowels, and the letters of most

difficult utterance.

Tij o' IT; [Alt Togyu

Tremendous Gorgon frown'd upon its field,

And circling terrors fitl'd th* expressive shield.

POPE.

Many other examples Dionysius produces ;

but these will sufficiently show, that either he

was fanciful, or we have lost the genuine pro
nunciation

;
for I know not whether, in any

one of these instances, such similitude can be

aiscovered. It seems, indeed, probable, that

the veneration with which Homer was read,

produced many supposititious beauties
; for

though it is certain, that the sound of many of

his verses very justly corresponds with the

things expressed, yet, when the force of his im

agination, which gave him full possession of

every object, is considered, together with the

flexibility of his language, of which the sylla

bles might be often contracted or dilated at plea

sure, it will seem unlikely that such conformity
should happen less frequently even without de

sign.

It is not however to be doubted, that Virgil,
who wrote amidst the light of criticism, and
v/ho owed so much of his success to art and la

bour, endeavoured among other excellences, to

exhibit this similitude; nor has he been less

happy in this than in the other graces of versifi

cation. This felicity of his numbers was, at

the revival of learning, displayed with great ele

gance by Vida, in his Art of Poetry.

Haud satis est illis utcunque claudere versum.-
Oiania sed numeris vocum concordibus aptant,

Atijue sono quaecunque canunt imitantur, et apta
Verborum facie, et qii^sito carminis ore.

Nam diversa opus est veluti dare versibus ora,
Hie melior motuque pedum, et pernicibus alis,

Molle viam tacito lapsu per levia radit:

Ille autem membris, ac mole ignavius in gen*
Incedit tardo molimine subsidendo.
Ecce aliquis subit egregio pulcherrimus ore,
Cui laetum membris Venus omnibus afflat honorem.
Contra alius rudis, informes ostendit et artus,

Hirsutumque supercilium, ac caudam sinuosam,
Ingratus visu, sonitu illaetabilis ipso.

Ergo ubi jam nautae spumas salis sere ruentes
Incubuere mari, videas spumare, reductis

Convulsum remis, rostrisque stridentibus aquor.
Tune longe sale saxa sonant, tune et freta ventis

Incipiunt agitata tumescere : littore fluctus

Illidnnt rauco, atque refracta remurmurat uuda
Ad scopulos, cumulo insequitur praeruptus uquas

111 OI1S.

Cum vero ex alto speculatus caerula Nereus
Leniit in morem stagni, placidaeque paludis,
Labitur uncta vadis abies, natat uncta cariua.

Verba etiatn res exiguas angusta sequuntur,
Ingenteeque juvant ingentia : cuncta gigantem
Vasta decent, vultus immanes, pectora lata,
lit magni membrorum artus, magna ossa, lacertique.
Atque adeo, siquid geritur molimine magno,
Adde moram, et pariter tecum quoque verba Xibo-

rent

Segnia'; seu quando yi multa gleba coactis

Sternum frangenda bidentibus, sequore seu cvm
Cornua velatarum obvertimus antennarum.
At mora si fuerit damno properare jubebo.
Si se forte cava extulerit mala vipera terra,
Tolle moras, cape saxa manu, cape robora, pastor*
Ferte citi flammas, date tela, repellite pestem.
Ipse etiam versus ruat, in praecepsque feratur,
Immenso cum praecipitans ruit Oceano nox,
Aut cum perculsus graviter procumbit humi '(to*.

Cumque etiam requies rebus datur, ipsa qiuvj
-

ultro

Carmina paulisper cursu cessare videbis

In medio interrupta : quierunt cum freta ponti.

Postquam aurse posuere, quiescere protinus ips<i
Cernere erit, mediisque incceptis sistere veraum.

Quid dicam, senior cum telum imbelle sine ictu

Invalidus jacit, et defectis viribus aeger ?

Num quoque turn versus segni pariter pede languor
Sanguis hebet, frigent effoetae in corpore vires.

Fortem autem juvenem deceat prorumpere in arcs",
Evertisse domos, prasfractaque quadrupedantum
Pectora pectoribus perrumpere, sternere turres

Ingentes, totoque feruin dare funera campo.

'Tis not enough his verses to complete,
In measure, numbers, or determined feet.

To all, proportion'd terms he must dispense,

And make the sound a picture of the sense ;

The correspondent words exactly frame,

The look, the features, and the mien the same.

With rapid feet and wings, without delay,

This swiftly flies, and smoothly skims away :

This bloom? with youth and beauty in his face,

And Venus breathes on every limb a grace ;

That, of rude form, his uncouth members shows.

Looks horrible, and frowns with his rough brows
,

His monstrous tail, in many a fold and wind,

Voluminous and vast, curls up behind ;

At once the image and the lines appear
Rude to the eye, and frightful to the ear.

Lo ! when the sailors steer the ponderous ships,

And plough, with brazen beaks, the foamy deep*
Incumbent on the main that roars around,

Beneath their labouring oars the waves resound ;

The prows wide echoing through the dark profound
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To the loud call each distant rock replies ;

Toss'd by the storm the towering surges rise;
While the hoarse ocean beats the sounding shore,
Dash'd from the strand, the flying waters roar.

Flash at the shock, and gathering in a heap,
The liquid mountains rise, and overhang the deep.
But when hlue Neptune from his car surveys,
And calms at one regard the raging seas,

Stretch'd like a peaceful lake the deep subsides,

And the pitch'd vessel o'er the surface glides.

When things are small, the terms should still be so

For low words please us, when the theme is low.

But when some giant, horrible and grim,
Enormous in his gait, and vast in every limb,

Stalks towering on ;
the swelling words must rise

In just proportion to the monster's size.

If some large weight his huge arms strive to shove,
The verse too labours

;
the throng'd words scarce

move,
When each stiff clod beneath the ponderous plough
Crumbles and breaks, th' encumber'd lines march

slow.

Nor less, when pilots catch the friendly gales,

Unfurl their shrouds, and hoist the wide-stretch'd

sails.

But if the poem suffers from delay,
Let the lines fly precipitate away,
And when the viper issues from the brake,
Be quick ; with stones, and brands, and fire, attack

His rising crest, and drive the serpent back.

When night descends, or stunn'd by numerous

strokes,
And groaning, to the earth drops the vast ox ;

The line too sinks with correspondent sound,
Flat with the steer, and headlong to the ground.
When the wild waves subside, and tempests cease,
And hush the roarings of the sea to peace ;

So oft we see the interrupted strain

Stopp'd in the midst and with the silent main
Paused for a space at last it glides again.
When Priam strains his aged arm, to throw
His unavailing javelin at the foe ;

(His blood congeal'd, and every nerve unstrung)
Then with the theme complies the artful song;
Like him, the solitary numbers flow,

Weak, trembling, melancholy, stiff, and slow.

Not so young Pyrrhus, who with rapid force

Beats down embattled armies in his course.

The raging youth on trembling Ilion falls,

Bursts her strong gates, and shakes her lofty walls
;

Provokes his flying courser to his speed,
In full career to charge the warlike steed :

He piles the lield with mountains of the slain ;

He pours, he storms, he thunders thro' the plain.

PITT.

From the Italian gardens Pope seems to

have transplanted this flower, the growth of

happier climates, into a soil less adapted to its

nature, and less favourable to its increase.

Soft is the strain, when Zephyr gently blows,
And the smooth stream in smoother mimbers flows,

But when loud billows lash the sounding shore,
The hoarse, rough verse should like the torrent roar.

When Ajax strives some rock's vast weight to throw,
The line too labours, and the words move slow

;

Not so when swift Camilla scours the plain,

Flies o'er th' unbending corn and skims along the

maio.

From these lines, laboured with great atten

tion, and celebrated by a rival wit, may be

judged what can be expected from the most

diligent endeavours after this imagery of sound.

The verse intended to represent the whisper of

the vernal breeze, must be confessed not much
to excel in softness or volubility ; and tlie

smooth stream runs with a perpetual clash of

jarring consonants. The noise and turbulence

of the torrent is, indeed, distinctly imaged, for

it requires very little skill to make our language

rough ;
but in these lines, which mention the

effort of Ajax, there is no particular heaviness,

obstruction, or delay. The swifness of Camilla

is rather contrasted than exemplified ; why the

verse should be lengthened to express speed,

will not easily be discovered. In the dactyls
used for that purpose by the ancients, two short

syllables were pronounced with such rapidity,
as to be equal only to one long ; they, therefore,

naturally exhibit the act of passing through a

long space in a short time. But the Alexan

drine, by its pause in the midst, is a tardy and

stately measure ; and the word unbending one

of the most sluggish and slow which our lan

guage affords, cannot much accelerate its mo
tion.

These rules and these examples have taught
our present critics to inqiiire very studious)y
and minutely into sounds and cadences. It w
therefore, useful to examine with what skill

they have proceeded ;
what discoveries they

have made; and whether any rules can be

established which may guide us hereafter la

such researches.

No. 93.] TUESDAY, FEB. 5, 1751.

-Experiar quid concedatur in illos

Quorum Flaminia tegitur cinis, atque Latino,

More safely truth to urge her claim presumes,
On names now found alone on books and tombs.

THERE are few books on which more time is

spent by young students, than on treatises

which deliver the characters of authors
; nor

any which oftener deceive the expectation of

the reader, or fill his mind with more opinions
which the progress of his studies and the in

crease of his knowledge oblige him to resign.

Baillet has introduced his collection of the

decisions of the learned, by an enumeration of

the prejudices which mislead the critic, and

raise the passions in rebellion against the judg
ment. His catalogue, though large, is imper
fect ; and who can hope to complete it? The
beauties of writing have been observed to be

often such as cannot in the present state of hu
man knowledge be evinced by evidence, or

drawn out into demonstrations ; they are there

fore wholly subject to the imagination, and do
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net force their effects upon a mind pre-oocupied

by unfavourable sentiments, nor overcome the

counter-action of a false principle or of stub-

horn partiality.

'J'o convince any man against his will is hard,
but to please him against his will is justly pro
nounced by Dryden to be above the reach of hu
man abilities. Interest and passion Avill hold

out long against the closest siege of diagrams
and syllogisms, but they are absolutely impreg
nable to imagery and sentiment

;
and Avill for

ever bid defiance to the most powerful strains

ot Virgil or Homer, though they may give way
in time to the batteries of Euclid or Archime
des.

In trusting therefore to the sentence of a

critic, we are in danger not only from that

vanity which exalts writers too often to the

dignity of teaching what they are yet to learn,

from that negligence which sometime? steals

upon the most vigilant caution, and that falli

bility to which the condition of nature has sub

jected every human understanding ; but from a

thousand extrinsic arid accidental causes, from

tvery thing which can excite kindness or male

volence, veneration or contempt.

Many of those who have determined with

ifreat boldness upon the various degrees of lite

rary merit, may be justly suspected of having

passed sentence, as Seneca remarks of Claudius,

Una tantum parte audita,

Serpe et nulla,

without much knowledge of the cause before

them: for it will not easily be imagined of

Langbaine, Borrichius, or Rapin, that they had

very accurately perused all the books which they

praise or censure ; or that, even if nature and

learning had qualified them for judges, they
could read for ever with the attention necessary
to just criticism. Such performances, however,
are not wholly without their use ; for they are

commonly just echoes to the voice of fame, and
tiansmit the general suffrage of mankind when
tney have no particular motives to suppress it.

Critics, like the rest of mankind, are very
frequently misled by interest. The bigotry
with which editors regard the authors whom
they illustrate or correct, has been generally
remarked. Dryden was known to have written

most of his critical dissertations only to recom
mend the work upon which he then happened
to be employed: and Addison is suspected to

have denied the expediency of poetical justice,

because his own Cato was condemned to perish
in a good cause.

There are prejudices which authors, not other

wise weak or corrupt, have indulged without

scruple ; and perhaps some of them are so com

plicated with our natural affections, that they
cannot easily be disentangled from the heart.

Scarce any can hear with impartiality a compa
rison, between the writers of his own and an-

! other country : and though it cannot, I think,
be charged equally on all nations, that they are

|

blinded with this literary patriotism, yet there

j

are none that do not 'look upon their authors

;

with the fondness of affinity, and esteem them
as well for the place of their birth, as for then

knowledge or their wit. There is, therefore

seldom much respect due to comparative criti

cism, when the competitors are of different

countries, unless the judge is of a nation equally

;

indifferent to both. The Italians could not for

a long time believe, that there was any learning

beyond the mountains; and the French seem

generally persuaded, that there are no wits or

reasoners equal to their own. I can scarcely
!
conceive that if Scaliger had not considered

himself as allied to Virgil, by being born in the

same country, he would have found his works
so much superior to those of Homer, or have

thought the controversy worthy of so much
zeal, vehemence, and acrimony.
There is, indeed, one prejudice, and only one,

by which it may be doubted whether it is any
dishonour to be sometimes misguided. Criti

cism has so often given occasion to the envious

and ill-natured, of gratifying their malignity,
that some have thought it necessary to recom

mend the virtue of candour without restriction,

and to preclude all future liberty of censure.

Writers possessed with this opinion are con

tinually enforcing civility and decency, recom

mending to critics the proper diffidence of them

selves, and inculcating the veneration due to

celebrated names.

I am not of opinion that these professed ene

mies of arrogance and severity have much more
benevolence or modesty than the rest of roan-

kind ; or that they feel in their own hearts,

any other intention than to distinguish them

selves by their softness and delicacy. Some are

modest because they are timorous, and some ale

lavish of praise because they hope to be repaid.

There is, indeed, some tenderness due to liv

ing writers, when they attack none of those

truths which are of importance to the happiness

of mankind, and have committed no other of

fence than that of betraying their own igno
rance or dulness. I should think it cruelty to

crush an insect who had provoked me only by

buzzing in my ear; and would not willingly

interrupt the dream of harmless stupidity, or

destroy the jest which makes its author laugh.

Yet I am far from thinking this tenderness uni

versally necessary, for he that writes may be

considered as a kind of general challenger, whom
every one has a right to attack ;

since he quits

the common rank of life, steps forward beyond
the lists, and offers his merit to the public judg
ment. To commence author is to claim praise,

and no man can justly aspire to honour, but at

the hazard of disgrace.

But, whatever be decided concerning contem

poraries, whom he that knows the treachery of
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the human heart, and considers how often we

gratify our own pride or envy, under the ap

pearance of contending for elegance and pro

priety, will find himself not much inclined to

disturb ; there can surely he no exemptions

pleaded to secure them from criticism, who can

no longer suffer by reproach, and of whom no

thing now remains hut their writings and their

Dames. Upon these authors the critic is un

doubtedly at full liberty to exercise the strictest

severity, since he endangers only his own fame
;

and, like JEneas, when he drew his sword in

the infernal regions, encounters phantoms which

cannot be wounded. He may, indeed, pay
some regard to established reputation ; hut he

can by that show of reverence consult only his

own security, for all other motives are now at

an end.

The faults of a writer of acknowledged ex

cellence are more dangerous, because the in

fluence of his example is more extensive ; and

the interest of learning requires that they should

be discovered and stigmatized, before they have

the sanction of antiquity conferred upon them,
fcnd become precedents of indisputable autho

rity.

It has, indeed, been advanced by Addison, as

one of the characteristics of a true critic, that he

points out beauties rather than faults. But it

is rather natural to a man of learning and ge
nius to apply himself chiefly to the study of

writers who have more beauties than faults to

be displayed : for the duty of criticism is nei

ther to depreciate, nor dignify by partial repre

sentations, but to hold out the light of reason,

whatever it may discover ;
and to promulgate

the determinations of truth, whatever she shall

dictate.

No. 94.] SATURDAY, FEB. 9, 1751.

Bonus atque fidus
Judex per obstantes catervas

Explicuit sua victor arma. HOR.

Perpetual magistrate is he

Who keeps strict justice full in sight :

"Who bids the crowd at awful distance gaze,

And virtue's arms victoriously displays.

FRANCIS.

THE resemblance of poetic numbers to the sub

ject which they mention or describe, may be

considered as general or particular ;
as consist-

i

ing in the flow and structure of a whole pas

sage taken together, or as comprised in the

sound of some emphatical and descriptive words, i

or in the cadence and harmony of single verses.

The general resemblance of the sound to the

mense is to be found in every language which
admits of poetry, in every author whose force

j

of fancy enables him to impress images strongly i

on his own mind, and whose choice and variety

of language readily supply him with just repre
sentations. To such a writer it is natural to

change his measure with his subject, even with
out any effort of the understanding, or inter

vention of the judgment. To revolve jollity

and mirth necessarily tunes the voice of a poefc

to gay and sprightly notes, as it fires his eye
with vivacity ; and reflection on gloomy situa

tions and disastrous events, will sadden hi*

numbers, as it will cloud his countenance. But
in such passages there is only the similitude 01

pleasure to pleasure, and o grief to grief, with
out any immediate application to particular

images. The same flow of joyous versification

will celebrate the jollity of marriage, and the

exultation of triumph ;
and the same languor of

melody will suit the complaints of an absent

lover, as of a conquered king.

It is scarcely to be doubted, that on many oc

casions we make the music which we imagine
ourselves to hear, that we modulate the poemt

by our own disposition, and ascribe to the num
bers the effects of the sense. We may observe

in life, that it is not easy to deliver a pleasing

message in an unpleasing manner, and that Ave

readily associate beauty and deformity with

those whom for any reason we love or hate.

Yet it would be too daring to declare that all

the celebrated adaptations of harmony are cnl-

merical, that Homer had no extraordinary at

tention to the melody of his verse when he de

scribed a nuptial festivity j

Here sacred pomp, and genial feast delight,

And solemn dance, and hymeneal rite
;

Along the street the new-made brides are led,
With torches flaming to the nuptial bed ;

The youthful dancers in a circle bound
To the soft flute, and cittern's silver sound.

POPK.

that Vida was merely fanciful, when he sup-

posed Virgil endeavouring to represent by un
common sweetness of numbers the adventitious

beauty of JEneas :

Os, humerosque Decrsimilis : namque ipsa decor cv

CfEsariem nuto genitrix, lumeuquejuventa?
Purpureum, et latos ocults aj/iarat honores ;

The Trojan chief appeared in open sight,

August in visage, and serenely bright :

His mother goddess, with her hands Divine,
Had form'd his curling locks, and made his temples

shine ;

And given his rolling eyes a sparkling grace,
And breath'd a youthful vigour on his face.

DBYDEN.

or that Milton did not intend to exemplify tiio

harmony which hue mentions :

Fountains ! and ye that warble as ye flow,

Melodious murmurs I warbling tune his praise.
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That Milton understood the. force of sounds

v/ell adjusted, ana knew the compass and

variety of the ancient measures, cannot be

doubted ;
since he Avas both a musician and a

critic ; but he seems to have considered these

conformities of cadence as either not often at

tainable in our language, or as petty excel

lences unworthy of his ambition: for it will not

be found that he has always assigned the same

cast of numbers to the same subjects. He has

given in two passages very minute descriptions

of angelic beauty; but though the images are

nearly the same, the numbers will be found

upon comparison very different:

And now a stripling cherub be appears,

Not of the prime, yet such as in his face

Youth smiled celestial, and to every limb

Suitable grace diffused, so tvell hejelgu'd ;

Under a coronet his flowing hair

In curls an either cheek play'd : wings he wore

Ofmany a colour'd plume, sprinkled with gold.

Some of the lines of this description are remark

ably defective in harmony, and therefore by no

means correspondent with that symmetrical ele

gance and easy grace which they are intended

to exhibit. The failure, however, is fully com

pensated by the representation of Raphael,
'which equally delights the ear and imagina
tion :

A seraph wing'd : six wings he wore to shade
His lineaments Divine

;
the pair that clad

Each shoulder broad, came mantling o'er his breast

With regal ornament : tlie middle pair
Girt like a starry zone his waist, and round
Skirted bis loins and thighs, with downy gold,
And colours dipp'd in heaven : the third bis feet

Sladow'd from either heel with feather'd mail,

Sty-tinctured grain ! like Maia's son he stood,
A ad shook bis plumes, that heavenly fragrance fill'd

Ilie circuit wide.

The adumbration of particular and distinct

linages by an exact and perceptible resemblance
of sound, is sometimes studied, and sometimes
casual. Every language has many words
formed in imitation of the noises which they
signify. Such are Stridor, Balo, and Boatus,
in Latin

; and in English to growl, to buzz, to

hiss, and to jar. Words of this kind give to

a verse the proper similitude of sound, without
much labour of the writer, and such happiness
is therefore to be attributed rather to fortune
than skill; yet they are sometimes combined
with great propriety, and undeniably contribute

to enforce the impression of the idea. We hear
the passing arrow in this line of Virgil;

Et fugit horrendum stridens elapsa sagitta ;

Tli' impetuous arrow whizzes on the wing. POPE.

and the creeking of hell-gates, in the descrip
tion by Milton ;

-Open fly

With impetuous recoil and jarring sound

Th' infernal doors ; and on their hinges grate
Harsh thunder.

But many beauties of this kind, which the

moderns, and perhaps the ancients, Lave ob

served, seem to be the product of blind rever

ence acting upon fancy. Dionysius himself

tells us that the sound of Homer's verses some
times exhibits the idea of corporeal bulk : is

not this a discovery nearly approaching to that

of the blind man, who after long inquiry into

the nature of the scarlet colour, found that it

represented nothing so much as the clangour of

a trumpet ? The representative power of poetic

harmony consists of sound and measure ; of the

force of the syllables singly considered, and of

the time in which they are pronounced. Sound
can resemble nothing but sound, and time can

measure nothing but motion and duration.

The critics, however, have struck out other

similitudes ; nor is there any irregularity of

numbers which credulous admiration cannot

discover to be eminently beautiful. Thus the

propriety of each of these lines has been cele

brated by writers whose opinion the world has
reason to regard ;

Vertitur interea ccelum, et ruit oceano nox.-
Meantime the rapid heavens roll'd down the light,

And on the shaded ocean rush'd the night.

DKYBftM.

Sternitur, exanimlsque tremens procumbit humi

Down drops the beast, nor needs a second wound ;

But sprawls in pangs of death, and spurns th

ground.

Parturiunt monies, nascitur ridiculus mus.

The mountains labour, and a mouse is born.

ROSCOM&IOM.

If all these observations are just, there must "be

some remarkable conformity between the sud

den succession of night to day, the fall of an 02

under a blow, and the birth of a mouse from a

mountain ;
since we are told of all these images,

j

that they are very strongly impressed by the

same form and termination of the verse.

We may, however, without giving way to

enthusiasm, admit that some beauties of this

kind may be produced. A sudden stop at an

unusual syllable may image the cessation of ac-

; tion, or the pause of discourse
;
and Milton has

! very happily imitated the repetitions of aa

j
echo:

- 1 fled and cried out death:

\ Hell trembled at the hideous name, and sigh'd

j
From all her caves, and back resounded death-
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The measure of time in pronouncing may be

raried so as very strongly to represent, not only
modes of external motion, but the quick or

slow succession of ideas, and consequently the

passions of the mind. This at least was the

power of the spondaic and dactylic harmony, \

out our language can reach no eminent diversi- i

ties of sound. We can indeed sometimes, by
'

encumbering and retarding the line, show the

difficulty of a progress made by strong efforts

and with frequent interruptions, or mark a

slow and heavy motion. Thus Milton has

imaged the toil of Satan struggling through
chaos ;

So he with difficulty and labour hard

Moved on : with difficulty and labour he

thus he has described the leviathans or whales !

Wallowing, unwieldy, enormous in their gait.

13ut he has at other times neglected such repre

sentations, as may be observed in the volubility
and levity of these lines, which express an action

lardy and reluctant.

Descent and fall

To us is adverse. Who but felt of late,

When the fierce foe hung on our broken rear

Insulting, and pursued us through the deep,
With what confusion and laborious flight

We sunk thus low ? Th' ascent is easy then.

In another place, he describes the gentle glide

of ebbing waters in a line remarkably rough and

halting.

' Tripping ebb ;
that stole

With soft foot tow'rds the deep who now had stopp'd

His sluices.

It is not, indeed, to be expected, that the sound

should always assist the meaning, but it ought

never to counteract it ;
and therefore Milton has

here certainly committed a fault like that of the

player, who looked on the earth when he im

plored the heavens, and to the heavens when he

addressed the earth.

Those who are determined to find in Milton

an assemblage of all the excellences which have

ennobled all other poets, will perhaps be offended

that I do not celebrate his versification in higher

terms ; for there are readers who discover that in

this passage,

So stretch'd out huge in length the arch fiend lay,

a long form is described in a long line ;
but the

truth is, that length of body is only mentioned

Jn a slow line, to which it has only the resem

blance of time to spa'ce, of an hour to a maypole.

The same turn of ingenuity might perform
wonders upon the description of the ark :

Then from'the mountain hewing timber talJ,

Began to build avessel of huge bulk ;

Measured by cubit, length and breadth, and height.

In these lines the poet apparently designs to us

the attention upon bulk ;
but this is effected by

the enumeration, not by the measure
;
for what

analogy can there be between modulations of

sound, and corporeal dimensions ?

Milton, indeed, seems only to have regarded
this species of embellishment so far as not to re

ject it when, it came unsought ; which would
often happen to a mind so vigorous, employed
upon a subject so various and extensive. He
had, indeed, a greater and a nobler work to per
form ; a single sentiment of moral or religious

truth, a single image of life or nature, would
have been cheaply lost for a thousand echoes of

the cadence to the sense ; and he who had un

dertaken to vindicate the ways of God to man,

might have been accused of neglecting his cause,

had he lavished much of his attention upon syl

lables and sounds.

No. 95.] TUESDAY, FEB. 12, 1751.

Parcus Deorum cultor, et infrequens,
Insanientis dum sapientice

Consultus erro ; nunc retrorsum

Vela dare, atqne iterare cursus
'

Cogor relictos. it<i*-

A fugitive from Heaven and prajer,
I mock'd at all religious fear,

Deep scienced in the mazy lore

Of mad philosophy ;
but now

Hoist sail, and back my voyage plow
To that blest harbour, which I left before.

FRANtCS,

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

THERE are many diseases both of the body aiul

mind, which it is far easier to prevent than to

cure, and therefore I hope you will think me

employed in an office not useless either to learn

ing or virtue, if I describe the symptoms of an

intellectual malady, which, though at first it

seizes only the passions, Avill, if not speedily re

medied, infect the reason, and, from blasting the

blossoms of knowledge, proceed in time to cank

er the root.

I was born in the house of discord. My pa
rents were of unsuitable ages, contrary tempers,

and different religions, and therefore employed
the spirit and acuteness which nature had very

liberally bestowed upon both in hourly disputes,

and incessant contrivances to detect each other

in the wrong ;
so that from the first exertions

of reason I was bred a disputant, trained up in

all the arts of domestic sophistry, initiated in a

thousand low stratagems, nimble shifts, and

sly concealments ; versed in all the terms of al

tercation, and acquainted with the whole disci

pline offending and proving.

It was necessarily my care to preserve the

kindness of both the controvertists, aiid there--
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aide

folio

petu

had very early formed the habit of sus-

rig my judgment, of hearing arguments
ndifference, inclining as occasion required
er side, and of holding myself undeter-

between them till I knew for what
n I might conveniently declare.

Sir, I acquired very early the skill of
j

e 'ition ;
and as we naturally love the arts

r^tch. we believe ourselves to excel, I did
mien i my abilities lie useless, nor suffer my
cessf

iUty to be lost for want of practice. I en-

roundrjn perpetual wrangles with my school-

merabl
(
and was never to be convinced or re-

like
otlfoy any other arguments than blows, by

xto recejmy antagonists commonly determined

jwere
^roversy,

as I was, like the Roman ora-

jhad nojch more eminent for eloquence than

university I found my predominant

completely gratified by the study of

impressed upon my memory a thou-

>ms, and ten thousand distinctions,

every form of syllogism, passed all my
[the

schools of disputation, and slept
it with Smiglecius* on my pillow.

Vill not doubt but such a genius was

|d
to eminence by such application : I

was ince> rated in my third year for the most
artful^ou^pnent that the university could boast,

and btVar\e the terror and envy of all the can

didates
r Sl^ philosophical reputation.

My r^Hwn, indeed, was not purchased but
at the prM of all my time and all my studies.

I never srnike but to contradict, nor declaimed
but in defence of a position universally acknow

ledged to be false, and therefore worthy, in my
opinion, to le adorned with all the colours of

false representation, and strengthened with all

the arts of fallacious subtilty.

My father, who had no other wish than to

see his son richer than himself, easily concluded
that I should distinguish myself among the pro
fessors of the law

; and, therefore, when I had
taken my first degree, despatched me to the

Temple with a paternal admonition, that I

should never suffer myself to feel shame, for

nothing but modesty could retard my fortune.

Vitiated, ignorant, and heady, as I was, I
had not yet lost my reverence for virtue, and
therefore could not receive such dictates with
out horror ; but however, was pleased with his

determination of my course of life, because he

placed me in the way that leads soonest from
the prescribed walks of discipline and education,
to the open fields of liberty and choice.

I was now in the place where every one
catches the contagion of vanity, and soon began
to distinguish myself by sophisms and paradoxes.

* A Polish writer, whose "
Logic" was formerly

held in great estimation in this country, as well as

on the continent.

I declared war against all received opinions and
established rules, and levelled my batteries par

ticularly against those universal principles
which had stood unshaken in all the vicissitudes

of literature, and are considered as the invio

lable temples of truth, or the impregnable bul

warks of science.

I applied myself chiefly to those parts of

learning which have filled the world with doubt

and perplexity, and could readily produce all the

arguments relating to matter and motion, time

and space, identity and infinity.

I was equally able and equally willing to

maintain the system of Newton or Descartes,
and favoured occasionally the hypothesis of

Ptolemy, or that of Copernicus. I sometimes
exalted vegetables to sense, and sometimes de

graded animals to mechanism.
Nor was I less inclined to weaken the credit

of history, or perplex the doctrines of polity. 1

was always of the party which I heard the com

pany condemn.

Among the zealots of liberty I could harangue
with great copiousness upon the advantages oi

absolute monarchy, the secrecy of its counsels,

and the expedition of its measures ; and often

celebrated the blessings produced by the extinc

tion of parties, and preclusion of debates.

Among the assertors of regal authority, I

never failed to declaim with republican warmth

upon the original charter of universal liberty,

the corruption of courts, and the folly of volun

tary submission to those whom nature has lev

elled with ourselves.

I knew the defects of every scheme of govern

ment, and the inconveniences of every law. I

sometimes showed how much the condition of

mankind would be improved, by breaking the

world into petty sovereignties, and sometimes

displayed the felicity and peace which universal

monarchy would diffuse over the earth.

To every acknowledged fact 1 found innu

merable objections; for it was my rule, to judge
of history only by abstracted probability, and
therefore I made no scruple of bidding defianoj

to testimony. I have more than once question

ed the existence of Alexander the Great
; and

having demonstrated the folly of erecting edi

fices like the pyramids of Egypt, 1 frequently
hinted my suspicion that the world had been

long deceived, and that they were to be found

only in the narratives of travellers.

It had been happy for me could I have con*.

fined my scepticism to historical controversies,

and philosophical disquisitions ; but having now
violated my reason, and accustomed myself to

inquire not after proofs but objections, I had

perplexed truth with falsehood, till my ideas

were confused, my judgment embarrassed, and

my intellects distorted. The habit of consider

ing every proposition as alike uncertain, left me
no test by which any tenet could be tried ; every
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spinion presented both sides with equal evi

dence, and my fallacies began to operate upon
my own mind in more important inquiries. It

was at last the- sport of my vanity to weaken
the obligations of moral duty, and efface the

distinctions of good and evil, till I had deaden

ed the sense of conviction, and abandoned my
neart to the fluctuations of uncertainty, without

anchor and without compass, without satisfac

tion of curiosity, or peace of conscience, without

principles of reason, or motives of action.

Such is the hazard of repressing the first per

ceptions of truth, of spreading for diversion the

snares of sophistry, and engaging reason against

its own determinations.

The disproportions of absurdity grow less and

less visible, as we are reconciled by degrees to

the deformity of a mistress
;
and falsehood by

long use is assimilated to the mind, as poison

to the body.
I had soon the mortification of seeing my

conversation courted only by the ignorant or

wicked, by either boys who were enchanted by

novelty, or wretches, who, having long diso

beyed virtue and reason, were now desirous of

my assistance to dethrone them.

Thus alarmed, I shuddered at my own cor

ruption, and that pride by which I had been

seduced, contributed to reclaim me. I was

weary of continual irresolution, and a perpetual

equipoise of the mind; and ashamed of being
the favourite of those who were scorned and
shunned by the rest of mankind.

1 therefore retired from all temptation to dis

pute, prescribed a new regimen to my under

standing, and resolved, instead of rejecting all

established opinions which I could not prove, to

tolerate though not adopt all which I could not

confute. I forbore to heat my imagination with
needless controversies, to discuss questions con

fessedly uncertain, and refrained steadily from

gratifying my vanity by the support of false

hood.

By this method I am at length recovered

from argumental delirium, and find myself in

the state of one awakened from the confusion

and tumult of a feverish dream. I rejoice in

the new possession of evidence and reality, and

Step on from truth to truth with confidence and

quiet.

i am, Sir, &c.

PERTINAX.

No. 96.] SATURDAY, FEB. 16, 1751.

Quod si Platonis musa peraonat verum,

Quod guisque discit, immernor rcccrdatur.

BOETHIUS.

Truta in Platonic ornaments bedrck'd

Inforced we love, unheeding recollect.

It is reported of the Persians, by an aocipnt

writer, that the sum of their eduratifOre
;*

ed in teaching youth to ride, to shoot Wpeil^ '$

and to speak truth. with
^

The bow and the horse were easil

but it would have been happy if

informed by what arts veracity wafopjQ
.

and by what preservatives a P
was secured against the temptati<jj

hood.

There are, indeed, in the present 10j

mankind, many incitements to

the need of palliating our own
fgaged

'
U9

convenience of imposing on thffej}Ow.

s

credulity of others, so frequerpj ess j

many immediate evils are to be sv^f^ ,

un~
>

many present gratifications obt;&e conf
71""'

*

and delusion, that very few of or jn t

*uso> e

much entangled in life, have
Murage

L *^~

stancy sufficient to support then fa t
/

practice of open veracity. mbit/or/"**^
In order that all men may begic.

truth, it is necessary that all n<f ax
-

learn to hear it ; for no specieiactjse(j
more frequent than flattery,ys jn 'e

coward is betrayed by fear, tb>ry n j by

interest, and the friend by tenfou -^
iose

who are neither servile nor tin;
raisef****"" Jet

desirous to bestow pleasure; arce]e jj.ij
njust

demands of praise continue to I Op
I thera

will always be some whom hope,,Caffi
kind

ness, will dispose to pay them. f
The guilt of falsehood is very ^ extend

ed, and many whom their co>
c
"<?nce can

scarcely charge with stooping to a
(
\ have vi

tiated the morals of others by their -anity, and

patronised the vice which they bfiieve them
selves to abhor.

Truth is, indeed, not often velcome for its

own sake; it is generally unneasing becai-.se

contrary to our wishes an? opposite to our

practice : and as our attentbn naturally follows

our interests, we hear unwillingly what we are

afraid to know, and soon forget what we have

no inclination to imnress upon our memories.

For this reasonHSfany arts of instruction have

been invented, by which the reluctance against

truth may be overcome ; and as physic is given

to children in confections, precepts have been

hidden under a thousand appearances, that man
kind may be bribed by pleasure to escape des

truction.

While the world was yet 4
in its infancy,

Truth came among mortals from above, and

Falsehood from below. Truth was the daugh
ter of Jupiter and Wisdom ; Falsehood was the

progeny of Folly impregnated by the wind.

They advanced with equal confidence to seize

the dominion of the new creation : and, as their

enmity and their force were well known to the

celestials, all the eyes of heaven were turned

upon the contest.

Truth seemed conscious of superior povrer
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BEtl juster claim, and therefore came on tower-

ng
- and majestic, unassisted and alone

;
Reason

indeed always attended her, but appeared her

follower, rather than companion. Her march

was slow and stately, hut her motion was per

petually progressive, and when once she had

grounded her foot, neither gods nor men could

force her to retire.

Falsehood always endeavoured to copy the

mien and attitudes of Truth, and was very suc

cessful in the arts of mimicry. She was sur

rounded, animated, and supported, hy innu

merable legions of appetites and passions; but,

like other feeble commanders, was obliged often

to receive law from her allies. Her motions

were sudden, irregular, and violent ; for she

had no steadiness nor constancy. She often

gained conquests by hasty incursions, which

she never hoped to keep by her own strength,

but maintained by the help of the passions,

whom, she generally found resolute and faith

ful.

It sometimes happened that the antagonists

met in full opposition. In these encounters,

Falsehood always invested her head with clouds,

and commanded Fraud to place ambushes about

her. In her left hand she bore the shield of Im

pudence, and the quiver of Sophistry rattled on

her shoulder. All the passions attended at her

call
; Vanity clapped her wings before, and Ob

stinacy supported her behind. Thus guarded
and assisted, she sometimes advanced against

Truth, and sometimes waited the attack
;
but

always .endeavoured to skirmish at a distance,

perpetually shifted her ground, and let fly her

arrows in different directions
;

foi she certainly

found that her strength failed, \vhenever the

eye of Truth darted full upon her.

Truth had the awful aspect though not the

thunder of her father, and when the long con

tinuance of the contest brought them near to

one another, Falsehood let the arms of Sophis

try fall from her grasp, and holding up the

shield of Impudence with both her hands, shel

tered herself amongst the passions.

Trxith, though she was often wounded, al

ways recovered in a short time ; but it was
common for the slightest hurt, received by
Falsehood, to spread its malignity to the neigh

bouring parts, and to burst open again when it

seemed to have been cured.

Falsehood, in a short time, found by experi

ence that her superiority consisted only in the

celerity of her course, and the changes of her

posture. She therefore ordered Suspicion to

beat the ground before her, and avoided with

creat care to cross the way of Truth, who as

she uerer varied her point but moved constantly

upon the same line, was easily escaped by the

oblique and desultory movements, the quick re

treats, and active doubles which Falsehood si-

ways practised, when the enemy began to raise

terror by her approach.

By this procedure Falsehood every hour en

croached upon the world, and extended her em

pire through all climes and regions. Wherever
she carried her victories she left the Passions in

full authority behind her
;
who were so weli

pleased with command, that they held out with

great obstinacy when Truth came to seize their

posts, and never failed to retard her progress,

though they could not always stop it : they

yielded at last with great reluctance, frequent

rallies, and sullen submission
;
and always in

clined to revolt when Truth ceased to awe them

by her immediate presence.

Truth, who, when she first descended from,

the heavenly palaces, expected to have been re

ceived by universal acclamation, cherished with

kindness, heard with obedience, and invited to

spread her influence from province to province,

now found, that, wherever she came, she must
force her passage. Every intellect was preclud

ed by Prejudice, and every heart preoccupied by

passion. She indeed advanced, but she advanced

slowly ;
and often lost the conquests which she

left behind her, by sudden insurrections of the

appetites, that shook off their allegiance, and

ranged themselves again under the banner of

her enemy.
Truth, however, did not grow weaker by the

struggle, for her vigour was unconquerable ; yet

she was provoked to see herself thus baffled and

impeded by an enemy, whom she looked on with

contempt, and who had no advantage but such

as she owed to inconstancy, weakness and arti

fice. She, therefore, in the anger of disap

pointment, called upon her father Jupiter to re

establish h^v in the skies, and leave mankind to

the disorder and misery which they deserved,

by submitting willingly to the usurpation of

Falsehood.

Jupiter compassionated the world too much
to grant her request, yet was willing to ease her

labours and mitigate her vexation. He com

manded her to consult the Muses by what

methods she might obtain an easier reception,

and reign without the toil of incessant war. It

was then discovered that she obstructed her

own progress by the severity of her aspect, and

the solemnity of her dictates; and that men
would never willingly admit her, till they

ceased to fear her. since, by giving themselves

up to Falsehood, they seldom made any sacrifice

of their ease or pleasure, because she took the

shape that was most engaging, and always suf

fered herself to be dressed and painted by De
sire. The Muses wove, in the loom of Pallas,

a loose and changeable robe, like that in which

Falsehood captivated her admirers ; "nrith this

they invested Truth, and named her Fiction.

She now went out again to conquer with more
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for when she demanded entrance

of the Passions, they often mistook her for

Falsehood, and delivered up their charge : hut
a-heri she had mice taken possession, she was
toon disrobed hy Reason, and shone out, in her

original form, with native effulgence and resist

less dignity.

Nc. 97.] TUESDAY, FEB. 19, 1751.

Faecunda culpte secula nuptias
Primum inquinaiere, et genus, ct domos.

Hocfonte derivata clades

In patriam populumque fluxit. HOR.

Fruitful of crimes, tliis age first stain'd

Their hapless offspring, and profaned
The nuptial bed

;
from whence the woes,

Which various and unnumber'd rose

From this polluted fountain head,
O'er Rome and o'er the nations spread.

FRANCIS.

THE reader is indebted for this day's entertain

ment to an author from whom the age has re

ceived greater favours, who has enlarged the

knowledge of human nature, and taught the

passions to move at the command of virtue.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

WHEN the "
Spectator" was first published in

single papers, it gave me so much pleasure, that

it is one ofmy favourite amusements of my age
to recollect it ; and when I reflect on the foibles

of those times, as described in that useful work,
and compare them with the vices now reigning

among us, I cannot hut wish that you would
oftener take cognizance of the manners of the

better half of the human species, that if your
precepts and observations be carried down to

posterity, the Spectators may show to the rising

generation what were the fashionable follies of

their grandmothers, the " Rambler" of their

mothers, and that from both they may draw in

struction and warning.
When 1 read those Spectators which took no

tice of the misbehaviour of young women at

church, by which they vainly hope to attract

admirers, I used to pronounce such forward

young women Seekers, in order to distinguish
them by a mark of infamy from those who had

patience and decency to stay till they were

sought.

But I have lived to see such a change in the

manners of women, that I would now be wil-

1 ng to compound with them for that name, al-

through I then thought it disgraceful enough, if

they would deserve no worse
;
since now they

are too generally given up to negligence of do

mestic business, to idle amusements, and to

ivicked rackets, without any settled view at all

but of squandering time.

In the time of the "
Spectator," excepting

sometimes in appearance in the ring, sometime!:

at a good and chosen play, sometimes on a visit

at the house of a grave relation, the young ladies

contented themselves to be found employed in

\

domestic duties ; for then routs,, drums, balls,

assemblies, and such-like markets for women,
were not known.

Modesty and diffidence, gentleness and meek
ness, were looked upon as the appropriate vir

tues and characteristic graces of the sex. And
if a forward spirit pushed itself into notice, it

was exposed in print as it deserved.

The churches were almost the only places
where single women were to be seen by stran

gers. Men went thither expecting to see them,
and perhaps too much for that only purpose.
But some good often resulted, however im

proper might be their motives. Both sexes were
in the way of their duty. The man must be

abandoned, indeed, who loves not goodness in

another ; nor were the young fellows of that

age so wholly lost to a sense of right, as pride
and conceit have since made them affect to be.

When therefore they saw a fair-one, whose de

cent behaviour and cheerful piety sho ived her

earnest in her first duties, they had the less

doubt, judging politically only, that she would

have a conscientious regard to her second.

With what ardour have I seen watched for,

the rising cf a kneeling beauty ;
and what addi

tional charms has devotion given to her recom-

municated features !

The men were often the better for what they
heard. Even a Saul was once found prophesy

ing among the prophets whom he had set out to

destroy. To a man thus put into good humour

by a pleasing object, religion itself looked more

amiable. The Men Seekers of the Spectator's

time loved the holy place for the object's sake,

and loved the object for her suitable behaviour

in it.

Reverence mingled with their love, and they

thought that a young lady of such good princi

ples must be addressed only by the man who at

least made a show of good principles, whether

his heart was yet quite right or not.

Nor did the young lady's behaviour, at any
time of the service, lessen this reverence. Her

eyes were her own, her ears the preacher's.

Women are always most observed when they
seem themselves least to observe, or to lay out

for observation. The eye of a respectful lover

loves rather to receive confidence from the with

drawn eye of the fair-one, than to find itself ob

liged to retreat.

When a young gentleman's affection was thus

laudably engaged, he pursued its natural dic

tates ; keeping then was a rare, at least a secret

and scandalous vice, and a wife was the summit
of his wishes. Rejection was now dreaded, aud

pre-engagement apprehended. A woman whom
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he loved, he was ready to think must be admir

ed Dy all the world. His fears, his uncertainties,

increased his love.

Every inquiry he made into the lady's domes

tic excellence, which, when a wife is to be cho

sen, will surely not be neglected, confirmed him

in his choice. He opens his heart to a common

friend, and honestly discovers the state of his

fortune. His friend applies to those of the young

Jady, whose parents, if they approve his propo

sals, disclose them to their daughter.

She perhaps is not an absolute stranger to the

passion of the young gentleman. His eyes, his

assiduities, his constant attendance at a church,

whither, till of late, he used seldom t/* come, and

a thousand little observances that he paid her,

had very probably first forced her to regard, and

then inclined her to favour him.

That a young lady should be in love, and the

love of the young gentleman undeclared, is a

heterodoxy which prudence, and even policy,

must not allow. But, thus applied to, she is all

resignation to her parents. Charming resigna

tion, which inclination opposes not.

Her relations applaud her for her duty ; friends

meet ; points are adjusted ; delightful perturba

tions, and hopes, and a few lover's fears, fill up
the tedious space till an interview is granted ;

for the young lady had not made herself cheap
at public places.

The time of interview arrives. She is mod

estly reserved
; he is not confident. He declares

his passion ; the consciousness of her own "worth,

and his application to her parents, take from her

any doubt of his sincerity ; and she owns herself

obliged to him for his good opinion. The in

quiries of her friends into his character, have

taught her that his good opinion deserves to be

valued.

She tacitly allows of his future visits ; he re

news them ; the regard of each for the other is

confirmed ; and when he presses for the favour

of her hand, he receives a declaration of an en
tire acquiescence Avith her duty, and a modest

acknowledgment of esteem for him.
He applies to her parents therefore for a near

day ; and thinks himself under obligation to

them for the cheerful and affectionate manner
with which they receive his agreeable applica
tion.

With this prospect of future happiness, the

marriage is celebrated. Gratulations pour in

from every quarter. Parents and relations on
both sides, brought acquainted in the course of
the courtship, can receive the happy couple with
countenances illumined, and joyful hearts.

The brothers, the sisters, the friends of one

family, are the brothers, the sisters, the friends

of the other.. Their two families, thus made
one, are theterorld to the young couple.

Their houdejs the place of their principal de

light, nor rer \hey ever occasionally quit it tut

they find the pleasure of returning to it aug
mented in proportion to the time of their absenc

from it.

Oh, Mr. Rambler ! forgive the talkativeness

of an old man ! When I courted and married

my Lsetitia, then a blooming beauty, every thing

passed just so ! But how is the case now ? The
ladies, maidens, wives, and widows, are engross
ed by places of open resort and general entertain

ment, which fill every quarter of the metropolis,
and being constantly frequented, make home
irksome. Breakfasting-places, dining-places,

routs, drums, concerts, balls, plays, operas,

masquerade for the evening, and even for all

night ; and lately, public sales of the goods of

broken housekeepers, which the general disso

luteness of manners has contributed to make very
frequent, come in as another seasonable relief to

these modern time-killers.

In the summer there are in every country-
town assemblies ; Tunbridge, Bath, Chelten

ham, Scarborough ! What expense of dress and

equipage is required to qualify the frequenters
for such emulous appearance !

By the natural infection of example, the low
est people have places of sixpenny resort, and

gaming-tables for pence. Thus servants are now-
induced to fraud and dishonesty, to support ex

travagance, and supply their losses.

As to the ladies who frequent those public

places, they are not ashamed to show their faces

wherever men dare go, nor blush to try who
shall stare most impudently, or who shall laugh
loudest on the public walks.

The men who would make good husbands, if

they visit those places, are frighted at wedlock,
and resolved to live single, except they are

bought at a very high price. They can be spec
tators of all that passes, and if they please, more
than spectators, at the expense of others. The

companion of an evening, and the companion for

life, require very different qualifications.

Two thousand pounds in the last age, with a

domestic wife, would go farther than ten thou
sand in this. Yet settlements are expected, that

often, to a mercantile man especially, sink a for

tune into uselessness : and pin-money is stipu
lated for, which makes a wife independent, and

destroys love, by putting it out of a man's power
to lay any obligation upon her, that might en

gage gratitude, and kindle affection. When to

all this the card-tables are added, how can a pru
dent man think of marrying ?

And when the worthy men know not where
to find wives, musfc not the sex be left to the

foplings, the coxcombs, the libertines of the age,

whom they help to make such ? And need even

these wretches marry to enjoy the conversation

of those who render their company so cheap ?

And what, after all, is the benefit which the

gay coquette obtains by her flutters ? As she is

approachable by every man without requiring.
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/ill not say incense or adoration, but even

common complaisance, every fop treats her as

upon the level, looks upon her light airs as in

vitations, and is on the watch to take the advan

tage: she has companions, indeed, but no lov

ers ;
for love is respectful, and timorous; and

tvhere among all her followers will she find a

husband ?

Set, dear Sir, before the youthful, the gay,

the inconsiderate, the contempt as well as the

danger to which they are exposed. At one time

or other, women not utterly thoughtless, will

be convinced of the justice of your censure, and

the charity of your instruction.

But should your expostulations and reproofs

have no effect upon those who are far gone in

fashionable folly, they may be retailed from their

mouths to their nieces, (marriage will not often

have entitled these to daughters,) when they,

the meteors of a day, find themselves elbowed

off the stage of vanity by other flutterers ;
for

the most admired women cannot have many
Tunbridge, many Bath seasons to blaze in ;

-since even fine faces, often seen, are less regarded
than new faces, the proper punishment of showy

girls, for rendering themsbives so impoliticly

cheap.
I am, Sir,

Your sincere admirer, &c.*

No. 93.] SATURDAT, FEB. 23, 1751.

Qitcc nee Sarmentus iniquas
Cscsarls ad mensas, nee vills Galbu tullsset.

Which not Sarmentus brook'd at Caesar's beard,
Nor grov'ling Galba from his haughty lord.

ELPHINSTOJS.

TO THE AUTHOR OF THE
RAMBLER.

MR. RAMBLER,

You have often endeavoured to impress upon

your readers an observation of more truth than

novelty, that life passes for the most part, in

petty transactions ; that our hours glide away
in trifling amusements and slight gratifications ;

and that there very seldom emerges any occa

sion that can call forth great virtue or great
abilities.

It very commonly happens that speculation
has no influence on conduct. Just conclusions,
and cogent arguments, formed by laborious

study, and diligent inquiry, are often reposited

* This paper was written by Richardson, the au
thor of "

Clarissa,"
"
Pamela," &c. and although

mean and hackneyed in style and sentiment, was the

only paper which had a great sale during the publi
cation of the '

Rarabler," in its original form.

in the treasuries of memory, as gold in ti>

miser's chest, useless alike to others and him
self. As some are not richer for the extent of

their possessions, others are not wiser for the

multitude of their ideas.

You have truly described the state of human

beings, but it may be doubted whether you have

accommodated your precepts to your descrip

tion; whether you have not generally consi

dered your readers as influenced by the tragic

passions, and susceptible of pain or pleasure

only from powerful agents, and from great
events.

To an author who writes not for the improve
ment of a single art, or the establishment of a,

controverted doctrine, but equally intends tin

advantage, and equally courts the perusal of aJJ

the classes of mankind, nothing can justly seem

unworthy of regard, by which the pleasure of

conversation may be increased, and the daily
satisfaction of familiar life secured from inter

ruption and disgust.

For this reason you would not have injured

your reputation, if you had sometimes descend

ed to the minuter duties of social beings, and
enforced the observance of those little civilities

and ceremonious delicacies, which, inconsider

able as they may appear to the man of science,

and difficult as they may prove to be detailed

with dignity, yet contribute to the regulation
of the world, by facilitating the intercourse

between one man and another, and of which the

French have sufficiently testified their esteem,

by terming the knowledge and practice of them

Sqavoir vivre, the art of living.

Politeness is one of those advantages which we
never estimate rightly but by the inconvenience

of its loss. Its influence upon the manners is

constant and uniform, so that, like an equal mo
tion, it escapes perception. The circumstances of

every action are so adjusted to each other, that

we do not see where any error could have been

committed, and rather acquiesce in its propriety
than admire its exactness.

But as sickness shows us the value of ease, a

little familiarity with those who were never

taught to endeavour the gratification of others,

but regulate their behaviour merely by their

own will, will soon evince the necessity of esta

blished modes and formalities to the happinesi
and quiet of common life.

Wisdom and virtue are by no means sufficient

without the supplemental laws ofgood-breeding,
to secure freedom from degenerating to rude

ness, or self-esteem from swelling into '"-

lence ; a thousand incivilites may be coir

and a thousand offices neglected, w^s thus

remorse of conscience, or reproach ft-ral dlc-

The true effect of genuine politer
& a secret

be rather ease than pleasure. T16 summit

delighting must be conferred breaded, aud

cannot be delivered by precept./oman whom
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fmrt.^tioii : but though it be the privilege of a

very small number to ravage and to charm,

every man may hope by rules and caution

not to give pain, and may, therefore, by the

help of good-breeding, enjoy the kindness of

mankind, though he should have no claim to

hicher distinctions.

The universal axiom in which all complai
sance is included, and from which flow all the

formalities which custom has established in

civilized nations is, That no man shall give any
preference to himself. A rule so comprehensive
and certain, that, perhaps, it is not easy for the

mind to image an incivility, without supposing
it to be broken.

There are, indeed, in every place, some parti
cular modes of the ceremonial part of good-

breeding, which being arbritrary and acciden

tal, can be learned only by habitude and conver

sation; such are the forms of salutation, the

different gradations of reverence, and all the

adjustments of place and precedence. These,

nowever, may be often violated without offence,

if it be sufficiently evident, that neither malice

nor pride contributed to the failure ; but will

not atone, however rigidly observed, for the tu

mour of insolence, or petulance of contempt.
I have, indeed, not found among any part of

mankind, less real and rational complaisance,
than among those who have passed their time

n paying and receiving visits, in frequenting

public entertainments, in studying the exact

measures of ceremony, and in watching all the

variations of fashionable courtesy.

They know, indeed, at what hour they may
beat the door of an acquaintance, how many
steps they must attend him towards the gate,
and what interval should pass before his visit is

returned
; but seldom extend their care beyond

the exterior and unessential parts of civility,
nor refuse their own vanity any gratification,
however expensive to the quiet of another.

Trypherus is a man remarkable for splendour
and expense ;

a man, that having been origin

ally placed by his fortune and rank in the first

class of the community, has acquired that air of

dignity, and that readiness in the exchange of

compliments, which courts, balls, and levees,
easily confer.

But Trypherus, without any settled purposes
of malignity, partly by his ignorance of human
nature, and partly by the habit of contemplat
ing with great satisfaction his own grandeur
and riches, is hourly giving disgust to those

tne co^, chance or expectation subject to his vanity,
countem, man ryhose fortune confines him to a

The
bro-se, he declaims upon the pleasure of

family, are partments, and the convenience of
of the other..is lodging-room in different parts of
one, are the tells him that he hates confinement ;

Their hoades, that if his chamber was less., he
light, nor rer wake without thinking of a prison.

To Eucretas, a man of birth equal to himself,
but of much less estate he showed his services

of plate, and remarked that such things were,
indeed, nothing better than costly trifles, but
that no man must pretend to the rank of a gen
tleman without them ; and that, for his part, if

his estate was smaller, he should not think of

enjoying but increasing it, and would inquire
out a trade for his eldest son.

He has, in imitation of some more acute ob

server than himself, collected a great many
shifts and artifices by which poverty is conceal

ed
; and among the ladies of small fortune, never

fails to talk of frippery and slight silks, and the

convenience of a general mourning.
I have been insulted a thousand times with a

catalogue of his pictures, his jewels, and his ra

rities, which, though he knows the humble
neatness of my habitation, he seldom fails to

conclude by a declaration, that wherever he sees

a house meanly furnished, he despises the own
er's taste, or pities his poverty.

This, Mr. Rambler, is the practice of Try
pherus, by which he is become the terror of all

who are less wealthy than himself, and has

raised innumerable enemies without rivalry,

and without malevolence.

Yet though all are not equally culpable with

Trypherus, it is scarcely possible to find any
man who does not frequently, like him, indulge
his own pride by forcing others into a compari
son with himself when he knows the advantage
is on his side, without considering that unneces

sarily to obtrude unpleasing ideas, is a species of

oppression ; and that it is little more criminal

to deprive another of some real advantage, than

to interrupt that forgetfulness of its absence

which is the next happiness to actual posses

sion.

I am, &c.

EuTRonus.

No. 99.] TUESDAY, FEB. 26, 1751.

Scilicet ingeniis aliqua est concordiajunctis,
Et servat studiifadera quixque sui,

Rusticus agrlcolam, milesfera bella gerentem,
Rectorem dubice navita pup-pis amat.

Congenial passions souls together bind,
And every calling mingles with its kind ;

Soldier unites with soldier, swain with swain,
The mariner with him that roves the main.

F. LEWIS.

IT has been ordained by Providence, for the

conservation of order in the immense variety of

nature, and for the regular propagation of the

several classes of life with which the elements

are peopled, that every creature should be drawn

by some secret attraction to those of his own
kind

;
and that not only the gentle and domes

tic animals which naturally unite into com-
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panics, or cohabit by pairs, should continue

iaithfiu to their species ; but even those raven

ous and ferocious savages which Aristotle ob

serves never to be gregarious, should range
mountains and deserts in search of one another,

rather than pollute the world with a monstrous

birth.

As the perpetuity and distinction of the low

er tribes of the creation require that they should

be determined to proper mates by some uniform

motive of choice, or some cogent principle of in

stinct; it is necessary, likewise, that man, whose

wider capacity demands more gratifications, and

who feels in himself innumerable wants, which

a life of solitude cannot supply, and innumer
able powers to which it cannot give employ
ment, should be led to suitable companions by

particular influence ; and, among many beings

of the same nature with himself, he may select

some for intimacy and tenderness, and improve
the condition of his existence, by superadding

friendship to humanity, and the love of indivi

duals to that of the species.

Other animals are so formed that they seem

to contribute very little to the happiness of each

other, and know neither joy, nor grief, nor love,

nor hatred, but as they are urged by some de

sire immediately subservient either to the sup

port of their own lives, or to the continuation

of their race ; they therefore seldom appear to re

gard any of the minuter discriminations which

distinguish creatures of the same kind from one

another.

But if man were to feel no incentives to kind

ness, more than his general tendency to con

genial nature, Babylon or London, with all

their multitudes, would have to him the deso

lation of a wilderness, his affections, not com

pressed into a narrower compass, would vanish

like elemental fire in boundless evaporation;
he would languish in perpetual insensibility;

and though he might, perhaps, in the first

vigour of youth, amuse himself with the fresh

enjoyments of life, yet, when curiosity should

cease, and alacrity subside, he would abandon

himself to the fluctuations of chance, without

expecting help against any calamity, or feeling

any wish for the happiness of others.

To love all men is our duty, so far as it in

cludes a general habit of benevolence, and readi

ness of occasional kindness ; but to love all equal

ly is impossible; at least impossible without the

extinction of those passions which now produce
all our pains and all our pleasures ; without the

disuse, if not the abolition, of some of our facul

ties, and the suppression of all our hopes and

fears in apathy and indifference.

The necessities of our condition require a

thousand offices of tenderness, which mere re

gard for the species will never dictate. Every
man has frequent grievances which only the

solicitude of friendship will discover and

remedy, and which would remain for ever un
heeded in the mighty heap of human calamity,
were it only surveyed by the eye of general

benevolence, equally attentive to every misery.
The great community of mankind is, there

fore necessarily broken into smaller indepen
dent societies; these form distinct interests,

which are too frequently opposed to each other,

and which they who have entered into the

league of particular governments falsely think

it virtue to promote, however destructive to the

happiness of the rest of the world.

Such unions are again separated into subor

dinate classes and combinations, and social life

is perpetually branched out into minuter sub

divisions, till it terminates in the last ramifica

tions of private friendship.

That friendship may at once be fond and last-

ting, it has been already observed in these pa

pers, that a conformity of inclinations is neces

sary. No man can have much kindness for

him by whom he does not believe himself

esteemed, and nothing so evidently proves
esteem as imitation.

That benevolence is always strongest which
arises from participation of the same pleasures,

since we are naturally most willing to revive in

our minds the memory of persons, with whom
the idea of enjoyment is connected.

It is commonly, therefore, to little purpose,
that any one endeavours to ingratiate himself

with such as he cannot accompany in their

amusements and diversions. Men have been

known to rise to favour and to fortune, only by

being skilful in the sports with which their

patron happened to be delighted, by concurring
with his taste for some particular species of

curiosities, by relishing the same wine, or ap

plauding the same cookery.
Even those whom wisdom or virtue have

placed above regard to such petty recommen

dations, must nevertheless be gained by simili

tude of manners. The highest and noblest

enjoyment of familiar life, the communication
of knowledge and reciprocation of sentiments,
must always presuppose a disposition to the

same inquiry, and delight in the same discov

eries.

With what satisfaction could the politician

lay his schemes for the reformation of laws, or

his comparison of different forms of goverment,
before the chemist, who has never accustomed

his thoughts to any other object than salt and

sulphur ? or how could the astronomer, in ex

plaining his calculations and conjectures, endure

the coldness of a grammarian, who would lose

sight of Jupiter and all his satellites, for a

happy etymology of an obscure word, or a better

explication of a controverted line ?

Every man loves merit of the same kind with

his own, when it is not likely to hinder his ad

vancement or his rep"tation; for he not onlj
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best understands the worth of those qualities

which he labours to cultivate, or the usefulness

of the art which he practises with success, but

always feels a reflected pleasure from the praises

which, though given to another, belong equally
to himself.

There is indeed no need of research arid re

finement to discover that men must generally
select their companions from their own state of

life, since there are not many minds furnished

for great variety of conversation, or adapted to

multiplicity of intellectual entertainments.

The sailor, the academic, the lawyer, the

mechanic, and the courtier, have all a cast or

look peculiar to their own fraternity, have fixed

their attention upon the same events, have been

engaged in affairs of the same sort, and make
use of allusions and illustrations which them
selves only can understand.

To be infected with the jargon of a particular

profession, and to know only the language of a

single rank of mortals, is indeed sufficiently

despicable. But as limits must be always set

to the excursions of the human mind, there will

be some study which every man more zealously

prosecutes, some darling subject on which he is

principally pleased to converse; and he that

can most inform or best understand him, will

certainly be welcomed with particular regard.
Such partiality is not wholly to be avoided,

nor is it culpable, unless suffered so far to pre
dominate as to produce aversion from every
other kind of excellence, and to shade the lustre

of dissimilar virtues. Those, therefore, whom
the lot of life has conjoined, should endeavour

constantly to approach towards the inclination

of each other, invigorate every motion of con

current desire, and fan every spark of kindred

curiosity.

It has been justly observed, that discord gen

erally operates in little things ; it is inflamed to

its utmost vehemence by contrariety of taste,

oftener than of principles ; and might therefore

commonly be avoided by innocent conformity,

which, if it was not at first the motive, ought

always to be the consequence, of indissoluble

union.

No. 100.] SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1751.

Omne vafer vitium ridenti Flaccus amlco

Tangit, et admissus circum prcecordia ludit.

Horace, with sly insinuating grace,

Laugli'd at his friend, and look'd him in the face ;

Would raise a blush where secret vice he found,
And tickle while he gently probed the wound.
With, (seeming innocence the crowd beguiled ;

But made the desperate passes when he smiled.
DRYLIEN.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

As very many well-disposed persons, by the un

avoidable necessity of their affairs, arc so unto*-

tuiiate as to be totally buried in the country,
where they labour under the most deplorable

ignorance of what is transacting among the polita

part of mankind, I cannot help thinking, that,

as a public writer, you should take the case of

these truly compassionable objects under your
consideration.

These unhappy languishers in obscurity should

be furnished with such accounts of the employ
ments of people of the world, as may engage
them in their several remote corners to a lauda

ble imitation ; or, at least so far inform and

prepare them, that if by any joyful change of

situation they should be suddenly transported
into the gay scene, they may not gape, and won
der, and stare, and be utterly at a loss how to

behave and make a proper appearance in it.

It is inconceivable how much the welfare of

all the country towns in the kingdom might IMS

promoted, if you would use your charitable en

deavours to raise in them a noble emulation of

the manners and customs of higher life.

For this purpose you should give a very clear

and ample description of the whole set of polite

acquirements ; a complete history of forms,

fashions, frolics, of routs, drums, hurricanes,

balls, assemblies, ridottos, masquerades, auctions,

plays, operas, puppet-shows, and bear-gardens ;

of all those delights which profitably engage the

attention of the most sublime characters, and by
which they have brought to such amazing per

fection the whole art and mystery of passing day
after day, week after week, and year after year,

without the heavy assistance of any one thing

that formal creatures are pleased to call useful

and necessary.

In giving due instructions through what steps

to attain this summit of human excellence, you

may add such irresistible arguments in its fav

our, as must convince numbers, who in other

instances do not seem to want natural under

standing, ofthe unaccountable error of supposing

they were sent into the world for any other pur

pose but to flutter, sport, and shine. For, after

all, nothing can be clearer than that an everlast

ing round of diversion, and the more lively and

hurrying the better, is the most important end

ofhuman life.

It is really prodigious, so much as the world

is improved, that there should in these days be

persons so ignorant and stupid as to think it ne

cessary to mispead their time, and trouble their

heads about any thing else than pursuing the

present fancy; for what else is worth living

for?

It is time enough surely to think of conse

quences when they come ;
and as for the anti

quated notions of duty, they are not to be met

with in any French Novel, or any book one ever

looks into, but derived almost wholly from the

writings of authors, who lived a vast many ages

ago ; and who, as they were totally without any
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idea of those accomplishments, which now char

acterise people of distinction, have been for some

time sinking apace into utter contempt. It does

not appear that even their most zealous admirers,

for some partizans of his own sort every writer

will have, can pretend to say they were ever at

one ridotto.

In the important article of diversions, the cere

monial of visits, the ecstatic delight of unfriendly

intimacies, and unmeaning civilities, they are

absolutely silent. Blunt truth, and downright

honesty, plain clothes, staying at home, hard

svork, few words, and those unenlivened with

censure or double meaning, are what they re

commend as the ornaments and pleasures of life.

Little oaths, polite dissimulation, tea-table scan

dal, delightful indolence, the glitter of finery,

the triumph of precedence, the enchantments of

flattery, they seem to have had no notion of, and

I cannot but laugh to think what a figure they

would have made in a drawing-room, and how

frighted they would have looked at a gaming
table.

The noble zeal of patriotism that disdains

authority, and tramples on laws for sport, was

absolutely the aversion of these tame wretches.

Indeed, one cannot discover any one thing they

pretend to teach people, but to be wise and good ;

acquirements infinitely below the consideration

of persons of taste and spirit, who know how to

spend their time to so much better purpose.

Among other admirable improvements, pray,

Mr. Rambler, do not forget to enlarge on the

very extensive benefit of playing at cards on

Sundays ; a practice of such infinite use, that

we may modestly expect to see it prevail uni

versally in all parts of this kingdom.
To persons of fashion, the advantage is obvious ;

because, as for some strange reason or other,

which no fine gentleman or fine lady has yet

been able to penetrate, there is neither play, nor

masquerade, nor bottled conjurer, nor any other

thing worth living for, to be had on a Sunday ;

if it were not for the charitable assistance of

whist or bragg, the genteel part of mankind

must, one day in seven, necessarily suffer a total

extinction of being.

Nor are the persons of high rank the only

gainers by so salutary a custom, which extends

its good influence, in some degree, to the lower

orders of people ;
but were it quite general,

now much better and* happier would the. world

be than it is even now ?

It is hard upon poor creatures, be they ever

so mean, to deny them those enjoyments and li

berties which are equally open for all. Yet if

servants were taught to -go to church on this

day, spend some part of it in reading or receiv

ing instruction in a family way, and the rest in

mere friendly conversation, the poor wretches

would infallibly take it into their heads, that

they were obliged to be sober, modest, diligent.

and faithful to their masters and mistresses.

Now surely no one of common prudence or

humanity would wish their domestics infected

with such strange and primitive notions, or laid

under such unmerciful restraints : all which

may, in a great measure, be prevented bj the

prevalence of the good-humoured fashion, that

I would have you recommend. For when the

lower kind of people see their betters, with a

truly laudable spirit, insulting and flying in the

face of those rude, ill-bred dictators, piety and
the laws, they are thereby excited and admon

ished, as far as actions can admonish and excite,

and taught that they too have an equal right of

setting them at defiance in such instances as

their particular necessities and inclinations may
require ;

and thus is the liberty of the whole
human species mightily improved and enlarged.
In short, Mr. Rambler, by a faithful repre

sentation of the numberless benefits of a modish

life, you will have done your part in promoting
what every body seems to confess the true pur

pose of human existence, perpetual dissipation.

By encouraging people to employ their whole

attention on trifles, and make amusement their

sole study, you will teach them how to avoid

many very uneasy reflections.

All the soft feelings of humanity, the sympa
thies of friendship, all natural temptations to

the care of a family, and solicitude about the

good or ill of others., with the whole train of

domestic and social affections, which create such

daily anxieties and embarrassments, will be

happily stifled and suppressed in a round of

perpetual delights ; and all serious thoughts,
but particularly that of hereafter, be banished

out of the world ; a most perplexing apprehen

sion, but luckily a most groundless one too, as

it is so very clear a case, that nobody ever dies,

I am, &c.

CHARIESSA.*

No. 101.] TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 1751.

Mellajubes Hyblaa tibi vel Hymettia nasci,

Et thymu Cecropiee Corsica ponis api. MART.

Alas ! dear Sir, you try in vain,

Impossibilities to gaiu ;

No bee from Corsica's rank juice

Hyblaean honey can produce. F. LEWIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

HAVING by several years of continual study

treasured in my mind a great number of prin-

* Written by Mrs. Carter of Deal, the only sur

vivor of the writers of that age. C.
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ctples and ideas, and obtained .by frequent ex

ercise the power of applying them with pro

priety, and combining them with readiness, I

resolved to quit the university, where I consid

ered myself as a gem hidden in the mine, and to

mingle in the crowd of public life. I was na

turally attracted by the company of those who
were of the same age with myself; and, finding

that my academical gravity contributed very
little to my reputation, applied my faculties to

jocularity and burlesque. Thus, in a short

time, I had heated my imagination to such a

state of activity and ebullition, that upon every
occasion it fumed away in bursts of wit, and

evaporations of gayety. I became on a sudden

the idol of the coifee-house, was in one winter

solicited to accept the presidentship of five clubs,

Vtss dragged by violence to every new play, and

quoted in every controversy upon theatrical

merit ; was in every public place surrounded by
a multitude of humble auditors, who retailed in

other places of resort my maxims and my jests,

and was boasted as their intimate and compan
ion by many, who had no other pretensions to

nay acquaintance, than that they had drank cho

colate in the same room.

You will not wonder, Mr. jcvamoier, that I

mention my success with some appearance of

triumph and elevation. Perhaps no kind of su

periority is more flattering or alluring than that

which is conferred by the powers of conversa

tion, by extemporaneous sprightliness of fancy,

copiousness of language, and fertility of senti

ment. In other exertions of genius, the greater

part of the praise is unknown and unenjoyed ;

the writer, indeed, spreads his reputation to a

wider extent, but receives little pleasure or ad

vantage from the diffusion of his name, and only
obtains a kind of nominal sovereignty over

regions which pay no tribute. The colloquial

vrit has always his own radiance reflected on

himself, and enjoys all the pleasure which he

bestows ; he finds his power confessed by every
one that approaches him, sees friendship kind

ling with rapture, and attention swelling into

praise.

The desire which every man feels of import
ance and esteem, is so much gratified by finding
an assembly, at his entrance, brightened with

gladness and hushed with expectation, that the

recollection of such distinctions can scarcely fail

to be pleasing whensoever it is innocent. And
my conscience does not reproach me with any
mean or criminal effects of vanity ; since I al

ways employed my influence on the side of vir

tue, and never sacrificed my understanding or

my religion to the pleasure of applause.

There were many whom either the desire of

enjoying my pleasantry, or the pride of being

thought to enjoy it, brought often into my corn-

pa:;y but I was caressed in a particular man
ner by Demochares, a gentleman of large estate,
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and a liberal disposition. My fortune being by
110 means exuberant, inclined me to be pleased
with a friend who was willing to be entertain

ed at his own charge. I became by daily invi

tations habituated to his table, and, as he believ

ed my acquaintance necessary to the character

of elegance, which he was desirous of establish

ing, I lived in all the luxury of affluence, with

out expense, or dependance, and passed my life

in a perpetual reciprocation of pleasure, with
men brought together by similitude of accom

plishments, or desire of improvement.
But all power has its sphere of activity, be

yond which it produces no effect. Demochares

being called by his affairs into the country, im

agined that he should increase his popularity by
coming among his neighbours accompanied by
a man whose abilities were so generally allowed.

The report presently spread through half the

country that Demochares was arrived, and had

brought with him the celebrated Hilarius, by
whom such merriment would be excited, as had

never been enjoyed or conceived before. I knew,

indeed, the purpose for which I was invited,

and, as men do not look diligently out for pos
sible miscarriages, was pleased to- find myself
courted upon principles of interest, and consid

ered as capable of reconciling factions, compos

ing feuds, and uniting a whole province in so

cial happiness.
After a few days spent in adjusting his do

mestic regulations, Demochares invited all the

gentlemen of his neighbourhood to dinner, and

did not forget to hint how much my pre

sence was expected to heighten the pleasure if

the feast. He informed me what prejudices my
reputation had raised in my favour, and repre

sented the satisfaction with which he should

see me kindle up the blaze of merriment, and

should remark the various effects that my fire

would have upon such diversity of matter.

This declaration, by which he intended to

quicken my vivacity, filled me with solicitude.

I felt an ambition of shining which I never

knew before ; and was therefore embarrassed

with an unusual fear of disgrace. I passed the

uight in planning out to myself the conversa

tion of the coming day ;
recollected all my top

ics of raillery, proposed proper subjects of ridi

cule, prepared smart replies to a thousand ques

tions, accommodated answers to imaginary re

partees, and formed a magazine of remarks,

apophthegms, tales, and illustrations.

The morning broke at last in the midst of

these busy meditations. 1 fuse with the pal

pitations of a champion on the day of combat ;

and, notwithstanding all my efforts, found my
spirits sunk under the weight of expectation.

The company soon after began to drop in, and

every one, at his entrance, was introduced to

Hilarius. What conception the inhabitants oi

this region had formed of a wit, I cannot yet
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discover ; but observed that they all seemed,

nfter the regular exchange of compliments, to

turn away disappointed; and that while we
waited for dinner, they cast their eyes first

upon me and then upon each other, like a the

atrical assembly waiting for a show.

From the uneasiness of this situation, I was
relieved by the dinner ; and as every attention

was taken up by the business of the hour, I

sunk quietly to a level with the rest of the com

pany. But no sooner were the dishes removed,

than, instead of cheerful confidence and fami

liar prattle, a universal silence again showed

their expectation of some unusual performance.

My friend endeavoured to rouse them by healths

and questions, but they answered him with

great brevity, and immediately relapsed into

their former taciturnity.

I had waited in hope of some opportunity to

divert them, but could find no pass opened for

a single sally ; and who can be merry without

an object of mirth? After a few faint efforts,

which produced neither applause nor opposition,

I was content to mingle with the mass, to put
round the glass in silence, and solace myself
with my own contemplations.

My friend looked round him: the guests

stared at one another ;
and if now and then a

few syllables were uttered with timidity and

hesitation, there was none ready to make any

reply. All our faculties were frozen, and every
minute took away from our capacity of pleasing,

and disposition to be pleased. Thus passed the

hours to which so much happiness was decreed ;

the hours which had, by a kind of open procla

mation, been devoted to wit, to mirth, and to

Hilarius.

At last the night came on, and the necessity
f parting freed us from the persecutions of each

other. I heard them as they walked along the

court, murmuring at the loss of the day, and

ijiquiring whether any man would pay a second

visit to a house haunted by a wit ?

Demochares, whose benevolence is greater

than his penetration, having nattered his hopes
with the secondary honour which he was to

gain by my sprightliness and elegance, and the

affection with which he should be followed for

a perpetual banquet of gayety, was not able to

conceal his vexation and resentment, nor would

easily be convinced, that I had not sacrificed his

interest to sullenness and caprice, and studious

ly endeavoured to disgust his guests, and sup

pressed my powers of delig thing, in obstinate

and premeditated silence. I am informed that

the reproach of their ill reception is divided by
the gentlemen of the country between us ; some

being of opinion that my friend is deluded by
an impostor, who, though he has found some art

of gaining his favour, is afraid to speak before

men of more penetration ; and others conclud

ing, that I think only London the proper theatre

of my abilities, and disdain to exert my geniui
for the praise of rustics.

I believe, Mr. Rambler, that it has some

times happened to others, who have the good or

ill fortune to be celebrated for wits, to fall under

the same censures upon the like occasions. I

hope, therefore, that you will prevent any mis

representations of such failures, by remark-

! ing, that invention is not wholly at the com-
! mand of its possessor ;

that the power of pleas

ing is very often obstructed by the desire ; that

all expectation lessens surprise, yet some sur

prise is necessary to gayety ;
and that those who

desire to partake of the pleasure of wit must
contribute to its production, since the mind

stagnates without external ventilation, and that

effervescence of the fancy, which flashes into

transport, can be raised only by the infusion ef

dissimilar ideas.

No. 102.] SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1751.

Ipsa quoque assiduo labuntur tempora motu
Non secus ac Jltimen: neque enim consisterv

jlumen,
Nee levis fiora potest ; sed ut undo, impellitttr

undo,

Urgeturque prior veniente, urgeique priorem,

Tempora sic fugiunt pariter, pariterque sequua-
tur. OVID.

With constant motion as the moments glide,

Behold in running life the rolling tide,

For none can stem by art, or stop by power,
The flowing ocean, or the fleeting hour

;

But wave by wave pursu'd arrives on shore,

And each impell'd behind impels before :

So time on time revolving we descry ;

So minutes follow, and so minutes fly.

ELPHINSTON.

"
LIFE," says Seneca,

" is a voyage, in the pro

gress of which we are perpetually changing our

scenes : we first leave childhood behind us, ther&

youth, then the years of ripened manhood, then

the better and more pleasing part of old age."
The perusal of this passage having excited in

|

me a train of reflections on the state of man,
the incessant fluctuation of his wishes, the gra
dual change of his disposition to all external

objects, and the thoughtlessness with which he

floats along the stream of time, I sunk into a

slumber amidst my meditations, and, on a sud

den, found my ears filled with the tumult of

labour, the shouts of alacrity, the shrieks of

alarm, the whistle of winds, and the dash of

waters.

My astonishment for a time repressed my
curiosity; but soon recovering myself so far at

to inquire whither we were going, and what
was the cause of such clamour and confusion, I

was told that we were launching out into the

ocean of life. ; that we had already passed the

streights of infancy, in which multitudes hail
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perished, some by the weakness and fragility of

their vessels, and more by the folly, perverse-

ness, or negligence, of those who undertook to

teer them; and that we were now on the

main sea, abandoned to the winds arid billows,

without any other means of security than the

care of the pilot, whom it was always in our

power to choose among great numbers that

offered their direction and assistance.

I then looked round with anxious eagerness ;

and first turning my eyes behind me, saw a

stream flowing through flowery islands, which

every one that sailed along seemed to behold

with pleasure : but no sooner touched, than the

current, which, though not noisy or turbulent,

was yet irresistible, bore him away. Beyond
these islands all was darkness, nor could any of

the passengers describe the shore at which he

first embarked.

Before me, and on each side, was an expanse

of waters violently agitated, and covered with

so thick a mist, that the most perspicacious eye

could see but a little way. It appeared to be

full of rocks and whirlpools, for many sunk un

expectedly while they were courting the gale

with full sails, and insulting those whom they
had left behind. So numerous, indeed, were

the dangers, and so thick the darkness, that no

caution could confer security. Yet there were

many, who, by false intelligence, betrayed their

followers into -whirlpools, or by violence pushed
those whom they found in their way against

the rocks.

The current was invariable and insurmount

able; but though it was impossible to sail

against it, or to return to the place that was
once passed, yet it was not so violent as to

allow no opportunities for dexterity or courage,

since, though none could retreat back from

danger, yet they might often avoid it by oblique
direction.

/It was, however, not very common to steer

with much care or prudence ; for by some uni

versal infatuation, every man appeared to think

himself safe, though he saw his consorts every
moment sinking round him

; and no sooner had
the waves closed over them, than their fate and
their misconduct were forgotten : the voyage
was pursued with the same jocund confidence;

every man congratulated himself upon the

soundness of his vessel, and believed himself able

to stem the whirlpool in which his friend was

swallowed, or glide over the rocks on which he

was dashed : nor was it often observed that the

sight of a wreck made any man change his

course: if he turned aside for a moment, he

soon forgot the rudder, and left himself again
to the disposal of chance.

This negligence did not proceed from indif

ference or from weariness of their present con

dition ; for not one of those, who thus rushed

apon destruction, failed, when he was sinking,

to call loudly upon his associates for that help
which could not now be given him

;
and many

spent their last moments in cautioning others

against the folly by which they were intercepted
in the midst of their course. Their benevolence

was sometimes praised, but their admonitions

were unregarded.
The vessels in which we had embarked being

confessedly unequal to the turbulence of the

stream of life, were visibly impaired in the

course of the voyage ;
so that every passenger

was certain, that how long soever he might,

by favourable accidents, or by incessant vigi

lance, be preserved, he must sink at last.

This necessity of perishing might have been

expected to sadden the gay, and intimidate the

daring, at least to keep the melancholy and
timorous in perpetual torments, and hinder

them from any enjoyment of the varieties and

gratifications which nature offered them as the

solace of their labour's : yet in effect, none
seemed less to expect destruction than those to

whom it was most dreadful
; they all had the

art of concealing their danger from themselves
;

and those who knew their inability to bear the

sight of the terrors that embarrassed tlieir

way, took care never to look forward, but

found some amusement for the present moment,
and generally entertained themselves by playing
with Hope, who was the constant associate of

the voyage of life.

Yet all that Hope ventured to promise, even

to those whom she favoured most, was, not

that they should escape, but that they should

sink last ; and with this promise every one was
satisfied, though he laughed at the rest for

seeming to believe it. Hope, indeed, apparently
mocked the credulity of her companions ; for,

in proportion as their vessels grew leaky, she

redoubled her assurances of safety; and none

were more busy in making provisions for a

long voyage, than they whom all but themselves

saw likely to perish soon by irreparable decay.
In the midst of the current of life was the

gulf of Intemperance , a dreadful whirlpool, in

terspersed with rocks, of which the pointed

crags were concealed under water, and the tops

covered with herbage, on which Ease spread
couches of repose, and with shades, where

Pleasure warbled the song of invitation. With
in sight of these rocks all who sailed on the

ocean of life must necessarily pass. Reason,

indeed, was always at hand to steer the passen

gers through a narrow outlet by which they

might escape ; but very few could, by her in-

treaties or remonstrances, be induced to put the

rudder into her hand, without stipulating that

she should approach so near unto the rocks of

Pleasure, that they might solace themselves

with a short enjoyment of that delicious regioa,

after which they always determined to pursue
their course without any other deviation.

M
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Reason was too often prevailed upon so far

by these promises, as to venture her charge

within the eddy of the gulph of Intemperance,

where, indeed, the circumvolution was weak,
but yet interrupted the course of the vessel, and

drew it, by insensible rotations, towards the

centre. She then repented her temerity, and

with all her force endeavoured to retreat;

but the draught of the gulf was generally too

strong to be overcome ; and the passenger, hav

ing danced in circles with a pleasing and giddy

velocity, was at last overwhelmed and lost.

Those few whom Reason was able to extricate,

generally suffered so many shocks upon the

points which shot out from the rocks of Pleas

ure, that they were unable to continue their

course with the same strength and facility as

before, but floated along timorously and feebly,

endangered by every breeze, and shattered by

every ruffle of the water, till they sunk, by
slow degrees, after long struggles, and innumer

able expedients, always repining at their own

folly, and warning others against the first ap

proach of the gulf of Intemperance.
There were artists who professed to repair

the breaches and stop the leaks of the vessels

which had been shattered on the rocks of Pleas-

are. Many appeared to have great confidence

in their skill, and some, indeed, were, preserved

by it from sinking, who had received only a

single blow : but I remarked that few vessels

listed long which had been much repaired, nor

was it found that the artists themselves conti

nued afloat longer than those who had least of

their assistance.

The only advantage which, in the voyage of

life, the cautious had above the negligent, was,

that they sunk later, and more suddenly ! for

they passed forward till they had sometimes

seen all those in whose company they had is

sued from the streights of infancy, perish in the

way, and at last were overset by a cross breeze,

without the toil of resistance, or the anguish of

expectation. But such as had often fallen a-

gainst the rocks of Pleasure, commonly sub

sided by sensible degrees, contended long with

the encroaching waters, and harassed themselves

by labours that sVarce Hope herself could flatter

with success.

As I was looking upon the various fate of the

multitude about me, I was suddenly alarmed

with an admonition from some unknown
Power: " Gaze not idly upon others when
thou thyself art sinking. Whence is this

thoughtless tranquillity, when thou and they

are equally endangered?" I looked, and seeing

the gulf of Intemperance before me, started and

awaked.

No. 103.] TUESDAY, MARCH 12, 1751.

Scire volunt secreta domus, atque inde timeri. jsv

They search the secrets of the house, and so

Are worshipp'd there, and fear'd for what they know.

DRYDEN.

CURIOSITY is one of the permanent and certa'ti

characteristics of a vigorous intellect. Every
advance into knowledge opens new prospects,

and produces new incitements to further pro

gress. All the attainments possible in our pre
sent state are evidently inadequate to our capa
cities of enjoyment; conquest serves no purpose
but that of kindling ambition, discovery has no
effect but of raising expectation ; the gratifica

tion of one desire encourages another
; and, after

all our labours, studies, and inquiries, we are

continually at the same distance from the com

pletion of our schemes, have still some wish im

portunate to be satisfied, and some faculty rest

less and turbulent for want of its enjoyment.
The desire of knowledge, though often ani

mated by extrinsic and adventitious motives,

seems on many occasions to operate without

subordination to any other principle ; we are

eager to see and hear, without intention of re

ferring our observations to a further end ;
we

climb a mountain for a prospect of the plain ;

we run to the strand in a storm, that we may
contemplate the agitation of the water; we

range from city to city, though we profess nei

ther architecture nor fortification ; we cross seas

only to view nature in nakedness, or magnifi
cence in ruins ; we are equally allured by no

velty of every kind, by a desert or a palace, a

cataract or a cavern, by every thing rude and

every thing polished, every thing great and

every thing little ; we do not see a thicket but

with some temptation to enter it, nor remark

an insect flying before us but with an inclina

tion to pursue it.

This passion is, perhaps, regularly heighten
ed in proportion as the powers of the mind are

elevated and enlarged. Lucan therefore intro

duces Caesar speaking with dignity suitable to

the grandeur of his designs and the extent of

his capacity, when he declares to the high-priest
of Egypt, that he has no desire equally power
ful with that of finding the origin of the Nile,

and that he would quit all the projects of the

civil war for a sight of those fountains which

had been so long concealed. And Homer, when
he would furnish the Sirens with a temptation,
to which his hero, renowned for wisdom, might

yield without disgrace, makes them declare,

that none ever departed from them but with in

crease of knowledge.
There is, indeed, scarce any kind of ideal ac

quirement which may not be applied to some

use, or which may not at least gratify pride

with occasional superiority; but whoever at-
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tends the motions of his own mind will find,

that upon the first appearance of an object, or

the first start of a question, his inclination to a

nearer view, or more accurate discussion, pre
cedes all thoughts of profit, or of competition ;

and that his desires take wing by instantaneous

impulse, though their flight may be invigorat

ed, or their efforts renewed, by subsequent con

siderations. The gratification of curiosity ra

ther frees us from uneasiness than confers plea
sure

;
we are more pained by ignorance than

delighted by instruction. Curiosity is t!ie thirst

of the soul
;

it inflames and torments us, and
makes us taste every thing with joy, however
otherwise insipid, by which it may be quenched.

It is evident that the earliest searchers after

knowledge must have proposed knowledge only
as their reward ; and that science, though per-

haps the nursling of interest, was the daughter
of curiosity : for who can believe that they who
first watched the course of the stars, foresaw the

use of their discoveries to the facilitation ofcom

merce, or the mensuration of time ? They were

delighted with the splendour of the nocturnal

Ekies, they found that the lights changed their

places ; what they admired they Avere anxious to

understand, and in time traced their revolutions.

There are, indeed, beings in the form of men,
who appear satisfied with their intellectual pos

sessions, and seem to live without desire of en

larging their conceptions ; before whom the

world passes without notice, and who are equally
unmoved by nature or by art.

This negligence is sometimes only the tempo
rary effect of a predominant passion; a lover

finds no inclination to travel any path, but that

which leads to the habitation of his mistress
; a

trader can pay little attention to common occur

rences, when his fortune is endangered by a

storm. It is frequently the consequence of a

total immersion in sensuality ; corporeal pleas
ures may be indulged till the memory of every
other kind of happiness is obliterated ; the mind,

long habituated to a lethargic and quiescent state,

Is unwilling to wake to the toil of thinking ; and

though she may sometimes be disturbed by the

obtrusion of new ideas, shrinks back again to

ignorance arid rest.

But, indeed, if we except them to whom the

continual task of procuring the supports of life

denies all opportunities of deviation from their

own narrow track, the number of such as live

without the ardour of inquiry is very small,

though many content themselves with cheap
amusements, and waste their lives in researches

of no importance.
There is no snare more dangerous to busy and

excursive minds, than the cobwebs of petty in-

quisitiveness, which entangle them in trivial

employments and minute studies, and detain

them in a middle state, between the tediousness

of total inactivity, and the fatigue of laborious

efforts, enchant them at once with ease and nov-

I

elty, and vitiate them with the luxury of learn

ing. The necessity of doing something, and the

fear of undertaking much, sinks the historian to

a genealogist, the philosopher to a journalist of
the weather, and the mathematician to a con
structor of dials.

It is happy when those who cannot content

themselves to be idle, nor resolve to be industri

ous, are at least employed without injury to

others
; but it seldom happens that we can con

tain ourselves long in a neutral state, or forbear

to sink into vice, when we are no longer soaring
towards virtue.

Nugaculus was distinguished in his earlier

years by an uncommon liveliness of imagination,
quickness of sagacity, and extent of knowledge.
When he entered into life, he applied himself
with particular inquisitiveness to examine the

various motives of human actions, the compli
cated influence of mingled affections, the differ

ent modifications of interest and ambition, and
the various causes of miscarriage and success

both in public and private affairs.

Though his friends did not discover to what

purpose all these observations were collected, or

how Nugaculus would much improve his virtue

or his fortune by an incessant attention to changes
of countenance, bursts of inconsideration, sallies

of passion, an^ all the other casualties by which
he used to trace a character, yet they could not

deny the study ofhuman nature to be worthy of

a wise man
; they therefore flattered his vanity,

applauded his discoveries, and listened with sub

missive modesty to his lectures on the uncertain

ty of inclination, the weakness of resolves, and

the instability of temper, to his account of the

various motives which agitate the mind, and his

ridicule of the modern dream of a ruling passion.
Such was the first incitement of Nugaculus to

a close inspection into the conduct of mankind.
He had no interest in view, and therefore no

design of supplantation ;
he had no malevolence,

and therefore detected faults without any inten

tion to expose them ; but having once found the

art of engaging his attention upon others, he had

no inclination to call it back to himself, but has

passed his time in keeping a watchful eye upon
every rising character, and lived upon a small

estate without any thought of increasing it.

He is, by continual application, become agen<-
era! master of secret history, and can give an ac

count ofr" !.he intrigues, private marriages, com

petitions, and stratagems of half a century. Ha
knows the mortgages upon every man's estate,

the terms upon which every spendthrift raises

his money, the real and reputed fortune of every

lady, the jointure stipulated by every contract,

and the expectations of every family from maid
en aunts and childless acquaintances. He can

relate the economy of every house, knows how
much one man's cellar is robbed by his butler,
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and the land of another underlet by his steward ;

he can tell where the manor-house is falling,

though large sums are yearly paid for repairs ;

and where the tenants are felling woods with

out the consent of the owner.

To obtain all this intelligence, he is inadvert

ently guilty of a thousand acts of treachery.
He sees no man's servant without draining him
of his trust; he enters no family without flatter

ing the children into discoveries ; he is a perpe
tual spy upon the doors of his neighbours ; and

knows, by long experience, at whatever distance,

the looks of a creditor, a borrower, a lover, and

a pimp.

Nugaculus is not ill-natured, and therefore his

industry has not hitherto been very mischievous

to others, or dangerous to himself: but since

he cannot enjoy this knowledge but by discov

ering it, and, if he had no other motive to lo

quacity, is obliged to traffic like the chymists,
and purchase one secret with another; he is

every day more hated as he is more known
;

for he is considered by great numbers as one

that has their fame and their happiness in his

power, and no man can much love him ofwhem
he lives in fear.

Thus has an intention, innocent at first, if

not laudable, the intention of regulating his own
behaviour by the experience of others, by an ac

cidental declension to minuteness, betrayed Nu-

gaoulus, not only to a foolish, but vicious waste

of a life which might have been honourably

passed in public services, or domestic virtues.

Me has lost his original intention, and given up
his mind to employments that engross, but do

not improve it.

No. 104.] SATURDAY, MARCH 16, 1751.

Nihil est'qiiod credere de se

Non possit j u v.

None e'er rejects hyperboles of praise.

THE apparent insufficiency of every individual

to his own happiness or safety, compels us to

seek from one another assistance and support.
The necessity of joint efforts for the execution

of any great or extensive design, the variety of

powers disseminated in the species, and the pro

portion between the defects and excellences of

different persons, demand an interchange of

help, and communication of intelligence, and by

frequent reciprocations of beneficence unite

mankind in society and friendship.
If it can be imagined that there ever was a

time when the inhabitants of any country were
in a state of equality, without distinction of

rank, or peculiarity of possessions, it is reason

able to believe that every man was then loved

in proportion as he could contribute by his

strength, or his skill, to the supply of natural

wants
;
there was then little room for peevish

dislike, or capricious favour
; the affection ad

mitted into the heart was rather esteem than

tenderness
;
and kindness was only purchased

by benefits. But when by force or policy, by
wisdom or by fortune, property and superiority
were introduced and established, so that many
were condemned to labour for the support of a

few, then they whose passions swelled above

their wants, naturally laid out their superflui
ties upon pleasure; and those who could not

gain friendship by necessary offices, endeavour

ed to promote their interest by luxurious grati

fications, and to create needs, which they might
be courted to supply.
The desires of mankind are much more nu

merous than their attainments, and the capacity
of imagination much larger than actual enjoy
ment. Multitudes are therefore unsatisfied with
their allotment ;

and he that hopes to improve
his condition by the favour of another, and
either finds no room for the exertion of great

qualities, or perceives himself excelled by his

rivals, will, by other expedients, endeavour to

become agreeable where he cannot be important,
and learn, by degrees, to number the art of

pleasing among the most useful studies, and
most valuable acquisitions.

This art, like others, is cultivated in propor
tion to its usefulness, and will always flourish

most where it is most rewarded
; for this rea

son we find it practised with great assiduity
under absolute governments, where honours and
riches are in the hands of one man, whom all

endeavour to propitiate, and who soon becomes
so much accustomed to compliance and offici-

ousness, as not easily to find, in the most deli

cate address, that novelty which is necessary to

procure attention.

It is discovered by a very few experiments,
that no man is much pleased with a companion,
who does not increase, in some respect, his fond

ness of himself; and therefore, he that wishes

rather to be led forward to prosperity by the

gentle hand of favour, than to force his way by
labour and merit, must consider with more
care how to display his patron's excellences than

his own
;
that whenever he approaches, he may

fill the imagination with pleasing dreams, and
chase away disgust and weariness by a perpetual
succession of delightful images.

This may, indeed, sometimes be effected by

turning the attention upon advantages which
are really possessed, or upon prospects which
reason spreads before hope; for whoever can

deserve or require to be courted, has generally,
either from nature or from fortune, gifts, which
he may review with satisfaction, and of which,
when he is artfully recalled to the contempla

tion, he will seldom be displeased.

But those who have once degraded their un

derstanding to an application only to the pas-
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.*"ons, and who have learned to derive hope from

say other sources than industry and virtue, sel

dom retain dignity and magnanimity sufficient

to defend them against the constant recurrence

of temptation to falsehood. He that is too de

sirous to be loved, will soon learn to flatter, and

when he has exhausted all the variations of

honest praise, and can delight no longer with

the civility of truth, he will invent new topics

of panegyric, and break out into raptures at vir

tues and beauties conferred by himself.

The drudgeries of dependence would, indeed,

be aggravated by hopelessness of success, if no

indulgence was allowed to adulation. He that

will obstinately confine his patron to hear only
the commendations which he deserves, will soon

be forced to give way to others that regale him
with more compass of music. The greatest

human virtue bears no proportion to human

vanity. We always think ourselves better than

we are, and are generally desirous that others

should think us still better than we think our-

aelves. To praise us for actions or dispositions

which deserve praise, is not to confer a benefit,

but to pay a tribute. We have always preten

sions to fame, which, in our own hearts, we
know to be disputable, and which we are desi

rous to strengthen by a new suffrage ; we have

always hopes which we suspect to be fallacious,

and of which we eagerly snatch at every con

firmation.

It may, indeed, be proper to make the first

approaches under the conduct of truth, and to

secure credit to future encomiums, by such praise

as may be ratified by the conscience ;
but the

mind once habituated to. the lusciousness of eu

logy, becomes, in a short time, nice and fastidi

ous, and like a vitiated palate, is incessantly

calling for higher gratifications.

It is scarcely credible to what degree discern

ment may be dazzled by the mist of pride, and

wisdom infatuated by the intoxication of flat

tery ; or how low the genius may descend by
successive gradations of servility, and how swift

ly it may fall down the precipice of falsehood.

No man can, indeed, observe, without indigna

tion, on what names, both of ancient and mo
dern times, the utmost exuberance of praise has

been lavished, and by what hands it has been

bestowed. It has never yet been found, that the

tyrant, the plunderer, the oppressor, the most

hateful of the hateful, the most profligate of the

profligate, have been denied any celebrations

which they were willing to purchase, or that

wickedness and folly have not found correspond
ent flatterers through all their subordinations,

except when they have been associated with

avarice or poverty, and have wanted either in

clination or ability to hire a panegyrist.

As there is no character so deformed as to

fright away from it the prostitutes of praise,

thsre is no degree of encomiastic veneration

which pride has refused. The emperors of Rome
suffered themselves to be worshipped in their

lives with altars and sacrifices ; and in an age
more enlightened, the terms peculiar to the

praise and worship of the Supreme Being, have

been applied to wretches whom it was the re

proach of humanity to number amongmen ; and
whom nothing but riches or power hindered
those that read or wrote their deification, from

hunting into the toils ofjustice, as'disturbers of

the peace of nature.

There are, indeed, many among the poeticaj

flatterers, who must be resigned to infamy with
out vindications, and whom we must confess to

have deserted the cause of virtue for pay : they
have committed, against full conviction, the

crime of obliterating the distinctions between

good and evil, and, instead of opposing the en

croachments of vice, have incited her progress,
and celebrated her conquests. But there is a

lower class of sycophants, whose understanding
has not made them capable of equal guilt. Every
man of high rank is surrounded with numbers,
who have no other rule of thought or action,
than his maxims and his conduct; whom the

honour of being numbered among his acquain
tance reconciles to all his vices, and all his absur

dities ; and who easily persuade themselves to

esteem him, by whose regard they consider

themselves as distinguised and exalted.

It is dangerous for mean minds to venture

themselves within the sphere ofgreatness. Stu

pidity is soon blinded by the splendour of wealth,
and cowardice is easily fettered in the shackles

ofdependance. To solicit patronage, is, at least,

in the event, to set virtue to sale. None can be

pleased without praise, and few can be praised

without falsehood ; few can be assiduous with

out servility, and none can be servile without

corruption.

No. 105.] TUESDAY, MARCH 19, 1751.

Animorum

Impulsu, et caca magnaque cupidine ducti. j v v .

Vain man runs headlong, to caprice resigned ;

Impell'd.by passion, andwith folly blind.

I WAS lately considering, among other objects of

speculation, the new attempt of a universal re

gister, an office in which every man may lodge an

account of his superfluities and wants, of what

ever he desires to purchase or to sell. My im

agination soon presented to me the latitude to

which this design may be extended by integrity

and industry, and the advantages which may
be justly hoped from a general mart of intelli

gence, when oner its reputation shall be so es

tablished, that neither reproach nor fraud shaLS

be feared from it; when an application to it

shall not be censured as the last resource of des

peration, nor its informations suspected as the
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fortuitous auggestions of men obliged not to ap-
oear ignorant. A place where every exuberance

may oe discharged, and every deficiency supplied ;

wnere every lawful passion may find its gratifica

tions, and every honest curiosity receive satisfac

tion ; where the stock of a nation, pecuniary and

intellectual, may be brought together, and where
all conditions of humanity may hope to find re

lief, pleasure, and accommodation ; must equal

ly deserve the attention of the merchant and

philosopher, of him who mingles in the tumult

of business, and him who only lives to amuse
himself with the various employments and pur
suits of others. Nor will it be an uninstructing
school to the greatest masters of method and des

patch, if such multiplicity can be preserved from

embarrassment, and such tumult from inaccu

racy.

While I was concerting this splendid project,

and filling my thoughts with its regulations, its

conveniences, its variety, and its consequences,
1 sunk gradually into slumber : but the same

images, though less distinct, still coniinued to

float upon my fancy. I perceived myself at the

gate of an immense edifice, where innumerable

multitudes were passing without confusion:

every face on which I fixed my eyes, seemed
settled in the contemplation of some important
purpose, and every foot was hastened by eager
ness and expectation. I followed the crowd
without knowing whither I should be drawn,
and remained a while in the unpleasing state of

an idler, where all other beings were busy, giv

ing place every moment to those who had more

importance in their looks. Ashamed to stand

ignorant, and afraid to ask questions, at last I

saw a lady sweeping by me, whom, by the quick
ness of her eyes, the agility of her steps, and a

mixture of levity and impatience, I knew to be

my long-loved protectress, Curiosity.
" Great

goddess," said I,
" may thy votary be permit

ted to implore thy favour
; if thou hast been my

directress from the first dawn of reason; if I

have followed thee through the maze of life

with invariable fidelity; if I have turned to

every new call, and quitted at thy nod one pur
suit for another ;

if I have never stopped at the

invitations of fortune, nor forgotten thy au

thority in the bowers of pleasure ; inform me
now whither Chance has conducted me."
" Thou art now," replied the smiling power,

" in the presence of Justice and of Truth, whom
the father of gods and men has sent down to

register the demands and pretensions of man
kind, that the world may at last be reduced to

order, and that none may complain hereafter of

being doomed to tasks for which they are un

qualified, of possessing faculties for which they
cannot find employment, or virtues that lan

guish unobserved for want of opportunities to

exert them, of being encumbered with super
fluities which they would willingly resign, or of

wasting away in desires which ought to bd

satisfied. Justice is now to examine every
man's wishes, and Truth is to record them
let us approach, and observe the progress of this

great transaction.
"

She then moved forward, and Truth, who
knew her among the most faithful of her fol

lowers, beckoned her to advance, till we were

placed near the seat of Justice. The first who
required the assistance of the office, came for

ward with a slow pace, and tumour of dignity,
and shaking a weighty purse in his hand, de

manded to be registered by Truth, as the Mae
cenas of the present age, the chief encourager of

literary merit, to Avhom men of learning and
wit might apply in any exigence or distress

with certainty of succour. Justice very mildly
inquired, whether he had calculated the expense
of such a declaration? Whether he had been
informed what number of petitioners would
swarm about him? Whether he could distin

guish idleness and negligence from calamity,
ostentation from knowledge, or vivacity from
wit? To these questions he seemed not well

provided with a reply, but repeated his desire

to be recorded a patron. Justice then offered

to register his proposal on these conditions, that

he should never suffer himself to be flattered ;

that he should never delay an audience when he

had nothing to do ; and that he should never

encourage followers without intending to re

ward them. These terms were too hard to by

accepted ;
for what, said he, is the end of pa

tronage, but the pleasure of reading dedication^

holding multitudes in suspense, and enjoying
their hopes, their fears, and their anxiety, flat

tering them to assiduity, and, at last, dismissing
them for impatience? Justice heard his con

fession, and ordered his name to be posted upcu
the gate among cheats and robbers, and public

nuisances, which all were by that notice warned
to avoid.

Another required to be made known as the

discoverer of a new art of education, by which

languages arid sciences might be taught to all

capacities, and all inclinations, without fear of

punishment, pain of confinement, loss of any

part of the gay mien of ignorance, or any ob

struction of the necessary progress in dress,

dancing, or cards.

Justice and Truth did not trouble this great

adept Avith many inquiries ;
but finding his ad

dress awkward and his speech barbarous, order

ed him to be registered as a tall fellow who
wanted employment, and might serve in aiiy

post where the knowledge of reading and writ

ing was not required.
A man of a very grave and philosophic aspect,

required notice to be given of his intention to

set out, a certain day, on a submarine voyage,
and of his willingness to take in passengers foJ

no more than double the price at which the?
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Slight sail above water. His desire was grant

ed, and he retired to a convenient stand, in ex

pectation of filling his ship, and growing rich in

a short time by the secrecy, safety, and expedi

tion of the patsage
Another desired to advertise the curious, that

he had, for the advancement of true knowledge,
contrived an optical instrument, by which those

who laid out their industry on memorials of the

changes of the wind, might observe the direc

tion of the weathercocks on the hitherside of

the lunar world.

Another wished to be known as the author of

an invention, by which cities or kingdoms

might be made warm in winter by a single fire,

a kettle, and pipe. Another had a vehicle by
which a man might bid defiance to floods, and

continue floating in an inundation, without

any inconvenience, till the water should sub

side. Justice considered these projects as of no

importance but to their authors, and therefore

scarcely condescended to examine them ; but

Truth refused to admit them into the register.

Twenty different pretenders came in one hour

to give notice of a universal medicine, by which

all diseases might be cured or prevented, and life

protracted beyond the age of Nestor. But Jus

tice informed them, that one universal medicine

was sufficient, and she should delay the notifica

tion till she saw who could longest preserve his

own life.

A thousand other claims and offers were exhi

bited and examined. I remarked, among this

mighty multitude, that, of intellectual advan

tages, many had great exuberance, and few con

fessed any want; of every art there were a hun

dred professors for a single pupil ;
but of other

attainments, such as riches, honours, and prefer

ments, I found none that had too much, but

thousands and ten thousands that thought them

selves entitled to a larger dividend.

It often happened, that old misers, and women
married at the close of life, advertised their want

of children ;
nor was it uncommon for those who

had a numerous offspring, to give notice of a son

or daughter to be spared ; but, though appear

ances promised well on both sides, the bargain

seldom succeeded ;
for they soon lost their incli

nation to adopted children, and proclaimed their

intentions to promote some scheme of public cha

rity : a thousand proposals were immediately

made, among which they hesitated till death

precluded the decision.

As I stood looking on this scene of confusion,

Truth condescended to ask me, what was my
business at her office ? I was struck with the

unexpected question, and awaked by my efforts

tonswev it.

No. 106.J SATURDAY, MARCH 23, 1751.

Opintomim commenta delet dies, nature judicia con*

Jirmut. cic.

Time obliterates the fictions of opinion, and confirms

the decisions of nature.

IT is necessary to the success of flattery, that it

be accommodated to particular circumstances or

characters, arid enter the heart on that sidewhere
the passions stand ready to receive it. A lady
seldom listens with attention to any praise but

that of her beauty ;
a merchant always expects

to hear of his influence at the bank, his impor
tance on the exchange, the height of his credit,

and the extent of his traffic : and the author will

scarcely be pleased without lamentations of the

neglect of learning, the conspiracies against ge

nius, and the slow progress of merit, or some

praises of the magnanimity of those who encoun

ter poverty and contempt in the cause of know

ledge, and trust for the reward of their labours

to the judgment and gratitude of posterity.

An assurance of unfading laurels, and immor
tal reputation, is the settled reciprocation of

civility between amicable writers. To raise mo
numents more durable than brass, and more conspi

cuous than pyramids, has been long the common
boast of literature ;

but among the innumerable

architects that erect columns to themselves, far

the greater part, either for want of durable

materials, or of art to dispose them, see their

edifices perish as they are towering to comple

tion, and those few that for a while attract the

eye of mankind, are generally weak in the foun

dation, and soon sink by the saps of time.

No' place affords a more striking conviction of

the vanity ofhuman hopes, than a public library ;

for who can see the wall crowded on every side

by mighty volumes, the works of laborious me
ditation and accurate inquiry, now scarcely

known but by the catalogue, and preserved only
to increase the pomp of learning, without con

sidering how many hours have been wasted in

vain endeavours, how often imagination has

anticipated the praises of futurity, how many
statues have risen to the eye of vanity, how many
ideal comrerts have elevated zeal, how often wit

has exulted in the eternal infamy of his antago

nists, and dogmatism has delghted in the gradual

advances of his authority, the immutability of

his decrees, and the perpetuity of hispower?
Non unquamdcdit-j

Documentafors majora, qiiamfragiU loco

Starent superbl.

Insulting chance ne'er call'd with louder voice,

On swelling mortals to be proud no more.

Of the innumerable authors whose perfor

mances are thus treasured up in magnificent ob

scurity, most are forgotten, because they nevef

deserved to be remembered, and owed the hon-

i ours which they once obtained, not to judgment
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or to genius, to labour or to art, but to the pre

judice of faction, the stratagem of intrigue, or

the servility of adulation.

Nothing is more common than to find men
whose works are now totally neglected, men
tioned with praises by their contemporaries, as

the oracles of their age, and the legislators of

science. Curiosity is naturally excited, their

volumes- after long inquiry are found, but seldom

reward the labour of the search. Every period
of time has produced fhese bubbles of artificia

fame, which are kept up awhile by the breath ot

fashion, and then break at once, andare annihi

lated. The learned often bewail the loss of an

cient writers whose characters have survived

their works ; but, perhaps, if we could now re

trieve them, we should find them only the

Granvilles, Montagues, Stepneys, and Sheffields

of their time, and wonder by what infatuation

or caprice they could be raised to notice.

It cannot, however, be denied that many
have sunk into oblivion, whom it were unjust
to number with this despicable class. Various

kinds of literary fame seem destined to various

measures of duration. Some spread into exu

berance with a very speedy growth, but soon

wither and decay ;
some rise more slowly, but

last long. Parnassus, has its flowers of tran

sient fragrance, as well as its oaks of towering

height, and its laurels of eternal verdure.

Among those whose reputation is exhausted

in a short time by its own luxuriance, are the

writers who take advantage of present incidents

or characters which strongly interest the pas

sions, and engage universal attention. It is

not difficult to obtain readers, when we discuss

a question which every one is desirous to un

derstand, which is debated in every assembly,
and has divided the nation into parties; or

when we display the faults or virtues of him
whose public conduct has made almost every
man his enemy or his friend. To the quick
circulation of such productions all the motives of

interest, and vanity concur; the disputant en

larges his knowledge, the zealot animates his

passion, and every man is desirous to inform

himself concerning affairs so vehemently agitat

ed and variously represented.

It is scarcely to be imagined, through how

many subordinations of Interest the ardour of

party is diffused; and what multitudes fancy

themselves affected by every satire or panegyric

on a man of eminence. Whoever has, at any

time, taken occasion to mention Iiim with praise

or blame, whoever happens to love or hate any
of his adherents, as he wishes to confirm his

opinion, and to strengthen his party, will dili

gently peruse every paper from which he can

hope for sentiments like his own. An object,

however small in itself, if placed near to the

eye, will engross all the rays of light; and a

transaction, however trivial, swells into impor

tance when it presses immediately on our atten
tion. He that shall peruse the political pam.
phlets of any past reign, will wonder why they
were so eagerly read, or so loudly praised.

Many of the performances which had power to

inflame factions, and fill a kingdom with con

fusion, have now very little effect upon a frigid
critic ; and the time is coming, when the com
positions of later hirelings shall lie equally de

spised. In proportion as those who write on
temporary subjects are exalted above their merit
at first, they are afterwards depressed below it ;

nor can the brightest elegance of diction, or
most artful subtility of reasoning, hope for

much esteem from those whose regard is no
longer quickened by curiosity or pride.

It is, indeed, the fate of coritrovertists, even
when they contend for philosophical or theo

logical truth, to be soon laid aside and slight
ed. Either the question is decided, and there

is no more place for doubt and opposition : or
mankind despair of understanding it, and grow
weary of disturbance, content themselves with

quiet ignorance, and refuse to be harassed with
labours which they have no hopes of recompens
ing with knowledge.
The authors of new discoveries may surely

expect to be reckoned among those whose writ

ings are secure of veneration : yet it often hap
pens that the general reception of a doctrine ob
scures the books in which it was delivered.

When any tenet is generally received and

adopted as an incontrovertible principle, we
seldom look back to the arguments upon which
it was first established, or can bear that tedious-

ness of deduction, and multiplicity of evidence,

by which its author was forced to reconcile it to

prejudice, and fortify it in the weakness of

novelty against obstinacy and envy.
It is well known how much of our philoso

phy is derived from Boyle's discovery of the

qualities of the air; yet of those who now
adopt or enlarge his theory, very few have read

the detail of his experiments. His name is, in

deed, reverenced ; but his works are neglected :

we are contented to know, that he conquered
his opponents, without inquiring what cavils

were produced against him, or by what proofs

they were confuted.

Some writers apply themselves to studies

boundless and inexhaustible, as experiments and

natural philosophy. These are always lost in

successive compilations, as new advances are

made, and former observations become more

familiar. Others spend their lives in remarks

on language, or explanations of antiquities, and

only afford materials for lexicographers and

commentators, who are themselves overwhelmed

by subsequent collectors, that equally destroy the

memory of their predecessors by amplification,

transposition, or contraction. Every new system

f nature gives birth r.o a swarm of expositors
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whose business is to explain and illustrate it, and

who can hope to exist no longer than the foun

der of their sect preserves his reputation.

There are, indeed, few kinds of composition

from which an author, however learned or in

genious, can hope a long continuance of fame.

He who has carefully studied human nature,

and can well describe it, may with most reason

flatter his ambition. Bacon, among all his pre

tensions to the regard of posterity, seems to

have pleased himself chiefly with his Essays,

which come home to mens business and bosoms,

aiid of which, therefore, he declares his expecta

tion, that they will live as long as boons last. It

may, however, satisfy an honest and benevo

lent mind to have been useful, though less con

spicuous ;
nor will he that extends his hope

to higher rewards be so much anxious to obtain

praise, as to discharge the duty which Provi

dence assigns him.

No. 107.] TUESDAY, MARCH 26, 1751.

Alternis igitur contendere versibus amlo

Ceepere : alternos Musa meminisse volebant.

\ me.

On themes alternate now the swains recite ;

The Muses in alternate themes delight.

ELP1UNSTON.

AMONG the various censures, which the un
avoidable comparison of my performances with

those of my predecessors has produced, there is

none more general than that of uniformity.

Many of my readers remark the want of those

changes of colours, which formerly fed the at

tention with unexhausted novelty, and of that

intermixture of subjects, or alternation of man
ner, by which other writers relieved weariness,
and awakened expectation.

I have, indeed, hitherto avoided the practice
of uniting gay and solemn subjects in the same

paper, because it seems absurd for an author to

counteract himself, to press at once with equal
force upon both parts of the intellectual balance,
or give medicines, which, like the double poison
of Dryden, destroy the force of one another. I

have endeavoured sometimes to divert, and
sometimes to elevate ; but have imagined it a
useless attempt to disturb merriment by solem

nity, or interrupt seriousness by drollery. Yet
I shall this day publish two letters of very dif

ferent tendency, which I hope, like tragi-come-

dy, may chance to please even when they are

not critically approved.

TO THE RAMBLER.

DEAR SIR,

THOUGH, as my mamma tells me, I am too

young to talk at the table, I have great pleasure

in listening to tho conversation of learned men,

especially when they discourse of things which
I do not understand

;
and have, therefore, been

of late particularly delighted with many dis

putes about the alteration of the style, which,

they say, is to be made by act of parliament.
One day when my mamma was gone out of

the room, I asked a very great scholar what the

style was ? He told me, he was afraid I should

hardly understand him when he inforihed me,
that it was the stated and established method of

computing time. It was not, indeed, likely

that I should understand him
;
for I never yet

knew time computed in my life, nor can ima

gine why we should be at so much trouble to

count what we cannot keep. He did not tell

me whether we are to count the time past, or

*he time to come
;
but I have considered them

both by myself, arid think it as foolish to count

time that is gone, as money that is spent ;
and

as for the time which is to come, it only seems

farther off by counting ; and, therefore, when

any pleasure is promised me, I always think of

the time as little as I can.

I have since listened very attentively to every
one that talked upon this subject, of \vhom the

greater part seem not to understand it better

than myself; for though they often hint how
much the nation has been mistaken, and rejoice

that we are at last growing wiser than our an

cestors, I have never been able to discover from

them, that any body has died sooner or been

married later for counting time wrong; and,

therefore, I began to fancy that there was a

great bustle Avith little consequence.
At last two friends of my papa, Mr. Cycle

and Mr. Starlight, being, it seems, both ot

high learning, and able to make an almanack,

began to talk about the new style. Sweet Mr.

Starlight I am sure I shall love his name aa

long as I live ; for he told Cycle roundly, with

a fierce look, that we should never be right with

out a year of confusion. Dear Mr. Rambler,
did you ever hear any thing so charming? a

whole year of confusion ! When there has been

a rout at mamma's, I have thought one night of

confusion worth a thousand nights of rest ; and

if I can but see a year of confusion, a whole

year, of cards in one room, and dancings in

another, here a feast, and there a masquerade,
and plays, and coaches, and hurries, and mes-

! sages, and milliners, and raps at the door, and
: visits, and frolics, and new fashions, I shall not

|

care what they do with the rest of the time, nor

whether they count it by the old style or the

new ; for I am resolved to break loose from the

nursery in the tumult, and play my part among
the rest ; and it will be strange if I cannot get a

husband and a chariot in the year of confusion.

Cycle, who is neither so young nor so hand
some as Starlight, very gravely maintained, that

i
all the perplexity may be avoided by leaping
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Ver eleven days in the reckoning : and, indeed,

if it should come only to this, I think the new

style is a delightful thing ; for my mamma says

I ^hall go to court when 1 am sixteen, and if

they can but contrive often to leap over eleven

days together, the months of restraint will soon

be at an end. It is strange, that with all the

plots that have been laid against time, they

could never kill it by act of parliament before.

Dear Sir, if you have any vote or interest, get

them but for once to destroy eleven months,

and then I shall be as old as some married

ladies. But this is desired only if you think

they will not comply with Mr. Starlight's

scheme ;
for nothing surely could please me

like a year of confusion, when I shall no longer

be fixed this hour to my pen, and the next to

my needle, or wait at home for the dancing-
master one day, and the next for the music-

master, but run from ball to ball, and from

drum to drum ; and spend all my time without

tasks, and without account, and go out without

telling whither, and come home without regard
to prescribed hours, or family-rules.

I am, Sir,

Your humble Servant,

PROPERANTIA.

MR. RAMBLER,
I WAS seized this morning with an unusual

pensiveness, and finding that books only served

to heighten it, took a ramble into the fields,

in hopes of relief and invigoration from the

keenness of the air and brightness of the sun.

As I wandered wrapt up in thought, my eyes

were struck with the hospital for the reception

of deserted infants, which I surveyed with

pleasure, till, by a natural train of sentiment,

I began to reflect on the fate of the mothers.

For to what shelter can they fly ? Only to the

arms of their betrayer, which perhaps are noAv

no longer open to receive them ;
and then how

quick must be the transition from deluded virtue

to shameless guilt, and from shameless guilt

to hopeless wretchedness !

The anguish that I felt left me no rest till I

had, by your means, addressed myself to the

public on behalf of those forlorn creatures, the

women of the town, whose misery here might

satisfy the most rigorous censor, and whose

participation of our common nature might

surely induce us to endeavour, at least, their

preservation from eternal punishment.
These were all once, if not virtuous, at least

innocent ; and might still have continued blame

less and easy, but for the arts and insinuations

of those whose rank, fortune, or education,

furnished them with means to corrupt or to de

lude them. Let the libertine reflect a moment
on the situation of that woman, who, being for

saken by her betrayer, is reduced to the necessity

of turning prostitute for bread, and judge of the

enormity of his guilt by the evils which it prv

duces.

It cannot be doubted but that numbers follow

this dreadful course of life, with shame, horror,
and regret ; but where can they hope for refuge?
" The ivorld is not their friend, nor the world's

law." Their sighs, and tears, and groans, are

criminal in the eye of their tyrants, the bully
and the bawd, who fatten on their misery, and
threaten them with want or a gaol, if they show
the least design of escaping from their bondage.

" To wipe all tears from off all faces," is a

task too hard for mortals
;
but to alleviate mis

fortunes is often within the most limited

power : yet the opportunities which every day
affords of relieving the most wretched of human

beings are overlooked and neglected, with equal

disregard of policy and goodness.
There are places, indeed, set apart, to which

these unhappy creatures may resort, when the

diseases of incontinence seize upon them
; but

if they obtain a cure, to what are they reduced ?

Either to return with the small remains of

beauty to their former guilt, or perish in the

streets with nakedness and hunger.
How frequently have the gay and thought

less, in their evening frolics, seen a band of

these miserable females, covered with rags,

shivering with cold, and pining with hunger ;

and without either pitying their calamities, or

reflecting upon the cruelty of those who per

haps first seduced them by caresses of fondness,

or magnificence of promises, go on to reduce

others to the same wretchedness by the same

To stop the increase of this deplorable multi

tude, is undoubtedly the first and most pressing
consideration. To prevent evil is the great end

of government, the end for which vigilance and

severity are properly employed. But surely
those whom passion or interest have already de

praved, have some claim to compassion, from

beings equally frail and fallible with themselves.

Nor will they long groan in their present afflic

tions, if none were to refuse them relief, but

those that owe their exemption from the same

distress only to their wisdom and their virtue.

1 am, &c.

AMICUS.
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Sctpere aude,

Incipe. Vivendi recte quiprorugat horam,
Rusticus exyectat dum defluat amnis : at itle

Labitur, et labetur in amne volubilis cevum.

HOJV.

Begin, be bold, and venture to be wise ;

He who defers this work from day to day
Does on a rivei'sbank expecting stay.
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Till the whole stream, which stopp'd him, should be

gane,
That runs, and as it runs, for ever will run on.

COWLKY.

AN ancient poet unreasonably discontented at

the present state of things, which the system of

opinions obliged him to represent in its worst

form, has observed of the earth, "that its greater

part is covered by the uninhabitable ocean ; that

of the rest some is encumbered with naked

mountains, and some lost under barren sands ;

some scorched with unintermitted heat, .and
some petrified with perpetual frost ; so that only
a few regions remain for the production of fruits,

the pasture of cattle, and the accommodation of

man."
The same observation may be transferred to

the time allotted us in our present state. When
we have deducted all that is absorbed in sleep,

all that is inevitably appropriated to the demands
of nature, or irresistibly engrossed by the tyran

ny of custom ; all that passes in regulating the

superficial decorations of life, or is given up in

the reciprocations of civility to the disposal of

others j
all that is torn from us by the violence

of disease, or stolen imperceptibly away by lassi

tude and languor ; we shall find that part of our

duration very small of which we can truly call

ourselves masters, or which we can spend wholly
at our own choice. Many of our hours are lost

in a rotation of petty cares, in a constant recur

rence of the same employments ; many of our

provisions for ease or happiness are always ex

hausted by the present day ; and a great part of

our existence serves no other purpose, than that

of enabling us to enjoy the rest.

Of the few moments which are left in our dis

posal, it may reasonably be expected, that we
should be so frugal, as to let none of them slip

from us without some equivalent : and perhaps
it might be found, that as the earth, however
straitened by rocks and waters, is capable of

producing more than all its inhabitants are able

to consume, our lives, though much contracted

by incidental distraction, would yet afford us a

large space vacant to the exercise of reason and

virtue; that we want not time, but diligence,
for great performances ; and that we squander
much of our allowance, even while we think it

sparing and insufficient.

This natural and necessary comminution of

our lives, perhaps, often makes us insensible of

the negligence with which we suffer them to

elide away. We never consider ourselves as

possessed at once of time sufficient for any great

design, and therefore indulge ourselves in fortui

tous amusements. We think it unnecessary to

take an account of a few supernumerary mo
ments, which, however employed, could have

produced little advantage, and which were ex

posed to a thousand chances of disturbance arid

interruption.

I

It is observable that, either by nature or by ha-

|

bit, our faculties are fitted to images of a certain
' extent, to which we adjust great things by divi-
1

sion, and little things by accumulation. Of ex

tensive surfaces we can only take a survey, a*

the parts succeed one another ; and atoms we
cannot perceive till they are united into mases.

Thus we break the vast periods of time into cen

turies and years; and thus, if we would know
the amount of moments, we must agglomerate
them into days and weeks.

The proverbial oracles of our parsimonious
ancestors have informed us, that the fatal waste

of fortune is by small expenses, by the profusions
of sums too little singly to alarm our caution,

and which we never suffer ourselves to consider

together. Of the same kind is the prodigality
of life ; he that hopes to look back hereafter with
satisfaction upon past years, must learn to know
the present value of single minutes, and endeav

our to let no particle of time fall useless to the

ground.
It is usual for those who are advised to the

attainment of any new qualification, to look up
on themselves as required to change the general
course of their conduct, to dismiss business, and

exclude pleasure, and to devote their days and

nights to a particular attention. But all com
mon degrees of excellence are attainable at a

lower price ; he that should steadily and reso

lutely assign to any science or language those

interstitial vacancies which intervene in the moat
crowded variety of diversion or employment,
would find every day new irradiations of know

ledge, and discover how much more is to be

hoped from frequency and perseverance, than

from violent efforts and sudden desires ; efforts

which are soon remitted when they encounter

difficulty, and desires, which if they are indulged
too often, will shake off the authority of reason,

and range capriciously from one object to

another.

The disposition to defer every important de

sign to a time of leisure, and a state of settled

uniformity, proceeds generally from a false esti

mate of the human powers. If we except those

gigantic and stupendous intelligences who are

said to grasp a system by intuition, and bound

forward from one series ofconclusions to another,

without regular steps through intermediate pro

positions, the most successful students make their

advances in knowledge by short flights, between

each of which the mind may lie at rest. For

every single act of progression a short time

is sufficient ; and it is only necessary, that

whenever that time is afforded, it be well em

ployed.
Few minds will be long confined to severe

laborious meditation ;
and when a successful at

tack on knowledge has been made, the student

recreates himself Avith the contemplation of Ms
conquests, and forbears another incursion, till
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the new-acquired truth has become familiar,

and his curiosity calls upon him for fresh grati

fications. Whether the time of intermission is

spent in company, or in solitude, in necessary

business, or in voluntary levities, the under

standing is equally abstracted from the object of

inquiry ; but perhaps if it be detained by occu

pations less pleasing, it returns again to study
with greater alacrity, than when it is glutted

with ideal pleasures, and surfeited with intem

perance of application. He that will not suffer

himself to be discouraged by fancied impossibil

ities, may sometimes find his abilities invigo

rated by the necessity of exerting them in short

intervals, as the force of a current is increased

by the contraction of its channel.

From some cause like this it has probably

proceeded, that among those who have contri

buted to the advancement of learning, many
have risen to eminence in opposition to all the

obstacles which external circumstances could

place in their way, amidst the tumult of busi

ness, the distresses of poverty, or the dissipa
tions of a wandering and unsettled state. A
great part of the life of Erasmus was one con

tinual peregrination ; ill supplied with the gifts

of fortune, and led from city to city, and from

kingdom to kingdom, by the hopes of patrons
and preferment, hopes which always flattered

and always deceived him ; he yet found means,

by unshaken constancy, and a vigilant improve
ment of those hours, which, in the midst of the

most restless activity, will remain unengaged,
to write more than another in the same condi

tion would have hoped to read. Compelled by
want to attendance and solicitation, and so much
versed in common life, that he has transmitted

to us the most perfect delineation of the man
ners of his age, he joined to his knowledge of

the world, such application to books, that he
will stand for ever" in the first rank of literary
heroes. How this proficiency was obtained he

sufficiently discovers, by informing us, that the
" Praise of Folly," one of his most celebrated

performances, was composed byhim on his road

to Italy; ne totum illud tempus quo equo fu.it in-

jidendum, illiteratisfabulis tereretur, lest the hours

which he was obliged to spend on horseback

should be tattled away without regard to litera

ture.

An Italian philosopher expressed in his motto,

that time was his estate; an estate, indeed, which
will produce nothing without cultivation, but

will always abundantly repay the labours of in

dustry, and satisfy the most extensive desires,

if no part of it be suffered to lie waste by negli

gence, to be overrun with noxious plants, or laid

out for show rather than for use.

No. 109.
j TUESDAY, APRILS, 1751.

Gratvm est, quodpatriae chem populoque deiiiiti

Sifads, utpatrice sit idoneus, utilis agris
Utilis et bellorum, et pads rebus agendis.
Plurimum enim intererit quibus artibus, et quibus

hunc tu

Moribus instituas. JUY.

Grateful the gift! a member to the state,

If you that member useful shall create
;

Train'd both to war, and, when the war shall cease,
As fond, as fit t' improve the arts of peace.
For much it boots which way you train your boy,
The hopeful object of your future joy.

ELPHINSTON

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

THOUGH you seem to have taken a view suffi

ciently extensive of the miseries of life, and

have employed much of your speculation on

mournful subjects, you have not yet exhausted

the whole stock of human infelicity. There is

still a species of wretchedness which escapes

your observation, though it might supply you
with many sage remarks, and salutary cautions.

I cannot but imagine the start of attention

awakened by this welcome hint ;
and at this in

stant see the Rambler snuffing his candle, rub

bing his spectacles, stirring his fire, locking out

interruption, and settling himself in his easy

chair, that he may enjoy a new calamity with

out disturbance. For, whether it be that con

tinued sickness or misfortune has acquainted

you only with the bitterness of being ; or that

you imagine none but yourself able to discover

what I suppose has been seen and felt by all the

inhabitants of the world
; whether you intend

your writings as antidotal to the levity and

merriment with which your rivals endeavour

to attract the favour of the public; or fancy that

you have some particular powers of dolorous

declamation, and warble out your groans with un
common elegance or energy ; it is certain that,

whatever be your subject, melancholy for the

most part bursts in upon your speculations,

your gayety is quickly overcast, and, though

your readers may be flattered with hopes of

pleasantry, they are seldom dismissed but with

heavy hearts.

That I may therefore gratify you with ar

imitation of your own syllables of sadness, I wil'

inform you, that I was condemned by some dis

astrous influence to be an only son, born to the

apparent prospect of a large fortune, and allotted

to my parents at that time of life, when satiety

of common diversions allows the mind to in

dulge parental affection with greater intense-

ness. My birth was celebrated by the tenants

with feasts, and dances, and bagpipes : congratu
lations were sent from every family within ten

miles round
;
and my parents discovered in my

first cries such tokens of future virtue and un.
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derstanding, that they declared themselves

determined to devote the remaining part of

life to my happiness and the increase of their

estate.

The abilities of my father and mother were
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without turning up my ruffles, and generally

not perceptibly unequal, and education had

given neither much advantage over the other.

They had both kept good company, rattled in

chariots, glittered in playhouses, and danced at

court, and were both expert in the games that

were in their time called in as auxiliaries

against the intrusion of thought.

When there is such a parity between two

persons associated for life, the dejection which

the husband, if he be not completely stupid,

must always suffer for want of superiority, sinks

him* to submissiveness. My mamma therefore

governed the family without control ;
and ex

cept that my father still retained some authority

in the stables, and now and then, after a super

numerary bottle, broke a looking-glass or China

dish to prove his sovereignty, the whole course

of the year was regulated by her direction, the

servants received from her all their orders, and

the tenants were continued or dismissed at her

discretion.

She therefore thought herself entitled to the

superintendance of her son's education; and

when my father, at the instigation of the par

son, faintly proposed that I should be sent to

school, very positively told him, that she should

not suffer so fine a child to be ruined ; that she

never knew any boys at a grammar-school that

could come into a room without blushing, or

sit at the table without some awkward uneasi

ness ; that they were always putting themselves

into danger by boisterous plays, or vitiating their

behaviour with mean company ; and that, for

her part, she would rather follow me to the

grave, than see me tear my clothes, and hang
down my head, and sneak about with dirty
shoes and blotted fingers, my hair unpowdered,
and my hat uncocked.

My father, who had no other end in his pro

posal than to appear wise and manly, soon ac

quiesced, since I was not to live by my learn

ing ; for indeed he had known very few stu

dents that had not some stiffness in their man
ner. They therefore agreed that a domestic

tutor should be procured, and hired an honest

gentleman of mean conversation and narrow

sentiments, but whom, having passed the com
mon forms of literary education, they implicitly
concluded qualified to teach all that was to be

learned from a scholar. He thought himself

sufficiently exalted by being placed at the same

table with his pupil, and had no other view
than to perpetuate his felicity by the utmost

flexibility of submission to all my mother's

opinions and caprices. He frequently took

away my book, lest I should mope with too

much application, charged me never to write

brushed my coat before he dismissed me into

the parlour.
He had no occasion to complain of too bur

densome an employment ; for my mother very

judiciously considered, that I was not likely to

grow politer in his company, and suffered me
not to pass any more time in his apartment
than my lesson required. When I was sum
moned to my task, she enjoined me not to get

any of my tutor's ways, who was seldom men
tioned before me but for practices to be avoided.

I was every moment admonished not to lean on

my chair, cross my legs, or swing my hands like

my tutor ; and once my mother very seriously

deliberated upon his total dismission, because 1

began, she said, to learn his manner of sticking

on my hat, and had his bend in my shoulders,

and his totter in my gait.

Such, however, was her care, that I escaped
all these depravities ; and when I was only
twelve years old, had rid myself of every ap

pearance of childish diffidence. I was celebrat

ed round the country for the petulance of my
remarks, and the quickness of my replies ; and

many a scholar, five years older than myself,
have I dashed into confusion by the steadiness

of my countenance, silenced by my readiness of

repartee, and tortured with envy by the address

with which I picked up a fan, presented a snuff

box, or received an empty tea-cup.

At fourteen I was completely skilled in all

the niceties of dress, and I could not only
enumerate all the variety of silks, and distin

guish the product of a French loom, but dart

my eye through a numerous company, and ob

serve every deviation from the reigning mode.

I was universally skilful in all the changes of

expensive finery ; but as every one, they say, has

something to which he is particularly born,

was eminently knowing in Brussels lace.

The next year saw me advanced to the trust

and power of adjusting the ceremonial of an

assembly. All received their partners from my
hand, and to me every stranger applied for in

troduction. My heart now 'disdained the in

structions of a tutor, who was rewarded with a

small annuity for life, and left me qualified, in

my own opinion, to govern myself.

In a short time I came to London, and as my
father was well known among the higher classes

of life, soon obtained admission to the most splen

did assemblies and most crowded card-tables.

Here I found myself universally caressed and

applauded : the ladies praised the fancy of my
clothes, the beauty of my form, and the softness

of my voice ; endeavoured in every place to force

themselves to my notice ; and invited by a thou

sand oblique solicitations, my attendance to the

playhouse, and my salutations in the park. 1

was now happy to the utmost extent of my con

ception ;
I passed every morning in dress, every
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afternoon in visits, and every night in some select

assemoiies, Avhere neither care nor knowledge
were suffered to molest us.

After a few years, however, these delights be

came familiar, and I had leisure to look round

me with more attention. I then found thatmy
flatterers had very little power to relieve the

languor of satiety, or recreate weariness, by va

ried amusement ; and therefore endeavoured to

enlarge the sphere of my pleasures, and to try

what satisfaction might be found in the society

of men. I will not deny the mortification with

which I perceived, that every man whose name
I had heard mentioned with respect, received

me with a kind of tenderness, nearly bordering
j

on compassion ;
and that those whose reputation

was not well established, thought it necessary to
|

justify their understandings, by treating me with

contempt. One of these witlings elevated his

crest, by asking me in a full coffee-house the

price of patches ;
and another whispered that he

wondered why Miss Frisk did not keep me that

afternoon to watch her squirrel.

When I found myself thus hunted from all

masculine conversation by those who were them

selves barely admitted, I returned to the ladies,

and resolved to dedicate my life to their service

and their pleasure. But 1 find that I have now
lost my charms. Of those with whom I enter

ed the gay world, some are married, some have

retired, and some have so much changed their

opinion, that they scarcely pay any regard to my
civilities, if there is any other man in the place.

The new flight of beauties to whom I have made

my addresses, suffer me to pay the treat, and

then titter with boys. So that I now find my
self welcome only to a few grave ladies, who

unacquainted with all that gives either use or

dignity to life, are content to pass their hours

between their bed and their cards, without es

teem from the old, or reverence from the young.
I cannot but think, Mr. Rambler, that I have

reason to complain ;
for surely the females ought

to pay some regard to the age ofhim whose youth
was passed in endeavours to please them. They
that encourage folly in the boy, have no right to

punish it in the man. Yet I find that, though
they lavish their first fondness upon pertness
and gayety, they soon transfer their regard to

other qualities, and ungratefully abandon their

adorers to dream out their last years in stupidity
and contempt.

1 am, &c.

FLORENTULUS.
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At nobis vitas dominum qucrrentibus umim
Lux iter est, et clara dies, et gratia simplex.

sequimur, gradimurque Jide, fruimurque
futuris.

Ad qua: non teniitnt pra-senti.t gandia rittr,

J\ ec currant pariter cupta, et capienda toluviat.

PRUDENTIU3,

We through this maze of life one Lord obey ;

Whose light and grace unerring, lead the way.

By hope and faith secure of future bli^s,

Gladly the joys of present life we miss :

For baffled mortals still attempt in vain,

Present and future bliss at once to gain.

F. LEWIS.

THAT to please the Lord and father of the uni

verse, is the supreme interest of created and de

pendent beings, as it is easily proved, has been

universally confessed ; and since all rational

agents are conscious of having neglected or vio

lated the duties prescribed to them, the fear of

being rejected, or punished by God, has always
burdened the human mind. The expiation of

crimes, and renovation of the forfeited hopes of

Divine favour, therefore constitute a large part

of every religion.

The various methods of propitiation and atone

ment which fear and folly have dictated, or arti

fice and interest tolerated in the different parts

of the world, however they may sometimes re

proach or degrade humanity, at least show the

general consent of all ages and nations in their

opinion of the placability of the Divine nature.

That God will forgive, may, indeed, be establish

ed as the first and fundamental truth of religion ;

for, though the knowledge of his existence is the

origin of philosophy, yet, without the belief of

his mercy, it would have little influence upon
our moral conduct. There could be no prospect

of enjoying the protection or regard of him,

whom the least deviation from rectitude made

inexorable for ever ; and every man would na

turally withdraw his thoughts from the contem

plation of a Creator, whom he must consider as

a governor too pure to be pleased, and too severe

to be pacified ;
as an enemy infinitely wise, and

infinitely powerful, whom he could neither de

ceive, escape, nor resist.

Where there is no hope, there can be no en

deavour. A constant and unfailing obedience is

above the reach of terrestrial diligence ; and

therefore the progress of life could only have

been the natural descent of negligent despair

from crime to crime, had not the universal per

suasion of forgiveness, to be obtained by proper

means of reconciliation, recalled those to the

paths of virtue whom their passions had solicited

aside ; and animated to new attempts, and firm

er perseverance, those whom difficulty had dis

couraged, or negligence surprised.

In times and regions so disjoined from each

other, that there can scarcely be imagined any

communication of sentiments either by com

merce or tradition, has prevailed a general and

uniform expectation of propitiating God by cor-

poral austerities, of anticipating his vengeance

by voluntary inflictions, and appeasing his j us-
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tice by a speedy and cheerful submission to a less

penalty, when a greater is incurred.

Incorporated minds will always feel some in-
|

clination towards exterior acts and ritual ob-
|

servances. Ideas not represented by sensible !

objects are fleeting, variable, and evanescent.
;

We are not able to judge of the degree of con

viction which, operated at any particular time

upon our own thoughts, but as it is recorded by
some certain and definite effect. He that re

views his life in order to determine the proba

bility of his acceptance with God, if he could

once establish the necessary proportion between

crimes and sufferings, might securely rest upon
his performance of the expiation ; but, while

safety remains the reward only of mental purity,

he is always afraid lest he should decide too

soon in his own favour, lest he should not have
'

felt the pangs of true contrition ; lest he should

mistake satiety for detestation, or imagine that i

his passions are subdued when they are only

deeping.
From this natural and reasonable diffidence

arose, in humble and timorous piety, a disposi-
j

tion to confound penance with repentance, to
i

repose on human determinations, and to receive

from some judicial sentence the stated and re

gular assignment of reconciliatory pain. We
are never willing to be without resource : we
seek in the knowledge of others a succour for :

our own ignorance, and are ready to trust any
that will undertake to direct us when we have

no confidence in ourselves.

This desire to ascertain by some outward

marks the state of the soul, and this willingness j

to calm the conscience by some settled method,

have produced, as they are diversified in their

effects by various tempers and principles, most

of the disquisitions and rules, the doubts and

solutions, that have embarrassed the doctrine of

repentance, and perplexed tender and flexible

minds with innumerable scruples concerning

the necessary measures of sorrow, and adequate

degrees of self-abhorrence ; and these rules, cor

rupted by fraud, or debased by credulity, have,

by the common resiliency of the mind from one

extreme to another, incited others to an open

contempt of all subsidiary ordinances, all pru
dential caution, and the whole discipline of re

gulated piety.

Repentance, however difficult to be practised,

is, if it be explained without superstition, easily

understood. Repentance is the relinquishment of

any practice,from the conviction that it has offended

God. Sorrow, and fear, and anxiety, are pro

perly not parts, but adjuncts of repentance ; yet

they are too closely connected with it to be easi

ly separated ;
for they not only mark its sin

cerity, but promote its efficacy.

No man commits any act of negligence or

obstinacy, by which his safety or happiness in

this world is endangered, without feeling the

pungency of remorse. He who is fully con
vinced that he suffers by his own failure, can

never forbear to trace back his miscarriage to

its first cause, to image to himself a contrary be

haviour, and to form involuntary resolutions

against the like fault, even when he knows tha

he shall never again have the power of commit

ting it. Danger, considered as imminent, na

turally produces such trepidations of impatience
as leave all human means of safety behind them :

he that has once caught an alarm of terror, is

every moment seized with useless anxieties, ad

ding one security to another, trembling with
sudden doubts, and distracted by the perpetual
occurrence of new expedients. If, therefore,

he whose crimes have deprived him of the fa

vour of God, can reflect upon his conduct with
out disturbance, or can at will banish the re

flection; if he who considers himself as sus

pended over the abyss of eternal perdition only

by the thread of life, which must soon part by
its own weakness, and which the wing of every
minute may divide, can cast his eyes round him
without shuddering with horror, or panting
with security ; what can he judge of himself,

but that he is not yet awakened to 'sufficient

conviction, since every loss is more lamented

than the loss of the Divine favour, and every

danger more dreaded than the danger of final

condemnation?

Retirement from the cares and pleasures of

the world has been often recommended as use

ful to repentance. This at least is evidence, that

every one retires, whenever ratiocination and
recollection are required on other occasions ;

and surely the retrospect of life, the disentangle
ment of actions complicated with innumerable

circumstances, and diffused in various relations,

the discovery of the primary movements of the

heart, and the extirpation of lusts and appetites

deeply rooted and widely spread, may be allow

ed to demand some secession from sport and

noise, and business and folly. Some suspension
of common affairs, some pause of temporal pain
and pleasure, is doubtless necessary to him that

deliberates for eternity, who is forming the only

plan in which miscarriage cannot be repaired,

and examining the only question in which mis

take cannot be rectified.

Austerities and mortifications are means by
which the mind is invigorated and roused, by
which the attractions of pleasure are interrupt

ed, and the chains of sensuality are broken. It

is observed by one of the fathers, that he who re

strains himself in the use ofthings laufid, mil never

encroach upon things forbidden. Abstinence, if

nothing more, is, at least, a cautious retreat

from the utmost verge of permission, and con

fers that security which cannot be reasonably

hoped by him that dares always to hover over

the precipice of destruction, or delights to ap

proach the pleasures which he knows it fatal to
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partake. Austerity is the proper antidote to

indulgence ;
the diseases of mind as well as

body are cured hy contraries, and to contraries

we should readily have recourse, if we dreaded

guilt as we dread pain.

The completion and sum of repentance is a

change of life. That sorrow which dictates no

caution, that fear which does not quicken our

escape, that austerity which fails to rectify our

affections, are vain and unavailing. But sor

row and terror must naturally precede reforma

tion ;
for what other cause can produce it ? He,

therefore, that feels himself alarmed by his con

science, anxious for the attainment of a better

state, and afflicted by the memory of his past

faults, may justly conclude, that the great work

of repentance is begun, and hope by retirement

and prayer, the natural and religious means of

strengthening his Conviction, to impress ,upoii

his mind such a '

^ise of the Divine presence,

as may overpowi^ the blandishments of secular

delights, and enable him to advance from one

degree of holiness to another, till death shall set

him free from doubt and contest, misery and

temptation.

What better can we do, than prostrate fall

Before him reverent ;
and there confess

Humbly our faults, and pardon beg, with tears

Watering the ground, and with our sighs the air

Frequenting, sent from hearts contrite, in sign
Of sorrow unfeign'd, and humiliation meek ?

No. 111.] TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1751.
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Disaster always waits on early wit.

IT has been observed by long experience, that

late springs produce the greatest plenty. The

delay of hlooms and fragrance, of verdure and

breezes, is for the most part liberally recom

pensed hy the exuberance and fecundity of the

ensuing seasons; the blossoms which lie con

cealed till the year is advanced, and the sun is

high, escape those chilling blasts, and nocturnal

frosts, which are often fatal to early luxuriance,

prey upon the first smiles of vernal beauty, de

stroy the feeble principles of vegetable life, in

tercept the fruit in the germ, and beat down the

flowers unopened to the ground.
I am afraid there is little hope of persuading

the young and sprightly part of my readers,

upon whom the spring naturally forces my at

tention, to learn, from the great process of na

ture, the difference between diligence and hurry,
between speed and precipitation; to prosecute
their designs with calmness, to watch the con

currence of opportunity, and endeavour to find

the lucky moment which they cannot make.

Youth is the time of enterprise and hope : hav

ing yet no occasion of comparing our force with

any opposing power, we naturally form pre

sumptions in our own favour, and imagine thai

obstruction and impediment will give way be

fore us. The first repulses rather inflame ve.

hemence than teach prudence; a brave and gen
erous mind is long before it suspects its own
weakness, or submits to sap the difficulties

which it expected to subdue by storm. Before

disappointments have enforced the dictates of

philosophy, we believe it in our power to short

en the interval between the first cause and the

last effect ; we laugh at the timorous delays of

plodding industry, and fancy that, by increas

ing the fire, we can at pleasure accelerate the

projection.

At our entrance into the world, when health

and vigour give us fair promises of time suffi

cient for the regular maturation of our schemes,
and a long enjoyment of our acquisitions, we
are eager to seize the present moment ; we pluck

every gratification within our reach, without

suffering it to ripen into perfection, and crowd
all the varieties of delight into a narrow com

pass ; but age seldom fails to change our con

duct ; we grow negligent of time in proportion
as we have less remaining, and suffer the last

part of life to steal from us in languid prepara
tions for future undertakings, or slow ap

proaches to remote advantages, in weak hopes
of some fortuitous occurrence, or drowsy equi

librations of undetermined counsel : whether it

be that the aged, having tasted the pleasures of

man's condition and found them delusive, be

come less anxious for their attainment ; or that

frequent miscarriages have depressed them to

despair, and frozen them to inactivity ; or thai;

death shocks them more as it advances upon
them, and they are afraid to remind themselves

of their decay, or to discover to their own hearts,

that the time of trifling is past.

A perpetual conflict with natural desires

seems to be the lot of our present state. la

youth we require something of the tardiness

and frigidity of age ;
and in age we must labour

to recal the fire and impetuosity of youth ; in

youth we must learn to expect, and in age to

enjoy.

The torment of expectation is, indeed, not

easily to be borne at a time when every idea of

gratification fires the blood, and flashes on the

fancy ; when the heart is vacant to every fresh

form of delight, and has no rival engagements
to withdraw it from the importunities of a new
desire. Yet, since the fear of missing what we
seek, must always be proportionable to the hap

piness exported from possessing it, the passions,

even in this tempestuous state, might be some

what moderated by frequent inculcation of the

mischief of temerity, and the hazard of losing

that which we endeavour to seize before our

time.

He that too early aspires to honours, mus.
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resolve to encounter not only the opposition of

interest, but the malignity of envy. He that is

too eager to be rich, generally endangers his for

tune in wild adventures and uncertain projects ;

and he that hastens too speedily to reputation,

often raises his character by artifices and falla

cies, decks himself in colours which quickly

fade, or in plumes which accident may shake

otf, or competition pluck away.
The danger of early eminence has been extend

ed by some, even to the gifts of nature ;
and an

opinion has been long conceived, that quickness
of invention, accuracy of judgment, or extent of

knowledge, appearing before the usual time, pre

sage a short life. Even those who are less in

clined to form general conclusions, from instan

ces which by their own nature must be rare,

l*ave yet been inclined to prognosticate no suit

able progress from the first sallies of rapid wits ;

but have observed, that after a short effort they
either loiter or faint, and suffer themselves to be

surpassed by the even and regular perseverance
of slower understandings.

it frequently happens that applause abates

diligence. Whoever finds himself to have per-

lonned more than was demanded, will be con

tented to spare the labour of unnecessary per

formances, and sit down to enjoy at ease his

superfluities of honour. He whom success has

made confident of his abilities, quickly claims

toe privilege of negligence, and looks contemptu

ously on the gradual advances of a rival, whom
toe imagines himself able to leave behind when
ever he shall again summon his force to the con

test. But long intervals of pleasure dissipate

attention, and weaken constancy ;
nor is it easy

for him that has sunk from diligence into sloth,

to rouse out of his lethargy, to recollect his no

tions, rekindle his curiosity, and engage with his

lormer ardour in the toils of study.

Even that friendship which intends the re

ward of genius too often tends to obstruct it.

The pleasure of being caressed, distinguished,

and admired, easily seduces the student from

literary solitude. He is ready to follow the call

wnich summons him to hear his own praise, and

wnich, perhaps, at once flatters his appetite with

.;ertaity of pleasures, and his ambition with

Hopes of patronage ; pleasures which he con

ceives inexhaustible, and hopes which he has

not yet learned to distrust.

These evils, indeed, are by no means to be

imputed to nature, or considered as inseparable

from an early display of uncommon abilities.

They may be certainly escaped by prudence and

resolution, and must therefore be recounted ra

ther as consolations to those who are less liber

ally endowed, than as discouragements to such

as are born with uncommon qualities. Beauty
is well known to draw after it the persecutions
of impertinence, to incite the artifices of envy,
and to raise the flames of unlawful love; yet

among the ladies whom prudence or modest;?
have made most eminent, who has ever com

plained of the inconveniences of an amiable

form ? or would have purchased safety by the

loss of charms ?

Neither grace of person, nor vigour of under

standing, are to be regarded otherwise than as

blessings, as means of happiness indulged by the

Supreme Benefactor ;
but the advantages of

either may be lost by too much eagerness to ob

tain them. A thousand beauties in their first

blossom, by an imprudent exposure to the open

world, have suddenly withered at the blast of

infamy ;
and men who might have subjected new

regions to the empire of learning, have been lured

by the praise of their first productions from aca

demical retirement, and wasted their days in vice

and dependance. The virgin who too soon as

pires to celebrity and conquest, perishes by child

ish vanity, ignorant credulity, or guiltless indis

cretion. The genius who catches at laurels and

preferment before his time, mocks the hopes that

he had excited, and loses those years which

might have been most usefully employed, the

years of youth, of spirit, and vivacity.

It is one of the innumerable absurdities of

pride, that we are never more impatient of di

rection, than in that part of life when we need

it most ;
we are in haste to meet enemies whom

we have not strength to overcome, and to under

take tasks which we cannot perform : and as he

that once miscarries does not easily persuade
mankind to favour another attempt, an ineffec

tual struggle for fame is often followed by per

petual obscurity.

No. 112.] SATURDAY, APKIL 13, 1751.

In mea resanas habui disyendia vires,

Et valiil pcenasfortis in ipse mcas. OVID.

Of strength pernicious to myself 1 boast ;

The powers I have were given me to my cost.

F. LEWIS.

V/E are taught by Celsus, that health is best pre

served by avoiding settled habits of life, and

deviating sometimes into slight aberrations from

the laws ofmedicine ; by varying the proportions

of food and exercise, interrupting the succesions

of rest and labour, and mingling hardships with

indulgence. The body, long accustomed to

stated quantities and uniform periods, is disor

dered by the smallest irregularity ; and since we
cannot adjust every day by the balance or baro

meter, it is fit sometimes to depart from rigid

accuracy, that we may be able to comply with

necessary affairs, or strong inclinations. He
that too long observes nice punctualities, con

demns himself to voluntary imbecility, and wiU
not long escape the miseries of disease.

The same laxity of regimen is equally neces

sary to intellectual health, and to a perpetual

N
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susceptibility of occasional pleasure. Long con-

linement to the same company, which perhaps
similitude of taste brought first together, quickly

contracts his faculties, and makes a thousand

things offensive that are in themselves indiffer

ent ; a man accustomed to hear only the echo

of his own sentiments, soon bars all the com-
j

mon avenues of delight, and has no part in the
j

general gratification of mankind.

In things which are not immediately subject i

to religious or moral consideration, it is danger
ous to be too long or too rigidly in the right. |

Sensibility may by an incessant attention to
j

elegance and propriety, be quickened to a ten-

derness inconsistent with the condition of hu-
j

manity, irritable by the smallest asperity^ and I

vulnerable by the gentlest touch. He that
|

pleases himself too much with minute exact

ness, and submits to endure nothing in accom

modations, attendance, or address, below the

point of perfection, will, whenever he enters the

crowd of life, l>e harassed with innumerable

distresses, from which those who have not in

the same manner increased their sensations

nnd no disturbance. His exotic softness will

shrink at the coarseness of vulgar felicity, like

a plant transplanted to northern nurseries, from

the dews and sunshine of the tropical regions.

There will always be a wide interval be

tween practical and ideal excellence ; and there-

foie, if we allow not ourselves to be satisfied

while we can perceive any error or defect, we
must refer our hopes of ease to some other

period of existence. It is well known, that

exposed to a microscope, the smoothest polish of

the most solid bodies discovers cavities and pro
minences ; and that the softest bloom of roseate

virginity repels the eye with excrescences and

discolourations. The perceptions as well as

the senses may be improved to our own disquiet,

and we may, by diligent cultivation of the

powers of dislike, raise in time an artificial

fastidiousness, which shall fill the imagination
with phantoms of turpitude, show us the naked

skeleton of every delight, and present us only

with the pains of pleasure, and the deformities

of beauty.

Peevishness, indeed, would perhaps very little

disturb the peace of mankind, were it always
the consequence of superfluous delicacy : for it

is the privilege only of deep reflection or lively

fancy, to destroy happiness by art and refine

ment. But by continual indulgence of a parti

cular humour, or by long enjoyment of undis

puted superiority, the dull and thoughtless may
likewise acquire the power of tormenting them

selves and others, and become sufficiently ridi-

i-alous or hateful to those who are within sight

ol* their conduct, or reach of their influence.

They that have grown old in a single state

we generally found to be morose, fretful and

captious ; tenacious of their own practices and

maxims
;
soon offended by contradiction or neg_

ligence ;
arid impatient of any association, but

with those that will watch their nod, and sub

mit themselves to unlimited authority. Sucb

is the effect of having lived without the neces

sity of consulting any inclination but their

own.

The irrascibility of this class of tyrants is gen

erally exerted upon petty provocations, such as

are incident to understandings not far extended

beyond the instincts of animal life
; but, unhap

pily, he that fixes his attention on things always
before him, will never have kng cessation o(

anger. There are many veterans of luxury

upon whom every noon brings a paroxysm of

violence, fury, and execration; they never sit

down to their dinner without finding the meat

so injudiciously bought, or so unskilfully

dressed, such blunders in the seasoning, or such

improprieties in the sauce, as can scarcely be

expiated Avithout blood; and in the transports

of resentment, make very little distinction be-

tween guilt and innocence, but let fly their

menaces, or growl out their discontent, upon
all Avhom fortune exposes to the storm.

It is not easy to imagine a more unhappy
condition than that of dependance on a peevish

man. In every other state of inferiority the

certainty of pleasing is perpetually increased by

a fuller knowledge of our duty; and kindness

and confidence are strengthened by every new
act of trust, and proof of fidelity. But peevish

ness sacrifices to a momentary offence the obse~

quiousness or usefulness of half a life, and,

as more is performed, increases her exac

tions.

Chrysalus gained a fortune by trade, and re

tired into the country; and, having a brother

burdened by the number of his children, adopted

one of his sons. The boy was dismissed with

many prudent admonitions; informed of his

father's inability to maintain him in his native

rank; cautioned against all opposition to the

opinions or precepts of his uncle
;
and animated

to perseverance by the hopes of supporting the

honour of the family, and overtopping his elder

brother. He had a natural ductility of mind,

without much warmth of affection, or elevation

of sentiment; and therefore readily complied

with every variety of caprice ; patiently endured

contradictory reproofs ;
heard false accusations

without pain, and opprobrious reproaches with

out reply ; laughed obstreperously at the nine

tieth repetition of a joke ;
asked questions about

the universal decay of trade; admired the

strength of those heads by which the price of

stocks is changed and adjusted; and behaved

with such prudence and circumspection, that

after six years the will was made, and J uven-

culus was declared heir. But unhappily, a

month afterwards, retiring at night from his

uncle's chamber, he left the door open behiwd
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him : the old man tore his will, and being then

perceptibly declining, for want of time to delib

erate, left his money to a trading company.
When female minds are embittered by age or

solitude, their malignity is generally exerted in

a rigorous and spiteful superintendence of do

mestic trifles. Eriphile has employed her elo

quence for twenty years upon the degeneracy of

servants, the nastiness of her house, the ruin of
|

her furniture, the difficulty of preserving tap

estry from the moths and the carelessness of the

sluts whom she employs in brushing it. It is

her business every morning to visit all the

rooms, in hopes of finding a chair without its

cover, a window shut or open contrary to her

orders, a spot on the hearth, or a feather on the

floor, that the rest of the day may be justifiably

spent in taunts of contempt and vociferations of

anger. She lives for no other purpose but to

preserve the neatness of a house and gardens,

and feels neither inclination to pleasure, nor as-
!

piration after virtue, while she is engrossed by
!

ihe great employment of keeping gravel from

ifrass and wainscoat from dust. Of three ami

able nieces she has declared herself an irrecon-

cileable enemy to one, because she broke off a

tulip with her hoop ;
to another, because she spilt

her coffee on a Turkey carpet ;
and to the third,

because she let a wet dog run into the parlour.

She has broken off her intercourse of visits, be

cause company makes a house dirty ; and re

solves to confine herself more to her own af- ,

fairs, and to live no longer in mire by foolish

lenity.

Peevishness is generally the vice of narrow

minds, and except when it is the effect of an

guish and disease, by which the resolution is

broken, and the mind made too feeble to bear

the lightest addition to its miseries, proceeds j

from an unreasonable persuasion of the import-
j

ance of trifles. The proper remedy against it is,

to consider the dignity of human nature, and

the folly of suffering perturbation and uneasi

ness from causes unworthy of our notice.

He that resigns his peace to little casualties,

and suffers the course of his life to be interrupt
ed by fortuitous inadvertencies, or offences, de-

j

livers up himself to the direction of the wind,
and loses all that constancy and equanimity >

which constitute the chief praise of a wise man.
j

The province of prudence lies between the
\

greatest things and the least : some surpass our

power by their magnitude, and some escape our

notice by their number and their frequency. But
ihe indispensable business of life will afford suf

ficient exercise to every understanding ; and
;

such is the limitation of the human powers, that

by attention to trifles, we must let things of im

portance pass unobserved : when we examine a

mite with a glass, we see nothing but a mite.
(

That it is every man's interest to be pleased,

win need little pi-oof: that it is his interest to

please others, experience will inform him. It

is therefore not less necessary to happiness than

to virtue, that he rid his mind of passions whicii

make him uneasy to himself, and hateful to the

world, which enchain his intellects, and obstruct

his improvement.

No. 113.] TUESDAY, APRIL 16, 1751.

Uxorem, Posthume, duds ?

Die qua Tisiphone, quibus exagitare colubris }

A sober man like thee to change his life

What fury would possess thee with a wife?

DRYDEN.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

I KNOW not whether it is always a proof of in

nocence to treat censure with contempt. We
owe so much reverence to the wisdom of man
kind, as justly to wish, that our own opinion of

our merit may be ratified by the concurrence of

others' suffrages ;
and since guilt and infamy

must have the same effect upon intelligences

unable to pierce beyond external appearance,
and influenced often rather by example than

precept, we are obliged to refute a false charge,

lest we should countenance the crime which we
have never committed. To turn away from an

accusation with supercilious silence, is equally

in the power of him that is hardened by villany,

and inspirited by innocence. The wall of brass

which Horace erects upon a clear conscience,

may be sometimes raised by impudence or power ;

and we should always wish to preserve the dig

nity of virtue by adorning her with graceo

which wickedness cannot assume.

For this reason I have determined no longer
to endure, with either patient or sullen resig

nation, a reproach, which is, at least in my
opinion, unjust; but will lay my case honestly

before you, that you or your readers may at

length decide it.

Whether you will be able to preserve your
boasted impartiality, when you hear, that I am
considered as an* adversary by half the female

world, you may surely pardon me for doubting,

notwithstanding the veneration to which you

may imagine yourself entitled by your age, your

learning, your abstraction, or your virtue.

Beauty, Mr. Rambler, has often overpowered
the resolutions of the firm, and the reasonings

of the wise, roused the old to sensibility, arid

subdued the rigorous to softness.

1 am one of those unhappy beings, who have

been marked out as husbands for many different

women, and deliberated a hundred times on the

bmiK of matrimony. I have discussed all the

nuptial preliminaries so often, that I can repeat
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the forms in which jointures are settled, pin-

]

money secured, and provisions for younger chil

dren ascertained ;
hut am at last doomed hy

general consent to everlasting solitude, and ex

cluded hy an irreversible decree from all hopes
of connubial felicity. I am pointed out hy every
mother as a man whose visits cannot be admit

ted without reproach ; who raises hopes only to

embitter disappointment, and makes offers only

to seduce girls into a waste of that part of life in

which they might gain advantageous matches,

and become mistresses and mothers.

I hope you will think, that some part of this

penal severity may justly be remitted, when I

inform you, that I never yet professed love to a

woman without sincere intentions of marriage ;

that I have never continued an appearance of

intimacy from the hour that my inclination

changed, but to preserve her whom I was leaving

from the shock of abruptness, or the ignominy
of contempt ; that I always endeavoured to give

the ladies an opportunity of seeming to discard

me; and that I never forsook a mistress for

larger fortune, or brighter beauty, but because J

discovered some irregularity in her conduct, or

some depravity in her mind; not because I was
charmed by another, but because I was offended

by herself.

1 was very early tired of that succession of

amusements by which the thoughts of most

young men are dissipated, and had not long glit

tered in the splendour of an ample patrimony
before I wished for the calm of domestic happi
ness. Youth is naturally delighted with spright-
liness and ardour, and therefore I breathed out

the sighs of my first affection at the feet of the

gay, the sparkling, the vivacious Ferocula. 1

fancied to myself a perpetual source of happiness
in wit never exhausted, and spirit never depres
sed ; looked with veneration on her readiness of

expedients, contempt of difficulty, assurance of

address, and promptitude of reply ; considered

her as exempt by some prerogative of nature

from the weakness and timidity of female minds ;

and congratulated myself upon a companion su

perior to all common troubles and embarrass

ments. I was, indeed, somewhat disturbed by
the unshaken perseverance with which she en-

j

forced her demands of an unreasonable settle-
j

ment ; yet I should have consented to pass my j

life in union with her, had not my curiosity led me
to a crowd gathered in the street, where I found

Ferocula, in the presence of hundreds, disputing

for sixpence with a chairman. I saw her in so

little need of assistance, that it was no breach of

the laws of chivalry to forbear interposition, and

I spared myself the shame of owning her ac

quaintance. I forgot some point of ceremony at ,

our next interview, and soon provoked her to
\

forbid me her presence.

My next attempt was upon a lady of great
eminence for learning and philosophy. I had

frequently observed the barrenness and unifor

mity of connubial conversation, and therefore

thought highly of my own prudence and dis

cernment, when I selected from a multitude of

wealthy beauties, the deep-read Misothea, who
declared herself the inexorable enemy ofignorant

pertness and puerile levity ;
and scarcely con

descended to make tea, but for the linguist, the

geometrician, the astronomer, or the poet. The

queen of the Amazons was only to be gained by
the hero who could conquer her in single com
bat ; and Misothea's heart was only to bless the

scholar who could overpower her by disputation.

Amidst the fondest transports of courtship she

could call for a definition of terms, and treated

every argument with contempt that could not

be reduced to regular syllogism. You may
easily imagine, that I wished this courtship at

an end ; hut when I desired her to shorten my
torments, and fix the day of my felicity, we
we were led into a long conversation, in which
Misothea endeavoured to demonstrate the folly

of attributing choice and self-direction to any
human being. Jt was not difficult to discover

the danger of committing myself for ever to the

arms of one who might at any time mistake the

dictates of passion, or the calls of appetite, for

the decree of fate ; or consider cuckoldom as ne

cessary to the general system, as a link to the

everlasting chain of successive causes. I there

fore told her, that destiny had ordained us to

part, and that nothing should have torn me from
her but the talons of necessity.

I then solicited the regard of the calm, the

prudent, the economical Sophronia, a lady who
considered wit as dangerous, and learning as su

perfluous, and thought that the woman who
kept her house clean, and her accounts exact,

took receipts for every payment, and could find

them at a sudden call, inquired nicely after the

condition of the tenants, read the price ofstocks

once a-week, and purchased every thing at the

best market, could want no accomplishments

necessary to the happiness of a wise man. She

discoursed with great solemnity on the care and

vigilance which the superintendence of a family
demands

; observed how many were ruined by
confidence in servants ; and told me that she never

expected honesty but from a strong chest, and

that the best storekeeper was the mistress's eye.

Many such oracles of generosity she uttered, and

made every day new improvements in her

schemes for the regulation of her servants, and

the distribution of her time. 1 was convinced,

that, whatever I might suffer from Sophronio, I

should escape poverty ;
and we therefore pro

ceeded to adjust the settlements according to her

own ride,fair and softly.
But one morning her

maid came to me in tears to intreat my inter

est for a reconciliation to her mistress, who had

turned her out at night for breaking six teeth

in a tortoise-shell comb : she had attended hex
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lady from a distant province, and having not

lived long enough to save much money, was

destitute among strangers, and, though of a

good family, in danger of perishing in the

streets, or of being compelled by hunger to pro
stitution. I made no scruple of promising to

restore her; but upon my first application to

Sophronia, was answered with an air which
called for approbation, that if she neglected her

own affairs, I might suspect her of neglecting

mine; that the comb stood her in three half-

crowns; that no servant should wrong her

twice ; and that indeed she took the first oppor

tunity of parting with Phillida, because, though
she was honest, her constitution was bad, and
she thought her very likely to fall-sick. Of
our conference I need not tell you the effect ; it

surely may be forgiven me, if on this occasion

I forgot the decency of common forms.

From two more ladies I was disengaged by

finding that they entertained my rivals at the

same time, and determined their choice by the

liberality of our sentiments. Another I thought

myself justified in forsaking, because she gave

my attorney a bribe to favour her in the bar-

pain ; another because I could never soften her to

tenderness, till she heard that most of my fami

ly had died young ; and another, because, to in

crease her fortune by expectations, she repre
sented her sister as languishing and consump
tive.

1 shall in another letter give the remaining

part of my history of courtship. I presume
tnat I should hitherto have injured the majesty
of female virtue, had I not hoped to transfer nay
Bisection to higher merit.

I am, &c.

HYMENJEUS.

No, 114.] SATURDAY, APRIL 20, 1751.

-Audi,.
Nulla unquam de morte hominis cunctatio lotiga est.

4UY.

When man's life is in debate,
The judge can. ne'er too long deliberate.

DKYDEN.

POWER and superiority are so flattering and de

lightful, that, fraught with temptation and ex

posed to danger as they are, scarcely any virtue

is so cautious, or any prudence so timorous, as

to decline them. Even those that have most
reverence for the laws of right, are pleased with

showing that not fear, but choice, regulates their

behaviour J and would be thought to comply,
rather than obey. We love to overlook the

boundaries which we do not wish to pass ; and,
as the Roman satirist remarks, he that has no

design to take the life of another, is yet glad to

have it in Ms hands.

From the same principle, tending yet more to

degeneracy and corruption, proceeds the desira

of investing lawful authority with terror, and

governing by force rather than persuasion.
Pride is unwilling to believe the necessity of

assigning any other reason than her own will
;

and would rather maintain the most equitable
claims by violence and penalties, than descend
from the dignity of command to dispute and ex

postulation.

It may, I think, be suspected, that this politi
cal arrogance has sometimes found its way into

legislative assemblies, and mingled with delib

erations upon property and life. A slight per
usal of the laws by which the measures of vin
dictive and coercive justice are established, will

discover so many disproportions between crimes
and punishments, such capricious distinctions

of guilt, and such confusion of remissness and

severity, as can scarcely be believed to have been

produced by public wisdom, sincerely and calm

ly studious of public happiness.
The learned, the judicious, the pious Boer-

haave relates, that he never saw a criminal drag

ged to execution without asking himself,
" Who

knows whether this man is not less culpable
than me ?" On the days when the prison* of

this city are emptied into the grave, let every
spectator of the dreadful procession put the

same question to his own heart. Few among'
those Avho crowd in thousands to the legal mas
sacre, and look with carelessness, perhaps with

triumph, on the utmost exacerbations of human
misery, would then be able to return without
horror and dejection. For, who can congratu
late himself upon a life passed without some act

more mischievous to the peace or prosperity of

others, than the theft of a piece of money ?

It has been always the practice, when any
particular species of robbery becomes prevalent
and common, to endeavour its suppression liy

capital denunciations. Thus, one generation of

malefactors is commonly cut off, and their suc

cessors are frightened into new expedients ; the

art of thievery is augmented with greater varie

ty of fraud, and subtilized to higher degrees of

dexterity, and more occult methods of convey
ance. The law then renews the pursuit in the

heat of anger, and overtakes the offender again
with death. By this practice, capital inflictions

are multiplied, and crimes, very different in

their degrees of enormity, are equally subjected
to the severest punishment that man has the

power of exercising upon man.

The lawgiver is undoubtedly allowed to esti

mate the malignity of an offence, not merely 07
the loss or pain which single acts may produce,
but by the general alarm and anxiety arising
from the fear of mischief, and insecurity of pos
session : he therefore exercises the right which
societies are supposed to have over the lives of

those that compose them, not simply to punish
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a transgression, but to maintain order, and pre-
'

serve quiet ;
he enforces those laws with seve

rity that are most in danger of violation, as the
,

commander of a garrison doubles the guard on

that side which is threatened by the enemy.
This method has been long tried, but tried

with so little success, that rapine and violence

are hourly increasing, yet few seem willing to

despair of its efficacy, and of those who employ
their speculations upon the present corruption

|

of the people, some propose the introduction of

more horrid, lingering, and terrific punishments ;

some are inclined to accelerate the executions
;

some to discourage pardon; and all seem to

think that lenity has given confidence to wick- I

edness, and that we can only be rescued from
j

the talons of robbery by inflexible rigour, and

sanguinary justice.

Yet since the right of setting an uncertain

and arbitrary value upon life has been disputed,

and since experience of past times gives us little

reason to hope that any reformation will be ef-
!

fccted by a periodical havoc of our fellow- I

beings, perhaps it will not be useless to consider
|

what consequences might arise from relaxations

ot the law, and a more rational and equitable

adaptation of penalties to offences.

Death is, as one of the ancients observ?s, -rorSv

oo*i*v t?etsTx.Tov, of dreadful things the. most dread- I

ful ; an evil beyond which nothing can be

threatened by sublunary power, or feared !

from human enmity or vengeance. This terror

should, therefore, be reserved as the last resort

ot" authority, as the strongest and most operative
of prohibitory sanctions, and placed before the

j

treasure of life, to guard from invasion what

cannot be restored. To equal robbery with i

murder is to reduce murder to robbery, to con-
j

found in common minds the gradations of ini-
j

quity, and incite the commission of a greater'
crime to prevent the detection of a less. If only I

murder were punished with death, very few

robbers would stain their hands with blood
;

but when by the last act of cruelty, no new

danger is incurred, and greater security may be :

obtained, upon what principle shall we bid them
forbear ?

It may be urged, that the sentence is often

mitigated to simple robbery ; but surely this is

to confess fhat our laws are unreasonable in our
j

own opinion ; and, indeed, it may be observed,

that all but murderers have, at their last hour,

the common sensations of mankind pleading in

their favour. From this conviction of the ine

quality of the punishment to the offence, pro
ceeds the frequent solicitation of pardons. They |

wno would rejoice at the correction of a thief, :

are yet shocked at the thought of destroying
him. His crime shrinks to nothing, compared
with his misery; and severity defeats itself by
exciting pity.

The gibbet, indeed, certainly, disables those

who die upon it from infesting the community ;

but their death seems not to contribute mors v

the reformation of their associates, than any
other method of separation. A thief seldom

pusses much of his time in recollection or anti

cipation, but from robbery hastens to riot, and
from riot to robbery ; nor, when the grave
closes upon his companion, has any other care

than to find another.

The frequency of capital punishments, there

fore, rarely hinders the commission of a crime,

but naturally and commonly prevents its detec

tion, and is, if we proceed only upon prudential

principles, chiefly for that reason to be avoided.

Whatever may be urged by casuists or politi

cians, the greater part of mankind, as they cau

never think that to pick the pocket and to pierce

the heart is equally criminal, will scarcely be

lieve that two malefactors so different in guilt

can be j ustly doomed to the same punishment ;

nor is the necessity ot submitting the conscience

to human laws so plainly evinced, so cieariy

stated, or so generally allowed, but that tne

pious, the tender, and the just, will always

scruple to concur with the community in

an act which their private judgment cannot

approve.
He who knows not how often rigorous laws

produce total impunity, and how many crimes

are concealed and forgotten for fear of hurrying
the offender to that state in which there is no

repentance, has comrersed very little "with man
kind. And whatever epithets of reproach or

contempt this compassion may incur from thos>

who confound cruelty with firmness, I knew
not whether any wise man Would wish it l"ss

powerful, or less extensive.

If those whom the wisdom of our laws hixs

condemned to die, had been detected in their

rudiments of robbery, they might, by proper

discipline and useful labour, have been, disea-

tangled from their habits, they might hafe

escaped all the temptations to subsequent crimes,

and passed their days in reparation and peni

tence, and detected they might all have been,

had the prosecutors been certain that their lives

would have been spared. 1 believe, every thief

will confess, that he has been more than once

seized and dismissed ; and that he has some

times ventured upon capital crimes, because he

knew, that those whom he injured would

rather connive at his escape, than cloud their

minds with the horrors of his death.

All laws against wickedness are ineffectual,

unless some will inform, and some will prose

cute
;

but till we mitigate the penalties for

mere violations of property, information will

always be hated, and prosecution dreaded. The
heart of a good man cannot but recoil at f 3

thought of punishing a slight injury with death;

especially when he remembers, that the thief

might have procured safety by another crime,
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from which he was restrained only by his re

maining virtue.

The obligations to assist the exercise of public

justice are indeed strong; but they will certainly

be overpowered by tenderness for life. What is

punished with severity contrary to our ideas of

adequate retribution, will be seldom discovered
;

and multitudes will be suffered to advance from

crime to crime, till they deserve death, because,

if they had been sooner prosecuted, they would

have suffered death before they deserved it.

This scheme of invigorating the laws by re

laxation, and extirpating wickedness by lenity,

is so remote from common practice, that I might

reasonably fear to expose it to the public, could

it be supported only by my own observations .

I shall, therefore, by ascribing it to its author,

Sir Thomas More, endeavour to procure it that

attention, which I wish always paid to pru

dence, to justice, and to mercy.

No. 115.] TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 1751.

um purva quidem, sed non toleranda maritls.

j u v .

Some faults though small, intolerable grow.
URYOEN.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

I SIT down, in pursuance ofmy late engagement,
to recount the remaining part of the adventures

that befel me in my long quest of conjugal felici

ty, which, though I have not yet been so happy
as to obtain it, I have at least endeavoured to

deserve by unwearied diligence, without suffer

ing from repeated disappointments any abate

ment of my hope, or repression of my activity.

You must have observed in the world a spe
cies of mortals who employ themselves in pro

moting matrimony, and without any visible

motive of interest or vanity, without any dis

coverable impulse of malice or benevolence,

without any reason but that they want objects

of attention and topics of conversation, are in

cessantly busy in procuring wives and husbands.

They fill the ears of every single man and wo
man with some convenient match ; and when

they are informed of your age and fortune, offer

a partner for life, with the same readiness, and

the same indifference, as a salesman, when he

has taken measure by his eye, fits his customer

with a coat.

it might be expected that they should soon be

discouraged from this officious interposition by
resentment or contempt; and that every man
should determine the choice on which so much
ef his happiness must, depend, by his own judg
ment and observation ; yet it happens, that as

these proposals are generally made with a show
of kindness they seldom provoke anger, but are at

worst heard with patience, and forgotten. They
influence weak minds to approbation ; for many
are sure to find in a new acquaintance, whatever

qualities report has taught them to expect ;
and

in more powerful and active understandings

they excite curiosity, and sometimes by a lucky
chance, bring persons of similar tempers within

the attraction of each other.

I'was known to possess a fortune, and to want
a wife

;
and therefore was frequently attended

by these Hymeneal solicitors, with whose im

portunity I was sometimes diverted, and some
times perplexed ; for they contended for me a?

vultures for a carcass ; each employing all his

eloquence, and all his artifices, to enforce and

promote his own scheme, from the success of

which he was to receive no other advantage than

the pleasure of defeating others equally eagei
and equally industrious.

An invitation to sup with one of those busy
friends, made me, by a concerted chance, acquain
ted with Camilla, by whom it was expected that

I should be suddenly and irresistibly enslaved.

The lady whom the same kindness had brought
without her own concurrence into the lists of

love, seemed to think me at least worthy of the

honour of captivity ;
and exerted the power,

both of her eyes and wit, with so much art and

spirit, that though I had been too often deceived

by appearances to devote myself irrevocably at

the first interview, yet I could not suppress
some raptures of admiration, and flutters of de

sire. I was easily persuaded to make nearer

approaches; but soon discovered that a union

with Camilla was not much to be wished.

Camilla professed a boundless contempt for the

folly, levity, ignorance, and impertinence of her

own sex ;
and very frequently expressed her

wonder that men of learning or experience could

submit to trifle away life with beings incapable

of solid thought. In mixed companies she always
associated with the men, and declared her satis

faction when the ladies retired. If any short

excursion into the country was proposed, she

commonly insisted upon the exclusion ofwomen
from the party ; because, where they were ad

mitted, the time was wasted in frothy compli

ments, weak indulgences, and idle ceremonies.

To show the greatness of her mind, she avoided

all compliance with the fashion ; and to boast

the profundity of her knowledge, mistook the

various textures of silk, confounded tabbies with

damasks, and sent for ribands by wrong names.

She despised the commerce of stated visits, a

farce of empty form without instruction ; and

congratulated herself, that she never learned to

write message cards. She often applauded the

noble sentiment of Plato, who rejoiced that he

was born a man rather than a woman ; pro
claimed her approbation of Swift's opinion, that

women are only a higher species of monkeys ;

and confessed, that when she considered the be-
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haviour, or heard the conversation of her sex,

she could not but forgive the Turks for suspect

ing them to Avant souls.

It was the joy and pride of Camilla to have

provoked, by this insolence, all the rage of ha

tred, and all the persecutions of calumny ; nor
was she ever more elevated with her own su

periority, than when she talked of female anger
and female cunning. Well, says she, has na
ture provided that such virulence should be dis

abled by folly, and such cruelty be restrained by
impotence.

Camilla doubtless expected, that what she

lost on one side, she should gain on the other ;

and imagined that every male heart would be

open to a lady, who made such generous ad

vances to the borders of virility. But man, un

grateful man, instead of springing forward to

meet her, shrunk back at her approach. She

was persecuted by the ladies as a deserter, and

at best received by the men only as a fugitive.

I, for my part, amused myself a while with her

fopperies, but novelty soon gave way to detes

tation, for nothing out of the common order of

nature can be long borne. I had no inclination

to a wife who had the ruggedness of a man
without his force, and the ignorance of a wo
man without her softness ; nor could I think

my quiet and honour to be entrusted to such

audacious virtue as was hourly courting danger,

and soliciting assault.

My next mistress was Nitella, a lady of gen
tle mien, and soft voice, always speaking to ap

prove, and ready to receive direction from those

with whom chance had brought her into com

pany. In Nitella 1 promised myself an easy

friend, with whom I might loiter away the day
without disturbance or altercation. I there

fore soon resolved to address her, but was dis

couraged from prosecuting my courtship, by ob

serving, that her apartments were superstiti-

ously regular ;
and that, unless she had notice

of my visit, she was never to be seen. There

is a kind of anxious cleanliness which I have

always noted as the characteristic of a slattern
;

it is the superfluous scrupulosity of guilt, dread

ing discovery, and shunning suspicion ; it is the

violence of an effort against habit, which being

impelled by external motives, cannot stop at

the middle point.

Nitella was always tricked out rather with

nicety than elegance ; and seldom could forbear

to discover by her uneasiness and constraint,

that her attention was burdened, and her imag
ination engrossed : I therefore concluded, that

being only occasionally and ambitiously dressed,

she was not familiarized to her own ornaments.

There are so many competitors for the fame of

cleanliness, that it is not hard to gain informa

tion of those that fail, from those that desire to

excel ; I quickly found, that Nitella passed her

time between finery and dirt; and was always

i

in a wrapper, nightcap, and slippers, when site

was not decorated for immediate show.
I was then led by my evil destiny to Charyb-

dis, who never neglected an opportunity of seiz

ing a new prey when it came within her reach.

I thought myself quickly made happy by per
mission to attend her to public places, and pleas
ed my own vanity with imagining the envy
which I should raise in a thousand hearts, by
appearing as the acknowledged favourite oi

Charybdis. She soon after hinted her inten

tion to take a ramble for a fortnight, into a part
of the kingdom which she had never seen. I

solicited the happiness of accompanying her,

which, after a short reluctance, was indulged
me. She had no other curiosity on her jour
ney, than after all possible means of expense ;

and was every moment taking occasion to men
tion some delicacy, which I knew it my duty
upon such notices to procure.

After our return, being now more familiar,

she told me, whenever we met, of some new di

version
;
at night she had notice of a charming

company that would breakfast in the gardens;
and in the morning had been informed of some
new song in the opera, some new dress at the

playhouse, or some performer at a concert whom
she longed to hear. Her intelligence was such,

that there never was a show, to which she did

not summon me on the second day ;
and as she

hated a crowd, and could not go alone, I was

obliged to attend at some intermediate hour, and

pay the price of a whole company. When we
passed the streets, she was often charmed with

some trinket in the toyshops ; and, from moder
ate desires of seals and snuff-boxes, rose, by de

grees, to gold and diamonds. I now began to

find the smile of Charybdis too costly for a

private purse, and added one more to six-and-

f'orty lovers, whose fortune and patience her

rapacity had exhausted.

Imperia then took possession of my affections,

but kept them only for a short time. She had

newly inherited a large fortune, and having

spent the earlier part of her life in the perusal

of romances, brought with her into the gay
world all the pride of Cleopatra ; expected no

thing less than vows, altars, and sacrifices; and

thought her charms dishonoured, and her power

infringed, by the softest opposition to her senti

ments, or the smallest transgression of her com

mands. Time might indeed cure this species (if

pride in a mind not naturally undiscerning, and

vitiated only by false representations ; but the

operations of time are slow ; and I therefore-

left her to grow wise at leisure, or to continue

in error at her own expense.

Thus I have hitherto, in spite of myself, pas

sed my life in frozen celibacy. My friends, in

deed, often tell me, that I flatter my imagina

tion with higher hopes than human nature CRB

gratify ; that I dress up an ide.il charmer In aS
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the radiance of perfection, and then enter the
j

world to look for the same excellence in cor-
j

poreal beauty. But surely, Mr. RAMBLER, it
j

is not madness to hope for some terrestrial lady
unstained with the spots which I have been

describing ;
at least, I am resolved to pursue

my search
;

for I am so far from thinking

meanly of marriage, that I believe it able to af

ford the highest happiness decreed to our pre
sent state ; and if, after all these miscarriages,

I find a woman that fills up my expectation,

you shall hear once more from

Yours, &c.

No. 116.] SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 1751.

Oftat ephippia bos pigcr ; optat arare caballus.

HOR.

Thus the slow ox would gaudy trappings claim ;

The sprightly horse would plough. FRANCIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SlK,

I WAS the second son of a country gentleman by
tae daughter of a wealthy citizen of London.

Ivly father having by his marriage freed the

estate from a heavy mortgage, and paid his sis

ters their portions, thought himself discharged
from all obligation to further thought, and en

titled to spend the rest of his life in rural pleas

ures. He therefore spared nothing that might
contribute to the completion of his felicity ; he

procured the best guns and horses that the king
dom could supply, paid large salaries to his

groom and huntsman, and became the envy of

the country for the discipline of his hounds.

But, above all his other attainments, he was
eminent for a breed of pointers and setting-dogs,

which by long and vigilant cultivation he had

so much improved, that not a partridge or

heathcock could rest in security ; and game of

whatever species, that dared to light upon his

manor, was beaten down by his shot, or covered

with his nets.

My elder brother was very early initiated in

the chace, and, at an age when other boys are

creeping like snails unwillingly to school, he could

wind the horn, beat the bushes, bound over

hedges, and swim rivers. When the hunts

man one day broke his leg, he supplied his place
with equal abilities, and came home with the

ecut in his hat, amidst the acclamations of the

whole village. I being either delicate or tim

orous, less desirous of honour, or less capable of

sylvan heroism, was always the favourite of my
mother

; because I kept my coat clean, and my
complexion free from freckles; and did not

come home, like my brother, mired and tanned,
nor carry corn in my hat to the horse, nor bring

dirty curs into the parlour.

My mother had not b^en taught to amtute

herself with books, and being much inclined to

despise the ignorance and barbarity of the coun

try ladies, disdained to learn their sentiments

or conversation, and had made no addition to

the notions which, she had brought from the

precincts of Cornhill. She was, therefore, al-

Avays recounting the glories of the city ; enum

erating the succession of mayors ; celebrating
the magnificence of the banquets at Guildhall ;

and relating the civilities paid her at the com

panies' feasts by men, of Avhom some are now
made aldermen, some have fined for sheriffs, and
none are Avorth less than forty thousand pounds.
She frequently displayed her father's greatness ;

told of the large bills Avhich he had paid at

sight ;
of the sums for which his word Avould

pass upon the Exchange ; the heaps of gold
which he used on Saturday night to toss about
Avith a shovel ; the extent of his warehouse, and
the strength of his doors ; and when she relax

ed her imagination Avith lower subjects, de

scribed the furniture of their country-house, or

repeated the Avit of the clerks and porters.

By these narratives I Avas fired with the

splendour and dignity of London, and of trao.fi.

I therefore devoted myself to a shop, and Avarm-

ed my imagination from year to year Avith in

quiries about the privileges of a freeman, tiie

pOAver of the common council, the dignity of a

wholesale dealer, and the grandeur of mayor
alty, to which my mother assured ine tnat

many had arriAred Avho began the world AA'itu

less than myself.

I Avas very impatient to enter into a pain,

Avhich led to such honour and felicity ; but Avas

forced for a time to endure some repression ot

my eagerness, for it was my grandfather's max
im, that a young man seldom makes, much monev^

who is out of his time before two-and-twenty. They
thought it necessary, therefore, to keep me at

home till the proper age, without any other em
ployment than that of learning merchants' ac

counts, and the art of regulating books ; but at

length the tedious days elapsed, I was trans

planted to town, and, with great satisfaction to

myself, bound to a haberdasher.

My master, Avho had no conception of any
virtue, merit, or dignity, but that of being

rich, had all the good qualities which natu

rally arise from a close and unwearied atten

tion to the main chance; his desire to gain
Avealth Avas so Avell tempered by the vanity o*

shoAving it, that, Avithout any other principle of

action, he lived in the esteem of the whole com
mercial Avorld; and was always treated with

respect by the only men, whose good opinion he

valued or solicited, those Avho were universal

ly allowed to be richer than himself.

By his instructions I learned in a few weeks

to handle a yard Avith great dexterity, to wind

tape neatly upon the ends of my fingers, and to
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make up parcels with exact frugality of paper !

and packthread ;
and soon caught from my

fellow-apprentices the true grace of a counter-

bow, the careless air with which a small pair

of scales is to be held between the fingers, and

the vigour ami sprightliness with which the

box, after the riband has been cut, is returned

into its place. Having no desire of any higher

employment, and therefore applying all my

powers to the knowledge of my trade, I was

quickly master of all that could be known, be

came a critic in small wares, contrived new

variations of figures, and new mixtures of

colours, and was sometimes consulted by the

weavers, when they projected fashions for the

ensuing spring.

With all these accomplishments, in the fourth

year of my apprenticeship I paid a visit to my
friends in the country, where 1 expected to be

received as a new ornament of the family, and

consulted by the neighbouring gentlemen as a

master of pecuniary knowledge, and by the

ladies as an oracle of the mode. But unhappily,

at the first public table, to which I was invited,

appeared a student of the Temple, and an officer

of the guards, who looked upon me with a

smile of contempt, which destroyed at once all

mv hopes of distinction, so that I durst hardly

raise my eyes for fear of encountering their

superiority of mien. Nor was my courage re

vived bv any opportunities of displaying my
knowledge : for the templar entertained the

company for part of the day with historical

narratives and political observations ; and the

colonel afterwards detailed the adventures of a

birth-night, told the claims and expectations of

the courtiers, and gave an account of assemblies,

irardens, and diversions. I, indeed, essayed to

h'il up a pause in a parliamentary debate with

a taint mention of trade and Spaniards ;
and

once attempted, with some warmth, to correct

a gross mistake about a silver breast-knot ; but

neither of my antagonists seemed to think a re

ply necessary ; they resumed their discourse

without emotion, and again engrossed the atten

tion of the company ;
nor did one of the ladies

appear desirous to know my opinion of her dress,

or to hear how long the carnation shot with

white, that was then new amongst them, had

been antiquated in town.

As I knew that neither of these gentlemen had

more money than myself, I could not discover

what had depressed me in their presence ;
nor

why they were considered by others as more

worthy of attention and respect : and therefore

resolved, when we met again, to rouse my
spirit, and force myself into notice. I wont

very early to the next weekly meeting, and was

entertaining a small circle very successfully with
a minute representation of my lord mayor's
show, when the colonel entered careless and

gay, sat down with a kind of unceremonious

civility, and without appearing to intend any

interruption, drew my audience suvay to ths

other part of the room, to which I had not the

courage to follow them. Soon after came in the

lawyer, not indeed with the same attraction of

mien, but with greater powers of language :

and by one or other the company was so hap

pily amused, that I was neither heard nor seen,

nor was able to give any other proof of my
existence than that I put round the glass,

and was in my turn permitted to name the

toast.

My mother indeed endeavoured to comfort

me in my vexation, by telling me, tnat perhaps
these showy talkers were hardly able to pay

every one his own
;
that he who has money in

his pocket needs not care what any man says of

him
;
that if I minded my trade, the time will

come when lawyers and soldiers would be glad

to borrow out of my purse ;
and that it is fine,

when a man can set his hands to his sides, and

say he is worth forty thousand pounds every

day of the year. These and many more such

consolations and encouragements I received from

my good mother, which, however, did not much

allay my uneasiness
;
for having by some accident

heard, that the country ladies despised her as a

cit, 1 had therefore no longer much reverence tor

her opinions, but considered her as one whose

ignorance and prejudice had hurried me, though
without ill intentions, into a state of meanness

and ignominy, from which I could not find any

possibility of rising to the rank which my an

cestors had always held.

I returned, however, to my master, and

busied myself among thread, and silks, and

laces, but without my former cheerfulness and

alacrity. I had now no longer any felicity in

contemplating the exact disposition of my pow
dered curls, the equal plaits of my ruffles, or the

glossy blackness of my shoes
;
nor heard with

my former elevation those compliments which
ladies sometimes condescended to pay me upon
my readiness in twisting a paper, or counting
out the change. The term of Young Man, with
which I was sometimes honoured, as I carried

a parcel to the door of a coach, tortured my
imagination ; I grew negligent of my person,
and sullen in my temper; often mistook the

demands of the customers, treated their caprices
and objections with contempt, and received and
dismissed them with surly silence.

My master was afraid lest the shop should
suffer by this change of my behaviour; and,

i therefore, after some expostulations, posted me
in the warehouse, and preserved me from the

danger and reproach of desertion, to which my
discontent would certainly have urged me, had
I continued any longer behind the counter.

In the sixth year of my servitude my brother

died of drunken joy, for having run down a fox

;

that had baffled all the parks in the province. I
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was now heir, and with the hearty consent of

my master commenced gentleman. The adven

tures in which my new character engaged me

shall be communicated in another letter, by, Sir,

Yours, &c.

MlSOCAPELUS.
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The gods they challenge, and affect the skies :

Heaved on Olympus, tottering Ossa stood ;

On Oss;i, Pt-lion nods with all his wood. POPE.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

NOTHING has more retarded the advancement of

learning than the disposition of vulgar minds to

ridicule and vilify what they cannot comprehend.
All industry must be excited by hope ;

and as

the student often proposes no other reward to

himself than praise, he is easily discouraged by

contempt and insult. He who brings with him

into a clamorous multitude the timidity of re

cluse speculation, and has never hardened his

front in public life, or accustomed his passions

to the vicissitudes and accidents, the triumphs
and defeats of mixed conversation, will blush at

the stare of petulant incredulity, and suffer him

self to be driven, by a burst of laughter, from

the fortresses of demonstration. The mechanist

will be afraid to assert before hardy contradic

tion, the possibility of tearing down bulwarks

with a silkworm's thread
;
and the astronomer

of relating the rapidity of light, the distance of

the fixed stars, and the height of the lunar

mountains.

If I could by any efforts have shaken off this

cowardice, I had not sheltered myself under a

borrowed name, nor applied to you for the

means of communicating to the public the theory
of a garret ; a subject which, except some slight

and transient strictures, has been hitherto ne

glected by those who \vere best qualified to adorn

it, either for want of leisure to prosecute the va

rious researches in which a nice discussion must

engage them, or because it requires such diversity
of knowledge, and such extent of curiosity, as is

scarcely to be found in any single intellect; or

perhaps others foresaw the tumults which would
be raised against them, and confined their know
ledge to their own breasts, and abandoned pre

judice and folly to the direction of chance.

That the professors of literature generally re

side in the highest stories, has been immemori-

ally observed. The wisdom of the ancients was
well acquainted with the intellectual advantages
of an elevated situation : why else were the

Muses stationed on Olympus, or Parnassus, ly
those who could with equal right have raised

them bowers in the vale of Ternpe, cr erected

their altars among the flexures of Meander?

Why was Jove himself nursed upon a moun
tain ? or why did the goddesses, wheu the prize
of beauty was contested, try the cause upon the

top of Ida? Such were the fictions by which
the great masters of the earlier ages endeavoured

to inculcate to posterity the importance of a gar

ret, which, though they had been long obscured

by the negligence and ignorance of succeeding

times, were well enforced by the celebrated sym
bol of Pythagoras, ie.vtp.Mv movrtuv T-/.V faa -r^/rxuvu

"when the wind blows, worship its echo." This
could not but be understood by his disciples as

an inviolable injunction to live in a garret, which
I have found frequently visited by the echo and
the \vind. Nor was the tradition wholly obli

terated in the age of Augustus, for Tibullus

evidently congratulates himself upon his garret,
not without some allusion to the Pythagorean

precept :

Qitam jurat immltes ventos audlre cubantem

Aut, gelidax hybernus aquas cum fuderit ouster,
Afciirum somnos, imbre juvanle, scqui !

How sweet in sleep to pass the careless hours,
Lull'd by the heating winds and dashing showers.

And it is impossible not to discover the fond

ness of Lucretius, an early writer, for a garret,

in his description of the lofty towers of serene

learning, and of the pleasure with which a wise

man looks down upon the confused and erratic

state of the world moving below him :

Sed nil dulcius est, bene quam munita tenere

Edita doctrina sapientum templa serena ;
'

Despicere unde queas alias, passimque videre

Errare, atque viam palantei.* quarere vitas.

'Tis sweet thy labouring steps to guide
To virtue's heights, with wisdom well supplied,

And all the magazines of learning fortified :

From thence to look below on human kind,

Bewilder'd in the maze of life, and blind.

DRYDEN.

The institution has, indeed, continued to our

own time ;
the garret is still the usual recepta

cle of the philosopher ani poet ; but this, like

many ancient customs, is perpetuated only by
an accidental imitation, without knowledge
of tht original reason for which it was esta

blished:

Causa latet : res est notiysima.

The cause is secret, but th' effect is known.

ADDISON.

Conjectures have, indeed, been advanced con

cerning these habitations of literature, but with

out much satisfaction to the judicious inquires.

Some have imagined, that the garret is gener

ally chosen by the wits as most easily rented ;

and concluded that no man rejoices in his aerial
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abode, but on the days of payment. Others sus

pect that a garret is chiefly convenient, as it is

remoter than any other part of the house from the

outer door, which is often observed to be infest

ed by visitants, who talk incessantly of beer,

or linen, or a coat, and repeat the same sounds

every morning, and sometimes again in the af

ternoon, without any variation, except that they

grow daily more importunate and clamorous,

and raise their voices in time from mournful

murmurs to raging vociferations. This eternal

monotony is always detestable to a man whose

chief pleasure is to enlarge his knowledge, and

vary his ideas. Others talk of freedom from

noise, and abstraction from common business or

amusements ;
and some, yet more visionary,

tell us, that the faculties are enlarged by open

prospects, and that the fancy is more at liberty,

when the eye ranges without confinement.

These conveniences may perhaps all be found

in a well-chosen garret ; but surely they cannot

be supposed sufficiently important to have oper

ated invariably upon different climates, distant

ages, and separate nations. Of a universal

practice, there must still be presumed a uni

versal cause, which, however recondite and ab

struse, may be perhaps reserved to make me il

lustrious by its discovery, and you by its pro

mulgation.
It is universally known that the faculties of

the mind are invigorated or weakened by the

state of the body, and that the body is in a great

measure regulated by the various compressions
of the ambient element. The effects of the air

in the production or cure of corporal maladies
j

have been acknowledged from the time of Hip
pocrates :

- but no man has yet sufficiently con

sidered how far it may influence the operations

of the genius, though every day affords instances

of local understanding, of wits and reasoners,

whose faculties are adapted to some single spot,

and who, when they are removed to any other

place, sink at once into silence and stupidity. I

have discovered, by a long series of observations,

that invention and elocution suffer great im

pediments from dense and impure vapours, and

that the tenuity of a defecated air, at a proper
distance from the surface of the earth, acceler

ates the fancy, and sets at liberty those intellec

tual powers which were before shackled by too

strong attraction, and unable to expand them
selves under the pressure of a gross atmosphere.
I have found dulness to quicken into sentiment

in a thin ether, as water, though not very hot,

boils in a receiver partly exhausted ; and heads,

in appearance empty, have teemed with notions

upon rising ground, as the flaccid sides of a

football would have swelled out into stiffness

and extension.

For this reason I never think myself qualifi

ed to judge decisively of any man's faculties,

whom I have only known in one degree of ele

vation ; but take some opportunity of attending
him from the cellar to the garret, and try upon
him all the various degrees of rarefaction and

condensation, tension and laxity. If he is nei

ther vivacious aloft, nor serious below, I then

consider him as hopeless ;
but as it seldom hap

pens, that I do not find the temper to which the

texture of his brain is fitted, I accommodate
him in time with a tube of mercury, first mark

ing the point most favourable to his intellects,

according to rules which I have long studied,

and which I may, perhaps, reveal to mankind
in a complete treatise of barometrical pneuma-
tology.

Another cause of the gayety and sprightliness

of the dwellers in garrets is probably the in

crease of that vertiginous motion, with which
we are carried round by the diurnal revolution

of the earth. The power of agitation upon the

spirits is well known
; every man has felt his

heart lightened in a rapid vehicle, or on a gal

loping horse ; and nothing is plainer, than that

he who towers to the fifth story, is whirled

through more space by every circumrotation,

than another that grovels upon the ground-floor.
The nations between the tropics are known to

be fiery, inconstant, inventive, and fanciful ;

because, living at the utmost length of the

earth's diameter, they are carried about with

more swiftness than those whom nature has

placed nearer to the poles ; and, therefore, as it

becomes a wise man to struggle with the incon

veniences of his country, whenever celerity and
acuteness are requisite, we must actuate our

languor by taking a few turns round the centre

in a garret.

If you imagine that I ascribe to air and mo
tion effects which they cannot produce, I de

sire you to consult your own memory, and con

sider whether you have never known a man ac

quire reputation in his garret, which, when for

tune or a patron had placed him upon the first

floor, he was unable to maintain; and who
never recovered his former vigour of under

standing, till he was restored to his original
situation. That a garret will make every man
a wit, I am very far from supposing ; I know-

there are some who would continue blockheads

even on the summit of the Andes, or on the

peak of Teneriffe. But let not any man be

considered as unimprovable till this potent re

medy has been tried ; for perhaps he Avas form
ed to be great only in a garret, as the joiner of

Aretseus was rational in no other place but in

his own shop.
1 think a frequent removal to various dis

tances from the centre, so necssary to a just
estimate of intellectual abilities, and conse

quently of so great use in education, that if I

hoped that the public could be persuaded to so

expensive an experiment, I would propose, thai

t.hei R should be a cavern dug, and a tower erect-
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fed, like those which Bacon describes in Solo

mon's house, for the expansion and concentra

tion of understanding, according to the exigence

of different employments, or constitutions.

Perhaps some that fume away in meditations

upon time arid space in the tower, might com

pose tables of interest at a certain depth : and he

that upon level ground stagnates in silence, or

creeps in narrative, might at the height of half,

a mile, ferment into merriment, sparkle with

repartee, and froth with declamation.

Addison observes, that we may find the heat

of Virgil's climate in some lines of his Georgic :

so when I read a composition, I immediately
determine the height of the author's habitation.

As an elaborate performance is commonly said

to smell of the lamp, my commendation of a

noble thought, a sprightly sally, or a bold figure,

is to pronounce it fresh from the garret; an

expression which would break from me upon
the perusal of most of your papers, did 1 not

believe that you sometimes quit the garret, and

ascend into the cock-loft.

HYPERTATUS.

Ho. 118.] SATURDAY, MAY 4, 1751.

. -Omnes illacrymabiles

Urgentur, Ignotlque longa
Nocte. HOE.

In endless night they sleep, unwept, unknown.
FRANCIS.

CICERO has, with his usual elegance and magni
ficence of language, attempted, in his relation of

the dream of Scipio, to depreciate those honours

for which he himself appears to have panted
with restless solicitude, by showing within what
narrow limits all that fame and celebrity which
man can hope for from men is circumscribed,
" You see," says Africanus, pointing at the

earth, from the celestial regions,
" that the

globe assigned to the residence and habitation

of human beings is of small dimensions : how
then can you obtain from the praise of men, any
glory worthy of a wish ? Of this little world
the inhabited parts are neither numerous nor
wide

;
even the spots where men are to be found

are broken by intervening deserts, and the na
tions are so separated as that nothing can be

transmitted from one to another. With the

people of the south, by whom the opposite part
of the earth is possessed, you have no inter

course ; and by how small a tract do you com
municate with the countries of the north?

The territory which you inhabit is no more
than a scanty island, inclosed by a small body
of water, to which you give the name of the

great sea and the Atlantic ocean. And even in

this known and frequented continent, what

hope can you entertain, that your renown will

pass the stream of Ganges, or the cliffs of Cau
casus ? or by whom will your name be uttered

in the extremities of the north cr south,
towards the rising or the setting sun ? So nar
row is the space to which your fame can be

propagated, and even there how long will it re

main?"
He then proceeds to assign natural causes,

why fame is not only narrow in its extent, but

short in its duration ; he observes the difference

between the computation of time in earth and

heaven, and declares that, according to the

celestial chronology, no human honours can last

a single year.
Such are the objections by which Tully has

made a show of discouraging the pursuit of

fame ; objections which sufficiently discover his

tenderness and regard for his darling phantom.
Homer, when the plan of his poem made the

death of Patroclus necessary, resolved, at least,

that he should die with honour
; and therefore

brought down against him the patron god of

Troy, and left to Hector only the mean task of

giving the last blow to an enemy whom a Divine
hand had disabled from resistance. Thus Tully
ennobles fame, which he professes to degrade, by
opposing it to celestial happiness ; he confines

not its extent but by the boundaries of nature,
nor contracts its duration but by representing it

small in the estimation of superior beings. He
still admits it the highest and noblest of terres

trial objects, and alleges little more against it,

than that it is neither without end, nor without

limits.

What might be the effect of these observations

conveyed in Ciceronian eloquence to Roman un

derstandings, cannot be determined
; but few of

those who shall in the present age read my hum
ble version will find themselves much depressed
in their hopes, or retarded in their designs ; for I

am not inclined to believe, that they who among
us pass their lives in the cultivation of know

ledge, or acquisition of power, have very anxious

ly inquired what opinions prevail on the further

banks of the Ganges, or invigorated any effort

by the desire of spreading their renown among
the clans of Caucasus. The hopes and fears of

modern minds are content to range in a nar

rower compass ; a single nation, and a few

years, have generally sufficient amplitude to fill

our imaginations.
A little consideration will indeed teach us,

that fame has other limits than mountains and

oceans; and that he who places happiness in

the frequent repetition of his name, may spend
his life in propagating it, without any danger of

weeping for new worlds, or necessity of passing
the Atlantic sea.

The numbers to whom any real and percepti
ble good or evil can be derived by the greatest

po%ver, or most active diligence, a~j*e inconsider-
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able; and wLere neither benefit nor mischief

operate, the, only motive to the mention or re

membrance of others is curiosity ; a passion,

whwh, though in some degree universally asse

ts iated to reason, is easily confined, overborne, or

diverted from any particular object.

Among the lower classes of mankind, tnere

tvill be found very little desire of any other

knowledge, than what may contribute immedi

ately to the relief of some pressing uneasiness, or

the attainment of some near advantage. The

Turks are said to hear with wonder a proposal

to walk out. only that they may walk back
;
and

inquire why any man should labour for nothing ?

so those whose condition has always restrained

them to the contemplation of their own necessi

ties, and who have been accustomed to look for

ward only to a tmall distance, will scarcely

understand, why nights and days should be spent

in studies, which end in new studies, and which,

according to Malherbe's observation, do not tend

to lessen the price of bread ; nor will the tradiv

or manufacturer easily be persuaded, that much

pleasure can arise from the mere knowledge of

actions, performed in remote regions, or in dis

tant times ; or that any thing can deserve their

inquiry, of which xXiot cTov OC.KOUOU.IV, oittii n 'i$u,tv,

we can only hear the report, but which cannot

influence our lives by any consequences.

The truth is, that very few have leisure from

indispensable business, to employ their thoughts

upon narrative or characters ;
and among those to

whom fortune has given the liberty of living

more by their own choice, many create to them

selves engagements, by the indulgence of some

petty ambition, the admission of some insatiable

desire, or the toleration of some predominant

passion. The man whose whole wish is to ac

cumulate money, has no other care than to col

lect interest, to estimate securities, and to engage

for mortgages : the lover disdains to turn his ear

to any other name than that of Corinna ; and

the courtier thinks the hour lost, which is not

spent in promoting his interest, and facilitating

his advancement. The adventurers of valour,

and the discoveries of science, will find a cold

reception, when they are obtruded upon an at

tention thus busy with its favourite amusement,

and impatient of interruption or disturbance.

But not cnly such employments as seduce at

tention by appearances of dignity, or promises of

happiness, may restrain the mind from excur

sion and inquiry : curiosity may be equally de

stroyed by less formidable enemies ;
it may be

dissipated in trifles, or congealed by indolence.

The sportsmen and the men of dress have their

heads filled with a fox or a horse-race, a feather I

or a ball
;
and live in ignorance of every thing

j

beside, with as much conteut as he that heaps

up gold, or solicits preferment, digs the field, or
j

beats the anvil ;
and some yet lower in the ranks

j

of intellect, dream out their days without pleas- j

ure or business, without joy or sorrow, nor evei

rouse from their lethargy to hear or think.

Even of those who have dedicated themselves

to knowledge, the far greater part have confined

their curiosity to a tew objects, and have very
little inclination to promote any fame, but that

which their own studies entitle them to partake.
The naturalist has no desire to know the opinions
or conjectures of the philologer : the botanist

looks upon the astronomer as a being unworthy
of his regard ;

the lawyer scarcely hears the

name of a physician without contempt ; and be

that is growing great and happy by electrifying

a bottle, wonders how the world can be engaged

by trifling prattle about war or peace.

If, therefore, he that imagines the world nlled

with his actions and praises, shall subduct from

the number of his encomiast, all those who are

placed below the flight of fame, arid who hear in

the valleys of life no voice but that of necessity ;

all those who imagine themselves too important
j

to regard him, and consider the mention of his

name as a usurpation of their time
;

all who are

too much or too little pleased with themselves,

to attend to any thing external ; all Avho are at

tracted by pleasure, or chained down by pain, to

unvaried ideas ;
all who are withheld from at

tending his triumph by different pursuits ;
anu

all who slumber in universal negligence ;
he will

find his renown straitened by nearer bounds than

the rocks of Caucasus, and perceive that no man
can be venerable or formidable, but to a small

part of his fellow-creatures.

That we may not languish in our endeavours

after excellence, it is necessary that, as Africanua

counsels his descendant,
" we raise our eyes to

higher prospects, and contemplate oar future and

eternal state, without giving up our hearts to the

praise of crowds, or fixing our hopes on such re

wards as human power can bestow."

No. 119.] TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1751.
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Faults lay on cither side the Trojan towers.

ELPHINSTON.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

As, notwithstanding all that wit, or malice, oi

pride, or prudence, will be able to suggest, men

and women must at last pass their lives together,

I have never therefore thought those writers

friends to human happiness, who endeavour to

excite in either sex a general contempt or suspi

cion of the other. To persuade them who are

entering the world, and looking abroad for a

suitable associate, that all are equally vicious, or

equally ridiculous ; that they who trust are cer

tainly betrayed, and they who esteem are always

disappointed ;
is not to awaken judgment, but
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to inflame temerity. Without hope there can

be no caution. Those who are convinced, that

no reason for preference can be found, will

never harass their thoughts with doubt and

deliberation; they will resolve, since they are

doomed to misery, that no needless anxiety

shall disturb their quiet ; they will plunge at

hazard into the crowd, and snatch the first hand

that shall be held toward them.

That the world is over-run with vice cannot

bo denied
;
but vice, however predominant, has

not yet gained an unlimited dominion. Simple
and unmingled good is not in our power, but

we may generally escape a greater evil by suf

fering a less
;
and therefore, those who under

take to initiate the young and ignorant in the

knowledge of life, should be careful to inculcate

the possibility of virtue and happiness, and to

encourage endeavours by prospects of success.

You, perhaps, do not suspect, that these are

the sentiments of one who has been subject for

many years to all the hardships of antiquated

virginity ;
has been long accustomed to the

coldness of neglect, and the petulance of insult ;

has been mortified in full assemblies by inquiries

after forgotten fashions, games long disused, and

wits and beauties of ancient renown ;
has been

invited, with malicious importunity, to the

second wedding of many acquaintances; has

been ridiculed by two generations of coquettes

in whispers intended to be heard : and been

long considered by the airy and gay, as too

venerable for familiarity, and too wise for

pleasure. It is indeed natural for injury to

provoke anger, and by continual repetition to

produce an habitual asperity ; yet I have hither

to struggled with so much vigilance against

my pride and my resentment, that I have pre
served my temper uncorriipted. I have not yet
made it any part of my employment to collect

sentences against marriage ; nor am inclined to

lessen the number of the feAv friends whom
time has left me, by obstructing that happiness
which I cannot partake, and venting my vexa

tion in censures of the forwardness and indis

cretion of girls, or the inconstancy, tastelessness,

and perfidy ot men.
It is, indeed, not very difficult to bear that

condition to which we are not condemned by
necessity, but induced by observation and

choice; and therefore I, perhaps, have never

yet felt all the malignity with which a reproach,

edged with the appellation of old maid, swells

some of those hearts in which it is infixed.

I was not condemned in my youth to solitude,

either by indigence or deformity, nor passed the

earlier part of life without the flattery of court

ship, and the joys of triumph. I have danced

the round of gayety amidst the murmurs of

envy, and gratulations of applause ; been at

tended from pleasure to pleasure by the great,

the sprightly, and the vain; and seen my re-

gard solicited by the obsequiousness of gallantry;

the gayety of wit, and the timidity of love. It,

therefore, I am yet a stranger to nuptial hap

piness, I suffer only the consequences of my own
resolves, and can look back upon the succession

of lovers, whose addresses I have rejected, with

out grief, and without malice.

When my name first began to be inscribed

upon glasses, I was honoured witli the amor
ous professions of the gay Venustulus, a gentle

man, who, being the only son of a wealthy

family, had been educated in all the wantonness

of expense, and softness of effeminacy. He
was beautiful in his person, and easy in his

address ; and, therefore, soon gained upon my
eye at an age when the sight is very little over

ruled by the understanding. He had not any

power in himself of gladdening or amusing :

but supplied his want of conversation by treats

and diversions: and his chief art of courtship
was to fill the mind of his mistress with parties,

rambles, music, and shows. We were often

engaged in short excursions to gardens and

seats, and I was for a while pleased with the

care which Venustulus discovered in securing
me from any appearance of danger, or possibility

of mischance. He never failed to recommend
caution to his coachman, or to promise the

waterman a reward if he landed us safe ;
and

always contrived to return by day-light for fear

of robbers. This extraordinary solicitude was

represented for a time as the effect of his tender

ness for me ; but fear is too strong for con

tinued hypocrisy. I soon discovered, that Ven

ustulus had the cowardice as well as elegance

of a female. His imagination was perpetually

clouded with terrors, and he could scarcely

refrain from screams and outcries at any ac

cidental surprise. He durst not enter a room

if a rat was heard behind the wainscot, nor

cross a field where the cattle were frisking in

the sunshine ; the least breeze that waved upon
the river was a storm, and every clamour in the

street was a cry of fire. I have seen him lose

his colour when my squirrel had broke his

chain ;
arid was forced to throw water in his

face on the sudden entrance of a black cat.

Compassion once obliged me to drive away
with my fan a beetle that kept him in distress,

and chide off a dog that yelped at his heels, to

which he would gladly have given up me tc

facilitate his own escape. Women naturally

expect defence and protection from a lover or a

husband, and therefore you will not think me

culpable in refusing a wretch, who would have

burdened life with unnecessary fears, and flown

to me for that succour which it was his duty to

have given.

My next lover was Fungosa, the son of a

stock-jobber, whose visits my friends, by the

importunity of persuasion, prevailed upon me to

allow. Fungosa was no very suitable com-
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panion ; for having been bred in a counting-

house, he spoke a language unintelligible in any
other place. He had no desire of any reputa
tion but that of an acute prognosticate!' of the

changes in the funds; nor had any means of

raising merriment, but by telling how some

body was over-reached in a bargain by his

father. He was, however, a youth of great

sobriety and prudence, and frequently informed

us how carefully he would improve my fortune.

I was not in haste to conclude the match, but

was so much awed by my parents, that I durst

not dismiss him, and might perhaps have

been doomed for ever to the grossness of ped

lary, and the jargon of usury, had not a fraud

been discovered in the settlemeut, which set me
free from the persecution of groveling pride,

and pecuniary impudence.
I was afterwards six months without any par

ticular notice, but at last became the idol of the

glittering Flosculus, who prescribed the mode
of embroidery to all the fops of his time, and

varied at pleasure the cock of every hat, and the

sleeve of every coat that appeared in fashionable

assemblies. Flosculus made some impression

upon my heart by a compliment which few
Ladies can hear without emotion ; he commend
ed my skill in dress, my judgment in suiting

colours, and my art in disposing 'ornaments.

But Floso,ulus was too much engaged by his

own elegance, to be sufficiently attentive to the

duties of a lover, or to please with varied praise
an ear made delicate by riot of adulation. He
expected to be repaid part of his tribute, and

stayed away three days, because I neglected to

take notice of a new coat. I quickly found,
that Flosculus was rather a rival than an ad

mirer : and that we should probably live in a

perpetual struggle of emulous finery, and spend
our lives in stratagems to be first in the fashion.

I had soon after the honour at a feast of at

tracting the eyes of Dentatus, one of those human

beings whose only happiness is to dine. Denta-

tus regaled me with foreign varieties, told me of

measures that he had laid for procuring the best

cook in France, and entertained me with bills

of fare, prescribed the arrangement of dishes,

and taught me two sauces invented by himself.

At length, such is the uncertainty of human

happiness, I declared my opinion too hastily

upon a pie made under his own direction ; after

which he grew so cold and negligent, that he

was easily dismissed.

Many other lovers, or pretended lovers, I

nave had the honour to lead a while in triumph.
But two of them I drove from me, by discover

ing that they had no taste or knowledge in

music
;
three I dismissed, because they were

drunkards; two, because they paid their ad

dresses at the same time to other ladies; and

six, because they attempted to influence my
choice by bribing my maid. Two more I dis-

carded at the second visit for obscene allusions

and five for drollery on religion. In the latter

part of my reign, I sentenced two to perpetual

exile, for offering me settlements, by which the

children of a former marriage would have been

injured ; four, for representing falsely the value

of their estates; three, for concealing their

debts ; and one, for raising the rent of a decrepit
tenant.

1 have now sent you a narrative, which the

ladies may oppose to the tale of Hymenaeus. J

mean not to depreciate the sex which has pro
duced poets and philosophers, heroes and mar

tyrs ;
but will not suffer the rising generation

of beauties to be dejected by partial satire
;
or

to imagine that those who censured them have

not likewise their follies and their vices. I do

not yet believe happiness unattainable in mar

riage, though I have never yet been able to find

a man, with whom I could prudently venture

an inseparable union. It is necessary to expose

faults, that their deformity may be seen; but

the reproach ought not to be extended beyond
the crime, nor either sex to be condemned be

cause some women, or men, are indelicate or

dishonest.

1 am, &c.

TRANQUILLY.
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Redditum Cyri sollo Phraaten,
Dissident plebi, nuinero beatorum

Eximit virtus, populumque falsis
Dedocet nti

t
r
ocibus. HOR.

True virtue can the crowd unteach

Their false mistaken forms of speech ;

Virtue, to crowds a foe profess'd,

Disdains to number with the bless'd

Phraates, by his slaves adored,

And to the Parthian crown restored.

FRANCIS.

IN the reign of Jenghiz Can, conqueror of the

east, in the city of Samarcand, lived Nouradin
the merchant, renowned throughout all the

regions of India for the extent of his commerce,
and the integrity of his dealings. His ware
houses were filled with all the commodities of

the remotest nations ; every rarity of nature,

every curi osi ty of art, whatever was valuable,

whatever was useful, hasted to his hand. The
streets were crowded with his carriages; the

sea was covered with his ships ; the streams of

Oxus were wearied with conveyance, and

every breeze of the sky wafted wealth to

Nouradin.

At length Nouradin felt himself seized with

a slow malady, which he first endeavoured to

divert by application, and afterwards to relieve

by luxury and indulgence ; but finding hi J

strength every day less, he was at last terrified,
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and called for help upon the sages of physic :

they filled his apartments Avith alexipharmics,

restoratives, and essential virtues j the pearls of

the ocean were dissolved, the spices of Arahia

tvere distilled, and all the powers of nature

were employed to give new spirits to his nerves,

and new balsam to his hlood. Nouradin was

for some time amused with promises, invigor

ated with cordials, or soothed with anodynes ;

hut the disease preyed upon his vitals, and he

soon discovered with indignation, that health

was not to be bought. He was confined to

his chamber, deserted by his physicians, and

rarely visited hy his friends ; but his unwil-

liugness to die flattered him long with hopes of

life.

At length, having passed the night in tedious

languor, he called to him Almamoulin, his only

son, and, dismissing his attendants,
" My son,"

says he, "behold here the weakness and fagility
of man ; look backward a few days, thy father

was great and happy, fresh as the vernal rose,

and strong as the cedar of the mountain ; the

nations of Asia drank his dews, and art and

commerce delighted in his shade. Malevolence

beheld me, and sighed : His root, she cried, is

fixed in the depths ;
it is watered by the foun

tains of Oxus ; it sends out branches afar, and
bids defiance to the blast ; prudence reclines

against his trunk, and prosperity dances on his

top. Now, Almamoulin, look upon me wither

ing and prostrate ; look upon me, and attend,

i have trafficked, I have prospered, J have rioted

in gain ; my house is splendid, my servants are

numerous; yet I displayed only a small part of

my riches ; the 1'est, which I was hindered from

enjoying by the fear of raising envy, or tempting

rapacity, I have piled in towers, 1 have buried

in caverns, I ha-ve hidden in secret repositories,

which this scroll will discover. My purpose
was, after ten months more spent in commerce,
to have withdrawn my wealth to a safer coun

try ; to have given seven years to delight and

festivity, and the remaining part of my days to

solitude and repentance ; but the hand of death

is upon me ; a frigorific torpor encroaches upon
my veins ; I am now leaving the produce of my
toil, which it must be thy business to enjoy with
wisdom." The thought of leaving his wealth
filled Nouradin with such grief, that he fell into ,

convulsions, became delirious, and expired.

Almamoulin, who loved his father, was
touched awhile with honest sorrow, and sat two
hours in profound meditation, without perusing
the paper which he held in his hand. He then

retired to his own chamber, as overborne with

affliction, and there read the inventory of his new
possessions, which swelled his heart with such

transports, that he no longer lamented his fa-

thftr'a death. He was now sufficiently com

posed to order a funeral of modest magnificence,

suitable at once to the rank of Nouradin's pro-
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i'ession, and the reputation of his wealth. The
two next nights he spent in visiting the tower
and the caverns, and found the treasures great
er to his eye than to his imagination.
Almamoulin had been bred to the practice of

exact frugality, and had often looked with envy
on the finery and expenses of other young men ;

he therefore believed that happiness was now
in his power, since he could obtain all of which

he had hitherto been accustomed to regret the

want. He resolved to give a loose to his desires,

to revel in enjoyment, and feel pain or uneasi

ness no more.

He immediately procured a splendid equipage,

dressed his servants in rich embroidery, and

covered his horses with golden caparisons. He
showered down silver on the populace, and suf

fered their acclamations to swell him with in

solence. The nobles saw him with anger, the

wise men of the state combined against him, the

leaders of armies threatened his destruction.

Almamoulin was informed of his danger : he

put on the robe of mourning in the presence of

his enemies, and appeased them with gold, and

gems, and supplication.

He then sought to strengthen himself, by an

alliance with the princes of Tartary, and olfered

the price of kingdoms for a wife of noble birth.

His suit was generally rejected, and his presents

refused ; hut a princess of Astracan once conde

scended to admit him to her presence. She re

ceived him sitting on a throne, attired in the

robe of royalty, and shining with the jewels of

Golconda; command sparkled in her eyes, and

dignity towered on her forehead. Almamouiin

approached and trembled. She saw his confu

sion and disdained him : How, says she., dares

the wretch hope my obedience, who thus shrinks

at my glance ? Retire, and enjoy thy riches in

sordid ostentation ; thou wast horn to be

wealthy, but never canst be great.

He then contracted his desires to more private

and domestic pleasures. He built palaces, he

laid out gardens, he changed the face of the land,

he transplanted forests, he levelled mountains,

opened prospects into distant regions, poured
fountains from the tops of turrets, and rolled

rivers through new channels.

These amusements pleased him for a time ;

but languor and weariness soon invaded him.
His bowers lost their fragrance, and the waters

murmured without notice. He purchased large

tracts of land in distant provinces, adorned them

with houses ofpleasure, and diversified them with

accommodations for different seasons. Change
of place at first relieved his satiety, but all the

novelties of situation were soon exhausted
; he

found his heart vacant, and his desires, for want

of external objects, ravaging himself.

He therefore returned to Samarcand, and set

open his doors to those whom idleness sends out

in search of pleasure. His tables were always
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riches useless
;
there are purposes to which a

wise man may be delighted to apply them ; they

may, by a rational distribution to those who
want them, ease the pains of helpless disease,

still the throbs of restless anxiety, relieve inno

cence from oppression, and raise imbecility to

cheerfulness and vigour. This they will enable

thee to perform, and this will afford the only

happiness ordained for our present state, the

confidence of Divine favour, and the hope ol

future lewards."

covered with delicacies ;
wines of every vintage

sparkled in his bowls, and his lamps scattered

perfumes. The sound of the lute, and the voice

of the singer, chased away sadness
; every hour

was crowded with pleasure ;
and the day ended

and began "with feasts and dances, and revelry

and merriment. Almamoulin cried out,
" I

have at last found the use of riches*; I am
surrounded by companions, who view my great

ness without envy; and I enjoy at once the

raptures of popularity, and the safety of an

obscure station. What trouble can he feel,

whom all are studious to please, that they may
be repaid with pleasure? What danger can

he dread, to whom every man is a friend?"

Such were the thoughts of Almamoulin, as he

looked down from a gallery upon the gay assem

bly, regaling at his expense ;
but in the midst of

this soliloquy, an officer of justice entered the

house, and in the form of legal citation, sum
moned Almamoulin to appear before the em

peror. The guests stood awhile aghast, then

stole imperceptibly away, and he was led off

without a single voice to witness his integrity.

He now found one of his most frequent visi

tants accusing him of treason, in hopes of shar

ing his confiscation ; yet, unpatronized and un

supported, he cleared himself by the openness
of innocence, and the consistence of truth ; he

was dismissed with honour, and his accuser

perished in prison.

^r^amoulin now perceived with how little

reason he had nopV
those who live only

being now weary withvain^
life and fruitless researches after'L

'

recourse to a sage, who after spending , M
in travel and observation, had retired 11^human cares, to a small habitation on the
of Oxus, where he conversed only with su

his counsel. "Brother," said tiidom comprehend at once all the consequences
hast suffered thy reason to a position, or perceive the difficulties by

luded by idle hopes and fallacious appear. ,h cooier and more experienced reasoned
ances. Having long looked with desire upon (.strained from confidence, they form theii
iches, thou hadst taught thyself to think them * sions with great precipitance. Seeing

aluable than nature designed them, and co, that can darken or embarrass the ques-
em, what experience has now

no'iey expect to find their own opinion uni-

tionprevalent, and are inclined to impute

vers.ity and hesitation to want of honesty,

unceian of knowledge. I may perhaps,
rathe be reproached by my lively corres-

thereivhen it shall be found, that I have no

ponden to persecute these collectors of for-

iuclinatwledge with the severity required ;

tuitous . now too old to be much pained by

yet, as I-e, I shall not be afraid of taking

hasty cexm those whom I think condemned

^riments upon
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imitatores, servum pecus !

Away, ye imitators, servile herd !

ELFHINSTON.

I HAVE been informed by a letter from one ot

the universities, that among the youth from

whom the next swarm of reasoners is to learn

philosophy, and the next flight of beauties to

hear elegies and sonnets, there are many, who,
instead of endeavouring by books and medita

tion to form their own opinions, content them

selves with the secondary knowledge, which a

convenient bench in a coffee-house can supply ;

and, without any examination or distinction,

adopt the criticisms and remarks which hap

pen to drop from those who have risen, by
merit or fortune, to reputation and authority.

These humble retailers of knowledge my
correspondent stigmatizes with the name ol

Echoes ; and seems desirous that they should

be made ashamed of lazy submission, and ani

mated to attempts after new discoveries, and

original sentiments.

It is very natural for young men to be vehe-

acrimonious and severe. For as they

taught thee, that they cannot give. That they
do not confer wisdom, thou mayest be con
vinced, by considering at how dear a price they
tempted thee, upon thy first entrance into the
world, to purchase the empty sound of vulgar
acclamation. That they cannot bestow for
titude or magnanimity, that man may be cer
tain, who stood trembling at Astracan, before
a being not naturally superior to himself, That
they will not supply unexhausted pleasure, the
recollection of forsaken palaces, and neglected
gardens, will easily inform thee. That they
rarely purchase friends, thou didst soon dis.

into protifficient knowledge of their cause.

without adopts the sentiments of another,

He has reason to believe wiser than him-r ----

rer, when thou wert left to stand thy trial whonnly to be blamed when he claims the
uueountenanced and alone. Yet think not 8 if
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honours which are not due but to the author,

and endeavours to deceive the world into praise

and veneration ;
for to learn is the proper busi

ness of youth ; and whether we increase our

knowledge by books or by conversation, we are

equally indebted to foreign assistance.

The greater part of students are not born with

abilities to construct systems, or advance know

ledge ; nor can have any hope beyond that of

becoming intelligent hearers in the schools of

art, of being able to comprehend what others

discover, and to remember what others teach.

Even those to whom Providence hath allotted

greater strength of understanding, can expect

only to improve a single science. In every other

part of learning, they must be content to follow

opinions, which they are not able to examine :

and, even in that which they claim as peculiarly

their own, can seldom add more than some small

particle of knowledge to the hereditary stock de

volved to them from ancient times, the collective

iabour of a thousand intellects.

In science, which, being fixed and limited, ad

mits of no other variety than such as arises from

7ew methods of distribution, or new arts of il

lustration, the necessity of following the traces

of our predecessors is indisputably evident; but

there appears no reason why imagination should

he subject to the same restraint. It might be

conceived, that of those who profess to forsake

the narrow paths of truth, every one may devi

ate towards a different point, since, though rec

titude is uniform and fixed, obliquity may be in

finitely diversified. The roads of science are

narrow, so that they who travel them, must
cither follow or meet one another ; but in the

boundless regions of possibility, which fiction

claims for her dominion, there are surely a thou
sand recesses unexplored, a thousand flowers un-

plucked, a thousand fountains unexhausted, com
binations of imagery yet unobserved, and races

of ideal inhabitants not hitherto described.

Yet, whatever hope may persuade, or reason

tvince, experience can boast of very few addi

tions to ancient fable. The wars of Troy, and
the travels of Ulysses, have furnished almost all

succeeding poets with incidents, charactei's, and
sentiments. The Romans are confessed to have

attempted little more than to display in their

own tongue the inventions of the Greeks. There

is, in all their writings, such a perpetual recur

rence of allusions to the tales of the fabulous

age, that they must be confessed often to want
that power of giving pleasure which novelty sup
plies ; nor can we wonder that they excelled so

much in the graces of diction, when we consider

how rarely they were employed in search of

new thoughts.
The warmest admirers of the great Mantuan

poet can extol him for little more than the skill

with which he has, by making his hero both a

traveller and a warrior, united the beauties of

the Iliad and the Odyssey in one composition \

yet his judgment was perhaps sometimes over

borne by his avarice of the Homeric treasures:

and, for fear of suffering a sparkling ornament
to be lost, he has inserted it where it cannot

shine with its original splendour.
When Ulysses visited the infernal regions, lib

found among the heroes that perished at Troy,
his competitor Ajax, who, when the arms of

Achilles were adjudged to Ulysses, died by his

own hand in the madness of disappointment.
He still appeared to resent, as on earth, his loss

and disgrace. Ulysses endeavoured to pacify

him with praises and submission ;
but Ajas

walked away without reply. This passage has

always been considered as eminently beautiful ;

because Ajax, the haughty chief, the unlettered

soldier, ofunshaken courage, of immoveable con

stancy, but without the power of recommending
his own virtues by eloquence, or enforcing his

assertions by any other argument than the sword,
had no way of making his anger known but by
gloomy sullenness, and dumb ferocity. His
hatred of a man whom he conceived to have de

feated him only by volubility of tongue, was
therefore naturally shown by silence, more con-

t^mptuous and piercing than any words that so

rude an orator could have found, and by which

he gave his enemy no opportunity of exerting
the only power in which he was superior.

"When ./Eneas is sent by Virgil to the shades,

he meets Dido the queen of Carthage, whom
his perfidy had hurried to the grave ; he accosts

her with tenderness and excuses ; but the lady
turns away like Ajax in mute disdain. She

turns away like Ajax ; but she resembles him
in none of those qualities which give either dig

nity or propriety to silence. She might, with

out any departure from the tenor of her conduct,

have burst out, like other injured women, into

clamour, reproach, and denunciation ;
but Vir

gil had his imagination full of Ajax, and there

fore could not prevail on himself to teach Dido

any other mode of resentment.

If Virgil could be thus seduced by imitation,

there will be little hope that common wits should

escape ; and accordingly we find that, besides

the universal and acknowledged practice of co

pying the ancients, there has prevailed in every

age a particular species of fiction. At one time,

all truth was conveyed in allegory ; at another,

nothing was seen but in a vision ; at one period
all the poets followed sheep, and every event pro
duced a pastoral ; at another, they busied them

selves wholly in giving directions to a painter.

It is indeed easy to conceive why any fashion

should become popular, by which idleness is fa

voured, and imbecility assisted ; but surely no
man of genius can much applaud himself for

repeating a tale with which the audience is al

ready tired, and which could bring no honour
to any but its inventor*
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There are, I think, two schemes of writing,

on which the laborious wits of the present time

employ their faculties. One is the adaptation of

eense to all the rhymes which our language can

supply to some word that makes the burden of

the stanza; but this, as it has been only used in

kind of amorous burlesque, can scarcely be

censured with much acrimony. The other is

the imitation of Spenser, which, by the influ

ence of some men of learning and genius, seems

likely to gain upon the age, and therefore de

serves to be more attentively considered.

To imitate the fictions and sentiments of

Spenser can incur no reproach, for allegory is

perhaps one of the most pleasing vehicles of in

struction. But I am very far from extending
the same respect to his diction as his stanza.

His style was in his own time allowed to be vi

cious, so darkened with old words and peculiari

ties of phrase, and so remote from common use,

that Jonson boldly pronounces him to have writ

ten no language. His stanza is at once difficult

and unpleasing ;
tiresome to the ear by its uni

formity, and to the attention by its length. It

was at first formed in imitation of the Italian

poets, without due regard to the genius of our

language. The Italians have little variety of

termination, and were forced to contrive such a

stanza as might admit the greatest number of

similar rhymes ; but our words end with so

much diversity, that it is seldom convenient for

us to bring more than two of the same sound to

gether. If it be justly observed by Milton, that

rhyme obliges poets to express their thoughts in

improper terms, these improprieties must always
be multiplied, as the difficulty of rhyme is in

creased by long concatenations.

The imitators of Spenser are indeed not very

rigid censors of themselves, for they seem to con

clude that, when they have disfigured their lines

with a few obsolete syllables, they have accom

plished their design, without considering that

they ought not only to admit old words, but to

avoid new. The laws of imitation are broken

by every word introduced since the time of

Spenser, as the character of Hector is violated

by quoting Aristotle in the play. It would in

deed be difficult to exclude from a long poem all

modern phrase, though it is easy to sprinkle it

with gleanings of antiquity. Perhaps, however,
the style of Spenser might by long labour be

justly copied ; but life is surely given us for

higher purposes than to gather what our ances

tors have wisely thrown away, and to learn what
is of no value, but because it has been forgotten.
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\escio qua natale solum dulcedlne cunctos Ducit.
OVID.

By secret charms our native land attracts,

NOTHING is more subject to mistake and disap

pointment than anticipatedjudgment concerning
the easiness or difficulty of any undertakingj
whether we form our opinion from the perform
ances of others, or from abstracted contempla
tion of the thing to be attempted.

Whatever is done skilfully appears to be done

with ease
;
and art, when it is once matured to

habit, vanishes from observation. We are there

fore more powerfully excited to emulation, by
those who have attained the highest degree of

excellence, and whom we can therefore with
least reason hope to equal.

In adjusting the probability of success by a

previous consideration of the undertaking, we
are equally in danger of deceiving ourselves. It

is never easy, nor often possible, to comprise the

series of any process with all its circumstan

ces, incidents, and variations, in a speculative
scheme. Experience soon shows us the tortuo

sities of imaginary rectitude, the complications
of simplicity, and the asperities of smoothness.

Sudden difficulties often start up from the am
bushes of art, stop the career of activity, repress
the gayety of confidence, and, when we imagine
ourselves almost at the end of our labours, driv*

us back to new plans and different measures.

There are many things which we every day
see others unable to perform, and perhaps have
even ourselves miscarried in attempting ; and

yet can hardly allow to be difficult
;
nor can we

forbear to wonder afresh at every new failure,

or to promise certainty of success to our next

essay ; but when we try, the same hindrances

recur, the same inability is perceived, and the

vexation of disappointment must again be suf

fered.

Of the various kinds of speaking or writing,
which serve necessity, or promote pleasure, none

appears so artless or easy as simple narration ;

for what should make him that knows the

whole order and progress of an affair unable to

relate it ? Yet we hourly find such as endeav
our to entertain or instruct us by recitals, cloud

ing the facts which they intend to illustrate, and

losing themselves and their auditors in wilds and

mazes, in digression and confusion. When we
have congratulated ourselves upon a new oppor

tunity of inquiry, and new means of informa

tion, it often happens that without designing
either deceit or concealment, without ignorance
of the fact, or unwillingness to disclose it, the

relator fills the ear with empty sounds, harasses

the attention with fruitless impatience, and dis

turbs the imagination by a tumult of events,

without order of time, or train of consequence.
It is natural to believe, upon the same princi

ple, that no writer has a more easy task than the

historian. The philosopher has the works of

omniscience to examine ; and is therefore en

gaged in disquisitions, to which finite intellects

are utterly unequal. The poet trusts to his in

ventions, and is not only in danger of those in-
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consistencies to which every one is exposed by

departure from truth ; but may be censured as

well for deficiencies of matter, as for irregulari

ty of disposition, or impropriety of ornament.

But the happy historian has no other labour

than of gathering what tradition pours down
before him, or records treasure for his use. He
has only the actions and designs of men like

himself to conceive and to relate ; he is not to

form, but copy characters, and therefore is not

blamed for the inconsistency of statesmen, the

injustice of tyrants, or the cowardice of com
manders. The difficulty ofmaking variety con

sistent, or uniting probability with surprise,

needs not to disturb him
;
the manners and ac

tions of his personages are already fixed
; his

materials are provided and put into his hands,

*nd he is at leisure to employ all his powers in

arranging and displaying them.

Yet, even with these advantages, very few
in any age have been able to raise themselves to

reputation by writing histories ;
and among

the innumerable authors, who fill every nation

with accounts of their ancestors, or undertake

to transmit to futurity the events of their own
time, the greater part, when fashion and novelty
have ceased to recommend them, are of no

other use than chronological memorials, which

necessity may sometimes require to be con

sulted, but which fright away curiosity, and

disgust delicacy.

It is observed, that our nation, which has

produced so many authors eminent for almost

every other species of literary excellence, has

been hitherto remarkably barren of historical

genius ; and, so far has this defect raised pre

judices against us, that some have doubted

whether an Englishman can stop at that medi

ocrity of style, or confine his mind to that even

tenor of imagination, whicn narrative requires.

They who can believe that nature has so

capriciously distributed understanding have

surely no claim to the honour of serious con

futation. The inhabitants of the same country
have opposite characters in different ages; the

prevalence or neglect of any particular study
can proceed only from the accidental influence

of some temporary cause
;
and if we have failed

in history, we can have failed only because

history has not hitherto been diligently cul

tivated.

But how is it evident, that we have not

historians among us, whom we may venture

to place in comparison with any that the neigh

bouring nations can produce? The attempt of

Raleigh is deservedly celebrated for the labour

of his researches, and the elegance of his style ;

out he has endeavoured to exert his judgment
more than his genius, to select facts rather than
adorn them

; and has produced a historical

dissertation, but seldom risen to the majesty of

history.

The works of Clarendon deserve more ret

gard. His diction is indeed neither exact ia

itself, nor suited to the purpose of history. It

is the effusion of a mind crowded with ideas,

and desirous of imparting them ; and therefore

always accumulating words, and involving one

clause and sentence in another. But there is

in his negligence a rude, inartificial majesty,

which, without the nicety of laboured elegance

swells the mind by its plenitude and diffusion.

His narration is not perhaps sufficiently rapid,

being stopped too frequently by particularities,

which, though they might strike the author

who was present at the transactions, will not

equally detain the attention of posterity. But
his ignorance or carelessness of the art of writ

ing is amply compensated by his knowledge of

nature and of policy ; the wisdom of his max
ims, the justness of his reasonings, and the

variety, distinctness, and strength of his char

acters.

But none of our writers can, in my opinion,

justly contest the superiority of Knolles, who,
in his history of the Turks, has displayed all

the excellences that narration can admit. His

style, though somewhat obscured by time, and

sometimes vitiated by false wit, is pure, nervous,

elevated, and clear. A wonderful multiplicity
of events is so artfully arranged, and so dis

tinctly explained, that each facilitates the

knowledge of the next. Whenever a new
personage is introduced, the reader is prepared

by his character for his actions ; when a nation

is first attacked, or city besieged, he is made

acquainted with its history, or situation ; so

that a great part of the world is brought into

view. The descriptions of this author are

without minuteness, and the digressions with

out ostentation. Collateral events are so art

fully woven into the contexture of his principal

story, that they cannot be disjoined without

leaving it lacerated and broken. There is no

thing turgid in his dignity, nor superfluous in

his copiousness. His orations only, which he

feigns, like the ancient historians, to have been

pronounced on remarkable occasions, are tedious

and languid; and since they are merely the

voluntary sports of imagination, prove how
much the most judicious and skilful may be

mistaken, in the estimate of their own powers.

Nothing could have sunk this author in ob

scurity but the remoteness and barbarity of the

people whose story he relates. It seldom hap

pens, that all circumstances concur to happiness
or fame. The nation which produced this

great historian, has the grief of seeing his genius

employed upon a foreign and uninteresting sub

ject ;
and that writer, who might have secured

perpetuity to his name, by a history of his own
country, has exposed himself to the danger of

oblivion, by recounting enterprises and revolu

tions, of which none desire to be informed.
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Quo semel cst hnbuta recens, scrvubit odorem

Testa diu. HOR.

What scasou'J first the vessel, keeps the taste.

CREECH.

TO THE RAMBLER.

Sin,

THOUGH I have so long found myself deluded

by projects of honour and distinction, that I

often resolve to admit them no more into my
heart ; yet, how determinately soever excluded,

they always recover their dominion by force or

stratagem ;
and whenever, after the shortest

relaxation of vigilance, reason and caution re

turn to their charge, they find hope again in

possession, with all her train of pleasures danc

ing about her.

Even while I am preparing to write a history

of disappointed expectations, I cannot forbear to

flatter myself, that you and your readers are

impatient for my performance; arid that the

sons of learning have laid down several of your
late papers with discontent, when they found

that Misocapelus had delayed to continue his

narrative.

But the desire of gratifying the expectations

that I have raised, is not the only motive of this

relation, which, having once promised it, 1 think

myself no longer at liberty to forbear. For,

however I may have wished to clear myself from

every other adhesion of trade, I hope I shall be

always wise enough to retain my punctuality,
and amidst all my new arts of politeness, con

tinue to despise negligence, and detest falsehood.

When the death of my brother had dismissed

me from the duties of a shop, I considered my
self as restored to the rights of my birth, and

entitled to the rank and reception which my
ancestors obtained. 1 was, however, embarras

sed with many difficulties at my first re-en

trance into the world ; for my haste to be a gen
tleman inclined me to precipitate measures ; and

every accident that forced me back towards my
old station, was considered by me as an obstruc

tion of my happiness.
It was with no common grief and indignation,

that I found my former companions still daring
to claim my notice, and the journeymen and

apprentices sometimes pulling me by the sleeve as

I was walking in the street, and, without any ter

ror ofmy new sword, which was, notwithstand

ing of an uncommon size, inviting me to par
take of a bottle at the old house, and entertain

ing me with histories of the girls In the neigh
bourhood. I had always, in my officinal state,

been kept in awe by lace arid embroidery ;
and

imagined that, to fright away these unwelcome

familiarities, nothing was necessary, but that I

should, by splendour of dress, proclaim my re

union with a higher rank. I therefore sent for

my tailor; ordered a suit with twice the usual

quantity of lace ; and, that I migbt not let my
persecutors increase their confidence, by the

habit of accosting me, staid at home till it was
made.

This week of confinement I passed in prac

tising a forbidding frown, a smile of condescen

sion, a slight salutation, and an abrupt depart
ure

; and in four mornings was able to turn upon
my heel, with so much levity and sprightliness,

that I made no doubt of discouraging all public

attempts upon my dignity. I therefore issued

forth in my new coat, with a resolution of daz

zling intimacy to a fitter distance
;
and pleased

myself with the timidity and reverence, which
I should impress upon all who had hitherto

presumed to harass me with their freedoms.

But, whatever was the cause, I did not find

myself received with any new degree of respect :

those whom I intended to drive from me, ven

tured to advance with their usual phrases of be

nevolence ; and those, whose acquaintance I so

licited, grew more supercilious and reserved. I

began soon to repent the expense, by which I

had procured no advantage, and to suspect that

a shining dress, like a weighty weapon, has no

force in itself, but owes all its efficacy to him
that wears it.

Many were the mortifications and calamities

which I was condemned to suffer in my initia

tion to politeness. I was so much tortured by
the incessant civilities of my companions, that I

never passed through that region of the city but
in a chair with the curtains drawn

;
and at last

left my lodgings, and fixed myself in the verge
of the court. Here I endeavoured to be thought
a gentleman just returned from his travels, and
was pleased to have my landlord believe that I

was in some danger from importunate creditors ;

but this scheme was quietly defeated by a for

mal deputation sent to offer me, though I had
now retired from business, the freedom of my
company.

I was now detected in trade, and therefore

resolved to stay no longer. I hired another

apartment, and changed my servants. Here 1

lived very happily for three months, and, with

secret satisfaction, often overheard the family

celebrating the greatness and felicity of the es

quire ; though the conversation seldom ended

without some complaint of my covetousness, or

some remark upon my language, or my gait. I

now began to venture into the public walks, and

to know the faces ot nobles and beauties ;
but

could not observe, without wonder, as I passed

by them, how frequently they were talking of

a tailor. I longed, however, to be admitted to

conversation, and was si/mewhat weary of walk

ing in crowds without a companion, yet con

tinued to come and go with the rest, till a lady,

whom 1 endeavoured to protect in a crowded

passage, as she was about to jlep into her cha-
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riot, thanked me for my civility, and told me,

that as she had often distinguished me for my
modest and respectful behaviour, whenever I set

up for myself, I might expect to see her among

my first customers.

Here was an end of all my ambulatory pro

jects. I indeed sometimes entered the walks

again, but was always blasted by this destruc

tive lady, whose mischievous generosity recom

mended me to her acquaintance. Being there

fore forced to practise my adscititious character

upon another stage, I betook myself to a coffee

house frequented by wits, among whom I learn

ed in a short time the cant of criticism, and talk

ed so loudly and volubly of nature, and man
ners, and sentiment, and diction, and similes,

and contrasts, and action, and pronunciation,
that I was often desired to lead the hiss and

clap, and was feared and hated by the players

and the poets. Many a sentence have I hissed,

which I did not understand, and many a groan
have I uttered, when the ladies were weeping
iu the boxes. At last a malignant author, whose

performance I had persecuted through the nine

nights, wrote an epigram upon Tape the critic,

which drove me from the pit for ever.

My desire to be a fine gentleman still con

tinued: I therefore, after a short suspense,
chose a new set of friends at the gaming-table,
and was for some time pleased with the civility

and openness with which I found myself treat

ed. I was indeed obliged to play ; but being

naturally timorous and vigilant, was never sur

prised into large sums. What might have been

the consequence of long familiarity with these

plunderers I had not an opportunity of know

ing ;
for one night the constables entered and

seized us, and I was once more compelled to

sink into my former condition, by sending for

my old master to attest my character.

When I was deliberating to what new quali
fications I should aspire, I was summoned into

the country, by an account of my father's

death. Here I had hopes of being able to dis

tinguish myself, and to support the honour of

my family. I therefore bought guns and horses,

and, contrary to the expectation of the tenants,
increased the salary of the huntsman. But
when I entered the field, it was soon discovered

that I was not destined to the glories of the

chace. I was afraid of thorns in the thicket,

and of dirt in the marsh; I shivered on the

brink of a river while the sportsmen crossed it,

and trembled at the sight of a five-bar gate.
When the sport and danger were over, I was
still equally disconcerted

; for I was effeminate,

though not delicate, and could only join a fee

bly-whispering voice in the clamours of their

triumph.
A fall, by which my ribs were broken, soon

recalled me to domestic pleasures, and I exerted

all my art to obtain the favour of the neigh

bouring ladies
; but, wherever I came, there

was always some unlucky conversation upon

ribands, fillets, pins, or thread, which drove all

my stock of compliments out of my memory
and overwhelmed me with shame and dejec

tion.

Thus I passed the ten first years after ths

death of my brother, in which 1 have learned

at last to repress that ambition, which I could

never gratify ; and, instead of wasting more of

my life in vain endeavours after accomplish

ments, which if not early acquired, no endea

vours can obtain, I shall confine my care to

those higher excellences which are in every
man's power, and though I cannot enchant

affection by elegance and ease, hope to secure

esteem by honesty and truth.

I am, &c.

MlSOCAPELUS.
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Taciturn sylvas inter reptare salubres,

Curantem quicquid dignum sapiente bonoque est,

HOK

To range in silence through each healthful wood,
And muse what's worthy of the wise and good.

ELPHINSTOX

THE season of the year is now come, in which

the theatres are shut, and the card-tables for

saken ; the regions of luxury are for awhile un

peopled, and pleasure leads out her votaries to

groves and gardens, to still scenes and erratic

gratifications. Those who have passed many
months in a continual tumult of diversion ; who
have never opened their eyes in the morning,
but upon some new appointment ;

nor slept at

night without a dream of dances, music, and

good hands, or of soft sighs and humble suppli

cations ;
must now retire to distant provinces,

where the syrens of flattery are scarcely to be

heard, where beauty sparkles without praise or

envy, and wit is repeated only by the echo.

As I think it one of the most important
duties of social benevolence to give warning of

the approach of calamity, when by timely pre

vention it may be turned aside, or by prepara

tory measures be more easily endured, I cannot

feel the increasing warmth, or observe the

lengthening days, without considering the con

dition of my fair readers, who are now prepar

ing to leave all that has so long filled up their

hours, all from which they have been accus

tomed to hope for delight ;
and who., till fashion

proclaims the liberty of returning to the seats

of mirth and elegance, must endure the rugged

'squire, the sober housewife, the loud huntsman,
or the formal parson, the roar of obstreperous

jollity, or the dulncss of prudential instruction;

without any retreat but to the gloom of soli-
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tude, where they will yet find greater incon

veniences, and must learn, however unwilling

ly, to endure themselves.

In winter the life of the polite and gay may
be said to roll on with a strong and rapid cur

rent ; they float along from pleasure to pleasure,
without the trouble of regulating their own mo
tions, and pursue the coui'se of the stream in all

the felicity of inattention
;
content that they find

themselves in progression, and careless whither

they are going. But the months of summer
are a kind of sleeping stagnation without wind
or tide, where they are left to force themselves

forward by their own labour, and to direct

their passage by their own skill ;
and where, if

they have not some internal principle of activity,

they must be stranded upon shallows, or lie

torpid in a perpetual calm.

There are, indeed, some to whom this univer

sal dissolution of gay societies affords a welcome

opportunity of quitting, without disgi-ace, the

post which they have found themselves unable

to maintain ;
and of seeming to retreat only at

the call of nature, from assemblies where, after

a short triumph of uncontested superiority, they
are overpowered by some new intruder of softer

elegance or sprightlier vivacity. By these, hope
less of victory, and yet ashamed to confess a con

quest, the summer is regarded as a release from

the fatiguing service of celebrity, a dismission to

aiore certainjoys and a safer empire. They now
solace themselves with the influence which they
shall obtain, where they have no rival to fear ; and

with the lustre which they shall effuse, when no

thing can be seen of brighter splendour. They
imagine, while they are preparing for theirjour

ney, the admiration with which the rustics will

crowd about them ; plan the laws ofa new assem

bly ; or contrive to delude provincial ignorance
with a fictitious mode. A thousand pleasing expec
tations swarm in the fancy ;

and all the approach

ing weeks are filled with distinctions, honours,
and authority.

But others, who have lately entered the world,

or have yet had no proofs of its inconstancy and

desertion, are cut off, by this cruel interruption,

from the enjoyment of their prerogatives, and

doomed to lose four months in unactive obscuri

ty. Many complaints do vexation and desire

extort from those exiled tyrants of the town,

against the inexorable sun, who pursues his

course without any regard to love or beauty ;

and visits eithertropicat the stated time, whether

shunned or courted, deprecated or implored.

To them who leave the places of public resort

in the full bloom of reputation, and withdraw

from admiration, courtship, submission, and ap

plause, a rural triumph can give nothing equiv
alent. The praise of ignorance, and the subjec

tion of weakness, are little regarded by beauties

who have been accustomed to more important

conquests, and more valuable panegyrics. Nor

indeed should the powers which have made havoc
in the theatres, or borne down rivalry in courts,

be degraded to a mean attack upon the untrave!-

led heir, or ignoble :>ontest with the ruddy milk

maid.

How then must four long months be worn

away? Four months, in which there will be nc

routs, no shows, no ridottos
; in which visits

must be regulated by the weather, and assem
blies will depend upon the moon ! The Platon-

ists imagine, that the future punishment of

those who have in this life debased their reason

by subjection to their senses, and have preferred
the gross gratifications of lewdncss and luxury,
to the pure and sublime felicity of virtue and

contemplation, will arise from the predominance
and solicitations of the same appetites, in a state

which can furnish no means of appeasing them.

I cannot but suspect that this month, bright
with sunshine, and fragrant with perfumes ;

this month, which covers the meadow with ver

dure, and decks the gardens with all the mix
tures of colorific radiance; this month, from

which the man of fancy expects new infusions

of imagery, and the naturalist new scenes of ob

servation ; this month will chain down multi

tudes to the Platonic penance of desire without

enjoyment, and hurry them from the highest

satisfactions, which they have yet learned to

conceive, into a state of hopeless wishes and pin

ing recollection, where the eye of vanity will

look round for admiration to no purpose, and

the hand of avarice shuffle cards in a bower with

ineffectual dexterity.

From the tediousness of this melancholy sus

pension of life, I would willingly preserve those

who are exposed to it only by inexperience ;

who want not inclination to wisdom or virtue,

though they have been dissipated by negligence,

or misled by example ; and who would gladly
find the way to rational happiness, though it

should be necessary to struggle with habit, and

abandon fashion. To these many arts of spend

ing time might be recommended, which would

neither sadden the present hour with weariness,

nor the future with repentance.

It would seem impossible to a solitary specu-

latist, that a human being can want employment.
To be born in ignorance with a capacity of

knowledge, and to be placed in the midst of a

world filled with variety, perpetually pressing

upon the senses and irritating curiosity, is sure

ly a sufficient security against the languishment
of inattention. Novelty is indeed necessary to

preserve eagerness and alacrity ;
but art and na

ture have stores inexhaustible by human intel

lects
;
and every moment produces something

new to him, who has quickened his faculties by

diligent observation.

Some studies, for which the country and the

summer afford peculiar opportunities, I shall

perhaps endeavour to jsecommend in a future es-
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say ;
but if there be any apprehension not apt ,

to admit unaccustomed ideas, or any attention
|

so stubborn and inflexible, as not easily to com

ply with new directions, even these obstructions

cannot exclude the pleasure of application ;
for

there is a higher and nobler employment, to

which all faculties are adapted by him who gave

them. The duties of religion, sincerely and re-
|

vularly performed, \vill always be sufficient to ;

exalt the meanest, and to exercise the highest

understanding. That mind will never be va

cant, which is frequently recalled by stated du- i

ties to meditations on eternal interests ; nor can
|

any hour be long, which is spent in obtaining !

some new qualification for celestial happiness.
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Descnpcus sen-are vices, operumque colores,

Cur ego, si nequeo ignoroque, pcSta salutor?

HOR.

But if, through weakness, or my want of art,

I can't to every different style impart

The proper strokes and colours it may claim,

Why am I honour'd with a poet's name 1

FRANCIS.

IT is one of the maxims of the civil law, that

definitions
are hazardous. Things modified by

human understandings, subject to varieties of

complication, and changeable as experience ad

vances knowledge, or accident influences caprice,

are scarcely to be included in any standing form

of expression, because they are always suffering

some alteration of their state. Definition is,

Indeed, not the province of man ; every thing

Is set above or below our faculties. The works

and operations of nature are too great in their

extent, or too much diffused in their relations,

and the performances of art too inconsistent and

uncertain, to be reduced to any determinate
- idea. It is impossible to impress upon our minds

an adequate and just representation of an ob

ject so great, that we can never take it into our

view, or so mutable, that it is always changing
under our eye, and has already lost its form

while we are labouring to conceive it.

Definitions have been no less difficult or un
certain in criticisms than in law. Imagina
tion, a licentious and vagrant faculty, unsuscep
tible of limitations, and impatient of restraint,

has always endeavoured to baffle the logician,

to perplex the confines of distinction, and burst

the enclosures of regularity. There is, there

fore, scarcely any species of writing, of which
we can tell what is its essence, and what are its

constituents ; every new genius produces some

innovation, which, when invented and improved,
Hulverts the rules which the practice of forego

ing authors had established.

Comedy has been particularly unpropitious to

definers
; though perhaps they might properly

have contented themselves with declaring it to

be suck a dramatic representation ofhuman life, as~~~

may excite mirth, they have embarrassed their

definition with the means by which the comic

writers attain their end, without considering
that the various methods of exhilarating their

audience, not being limited by nature, cannot

be comprised in precept. Thus, some make

comedy a representation of mean, and others of

bad men
;
some think that its essence consists

in the unimportance, others in the fictitiousness

of the transaction. But any man's reflections

will inform him, that every dramatic composi
tion which raises mirth is comic: and that, to

raise mirth, it is by no means universally neces

sary, that the personages should be either mean
or corrupt, nor always requisite, that the action

should be trivial, nor ever, that it should be fic

titious.

If the two kinds of dramatic poetry had been

defined only by their effects upon the mind,
some absurdities might have been prevented,
with which the compositions of our greatest

poets are disgraced, who, for want of some set

tled ideas and accurate distinctions, have unhap
pily confounded tragic with comic sentiments.

They seem to have thought, that as the mean
ness of personages constituted comedy, their

greatness was sufficient to form a tragedy ; and
that nothing was necessary but that they should

crowd the scene with monarchs, and generals,

and guards ; and make them talk, at certain in

tervals, of the downfall of kingdoms, and the

route of armies. They have not considered,

that thoughts or incidents, in themselves ridicu

lous, grow still more grotesque by the solemnity
of such characters

;
that reason and nature are

uniform and inflexible ;
and that what is despi

cable and absurd, will not, by any association

with splendid titles, become rational or great ;

that the most important affairs, by an intermix

ture of an unseasonable levity, may be made

contemptible ;
and that the robes of royalty can

give no dignity to nonsense or to folly.
" Comedy," says Horace,

" sometimes raises

her voice ;
and Tragedy may likewise on pro

per occasions abate her dignity; but as the comic

personages can only depart from her familiarity

of style, when the more violent passions are put
in motion, the heroes and queens of tragedy
should never descend to trifle, but in the hours

of ease, and intermissions of danger. Yet ill

the tragedy of Don Sebastian, when the King
of Portugal is in the hands of his enemy, and

having just drawn the lot, by which he is con

demned to die, breaks out into a wild boast that

his dust shall take possession of Afric, the dia

logue proceeds thus between the captive and his

conqueror :

iiulty Moluch. What shall I do to conquer thee ?
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Seb. Impossible'
Souls know no conquerors.
M. Mol. I'll show thee for a monster thro' my

Afric.

Seb. No, thou canst only show me for a man i

Afric is stored with monsters
;
man's a prodigy

Thy subjects have not seen.

M. Mol. Thou talk'st as if

Still at the head of battle

Seb. Thou mistak'st,

For there I would not talk.

Benducar, the Minister. Su/e he would sleep.

This conversation, with the sly remark of the

minister, can only be found not to be comic, be

cause it wants the probability necessary to re

presentations of common life, and degenerates

too much towards buffoonery and farce.

The same play affords a smart return of the

general to the emperor, who, enforcing his or

ders for the death of Sebastian, vents his impa
tience in this abrupt threat.

No more replies,

But see thou dost it
;
Or

To which Dorax answers,

Choke in that threat : I can say Or as loud.

A thousand instances of such impropriety

might be produced, were not one scene in

Aureng-Zebe sufficient to exemplify it. In-

damora, a captive queen, having Aureng-Zebe
for her lover, employs Arimant, to whose

charge she had been entrusted, and whom she

had made sensible of her charms, to carry her

message to his rival.

ARIMANT, with a letter in his hand ; INDAKORA.

Arim. And I the messenger to him from you ?

Your empire you to tyranny pursue :

You lay commands both cruel and unjust,

To serve my rival, and betray my trust.

2nd. You first betray'd your trust ill loving me :

And should not I my own advantage see ?

Serving my love, you may my friendship gain ;

You know the rest of your pretences vain.

You must, my Arimant, you must be kind :

Tis in your nature, and your noble mind-

Arim. I'll to the king, and straight my trust resign.

Ind. His trust you may, but you shall never mine.

Heaven made you love me for no other end,

But to become my confident and friend :

As such, I keep no secret from your sight,

And therefore make youjudge how ill I write ;

Read it, and tell me freely then your mind,
If 'tis indited, as I meant it, kind.

Arim. / ask not Heaven myfreedom to restore,

[Reading.
But onlyfor your sake. I'll read no more.
And yet I must
Lessfor my own, than for your sorroiv sad

[Reading.
Another line like this, would make me mad
Heaven I she goes on yet more and yetmorekind !

[As reading.
Each sentence is a dagger to my mind.

I
See me this night [Reading.
Thankfortune, u ho did such afriend provide ,

Forfaithful Arimant shall be your guide.

Not only to be made an instrument,
But pre-engaged without my own consent!

Ind. Unknown t' engage you still augments nrj

score,

And gives you scope of meriting the more.

Arim. The best of men
Some interest in their actions must confess ;

None merit, but in hope they may possess :

The fatal paper rather let me tear,

Than, like Bellerophon, my own sentence bear.

Ind. You may ; but 'twill not be your best

advice :

'Twill only give me pains of writing twice.

You know you must obey me, soon or late :

Why should you vainly struggle with your fate ?

Arim. 1 thank thee, Heaven I thou hast be6f*

wondrous kind !

Why am I thus to slavery designed,

And yet am cheated with a free born mind

Or make thy orders with my reason suit.

Or let me live by sense, a glorious brute

Shefrou-ns.

You frown, and I obey with speed, before

That dreadful sentence comes, See me no more.

In this scene, every circumstance concurs to

turn tragedy to farce. The wild absurdity of

the expedient; the contemptible subjection of

the lover ;
the folly of obliging him to read the

letter only because it ought to have been con

cealed from him
;
the frequent interruptions of

amorous impatience; the faint expostulations

of a voluntary slave ;
the imperious haughtiness

of a tyrant without power ;
the deep reflection

of the yielding rebel upon fate and free-will ;

and his wise wish to lose his reason as soon as

he finds himself about to do what he cannot

persuade his reason to approve, are surely suf

ficient to awaken the most torpid risibility.

There is scarce a tragedy of the last century
which has not debased its most important in

cidents and polluted its most serious interlocu

tions, with buffoonery and meanness : tut

though perhaps it cannot be pretended that the

present age has added much to the force and

efficacy of the drama, it has at least been able

to escape many faults, which either ignorance

had overlooked, or indulgence had licensed.

The latter tragedies indeed have faults of an

other kind, perhaps more destructive to de

light, though less open to censure. The per

petual tumour of phrase with which every

thought is now expressed by every personage,

the paucity of adventurers, which regularity

admits, and the unvaried equality of flowing

dialogue, has taken away from our present

writers almost all that dominion over the pas-

sions which was the boast of their predecessors.

Yet they may at least claim this commendation,
that they avoid gross faults, and that if they

cannot often move terror or pity, they are al

ways careful not to provoke laughter.
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No. 126.] SATURDAY, JUNE 1, 1751.

\ihil est aliud magnum qudm mutid ndnuta.

VET. AUCT.

Sands form the mountain, moments make the year.

YOUNG.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

AMONG other topics of conversation which your

papers supply, I was lately engaged in a dis

cussion of the character given by Tranquilla of

her lover Venustulus, whom, notwithstanding
the severity of his mistress, the greater number
seemed inclined to acquit of unmanly or cul

pable timidity.
One of the company remarked, that prudence

ought to be distinguished from fear ;
and that if

Venustulus was afraid of nocturnal adventures,

no man who considered how much every avenue

of the town was infested with robbers could

think him blameable ; for why should life be

hazarded without prospect of honour or advan

tage ? Another was of opinion, that a brave

man might be afraid of crossing the river in the

calmest weather, and declared, that, for his part,

while there were coaches and a bridge, he would
never be seen tottering in a wooden case, out of

which he might be thrown by any irregular agi

tation, or which might be overset by accident or

negligence, or by the force of a sudden gust, or

the rush of a larger vessel. It was his custom,
he said, to keep the security of day-light, and

dry ground ; for it was a maxim with him, that

no wise man ever perished by water, or was
lost in the dark.

The next was humbly of opinion, that If

Tranquilla had seen, like him, the cattle run

roaring about the meadows in the hot months,
she Avould not have thought meanly of her lover

for not venturing his safety among them. His

neighbour then told us, that for his part he was
not ashamed to confess, that he could not see a

rat, though it was dead, without palpitation ;

that he had been driven six times out of his

lodgings either by rats or mice; and that he al

ways had a bed in the closet for his servant,
whom he called up whenever the enemy was in

motion. Another wondered that any man should

think himself disgraced by a precipitate retreat

from a dog ; for there was always a possibility
that a dog might be mad ; and that surely,

though there was no danger but of being bit by
a fierce animal, t>>ere was more wisdom in flight

j

than contest. By all these declarations another

was encouraged to confess, that if he had been

admi-tted to the honour of paying his addresses to

Tranquilla, he should have been likely to incur

the same censure
; for, among all the animals

upon which nature has impressed deformity and

horror, there ia none whom he durst not en

counter rather than a beetle.

Thus, Sir, though cowardice is universally
defined too close and anxious an attention to

personal safety, there will be found scarcely any
fear, however excessive in its degree, or unrea

sonable in its object, which will be allowed to

characterise a coward. Fear is a passion which

every man feels so frequently predominant in

his own breast, that he is unwilling to hear it

censured with great asperity ; and, perhaps, ii

we confess the truth, the same restraint which
would hinder a man from declaiming against the

frauds of any employment among those who pro
fess it, should withhold him from treating fear

with contempt among human beings.
Yet since fortitude is one of those virtues

which the condition of our nature makes hourly
necessary, I think you cannot better direct vouf

j

admonitions than against superfluous and pani
*

terrors. Fear is implanted in us as a preservative

j

from evil
;
but its duty, like that of other pas

sions, is not to overbear reason, but to assist it ;

nor should it be suffered to tyrannize in the ima

gination, to raise phantoms of horror, or beset

life with supernumerary distresses.

To be always afraid of losing life is, indeed,

scarcely to enjoy a life that can deserve the care

of preservation. He that once indulges idle fears

will never be at rest. Our present state admits

only of a kind of negative security ; we must
conclude ourselves safe when we see no danger,
or none inadequate to our powers of opposition.
Death indeed continually hovers about us, but

hovers commonly unseen, unless we sharpen out

sight by useless curiosity.

There is always a point at which caution,

however solicitous, must limit its preservatives,

because one terror often counteracts another. I

once knew one of the speculatists of cowardice,
whose reigning disturbance was the dread of

house-breakers. His inquiries were for nine

years employed upon the best method of barring
a window, or a door ; and many an hour has he

spent in establishing the preference of a bolt to

a lock. He had at last, by the daily superaddi-
tion of new expedients, contrived a door which
could never be forced : for one bar was secured

by another with such intricacy of subordination

that he was himself not always able to disengage
them in the proper method. He was happy in

this fortification, till being asked how he would

escape if he was threatened by fire, he discover,

ed, that, with all his care and expense, he had only
been assisting his own destruction. He then

immediately tore off his bolts, and now leaves at

night his outer door half-locked, that he may
not by his own folly perish in the flames.

There is one species of terror which thosewho
are unwilling to suffer the reproach of cowardice

have wisely dignified with the name of antipathy.
A man who talks with intrepidity of the mon
sters of the wilderness while they are out o

s:ght, will readily confess his antipathy to a molfl|
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a weasel, or a frog. He has indeed no dread of

harm from an insect or a worm, but his antipa-

ihy turns him pale whenever they approach him.

lie believes that a boat will transport him with

as much safety as his neighbours, but he cannot

conquer his antipathy to the water. Thus lie goes

on without any reproach from his own reflec

tions, and every day multiplies antipathies, till

he becomes contemptible to others, and burden

some to himself.

It is indeed certain, that impressions of dread

may sometimes be unluckily made by objects

not in themselves justly formidable; but when
fear is discovered to be groundless, it is to be

eradicated like other false opinions, and anti

pathies are generally superable by a single effort.

He that has been taught to shudder at a mouse,
if he can persuade himself to risk on.-' encounter,

will find his own superiority, and exchange his

terrors for the pride of conquest.

I am, Sir, &c.

THRASO.

SIR,

As you profess to extend your regard to the

minuteness of decency, as well as to the dignity
of science, I cannot forbear to lay before you a

mode of persecution by which I have been ex

iled to taverns and coffee-houses, and deterred

from entering the doors of my friends.

Among the ladies who please themselves with

splendid furniture, or elegant entertainment, it

is a practice very common, to ask every guest

how he likes the carved work of the cornice, or

the figures of the tapestry ; the china at the table,

or the plate on the side-board ; and on all occa

sions to inquire his opinion of their judgment
and their choice. Melania has laid her new
watch in the window nineteen times, that she

may desire me to look upon it. Calista has an art

of dropping her snuff-box by drawing out her

handkerchief, that when I pick it up I may ad

mire it; and Fulgentia has conducted me by
mistake into the wrong room, at every visit I

have paid since her picture was put into a new
frame.

I hope, Mr. Rambler, you will inform them,
that no man should be denied the privilege of

silence, or tortured to false declarations; and

that though ladies may justly claim to be exempt
from rudeness, they have no right to force un

willing civilities. To please is a laudable and

elegant ambition, and is properly rewarded with

honest praise ; but to seize applause by violence,

and call out for commendation, without know

ing, or caring to know, whether it be given
from conviction, is a species of tyranny by
which modesty is oppressed, and sincerity cor

rupted. The tribute of admiration thus exacted

by impudence and importunity, differs from the

respect paid to silent merit, as the plunder of a

pirate from the merchant's profit.

I am, &c.

MlSOCOLAX.

SIR,

YOUR great predecessor, the Spectator, en

deavoured to diffuse among his female readers

a desire of knowledge ;
nor can I charge you,

|

though you do not seem equally attentive to the

ladies, with endeavouring to discourage them

I
from any laudable pursuit. But however

|

either he or you may excite our curiosity, you
I

have not yet informed us how it may be grati-
i fied. The world seems to have formed a uni

versal conspiracy against our understandings;
our questions are supposed not to expect an

swers, our arguments are confuted with a jest,

and we are treated like beings who transgress
the limits of our nature whenever we aspire to

seriousness or improvement.
I inquired yesterday of a gentlemen eminent

for astronomical skill, what made the day long
in summer, and short in winter ;

and was told

that nature protracted the days in summer, lest

ladies should want time to walk in the park;
and the nights in winter, lest they should not

have hours sufficient to spend at the card-table.

I hope you do not doubt but I heard such in

formatioii with just contempt, and I desire you
to discover to this great master of ridicule, that

I was far from wanting any intelligence whir.h

he could have given me. I asked the question

with no other intention than to set him free

from the necessity of silence, and gave him an

opportunity of mingling on equal terms with a

polite assembly, from which however uneasy,
he could not then escape, by a kind introduction

of the only subject on which I believed him
able to speak with propriety,

I am, &c.

GENEROSA.

No. 127.] TUESDAY, JUNE 4, 1751.

Capisti melius qudm desinis : ultima primis
Cedunt : dissimiles, hie vir, et ille puer.

Succeeding years thy early fame destroy ;

Thou, who began'st a man, wilt end a boy.

POLITIAN, a name eminent among the restorers

of polite literature, when he published a collec

tion of epigrams, prefixed to many of them the

year of his age at which they were composed.
He might design by this information, either to

boast the early maturity of his genius, or to

conciliate indulgence to the puerility of his per

formances. But, whatever was his intent, it

is remarked by Scaliger, he very little promoted
his own reputation, because he fell below the

promise which his first productions had given.
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and in the latter part of his life seldom equalled

the sallies of his youth.

It is not uncommon for those who, at their

first entrance into the world, were distinguished

for attainments or abilities, to disappoint the

hopes which they had raised, and to end in

neglect and obscurity that life which they be

gan in celebrity and honour. To the long

catalogue of the inconveniences of old age,

which moral and satirical writers have so

copiously displayed, may be often added the loss

of fame.

The advance of the human mind towards any

object of laudable pursuit, may be compared
to the progress of a body driven by a blow. It

moves for a time with great velocity and vigour,

but the force of the first impulse is perpetually

decreasing, and, though it should encounter no

obstacle capable of quelling it by a sudden stop,

the resistance of the medium through which it

passes, and the latent inequalities of the smooth

est surface, will, in a short time, by continued

retardation, wholly overpower it. Some hin

drances will be found in every road of life, but

he that fixes his eyes upon any thing at a dis

tance, necessarily loses sight of all that fills up
the intermediate space, and therefore sets for

ward with alacrity and confidence, nor suspects

a thousand obstacles by which he afterwards

finds his passage embarrassed and obstructed.

Some are indeed stopped at once in their career

by a sudden shock of calamity, or diverted to a

different direction by the cross impulse of some

violent passion ; but far the greater part lan

guish by slow degrees, deviate at first into slight

obliquities, and themselves scarcely perceive at

what time their ardour forsook them, or when

they lost sight of their original design.

Weariness and negligence are perpetually

prevailing by silent encroachments., assisted by
different causes, and not observed till they can

not, without great difficulty, be opposed. La
bour necessarily requires pauses of ease and re

laxation, and the deliciousness of ease common

ly makes us unwilling to return to labour. We,
perhaps, prevail upon ourselves to renew our

attempts, but eagerly listen to every argument
for frequent interpositions of amusement ; for,

when indolence has once entered upon the

mind, it can scarcely be dispossessed but by such

efforts as very few are willing to exert.

It is the fate of industry to be equally en

dangered by miscarriage and success, by con

fidence and despondency. He that engages in

a great undertaking, with a false opinion of its

facility, or too high conceptions of his own
strength, is easily discouraged by the first hin

drance of his advances, because he had promised
himself an equal and perpetual progression
without impediment or disturbance

; when un
expected interruptions break in upon him, he
Is in the state of a man surprised by a tempest,

where he purposed only to bask in the calm, or

sport in the shallows.

It is not only common to find the difficulty of

an enterprise greater, but the profit less, than

hope had pictured it. Youth enters the world,

with very happy prejudices in her own favour.

She imagines herself not only certain of accom

plishing every adventure, but of obtaining

those rewards which the accomplishment may
deserve. She is not easily persuaded to be

lieve that the force of merit can be resisted by

obstinacy and avarice, or its lustre darkened

by envy and malignity. She has not yet learned

that the most evident claims to praise or pre

ferment may be rejected by malice against

conviction, or by indolence without examina

tion ; that they may be sometimes defeated by
artifices, and sometimes overborne by clamour :

that, in the mingled numbers of mankind,

many need no other provocation to enmity
than that they find themselves excelled

; that

others have ceased their curiosity, and con

sidered every man who fills the mouth of report
with a new name, as an intruder upon their

retreat, and disturber of their repose; that

some are engaged in complications of interest

which they imagine endangered by every in

novation ; that many yield themselves up im

plicitly to every report which hatred dissemi

nates or folly scatters
; and that whoever aspirea

to the notice of the public, has in almost every
man an enemy and a rival

; and must struggle
with the opposition of the daring, and elude the

stratagems of the timorous, must quicken the

frigid, and soften the obdurate, must reclaim

perverseness and inform stupidity.
It is no wonder that when the prospect ol

reward has vanish"'!, the zeal of enterprise
should cease; for who would persevere to

cultivate the soil which he has, after long la

bour, discovered to be barren ? He who hath

pleased himself with anticipated praises, and

expected that he should meet in every place
with patronage or friendship, will soon remit

his vigour, when he finds that, from those who
desire to be considered as his admirers, nothing
can be hoped but cold civility, and that many
refuse to own his excellence, lest they should be

too justly expected to reward it.

A man thus cut off from the prospect of that

port to which his address and fortitude had
been employed to steer him, often abandons
himself to chance and to the wind, and glides

carelessly and idle down the current of life,

without resolution to make another effort,

till he is swallowed up by the gulf of mor

tality.

Others are betrayed to the same desertion of

themselves by a contrary fallacy. It was said

of Hannibal, that he wanted nothing to the com

pletion of his martial virtues, but that when he

had gained a victory he should know how to use
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It. The folly of desisting too soon from success

ful labours, and the haste of enjoying advantages
before they are secured, are often fatal to men
of impetuous desire, to men whose conscious

ness of uncommon powers fills them with pre

sumption, and who, having borne opposition
down before them, and left emulation panting
behind, are early persuaded to imagine that

they have reached the heights of perfection, and
that now, being no longer in danger from com

petitors, they may pass the rest of their days in

the enjoyment of their acquisitions, in contem

plation of their own superiority, and in atten

tion to their own praises, and look unconcerned

from their eminence upon the toils and conten

tions of meaner beings.
It is not sufficiently considered in the hour of

exultation, that all human excellence is com

parative ; that no man performs much but in

proportion to what others accomplish, or to the

time and opportunities which have been allowed

him ; and that he who stops at any point of

excellence is every day sinking in estimation,

because his improvement grows continually
more incommensurate to his life. Yet, as no
man willingly quits opinions favourable to him

self, they who have once*been justly celebrated,

imagine that they still have the same preten
sions to regard, and seldom perceive the dimi

nution of their character while there is time to

recover it. Nothing then remains but murmurs
and remorse

;
for if the spendthrift's poverty be

embittered by the reflection that he once was

rich, how must the idler's obscurity be clouded

by remembering that he once had lustre !

These errors all arise from an original mis

take of the true motives of action. \He that

never extends his view beyond the praises or re

wards of men, will be dejected by neglect and

envy, or infatuated by honours and applause^
But the consideration that life is only deposited
in his hands to be employed in obedience to a

Master who will regard his endeavours, not his

success, would have preserved him from trivial

elations and discouragements, and enabled him
to proceed with constancy and cheerfulness, nei

ther enervated by commendation, nor intimi

dated by censure.
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Qlz IJ/EVET', ovr Aictx^at

OlITt TrOC OiVTlBiU

For not the brave, or wise, or great,

E'er yet had happiness complete :

Nor Peleus, grandson of the sky,
Nor Cadmus scaped the shafts of pain.

Though favour'd by the Powers on hijrh

With every bliss that man can gaiu.

THE writers who have undertaken the task of

reconciling mankind to their present state, and

relieving the discontent produced by the various

distribution of terrestial advantages, frequently
remind us that we judge too hastily of good and
evil

; that we view only the superficies of life,

and determine of the whole by a very small

part ;
and that in the condition of men it fre

quently happens, that grief and anxiety lie hid

under the golden robes of prosperity, and the

gloom of calamity is cheered by secret radiations

of hope and comfort ; as in the works of nature

the bog is sometimes covered with flowers, and

the mine concealed in the barren crags.

.None but those who have learned the art of

subjecting their senses as well as reason to hy
pothetical systems, can be persuaded by the most

specious rhetorician that the lots of life are equal ;

yet it cannot be denied that every one has his

peculiar pleasures and vexations, an'd external

accidents operate variously upon different minds,
and that no man can exactly judge from his owu
sensations, what another would feel in the same

circumstances.

If the general disposition of things be esti

mated by the representation which every oiie

makes of his own estate, the world must be con

sidered as the abode of sorrow and misery ;
for

how few can forbear to relate their troubles and

distresses? If we judge by the account which

may be obtained of every man's fortune from

others, it may be concluded, that we all are

placed in an elysian region, overspread with the

luxuriance of plenty, and fanned by the breezes

of felicity; since scarcely any complaint is ut

tered without censure from those that hear it,

and almost all are allowed to have obtained a

provision at least adequate to their virtue or their

understanding, to possess either more than they

deserve, or more than they enjoy.

We are either born with such dissimilitude of

temper and inclination, or receive so many of

our ideas and opinions from the state of life in

which we are engaged, that the griefs and cares

of one part of mankind seem to the other hypo

crisy, foliy, and affectation. Every class of so

ciety has its cant of lamentation, which is un

derstood or regarded by none but themselves ;

and every part of life has its uneasiness, which

those who do not feel them will not commiser

ate. An event which spreads distraction over

half the commercial world, assembles the trading

companies in councils and committees, and

shakes the nerves of a thousand stockjobbers, is

read by the landlord and the farmer with frigid

indifference. An affair of love, which fills the

young breast with incessant alternations ofhope

and fear, and steals away the night and day from
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every other pleasure or employment, is regarded

by them whose passions time has extinguished,

as an amusement, which can properly raise

neither joy nor sorrow, and, though it may be

suffered to fill the vacuity of an idle moment,

should always give way to prudence or interest.

He that never had any other desire than to fill a

thest with money, or to add another manor to

his estate, who never grieved but at abadmort- ;

gage, or entered a company but to make a bar

gain, would be astonished to hear of beings

known among the polite and gay by the denomi

nation of wits. How would he gape with curio

sity, or grin with contempt, at the mention of

beings who have no wish but to speak what was

never spoken before ; who, if they happen to in

herit wealth, often exhaust their patrimonies in

treating those who will hear them talk ; and,

if they are poor, neglect opportunities of im

proving their fortunes, for the pleasure of mak

ing others laugh ! How slowly would he be

lieve that there are men who would rather lose

a legacy than the reputation of a distich; who
think it less disgrace to want money than repar

tee ;
whom the vexation of having been foiled

in a contest of raillery is sometimes sufficient to

deprive of sleep ;
and who would esteem it a

lignter evil to miss a profitable bargain by some

accidental delay, than not to have thought of a

smart reply till the time of producing it was

past ! How little would he suspect that this

child of idleness and frolic enters every assembly

with a beating bosom, like a litigant on the day
ot decision, and revolves the probability of ap

plause with the anxiety of a conspirator, whose

fate depends upon the next night ; that at the

hour of retirement ho carries home, under a

show of airy negligence, a heart lacerated with

envy, or depressed with disappointment ; and

immures himself in his closet, that he may dis

encumber his memory at leisure, review the

progress of the day, state with accuracy his loss

or gain of reputation, and examine the causes of

his failure or success ?

Yet more remote from common conceptions

are the numerous and restless anxieties, by whi ch

female happiness is particularly disturbed. A
solitary philosopher "would imagine ladies born

with an exemption from care and sorrow lulled

in perpetual quiet, and feasted with unmingled

pleasure ; for, what can interrupt the content of

those, upon whom one age has laboured after

another to confer honours, and accumulate im
munities ;

those to whom rudeness is infamy,
and insult is cowardice ; whose eye commands
the brave, and whose smile softens the severe

;

whom the sailor travels to adorn, the soldier

bleeds to defend, and the poet wears out life to cele-

orate
;
who claim tribute from every art and sci

ence, and forwhom all who approach them endea

vour to multiply delights, without requiring from

them any return but willingness to be pleased?

Surely among these favourites of nature, thus

unacquainted Avith toil and danger, felicitymust
have fixed her residence ; they must know only
the changes of more vivid or more gentle joys ;

their life must always move either to the slow

or sprightly melody of the lyre of gladness ; they
can never assemble but to pleasure, or retire but

to peace.

Such would be the thoughts of every man who
should hover at a distance round the world, and

know it only by conjecture and speculation.

But experience will soon discover how easily

those are disgusted who have been made nice by

plenty and tender by indulgence. He will soon

see to how many dangers power is exposed which

has no other guard than youth and beauty, and

how easily that tranquillity is molested which
can only be soothed with the songs of flattery.

It is impossible to supply wants as fast as an idle

imagination may be able to form them, or to re

move all inconveniences by which elegance re

fined into impatience may be offended. None
are so hard to please, as those whom satiety of

pleasure makes weary of themselves
; nor any

so readily provoked as those who have been al

ways courted with an emulation of civility.

There are indeed some strokes which the envy
of fate aims immediately at the fair. The mis

tress of Catullus wept for her sparrow many
centuries ago, and lapdogs will be sometimes sick

in the present age. The most fashionable bro

cade is subject to stains ;
a pinner, the pride ot

Brussels, may be torn by a careless washer ; a

picture may drop from a watch ; or the triumph
of a new suit may be interrupted on the iirst

day of its enjoyment, and all distinctions of

dress unexpectedly obliterated by a general

mourning.
Such is the state of every age, every sex, and

every condition : all have their cares, either from
nature or from folly : and whoever therefore

finds himself inclined to envy another, should

remember that he knows not the real condition

which he desires to obtain, but is certain that,

by indulging a vicious passion, he must lessen

that happiness which he thinks already too spar

ingly bestowed.

No. 129.] TUESDAY, JUNE 11, 175L

-Nunc, o mine, Derdale, dixit,

Materiam, qua sis ingeniosus, habesi

Possidet en terras, et possidet aquora, Minos,

Nee tellus nostra, nee patet undafugee.
Restat iter coclo : calo tentabbnus ire

Da teniam cap to, Jupiter alte, mco. ovio.

Now Daedalus, behold, by fate assign'd,

A task proportioii'd to thy mighty mind!

Unconquer'dbars on earth and sea withstand.}

Thine, Minos, is the main, and thine the land.
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The skies are open let us try the skies :

Forgive great Jove, the dariiig enterprise.

MORALISTS, like other writers, instead of casi

ng their eyes abroad in the living world, and

endeavouring to form maxims of practice and

new hints of theory, content their curiosity with

that secondary knowledge which books afford,

and think themselves entitled to reverence by a

new arrangement of an ancient system, or new
illustration of established principles. The sage

precepts of the first instructors of the world are

transmitted from age to age with little variation,

and echoed from one author to another, not per

haps without some loss of their original force at

(.very repercussion.

I know not whether any other reason than

this idleness of imitation can be assigned for

that uniform and constant partiality, by which

some vices have hitherto escaped censure, and

some virtues wanted recommendation ; nor can

I discover why else we have been warned only

against part of our enemies, while the rest have

leen suffered to steal upon us without notice ;

why the heart has on one side been doubly

fortified, and laid open on the other to the in

cursions of error, and the ravages of vice.

Among the favourite topics of moral declama

tion may be numbered the miscarriages of im-

r-rudent boldness, and the folly of attempts be

yond our power. Every page of every philoso

pher is crowded with examples of temerity that

sunk under burdens which she laid upon herself,

and called out enemies to battle by whom she

was destroyed.
Their remarks are too just to be disputed,

and too salutary to be rejected ;
but there is

likewise some danger lest timorous prudence
should be inculcated, till courage and enterprise

are wholly repressed, and the mind congealed in

perpetual inactivity by the fatal influence of

trigorific wisdom.

livery man should, indeed, carefully compare
ills force with his undertaking ;

for though we

ought not to live only for our own sakes, and

though therefore danger or difficulty should not

be avoided merely because we may expose our

selves to misery or disgrace ; yet it may be justly

required of us, not to throw away our lives upon

inadequate and hopeless designs, since we might,

by a just estimate of our abilities, become more

useful to mankind.

There is an irrational contempt of danger,
which approaches nearly to the folly, if not the

guilt, of suicide ; there is a ridiculous persever-

ince in impracticable schemes, which is justly

punished with ignominy and reproach. But
in the wide regions of probability, which are

the proper province of prudence and election,

there is always room to deviate on either side of

rectitude without rushing against apparent ab

surdity; and, according to the inclinations of

nature, or the impressions of precept, the dar

ing and the cautious may move in different

directions without touching upon rashness oi

cowardice.

That there is a middle path which it is every
man's duty to find, and to keep, is unanimous

ly confessed ; but it is likewise acknowledged
that this middle path is so narrow, that it can

not easily be discovered, and so little beaten,

that there are no certain marks by which it can

be followed : the care therefore of all those who
conduct others has been, that whenever they
decline into obliquities, they should tend

towards the side of safety.

It can, indeed, raise no wonder that temerity
has been generally censured ; for it is one of the

vices with which few can be charged, and which

therefore great numbers are ready to condemn.

It is the vice of noble and generous minds, the

exuberance of magnanimity, and the ebullition

of genius ; and is therefore not regarded with

much tenderness, because it never natters us by
that appearance of softness and imbecility which

is commonly necessary to conciliate compassion.
But if the same attention had been applied to

the search of arguments against the folly of pre

supposing impossibilities and anticipating frus

tration, I know not whether many would not

have been roused to usefulness, who having

been taught to confound prudence with timiditv,

never ventured to excel, lest they should unfor

tunately fail.

It is necessary to distinguish our own inter

ests from that of others, and that distinction

will perhaps assist us in fixing the just limits <>i

caution and adventureusness. In an undertak

ing that involves the happiness or the safety of

many, we have certainly no right to hazard

more than is allowed by those who partake the

danger ; but where only ourselves can suffer by

miscarriage, we are not confined within such

narrow limits ;
and still less is the reproach of

temerity, when numbers will receive advantage

by sstccess, and only one be incommoded by
failure.

Men are generally willing to hear precepts by
which ease is favoured ; and as no resentment

is raised by general representations of human

folly, even in those who are most eminently

jealous of comparative reputation, we confess,

without reluctance, that vain man is ignorant
of his own weakness, and therefore frequently

presumes to attempt what he ean never accom

plish ; but it ought likewise to be remembered,
that man is no less ignorant of his own powers,
and might perhaps have accomplished a thou

sand designs, which the prejudice of cowardice

restrained him from attempting.

It is observed in the golden verses ofJPytha

goras, that Power is neverfarfrom necessity. The

vigour_of the human mind quickly appears, when
there is no longer any place for doubt and heni-
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Cation, when diffidence is absorbed in the sense

of clanger, or overwhelmed by some resistless

passion. \Ve then soon discover, that difficulty

is, lor the most part, the daughter of idleness,

that the obstacles with which our way seemed

to be obstructed were only phantoms, which we
believed real, because we durst not advance to a

close examination ;
and we learn that it is im

possible to determine without experience how
much constancy may endure, or perseverance

perform.
But whatever pleasure may be found in the

review of distresses when art or courage has

surmounted them, few will be persuaded to wish
that they may be awakened by want or terror

to the conviction of their own abilities. Every
one should therefore endeavour to invigorate
himself by reason and reflection, and determine

to exert the latent force that nature may have

reposited in him, before the hour of exigence
comes upon him, and compulsion shall torture

him to diligence. It is below the dignity of a

reasonable being to owe that strength to neces

sity which ought always to act at the call of

choice, or to need any other motive to industry
than the desire of performing his duty.

Reflections that may drive away despair, can

not be wanting to him who considers how
much life is now advanced beyond the state of

naked undisciplined, uninstructed nature. What
ever has been effected for convenience or ele

gance, while it was yet unknown, was believed

impossible ; and therefore would never have
been attempted, had not some, more daring than
the rest, adventured to bid defiance to prejudice
and censure. Nor is there yet any reason to

doubt that the same labour would be rewarded
with the same success. There are qualities in

the products of nature yet undiscovered, and
combinations in the powers of art yet untried.

It is the duty of every man to endeavour that

something may be added by his industry to the

hereditary aggregate of knowledge and happi
ness. To add much can indeed be the lot of few,
but to add something, however little, every one

may hope ; and of every honest endeavour, it is

certain, that, however unsuccessful, it will be
at last rewarded.

No. 130.] SATURDAY, JUNE 15, 1751.

Non sic prata novo nere decentia
jZSstatis calidee dispoliat vapor
Scevit solstitio cum medias dies ; .

Utfulgor teneris qui radiat genis
Momenta rapitur, nullaque non dies

Formosi spolium corporis abstulit.

Res estformafugax. Quis sapiens bono

Confidatfragili? SENECA

Not faster in the summer's ray
The epring's frail beauty fades away,

Than anguish and decay consume
The smiling virgin's rosy bloom.

Some beauty's snatch'd each day, each hov.r
;,

For beauty is a fleeting flower :

Then how can wisdom e'er confide

In beauty's momentary pride? ELPHINSTON.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

You have very lately observed, that in the nu
merous subdivisions of the world, every clas*

and order of mankind have joys and sorrows of

their own ; we all feel hourly pain and pleasure
from events which pass unheeded before our

eyes, but can scarcely communicate our percep
tions to minds preoccupied by different objects,

any more than the delight of well- disposed co

lours or harmonious sounds can be imparted to

such as want the senses of hearing or of sight.
I am so strongly convinced of the justness of

this remark, and have on so many occasions dis

covered with how little attention pride looks

upon calamity of which she thinks herself not in

danger, and indolence listens to complaint when
it is not echoed by her own remembrance, that

though I am about to lay the occurrences of my
life before you, I question whether you will con
descend to peruse my narrative, or, without tne

help of some female speculatist, be able to un
derstand it.

I was born a beauty. From the dawn of rea

son I had my regard turned wholly upon my
self, nor can recollect any thing earlier than

praise and admiration. My mother, whose lace

had luckily advanced her to a condition above

her birth, thought no evil so great as deformity.

She had not the power of imagining any otner

defect than a cloudy complexion, or dispropor
tionate features

; and therefore contemplated rne

as an assemblage of all that could raise envy or

desire, and predicted with triumphant fondness

the extent of my conquests, and the nupaber of

my slaves.

She never mentioned any of my young ac

quaintance before me, but to remark how much
they fell below my perfection ; how one would
have had a fine face, but that her eyes were
without lustre ;

how another struck the sight at

a distance, but wanted my hair and teeth at a

nearer view ; another disgraced an elegant shade

with a brown skin
;
some had short fingers, and

others dimples in a wrong place.

As she expected no happiness nor advantage
but from beauty, she thought nothing but

beauty worthy of her care ; and her maternal
kindness was chiefly exercised in contrivances

to protect me from any accident that might
deface me with a scar, or stain me with a

freckle ; she never thought me sufficiently shad

ed from the sun, or screened from the fire.

She was severe or indulgent with no other m
tention than the preservation of my forru ; she

P
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excused me from work, lest I should learn to

hang down my head, or harden my finger with

a needle ;
she snatched away my book, because

a young lady in the neighbourhood had made

her eyes red with reading by a candle ; but she

would scarcely suffer me to eat, lest I should

spoil my shape, nor to walk, lest I should swell

my ancle with a sprain. At night I was ac

curately surveyed from head to foot, lest I

should have suffered any diminution of my
charms in the adventures of the day ;

and was

never permitted to sleep till 1 had passed through

the cosmetic discipline, part of which was a re

gular lustration performed with bean-flower

water and May dews ; my hair was perfumed
with A'ariety of unguents, by some of which it

was to be thickened, and by others to be curled.

The softness of my hands was secured by medi

cated gloves, and my bosom rubbed with a

pomade prepared by my mother, of virtue to

discuss pimples, and clear discolourations.

I was always called up early, because the

morning air gives a freshness to the cheeks : but

I was placed behind a curtain in my mother's

chamber, because the neck is easily tanned by
the rising sun. I was then dressed with a

thousand precautions, and again heard my own

praises, and triumphed in the compliments and

prognostications of all that approached me.

My mother was not so much prepossessed

with an opinion of my natural excellences as

not to think some cultivation necessary to their

completion. She took care that 1 should want

none of the accomplishments included in fe

male education, or considered as necessary in

fashionable life. I was looked upon in my
ninth year as the chief ornament of the dancing-

master's ball, and Mr. Ariet used to reproach

his other scholars with my performances on the

harpsichord. At twelve I was remarkable for

playing my cards with great elegance of manner,

and accuracy of judgment.
At last the time came when my mother

thought me perfect in my exercises, and quali

fied to display in the open world those accom

plishments which had yet only been discovered

in select parties, or domestic assemblies. Pre

parations were therefore made for my appear

ance on a public night, which she considered as

the most important and critical moment of my
life. She cannot be charged with neglecting

any means of recommendation, or leaving any

thing to chance which prudence could ascertain.

Every ornament -.vas tried in every position,

every friend was consulted about the colour of

my dress, and the mantua-makers were harassed

with directions and alterations.

At last the night arrived from which my
future life was to be reckoned. I was dressed

and sent out to conquer, with a heart beating

like that of an old knight-errant at his first

oally, Scholars have told me of a Spartan

matron, who, when she armed her son for

battle, bade him bring back his shield, or be

brought upon it. My venerable parent dis

missed me to a field, in her opinion, of equal

glory, with a command to show that I was her

daughter, and not to return without a lover.

I went, and was received, like other pleasing

novelties, with a tumult of applause. Every
man who valued himself upon the graces of his

person, or the elegance of his address, crowded
about me, and wit and splendour contended for

my notice. I was delightfully fatigued with

incessant civilities, which were made more

pleasing by the apparent envy of those whom
my presence exposed to neglect, and returned

with an attendant equal in rank and wealth to

my utmost wishes, and from this time stood in

the first rank of beauty, was followed by gazer*
in the Mall, celebrated in the papers of the day,
imitated by all who endeavoured to rise into

fashion, and censured by those whom age or

disappointment forced to retire.

My mother, who pleased herself with the

hopes of seeing my exaltation, dreseed me with

all the exuberance of finery ; and when I re

presented to her that a fortune might be ex

pected proportionate to my appearance, told me
that she should scorn the reptile who could

inquire after the fortune of a girl like me. She

advised me to prosecute my victories, and time

would certainly bring me a captive who might
deserve the honour of being enchained for ever.

My lovers were indeed so numerous, that J

had no other care than that of determining to

whom I should seem to give the preference.

But having been steadily and industriously in

structed to preserve my heart from any im

pressions which might hinder me from consult

ing my interest, J acted with less embarrass

ment, because my choice was regulated by

principles more clear and certain than the ca

price of approbation. When I had singled out

one from the rest as more worthy of encourage

ment, I proceeded in my measures by the rules

of art ;
and yet, when the ardour of the fi rst

visits was spent, generally found a sudden de

clension of my influence ;
I felt in myself the

want of some power to diversify amusement,
and enliven conversation, and could not but

suspect that my mind failed in performing the

promises of my face. This opinion was soon

confirmed by one of my lovers, who married

Lavinia with less beauty and fortune than

mine, because he thought a wife ought to have

qualities which might make her amiable when
her bloom was past.

The vanity of my mother would not suffer her

to discover any defect in one that had been form

ed by her instructions, and had all the excellence

which she herself could boast. She told me thai

nothing so much hindered the advancement ci

women as literature and wit, which generally
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frightened away those that could make the hest

settlements, and drew about them a needy tribe

of poets and philosophers, that filled their heads

with wild notions of content, and contempla

tion, and virtuous obscurity. She therefore en

joined me to improve my minuet-step with a

new French dancing-master and wait the event

of the next birth-night.
I had now almost completed my nineteenth

year ;
if my charms had lost any of their soft

ness, it was more than compensated, by addition

al dignity ;
and if the attractions of innocence

were impaired, their place was supplied by the

arts of allurement. I was therefore preparing
for a new attack, without any abatement of my
confidence, when, in the midst of my hopes and

schemes, I was seized by that dreadful malady
which has so often put a sudden end to the ty

ranny of beauty. I recovered my health after

a long confinement ;
but when I looked again

on that face which had been often flushed with

transport at its own reflection, and saw all that

I had learned to value, all that I had endeavour

ed to improve, all that had procured me honours

or praises, irrecoverably destroyed, I sunk at

once into melancholy and despondence. My
pain was not much consoled or alleviated by my
mother, who grieved that I had not lost my life

together with my beauty ;
and declared, that she

thought a young woman divested of her charms

had nothing for which those who loved her could

desire to save her from the grave.

Having thus continued my relation to the pe
riod from which my life took a new course, I

shall conclude it in another letter, if by publish

ing this you show any regard for the correspon
dence of,

Sir, &c.

VICTORIA.
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No. 131.] TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 1751.

-Fatis accede deisque,
Et colefdices ; miserosfuge. A'idera ccelo

Ut distant,jiamma marl, sic utile recto.

Still follow where auspicious fates invite ;

Caress the happy, and the wretched slight.

Sooner shall jarring elements unite,
Than truth with gain, than interest with right.

LEWIS.

THP.RK is scarcely any sentiment in which,
amidst the innumerable varieties of inclination,

that nature or accident have scattered in the

tvorld, we find greater numbers concurring,
than in the wish for riches ; a wish indeed so

prevalent, that it may be considered as universal

and transcendental, as the desire in which all

other desire's are included, and of which the va

rious purposes which actuate mankind are only
subordinate species and different modifications.

Wealth is the general centre of inclination,
the point to which all minds preserve an invari

able tendency, and from which they afterwards

diverge in numberless directions. Whatever is

the remote or ultimate design, the immediate
care is to be rich

; and in whatever enjoyment
we intend finally to acquiesce, we seldom con

sider it as attainable but by the means of money
Of wealth therefore all unanimously confess the

value, nor is there any disagreement but about

the use.

No desire can be formed which riches do not

assist to gratify. He that places his happiness
in splendid equipage or numerous dependents, in

refined praise or popular acclamations, in the ac

cumulation of curiosities or the revels of luxury,
in splendid edifices or wide plantations, must

still, either by birth or acquisition, possess riches.

They may be considered as the elemental princi

ples of pleasure, which may be combined with
endless diversity ; as the essential and necessary

substance of which only the form is left to be

adjusted by choice.

The necessity of riches being thus apparent, it

is not wonderful that almost every mind has

been employed in endeavours to acquire them ;

that multitudes have vied in arts by which life

is furnished with accommodations, and which
therefore mankind may reasonably be expected
to reward.

It had indeed been happy, if this predominant

appetite had operated only in concurrence wit'a

virtue, by influencing none but those who were

zealous to deserve what they were eager to pos

sess, and had abilities to improve their own for

tunes by contributing to the ease or happiness of

others. To have riches and to have merit would

then have been the same, and success might rea

sonably have been considered as a proofof excel

lence.

But we do not find that any of the wishes of

men keep a stated proportion to their powers ot

attainment. Many envy and desire wealth,

who can never procure it by honest industry

or useful knowledge. They therefore turn their

eyes about to examine what other methods can

be found of gaining that which none, however

impotent or worthless, will be content to \vant.

A little inquiry will discover that there are

nearer ways to profit than through the intri

cacies of art, or up the steeps of labour ; what

wisdom and virtue scarcely receive at the close

of life, as the recompense of long toil, and re

peated efforts, is brought within the reach of

subtilty and dishonesty by more expeditious and

compendious measures : the wealth of credulity

is an open prey to falsehood ;
and the possessions

of ignorance and imbecility are easily stolen

away by the conveyances of secret artifice, or

seized by the gripe of unresisted violence.

It is likewise not hard to discover that "riches

always procure protection for themselves, that
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they dazzle the eyes of inquiry, divert the cele

brity of pursuit, or appease the ferocity of ven

geance. When any man is incontestibly known
to have large possessions, very few think it re

quisite to inquire hy what practices they were

obtained ; the resentment of mankind rages only

against the struggles of feeble and timorous cor

ruption, but when it has surmounted the first

opposition, it is afterwards supported by favour,

and animated by applause.
The prospect of gaining speedily what is ar

dently desired, and the certainty of obtaining by
every accession of advantage an addition of se

curity, have so far prevailed upon the passions
of mankind, that the peace of life is destroyed

by a general and incessant struggle for riches.

It is observed of gold, by an old epigrammatist,
that to have it is to be infear, and to want it is to be

in sorrow. There is no condition which is not

disquieted either with the care of gaining or of

keeping money ;
and the race of man may be di

vided in a political estimate between those who
are practising fraud, and those who are repel

ling it.

If we consider the present state of the world,
it will be found, that all confidence is lost among
mankind, that no man ventures to act where

money can be endangered upon the faith of

another. It is impossible to see the long scrolls in

which every contract is concluded, \vith all their

appendages of seals and attestation, without won

dering at the depravity ofthose beings, who must
be restrained from violation of promise by such

formal and public evidences, and precluded from

equivocation and subterfuge by such punctilious
minuteness. Among all the satires to which

folly and wickedness have given occasion, none

is equally severe with a bond or a settlement.

Of the various arts by which riches may be

obtained, the greater part are at the first view
irreconcileable with the laws of virtue ; some

are openly flagitious, and practised not only in

neglect, but in defiance of faith and justice ; and

the rest are on every side so entangled with du

bious tendencies, and so beset with perpetual

temptations, that very few, even of those who
are not yet abandoned, are able to preserve their

innocence, or can produce any other claim to

pardon, than that they have deviated from the

right less than others, and have sooner and more

diligently endeavoured to return.

One of the chief characteristics of the golden

age, of the age in which neither care nor danger
had intruded on mankind, is the community of

possessions : strife and fraud were totally ex

cluded, and every turbulent passion was stilled

by plenty and equality. Such were indeed happy

limes, but such times can return no more. Com

munity of possession must include spontaneity
of production ; for what is obtained by labour

will Le of right the property of him by whose

labour it is gained. -And while a rightful claim

to pleasure or to affluence must be procured
either by slow industry or uncertain hazard,
there will always be multitudes whom coward
ice or impatience incites to more safe and mors

speedy methods, who strive to pluck the fruit

without cultivating the tree, and to share the

advantages of victory without partaking the

danger of the battle.

In latter ages, the conviction of the danger to

which virtue is exposed while the mind conti

nues open to the influence of riches, has deter

mined many to vows of perpetual poverty; they
have suppressed desire by cutting off the possibi-

I lity of gratification, and secured their peace by
destroying the enemy whom they had no hope of

reducing to quiet subjection. But, by debarring
themselves from evil, they have rescinded many
opportunities of good : they have too often sunk
into inactivity and uselessness ; and, though they
have forborne to injure society, have not fully

paid their contributions to its happiness.
While riches are so necessary to present con

venience, and so much more easily obtained by
crimes than virtues, the mind can only be se

cured from yielding to the continual impulse of

covetousness by the preponderation ofunchange
able and eternal motives. God will turn the

intellectual balance, when weighed only against

reputation ; but will be light and ineffectual

when the opposite scale is charged with justice,

veracity, and piety.

No. 132.] SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 1751.

'

Dociles imltandis

Turpibus ac pravis omnes sumus. ) u v .

The mind of mortals, in perverseness strong,

Imbibes with dire docility the wrong.

TO THE RAMBLER.
Ma. RAMBLER,

I WAS bred a scholar, and after the usual course

of education, found it necessary to employ for

the support of life that learning which I had al

most exhausted my little fortune in acquiring.

The lucrative professions drew my regard with

equal attraction ; each presented ideas which

excited my curiosity, and each imposed duties

which terrified my apprehension.
There is no temper more unpropitious to in

terest than desultory application and unlimited

inquiry, by which the desires are held in a per

petual equipoise and the mind fluctuates between

different purposes without determination. I had

books of every kind round me, among which I

divided my time as caprice or accident directed.

I often spent the first hours of the day in con

sidering to what study I should devote the rest ;

and at last snatched up any author that lay up
on the table, or perhaps fled to a coffee-house for
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deliverance from the anxiety of irresolution, and

the gloominess of solitude.

Thus my little patrimony grew imperceptibly

less, till I was roused from my literary slumber

by a creditor, whose importunity obliged me to

pacify him with so large a sum, that what re

mained was not sufficient to support me more

than eight months. I hope you will not re

proach me with avarice or cowardice, if I ac

knowledge that I now thought myself in dau-

ger of distress, and obliged to ende&our after

some certain competence.
There have been heroes of negligence, who

have laid the price of their last acre in a drawer,

and, without the least interruption of their

tranauillity, or abatement of their expenses,

taken out one piece after another, till there was
no more remaining. But I was not born to

such dignity of imprudence, or such exaltation

above the cares and necessities of life : I there

fore immediately engaged my friends to procure
me a little employment, which might set me
free from the dread of poverty, and afford me
time to plan out some final scheme of lasting

advantage.

My friends were struck with honest solici

tude, and immediately promised their endea

vours for my extrication. They did not suffer

their kindness to languish by delay, but prose
cuted their inquiries with such success, that in

Jess than a month I was perplexed with variety
vf offers and contrariety of prospects.

I had however no time for long pauses of

consideration; and therefore soon resolved to

accept the office of instructing a young noble

man in the house of his father : I went to the

seat at which the family then happened to re

side, was received with great politeness, and in

vited to enter immediately on my charge. The
terms offered were such as I should willingly
have accepted, though my fortune had allowed me
greater liberty of choice : the respect with which
I was treated flattered my vanity ; and perhaps
the splendour of the apartments, and the luxury
of the table, were not wholly without their in

fluence. I immediately complied with the propo
sals, and received the young lord into my care.

Having no desire to gain more than I should

truly deserve, I very diligently prosecuted my
undertaking, and had the satisfaction of dis

covering in my pupil a flexible temper, a quick
apprehension, and a retentive memory. I did

aot much doubt'that my care would, in time,

produce a wise and useful counsellor to the

state, though my labours were somewhat ob

structed by want of authority, and the necessity
of complying with the freaks of negligence, and
of waiting patiently for the lucky moment of

voluntary attention. To a man whose imagin
ation was filled with the dignity of knowledge,
and to whom a studious life had made all the

common amusements insipid and contemptible,

it was not very easy to suppress his indignation,

when he saw himself forsaken in the midst of

his lecture, for an opportunity to catch an in

sect, and found his instructions debarred from
access to the intellectual faculties, by the me
mory of a childish frolic, or the desire of a new
plaything.

Those vexations would have recurred less fre

quently, had not his mamma, by entreating at

one time that he should be excused from his

task as a reward for some petty compliance,
and withholding him from his book at another,
to gratify herself or her visitants with his viva

city, shown him that every thing was mow
pleasing and more important than knowledge,
and that study was to be endured rather than

chosen, and was only the business of those

hours which pleasure left vacant, or discipline

usurped.
1 thought it my duty to complain, in tender

terms, of these frequent avocations; but was
answered, that rank and fortune might reason

ably hope for some indulgence ; that the retar

dation of my pupil's progress would not be im

puted to any negligence or inability of mine ;

that with the success which satisfied every

body else, I might surely satisfy myself. I had
now done my duty, and without more remon
strances continued to inculcate my precepts
whenever they would be heard, gained every

day new influence, and found that by degrees

my scholar began to feel the quick impulses of

curiosity, and the honest ardour of studious am
bition.

At length it was resolved to pass a winter in

London. The lady had too much fondness for

her son to live five months without him, and
too high an opinion of his wit and learning to

refuse her vanity the gratification of exhibiting
him to the public. I remonstrated against too

early an acquaintance with cards and company;
but with a soft contempt of my ignorance and

pedantry, she said that he had been already con

fined too long to solitary study, and it was now
time to show him the world ; nothing was more
a brand of meanness than bashful timidity ; gay
freedom and elegant assurance were only to be

gained by mixed conversation, a frequent inter

course with strangers, and a timely introduction

to splendid assemblies ; and she had more than

once observed, that his forwardness and com

plaisance began to desert him, that he was
silent when he had not something of conse

quence to say, blushed whenever he happened
to find himself mistaken, and hung down his

head in the presence of the ladies, without the

readiness of reply, and activity of officiousness,

remarkable in young gentlemen that are bred

in London.

Again I found resistance hopeless, and again

thought it proper to comply. We entered the

coach, and in four days were placed in the
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gayest and most magnificent region of the town.

My pupil, who had for several years lived at a

remote seat, was immediately dazzled with a

thousand beams of novelty and show. His

imagination was filled with the perpetual tu

mult of pleasure that passed before him, and it

was impossible to allure him from the window,
or to overpower by any charm of eloquence the

rattle of coaches, and the sounds which echoed

from the doors in the neighbourhood. In three

days his attention, which he began to regain,

was disturbed by a rich suit, in which he was

equipped for the reception of company, and

which, having been long accustomed to a plain

dress, he could not at first survey without

ecstasy.

The arrival of the family was now formally
notified ; every hour of every day brought
more intimate or more distant acquaintances
to the door ; and my pupil was indiscriminately
introduced to all, that he might accustom him
self to change of faces, and be rid with speed of

his rustic diffidence. He soon endeared him
self to his mother by the speedy acquisition or

recovery of her darling qualities ; his eyes

sparkle at a numerous assembly, and his heart

dances at the mention of a ball. He has at

once caught the infection of high life, and has

no other test of principles or actions than the

quality of those to whom they are ascribed.

He begins already to look down on me with

superiority, and submits to one short lesson in

a week, as an act of condescension rather than

obedience ; for he is of opinion, that no tutor is

properly qualified who cannot speak French ;

and having formerly learned a few familiar

phrases from his sister's governess, he is every

day soliciting his mamma to procure him a

foreign footman, that he may grow polite by
his conversation. I am not yet insulted, but

find myself likely to become soon a superfluous

incumbrance, for my scholar has now no time

for science or for virtue ; and the lady yesterday
declared him so much the favourite of every

company, that she was afraid he "would not have

an hour in the day to dance and fence.

1 am, &c.

EUMATHES.

No. 133.] TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1751.

Magna quidem sacris qua datpracepta libellis

Victrixfortune sapientia. Dicimus autem
IIos quoquefelices, quiferre incommoda vita,

Nee jactarejugum vita didicere magistra. jcv.

Let Stoics ethics* haughty rules advance

To combat fortune, and to conquer chance :

Yet happy those, though not so learn'd are thought,

Whom life instructs, who by experience taught,

For new to come from past misfortunes look,

Nor shake the yoke, which galls the more 'tis shook.

CREECH

TO THE RAMBLER.

Sill,

You have shown, by the publication of my
letter, that you think the life of Victoria not

wholly unworthy of the notice of a philo

sopher : I shall therefore continue my nar

rative, without any apology for unimportance
which you have dignified, or for inaccuracies

which you are to correct.

When n% life appeared to be no longer in

danger, and as much of my strength was re

covered as enabled me to bear this agitation of a

coach, I was placed at a lodging in a neighbour

ing village, to which my mother dismissed me
with a faint embrace, having repeated her com
mand not to expose my face too soon to the sun

or wind, and told me, that with care I might

perhaps become tolerable again. The prospect
of being tolerable had very little power to

elevate the imagination of one who had so long
been accustomed to praise and ecstacy ; but it

was some satisfaction to be separated from my
mother, who was incessantly ringing the knell

of departed beauty, and never entered my room

without the whine of condolence, or the growl
of anger. She often wandered over my face, as

travellers over the ruins of a celebrated city to

note every place wbich had once been remarka

ble for a happy feature. She condescended to

visit my retirement, but always left me more

melancholy ; for after a thousand trifling in

quiries about my diet, and a minute examina

tion of my looks, she generally concluded with

a sigh, that I should never more be fit to be seen.

At last I was permitted to return home, but

found no great improvement of my condition ;

for I was imprisoned in my chamber as a

crimina*, whose appearance would disgrace my
friends, and condemn me to be tortured into

new beauty. Every experiment which the

officiousness of folly could communicate, or the

credulity of ignorance admit, was tried upon
me. Sometimes I was covered with emolli

ents, by which it was expected that all the scars

would be filled, and my cheeks plumped up to

their former smoothness ;
and sometimes I was

punished with artificial excoriations, in hopes

of gaining new graces with a new skin. The

cosmetic science was exhausted upon me
;
but

who can repair the ruins of nature ? My mo
ther was forced to give me vest at last, and

abandon me to the fate of a fallen toast, whose

fortune she considered as a hopeless game, no

longer worthy of solicitude or attention.

The condition of a young woman who has

never thought or heard of any other excellence

than beauty, and whom the sudden blast of dis

ease wrinkles in her bloom, is irideed sufficiently

calamitous. She is at once deprived of all that

gave her eminence or power ;
of all that elated

her pride, or animated her activity; all thai
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tilled her days with pleasure, and her nights

with hope ; all that gave gladness to the present

hour, or brightened her prospects of futurity.

It is perhaps not in the power of a man whose

attention has been divided by diversity of pur-

suits, and who has not been accustomed to de

rive from others much of his happiness, to

image to himself such helpless destitution, such

dismal inanity. Every object of pleasing con

templation is at once snatched away, and the

soul finds every receptacle of ideas empty, or

filled only with the memory of joys that can re

turn no more. All is gloomy privation, or im

potent desire ; the faculties of anticipation slum

ber in despondency, or the powers of pleasure

mutiny for employment.
I was so little able to find entertainment for

myself, that I was forced in a short time to

venture abroad, as the solitary savage is driven

by hunger from his cavern. I entered with all

the humility of disgrace into assemblies, where

I had lately sparkled with gayety, and towered

with triumph. I was not wholly without hope,

that dejection had misrepresented me to myself,

and that the remains of my former face might

yet have some attraction and influence; but the

first circle of visits convinced me, that my reign

was at an end ;
that life and death were no

longer in my hands ; that I was no more to

practise the glance of command, or the frown

of prohibition ;
to receive the tribute of sighs

and praises, or be soothed with the gentle mur
murs of amorous timidity. My opinion was
now unheard, and my proposals were unre

garded ; the narrowness of my knowledge, and

the meanness of my sentiments, \vere easily dis

covered, when the eyes were no longer engaged

against the judgment ;
and it was observed, by

those who had formerly been charmed with my
vivacious loquacity, that my understanding was

impaired as well as my face, and that I was no

longer qualified to fill a place in any company
but a party at cards.

It is scarcely to be imagined how soon the

mind sinks to a level with the condition. I,

who had long considered all who approached
me as vassals condemned to regulate their pleas

ures by my eyes, and harass their inventions

for my entertainment, was in less than three

weeks reduced to receive a ticket with profes
sions of obligation ; t> catch with eagerness
at a compliment; ai d to watch with all the

anxiousness of depen dance, lest any little civi

lity that was paid me should pass unacknow-

<edged.
1 hough the negligence of the men was not

very pleasing when compared with vows and

adoration, yet it was far more supportable than
the insolence of my own sex. For the first ten

months after my return into the world, I never
entered a single house in which the memory ofmy
downfal was not revive i. At one place I was

congratulated on my escape with life ; at another

I heard of the benefits of early inoculation ; by
some I have been told in express terms, that I

am not yet without my charms
; others have

whispered at my entrance, This is the celebrat

ed beauty. One told me of a wash that would
smooth the skin

;
and another offered me her

chair that I might not front the light. Some
soothed me with the observation that none can

tell how soon my case may be her own
; and

some thought it proper to receive me with

mournful tenderness, formal condolence, and

consolatory blandishments.

Thus was I every day harassed with all the

stratagems of well-bred malignity; yet inso

lence was more tolerable than solitude, and I

therefore persisted to keep my time at the doora

of my acquaintance, without gratifying them
with any appearance of resentment or depres
sion. I expected that their exultation would in

time vapour away ;
that the joy of their superi

ority would end with its novelty; and that I

should be suffered to glide along in my present
form among the nameless multitude, whom
nature never intended to excite envy or admira

tion, nor enabled to delight the eye or inflame

the heart.

This was naturally to be expected, and this I

began to experience. But when I was no long
er agitated by the perpetual ardour of resistance,

and effort of perseverance, I found more sensi

bly the want of those entertainments which
had formerly delighted me ; the day rose upon
me without an engagement ; and the evening
closed in its natural gloom, without summoning
me to a concert or a ball. None had any care to

find amusements for me, and I had no power of

amusing myself. Idleness exposed me to me~

lancholy, and life began to languish in motion

less indifference.

Misery and shame are nearly allied. It was
not without many struggles that I prevailed

on myself to confess my uneasiness to Euphe-
mia, the only friend who had never pained me
with comfort or with pity. I at last laid my
calamities before her, rather to ease my heart

than receive assistance. " We must distin

guish," said she,
" my Victoria, those evils

which are imposed by Providence, from those

to which we ourselves give the power of hurt

ing us. Of your calamity a small part is the

infliction of Heaven, the rest is little more than

the corrosion of idle discontent. You have lost

that which may indeed sometimes contribute to

happiness, but to which happiness is by no

means inseparably annexed. You have los*

what the greater number of the human race

never have possessed ; what those on whom it

is bestowed for the most part possess in vain ;

and what you, while it was yours, knew not

how to use : you have only lost early what the

laws of nature forbid you to keep long, and
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have lost it while your mind is yet flexible, and
while you have time to substantiate more valu

able and more durable excellences. Consider

yourself, my Victoria, as a being born to know,
to reason, and to act ; rise at once from your
dream of melancholy to wisdom and to piety ;

you will find that there are other charms than

those of beauty, and other joys than the praise

of fools."

I am, Sir, &c.

VICTORIA.

No. 134] SATURDAY, JUNE 29, 1751.

Quis scit, an adjiclant hodiernce crastina summa
Tempora Dii super i ? HOR.

Who knows if Heaven, with ever-bounteou* power,
Shall add to-morrow to the present hour ?

I SAT yesterday morning employed in deliberat

ing on which, among the various subjects that

occurred to my imagination, I should bestow the

paper of to-day. After a short effort of medita

tion, by which nothing was determined, I grew

every moment more irresolute, my ideas wan
dered from the first intention, and I rather

wished to think, than thought, upon any settled

subject; till at last 1 was awakened from this

dream of study by a summons from the press ;

the time was come for which I had been thus

negligently purposing to provide, and, however

dubious or sluggish, I was now necessitated to

write.

Though to a writer whose design is so com

prehensive and miscellaneous, that he may ac

commodate himself with a topic from every
scene of life, or view of nature, it is no great ag

gravation of his task to be obliged to a sudden

composition ; yet I could not forbear to reproach

myself for having so long neglected what was

unavoidably to be done, and of which every mo
ment's idleness increased the difficulty. There

was however some pleasure in reflecting that I,

who had only trifled till diligence was necessary,

might still congratulate myself upon my superi

ority to multitudes, who have trifled till diligence

is vain ; who can by no degree of activity or re

solution recover the opportunities which have

slipped away ; and who are condemned by their

own carelessness to hopeless calamity and barren

sorrow.

The folly of allowing ourselves to delay what

we know cannot be finally escaped, is one of the

general weaknesses, which, in spite of the in-

struction of moralists, and the remonstrances of

reason, prevail to a greater or less degree in every

mind ; even they, wh? most steadily withstand

it, find it, if not the most violent, the most per

tinacious of the passions, always renewing its

attacks, and, though often vanquished, never

destroyed.

It is indeed natural to have particular regard
to the time present, and to be most solicitous for

that which is by its nearness enabled to make
the strongest impressions. When therefore any
sharp pain is to be suffered, or any formidable

danger to be incurred, we can scarcely exempt
ourselves wholly from the seducements of imagi
nation

; we readily believe that another day will

bring some support or advantage which we now
want ; and are easily persuaded, that the mo
ment of necessity which we desire never to ar

rive, is at a great distance from us.

Thus life is languished away inthe gloom, oj,

anxiety, and consumed m collecting resolution

which the next morning dissipates ;
in forming

purposes which we scarcely hope to keep, and

reconciling ourselves to our own cowardice

by excuses, which, while we admit them, we
know to be absurd. Our firmness is, by the

continual contemplation of misery, hourly im

paired : every submission to our fear enlarges
its dominion

;
we not only waste that time in

Avhich the evil we dread might have been suffer

ed and surmounted, but even where procrastina
tion produces no absolute increase of our difficul

ties, make them less superable to ourselves by
habitual terrors. When evils cannot be avoided,
it is wise to contract the interval of expectation ;

to meet the mischiefs which will overtake us if

we fly; and suffer only their real malignity*
without the conflicts of doubt, and anguish of

anticipation.

To act is far easier than to suffer ; yet we

every day see the progress of life retarded by the

vis inertue, the mere repugnance to motion, and

find multitudes repining at the want of that

which nothing but idleness hinders them from

enjoying. The case of Tantalus, in the region
of poetic punishment, was somewhat to be pitied

because the fruits that hung about him retired

from his hand
;
but what tenderness can be

claimed by those who, though perhaps they suf

fer the pains of Tantalus, will never lift their

hands for their own relief?

There is nothing more common among this

torpid generation than murmurs and complaints ;

murmurs at uneasiness which only vacancy and

suspicion expose them to feel, and complaints of

distresses which it is in their power to remove.

Laziness is commonly associated with timidity.

Either fear originally prohibits endeavours by

infusing despair of success ;
or the frequent fail

ure of irresolute struggles, and the constant de

sire of avoiding labour, impress by degrees false

terrors on the mind. But fear, whether natural

or acquired, when once it has full possession of

the fancy, never fails to employ it upon visions

of calamity, such as, if they are not dissipated

by useful employment, will soon overcast it with

horrors, and embitter life not only with those

miseries by Avhich all earthly beings are really

more or less tormented, but with those whicvb
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do not yet exist, ami which can only be discern

ed by the perspicacity of cowardice.

Among all who sacrifice future advantage to

present inclination, scarcely any gain so little

as those that suffer themselves to freeze in idle

ness. Others are corrupted by some enjoyment
of more or less power to gratify the passions ;

but to neglect our duties, merely to avoid the

labour of performing them, a labour which is

always punctually rewarded, is surely to sink

under weak temptations. Idleness never can
secure tranquillity ; the call of reason and of

conscience will pierce the closest pavilion of the

sluggard ; and though it may not have force to

drive him from his down, will be loud enough
to hinder him from sleep. Those moments which
he cannot resolve to make useful by devoting
them to the great business of his being, will

still be usurped by powers that will not leave

them to his disposal ; remorse and vexation will

seize upon them, and forbid him to enjoy what
he is so desirous to appropriate.

There are other causes of inactivity incident

to more active faculties and more acute discern

ment. He to whom many objects of pursuit
arise at the same time, will frequently hesitate

between different desires till a rival has preclud
ed him, or change his course as new attractions

prevail, and harass himself without advancing.
He who sees different ways to the same end,

will, unless he watches carefully over his own
conduct, lay out too much of his attention upon
the comparison of probabilities, and the adjust
ment of expedients, and pause in the choice of
his road till some accident intercepts his jour

ney. He whose penetration extends to remote

consequences, and who, whenever he applies his

attention to any design, discovers new pros
pects of advantage, and possibilities of improve
ments, will not easily be persuaded that his

project is ripe for execution ; but will superadd
one contrivance to another, endeavour to unite

various purposes in one operation, multiply

complications, and refine niceties, till he is en

tangled in his own scheme, and bewildered in

the perplexity of various intentions. He that

resolves to unite all the beauties of situation in

a new purchase, must waste his life in roving
to no purpose from province to province. He
that hopes in the same house to obtain every
convenience, may draw plans and study Palla-

dio, but will never lay a stone. He will at

tempt a treatise on some important subject, and
amass materials, consult authors, and study all

the dependant and collateral parts of learning,
but never conclude himself qualified to write.

He that has abilities to conceive perfection, will

not easily be content without it; and, since per
fection cannot be reached, will lose the oppor

tunity of doing well in the vain hope of unattain

able excellence.

The certainty that life cannot be long, and

the probability that it will be much shorter than
nature allows, ought to awaken every man to

the active prosecution of whatever he is desir

ous to perform. It is true that no diligence can

ascertain success ; death may intercept the

swiftest career ; but he who is cut off in the

execution of an honest undertaking, has at

i least the honour of falling in his rank, and has

[fought the battle, though he missed the vic

tory.

No. 135.] TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1751.

Calum, non animum mutant. HOR.

Place may be changed ;
but who can change his

mind ?

IT is impossible to take a view on any side, or

observe any of the various classes that form the

great community of the world, without discov

ering the influence of example, and admitting
with new conviction the observation of Aristo

tle, that man is an imitative being. The greater,
far the greater number follow the track which
others have beaten, without any curiosity after

new discoveries, or ambition of trusting them
selves to their own conduct. And of those who
break the ranks and disorder the uniformity of

the march, most return in a short time from

their deviation, and prefer the equal and steady
satisfaction of security before the frolics of ca

price and the honours of adventure.

In questions difficult or dangerous it is indeed

natural to repose upon authority, and, when
fear happens to predominate, upon the authority
of those whom we do not in general think wi
ser than ourselves. Very few have abilities re

quisite for the discovery of abstruse truth ; and

of those few some want leisure, and some re

solution. But it is not so easy to find the rea

son of the universal submission to precedent
where every man might safely judge for him

self; where no irreparable loss can be hazarded,

nor any mischief of long continuance incurred.

Vanity might be expected to operate where the

more powerful passions are not awakened ; the

mere pleasure of acknowledging no superior

might produce slight singularities, or the hope
of gaining some new degree of happiness awak
en the mind to invention or experience.

If in any case the shackles of prescription

could be wholly shaken off, and the imagination
left to act without control, on what occasion

should it be expected, but in the selection ot

lawful pleasure ? Pleasure, of which the es

sence is choice ;
which compulsion dissociates

from every thing to which nature has united it ;

and which owes not only its vigour but its being

to the smiles of liberty. Yet we see that th;

senses, as well as the reason, are regulated by

credulity ;
and that most will feel, or say that

they feel, the gratifications which others have

taught them to expect.
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At this time of universal migration, when

almost every one, considerable enough to attract

regard, has retired, or is preparing with all the

earnestness of distress to retire, into the coun

try ;
when nothing is to be heard but the hopes

of speedy departure or the complaints of invol

untary delay ; I have often been tempted to in

quire what happiness is to be gained, or what
inconvenience to be avoided, by this stated re

cession ? Of the birds of passage, some follow

the summer, and some the winter, because they
live upon sustenance which only summer or

winter can supply; but of the annual flight of

human rovers it is much harder to assign the

reason, because they do not appear either to

find or seek any thing which is not equally af

forded by the town and country.
I believe that many of these fugitives may

have heard of men whose continual wish was
for the quiet of retirement, who watched every

opportunity to steal away from observation, to

forsake the crowd and delight themselves with

the society of solitude. There is indeed scarcely

any writer who has not celebrated the happi
ness of rural privacy, and delighted himself and

his reader with the melody of birds, the whisper
of groves, and the murmur of rivulets : nor any

man, eminent for extent of capacity, or great

ness of exploits, that has not left behind him
some memorials of lonely wisdom and silent

dignity.

But almost all absurdity of conduct arises

from the imitation of those whom we cannot

resemble. Those who thus testified their

weariness of tumult and hurry, and hasted with

so much eagerness to the leisure of retreat, were

either men overwhelmed with the pressure of

difficult employment, harassed with importu
nities, and distracted with multiplicity; or men

wholly engrossed by speculative sciences, who

having no other end of life but to learn and

teach, found their searches interrupted by the

common commerce of civility, and their reason

ings disjointed by frequent interruptions. Such

men might reasonably fly to that ease and con

venience which their condition allowed them
to find only in the country. The statesman

who devoted the greater part of his time to the

public, was desirous of keeping the remainder

in his own power. The general ruffled with

dangers, wearied with labours, and stunned

with acclamations, gladly snatched an interval

of silence and relaxation. The naturalist was

unhappy where the works of Providence were

not always before him. The reasoner could ad

just his systems only where his mind was free

from the intrusion of outward objects.

Such examples of solitude very few of those

who are now hastening from the town, have

any pretensions to plead in their own justifica

tion, since they cannot pretend either weariness

of labour, or desire of knowledge. They pur

pose nothing more than to quit one scene of

[No. 1S5.

idleness for another, and, after having trilled in.

public, to sleep in secrecy. The utmost that

they can hope to gain is the change of ridieu.

lousness to obscurity, and the privilege of hav

ing fewer witnesses to a life of folly. lie whe
is not sufficiently important to he disturbed in

his pursuits, but spends all his hours according
to his own inclination, and has more hours than

his mental faculties enable him to fill either

with enjoyment or desires, can have nothing to

demand of shades and valleys. As bravery is

said to be a panoply, insignificancy is always a

shelter.

There are, however, pleasures and advantages
in a rural situation, which are not confined to

philosophers and heroes. The freshness of the

air, the verdure of the woods, the paint of the

meadows, and the unexhausted variety which
summer scatters upon the earth, may easily give

delight to an unlearned spectator. It is not

necessary that he who looks with pleasure on

the colours of a flower should study the princi

ples of vegetation, or that the Ptolemaic and

Copernican systems should be compared before

the light of the sun can gladden, or its warmth

invigorate. Novelty is itself a source of grati

fication; and Milton justly observes, that to

him who has been long pent up in cities, no

rural object can be presented which will not de

light or refresh some of his senses.

Yet even these easy pleasures are missed by
the greater part of those who waste their sum
mer in the country. Should any man pursue
his acquaintances to their retreats, he would

find few of them listening to Philomel, loitering

in the woods, or plucking daisies, catching the

healthy gale of the morning, or watching the

gentle coruscations of declining day. Some will

be discovered at a window by the road side, re

joicing when a new cloud of dust gathers to

wards them, as at the approach of a momentary
supply of conversation, and a short relief from

the tediousness of unideal vacancy. Others are

placed in the adjacent villages, where they
look only upon houses as in the rest of the year,

with no change of objects but what a remove

to any new street in London might have given
them. The same set of acquaintances still settle

together, and the form of life is not otherwise

diversified than by doing the same things in a

different place. They pay and receive visits in

the usual form, they frequent the walks in the

morning, they deal cards at night, they attend

to the same tattle, and dance with the same

partners ;
nor can they, at their return to their

former habitation, congratulate themselves on

any other advantage, than that they have passed

their time like others of the same rank; and

have the same right to talk of the happiness and

beauty of the country, of happiness which they

never felt, and beauty which they never re

garded.
To be able to procure its own entertainments.
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and to subsist upon its own stock, is not the

prerogative of every mind. There are indeed

understandings so fertile and comprehensive,
that they can always feed reflection with new

supplies, and suffer nothing from the preclusion

of adventitious amusements ;
as some cities

have within their own walls enclosed ground

enough to feed their inhabitants in a siege. But
others live only from day to day, and must be

constantly enabled, by foreign supplies, to keep
out the encroachments of languor and stupidity.

Such could not indeed be blamed for hovering
within reach of their usual pleasure, more than

any other animal for not quitting its native ele

ment, were not their faculties contracted by
their own fault. But let not those who go into

the country, merely because they dare not be

left alone at home, boast their love of nature, or

their qualifications for solitude; nor pretend
that they receive instantaneous infusions of

wisdom from the Dryads, and are able, when

they leave smoke and noise behind, to act, or

think, or reason for themselves.

No. 136.] SATURDAY, JULY 6, 1751.

"Os %,' fjt.lv

Who dnres think one thing, and another tell,

My heart detests him as the gates of hell.

THE regard which they whose abilities are em
ployed in the works of imagination claim from
the rest of mankind, arises in a great measure
from their influence on futurity. Rank may
be conferred by princes, and wealth bequeathed

by misers or by robbers ; but the honours of a

lasting name, and the veneration of distant ages,

only the sons of learning have the power of be

stowing. While, therefore, it continues one of

the characteristics of rational nature to decline

oblivion, authors never can be wholly overlook

ed in the search after happiness, nor become

contemptible but by their own fault.

The man who considers himself as constitut

ed the ultimate judge of disputable characters,
and entrusted with the distribution of the last

terrestrial rewards of merit, ought to summon
all his fortitude to the support of his dignity
with the most vigilant caution and scrupulous

justice. To deliver examples to posterity, and
to regulate the opinion of future times, is no

slight or trivial undertaking ; nor is it easy to

commit more atrocious treason against the

great republic of humanity, than by falsifying
its records and misguiding its decrees.

To scatter praise or blame without regard to

justice, is to destroy the distinction of good and

evil. Many have no other test of actions than

general opinion; and all are so far influenced

by a sense of reputation, that they are often rc<

strained by fear of reproach, and excited by
hope of honour, when other principles have lost

their power ; nor can any species of prostitution

promote general depravity more than that which

destroys the force of praise, by showing that it

may be acquired without deserving it, and

which by setting free the active and ambitious

from the dread of infamy, lets loose the rapacity
of power, and weakens the only authority by
which greatness is controlled.

Praise, like gold and diamonds, owes its value

only to its scarcity. It becomes cheap as it be

comes vulgar, and will no longer raise expecta

tion, or animate enterprise. It is therefore not

only necessary, that wickedness, even when it

is not safe to censure it, be denied applause, but

that goodness be commended only in proportion
to its degree ; and that the garlands due to the

great benefactors of mankind, be not suffered to

fade upon the brow of him who ean boast only

petty services and easy virtues.

Had these maxims been universally received,

how much would have been added to the task

of dedication, the work on which all the power
of modern wit has been exhausted. How few
of these initial panegyrics had appeared, if the

author had been obliged first to find a man of

virtue, then to distinguish the distinct species

and degree of his desert, and at last to pay him

only the honours which he might justly claim.

It is much easier to learn the name of the last

man whom chanco has exalted to wealth and

power, to obtain by the intervention of some of

his domestics the privilege of addressing him,
or in confidence of the general acceptance of

flattery, to venture on an address without any

previous solicitation ; and, after having heaped

upon him all the virtues to which philosophy
has assigned a name, inform him how much
more might be truly said, did not the fear of

giving pain to his modesty repress the raptures
of wonder and the zeal of veneration.

Nothing has so much degraded literature

from its natural rank, as the practice of inde

cent and promiscuous dedication : for what
credit can he expect who professes himself the

hireling of vanity, however profligate, and,
without shame or scruple, celebrates the worth

less, dignifies the mean, and gives to the corrupt,

licentious, and oppressive, the ornaments which

ought only to add grace to truth, and loveliness

to innocence ? Every other kind of adulteration,

however shameful, however mischievous, is less

detestable than the crime of counterfeiting char

acters, and fixing the stamp of literary sanction

upon the dross and refuse of the world.

Yet I would not overwhelm the authors with
the whole load of infamy, of which part, per

haps the greater part, ought to fall upon their
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patrons. If he that hires a bravo, partakes the

guilt of murdei', why should he who bribes a

flatterer, hope to be exempted from the shame of

falsehood? The unhappy dedicator is seldom

without some motives which obstruct, though
not destroy, the liberty of choice ; he is op

pressed by miseries which he hopes to relieve,

or inflamed by ambition which he expects
to gratify. But the patron has no incitements

equally violent
; he can receive only a short gra

tification, with which nothing but stupidity
could dispose him to be pleased. The real satis

faction which praise can aiford is by repeating
aloud the whispers of conscience, and by show

ing us that we have not endeavoured to deserve

well in vain. Every other encomium is, to an

intelligent mind, satire and reproach ; the cele

bration of those virtues which we feel ourselves

to want, can only impress a quicker sense of our
own defects, and show that we have not yet sa

tisfied the expectations of the world, by forcing
us to observe how much fiction must contribute

to the completion of our character.

Yet sometimes the patron may claim indul

gence ; for it does not always happen, that the

encomiast has been much encouraged to his at

tempt. Many a hapless author, when his book,
and perhaps his dedication, was ready for the

press, has waited long before any one would pay
the price of prostitution, or consent to hear the

praises destined to insure his name against the

casualties of time
; and many a complaint has

been vented against the decline of learning, and

neglect of genius, when either parsimonious
prudence has declined expense, or honest indig
nation rejected falsehood. But if at last, after

long inquiry and innumerable disappointments,
he find a lord willing to hear of his own elo

quence and taste, a statesman desirous of know
ing how a friendly historian will represent his

conduct, or a lady delighted to leave to the world
some memorial of her wit and beauty, such
weakness cannot be censured as an instance of

enormous depravity. The wisest man may, by
a diligent solicitor, be surprised in the hour of

weakness, and persuaded to solace vexation, or

invigorate hope, with the music of flattery.
To censure all dedications as adulatory and

servile would discover rather envy than justice.
Praise is the tribute of merit, and he that has

incontestibly distinguished himself by any pub
lic performance has a right to all the honours
which the public, can bestow. To men thus

raised above the rest of the community, there is

no need that the book or its author should have

any particular relation : that the patron is known
to deserve respect, is sufficient to vindicate him
that pays it. To the same regard from parti
cular persons, private virtue and less conspicu
ous excellence may be sometimes entitled. An
author may with great propriety inscribe his

work to him by whose encouragement it was

undertaken, or by whose liberality he has been
enabled to prosecute it, and he mayjustly rejoice
in his own fortitude that dares to rescue merit
from obscurity.

Acribus exemplis videor te cludere : misce

Ergo aliquid nostris de moribus. MART.

Thus much I will indulge thee for thy ease,
And mingle something of our times to please.

DRYDEN, jun,

I know not whether greater relaxation may
not be indulged, and whether hope as well as

gratitude may not unblameably produce a dedi

cation ; but let the writer who pours out his

praises only to propitiate power, or attract the

attention of greatness, be cautious lest his desire

betrayhim to exuberant eulogies. We are natur

ally more apt to please ourselveswith the future

than the past, and, while we luxuriate in expec

tation, may be easily persuaded to purchase
what we yet rate, only by imagination, at a

higher price than experience will warrant.

But no private views of personal regard can

discharge any man from his general obligations
to virtue and to truth. It may happen in the

various combinations of life, that a good man
may receive favours from one, who, notwith

standing his accidental beneficence, cannot be

justly proposed to the imitation of others, and

whom therefore he must find some other way of

rewarding than by public celebrations. Self-love

has indeed many powers of seducement, but it

surely ought not to exalt any individual to equa

lity with the collective body of mankind, or

persuade him that a benefit conferred on him is

equivalent to every other virtue. Yet many,
upon false principles of gratitude, have ventured

to extol wretches, whom all but their dependents
numbered among the reproaches of the species,

and whom they would likewise have beheld with

the same scorn, had they not been hired to dis

honest approbation.
To encourage merit with praise, is the great

business of literature ;
but praise must lose its

influence, by unjust or negligent distribution ;

and he that impairs its value may be charged
with misapplication of the power that genius

puts into his hands, and with squandering on

guilt the recompence of virtue.

No. 137.] TUESDAY, JULY 9, 1751.

Dum vitant stulti vitia, in contraria currunt,

HOR.

Whilst fools one vice condemn,

They run into the opposite extreme. CREECH.

THAT wonder is the effect of ignorance, has been

often observed. The awful stillness of attention,

witn which the mind is overspread at the first

view of an unexpected effect, ceases when we
have leisure to disentangle complications and
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Investigate causes. Wonder is a pause of rea

son, a sudden cessation of the mental progress,

\vhich lasts only while the understanding is

fixed upon some single idea, and is at an end

when it recovers force enough to divide the ob

ject into its parts, or mark the intermediate

gradations from the first agent to the last con

sequence.
It may he remarked with equal truth, that

ignorance is often the effect of wonder. It is

common for those who have never accustomed

themselves to the labour of inquiry, nor invig
orated their confidence by conquests over diffi

culty, to sleep in the gloomy quiescence of as

tonishment, without any effort to animate in

quiry, or dispel obscurity. What they cannot

immediately conceive, they consider as too high
to be reached, or too extensive to be compre
hended ; they therefore content themselves with

the gaze of folly, forbear to attempt what they
have no hopes of performing, and resign the

pleasure of rational contemplation to more per
tinacious study or more active faculties-

Among the productions of mechanic art,

many are of a form so different from that of their

first materials, and many consist of parts so

numerous and so nicely adapted to each other,

that it is not possible to view them without
amazement. But when we enter the shops of

artificers, observe the various tools by which

every operation is facilitated, and trace the

progress of a manufacture through the different

hands, that, in succession to each other, con

tribute to its perfection, we soon discover that

every single man has an easy task, and that the

extremes, however remote, of natural rudeness
and artificial elegance, are joined by a regular
concatenation of effects, of which every one is

introduced by that which precedes it, and

equally introduces that which is to follow.

The same is the state of intellectual and
manual performances. Long calculations or

complex diagrams affright the timorous and un
experienced from a second view; but if we have
skill sufficient to analyze them into simple prin
ciples, it will be discovered that our fear was
groundless. Divide and conquer, is a principle
equally just in science as in policy. Complica
tion is a species of confederacy which, while it

continues united, bids defiance to the most ac
tive and vigorous intellect ; but of which every
member is separately weak, and which may
therefore be quickly subdued, if it can once be
broken.

The chief art of learning, as Locke has ob
served, is to attempt but little at a time. The
widest excursions of the mind are made by
Bhort flights frequently repeated : the most lofty
fabrics of science are formed by the continued
accumulation of single propositions.

It oftens happens, whatever be the cause, that

impatience of labour, or dread of miscarriage,

seizes those who are most distinguished for

quickness of apprehension ;
and that they who

might with greatest reason promise themselves

victory are least willing to hazard the encounter.

This diffidence, where the attention is not laid

asleep by laziness, or dissipated by pleasures,

can arise only from confused and general views,
such as negligence snatches in haste, or from
the disappointment of the first hopes formed by

arrogance without reflection. To expect that

the intricacies of science will be pierced by a

careless glance, or the eminences of fame ascend

ed without labour, is to expect a peculiar privi

lege, a power denied to the rest of mankind
;

but to suppose that the maze is inscrutable to

diligence or the heights inaccessible to persever

ance, is to submit tamely to the tyranny of fan

cy, and enchain the mind in voluntary shackles.

It is the proper ambition of the heroes of

literature to enlarge the boundaries of know
ledge by discovering and conquering new re

gions of the intellectual world. To the success

of such undertakings, perhaps, some degree of

fortuitous happiness is necessary, which no man
can promise or procure to himself; and there

fore doubt and irresolution may be forgiven in

him that ventures into the unexplored abysses
of truth, and attempts to find his way through
the fluctuations of uncertainty, and the conflicts

of contradiction. But when nothing more is

required, than to pursue a path already beaten,

and to trample obstacles which others have de

molished, why should any man so much distrust

his own intellect as to imagine himself unequal
to the attempt ?

It were to be wished that they who devote

their lives to study would at once believe no

thing too great for their attainment, and con

sider nothing as too little for their regard ; that

they would extend their notice alike to science

and to life, and unite some knowledge of the

present world to their acquaintance with past

ages and remote events.

Nothing has so much exposed men of learn

ing to contempt and ridicule, as their ignorance

of things which are known to all but themselves.

Those who have been taught to consider the in

stitutions of the schools, as giving the last per
fection to human abilities, are surprised to see

men wrinkled with study, yet wanting to be

instructed in the minute circumstances of pro

priety, or the necessary forms of daily transac

tion ;
and quickly shake off their reverence for

modes of education, which they find to produce
no ability above the rest of mankind.

Hooks, says Bacon, can never teach the use of

books. The student must learn by commerce
with mankind to reduce his speculations to prac

tice, and accommodate his knowledge to the

purposes of life.

It is too common for those who have been bred

to scholastic professions, and passed much of
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their time in academies where nothing but learn

ing confers honours, to disregard every other

qualification, and to imagine that they shall

find mankind ready to pay homage to their

knowledge, and to crowd about them for in

struction. They therefore step out from their

cells into the open world with all the confidence

of authority and dignity of importance; they
look round about them at once with ignorance
and scorn on a race of beings to whom they are

equally unknown and equally contemptible, but

whose manners they must imitate, and with

whose opinions they must comply, if they desire

to pass their time happily among them.

To lessen that disdain with which scholars

are inclined to look on the common business of

the world, and the unwillingness with which

they condescend to learn what is not to be found

in any system of philosophy, it may be necessary
to consider that, though admiration is excited

by abstruse researches and remote discoveries,

yet pleasure is not given, nor affection concili

ated, but by softer accomplishments, and quali

ties more easily communicable to those about

us. He that can only converse upon questions,

about which only a small part of mankind has

knowledge sufficient to make them curious,

must lose kis days in unsocial silence, and live

ia the crowd of life without a companion. He
that can only be useful on great occasions, may
die without exerting his abilities, and stand a

helpless spectator of a thousand vexations which

fret away happiness, and which nothing is re

quired to remove but a little dexterity of con

duct and readiness of expedients.

No degree of knowledge attainable by man is

able to set him above the want of hourly assi^t-

ance, or to extinguish the desire of fond endear

ments and tender officiousness
; and therefore

no one should think it unnecessary to learn

those arts by which friendship may be gained.

Kindness is preserved by a constant reciproca

tion of benefits or interchange of pleasures ; but

such benefits only can be bestowed, as others

are capable to receive, and such pleasures only

imparted, as others are qualified to enjoy.

By this descent from the pinnacles of art no

honour will be lost ; for the condescensions of

learning are always overpaid by gratitude. An
elevated genius employed in little things, ap

pears, to use the simile of Longinus, like the

sun in his evening declination; he remits his

splendour but retains his magnitude, and pleases

more though he dazzles less.

No. 138.] SATURDAY, JULY 13, 1751.

O tantum llbeat mecum tibi sordida rura

Atque humiles habltare casas, etjigere cervos.

VIRG.

With me retire, and leave the pomp of courts

For humble cottages and rural sports.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

THOUGH the contempt with which you hava
treated the annual migrations of the gay and

busy part of mankind, is justified by daily ob

servation, since most of those who leave the

town, neither vary their entertainments nor

enlarge their notions
; yet I suppose you do not

intend to represent the practice itself as ridicu

lous, or to declare that he whose condition puts
the distribution of his time into his own power,
may not properly divide it between the town
and country.
That the country, and only the country, dis

plays the inexhaustible varieties of nature, and

supplies the philosophical mind with matter lor

admiration and enquiry, never was denied
; but

my curiosity is very little attracted by the col

our of a flower, the anatomy of an insect, or the

structure of a nest ; I am generally employed
upon human manners, and therefore fill up the

months of rural leisure with remarks on those

who live within the circle of my notice. If

writers would more frequently visit those re

gions of negligence and liberty, they might di

versify their representations, and multiply their

images, for in the country are original charac

ters chiefly to be found. In cities, and yet more
in courts, the minute discriminations which dis

tinguish one from another are for the most part

effaced, the peculiarities of temper and opinion
are gradually worn away by promiscuous con

verse, as angular bodies, and uneven surfaces,

lose their points and asperities by frequent at

trition against one another, and approach by
degrees to uniform rotundity. The prevalence
of fashion, the influence of example, the desire

of applause, and the dread of censure, obstruct

the natural tendencies of the mind, and check

the fancy in its first efforts to break forth into

experiments of caprice.

Pew inclinations are so strong as to grow up
into habits, when they must struggle with the

constant opposition of settled forms and estab

lished customs. But in the country every man
is a separate and independent being: solitude

flatters irregularity with hopes of secrecy , and

wealth, removed from the mortification of com

parison, and the awe of equality, swells into

contemptuous confidence, and sets blame and

laughter at defiance ; the impulses of nature act

unrestrained, and the disposition dares to show
itself in its true form, without any disguise ot

hypocrisy, or decorations of elegance. Every
one indulges the full enjoyment of his own
choice, and talks and .lives with no other view

than to please himself,' without inquiring how
far he deviates from the general practice, or con

sidering others as entitled to any account of his

sentiments or actions.
,
If he builds or demol

ishes, opens or encloses,, deluges or drains, it i*
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not his care what may be the opinion of those

who are skilled in perspective or architecture,

it is sufficient that he has no landlord to control

him, and that none has any right to examine in

what projects the lord of the manor spends his

own money on his own grounds.
For this reason it is not very common to

want subjects for rural conversation. Almost

every man is daily doing something which pro
duces merriment, wonder or resentment, among
his neighbours. This utter exemption from res

traint leaves every anomalous quality to operate
in its full extent, and suffers the natural char

acter to diffuse itself to every part,of life. The

pride which, under the check of public observa

tion, would have been only vented among ser

vants and domestics, becomes in a country bar

onet the torment of a province, and, instead of

terminating in the destruction of China ware
and glases, ruins tenants, dispossesses cottagers,

and harasses villagers with actions of trespass

and bills of indictment.

It frequently happens that, even without

violent passions, or enormous corruption, the

freedom and laxity of a rustic life produce re

markable particularities of conduct or manner.

In the province where I now reside, we have

one lady eminent for wearing a gown always of

the same cut and colour
;
another for shaking

hands with those that visit her ;
and a third for

unshaken resolution never to let tea or coffee

enter her house.

But of all the female characters which this

place affords, 1 have found none so worthy of

attention as that of Mrs. Busy, a widow, who
lost her husband in her thirtieth year, and has

since passed her time at the manor-house in the

government of her children, and the manage
ment of the estate.

Mrs. Busy was married at eighteen from a

boarding-school, where she had passed her time,

like other young ladies, in needle work, with a

few intervals of dancing and reading. When
she became a bride she spent one winter with
her husband in town, where having no idea of

any conversation beyond the formalities? of a

visit, she found nothing to engage her passions ;

and when she had been one night at court, and
two at an opera, and seen the Monument, the

Tombs and the Tower, she concluded that Lon
don had nothing more to show, and wondered
that when women had once seen the world they
could not be content to stay at home. She
therefore went willingly to the ancient seat, and
for some years studied housewifery under Mr.

.busy's mother, with so much assiduity, that

the old lady, when she died, bequeathed her a

caudle-cup, a soup-dish, two beakers, and a

chest of table linen spun by herself.

Mr. Busy, finding the economical qualities of

his lady, resigned his affairs wholly into her

hands, and devoted his life to his pointers and

his hounds. He never visited his estates, but
to destroy the partridges or foxes; and often

committed such devastations in the rage of

pleasure, that some of his tenants refused to

hold their lands at the usual rent. Their land

lady persuaded them to be satisfied, and entreat

ed her husband to dismiss his dogs, with many
exact calculations of the ale drank by his com
panions, and corn consumed by his horses, and
remonstrances against the insolence of the hunts

man, and the frauds of the groom. The hunts-

man was too necessary to his happiness to be

discarded
; and he had still continued to ravage

his own estate, had he not caught a cold and a

fever by shooting mallards in the fens. His
fever was followed by a consumption, which in

a few months brought him to the grave.
Mrs. Busy was too much an economist to

feel either joy or sorrow at his death. She re

ceived the compliments and consolations of her

neighbours in a dark room, out of which she stole

privately every night and morning to see the

cows milked
; and, after a few days, declared that

she thought a widow might employ herself bet

ter than in nursing grief : and that, for her part,
she was resolved that the fortunes of her chil

dren should not be impaired by her neglect.

She therefore immediately applied herself to

the reformation of abuses. She gave away the

dogs, discharged the servants of the kennel and

stable, and sent the horses to the next fair, but

rated at so high a price that they returned un
sold. She was resolved to have nothing idle

about her, and ordered them to be employed in

common drudgery. They lost their sleekness

and grace, and were soon purchased at half the

value.

She soon disencumbered herself from her

weeds, and put on a riding-hood, a coarse apron,

and short petticoats, arid has turned a large

manor into a farm, of which she takes the man

agement wholly upon herself. She rises before

the sun to order the horses to their geers, and sees

them well rubbed down at their return from

work ;
she attends the dairy morning and even

ing, and watches when a calf falls that it may be

carefully nursed ; she walks out among the sheep

at noon, counts the lambs, and observes the

fences, and where she finds a gap, stops it with a

bush till it can be better mended. In harvest she

rides a-field in the waggon, and is very liberal

of her ale from a wooden bottle. At her

leisure hours she looks goose eggs, airs the wool

room, and turns the cheese.

When respect or curiosity brings visitants to

her house, she entertains them with prognostics

of a scarcity of wheat, or a rot among the sheep,

and always thinks herself privileged to dismiss

them when she is to see the hogs fed, or to count

her poultry on the roost.

The only things neglected about her are hex-

children, whom she has taught nothing but the
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lowest household duties. In my last visit I met
j

Miss Busy carrying grains to a sick cow, and .

Ivas entertained with the accomplishments of

ner eldest son, a youth of such early maturity,

that, though he is only sixteen, she can trust

him to sell corn in the market. Her younger !

daughter, who is eminent for her beauty, though
somewhat tanned in making hay, was busy in !

pouring out ale to the ploughmen, that everyone j

might have an equal share.

I could not but look with pity on this young
j

family, doomed, by the absurd prudence of their
j

mother, to ignorance and meanness ; but, when
1 recommended a more elegant education, was

answered, that she never saw bookish or finical

people grow rich, and that she was good for no-
|

thing herself till she had forgotten the nicety of
|

the boarding-school.

I am yours, &c.

BUCOLUS.

No. 139.] TUESDAY, JULY 16, 1751.

Sit quod vis simplex duntaxat et unum.
HOR.

Let every piece be simple and be one.

IT is required by Aristotle to the perfection of

a tragedy, and is equally necessary to every other

species of^regular composition, that it should

have a beginning, a middle, and an end. " The

beginning," says he,
" is that which has nothing

necessarily previous, but to which that which
follows is naturally consequent ; the end, on the

contrary, is that which by necessity, or at least

according to the common course of things, suc

ceeds something else, but which implies nothing

consequent to itself
;
the middle is connected on

one side to something that naturally goes before,

and on the other to something that naturally
follows it."

Such is the rule laid down by this great critic,

for the disposition of the different parts of a

well-constituted fable. It must begin, where it

may be made intelligible without introduction
;

and end, where the mind is left in repose, with

out expectation of any farther event. The inter,

mediate passages must join the last effect to the

first cause, by a regular and unbroken concate

nation ; nothing must be therefore inserted

which does not apparently arise from something

foregoing, and properly make way for something

that succeeds it.

This precept is to be understood in its rigour

only with respect to great and essential events,

and cannot be extended in the same force to mi

nuter circumstances and arbitrary decorations,

which yet are more happy, as they contribute

more to the main design ; for it is always a

proof of extensive thought and accurate circum

spection, to promote various purposes by the

same act ; and the idea of an ornament admits

use, though it seems to exclude necessity.
Whoever purposes, as it is expressed by Mil

ton, to build the lofty rhyme, must acquaint him
selfwith this law of poetical architecture, and
take care that his edifice be solid as well as beau

tiful; that nothing stand single or independent,
so as that it may be taken away without injuring
the rest

; but that, from the foundation to the

pinnacles, one part rest firm upon another.

This regular and consequential distribution is,

among common authors, frequently neglected;
but the failures of those, whose example can

have no influence, may be safely overlooked, nor
is it of much use to recal obscure and unregarded
names to memory for the sake of sporting with
their infamy. But if there is any writer whose

genius can embellish impropriety, and whose

authority can make error venerable, his works
are the proper objects of critical inquisition. To

expunge faults where there are no excellences, is

a task equally uselsss with that of the chemist,
who employs the arts of separation and refine

ment upon ore in which no precious metal is

contained to reward his preparations.
Tno tragedy of Samson Agonistes has been

celebrated as the second work of the great author

of " Paradise Lost," and opposed, with all the

confidence of triumph, to the dramatic perform
ances of other nations. It contains indeed just

sentiments, maxims of wisdom, and oracles of

piety, and many passages written with the an

cient spirit of choral poetry, in which there is a

just and pleasing mixture of Seneca's moral de

clamation* with the wild enthusiasm of the

Greek writers. It is therefore worthy of ex

amination, whether a performance thus illumi

nated with genius, and enriched with learning,
is composed according to the indispensable laws

of Aristotelian criticism : and, omitting at pre
sent all other considerations, whether it exhibits

a beginning, a middle, and an end.

The beginning is undoubtedly beautiful and

proper, opening with a graceful abruptness, and

proceeding naturally to a mournful recital of

facts necessary to be known.

Samson. A little onward lend thy guiding hand
To these dark steps, a little farther on ;

For yonder bank hath choice of sun and shade ;

There I am wont to sit when any chance

Relieves me from my task of servile toil,

Daily in the common prison else enjoin'd nie.'

O wherefore was my birth from heaven foretold

Twice by an angel ?

Why Avas my breeding order'd and prescribed,

As of a person separate to God,

Design'd for great exploits ;
if I must die

Betray'd, captived, and both my eyes put out?

Whom have I to complain of but myself?
Who this high gift of strength, committed to me,
In what part lodg'd, how easily bereft me,
Under the seat of silence could not keep,
But weakly to a woman must reveal it.
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His soliloquy is interrupted by a chorus or com- ed before, and who has now no other motive cf

pany of men of his own tribe, who condole his coming, than to see the man whose strength and

miseries, extenuate his fault, and conclude with actions are so loudly celebrated :

a solemn vindication of Divine justice. So that

at the conclusion of the first act there is no de- Haraph. Much I have heard

sign laid, no discovery made, nor any disposi

tion formed towards the subsequent event.

In the second act, Manoah, the father of

Samson, comes to seek his son, and, being

shown him by the chorus, breaks out into la

mentations of his misery, and comparisons of

his present with his former state, representing

Of thy prodigious might, and feats perform'd
Incredible to me ; in this displeased
That I was never present in the place
Of those encounters, where we might hare tried

Each other's force in camp or listed fields :

And now am come to see of whom such noise

Hath walked about, and each limb to survey,

If thy appearance answer loud report,

to him the ignominy which his religion suffers,

by the festival this day celebrated in honour of
'

Samson challenges him to the combat ; and,

Dagon, to whom the idolaters ascribed his over- ; after an interchange of reproaches, elevated by
throw. repeated defiance on one side, and embittered by

contemptuous insults on the other, Harapha re-

-Thou bears't tires ; we then hear it determined, by Samson
and the chorus, that no consequence good or bad

will proceed from their interview :

Enough, and more, the burden of that fault
;

Bitterly hast thou paid and still art paying
That rigid score. A worse thing yet remains :

This day the Philistines a popular feast

Here celebrate in Gaza ; and proclaim
Great pomp and sacrifice, and praises loud

To Dagon, as their god, who hath deliverM

Thee, Samson, bound and blind, into their hacds,

Them out of thine, who slew'st them many a slain.

Samson, touched with this reproach, makes

a reply equally penitential and pious, which his

father considers as the effusion of prophetic con

fidence.

Samson. -God, be sure,

Will not connive or linger thus provoked,
But will arise and his great name assert :

Dagon must stoop, and shall ere long receive

Such a discomfit, as shall quite despoil him
Of all these boasted trophies won on mf
Manoah. With catise this hope relieves thee, and

these words
I as a prophecy receive ;

for God,

Nothing more certain, will not long defer,

To vindicate the glory of his name.

This part of the dialogue, as it might tend to

animate or exasperate Samson, cannot, I think,

be censured as wholly superfluous ; but the suc

ceeding dispute, in which Samson contends to

die, and which his father breaks off, that he may
go to solicit his release, is only valuable for its

own beauties, and has no tendency to introduce

any thing that follows it.

The next event of the drama is the arrival o

Delilah, with all her graces, artifices, and al

lurements. This produces a dialogue, in a very

high degree elegant and instructive, from which
;

she retires, after she has exhausted her persua

sions, and is no more seen nor heard of ; nor

has her visit any effect but that of raising the

character of Samson.

In the fourth act enters Harapha, the giant
o! Gath, whose name had never been mention

Chorus. He will directly to the lords, I fear,

And with malicious counsel stir them up
Some way or other farther to afflict thee.

Sams. He must allege some cause, and offered

fight

Will not dare mention, lest a question rise,

Whether he durst accept the offer or not ;

And that he durst not, plain enough appear'd.

At last, in the fifth act, appears a messenger
from the lords, assembled at the festival of

Dagon, with a summons by which Samson is

required to come and entertain them with some

proof of his strength. Samson, after a short

expostulation, dismisses him with a firm and

resolute refusal ; but, during the absence of the

messenger, having awhile defended the propriety

of his conduct, he at last declares himself mov

ed by a secret impulse to comply, and utters

some dark pi-esages of a great event to be brought

to pass by his agency, under the direction of

Providence.

Sams, Be of good courage ;
I begin to feel

Some rousing motions in me, which dispose

To something extraordinary my thoughts.

I with this messenger will go along,

Nothing to do, be sure, that may dishonour

Our law, or stain my vow of Nazarite.

If there be aught of presage in the mind,

This day will be remarkable in my life,

By some great act, or ofmy days the last.

While Samson is conducted off by the messen

ger, his father returns with hopes of success in

his solicitation, upon which he confers with

the chorus till their dialogue is interrupted, first

by a shout of triumph, and afterwards by
screams of horror and agony. As they stand

deliberating where they shall be secure, a man
who had been present at the show enters, and

relates how Samson, having prevailed on his

Q
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guide to suffer him to lean against the main pil

lars of the theatrical edifice, tore down the roof

upon the spectators and himself.

-Those two massy pillars,

With horrible confusion, to and fro

He tugg'd, he shook, till down they came, and drew

The whole roof after them, with burst of thunder,

Upon the heads of all who sat beneath.

Samson, with these immixt, inevitably

Pull'd down the same destruction on himself.

This is undoubtedly a just and regular catas

trophe, and the poem, therefore, has a beginning
and an end which Aristotle himself could not

have disapproved ; but it must be allowed to

want a middle, since nothing passes between

the first act and the last, that either hastens or

dqjays the death of Samson. The whole drama,
if its superfluities were cut off, would scarcely
fill a single act

; yet this is the tragedy which

ignorance has admired, and bigotry applauded.

No. 140.] SATURDAY, JULY 20, 1751.

Quis tarn Lucilifautor inepte est,

Ut non hocfateatur ? n oR .

What doting bigot, to his faults so blind,

As not to grant me this, can Milton find ?

IT is common, says Bacon, to desire the end
without enduring the means. Every member
of society feels and acknowledges the necessity of

detecting crimes ; yet scarce any degree of virtue

or reputation is able to secure an informer from

public hatred. The learned world has always
admitted the usefulness of critical disquisitions,

yet he that attempts to show, however modest

ly, the failures ofa celebrated writer, shall surely
irritate his admirers, and incur the imputation
of envy, captiousness and malignity.
With this danger full in my view, I shall

proceed to examine the sentiments of Milton's

tragedy, which, though much less liable to cen

sure than the disposition of his plan, are, like

those of other writers, sometimes exposed to just

exceptions for want of care, or want of discern

ment.

Sentiments are proper and improper as they
consist more or less with the character and cir

cumstances of the person to whom they are at

tributed, with the rules of the composition in

which they are found, or with the settled and
unalterable nature of things.

It is common among the tragic poets to intro

duce their persons alluding to events or opin

ions, of which they could not possibly have any
knowledge. The barbarians of remote or newly-
discovered regions often display their skill in

!

European learning. The god of love is men
tioned in Tamerlane with all the familiarity of '

a Roman epigrammatist ; and a late writer has'

put Harvey's doctrine of the circulation of the

blood into the mouth of a Turkish statesman,
who lived near two centuries before it was
known even to philosophers or anatomists.

Milton's learning, which acquainted him with
the manners of the ancient eastern nations, and
his invention, which required no assistance from
the common cant of poetry, have preserved him
from frequent outrages of local or chronological
propriety. Yet he has mentioned Chalybeari
steel, of which it is not very likely that his

chorus should have heard, and has made Alp
the general name of a mountain, in a region
where the Alps could scarcely be known :

No medicinal liquor can assuage,
Nor breath of cooling air from snowy Alp.

He has taught Samson the tales of Circe, and
the Syrenes, at which he apparently hints in his

colloquy with Delilah :

-I know thy trains,
Tho' dearly to my cost, thy gins and toils ;

Thy fair enchanted cup and warbling charms t

No more on me have power-

But the grossest error of this kind is the so

lemn introduction of the phoenix in the last

scene ; which is faulty, not only as it is incon

gruous to the personage to whom it is ascribed,

but as it is so evidently contrary to reason and

nature, that it ought never to be mentioned but
as a fable in any serious poem :

-Virtue giv'n for lost,

Deprest, and overthrown, as seem'd
Like that self-begotten bird

In the Arabian woods embost
That no second knows, nor third,

And lay ere while a holocaust
;

From out our ashy womb now teem'd

Revives, reflourishes, then vigorous most
When most inactive deem'd.
And tho' her body die, her fame survives,
A secular bird ages of lives.

Another species of impropriety is the unsuit-

ableness of thoughts to the general character of

the poem. The seriousness and solemnity of

tragedy necessarily reject all pointed or epigram-
matical expressions, all remote conceits and op

position of ideas. Samson's complaint is there

fore too elaborate to be natural :

As in the land of darkness, yet in light,

To live a life half dead, a living death,
And bury'd ; but, O yet more miserable !

Myself my sepulchre, a moving grave 1

Bury'd, yet not exempt,
By privilege of death and burial,

From woist of other evils, pains and wrongs.

All allusions to low and trivial objects, with

which contempt is usually associated, are doubt

less unsuitable to a species of composition which

ought to b always awful though not always
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magnificent. The remark therefore of the chorus '

n good and bad news seems to want elevation :

Manoah. A little stay will bring som3 notice

hither,

Cfior. Of good or bad so great, of bad the sooner ;

For evil news rides post, while good news baits.

But of all meanness, that has least to plead

which is produced by mere verbal conceits,

which, depending only upon sounds, lose their

existence, by the change of a syllable. Of this

kiud, is the following dialogue :

Chor. But had we best retire? I see a storm.

Sams. Fair days have oft contracted wind and
rain.

Cfior. But this another kind of tempest brings.

Sams. Be less abstruse, my riddling days are past.

Chor. Look now for no enchanting voice, nor fear

The bait of honied words ;
a rougher tongue

Draws hitherward, I know him by his stride,

The giant Harapha.

Aiid yet more despicable are the lines in \vhich

Manoah's paternal kindness is commended by
the chorus :

Fathers are wont to lay tip for their sons.

Thou for thy son are bent to lay out all
;

Samson's complaint of the inconveniences of

imprisonment is not wholly without verbal

ijuaintness :

-I, a prisoner chain'd, scarce freely draw

Irresistible Samson ;
whom unarmed

No strength of man, or fiercest wild beast, could

withstand ;

Who tore the lion, as the lion tears the kid ?

Since I have thus pointed out the faults

Milton, critical integrity requires that I shou

endeavour to display his excellences, though

they will not easily be discovered in short quo
tations, because they consist in the justness of

diffuse reasonings, or in the contexture and

method of continued dialogues ; this play hav

ing none of those descriptions, similes, or splen

did sentences, with which other tragedies are so

lavishly adorned.

Yet some passages may be selected which
seem to deserve particular notice, either as con

taining sentiments of passion, representations of

life, precepts of conduct, or sallies of imagina
tion. It is not easy to give a stronger repre
sentation of the weariness of despondency, than

in the words of Samson to his father :

1 feel my genial spirits droop,

My hopes all flat
; nature within me seems

In all her functions weary of herself;

My race of glory run, and race of shame ;

And I shall shortly be with them that rest.

The reply of Samson to the flattering Delilah

affords a just and striking description of the

stratagems and allurements of feminine hypoc

risy :

The air, imprison'd also, close and damp.

From the sentiments we may properly descend

to the consideration of the language, which, in
;

imitation of the ancients, is through the whole
j

dialogue remarkably simple and unadorned,
|

seldom heightened by epithets, or varied by
figures ; yet sometimes metaphors find admis

sion, even where their consistency is not accur

ately preserved. Thus Samson confounds lo

quacity with a shipwreck :

How could I once look up, or heave the head,

Who, like a foolish pilot, have shipwreck'd

My vessel trusted to me from above,

Gloriously rigg'd ; and for a word, a tear,

Pool, have divulg'd the secret gift of God
To a deceitful woman !

And the chorus talks of adding fuel to flame in

a report :

He's gone, and who knows how he may report
Thy u-ords, by addingfuel to theflame?

The versification is in the dialogue much
more smooth and harmonious than in the parts
allotted to the chorus, which are often so harsh

-These are thy wonted arts,

And arts of every woman false like thee,

To break all faith, all vows, deceive, betray,
Then as repentant to submit, beseech,
And reconcilement move with feign'rl remorse,
Confess and promise wonders in her change ;

Not truly penitent, but chief to try

Her husband, how far urg'd his patience bears,
His virtue or weakness which way to assail ;

Then with more cautious and instructed skill

Again transgresses and again submits.

When Samson has refused to make himself a

spectacle at the feast of Dagon, he first justifies

his behaviour to the chorus, who charge him
with having served the Philistines, by a very

just distinction ; and then destroys the common
excuse of cowardice and servility, which always
confound temptation with compulsion :

Clior. Yet with thy strength thou serv'st the Phil

istines.

Sams. Not in their idol worship, but by labour

Honest and lawful to deserve my food

Of those who have me in their civil power.
Chor. Where the heart joins not, outward acts

defile not.

Sams. Where outward force constrains, the sertr

tence holds,
and dissonant, as scarce to preserve, whether the

j

But who constrains me to the temple of Dagon,
lines end with or without rhymes, any appear
ance of metrical regularity :

Or do my eyes misrepresent ? Can this be he.
That heroic, that renown'd,

Not dragging ? the Philistine lords command.
Commands are no restraints. If I obey them,
I do it freely, vent'ring to displease
God for the fear of man, and man prefer,
Set G->d behind.
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The complaint of blindness which Samson

pours out at the beginning of the tragedy is

equally addressed to the passions and the fancy.
The enumeration of his miseries is succeeded by
very pleasing train of poetical images, and

concluded by such expostulations and wishes, as

reason too often submits to learn from despair :

O first created beam, and thou great word
Let there be light, and light was over all

;

Why am I thus bereaved thy prime decree 1

The sun to me is dark,

And silent as the moon,
When she deserts the night,

Hid in her vacant interlunar cave.

Since light so necessary is to life,

And almost life itself; if it be true,

That light is in the soul,

She all in every part ; why was the sight

To such a tender ball as the eye confined,

So obvious and so easy to be quench'd,
And not, as feeling, through all parts diffused

That she may look at will through every pore 1

Such are the faults and such the beauties of

Samson Agonistes, which I have shown with

no other purpose than to promote the knowledge
of true criticism. The everlasting verdure of

Milton's laurels has nothing to fear from the

blasts of malignity ;
nor can my attempt produce

any other effect, than to strengthen their shoots

by lopping their luxuriance.

No. 141.] TUESDAY, JULY 23, 1751.

Hilarisque, tamen cumpondere, virtus. STAT.

Greatness with ease, and gay severity.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

POLITICIANS have long observed that the greatest

events may be often traced back to slender causes.

Petty competition or casual friendship, the pru
dence of a slave, or the garrulity of a woman,
have hindered or promoted the most important

schemes, and hastened or retarded the revolutions

of empires.
Whoever shall review his life will generally

find that the whole tenor of his conduct has been

determined by some accident of no apparent mo -

ment, or by a combination of inconsiderable cir

cumstances, acting when his imagination was

unoccupied, and his judgment unsettled; and

that his principles and actions have taken their

colour from some secret infusion, mingled with

out design in the current of his ideas. The de

sires that predominate in our hearts are instilled

by imperceptible communications at the time

\vhen we look upon the various scenes of the

world, and the different employments of men,
with the neutrality of inexperience; and we
come forth from the nursery or the school, in

variably destined to th* pursuit of great acquisi

tions, or petty accomplishments.
Such was the impulse by which I have been

kept in motion from my earliest years. I was
born to an inheritance which gave my childhood

a claim to distinction and caresses, and was ac

customed to hear applauses before they had much
influence on my thoughts. The first praise of

which I remember myself sensible was that of

good-humour, which, whether I deserved it or

not when it was bestowed, I have since made it

my whole business to propagate and maintain.

When I was sent to school, the gayety of my
look, and the liveliness of my loquacity, soon

gained me admission to hearts not yet fortified

against affection by artifice or interest. I was
entrusted with every stratagem, and associated

in every sport ; my company gave alacrity to a

frolic, and gladness to a holiday. I was indeed

so much employed in adjusting or executing
schemes of diversion, that I had no leisure for

my tasks, but was furnished with exercises,
and instructed in my lessons by some kind pa
tron of the higher classes. My master not sus

pecting my deficiency, or unwilling to detect

what his kindness would not punish nor his im

partiality excuse, allowed me to escape with a

slight examination, laughed at the pertness of

my ignorance and the sprightliness of my absur

dities, and could not forbear to show that he re

garded me with such tenderness as genius and

learning can seldom excite.

From school I was dismissed to the universi

ty, where I soon drew upon me the notice of the

younger students, and was the constant partner
of their morning walks and evening compota-
tions. I was not indeed much celebrated for

literature, but was looked on with indulgence
as a man of parts, who wanted nothing but the

dulness of a scholar, and might become eminent
whenever he should condescend to labour and
attention. My tutor a while reproached me
with negligence, and repressed my sallies Avith

supercilious gravity ; yet having natural good-
humour lurking in his heart, he could not long
hold out against the power of hilarity, but after

a few months began to relax the muscles of dis

ciplinarian moroseness, received me with smiles

after an elopement, and that he might not be

tray his trust to his fondness, was content to

spare my diligence by increasing his own.
Thus I continued to dissipate the gloom of

collegiate austerity, to waste my own life in idle

ness, and lure others from their studies, till the

happy hour arrived when I was sent to London.
I soon discovered the town to be the proper ele

ment of youth and gayety, and was quickly dis

tinguished as a wit by the ladies, a species of

beings only heard of at the university, whom I

had no sooner the happiness of approaching
than I devoted all my faculties to the ambition

of pleasing them.
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A wit, Mr. Rambler,

is not always a man who by

porous faucy upon compreht

brings distant ideas unexpected,

by some peculiar acuteness discov

ces in objects dissimilar to common

/ f ladies,

^of a vi-

wledge
, who
blan-

v ^r, by

mixing heterogeneous notions, dazzles the at

tention Avith sudden scintillations of conceit. A
lady's wit is a man Avho can make ladies laugh,

to which, however easy it may seem, many gifts

of nature and attainments of art must common

ly concur. He that hopes to be received as a

wit in female assemblies should have a form

neither so amiable as to strike with admiration,

nor so coarse as to raise disgust, with an under

standing too feeble to be dreaded, and too forci-
|
which had given occasion to a burst of merri

ble to be despised. The other parts of the char- ment. Sometimes I drew the conversation up

It were endless to recount the shifts to which
I have been reduced, or to enumerate the differ

ent species of artificial wit. I regularly fre

quented coffee-houses, and have often lived a

week upon an expression, of which he who drop

ped it did not know the value. When fortune

did not favour my erratic industry, I gleaned

jests at home from obsolete farces. To collect

wit was indeed safe, for I consorted with none

that looked much into books, but to disperse it

was the difficulty. A seeming negligence was

often useful, and I have very successfully made
a reply not to what the lady had said, but to

what it was convenient for me to hear ; for very
few were so perverse as to rectify a mistake

acter are more subject to variation : it was for

merly essential to a wit, that half his back should

be covered with a snowy fleece ;
and at a time

yet more remote, no man was a wit without

his boots. In the days of the "
Spectator" a

snuff box seems to be indispensable ; but in my
time an embroidered coat was sufficient, with

out any precise regulation of the rest of his dress.

But wigs and boots and snuff-boxes are vain,

without a perpetual resolution to be merry, and

who can always find supplies of mirth ? Juve

nal, indeed, in his comparison of the two oppo
site philosophei-s, wonders only whence an un
exhausted fountain of tears could be discharged :

but had Juvenal, with all his spirit, undertaken

my province, he would have found constant

gayety equally difficult to be supported. Con-

aider, Mr Rambler, and compassionate the con

dition of a man who has taught every company
to expect from him a continual feast of laughter,
an unintermitted stream of jocularity. The
task of every other slave has an end. The row
er in time reaches the port ;

the lexicographer at

last finds the conclusion of his alphabet ; only
the hapless wit has his labour always to begin ;

the call for novelty is never satisfied, and one

jest only raises expectation of another,

I know that among men of learning and as

perity the retainers to the female world are not

much regarded : yet I cannot but hope that, if

you knew at how dear a rate our honours are

purchased, you would look with some gratula-
tion on our success, and with some pity on our

miscarriages. Think on the misery of him who
is condemned to cultivate barrenness and ransack

vacuity ;
who is obliged to continue his talk

when his meaning is spent, to raise merriment
without i-mages, to harass his imagination in

quest of thoughts which he cannot start, and his

memory in pursuit of narratives which he can

not overtake
; observe the effort with which he

strains to conceal despondency by a smile, and
the distress in which he sits while the eyes of

the company are fixed upon him as their last

refuge from silence and dejection.

by degrees to a proper point, and produced a

conceit which I had treasured up, like sports
men who boast of killing the foxes which they

lodge in the covert. Eminence is however, in

some happy moments, gained at less expense ; I

have delighted a whole circle at one time with

a series of quibbles, and made myself good com

pany at another by scalding my fingers, or mis

taking a lady's lap for my own chair.

These are artful deceits and useful expedients ;

but expedients are at length exhausted, and de-
' ceits detected. Time itself, among other inju

ries, diminishes the power of pleasing, and I

now find, in my forty-fifth year, many pranks
and pleasantries very coldly received, which had

formerly filled a whole room with jollity and
acclamation. I am under the melancholy ne

cessity of supporting that character by study,
which I gained by levity, having learned too

late that gayety must be recommended by higher

qualities, and that mirth can never please long
but as the efflorescence of a mind loved for its

luxuriance, but esteemed for its usefulness.

I am, &c.

PAPILIUS.

No. 142.] SATURDAY, JULY 27, 1751.

Evda. >'

K;
X* et,vr.vtu$iv iuv

vfji,'
iTtruxro ovbl eyxu

A giant shepherd here his flock maintains,
Far from the rest, and solitary reigns,
In shelter thick of horrid shade reclined;
And gloomy mischiefs labour ir his mind.

A form enormous I far unlike the race

Of human birth, in stature or in face. POPE.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

HAVING been accustomed to retire annually
from the town, I lately accepted the invitation.
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of Eugenic, who has an estate and seat in a dis- I

tant county. As we were unwilling to travel

without improvement, we turned often from
the direct road to please ourselves with the view

of nature or of art ; we examined every wild

mountain and medicinal spring, criticised every

edifice, contemplated every ruin, and compared

every scene of action with the narratives of his

torians. By this succession of amusements we

enjoyed the exercise of a journey without suf

fering the fatigue, and had nothing to regret
but that by a progress so leisurely and gentle
we missed the adventures of a post-chaise, and

the pleasure of alarming villages with the tu

mult of our passage, and of disguisii^ our in

significancy by the dignity of hurry.
The first week after our arrival at Eugenie's

house, was passed in receiving visits from his

neighbours, who crowded about him with all

the eagerness of benevolence; some impatient
to learn the news of the court In town, that

they might be qualified by authentic informa

tion to dictate to the rural politicians on the

next bowling day ; others desirous of his inter

est to accommodate dispute?, or of his advice in

the settlement of their fo;. tunes and the mar

riage of their children.

The civilities which he ^ad received were soon

to be returned ; and I passed some time with

great satisfaction in roving through the country,
and viewing the seats, gardens, and plantations

which are scattered over it. My pleasure would
indeed have been greater had I been sometimes

allowed to wander in a park or wilderness

alone ; but to appear as the friend of Eugenio
was an honour not to be enjoyed without some
inconveniences ; so much was every one solici

tous for my regard, that I could seldom escape
to solitude, or steal a moment from the emula

tion of complaisance, and the vigilance of offi-

ciousness.

In these rambles of good neighbourhood, we

frequently passed by a house of unusual magni
ficence. When I had my curiosity yet distracted

among many novelties, it did not much attract

my observation; but in a short time I could

not forbear surveying it with particular notice;

for the length of the wall which inclosed the

gardens, the disposition of the shades that

waved over it, and the canals of which I could

obtain some glimpses through the trees from

our own windows, gave me reason to expect j

more grandeur and beauty than I had yet seen
j

in that province. I therefore inquired as we '

rode by it, why we never, amongst our excur

sions, spent an hour where there was such an

appearance of splendour and affluence? Eugenio
told me that the seat which I so much admired

was commonly called in the country the haunted

house, and that no visits were paid there by any
of the gentlemen whom I had yet seen. As
the haunts of incorporeal beings are generally

ruinous, neglected and desolate, I easily con-

ceived that there was something to be explained,
and told him that I supposed it only fairy

ground, on which we might venture by day

light without danger. The danger, says he, is

indeed only that of appearing to solicit the ac

quaintance of a man, with whom it is not pos
sible to converse without infamy, and who has

driven from him, by his insolence or malig

nity, every human being who can. live without

him.

Our conversation was then accidentally inter

rupted, but my inquisitive humour being now
in motion, could not rest without a full account

of this newly-discovered prodigy. 1 was soon

informed that the fine house and spacious gar
dens were haunted by squire Bluster, of whom
it was very easy to learn the character, since

nobody had regard for him sufficient to hinder

them from telling whatever they could dis

cover.

Squire Bluster is descended of an ancient

family. The estate which his ancestors had

immemorially possessed was much augmented

by Captain Bluster, who served under Drake

in the reign of Elizabeth ;
and the Blusters,

who were before only petty gentlemen, have

from that time frequently represented the shire

in parliament, been chosen to present addresses,

and given laws at hunting-matches and races.

They were eminently hospitable and popular,

till the father of this gentleman died of an elec

tion. His lady went to the grave soon after

him, and left the heir, then only ten years old,

to the care of his grandmother, who would not

suffer him to be controlled, because she could

not bear to hear him cry ; and never sent him
to school, because she was not able to live with

out his company. She taught him however

very early to inspect the steward's accounts, to

dog the butler from the cellar, and to catch the

servants at a junket; so that he was at the age

of eighteen a complete master of all the lower

arts of domestic policy, had often on the road

detected combinations between the coachman

and the ostler, arid procured the discharge of

nineteen maids for illicit correspondence with

cottagers and char-women.

By the opportunities of parsimony which

minority affords, and "which the probity of his

guardians had diligently improved, a very large

sum of money was accumulated, and he found

himself Avhen he took his affairs into his own
hands the richest man in the county. It has

been long the custom of this family to celebrate

the heir's completion of his", twenty-first year

by an entertainment, at which the house if

thrown open to all that are inclined to enter it

and the whole province flocks together as to a

general festivity.- On this occasion young
Bluster exhibited the first tokens of his future

eminence, by shaking his purse at ui old gentle-
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cian vrho had been the intimate friend of his

father, and offering to wager a greater sum than

he could afford to venture; a practice with

which he has at one time or other insulted every

freeholder within ten miles round him.

His next acts of offence were committed in a

contentious and spiteful vindication of the privi

leges of his manors, and a rigorous and relent

less prosecution of every man that presumed to

violate his game. As he happens to have no

estate adjoining equal to his own, his oppressions

are often borne without resistance for fear of a

long suit, of which he delights to count the ex

penses without the least solicitude about the

event ;
for he knows that where nothing but an

honorary right is contested, the poorer antagon
ist must always suffer, whatever shall be the

last decision of the law.

By the success of some of these disputes he

has so elated his insolence, and by reflection

upon the general hatred which they have brought

upon him so irritated his virulence, that his

whole life is spent in meditating or executing
mischief. It is his common practice to procure
his hedges to be broken in the night, and then

to demand satisfaction for damages which his

grounds have suffered from his neighbour's
cattle. An old widow was yesterday soliciting

Eugenio to enable her to replevin her only cow,
then in the pound by squire Bluster's order,

who had sent one of his agents to take advan

tage of her calamity, and persuade her to sell

the cow at an under-rate. He has driven a

day-labourer from his cottage for gathering
blackberries in a hedge for his children, and has

now an old woman in the county-jail for a tres

pass which she committed, by coming into his

ground to pick up acorns for her hog.

Money, in whatever hands, will confer power.
Distress will fly to immediate refuge without

much consideration of remote consequences.
Bluster has therefore a despotic authority in

many families, whom he has assisted, on pres

sing occasions, with larger sums than they can

easily repay. The only visits that he makes are

to these houses of misfortune, where he enters

with the insolence of absolute command, enjoys
the terrors of the family, exacts their obedience,
riots at their charge, and in the height of his

joy insults the father with menaces, and the

daughters with obscenity.
He is of late somewhat less offensive

; for one
of his debtors, after gentle expostulations, by
which he was only irritated to grosser outrage,
seized him by the sleeve, led him trembling into

the court-yard, and closed the door upon him
.n a stormy night. He took his usual revenge
next morning by a writ ; but the debt was dis

charged by the assistance of Eugenio.
It is his rule to suffer his tenants to owe him

rent, because by this indulgence he secures to

himself the power of seizure whenever he has

an inclination to amuse himself with calamity^

and feast his ears with entreaties and lamenta

tions. Yet as he is sometimes capriciously lib

eral to those whom he happens to adopt as fa\

ourites, and lets his lands at a cheap rate, 1m
farms are never long unoccupied ;

and when
one is ruined by oppression, the possibility oi

better fortune quickly lures another to supply

hi&pl-ace.

Such is the life of squire Bluster ; a man in

whose power fortune has liberally placed the

means of happiness, but who has defeated all

her gifts of their end by the depravity of his

mind. He is wealthy without followers ; he is

magnificent without Avitnesses
;

he has birth

without alliance, and influence without dignity.

His neighbours scorn him as a brute j
his de

pendants dread him as an oppressor ; and he has

only the gloomy comfort of reflecting, that if he

is hated he is likewise feared.

I am, Sir, &c.

VAGULUS.

No. 143.
J TUESDAY, JULY 30, 1751.

Moveat cornicula risum

Furtivls nudata coloribus. UOR.

Lest when the birds their varioxis colours claim

Stripp'd of his stolen pride, the crow forlorn.

Should stand the laughter of the public scorn.

FRANCIS.

AMONG the innumerable practices by which in

terest or envy has taught those who live upon

literary fame to disturb each other at their airy

banquets, one of the most common is the charge
of plagiarism. When the excellence of a new

composition can no longer be contested, and

malice is compelled to give way to the unanim

ity of applause, there is yet this one expedient
to be tried, by which the author may be de

graded, though his work be reverenced ;
and the

excellence which we cannot obscure, may be set

at such a distance as not to overpower our faint

er lustre.

This accusation is dangerous, because, even

when it is false, it may be sometimes urged
with probability. Bruyere declares that we are

come into the world too late to produce any

thing new, that nature and life are preoccupied,

and that description and sentiment have been

long exhausted. It is indeed certain, that who-

ever attempts any common topic, will find unex

pected coincidences of his thoughts with those

of other writers ; nor can the nicest judgment

always distinguish accidental similitude from

artful imitation. There is likewise a common
stock of images, a settled mode of arrangement,
and a beaten track of transition, which all au

thors suppose themselves at liberty to use, and

which produce the resemblance generally ob-
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servable among contemporaries. So that in

books which best deserve the name of originals,
there is little new beyond the disposition ofma
terials already provided ; the same ideas and
combinations of ideas have been long in the pos
session of other hands; and, by restoring to

every man his own, as the Romans must have
returned to their cots from the possession of the

world, so the most inventive and fertile genius
would reduce his folios to a few pages. Yet the

author who imitates his predecessors only by
furnishing himself with thoughts and elegances
out of the same general magazine of literature,

can with little more propriety be reproached as

a plagiary, than the architect can be censured as

a mean copier of Angelo or Wren, because he

digs his marble from the same quarry, squares
his stones by the same art, and unites them in

columns of the same orders.

Many subjects fall under the consideration of

an author, which being limited by nature, can

admit only of slight and accidental diversities.

All definitions of the same thing must be nearly
the same ; and descriptions, which are defini

tions of a more lax and fanciful kind, must al

ways have in some degree that resemblance to each

other which they all have to their object. Dif
ferent poets describing the spring or the sea

would mention the zephyrs and the flowers, the

billows and the rocks
; reflecting on human life,

they would, without any communication of opin
ions, lament the deceitfulness of hope, the fu-

gacity of pleasure, the fragility of beauty, and
the frequency of calamity : and for palliatives of

these incurable miseries, they would concur in

recommending kindness, temperance, caution,
and fortitude.

When therefore there are found in Virgil and
Horace two similar passages :

He? tlbi erunt artes

Parcere subjectis, et debellare superbos.
VIRG.

To tame the proud, the fetter'd slave to free :

These are imperial arts, and worthy f.hee.

DRYDEN.

Imperet bellante prior,jacentem
Lenis in hostem. HOR.

Let Caesar spread his conquests far,

Lesj pleased to triumph than to spare.

it is surely not necessary to suppose with a late

critic, that one is copied from the other, since

neither Virgil nor Horace can be supposed ig

norant of the common dirties of humanity, and

the virtue of moderation in success.

Cicero and Ovid have on very different occa

sions remarked how little of the honour of a vic

tory belongs to the general, when his soldiers

ami his fortune have made their deductions ; yet

>yhy should Ovid be suspected to have owed to

Tully an observation which perhaps occurs to

every man that sees or hears of military glories .'

Tully observes of Achilles, that had not
Homer written, his valour had been without

praise.

Nisi Ilias ilia extitissel, idem tumulus qui corpus
ejus contexerat, nomen ejus obruisset.

Unless the Iliad had been published, his name
had been lost in the tomb that covered his body

Horace tells us with more energy that there
were brave men before the wars of Troy, but

they were lost in oblivion for want of a poet :

Vixere fortes ante Agamtmnona
Multi ; sed omnes illachrymabiles

Urgentur, ignotique longa
Nocte, carent quia vote sacro.

Before great Agamemnon reign'd,

Reign'd kings as great as he, and brave,
Whose huge ambition's now contain'd

In the small compass of a grave ;

In endless night they sleep, unwept, unknown,
No bard had they to make all time their own.

FRANCIS.

Tully inquires, in the same oration, why, but
for fame, we disturb a short life with so many
fatigues ?

Quid est quod in hoc tarn exiguo vita curricula et

tarn brevi, tantis nos in laboribus exerceamus ?

Why in so Mnall a circuit of life should we employ
ourselves in so many fatigues 1

Horace inquires in the same manner,

Quid brevifortesjaculamur tevo

Multa ?

Why do we aim, with eager strife,

At things beyond the mark of life 1 FRANCIS.

when our life is of so short duration, why we
form such numerous designs ? But Horace, as

well as Tully, might discover that records are

needful to preserve the memory of actions, and

that no records were so durable as poems ; either

of them might find out that life is short, and

that we consume it in unnecessary labour.

There are other flowers of fiction so widely
scattered and so easily cropped, that it is scarcely

just to tax the use of them as an act by which

any particular writer is despoiled of his garland ;

for they may be said to have been planted by the

ancients in the open road of poetry for the ac-

ommodation of their successors, and to be the

right of every one that has art to pluck them

without injuring their colours or their fragrance.

The passage of Orpheus to hell, with the reco

very and second loss of Eurydice, have been de

scribed after Boethius by Pope, in such a man
ner as might justly leave him suspected of imita

tion, were not the images such as they might
both have derived from more ancient writers.
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Qua sontes agitant metu

Ultrices scelerum dea

Jam meestee lacrymis madent,

Non Ixionium caput
Velox prtecipitat rota.

The powers of vengeance, while they hear,

Touch'd with compassion, drop a tear
;

Ixion's rapid wheel is bound,
Fix'd in attention to the sound. F. LEWIS.

Thy stone, O Sysiphus, stands still,

Ixion rests upon his wheel,
And the pale spectres dance !

The furies sink upon their iron beds.

Tandem, vincimur, arbiter

Umbrarum, miserans, ait-
Donemus, comitem viro,

Emtam carmine, conjugem.

Subdued at length, Hell's pitying monarch cried,

Fhe song rewarding, let us yield the bride.

F. LEWIS.

He sting, and Hell consented

To hear the poet's prayer ;

Stern Proserpine relented,

And gave him back the fair.

Heu, noctis prope terminos

Orpheus Eurydicen suatn

Vidit, perdidit, occidit.

Nor yet the golden verge of day begun,
When Orpheus, her unhappy lord,

Eurydice to life restor'd,

At once beheld, and lost, and was undone.

But soon, too soon, the lover turns his eyes ;

Again she falls, again she dies, she dies !

No writer can be fully convicted of imitation,

axcept there is a concurrence of more resem
blance than can be imagined to have happened

by chance ; as where the same ideas are con

joined without any natural series or necessary

coherence, or where not only the thought but

the words are copied. Thus it can scarcely be

doubted, that in the first of the following pas-

sages Pope remembered Ovid, and that in the

second he copied Crashaw :

Sospe pater dixit, studium quid inutile teiitas ?

Maeonides nutias ipse reliquit opes-
Sponte sua carmen numeros veniebat ad aptos,

fit quod conabar scribere, versus erat. OVID.

Quit, quit this barren trade, my father cried
;

Even Homer left no riches when he dieu

in verse spontaneous flowed my native strain,
Forced by no sweat or labour of the brain.

F. LEWIS.

F left no calling for this idle trade;

No duty broke, no father disobey'd ;

While yet a child, ere yet a fool to fame,
I lisp'd in numbers, for the numbers came. POPE.

-This plain floor,

Believe me, reader, can say more
Than many a braver marble can,
Here lies a truly honest man. CRASHAW.

This modest stone, what few vain marbles can,

May truly say, Here lies an honest man. POPE.

Conceits, or thoughts not immediately im

pressed by sensible objects, or necessarily arising
from the coalition or comparison of common
sentiments, may be with great justice suspected
whenever they are found a second time. Thus
Waller probably owed to Grotius an elegant

compliment :

Here lies the learned Savil's heir,

So early wise, and lasting fair,

That none, except her years they told,

Thought her a child, or thought her old.

WALLER.

Unica lux seecli, genitoris gloria, nemo

Quern puerum, nemo cre.didit esse senem.

GROTIUS.

The age's miracle, his father's joy I

Nor old you would pronounce him, nor a boy.
p. LEWIS.

And Prior was indebted for a pretty illustra

tion to Alleyne's poetical history of Henry the

Seventh.

For nought but light itself, itself can show,
And only kings can write, what kings can do.

ALLEYNE

Your music's power, your music must disclose,

For what light is, 'tis only light that shows.

And with yet moi'e certainty may the same
writer be censured for endeavouring the clan

destine appropriation of a thought which he

borrowed, surely without thinking himself dis

graced, from an epigram of Plato :

Ovx iCiXtf, o'ir, 3' r,> frccgos, oil

Venus take my votive glass,

Since I am not what I was ;

What from this day I shall be,

Venus, let me never see.

As not every instance of similitude can be

considered as a proof of imitation, so not every
imitation ought to be stigmatized as plagia
rism. The adoption of a noble sentiment, or

the insertion of a borrowed ornament, may
!
sometimes display so much judgment as will al-

i
most compensate for invention : and an inferior

j

genius may, without any imputation of servil-

i uy, pursue the path of the ancients, provided he
declines to tread in their footsteps.

No. 144.] SATURDAY, AUG. 3, 1751.

JDaphnidis arcum

Fregisti et calamos : quae tv, perverse Ken^sica,^
Et cum vidisti puero donata, dolebas ;

Et si non uliqua noruisses, tnortuus esses. Vina,
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The bow of Daphnis and the shafts you broke ;

When the fair boy receiv'd the gift of right ;

And but for mischief, you had died for spite.

DRYDEN.

IT is impossible to mingle in conversation with-

out observing the difficulty with which a new
name makes its way into the world. The first

appearance of excellence unites multitudes a-

gairist it; unexpected opposition rises upon

every side ;
the celebrated and the obscure join

in the confederacy; subtilty furnishes arms to

impudence, and invention leads on credulity.

The strength and unanimity of this alliance

is not easily conceived. It might be expected
that no man should suffer his heart to be in

flamed with malice, but by injuries; that none

should busy himself in contesting the preten
sions of another, but when some right of his

own was involved in the question ; that at least

hostilities commenced without cause, should

quickly cease ; that the armies of malignity
should soon disperse, when no common interest

could be found to hold them together; and that

the attack upon a rising character should be left

to those who had something to hope or fear from

the event.

The hazards of those that aspire to eminence,

would be much diminished if they had none but

acknowledged rivals to encounter. Their ene

mies would then be few, and what is of yet

greater importance, would be known. But
what caution is sufficient to ward off the blows

of invisible assailants, or what force can stand

against unremitted attacks, and a continual suc

cession of enemies ? Yet such is the state of the

world, that no sooner can any man emerge from

the crowd, and fix the eyes of the public upon
him, than he stands as a mark to the arrows of

lurking calumny, and receives in the tumult of

hostility, from distant and from nameless

hands, wounds not always easy to be cured.

It is probable that the onset against the can

didates for renown is originally incited by those

who imagine themselves in danger of suffering

by their success : but, when war is once declar

ed, volunteers flock to the standard, multitudes

follow the camp only for want of employment,
and flying squadrons are dispersed to every

part, so pleased with an opportunity of mis

chief, that they toil without prospect of praise,

and pillage without hope of profit.

When any man has endeavoured to deserve

distinction, he will be surprised to hear him
self censured where he could not expect to have

been named ;
he will find the utmost acrimony

of malice among those whom he never could

have offended.

As there are to be found in the service of

envy men of every diversity of temper, and de

gree of understanding, calumny is diffused by
all arts and methods of propagation. Nothing

is too gross or too refined, too cruel or too trif .

ling to be practised ; very little regard is had to

the rules of honourable hostility, but every

weapon is accounted lawful, and those that can

not make a thrust at life are content to keep
themselves in play with petty malevolence, to

tease with feeble blows and impotent disturb

ance.

But as the industry of observation has divid

ed the most miscellaneous and confused assem

blages into proper classes, and ranged the insects

of the summer, that torment us with their

drones or stings, by their several tribes ; the

persecutors of merit, notwithstanding their

numbers, may be likewise commodiously dis

tinguished into Roarers, Whisperers, and Mo
derators.

The Roarer is an enemy rather terrible than

dangerous. He has no other qualification for a

champion of controversy than a hardened front

and strong voice. Having seldom so much de

sire to confute as to silence, he depends rather

upon vociferation than argument, and has very
little care to adjust one part of his accusation to

another, to preserve decency in his language, or

probability in his narratives. He has always
a store of reproachful epithets and contemptu
ous appellations, ready to be produced as occa

sion may require, which by constant use he

poui's out with resistless volubility. If the

wealth of a trader is mentioned, he without

hesitation devotes him to bankruptcy ; if the

beauty and elegance of a lady be commended,
he wonders how the town can fall in love with

rustic deformity ;
if a new performance of

genius happens to be celebrated, he pronounces
the \vriter a hopeless idiot, without knowledge
of books or life, and without the understanding

by which it must be acquired. His exaggera
tions are generally without effect upon those

whom he compels to hear them ;
and though is

will sometimes happen that the timorous are

awed by his violence, and the credulous m;"s~

take his confidence for knowledge, yet the opin
ions which he endeavours to suppress soon re

cover their former strength, as the trees that

bend to the tempest erect themselves again when
its force is past.

The Whisperer is more dangerous. He easi-

ly gains attention by a soft address, and excites

curiosity by an air of importance. As secrets

are not to be made cheap by promiscuous publi

cation, he calls a select audience about him, and

gratifies their vanity with an appearance of

trust by communicating his intelligence in a

low voice. Of the trader he can te-11 that,

though he seems to manage an extensive com

merce, and talks in high terms of the funds, yet
his wealth is not equal to his reputation ; he

has lately suffered much by an expensive pro

ject, and had a greater share than is acknow

ledged in the rich ship lhat perished bv the
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storm. Of the beauty he has little to say, but

that they who see her in a morning do not dis

cover all those graces which are admired in the

park. Of the writer he affirms with great cer

tainty, that though the excellence of the work

be incontestable, he can claim but a small part

of the reputation ; that he owed most of the

images and sentiments to a secret friend ; and

that the accuracy and equality of the style was

produced by the successive correction of the

chief critics of the age.

As every one is pleased with imagining that

he knows something not yet commonly divulged,

secret history easily gains credit ; but it is for

the most part believed only while it circulates

in whispers ;
and when once it is openly told, is

openly confuted.

The most pernicious enemy is the man of Mo
deration. Without interest in the question, or

any motive but honest curiosity, this impartial

and zealous inquirer after truth is ready to hear

either side, and always disposed to kind inter

pretations and favourable opinions. He has

heard the trader's affairs reported with great

variation, and, after a diligent comparison of the

evidence, concludes it probable that the splendid

superstructure of business, being originally built

upon a narrow basis, has lately been found to

totter ;
but between dilatory payment and bank

ruptcy there is a great distance; many mer
chants have supported themselves by expedi
ents for a time, without any final injury to their

creditors; and what is lost by one adventure

may be recovered by another. He believes that a

young lady pleased with admiration, and desir

ous to make perfect what is already excellent,

may heighten her charms by artificial improve
ments, but surely most of her beauties must be

genuine, and who can say that he is wholly what
he endeavours to appear ? The author he knows
to be a man of diligence, who perhaps does not

sparkle with the fire of Homer, but who has

the judgment to discover his own deficiencies,

and to supply them by the help of others
; and,

in his opinion, modesty is a quality so amiable

and rare, that it ought to find a patron where-
ever it appears, and may justly be preferred by
the public suffrage to petulent wit and ostenta

tious literature.

He who thus discovers failings with unwil

lingness, and extenuates the faults which can

not be denied, puts an end at once to doubt or

vindication ; his hearers repose upon his candour

and veracity, and admit the charge without al

lowing the excuse.

Such are the arts by which the envious, the

idle, the peevish, and the thoughtless, obstruct

that worth which they cannot equal, and by arti

fices thus easy, sordid, and detestable, is indus

try defeated, beauty blasted, and genius depres
sed.

No. 145.] TUESDAY, AUG. 6, 1751.

Non, si priores Maconius tenet

Sedes Homerus, Pindarics latent,

Ceaque et Alcai minaces,

Stesichorigue graves Camcena. uoit.

What though the Muse her Homer thrones

High above all th' immortal quire ;

Nor Pindar's rapture she disowns,
Nor hides the plaintive Cwan lyre :

Alcaeus strikes the tyrant soul with dread,
Nor yet is grave Stesichorus unread. FRANCIS.

IT is allowed that vocations and employments
of least dignity are of the most apparent use

;

that the meanest artisan or manufacturer contri

butes more to the accommodation of life, than

the profound scholar and argumentative theorist ;

and that the public would suffer less present in-

convenience from the banishment of philoso

phers than from the extinction of any common
trade.

Some have been so forcibly struck with thii

observation, that they have, in the first warmth
of their discovery, thought it reasonable to alter

the common distribution of dignity, and ven
tured to condemn mankind of universal ingra
titude. For justice exacts, that those by whom
we are most benefited should be most honoured.

And what labour can be more useful than that

which procures to families and communities
those necessaries which supply the wants of

nature, or those conveniences by which ease,

security, and elegance, are conferred?

This is one of the innumerable theories which
the first attempt to reduce them into practice

certainly destroys. If we estimate dignity by
immediate usefulness, agriculture is undoubted

ly the first and noblest science ; yet we see the

plough driven, the clod broken, the manure

spread, the seeds scattered, and the harvest reap-

ed, by men whom those that feed upon their in

dustry will never be persuaded to admit into the

same ratik with heroes or with sages ; and who,
after all the confessions which truth may extort

in favour of their occupation, must be content

to fill up the lowest class of the commonwealth,
to form the base of the pyramid of subordination,

and lie buried in obscurity themselves, while

they support all that is splendid, conspicuous,
or exalted.

It will be found, upon a closer inspection, that

this part of the conduct of mankind is by no
means contrary to reason or equity. Remuner-

atory honours are proportioned at once to the

usefulness and difficulty of performances, and

are properly adjusted by comparison of the men
tal and corporeal^ abilities, which they appear to

employ. That work, however necessary, which
is carried on only by muscular strength and

manual dexterity, is not of equal esteem, in the

consideration of rational beings, with the tasks

tlxut exercise the intellectual powers, and re-
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|uire the active vigour of imagination, or the

gradual and laborious investigations of reason.

The merit of all manual occupations seems to

terminate in the inventor
;
and surely the first

ages cannot be charged with ingratitude ; since

ihose who civilised barbarians, and taught them
how to secure themselves from cold and hunger,
were numbered amongst their deities. But these

arts once discovered by philosophy, and facilita

ted by experience, are afterward practised with

very little assistance from the faculties of the

soul ; nor is any thing necessary to the regular

discharge of these inferior duties, beyond that

rude observation which the most sluggish intel

lect may practise, and that industry which the

stimulations of necessity naturally enforce.

Yet though the refusal of statues and pane

gyric to those who employ only their hands and

feet in the service of mankind may be easily

justified, I am far from intending to incite the

petulance of pride, to justify the supercilious
ness of grandeur, or to intercept any part of

that tenderness and benevolence, which, by the

privilege of their common nature, one may claim

from another.

That it would be neither wise nor equitable
to discourage the husbandman, the labourer, the

miner, or the smith, is generally granted ; but

there is another race of beings equally obscure

and equally indigent, who, because their useful

ness is less obvious to vulgar apprehensions, live

unrewarded and die unpitied, and who have

been long exposed to insult without a defender,
and to censure without an apologist.

The authors of London were formerly com

puted by Swift at several thousands, and there

is not any reason for suspecting that their num
ber has decreased. Of these only a very few

can be said to produce, or endeavour to produce,

new ideas, to extend any principle of science, or

gratify the imagination with any uncommon
train of images or contexture of events ; the rest,

however laborious, however arrogant, can only
be considered as the drudges of the pen, the

manufacturers of literature, who have set up
for authors, either with or without a regular

initiation, and, like other artificers, have no

other care than to deliver their tale of wares at

the stated time.

It has been formerly imaginedj that he who
intends the entertainment or instruction of

others, must feel in himself some peculiar im

pulse of genius ; that he must watch the happy
minute in which his natural fire is excited, in

which his mind is elevated with nobler senti

ments, enlightened with clearer views, and in

vigorated with stronger comprehension; that

he must carefully select his thoughts and polish

his expressions; and animate his efforts with

the hope of raising a monument of learning,

which neither time nor envy shall be able to de-
j

stroy

But the authors whom I am now endeavour

ing to recommend, have been too long hacknicd

in the ways ofmen to indulge the chimerical am
bition of immortality ; they have seldom any
claim to the trade of writing, but that they have
tried some other without success ; they perceive
no particular summons to composition, except
the sound of the clock ; they have no other rule

than the law or the fashion for admitting their

thoughts or rejecting them ; and about the o-

pinion of posterity they have little solicitude,
for their productions are seldom intended to re

main in the world longer than a week.
That such authors are not to be rewarded

with praise is evident, since nothing can be ad
mired when it ceases to exist ; but surely, though
they cannot aspire to honour, they may be ex

empted from ignominy, and adopted in that or

der of men which deserves our kindness, though
not our reverence. These papers of the day,
the Ephemera? of learning, have uses more ade

quate to the purposes of common life than more

pompous and durable volumes. If it is neces

sary for every man to be more acquainted with,

his contemporaries than with past generations,
and to rather know the events which may im

mediately affect his fortune or quiet, than the

revolutions of ancient kindoms, in which he has
neither possessions nor expectations ; if it be

pleasing to he&r of the preferment and dismis

sion of statesmen, the birth of heirs, and the

marriage of beauties, the humble author of

journals and gazettes must be considered as a

liberal dispenser of beneficial knowledge.
Even the abridger, compiler, and translator,

though their labours cannot be ranked with
those of the diurnal historiographer, yet must
not be rashly doomed to annihilation. Every
size of readers requires a genius of correspon
dent capacity; some delight in abstracts and

epitomes, because they want room in their me
mory for long details, and content themselves

with effects, without inquiry after causes
;

some minds are overpowered by splendour of

sentiment, as some eyes are offended by a glar

ing light ; such will gladly contemplate an au

thor in an humble imitation, as we look with

out pain upon the sun in the water.

As every writer has his use, every writer

ought to have his patrons ; and since no man,
however high he may now stand, can be certain

that he shall not be soon thrown down from his

elevation by criticism or caprice, the common
interest of learning requires that her sons should

cease from intestine hostilities, and, instead of

sacrificing each other to malice and contempt,
endeavour to avert persecution from the mean
est of their fraternity.
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No. 146.] SATURDAY, AUG. 10, 1751.

Sunt illic duo, tresve, qui revolvant

Nostrarum tineas ineptiarum ;

Sed cum sponsio,fabul(Eque alasste

De Scorpofuerint, et Incitato. MART.

Tis possible that one or two
These fooleries of mine may view ;

But then the bettings must be o'er,

Nor Crab or Childers talk'dof more. F. LEWIS.

NONE of the projects or designs which exercise

the mind of man are equally subject to obstruc

tions and disappointments with the pursuit of

fame. Riches cannot easily be denied to them
who have something of greater value to offer in

exchange ; he whose fortune is endangered by

litigation, will not refuse to augment the wealth

of the lawyer ; he whose days are darkened by

languor, or whose nerves are excruciated by pain,
is compelled to pay tribute to the science of heal

ing. But praise may be always omitted without

inconvenience. When once a man has made ce

lebrity necessary to his happiness, he has put it

in the power of the weakest and most timorous

malignity, if not to take away his satisfaction, at

least to withhold it. His enemies may indulge
their pride by airy negligence, and gratify their

malice by quiet neutrality. They that could

never have injured a character by invectives,

may combine to annihilate it by silence
;
as the

women of Rome threatened to put an end to

conquest and dominion, by supplying no children

to the commonwealth.
When a writer has with long toil produced a

work intended to burst upon mankind with un

expected lustre, and withdraw the attention of

the learned world from every other controversy
or inquiry, he is seldom contented to wait long
without the enjoyment of his new praises. With
an imagination full of his own importance, he
walks out like a monarch in disguise to learn the

various opinions of his readers. Prepared to

feast upon admiration ; composed to encounter

censures without emotion
;
and determined not

to suffer his quiet to be injured by a sensibility
too exquisite of praise or blame, but to laugh
with equal contempt at vain objections and in

judicious commendations, he enters the places of

mingled conversation, sits down to his tea in an
obscure corner, and while be appears to examine
a file of antiquated journals, catches the conver
sation of the whole room. He listens, but hears
no mention of his book, and therefore supposes
that he has disappointed his curiosity by delay ;

and that as men of learning would naturally be

gin their conversation with such a wonderful

novelty, they had digressed to other subjects be

fore his arrival. The company disperses, and
their places are supplied by others equally igno
rant, or equally careless. The same expectation
hurries him to another place, from which the

same disappointment drives him soon away. His

impatience then grows violent and tumultuous ;

he ranges over the town with restless curiosity,
and hears in one quarter of a cricket-match, in

another of a pickpocket ; is told by some of an

unexpected bankruptcy ; by others of a turtle-

feast ; is sometimes provoked by importunate
inquiries after the white bear, and sometimes

with praises of the dancing-dog ; he is afterward

entreated to give his judgment upon a wager
about the height of the Monument ; invited to

see a foot-race in the adjacent villages ;
desired

to read a ludicrous advertisement ; or consulted

about the most effectual method of making
inquiry after a favourite cat. The whole world
is busied in affairs, which he thinks below the

notice of reasonable creatures, and which are

nevertheless sufficient to withdraw all regard
from his labours and his merits.

He resolves at last to violate his own modesty,
and to recal the talkers from their folly by an

inquiry after himself. He finds every one pro
vided with an answer; one has seen the work

advertised, but never met with any that had read

it; another has been so often imposed upon by

specious titles, that he never buys a book till its

character is established ; a third wonders what

any man can hope to produce after so many writ

ers of greater eminence ; the next has inquired
after the author, but can hear no account of him,

and therefore suspects the name to be fictitious ;

and another knows him to be a man condemned

by indigence to write too frequently what he

does not understand.

Many are the consolations with which the

unhappy author endeavours to allay his vexation,

and fortify his patience. He has written with

too little indulgence to the understanding of

common readers ;
he has fallen upon an age in

which solid knowledge, and delicate refinement,

have given way to a low merriment, and idle

buffoonery, and therefore no writer can hope
for distinction, who has any higher purpose than

to raise laughter. He finds that his enemies,

such as superiority will always raise, have been

industrious, while his performance was in the

press, to vilify and blast it ; and that the book

seller, whom he had resolved to enrich, has rivals

that obstruct the circulation of his copies. He
at last reposes upon the consideration, that the

noblest works of learning and genius have always
made their way slowly against ignorance and

prejudice ; and that reputation, which is never

to be lost, must be gradually obtained, as animals

of longest life are observed not soon to attain

their full stature and strength.

By such arts of voluntary delusion does every

man endeavour to conceal his own unimportance
from himself. It is long before we are convinced

of the small proportion which every individual

bears to the collective body of mankind
; or learn

how few can be interested in the fortune of any
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single man ;
how little vacancy is left in the world

for any new object of attention ; to how small ex

tent the brightest blaze of merit can be spread

amidst the mists of business and of folly ;
and

how soon it is clouded by the intervention of

other novelties. Not only the writer of books,

but the commander of armies, and the deliverer

of nations, will easily outlive all noisy and po

pular reputation ;
he may be celebrated for a

time by the public voice ; but his actions and

his name will soon be considered HS remote and

uriaffecting, and be rarely mentioned but by
those whose alliance gives them some vanity to

gratify by frequent commemoration.

It seems not to be sufficiently considered how
little renown can be admitted in the world.

Mankind are kept perpetually busy by their

fears or desires, and have not more leisure from

their own affairs, than to acquaint themselves

with the accidents of the current day. En

gaged in contriving some refuge from calamity,

or in shortening the way to some new posses

sion, they seldom suffer their thoughts to wan
der to the past or future ; none but a few soli-

ary students have leisure to inquire into the

claims of ancient heroes or sages ; and names

which hoped to range over kingdoms and conti

nents, shrink at last into cloisters or colleges.

Nor is it certain, that even of these dark and

narrow habitations, these last retreats of fame,

the possession will be long kept. Of men de

voted to literature, very few extend their views

beyond some particular science, and the greater

part seldom inquire, even in their own profes

sion, for any authors but those whom the pre

sent mode of study happens to force upon their

notice ; they desire not to fill their minds with

unfashionable knowledge, but contentedly resign

to oblivion those books which they now find

censured or neglected.

The hope of fame is necessarily connected with

such considerations as must abate the ardour of

confidence, and repress the vigour of pursuit

Whoever claims renown from any kind of ex

cellence, expects to fill the place which is now

possessed by another ;
for there are already

names of every class sufficient to employ all that

will desire to remember them ;
and surely he

that is pushing his predecessors into the gulf of

obscurity, cannot but sometimes suspect, that

he must himself sink in like manner, and, as he

stands upon the same precipice, be swept away
with the same violence.

It sometimes happens that fame begins when

life is at an end : but far the greater number of

candidates for applause have owed their recep

tion in the world to some favourable casualties,

and have therefore immediately sunk into ne-

giect, when death stripped them of their casual

influence, and neither fortune nor patronage

operated in their favour. Among those who
have better claims to regard, the honour paid

to their memory is commonly proportionate to

the reputation which they enjoyed in their liveS)

though still growing fainter, as it is at a greater

distance from the first emission; and since it is

so difficult to obtain the notice of contemporaries,
how little is it to be hoped from future times?

What can merit effect by its own force, when
the help of art or of friendship can scarcely sup

port it ?

No. 147.] TUESDAY, AUG. 13, 1751.

Tn nlhil invlta dicesfuciesve Minerva. HOR.

You are of too quick a sight,

Not to discern which way your talent lies.

ROSCOMMON.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

As little things grow great by continual accu

mulation, I hope you will not think the dignity
of your character impaired by an account of a

ludicrous persecution, which, though it produces
no scenes of horror or of ruin, yet, by incessant

importunity of vexation, wears away my hap
piness, and consumes those years, which nature

seems particularly to have assigned to cheerful

ness, in silent anxiety and helpless resentment.

I am the eldest son of a gentleman, who hav

ing inherited a large estate from his ancestors,

and feeling no desire either to increase or lessen

it, has from the time of his marriage generally
resided at his own seat ; where, by dividing his

time among the duties of a father, a master, and
a magistrate, the study of literature, and the

offices of civility, he finds means to rid himself

of the day, without any of those amusements,
which all those with whom my residence in this

place has made me acquainted, think necessary
to lighten the burden of existence.

When my age made me capable of instruction,

my father prevailed upon a gentleman, long
known at Oxford for the extent of his learning
and purity of his manners, to undertake my
education. The regard with which I saw him

treated, disposed me to consider his instructions

as important, and I therefore soon formed a

habit of attention, by which I made very quick
advances in different kinds of learning, and

heard, perhaps too often, very flattering com

parisons of my own proficiency with that of

others, either less docile by nature, or less hap

pily forwarded by instruction. I was caressed

by all that exchanged visits with my father

and as young men are with little difficulty taught

to judge favourably of themselves, began to think

that close application was no longer necessary,

and that the time was now come when I was

at liberty to read only for amusement, and was

to receive the reward of my fatigues in praise

and admiration.

While I was thus banqueting upon my ow&
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perfections, and longing in secret to escape from

tutorage, my father's brother came from Lon

don to pass a summer at his native place. A
lucrative employment which he possessed, and

a fondness for the conversation and diversions

of the gay part of mankind, had so long kept

him from rural excursions, that I had never

seen him since my infancy. My curiosity was

therefore strongly excited by the hope of ob

serving a character more nearly, which I had

hitherto reverenced only at a distance.

From all private and intimate conversation, I

was long withheld by the perpetual confluence

of visitants with whom the first news of my
uncle's arrival crowded the house

;
but was

amply recompensed by seeing an exact and

punctilious practice of the arts of a courtier, in

all the stratagems ofendearment, the gradations

of respect, and variations of courtesy. I re

marked with what justice of distribution he de-

vided his talk to a wide circle ; with what ad

dress he offered to every man an occasion of in

dulging some favourite topic, or displaying

some particular attainment; the judgment with

which he regulated his inquiries after the ab

sent : and the care with which he showed all

the companions of his early years how strongly

thr.y were infixed in his memory, by the men
tion of past incidents, and the recital of puerile

kindnesses, dangers and frolics. I soon dis

covered that he possessed some science of gra-

ciousness and attraction which books had not

taught, and of which neither I nor my father

had any knowledge ;
that he had the power of

obliging those whom he did not benefit ; that he

diffused, upon his cursory behaviour and most

trifling actions, a gloss of softness and delicacy

by which every one was dazzled
; and that, by

some occult method of captivation, he animated

the timorous, softened the supercilious, and

opened the reserved. J could not but repine at

the inelegance of my own manners, which left

me no hopes but not to offend, and at the inefn-

cacy of rustic benevolence, which gained no

friends but by real service.

My uncle saw the veneration with which I

caught every accent of his voice, and watched

every motion of his hand ; and the awkward dili

gence with which I endeavoured to imitate his

embrace of fondness, and his bow of respect. He
was like others, easily flattered by an imitator

by whom he could not fear ever to be rivalled,
and repaid my assiduities with compliments and

professions. Our fondness was so increased by
.1 mutual endeavour to please each other, that

when we returned to London, he declared him
self unable to leave a nephew so amiable and
so accomplished behind him

;
and obtained my

father's permission to enjoy my company for a
few months, by a promise to initiate me in the

arts of politeness, and introduce me into public
Ufc,

The courtier had little inclination to fatigue,

I and therefore, by travelling very slowly, afford

ed me time for more loose and familiar conver

sation; but I soon found, that by a few inquiries

which he was not well prepared to satisfy, I had

made him weary of his young companion. His
element was a mixed assembly, where ceremony
and healths, compliments and common topics

kept the tongue employed with very little assist

ance from memory or reflection ; but in the char

iot where he was necessitated to support a regular
tenor of conversation, without any relief from a

new comer, or any power of starting into gay
digressions, or destroying argument by a jest, he

soon discovered that poverty of ideas which had

been hitherto concealed under the tinsel of

politeness. The first day he entertained me
with the novelties and wonders with which I

should be astonished at my entrance into Lon

don, and cautioned me with apparent admira

tion of his own wisdom, against the arts by
which rusticity is frequently deluded. The
same detail and the same advice he would have

repeated on the second day ; but as I every mo
ment diverted the discourse to the history of the

towns by which we passed, or some other sub

ject of learning or of reason, he soon lost his vi

vacity, grew peevish and silent, wrapped his

cloak about him, composed himself to slumber,
and reserved his gayety for fitter auditors.

At length I entered London, and my uncle

was reinstated in his superiority. He awaked
at once to loquacity as soon as our wheels rat

tled on the pavement, and told me the name of

every street as we crossed it, and owner of every
house as we passed by. He presented me tomy
aunt, a lady of great eminence for the number
of her acquaintances, and splendour of her as

semblies; and either in kindness or revenge
consulted with her in my presence, how I might
be most advantageously dressed for my first ap

pearance, and most expeditiously disencumber

ed from villatick bashfulness. My indignation
at familiarity thus contemptuous flushed in my
face ; they mistook anger for shame, and alter

nately exerted their eloquence upon the benefits

of public education, and the happiness of an as

surance early acquired.
Assurance is indeed the only qualification to

which they seem to have annexed merit, and

assurance therefore is perpetually recommended

to me, as the supply of every defect, and the or

nament of every excellence. I never sit silent

in company when secret history is circulating,

but I am reproached for Avant of assurance. If

I fail to return the stated answer to a compli
ment ;

if I am disconcerted by unexpected rail

lery ;
if I blush when I am discovered gazing

on a beauty, or hesitate when I find myself em
barrassed in an argument ; if I am unwilling to

talk of what I do not understand, or timorous

in undertaking offices which I cannot gracefully

perform ; if I suffer a more lively tattler to re

count the casualties of a game, or a nimbler top
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to pick up a fan, I am censured between pity

and contempt as a wretch doomed to grovel in

obscurity for want of assurance.

I have found many young persons harassed in

the same manner, by those to whom age has

given nothing but the assurance which they re

commend ;
and therefore cannot but think it

useful to inform them, that cowardice and deli

cacy are not to be confounded ; and that he

whose stupidity has armed him against the

shafts of ridicule, will always act and speak

with greater audacity than they whose sensibil

ity represses their ardour, and who dare never

let their confidence outgrow their abilities.

No. 148.] SATURDAY, AUG. 17, 1751.

Me pater savis oneret catenis,

Quod viro clemens misero peperci :

Me vel extremes Numidarum in agros
Classe releget. HOR.

Me let my father load with chains,

Or banish to Numidia's farthest plains ;

My crime, that I, a loyal wife,

In kind compassion spared my husband's life.

POLITICIANS remark, that no oppression is so

heavy or lasting as that which is inflicted by the

perversion and exorbitance of legal authority.
The robber may be seized, and the invader re

pelled, whenever they are found ; they who pre
tend no right but that of force, may by force

be punished or suppressed. But when plunder
bears the name of impost, and murder is perpe
trated by a judicial sentence, fortitude is intimi

dated, and wisdom confounded; resistance

shrinks from an alliance with rebellion, and the

villain remains secure in the robes of the ma
gistrate.

Equally dangerous and equally detestable are

the cruelties often exercised in private families,

under the venerable sanction of parental author

ity ; the power which we are taught to honour
from the first moments of reason

; which is

guarded from insult and violation by all that

can impress awe upon the mind of man
; and

which therefore may wanton in cruelty without

control, and trample the bounds ofright with in

numerable transgressions, before duty and piety
will dare to seek redress, or think themselves at

liberty to recur to any other means of deliverance

than supplications by which insolence is elated,

and tears by which cruelty is gratified.

It was for a long time imagined by the Ro
mans, that no son could be the murderer of his

father ; and they had therefore no punishment
appropriated to parricide. They seem likewise
to have believed with equal confidence, that no
father could be cruel to his child ; and there

fore they allowed every man the supreme judi

cature in his own house, and put the lives of hia

offspring into his hands. But experience in

formed them by degrees that they had deter

mined too hastily in favour of human nature
;

they found that instinct and habit were not able

to contend with avarice or malice; that the

nearest relation might be violated; and that

power, to whomsoever intrusted, might foe iL

employed. They were therefore obliged to

supply and to change their institutions ; to deter

the parricide by a new law, and to transfer

capital punishments from the parent to the ma
gistrate.

There are indeed many houses which it is im

possible to enter familiarly, without discovering

that parents are by no means exempt from the

intoxications of dominion ; and that he who is

in no danger of hearing remonstrances but from
his own conscience, will seldom be long without

the art of controlling his convictions, and modi

fying justice by his own will.

If in any situation the heart were inaccessi

ble to malignity, it might be supposed to be suf

ficiently secured by parental relation. To have

voluntarily become to any being the occasion of

its existence, produces an obligation to make
that existence happy. To see helpless infancy

stretching out her hands and pouring out her

cries in testimony of dependence, without arx?

powers to alarm jealousy, or any guilt to aiien-

ate affection, must surely awaken tenderness in

every human mind ; and tenderness once excit

ed will be hourly increased by the natural con

tagion of felicity, by the repercussion of com
municated pleasure, by the consciousness of the

dignity of benefaction. I believe no generous
or benevolent man can see the vilest animai

courting his regard, and shrinking at his anger,

playing his gambols of delight before him, call

ing on him in distress, and flying to him in

danger without more kindness than he can per
suade himself to feel for the wild and unsocial

inhabitants of the air and water. We natural

ly endear to ourselves those to whom we impart

any kind of pleasure, because we imagine their

affection and esteem secured to us by the bene

fits which they receive.

There is indeed another method by which the

pride of superiority may be likewise gratified.

He that has extinguished all the sensations of

humanity, and has no longer any satisfaction in

the reflection that he is loved as the distributor

of happiness, may please himself with exciting

terror as the inflicter of pain : he may delight

his solitude with contemplating the extent of

his power and the force of his commands ; in

imagining the desires that flutter on the tongue
which is forbidden to utter them, or the discon

tent which preys on the heart in which fear

confines it : he may amuse himself with new
contrivances of detection, multiplications of pro

hibition, and varieties of punishment; and
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swell with exultation when he considers how
little of the homage that he receives he owes to

choice.

That princes of this character have been

KI.OWH, the history of all absolute kingdoms
will inform us : amd since as Aristotle observes,

oizovof&ixri ^9v/, the government of afamily is

naturally monarchical, it is, like other monar

chies, too often arbitrarily administrated. The

regal and parental tyrants differ only in the ex

tent of their dominions, and the number of their

slaves. The same passions cause the same mis

eries ; except that seldom any prince, however

despotic, has so far shaken off all awe of the

public eye, as to venture upon those freaks of

injustice which are sometimes indulged under

the secrecy of a private dwelling. Capricious

injunctions, partial decisions, unequal allot

ments, distributions of reward not by merit but

by fancy, and punishments regulated not by the

degree of the offence but by the humour of the

judge, are too frequent where no power is known
but that of a father.

That he delights in the misery of others, no

man will confess, and yet what other motive

can make a father cruel? The king may be

instigated by one man to the destruction of

another ;
he may sometimes think himself en

dangered by the virtues of a subject ;
he may

dread the successful general or the popular
orator ;

his avarice may point out golden con

fiscations ;
and his guilt may whisper that he

can only be secure by cutting off all power of

revenge.
But what can a parent hope from the oppres

sion of those who were born to his protection,

of those who can disturb him with no competi

tion, who can enrich him with no spoils ? Why
cowards are cruel may be easily discovered

, but

for what reason, not more infamous than

cowardice, can that man delight in oppression
who has nothing to fear ?

The unjustifiable severity of a parent is load

ed with this aggravation, that those whom he

injures are always in his sight. The injustice
of a prince is often exercised upon those of

whom he never had any personal or particular

/mowledge; and the sentence which he pro
nounces, whether of banishment, imprisonment,
r death, removes from his view the man whom

he condemns. But the domestic oppressor
dooms himself to gaze upon those faces which
he clouds with terror and with sorrow ; and
beholds every moment the effects of his own
barbarities. He that can bear to give con

tinual pain to those who surround him, and
can walk with satisfaction in the gloom of

his own presence ; he that can see submissive

misery without relenting, and meet without

emotion the eye that implores mercy or de

mands justice, will scarcely be amended by re

monstrance or admonition ;
he has found means

of stopping the avenues of tenderness, and arm

ing his heart against the force of reason.

Even though no consideration should be paid

to the great law of social beings, by which

every individual is commanded to consult the

happiness of others, yet the harsh parent is less

to be vindicated than any other criminal, be

cause he less provides for the happiness of him
self. Every man, however little he loves others,

would willingly be loved ; every man hopes to

live long, and therefore hopes for that time at

which he shall sink back to imbecility, and

must depend for ease and cheerfulness upon the

officiousness of others. But how has he obviat

ed the inconveniences of old age, who alien

ates from him the assistance of his children,

and whose bed must be surrounded in his last

hours, in the hours of languor and dejection, of

impatience and of pain, by strangers to whom
his life is indifferent, or by enemies to whom
his death is desirable?

Piety will indeed in good minds overcome

provocation, and those who have been harassed

by brutality will forget the injuries which they
have suffered, so far as to perform the last

duties with alacrity and zeal. But surely no

resentment can be equally painful with kindness

thus undeserved, nor can severer punishment
be imprecated upon a man not wholly lost in

meanness and stupidity, than, through the

tediousness of decrepitude, to be reproached by
the kindness of his own children, to receive

not the tribute but the alms of attendance, and

to owe every relief of his miseries, not to grati

tude but to mercy.

No. 149.] TUESDAY, AUG. 20, 1751.

Quod non sit Pylades hoc tempore, non sit Orestes

Miraris ? Pylades, Marce, bibebat idem.

Nee melior panis, turdusve dabatur Oresti :

Sedpar, atque eadem ccena duobus erat-
Te Cadmeea Tyros, me pinguis Gallia vestit :

Vis te purpureum, Marce, sagatus amem f

UtprcEstem Pyladen, aliquis mihiprasttt Orestem;
Hoc nonfit verbis ; Marce, ut ameris, ama.

MART. VI. 11.

You wonder now that no man sees

Such friends as those of ancient Greece.

Here lay the point : Orestes' meat
Was just the same his friend did eat

Nor can it yet be found, his wine

Was better, Pylades, than thine.

In home-spun russet I am dress'd ;

Your cloth is always of the best ;

But, honest Marcus, if you please
To choose me for your Pylades,

Remember, words alone are vain
;

Love if you would be loved again. F.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

No depravity of the mind has been more fre

quently or justly censured than ingratitude.
R
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There is indeed sufficient reason for looking on

those that can return evil for good, and repay
kindness and assistance with hatred or neglect,

as corrupted beyond the common degrees of

wickedness; nor will he, who has once been

clearly detected in acts of injury to his benefac

tor, deserve to be numbered amo.ig social beings ;

he has endeavoured to destroy confidence, to in

tercept sympathy, and to turn, every man's at

tention wholly on himself.

There is always danger lest the honest abhor

rence of a crime should raise the passions with

too much violence against the man to whom it is

imputed. In proportion as guilt is more enor

mous it ought to be ascertained by stronger evi

dence. The charge against ingratitude is very

general ; almost every man can tell what favours

he has conferred upon insensibility, and how-

much happiness he has bestowed without re

turn ; but perhaps if these patrons and protec

tors were confronted with any whom they boast

of having befriended, it would often appear that

they consulted only their pleasure or vanity, and

repaid themselves their petty donatives by grati

fications of insolence and indulgence of con

tempt.
It has happened that much of my time has

been passed in a dependent state, and consequent

ly I have received many favours in the opinion

of those at whose expense I have been maintain

ed ; yet I do not feel in my heart any burning

gratitude or tumultuous affection ; and as 1

would not willingly suppose myself less suscepti

ble of virtuous passions than the rest of man
kind, I shall lay the history of my life before

you, that you may, by your judgment of my
conduct, either reform, or confirm, my present
sentiments.

My father was the second son of a very ancient

and wealthy family. He married a lady ofequal

birth, whose fortune joined to his own might
have supported his posterity in honour; but be

ing gay and ambitious, he prevailed on his

friends to procure him a post, which gave him
an opportunity of displaying his elegance and

politeness. My mother was equally pleased with

splendour and equally careless of expense ; they

both justified their profusion to themselves by

endeavouring to believe it necessary to the ex

tension of their acquaintance, and improvement
of their interest ; and whenever any place be

came vacant, they expected to be repaid. In the

cnidst of these hopes my father was snatched

away by an apoplexy ; and my mother who had no

pleasure but in dress, equipage, assemblies, and

compliments, finding that she could live no long

er in her accustomed rank, sunk into dejection,

and in two years wore out her life with envy
and discontent.

I was sent with a sister one year younger than

myself to the eld'er brother ot my father. We
Were not yet capable of observing how much for

tune influences affection, but flattered ourselves

on the road with the tenderness and regard with
which we should be treated by our uncle. Our
reception was rather frigid than malignant ; we
were introduced to our young cousins, and for

the first month more frequently consoled than

upbraided ; but in a short time we found our

prattle repressed, our dress neglected, our en

dearments unregarded, and our requests referred

to the housekeeper.
The forms of decency were now violated, and

every day produced new insults. We were soon

brought to the necessity of receding from our

imagined equality with our cousins, to whom
we sunk into humble companions without choice

or influence, expected only to echo their opin
ions, facilitate their desires, and accompany their

rambles. It was unfortunate that our early in

troduction into polite company, and habitual

knowledge of the arts of civility, had given us

such an appearance of superiority to the awk
ward bashfulness of our relations, as naturally
drew respect and preference from every stranger ;

and my aunt was forced to assert the dignity of

her own children while they were sculking in

corners for fear of notice, and hanging down
their heads in silent confusion, by relating the

indiscretion of our father, displaying her own
kindness, lamenting the misery of birth without

estate, and declaring her anxiety for our future

provision, and the expedients which she had

formed to secure us from those follies, or crimes,

to which the conjunction of pride and want of

ten gives occasion. In a short time care was taken

to prevent such vexatious mistakes ; we were

told that fine clothes would only fill our heads

with false expectations, and our dress was there

fore accommodated to our fortune.

Childhood is not easily dejected or mortified.

We felt no lasting pain from insolence or ne

glect ; but, finding that we were favoured and

commended by all whose interest did not prompt
them to discountenance us, preserved our viva

city and spirit to years of greater sensibility. It

then became irksome and disgusting to live

without any principle of action but the will of

another ;
and we often met privately in the gar

den to lament our condition, and to ease our

hearts with mutual narratives ofcaprice, peevish

ness, and affront.

There are innumerable modes of insult and

tokens of contempt, for which it is not easy to

find a name, which vanish to nothing in an at

tempt to describe them, and yet may by contin

ual repetition make day pass after day in sor

row and in terror. Phrases of cursory compli
ment and established salutation may, by a differ

ent modulation of the voice, or cast of the coun

tenance, convey contrary meanings, and be

changed from indications of respect to expres

sions of scorn. The dependant who cultivates

delicacy in himself, very little cotrsulta Ms
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tranquillity. My unhappy vigilance is every
moment discovering some petulance of accent,

or arrogance of mien, some vehemence of inter

rogation, or quickness of reply, that recals my
poverty to my mind, and which I feel more

acutely as I know not how to resent it.

You are not however to imagine that I think

myself discharged from the duties of gratitude,

only because my relations do not adjust their

looks, or tune their voices, to my expectation.
The insolence of henefaction terminates not in

negative rudeness or obliquities of insult. I am
often told in express terms of the miseries from
which charity has snatched me, while multi

tudes are suffered by relations equally near to

devolve upon the parish : and have more than

once heard it numbered among other favours,

that I am admitted to the same table with my
tousins.

That I sit at the first table I must acknow

ledge, but I sit there only that I may feel the

stings of inferiority. My inquiries are neglect

ed, my opinion is overborne, my assertions

are controverted, and, as insolence always pro

pagates itself, the servants overlook me, in imi

tation of their master : if I call modestly I am
not heard ; if loudly, my xisurpation of autho

rity is checked by a general frown. I am often

obliged to look uninvited upon delicacies, and
sometimes desired to rise upon very slight pre
tences.

The incivilities to which I am exposed would

give me less pain, were they not aggravated by
the tears of my sister, whom the young ladies

are hourly tormenting with every art of femi

nine persecution. As it is said of the supreme

magistrate of Venice, that he is a prince in one

plate and a slave in another, my sister is a ser

vant to her cousins in their apartments, and a

companion only at the ta;ble. Her wit and

beauty draw so much regard away from them,
that they never suffer her to appear with them
in any place where they solicit notice or expect
admiration : and when they are visited by neigh

bouring ladies, and pass their hours in domestic

amusements, she is sometimes called to fill a va

cancy, insulted with contemptuous freedoms,
and dismissed to her needle when her place is

supplied. The heir has of late, by the instiga
tion of his sisters, begun to harass with clown
ish jocularity ; he seems inclined to make his first

rude essays of waggery upon her
; and by the

connivance, if not encouragement, of his father,

treats her with such licentious brutality as 1

sannot bear, though I cannot punish it.

I beg to be informed, Mr. Rambler, how much
tve can be supposed to owe to beneficence exert

ed on terms like these? to beneficence which

pollutes its gifts with contumely, and may be

truly said to pander to pride ? I would willing

ly he told whether insolence does not reward its

uwn liberalities, and whether he that exacts

servility can, with justice, at the same time ex-

pect affection?

I am, Sir, &<;,.

HYPERDULUS.

No. 150.] SATURDAY, AUG. 24-, 1751.

O mvneru nondum
Intellecta Deum!

-Thou chiefest good !

IUCAN,

Bestowed by Heaven, but seldom understood.

HOWE.

As daily experience makes it evident that mi*
fortunes are unavoidably incident to human life,,

that calamity will neither be repelled by forti

tude, nor escaped by flight; neither awed by
greatness, nor eluded by obscurity ; philosopher*
have endeavoured to reconcile us to that condi

tion which they cannot teach us to mend, by
persuading us that most of our evils are made
afflictive only by ignorance or perverseness, and

that nature has annexed to every vicissitude of

external circumstances some advantage sufficient

to overbalance all its inconveniences.

This attempt may, perhaps, be justly suspect
ed of resemblance to the practice of physicians,

who when they cannot mitigate pain, destroy

sensibility, and endeavour to conceal by opiates

the inefficacy of their other medicines. The

panegyrists of calamity have more frequently

gained applause to their wit then acquiescence

to their arguments ;
nor has it appeared that

the most musical oratory or subtle ratiocination

has been able long to overpower the anguish of

oppression, the tediousness of languor, or the

longings of want.

Yet it may be generally remarked, that, where

much has been attempted, something has been

performed : though the discoveries or acquisi

tions of man are not always adequate to the ex

pectations of his pride, they are at least sufficient

to animate his industry. The antidotes with

which philosophy has medicated the cup of life,

though they cannot give it salubrity and sweet

ness, have at least allayed its bitterness, and con~

tempered its malignity ;
the balm which she

drops upon the wounds of the mind, abates their

[>ain, though it cannot heal them.

By suffering willingly what we cannot avoid

we secure ourselves from vain and immoderate

disquiet ;
we preserve for better purposes that

strength which would be unprofitably wasted in

wild efforts of desperation, and maintain that

circumspection which may enable us to seize

every suppoit, and improve every alleviation.

This calmness will be more easily obtained,

as the attention is more powerfully withdrawn

from the contemplation of unmingled unabated

evil, and diverted to those accidental benefits

which prudence may confer on every state.
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Seneca lias attempted, not only to pacify us in

misfortune, but almost to allure us to it, by re

presenting it as necessary to the pleasures of the

mind. " He that never was acquainted with

adversity," says he,
" has seen the world but

on one side, and is ignorant of half the scenes of

nature." He invites his pupil to calamity, as

the Syrens allured the passenger to their coasts

oy promising that he shall return ^Xt/evat itius,

with increase of knowledge, with enlarged views

and multiplied ideas.

Curiosity is, in great and generous minds, the

first passion and the last ;
and perhaps always

predominates in proportion to the strength of

the contemplative faculties. He who easily

comprehends all that is before him, and soon

exhausts any single subiect. is always eager for

new inquiries ; and, in proportion as the intel

lectual eye takes in a wider prospect, it must be

gratified with variety by more rapid flights and

bolder excursions : nor perhaps can there be pro

posed to those who have been accustomed to the

pleasures of thought, a more powerful incitement

to any undertaking, than the hope of filling their

fancy with new images, of clearing their doubts,

and enlightening their reason.

When Jason, in Valerius Flaccus, would in

cline the young prince Acastus to accompany him
in the first essay of navigation, he disperses his

apprehensions of danger by representations of

the new tracts of earth and heaven, which the

expedition would spread before their eyes ;
and

tells him with what grief he will hear, at their

return of the countries which they shall have

Been, and the toils which they have surmounted.

O quantum terras, quantum cognoscere cceli,

Permissum est ! pelagus quantos aperimus in usus '

Nuncforsan grave reris opus : sed lata recurret

Cum ratis, et caram cumjam mihi rcddetlolcon ;

Quis pudor heu nostros tibi tune audire labores !

Quam referam visas tuaper suspiria gentesl

Led by our stars, what tracts immense we trace !

From seas remote, what funds of science raise !

A pain to thought ! But when th' heroic baud
Returns applauded to their native land,

A life domestic you will then deplore,
And sigh, while I describe the various shore.

BDW. CAVE.

Acastus was soon prevailed upon by his curi

osity to set rocks and hardships at defiance, and
commit his life to the winds

; and the same mo
tives have in all ages had the same effect upon
those whom the desire of fame or wisdom has

distinguished from the lower orders of mankind.

If, therefore, it can be proved that distress is

necessary to the attainment of knowledge, and
that a happy situation hides from us so large a

part of the field of meditation, the envy of many
who repine at the sight of affluence and splen
dour will be much diminished

; for, such is the

delight of mental superiority, that none on whom

nature or study have conferred it, would jiur-

chase the gifts of fortune by its loss.

It is certain, that however the rhetoric of Se

neca may have dressed adversity with extrinsic

ornaments, he has justly represented it as afford

ing some opportunities of observation, which
cannot be found in continual success ; he has

truly asserted, that to escape misfortune is to

want instruction, and that to live at ease is to

live in ignorance.
As no man can enjoy happiness without think

ing that he enjoys it, the experience of calamity
is necessary to a just sense of better fortune ; for

the good of our present state is merely compara
tive, and the evil which every man feels will be

sufficient to disturb and harass him, if he does

not know how much he escapes. The lustre of

diamonds is invigorated by the interposition of

darker bodies
;
the lights of a picture are created

by the shades. The highest pleasure which na
ture has indulged to sensitive perception is that

of rest after fatigue ; yet, that state which labour

heightens into delight, is of itself only ease, and
is incapable of satisfying the mind without the

superaddition of diversified amusements.

Prosperity, as is truly asserted by Seneca, very
much obstructs the knowledge of ourselves. No
man can form a just estimate of his own powers

by unactive speculation. That fortitude which has

encountered no dangers, that prudence which has

surmounted no difficulties, that integrity which
has been attacked by no temptations, can at best be

considered but as gold not yet brought to the test,of

which therefore the true value cannot be assigned.
" He that traverses the lists without an ad

versary, may receive," says the philosopher,
" the reward of victory, but he has no preten
sions to the honour." If it be the highest hap

piness of man to contemplate himself with satis

faction, and to receive the gratulations of his

own conscience; he whose courage has made

way amidst the turbulence of opposition, and

whose vigour has broken through the snares of

distress, has many advantages over those that

have slept in the shades of indolence, and whose

retrospect of time can entertain them with no

thing but day rising upon day, and year gliding

after year.

Equally necessary is some variety of fortune

to a nearer inspection of the manners, principles,

and affections of mankind. Princes, when they
would know the opinions or grievances of their

subjects, find it necessary to steal away from

guards and attendants, and mingle on equal
terms among the people. To him who is known
to have the power of doing good or harm, no

thing is shown in its natural form. The be

haviour of all that approach him is regulated by
his humour, their narratives are adapted to his

inclination, and their reasonings determined by
his opinions ; whatever can alarm suspicion or

excite resentment is carefully suppressed, and
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nothing appears but uniformity of sentiments

and ardour of affection. It may be observed,

that the unvaried complaisance which ladies

have the right of exacting, keeps them generally

unskilled in human nature ; prosperity will al

ways enjoy the female prerogatives, and there

fore must be always in danger of female igno

rance. Truth is scarcely to be heard, but by

those from whom it can serve no interest to

conceal it.

No. 151.] TUESDAY, AUG. 27/1751.
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But wrapt in error is the human mind,

And human bliss is ever insecure :

Know we what fortune yet remains behind 1

Kuow we how long the present shall endure ?

WEST.

THK writers of medicine and physiology have

traced, with great appearance of accuracy, the

effects of time upon the human body, by mark

ing the various periods of the constitution, and

the several stages by which animal life makes

its progress from infancy to decrepitude.

Though their observations have not enabled

them to discover how manhood may be acceler

ated, or old age retarded, yet surely if they be

considered only as the amusements of curiosity,

they are of equal importance with conjectures

on things more remote, with catalogues of the

fixed stars, and calculations of the bulk of

planets.

It had been a task worthy of the moral phil

osophers to have considered with equal care the

climacterics of the mind ; to have pointed out

the time at which every passion begins and

ceases to predominate, and noted the regular

variations of desire, and the succession of one

appetite to another.

The periods of mental change are not to be

stated with equal certainty; our bodies grow
tip under the care of nature, and depend so lit

tle on our own management, that something
more than negligence is necessary to discompose
their structure, or impede their vigour. But

rur minds are committed in a great measure

first to the direction of others, and afterwards

of ourselves. It would be difficult to protract
the weakness of infancy beyond the usual time

;

but the mind may be very easily hindered from
its share of improvement ;

and the bulk and

strength of manhood must, without the assist

ance of education and instruction, be informed

only with the understanding of a child.

Yet, amidst all the disorder and inequality
which variety of discipline, example, conversa

tion, and employment, produce in the intellec

tual advances of different men, there is still dis

covered, by a vigilant spectator, such a general
and remote similitude, as may be expected in

the same common nature affected by external

circumstances indefinitely varied. We all en

ter the world in equal ignorance, gaze round

about us on the same objects, and have our first

pains and pleasures, our first hopes and fears,

our first aversions and desires, from the same
causes : and though, as we proceed farther, life

opens wider prospects to our view, and acciden

tal impulses determine us to different paths ;

yet as every mind, however vigorous or abstract

ed, is necessitated, in its present state of union,
to receive its informations, and execute its pur
poses by the intervention of the body, the uni

formity of our corporeal nature communicates
itself to our intellectual operations ; and those

whose abilities or knowledge incline them most
to deviate from the general round of life, are re

called from eccentricity by the laws of their ex

istence.

If we consider the exercises of the mind, it

will be found that in each part of life some par
ticular faculty is more eminently employed.
When the treasures of knowledge are first open
ed before us, while novelty blooms alike on

either hand, and every thing equally unknown
and unexamined seems of equal value, the power
of the soul is principally exerted in a vivacious

and desultory curiosity. She applies by turns

to every object, enjoys it for a short time, and

flies with equal ardour to another. She delights

to catch up loose and unconnected ideas, but

starts away from systems and complications,

which would obstruct the rapidity of her tran

sitions, and detain her long in the same pursuit.

When a number of distinct images are col

lected by these erratic and hasty surveys, the

fancy is busied in arranging them ; and com
bines them into pleasing pictures with more re*

semblance to the realities of life, as experienc

advances, and new observations rectify the for

mer. While the judgment is yet uninformed,
and unable to compare the draughts of fiction

with their originals, we are delighted with im

probable adventures, impracticable virtues, arid

inimitable characters ; but, in proportion as we
have more opportunities of acquainting ourselves

with living nature, we are sooner disgusted with

copies in which there appears no resemblance.

We first discard absurdity and impossibility,

then exact greater and greater degrees of pro

bability, but at last become cold and insensible

to the charms of falsehood, however specious,

and, from the imitations of truth, which are

never perfect, transfer our affections to truth it-

self.

Now commences the reign of judgment or
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reason
;
we be^in to find little pleasure but in

comparing arguments, stating propositions, dis

entangling perplexities, clearing ambiguities,
and deducing consequences. The painted vales

f imagination are deserted, and our intellectual

activity is exercised in winding through the

tstyiiuths of fallacy, and toiling with firm and

cautious stfi].'S up the narrow tracts of demon
stration. Whatever may lull vigilance, or mis

lead attention, is contemptuously rejected, and

every disguise in which error may be concealed,

is carefully observed, till, by degrees, a certain

number of incontestible or unsuspected proposi
tions are established, and at last concatenated

into arguments, or compacted into systems.
At length weariness succeeds to labour, and

the mind lies at ease in fhe contemplation of her

own attainments, without any desire of new

conquests or excursions. This is the age of re

collection and narrative ; the opinions are set

tled, and the avenues ofapprehension shut against

any new intelligence ;
the days that are to fol

low must pass in the inculcation of precepts al

ready collected, and assertion of tenets already
received ; nothing is henceforward so odious as

opposition, so insolent as doubt, or so dangerous
as novelty.
In like manner the passions usurp the sepa

rate command of the successive periods of life.

To the happiness of our first years nothing more

seems necessary than freedom from restraint :

every man may remember that if he was left to

himself, and indulged in the disposal of his own

time, he was once content without the superaddi-

tion of any actual pleasure. The new world is

itself a banquet ; and, till we have exhausted the

freshness of life, we have always about us suf

ficient gratifications : the sunshine qukkens us

to play, and the shade invites us to sleep.

But we soon become unsatisfied with nega
tive felicity, and are solicited by our senses and

appetites to more powerful delights, as the taste

of him who has satisfied his hunger must be ex

cited by artificial stimulations. The simplicity

of natural amusement is now past, and art and

contrivance must improve our pleasures ; but, in

time, art like nature is exhausted, and the senses

can no longer supply the cravings of the intel

lect.

The attention is then transferred from plea

sure to interest, in which pleasure is perhaps in

cluded, though diffused to a wider extent, and

protracted through new gradations. Nothing
now dances before the eyes but wealth and

power, nor rings in the ear, but the voice of

fame ; wealth, to which, however variously de

nominated, every man at some time or other

aspires ; power, which all wish to obtain with

in their circle of action ;
and fame which no

tnan, however high or mean, however wise or

ignorant, was yet able to despise. Now pru
dence and foresight exert their influence ; no

hour is devoted wholly to any present enjoy

ment, no act or purpose terminates in itself, but

every motion is referred to some distant end
;

the accomplishment of one design begins an

other, and the ultimate wish is always pushed
off to its former distance.

At length fame is observed to be uncertain,

and power to be dangerous; the man whose

vigour and alacrity begin to forsake him, by

degrees contracts his designs, remits his former

multiplicity of pursuits, and extends no longer
his regard to any other honour than the reputa
tion of wealth, or any other influence than h;.s

power. Avarice is generally the last passion of

those lives of which the first part has been

squandered in pleasure, and the second devoted

to ambition. He that sinks under the fatigue

of getting wealth, lulls his age with the milder

business of saving it.

I have in this view of life considered men as

actuated only by natural desires, and yielding to

their own inclinations, without regard to supe
rior principles, by which the force of external

agents may be counteracted, and the temporary

prevalence of passions restrained. Nature wil

indeed always operate, human desires will b<?

always ranging ;
but these motions, thougti very

powerful, are not resistless ; nature may be re

gulated, and desires governed ; and, to coritmii

with the predominance of successive passions, to

be endangered first by one affection, and then by
another, is the condition upon which we ai'e to

pass our time, the time of our preparation fo*

that state which shall put an end to experiment
to disappointment, and to change.

No. 152.] SATURDAY, AUG. 31, 1751.

Tristia mcestum
Vultum verba decent, iratum plena minariun.

Him

Disastrous words can best disaster show-

In angry phrase the angry passions glow.
5LPHINSTON.

" IT was the wisdom," says Seneca,
" of an

cient times to consider what is most useful as

most illustrious." If this rule be applied to work
of genius, scarcely any species of composition de

serves more to be cultivated than the epistolary

style, since none is of more various or frequeia

use, through the whole subordination of human
life.

It has yet happened, that among the numer
ous writers which our nation has produced,

equal perhaps always in force and genius, and

of late in elegance and accuracy, to those of any
other country, very few have endeavoured to

distinguish themselves by the publication of let

ters, except such as were written in the dis

charge of public trusts, and during the transac-
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tion of great affairs ; which, though they afford

precedents to the minister, and memorials to tht

historian, are of no use as examples of the fami

liar style, or models of private correspondence.

If it be inquired by foreigners, how this de

ficiency has happened in the literature of a

country, where all indulge themselves with so

little danger in speaking and writing, may we
not without either bigotry or arrogance inform

them, that it must be imputed to our contempt
of trill es, and our due sense of the dignity of the

public ? We do not think it reasonable to fill

the world with volumes from which nothing
can be learned, nor expect that the employments
of the busy, or the amusements of the gay, should

give way to narratives of our private affairs, com

plaints of absence, expressions of fondness, or

declarations of fidelity.

A slight perusal of the innumerable letters by
which the wits of France have signalized their

names, will prove that other nations need not

be discouraged from the like attempts by the

consciousness of inability ;
for surely it is not

very difficult to aggravate trifling misfortunes,

to magnify familiar incidents, repeat adulatory

professions, accumulate servile hyperboles, and

produce all that can be found in the despicable

remains of Voiture and Scarron.

Yet, as much of life must be passed in affairs

considerable only by their frequent occurrence,

and much of the pleasure which our condition

allows, must be produced by giving elegance to

trifles, it is necessary to learn how to become
little without becoming mean, to maintain the

necessary intercourse of civility, and fill up
the vacuities of actions hy agreeable appear
ances. It had therefore been of advantage, if

such of our writers as have excelled in the art

of decorating insignificance, had supplied us

with a few sallies of innocent gayety, effusions

of honest tenderness, or exclamations of unim

portant hurry.

Precept has generally been posterior to per
formance. The art of composing works of

genius has never been taught but by the exam

ple of those who performed it by natural vigour
of imagination, and rectitude of judgment. As
we have few letters, we have likewise few criti

cisms upon the epistolary style. The observa

tions with which Walsh has introduced his

pages of inanity, are such as give him little

claim to the rank assigned him by Dryden
among the critics. "

Letters," says he,
" are

intended as resemblances of conversation, and
the chief excellences of conversation, are good-
humour and good-breeding." This remark,
equally valuable for its novelty and propriety,
he dilates and enforces with an appearance of

complete acquiescence in his own discovery.
No man was ever in doubt about the moral

qualities of a letter. It has been always known
that he who endeavours to please must appear

pleased, and he who would not provoke rude,

ness must not practise it. But the question

among those who establish rules for an episto

lary performance is, how gayety or civility may
be properly expressed ;

as among the critics in

history it is not contested whether truth ought
to be preserved, but by what mode of diction it

is best adorned.

As letters are written on all subjects, in all

states of mind, they cannot be properly reduced

to settled rules, or described by any single char

acteristic
;
and we may safely disentangle our

minds from critical embarrassments, by deter

mining that a letter has no peculiarity but its

form, and that nothing is to be refused admission,
which would be proper in any other method ol

treating the same subject. The qualities of the

epistolary style most frequently required, are

ease and simplicity, an even flow of unlaboured

diction, and an artless arrangement of obvious

sentiments. But these directions are no sooner

applied to use, than their scantiness and imper
fection become evident. Letters are written
to the great and to the mean, to the learned and
the ignorant, at rest and in distress, in sport
and in passion. Nothing can be more improper
than ease and laxity of expression, when the

importance of the subject impresses solicitude,

or the dignity of the person exacts reverence.

That letters should be written with strict

conformity to nature is true, because nothing
but conformity to nature can make any com

position beautiful or just. But it is natural to

depart from familiarity of language upon occa

sions not familiar. Whatever elevates the sen

timents will consequently raise the expression ;

whatever fills us with hope or terror, will pro
duce some perturbation of images and some

figurative distortions of phrase. Wherever we
are studious to please, we are afraid of trusting
our first thoughts, and endeavour to recommend
our opinion by studied ornaments, accuracy of

method, and elegance of style.

If the personages of the comic scene be

allowed by Horace to raise their language in

the transports of anger to the turgid vehemence
of tragedy, the epistolary writer may likewise

without censure comply with the varieties ol

his matter. If great events are to be related,

he may with all the solemnity of an historian

deduce them from their causes, connect them
with the concomitants, and trace them to their

consequences. If a disputed position is to be

established, or a remote principle to be investi.

gated, he may detail his reasonings with all

the nicety of syllogistic method. If a menaol

is to be averted, or a benefit implored, he may.
without any violation of the edicts of criticism,

call every power of rhetoric to his assistance,

and try every inlet at which love or pity enters

the heart.

Letters that have no other end than the en.
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tertainment of the correspondent are more pro

perly regulated by critical precepts, because the

matter and style are equally arbitrary, and rules

are more necessary, as there is a larger power of

choice. In letters of this kind, some conceive

art graceful, and others think negligence amia
ble ; some model them by the sonnet, and will

allow them no means of delighting but the soft

lapse of calm mellifluence ; others adjust them

by the epigram, and expect pointed sentences

and forcible periods. The one party considers

exemption from faults as the height of excel

lence, the other looks upon neglect of excellence

as the most disgusting fault; one avoids cen

sure, the other aspires to praise ; one is always
m danger of insipidity, the other continually on

the brink of affectation.

When the subject has no intrinsic dignity, it

must necessarily owe its attractions to artificial

embellishments, and may catch at all advantages
which the art of writing can supply. He that,

like Pliny, sends his friend a portion for his

daughter, will, without Pliny's eloquence or

address, find means of exciting gratitude, and

securing acceptance ; but he that has no present
to make but a garland, a ribbon, or some petty

curiosity, must endeavour to recommend it by
his manner of giving it.

The purpose for which letters are written

when no intelligence is communicated, or busi

ness transacted, is to preserve in the minds of

the absent either love or esteem : to excite love

we must impart pleasure, and to raise esteem we
must discover abilities. Pleasure will generally
be gi ven, as abilities are displayed by scenes of

imagery, points of conceit, unexpected sallies,

and artful compliments. Trifles always require
exuberance of ornament ; the building which has

no strength can be valued only for the grace of

Its decorations. The pebble must be polished
with care, which hopes to be valued as a dia

mond ; and words ought surely to be laboured,

when they are intended to stand for things.

No. 163.] TUESDAY, SEPT. 3, 1751.

Turba Bemi seqiiiturfortunam, ut semper, et odit

Damnatos. iv\.

The fickle crowd with fortune comes and goes ?

Wealth still finds followers, and misfortune foes.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

THERE are occasions on which all apology is

rudeness. He that has an unwelcome message
to deliver, may give some proof oftenderness and

delicacy, by a ceremonial introduction and gra
dual discovery, because the mind, upon which
the u-eightof sorrow is to fall, gains time for the

collection of its powers j but nothing is more

absurd than to delay the communication oi

pleasure, to torment curiosity by impatience, and

to delude hope by anticipation.

I shall therefore forbear the arts by which,

correspondents generally secure admission ;
for

I have too long remarked the power of vanity,
to doubt that I shall be read by you with a dis

position to approve, when I declare that my nar

rative has no other tendency than to illustrate

and corroborate your own observations.

I was the second son of a gentleman, whost

patrimony had been wasted by a long succession

of squanderers, till he was unable to support any
of his children, except his heir, in the hereditary

dignity of idleness. Being therefore obliged to

employ that part of life in study which my pro

genitors had devoted to the hawk and hound, I

was in my eighteenth year despatched to the uni

versity, without any rural honours. I had never

killed a single woodcock, nor partaken one

triumph over a conquered fox.

At the university I continued to enlarge my
acquisitions with little envy of the noisy happi
ness which my elder brother had the fortune to

enjoy, and, having obtained my degree, retired

to consider at leisure to what profession I should

confine that application which had hitherto been

dissipated in general knowledge. To deliberate

upon a choice which custom and honour forbid

to be retracted, is certainly reasonable, yet, to let

loose the attention equally to the advantages and

inconveniences of every employment is not with

out danger ;
new motives are every moment

operating on every side ; and mechanics have

long ago discovered, that contrariety of equal at

tractions is equivalent to rest.

While I was thus trifling in uncertainty, aK
! old adventurer, who had been once the intimate

I

friend ofmy father, arrived from the Indies with

a large fortune ; which he had so much harassed

himself in obtaining, that sickness and infirmity

left him no other desire than to die in his native

country. His wealth easily procured him an

invitation to pass his life with us ; and, being

incapable of any amusement but conversation,

he necessarily became familiarized to me, whom
he found studious and domestic. Pleased with

an opportunity of imparting my knowledge, and

eager of any intelligence that might increase it,

I delighted his curiosity with historical narra

tives and explications of nature, and gratified

his vanity by inquiries after the products ol

distant countries, and the customs of their in

habitants.

My brother saw how much I advanced in the

favour of our guest, who being without heirs

was naturally expected to enrich the family of

his friend, but neither attempted to alienate me,

nor to ingratiate himself. He was indeed little

qualified to solicit the affection of a traveller, for

the remissness of his education had left him

w : thout any rule of action but his present
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humour. He often forsook the old gentleman in

the mi'lit ofan adventure, because the horn sound

ed in the court-yard, and would have lost an op

portunity, not only of knowing the history hut

sharing the wealth of the Mogul, for the trial of

a new pointer, or the sight of a horse-race.

It was therefore not long before our new
friend declared his intention of bequeathing to

me the profits of his commerce, as the only man
In the family by whom he could expect them to

be rationally enjoyed. This distinction drew

upon me the envy not only of my brother but

my father.

As no man is willing to believe that he suffers

by his own fault, they imputed the preference
which I had obtained to adulatory compliances,
or malignant calumnies. To no purpose did I

call upon my patron to attest my innocence,

for who will believe what he wishes to be false?

In the heat of disappointment they forced their

inmate by repeated insults to depart from the

house, and I was soon, by the same treatment,

obliged to follow him.

He chose his residence in the confines of

London, where rest, tranquillity, and medicine,
restored him to part of the health which he had

last. I pleased myself with perceiving that I

was not likely to obtain an immediate posses
sion of wealth which no labour of mine had
contributed to acquire ;

and that he, who had
thus distinguished me, might hope to end his

life without a total frustration of those blessings,

which whatever be their real value, he had

sought with so much diligence, and purchased
with so many vicissitudes of danger and fatigue.

He, indeed, left me no reason to repine at his

recovery ; for he was willing to accustom me
arly to the use of money ;

and set apart for my
expenses such a revenue as 1 had scarcely dared

to image. I can yet congratulate myself that

fortune has seen her golden cup once tasted

without inebriation. Neither my modesty nor

prudence were ovei'whelmed by affluence ; my
elevation was without insolence, and my expense
without profusion. Employing the influence

which money always confers to the improve
ment of my understanding, I mingled in parties
of gayety, and in conferences of learning, ap
peared in every place where instruction was to

be found, and imagined that, ranging through
all the diversities of life, I had acquainted my
self fully with human nature, and learned all

that was to be known if the ways of men.
It happened, however, that I soon discovered

Uow much was wanting to the completion of

my knowledge, and found that, according to

Seneca's remark, I had hitherto seen the world
but on one side. My patron's confidence in his

increase of strength tempted him to carelessness
!

and irregularity; he caught a fever by riding in

the rain, of which he died delirious on the third

day. I buried him, without auy of the heir's

affected grief or secret exultation ;
then prepar

ing to take a legal possession of his fortune,

opened his closet, where I found a will made nt

his first arrival, by which my father was ap

pointed the chief inheritor, and nothing was left

me but a legacy sufficient to support me in the

prosecution of my studies.

I had not yet found such charms in prosper

ity, as to continue it by any acts of forgery or in

justice, and made haste to inform my father of

the riches which had been given him, not by
the preference of kindness, but by the delays ot

indolence, and cowardice of age. The hungry
family flew like vultures on their prey, and soon

made my disappointment public by the tumult

of their claims, and the splendour of their sor

row.

It was now my part to consider how I should

repair the disappointment. I could not but

triumph in my long list of friends, which com

prised almost every name that power or know

ledge entitled to eminence, and, in the prospect
of the innumerable roads to honour and prefer

ment, which I had laid open to myself by the

wise use of temporary riches. I believed no

thing necessary but that I should continue that

acquaintance to which 1 had been so readily ad

mitted, and which bad hitherto been cultivated

on both sides with equal ardour.

Full of these expectations, I one morning or

dered a chair, with an intention to make my
usual circle of morning visits. Where I first

stopped I saw two footmen lolling at the door,

who told me without any change of posture, or

collection of countenance, that their master was
at home, and suffered me to open the inner door

without assistance. I found my friend stand

ing, and, as I was tattling with my former free

dom, was formally entreated to sit down ; but

did not stay to be favoured with any further

condescension.

My next experiment was made at the levee

of a statesman, who received me with an em
brace of tenderness, that he might with more

decency publish my change of fortune to the sy

cophants about him. After he had enjoyed the

triumph of condolence, he turned to a wealthy

stock-jobber, and left me exposed to the scoru

of those who had lately courted my notice, and

solicited my interest.

I was then set down at the door of another,

who, upon my entrance, advised me, with great

solemnity, to think of some settled provision for

life. I left him, and hurried away to an old

friend, who professed himself unsusceptible of

any impressions from prosperity or misfortune,

and begged that he might see me when he was
more at leisure.

Of sixty-seven doors, at which I knocked in

the first week after my appearance in a mourn

ing dress, I was denied admission at forty-six

was suffered at fourteen to wait in the outer
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room till business was despatched ; at four, was

entertained with a few questions about the wea
ther ; at one, heard the footman rated for bring

ing nay name ;
and at two was informed, in the

flow of casual conversation, how much a man
of rank degrades himself by mean company.

My curiosity now led me to try what recep
tion I should find among the ladies; but I found

that my patron had carried all my powers of

pleasing to the grave. I had formerly been cele

brated as a Avit ; and not perceiving any lan

guor in my imagination, I essayed to revive that

gayety which had hitherto broken out involun

tarily before my sentences were finished. My
remarks were now heard with a steady counte

nance ; and if a girl happened to give way to

habitual merriment, her forwardness was re

pressed with a frown by her mother or her aunt.

Wherever I come I scatter infirmities and dis

ease
; every lady whom I meet in the Mall is

too weary to walk ; all whom I entreat to sing
are troubled with colds : if I propose cards, they
are afflicted with the headach ; if I invite them
to the gardens, they cannot bear a crowd.

411 this might be endured
;
but there is a

class of mortals who think my understanding

impaired with my fortune, exalt themselves to the

dignity of advice, and, whenever we happen to

meet, presume to prescribe my conduct, regulate

my economy, and direct my pursuits. Another

race, equally impertinent and equally despicable,
are every moment recommending to me an at

tention to my interest, and think themselves en

titled, by their superior prudence, to reproach
me if T speak or move without regard to profit.

Such, Mr. Rambler, is the power of wealth,
that it commands the ear of greatness and the

eye of beauty, gives spirit to the dull, and au

thority to the timorous, and leaves him from
whom it departs, without virtue and without

understanding, the sport of caprice, the scoff of

insolence, the slave of meanness, and the pupil
of ignorance.

I am, &c.

No. 154.] SATURDAY. SEPT. 7, 1751.

Tibi res antique laudh et artis

Ingredior, sanctos ausus recluderefantes.

For thee my tuneful accents will I raise,

And treat of arts disclosed in ancient days :

Once more unlock for thee the sacred spring.
DRYDEN.

THE direction of Aristotle to those that study
politics, is, first to examine and understand what
has been written by the ancients upon govern
ment

; then to cast their eyes round upon the

-.vorld, and consider by what causes the pros

perity of communities is visibly influenced, and

why some are worse and others better adim'n-

istered.

The same method must be pursued by Lira

who hopes to become, eminent in any other part
of knowledge. The first task is to search books,

the next to contemplate nature. He must first

possess himself of the intellectual treasures which

the diligence of former ages has accumulated,

and then endeavour to increase them by his own
collections.

The mental disease of the present generation

is impatience of study, contempt of the great

masters of ancient wisdom, and a disposition

to rely wholly upon unassisted genius and na

tural sagacity. The wits of these happy days

have discovered a way to fame, which the

dull caution of our laborious ancestors durst

never attempt ; they cut the knots of sophistry

which it was formerly the business of years to

untie, solve difficulties by sudden irradiations ot

intelligence, and comprehend long processes ot

argument by immediate intuition.

Men who have flattered themselves into this

opinion of their own abilities, look down on all

who waste their lives over books as a race of in

ferior beings, condemned by nature to perpetual

pupilage, and fruitlessly endeavouring to remedy
their barrenness by incessant cultivation, or suc

cour their feebleness by subsidiary strength.

They presume that none would be more indus

trious than they, if they were not more sensible

of deficiencies; and readily conclude, that he

who places no confidence in his own powers,
owes his modesty only to his weakness.

It is however certain, that no estimate is more

in danger of erroneous calculations than those

by which a man computes the force of his own

genius. It generally happens at our entrance

into the world, that by the natural attraction of

similitude, we associate with men like ourselves,

young, sprightly, and ignorant, and rate our

accomplishments by comparison with theirs :

when we have once obtained an acknowledged su

periority over our acquaintances, imagination
and desires easily extend it over the rest of man
kind ; and if no accident forces us into new

emulations, we grow old, and die in admiration

of ourselves.

Vanity, thus confirmed in her dominion, read

ily listens to the voice of idleness, and soothes

the slumber of life with continual dreams of ex

cellence and greatness. A. man, elated by con

fidence in his natural vigour of fancy and saga

city of conjecture, soon concludes that he already

possesses whatever toil and inquiry can confer.

He then listens with eagerness to the wild ob

jections which folly has raised against the com
mon means of improvement ;

talks of the dark

chaos of indigested knowledge; describes th

mischievous effects of heterogeneous sciences fer

menting in the mind ;
relates the blunders of let

tered ignorance ; expatiates on the heroic merit
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of those who deviate from prescription, or shake

off authority ;
and gives vent to the inflations

of his heart by declaring that he owes nothing to

pedants and universities.

All these pretensions, however confident, are

very often vain. The laurels which superficial

acuteness gains in triumphs over ignorance un

supported by vivacity, are observed by Locke to

be lost, whenever real learning and rational dili

gence appear against her
;
the sallies of gayety

are soon repressed by calm confidence ;
and the

artifices of subtilty are readily detected by those

who, having carefully studied the question, are

not easily confounded or surprised.

But, though the contemner of books had nei

ther been deceived by others nor himself, and

was really born with a genius surpassing the or

dinary abilities of mankind ; yet surely such

gifts of Providence may be more properly urged
as incitements to labour, than encouragements to

negligence. He that neglects the culture of

ground naturally fertile, is more shamefully cul

pable, than he whose field would scarcely re

compense his husbandry.
Cicero remarks, that not to know what has

been transacted in former times, is to continue

always a child. If no use is made of the labours

of past ages, the world must remain always in

the infancy of knowledge. The discoveries of

every man must terminate in his own advantage,
and the studies of every age be employed on

questions which the past generation had discuss

ed and determined. We may with as little re

proach borrow science as manufactures from our

ancestors ; and it is as rational to live in caves

till our own hands have erected a palace, as to

reject all knowledge of architecture which our

understandings will not supply.
To the strongest and quickest mind it is far

easier to learn than to invent. The principles

of arithmetic and geometry may be comprehend
ed by a close attention in a few days ; yet who
can Hatter himself that the study of a long life

would have enabled him to discover them, when
he sees them yet unknown to so many nations,

whom he cannot suppose less liberally endowed
with natural reason than the Grecians or Egyp
tians.

Every science was thus far advanced towards

perfection, by the emulous diligence of contem

porary students, and the gradual discoveries of

one age improving on another. Sometimes un

expected flashes of instruction were struck by
the fortuitous collision of happy incidents, or an

involuntary concurrence of ideas, in which the

philosopher to whom they happened had no other

merit than that of knowing their value, and

transmitting, unclouded, to posterity, that light
which had been kindled by causes out of his

power. The happiness of these casual illumina

tions no man can promise to himself, because

he cannot ahvajs procure them: and there-
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fore, whatever be our atilities or application^

we must submit to learn from others what per

haps would have lain hid for ever from human

penetration, had not some remote inquiry brought
it. to view ;

as treasures are thrown up by the

ploughman and the digger in the rude exercise o

their common occupations.

The man whose genius qualifies him for great

undertakings, must at least be content to learn

from booVs the present state of human know

ledge ;
that he may not ascribe to himself the

invention of arts generally known ; weary
his attention with experiments of which the

event has been long registered ;
and waste, in

attempts which have already succeeded or mis

carried, that time which might have been spent
with usefulness arid honour upon new undertak

ings.

But, though the study of books is necessary, it

is not sufficient to constitute literary eminence.

He that wishes to be counted among the benefac

tors of posterity, must add by his own toil to the

acquisitions of his ancestors, and secure his me
mory from neglect by some valuable improve
ment. This can only be effected by looking out

upon the wastes of the intellectual world, and

extending the power of learning over regions yet

undisciplined and barbarous ; or by surveying
more exactly our ancient dominions, and driving

ignorance from the fortresses and retreats where

she sculks undetected and undisturbed. Every
science has its difficulties, which yet call for so

lution before we attempt new systems of know

ledge ;
as every country has its forests and

marshes, which it would be wise to cultivate and

drain, before distant colonies are projected as a

necessary discharge of the exuberance of the in

habitants.

No man ever yet became great by imitation.

Whatever hopes for the veneration of mankind
must have invention in the design or the execu

tion ; either the effect must itself be new, or the

means by which it is produced. Either truths

hitherto unknown must be discovered, or those

which are already known enforced by stronger

evidence, facilitated by clearer method, or eluci

dated by brighter illustrations.

Fame cannot spread wide or endure long that

is not rooted in nature, and manured by art.

That which hopes to resist the blast of malignity,

and stand firm against the attacks of time, must

contain in itself some original principle

growth. The reputation which arises from the

detail of transposition of borrowed sentiments

may spread for a while like ivy on the rind of

antiquity, but will be torn away by accident or

contempt, and suffered to rot unheeded on the

ground.
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No. 155.] TUESDAY, SEPT. 10, 1751.

Steriles transmisimus annos

HCEC avi mihi prima dies, kite limina vita.

Our barren years are past ;

Be this of life the first, of sloth the last.

ELPHINSTON.

No weakness of the human mind has more fre

quently incurred animadversion, than the negli

gence with which men overlook their own faults,

however flagrant, and the easiness with which

they pardon them, however frequently repeated.

It seems generally helieved, that, as the eye

cannot see itself, the mind has no faculties by
which it can contemplate its own state, and

that therefore we have not means of becoming

acquainted with our real characters ;
an opinion

which, like innumerable other postulates, an

inquirer finds himself inclined to admit upon

very little evidence, because it affords a ready
solution of many difficulties. It will explain

why the greatest abilites frequently fail to pro
mote the happiness of those who possess them ;

why those who can distinguish with the utmost

nicety the boundaries of vice and virtue, suffer

them to be confounded in their own conduct ;

why the active and vigilant resign their affairs

implicitly to the management of others; and

why the cautious and fearful make hourly ap

proaches towards ruin, without one sigh of soli

citude or struggle for escape.

When a position teems thus with commodious

consequences, who can without regret confess

it to be false? Yet it is certain that declaimers

have indulged a disposition to describe the

dominion of the passions as extended beyond
the limits that nature assigned. Self-love is

often rather arrogant than blind : it does not

hide our faults from ourselves, but persuades us

that they escape the notice of others, and dis

poses us to resent censures lest we should con

fess them to be just. We are secretly conscious

of defects and vices which we hope to conceal

from the public eye, and please ourselves with

innumerable impostures, by which, in reality,

nobody is deceived.

In proof of the dimness of our internal sight,

or the general inability of man to determine

rightly concerning his own character, it is com
mon to urge the success of the most absurd and

incredible flattery, and the resentment always
raised by advice, however soft, benevolent, and

reasonable. But flattery, if its operation be

nearly examined, will be found to owe its ac-

eeptance, not to our ignorance but knowledge
of our failures, and to delight us rather as it

consoles our wants than displays our possessions.

He that shall solicit the favour of his patron by

praising him for qualities which he can find in

Wmself, will be defeated by the more daring

panegyrist who enriches him with adscftitlom

excellence. Just praise is only a debt, but fiat-

tery is a present. The acknowledgment of

those virtues on which conscience congratulates

us, is a tribute that we can at any time exact

with confidence
; but the celebration of thos<

which we only feign, or desire without any
vigorous endeavours to attain them, is received

as a confession of sovereignty over regions never

conquered, as a favourable decision of disputa
ble claims, and is more welcome as it is more

gratuitous.
Advice is offensive, not because it lays us

open to unexpected regret, or convicts us of any
fault which has escaped our notice, but because

it shows us that we are known to others a%

well as to ourselves ;
and the officious monitor

is persecuted with hatred, not because his accu

sation is false, but because he assumes that

superiority which we are not willing to grant

him, and has dared to detect what we desired to

conceal.

For this reason advice is commonly ineffec

tual. If those who follow the call of their

desires, without inquiry whither they are oing,
had deviated ignorantly from the paths of wis

dom, and were rushing upon dangers unforeseen,

they would readily listen to information that

recalls them from their errors, and catch the

first alarm by which destruction or infamy is

denounced. Few that wander in the wrong
way mistake it for the right ; they only find it

more smooth and flowery, and indulge their

own choice rather than approve it: therefore

few are persuaded to quit it by admonition or

reproof, since it impresses no new conviction,

nor confers any powers of action or resistance.

He that is gravely informed how soon profusion
will annihilate his fortune, hears with little

advantage what he knew before, and catches at

the next occasion of expense, because advice has

no force to suppress his vanity. He that is

told how certainly intemperance will hurry him

to the grave, runs with his usual speed to a new
course of luxury, because his reason is not in

vigorated, nor his appetite weakened.

The mischief of flattery is, not that it per
suades any man that he is what he is not,

but that it suppresses the influence of honest

ambition, by raising an opinion that honour

may be gained without the toil of merit ;
and

the benefit of advice arises commonly, not from

any new light imparted to the mind, but from

the discovery which it affords of the public

suffrages. He that could withstand conscience

is frighted at infamy, and shame prevails when

reason was defeated.

As we all know our own faults, and know

them commonly with many aggravations which

human perspicacity cannot discover, there is,

perhaps, no man, however hardened by impu
dence or dissipated by levity, sheltered by hypo-
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crisy or blasted by disgrace, who does not in

tend some time to review his conduct, and to

regulate the remainder of his life by the laws of

virtue. New temptations indeed attack him,

new invitations are offered by pleasure and in

terest, and the hour of reformation is always

delayed ; every delay gives vice another oppor

tunity of fortifying itself by habit ; and the

change of manners, though sincerely intended

and rationally planned, is referred to the time

when some craving passion shall be fully grati

fied, or some powerful allurement cease its im

portunity.
Thus procrastination is accumulated on pro

crastination, and one impediment succeeds

another, till age shatters our resolution, or

death intercepts the project of amendment.

Such is often the end of salutary purposes, after

they have long delighted the imagination, and

appeased that disquiet which every mind feels

from known misconduct, when the attention is

not diverted by business or by pleasure.

Nothing surely can be more unworthy of a

reasonable nature, than to continue in a state so

opposite to real happiness, as that all the peace
of solitude, and felicity of meditation, must arise

from resolutions of forsaking it. Yet the world

will often afford examples of men, who pass

months and years in a continual war with their

own convictions, and are daily dragged by habit,

or betrayed by passion, into practices which

they closed and opened their eyes with pur
poses to avoid j purposes which though settled

on conviction, the first impulse of momentary
desire totally overthrows.

The influence of custom is indeed such, that

to conquer it will require the utmost efforts of

fortitude and virtue ; nor can I think any men
more worthy of veneration and renown than

those who have burst the shackles of habitual

vice. This victory, however, has different de

grees of glory as of difficulty; it is more heroic

as the objects of guilty gratification are more

familiar, and the recurrence of solicitation more

frequent. He that, from experience of the folly
of ambition, resigns his offices, may set himself

free at once from temptation to squander his

life in courts, because he cannot regain his for

mer station. He who is enslaved by an amor
ous passion, may quit his tyrant in disgust, and
absence will, without the help of reason, over
come by degrees the desire of returning. But
hose appetites to which every place affords their

proper object, and which require no preparatory
measures or gradual advances, are more tenaci

ously adhesive
; the wish is so near the enjoy

ment, that compliance often precedes considera

tion ; and, before the powers of reason can be

summoned, the time for employing them is

past.

Indolence is, therefore, one of the vices from
which those whom it once infects are seldom

reformed. Every other species of luxury oper-
ates upon some appetite that is quickly satiated,

and requires some concurrence of art or acci

dent which every place will not supply ; but the

desire of ease acts equally at all hours, and the

longer it is indulged is the more increased. To
do nothing is in every man^s power ; we can

never want an opportunity of omitting duties.

The lapse to indolence is soft and imperceptible,
because it is only a mere cessation of activity ;

but the return to diligence is difficult, because

it implies a change from rest to motion, from

privation to reality.

Facilis descensus Averni :

Noctes atque dies patet atrijanua Ditis ;

Sed re t ccat e gradum, superasque evadere ad auras,
Hoc opus, hie labor est. vine.

The gates of hell are open night and day ;

Smooth the descent, and easy is the way ;

But to return, and view the cheerful skies

In this the task and mighty labour lies.

URYDEN.

Of this vice, as of all others, every man who
indulges it is conscious : we all know our own
state, if we could be induced to consider it ; and
it might perhaps be useful to the conquest of all

these ensnarers of the mind, if, at certain stat

ed days, life was reviewed. Many things ne

cessary are omitted, because we vainly imagine
that they may be always performed ; and what
cannot be done without pain will for ever be

delayed, if the time of doing it be left unsettled.

No corruption is great but by long negligence,
which can scarcely prevail in a mind regularly
and frequently awakened by periodical remorse.

He that thus breaks his life into parts, will find

in himself a desire to distinguish every stage of

his existence by some improvement, and delight
himself with the approach of the day of recol

lection, as of the time which is to begin a new
series of virtue and felicity.

No. 156.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 14, 1751.

Nunquam aliud natura, aliud sapientia dicit.

For wisdom ever echoes nature's voice.

EVERY government, say the politicians, is per

petually degenerating towards corruption, from
which it must be rescued at certain periods by
the resuscitation of its first principles, and the

re-establishment of its original constitution.

Every animal body, according to the methodic

physicians, is, by the predominance of some ex

uberant quality, continually declining towards

disease and death, which must be obviated by a

seasonable reduction of the peccant humour to

the just equipoise which health requires.
In the same manner the studies of mankind.
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all at least which, not being subject to rigorous

demonstration, admit the influence of fancy and

caprice, are perpetually tending to error and

confusion. Of the great principles of truth

which the first speculatists discovered, the sim

plicity is embarrassed by ambitious additions,

or the evidence obscured by inaccurate argu
mentation ; and as they descend from one suc

cession of writers to another, like light trans

mitted from room to room, they lose their

strength and splendour, and fade at last in total

evanescence.

The systems of learning therefore must be

sometimes reviewed, complications analysed
into principles, and knowledge disentangled
from opinion. It is not always possible, with

out a close inspection, to separate the genuine
shoots of consequential reasoning, which grow
out of some radical postulate, from the branches

which art has engrafted on it. The accidental

prescriptions of authority> when time has pro
cured them veneration, are often confounded

with the laws of nature, and those rules are sup

posed coeval with reason, of which the first rise

cannot be discovered.

Criticism has sometimes permitted fancy to

dictate the laws by which fancy ought to be re-

dtrained, and fallacy to perplex the principles

oy which fallacy is to be detected ; her superin
tendence of others has betrayed her to negligence
of herself; and, like the ancient Scythians, by

extending her conquests over distant regions,

she has left her throne vacant to her slaves.

Among the laws of which the desire of ex

tending authority, or ardour of promoting know

ledge, has prompted the prescription, all which

writers have received, had not the same original

right to our regard. Some are to be considered

as fundamental and indispensable, others only as

useful and convenient ;
some as dictated by rea

son and necessity, others as enacted by despotic

antiquity ; some as invincibly supported by their

conformity to the order of nature and operations

of the intellect; others as formed by accident,

or instituted by example, and therefore always
liable to dispute and alteration.

That many rules have been advanced without

consulting nature or reason, we cannot but sus

pect, when we find it peremptorily decreed by
the ancient masters, that only three speaking per

sonages should appear at once upon the stage; a law

which, as the variety and intricacy of modern

plays has made it impossible to be observed, we
now violate without scruple, and, as experience

proves, without inconvenience.

The original of this precept was merely acci

dental. Tragedy was a monody, or solitary song
in honour of Bacchus, improved afterwards into

a dialogue by the addition of another speaker :

hut the ancients, remembering that the tragedy
was at first pronounced only by one, durst not

for some time venture beyond two : at last, when

custom and impunity had made them daring,

they extended their liberty to the admission of

three, but restrained themselves by a critical

edict from further exorbitance.

By what accident the number of acts was li

mited to five, I know not that any author has
informed us ; but certainly it is not determined

by any necessity arising either from the nature
of action or propriety of exhibition. An act is

only the representation of such a part of the busi

ness of the play as proceeds in an unbroken ten

or, or without any intermediate pause. Nothing
is more evident than that of every real, and by
consequence of every dramatic action, the inter

vals may be more or fewer than five ; and in

deed the rule is upon the English stage every

day broken in effect, without any other mischief

than that which arises from an absurd endea

vour to observe it in appearance. Whenever
the scene is shifted the act ceases, since some
time is necessarily supposed to elapse while the

personages of the drama change their place.

With no greater right to our obedience have

the critics confined the dramatic action to a cer

tain number of hours. Probability requires that

the time of action should approach somewhat

nearly to that of exhibition, and those plays will

always be thought most happily conducted whica
crowd the greatest variety into the least space.

But since it will frequently happen that some
delusion must be admitted, I know not where
the limits of imagination can be fixed, it is

rarely observed that minds, not prepossessed by
mechanical criticism, feel any offence irom the

extension of the intervals between the acts
;
nor

can I conceive it absurd or impossible, that he

who can multiply three hours into twelve or

twenty-four, might image with equal ease a

greater number.

I know not whether he that professes to re

gard no other laws than those of nature, will

not be inclined to receive tragi-comedy to his

protection, whom, however generally condemn

ed, her own laurels have hitherto shaded from

the fulminations of criticism. For what is there

in the mingled drama which impartial reason

can condemn ? The connection of important
with trivial incidents, sirtce it is not only com
mon but perpetual in the world, may surely be

allowed upon the stage, which pretends only to

be the mirror of life. The impropriety of sup

pressing passions before we have raised them to

the intended agitation, and of diverting the ex-

pection from an event which we keep suspend
ed only to raise it, may be speciously urged. But
will not experience show this objection to be

rather subtile than just? Is it not certain that

the tragic and comic affections have been moved

alternately with equal force ;
and that no plays

have oftener filled the eye with tears, and the

breast with palpitation, than those which are

variegated with interludes of mirth ?
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1 do not however think it safe to judge of

works of genius merely by the event. The re

sistless vicissitudes of the heart, this alternate

prevalence of merriment and solemnity, may
sometimes be more properly ascribed to the vig

our of the writer than the justness of the de

sign : and, instead of vindicating tragi-comedy

by the success of Shakspeare, we ought, per

haps, to pay new honours to that transcendent

and unbounded genius that could preside over

the passions in sport ; who, to actuate the affec

tions, needed not the slow gradation of common
means, but could fill the heart with instantane

ous jollity to sorrow, and vary our disposition as

he changed his scenes. Perhaps the effects even

of Shakspeare's poetry might have been yet

greater, had he not counteracted himself; and

we might have been more interested in the dis

tresses of his heroes, had we not been so fre

quently diverted by the jokes of his buffoons.

There are other rules more fixed and obligat

ory. It is necessary that of every play the chief

action should be single ; for, since a play repre

sents some transaction through Jts regular ma
turation to its final event, two actions equally

important must evidently constitute two plays.

As tne design of tragedy is to instruct by mov

ing the passions, it must always have a hero, a

personage apparently and incontestably superior
to the rest, upon whom the attention may be

fixed, and the anxiety suspended. For though,
of two persons opposing each other with equal
abilities and equal virtue, the auditor will in

evitably, in time, choose his favourite ; yet, as

that choice must be without any cogency of con

viction, the hopes or fears which it raises will

be faint and languid. Of two heroes acting in

confederacy against a common enemy, the vir

tues or dangers will give little emotion, because
each claims our concern with the same right,
and the heart lies at rest between equal motives.

It ought to be the first endeavour of a writer

to distinguish nature from custom ; or that

which is established because it is right, from
that which is right only because it is establish

ed
; that he may neither violate essential prin

ciples by a desire of novelty, nor debar himself

from the attainment of beauties within his view,

by a needless fear of breaking rules which no

Hterary dictator had authority to enact.

No. 157-
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Shame greatly hurts or greatly helps mankind.

ELPHIJSSTON.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

THOUGH one of your correspondents has pre
sumed to mention with some contempt that pre

sence of attention, aad easiness of address, wnich
the polite have long agreed to celebrate and es

teem, yet I cannot be persuaded to think them

unworthy of regard or cultivation but am in

clined to believe that, as we seldom value right

ly what we have never known the misery of

wanting, his judgment has been vitiated by his

happiness ; and that a natural exuberance of as

surance has hindered him from discovering its

excellence and use.

This felicity, whether bestowed by constitu

tion, or obtained by early habitudes, I can scarce

ly contemplate without envy. I wa bred under

a man of learning in the country, who incul

cated nothing but the dignity of knowledge, and
' the happiness of virtue. By frequency of ad-

|

monition, and confidence of assertion, he pre
vailed upon me to believe, that the splendour of

literature would always attract reverence, if not

darkened by corruption. I therefore pursued

my studies with incessant industry, and avoid

ed every thing which I had been taught to con

sider either as vicious or tending to vice, be

cause I regarded guilt and reproach as insepar

ably united, and thought a tainted reputation
the greatest calamity.
At the university, I found no reason for chang

ing my opinion : for though many among my
fellow- students took the opportunity of a more
remiss discipline to gratify their passions ; yet
virtue preserved her natural superiority, and
those who ventured to neglect were not suffered

to insult her. The ambition of petty accom

plishments found its way into the receptacles of

learning, but was observed to seize commonly
on those who either neglected the sciences or

could not attain them ; and I was therefore con- .

firmed in the doctrines of my old master, and

thought nothing worthy of my care but the

means of gaining or imparting knowledge.
This purity of manners, and intenseness of

application, soon extended my renown, and I

was applauded, by those whose opinion I then

thought unlikely to deceive me, as a young man
that gave uncommon hopes of future eminence.

My performances in time reached my native

province, and my relations congratulated them

selves upon the new honours that were added

to their family.
I returned home covered with academical lau

rels, and fraught with criticism and philosophy.

The wit and the scholar excited curiosity, and

my acquaintance was solicited by innumerable

invitations. To please will always be the wish

of benevolence, to be admired must be the con

stant aim of ambition ; and I therefore consider

ed myself as about to receive the reward of my
honest labours, and to find the efficacy of learn

ing and of virtue.

The third day after my arrival I dined at the

house of a gentleman who had summoned a mul-

titude of his friends to the annual celebration of
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his wedding-day. I set forward with great ex

ultation, and thought myself happy that I had
an opportunity of displaying my knowledge to

so numerous an assembly. I felt no sense of

my own insufficiency, till, going up stairs to the

dining-room, I heard the mingled roar of ob-

streperous merriment. I was, however, dis

gusted rather than terrified, and went forward

without dejection. The whole company rose at

my entrance ; but when I saw so many eyes
fixed at once upon me, 1 was blasted with a sud

den imbecility, I was quelled by some nameless

power which I found impossible to be resisted.

My sight was dazzled, my cheeks glowed, my
perceptions were confounded

;
I was harassed

by the multitude of eager salutations, and re

turned the common civilities with hesitation

and impropriety ; the sense of my own blunders

increased my confusion, and before the exchange
of ceremonies allowed me to sit down, I was

ready to sink under the oppression of surprise ;

my voice grew weak, and my knees trembled.

The assembly then resumed their places, and
I sat with my eyes fixed upon the ground. To
the questions of curiosity, or the appeals of com

plaisance, I could seldom answer but with nega
tive monosyllables, or professions of ignorance ;

for the subjects on which they conversed were
such as are seldom discussed in books, and were
therefore out of my range of knowledge. At

length an old clergyman, who rightly conjec
tured the reason of my conciseness, relieved me
by some questions about the present state of na
tural knowledge, and engaged me, by an appear
ance of doubt and opposition, in the explication

and defence of the Newtonian philosophy.
The consciousness of my own abilities roused

nae from depression, and long familiarity with

my subject enabled me to discourse with ease

and volubility ; but, however I might please

myself, I found very little added by my demon
strations to the satisfaction of the company ; and

my antagonist, who knew the laws of conversa

tion too well to detain their attention long upon
an unpleasing topic, after he had commended

my acuteness and comprehension, dismissed the

controversy, and resigned me to my former in

significance and perplexity.

After dinner I received from the ladies, whohad
heard that I was a wit, an invitation to the tea-

table. I congratulated myself upon an oppor

tunity to escape from the company, whose gayety

began to be tumultuous, and among whom seve

ral hints had been dropped of the uselessness of

universities, the folly of book-learning, and the

awkwardness of scholars. To the ladies, there

fore, I flew, as to a refuge from clamour, insult

fcnd rusticity ; but found my heart sink as I ap

proached their apartment, and was again discon

certed by the ceremonies of entrance, and con

founded by the necessity of encountering so many
eyes at once.

When I sat down I considered that something

pretty was always said to ladies, and resolved to

recover my credit by some elegant observation or

graceful compliment. I applied myself to the

recollection of all that I had read or heard in

praise of beauty, and endeavoured to accommo
date some classical compliment to the present
occasion. I sunk into profound meditation, re

volved the characters of the heroines of old, con

sidered whatever the poets have sung in their

praise, and, after having borrowed and invented,
chosen and rejected, a thousand sentiments,

which, if 1 had uttered them, would not have
been understood, I was awakened from my
dream of learned gallantry by the servant who
distributed the tea.

There are not many situations more incessant

ly uneasy than that in which the man is placed
who is watching an opportunity to speak, with
out courage to take it when it is offered, and

who, though he resolves to give a specimen of his

abilities, always finds some reason or other for

delaying it to the next minute. I was ashamed
of silence, yet could find nothing to say of ele

gance or importance equal to my wishes. The

ladies, afraid of my learning, thought themselves

not qualified to propose any subject of prattle to

a man so famous for dispute, and there was no

thing on either side but impatience and vexation.

In this conflict of shame, as I was re-assem

bling my scattered sentiments, and, resolving to

force my imagination to some sprightly sally,

had j ust found a very happy compliment, by too

much attention to my own meditations, I suf

fered the saucer to drop from my hand. The

cup was broken, the lap-dog was scalded, a bro

caded petticoat was stained, and the whole as

sembly was thrown into disorder, i now con

sidered all hopes of reputation as at an end, and
while they were consoling and assisting one

another, stol ! away in silence.

The misadventures of this unhappy day are

not yet at an end ; I am afraid of meeting the

meanest of them that triumphed over me in this

state of stupidity and contempt, and feel the

same terrors encroaching upon my heart at the

sight of those who have once impressed them.

Shame, above any other passion, propagates it

self. Before those who have seen me confused.

I never appear without new confusion ; and the

remembrance of the weakness which I formerly

discovered, hinders me from acting or speaking
with my natural force.

But is this misery, Mr. Rambler, never to

cease ? Have I spent my life in study only to

become the sport of the ignorant, and debarred

myself from all the common enjoyments of

youth to collect ideas which must sleep in si

lence, and form opinions which I must not di

vulge? Inform me, dear Sh, by what means 1

may rescue my faculties from these shackles of

cowardice* how I may rise to a level with my
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fellow-beings, recal myself from this languor of

involuntary subjection to the free exertion of my
intellects, and add to the power of reasoning the

liberty of speech.
I am, Sir, &c.

VERECUNDULUS.

No. 158.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 21, 1751.

Grammatici certant, et adhuc sub judice lis est.

HOB.

Critics yet contend,

And of their vain disputings find no end.
FRANCIS.

CRITICISM, though dignified from the earliest

ages by the labours of men eminent for know

ledge and sagacity, and, since the revival of po
lite literature, the favourite study of European

scholars, has not yet attained the certainty and

stability of science. The rules hitherto received

are seldom drawn from any settled principle or

self-evident postulate, or adapted to the natural

and invariable constitution of things ;
but will

oe found, upon examination, the arbitrary

edicts of legislators, authorised only by them

selves, who, out of various means by which the

same end may be attained, selected such as hap

pened to occur to their own reflection, and then,

by a law which idleness and timidity were too

willing to obey, prohibited new experiments of

wit, restrained fancy from the indulgence of

her innate inclination to hazard and adventure,

and condemned all future flights of genius to

pursue the path of the Meonian eagle.

This authority may be more justly opposed,
as it is apparently derived from them whom
they endeavour to control

; for we owe few of

the rules of writing to the acuteness of critics,

who have generally no other merit than that,

having read the works of great authors with at

tention, they have observed the arrangement of

their matter, or the graces of their expression,

and then expected honour and reverence for

precepts which they never could have invented :

so that practice has introduced rules, rather

than rules have directed practice.

For this reason the laws of every species of

writing have been settled by the ideas of him
who first raised it to reputation, without in

quiry whether his performances were not yet

susceptible of improvement. The excellences

and faults of celebrated writers have been

equally recommended to posterity ; and, so far

has blind reverence prevailed, that even the

number of their books has been thought worthy
of imitation.

The imagination of the first authors of lyric

poetry was vehement and rapid, and their know
ledge various and extensive. Living in an age
when science had been little cultivated, and
when the minds of their auditors, not being ac

customed to accurate inspection, were easily
dazzled by glaring ideas, they applied themselves

to instruct, rather by short sentences and strik

ing thoughts, than by regular argumentation !

and, finding attention more successfully excited

by sudden sallies and unexpected exclamations,

than by the more artful and placid beauties of

methodical deduction, they loosed their genius
to its own course, passed from one sentiment to

another without expressing the intermediate

ideas, and roved at large over the ideal world

with such lightness and agility, that their foot

steps are scarcely to be traced.

From this accidental peculiarity of the an

cient writers, the critics deduce the rules of

lyric poetry, which they have set free from all

the laws by which other compositions are con

fined, and allow to neglect the niceties of tran

sition, to start into remote digressions, and to

wander without restraint from one scene of

imagery to another.

A writer of later times has, by the vivacity
of his essays, reconciled mankind to the same
licentiousness in. short dissertations

; and he

therefore who wants skill to form a plan, or

diligence to pursue it, needs only entitle his

performance an essay, to acquire the right of

heaping together the collections of half his life,

without order, coherence, or propriety.
In writing, as in life, faults are endured without

disgust when they are associated with transcen

dent merit, and may be sometimes recommended
to weak judgments by the lustre which they
obtained from their union with excellence ; but

it is the business of those who presume to su

perintend the taste or morals of mankind, to

separate delusive combinations, and distinguish

that which may be praised from that which can

only be excused. As vices never promote hap

piness, though, when overpowered by more

active and more numerous virtues, they cannot

totally destroy it ; so confusion and irregularity

produces no beauty, though they cannot alwaya
obstruct the brightness of genius and learning.

To proceed from one truth to another, and con

nect distant prepositions by regular conse

quences, is the great prerogative of man. In

dependent and unconnected sentiments flashing

upon the mind in quick succession, may, for a

time, delight by their novelty ; but they differ

from systematical reasoning, as single notes

from harmony, as glances of lightning from the

radiance of the sun.

When rules are thus drawn, rather from pre

cedents than reason, there is danger not only

from the faults of an author, but from the errors

of those who criticise his works; since they

may often mislead their pupils by false repre

sentations, as the Ciceronians of the sixteenth

century were betrayed into barbarisms by COT.

rupt copies of their darling writer.

Jt is established at present, that the proemial

s
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lines of a poem, in which the general subject is

proposed, must be void of glitter and embellish

ment. " The first lines of Paradise Lost,"

says Addison, " are perhaps as plain, simple,

and unadorned, as any of the whole poem ; in

which particular the author has conformed

himself to the example of Homer, and the pre

cept of Horace.

This observation seems to have been made by
an implicit adoption of the common opinion,

without consideration either of the precept

or example. Had Horace been consulted, he

would have been found to direct only what
should be comprised in the proposition, not how
it should be expressed; and to have commended
Homer in opposition to a meaner poet, not for

the gradual elevation of his diction, but the ju
dicious expansion of his plan; for displaying

uiipromised events, not for producing unexpect
ed elegances:

Speciosa dehinc miracula promat,

Antiphuten, Scyllamque et cum Cyclope Charybdim.

But from a cloud of smoke he breaks to light,

And pours his specious miracles to sight ;

Antiphates his hideous feast devours,

Charybdis barks, and Polyphemus roars.

If the exordial verses of Homer be compared
with the rest of the poem, they will not appear
remarkable for plainness or simplicity, but

rather eminently adorned and illuminated :

Av5<* pei tvvtsrt Movire

itrti T|/j? tsqov

*jfy T6 $U%r,V XCtt VOfTOV iTC

X* ovd' us irot(>ovs ipptffotro Hfttvos

UV yoeg ffQtTiqynv ot,rot.a'8oe,Xiviffiv c

r<;, cl XMIOt, fiovf VfTlglOVOf 'tilhlOlO

tii-ra,^
6 rottrtv <p/AT vofTi

TSv ipcOiv yt, &i*, &t!yrtf AJOJ uxl xott vifui.

The man for wisdom's various arts renown'd,

Long exercised in woes, O Muse! resound ;

Who, when his arms had wrought the destined fall

Of sacred Troy, and razed her heaven-built wall,

Wandering from clime to clime, observant stray'd,

Their manners noted, and their states survey'd :

On stormy seas unnumbered toils he bore,
Safe with his friends to gain his natal shore.

Vain toils! their impious folly dared to prey
On herds devoted to the god of day :

The god vindictive doom'd them never more

{Ah ! men unbless'd) to touch that natal shore.

O snatch some portion of these acts from fate,

Celestial Muse ! and to our world relate. POPE.

The first verses of the Iliad are in like mari

ner particularly splendid, and the proposition of

the Eneid closes with dignity and magnificence
not often to be found even in the poetry of

Virgil.

The intent of the introduction is to raise ex

pectation and suspend it: something therefore

must be discovered, and something concealed;
and the poet, while the fertility of his invention

is yet unknown, may properly recommend him
self by the grace of his language.
He that reveals too much, or promises too

little
; he that never irritates the intellectual

appetite, or that immediately satiates it, equally
defeats his own purpose. It is necessary to

the pleasure of the reader, that the events

should not be anticipated ; and how then can
his attention be invited, but by grandeur of ex

pression ?
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Sunt verba et voces, quibus hunc lenire dolorcm

Possia et magnum morbi deponere partern. HOR.

The power of words, and soothing sounds, appease
The raging pain, and lessen the disease. FRANCIS.

THE imbecility with which Verecundulus com

plains that the presence of a numerous assembly
freezes his faculties, is particularly incident to

the studious part of mankind, whose education

necessarily secludes them in their earlier years
from mingled converse, till, at their dismission

from schools and academies, they plunge at once

into the tumult of the world, arid coming forth

from the gloom of solitude, are overpowered by
the blaze of public life.

It is perhaps kindly provided by nature, that,

as the feathers and strength of a bird grow
together, and her wings are not completed till

she is able to fly, so some proportion should be

preserved in the human kind between judg
ment and courage ; the precipitation of inex

perience is therefore restrained by shame, and

we remain shackled by timidity till we have

learned to speak and act with propriety.

I believe few can review the days of their

youth without recollecting temptations which

shame rather than virtue enabled them to resist ;

and opinions which, however erroneous in their

principles and dangerous in their consequences,

they have panted to advance at the hazard of

contempt and hatred, when they found them

selves irresistibly depressed by a languid anxiety,

which seized them at the moment of utterance,

and still gathered strength from their endeavours

to resist it.

It generally happens that assurance keeps an

even pace with ability ; and the fear of miscar

riage, which hinders our first attempts, is

gradually dissipated as our skill advances to

wards certainty of success. That bashfulness,

therefore, which prevents disgrace, that short

and temporary shame which secures us from

the danger of lasting reproach, cannot be pro

perly counted among our misfortunes.
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Bashfulness, however it may incommode for

a moment, scarcely ever produces evils of long

continuance; it may flush the cheek, flutter in

the heart, deject the eyes, and enchain the

tongue, but its mischiefs soon pass off without

remembrance. It may sometimes exclude

pleasure, but seldom opens any avenue to sor

row or remorse. It is observed somewhere,
thatfew have repented of havingforborne to speak.

To excite opposition, and inflame malevo

lence, is the unhappy privilege of courage made

arrogant by consciousness of strength. No man
finds in himself any inclination to attack or op

pose him who confesses his superiority by blush

ing in his presence. Qualities exerted with ap

parent fearfulness receive applause from every

voice, and support from every hand. Diffi

dence may check resolution and obstruct per

formance, but compensates its embarrassments

by more important advantages : it conciliates the

proud, and softens the severe, averts envy from

excellence, and censure from miscarriage.
It may indeed happen that knowledge and

virtu-s remain too long congealed by this frigo-

rific power, as the principles of vegetation are

sometimes obstructed by lingering frosts. He
that enters late into a public station, though
with all the abilities requisite to the discharge
of his duty, will find his powers- at first im
peded by a timidity which he himself knows to

be vicious, and must struggle long against de

jection and reluctance, before he obtains the full

command of his own attention, and adds the

gracefulness of ease to the dignity of merit.

For this disease of the mind I know not

whether any remedies of much efficacy can be

found. To advise a man unaccustomed to the

eyes of multitudes to mount a tribunal without

perturbation, to tell him whose life was passed
in the shades of contemplation, that he must
not be disconcerted or perplexed in receiving
and returning the compliments of a splendid

assembly, is to advise an inhabitant of Brazil or

Sumatra not to shiver at an English winter, or
him who has always lived upon a plain to look

upon a precipice without emotion. It is to sup
pose custom instantaneously controllable by
reason, and to endeavour to communicate, by
precept, that which only time and habit can be-

stow.

He that hopes by philosophy and contempla
tion alone to fortify himself against that awe
which all, at their first appearance on the stage
of life, must feel from the spectators, will, at

the hour of need, be mocked by his resolution
;

and I doubt whether the preservatives which
Plato relates Alcibiades to have received from

Socrates, when he was about to speak in public,

proved sufficient to secure him from the power
ful fascination.

Yet, as the effects of time may by art and in

dustry be accelerated or retarded, it cannot be

improper to consider how this troublesome in.

stinct may be opposed when it exceeds its just

proportion, and, instead of repressing petulance
and temerity, silences eloquence, and debilitates

force
; since, though it cannot be hoped thai

anxiety should be immediately dissipated, it

may be at least somewhat abated
; and the

passions will operate with less violence when
Reason rises against them, than while she either

slumbers in neutrality, or, mistaking her in

terest, lends them her assistance.

No cause more frequently produces bashful-

ness than too high an opinion of our own im

portance. He that imagines an assembly tilled

with his merit, panting with expectation, and
hushed with attention, easily terrifies himself

with the dread of disappointing them, and
strains his imagination in pursuit of something
that may vindicate the veracity of fame, arid

shoAv that his reputation was not gained by
chance. He considers, that what he shall say
or do will never be forgotten ; that renown or

infamy is suspended upon every syllable, and
that nothing ought to fall from him which will

not bear the test of time. Under such solici

tude, who can wonder that the mind is over

whelmed, and, by struggling with attempts
above her strength, quickly sinks into languish-
ment and despondency !

The most useful medicines are often unpleas-
ing to the taste. Those who are oppressed by
their own reputation, will, perhaps, not be
comforted by hearing that their cares are unne

cessary. But the truth is, that no man is

much regarded by the rest of the world. He
that considers how little he dwells upon the

condition of others, will learn how little the at

tention of others is attracted by himself. Whila
we see multitudes passing before us, of whom,
perhaps, not one appears to deserve our notice,
or excite our sympathy, we should remember,
that we likewise are lost in the same throng ;

that the eye which happens to glance upon us is

turned in a moment on him that follows us ;

and that the utmost which we can reasonably

hope or fear is, to fill a vacant hour with prat

tle, and be forgotten.

No. 160.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 28, 1751.

Inter se convenit ursis. JUY.

Beasts of each kind their fellows spare ;

Bear lives in amity with bear.

"THE world," says Locke, "has people of all

sorts." As in the general hurry produced by
the superfluities of some, and necessities of

others, no man needs to stand still for want of

employment, so in the innumerable gradations
of ability, and endless varieties of study and in
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clinatioEv BO Employment can be vacant for want

of a man qualified to discharge it.

Such is probably the natural state of the uni

verse ; but it is so much deformed by interest

and passion, that the benefit of his adaptation of

tnen to things is not always perceived. The

folly or indigence of those who set their services

to sale, inclines them to boast of qualifications

which they do not possess, and attempt business

which they do not understand ; and they who
&ave the power of assigning to others the task of

life, are seldom honest or seldom happy in their

nominations. Patrons are corrupted by avarice,

theated by credulity, or overpowered by resist-

iess solicitation. They are sometimes too strongly

influenced by honest prejudices of friendship, or

Jhe prevalence of virtuous compassion. For,

whatever cool reason may direct, it is not easy

for a man of tender and scrupulous goodness to

overlook the immediate effect of his own actions,

by turning his eyes upon remoter consequences,

and to do that which must give present pain, for

the sake of obviating evil yet unfelt, or securing

advantage in time to come. What is distant is

in itself obscure, and, when we have no wish to

see it, easily escapes our notice, or takes such a

form as desire or imagination bestows upon it.

Every man might, for the same reason, in the

multitudes that swarm about him, find some

kindred mind with which he could unite in con

fidence and friendship ; yet we see many strag

gling single about the world, unhappy for want
of an associate, and pining with the necessity of

confining their sentiments to their own bosoms.

This inconvenience arises, in like manner,
from struggles of the will against the under

standing. It is not often difficult to find a suit

able companion, if every man would be content

with such as he is qualified to please. But if

vanity tempts him to forsake his rank, and post
himself among those with whom no common in

terest or mutual pleasure can ever unite him, he

must always live in a state of unsocial separa

tion, without tenderness and without trust.

There are many natures which can never ap

proach within a certain distance, and which,
when any irregular motive impels them towards

contact, seem to start back from each other by
some invincible repulsion. There are others

which immediately cohere whenever they come

into the reach of mutual attraction, and with

very little formality of preparation mingle inti

mately as soon as they meet. Every man, whom
either business or curiosity has thrown at large

into the world, will recollect many instances of

fondness and dislike, -which have forced them
selves upon him without the intervention of his

judgment ; of dispositions to court some and
avoid others, when he could assign no reason for

the preference, or none adequate to the violence

of his passions j of .influence that acted in

stantaneously upon his mind,, and which no

arguments or persuasions c^uld ever over

come.

Among those with whom time and inter

course have made us familiar, we feel our affec

tions divided in different proportions without

much regard to moral or intellectual merit.

Every man knows some whom he cannot induce

himself to trust, though he has no reason to sus

pect that they would betray him ; those to whom
he cannot complain, though he never observed

them to want compassion ;
those in whose pre

sence he never can be gay, though excited by in

vitations to mirth and freedom ; and those from

whom he cannot be content to receive instruc

tion, though they never insulted his ignorance

by contempt or ostentation.

That much regard is to be had to those in

stincts of kindness and dislike, or that reason

should blindly follow them, I am far from in

tending to inculcate : it is very certain, that by

indulgence we may give them strength which

they have not from nature; and almost every

example of ingratitude and treachery proves,
that by obeying them we may commit our hap

piness to those who are very unworthy of so

great a trust. But it may deserve to be re

marked, that since few contend much with their

inclinations, it is generally vain to solicit the

good-will of those whom we perceive thus invo

luntarily alienated from us
;
neither knowledge

nor virtue will reconcile antipathy ; and though
officiousness may for a time be admitted, and

diligence applauded, they will at last be dismissed

with coldness, or discouraged by neglect.

Some have indeed an occult power of stealing

upon the affections, of exciting universal benevo

lence, and disposing every heart to fondness and

friendship. But this is a felicity granted only
to the favourite of nature. The greater part of

mankind find a different reception from different

dispositions ; they sometimes obtain unexpected
caresses from those whom they never flattered

with uncommon regard, and sometimes exhaust

all their arts of pleasing without effect. To these

it is necessary to look round, and attempt every
breast in which they find virtue sufficient for

the foundation of friendship ; to enter into the

crowd, and try whom chance will offer to their

notice, till they fix on some temper congenial to

their own, as the magnet rolled in the dust col

lects the fragments of its kindred metal from a

thousand particles of other substances.

Every man must have remarked the facility

with which the kindness of others is sometimes

gained by those to whom he never could have

imparted his own. We are, by our occupations,

education, and habits of life, divided almost into

different species, which regard one another, for

the most part with scorn and malignity.! Each

of these classes of the human race has desires,

fears, and conversation, vexations and merri

ment, peculiar to itself; cares which another
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Milnot feel
; pleasures which he cannot partake ;

and modes of expressing every sensation which

he cannot understand. That frolic which !

shakes one man with laughter, will convulse i

another with indignation ;
the strain of jocular

ity which in one place obtains treats and patron

age, would in another be heard with indiffer

ence, and in a third with abhorrence.

To raise esteem we must benefit others, to

procure love we must please them. Aristotle

observes, that old men do not readily form
'

friendships, because they are not easily suscepti-
'

ble of pleasure. He that can contribute to the
j

hilarity of the vacant hour, or partake with
i

equal gust the favourite amusement ; he whose

mind is employed on the same objects, and who
therefore never harasses the understanding with

unaccustomed ideas, will be welcomed with ar

dour, and left with regret, unless he destroys

those recommendations by faults with which

peace and security cannot consist.

It were happy, if in forming friendships, vir

tue could concur with pleasure ; but the greatest

part of human gratifications approach so nearly
to vice, that few who make the delight of others

their rule of conduct, can avoid disingenuous

compliances ; yet certainly he that suffers him
self to be driven or allured from virtue, mistakes

his own interest, since he gains succour by
means for which his friend, if ever he becomes

wise, must scorn him, and for which at last he

must scorn himself.
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Frail as the leaves that quiver on the sprays,
Like them man flourishes, like them decays.

MR. RAMBLER.

SIR,

You have formerly observed that curiosity often

terminates in barren knowledge, and that the

mind is prompted to study and inquiry rather

by the uneasiness of ignorance than the hope of

profit. Nothing can be of less importance to

any present interest, than the fortune of those

who have been long lost in the grave, and from
whom nothing now can be hoped or feared.

Yet, to rouse the zeal of a true antiquary, little

more is necessary than to mention a name
which mankind have conspired to forget ; he
will make his way to remote scenes of action

through obscurity and contradiction, as Tully
sought amidst bushes and brambles the tomb of

Archimedes.

It is not easy to discover how it concerns him
that gathers the produce, or receives the rent of

an estate, to know through what families the

land has passed^ who is registered in th Con

queror's survey as its possessor, how often it has

been forfeited by treason, or how often sold by

prodigality. The power or wealth of the pre

sent inhabitants of a country cannot be much
increased by an inquiry after the names of those

barbarians, who destroyed one another twenty
centuries ago, in contests for the shelter of woods,

or convenience of pasturage. Yet we see that

no man can be at rest in the enjoyment of a new

purchase, till he has learned the history of his

grounds from the ancient inhabitants of the pa

rish, and that no nation omits to record the ac

tions of their ancestors, however bloody, savage,

and rapacious.
The same disposition, as different opportuni

ties call it forth, discovers itself in great or little

things. I have always thought it unworthy of

a wise man to slumber in total inactivity, only
because he happens to have no employment equal
to his ambition or genius ; it is therefore my
custom to apply my attention to the objects be

fore me
j
and as I cannot think any place wholly

unworthy of notice that affords a habitation to

a man of letters, I have collected the history and

antiquities of the several garrets in which I have

resided.

Quantulacunque estis, tos ego magna voco.

How small to others, but how great to me.

Many of these narratives my industry has

been able to extend to a considerable length ; but

the woman with whom I now lodge has lived

only eighteen months in the house, and can give
no account of its ancient revolutions

; the plas

terer having, at her entrance, obliterated, by his

white-wash, all the smoky memorials which
former tenants had left upon the ceiling, and

perhaps drawn the veil of oblivion over politi

cians, philosophers, and poets.

When I first cheapened my lodgings, the land

lady told me, that she hoped I was not an author,

for the lodgers on the first floor had stipulated

that the upper rooms should not be occupied by
a noisy trade. I very readily promised to give
no disturbance to her family, and soon despatched
a bargain on the usual terms.

I had not slept many nights in my new apart
ment before I began to inquire after my prede

cessors, and found my landlady, whose imagina
tion is filled chiefly with her own affairs, very

ready to give me information.

Curiosity, like all other desires, produces pain
as well as pleasure. Before she began her nar

rative, I had heated my head with expectations

of adventures and discoveries, of elegance in dis

guise, and learning in distress ;
and was some

what mortified when I heard that the first ten-

ant was a tailor, of whom nothing was remem
bered but that he complained of his room for

want of light ; and, after having lodged in it a

month, and paid only a week's rent, pawned a

piece of cloth which he was trusted to cut out,
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out, and was forced to make a precipitate re

treat from this quarter of the town.

The next was a young woman newly arrived

from the country, who li-ved for live weeks

trith great regularity, and became by frequent
treats very much the favourite of the family,

6ut at last received visits so frequently from a

cousin in Cheapside, that she brought the re

putation of the house into danger, and was
therefore dismissed with good advice.

The room then stood empty for a fortnight ;

my landlady began to think that she had judged

hardly, and often wished for such another lodg
er. At last, an elderly man of a grave aspect

read the bill, and bargained for the room at the

very first price that was asked. He lived in

close retirement, seldom went out till evening,
and then returned early, sometimes cheerful,

and at other times dejected. It was remark

able, that whatever he purchased, he never had

small money in his pocket ; and, though cool

and temperate on other occasions, was always
vehement and stormy till he received his change.
He paid his rent with great exactness, and sel

dom failed once a week to requite my landlady's

civility with a supper. At last, such is the fate

of human felicity, the house was alarmed at

midnight by the constable, who demanded to

search the garrets. My landlady assuring him
that he had mistaken the door, conducted him

up stairs, where he found the tools of a coiner ;

but the tenant had crawled along the roof to an

empty house, and escaped ; much to the joy of

my landlady, who declares him a very honest

man, and wonders why any body should be

hanged for making money when such numbers
are in want of it. She however confesses that

she shall, for the future, always question the

character of those who take her garret without

beating down the price.

The bill was then placed again in the win

dow, and the poor woman was teased for seven

weeks by innumerable passengers, who obliged
her to climb with them every hour up five

stories, and then disliked the prospect, hated

the noise of a public street, thought the stairs

narrow, objected to a low ceiling, required the

walls to be hung with fresher paper, asked

questions about the neighbourhood, could not

think of living so far from their acquaintance,
wished the windows had looked to the south

rather than the west, told how the door and

chimney might have been better disposed, bid

her half the price that she asked, or promised
to give her earnest the next day, and came no

more.

At last, a short meagre man, in a tarnished

waistcoat, desired to see the garret, and, when
he had stipulated for two long shelves, and a

larger table, hired it at a low rate. When the

affair was completed, he looked round' him with

great satisfaction, aud repeated some words

I which the woman did not understand. In twr

days he brought a great box of books, took pos-

!
session of his room and lived very inoffensively

except that he frequently disturbed the inhabi

tants of the next floor by unseasonable noises.

He was generally in bed at noon
; but from

evening to midnight he sometimes talked aloud

!
with great vehemence, sometimes stamped as in

rage, sometimes threw down his poker, then

I

clattered his chairs, then sat down in deep

I

thought, and again burst out into loud vocifera

tions
; sometimes he would sigh as oppressed

with misery, and sometimes shake with con

vulsive laughter. When he encountered any of

the family, he gave way or bowed, but rarely

; spoke, except that as he we^nt up stairs he often

|

repeated,

ce. ouijt-ctTat Mi.'lt.

This habi'an: th' at rial regions boast :

hard words, to which his neighbours listened

so often that they learned them without under

standing them. What was his employment she

did not venture to ask him, but at last heard a

printer's boy inquire for the author.

My landlady was very often advised to be-

i ware of this strange man, who, though he was

quiet for the present, might perhaps become

outrageous in the hot months ; but as she was

punctually paid, she could not find any sufficient

reason for dismissing him, till one night he con

vinced her, by setting fire to his curtains, that

it was not safe to have an author for her inmate.

She had then for six weeks a succession of

tenants who left the house on Saturday, and,
instead of paying their rent, stormed at their

landlady. At last she took in two sisters, one

of whom had spent her little fortune in procur

ing remedies for a lingering disease, and was
now supported and attended by the other : she

climbed with difficulty to the apartment, where
: she languished eight weeks without impatience,
! or lamentation, except for the expense and fa-

|

tigue which her sister suffered, and then calmly
and contentedly expired. The sister followed

her to the grave, paid the few debts which they
had contracted, wiped away the tears of useless

sorrow, and returning to the business of com
mon life, resigned to me the vacant habitation.

j

Such, Mr. Rambler, are the changes which have

I

happened in the narrow space where my pre-
: sent fortune has fixed my residence. So true it

;

is, that amusement and instruction are always
! at hand for those who have skill and willingness

i

to find them
; and so just is the observation of

Juvenal, that a single house will show what-

j

ever is done or suffered in the world.

I am, Sir, &c,
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Orbus es, et locuples, et Bruto consule natus :

Esst tibi veras credis amicitias ?

Sunt ver<e; sed quasjuvenis, quas pauper nalebas.

Qui novus est, mortem diliglt ille tuam. MART.

What! old, and rich, and childless too,

And yet believe your friends are true?

Truth might perhaps to those belong,

To those who loved you poor and young:

But, trust me, for the new you have

They'll love you dearly in your grave.
K. LEWIS.

ONE of the complaints uttered by Milton's Sam

son, in the anguish of blindness, is, that he shall

pass his life under the direction of others ; that

he cannot regulate his conduct by his own know

ledge, but must lie at the mercy of those who
undertake to guide him.

There is no state more contrary to the dignity

of wisdom than perpetual and unlimited depend-

ance, in which the understanding lies useless,

and every motion is received from external im

pulse. Reason is the great distinction of human

nature, the faculty by which we approach to

some degree of association with celestial intelli

gences ; but as the excellence of every power ap

pears only in its operations, not to have reason,

and to have it useless and unemployed, is nearly
the same.

Such is the weakness of man, that the essence

of things is seldom so much regarded as ex

ternal and accidental appendages. A small vari

ation of trifling circumstances, a slight change
of form by an artificial dress, or a casual differ

ence of appearance by a new light and situation,

will conciliate affection or excite abhorrence, and
determine us to pursue or to avoid. Every man
considers a necessity of compliance with any will

but his own as the lowest state of ignominy and

meanness
;
few are so far lost in cowardice or

negligence as not to rouse at the first insult of

tyranny, and exert all their force against him
who usurps their property, or invades any pri

vilege of speech or action. Yet we see often

those who never wanted spirit to repel encroach

ment or oppose violence, at last, by a gradual
relaxation of vigilance, delivering up, without

capitulation, the fortress which they defended

against assault, and laying down unbidden the

weapons which they grasped the harder for

every attempt to wrest them from their hands.

Men eminent for spirit and wisdom often resign
themselves to voluntary pupilage, and suffer their

lives to be modelled by officious ignorance, and
their choice to be regulated by presumptuous

stupidity.

This unresisting acquiescence in the determi

nation of others, may be the consequence of ap

plication to some study remote from the beaten

track of life, some employment which does not

allow leisure for sufficient inspection of those
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petty affairs by which nature has decreed a g/t:at

part of our duration to be filled. To a mind
thus withdrawn from common objects, it is

more eligible to repose on the prudence of an

other, than to be exposed every moment to slight

interruptions. The submission which such con

fidence requires is paid without pain, because it

implies no confession of inferiority. The busi

ness from which we withdraw our cognizance
is not above our abilities, but below our notice.

We please our pride with the effects of our in

fluence thus weakly exerted, and fancy ourselves

placed in a higher orb, from which we regulate

subordinate agents by a slight and distant super-

intendance. But whatever vanity or abstrac

tion may suggest, no man can safely do that by
others which might be done by himself : he that

indulges negligence will quickly become igno
rant of his own affairs

;
and he that trusts with

out reserve will at last be deceived.

It is, however, impossible but that, as the at

tention tends strongly towards one thing, it

must retire from another : and he that omits

the care of domestic business, because he is en

grossed by inquiries of more importance to man
kind, has, at least, the merit of suffering in a

good cause. But there are many who can plead
no such extenuation of their folly ;

who shake off

the burden of their station, not that theymay soar

with less incumbrance to the heights of know

ledge or virtue, but that they may loiter at ease

and sleep in quiet ;
and who select for friend

ship and confidence not the faithful and the vir

tuous, but the soft, the civil, and compliant.
This openness to flattery is the common dis

grace of declining life. When men feel weak
ness increasing on them, they naturally desire

to rest from the struggles of contradiction, the

fatigue of reasoning, the anxiety of circumspec
tion

;
when they are hourly tormented with

pains and diseases, they are unable to bear any
new disturbance, and consider all opposition as

an addition to misery, of which they feel al

ready more than they can patiently endure.

Thus desirous of peace, and thus fearful of pain,

the old man seldom inquires after any other qua
lities in those whom he caresses, than quickness

in conjecturing his desires, activity in supply

ing his wants, dexterity in intercepting com

plaints before they approach near enough to dis

turb him, flexibility to his present humour, sub

mission to hasty petulance, and attention to

wearisome narrations. By these arts alone many
have been able to defeat the claims of kindred

and of merit, and to enrich themselves with

presents and legacies.

Thrasybulus inherited a large fortune, and

augmented it by the revenues of several lucra

tive employments, which he discharged with

honour and dexterity. He was at last wise

enough to consider, that life should not be de

voted wholly to accumulation; and, therefore
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retiring to his estate, applied himself to the edu

cation of his childi-en, and the cultivation of do

mestic happiness.
He passed several years in this pleasing

amusement, and saw his care amply recom

pensed; his daughters were celebrated for

modesty and elegance, and his sons for learning,

prudence, and spirit. In time, the eagerness

with which the neighbouring gentlemen courted

his alliance obliged him to resign his daughters to

other families ; the vivacity and curiosity of his

sons hurried them out of rural privacy into the

open world, from whence they had not soon an

inclination to return. This, however, he had

always hoped ; he pleased himself with the suc

cess of his schemes, and felt no inconvenience

from solitude till an apoplexy deprived him of

his wife.

Thrasybulus had now no companion ; and the

maladies of increasing years having taken from

him much of the power of procuring amuse

ment for himself, he thought it necessary to

procure some inferior friend who might ease

him of his economical solicitudes, and divert

him by cheerful conversation. All these quali

ties he soon recollected in Vafer, a clerk in one

of the offices over whicli he had formerly pre
sided. Vafer was invited to visit his old patron,
and being by his station acquainted with the

present modes of life, and by constant practice

dexterous in business, entertained him with so

many novelties, and so readily disentangled his

affairs, that he was desired to resign his clerk

ship, and accept a liberal salary in the house of

Thrasybulus.

Vafer, having always lived in a state of de

pendence, was well versed in the arts by which

favour is obtained, and could, without repug-
uance or hesitation, accommodate himself to

every caprice, and echo every opinion. He
never doubted but to be convinced, nor attempt
ed opposition but to natter Thrasybulus with

the pleasure of a victory. By this practice he

found his way into his patron's heart; and,

having first made himself agreeable, soon be

came important. His insidious diligence, by
which the laziness of age was gratified, en

grossed the management of affairs ; and his petty
offices of civility, and occasional intercessions,

persuaded the tenants to consider him as their

friend and benefactor, and to entreat his en

forcement of their representations of hard years,

and his countenance to petitions for abatement

of rent.

Thrasybulus had now banqueted on flattery,

till he could no longer bear the harshness of re

monstrance or the insipidity of truth. All con

trariety to his own opinion shocked him like a

violation of some natural right, and all recom
mendation of his affairs to his own inspection
was dreaded by him as a summons to torture.

His children were alarmed by the sudden riches

of Vafer, but their complaints were heard by
their father with impatience, as the result of a

conspiracy against his quiet, and a design to

condemn him, for their own advantage, to groan
out his last hours in pei-plexity and drudgery.
The daughters retired with tears in their eyes,

but the son continued his importunites till ha

found his inheritance hazarded by his obstinacy.
Vafer triumphed over all their efforts, and con

tinuing to confirm himself in authority, at the

death of his master purchased an estate, and

bade defiance to inquiry and justice.
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Mitte superba patifastidia, spemque caducam

Despice ; five tibl, nam moriere tlbi. SENECA.

Bow to no patron's insolence ; rely

On no frail hopes, in freedom live and die.

F. LEWIS.

NONE of the cruelties exercised by wealth and

power upon indigence and dependance is more
mischievous in its consequences, or more fre

quently practised with wanton negligence, than

the encouragement of expectations which are

never to be gratified, and the elation and depres
sion of the heart by needless vicissitudes of hopes
and disappointment.

Every man is rich or poor, according to the

proportion between his desires and enjoyments;

any enlargement of wishes is therefore equallv
destructive to happiness with the diminution of

possessions; and he that teaches another to

long for what he never shall obtain, is no less

an enemy to his quiet, than if he had robbed

him of part of his patrimony.
But representations thus refined exhibit no

adequate idea of the guilt of pretended friend

ship ; of artifices by which followers are attract

ed only to decorate the retinue of pomp, and
swell the shout of popularity, and to be dis

missed with contempt and ignominy, when
their leader has succeeded or miscarried, when
he is sick of show, and weary of noise. While

I

a man, infatuated with the promises of great-

j

ness, wastes his hours and days in attendance
'

and solicitation, the honest opportunities of im

proving his condition pass by without his

notice
;
he neglects to cultivate his own barren

j

soil, because he expects every moment to be

i placed in regions of spontaneous fertility, and is

I

seldom roused from his delusion, but by the

gripe of distress which he cannot resist, and

the sense of evils which cannot be remedied.

The punishment of Tantalus in the infernal

regions affords a just image of hungry servility,

! flattered with the approach of advantage, doom
ed to lose it before it comes into his reach, al-

j
ways within a few days of felicity, and always

| sinking back to his former wants ;
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' I saw," says Homer's Ulysses,
" the severe

punishment of Tantalus. In. a lake, whose

water approached to his lips, he stood burning
with thirst, without the power to drink. When
ever he inclined his head to the stream, some

deity commanded it to be dry, and the dark

earth appeared at his feet. Around him lofty

trees spread their fruits to view : the pear, the

pomegranate, and the apple, the green olive, and

the luscious fig, quivered before him, which,

whenever he extended his hand to seize them,

were snatched by the winds into clouds and ob

scurity."
This image of misery was perhaps originally

suggested to some poet by the conduct of his

patron, by the daily contemplation of splendour
which he never must partake, by fruitless at

tempts to catch at interdicted happiness, and by
the sudden evanescence of his reward, when he

thought his labours almost at an end. To groan
with poverty, when all about him was opulence,

riot, and superfluity, and to find the favours

which he had long been encouraged to hope, and

had long endeavoured to deserve, squandered at

last on nameless ignorance, was to thirst with
water flowing before him, and to see the fruits,

to which his hunger was hastening, scattered

by the wind. Nor can my correspondent,
whatever he may have suffered, express with
more justness or force the vexations of depend-

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

I AM one of those mortals who have been court

ed and envied as the favourites of the great.

Having often gained the prize of composition at

the university, I began to hope that I should

obtain the same distinction in every other place,
and determined to forsake the profession to

which I was destined by my parents, and in

which the interest of my family would have

procured me a very advantageous settlement.

The pride of wit fluttered in my heart ; and
when I prepared to leave the college, nothing
entered my imagination but honours, caresses,

and rewards ; riches without labour, and lux

ury without expense.
I however delayed my departure for a time

to finish the performance by which I was to

draw the first notice of mankind upon me
When it was completed I hurried to London,
and considered every moment that passed before

its publication, as lost in a kind of neutral ex

istence, and cut off from tho golden hours ol

happiness and fame. The piece was at last

printed and disseminated by a rapid sale; I

wandered from one place of concourse to an

other, feasted from morning to night on the re

petition of my own praises, and enjoyed the

various conjectures of critics, the mistaken can

dour of my friends, and the impotent malice o)

my enemies. Some had read the manuscript,
and rectified its inaccuracies ; others had seen

it in a state so imperfect, that they could not

forbear to wonder at its present excellence
;

some had conversed with the author at the cof

fee-house
;
and others gave hints that they had

lent him money.
I knew that no performance is; so favourably

read as that of a writer who suppresses his

name, and therefore resolved to remain conceal

ed, till those by whom literary reputation is es

tablished had given their suffrages too publicly
to retract them. At length my bookseller in

formed me that Aurantius, the standing patron
of merit, had sent inquiries after me, and invit

ed me to his acquaintance.
The time which I had long expected was now

arrived. I went to Aurantius with a beating

heart, for I looked upon our interview as the

critical moment of my destiny. I was received

with civilities, which my academic rudeness

made me unable to repay ; but when I had re

covered from my confusion, I prosecuted the

conversation with such liveliness and propriety,

that I confirmed my new friend in his esteem

ofmy abilities, and was dismissed with the ut

most ardour of profession, and raptures of fond

ness.

I was soon summoned to dine with Auran

tius, who had assembled the most judicious of

his friends to partake of the entertainment.

Again I exerted my powers of sentiment and

expression, and again found every eye sparkling

with delight, and every tongue silent with at

tention. I now became familiar at the table of

Aurantius, but could never, in his most private

or jocund hours, obtain more from him than

general declarations of esteem, or endearments

of tenderness, which included no particular

promise, and therefore conferred no claim. This

frigid reserve somewhat disgusted me, and when
he complained of three days' absence, 1 took

care to inform him with how much importu

nity of kindness I had been detained by his riv

al Pollio.

Aurantius now considered his honour as en

dangered by the desertion of a wit ; and, lest I

should have an inclination to wander, told me
that I could never find a friend more constant

and zealous than himself; that indeed he had
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made no promises, because he hoped to surprise

me with advancement, hut had been silently

promoting my interest, and should continue his

good offices, unless he found the kindness of

others more desired.

If you, Mr. Rambler, have ever ventured your

philosophy within the attraction of greatness,

you know the force of such language introduced

with a smile of gracious tenderness, and impres
sed at the conclusion with an air of solemn sin

cerity. From that instant I gave myself up

wholly to Aurantius; and, as he immediately
resumed his former gayety, expected every morn

ing a summons to some employment of dignity

and profit. One month succeeded another, and,

in defiance of appearances, I still fancied myself
nearer to my wishes, and continued to dream of

success, and wake to disappointment. At last

the failure of my little fortune compelled me to

abate the finery which I hitherto thought neces

sary to the company with whom I associated,

and the rank to which I should be raised. Au
rantius, from the moment in which he discover

ed my poverty, considered me as fully in his

power, and afterwards rather permitted my at

tendance than invited it ; thought himself at

liberty to refuse my visits, whenever he had

other amusements within reach, and often suf

fered me to wait, without pretending any neces

sary business. When I was admitted to his

table, if any man of rank equal to his own was

present, he took occasion to mention my writ

ings, and commend my ingenuity, by which he

intended to apologize for the confusion of dis

tinctions, and the improper assortment of his

company ;
and often called upon me to entertain

his friends with my productions, as a sportsman

delights the squires of his neighbourhood with

the curvets of his horse, or the obedience of his

spaniels.

To complete my mortification, it was his prac

tice to impose tasks upon me, by requiring me
to write upon such subjects as he thought sus

ceptible of ornament and illustration. With
these extorted performances he was little satisfied,

because he rarely found in them the ideas which

his own imagination had suggested, and which

e therefore thought more natural than mine.

When the pale of ceremony is broken, rude

ness and insult soon enter the breach. He now
found that he might safely harass me with vex

ation, that he had fixed the shackles of patron

age upon me, and that I could neither resist him
nor escape. At last, in the eighth year of my
servitude, when the clamour of creditors was

vehement, and my necessity known to be ex

treme, he offered me a small office, but hinted

his expectation that I should marry a young
Woman with whom he had been acquainted.

I was riot so far depressed by my calamities

as to comply with this proposal ; but, knowing
that complaints and expostulations would but

gratify his insolence, I turned away with that

contempt with which I shall never want spirit

to treat the wretch who can outgo the guilt of a

robber without the temptation of his profit, and
who lures the credulous and thoughtless to main
tain the show of his levee, and the mirth of hia

table, at the expense of honour, happiness, an!
life.

I am, Sir, &c.
LIBER.ALIS.
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Gaurus pretends to Cato'n fame ;

And proves by Cato's vice, his claim.

DISTINCTION is so pleasing to the pride of man,
that a great part of the pain and pleasure of life

arises from the gratification or disappointment
of an incessant wish for superiority, from the

success or miscarriage of secret competitions,
from victories and defeats, of which, though they

appear to us of great importance, in reality none

are conscious except ourselves.

Proportionate to the prevalence of this love of

praise is the variety of means by which its at

tainment is attempted. Every man, however

hopeless his pretensions may appear, to all but

himself, has some project by which he hopes to

rise to reputation ; some art by which he im

agines that the notice of the world will be at

tracted ; some quality, good or bad, which dis

criminates him from the common herd of mor
tals, and by which others may be persuaded to

love, or compelled to fear him. The ascents of

honour, however steep, never appear inacces

sible ; he that despairs to scale the precipices by
which learning and valour have conducted their

favourites, discovers some by-path, or easitr ac

clivity, which, though it cannot bring him to

the summit, will yet enable him to overlook

those with whom he is now contending for emi

nence ; and we seldom require more to the hap
piness of the present hour, than to surpass him
that stands next before us.

As the greater part of human kind speak arid

act wholly by imitation, most of those who aspire
to honour and applause propose to themselves

some example which serves as the model of theif

conduct and the limit of their hopes. Al
most every man, if closely examined, will be

found to have enlisted himself under some lead

er whom he expects to conduct him to renown ;

to have some hero or other, living or dead, in

his view, whose character he endeavours to as

sume, and whose performances he labours to

equal.

When the original is well chosen, and judici

ously copied, the imitator often arrives at excel

lence, which he could never have attained with
out direction j for few are born with abilities to
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discover new possibilities of excellence, ami to

distinguish themselves by means never tried be

fore.

But folly and idleness often contrive to gratify

pride at a cheaper rate : not the qualities which

are most illustrious, but those which are of easi

est attainment, are selected for imitation
;
and

the honours and rewards which public gratitude
has paid to the benefactors of mankind, are ex

pected by wretches who can only imitate them
in their vices and defects, or adopt some petty

singularities, of which those from whom they
are borrowed were secretly ashamed.

No man rises to such a height as to become

conspicuous, but he is on one side censured by
undiscerning malice, which reproaches him for

his best actions, and slanders his apparent and

incontestible excellences
;
and idolized on the

other by ignorant admiration, which exalts his

faults and follies into virtues. It may be ob

served, that he by whose intimacy his acquain
tances imagine themselves dignified, generally
diffuses among them his mien and his habits

;

and, indeed, without more vigilance than is gen

erally applied to the regulation of the minuter

parts of behaviour, it is not easy, when we con

verse much with one whose general character

excites our veneration, to escape all contagion of

his peculiarities, even when we do not deliber

ately think them worthy of our notice, and
when they would have excited laughter or dis

gust, had they not been protected by their alli

ance to nobler qualities, and accidentally con

sorted with knowledge or with virtue.

The faults of a man loved or honoured some
times steal secretly and imperceptibly upon the

wise and virtuous, but, by injudicious fondness

or thoughtless vanity, are adopted with design.
There is scarce any failing ofmind or body, any
error of opinion, or depravity of practise, which,
instead of producing shame and discontent, its

natural effects, has not at one time or other

gladdened vanity with the hopes of praise, and
been Displayed with ostentatious industry by
those who sought kindred minds among the wits

or heroes, and could prove their relation only by
similitude of deformity.
In consequence of this perverse ambition, every

habit which reason condemns may be indulged
and avowed. When a man is upbraided with
his faults, he may indeed be pardoned if he en
deavours to run for shelter to some celebidted

name ; but it is not to be suffered that, from the

retreats to which he fled from infamy, he should
issue again with the confidence of conquests, and
call upon mankind for praise. Yet we see men
that waste their patrimony in luxury, destroy
their health with debauchery, and enervate their

'minds with idleness, because there have been i

some whom luxury never could sink into con-
'

tempt, nor idleness hinder from the praise of

This general inclination of .Mankind to copy
characters in the gross, and the force which the

recommendation of illustrious examples adds to

the allurements of vice, ought to be considered

by all whose character excludes them from the

shades of secrecy, as incitements to scrupulou?
caution and universal purity of manners. No
man, however enslaved to his appetites, or hur
ried by his passions, can, while he preserves his

intellects unimpaired, please himself with pro

moting the corruption of others. He whose
merit has enlarged his influence, would surely
wish to exert it for the benefit of mankind. Yet
such will be the effect of his reputation, while
he suffers himself to indulge in any favourite

fault, that they who have no hope to reach his

excellence will catch at his failings, and his vir

tues will be cited to justify the copiers of his

vices.

It is particularly the duty of those who con

sign illustrious names to posterity, to take care

lest their readers be misled by ambiguous exam
ples. That writer may be justly condemned as

an enemy to goodness, who suffers fondness or

interest to confound right with wrong, or to

shelter the faults which even the wisest and the

best have committed from that ignominy which

guilt ought always to suffer, and with which it

should be more deeply stigmatized when digni
fied by its neighbourhood to uncommon worth,
since we shall be in danger of beholding it with

out abhorrence, unless its turpitude be laid open,
and the eye secured from the deception of sur

rounding splendour.

genius.
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ANTIPHILUS.

Young was I once and poor, now rich and old
;

A harder case than mine was never told ;

Bless'd with the power to use them I had none
;

Loaded with riches now the power is gone.
*. LEWIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

THE writers who have undertaken the unpro

mising task of moderating desire, exert all the

power of their eloquence to show that happiness

is not the lot of man, and have, by many argu
ments and examples, proved the instability of

every condition by which envy or ambition are

excited. They have set before our eyes all the

calamities to which we are exposed from the

frailty of nature, the influence of accident, or

the stratagems of malice
; they have terrified
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greatness with conspiracies, and riches with

anxieties, wit with criticism, and heauty with

disease.

All the force of reason, and all the charms of

language, are indeed necessary to support posi

tions which every man hears with a wish to

tonfute them. Truth finds an easy entrance

into the mind when she is introduced by desire,

and attended by pleasure ; but when she in

trudes uncalled, and brings only fear and sor

row in her train, the passes of the intellect are

barred against her by prejudice and passion ; if

she sometimes forces her way by the batteries

of argument, she seldom long keeps possession

of her conquests, but is ejected by some favoured

enemy, or at best obtains only a nominal sove

reignty, without influence and without autho

rity.

That life is short we are all convinced, and

yet suffer not that conviction to repress our pro

jects or limit our expectations; that life is mis

erable we all feel, and yet we believe that ^he
time is near when we shall feel it no longer.

But to hope happiness and immortality is equal

ly vain. Our state may indeed be more or less

embittered, as our duration may be more or less

contracted ; yet the utmost felicity which we
can ever attain will be little better than allevia

tion of misery, and we shall always feel more

pain from our wants than pleasure from our en

joyments. The incident which I am going to

relate will show, that to destroy the effect of all

our success, it is not necessary that any signal

calamity should fall upon us, that we should be

harassed by implacable persecution, or excruci

ated by irremediable pains ; the brightest hours

of prosperity have their clouds, and the stream

of life, if it is not ruffled by obstructions, will

grow putrid by stagnation.

My father resolving not to imitate the folly of

his ancestors, who had hitherto left the younger
sons encumbrances on the eldest, destined me to

a lucrative profession ;
and I, being careful to

]ose no opportunity of improvement, was, at the

usual time in which young men enter the world,
well qualified for the exercise of the business

which I had chosen.

My eagerness to distinguish myself in public,
and my impatience of the narrow scheme of life

to which my indigence confined me, did not

suffer me to continue long in the town where I

was born. I went away as from a place of con

finement, with a resolution to return no more,
till I should be able to dazzle with my splendour
those who now looked upon me with contempt,
to reward those who had paid honours to my
dawning merit, and to show all who had suffer

ed me to glide by them unknown and neglected,
hoAv much they mistook their interest in omit

ting to propitiate a genius like mine.
Such were my intentions when I sallied forth

into the unknown world, in quest of riches and

honours, which 1 expected to procure in a very
short time ;

for what could withhold them from

industry and knowledge? He that indulges

hope will always be disappointed. Reputation
I very soon obtained ; but as merit is much
more cheaply acknowledged than rewarded, I

did not find myself yet enriched in proportion
to my celebrity.

I had, however, in time, surmounted the ob

stacles by which envy and competition obstruct

the first attempts of a new claimant, and saw

my opponents and censurers tacitly confessing
their despair of success, by courting my friend

ship and yielding to my influence. They who
once pursued me, Avere now satisfied to escape
from me

;
and they who had before thought me

presumptuous in hoping to overtake them, had

now their utmost wish, if they were permitted,
at no great distance, quietly to follow me.

My wants were not madly multiplied as my
acquisitions increased, and the time came, at

length, when I thought myself enabled to grati

fy all reasonable desires, and when, therefore, I

resolved to enjoy that plenty and serenity which
I had been hitherto labouring to procure, to en

joy them while I was yet neither crushed by
age into infirmity, nor so habituated to a parti
cular manner of life as to be unqualified for new
studies or entertainments.

I now quitted my profession, and, to set my
self at once free from all importunities to re

sume it, changed my residence, and devoted the

remaining part of my time to quiet and amuse
ment. Amidst innumerable projects of pleas
ure which restless idleness incited me to form,
and of which most, when they came to the mo
ment of execution, were rejected for others of

no longer continuance, some accident revived in

my imagination the pleasing ideas of my native

place. It was now in my power to visit those

from whom I had been so long absent, in such

a manner as was consistent with my former re

solution, and I wondered how it could happen
that I had so long delayed my own happiness.

Full of the admiration which I should excite,

and the homage which I should receive, I dres

sed my servants in a more ostentatious livery,

purchased a magnificent chariot, and resolved to

dazzle the inhabitants of the little town with
an unexpected blaze of greatness.
While the preparations that vanity required

were made for my departure, which, as work
men will not easily be hurried beyond their

ordinary rate, I thought very tedious, I so.

laced my impatience with imaging the various

censures that my appearance would produce ; the

hopes which some would feel from my bounty
the terror which my power would strike on

others
; the awkward respect with which I should

be accosted by timorous officiousness ; and the di

tant reverence with which others, less familiar

to splendour and dignity would be contented
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to gaze upon me. 1 deliberated a long time,

whether I should immediately descend to a

level with my former acquaintances, or make

my condescension more grateful by a gentle

transition from haughtiness and reserve. At

length I determined to forget some of my com

panions, till they discovered themselves by
some indubitable token, and to receive the con

gratulations of others upon my good fortune

with indifference, to show that I always ex

pected what I had now obtained. The acclama

tions of the populace I purposed to reward

with six hogsheads of ale, and a roasted ox, and

then recommended to them to return to their

work.

At last all the trappings of grandeur were

fitted, and I began the journey of triumph,

which I could have wished to have ended in

the same moment ;
but my horses felt none of

their master's ardour, and I was shaken four

days upon rugged roads. I then entered the

town
; and, having graciously let fall the glasses

that my person might be seen, passed slowly

through the street. The noise of the wheels

brought the inhabitants to their doors, but I

could not perceive that I was known by them.

At last I alighted, and my name, I suppose,

was told by my servants, for the barber step

ped from the opposite house, and seized me by
the hand with honest joy in his countenance,

which, according to the rule that I had pre

scribed to myself, I repressed with a frigid

graciousness. The fellow, instead of sinking
into dejection, turned away with contempt, and

left me to consider how the second salutation

should be received. The next friend was better

treated, for I soon found that I must purchase

by civility that regard which I had expected
to enforce by insolence.

There was yet no smoke of bonfires, no har

mony of bells, no shout of crowds, nor riot of

joy; the business of the day went forward as

before; and, after having ordered a splendid

supper, which no man came to partake, and

which my chagrin hindered me from tasting,

I went to bed, where the vexation of disap

pointment overpowered the fatigue of my jour

ney and kept me from sleep.

I rose so much humbled by these mortifica

tions, as to inquire after the present state of the

town, and found that I had been absent too

long to obtain the triumph which had nattered

my expectation. Of the friends whose compli
ments I expected, some had long ago moved to

distant provinces, some had lost in the maladies

of age all sense of another's prosperity, and
some had forgotten our former intimacy amidst

care and distresses. Of three whom I had re

solved to punish for their former offences by a

longer continuance of neglect, one was, by his

own industry, raised above my scorn, and two
were sheltered from it in the grave. All those

whom I loved, feared or hated, all whose envy
or whose kindness I had hopes of contemplating
with pleasure, were swept away, and their place

was filled by a new generation with other

views and other competitions ;
and among many

proofs of the impotence of wealth, I found that

t conferred upon me very few distinctions in

my native place.
I am, Sir, &c.

SEROTINUS.

No. 166.] SATURDAY, OCT. 19, 1751.

Pauper eris semper, si pauper es, JEmiliane:

Dantur opes nu^^i nunc nisi divitibus, MART.

Once poor, my friend, still poor you must remain ;

The rich alone have all the means of gain.

EDW. CAVE.

No complaint has been more frequently repeated
in all ages than that of the neglect of merit as

sociated with poverty, and the difficulty with

which valuable or pleasing qualities force them
selves into view, when they are obscured by in

digence. It has been long observed that native

beauty has little power to charm without the

ornaments which fortune bestows, and that to

want the favour of others is often sufficient to

hinder us from obtaining it.

Every day discovers that mankind are not

yet convinced of their error, or that their con

viction is without power to influence their con

duct ; for poverty still continues to produce con

tempt, and still obstructs the claims of kindred

and of virtue. The eye of wealth is elevated

towards higher stations, and seldom descends to

examine the actions of those who are placed be

low the level of its notice, and who in distant

regions and lower situations are struggling with

distress, or toiling for bread. Among the mul

titudes overwhelmed with insuperable calamity,

it is common to find those whom a very little

assistance would enable to support themselves

with decency, and who yet cannot obtain from

near relations, what they see hourly lavished in

ostentation, luxury, or frolic.

There are natural reasons why poverty does

not easily conciliate affection. He that has

been confined from his infancy to the conversa

tion of the lowest classes of mankind, must

necessarily want those accomplishments white

are the usual means of attracting favour ; and

though truth, fortitude, and probity, give an

indisputable right to reverence and kindness,

they will not be distinguished by common eyes,

unless they are brightened by elegance of

manners, but are cast aside like unpolished

gems, of which none but the artist knows the

intrinsic value, till their asperities are smoothed,

and their incrustations rubbed away.
The grossness of vulgar habits obstructs the

efficacy of virtue, as impurity and harshness of
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style impair the force of reason, and rugged
number* turn off the mind from artifice of

disposition, and fertility of invention. Few
have strength of reason to overrule the percep
tions of sense : and yet fewer have curiosity or

oenevolence to struggle long against the first im

pression ; he therefore "who fails to please in his

salutation and address, is at once rejected, and

never obtains an opportunity of showing his

latent excellences, or essential qualities.

It is, indeed, not easy to prescribe a successful

manner of approach to the distressed or neces

sitous, whose condition subjects every kind of

behaviour equally to miscarriage. He whose

confidence of merit incites him to meet, without

any apparent sense of inferiority, the eyes of

those who flattered themselves with their own

dignity, is considered as an insolent leveller, im

patient of the just prerogatives of rank and

wealth, eager to usurp the station to which he

has no right, and to confound the subordinations

of society ; and who would contribute to the ex

altation of that spirit which even want and ca-

lamity are not able to restrain from rudeness and

rebellion.

But no better success will commonly be found

to attend servility and dejection, which often

give pride the confidence to treat them with con

tempt. A request made with diffidence and

timidity is easily denied, because the petitioner

himself seems to doubt its fitness.

Kindness is generally reciprocal ; we are de

sirous of pleasing others, because we receive plea

sure from them ;
but by what means can the

man please, whose attention is engrossed by his

distresses, and who has no leisure to be offici

ous ; whose will is restrained by his necessities,

and who has no power to confer benefits ;
whose

temper is perhaps vitiated by misery, and whose

understanding is impeded by ignorance ?

It is yet a more offensive discouragement, that

the same actions performed by different hands

produce different effects, and, instead of rating
the man by his performances, we rate too fre

quently the performance by the man. It some

times happens in the combinations of life, that

important services are performed by inferiors
;

but though their zeal and activity may be paid

oy pecuniary rewards, they seldom excite that

flow of gratitude, or obtain that accumulation of

fecompence, with which all think it their duty
to acknowledge the favour of those who descend

to their assistance from a higher elevation. To
De obliged, is to be in some respect inferior to

another ; and few willingly indulge the mem
ory of an action which raises one whom they
nave always been accustomed to think below

them, but satisfy themselves with faint praise

and penurious payment, and then drive it from

their own minds, and endeavour to conceal it

from the kB owledge of others.

It may be always objected to the services of

those who can be supposed to want a reward,
that they were produced not by kindness, but in

terest
; they are therefore, when they are no

longer wanted, easily disregarded as arts of in

sinuation, or stratagems of selfishness. Benefits

which are received as gifts from wealth, are ex

acted as debts from indigence ; and he that in a

high station is celebrated for superfluous good
ness, would in a meaner condition have barely
been confessed to have done his duty.

It is scai'cely possible for the utmost benevo

lence to oblige, when exerted under the disadvan

tages of great inferiority : for, by the habitual

arrogance of wealth, such expectations are com

monly formed as no zeal or industry can satisfy ;

and what regard can he hope, who has done lesa

than was demanded from him ?

There are indeed kindnesses conferred which

were never purchased by precedent favours, and

there is an affection not arising from gratitude

or gross interest, by which similar natures are

attracted to each other, without prospect of any
other advantage than the pleasure of exchang

ing sentiments, and the hope of confirming their

esteem of themselves by the approbation of each

other. But this spontaneous fondness seldom

rises at the sight of poverty, which every ono

regards with habitual contempt, and of which

the applause is no more courted by vanity, than

the countenance is solicited by ambition. The
most generous and disinterested friendship must
be resolved at last into the love of ourselves ; he

therefore whose reputation or dignity inclines us

to consider his esteem as a testimonial of desert,

will always find our hearts open to his endear

ments. We every day see men of eminence fol

lowed with all the obsequiousness of dependance,
and courted with all the blandishments of flat

tery, by those who want nothing from them but

professions of regard, and who think themselves

liberally rewarded by a bow, a smile, or an em
brace.

But those prejudices which every mind feels

more or less in favour of riches, ought, like

other opinions, which only custom and example
have impressed upon us, to be in time subjected
to reason. We must learn how to separate the

real character from extraneous adhesion anil

casual circumstances, to consider closely him
whom we are about to adopt or to reject ;

to re

gard his inclinations as well as his actions
; ta

trace out those virtues which lie torpid in the

heart for want of opportunity, and those vices

that lurk unseen by the absence of temptation :

that when we find worth faintly shooting in the

shades of obscurity, we may let in light and sun-

shine upon it, and ripen barren volition into

efficacy and power.
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No. 167.] TUESDAY, OCT. 22, 1751.

Candida perpetuo reside, Concordia, lecto,

Tamque pari semper sit Venus a-quajugo.

Diligat ipsa senem quondam : sed et ilia marito,

Tune quoque cumfuerit, non videatur anus.

MART.

Their nuptial bed may smiling Concord dress,

And Venus still the happy union bless!

Wrinkled with age, may mutual love and truth

TO their dim eyes recall the bloom of youth.
F. LEWIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

IT is not common to envy those with whom we
cannot eatily be placed in comparison. Every
man sees without malevolence the progress of

another in the tracts of life, which he has him
self no desire to tread, and hears, without in

clination to cavils or contradiction, the renown
of those whose distance will not suffer them to

draw the attention of mankind from his own
merit. The sailor never thinks it necessary to

contest the lawyer's abilities ; nor would the

Rambler, however jealous of his reputation, be

much disturbed by the success of rival wits ut

Agra or Ispahan.
We do not therefore ascribe to you any super

lative degree of virtue, when we believe that

we may inform you of our change of condition

without danger of malignant fascination ; and
that when you read of the marriage of your
correspondents Hymenseus and Tranquilla, you
will join your wishes to those of their other

friends for the happy event of a union in which

caprice and selfishness had so little part.
There is at least this reason why we should

be less deceived in our connubial hopes than

many who enter into the same state, that we
have allowed our minds to form no unreason
able expectations, nor vitiated our fancies, in the

soft hours of courtship, with visions of felicity
which human power cannot bestow, or of per
fection which human virtue cannot attain.

That impartiality with which we endeavour to

inspect the manners of all whom we have
known was never so much overpowered by our

.passion, but that we discovered some faults and
weaknesses in each other

; and joined our hands
in conviction, that as there are advantages to be

enjoyed in marriage, there are inconveniences
likewise to be endured

; and that, together with
confederate intellects and auxiliar virtues, we
must find different opinions and opposite in

clinations.

We however flatter ourselves, for who is not
flattered by himself as well as by others on the

day of marriage? that we are eminently quali
fied to give mutual pleasure. Our birth is with
out any such remarkable disparity as can give
either an opportunity of insulting the other

with pompous names and splendid alliances, or

of calling in, upon any domestic controversy,
the overbearing assistance of powerful relations.

Our fortune was equally suitable, so that we
meet without any of those obligations which al

ways produce reproach or suspicion of reproach,

which, though they may be forgotten in the

gayeties of the first month, no delicacy will al

ways suppress, or of which the suppression
must be considered as a new favour, to be re

paid by tameness and submission, till gratitude
takes the place of love, and the desire of pleas

ing degenerates by degrees into the fear of of

fending.
The settlements caused no delay ; for we did

not trust our affairs to the negotiation of

wretches who would have paid their court by
multiplying stipulations. Tranquilla scorned

to detain any part of her fortune from him into

whose hands she delivered up her person ; and

Hymenseus thought no act of baseness more
criminal than his who enslaves his wife by her
own generosity, who, by marrying without a

jointure, condemns her to all the dangers of ac

cident and caprice, and at last boasts his liber

ality, by granting what only the indiscretion of

her kindness enabled him to withhold. He
therefore received on the common terms, the

portion which any other woman might have

brought him, and reserved all the exuberance
of acknowledgment for those excellences which
he has yet been able to discover only in Tran

quilla.

We did not pass the weeks of courtship like

those who consider themselves as taking the last

draught of pleasure, and resolve not to quit the

bowl without a surfeit, or who know themselves

about to set happiness to hazard, and endeavour

to lose their sense of danger in the ebriety of

perpetual amusement, and whirl round the gulf
before they sink. Hymenaeus often repeated a

medical axiom, that the succours of sickness ought
not to be wasted in health. We know that how
ever our eyes may yet sparkle, and our hearts

bound at the presence of each other, the time of

listlessness and satiety, of peevishness and dis

content, must come at last, in which we shall

be driven for relief to shows and recreations ;

that the uniformity of life must be sometimes

diversified, and the vacuities of conversation

sometimes supplied. We rejoice in the reflec

tion that we have stores of novelty yet unex

hausted, which may be opened when repletion

shall call for change, and gratifications yet un-

tasted, by which life, when it shall become vap
id or bitter, may be restored to its former sweet

ness and sprightliness, and again irritate the

appetite, and again sparkle in the cup.
Our time will probably be less tasteless than

that of those whom the authority and avarice

of parents unite almost without their consent

in their early years, before they have accumulat-
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ed any fund of reflection, or collected materials

for mutual entertainment. Such we have often

seen rising in the morning to cards, arid retiring

in the afternoon to doze, whose happiness was

celebrated by their neighbours, because they

happened to grow rich by parsimony, and to

be kept quiet by insensibility, and agreed to eat

and to sleep together.

We have both mingled with the world, and

are therefore no strangers to the faults and vir

tues, the designs and competitions, the hopes

and fears of our contemporaries. We have

both amused our leisure with books, and can

therefore recount the events of former times,

or cite the dictates of ancient wisdom. Every
occurrence furnishes us with some hint which

ne or the other can improve, and if it should

nappen that memory or imagination fail us, we
can retire to no idle or unimproving solitude.

Though our characters, beheld at a distance,

exhibit this general resemblance, yet a nearer

inspection discovers such a dissimilitude of our

habitudes and sentiments, as leaves each some

peculiar advantages, and affords that concordia

discors, that suitable disagreement which is al

ways necessary to intellectual harmony. There

may be a total diversity of ideas which admits

no participation of the same delight, and there

may likewise be such a conformity of notions as

leaves neither any thing to add to the decisions

of the other. With such contrariety there can

be no peace, with such similarity there can be

no pleasure. Our reasonings, though often

formed upon different views, terminate gen

erally in the same conclusion. Our thoughts,
like rivulets issuing from distant springs, are

each impregnated in its course with various

mixtures, and tinged by infusions unknown to

the other, yet, at last, easily unite into one

stream, and purify themselves by the gentle
effervescence of contrary qualities.

These benefits we receive in a greater degree
as we converse without reserve, because we
have nothing to conceal. We have no debts

to be paid by imperceptible deductions from
avowed expenses, no habits to be indulged by
the private subserviency of a favoured servant,

no private interviews with needy relations, no

intelligence with spies placed upon each other.

We considered marriage as the most solemn

league of perpetual friendship, a state from
which artifice and concealment are to be

banished for ever, and in which every act of

dissimulation is a breach of faith.

The impetuous vivacity of youth, and that

ardour of desire, which the first sight of pleas
ure naturally produces, have long ceased to

hurry us into irregularity and vehemence ; and

experience has shown us that few gratifications
are too valuable to be sacrificed to complaisance.
We have thought it convenient to rest from the

fatigue of pleasure, and now only continue that

course of life into which we had before entered^

confirmed in our choice by mutual approbation,

supported in our resolution by mutual encour

agement, and assisted in our efforts by mutual

exhortation. Such, Mr. Rambler, is our pros

pect of life, a prospect which, as it is beheld

with more attention, seems to open more ex

tensive happiness, and spreads, by degrees, into

the boundless regions of eternity. But if all

our prudence has been vain, and we are doomed
to give one instance more of the uncertainty of

human discernment, we shall comfort ourselves

amidst our disappointments, that we were not

betrayed by such delusions as caution could not

escape, since we sought happiness only in the

arms of virtue. We are, Sir,

Your humble servants,

HYMENJKUS,

TRANQUILLA.

No. 168.] SATURDAY, OCT. 26, 1751.

Decipit

Fronsprima multos, rara mens intelligit

Quod interiore condidit euro angulo. PH^EDRU s.

The tinsel glitter, and the specious mien,
Delude the most

;
few pry behind the scene.

IT has been observed by Boileau, that " a mean
or common thought, expressed in pompous dic

tion, generally pleases more than a new or noble

sentiment delivered in low and vulgar language ;

because the number is greater of those whom
custom has enabled to judge of words, than

whom study has qualified to examine things."
This solution might satisfy, if such only were

offended with meanness of expression as are un
able to distinguish propriety of thought, and to

separate propositions or images from the vehi

cles by which they are conveyed to the under

standing. But this kind of disgust is by no
means confined to the ignorant or superficial;

it operates uniformly and universally upon
readers of all classes ; every man, however pro
found or abstracted, perceives himself irresisti

bly alienated by low terms ; they who profess

the most zealous adherence to truth are forced

to admit that she owes part of her charms to

her ornaments
;
and loses much of her power

over the soul when she appears disgraced by a

dress uncouth or ill-adjusted.

We are all offended by low terms, but are

not disgusted alike by the same compositions,

because we dr not all agree to censure the same

terms as low. No word is naturally or intrinsic

cally meaner than another ; our opinion therefore

of words, as of other things arbitrarily and capri

ciously established, depends whol}v upon acci

dent and custom. The cottager thinks those

apai tments splendid and spacious, which an in-
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habitant of palaces will despise for their inele

gance ;
and to him who has passed most of his

hours with the delicate and polite, many expres

sions will seem sordid, which another, equally a-

cute, may hear without offence but a mean term

never fails to displease him to whom it appears

mean, as poverty is certainly and invariably des

pised, though he who is poor in the eyes of some,

may, by others, be envied for his wealth.

"Words become low by the occasions to which

they are applied, or the general character of them
who use them ;

and the disgust which they pro
duce arises from the revival of those images with

which they are commonly united. Thus, if, in

the most solemn discourse, a phrase happens to

occur which has been successfully employed in

some ludicrous narrative, the gravest auditor

finds it difficult to refrain from laughter, when

they who are not prepossessed by the same acci

dental association, are utterly unable to guess
the reason of his merriment. Words which con

vey ideas of dignity in one age, are banished

from elegant writing or conversation in another,

because they are in time debased by vulgar

mouths, and can be no longer heard without tht

involuntary recollection of unpleasing images.
When Macbeth is confirming himself in the

horrid purpose of stabbing his king, he breaks

out amidst his emotions into a wish natural for

a murderer :

Come, thick night !

And pall thee in the dunnest smoke of hell,

That my keen knife see not the wound it makes ;

Nor Heaven peep through the blanket of the dark,
To cry, Hold, hold !

In this passage is exerted all the force of poetry ;

that force which calls new powers into being,
which embodies sentiment, and animates mat
ter ; yet, perhaps, scarce any man now peruses
it without some disturbance of his attention from
the counteraction of the words to the ideas.

What can be more dreadful than to implore the

presence of night, invested, not in common ob

scurity, but in the smoke of hell ? Yet the effi

cacy of this invocation is destroyed by the inser

tion of an epithet now seldom heard but in the

stable, and dim night may come or go without

any other notice than contempt.
If we start into raptures when some hero of

the Iliad tells us that
Zi>$u ^atmra/, his lance rages

with eagerness to destroy ; if we are alarmed at

the terror of the soldiers commanded by Caesar

to hew down the sacred grove, who dreaded,

says Lucan, lest the axe aimed at the oak should

fly back upon the striker :

Si robora sacraferirent,
In sua credebant redituras membra secures,

None dares with impious steel the grove to rend
Leet on himself the destined stroke descend ;

we cannot surely but sympathise with the hor-

l

rors of a wretch about to murder his master, hie

! friend, his benefactor, who suspects that the

! weapon will refuse its office, and start back from
the breast which he is preparing to violate. Yet
this sentiment is weakened by the name of an
instrument used by butchers and cooks in the

meanest employments ; we do not immediately
conceive that any crime of importance is to be

committed with a knife; or who does not, at

i
last, from the long habit of connecting a knife

I

with sordid offices, feel aversion rather than
terror?

Macbeth proceeds to wish, in the madness of

guilt, that the inspection of Heaven may be in-

|
tercepted, and that he may, in the involutions of

infernal darkness, escape the eye of Providence.
This is the utmost extravagance of determined
wickedness : yet this is so debased by two un
fortunate words, that while I endeavour to im-

;
press on my reader the energy of the sentiment,
I can scarcely check my risibility, when the ex

pression forces itself upon my mind
; for who,

without some relaxation of his gravity, can hear
of the avengers of guilt peeping through a blanket.

These imperfections of diction are less obvious

|

to the reader, as he is less acquainted with com
mon usages ; they are therefore wholly imper

ceptible to a foreigner, who learns our language

I

from books, and will strike a solitary academic

less forcibly than a modish lady.

j
Among the numerous requisites that most

concur to complete an author, few are of more

importance than an early entrance into the liv

ing world. The seeds of knowledge may be

planted in solitude, but must be cultivated in

public. Argumentation may be taught in col

leges, and theories formed in retirement; but

the artifice of embellishment, and the powers of

attraction, can be gained only by general con

verse.

An acquaintance with prevailing customs and
fashionable elegance is necessary likewise for

other purposes. The injury that grand imagery
suffers from unsuitable language, personal merit

may fear from rudeness and indelicacy. When
the success of JEneas depended on the favour ol

the queen upon whose coasts he was driven, his

celestial protectress thought him not sufficiently

secured against rejection by his piety or bravery
but decorated him for the interview with preter
natural beauty. Whoever desires, for his writ

ings or himself, what none can reasonably con

temn, the favour of mankind, must add grace to

strength, and make his thoughts agreeable as

well as useful. Many complain of neglect who
never tried to attract regard. It cannot be ex

pected that the patrons of science or virtue shoul

be solicitous to discover excellences, which they
who possess them shade and disguise. Few have

abilities so much needed by the rest of the world

as to be caressed on their own terms ; and he

that will not condescend to recommend himself

T
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by external embellishments, must submit to the

fate of just sentiments meanly expressed, and be

ridiculed and forgotten before he is understood.

No. 169.] TUESDAY, OCT. 29, 1751.

Nee pluteum ctedit, nee demorsos sapit ungues.
PERSIUS.

No blood from bitten nails those poems drew ;

But churn'd, like spittle from the lips they flew.

DRYDEN.

NATURAL historians assert that whatever is

formed for long duration arrives slowly to its

maturity. Thus the firmest timber is of tardy

growth, and animals generally exceed each other

in longevity, in proportion to the time between
their conception and their birth.

The same observation may be extended to the

offspring of the mind. Hasty compositions,
however they please at first by flowery luxuri

ance, and spread in the sunshine of temporary
favour, can seldom endure the change of seasons,

but perish at the first blast of criticism, or frost

of neglect. When Apelles was reproached with

the paucity of his productions, and the incessant

attention with which he retouched his pieces,

he condescended to make no other answer than

that lie paintedfor perpetuity.
No vanity can more justly incur contempt and

indignation than that which boasts of negligence
and hurry. For who can bear with patience
the writer who claims such superiority to the

rest of his species, as to imagine that mankind
are at leisure for attention to his extemporary
sallies, and that posterity will reposit his casual

effusions among the treasures of ancient wis

dom?
Men have sometimes appeared of such tran

scendent abilities, that their slightest and most

cursory performances excel all that labour and

study can enable meaner intellects to compose ;

as there are regions of which the spontaneous

products cannot be equalled in other soils by care

and culture. But it is no less dangerous for

any man to place himself in this rank of under

standing, and fancy that he is born to be illus

trious without labour, than to omit the cares of

husbandry, and expect from his ground the blos

soms of Arabia.

The greatest part of those who congratulate
themselves upon their intellectual dignity, and

usurp the privileges of genius, are men whom
jnly themselves would ever have marked out as

enriched by uncommon liberalities of nature, or

entitled to veneration and immortality on easy
terms. This ardour of confidence is usually
found among those who, having not enlarged
their notions by books or conversation, are per-

sttaded, by the partiality which we all feel in

our own favour, that they have reached the sum

mit of excellence, because they discover

higher than themselves ; and who acquiesce in

the first thoughts that occur, because their scan
tiness of knowledge allows them little choice

and the narrowness of their views affords them
no glimpse of perfection, of that subl'ime idea

which human industry has from the first ages
been vainly toiling to approach. They see a little,

and believe that there is nothing beyond their

sphere of vision, as the Patuecos of Spain, who
inhabited a small valley, conceived the surround

ing mountains to be the boundaries of the world.

In proportion as perfection is more distinctly

conceived, the pleasure ofcontemplating our own
performances will be lessened

; it may therefore

be observed, that they who most deserve praise
are often afraid to decide in favour of their own
performances ; they know how much is still

wanting to their completion, and wait with

anxiety and terror the determination of the pub
lic. " I please every one else," says Tully,

" but
never satisfy myself."

It has often been inquired, why, notwith

standing the advances of latter ages in science,

and the assistance which the infusion of so many
new ideas has given us, we still fall below the

ancients in the art of composition. Some part
of their superiority may be justly ascribed to

the graces of their language, from which the

most polished of the present European tongues
are nothing more than barbarous degenerations.
Some advantage they might gain merely by pri

ority, which put them in possession of the most

natural sentiments, and left us nothing but ser

vile repetition or forced conceits. But the great
er part of their praise seems to have been the

just reward of modesty and labour. Their sense

of human weakness confined them commonly to

one study, which their knowledge of the exteri l

of every science engaged them to prosecute with

indefatigable diligence.

Among the writers of antiquity I remember
none except Statius who ventures to mention

the speedy production of his writings, either as

an extenuation of his faults, or a proof of his fa

cility. Nor did Statius, when he considered

himself as a candidate for lasting reputation,

think a closer attention unnecessary, but amids

all his pride and indigence, the two great hasten,

era of modern poems, employed twelve years

upon the Thebaid, and thinks his claim to re

nown proportionate to his labour.

Thebais, multa cruciata lima,

Tentat, audacifide, Mantuanee

Gaudiafanut.

Polished with endless toil, my lays

At length aspire to Mantuan praise.

Ovid indeed apologizes in his banishment for

the imperfection of his letters, but mentions hi*

want of leisure to polish them, as an addition to

his calamities ;
and was so far from imagining
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revisals and corrections unnecessary, that at his

departure from Home he threw his Metamor

phoses into the fire, lest he should he disgraced

by a book which he could not hope to finish.

It seems not often to have happened that the

same writer aspired to reputation in verse and

prose ;
and of those few that attempted such di-

rersity of excellence, I know not that even one

riucceeded. Contrary characters they never

imagined a single mind ahle to support, and

therefore no man is recorded to have undertaken

more than one kind of dramatic poetry.

What they had written, they did not venture

m their first fondness to thrust into the world,

but, considering the impropriety of sending forth

inconsiderately that which cannot he recalled,

deferred the publication, if not nine years, ac

cording to the direction of Horace, yet till their

fancy was cooled after the raptures of invention

and the glare of novelty had ceased to dazzle the

judgment.
There were in those days no weekly or diur

nal writers
; multa dies, et multa litura, much

time, and many rasures, were considered as in

dispensable requisites ; and that no other method

of attaining lasting praise has been yet discover

ed, may be conjectured from the blotted manus

cripts of Milton now remaining, and from the

tardy emission of Pope's compositions, delayed
more than once till the incidents to which they
alluded were forgotten, till his enemies were se

cure from his satire, and, what to an honest

mind must be more painful, his friends were

deaf to his encomiums.

To him, whose eagerness of praise hurries his

productions soon into the light, many imperfec
tions are unavoidable, even where the mind
furnishes the materials, as well as regulates their

disposition, and nothing depends upon search or

information. Delay opens new veins of thought,
the subject dismissed for a time appears with a

new train of dependent images, the accidents of

reading or conversation supply new ornaments

or allusions, or mere intermission of the fatigue
of thinking enables the mind to collect new
force, and make new excursions. But all those

j

benefits come too late for him, who, when he

was weary with labour, snatched at the recom-

pence, and gave his work to his friends and his

enemies as soon as impatience and pride persuad
ed him to conclude it.

One of the most pernicious effects of haste is

obscurity. He that teems with a quick succes

sion of ideas, and perceives how one sentiment

produces another, easily believes that he can

clearly express what he so strongly compre
hends ; he seldom suspects his thoughts of em
barrassment, while he preserves in his own me
mory the series of connection, or his diction of

ambiguity, while only one sense is present to his

mind. Yet if he has been employed on an ab

struse or complicated argument, he will find,

when he has a while withdrawn his mind, and

returns as a new reader to his work, that he has

only a conjectural glimpse of his own meaning
and that to explain it to those whom he desires

to instruct, he must open his sentiments, disen

tangle his method, and alter his arrangement.
Authors and lovers always suffer some infatu

ation, from which only absence can set them

free.; and every man ought to restore himself to

the full exercise of his judgment, before he does

that which he cannot do improperly, without in

juring his honour and his quiet.

No. 170.] SATURDAY, Nov. 2, 1751.

Confileor : si quid prodest dellctafaterL OVID.

I grant the charge : forgive the fault confess'd.

TO THE RAMBLEH.

SIR,

I AM one of those beings from whom many, that

melt at the sight of all other misery, think it

meritorious to withhold relief
;
one whom the

rigour of virtuous indignation dooms to suffer

without complaint, and perish without regard ;

and whom I myself have formerly insulted in

the pride of reputation and security of innocence.

I am of a good family, but my father was bur
dened with more children than he could decently

support. A \vealthy relation, as he travelled

from London to his country-seat, condescending
to make him a visit, was touched with compas
sion of his narrow fortune, and resolved to ease

him of part of his charge, by taking the care of a

child upon himself. Distress on one side, and

ambition on the other, were too powerful for

parental fondness, and the little family passed
in review before him, that he might make his

choice. I was then ten years old, and, without

knowing for what purpose, I was called to my
great cousin, endeavoured to recommend myself

by my best courtesy, sung him my prettiest

song, told the last story that 1 had read, and so

much endeared myself by my innocence, that he

declared his resolution to adopt me, and to educate

me with his own daughters.

My parents felt the common struggles at the

thought of parting, and some natural tears they

drojyj)'d, but wiped them soon. They considered

not without that false estimation of the value o.

wealth which poverty long continued alway

produces, that I was raised to higher rank than

they could give me, and to hopes of more ample
fortune than they could bequeath. My mother

sold some of her ornaments to dress me in such

a manner as might secure me from contempt at

my first arrival ; and, when she dismissed me,

pressed me to her bosom with an embrace that

I still feel, gave me some precepts of piety,

which, however neglected, I have not forgotten,
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and uttered prayers for my final happiness, of

which I have not yet ceased to hope that they
will at last he granted.

My sisters envied my new finery, and seemed

not much to regret our separation ; my father

conducted me to the stage-coach with a kind of

cheerful tenderness ;
and in a very short time I

was transported to splendid apartments, and a

luxurious table, and grew familiar to show,

noise, and gayety.
In three years my mother died, having im

plored a blessing on her family with her last

breath. I had little opportunity to indulge a

sorrow which there was none to partake with

me, and therefore soon ceased to reflect much

upon my loss. My father turned all his care

upon his other children, whom some fortunate

adventures and unexpected legacies enabled him,
when he died four years after my mother, to

leave in a condition above their expectations.

1 should have shared the increase of his for

tune, and had once a fortune assigned me in his

will ; but my cousin assuring him that all care

for me was needless, since he had resolved to

place me happily in the world, directed him to

divide my part amongst my sisters.

Thus I was thrown upon dependance without

resource. Being now at an age in which young
women are initiated into company, I was no

longer to be supported in my former character

but at considerable expense ; so that partly lest

I should waste money, and partly lest my ap

pearance might draw too many compliments
and assiduities, I was insensibly degraded from

my equality, and enjoyed few privileges above

the head servant but that of receiving no wages.
I felt every indignity, but knew that resent

ment would precipitate my fall. I therefore

endeavoured to continue my importance by little

services and active officiousness, and, for a time,

preserved myself from neglect, by withdrawing
all pretences to competition, and studying to

please rather than to shine. But my interest,

notwithstanding this expedient, hourly declined,

and my cousin's favourite maid began to ex

change repartees with me, and consult me about

alterations of a cast gown.
I was now completely depressed ; and though

I had seen mankind enough, to know the neces

sity of outward cheerfulness, I often withdrew
to my chamber to vent my grief, or turn my
condition in my mind, and examine by what
means I might escape from perpetual mortifica

tion. At last my schemes and sorrows were

interrupted by a sudden change of my relation's

behaviour, who one day took an occasion, when
we were left together in a room, to bid me suf

fer myself no longer to be insulted, but assume

the place which he always intended me to hold

In the family. He assured me that his wife's

preference of her own daughters should never

liurt me ; and, accompanying his professions

with a purse of gold, ordered me to bespeak a

rich suit at the mercer's, and to apply privately
to him for money when I wanted it, and in

sinuate that my other friends supplied me, which
he would take care to confirm.

By this stratagem, which I did not then un

derstand, he filled me with tenderness and gra

titude, compelled me to repose on him as my
only support, and produced a necessity of private
conversation. He often appointed interviews at

the house of an acquaintance, and sometimes

called on me with a coach, and carried me abroad.

My sense of his favour, and the desire of retain

ing it, disposed me to unlimited complaisance,

and, though I saw his kindness grow every day
more fond, I did not suffer any suspicion to

enter my thoughts. At last the wretch took

advantage of the familiarity which he enjoyed as

my relation, and the submission which he ex

acted as my benefactor, to complete the ruin of

an orphan, whom his own promises had made

indigent, whom his indulgence had melted, and
his authority subdued.

I know not why it should afford subject of

exultation, to overpower on any terms the reso

lution, or surprise the caution of a girl ; but of

all the boasters that deck themselves in the spoils

of innocence and beauty, they surely have the

least pretensions to triumph, who submit to owe
their success to some casual influence. They
neither employ the graces of fancy, nor the force

of understanding, in their attempts ; they can

not please their vanity with the art of their ap

proaches, the delicacy of their adulations, the

elegance of their address, or the efficacy of their

eloquence ;
nor applaud themselves as possessed

of any qualities by which affection is attracted.

They surmount no obstacles, they defeat no ri

vals, but attack only those who cannot resist,

and are often content to possess the body, with

out any solicitude to gain the heart.

Many of these despicable wretches does my
present acquaintance with infamy and wicked

ness enable me to number among the heroes of

debauchery ; reptiles whom their own servants

would have despised, had they not been their

servants, and with whom beggary would have

disdained intercourse, had she not been allured

by hopes of relief. Many of the beings which
are now rioting in taverns, or shivering in the

streets, have been corrupted, not by arts of gal

lantry which stole gradually upon the affections

and laid prudence asleep, but by the fear of los

ing benefits which were never intended, or of

incurring resentment which they could not

escape ;
some have been frighted by masters, and

some awed by guardians into ruin.

Our crime had its usual consequence, and he

soon perceived that 1 could not long continue

in his family. I was distracted at the thought
of the reproach which I now believed inevitable.

He comforted me with hopes of eluding all did
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covery, and often upbraided me with the anxiety

which perhaps none but himself saw in my
countenance ;

but at last mingled his assurances

jf protection and maintenance with menaces of

total desertion, if, in the moments of perturba

tion, L should suffer his secret to escape, or en

deavour to throw on him any part of my in

famy.
Thus passed the dismal hours, till my retreat

could no longer be delayed. It was pretended
that my relations had sent for me to a distant

country, and I entered upon a state which shall

be described in my next letter.

I am, Sir, &c.

MISELLA.

No. 171.] TUESDAY, Nov. 5, 1751.

Tacdet coeli convexa tueri. TIRG.

Dark is the sun, and loathsome is the day.

TO THE RAMBLER.

Su,

MISELLA now sits down to continue her narra

tive. I am convinced that nothing would more

powerfully preserve youth from irregularity, or

guard inexperience from seduction, than a just

description of the condition into which the

wanton plunges herself, and therefore hope that

my letter may be a sufficient antidote to my ex

ample.
After the distraction, hesitation, and delays

which the timidity of guilt naturally produces,
I was removed to lodgings in a distant part of

the town, under one of the characters commonly
assumed upon such occasions. Here being by
my circumstances condemned to solitude, I pas
sed most of my hours in bitterness and anguish.
The conversation of the people with whom I

was placed was not at all capable of engaging

my attention, or dispossessing the reigning
ideas. The books which 1 carried to my re

treat were such as heightened my abhorrence of

myself ; for I was not so far abandoned as to

sink voluntarily into corruption, or endeavour

to conceal from my own mind the enormity of

my crime.

My relation remitted none of his fondness,

but visited me so often, that I was sometimes

afraid lest his assiduity should expose him to

suspicion. Whenever he came he found me

weeping, and was therefore less delightfully en

tertained than he expecte'd. After frequent ex

postulations upon the unreasonableness of my
borrow, and innumerable protestations of ever

lasting regard, he at last found that I was more
affected with the loss of my innocence than the

danger of my fame, and, that he might not be

disturbed by my remorse, began to lull my con

science with the opiates of irreligion. His ar

guments were such as my course of life has

since exposed me often to the necessity of hear

ing, vulgar, empty, and fallacious
; yet, they at

first confounded me by their novelty, filled me
with doubt and perplexity, and interrupted that

! peace which I began to feel from the sincerity
i of my repentance, without substituting any
! other support. I listened awhile to his impious

gabble ;
but its influence was soon overpowered

\ by natural reason and early education, and the

I

convictions which this new attempt gave me of

his baseness completed my abhorrence. I have

heard of barbarians, who, when tempests drive

ships upon their coast, decoy them to the rocks

that they may plunder their lading and have

always thought that wretches, thus merciless

in their depredations, ought to be destroyed by a

general insurrection of all social beings ; yet,

how light is this guilt to the crime of him, who,
in the agitations of remorse, cuts away the an

chor of piety, and, when he has drawn aside

credulity from the paths of virtue, hides the

light of heaven which would direct her to re

turn ! I had hitherto considered him as a man

equally betrayed with myself by the concur

rence of appetite and opportunity ; but I now
saw with horror that he was contriving to per

petuate his gratification, and was desirous to fit

me to his purpose, by complete and radical cor

ruption.
To escape, however, was not yet in my power.

I could support the expenses of my condition,

only by the continuance of his favour. He
provided all that was necessary, and in a few
weeks congratulated me upon my escape from
the danger which we had both expected with so

much anxiety. I then began to remind him of

his promise to restore me with my fame unin

jured to the world. He promised me in gene
ral terms, that nothing should be wanting
which his power could add to my happiness,

but forbore to release me from my confinement.

I knew how much my reception in the world

depended upon my speedy return, and was
therefore outrageously impatient of his delays,

which I now perceived to be only artifices of

lewdness. He told me at last, with an appear
ance of sorrow, that all hopes of restoration to

my former state were for ever precluded ; that

chance had discovered my secret, and malice

divulged it; and that nothing now remained

but to seek a retreai more private, where curi

osity or hatred could never find us.

The rage, anguish, and resentment, which 1

felt at this account are not to be expressed. I

was in so much dread of reproach and infamy,
which he represented as pursuing me with full

cry, that I yielded myself implicitly to his dis

posal, and was removed, with athousand studied

precautions, through by-ways and dark passages

to another house, where 1 harassed him with

perpetual solicitations for a small annuity that
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might enable me to live in the country in obscu

rity and innocence.

This demand he at first evaded with ardent

professions, but in time appeared offended at my
importunity and distrust ; and having one day
endeavoured to sooth me with uncommon ex

pressions of tenderness, when he found my dis

content immoveable, left me with some inarti

culate murmurs of anger. I was pleased that

he was at last roused to sensibility, and, expect

ing that at his next visit he would comply with

my request, lived with great tranquillity upon
the money in my hands, and was so much

pleased with this pause of persecution, that I did

not reflect how much his absence had exceeded

the usual intervals, till I was alarmed with the

danger of wanting subsistence. I then suddenly
contracted my expenses, but was unwilling to

supplicate for assistance. Necessity, however,
soon overcame my modesty or my pride, and I

applied to him by a letter, but had no answer.

I writ in terms more pressing, but without ef

fect. I then sent an agent to inquire after him,
who informed me, that he had quitted his house,

and was gone with his family to reside for some

time upon his estate in Ireland.

However shocked at this abrupt departure, I

was yet unwilling to believe that he could wholly
abandon me, and therefore, by the sale of my
clothes, I supported myself, expecting that every

post would bring me relief. Thus I passed
seven months between hope and dejection, in a

gradual approach to poverty and distress, emaci

ated with discontent, and bewildered with un

certainty. At last, my landlady, after many
hints of the necessity of a new lover, took the

opportunity of my absence to search my boxes,

and, missing some of my apparel, seized the re

mainder for rent, and led me to the door.

To remonstrate against legal cruelty was vain :

to supplicate obdurate brutality was hopeless. I

went away I knew not whither, and wandered

about without any settled purpose, unacquainted
with the usual expedients of misery, unqualified

for laborious offices, afraid to meet an eye that

had seen me before, and hopeless of relief from

those who were strangers to my former condi

tion. Night came on in the midst of my distrac

tion, and I still continued to wander till the

menaces of the watch obliged me to shelter my
self in a covered passage.

Next day, I procured a lodging in the back

ward garret of a mean house, and employed my
landlady to inquire for a service. My applica

tions were generally rejected for want of a cha

racter. At length I was received at a draper's ;

but when it was known to my mistress that I

had only one gown, and that of silk, she was of

opinion that I looked like a thief, and without

warning hurried me away. I then tried to sup

port myself by my needle
; and, by my land

lady's recommendation, obtained a little work

1 from a shop, and for three weeks lived without

repining ; but when my punctuality had gained
me so much reputation, that I was trusted to

make up a head of some value, one of my fellow-

lodgers stole the lace, and I was obliged to fly

from a prosecution.
Thus driven again into the streets, I lived

;
upon the least that could support me, and at

j

night accommodated myself under pent-houses
as well as I could. At length I became abso

lutely penriyless, and, having strolled all day
without sustenance, was, at the close of even

ing, accosted by an elderly man, with an invita

tion to a tavern. I refused him with hesitation
;

he seized me by the hand, and drew me into a

neighbouring house, where when he saw my
face pale with hunger, and my eyes swelling
with tears, he spurned me from him, and bade

me cant and whine in some other place ; he for

his part would take care of his pockets.
I still continued to stand in the way, having

scarcely strength to walk further, when another

soon addressed me in the same manner. When
he saw the same tokens ofcalamity, he consider

ed that I might be obtained at a cheap rate, and
therefore quickly made overtures, which I had
no longer firmness to reject. By this man I was
maintained four months in penurious wicked

ness, and then abandoned to my former condi

tion, from which I was delivered by another

keeper.

In this abject state. I have now passed four

years, the drudge of extortion and the sport of

drunkenness ; sometimes the property of one

man, and sometimes the common prey of acci

dental lewdness
;
at one time tricked up for sale

by the mistress of a brothel ; at another begging
in the streets to be relieved from hunger by
wickedness ; without any hope in the day but of

finding some whom folly or excess may expose-

to my allurements, and without any reflections

at night, but such as guilt and terror impress

upon me.

If those who pass their days in plenty and se

curity, could visit for an hour the dismal recep

tacles to which the prostitute retires from her

nocturnal excursions, and see the wretches that

lie crowded together, mad with intemperance,

ghastly with famine, nauseous with filth, and

noisome with disease ; it would not be very easy

for any degree of abhorrence to harden them

against compassion, or to repress the desire

which they must immediately feel to rescue such

numbers of human beings from a state so

i dreadful.

It is said, that in France they annually evac

uate their streets, and ship their prostitutes and

vagabonds to their colonies. If the women that

infest this city had the same opportunity of

escaping from their miseries, I believe very

little force would be necessary ;
for who among

them can dread any change? Many of us in.
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deed are wholly unqualified for any but most
j

Whoever rises above these who once pleased

servile employments, and those perhaps would
;

themselves with equality, will have many ma-

require the care of a magistrate to hinder them levolent gazers at his eminence. To gain sooner

from following the same practices in another than others that which all pursue with the

country ; but others are only precluded by in

famy from reformation, and would gladly be

delivered on any terms from the necessity of

guilt, and the tyranny of chance. No place

but a populous city can afford opportunities for

open prostitution, and where the eye of justice

can attend to individuals, those who cannot be

made good may be restrained from mischief.

same ardour, and to which all imagine them
selves entitled, will for ever be a crime. When
those who started with us in the race of life,

leave us so far behind that we have little hope
to overtake them, we revenge our disappoint
ment by remarks on the urts of supplantation

by which they gained the advantage, or on the

folly and arrogance with which they possess it.

For my part, 1 should exult at the privilege of Of them whose rise we could not hinder, we

banishment, and think myself happy in any re

gion that should restore me once again to hon

esty and peace.

I am, Sir, &c.

MlSELLA.

No. 172.1 SATURDAY, Nov. 9, 1751.

Sape rogare soles qualis sim, Prisce, futurus

Slfiam locuples ; simque repente potens. .

Quemquam posse putas mores narrarefutures ?

Die mihi, sifius tu leo, qualis eris. MART.

Priscus, you've often asked me bow I'd live,

Should fate at once both wealth and honour give.

What soul his future conduct can forsee ?

Tell me what sort of lion you would be.

F. LEWIS.

solace ourselves by prognosticating the fall.

It is impossible for human purity not to be

tray to an eye, thus sharpened by malignity,
some stains which lay concealed and unregard

ed, while none thought it their interest to dis

cover them ;
nor can the most circumspect at

tention, or steady rectitude, escape blame from
censors who have no inclination to approve.
Kiches therefore, perhaps, do not so often pro
duce crimes as incite accusers.

The common charge against those who rise

above their original condition, is that of pride

It is certain that success naturally confirms us

in a favourable opinion of our own abilities.

Scarce any man is willing to allot to accident,

friendship, and a thousand causes, which con

cur in every event without human contrivance

or interposition, the part which they may justly
claim in his advancement. We rate ourselves

by our fortune rather than our virtues, and ex-

NOTHING has been longer observed, than that a orbitant claims are quickly produced by imag
change of fortune causes a change of manners ;

and that it is difficult to conjecture from the

conduct of him whom we see in a low condi

tion, how he would act, if wealth and power
were put into his hands. But it is generally

agreed, that few men are made better by afflu

ence or exaltation
;
and that the powers of the

mind, when they are unbound and expanded by

inary merit. But captiousness and jealousy are

likewise easily offended, and to him who studi

ously looks for an affront, every mode of beha

viour will supply it ;
freedom will be rudeness,

and reserve sullenness ;
mirth will be negli

gence, and seriousness formality ;
when he is

received with ceremony, distance and respect

are inculcated ;
if he is treated with familiarity,

the sunshine of felicity, more frequently luxuri-
j
he concludes himself insulted by condescen*

ate into follies than blossom into goodness.

Many observations have concurred to estab

lish this opinion, and it is not likely soon to be

come obsolete, for want of new occasions to re

vive it. The greater part of mankind are cor

rupt in every condition, and differ in high and
tow stations, only as they have more or fewer

opportunities of gratifying their desires, or as

they are more or less restrained by human cen

sures. Many vitiate their principles in the ac

quisition of riches
;
and who can wonder that

what is gained by fraud and extortion is en-

joyed with tyranny and excess?

Yet I am willing to believe that the deprava
tion of the mind by external advantages, though
certainly not uncommon, yet approaches not so

nearly to universality, as some have asserted in

the bitterness of resentment, or heat of decla

mation.
.3.

It must however be confessed, that as all sud

den changes are dangerous, a quick transition

from poverty to abundance can seldom be made

with safety. He that has long lived within

sight of pleasures which he could not reach,

will need more than common moderation, not

to lose his reason in unbounded riot, when they
are first put into his power.

Every possession is endeared by novelty ; every

gratification is exaggerated by desire. It is dif

ficult not to estimate what is lately gained above

its real value
;

it is impossible not to annex

greater happiness to that condition from which
we are unwillingly excluded, than nature has

qualified us to obtain. For this reason, the re

mote inheritor of an unexpected fortune may be

generally distinguished from those who are en

riched in the common course of lineal descent,
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by hJs greater haste to enjoy his wealth, by the

finery of his dress, the pomp of his equipage, the

splendour of his furniture, and the luxury of his

table.

A thousand things which familiarity discovers

to be of little value, have power for a time to

seize the imagination. A Virginian king, when
the Europeans had fixed a lock on his door, was
so delighted to find his subjects admitted or ex

cluded with such facility, that it was from morn

ing to evening his whole employment to turn

the key. We, among whom locks and keys have

been longer in use, are inclined to laugh at this

American amusement ; yet I doubt whether
this paper will have a single reader that may not

apply the story to himself, and recollect some
hours of his life in which he has been equally

overpowered by the transitory charms of trifling

novelty.
Some indulgence is due to him whom a happy

gale of fortune has suddenly transported into

new regions, where unaccustomed lustre dazzles

his eyes, and untasted delicacies solicit his appe
tite. Let him not be considered as lost in

hopeless degeneracy, though he for a while for

gets the regard due to others, to indulge the con

templation of himself, and in the extravagance
of his first raptures expects that his eye should

regulate the motions of all that approach him,
and his opinion be received as decisive and ora-

culous. His intoxication will give way to time ;

the madness of joy will fume imperceptibly

away ;
the sense of his insufficiency will soon

return
;
he will remember that the co-operation

of others is necessary to his happiness, and learn

to conciliate their regard by reciprocal bene

ficence.

There is, at least, one consideration which

ought to alleviate our censures of the powerful
and rich. To imagine them chargeable with all

the guilt and folly of their own actions, is to be

v<:ry little acquainted with the world.

De I'absolu pouvoir vous ignores I'yvresse,

Et du lache Jiateur la voix enchanteresse.

. Thou hast not known the giddy whirls of fate,

Nor servile flatteries which enchant the great.

He that can do much good or harm will not

find many whom ambition or cowardice will

suffer to be sincere. While we live upon the

level with the rest of mankind, we are remind
ed of our duty by the admonitions of friends and

reproaches of enemies ; but men who stand in

the highest ranks of society, seldom hear of their

faults ; if by any accident an opprobrious clam

our reaches their ears, flattery is always at hand
to pour in her opiates, to quiet conviction, and
obtund remorse.

Favour is seldom gained but by conformity
In vice. Virtue can stand without assistance,

and considers herself as very little obliged b\
countenance and approbation ; but vice, spirit

less and timorous, seeks the shelter of crowds,
and support of confederacy. The sycophant,

therefore, neglects the good qualities of his pa
tron, and employs all his art on his weaknesses
and follies, regales his reigning vanity, or sti

mulates his prevalent desires.

Virtue is sufficiently difficult with any cir.

cumstances, but the difficulty is increased when
reproof and advice are frighted away. In com
mon life, reason and conscience have only the

appetites and passions to encounter ; but lit

higher stations they must oppose artifice and
adulation. He, therefore, that yields to such

temptations, cannot give those who look upon
his miscarriage much reason for exultation,
since few can justly presume that from the samt
snare they should have been able to escape.

No. 173.] TUESDAY, Nov. 12, 1753.

Quo rirtus, quo ferat error. HOR.

Now say, where virtue stops, and vice begins ?

As any action or posture, long continued, will

distort and disfigure the limbs
;
so the mind

likewise is crippled and contracted by perpetual

application to the same set of ideas. It is easy
to guess the trade of an artisan by his knees, his

fingers, or his shoulders : and there are few

among men of the more liberal professions, "whose

minds do not carry the brand of their calling,

or whose conversation does not quickly discover

to what class of the community they belong.
These peculiarities have been of great use, in

the general hostility which every part of man
kind exercises against the rest, to furnish insults

and sarcasms. Every art has its dialect, uncouth
and ungrateful to all whom custom has not re

conciled to its sound, and which therefore be

comes ridiculous by a slight misapplication, or

unnecessary repetition.

The general reproach with which ignorance

revenges the superciliousness of learning, is that

of pedantry; a censure which every man incurs,

who has at any time the misfortune to talk to

those who cannot understand him, and by which
the modest and timorous are sometimes frighted
from the display of their acquisitions, and the

exertion of their powers.
The name of a pedant is so formidable to

young men when they first sally from their col

leges, and is so liberally scattered by those who
mean to boast their elegance of education, easi

ness of manners, and knowledge of the world,

that it seems to require particular considera

tion
; since, perhaps, if it were once under

stood, many a heart might b?. freed from painful

apprehensions, and many a tongue delivered

from restraint.
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Pedantry is the unseasonable ostentation of

learning. It may be discovered either in the
I

cnoice of a subject, or in the manner of treat- !

ing it. He is undoubtedly guilty of pedantry,

who, when he has made himself master ofsome

abstruse and uncultivated part of knowledge,
obtrudes his remarks and discoveries upon those

whom he believes unable to judge of his profi

ciency, and from whom, as he cannot fear con-

tradiction, he cannot properly expect applause.

To this error the student is sometimes be

trayed by the natural recurrence of the mind to

its common employment, by the pleasure which

every man receives from the recollection of

pleasing images, and the desire of dwelling upon

topics on which he knows himself able to speak
with justness. But because we are seldom so

far prejudiced in favour of each other, as to

search out for palliations, this failure of polite

ness is imputed always to vanity ;
and the harm

less collegiate, who, perhaps, intended enter

tainment and instruction, or at worst only

spoke without sufficient reflection upon the

character of his hearers, is censured as arrogant
j

or overbearing, and eager to extend his renown,
|

in contempt of the convenience of society, and
I

the laws of conversation.

All discourse of which others cannot partake,

is not only an irksome usurpation of the time

devoted to pleasure and entertainment, but,

what never fails to excite very keen resentment, i

an insolent assertion of superiority, and a tri-
;

umph over less enlightened understandings, i

The pedant is, therefore, not only heard with
;

weariness, but malignity ; and those who con

ceive themselves insulted by his knowledge,
never fail to tell with acrimony how injudici- ,

ously it was exerted.

To avoid this dangerous imputation, scholars
\

sometimes divest themselves with too much
haste of their academical formality, and, in their \

endeavours to accommodate their notions and
j

their style to common conceptions, talk rather
j

of any thing than of that which they under- i

stand, and sink into insipidity of sentiment and
j

meanness of expi'ession.

There prevails among men of letters an opin

ion, that all appearance of science is particular- :

]y hateful to women ;
and that therefore, who-

J

ever desires to be well received in female assem-
i

blies, must qualify himself by a total rejection j

of all that is serious, rational or important;
must consider argument or criticism as perpet

ually interdicted ;
and devote all his attention

{

to trifles, and all his eloquence to compliment.
Students often form their notions of the pre

sent generation from the writings of the past,

and are very early informed of those changes
which the gradual diffusion of knowledge, or

the sudden caprice of fashion, produces in the

world. Whatever might be the state of female i

literature in the last century, there is now no 1

longer any danger lest the scholar should want
an adequate audience at the tea-table ; and who
ever thinks it necessary to regulate his conver

sation by antiquated rules, will be rather des

pised for his futility than caressed for his polite

ness.

To talk intentionally in a manner above the

comprehension of those whom we address, is

unquestionable pedantry ; but surely complais
ance requires, that no man should, without

proof, conclude his company incapable of follow

ing him to the highest elevation of his fancy, or

the utmost extent of his knowledge. It is al

ways safer to err in favour of others than of

ourselves, and therefore we seldom hazard much
by endeavouring to excel.

It ought at least to be the care of learning,
when she quits her exaltation, to descend with

dignity. Nothing is more despicable than the

airiness and jocularity of a man bred to severe

science and solitary meditation. To trifle a-

greeably is a secret which schools cannot impart ;

that gay negligence and vivacious levity, which
charm down resistance wherever they appear,
are never attainable by him who, having spent
his first years among the dust of libraries, en

ters late into the gay world with an unpliant
attention and established habits.

It is observed in the panegyric on Fabricius

the mechanist, that, though forced by public

employments into mingled conversation, he

never lost the modesty and seriousness of the

convent, nor drew ridicule upon himself by au

affected imitation of fashionable life. To the

same praise every man devoted to learning ought
to aspire. If he attempts the softer arts of

pleasing, and endeavours to learn the grateful
bow and the familiar embrace, the insinuating
accent and the general smile, he will lose the

respect due to the character of learning, without

arriving at the envied honour of doing nothing
with elegance and facility.

Theophrastus was discovered not to be a na

tive of Athens, by so strict an adherence to the

Attic dialect, as showed that he had learned it

not by custom, but by rule. A man not early

formed to habitual elegance, betrays in like

manner the effects of his education, by an un

necessary anxiety of behaviour. It is as possi

ble to become pedantic by fear of pedantry, as

to be troublesome by ill-timed civility. There

is no kind of impertinence more justly cen

surable, than his who is always labouring to

level thoughts to intellects higher than his

own ; who apologizes for every word which his

own narrowness of converse inclines him to

think unusual ; keeps the exuberance of his

faculties under visible restraint ; is solicitous to

anticipate inquiries by needless explanations ;

and endeavours to shade his own abilities, lest

weak eyes should be dazzled with their lustre.
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N'o. 174.] SATURDAY, Nov. 15, 1751.

ccnum habet in cornu ; longe fuge ; dummodo ri-

sum
Grc utiat sibi, non hie cuiquam parcel amico. HOR.

Yonder he drives avoid that furious beast :

if he may have his jest, he never cares

At whose expense ;
nor friend nor patron spares.

FRANCIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.

MR. RAMBLER,

THE laws of social benevolence require, that

every man should endeavour to assist others by
his experience. He that has at last escaped into

port from the fluctuations of chance, and the

gusts of opposition, ought to make some im

provements in the chart of life, by marking the

rocks on which he has been dashed, and the

shallows where he has been stranded.

The error into which I was betrayed, when
custom first gave me up to my own direction,

is very frequently incident to the quick, the

sprightly, the fearless, and the gay ; to all whose
ardour hurries them into precipitate execution

of their designs, and imprudent declaration of

their opinions ;
who seldom count the cost of

pleasure, or examine the distant consequences of

any practice that flatters them with immediate

gratification.

I came forth into the crowded world with

the usualjuvenile ambition, and desired nothing

beyond the title of a wit. Money I considered

as below my care ; for I saw such multitudes

grow rich without understanding, that I could

not forbear to look on wealth as an acquisition

easy to industry directed by genius, and there

fore threw it aside as a secondary convenience,
to be procured when my principal wish should be

satisfied, and my claim to intellectual excellence

universally acknowledged.
With this view I regulated my behaviour in

public, and exercised my meditations in solitude.

My life was divided between the care of provid

ing topics for the entertainment of my company,
and that of collecting company worthy to be en

tertained
;
for I soon found, that wit, like every

other power, has its boundaries ; that its success

depends upon the aptitude of others to receive

impressions ; and that as some bodies, indisso-
j

luble by heat, can set the furnace and crucible
|

at defiance, there are minds upon which the
|

rays of fancy may be pointed without effect, I

and which no fire of sentiment can agitate or
j

exalt.

It was, however, not long, before I fitted

myself with a set of companions who knew how
to laugh, and to whom no other recommenda
tion was necessary than the power of striking
out a jest. Among those I fixed my residence,

and for a time enjoyed the felicity of disturbing
the neighbours every night with the obstreper- j

ous applause which my sallies forced from the

audience. The reputation of our club every

day increased, and as my flights and remarks
were circulated by my admirers, every day
brought new solicitations for admission into our

society.

To support this perpetual fund of merriment,
I frequented every place of concourse, cultivat

ed the acquaintance of all the fashionable race,
and passed the day in a continual succession of

visits, in which I collected a treasure of pleas

antry for the expenses of the evening. What
ever error of conduct I could discover, whatever

peculiarity of manner I could observe, whatever
weakness was betrayed by confidence, whatever

lapse was suffered by neglect, all was drawn to

gether for the diversion of my wild compan
ions, who when they had been taught the art of

ridicule, never failed to signalize themselves by
a zealous imitation, and filled the town on the

ensuing day with scandal and vexation, with
merriment and shame.

I can scarcely believe, when I recollect my
own practice, that I could have been so far de

luded with petty praise, as to divulge the se

crets of trust, and to expose the levities of frank

ness ; to waylay the walks of the cautious, and

surprise the security of the thoughtless. Yet it

is certain, that for many years I heard nothing
but with design to tell it, and saw nothing with

any other curiosity than after some failure that

might furnish out a jest.

My heart, indeed, acquits me of deliberate

malignity, or interested insidiousness. I had
no other purpose than to heighten the pleasure
of laughter by communication, nor ever raised

any pecuniary advantage from the calamities of

others. I led weakness and negligence into dif

ficulties, only that I might divert myself with

their perplexities and distresses ; and violated

every law of friendship, with no other hope
than that of gaining the reputation of smartness

and waggery.
I would not be understood to charge myself

with any crimes of the atrocious or destructive

kind. I never betrayed an heir to gamesters, or

a girl to debauchees ;
never intercepted the

kindness of a patron, or sported away the repu
tation of innocence. My delight was only in

petty mischief and momentary vexations, and

my acuteness was employed not upon fraud and

oppression, which it had been meritorious to

detect, but upon harmless ignorance or absurd

ity, prejudice or mistake.

This inquiry I pursued with so much diligence

and sagacity, that I was able to relate, of every
man whom I knew, some blunder or miscar

riage; to betray the most circumspect of my
friends into follies, by a judicious flattery of his

predominant passion ; or expose him to con

tempt, by placing him in circumstances which

put his prejudices into action, brought to view
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his natural defects, or 'drew the attention of the

company on his airs of affectation.

The power had been possessed m vain if it

nad never been exerted ;
and it was not my cus

tom to let any arts of jocularity remain unem

ployed. My impatience of applause brought me

always early to the place of entertainment ; and

L seldom failed to lay a scheme with the small

knot that first gathered round me, by which

some of those whom we expected might be made

subservient to our sport. Every man has some

favourite topic of conversation, on which, by a

feigned seriousness of attention, he may be drawn

to expatiate without end. Every man has some

habitual contortion of body, or established mode

of expression, which never fails to raise mirth if

it be pointed out to notice. By premonitions ol

these particularities I secured our pleasantry. Our

companion entered with his usual gayety, and

began to partake of our noisy cheerfulness, when
the conversation was imperceptibly diverted to a

subject which pressed upon his tender part, and

extorted the expected shrug, the customary ex

clamation, or the predicted remark. A general

clamour ofjoy then burst from all that were ad

mitted to the stratagem. Our mirth was often

increased by the triumph of him that occasioned

it; for, as we do not hastily form conclusions

against ourselves, seldom any one suspected that

he had exhilarated us otherwise than by his wit.

You will hear, I believe, with very little sur

prise that by this conduct I had in a short time

united mankind against me, and that every

tongue was diligent in prevention or revenge.
I soon perceived myself regarded with malevo

lence or distrust, but wondered what had been

discovered in me either terrible or hateful. I

had invaded no man's property; 1 had rival

led no man's claims ; nor had ever engaged in

any of those attempts which provoke the jeal

ousy of ambition, or the rage of faction. I

had lived but to laugh, and make others laugh;
and believed that I was loved by all who cares

sed, and favoured by all who applauded me. I

never imagined that he who, in the mirth of a noc

turnal revel, concurred in ridiculing his friend,

would consider in a cooler hour, that the same
trick might be played against himself; or that,

even where there is no sense of danger, the natural

pride ofhuman nature rises against him, who, by
general censures, lays claim to general superiority.

I was convinced, by a total desertion, of the

impropriety of my conduct ; every man avoid

ed, and cautioned others to avoid me. Where-
ever I came, I found silence and dejection, cold

ness and terror. No one would venture to speak,
lest he should lay himself open to unfavourable

representations ; the company, however numer
ous, dropped off at my entrance, upon various

pretences ; and, if I retired to avoid the shame
of being left, I heard confidence and mirth revive

at my departure.

If those whom I had thus offended could have
contented themselves with repaying one insult

for another, and kept up the war only by a re

ciprocation of sarcasms, they might have per

haps vexed, but would never much have hurt

me
;
for no man heartily hates him at whom he

can laugh. But these wounds which they give
me as they fly, are without cure ; this alarm
which they spread by their solicitude to escape

me, excludes me from all friendship and from
all pleasure. I am condemned to pass a long
interval of my life in solitude, as a man suspec
ted of infection is refused admission into cities ;

and must linger in obscurity, till my conduct

shall convince the world, that I may be ap

proached without hazard.

I am, &c.

DlCACU5.U.

No. 175.] TUESDAY, Nov. 19, 1751.

Rari quippe boni, numero vix stint totidem qvot
T/iebarum porttr, vcl divitls ostia Nili. juv.

Good men are scarce, the just are thinly sown ;

They thrive but ill, nor can they last when grown,
And should we connt them, and our store compile,
Yet Thebes more gates could show, more mouths tho

Nile. CRJKECH.

NONE of the axioms of wisdom which recom
mend the ancient sages to veneration, seems to

have required less extent of knowledge or per

spicacity of penetration, than the remark of

Bias, that ol fXiam */, the majority are wicked.

The depravity of mankind is so easily dis

coverable that nothing but the desert or the cell

can exclude it from notice. The knowledge of

crimes intrudes uncalled and undesired. They
whom their abstraction from common occur

rences hinders from seeing iniquity, will quick

ly have their attention awakened by feeling it.

Even he who ventures not into the world, may
learn its corruption in his closet. For what are

treatises of morality, but persuasives to the

practice of duties, for which no arguments would

be necessary, but that we are continually tempt
ed to violate or neglect them? What are all the

records of history, but narratives of successive

villanies, of treasons and usurpations, massacres

and wars ?

But, perhaps, the excellence of aphorisms
consists not so much in the expression of some
rare or abstruse sentiment, as in the comprehen
sion of some obvious and useful truth in a few

words. We frequently fall into error and folly,

not because the true principles of action are not

known, but because for a time they are not re

membered ;
and he may therefore be justly

numbered among the benefactors of mankind,
who contracts the great rules of life into short

sentences, that may be easily impressed on th
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memory, and taught by frequent recollection to

recur habitually to the mind.

However those who have passed through half

the life of man, may now wonder that any
should require to he cautioned against corrup

tion, they will find, that they have themselves

purchased their conviction by many disappoint

ments and vexations which an earlier knowledge
would have spared them ;

and may see on every
side some entangling themselves in perplexities,

and some sinking into ruin, by ignorance or ne

glect of the maxim of Bias.

Every day sends out, in quest of pleasure and

distinction, some heir fondled in ignorance, and

flattered into pride. He comes forth with all

the confidence of a spirit unacquainted with su-
j

periors, and all the benevolence of a mind not

yet irritated by opposition, alarmed by fraud, or

embittered by cruelty. He loves all, because he

imagines himself the universal favourite. Every
exchange of salutation produces new acquain

tance, and every acquaintance kindles into

friendship.

Every season brings a new flight of beauties

into the world, who have hitherto heard only of

their own charms, and imagine that the heart

feels no passion but that of love. They are seen

surrounded by admirers whom they credit, be

cause they tell them only what is heard with

delight. Whoever gazes upon them is a lov

er ; and whoever forces a sigh, is pining in

despair.

He surely is a useful monitor, who inculcates

to these thoughtless strangers, that the majority
are wicked ; who informs them, that the train

which wealth and beauty draw after them is

lured only by the scent of prey ;
and that, per

haps, among all those who crowd about them
with professions and flatteries, there is not one

who does not hope for some opportunity to de

vour or betray them, to glut himself by their

destruction, or to share their spoils with a

stronger savage.

Virtue, presented singly to the imagination or

the reason, is so well recommended by its own

graces, and so strongly supported by arguments,
that a good man wonders how any can be bad ;

and they who are ignorant of the force of pas
sion and interest, who never observed the arts of

seduction, the contagion of example, the gradual
descent from one crime to another, or the insen

sible depravation of the principles by loose con

versation, naturally expect to find integrity in

every bosom, and veracity on every tongne.

It is, indeed, impossible not to hear from those

who have lived longer, of wrongs and falsehoods,

of violence and circumvention ; but such narra

tives are commonly regarded by the young, the

heady, and the confident, as nothing more than

the murmurs of peevishness, or the dreams of

dotage ; and, notwithstanding all the documents

of hoary wisdom, we commonly plunge into the

world fearless and credulous without any fore

sight of danger, or apprehension of deceit.

I have remarked, in a former paper, that ere

dulity is the common failing of unexperienced
virtue ;

and that he who is spontaneously sus

picious, may be justly charged with radical cor

ruption ; for, if he has not known the prevalence
of dishonesty by information, nor had time to

observe it with his own eyes, whence can he take

his measures ofjudgment but from himself?

They who best deserve to escape the snares oz

artifice, are most likely to be entangled. He that

endeavours to live for the good of others, must

always be exposed to the art 3 of them who live

only for themselves, unless he is taught by
timely precepts the caution required in common

transactions, and shown at a distance the pitfalls

of treachery.
To youth, therefore, it should be carefully in

culcated, that, to enter the road of life without

caution or reserve, in expectation of general fide

lity and justice, is to launch on the wide ocean

without the instruments of steerage, and to hope
that every wind will be prosperous, and that

every coast will afford a harbour.

To enumerate the various motives to deceit

and injury, would be to count all the desires that

prevail among the sons of men ; since there is no

ambition however petty, no wish however ab

surd, that by indulgence will not be enabled to

overpower the influence of virtue. Many there

are, who openly and almost professedly regulate

all their conduct by their love of money ; who
have no other reason for action or forbearance,

for compliance or refusal, than that they hope
to gain more by one than by the other. These

are indeed the meanest and crudest of human

beings, a race with whom, as with some pesti

ferous animals, the whole creation seems to be

at war ; but who, however detested or scorned,

long continue to add heap to heap, and, when

they have reduced one to beggary, are still per
mitted to fasten on another.

Others, yet less rationally wicked, pass then-

lives in mischief, because they cannot bear the

sight of success, and mark out every man for

hatred, whose fame or fortune they believe in

creasing.

Many, who have not advanced to these de

grees of guilt, are yet wholly unqualified for

friendship, and unable to maintain any constant

or regular course of kindness. Happiness may
be destroyed not only by union with the mar;

who is apparently the slave of interest, but with

him whom a wild opinion of the dignity of p r-

severance, in whatever cause, disposes to pursue

every injury with unwearied and perpetual re

sentment ; with him whose vanity inclines him

to consider every man as a rival in every pre

tension ;
with him whose airy negligence puts

his friend's affairs or secrets in continual haz

ard, and who thinks his forgetfulness of ethers
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excused by his inattention to himself; and with
|

him whose inconstancy ranges without any set

tled rule of choice through varieties of friendship,

and who adopts and dismisses favourites by the

sudden impulse of caprice.

Thus numerous are the dangers to which the
|

converse of mankind exposes us, and which can
j

be avoided only by prudent distrust. He there-
j

fore that, remembering this salutary maxim,
j

learns early to withhold his fondness from fair
j

appearances, will have reason to pay some hon-
|

ours to Bias of Priene, who enabled him to be-
;

come wise without the cost of experience.
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No. 176.] SATURDAY, Nov. 23, 1751.

PTaso suspendere adunco. HOR.

On me you turn the nose.

THERE are many vexatious accidents and un

easy situations which raise little compassion for

the sufferer, and which no man but those whom

they immediately distress can regard with seri

ousness. Petty mischiefs, that have no influ

ence on futurity, nor extend their effects to the

rest of life, are always seen with a kind of ma
licious pleasure. A mistake or embarrassment,
which for the present moment fills the face with

blushes, and the mind with confusion, will have

no other effect upon those who observe it, than

that of convulsing them with irresistible laugh
ter. Some circumstances of misery are so

powerfully ridiculous, that neither kindness nor

duty can withstand them ; they bear down love,

interest, and reverence, and force the friend,

the dependent, or the child, to give way to in

stantaneous motions of merriment.

Among the principal of comic calamities may
be reckoned the pain which an author, not yet

hardened into insensibility, feels at the onset of

a furious critic, whose age, rank, or fortune,

gives him confidence to speak without reserve
;

who heaps one objection upon another, and ob

trudes his remarks, and enforces his corrections,

without tenderness or awe.

The author, full of the importance of his

work, and anxious for the justification of every

syllable, starts and kindles at the slightest at

tack ; the critic, eager to establish his superi

ority, triumphing in every discovery of failure,

and zealous to impress the cogency of his argu
ments, pursues him from line to line without

cessation or remorse. The critic, who hazards

little, proceeds with vehemence, impetuosity,
and fearlessness ; the author, whose quiet and

fame, and life and immortality, are involved in

the controversy, tries every art of subterfuge
and defence; maintains modestly what he re

solves never to yield, and yields unwillingly
what cannot be maintained. The critic's pur

pose is to conquer, the author only hopes to

escape ; the critic therefore knits his brow, and
raises his voice, and rejoices whenever he per
ceives any tokens of pain excited by the pressure
of his assertions, or the point of his sarcasms.

The author, whose endeavour is at once to mol

lify and elude his persecutor, composes his fea

tures and softens his accent, breaks the force of

assault by retreat, and rather steps aside than

flies or advances.

As it very seldom happens that the rage of

extemporary criticism inflicts fatal or lasting

wounds, I know not that the laws of benevo

lence entitle this distress to much sympathy.
The diversion of baiting an author has the

sanction of all ages and nations, and it is moi
lawful than the sport of teasing other animals,

because, for the most part, he comes voluntarily
to the stake, furnished, as he imagines, by the

patron powers of literature, with resistless

weapons and impenetrable armour, with the

mail of the boar of Eyrmanth, and the paws of

the lion of Nemea.
But the works of genius are sometimes pro

duced by other motives than vanity; and he
whom necessity or duty enforces to write, is

not always so well satisfied with himself, as not

to be discouraged by censorious impudence. It

may therefore be necessary to consider, how
they whom publication lays open to the insults

of such as their obscurity secures against re

prisals, may extricate themselves from unex

pected encounters.

Vida, a man of considerable skill in the poli

tics of literature, directs his pupil wholly to

abandon his defence, and, even when he can ir-

refragably refute all objections, to suffer tamely
the exultations of his antagonist.

This rule may perhaps be just, when advice

is asked, and severity solicited, because no man
tells his opinion so freely as when he imagines
it received with implicit veneration ; and critics

ought never to be consulted, but while errors

may yet be rectified or insipidity suppressed.

But when the book has once been dismissed into

the world, and can be no more retouched, I

know not whether a very different conduct

should not be prescribed, and whether firmness

and spirit may not sometimes be of use to over

power arrogance and repel brutality. Softness,

diffidence, and moderation will often be mistaken

for imbecility and dejection ; they lure coward

ice to the attack by the hopes of easy victory

and it will soon be found that he whom every

man thinks he can conquer, shall never be at

peace.

The animadversions of critics are commonly
such as may easily provoke the sedatest writei

to some quickness of resentment and asperity of

reply. A man who by long consideration has

familiarized a subject to his own mind, carefully

surveyed the series of his thoughts, and planned
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all the parts of his composition into a regular

dependance on each other, will often start at the

sinistrous interpretations or absurd remarks of

haste and ignorance, and wonder by what in

fatuation they have been led away from the ob-
!

vious sense, and upon what peculiar principles
|

ofjudgment they decide against him.

The eye of the intellect, like that of the body, I

is not equally perfect in all, nor equally adapted

in any to all objects ;
the end of criticism is to

supply its defects ; rules are the instruments of

mental vision, which may indeed assist our fa

culties when properly used, but produce confu

sion and obscurity by unskilful application.

Some seem always to read with the micros

cope of criticism, and employ their whole atten

tion upon minute elegance, or faults scarcely

visible to common observation. The dissonance

of a syllable, the recurrence of the same sound,

the repetition of a particle, the smallest divia-

tion from propriety, the slightest defect in con

struction or arrangement, swell before their

eyes into enormities. As they discern with

great exactness, they comprehend but a narrow

compass, and know nothing of the justness of

the design, the general spirit of the performance,
the artifice of connection, or the harmony of the

parts : they never conceive how small a propor
tion that which they.are busy in contemplating
bears to the whole, or how the petty inaccura

cies with which they are offended, are absorbed

and lost in general excellence.

Others are furnished by criticism with a

telescope. They see with great clearness what
ever is too remote to be discovered by the rest of

mankind, but are totally blind to all that lies

immediately before them. They discover in

every passage some secret meaning, some re

mote allusion, some artful allegory, or some
occult imitation, which no other reader ever

suspected ; but they have no perception of the

cogency of arguments, the force of pathetic sen

timents, the various colours of diction, or the

flowery embellishments of fancy ;
of all that

engages the attention of others they are totally

insensible, while they pry into worlds of con

jecture, and amuse themselves with phantoms
in the clouds.

In criticism, as in eveiy other art, we fail

sometimes by our weakness, but more frequent

ly by our fault. We are sometimes bewildered

by ignorance, and sometimes by prejudice ; but
we seldom deviate far from the right, but when
we deliver ourselves up to the direction of

vanity.

No. 177.] TUESDAY, Nov. 26, 1751.

Turpe est d/Jficiles habere nugas. MART.

Yhose things which now seem frivolous and slight,

Will be of serious consequence to you,
When they have made you once ridiculous.

KOSCOMMON.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

WHEN I was, at the usual time, about to enter

upon the profession to which my friends had

destined me, being summoned, by the death oi

my father, into the country, I found myseli
master of an unexpected sum of money, and oi

an estate, which, though not large, was, in my
opinion, sufficient to support me in a condition,

far preferable to the fatigue, dependance, ana

uncertainty of any gainful occupation. I there

fore resolved to devote the rest of my life whol

ly to curiosity, and without any confinement of

my excursions, or termination of my views, to

wander over the boundless regions of general

knowledge.
This scheme of life seemed pregnant with in

exhaustible variety, and therefore I could not

forbear to congratulate myself upon the wisdom
of my choice. I furnished a large room with
all conveniences for study; collected books of

every kind; quitted every science at the first

perception of disgust ; returned to it again as

soon as my former ardour happened to revive;
and having no rival to depress me by compari
son, nor any critic to alarm me with objections,
I spent day after day in profound tranquillity,
with only so much complaisance in my own
improvements, as served to excite and animate

my application.

Thus I lived for some years with complete

acquiescence in my own plan of conduct, rising

early to read, and dividing the latter part of the

day between economy, exercise and reflection.

But in time I began to find my mind contracted

and stiffened by solitude. My ease and elegance
were sensibly impaired ; I was no longer able

to accommodate myself with readiness to the

accidental current of conversation ; my notions

grew particular and paradoxical, and my phrase

ology formal and unfashionable; I spoke, on
common occasions, the language of books. My
quickness of apprehension, and celerity of reply,
had entirely deserted me

;
when I delivered my

opinion, or detailed my knowledge, I was be

wildered by an unseasonable interrogatory, dis

concerted by any slight opposition, and over

whelmed and lost in dejection, when the small

est advantage was gained against me in dispute.
I became decisive and dogmatical, impatient of

contradiction, perpetually jealous of my charao

ter, insolent to such as acknowledged my su

periority, and sullen and malignant to all who
refused to receive my dictates.

This I soon discovered to be one of those in

tellectual diseases which a wise man should

make haste to cure. I therefore resolved for a

time to shut my books, and learn again the art

of conversation
;
to defecate and clear my mind

by brisker motions and stronger impulses ; and
to unite myself once more to the living genera^
tion.
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For this purpose I hasted to London, and en

treated one of my academical acquaintances to

introduce me into some of the little societies of

literature which are formed in taverns and cof

fee-houses. He was pleased with an opportu

nity of showing me to his friends, and soon ob

tained me admission among a select company of

curious men, who met once a week to exhilar

ate their studies and compare their acquisitions.

The eldest and most venerable of this society

was Hirsutus, who, after the first civilities of

my reception, found means to introduce the

mention of his favourite studies, by a severe

censure of those who want the due regard for

their native country. He informed me that he

had early withdrawn his attention from foreign

trifles, and that, since he began to addict his

mind to serious and manly studies, he had very

carefully amassed all the English books that

were printed in the black character. This search

he had pursued so diligently, that he was able

to show the deficiences of the best catalogues.

He had long since completed his Caxton, had

three sheets of Treveris unknown to the anti

quaries, and wanted to a perfect Pynson but two

volumes, of which one was promised him as a

legacy by its present possessor, and the other he

was resolved to buy at whatever price, when

Quisquilius's library should be sold. Hirsutus

had no other reason for the valuing or slighting

a book, than that it was printed in the Roman
or the Gothic letter, nor any ideas but such as

his favourite volumes had supplied; when he

was serious, he expatiated on the narratives of

Johan de Trevisa, and, when he was merry,

regaled us with a quotation from the Shippe of

Poles.

While I was listening to this hoary student,

Ferratus entered in a hurry, and informed us

with the abruptness of ecstacy, that his set of

halfpence was now complete ; he had just re

ceived in a handful of change the piece that he

had so long been seeking, and could now defy
mankind to outgo his collection of English cop

per.

Chartophylax then observed how fatally hu
man sagacity was sometimes baffled, and how
often the most valuable discoveries are made by
chance. He had employed himself and his

emissaries seven years at great expense to per
fect his series of Gazettes, but had long wanted
a single paper, which, when he despaired of ob

taining it, was sent him wrapped round a par-
oel of tobacco.

Cantilenus turned all his thoughts upon old

feollads. for he considered them as the genuine
records of the national taste. He offered to show
me a copy of The Children in the "Wood, which
he firmly believed to be of the first edition, and

by the help of which the text might be freed

from several corruptions, if this age of barba

rity had any claim to such favours from him.

Many were admitted into this society as in-

ferior members, because they had collected old

prints and neglected pamphlets, or possessed
some fragment of antiquity, as the seal of an an

cient corporation, the charter of a religious

house, the genealogy of a family extinct, or a

letter written in the reign of Elizabeth.

Every one of these virtuosos looked on all his

associates as wretches of depraved taste and nar

row notions. Their conversation was, there

fore, fretful and waspish, their behaviour bru

tal, their merriment bluntly sarcastic, and their

seriousness gloomy and suspicious. They were

totally ignorant of all that passes, or has lately

passed, in the world
;
unable to discuss any

question of religious, political, or military know

ledge ; equally strangers to science and politer

learning; and without any wish to improve
their minds, or any other pleasure than that of

displaying rarities of which they would not suf

fer others to make the proper use.

Hirsutus graciously informed me, that the

number of their society was limited, but that I

might sometimes attend as an auditor. I was

pleased to find myself in no danger of an honour

which I could not have willingly accepted, nor

gracefully refused, and left them without any
intention of returning ;

for I soon found that

the suppression of those habits with which 1

was vitiated, required association with men

very different from this solemn race.

1 am, Sir, &c.

VlVACULUS.

It is natural to feel grief or indignation, when

any thing necessary or useful is wantonly was

ted, or negligently destroyed ; and therefore my
correspondent cannot be blamed for looking with
uneasiness on the waste of life. Leisure and

curiosity might soon make great advances in

useful knowledge, were they not diverted by
minute emulation and laborious trifles. It may,
however, somewhat mollify his anger to reflect,

that perhaps none of the assembly which ho

describes was capable of any nobler employment,
and that he who does his best, however little, is

always to be distinguished from him who does

nothing. Whatever busies the mind without

coiTupting it, has at least this use, that it res

cues the day from idleness, and he that is never

idle will not often be vicious.

No. 178.] SATURDAY, Nov. 30, 1751.

Pars sanitatis velle sanari fuit. SENECA..

To yield to remedies is half the cure.

PYTHAGORAS is reported to have required from

those whom he instructed in philosophy a pro

bationary silence of five years. Whether this

prohibition of speech extended to all the parts of
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this time, as seems generally to be supposed, or

was to be observed only in the school or in the

presence of their master, as is more probable, it

was sufficient to discover the pupil's disposition ;

to try whether he was willing to pay the price of

learning ; or whether he was one of those whose

ardour was rather violent than lasting, and who

expected to grow wise on other terms than those

of patience and obedience.

Many of the blessings universally desired, are

very frequently wanted, because most men,
when they should labour, content themselves to

complain, and rather linger in a state in which

they cannot be at rest, than improve their condi

tion by vigour and resolution.

Providence has fixed the limits of human en

joyment by immoveable boundaries, and has set

different gratifications at such a distance from
each other, that no art or power can bring them

together. This great law it is the business of

every rational being to understand, that life may
not pass away in an attempt to make contradic

tions consistent, to combine opposite qualities,

and to unite things which, the nature of their

being must always keep asunder.

Of two objects tempting at a distance on con

trary sides, it is impossible to approach one but

by receding from the other ; by long deliberation

and dilatory projects, they may be both lost, but

can never be both gained. It is, therefore, ne

cessary to compare them, and, when we have

determined the preference, to withdraw our eyes
and our thoughts at once from that which rea

son directs us to reject. This is more necessary,
if that which we are forsaking has the power of

delighting the senses, or firing the fancy. He
that once turns aside to the allurements of un
lawful pleasure can have no security that he

shall ever regain the paths of virtue.

The philosophic goddess of Boethius, having
related the story of Orpheus, who, when he had

recovered his wife from the dominions of death,

lost her again by looking back upon her in the

confines of light, concludes with a very elegant

and forcible application. Whoever you ere that

endeavour to elevate your minds to the illuminations

of Heaven, consider yourselves as represented in this

fable : for he that is once sofar overcome as to turn

back his eyes towards the infernal caverns, loses at

thejirst sight ell that influence which attracted him

tni high.

Vos haec fabula respicit,

Quicunque in superum diem
Mentem dueere quasritis.

Nam qui Tartareum in specus
Victus lumiua flexerit,

Quidquid praecipuum trahit,

Perdit, dum videt inferos.

It may be observed, in general, that the future

is purchased by the present. It is not possible
to secure distant or permanent happiness but by

the forbearance of some immediate gratifi nation

This is so evidently true with regard to tht

whole of our existence, that all the precepts 01

theology have no other tendency than to enforce

a life of faith ; a life not regulated by our senses

but our belief; a life in which pleasures are to

be refused for fear of invisible punishments, and

calamities sometimes to be sought, and always
endured, in hope of rewards that shall be obtain

ed in another state.

Even if we take into our view only that par
ticle of our duration which is terminated by the

grave, it will be found that we cannot enjoy one

part of life beyond the common limitations of

pleasure, but by anticipating some of the satis

faction which should exhilarate the following

years. The heat of youth may spread happiness
into wild luxuriance ; but the radical vigour re

quisite to make it perennial is exhausted, and
all that can be hoped afterwards is languor and

sterility.

The reigning error of mankind is, that we are

not content with the conditions on which the

goods of life are granted. No man is insensible

of the value of knowledge, the advantages of

health, or the convenience of plenty, but every

day shows us those on whom the conviction is

without effect.

Knowledge is praised and desired by multi-

I

tudes whom her charms could never rouse from
the couch of sloth ; whom the faintest invitation

of pleasure draws away from their studies ; to

whom any other method of wearing out the day
is more eligible than the use of books, and who
are more easily engaged by any conversation,

'

than such as may rectify their notions or enlarge

I

their comprehension.

Every man that has felt pain, knows how lit-

1 tie all other comforts can gladden him to whom
health is denied. Yet who is there does not

I

sometimes hazard it for the enjoyment of an

I

hour? All assemblies of jollity, all places of

public entertainment, exhibit examples of

strength wasting in riot, and beauty withering
in irregularity ; nor is it easy to enter a house in

which part of the family is not groaning in re

pentance of past intemperance, and part admit

ting disease by negligence, or soliciting it by

I

luxury.
There is no pleasure which men of every age

and sect have more generally agreed to mention

with contempt than the gratifications of the

palate ; an entertainment so far removed from

intellectual happiness, that scarcely the most

shameless of the sensual herd have dared to de

fend it : yet even to this, the lowest of our de

lights, to this, though neither quick nor lasting,

is health with all its activity and sprightliness

daily sacrificed ;
and for this are half the miseries

endured which urge impatience to call on deatn.

The whole world is put in motion by the
'

wish for riches and the dread of poverty. Who
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tnen would not imagine that such conduct as

mil inevitably destroy what all are thus labour

ing to acquire, must generally be avoided? That

he who spends more than he receives, must in

time become indigent, cannot be doubted ;
but

how evident soever this consequence may ap

pear, the spendthrift moves in the whirl of

pleasure with too much rapidity to keep it be

fore his eyes, and, in the intoxication of gayety,

grows every day poorer without any such sense

of approaching ruin as is sufficient to wake him

into caution.

Many complaints are made of the misery of

life
;
and indeed it must be confessed that we

are subject to calamities by which the good and

bad, the diligent and slothful, the vigilant and

heedless are equally afflicted. But surely,

though some indulgence may be allowed to

groans extorted by inevitable misery, no man
has a right to repine at evils which, against

warning, against experience, he deliberately and

leisurely brings upon his own head ; or to con

sider himself as debarred from happiness by
such obstacles as resolution may break or dex

terity may put aside.

Great numbers who quarrel with their con

dition, have wanted not the power but the will

to obtain a better state. They have never con

templated the difference between good and evil

sufficiently to quicken aversion, or invigorate

desire ; they have indulged a drowsy thought

lessness, or giddy levity; have committed the

balance of choice to the management of caprice ;

and when they have long accustomed them
selves to receive all that chance offered them,
without examination, lament at last that they
find themselves deceived.

No. 179. J TUESDAY, DEC. 3, 1751.

Perpetuo risu pulmonem agitare solebat j u v.

Democritus would feed his spleen, and shake
His sides and shoulders till he felt them ache.

" EVERY man," says Tully,
" has two charac

ters ; one which he partakes with ail mankind,
and by which he is distinguished from brute

animals ; another which discriminates him from
the rest of his own species, and impresses on him
a manner and temper peculiar to himself : this

particular character, if it be not repugnant to

the laws of general humanity, it is always his

business to cultivate and preserve."

Every hour furnishes some confirmation of

Tully's precept. It seldom happens, that an

assembly of pleasure is so happily selected, but
that some one finds admission with whom the

rest are deservedly offended ; and it will appear,
on a close inspection, that scarce any man be

comes eminently disagreeable, but by a depart

ure from his real character, and an attempt ac

something for which nature or education have

left him unqualified.

Ignorance or dulness have indeed no powet
of affording delight, but they never give disgust

except when they assume the dignity of know

ledge, or ape the sprightliness of wit. Awk
wardness and inelegance have none of those at

tractions by which ease and politeness take pos

session of the heart ;
but ridicule and censur

seldom rise against them, unless they appear as

sociated with that confidence which belongs

only to long acquaintance with the modes of

life, and to consciousness of unfailing propriety

of behaviour. Deformity itself is regarded with

tenderness rather than aversion, when it does

not attempt to deceive the sight by dress and

decoration, and to seize upon fictitious claims

the prerogatives of beauty.
He that stands to contemplate the crowds

that fill the streets of a populous city, will see

many passengers whose air and motion it will

be difficult to behold without contempt and

laughter ;
but if he examines what are the ap

pearances that thus powerfully excite his risi

bility, he will find among them neither poverty

nor disease, nor any involuntary or painful de

fect. The disposition to derision and insult is

awakened by the softness of foppery, the swell

of insolence, the liveliness of levity, or the so

lemnity of grandeur ; by the sprightly trip, the

stately stalk, the formal strut, and the lofty

mien; by gestures intended to catch the eye,

and by looks elaborately formed as evidences of

importance.
It has, I think, been sometimes urged in

favour of affectation, that it is only a mistake

of the means to a good end, and that the inten

tion with which it is practised is always to

please. If all attempts to innovate the consti

tutional or habitual character have really pro

ceeded from public spirit and love of others, the

world has hitherto been sufficiently ungrateful,

since no return but scorn has yet been made to

the most difficult of all enterprises, a contest

with nature ;
nor has any pity been shown to

the fatigues of labour which never succeeded,

and the uneasiness of disguise by which nothing

was concealed.

It seems therefore to be determined by the

general suffrage of mankind, that he who decks

himself in adscititious qualities rather purposes

to command applause than impart pleasure

and he is therefore treated as a man, who, by
an unreasonable ambition, usurps the place in

society to which he has no right. Praise is sel

dom paid with willingness even to incontestible

merit, and it can be no wonder that he who

calls for it without desert is repulsed with uni

versal indignation.

Affectation naturally counterfeits those excel

lences which are placed at the greatest distance

U
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from possibility of attainment. We are con

scious of our own defects, and eagerly endeavour

to supply them by artificial excellence ; nor

would such efforts be wholly without excuse,

were they not often excited by ornamental

trifles, which he, that thus anxiously struggles

for the reputation of possessing them, would not

have been known to want, had not his industry

quickened observation.

Gelasimus passed the first part of his life in

academical privacy and rural retirement, with

out any other conversation than that of scholars,

grave, studious, and abstracted as himself. He
cultivated the mathematical sciences with inde

fatigable diligence, discovered many useful

theorems, discussed with great accuracy the

resistance of fluids, and, though his priority was

not generally acknowledged, was the first who

fully explained all the properties of the cate

narian curve.

Learning, when it rises to eminence, will be

observed in time, whatever mists may happen

to surround it. Gelasimus, in his forty-ninth

year, was distinguished by those who have the

rewards of knowledge in their hands, and called

out to display his acquisitions for the honour of

his country, and add dignity by his presence to

philosophical assemblies. As he did not sus

pect his unfitness for common affairs, he felt 110

reluctance to obey the invitation, and what he

did not feel he had yet too much honesty to

feign. He entered into the world at a larger

and more populous college, where his perform

ances would be more public, and his renown

further extended ;
and imagined that he should

find his reputation universally prevalent, and

the influence of learning every where the same.

His merit introduced him to splendid tables

and elegant acquaintance ;
but he did not find

himself always qualified to join in the conversa

tion. He was distressed by civilities which he

knew not how to repay, and entangled in many
ceremonial perplexities from which his books

and diagrams could not extricate him. He was

sometimes unluckily engaged in disputes with

ladies with whom algebraic axioms had no great

weight ;
and saw many whose favour and esteem

he could not but desire, to whom he was very

little recommended by his theories of the tides,

or his approximations to the quadrature of the

circle. Gelasimus did not want penetration to

discover, that no charm was more generally ir

resistible than that of easy facetiousness and

flowing hilarity. He saw that diversion was

more frequently welcome than improvement;
that authority and seriousness were rather

feared than loved ;
and that the grave scholar

was a kind of imperious ally, hastily dismissed

when his assistance was no longer necessary.

He came to a sudden resolution of throwing off

those Cumbrous ornaments of learning which

hindered Li reception, and commenced a man

of wit and jocularity. Utterly unacquainted
with every topic of merriment, ignorant of the

modes and follies, the vices and virtues of man
kind, and unfurnished with any ideas but such

as Pappus and Archimedes had given him, ha

began to silence all inquiries with a jest instead

of a solution
;
extended his face with a grin,

which he mistook for a smile
; and, in the place

of a scientific discourse, retailed in a new lan

guage, formed between the college and the

tavern, the intelligence of the newspaper.

Laughter he knew, was a token of alacrity ;

and therefore, whatever he said or heard, In;

was careful not to fail in that great duty of a

wit. If he asked or told the hour of the day, if

he complained of heat or cold, stirred the fire,

or filled a glass, removed his chair, or snuffed a

candle, he always found some occasion to laugh.
The jest was indeed a secret to all but himself;
but habitual confidence in his own discernment

hindered him from suspecting any weakness or

mistake. He wondered that his wit was so

little understood, but expected that his audience

would comprehend it by degrees, and persisted
all his life to show by gross buffoonery, how
little the strongest faculties can perform beyond
the limits of their own province.

No. 180.] SATURDAY, DEC. 7, 1751.
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On life, on morals, be thy thoughts employ'd;
Leave to the schools their atoms and their void.

IT is somewhere related by ;Le Clerc, that a

wealthy trader of good understanding, having
the common ambition to breed his son a scholar,
carried him to a university, resolving to use

his own judgment in the choice of a tutor. He
had been taught, by whatever intelligence, the

nearest way to^ the heart of an academic, and

at his arrival entertained all who came about

him with such profusion, that the professors

were lured by the smell of his table from their

books, and flocked round him with all the

cringes of awkward complaisance. This eager
ness answered the merchant's purpose ;

he glut
ted them with delicacies, and softened them
with caresses, till he prevailed upon one after

another to open his bosom, and make a discov

ery of his competitions, jealousies, and resent

ments. Having thus learned each man's char

acter, partly from himself, and partly from his

acquaintances, he resolved to find some other

education for his son, and went away convinced

that a scholastic life has no other tendency than

to vitiate the morals and contract the under

standing, nor would he afterwards hear with

patience the praises of the ancient authors, being
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persuaded that scholars of ail ages must have

been the same, and that Xenophon and Cicero

were professors of some former university, and

therefore mean and selfish, ignorant and servile,

like those whom he had lately visited and forsaken.

Envy, curiosity, and a sense of the imperfec

tion of our pi'esent state, incline us to estimate

the advantages which are in the possession of

others above their real value. Every one must have

remarked, what powers and prerogatives the vul

gar imagine to he conferred hy learning. A man
of science is expected to excel the unlettered and

unenlightened even on occasions where literature

is of no use, and, among "weak minds, loses part

of his reverence, hy discovering no superiority in

those parts of life in which all are unavoidably

equal ; as, when a monarch makes a progress to

the remoter provinces, the rustics are said some

times to wonder that they find him of the same

size with themselves.

These demands of prejudice and folly can never

be satisfied ;
and therefore many of the imputa

tions which learning suffers from disappointed

ignorance are without reproach. But there are

some failures to which men of study are peculi

arly exposed. Every condition has its disadvan

tages. The circle of knowledge is too wide for

the most active and diligent intellect, and while

science is pursued, other accomplishments are

neglected ;
as a small garrison must leave one

part of an extensive fortress naked when an
alarm calls them to another.

The learned, however, might generally sup

port their dignity with more success, if they suf

fered not themselves to be misled by the desire of

superfluous attainments. Raphael, in return to

Adam's inquiries into the courses of the stars

and the revolutions of heaven, counsels him to

withdraw his mind from idle speculations, and

employ his faculties upon nearer and more in

teresting objects, the survey of his own life, the

subjection of his passions, the knowledge of du
ties which must daily be performed, and the de

tection of dangers which must daily be incurred.

This angelic counsel every man of letters

should always have before him. He that devotes

himself to retired study naturally sinks from
omission to forgetfulness of social duties ; he
must be therefore sometimes awakened and re

called to the general condition of mankind.
I am far from any intention to limit curiosity,

or confine the labours of learning to arts of im
mediate and necessary use. It is only from the

various essays of experimental industry, and the

vague excursions of minds sent out upon disco

very, that any advancement of knowledge can

be expected ;
and though many must be disap

pointed in their labours, yet they are not to be

charged with having spent their time in vain
;

their example contributed to inspire emulation,
and their miscarriages taught others the way to

But the distant hope of being one day usefu]

;
or eminent, ought not to mislead us too far from
that study which is equally requisite to the great
and mean, to the celebrated and obscure ; the art

of moderating the desires, of repressing the ap
petites, and of conciliating or retaining the favour
of mankind.
No man can imagine the course of his own

life, or the conduct of the world around him,

unworthy his attention
; yet, among the sons d

learning, many seem to have thought of every

thing rather than of themselves, and to have ob

served every thing but what passes before their

eyes : many who toil through the intricacy of

complicates systems are insuperably embarrassed
with the least perplexity in common affairs

many who compare the actions and ascertain the

characters of ancient heroes, let their own days
glide away without examination, and suffer vici

ous habits to encroach upon their minds without
resistance or detection.

The most frequent reproach of the scholastic

race is the want of fortitude, not martial but

philosophic. Men bred in shades and silence,

taught to immure themselves at sunset, and ac.

customed to no other weapon than syllogism,

may be allowed to feel terror at personal dan

ger, and to be disconcerted by tumult and alarm.

But why should he whose life is spent in con

templation, and whose business is only to dis

cover truth, be unable to rectify the fallacies of

imagination, or contend successfully against

prejudice and passion ? To what end has he

read and meditated, if he gives up his under

standing to false appearances, and suffers himself

to be enslaved by fear of evils to which only folly

or vanity can expose him, or elated by advan

tages to which, as they are equally conferred

upon the good and bad, no real dignity is an

nexed ?

Such, however, is the state of the world, that

the most obsequious of the slaves of pride, the

most rapturous of the gazers upon wealth, the

most officious of the whisperers of greatness, are

collected from seminaries appropriated to the

study of wisdom and of virtue, where it was in

tended that appetite should learn to be content

with little, and that hope should aspire only to

honours which no human power can give or

take away.
The student, when he comes forth into the

world, instead of congratulating himself upon
his exemption from the errors of those whose

opinions have been formed by accident or cus

tom, and who live without any certain princi

ples of conduct, is commonly in haste to mingle
with the multitude, and show his sprightliness

and ductility, by an expeditious compliance with

fashions or vices. The first smile of a man,
whose fortune gives him power to reward hia

dependents, commonly enchants him beyond re

sistance i the tflare of equipage, the sweets of
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luxury, the liberality of general promises, the

softness of habitual affability, fill his imagina
tion ;

and he soon ceases to have any other wish

than to be well received, or any measure of right

and wrong but the opinion of his patron.

A man flattered and obeyed learns to exact

grosser adulation and enjoin lower submission.

Neither our virtues nor vices are all our own.

If there were no cowardice, there would be lit

tle insolence ; pride cannot rise to any great de

gree, but by the concurrence of blandishment or

the sufferance of tameness. The wretch who
would shrink and crouch before one that should

dart his eyes upon him with the spirit of na

tural equality, becomes capricious and tyranni
cal when he sees himself approached with a

downcast look, and hears the soft address ofawe
and servility. To those who are willing to pur
chase favour by cringes and compliance, is to be

imputed the haughtiness that leaves nothing to

be hoped by firmness and integrity.

If, instead of wandering after the meteors of

philosophy, which fill the world with splendour
for a while, and then sink and are forgotten, the

candidates of learning fixed their eyes upon the

permanent lustre of moral and religious truth,

they would find a more certain direction to hap

piness. A little plausibility of discourse, and

acquaintance with unnecessary speculations, is

dearly purchased when it excludes those instruc

tions which fortify the heart with resolution,

and exalt the spirit to independance.

No. 181.] TUESDAY, DEC. 10, 1751.

Neufiuitem dub'ue xpe pendulus hor<.u.on.

Nor let me float in fortune's power.

Dependant on the future hour. FRANCIS.

TO THE RAMBLE R.

SIR,

As I have passed much of my life in disquiet

and suspense, and lost many opportunities of

advantage by a passion which I have reason to

believe prevalent in different degrees over a great

part of mankind, I cannot but think myself well

qualified to warn those who are yet uncaptivated,

of the danger which they incur by placing them
selves within its influence.

I served an apprenticeship to a linen-draper,
with uncommon reputation for diligence and

fidelity ; aud at the age of three-and-twenty

opened a shop for myself with a large stock, and

such credit among all the merchants who were

acquainted with my master, that I could com
mand whatever was imported curious and va

luable. For five years I proceeded with success

proportionate to close application and untainted

integrity ; was a daring bidder at every sale ;
al-

Ivays paid my notes before they were due ; and

advanced s>o fast in commercial reputation, that

I was proverbially marked out as the model of

young traders, and eAr

ery one expected that &

few years would make me an alderman.

In this course of even prosperity, I was one

day persuaded to buy a ticket in the lottery. The
sum was inconsiderable, part was to be repaid

though fortune might fail to favour me, and

therefore my established maxims of frugality

did not restrain me from so trifling au experi
ment. The ticket lay almost forgotten till the

time at which every man's fate was to be de

termined ; nor did the affair even then seem of

any importance, till I discovered by the public

papers that the number next to mine had con

ferred the great prize.

My heart leaped at the thought of such an ap

proach to sudden riches, which I considered my
self, however contrarily to the laws of comput
ation, as having missed by a single chance ;

and

I could not forbear to revolve the consequences
which such a bounteous allotment would have

produced, if it had happened to me. This dream

of felicity, by degrees, took possession of my
imagination. The great delight of my solitary

hours was to purchase an estate, and form plan
tations with money which once might have been

mine, and I never met my friends but I spoiled

all their merriment by perpetual complaints of

my ill luck.

At length another lottery was opened, and I

had now so heated my imagination with the

prospect of a prize, that 1 should have pressed

among the first purchasers, had not my ardour

been withheld by deliberation upon the proba

bility of success from one ticket rather than an

other. I hesitated long between even and odd
;

considered the square and cubic numbers through
the lottery ; examined all those to which good
Tuck had been hitherto annexed

;
and at last

fixed upon one, which, by some secret relation

to the events of my life, I thought predestined
to make me happy. Delay in great affairs is

often mischievous ;
the ticket was sold, and its

possessor could not be found.

I returned to my conjectures, and, after many
arts of prognostication, fixed upon another

chance, but with less confidence. Never did

captive, heir, or lover, feel so much vexation

from the slow pace of time, as I suffered between

the purchase of my ticket and the distribution

of the prizes. I solaced my uneasiness as well

as I could, by frequent contemplations of ap

proaching happiness ; when the sun rose I knew
it would set, and congratulated myself at nigh
that I was so much nearer to my wishes. A
last the day came, my ticket appeared, and re

warded all my care and sagacity with a despi

cable prize of fifty pounds.

My friends, who honestly rejoiced upon my
success, were very coldly received ; I hid my
self a fortnight in the country, that my chagrin
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might fume away without observation, and then

returning to my shop began to listen after an

other lottery.

With the news of a lottery I was soon grati

fied ; and having now found the vanity of con-'

jecture and inefficacy of computation, I re

solved to take the prize by violence, and there

fore bought forty tickets not omitting, how
ever, to divide them between the even and odd

numbers, that I might not miss the lucky class.

Many conclusions did I form, and many experi
ments did I try, to determine from which of

those tickets I might most reasonably expect
riches. At last, being unable to satisfy myself

by any modes of reasoning, I wrote the num
bers upon dice, and allotted five hours every

day to the amusement of throwing them in a

garret ; and, examining the event by an exact

register, found, on the evening before the lottery

was drawn, that one of my numbers had been

turned up five times more than any of the rest

in three hundred and thirty thousand throws.

This experiment was fallacious ; the first day

presented the hopeful ticket, a detestable blank.

The rest came out with different fortune, and
in conclusion I lost thirty pounds by this great
adventure.

I had now wholly Changed the cast of my be

haviour and the conduct of my life. The shop
was for the most part abandoned to my ser

vants
;
and if I entered it, my thoughts were so

engrossed by my tickets that I scarcely heard or

answered a question, but considered every cus

tomer as an intruder upon my meditations,

whom I was in haste to despatch. I mistook

the price of my goods, committed blunders in

my bills, forgot to file my receipts, arid neglected
to regulate my books. My acquaintances by de

grees began to fall away ; but I perceived the

decline of my business with little emotion, be-

because whatever deficiency there might be

in my gains I expected the next lottery to sup

ply.

Miscarriage naturally produces diffidence
; I

began now to seek assistance against ill luck, by
an alliance with those that had been more suc

cessful. I inquired diligently at what office

any prize had been sold, that I might purchase
of a more propitious vender; solicited those

who had been fortunate in former lotteries, to

partake with me in my new tickets ; and when
ever I met with one that had in any event
of his life been eminently prosperous, I in

vited him to take a larger share. I had, by
this rule of conduct, so diffused my interest,
that I had a fourth of fifteen tickets, an eighth
of forty, and a sixteenth of ninety.

I waited for the decision of my fate with my
former palpitations, and looked upon the busi

ness ofmy trade with the usual neglect. The
wheei at last was turned, and its revolutions

brought me a long succession of sorrows and

disappointments. I indeed often partook of a

small prize, and the loss of one day was gene

rally balanced by the gain of the next
; but my

desires yet remained unsatisfied, and when one
of my chances had failed, all my expectation
was suspended on those which remained yet
undetermined. At last a prize of five thousand

pounds was proclaimed ; I caught fire at the

cry, and, inquiring the number, found it to be

one of my own tickets, which I had divided

among those on whose luck I depended, and oJ

which 1 had retained only a sixteenth part.

You will easily judge with what detestation

of himself, a man thus intent upon gain reflect

ed that he had sold a prize which was once in

his possession. It was to no purpose that I re

presented to my mind the impossibility of recal

ling the past, or the folly of condemning an act,

which only its event, an event which no human

intelligence could foresee, proved to be wrong.
The prize which, though put in my hands had

been suffered to slip from me, filled me with an

guish ; and, knowing that complaint would only

expose me to ridicule, I gave myself up silently

to grief, and lost by degrees my appetite and my
rest.

My indisposition soon became visible ;
I was

visited by my friends, and among them by
Eumathes, a clergyman, whose piety and learn

ing gave him such an ascendant over me, that I

could not refuse to open my heart. " There

are," said he,
" few. minds sufficiently firm to

be trusted in the hands of chance. Whoever
finds himself inclined to anticipate futurity,
and exalt possibility to certainty, should avoid

every kind of casual adventure, since his grief

must be always proportionate to his hope. You
have long wasted that time, which, by a proper

application, would have certainly, though mo
derately, increased your fortune, in a laborious

and anxious pursuit of a species of gain, which
no labour or anxiety, no art or expedient, can

secure or promote. You are now fretting away
your life in repentance of an act, against which

repentance can give no caution, but to avoid the

occasion of committing it. Rouse from this

lazy dream of fortuitous riches, which, if ob

tained, you could scarcely have enjoyed, because

they could confer no consciousness of desert ;

return to rational and manly industry, and con

sider the mere gift of luck as below the care of

wise man.

No. 182.] SATURDAY, DEC. 14, 1751.

-Dines quifieri vult,

Et cito vult fieri. JUVENAL.

The lust of wealth can never bear delay.

IT has been observed in a late paper, that we
are unreasonably desirous to separate the goods
of life from those evils which Providence has
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connected with them, and to catch advantages

without paying the price at which they are of

fered us. Every man wishes to be rich, but

very few have the powers necessary to raise a

sudden fortune, either by new discoveries, or

by superiority of skill, in any necessary employ

ment ; and, among lower understandings, many
want the firmness and industry requisite to re

gular gain and gradual acquisitions.

From the hope of enjoying affluence by
methods more compendious than those of labour,

and more generally practicable than those of

genius, proceeds the common inclination to ex

periment and hazard, and that willingness to

snatch all opportunities of growing rich by

chance, which, when it has once taken posses

sion of the mind, is seldom driven out either by
time or argument, but continues to waste life in

perpetual delusion, and generally ends in

wretchedness and want.

The folly of untimely exultation and visionary

prosperity is by no means peculiar to the pur
chasers of tickets ; there are multitudes whose

life is nothing *ut a continual lottery ; who are

always within a few months of plenty and hap

piness, and, how often soever they are mocked

with blanks, expect a prize from the next ad-

/enture.

Among the most resolute and ardent of the

votaries of chance, may be numbered the mor
tals whose hope is to raise themselves by a

wealthy match ;
who lay out all their industry

on the assiduities of courtship, and sleep and

wake with no other ideas than of treats, com

pliments, guardians and rivals.

One of the most indefatigable of this class is

my old friend Leviculus, whom I have never

known for thirty years without some matri

monial project of advantage. Leviculus was
bred under a merchant, and by the graces of

his person, the sprightliness of his prattle, and

the neatness of his dress, so much enamoured
his master's second daughter, a girl of sixteen,

that she declared her resolution to have no other

husband. Her father, after having chidden her

for undutifulness, consented to the match, not

much to the satisfaction of Leviculus, who was

sufficiently elated with his conquest to think

himself entitled to a larger fortune. He was,

however, soon rid of his perplexity, for his

mistress died before their marriage.
He was now so well satisfied with his own

accomplishments, that he determined to com
mence fortune-hunter; and when his appren

ticeship expired, instead of beginning, as was

expected, to walk the exchange with a face of

importance, or associating himself with those

who were most eminent for their knowledge of

the stocks, he at once threw off the solemnity
of the counting house, equipped himself with a

modish wig, listened to wits in coffee-houses,

passed hi& evenings behind the scenes in the

theatres, learned the names of the beauties of

quality, hummed the last stanzas of fashionable

songs, talked with familiarity of high play,
boasted of his achievements upon drawers and

coachmen, was often brought to his lodgings at

midnight in a chair, told with negligence and

jocularity of bilking a tailor, and now and then
let fly a shrewd jest at a sober citizen.

Thus furnished with irresistible artillery, he
turned his batteries upon the female world, and
in the first warmth of self-approbation, proposed
no less than the possession of riches and beauty
united. He therefore paid his civilities to Fla-

villa, the only daughter of a wealthy shopkeeper,
who not being accustomed to amorous blandish

ments, or respectful addresses, was delighted
with the novelty of love, and easily suffered him
to conduct her to the play, and to meet her where
she visited. Leviculus did not doubt but her

father, however offended by a clandestine mar

riage, would soon be reconciled by the tears of

his daughter, and the merit of his son-in-law,
and was in haste to conclude the affair. But
the lady liked better to be courted than married,
and kept him three years in uncertainty and
attendance. At last she fell in love with a

young ensign at a ball, and, having danced with
him all night, married him in the morning.

Leviculus, to avoid the ridicule of his com

panions, took a journey to a small estate in the

country, where, after his usual inquiries con

cerning the nymphs in the neighbourhood, he
found it proper to fall in love with Altilia, a
maiden lady, twenty years older than himself,
for whose favour fifteen nephews and nieces

were in perpetual contention. They hovered

round her with such jealous officiousness, as

scarcely left a moment vacant for a lover. Levi

culus, nevertheless, discovered his passion in a

letter, and Altilia could not withstand the

pleasure of hearing vows and sighs, and flatter

ies and protestations. She admitted his visits,

enjoyed, for five years, the happiness of keeping
all her expectants in perpetual alarms, and

amused herself with the various stratagems
which were practised to disengage her affections.

Sometimes she was advised with great eara-

estness to travel for her health, and sometimes

entreated to keep her brother's house. Many
stories were spread to the disadvantage of Levi

culus, by which she commonly seemed affected

for a time, but took care soon afterwards to ex

press her conviction of their falsehood. But

being at last satiated with this ludicrous tyran

ny, she told her lover, when he pressed for the

reward of his services, that she was very sensi

ble of his merit, but was resolved not to impo
verish an ancient family.

He then returned to the town, and soon after

his arrival became acquainted with Latronia,

a lady distinguished by the elegance of her equi

page and the regularity of her conduct. Her
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wealth was evident in her magnificence, and

ln-r prudence in her economy ;
and therefore

Leviculus, who had scarcely confidence to so

licit her favour, readily acquitted fortune of

her former debts, when he found himself dis

tinguished by her with such marks of prefer

ence as a woman of modesty is allowed to give.

lie now grew bolder, and ventured to breathe

out his impatience before her. She heard him

without resentment, in time permitted him to

hope for happiness, and at last fixed the nuptial

day, without any distrustful reserve of pin-

money, or sordid stipulations for jointure and

settlements.

Leviculus was triumphing on the eve of mar

riage, when he heard on the stairs the voice of

Latronia's maid, whom frequent bribes had se

cured in his service. She soon burst into his

room, and told him that she could not suffer

him to be longer deceived; that 'her mistress
J

was now spending the last payment of her for

tune, and was only supported in her expense by
the credit of his estate. Leviculus shuddered

to see himself so near a precipice, and found

that he was indebted for his escape to the re

sentment of the maid, who, having assisted La-

tronia to gain the conquest, quarrelled with her

at last about the plunder.
Leviculus was now hopeless and disconsolate,

till one Sunday he saw a lady in the Mall, whom
her dress declared a widow, and whom, by the

jolting prance of her gait, and the broad resplen-

dance of her countenance, he guessed to have

lately buried some prosperous citizen. He fol

lowed her home and found her to be no less

than the relict of Prune the grocer, who, hav

ing no children, had bequeathed to her all his

debts and dues, and his estates real and personal.
No formality was necessary in addressing ma-
dame Prune, and therefore Leviculus went next

morning without an introductor. His declara

tion was received with a loud laugh ; she then

collected her countenance, wondered at his im

pudence, asked if he knew to whom he was

talking, then showed him the door, and again

laughed to find him confused. Leviculus dis

covered that this coarseness was nothing more
than the coquetry of Cornhill, and next day re

turned to the attack. He soon grew familiar

to her dialect, and in a few weeks heard, with
out any emotion, hints of gay clothes with empty
pockets ; concurred in many sage remarks on
the regard due to people of property ; and agreed
with her in detestation of the ladies at the other

end of the town, who pinched their bellies to

buy fine laces, and then pretended to laugh at

me city.

He sometimes presumed to mention marriage ;

but was always answered with a slap, a hoot,
and a flounce. At last he began to press her

closer, and thought himself more favourably re

ceived; but going one morning; with a resolu

tion to trifle no longer, he found her gone to

church with a young journeyman from the

neighbouring shop, of whom she had become

enamoured at her window.
In these, and a thousand intermediate adven

tures, has Leviculus spent his time, till he ia

now grown gray with age, fatigue, and disap

pointment. He begins at last to find that suc

cess is not to be expected; and, being unfit for

any employment that might improve his for

tune, and unfurnished with any arts that might
amuse his leisure, is condemned to wear out a

tasteless life in narratives which few will hear,

and complaints which none will pity.

No. 183.] TUESDAY DEC. 17, 1751.

Nulla fides regni sociis, omnisque potestas

Impatiens consortis erat. LUCAN.

No faith of partnership dominion owns ;

Still discord hovers o'er divided thrones.

THE hostility perpetually exercised between one

man and another, is caused by the desire of

many for that which only few can possess.

Every man would be rich, powerful, and fa

mous; yet fame, power, and riches, are only
the names of relative conditions, which imply
the obscurity, dependance, and poverty of great
er numbers.

This universal and incessant competition pro
duces injury and malice by two motives, inter

est and envy ; the prospect of adding to our pos

sessions what we can take from others, and the

hope of alleviating the sense of our disparity by

lessening others, though we gain nothing to

ourselves.

Of these two malignant and destructive

powers, it seems probable, at the first view,

that interest has the strongest and most exten

sive influence. It is easy to conceive that op

portunities to seize what has been long wanted,

may excite desires almost irresistible ;
but sure

ly the same eagerness cannot be kindled by an

accidental power of destroying that which gives

happiness to another. It must be more natural

to rob for gain, than to ravage only for mischief

Yet I am inclined to believe, that the great

law of mutual benevolence is oftener violated by

envy than by interest; and that most of the

misery which the defamation of blameless ac

tions, or the obstruction of honest endeavours,

brings upon the world, is inflicted by men that

propose no advantage to themselves but the sat

isfaction of poisoning the banquet which they
cannot taste, and blasting the harvest which

they have no right to reap.

Interest can diffuse itself but to a narrow com

pass. The number is never large of those who
can hope to fill the posts of degraded power, catch

the fragments of shattered fortune, or succeed to
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the honours of depreciated beauty. But the em

pire of envy has no limits, as it requires to its in

fluence very little help from external circum

stances. Envy may always he produced hy
idleness and pride, and in what place will they

not be found.

Interest requires some qualities not universally

Destowed. The ruin of another will produce no

profit to him who has not discernment to mark
his advantage, courage to seize, and activity to

pursue it
;
but the cold malignity of envy may

be exerted in a torpid and quiescent state, amidst

the gloom of stupidity, in the coverts of coward

ice. He that falls by the attacks of interest, is

torn by hungry tigers ;
he may discover and re

sist his enemies. He that perishes in the am
bushes of envy, is destroyed by unknown and

invisible assailants, and dies like a man suffocated

by a poisonous vapour, without knowledge of

his danger, or possibility of contest.

Interest is seldom pursued but at some hazard.

He that hopes to gain much, has commonly
something to lose, and, when he ventures to at

tack superiority, if he fails to conquer, is irrevo

cably crushed. But envy may act without ex

pense or danger. To spread suspicion, to invent

calumnies, to propagate scandal, requires neither

labour nor courage. It is easy for the author of

a lie, however malignant, to escape detection,

and infamy needs very little industry to assist

its circulation.

Envy is almost the only vice which is practi

cable at all times and in every place : the only

passion which can never lie quiet for want of ir

ritation ;
its effects therefore are every where

discoverable, and its attempts always to be

dreaded.

It is impossible to mention a name which any

advantageous distinction has made eminent, but

some latent animosity will burst out. The

wealthy trader, however he may abstract him
self from public affairs, will never want those

who hint, with Shylock, that ships are but

boards. The beauty adorned only with the un
ambitious graces of innocence and modesty, pro

vokes, whenever she appears, a thousand mur
murs of detraction. The genius, even when he

endeavours only to entertain or instruct, yet
suffers persecution from innumerable critics,

whose acrimony is excited merely by the pain of

seeing others pleased, and of hearing applauses
which another enjoys.

The frequency of envy makes it so familiar,

that it escapes our notice ; nor do we often re

flect upon its turpitude or malignity till we hap

pen to feel its influence. When he that has

given no provocation to malice, but by attempt

ing to excel, finds himself pursued by multitudes

whom he never saw, with all the implacability
of personal resentment ; when he perceives
clamour and malice let loose upon him as a pub
lic enemy, and incited by every stratagem of

defamation ;
when he hears the misfortunes of

his family, or the follies of his youth, exposed to

the world ; and every failure of conduct, or de

fect of nature, aggravated and ridiculed
; he

then learns to abhor those artifices at which he

only laughed before, and discovers how much
the happiness of life would be advanced by the

eradication of envy from the human heart.

Envy is, indeed, a stubborn weed of the mind,
and seldom yields to the culture of philosophy.
There are, however, considerations, which, if

carefully implanted and diligently propagated;

might in time overpower and repress it, since

no one can nurse it for the sake of pleasure, as

its effects are only shame, anguish, arid pertur
bation.

It is above all other vices inconsistent with

the character of a social being, because it sacri

fices truth and kindness to very weak tempta
tions. He that plunders a wealthy neighbour

gains as much as he takes away, and may im

prove his own condition in the same proportion
as he impairs another's ; but he that blasts a

flourishing reputation must be content with a

small dividend of additional fame, so small as

can afford very little consolation to balance the

guilt by which it is obtained.

I have hitherto avoided that dangerous and

empirical morality, which cures one vice by
means of another. But envy is so base and de

testable, so vile in its original, and so pernicious

in its effects, that the predominance of almost

any other quality is to be preferred. It is one

of those lawless enemies of society, against which

poisoned arrows may honestly be used. Let it

therefore be constantly remembered, that who
ever envies another confesses his superiority,

and let those be reformed by their pride who
have lost their virtue.

It is no slight aggravation of the injuries

which envy incites, that they are committed

against those who have given no intentional pro
vocation ; and that the sufferer is often marked

out for ruin, not because he has failed in any

duty, but because he has dared to do more than

was required.
Almost every other crime is practised by the

help of some quality which might have produced
esteem or love, if it had been well employed : but

envy is mere unmixed and genuine evil; it pur
sues a hateful end by despicable means, and de

sires not so much its own happiness as another's

misery. To avoid depravity like this, it is not

necessary that any one should aspire to heroism

or sanctity, but only that he should resolve not

to quit the rank which nature assigns him,

and wish to maintain the dignity of a human

being.
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No. 184.] SATURDAY, DEC. 21, 1751.

Permittes ipsis expendere numinibns, quid

Convenlatnobis} rebuf,quesitutllenostris. i"\.
'

Intrust thy fortune to the powers above ;

Leave them to manage for thee, and to grant

What tlieir unerring wisdom sees thee want.

DRYDEN.

As every scheme of life, so every form of writ

ing, has its advantages and inconveniences,

though not mingled in the same proportions.

The writer of essays escapes many embarrass

ments to which a large work would have ex

posed him ; he seldom harasses his reason with

long trains of consequences, dims his eyes with

the perusal of antiquated volumes, or burdens

his memory with great accumulations of prepa

ratory knowledge. A careless glance upon a

favourite author, or transient survey of the va-

rities of life, is sufficient to supply the first hint

or seminal idea, which, enlarged by the gradual

accretion of matter stored in the mind, is, by
the warmth of fancy, easily expanded into flow

ers, and sometimes ripened into fruit.

The most frequent difficulty by which the

authors of these petty compositions are distres

sed, arises from the perpetual demand of novelty

and change. The compiler of a system of science

Jays his invention at rest, and employs only his

judgment, the faculty exerted with less fatigue.

Even the relator of feigned adventures, when
once the principal characters are established,

and the great events regularly connected, finds

incidents and episodes crowding upon his mind ;

every change opens new views, and the latter

part of the story grows without labour out of

the former. But he that attempts to entertain

his reader with unconnected pieces, finds the

irksomeness of his task rather increased than

lessened by every production. The day calls

afresh upon him for a new topic, and he is again

obliged to choose, without any principle to re

gulate his choice.

It is indeed true, that there is seldom any ne

cessity of looking far, or inquiring long, for a

proper subject. Every diversity of art or na

ture, every public blessing or calamity, every
domestic pain or gratification, every sally of ca

price, blunder of absurdity, or stratagem of af

fection, may supply matter to him whose only
rule is to avoid uniformity. But it often hap
pens, that the judgment is distracted with bound
less multiplicity, the imagination ranges from
one design to another, and the hours pass im

perceptibly away, till the composition can be no

longer delayed, and necessity enforces the use of I

those thoughts which then happen to be at hand.

The mind, rejoicing at deliverance on any
terms from perplexity and suspense, applies
herself vigorously to the work before her, col

lects embellishments and illustrations, and some
times finishes, with great elegance and happi

ness, what in a state of ease and leisure^uted ;
or

had begun. ispect the

It is not commonly observed, how much, even

of actions considered as particularly subject to

choice, is to be attributed to accident, or some

cause out of our own power, by whatever name
it be distinguished. To close tedious delibera

tions with hasty resolves, and after long consul

tations with reason to refer the question to ca

price, is by no means peculiar to the essayist.

Let him that peruses this paper review the se

ries of his life, and inquire how he was placed

in his present condition. He will find that, of

the good or ill which he has experienced, a great

part came unexpected, without any visible gra
dations of approach ; that every event has been

influenced by causes acting without his inter

vention; and that, whenever he pretended to

the prerogative of foresight, he was mortified

with new conviction of the shortness of his

views.

The busy, the ambitious, the inconstant, and

the adventurous, may be said to throw them

selves by design into the arms of fortune, and

voluntarily to quit the power of governing them

selves
; they engage in a course of life in which

little can be ascertained by previous measures ;

nor is it any wonder that their time is passed

between elation and despondency, hope and dis

appointment.
Some there are who appear to walk the road

of life with more circumspection, and make no

step till they think themselves secure from the

hazard of a precipice; when neither pleasure

nor profit can tempt them from the beaten path ;

who refuse to climb lest they should fall, or to

run lest they should stumble ; and move slowly

forward, without any compliance with those

passions by.which the heady and vehement are

seduced and betrayed.

Yet even the timorous prudence of this judi

cious class is far from exempting them from the

dominion ofchance, a subtle and insidious power,

who will intrude upon privacy and embarrass

caution. No course of life is so prescribed and

limited, but that many actions must result from

arbitrary election. Every one must form the

general plan of his conduct by his own reflec

tions ;
he must resolve whether he will endeav

our at riches or at content; whether he will ex

ercise private or public virtues ;
whether he will

labour for the general benefit of mankind, or

contract his beneficence to his family and de

pendants.
This question has long exercised the schools

of philosophy, but remains yet undecided; and

what hope is there that a young man, unacquain

ted with the arguments on either side, should

determine his own destiny otherwise than by
chance ?

When chance has given him a partner of his

bed, whom he prefers to all other women, with-
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|e honours^roof of superior desert, chance must
ire of envy 2Ct him in the education of his chil

dren ; for, who was ever able to convince him

self by arguments, that he had chosen for his

son that mode of instruction to which his un

derstanding was best adapted, or by which he

would most easily be made wise or virtuous?

Whoever shall inquire by what motives he

was determined on these important occasions,

will find them such as his pride will scarcely

suffer him to confess ;
some sudden ardour of

j

desire, some uncertain glimpse of advantage,

some petty competition, some inaccurate con

clusion, or some example implicitly reverenced.

Such are often the first causes of our resolves ;

for it is necessary to act, but impossible to know

the consequences of action, or to discuss all the

reasons which offer themselves on every part to

inquisitiveness and solicitude.

Since life itself is uncertain, nothing which

has life for its basis can boast much stability.

Yet this is but a small part of our perplexity.

We set out on a tempestuous sea in quest

of some port, where we expect to find rest, but

where we are not sure of admission ;
we are

not only in danger of sinking in the way, but of

being misled by meteors mistaken for stars, of

being driven from our course by the changes of

the wind, and of losing it by unskilful steerage ;

yet it sometimes happens, that cross winds blow

us to a safer coast, that meteors draw us aside

from whirlpools, and that negligence or error

contributes to our escape from mischiefs to

which a direct course would have exposed us.

Of those that, by precipitate conclusions, involve

themselves in calamities without guilt, very few,

however they may reproach themselves, can be

certain that other measures would have been

more successful.

In this state of universal uncertainty, where

a thousand dangers hover about us, and none

can tell whether the good that he pursues is not

evil in disguise, or whether the next step will

lead him to safety or destruction, nothing can af

ford any rational tranquillity, but the conviction

that however we amuse ourselves with unideal

sounds, nothing in reality is governed by chance,

out that the universe is under the perpetual su-

perintendance of him who created it ; that our

being is in the hands of omnipotent goodness,

by whom what appears casual to us, is directed

for ends ultimately kind and merciful ;
and

that nothing can finally hurt him who debars

not himself from the Divine favour.

No. 185.] TUESDAY, DEC. 24, 1751.

At vindicta bonum vita jucundius ipsa,

Nempe hoc indocti.

Chrysippus non dicit idem, nee mite Thaletis

Jngenium, dulcique senex vicinus Hymetto,

Qui partem acceptj. ssva inter rincla cicuta

Accusatori nollet dare. Quippe minuti

Semper et infirmi est animi, exiguiatie volvptas
Ultio. *u*.

But O! revenge is sweet.

Thus think, the crowd ; who, eager to engage,
Take quickly fire, and kindle into rage.

Not so mild Thales, nor Chrysippus thought,

Nor that good man, who drank the pois'nous draught
With mind serene, and could not wish to see

His vile accuser drink as deep as he :

Exalted Socrates ! divinely brave !

Injured he fell, and dying he forgave ;

Too noble for revenge ;
which still we find.

The weakest frailty of a feeble mind. DRYDEN.

No vicious dispositions of the mind more ob

stinately resist both the counsels of philosophy
and the injunctions of religion, than those

which are complicated with an opinion of dig

nity; and which we cannot dismiss without

leaving in the hands of opposition some advan

tage iniquitously obtained, or suffering from

our own prejudices some imputation of pusil

lanimity.
For this reason, scarcely any law of our Re

deemer is more openly transgressed, or more

industriously evaded, than that by which he

commands his followers to forgive injuries, and

prohibits, under the sanction of eternal misery,
the gratification of the desire which every man
feels to return pain upon him that inflicts it.

Many who could have conquered their anger,
are unable to combat pride, and pursue offences

to extremity of vengeance, lest they should be

insulted by the triumph of an enemy.
But certainly no precept could better become

him, at whose birth peace was proclaimed to tlie

earth. For, what would so soon destroy all the

order of society, and deform life with violence

and ravage, as a permission to every one to

judge his own cause, and to apportion his own

recompence for imagined injuries.

It is difficult for a man of the strictest justice

riot to favour himself too much, in the calmest

moments of solitary meditation. Every one

wishes for the distinctions for which thousands

are wishing at the same time, in their own

opinion, with better claims. He that, when
his reason operates in its full force, can thus,

by the mere prevalence of self-love, prefer him
self to his fellow-beings, is very unlikely to

judge equitably when his passions are agitated

by a sense })f wrong, and his attention wholly

engrossed by pain, interest, or danger. Whoever

arrogates to himself the right of vengeance
shows how little he is qualified to decide his

own claims, since he certainly demands what he

would think unfit to be granted to another.

Nothing is more apparent, than that, hoTvever

injured or however provoked, some must at last

be contented to forgive. For, it can ne;ver

be hoped that he who first commits an injury
will contentedly acquiesce in the penalty re-
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quired : the same haughtiness of contempt and

vehemence of desire, that prompt the act of in

justice, will more strongly incite its justifica

tion
;
and resentment can never so exactly bal

ance the punishment with the fault, but there

will remain an overplus of vengeance, which
even he who condemns his first action will think

himself entitled to retaliate. What then can

ensue but a continual exacerbation of hatred, an

unextiriguishable feud, an incessant reciproca
tion of mischief, a mutual vigilance to entrap,
and eagerness to destroy ?

Since then the imaginary right of vengeance
must be at last remitted, because it is impossible
to live in perpetual hostility, and equally im

possible that of two enemies, either should first

think himself obliged by justice to submission,
it is surely eligible to forgive early. Every pas
sion is more easily subdued before it has been

long accustomed to possession of the heart ;

every idea is obliterated with less difficulty, as

it has been more slightly impressed, and less

frequently renewed. He who has often brood

ed over his wrongs, pleased himselfwith schemes

of malignity, and glutted his pride with the

fancied supplications of humbled enmity, will

not easily open his bosom to amity and reconci

liation, or indulge the gentle sentiments of be

nevolence and peace.

It is easiest to forgive while there is yet little

to be forgiven. A single injury may be soon

dismissed from the memory ;
but a long succes

sion of ill offices by degrees associates itself with

every idea; a long contest involves so many cir

cumstances, that every place and action will re-

cal it to the mind ; and fresh remembrance of

vexation must still enkindle rage, and irritate

reA'enge.

A wise man will make haste to forgive, be

cause he knows the true value of time, and will

not suffer it to pass away in unnecessary pain.

He that willingly suffers the corrosions of in

veterate hatred, and gives up his days and nights
to the gloom of malice and perturbations of stra

tagem, cannot surely be said to consult his ease.

Resentment is a union of sorrow with malig

nity, a combination of a passion which all en

deavour to avoid, with a passion which all con

cur to detest. The man who retires to medi

tate mischief, and to exasperate his own rage ;

whose thoughts are employed only on means of

distress and contrivances of ruin ; whose mind
never pauses from the remembrance of his own

sufferings, but to indulge some hope of enjoying
the calamities of another,' may justly be num
bered among the most miserable of human be

ings, among those who are guilty without re

ward, who have neither the gladness of pros

perity, nor the calm of innocence.

Whoever considers the weakness both of him
self and others, will not long want persuasives

to forgiveness. We know not to what degree

' of malignity any injury is to be imputed ;
or

j
how much its guilt, if we were to inspect the

mind of him that committed it, would be ex

tenuated by mistake, precipitance, or negli

gence : we cannot be certain how much more
we feel than was intended to be inflicted, or

how much we increase the mischief to ourselves

by voluntary aggravations. We may charge to

design the effects of accident; AVC may think

the blow violent, only because we have muiio

oui'selves delicate and tender ; we are on every
side in danger of error and of guilt ; which we
are certain to avoid only by speedy forgiveness.
From this pacific and harmless temper, thus

propitious to others and ourselves, to domestic

tranquillity and to social happiness, no man is

withheld but by pride, by the fear of being in

sulted by his adversary, or despised by the

world.

It may be laid down as an unfailing and uni

versal: axiom, that " all pride is abject and
mean." It is always an ignorant, lazy, or cow

ardly acquiescence in a false appearance of ex

cellence, and proceeds not from consciousness

of our attainments, but insensibility of our

wants.

Nothing can be great which is not right.

Nothing which reason condemns can be suitable

to the dignity of the human mind. To be

driven by external motives from the path which
our own heart approves ; to give way to any
thing but conviction ; to suffer the opinion of

others to rule our choice, or overpower our re

solves; is to submit tamely to the lowest and
most ignominious slavery, and to resign the right
of directing our own lives.

The utmost excellence at which humanity can

arrive, is a constant and determinate pursuit of

virtue, without regard to present dangers or ad

vantage ; a continual reference of every action

to the Divine will ; an habitual appeal to ever

lasting justice; and 'an unvaried elevation of

the intellectual eye to the reward which perse

verance only can obtain. But that pride which

many, who presume to boast of generous senti

ments, allow to regulate their measures, has

nothing nobler in view than the approbation of

men ; of beings Avhose superiority we are under

no obligation to acknowledge, and who, when
we have courted them with the utmost assi

duity, can confer no valuable or permanent re

ward ;
of beings who ignorantly judge of what

they do not understand, or partially determine

what they never have examined; and whose

sentence is therefore of no weight till it has re

ceived the ratification of our own conscience.

He that can descend to bribe suffrages like

these, at the price of his innocence ; he that can

suffer the delight of such acclamations to with

hold his attention from the commands of the

universal Sovereign, has little reason to con

gratulate himself upon the greatness of 1m
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mind : whenever he awakes to seriousness and

reflection, he must become despicable in his own
eves, and shrink with shame from the remem
brance of his cowardice and folly.

Of him that hopes to be forgiven, it is indis

pensably reqxiired that he forgive. It is there

fore superfluous to urge any other motive. On
this great duty eternity is suspended : and to

him that refuses to practise it, the throne of

mercy is inaccessible, and the Saviour of the

world has been born in vain.

No. 186.] SATURDAY, DEC. 28, 1751.

Pone me, pigris ubi nulla campis
Arbor astiva recreatur aura

Dulce ridentem Lalagen amabo,
Dulce loquentem. HOR.

Place toe where never summer breeze

Unbinds the glebe, or warms the trees ;

Where ever-lowering clouds appear,
And angry Jove deforms th' inclement year ;

Love and the nymph shall charm my toils,

Vhe nymph,who sweetly speaks and sweetly smiles.

FRANCIS.

OF the happiness and misery of our present

state, part arises from our sensations, and part

from our opinions ; part is distributed by nature,

and part is in a great measure apportioned by
ourselves. Positive pleasure we cannot always
obtain, and positive pain we often cannot re

move. No man can give to his own plantations

the fragrance of the Indian groves ; nor will any

precepts of philosophy enable him to withdraw
his attention from wounds or diseases. But the

negative infelicity which proceeds, not from the

pressure of sufferings, but the absence of enjoy

ments, will always yield to the remedies of

reason.

One of the great arts of escaping superfluous

uneasiness, is to free our minds from the habit

of comparing our condition with that of others

on whom the blessings of life are more bounti

fully bestowed, or with imaginary states of de

light and security, perhaps unattainable by mor
tals. Few are placed in a situation so gloomy
and distressful, as not to see every day beings

yet more forlorn and miserable, from whom they

may learn to rejoice in their own lot.

No inconvenience is less superable by art or

diligence than the inclemency of climates, and

therefore none affords more proper exercise for

this philosophical absti-action. A native of Eng
land, pinched with the frosts of December, may
lessen his affection for his own country by suf

fering his imagination to wander in the vales of

Asia, and sport among woods that are always

green, and streams that always murmur ; but

if he turns his thoughts towards the polar re

gions, and considers the nations to whom a great

portion of the year is darkness, and who are

condemned to pass weeks and months amidst

mountains of snow, he will soon recover his

tranquillity, and, while he stirs his fire, or

throws his cloak about him, reflect how much
he owes to Providence, that he is not placed in

Greenland or Siberia.

The barrenness of the earth and the severity
of the skies, in these dreary countries, are such

as might be expected to confine the mind wholly
to the contemplation of necessity and distress, so

that the care of escaping death from cold and

hunger should leave no room for those passions

which, in lands of plenty, influence conduct or

diversify characters
; the summer should be

spent only in providing for the winter, and the

winter in longing for the summer.
Yet learned curiosity is known to have found

its way into these abodes of poverty and gloom :

Lapland and Iceland have their historians, their

critics, and their poets ;
and love, that extends

his dominion wherever humanity can be found,

perhaps exerts the same power in the Green-

lander's hut as in the palaces of eastern monarchs.

In one of the large caves to which the families

of Greenland retire together, to pass the cold

months, and which may be termed their villages

or cities, a youth and maid, who came from dif

ferent parts of the country, were so much dis

tinguished for their beauty, that they were call

ed by the rest of the inhabitants Anningait and

Ajut, from a supposed resemblance to their an

cestors of the same names, who had been trans

formed of old into the sun and moon.

Anningait for some time heard the praises of

Ajut with little emotion, but at last, by fre

quent interviews, became sensible of her charms,
and first made a discovery of his affection, by
inviting her with her parents to a feast, where
he placed before Ajut the tail of a whale. Ajut
seemed not much delighted by this gallantry ;

yet, however, from that time, was observed

rarely to appear but in a vest made of the skin

of a white deer
;
she used frequently to renew

the black dye upon her hands and forehead, to

adorn her sleeves with coral and shells, and to

braid her hair with great exactness.

The elegance of her dress, and the judicious

disposition of her ornaments, had such an effect

upon Anningait, that he could no longer be re

strained from a declaration of his love. He
therefore composed a poem in her praise, in

which, among other heroic and tender senti

ments, he protested that " she was beautiful as

the vernal willow, and fragrant as thyme upon
the mountains ;

that her fingers were white as

the teeth of the morse, and her smile grateful as

the dissolution of the ice ; that he would pursue

her, though she should pass the snows of th

midland cliffs, or seek shelter in the caves of the

eastern cannibals ;
that he would tear her from

the embraces of the genius of the rocks, snatch
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her from the paws of Amarock, and rescue her

from the ravine of Hafgufa." He concluded

with a wish, that " whoever shall attempt to

hinder his union with Ajut might be buried

without his bow, and that, in the land of souls,

his scull might serve for no other use than to

catch the droppings of the starry lamps."
This ode being universally applauded, it was

expected that Ajut would soon yield to such fer

vour arid accomplishments: but Ajut, with the

natural haughtiness of beauty, expected all the

forms of courtship : and before she would con

fess herself conquered, the sun returned, the ice

broke, and the season of labour called all to their

employments.

Anningait and Ajut for a time always went
out in the same boat, and divided whatever was

caught. Anningait, in the sight of his mistress,

lost no opportunity of signalizing his courage ;

he attacked the sea-horses on the ice, pursued
the seals into the water, and leaped upon the

back of the whale while he was yet struggling
with the remains of life. Nor was his diligence
less to accumulate all that could be necessary to

make winter comfortable
;
he dried the roe of

fishes and the flesh of seals ; he entrapped deer

and foxes, arid dressed their skins to adorn his

bride j he feasted her with eggs from the rocks,

and strewed her tent with flowers.

It happened that a tempest drove the fish to a

distant part of the coast before Anningait had

completed his store ; he therefore entreated

Ajut, that she would at last grant him her hand,
and accompany him to that part of the country
whither he was now summoned by necessity.

Ajut thought him not yet entitled to such con

descension, but proposed, as a trial of his con

stancy, that he should return at the end of sum
mer to the cavern where their acquaintance
commenced, and there expect the reward of his

assiduities. " O virgin, beautiful as the sun

shining on the water, consider," said Anningait,
" what thou hast required. How easily may
my return be precluded by a sudden frost or un

expected fogs ! Then must the night be passed
without my Ajut. We live not, my fair, in

those fabled countries which lying strangers so

wantonly describe
;
where the whole year is di

vided into short days and nights; where the

same habitation serves for summer and winter
;

where they raise houses in rows above the

ground, dwell together from year to year, with
flocks of tame animals grazing in the fields about
them ; can travel at any time from one place to

another, through ways enclosed with trees, or

over walls raised upon the inland waters ; and
direct their course through wide countries by the

sight of green hills or scattered buildings. Even
"in summer, we have no means of crossing the

mountains, whose snows are never dissolved j

nor can remove to any distant residence, but in

our boats coasting the bays. Consider, Ajut, a

few summer-days, and a few winter- nights, aim
the life of man is at an end. Night is the time
of ease and festivity, of revels and gayety ; but
what will be the flaming lamp, the delicious seal,
or the soft oil, without the smile of Ajut?"
The eloquence of Anningait was vain

;
the

maid continued inexorable, and they parted with
ardent promises to meet again before the night
of winter.

No. 187.] TUESDAY, DEC. 31, 1751.

Non ilium nostri possunt mutare labores,
Nee slfrigoribus mediis Hebrumque bibamus,

Sithoniasque nives hlemis subeamus aquosa
Omnia vincit amor. VIRGIL.

Love alters not for us his bard decrees,
Not though beneath the Thracian clime we freeze,
Or the mild bliss of temperate skies forego,
And in mid winter tread Sithouian snow :

Love conquers all. DRYDEN.

ANNINGAIT, however discomposed by the dila

tory coyness of Ajut, was yet resolved to omit no
tokens of amorous respect ; and therefore pre
sented her at his departure with the skins of

seven white fawns, of five swans, and eleven

seals, with three marble lamps, ten vessels of

seal oil, and a large kettle of brass, which he

had purchased from a ship, at the price of half a

whale and two horns of sea-unicorns.

Ajut was so much affected by the fondness of

her lover, or so much overpowered by his mag
nificence, that she followed him to the sea-side ;

and, when she saw him enter the boat, wished

aloud that he might return with plenty of skins

and oil
;
that neither the mermaids might snatch

him into the deeps, nor the spirits of the rocks

confine him in their caverns.

She stood a "while to gaze upon the departing

vessel, and then returning to her hut, silent and

dejected, laid aside, from that hour, her white

deer-skin, suffered her hair to spread unbraided

on her shoulders, and forbore to mix in the

dances of the maidens. She endeavoured to di

vert her thoughts by continual application to

feminine employments, gathered mosa for the

winter lamps, and dried grass to line the boots of

Anningait. Ofthe skins which he had bestowed

upon her, she made a fishing-coat, a small boat,

and tent, all of exquisite manufacture j and,

while she was thus busied, solaced her labours

with a song, in which she prayed,
" that her

lover might have hands stronger than the paws
of the bear, and feet swifter than the feet of the

rein-deer ;
that his dart might never err, and

that his boat might never leak ; that he might
never stumble on the ice, nor faint in the wa
ter ; that the seal might rush on his harpoon,
and the wounded whale might dash the waves

in vain."
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The large boats in which the Greenlanders

transport their families, are always rowed by ,

women ; for a man will not debase himself by
work which requires neither skill nor courage.

Anningait was therefore exposed by idleness to

the ravages of passion. He went thrice to the

stern of the boat, with an intent to leap into the

water, and swim back to his mistress ; but re

collecting the misery which they must endure

in the winter, without oil for the lamp or skins

for the bed, he resolved to employ the weeks of

absence in provision for a night of plenty and

felicity. He then composed his emotions as he

could, and expressed in wild numbers and un

couth images his hopes, his sorrows, and his

fears. " O life !" says he,
" frail and uncertain !

where shall wretched man find thy resemblance

but in ice floating on the ocean ? It towers on

high, it sparkles from afar, while the storms

drive and the waters beat it, the sun melts it

above, and the rocks shatter it below. What
art thou, deceitful pleasure, but a sudden blaze

streaming from the north, which plays a moment
on the eye, mocks the traveller with the hopes

of light, and then vanishes for ever ! What, love,

art thou, but a whirlpool, which we approach
without knowledge of our danger, drawn on by

imperceptible degrees, till we have lost all power
j

of resistance and escape ! Till I fixed my eyes
j

on the graces of Ajut, while I had not yet called i

her to the banquet, I was careless as the sleeping

morse, I was merry as the singers in the stars, i

\Vhy, Ajut, did I gaze upon thy graces? Why,
my fair, did I call thee to the banquet ? Yet, be .

faithful, my love, remember Anningait, and
j

meet my return with the smile of virginity. I

will chase the deer, I will subdue the whale, re

sistless as the frost of darkness, and unwearied
as the summer sun. In a few weeks I shall re

turn prosperous and wealthy; then shall the

roefish and the porpoise feast thy kindred
; the

fox and the hare shall cover thy couch; the

tough hide of the seal shall shelter thee from

cold
; and the fat of the whale illuminate thy

dwelling."

Anningait having with these sentiments con

soled his grief, and animated his industry, found

that they had now coasted the headland, and
j

saw the whales spouting at a distance. He
j

therefore placed himself in his fishing-boat, call

ed his associates to their several employments,

plied his oar and harpoon with incredible cou

rage and dexterity; and, by dividing his time

between the chase and fishery, suspended the

miseries of absence and suspicion.

Ajut, in the mean time, notwithstanding- her

neglected dress, happened, as she was drying
some skins in the sun, to catch the eye of Norn-

gsuk, on his return from hunting. Norngsuk
was of birth truly illustrious. His mother had
died in childbirth, and his father, the most ex

pert fisher of Greenland, had perished by too i

close pursuit of the whale. His dignity was

equalled by his riches ; he was master of four

men's and two women's boats, had ninety tubs

of oil in his winter habitation, and tive-and-

twenty seals buried in the snow against the sea

son of darkness. When he saw the beauty of

Ajut, he immediately threw over her the skin of

a deer that he had taken, and soon after present
ed her with a branch of coral. Ajut refused his

gifts, and determined to admit 110 lover in the

place of Anningait.

Norngsuk, thus rejected, had recourse to stra

tagem. He knew that Ajut would consult an

angekkok, or diviner, concerning the fate of her

lover, and the felicity of her future life. He
therefore applied himself to the most celebrated

angekkok of that part of the country, and by a

present of two seals and a marble kettle, obtain

ed a promise that, when Ajut should consult

him, he Avould declare that her lover was in the

land of souls. Ajut, in a short time, brought
him a coat made by herself, and inquired what
events were to befall her

; with assurances of a

much larger reward at the return of Anningait,
if the prediction should flatter her desires. The

angekkok knew the way to riches, and foretold

that Anningait, having already caught two
whales, would soon return home with a large
boat laden with provisions.

This prognostication she was ordered to keep
secret ; and Norngsuk, depending upon his arti

fice, renewed his addresses with greater confi

dence
; but, finding his suit still unsuccessful,

applied himself to her parents with gifts and

promises. The wealth of Greenland is too pow
erful for the virtue of a Greenlander ; they for

got the merit and the presents of Anningait, and
decreed Ajut to the embraces of Norngsuk. She
entreated ; she remonstrated ; she wept, and
raved ; but, finding riches irresistible, fled away
into the uplands, and lived in a cave upon such
berries as she could gather, and the birds or

hares which she had the fortune to ensnare, tak

ing care, at an hour when she was not likely to

be found, to view the sea every day, that her
lover might not miss her at his return.

At last she saw the great boat in which An
ningait had departed, stealing slow and heavy-
laden along the coast. She ran with all the im

patience of affection to catch her lover in her

arms, and relate her constancy and sufferings.
When the company reached the land, they in

formed her, that Anningait, after the fishery
was ended, being unable to support the slow pas

sage of the vessel of carriage, had set out before

them in his fishing-boat, and they expected at

their arrival to have found him on shore.

Ajut, distracted at this intelligence, was about

to fly into the hills, without knowing why.
though she was now in the hands of her parents,
who forced her back to their own hut, and en

deavoured to comfoi't her ; but when at last they
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retired to rest, Ajut went down to the beach ;

where, finding a fishing-boat, she entered it

without hesitation, and telling those who won
dered at her rashness, that she was going in

search of Anningait, rowed away with great

swiftness, and was seen no more.

The fate of these lovers gave occasion to vari

ous fictions and conjectures. Some are of opin

ion that they were changed into stars ; others

imagine that Anningait was seized in his pas

sage by the genius of the rocks ; and that Ajut
was transformed into a mermaid, and still con

tinues t< seek her lover in the deserts of the sea.

But the general persuasion is, that they are

both in that part of the land of souls where the

sun never sets, where oil is always fresh, and

provisions always warm. The virgins some

times throw a thimble and a needle into the bay
from which the hapless maid departed; and

when a Greenlander would praise any couple
for virtuous affection, he declares that they love

like Anningait and Ajut.

No. 188.] SATURDAY, JAN. 4, 1752.

Si te colo, Scxte, non amabo. MART.

The more I honour thee, the less I love.

NONE of the desires dictated by vanity is more

general, or less blameable, than that of being

distinguished for the arts of conversation. Other

accomplishments may be possessed without op

portunity of exerting them, or wanted without

danger that the defect can often be remarked ;

but as no man can live, otherwise than in a her

mitage', without hourly pleasure or vexation,

from the fondness or neglect of those about him,
the faculty of giving pleasure is of continual use.

Few are more frequently envied than those who
have the power of forcing attention wherever

they come, whose entrance is considered as a

promise of felicity, and whose departure is la

mented like the recess of the sun from north

ern climates, as a privation of all that enlivens

fancy, or inspirits gayety.
It is apparent, that to excellsnce in this valu

able art, some peculiar qualifications are neces

sary ; for every one's experience will inform

him, that the pleasure which men are able to

give in conversation, holds no stated propor
tion to their knowledge or their virtue. Many
find their way to the tables and the parties of

those wna never consider them as of the least

importance in any other place ; we have all, at

one time or other, been content to love those

whom we could not esteem, and been persuaded
to try the dangerous experiment of admitting
him for a companion, whom we knew to be too

ignorant for a counsellor and too treacherous for

a friend.

I question whether some abatement of char*

acter is not necessary to general acceptance.
Few spend their time with much satisfaction

under the eye of incontestable superiority ; and,

therefore, among those whose presence is court

ed at assemblies of jollity, there are seldom

found men eminently distinguished for powers
or acquisitions. The wit, whose vivacity con

demns slower tongues to silence; the scholar,

whose knowledge allows no man to fancy that

he instructs him
;
the critic, who suffers no fal

lacy to pass undetected ; and the reasoner, who
condemns the idle to thought and the negligent
to attention, are generally praised and feared,

reverenced and avoided.

He that would please must rarely aim at

such excellence as depresses his hearers in their

own opinion, or debars them from the hope of

contributing reciprocally to the entertainment of

the company. Merriment, extorted by sallies

of imagination, sprightliness of remark, or

quickness of reply, is too often, what the Latins

call the Sardinian laughter, a distortion of the

face without gladness of heart.

For this reason, no style of conversation is

more extensively acceptable than the narrative.

He who has stored his memory with slight

anecdotes, private incidents, and personal pecu

liarities, seldom fails to find his audience favour

able. Almost every man listens with eagerness
to contemporary history ; for almost every man
has some real or imaginary connection with a

celebrated character ; some desire to advance or

oppose a rising name. Vanity often co-operates

with curiosity. He that is a hearer in one

place, qualifies himself to become a speaker in

another; for though he cannot comprehend a

series of argument, or transport the volatile

spirit of wit without evaporation, he yet thinks

himself able to treasure up the various incidents

of a story, and pleases his hopes with the infor

mation which he shall give to some inferior

society.

Narratives are for the most part heard with

out envy, because they are not supposed to

imply any intellectual qualities above the com
mon rate. To be acquainted with facts not yet
echoed by plebeian mouths, may happen to one

man as well as to another ;
and to relate them

when they are known, has in appearance so

little difficulty, that every one concludes him
self equal to the task.

But it is not easy, and in some situations of

life not possible, to accumulate such a stock of

materials as may support the expense of contin

ual narration ;
and it frequently happens, that

they who attempt this method of ingratiating

themselves, please only at the first interview :

and, for want of new supplies of intelligence

wear out their stories by continual repetition.

There would be, therefore, little hope of ob

taining the praise of a good companion, were it
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not to be gained by more compendious methods ;

but such it the kindness of mankind to all, ex

cept those who aspire to real merit and rational

dignity, that every understanding may find

some way to excite benevolence; and whoever

is not envied may learn the art of procuring

love. We are willing to be pleased, but are not

willing to admire : we favour the mirth or offi-

ciousness that solicits our regard, but oppose

the worth or spirit that enforces it.

The first place among those that please, be

cause they desire only to please, is due to the

merry fellow, whose laugh is loud, and whose

voice is strong ;
who is ready to echo every jest

with obstreperous approbation, and countenance

every frolic with vociferations of applause. It

is not necessary to a merry fellow to have in

himself any fund of jocularity, or force of con

ception : it is sufficient that he always appears

in the highest exaltation of gladness ;
for the

greater part of mankind are gay or serious by

infection, and follow without resistance the at

traction of example.
Next to the merry fellow is the good-natured

man, a being generally without benevolence, or

any other virtue than such as indolence and in

sensibility confer. The characteristic of a good-
natured man is to bear a joke; to sit unmoved
and unaffected amidst noise and turbulence,

profaneness and obscenity; to hear every tale

without contradiction ; to endure insult with

out reply ; and to follow the stream of folly,

whatever course it shall happen to take. The

good-natured man is commonly the darling of

the petty wits, with whom they exercise them

selves in the rudiments of raillery ; for he never

takes advantage of failings, nor disconcerts a

puny satirist with unexpected sarcasms ; but,

while the glass continue?; to circulate, content

edly bears the expense of uninterrupted laugh

ter, and retires rejoicing at his own importance.

The modest man is a companion of a yet lower

rank, whose only power of giving pleasure is

not to interrupt it. The modest man satisfies

himself with peaceful silence, which all his com

panions are candid enough to consider as pro

ceeding not from inability to speak, but willing

ness to hear.

Many, without being able to attain any gene
ral character of excellence, have some single art

of entertainment which serves them as a pass

port through the world. One I have known
for fifteen years the darling of a weekly club,

because every night, precisely at eleven, he be

gins his favourite song, and during the vocal

performance, by corresponding motions of his

hand, chalks out a giant upon the wall. An
other has endeared himself to a long succession

f acquaintances by sitting among them with

his wig reversed ; another, by contriving to smut
the nose of any stranger, who was to be initiated

in the club ; another, by purring like a cat, and

then pretending to be frighted ;
and another, b

yelping like a hound, and calling to the drawers

to drive out the dog.
Such are the arts by which cheerfulness is

promoted, and sometimes friendship established :

arts, which those who despise them should not

rigorously blame, except when they are practised
at the expense of innocence

;
for it is always ne

cessary to be loved, but not always necessary to

be reverenced.

No. 189.] TUESDAY, JAN. 7, 1752.

Quod tarn grande sophos clamut tibi turba togata.

Non tu, Pomponi, ccena dinerta tua est. MART.

Resounding plaudits through the crowd have rung;

Thy treat is eloquent, and not thy tongue.
F. LEWIS.

THE world scarcely affords opportunities ofmak

ing any observation more frequently than on

false claims to commendation. Almost every
man wastes part of his life in attempts to dis

play qualities which he does not possess, and to

gain applause which he cannot keep ;
so that

scarcely can two persons casually meet, but one

is offended or diverted by the ostentation of the

other.

Of these pretenders it is fit to distinguish
those who endeavour to deceive from them who
are deceived

; those who by designed impostures

promote their interest, or gratify their pride,

from them who mean only to force into regard
their latent excellences and neglected virtues ;

who believe themselves qualified to instruct or

please, and therefore invite the notice of man
kind.

The artful and fraudulent usurpers of drstinc-

tiori deserve greater severities than ridicule and

contempt, since they are seldom content with

empty praise, but are instigated by passions

more pernicious than vanity. They consider

the reputation which they endeavour to estab

lish, as necessary to the accomplishment of some

subsequent design, and value praise only as it

may conduce to the success of avarice or ambi

tion.

The commercial world is very frequently put
into confusion by the bankruptcy of merchants,

that assumed the splendour of wealth only to

obtain the privilege of trading with the stock of

other men, and of contracting debts which no

thing but lucky casualties could enable them to

pay ; till, after having supported their appear

ance awhile by a tumultuary magnificence or

boundless traffic, they sink at once, and drag

down into poverty those whom their equipages

had induced to trust them.

Among wretches that place their happiness in

the favour of the great, of beings whom oniy

high titles or large estates set above themselves,

nothing is more common than to toast of confi-
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dence which they do not enjoy ;
to sell promises

Which they know their interest unable to per

form ;
and to reimburse the tribute which they

pay to an imperious master, from the contribu

tions of meaner dependants, whom they can

amuse with tales of their influence, and hopes of

their solicitation.

Even among some, too thoughtless and vola

tile for avarice or ambition, may be found a spe

cks of falsehood more detestable than the levee

or exchange can show. There are men that boast

of debaucheries, of which they never had ad

dress to be guilty ; ruin, by lewd tales, the cha

racters of women to whom they are scarcely

known, or by whom they have been rejected ;

destroy, in a drunken frolic, the happiness of

families, blast the bloom of beauty, and inter

cept the reward of virtue.

Other artifices of falsehood, though utterly

unworthy of an ingenious mind, are not yet to

be ranked with flagitious enormities, nor is it

n-ecessary to incite sanguinary justice against

them, since they may be adequately punished

by detection and laughter. The traveller who
describes cities which he has never seen; the

squire who, at his return from London, tells of

his intimacy with nobles to whom he has only
bowed in the park or coffee-house ;

the author

who entertains his admirers with stories of the

assistance which he gives to wits of a higher
rank ; the city dame who talks of her visits at

great houses, where she happens to know the

cook-maid, are surely such harmless animals as

truth herself may be content to despise without

desiring to hurt them.

But of the multitudes who struggle in vain

for distinction, and display their own merits

only to feel more acutely the sting of neglect, a

great part are wholly innocent of deceit, and are

betrayed by infatuation and credulity, to that

scorn with which the universal love of praise
incites us all to drive feeble competitors out of

our way.
Few men survey themselves with so much

severity as not to admit prejudices in their own
favour, which an artful flatterer may gradually

strengthen, till wishes for a particular qualifi
cation are improved to hopes of attainment, and

hopes of attainment to belief of possession. Such
flatterers every one will find, who has power to

reward their assiduities. Wherever there is

wealth there will be dependance and expecta
tion, and wherever there is dependance there

will be an emulation of servility.

Many of the follies which provoke general

censure, are the effects of such vanity, as how
ever it might have wantoned in the imagina
tion, would scarcely have dared the public eye,
had it not been animated and emboldened by
flattery. Whatever difficulty there may be in

the knowledge of ourselves, scarcely any one
fails to suspect his own imperfections, till he is

elevated by others to confidence. We are al

most all naturally modest and timorous; but

fear and shame are uneasy sensations, and who
soever helps to remove them is received with

kindness.

Turpicula was the heiress of a large estate,

and, having lost her mother in her infancy, was
committed to a governess, whom misfortunes

had reduced to suppleness and humility. The
fondness of Turpicula's father would not suffer

him to trust her at a public school; but he
hired domestic teachers, and bestowed on her all

the accomplishments that wealth could pur
chase. But how many things are necessary to

I
happiness which money cannot obtain! Thus

I

secluded from all with whom she might con-

|

verse on terms of equality, she heard none of

those intimations of her defects, which envy,

petulance, or anger, produce among children,
where they are not afraid of telling what they
think.

Turpicula saw nothing but obsequiousness,
and heard nothing but commendations. None
are so little acquainted with the heart, as not

to know that woman's first wish is to be hand

some, and that consequently the readiest me
thod of obtaining her kindness is to praise her

beauty. Turpicula had a distorted shape and a
dark complexion ; yet when the impudence of

adulation had ventured to tell her of the com

manding dignity of her motion, and the soft en
chantment of her smile, she was easily convinced

that she was the delight or torment of every

eye, and that all who gazed upon her felt the

fire of envy, or love. She therefore neglected
the culture of an understanding which might
have supplied the defects of her form, and ap
plied all her care to the decoration of her per

son; for she considered that more could judge
of beauty than of wit, and was, like the rest of

human beings, in haste to be admired. The
desire of conquest naturally led her to the lists

in which beauty signalizes her power. She

glittered at court, fluttered in the park, and
talked loud in the front box ; but, after a thou

sand experiments of her charms, was at last

convinced that she had been flattered, and that

her glass was honester than her maid.

HOR.

No. 190.] SATURDAY, JAN. 11, 1752.

Ploravere suis, non responderefavorem
Qucesitum meritis.

Henry and Alfred-
Closed their long glories with a sigh, to find

Tli' unwilling gratitude of base mankind. FOPI;

AMONG the emirs and visiers, the sons of val

our and of wisdom, that stand at the corners of

the Indian throne to assist the counsels or con
duct the wars of the posterity of Timur, the

X
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first place was long held by Morad the son of

Hanuth. Morad, having signalized himself in

many battles and sieges, was rewarded with

the government of a province, from which the

fame of his wisdom and moderation was wafted

to the pinnacles of Agra, by the prayers of

those whom his administration made happy.

The emperor called him into his presence, and

gare into his hand the keys of riches, and the

sabre of command. The voice of Morad was

heard from the cliffs of Taurus to the Indian

ocean, every tongue faltered in his presence,

and every eye was cast down before him.

Morad lived many years in prosperity; every

day increased his wealth, and extended his influ

ence. The sages repeated his maxims, the cap

tains of thousands waited his commands. Com

petition withdrew into the cavern of envy, and

discontent trembled at her own murmurs. But

human greatness is short and transitory, as the

odour of incense in the fire. The sun grew

weary of gilding the palaces of Morad, the

clouds of sorrow gathered round his head, and

the tempest of hatred roared about his dwelling.

Morad saw ruin hastily approaching,, The

first that forsook him were his poets ;
their ex

ample was followed by all those whom he had

rewarded for contributing to his pleasures ;
and

only a few, whose virtue had entitled them to

favour, were now to be seen in his hall or

chambers. He felt his danger, and prostrated

himself at the foot of the throne. His accusers

were confident and loud, his friends stood con

tented with frigid neutrality, and the voice of

truth was overborne by clamour. He was di

vested of his power, deprived of his acquisitions,

and condemned to pass the rest of his life on his

hereditary estate.

Morad had been so long accustomed to crowds

and business, supplicants and flattery, that he

knew not how to fill up his hours in solitude ;

he saw with regret the sun rise to force on his

eye a new day for which he had no use
;
and

envied the savage that wanders in the desert,

because he has no time vacant from the calls of

nature, but is always chasing his prey, or sleep

ing in his den.

His dicontent in time vitiated his constitu

tion, and a slow disease seized upon him. He
refused physic, neglected exercise, and lay down
on his couch peevish and restless, rather afraid

to die than desirous to live. His domestics, for

a time, redoubled their assiduities ;
but finding

tht no officiousness could sooth, nor exactness

satisfy, they soon gave way to negligence and

sloth, and he that once commanded nations often

languished in his chamber without an attendant.

In this melancholy state, he commanded mes

sengers to recall his eldest son Abouzaid from

the army. Abouzaid was alarmed at the account

of his father's sickness, and hasted by long jour

neys to his place of residence. Morad was yet

living, and felt his strength return at the em
braces of his son

; then commanding him to sit

down at his bed side,
" Abouzaid," says he,

"
thy father has no more to hope or fear from

the inhabitants of the earth; the cold hand of

the angel of death is now upon him, and the vo

racious grave is howling for his prey. Hear,

therefore, the precepts of ancient experience, let

not my last instructions issue forth in vain.

Thou hast seen me happy and calamitous, thou

hast beheld my exaltation and my fall. My
power is in the hands of my enemies, my trea

sures have rewarded my accusers ; but my inher

itance the clemency of the emperor has spared,
and my wisdom his anger could not take away.
Cast thine eyes round thee

;
whatever thou be-

holdest will, in a few hours, be thine; apply
thine ear to my dictates, and these possessions

will promote thy happiness. Aspire not to pub
lic honours, enter not the palaces of kings ; thy
wealth will set thee above insult, let thy modera

tion keep thee below envy- Content thysell

with private dignity, diffuse thy riches among
thy friends, let every day extend thy beneficence,

and suffer not thy heart to be at rest till thou art

loved by all to whom thou art known. In the

height of my power, I said to Defamation, Who
will hear thee? and to Artifice, What canst thou

perform? But, my son, despise not thou the

malice of the weakest ; remember that venom

supplies the want of strength, and that the lion

may perish by the puncture of an asp."

Morad expired in a few hours. Abouzaid,
after the months of mourning, determined to

regulate his conduct by his father's precepts, and

cultivate the love of mankind by every art of

kindness and endearment. He wisely considered,

that domestic happiness was first to be secured,

and that none have so much power of doing

good or hurt, as those who are present in the

hour of negligence, hear the bursts of thought
less merriment, and observe the starts of un

guarded passion. He therefore augmented the

pay of all his attendants, and requited every ex

ertion of uncommon diligence by supernumerary

gratuities. While he congratulated himself upon
the fidelity and affection of his family, he was

in the night alarmed with robbers, who, being

pursued and taken, declared that they had been

admitted by one of his servants ;
the servant

immediately confessed that he unbarred the

door, because another not more worthy of con

fidence was intrusted with the keys.

Abouzaid was thus convinced that a depen

dant could not easily be made a friend ;
and that,

while many were soliciting for the first rank o*

favour, all those would be alienated whom he

disappointed. He therefore resolved to associate

with a few equal companions selected from among
the chief men of the province. With these he

lived happily for a time, till familiarity set them

free from restraint, and every man thought him-
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self at liberty to indulge his own caprice, and

advance his own opinions. They then disturbed

each other with contrariety of inclinations, and

difference of sentiments, and Abouzaid was ne

cessitated to offend one party by concurrence, or

Doth by indifference.

He afterwards determined to avoid a close

union with beings so discordant in their nature,

and to diffuse himself in a larger circle. He
practised the smile of universal courtesy, and in

vited all to his table, but admitted none to his

retirements. Many who had been rejected in his

choice of friendship, now refused to accept his

acquaintance ; and of those whom plenty and

magnificence drew to his table, every one pressed
forward toward intimacy, thought himself over

looked in the crowd, and murmured because he

was not distinguished above the rest. By de

grees all made advances, and all resented re

pulse. The table was then covered with deli

cacies in vain ; the music sounded in empty
rooms ; and Abouzaid was left to form in soli

tude some new scheme of pleasure or security.

Resolving now to try the force of gratitude,
he inquired for men of science whose merit was
obscured by poverty. His house was soon

crowded with poets, sculptors, painters, and de

signers, who wantoned in unexperienced plenty,

and employed their powers in celebration of

their patron. But in a short time they forgot
the distress from which they had been rescued,

and began to consider their deliverer as a wretch

of narrow capacity, who was growing great by
works which he could not perform, and whom
they overpaid by condescending to accept his

bounties. Abouzaid heard their murmurs and
dismissed them, and from that hour continued

blind to colours, and deaf to panegyric.
As the sons of art departed, muttering threats

of perpetual infamy, Abouzaid, who stood at the

gate, called to him Hamet the poet.
" Hamet,"

said he,
"
thy ingratitude has put an end to my

hopes and experiments : I have now learned the

vanity of those labours that wish to be rewarded

by human benevolence ; I shall henceforth do

good, and avoid evil, without respect to the

opinion of men
;
and resolve to solicit only the

approbation of that Being, whom alone we are

sure to please by endeavouring to please him."
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Cfreus in litiumjiecti, monitoribus asper. HOR.

The youth

Yielding like wax, th' impressive folly bears
;

iloufeb. to reproof, and slow to future cares.

FRANCIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.
DEAR MR. RAMBLER,

1 HAVE been four days confined to my chamber

by a cold, which has already kept me from three

plays, nine sales, five shows, and six card-table%
and put me seventeen visits behindhand; arid

the doctor tells my mamma, that if I fret and

cry, it will settle in my head, and I shall not

be fit to be seen these six weeks. But, dear Mr.

Rambler, how can I help it? At this very
time Melissa is dancing with the prettiest gen
tleman

;
she will breakfast with him to-mor

row, and then run to two auctions, and hear com

pliments, and have presents ; then she will be

drest, and visit, and get a ticket to the play ;

then go to cards and win, and come home with
two flambeaux before her chair. Dear Mr.

Rambler, who can bear it ?

My aunt has just brought me a bundle of your
papers for my amusement. She says, you are a

philosopher, and will teach me to moderate my
desires, and look upon the world with indiffer

ence. But, dear Sir, 1 do not wish nor intend

to moderate my desires, nor can I think it pro

per to look upon the world with indifference,

till the world looks with indifference on me. I

have been forced, however, to sit this morning
a whole quarter of an hour with your paper be

fore my face; but just as my aunt came in,

Phyllida had brought me a letter from Mr.

Trip, which I put within the leaves ; and read

about absence and inconsolableness, and ardour,
and irresistible passion, and eternal constancy,
while my aunt imagined that I was puzzling

myself with your philosophy, and often cried

out, when she saw me look confused,
" If there

is any word which you do not understand, child,

I will explain."
Dear soul ! how old people that think them

selves wise may be imposed upon ! But it is fit

that they should take their turn
;
for I am sure,

while they can keep poor girls close in the nurs

ery, they tyrannize over us in a very shameful

manner, and fill our imaginations with tales ot

terror, only to make us live in quiet subjection,
and fancy that we can never be safe but by their

protection.

I have a mamma and two aunts, who have al_

been formerly celebrated for wit and beauty, and

are still generally admired by those who value

themselves upon their understanding, and love

to talk of vice and virtue, nature and simplicity,

and beauty and propriety ; but if there was not

some hope of meeting me, scarcely a creatur*

would come near them that wears a fashionable

coat. These ladies, Mr. Rambler, have had me
under their government fifteen years and a halfj

and have all that time been endeavouring to de.

ceive me by such representations of life as I now
find not to be true ; but I know not whether I

ought to impute them to ignorance or malice, as

it is possible the world may be much changed
since they mingled in general conversation.

Being desirous that I should love books, they
told me, that nothing but knowledge could make
me an agreeable companion to men of sense, or
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qualify me to distinguish the superficial glitter

ttf vanity from the solid merit of understanding ;

and that a habit of reading would enable me to

fill up the vacuities of life without the help of

silly or dangerous amusements, and preserve me
from the snares of idleness and the inroads of

temptation.
But their principal intention was to make me

afraid of men; in which they succeeded so

well for a time, that 1 durst not look in their

faces, or he left alone with them in a parlour ;

for they made me fancy that no man eArer spoke
but to deceive, or looked but to allure ; that the

girl who suffered him that had once squeezed
her hand, to approach her a second time, was on

the brink of ruin ;
and that she who answered

a billet, without consulting her relations, gave
love such power over her, that she would cer

tainly either become poor or infamous.

From the time that my leading-strings were

taken off, I scarce heard any mention of my
beauty but from the milliner, the maiitua-

maker, and my own maid
; for mamma never

said more, when she heard me commended, but
" The girl is very well," and then endeavoured

to divert my attention by some inquiry after

my needle or my book.

It is now three months since I have been

suffered to pay and receive visits, to dance at

public assemblies, to have a place kept for me in

the boxes, and to play at Lady Racket's rout
;

and you may easily imagine what I think of

those who have so long cheated me with false

expectations, disturbed me with fictitious ter

rors, aixl concealed from me all that I have

found to make the happiness of woman.
I am so far from perceiving the usefulness or

necessity of books, that, if I had not dropped
all pretensions to learning, I should have lost

Mr. Trip, whom I once frighted into another

box by retailing some of Dryden's remarks upon
a tragedy ; for Mr. Trip declares that he hates

nothing like hard words, and I am sure there is

not a better partner to be found ; his very walk
is a dance. I have talked once or twice among
ladies about principles and ideas ; but they put
their fans before their faces, and told me I was
too wise for them, who for their^art never pre
tended to read any thing but the play-bill ; and
then asked me the price of my best head.

Those vacancies of time which are to be filled

up with books, I have never yet obtained ;
for

consider, Mr. Rambler, I go to bed late, and
therefore cannot rise early ; as soon as I am up,
1 dress for the gardens ; then walk in the park;
then always go to some sale or show, or enter

tainment at the Little Theatre
;
then must be

dressed for dinner ; then must pay my visits ;

then walk in the park ; then hurry to the play ;

and from thence to the card-table. This is the

general course of the day, when there happens

nothing extraordinary : but sometimes I ramble

into the country, and come back again to a ball
;

sometimes I am engaged for a whole day and

part of the night. If, at any time, I can give
an hour by not being at home, I have so many
things to do, so many orders to give to the mil-

liner, so many alterations to make in my clothes,
so many visitants' names to read over, so many
invitations to accept or refuse, so many cards
to write, and so many fashions to consider, that
I am lost in confusion, forced at last to let in

company, or step into my chair, and leave half

my affairs to the direction of my maid.
This is the round of my day ; and when shall

I either stop my course, or so change it as to

want a book? I suppose it cannot be imagined
that any of these diversions will soon be at an
end. There will always be gardens, and a

park, and auctions, and shows, and playhouses,
and cards; visits will always be paid, and
clothes always be worn

; and how can I have
time unemployed upon my hands ?

But I am most at a loss to guess for what

purpose they related such tragic stories of the

cruelty, perfidy, and artifices of men, who, if

they ever were so malicious and destructive,
have certainly now reformed their manners. I

have not, since my entrance into the world,
found one who does not profess himself devoted

to my service, and ready to live or die as I shall

command him. They are so far from intend

ing to hurt me, that their only contention is

who shall be allowed most closely to attend, and
most frequently to treat me. When different

places of entertainment or schemes of pleasure
are mentioned, I can see the eye sparkle and the

cheeks glow of him whose proposals obtain my
approbation ; he then leads me off in triumph,
adores my condescension, and congratulates him
self that he has lived to the hour of felicity.

Are these, Mr. Rambler, creatures to be fear

ed ? Is it likely that any injury will be done me
by those who can enjoy life only while I favour

them with my presence ?

As little reason can I yet find to suspect them
of stratagems and fraud. When I play at cards,

they never take advantage of my mistakes, or

exact from me a rigorous observation of the

game. Even Mr. Shuffle, a grave gentleman,
who has daughters older than myself, plays
with me so negligently, that I am sometimes

inclined to believe he loses his money by design;
and yet he is so fond of play, that he says he

will one day take me to his house in the coun

try, that we may try by ourselves who can con

quer. I have not yet promised him ; but when
the town grows a little empty, I shall think

upon it, for I want some trinkets, like Letitia's,

to my watch. I do not doubt my luck, but

must study some means of amusing my rela

tions.

For all these distinctions I find myself ui-

debted to that beauty which I was never suffer-
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Fd to hear praised, and of which, therefore, I man boasted the antiquity of his family, resolved
_,_ . !. .. -i- * . / i _ i _ t_ i i; a s_

did not before know the full value. 1 his con

cealment was certainly an intentional fraud ,

for my aunts have eyes Mke other people, and I

am every day told, that nothing but blindness

can escape the influence of my charms. Their

whole account of that world which they pre

tend to know so well, has been only one fic

tion entangled with another ;
and though the

modes of life oblige me to continue some appear

ances of respect, I cannot think that they, who

have been so clearly detected in ignorance or

imposture, have any right to the esteem, vener

ation, or obedience of,

Sii*, yours,

BELLARIA.
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In vain the noblest birth would prove,

Nor worth nor wit avail in love
;

Tis gold alone succeeds by gold

The venal sex is bought arid sold.

Accursed be he who first of yore
Discovered the pernicious ore 1

This sets a brother's heart ou fire,

And arms the son against the sire ;

And what, alas ! is worse than all,

To this the lover owes his fall. F. LEWIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR, -

I AM the son of a gentleman, "whose ancestors

for many ages held the first rank in the coun

try; till at last one of them, too desirous of

popularity, set his house open, kept a table

covered with continual profusion, and distri

buted his beef and ale to such as chose rather to

live upon the folly of others, than their own
labour with such thoughtless liberality, that he

left a third part or hij, estate mortgaged. His
successor a man of spirit, scorned to impair his

dignity -by parsimonious retrenchments, or to

admit, by a sale of his lands, any participation
*f the rights of his manor ; be therefore made
another mortgage to pay the interest of the for

mer, and pleased himself with the reflection,

that his son would have the hereditary estate

without the diminution of an acre.

to support the dignity of his birth, and lived in

splendour arid plenty at the expense of his heir,

who, sometimes by a wealthy marriage, and

sometimes by lucky legacies, discharged part of

the iricumbrances, and thought himself entitled

to contract new debts, and to leave to his chil

dren the same inheritance of embarrassment

and distress. Thus the estate perpetually de

cayed ; the woods were felled by one, the park

ploughed by another, the fishery let to farmers

by a third
;
at last the old hall was pulled down

to spare the cost of reparation, and part of the

materials sold to build a small house with the

rest. We were now openly degraded from our

original rank, and my father's brother was al

lowed with less reluctance to serve an appren

ticeship, though we never reconciled ourselves

heartily to the sound of haberdasher, but always
talked of warehouses and a merchant, and when
the wind happened to blow loud, affected to

pity the hazards of commerce, and to sympa
thize with the solicitude of my poor uncle, who
had the true 1'etailer's terror of adventure, and

never exposed himself or his property to any
wider water than the Thames.

In time, however, by continual profit and

small expenses, he grew rich, and began to turn

his thoughts towards rank. He hung the arms
of the family over his parlour-chimney ; pointed
at a chariot decorated only with a cipher ; became

: of opinion that money could not make a gentle-

;

man ;
resented the petulance of upstarts ;

told

! stories of Alderman Puff's grandfather, the por-

j

terj wondered that there was no better method

I for regulating precedence; wished for some
dress peculiar to men of fashion ;

and when his

I

servant presented a letter, always inquired
whether it came from his brother the esquire.

My father was careful to send him game by

every carrier, which, though the conveyance
often cost more than the value, was well re

ceived, because it gave an opportunity of calling

his friends together, describing the beauty of

his brother's seat, and lamenting his own folly,

whom no remonstrances could withhold from

polluting his fingers with a shop-book.

The little presents "\vhich we sent were al

ways returned with great munificence. He
was desirous of being the second founder of his

family, and could not bear that we should be

any longer outshone
kby those whom we con

sidered as climbers upon our ruins, and usurpers
of our fortune. He furnished our house with

all the elegance of fashionable expense, and was
careful to conceal his bounties, lest the poverty
of his family should be suspecttu
At length it happened that, by misconduct

like our own, & large estate, which had been

purchased from us, was again exposed to the

Nearly resembling this was the practice of
j

best bidder. My uncle, delighted with an oppor-
my wise progenitors for many ages. Every tunity of reinstating the family in their posse**
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lions, came down with treasures scarcely to be 1

imagined in a place where commerce has not

made large sums familiar, and at once drove all
\

the competitors away, expedited the writings, I

and took possession. He now considered him

self as superior to trade, disposed of his stock,

and as soon as he had settled his economy, be

gan to show his rural sovereignty, by breaking

the hedges of his tenants in hunting, and seizing

the guns or nets of those whose fortunes did not

qualify them for sportsmen. He soon after

wards solicited the office of sheriff, from which

all his neighbours were glad to be reprieved, but

which he regarded as a resumption of ancestral

claims, and a kind of restoration to blood after

the attainder of a trade.

My uncle, whose mind was so filled with this

change of his condition, that he found no want

of domestic entertainment, declared himself too

old to marry, and resolved to let the newly-pur
chased estate fell into the regular channel of in

heritance, I was therefore considered as heir-

apparent, and courted with officiousness and

caresses, by the gentlemen who had hitherto

coldly allowed me. that rank which they could

not refuse, depressed me with studied neglect,

and irritated me with ambiguous insults.

I felt not much pleasure from the civilities for

which I knew myself indebted tomy uncle's in

dustry, till, by one of the invitations which every

day now brought me, I was induced to spend a

week with Lucius, whose daughter Flavilla I

had often seen and admired like others, without

any thought of nearer approaches. The inequa

lity which had hitherto kept me at a distance

being now levelled, I was received with every

evidence of respect ;
Lucius told me the fortune

which he intended for his favourite daughter,

many odd accidents obliged us to be often toge

ther without company, and I soon began to find

that they were spreading for me the nets of ma

trimony.
Flavilla was all softness and complaisance. I,

who have been excluded by a narrow fortune

from much acquaintance with the world, and

never been honoured before with the notice of so

fine a lady, was easily enamoured. Lucius

either perceived my passion, or Flavilla betrayed

it ;
care was taken that our private meetings

should be less frequent, and my charmer confes

sed by her eyes how much pain she suffered from

our restraint. 1 renewed my visit upon every

pretence, but was not allowed one interview

without witness : at last I declared my passion

to Lucius, who received me as a lover worthy of

his daughter, and told me that nothing was

wanting to his consent, but that my uncle

should settle his estate upon me. I objected the

indecency of encroaching on his life, and the
|

danger of provoking him by such an unseasona-
j

ble demand. Lucius seemed not to think de

cency of much importance, but admitted the

danger of displeasing, and concluded that, as he

was now old and sickly, we might, without any

inconvenience, wait for his death.

With this resolution I was better contented

as it procured me the company of Flavilla, ig

which the days passed away amidst continual

rapture ; but in time I began to be ashamed o

sitting idle, in expectation of growing rich by
the death of my benefactor, and proposed to

Lucius many schemes of raising my own for

tune by such assistance as I knew my uncle

willing to give me. Lucius, afraid lest I should

change my affection in absence, diverted me from

my design by dissuasives to which my passion

easily listened. At last my uncle died, and con

sidering himself as neglected by me, from the

time that Flavilla took possession of my heart,

left his estate to my younger brother, who was

always hovering about his bed, and relating

stories ofmy pranks and extravagance, my con

tempt of the commercial dialect, and my impa
tience to be selling stock.

My condition was soon known, and I was no

longer admitted by the father of Flavilla. I re

peated the protestations of regard, which had

been formerly returned with so much ardour, in

a letter which she received privately, but re

turned by her father's footman. Contempt haj

driven out my love, and I am content to have

purchased, by the loss of fortune, an escape from

a harpy, who has joined the artifices of age to

the allurements of youth. I am now going to

pursue my former projects with a legacy which

my uncle bequeathed me, and if I succeed, shall

expect to hear of the repentance of Flavilla..

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

CoNSTAN-rrus.

No. 193.J TUESDAY, JAN. 21, 1752.

Laudis amore tumes ? Sunt ceria piacula qua te

Ter pure lecto poterunt recreare libello. Hon.

Or art thou vain ? books yield a certain spell

To s'cp thy tutnor.r ; you shall cease to swell

When you ha\ e read them thrice, and studied well.

CREECH.

WHATEVER is universally desired will be sought

by industry and artifice, by merit and crimes,

by means good and bad, rational and absurd, ac

cording to the prevalence of virtue or vice, of

wisdom or folly. Some will always mistake the

degree of their own desert, and some will desire

that others may mistake it. The cunning will

have recourse to stratagem, and the powerful to

violence, for the attainment of their wishes ;

some will stoop to theft, and others venture upon

plunder.
Praise is so pleasing to the mind of man, that

it is the original motive of almost all our actions.
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The desire of commendation, as of every thing

else, is varied indeed by innumerable differences

of temper, capacity, and knowledge ;
some have

no higher wish than for the applause of a club ;

some expect the acclamations of a county ;
and

some have hoped to fill the mouths of all ages

and nations with their names. Every man

pants lor the highest eminence within his view;

none, however mean, ever sinks below the hope
of being distinguished by his fellow-beings, and

very few have by magnanimity or piety, been

so raised above it, as to act wholly without re

gard to censure or opinion.

To be praised, therefore, every man resolves;

but resolutions will not execute themselves.

That which all think too parsimoniously distri

buted to their own claims, they will not gratu

itously squander upon others, and some expedi

ent must be tried, by which praise may be gained

before it can be enjoyed.

Among the innumerable bidders for praise,

some are willing to purchase at the highest rate,

and offer ease and health, fortune and life. Yet

even of these only a small part have gained what

they so earnestly desired; the student wastes

away in meditation, and the soldier perishes on

the ramparts, but unless some accidental advan

tage co-operates with merit, neither persever

ance nor advantage attract attention, and learn

ing and bravery sink into the grave, without

honour or remembrance.

But ambition and vanity generally expect to

be gratified on easier terms. It has been long

observed, that what is procured by skill or la-

bom- to the first possessor, may be afterwards

transferred for money; and that the man of

wealth may partake all the acquisitions of cour

age without hazard, and all the products of in

dustry without fatigue. It was easily discover

ed, that riches would obtain praise among other

conveniences, and that he whose pride was un

luckily associated with laziness, ignorance, or

cowardice, needed only to pay the hire of a

panegyrist, and he might be regaled with peri

odical eulogies ; might determine, at leisure,

what virtue or science he would be pleased to

appropriate, and be lulled in the evening with

soothing serenades, or waked in the morning
by sprightly gratulations.

The happiness which mortals receive from
the celebration of beneficence which never re

lieved, eloquence which never persuaded, or

elegance which never pleased, ought not to be

envied or disturbed, when they are known hon

estly to pay for their entertainment. But there

are unmerciful exactors of adulation, who with

hold the wages of venality; retain their encom
iast from year to year by general promises and

ambiguous blandishments
;
and when he has run

through the whole compass of flattery, dismiss

him with contempt, because his vein of fiction

is exhausted.

A continual feast of commendation is only to

be obtained by merit or by wealth ; many are

therefore obliged to content themselves with

single morsels, and recompense the infrequency
of their enjoyment by excess and riot, whenever

fortune sets the banquet before them. Hunger
is never delicate ; they, who are seldom gorged
to the full with praise, may be safely fed with

gross compliments ;
for the appetite must be

satisfied before it is disgusted.

It is easy to find the moment at which vanity
is eager for sustenance, and all that impudence
or servility can. offer will be well received.

When any one complains of the want of what

he is known to possess in an uncommon degree,

he certainly waits with impatience to be con

tradicted. When the trader pretends anxiety
about the payment of his bills, or the beauty re

marks how frightfully she looks, then is the

lucky moment to talk of riches or of charms,
of the death of lovers, or the honour of a mer
chant.

Others there are yet more open and artless,

who, instead of suborning a flatterer, are con

tent to supply his place, and, as some animals

impregnate themselves, swell with the praises

which they hear from their own tongues. Recte

is dicitur laudare sese, cui nemo alius contigit lau-

datur. " It is right," says Erasmus, " that he,

whom no one else will commend, should bestow

commendations on himself." Of all the sons

of vanity, these are surely the happiest and

greatest ;
for what is greatness or happiness but

independance on external influences, exemption
from hope, or fear, and the power of supplying

every want from the common stores of nature,

which can neither be exhausted nor prohibited?

Such is the wise man of the stoics ; such is the

divinity of the Epicureans ; and such is the

flatterer of himself. Every other enjoyment
malice may destroy; every other panegyric

envy may withhold ; but no human power can

deprive the boaster of his own encomiums. In

famy may hiss, or contempt may growl; the

hirelings of the great may follow fortune, and

the votaries of truth may attend on virtue ; but

his pleasures still remain the same
;
he can al

ways listen with rapture to himself, and leave

those who dare not repose upon their own at

testation, to be elated or depressed by chance,

;md toil on in the hopeless task of fixing caprice,

and propitiating malice.

This art of happiness has been long practised

by periodical writers, with little apparent vio

lation of decency. When we think our excel

lences overlooked by the world, or desire to recal

the attention of the public to some particular

performance, we sit down with great compos

ure, and write a letter to ourselves. The cor

respondent, whose character we assume, always
siddresses us with the deference due to a superior

intelligence ; proposes his doubts with a proper
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sense of his own inability; offers an objection
with trembling diffidence; and at last has no

other pretensions to our notice than hie profun

dity of respect, and sincerity of admiration, his

submission to our dictates, and zeal for our

success. To such a reader, it is impossible to

refuse regard, nor can it easily be imagined
with how much alacrity we snatch up the pen
which indignation or despair had condemned to

inactivity, when we find such candour and

judgment yet remaining in the world.

A letter of this kind I had lately the honour

of perusing, in which, though some of the

periods were negligently closed, and some ex

pressions of familiarity were used, which I

thought might teach others to address me with

too little reverence, 1 was so much delighted

with the passages in which mention was made
of universal learning unbounded genius soul

of Homer, Pythagoras, and Plato solidity of

thought accuracy of distinction elegance of

combination vigour of fancy strength of rea

son and regularity of composition that I had

once determined to lay it before the public.

Three times I sent it to the printer, and three

times I fetched it back. My modesty was on

the point of yielding, when reflecting that I

was about to waste panegyrics on myself, which

might be more profitably reserved for my patron,

I locked it up for a better hour, in compliance
with the farmer's principle, who never eats at

home what he can carry to the market.

No. 194. J SATURDAY, JAN. 25, 1752.

Si damnosa senemjuvat alea, ludit et hecres

Bullatus, parvoque eadem movet armafritillo. j u v .

If gaming does an aged sire entice,

Theu my young master swiftly learns the vice,

And shakes in hanging sleeves the little box and

dice. j. DRYDEN, jun.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

THAT vanity which keeps every man important
in his own eyes, inclines me to believe that

neither you nor your readers have yet forgotten

the name of Eumathes, who sent you a few

months ago an account of his arrival at London,
with a young nobleman his pupil. I shall

herefore continue my narrative without pre

face or recapitulation.

My pupil, in a very short time, by his mo
ther's countenance and direction, accomplished
himself with all those qualifications which con

stitute puerile politeness. He became in a few

days a perfect master of his hat, which with a

careless nicety he could put off or on, without

any need to adjust it by a second motion. This

was not attained but by frequent consultations

with his dancing master, and constant practice
before the glass, for he had some rustic habits to

overcome ; but what will not time and industry

perform ? A fortnight more furnished him with
al) the airs and forms of familiar and respectful

salutation, from the clap on the shoulder to the

humble bow ; he practices the stare of strange
ness, and the smile of condescension, the solem

nity of promise, and the graciousness of encour

agement, as if he had been nursed at a levee ;

and pronounces, with no less propriety than his

father, the monosyllables of coldness, arid sonor
ous periods of respectful profession.
He immediately lost the reserve and timidity

which solitude and study are apt to impress
upon the most courtly genius ; was able to en
ter a crowded room with airy civility ; to meet
the glances of a hundred eyes without perturba
tion ; and address those whom he never saw
before with ease and confidence. In less than

a month his mother declared her satisfaction at

his proficiency by a triumphant observation

that she believed not/ting ivould make him blush.

The silence with which I was contented to

hear my pupil's praises, gave the lady reason to

suspect me not much delighted with his acquisi

tions ; but she attributed my discontent to the

diminution of my influence, and my fears of

losing the patronage of the family ; and though
she thinks favourably of my learning and

morals, she considers me as wholly unacquaint
ed with the customs of the polite part of man
kind; and therefore not qualified to form the

manners of a young nobleman, or communicate
the knowledge of the world. This knowledge she

comprises in the rules of visiting, the history of

the present hour, an early intelligence of the

change of fashions, an extensive acquaintance
with the names and faces of persons of rank, and

a frequent appearance in places of resort.

All this my pupil pursues with great applica

tion. He is twice a day in the Mall, where he

studies the dress of every man splendid enough
to attract his notice, and never comes home
without some observation upon sleeves, button

holes, and embroidery. At his return from the

theatre, he can give an account of the gallan

tries, glances, whispers, smiles, sighs, flirts, and

blushes of every box, so much to his mother's

satisfaction, that when 1 attempted to resume

my character, by inquiring his opinion of th

sentiments and diction of the tragedy, she at

once repressed my criticism, by telling me, that

she hoped he did not go to lose his time in attending

to t/ic creatures on the stage.

But his acuteness was most eminently signa

lized at the masquerade, where he discovered

his acquaintance through their disguises, with

such wonderful facility, as has afforded the fa

mily an inexhaustible topic of conversation.

Every new visitor is informed how one was de

tected by his giit, and another by the swing of
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his arms, a third by the toss of his head, and an

other hy his favourite phrase ;
nor can you doubt

but these performances receive their just ap

plause, and a genius thus hastening to maturity
.s promoted by every art of cultivation.

Such have been his endeavours, and such his

assistances, that every trace of literature was
eoon obliterated. He has changed his language
with his dress, and, instead ofendeavouring at pu
rity or propriety, has no other care than to catch

the reigning phrase and current exclamation,

till, by copying whatever is peculiar in the talk

of all those whose birth or fortune entitles them
to imitation, he has collected every fashionable

barbarism of the present winter, and speaks a

dialect not to be understood among those who
form their style by poring upon authors.

To this copiousness of ideas, and felicity of

language, he has joined such eagerness to lead

the conversation, that he is celebrated among the

ladies as the prettiest gentleman that the age can

boast of, except that some who love to talk them
selves think him too forward, and others lament

that, with so much wit and knowledge, he is

not taller.

His mother listens to his observations with
her eyes sparkling, and her heart beating, and
can scarcely contain, in the most numerous as

semblies, the expectations which she has formed
for his future eminence. Women, by whatever

i'ate, always judge absurdly of the intellects of

boys. The vivacity and confidence which at

tract female admiration, are seldom produced in

the early part of life, but by ignorance at least,

if not by stupidity ; for they proceed not from
confidence of right, but fearlessness of wrong.
Whoever has a clear apprehension, must have

quick sensibility, and where he has no sufficient

reason to trust his own judgment, will proceed
with doubt and caution, because he perpetually
dreads the disgrace of error. The pain of mis

carriage is naturally proportionate to the desire

of excellence
; and, therefore, till men are hard

ened by long familiarity with reproach, or have

attained, by frequent struggles, the art of sup
pressing their emotions, diffidence is found the

inseparable associate of understanding.
But so little distrust has my pupil of his own

abilites, that he has for some time professed
himself a wit, and tortures his imagination on
all occasions for burlesque and jocularity. How
he supports a character which, perhaps, no man
ever assumed without repentance, may be easily

conjectured. Wit, you know, is the unexpected
copulation of ideas, the discovery of some occult

relation between images in appearance remote
from each other ; an effusion of wit, therefore,

presupposes an accumulation of knowledge ; a

memory stored with notions, which the imagi
nation may cull out to compose new assemblages.
Whatever may be the native vigour of the mind,
she can never form many combinations from

few ideas, as many changes can nevirr be rung
upon a few bells. Accident may indeed some
times produce a lucky parallel or a striking con

trast ; but these gifts of chance are not frequent,
and he that has nothing of his own, and yet
condemns himself to needless expenses, must
live upon loans or theft.

The indulgence which his youth has hithertl

obtained, and tne respect which his rank se.

cures, have hitherto supplied the want of intel

lectual qualifications ; and he imagines that all

admire who applaud, and that all who laugh are

pleased. He therefore returns every day to the

charge with increase of courage, though not of

strength, and practises all the tricks by which
wit is counterfeited. He lays trains for a quib
ble ; he contrives blunders for his footman : he

adapts old stories to present characters ; he mis
takes the question, that he may return a smart

answer; he anticipates the argument, that he

may plausibly object ; when he has nothing to

reply, he repeats the last words of his antagonist,
then says,

"
your humble servant," and con

cludes with a laugh of triumph.
These mistakes I have honestly attempted to

correct ; but what can be expected from reason

unsupported by fashion, splendour, or authority?
He hears me, indeed, or appears to hear me, but
is soon rescued from the lecture by more pleasing
avocations ; and shows, diversions and caresses,

drive my precepts from his remembrance.
He at last imagines himself qualified to enter

the world, and has met with adventures in his

first sally, which I shall, by your paper, com
municate to the public.

I am, &c.

EUMATHES.

No. 195.] TUESDAY, JAN. 2&, 175&

Nescit equo rudis

Herere iiigenuus puer
Venarique timet ; ludere doctior

Sen Grcccojubeas trocho,
Seu mails vetita legibus alea.

Nor knows our youth, of noblest race,
To mount the managed steed, or urge the chase ;

More skill'd in the mean arts of vice,
The whirling troque, or law-forbidden dice.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

FAVOURS of every kind are doubled when they
are speedily conferred. This is particularly
true of the gratification of curiosity : he that

long delays a story, and suffers his auditor to

torment himself with expectation, will seldom
be able to recompense the uneasiness, or equal
the hope which he suffers to be raised.
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For this reason, I have already sent you the I

continuation of my pupil's history, which, i

though it contains no events very uncommon, !

may be of use to young men who are in too
;

much haste to trust their own prudence, and

quit the wing of protection before they are able

to shift for themselves.

When he first settled in London, he was so

much bewildered in the enormous extent of the

town, so confounded by incessant noise, and

crowds, and hurry, and so terrified by rural

narratives of the arts of sharpers, the rudeness

of the populace, malignity of porters, and treach

ery of coachmen, that he was afraid to go be

yond the door without an attendant, and imag
ined his life in danger if he was obliged to pass

the streets at night in any vehicle but his mo
ther's chair.

He was therefore contented, for a time, that

I should accompany him in all his excursions.

But his fear abated as he grew more familiar

with its objects ;
and the contempt to which his

rusticity exposed him from such of his com

panions as had accidentally known the town

longer, obliged him to dissemble his remaining
terrors.

His desire of liberty made him now willing

to spare me the trouble of observing his motions;
but knowing how much his ignorance exposed
him to,mischief, I thfought it cruel to abandon

him to the fortune of the town. We went to

gether every day to a coffee-house, where he

met wits, heirs, and fops, airy, ignorant,
and thoughtless as himself, with whom he

had become acquainted at card-tables, and

whom he considered as the only beings to be

envied or admired. What were their topics of

conversation, I could never discover ; for so

much was their vivacity depressed by my in

trusive seriousness, that they seldom proceeded

beyond the exchange of nods and shrugs, an arch

grin, or a broken hint, except when they could

retire, while I was looking on the papers, to a

corner of the room, where they seemed to dis-

burthen their imaginations, and commonly
Tented the superfluity of their sprightliness in a

peal of laughter. When they had tittered them
selves into negli-gence, I could sometimes over

hear a few syllables, such as solemn rascal

academical airs smoke the tutor company for

gentlemen and other broken phrases, by which
1 did not suffer my quiet to be disturbed, for

they never proceeded to avowed indignities, but

contented themselves to murmur in secret, and

whenever I turned my eye upon them, shrunk

Into stillness.

He was, however, desirous of withdrawing
from the subjection which he could not venture

to break, and made a secret appointment to as

sist his companions in the persecution of a play.
His footman privately procured him a catcall,

on which he practised, in a back garret, for two

hours in the afternoon. At the proper time a

chair was called
;
he pretended an engagement

at Lady Flutter's, arid hastened to the place

where his critical associates had assembled

They hurried away to the theatre, full of ma
lignity and denunciations against a man whos
name they had never heard, and a performance
which they could not understand ; for they
were resolved to judge for themselves, and

would not suffer the town to be imposed upon
by scribblers. In the pit, they exerted them
selves with great spirit and vivacity ;

called out

for the tunes of obscene songs, talked loudly at

intervals of Shakspeare and Jonson, played on

their catcalls a short prelude of terror, clamour

ed vehemently for the prologue, and clapped
with great dexterity at the first entrance of the

players.

Two scenes they heard without attempting

interruption; but being no longer able to re

strain their impatience, they then began to ex

ert themselves in groans and hisses, and plied

their catcalls with incessant diligence ;
so that

they were soon considered by the audience as

disturbers of the house, and some who sat near

them, either provoked at the obstruction of their

entertainment, or desirous to preserve the author

from the mortification of seeing his hopes de

stroyed by children, snatched away their instru

ments of criticism, and, by the seasonable vi

bration of a stick, subdued them instantaneous; y

to decency and silence.

To exhilarate themselves after this vexatious

defeat, they posted to a tavern, where they re

covered their alacrity, and, after two hours of

obstreperous jollity, burst out big with enter

prise, and panting for some occasion to signal

ise their prowess. They proceeded vigorously

through two streets, and with very little op

position dispersed a rabble of drunkards less

daring than themselves, then rolled two watch

men in the kennel, and broke the windows of a

tavern in which the fugitives took shelter. At
last it was determined to march up to a row of

chairs, and demolish them for standing on the

pavement ;
the chairmen formed a line of bat

tle, and blows were exchanged for a time with

equal courage on both sides. At last the assail

ants were overpowered, and the chairmen, when

they knew their captives, brought them home

by force.

The young gentleman, next morning, hung
his head, and was so much ashamed of his out

rages and defeat, that perhaps he might have

been checked in his first follies, had not his

mother, partly in pity of his dejection, and part

ly in approbation of his spirit, relieved him from

his perplexity by paying the damages privately,

and discouraging all animadversion and reproof.

This indulgence could not wholly preserve

him from the remembrance of his disgrace, nor

at once restore his confidence and elation. He
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was foi three days silent, modest, and compli

ant, and thought himself neither too wise for

instruction, nor too manly for restraint. But

ais levity overcame this salutary sorrow ; he be

gan to talk with his former raptures of masque

rades, taverns, and frolics
;
blustered when his

wig was not combed with exactness
;
and threat

ened destruction to a tailor who had mistaken

Jus directions about the pocket.

I knew that he was now rising again above

control, and that this inflation of spirits would

burst out into some mischievous absurdity. I

therefore watched him with great attention ;

but one evening, having attended his mother at

a visit, he withdrew himself unsuspected, while

the company was engaged at cards. His viva

city and officiousness were soon missed, and his

return impatiently expected ; supper was delayed

and conversation suspeHded; every coach that

rattled through the street was expected to bring

him, and every servant that entered the room

was examined concerning his departure. At

last the lady returned home, and was with great i

difficulty preserved from fits by spirits and cor- !

dials. The family was despatched a thousand

ways without success, and the house was filled

with distraction, till, as we were deliberating

what further measures to take, he returned from

a petty gaming-table, with his coat torn, and

his head broken ;
without his sword, snuff-box,

aieeve-buttons, and watch.

Of this loss, or robbery, he gave little ac

count ; but, instead of sinking into his former

shame, endeavoured to support himself by surli

ness and asperity.
" He was not the first that

had played away a few trifles, and of what use

were birth and fortune if they would not admit

some sallies and expenses?" His mamma was

so much provoked by the cost of this prank, that

she would neither palliate nor conceal it
; and

his father, after some threats of rustication

which his fondness would not suffer him to exe

cute, reduced the allowance of his pocket, that he

might not be tempted by plenty to profusion.

This method would have succeeded in a place

where there are no panders to folly and extra

vagance, but was now likely to have produced

pernicious consequences ; for we have discovered

a treaty with a broker, whose daughter he seems

disposed to marry, on condition that he shall be

supplied with presefit money, for which he is to

repay thrice the value at the death of his father.

There was now no time to be lost. A do

mestic consultation was immediately held, and
he was doomed to pass two years in the country ;

but his mother, touched with his tears, declared

that she thought him too much of a man to be

any longer confined to his book, and he there

fore begins his travels to-morrow under a French

governor.

I am &c.

EuMATHEfl.

No. 196.] SATURDAY, FEB. 1, 1752.

Multa ferunt annl venientes commoda sccttfn,

Malta recedenles adimunt. HOR.

The blessings flowing in with life's full tide

Down wi h our ebb of life decreasing glide.

FRANCIS.

BAXTER, in the narrative of his own life, has

enumerated several opinions, which, though he

thought them evident and incontestable at his

first entrance into the world, time and experi
ence disposed him to change.
Whoever reviews the state of his own mind

from the dawn of manhood to its decline, and
considers what he pursued or dreaded, slighted
or esteemed, at different periods of his age, will

have no reason to imagine such changes of sen

timent peculiar to any station or character.

Every man, however careless and inattentive,

has conviction forced upon him
; the lectures of

time obtrude themselves upon the most unwil

ling or dissipated auditor j and, by comparing
our past with our present thoughts, we perceive
that we have changed our minds, though per

haps we cannot discover when the alteration

happened, or by what causes it was produced.
This revolution of sentiments occasions a per

petual contest between the eld and young. They
who imagine themselves entitled to veneration

by the prerogative of longer life, are inclined to

treat the notions of those whose conduct they

superintend with superciliousness and contempt,
for want of considering that the future and the

past have different appearances; that the dis

proportion will always be great between expec
tation and enjoyment, between new possession

and satiety ;
that the truth of many maxims of

age gives too little pleasure to be allowed till it

is felt ; and that the miseries of life would be

increased beyond all human power of endurance,
if we were to enter the world with the same

opinions as we carry from it.

We naturally indulge those ideas that please

us. Hope will predominate in every mind, till

it has been suppressed by frequent disappoint
ments. The youth has not yet discovered how

many evils are continually hovering about us v

and when he is set free from the shackles of dis

cipline, looks abroad into the world with rap
ture

;
he sees an elysian region open before him,

so variegated with beauty, and so stored with

pleasure, that his care is rather to accumulate

good, than to shun evil
;
he stands distracted by

different forms of delight, and has no other

doubt, than which path to follow of those which

all lead equally to the bowers of happiness.

He who has seen only the superficies of life

believes every thing to be what it appears, and

rarely suspects that external splendour conceals

any latent sorrow or vexation. He never ima

gines that there maybe greatness without safety,
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affluence ivSthout content, jollity without friend

ship, and solitude without peace. He fancies

himself permitted to cull the blessings of every

condition, and to leave its inconveniences to the

idle and the ignorant. He is inclined to believe

no man miserable but by his own fault, and sel

dom looks with much pity upon failings or mis

carriages, because he thinks them willingly ad

mitted, or negligently incurred.

It is impossible, without pity and contempt,
to hear a youth of generous sentiments and

warm imagination, declaring in the moment of

openness and confidence, his designs and expec

tations ;
because long life is possible, he considers

it as certain, and therefore promises himself all

the changes of happiness, and provides gratifica

tions for every desire. He is, for a time, to give
himself wholly to frolic and diversion, to range
the world in search of pleasure, to delight every

eye, to gain every heart, and to be celebrated

equally for his pleasing levities and solid attain

ments, his deep reflections and his sparkling re

partees. He then elevates his views to nobler

enjoyments, and finds all the scattered excellen

ces of the female world united in a woman, who

prefers his addresses to wealth and titles ;
he is

afterwards to engage in business, to dissipate

difficulty, and overpower opposition ; to climb,

by the mere force of merit, to fame and great
ness ; and reward all those who countenanced

his rise, or paid due regard to his early excel

lence. At last he will retire in peace and hon
our

; contract his views to domestic pleasures ;

form the manners of children like himself; ob

serve how every year expands the beauty of his

daughtei-s, and how his sons catch ardour from
their father's history ; he will give laws to the

neighbourhood ; dictate nxioms to posterity; and

leave the world an example of wisdom and of

happiness.
With hopes like these, he sallies jocund into

life ; to little purpose is he told, that the condi

tion of humanity admits no pure and unmingled

happiness ; that the exuberant gayety of youth
ends in poverty or disease ; that uncommon qual
ifications and contrarieties of excellence, pro
duce envy equally with applause ; that, whatever

admiration and fondness may promise him, he

must marry a wife like the wives of others, with

some virtues and some faults, and be as often

disgusted by her vices, as delighted by her ele

gance ; that if he adventures into the circle of

action, he must expect to encounter men as art

ful, as daring, as resolute as himself; that of his

children, some may be deformed, and others vi

cious
;
some may disgrace him by their follies,

some offend him by their insolence, and some
exhaust him by their profusion. He hears all

this with obstinate incredulity, and wonders by
what malignity old age is influenced, that it can
not forbear to fill his ears with predictions of

misery.

Among other pleasing errors of young minds,
is the opinion of their own importance. He that

has not yet remarked how little attention his

contemporaries can spare from their own alfairsj

conceives all eyes turned upon himself, and ima
gines every one that approaches him to be an

enemy or a follower, an admirer or a spy. He
therefore considers his fame as involved in the

event of every action. Many of the virtues and
vices of youth proceed from this quick sense of

reputation. This it is that gives firmness and

constancy, fidelity and disinterestedness, and it is

this that kindles resentment for slight inj uries,and
dictates all the principles of sanguinary honour.
But as time brings him forward into the

world, he soon discovers that he only shares

fame or reproach with innumerable partners ;

that he is left unmarked in the obscurity of the

crowd
; and that what he does, whether good

or bad, soon gives way to new objects of regard.
He then easily sets himself free from the anxie

ties of reputation, and considers praise or cen

sure as a transient breath, which, while he hears

it, is passing away, without any lasting mischief
or advantage.
In youth, it is common to measure right and

wrong by the opinion of the world, and in a^e.

to act without any measure but interest, and to

lose shame without substituting virtue.

Such is the condition of life, that something i

always wanting to happiness. In.youth, we
have warm hopes, which

a,re>.
sonn blastPfl by

rashness and negligence, and great designs,
which are defeated by inexperience. In age,
we have knowledge and prudence without spirit
to exert, or motives to prompt them ; we are

able to plan schemes, arid regulate measures ; but

Tiave not time remaking to bring them to com

pletion.

No. 197.] TUESDAY, FEB. 4, 1752.

Cujus vulturis hoc erit cadaver ? MART.

Say, to what vulture's share this carcass falls?

F. LEWIS.

TO THE RAMBLER.
SIR,

I BELONG to an order of mankind, considerable

at least for their number, to which your notice

has never been formally extended, though equal

ly entitled to regard with those triflers, who
have hitherto supplied you with topics of amuse

ment or instruction. I am, Mr. Rambler, a

legacy-hunter ; and, as every man is willing to

think well of the tribe in which his name is re

gistered, you will forgive my vanity, if I remind

you that the legacy-hunter, however degraded

by an ill-compounded appellation in our bar

barous language, was known, as I am told, in

ancient Rome, by the sonorous titles of caplaiur

and hteredipet*
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My father was an attorney in the country, |

who married his master's daughter in hopes of

a fortune which he did not obtain, having been,

as he afterwards discovered, chosen by her only

because she had no better offer, and was afraid

of service. I was the first offspring of a mar

riage, thus reciprocally fraudulent, and therefore

could not be expected to inherit much dignity or

generosity, and if I had them not from nature,

was not likely ever to attain them ; for, in the

years which I spent at home, I never heard any
reason for action or forbearance, but that we
should gain money or lose it ;

nor was taught

any other style of commendation, than that Mr.

Sneaker is a warm man, Mr. Gripe has done his

business, and needs care for nobody.

My parents, though otherwise not great phi

losophers, knew the force of early education, and

took care that the blank of my understanding

should be filled with impressions of the value of

money. My mother used, upon all occasions,

to inculcate some salutary axioms, such as might
incite me to kee]) what I had, and get what 1

could; she informed me that we were in a
j

world, where all must catch that catch can ; and

as I grew up, stored my memory with deeper

observations ;
restrained me from the usual

puerile expenses, by remarking that many a little

make a mickle ; and when I envied the finery of

my neighbours, told me that brag was a good dog,

but holdfast was a belter.

1 was soon sagacious enough to discover that I

was not born to great wealth ; and having heard

no other name for happiness, was sometimes in

clined to repine at my condition. But my mo
ther alv/ays relieved me by saying that there was

money enough in the family, that it was good to

be ofkin to means, that 1 had nothing to do but

to please my friends, and I might come to hold

up my head with the best squire in the coun

try.

These splendid expectations arose from our

alliance to three persons of considerable fortune.

My mother's aunt had attended on a lady, who,
when she died, rewarded her officiousness and

fidelity with a large legacy. My father had two

relations, of whom one had broken his inden

tures and run to sea, from whence, after an ab

sence of thirty years, he returned with ten

thousand pounds ;
and the other had lured an

heiress out of a window, who dying of her first

child, had left him her estate, on which he lived,

without any other care than to collect his rents,
and preserve from poachers that game which he

could not kill himself.

These hoarders of money were visited and
courted by all who had any pretence to approach
them, and received presents and compliments
from cousins who could scarcely tell the degree
of their relation. But we had peculiar advan

tages, which encouraged us to hope, that we
thould by degrees supplant our competitors. My

father, by his profession, made himself necessary

in their affairs ; for the sailor and the chamber

maid, he inquired out mortgages and securities,

and wrote bonds and contracts ;
and had en

deared himself to the old woman, who once

rashly lent a hundred pounds without consult

ing him, by informing her that her debtor was

on the point of bankruptcy, and posting soexpe-

ditiously with an execution that all the other

creditors were defrauded.

To the squire he was a kind of steward, and

had distinguished himself in his office by his ad

dress in raising the rents, his inflexibility in dis

tressing the tardy tenants, and his acuteness i

setting the parish free from burdensome inhabi.

tants, by shifting them off to some other set

tlement.

Business made frequent attendance necessary ;

trust soon produced intimacy ; and success gave
a claim to kindness ; so that we had opportunity
to practise all the arts of flattery and endear

ment. My mother, who could not support the

thought of losing any thing, determined that all

their fortunes should centre in me ; and, in the

prosecution of her schemes, took care to inform

me that nothing cost less than good words, and that

it is comfortable to leap into an estate which

another has got.

She trained me by these precepts to the utmost

ductility of obedience, and the closest attention

to profit. At an age when other boys sre sport

ing the fields, or murmuring in the school, I was

contriving some new method of paying my
court ; inquiring the age of my future benefac

tors ; or considering how I should employ their

legacies,

If oui- eagerness of money could have been sa

tisfied with the possessions of any one of my
relations, they might perhaps have been obtain

ed ; but as it was impossible to be always present
with all three, our competitors were busy to ef

face any trace of affection which we might have

left behind ; and since there was not, on any

part, such superiority ofmerit as could enforce a

constant and unshaken preference, whoever was

the last that flattered or obliged had for a time

the ascendant.

My relations maintained a regular exchange
of courtesy, took care to miss no occasion of con

dolence or congratulation, and sent presents at

stated times, but had in their hearts not much
esteem for one another. The seaman looked

with contempt upon the squire as a milksop and

a landman, who had lived without knowing the

points of the compass, or seeing any part of the

world beyond the county-town : and, whenever

they met, would talk of longitude and latitude,

and circles and tropics, would scarcely tell him
the hour without some mention of the horizon

and meridian, nor show him the news without

detecting his ignorance of the situation of other

countries.
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The squire Considered the sailor as a rude un

cultivated savage, with little more of human
than his form, and diverted himself with his

ignorance of all common objects and affairs
;

when he could persuade him to go into the field,

fce always exposed him to the sportsmen, by
sending him to look for game in improper places ;

and once prevailed upon him to be present at

the races, only that he might show the gentle

men how a sailor sat upon a horse.

The old gentlewoman thought herself wiser

than both, for she lived with no servant but a

maid, and saved her money. The others were

indeed sufficiently frugal ; but the squire could

not live without dogs and horses, and the sailor

never suffered the day to pass but over a bowl

of punch, to which, as he was not critical in the

choice of his company, every man was welcome
that could roar out a catch, or tell a story.

All these, however, I was to please ; an ar

duous task ; but what will not youth and ava

rice undertake ? I had an unresisting supple
ness of temper, and an unsatiable wish for rich

es
;
I was perpetually instigated by the ambi

tion of my parents, and assisted occasionally by
their instructions. What these advantages en

abled me to perform, shall be told in the next

letter of,

Yours, &c.
CAFTATOR.

No. 198.] ; SATURDAY, FEB. 8, 1752.

Nil mihi das vh>us, dicis post fata daturum,
Si nun insanis, scis, Maro, quid cupiam,

MART.

You're told me, Maro, whilst you live,

You'd not a single penny give,

But that whene'er you chanced to die,

You'd leave a handsome legacy ;

Yon must be mad beyond redress,

If my next wish you cannot guess.
F. LEWIS.

SIR,

MR. RAMBLER.

You, who must have observed the inclination

which almost every man, however unactive or

insignificant, discovers of representing his life

as distinguished by extraordinary events, will

not wonder that Captator thinks his narrative

important enough to be continued. Nothing is

more common than for those to tease their com

panions with their history, who have neither

done nor suffered any thing that can excite cu

riosity, or afford instruction.

As 1 was taught to flatter with the first essays
of speech, and had very early lost every other

passion in the desire of money, I began my pur
suit with omens of success ; for I divided my of-

ficiousness so judiciously among my relations,

that I was equally the favourite of all. When
any of them entered the door, I went to wel

come him with raptures ;
when he went away,

I hung down my head, and sometimes entreat

ed to go with him with so much importunity,
that I very narrowly escaped a consent which 1

dreaded in my heart. When at an annual en

tertainment they were all together, 1 had a

harder task
;
but plied them so impatiently with

caresses, that none could charge me with ne

glect ;
and when they were wearied with my

fondness and civilities, I was always dismissed

with money to buy playthings.
Life cannot be kept at a stand

;
the years of

innocence and prattle were soon at an end, and

i other qualifications were necessary to recom

mend me to continuance of kindness. It luckily

happened that none of my friends had high no

tions of book-learning. The sailor hated to see

tall boys shut up in a school, when they might
more properly be seeing the world, and making
their fortunes ;

and was of opinion that, Avhen

the first rules of arithmetic were known, all

that was necessary to make a man complete

might be learned on ship-board. The squire

only insisted that so much scholarship was in

dispensably necessary as might confer ability to

draw a lease and read the court-hands ;
and the

old chambermaid declared loudly her contempt
of books, and her opinion that they only took

the head of the main chance.

To unite, as well as we could, all their sys

tems, I was bred at home. Each was taugirt

to believe that I followed his directions, and I

gained likewise, as my mother observed, this

advantage, that I was always in the way ;
for

she had known many favourite children sent to

schools or academies, and forgotten.

As I grew fitter to be trusted to my own dis

cretion, I was often despatched upon various

pretences to visit my relations, with directions

from my parents how to ingratiate myself, and

drive away competitors.

I was, from my infancy, considered by tha

sailor as a promising genius, because I liked

punch better than wine ; and I took care to im

prove this prepossession by continual inquiries

about the art of navigation, the degree of heat
1 and cold in different climates, the profits of

trade, and the dangers of shipwreck. I admired

' the courage of the seaman, and gained his heart

| by importuning him for a recital of his adven

tures, and a sight of his foreign curiosities. I

j

listened with an appearance of close attention

to stories which I could already repeat, and at

;

the close never failed to express my resolution to

! visit distant countries, and my contempt of the

! cowards and drones that spend all their lives in

|

their native parish ; though I had in reality no

: desire of any thing but money, nor ever felt the

stimulations of curiosity or ardour of adventure,

j but would contentedly have passed the years of

Nestor in receiving rents, and lending upon
I mortgages.
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The squire I was able to please with less hy

pocrisy, for I really thought it pleasant enough
to kill the game and eat it. Some arts of false

hood, however, the hunger of gold persuaded me
to practise, by which, though no other mischief

ivas produced, the pui'ity of my thoughts was

vitiated, and the reverence for truth gradually

destroyed. I sometimes purchased tish, and pre

tended to have caught them ;
I hired the coun

trymen to show me partridges, and then gave

my uncle intelligence of their haunt ;
I learned

the seats of hares at night, and discovered them

in the morning with a sagacity that raised the

wonder and envy of old sportsmen. One only
obstruction to the advancement of my reputation

I could never fully surmount ;
I was naturally

a coward, and was therefore always left shame

fully behind, \vhen there was a necessity to leap

a hedge, to swim a river, or force the horses to

their utmost speed ;
but as these exigencies did

not frequently happen, I maintained my honour

with sufficient success, and was never left out of

a hunting party.

The old chambermaid was not so certainly,

nor so easily pleased, for she had no predomi
nant passion but avarice, and was therefore cold

and inaccessible. She had no conception of any
virtue in a young man but that of saving his

money. When she heard of my exploits in the

field, she would shake her head, inquire how
much I should be the richer for all my perform

ances, and lament that such sums should be

spent upon dogs and horses. If the sailor told

her of my inclination to travel, she was sure

there was no place like England, and could not

imagine why any man that can live in his own
country should leave it. This sullen and frigid

being I found means, however, to propitiate by
frequent commendations of frugality, and per

petual care to avoid expense.

From the sailor was our first and most con

siderable expectation ; for he was richer than

the chambermaid, and older than the squire. He
was so awkward and bashful among women,
that AVC concluded him secure from matrimony ;

and the noisy fondness with which he used to

welcome me to his house, made us imagine that

he would look out for no other heir, and that we
had nothing to do but wait patiently for his

death. But in the midst of our triumph, my
uncle saluted us one morning with a cry of

transport, and, clapping his hand hard on my
shoulder, told me, I was a happy fellow to have
a friend like him in the world, for he came to

let me out for a voyage with one of his old ac

quaintances. I turned pale, and trembled ; my
father told him that he believed my constitution

riot fitted to the sea
;
and my mother, bursting

into tears, cried out that her heart would break
if she lost me. All this had no effect ; the sai

lor was wholly insusceptive of the softer pas-
Kioiis, and, without regard to tears or argu

ments, persisted in his resolution to make me
a man.

We were obliged to comply in appearance, and

preparations were accordingly made. I took

leave of my friends with great alacrity, pro
claimed the beneficence of my uncle with the

highest strains of gratitude, and rejoiced at the

opportunity now put into my hands of gratify

ing my thirst of knowledge. But a week be

fore the day appointed for my departure I fell

sick by my mother's direction, and refused all

food but what she privately brought me ; when
ever my uncle visited me I was lethargic or deli

rious, but took care in my raving fits to talk in

cesanjly of travel and merchandise. The room
was kept dark

; the table was filled with vials

and gallipots; my mother was with difficulty

persuaded not to endanger her life with noctur

nal attendance ; my father lamented the loss of

the profits of the voyages ; and such superfluity
of artifices was employed, as perhaps might have
discovered the cheat to aman of penetration. But
the sailor, unacquainted with subtilties and stra

tagems, was easily deluded; and as the ship could

not stay for my recovery, sold the cargo, and
left me to re-establish my health at leisure.

I was sent to regain my flesh in a purer air, lest

it should appear never to have been wasted, and
in two months returned to deplore my disap

pointment. My uncle pitied my dejection, and

bid me prepare myself against next year, for no

land-lubber should touch his money.
A reprieve however was obtained, and per

haps some new stratagem might have succeeded

another spring ;
but my uncle unhappily made

amorous advances to my mother's maid ; who,
to promote so advantageous a match, discovered

the secret with which only she had been en

trusted. He stormed, and raved, and declaring
that he would have heirs of his own, and not

give his substance to cheats and cowards, married

the girl in two days, and has now four children*

Cowardice is always scorned, and deceit uni

versally detested. I found my friends, if not

wholly alienated, at least cooled in their affec

tion ; the squire, though he did not wholly dis

card me, was less fond, and often inquired when
I would go to sea. I was obliged to bear his in

suits, and endeavoured to rekindle his kindness

by assiduity and respect ; but all my care was
vain

;
he died without a will, and the estate de

volved to the legal heir.

Thus has the folly of my parents condemned
me to spend in flattery and attendance those

years in which I might have been qualified to

place myse^ above hope or fear. 1 am arrived

at manhood without any useful art or generous
sentiment ; and, if the old woman should like

wise at last deceive me, am in danger at once o.

beggary and ignorance.
I am, &c.

CAPTATCR.
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No. 139.] TUESDAY, FEB. 11, 1752.

Decolor, obscurus, vilis, ncn ille repexem
Ctesariem regum, Candida virginis ornat

C'oila, nee insigni splendet per cingula morsu;
Sed nova si nigri videos miracula saxi,

Tune superat pulcfiros cultus, et quicquid Eois

Indus littoribus rubra scrutatur in alga.

CLAUDIANL'S.

Obscure, unprized, and dark, the magnet lies,

Nor lures the search of avaricious eyes,

Nor binds the neck, nor sparkles iu the hair,

Nor dignifies the great, nor decks the fair.

But search tl.e wonders of the dusky stone,

And own all glories of the mine outdone,
Each grace of form, each ornament of state,

That decks the fair, or dignifies the great.

TO THE RAMBLER.

SIR,

THOUGH you have seldom digressed from moral

subjects, I suppose you are not so rigorous or

cynical as to deny the value or usefulness of

natural philosophy ;
or to have lived in this age

of inquiry and experiment, without any atten

tion to the wonders every day produced by the

pokers of magnetism and the wheels of electri

city. At least, I may be allowed to hope that,

since nothing is more contrary to moral excel

lence than envy, you will not refuse to promote
the happiness of others, merely because you
cannot partake of their enjoyments.

In confidence, therefore, that your ignorance
has not made you an enemy to knowledge, I

offer you the honour of introducing to the notice

of the public an adept, who, having long la

boured for the benefit of mankind, is not wil

ling, like too many of his predecessors, to con

ceal his secrets in the grave.

Many have signalized themselves by melting
their estates in crucibles. I was born to no for

tune, and therefore had only my mind and my
body to devote to knowledge, and the gratitude

of posterity will attest that neither mind nor

body has been spared. 1 have sat whole weeks

without sleep by the side of an athanor, to

watch the movement of projection ; I have made
the first experiment in nineteen diving-engines
of new construction; I have fallen eleven times

speechless under the shock of electricity ;
I have

twice dislocated my limbs, and once fractured

my skull in essaying to fly,* and four times en

dangered my life by submitting to the transfu

sion of blood.

In the first period of my studies, I exerted

the powers of my body more than those of my
mind, and was not without hopes that fame

might be purchased by a few broken bones with-

* It is said that Dr. Johnson once lodged in the

same house with a man who broke his legs in at

tempting to fly. C.

out the toil of thinking ; but having been shat

tered by some violent experiments, and con
strained to confine myself to my books, I passed
six and thirty years in searching the treasures

of ancient wisdom, but am at last amply recom

pensed for all my perseverance.
The curiosity of the present race of philoso

phers, having been long exercised upon electri

city, has been lately transformed to magnetism ;

the qualities of the loadstone have been investi

gated, if not with much advantage, yet with

great applause ; and as the highest praise of art

is to imitate nature, I hope no man will think
the makers of artificial magnets celebrated or

reverenced above their deserts.

I have for some time employed myself in the

same practice, but with deeper knowledge and
more extensive .views. While my contempor
aries were touching needles and raising weights,
or busying themselves with inclination and

variation, I have been examining those quali
ties of magnetism which may be applied to the

accommodation and happiness of common life.

I have left to inferior understandings the care

of conducting the sailor through the hazards of

the ocean, and reserved to myself the more
difficult and illustrious province of preserving
the connubial compact from violation, and set

ting mankind free for ever from the danger of

supposititious children, and the torments of

fruitless vigilance and anxious suspicion.
To defraud any man of his due praise is un

worthy of a philosopher ; I shall therefore open
ly confess, that I owe the first hint of this

inestimable secret to the rabbi Abraham Ben
Hannase, who, in his treatise of precious stones,

has left this account of the magnet :
" The

calami ta, or loadstone that attracts iron, pro
duces many bad fantasies in man. Women fly

from this stone. If therefore any husband be

disturbed with jealousy, and fear lest his wife

converses with other men, let him lay this stone

upon her while she is asleep. If she be pure,
she will, when she wakes, clasp her husband

fondly in her arms
; but if she be guilty, she

will fall out of bed, and run away."
When I first read this wonderful passage, I

could not easily conceive why it had remained

hitherto unregarded in such a zealous competi
tion for magnetical fame. It would surely be

unjust to suspect that any of the candidates are

strangers to the name or works of rabbi Abra

ham, or to conclude, from a late edict of the

Royal Society in favour of the English lan

guage, that philosophy and literature are no

longer to act in concert. Yet, how should a

quality so useful escape promulgation, but by
the obscurity of the language in which it was

delivered? Why are footmen and chambermaids

paid on every side for keeping secrets, which no

caution nor expense could secure from the all-

penetrating magnet? or, Why are so many wit-
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nese summoned, and so many artifices prac

tised, to discover what so easy au experiment

would infallibly reveal ?

Full of this perplexity, I read the lines of

Abraham to a friend, who advised me not to ex

pose my life by a mad indulgence of the love of

fame ;
he warned me, by the fate of Orpheus,

that knowledge or genius could give no protec

tion to the invader of female prerogatives ;

assured me that neither the armour of Achilles,

nor the antidotes of Mithridates, would be able

to preserve me ;
and counselled me, if I could

not live without renown, to attempt the acquisi

tion of universal empire, in which the honour

would perhaps be equal, and the danger cer

tainly be less.

I, a solitary student, pretend not to much

knowledge of the world, but am unwilling to

think it so generally corrupt, as that a scheme
j

for the detection of incontinence should bring !

any danger upon its inventor. My friend has :

indeed told me that all the women will be my
enemies, and that, however I flatter myself
with hopes of defence from the men, I shall

certainly find myself deserted in the hour of

danger. Of the young men, said he, some will

be afraid of sharing the disgrace of their mo
thers, and some the danger of their mistresses ;

of those who are married, part are already con

vinced of the falsehood of their wives, and part
shut, their eyes to avoid conviction ; few ever

sought for virtue in marriage, and therefore few
will try whether they have found it. Almost

every man is careless or timorous; and to

trust is easier and safer than to examine.

These observations discouraged me, till I be

gan to consider what reception I was likely to

find among the ladies, whom I have reviewed

under the three classes of maids, wives and

widows, and cannot but hope that I may obtain

some countenance among them. The single
'

ladies I suppose universally ready to patronize

my method, by which connubial wickedness

may be detected, since no woman marries with
a previous design to be unfaithful to her hus
band. And, to keep them steady in my cause,
I promise never to sell one of my magnets to a
man who steals a girl from school, marries a
woman forty years younger than hfaiself, or

|

employs the authority of parents to obtain a

wife without her own consent.

Among the married ladies, notwithstanding
the insinuations of slander, I yet resolve to be

lieve that the greater part are my friends, and
am at least convinced, that they who demand the

test, and appear on my side will supply by their

Bpirit the deficiency of their numbers, and that

their enemies will shrink and quake at the

sight of a magnet, as the slaves of Scythia fled

from the scourge.
The widows will be confederated *n my

favour by their curiosity, if not by their virtue;

for it may be observed, that women who have
outlived their husbands always think themselves

entitled to superintend the conduct of young
wives ; and as they are themselves in no danger
from this magnetic trial, I shall expect them
to be eminently and unanimously zealous in re

commending it.

With these hopes I shall, in a short time, offe*

to sale magnets armed with a particular metallic

composition which concentrates their virtue, and

determines their agency. It is known that the

efficacy of the magnet in common operations de

pends much upon its armature ; and it cannot

be imagined that a stone, naked, or cased only in

the common manner, will discover the virtues

ascribed to it by rabbi Abraham. The secret

of this metal I shall carefully conceal, and
therefore am not afraid of imitators, nor shall

trouble the offices with solicitation for a patent.
I shall sell them of different sizes, and the

various degrees of strength. I have some of a

bulk proper to be hung at the bed's head, as

scarecrows, and some so small that they may be

easily concealed. Some I have ground into

oval forms to be hung at watches ; and some,
for the curious, I have set. in wedding-rings,
that ladies may never want an attestation of

their innocence. Some I can produce so slug

gish and inert, that they will not act before the

third failure; and others so vigorous and ani

mated, that they exert their influence against
unlawful wishes, if they have been willingly
and deliberately indulged. As it is my practice

honestly to tell my customers the properties of

my magnets, I can judge, by their choice, of

the delicacy of their sentiments. Many have
been contented to spare cost by purchasing only
the lowest degree of efficacy, and all have started

with terror from those which operate upon the

thoughts. One young lady only fitted on a

ring of the strongest energy, and declared that

she scorned to separate her wishes from her

acts, or allow herself to think what she was
forbidden to practise.

I am, &c.

HERMETICUS.

No. 200.] SATURDAY, FEB. 15, 1752.

Nemo petit, modicis qua mittebantur amicis

A Seneca; guce Piso bonus, quae Cotta solebat

Largiri: namque tt titulis etfascibus olim

Major habebatur donandi gloria : solum

Poscimus, tit canes civlliter. Hoc face, et esto,

Esto, ut nunc mulli, dives tibi, pauper amicis.

JUV.

No man expects (for who so much a sot?

Who has the times he lives in so forgot?)

What Seneca, what Piso used to send

To raise or tc support a sinking friend.

Those, godlike men, to wanting virtue kind,

Bounty well placed preferr'd, and well deeign'tl,,

Y
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To all their titles, all that height of power
Which turns the brains of fools, and fools alone

adore.

When your poor client is condemn'd t' attend,

Tia all we ask, receive him as a friend :

Descend to this, and then we ask no more
Rich to yourself, to all beside be poor. BOWLES.

TO THE RAMBLER.

MR. RAMBLER,

SUCH is the tenderness or infirmity of many
minds, that, when any affliction oppresses them,

they have immediate recourse to lamentation

and complaint, which, though it can only be al

lowed reasonable when evils admit of remedyj
and then only when addressed to those from
whom the remedy is expected, yet seems even

In hopeless and incurable distresses to be natural,

since those by whom it is not indulged, imagine
that they give a proof of extraordinary fortitude

by suppressing it.

I am one of those who, with the Sancho of

Cervantes, leave to higher characters the merit

of suffering in silence, and give vent without

scruple to any sorrow that swells in my heart.

It is therefore to me a severe aggravation of a

calamity, when it is such as in the common

opinion will not justify the acerbity of exclama

tion, or support the solemnity of vocal grief.

Yet many pains are incident to a man of deli

cacy, which the unfeeling world cannot be per
suaded to pity, and which, when they are

separated from their peculiar and personal cir

cumstances, will never be considered as impor
tant enough to claim attention, or deserve re

dress.

Of this kind will appear, to gross and vulgar

apprehensions, the miseries which I endured in

a morning visit to Prospero, a man lately raised

to wealth by a lucky project, and too much in

toxicated by sudden elevation, or too little pol

ished by thought and conversation, to enjoy his

present fortune with elegance and decency.
We set out in the world together ; and for a

long time mutually assisted each other in our

exigences, as either happened to have money or

influence beyond his immediate necessities. You
know that nothing generally endears men so

much as participation of dangers and misfor

tunes ; I therefore always considered Prospero
as united with me in the strongest league of

kindness, and imagined that our friendship was

only to be broken by the hand of death. I felt

at his sudden shoot of success an honest and dis

interested joy ; but, as I want no part of his

superfluities, am not willing to descend from

tiiat equality in which we hitherto have lived.

Our intimacy was regarded by me as a dis

pensation from ceremonial visits ; and it was so

long before I saw him at his new house, that he

gently complained of my neglect, and obliged me
to come on a day appointed. I kept my promise,

but found that the impatience of my friend arose

not from any desire to communicate his happi

ness, but to enjoy his superiority.

When I told my name at the door, the foot-

man went to see if his master was at home, and,

by the tardiness of his return, gave me reason t*

suspect that time was taken to deliberate. II

then informed me that Prospero desired my
company, and showed the staircase carefully se

cured by mats from the pollution of my feet.

The best apartments were ostentatiously set

open, that I might have a distant view of the

magnificence which 1 was not permitted to fip- t

proach; and my old friend, receiving me with

all the insolence of condescension at the top of

the stairs, conducted me to a back room, where

he told me he always breakfasted when he had

not great company.
On the floor where we sat, lay a carpet cover

ed with a cloth, of which Prospero ordered his

servant to lift up a corner, that I might contem

plate the brightness of the colours, and the ele

gance of the texture, and asked me whether I

had ever seen any thing so fine before. I did not

gratify his folly with any outcries of admiration,

but coldly bade the footman let down the cloth.

We then sat down, and I began to hope that

pride was glutted with persecution, when Pros

pero desired that I would give the servant leave

to adjust the cover of my chair, which was slip

ped a little aside, to show the damask; he in

formed me that he had bespoke ordinary chairs

for common use, but had been disappointed by
his tradesman. I put the chair aside with my
foot, and drew another so hastily, that I was

entreated not to rumple the carpet.

Breakfast was at last set ; and as I was not

willing to indulge the peevishness that began to

seize me, I commended the tea. Prospero then

told me, that another time I should taste his finest

sort, but that he had only a very small quantity

remaining, and reserved it for those whom he

thought himself obliged to treat with particular

respect.

While we were conversing upon such subjects,

as imagination happened to suggest, he frequent

ly digressed in directions to the servant that

waited, or made a slight inquiry after thejewel
ler or silversmith ;

and once, as I was pursuing
an argument with some degree of earnestness, he

started from his posture of attention, and order

ed that if Lord Lofty called on him that morn

ing, he should be shown into the best parlour.

My patience was yet not wholly subdued. I

was willing to promote his satisfaction, and

therefore observed that the figures on the china

were eminently pretty. Prospero had now an

opportunity of calling for his Dresden china,

which, says he, I always associate with my
chased tea-kettle. The cups were brought; I

once resolved not to have looked upon them, but

my curiosity prevailed. When I had examined
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them a little, Prospero desired me to set them

down, for they who were accustomed only to

common dishes seldom handled china with much

care. You will, I hope, commend my philoso

phy, when I tell you that I did not dash his

baubles to the ground.
He was now so much elevated with his own

greatness, that he thought some humility neces

sary to avert the glance of envy ;
and therefore

told me, with an air of soft composure, that I

was not to estimate life by external appearance,

that all these shining acquisitions had added

little to his happiness, that he still remembered

with pleasure the days in which he and I were

upon the level, and had often, in the moment of

reflection, been doubtful, whether he should lose

much by changing his condition for mine.

I began now to be afraid lest his pride should,

by silence and submission, be emboldened to in

sults that could not easily he borne, and there

fore coolly considered how I should repress it

without such bitterness of reproof as I was yet

unwilling to use. But he interrupted my me-

Jitation, by asking leave to be dressed, and told

me, that he had promised to attend some ladies

tn the park, and, if I was going the same way,
would take me in his chariot. I had no inclina

tion to any other favours, and therefore left

him without any intention of seeing him again,

unless some misfortune should restore his under

standing.
I am, &c.

ASPEB.

Though I am not wholly insensible of the pro-

vocations which my correspondent has received,

I cannot altogether commend the keenness of

his resentment, nor encourage him to persist in

his resolution of breaking off all commerce with

his old acquaintance. One of the golden pre

cepts of Pythagoras directs, that a friend should

not be hated for little faults ; and surely he, upon
whom nothing worse can be charged, than that

he mats his stairs, and covers his carpet, and sets

out his finery to show before those whom he

does not admit to use it, has yet committed no

thing that should exclude him from common
degrees of kindness. Such improprieties often

proceed rather from stupidity than malice.

Those who thus shine only to dazzle, are influ

enced merely by custom and example, and nei

ther examine, nor are qualified to examine, the

motives of their own practice, or to" state the

nice limits between elegance and ostentation.

They are often innocent of the pain which their

vanity produces, and insult others when they
have no worse purpose than to please themselves.

He that too much refines his delicacy will al

ways endanger his quiet. Of those with whom
nature and virtue oblige us to converse, some
are ignorant of the arts of pleasing, and offend

when they design to caress
;
some are negligent,

and gratify themselves without regard to the

quiet of another ;
some perhaps are malicioui.,

and feel no greater satisfaction in prosperity than

that of raising envy and trampling inferiority.

But whatever be the motive of insult, it is al

ways best to overlook it
;
for folly scarcely can

deserve resentment, and malice is punished by

neglect.
*
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-Sanctus haberi,

Promissique tenax factis dictisque mereris?

Agnosco proceran. JUT.

Convince the world that you're devout and true ;

Be just in all you say, and all you do ;

Whatever be your birth, you're sure to be
A peer of the first magnitude to me. STEPNEY.

BOYLE has observed, that the excellency of ma
nufactures and the facility of labour would be

much promoted, if the various expedients and

contrivances which lie concealed in private hands,
were by reciprocal communications made gene

rally known ; for there are few operations that

are not performed by one or other with some pe
culiar advantages, which, though singly of little

importance, would by conjunction and concur

rence, open new inlets to knowledge, and give

new powers to diligence.

There are, in like manner, several moral ex

cellences distributed among the different classes

of a community. It was said by Cujacius, that

he never read more than one book by which he

was not instructed; and he that shall inquire

after virtue with ardour and attention will sel

dom find a man by whose example or sentiments

he may not be improved.

Every profession has some essential and ap

propriate virtue, without which there can be no

hope of honour or success, and which, as it is

more or less cultivated, confers within its sphere

of activity different degrees of merit and repu
tation. As the astrologers range the subdivi

sions of mankind under the planets which they

suppose to influence their lives, the moralist may
distribute them according to the virtues which

they necessarily practise, and consider them as

distinguished by prudence or fortitude, diligence

or patience.

So much are the modes of excellence settled

by time and place, that men may be heard

boasting in one street of that which they would

anxiously conceal in another. The grounds of

scorn and esteem, the topics of praise and satire,

are varied according to the several virtues or

vices which the course of life has disposed men
to admire or abhor ; but he who is solicitous for

* The character of Prospero, it is unirersally ac-

knowl edged, was intended for Garrick, who, says
Mr. lioswell,

" never entirely forgave its pointed
satire." C.
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his own improvement must not be limited by
local reputation, but select from every tribe of

mortals their characteristical virtues, and con

stellate in himself the scattered graces which

shine singly in other men.

The chief praise to which a trader aspires is

that of punctuality, or an exact and rigorous ob

servance of commercial engagements ;
nor is

there any vice of which he so much dreads the

imputation, as of negligence and instability.

This is a quality which the interest of mankind

requires to be diffused through all the ranks of
I;
re, but which many seem to consider as a vulgar

and ignoble virtue, below the ambition of great
ness or attention of Avit, scarcely requisite among
men of gayety and spirit, and sold at its highest
rate when it is sacrificed to a frolic or a jest.

Every man has daily occasion to remark what
vexations arise from this privilege of deceiving
one another. The active and vivacious have so

long disdained the restraints of truth, that pro
mises and appointments have lost their cogency,
and both parties neglect their stipulations, be

cause each concludes that they will be broken by
the other.

Negligence is first admitted in small affairs,

and strengthened by petty indulgences. He that

is not yet hardened by custom, ventures not on

the violation of important engagements, but

thinks himself bound by his word in cases of

property or danger, though he allows himself to

forget at what time he is to meet ladies in the

park, or at what tavern his friends are expecting
Him.

This laxity of honour would be more tolerable,

if it could be restrained to the play-house, the

ball-room, or the card-table ; yet even there it

is sufficiently troublesome, and darkens those

moments, with expectation, suspense, and re

sentment, which are set aside for pleasure, and

from which we naturally hope for unmingled

enjoyment and total relaxation. But he that

suffers the slightest breach in his morality can

seldom tell what shall enter it, or how wide it

shall be made ; when a passage is open, the in

flux of corruption is every moment wearing
down opposition, and by slow degrees deluges the

heart.

Aliger entered the world a youth of lively

imagination, extensive views, and untainted

principles. His curiosity incited him to range
from place to place, and try all the varieties of

conversation ; his elegance of address and ferti

lity of ideas gained him friends wherever he ap

peared ; or at least he found the general kind

ness of reception always shown to a young man
whose birth and fortune give him a claim to no

tice, and who has neither by vice or folly de

stroyed his privileges. Aliger was pleased with
this general smile of mankind, and was indus

trious to preserve it by compliance and officious-

ttess, but did not suffer his desire of pleasing to

vitiate his integrity. It was his established max
im, that a promise is never to be broken

; no?
was it without long reluctance that he once suf

fered himself to be drawn away from a festal

engagement by the importw.Uy of another com

pany.
He spent the evening, as . <*sual, in the ru

diments of vice, in perturbation and imperfect

enjoyment, and met his disappointed friends in

the morning with confusion and excuses. His

companions, not accustomed to such scrupulous

anxiety, laughed at his uneasiness, compounded
the offence for a bottle, gave him courage to

break his word again, and again levied the pen
alty. He ventured the same experiment upon
another society, and found them equally ready
to consider it as a venial fault, always incident

to a man of quickness and gayety ; till, by de

grees, he began to think himself at liberty to fol

low the last invitation, and was no longpr
shocked at the turpitude of falsehood. He madt
no difficulty to promise his presence at distant

places ; and, if listlessness happened to creep

upon him, would sit at home with great tran

quillity, and has often sunk to sleep in a cijftir,

while he held ten tables in continual expecta
tions of his entrance.

It was so pleasant to live in perpetual 'acancy,
that he soon dismissed his attention as a use

less incumbrance, and resigned himseif to care

lessness and dissipation, without any regard to

the future or the past, or any other motive of

action than the impulse of a sudden desire, or

the attraction of immediate pleasure. The ab

sent were immediately forgotten, and the hopes
or fears felt by others had no influence upon his

conduct. He was in speculation completely

just, but never kept his promise to a creditor ;

he was benevolent, but always deceived those

friends whom he undertook to patronize or as

sist
; he was prudent, but suffered his affairs to

be embarrassed for want of regulating his ac

counts at stated times. He courted a young

lady, and, when the settlements were drawn,
took a ramble into the country on the day ap

pointed to sign them. He resolved to travel,

and sent his chests on ship-board, but delayed to

follow them till he lost his passage. He was

summoned as an evidence in a cause of great im

portance, and loitered on the way till the tria

was past. It is said that when he had, with

great expense, formed an interest in a borough,
his opponent contrived, by some agents who
knew his temper, to lure him away on the day
of election.

His benevolence draws him into the commis

sion of a thousand crimes, which others less kind

or civil would escape. His courtesy invites ap

plication ;
his promise produces dependance ; he

has his pockets filled with petitions, which he

intends some time to deliver and enforce, and his

table covered with letters of request, with which
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he purposes to comply ;
but time slips imper

ceptibly away, while he is either idle or busy ;

Ms friends lose their opportunities, and charge

upon him their miscarriages and calamities.

This character, however contemptible, is not

peculiar to Aliger. They whose activity of

imagination is often shifting the scenes of expec

tation, are frequently subject to such sallies of

caprice as make all their actions fortuitous, de

stroy the value of their friendship, obstruct the

efficacy of their virtues, and set them below the

meanest of those that persist in their resolutions,

execute what they design, and perform what

they have promised.
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From no affliction is the poor exempt;
He thinks each eye surveys him with contempt :

Unmanly poverty subdues the heart,

Cankers each wound, and sharpens every dart.

F. LEWIS.

AMONG those who have endeavoured to promote

learning, and rectify judgment, it has been long

customary to complain of the abuse of words,
which are often admitted to signify things so

different, that, instead of assisting the under

standing as vehicles of knowledge, they produce
error, dissension, and perplexity, because what
is affirmed in one sense is received in another.

I: this ambiguity sometimes embarrasses the

most so'emn controversies, and obscures the de

monstrations of science, it may well be expected
to infest the pompous periods of declaimers,
whose purpose is often only to amuse with fal

lacies, and change the colours of truth and false

hood
;
or the musical compositions of poets,

whose style is professedly figurative, and whose
art is imagined to consist in distorting words
from their original meaning.
There are few words of which the reader be

lieves himself better to know the import than of

poverty, yet, whoever studies either the poets or

philosophers, will find such an account of the
condition expressed by that term as his experi
ence or observation will not easily discover to be
true. Instead of the meanness, distress, com
plaint, anxiety, and dependence, which have
hitherto been combined in his ideas of poverty,
he will read of content, innocence, and cheerful

ness, of health and safety, tranquillity, and free

dom
; of pleasures not known but to men unen

cumbered with possessions ; and of sleep that

sheds his balsamic anodynes only on the cottage.
Such are the blessings to be obtained by the re-

1 signation of riches, that kings nc.ght descend

from their thrones, and generals retire from a

triumph, only to slumber, undisturbed in the

elysium of poverty.
If these authors do not deceive us, nothing can

be more absurd than that perpetual contest for

wealth which keeps the world in commotion ;

nor any complaints more justly censured than

those which proceed from want of the gifts of

fortune, which we are taught by the great mas
ters of moral wisdom to consider as golden shac

kles, by which the wearer is at once disabled

and adorned
;
as luscious poisons, which may for

a time please the palate, but soon betray their

malignity by languor and by pain.

It is the great privilege of poverty to be happy
unenvied, to be healthful without physic, and

secure without a guard ; to obtain from the

bounty of nature what the great and wealthy
are compelled to procure by the help of artists

and attendants, of flatterers and spies.

But it will be found, upon a nearer view, that

they who extol the happiness of poverty, do not

mean the same state with those who deplore its

miseries. Poets have their imaginations filled

with ideas of magnificence ; and being accus

tomed to contemplate the downfall of empires,
or to contrive forms of lamentations for mo-
narchs in distress, rank all the classes of man
kind in a state of poverty who make no ap

proaches to the dignity of crowns. To be poor
in the epic language is only not to command the

wealth of nations, nor to have fleets and armies

in pay.

Vanity has perhaps contributed to this impro

priety of style. He that wishes to become a

philosopher at a cheap rate, easily gratifies his

ambition by submitting to poverty when he does

not feel it, and by boasting his contempt of

riches when he has already more thrtn he en

joys. He who would show the extent of his

views, and grandeur of his conceptions, or dis

cover his acquaintance with splendour and mag
nificence, may talk, like Cowley, of an humble

station and quiet obscurity, of the paucity of na

ture's wants, and the inconveniences of super

fluity, and at last, like him, limit his desires to

five hundred pounds a year ; a fortune, indeed,

not exuberant, when we compare it with the

expenses of pride and luxury, but to which it

little becomes a philosopher to affix the name of

poverty, since no man can, with any propriety,

be termed poor, who does not see the greater

part of mankind richer than himself.

As little is the general condition of human life

understood by the panegyrists and historians,

who amuse us with accounts of the poverty or

heroes and sages. Riches are of no value in

themselves, their use is discovered only in that

which they procure. They are not coveted, un
less by narrow understandings, which confound

the means with the end, but for the sake of
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, influence, and esteem ; or, by some of less

elevated and refined sentiments, as necessary to

sensual enjoyment.
The pleasures of luxury many have, without

uncommon virtue, been able to despise, even

when affluence and idleness have concurred to

tempt them ;
and therefore he who feels nothing

from indigence but the want of gratifications

which he could not in any other condition make
consistent with innocence, has given no proof of

eminent patience. Esteem and influence every
man desires, but they are equally pleasing, and

equally valuable, by whatever means they are

obtained; and whoever hasfound the art of secur

ing them without the help of money, ought, in

reality, to be accounted rich, since he has all that

riches can purchase to a wise man. Cincinnatus,

though he lived upon a few acres cultivated by
his own hand, was sufficiently removed from

all the evils generally comprehended under the

name of poverty, when his reputation was such,

that the voice of his country called him from his

farm to take absolute command into his hand ;

nor was Diogenes much mortified by his resi

dence in a tub, where he was honoured with the

visit of Alexander the Great.

The same fallacy has conciliated veneration to

the religious orders. When we behold a man
abdicating the hope of terrestrial possessions,

and precluding himself, by an irrevocable vow,
from the pursuit and acquisition of all that his

fellow-beings consider as worthy of wishes and

endeavours, we are immediately struck with the

purity, abstraction, and firmness of his mind,
and regard him as wholly employed in securing
the interests of futurity, and devoid of any other

care than to gain at whatever price the surest

passage to eternal rest.

Yet, what can the votary be justly said to have

lost of his present happiness ? If he resides in a

convent, he converses only with men whose con

dition is the same with his own ; he has, from

the munificence of the founder, all the neces

saries of life, and is safe from that destitution,

which Hooker declares to be such an impediment

to virtue, as, till it be removed, siiffereth not the

mind ofman to admit any other care. All tempta
tions to envy and competition are shut out from

his retreat ; he is not pained with the sight of

unattainable dignity, nor insulted with the blus

ter of insolence, or the smile of forced familiari

ty. If he wanders abroad, the sanctity of his

character amply compensates all other distinc

tions ; he is seldom seen but with reverence, nor

heard but with submission.

It has been remarked, that death, though of

ten defied in the field, seldom fails to terrify when
it approaches the bed of sickness in its natural

horror
;
so poverty may easily be endured while

associated with dignity and reputation, but will

aiways oe shunned and dreaded when it is ac

companied with ignominy and contempt.

No. 203.
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Cum volet ilia dies, qua nil nisi carports hujus
Jus habet, incerti spatium miliiftiiiat avi. OVID

Come, soon or late, death's undetermined day,
This mortal being only can decay. WELSTEI*

IT seems to be the fate of man to seek all his con

solations in futurity. The time present is sel

dom able to fill desire or imagination with im
mediate enjoyment, and we are forced to supply
its deficiencies by recollection or anticipation.

Every one has so often detected the fallacious

ness of hope, and the inconvenience of teaching
himself to expect what a thousand accidents may
preclude, that, when time has abated the confi

dence with which youth rushes out to take pos
session of the world, we endeavour, or wish, to

find entertainment in the review of life, and ta

repose upon real facts and certain experience.
This is perhaps one reason, among many, why
age delights in narratives.

But so full is the world ofcalamity, that every
source of pleasure is polluted, and every retire

ment of tranquillity disturbed. When time has

supplied us with events sufficient to employ our

thoughts, it has mingled them with so many
disasters, that we shrink from their remem

brance, dread their intrusion upon our minds,
and fly from them as from enemies that pursue
us with torture.

No man past the middle point of life can sit

down to feast upon the pleasures of youth with

out finding the banquet embittered by the cup of

sorrow ; he may revive lucky accidents and

pleasing extravagances ; many days of harmless

frolic, or nights of honest festivity, will perhaps
recur

; or, if he has been engaged in scenes of

action and acquainted with affairs of difficulty

and vicissitudes of fortune, he may enjoy the

nobler pleasure of looking back upon distress

firmly supported, dangers resolutely encounter

ed, and opposition artfully defeated. /Eneas

properly comforts his companions, when, after

the horrors of a storm, they have landed on an

unknown and desolate country, with the hope
that their miseries will be at some distant time

recounted with delight. There are few higher

gratifications than that of reflection on sur

mounted evils, when they were not incurred nor

protracted by our fault, and neither reproach us

with cowardice nor guilt

But this felicity is almost always abated by
the reflection, that they with whom we should

be most pleased to share it are now in the grave.

A few years make such havoc in human gener

ations, that we soon see ourselves deprived of

those with whom we entered the world, and

whom the participation of pleasures or fatigues

had endeared to our remembrance. The man
of enterprise recounts his adventures and ex

pedients, but is forced at the close of the rela-
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tion to pay a sigh to the names of those that

contributed to his success; he that passes his

life among the gayer part of mankind, has his

remembrance stored with remarks and repartees

of wits, whose sprightliness and merriment are

now lost in perpetual silence ; the trader, whose

industry has supplied the want of inheritance,

repines in solitary plenty at the absence of com

panions with whom he had planned out amuse
ments for his latter years; and the scholar,

whose merit, after a long series of efforts, raises

him from obscurity, looks round in vain from
his exaltation for his old friends or enemies,
whose applause or mortification would heighten
his triumph.

Among Martial's requisites to happiness is,

Res non parta labore^ ssd relicta, An estate not

gained by industry, but left by inheritance. It is

necessary to the completion of every good, that it

be timely obtained ; for whatever comes at the

close of life will come too late to give much de

light. Yet all human happiness has its defects ;

of what we do not gain for ourselves we have only
a faint and imperfect fruition, because we cannot

compare the difference between want and posses

sion, or at least can derive from it no conviction

of our own abilities, nor any increase of self-

esteem. What we acquire by bravery or science,

by mental or corporal diligence ; comes at last

when we cannot communicate, and therefore

cannot enjoy it.

Thus every period of life is obliged to borrow
:
ts happiness from the time to come. In youth
we have nothing past to entertain us, and in

age we derive little from retrospect but hope
less sorrow. Yet the future likewise has its

limits, which the imagination dreads to ap
proach, but which we see to be not far distant.

The loss of our friends and companions im

presses hourly upon us the necessity of our own
departure ; we know that the schemes of man
are quickly at an end, that we must soon lie

down in the grave with the forgotten multitudes

of former ages, and yield our place to others,

who, like us, shall be driven a while, by hope
or fear, about the surface of the earth, and then
like us be lost in the shades of death.

Beyond this termination of our material ex
istence we are therefore obliged to extend our

hopes; and almost every man indulges his

imagination with something, which is not to

happen till he has changed his manner of being :

some amuse themselves with entails and settle

ments, provide for the perpetuation of families

and honours, or contrive to obviate the dissipa
tion of the fortunes which it has been their

Dusiness to accumulate; others, more refined

or exalted, congratulate their own hearts upon
the future extent of their reputation, the rever
ence of distant nations, and the gratitude of un

prejudiced posterity.

They whose souls are so chained down to

coffers and tenements, that they cannot cou^eive
a state in which they shall look upon them with
less solicitude, are seldom attentive or flexible

to arguments ;
but the votaries of fame are

capable of reflection, and therefore may be called

to reconsider the probability of their expecta
tions.

Whether to be remembered in remote times

be worthy of a wise man's wish, has not yet
been satisfactorily decided ; and indeed, to be

long remembered, can happen to so small a

number, that the bulk of mankind has very
little interest in the question. There is never
room in the world for more than a certain

quantity or measure of renown. The necessary
business of life, the immediate pleasures or

pains of every condition, leave us not leisure be

yond a fixed portion for contemplations which
('o not forcibly influence our present welfare.

When this vacuity is filled, no characters can
be admitted into the circulation of fame, but

by occupying the place of some that must be
thrust into oblivion. The eye of the mind, like

that of the body, can only extend its view to

new objects, by losing sight of those which are

now before it.

Reputation is therefore a meteor, which
blazes a while and disappears for ever; and, if

we except a few transcendent and invincible

names, which no revolutions of opinion or

length of time is able to suppress ; all those that

engage our thoughts, or diversify our conversa

tion, are every moment hasting to obscurity, as

new favourites are adopted by fashion.

It is not therefore from this world that any
ray of comfort can proceed, to cheer the gloom
of the last hour. But futurity has still its pros

pects ; there is yet happiness in reserve, which,
if we transfer our attention to it, will support
us in the pains of disease, and the languor of

decay. This happiness we may expect with

confidence, because it is out of the power of

chance, and may be attained by all that sincere

ly desire and earnestly pursue it. On this,

therefore every mind ought finally to rest.

Hope is the chief blessing of man, and that

hope only is rational, of which we are certain

that it cannot deceive us.
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Tfemo tarn divos habuitfatentes ,

Grastinutn ut possit sibl polliceri. SEN '

Of Heaven's protection who can be
So confident to utter this ?

To-morrow I will spend in bliss. p. LE w is

SEGBD, lord of Ethiopia, to the inhabitants <*

the world : To the sons of presumption, }mm>
lity and fear; and to the daughters of sorrow
content and acquiescence.
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Thus, in the twenty-seventh year of his reign,

epoke Seged, the monarch of forty nations, the

distributor of the waters of the Nile : "At
length, Seged, thy toils are at an end

; thou hast

reconciled disaffection, thou hast suppressed re

bellion, thou hast pacified the jealousies of thy
courtiers, thou hast chased war from thy confines,

and erected fortresses in the lands of thy enemies.

All who have offended thee tremble in thy pre

sence, and wherever thy voice is heard it is

obeyed. Thy throne is surrounded by armies,

numerous as the locusts of the summer, and re

sistless as the blasts of pestilence. Thy maga
zines are stored with ammunition, thy treasuries

overflow with the tribute of conquered kingdoms.

Plenty waves upon thy fields, and opulence

glitters in thy cities. Thy nod is as the earth

quake that shakes the mountains, and thy smile

as the dawn of the vernal day. In thy hand is

the strength of thousands, and thy health is the

health of millions. Thy palace is gladdened by
the song of praise, and thy path perfumed by the

breath of benediction. Thy subjects gaze upon

thy greatness, and think of danger or misery no

more. Why, Seged, wilt not thou partake the

blessings thou bestowest ? Why shouldst thou

only forbear to rejoice in this general felicity?

Why should thy face be clouded with anxiety,

when the meanest of those who call thee sover

eign gives the day to festivity, and the night to

peace ? At length, Seged, reflect and be wise.

What is the gift of conquest but safety? Why
are riches collected but to purchase happiness."

Seged then ordered the house of pleasure, built

in an island of the lake of Dambea, to be pre

pared for his reception.
" I will retire," says

he,
" for ten days from tumult and care, from

counsels and decrees. Long quiet is not the lot

of the governors of nations, but a cessation of

ten days cannot be denied me. This short in

terval of happiness may surely be secured from

the interruption of fear or perplexity, sorrow or

disappointment. I will exclude all trouble from

my abode, and remove from my thoughts what
ever may confuse the harmony of the concert, or

abate the sweetness of the banquet. I will fill

the whole capacity of my soul with enjoyment,
and try what it is to live without a wish unsa

tisfied."

In a few days the orders were performed, and

Seged hasted to the palace of Dambea, which

stood in an island cultivated only for pleasure,

planted with every flower that spreads its colours

to the sun, and every shrub that sheds fragrance
in the air. In one part of this extensive garden
were open walks for excursions in the morning;
in another, thick groves, and silent arbours, and

bubbling fountains, for repose at noon. All that

could solace the sense, or flatter the fancy, all

that industry could extort from nature, or wealth

furnish to art, all that conquest could seize, or

beneficence attract, was collected together, and

every perception of delight was excited and gra
tified.

Into this delicious region Seged summoned
all the persons of his court who seemed emi

nently qualified to receive or communicate plea<

sure. His call was readily obeyed : the younft
the fair, the vivacious, and the witty, were all

in haste to be sated with felicity. They sailed

jocund over the lake, which seemed to smooth

its surface before them
;
their passage was cheer

ed with music, and their hearts dilated with ex

pectation.

Seged, landing here with his band of pleasure,
determined from that hour to break off all ac

quaintance with discontent, to give his heart for

ten days to ease and jollity, and then fall back

to the common state of man, and suffer his lifa

to be diversified, as before, with joy and sorrow.

He immediately entered his chamber, to con

sider where he should begin his circle of happi
ness. He had all the artists of delight before

him, but knew not whom to call, since he could

not enjoy one but by delaying the performance
of another. He chose and rejected, he resolved

and changed his resolution, till his faculties were

harassed, and his thoughts confused: then re

turned to the apartment where his presence was

expected, with languid eyes and clouded coun

tenance, and spread the infection of uneasiness

over the whole assembly. He observed their

depression, and was offended
;
for he found his

vexation increased by those whom he expected
to dissipate and relieve it. He retired again to

his private chamber, and sought for consolation

in his own mind ; one thought flowed in upon
another ;

a long succession of images seized his

attention ; the moments crept imperceptibly

away through the gloom of pensiveness, till,

having recovered his tranquillity, he lifted up
his head, and saw the lake brightened by the

setting sun. " Such," said Seged sighing,
" it

the longest day of human existence : before w
have learned to use it, we find it at an end."

The regret which he felt for the loss of so

great a part of his first day, took from him all

disposition to enjoy the evening ; and after hav

ing endeavoured, for the sake of his attendants,

to force au air of gayety, and excite that mirth

which he could not share, he resolved to refer

his hopes to the next morning, and lay down
to partake with the slaves of labour and poverty
the blessing >f sleep.

He rose early the second morning, and re

solved now to be happy. He therefore fixed

upon the gate of the palace an edict, importing,

that whoever, during nine days, should appear
in the presence of the king with dejected coun

tenance, or utter any expression of discontent ot

sorrow, should be driven for ever from the pa
lace of Dambea.

This edict was immediately made known in

every chamber of the court and bower of the
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gardens. Mirth was frighted away ; and they

who were before dancing in the lawns, or sing

ing in the shades, were at once engaged in the

care of regulating their looks, that Seged might
tind his will punctually obeyed, and see none

among them liable to banishment.

Seged now met every face settled in a smile ;

6ut a smile that betrayed solicitude, timidity,

and constraint. He accosted his favourites with

familiai'ity and softness ; but they durst not

speak without premeditation, lest they should be

convicted of discontent or sorrow. He proposed

diversions, to which no objection was made, be

cause objection would have implied uneasiness ;

but they were regarded with indifference by the

courtiers, who had no other desire than to sig

nalize themselves by clamorous exultation. He
offered various topics of conversation ;

but ob

tained only forced jests and laborious laughter ;

and, after many attempts to animate his train to

confidence and alacrity, was obliged to confess to

himself the impotence of command, and resign

another day to grief and disappointment.

He at last relieved his companions from their

terrors, and shut himself up in his chamber to

ascertain, by different measures, the felicity of

the succeeding days. At length he threw him

self on the bed, and closed his eyes, but imagined,

in his sleep, that his palace and gardens were

overwhelmed by an inundation, and waked with

all the terrors of a man struggling in the water.

He composed himself again to rest, but was af

frighted by an imaginary irruption into his

kingdom ; and striving, as is usual in dreams,

without ability to move, fancied himself betrayed

to his enemies, and again started up with horror

and indignation.

It was now day, and fear was so strongly im

pressed on his mind that he could sleep no more.

He rose ; but his thoughts were filled with the

deluge and invasion, nor was he able to disen

gage his attention, or mingle with vacancy and

ease in any amusement. At length his pertur

bation gave way to reason, and he resolved no

longer to be harassed by visionary miseries ; but

before this resolution could be completed, half

the day had elapsed. He felt a new conviction

of the uncertainty of human schemes, and could

not forbear to bewail the weakness of that being,

whose quiet was to be interrupted by vapours of

the fancy. Having been first disturbed by a

dream, he afterwards grieved that a dream could

disturb him. He at last discovered that nis ter

rors and grief were equally vain, and that to lose

the present in lamenting the past was volun

tarily to protract a melancholy vision. The
third day was now declining, and Seged again
resolved to be happy on the morrow.
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Volat ambiguis
Mobilis alls hora, nee ulli

Prastat veloxfortunafidem SENECA.

On fickle wings the minutes haste,

And fortune's favours never last. F. LEWIS.

ON the fourth morning Seged rose early, re

freshed with sleep, vigorous with health, and

eager with expectation. He entered the garden,
attended by the princess and ladies of his court,

and, seeing nothing about but airy cheerfulness}

began to say to his heart,
" This day shall be a

day of pleasure." The sun played upon the

water, the birds warbled in the groves, and the

gales quivered among the branches. He roved

from walk to walk as chance directed him, and
sometimes listened to the songs, sometimes

mingled with the dancers, sometimes let loose

his imagination in nights of merriment, and
sometimes uttered grave reflections and senten

tious maxims, and feasted 011 the admiration

with which they were received.

Thus the day rolled on, without any accident

of vexation, or intrusion ofmelancholy thoughts.
All that beheld him caught gladness from his

looks, and the sight of happiness conferred by
himself filled his heart with satisfaction : but

having passed three hours in this harmless lux

ury, he was alarmed on a sudden by a univer

sal scream among the women, and, turning back,

saw the whole assembly flying in confusion. A
young crocodile had risen out of the lake, and

was ranging the garden in wantonness or hun

ger. Seged beheld him with indignation, as a

disturber of his felicity, and chased him back in

to the lake, but could not persuade his retinue to

stay, or free their hearts from the terror which

had seized upon them. The princesses inclosed

themselves in the palace, and could yet scarcely

believe themselves in safety. Every attention

was fixed upon the late danger and escape, and

no mind was any longer at leisure for gay sal

lies or careless prattle.

Seged had now no other employment than to

contemplate the innumerable casualties which
lie in ambush on every side to intercept the hap

piness of man, and break in upon the hour of

delight and tranquillity. He had, however, the

consolation of thinking, that he had not been

now disappointed by his own fault, and that the

accident which had blasted the hopes of the day

might easily be prevented by future caution.

That he might provide for the pleasure of the

next morning, he resolved to repeal his penal

edict, since he had already found that discontent

and melancholy were not to be frighted away by
the threats of authority, and that pleasure would

only reside where she was exempted from con

trol. He therefore invited all the companions
of his retreat to unbounded pleasantry, by pro-
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posing prizes for those who should, on the fol

lowing day, distinguish themselves by any fes

tive performances ; the tables of the anticham-

ber were covered with gold and pearls, and

robes and garlands decreed the rewards of those

rvho could refine elegance or heighten pleasure.
At this display of riches every eye immediately

sparkled, and every tongue was busied in cele

brating the bounty and magnificence of the em

peror. But when Seged entered, in hopes of

uncommon entertainment from universal emu
lation, he found that any passion too strongly

agitated puts an end to that tranquillity which is

necessary to mirth, and that the mind that is to

be moved by the gentle ventilations of gayety
must be first smoothed by a total calm. What
ever we ardently wish to gain, we must, in the

same degree, be afraid to lose, and fear and

pleasure cannot dwell together.
All was now care and solicitude. Nothing

was done or spoken, but with so visible an en

deavour at perfection, as always failed to de

light, though it sometimes forced admiration :

and Seged could not but observe with sorrow,
that his prizes had more influence than himself.

As the evening approached, the contest grew
more earnest, and those who were forced to

allow themselves excelled began to discover the

malignity of defeat, first by angry glances, and
at last by contemptuous murmurs. Seged like

wise shared the anxiety of the day ; for, consider

ing himself as obliged to distribute with exact

justice the prizes which had been so zealously

sought, he durst never remit his attention, but

passed his time upon the rack of doubt, in ba

lancing different kinds of merit, and adjusting
the claims of all the competitors.
At last, knowing that no exactness could

satisfy those whose hopes he should disappoint,
and thinking that, on a day set apart for happi
ness, it would be cruel to oppress any heart with

sorrow, he declared that all had pleased him alike,

and dismissed all with presents of equal value.

Seged soon saw that his caution had not

been able to avoid offence. They who had be

lieved themselves secure of the highest prizes,

were not pleased to be levelled with the cro\vd
;

and though, by the liberality of the king, they
received more than his promise had entitled

them to expect, they departed unsatisfied, be

cause they were honoured with no distinction,

and wanted an opportunity to triumph in the

mortification of their opponents.
" Behold

here," said Seged,
" the condition of him who

places his happiness in the happiness of others."

He then retired to meditate, and, while the

.ourtiers were repining at his distributions, saw
the fifth sun go down in discontent.

The next dawn renewed his resolution to be

happy. But having learned how little he could

effect by settled schemes or preparatory meas

ures, he thought it best to give up one day en

tirely to chance, and left every one to please ana
be pleased his own way.
This relaxation of regularity diffused a gen

eral complacence through the whole court, and
the emporer imagined that he had at last found
the secret of obtaining an interval of felicity
But as he was roving in this careless assembly
with equal carelessness, he overheard one of
his courtiers in a close arbour murmuring alone :

" What merit has Seged above us, that we
should thus fear and obey him ? a man whom,
whatever he may have formerly performed, his

luxury now shows to have the same weakness
with ourselves !" This charge affected him the

more, as it was uttered by one whom he had

always observed among the most, abject of his

flatterers. At first his indignation prompted
him to severity ; but reflecting, that what was
spoken without intention to be heard was to be

considered as only thought, and was, perhaps,
but the sudden burst of casual and temporary
vexation, he invented some decent pretence to

send him away, that his retreat might not be
tainted with the breath of envy; and after the

struggle of deliberation was past, and all desire

of revenge utterly suppressed, passed the even

ing not only with tranquillity, but triumph,

though none but himself was conscious of tht

victory.

The remembrance of this clemency cheered
the beginning of the seventh day, and nothing
happened to disturb the pleasure of Seged, till,

looking on the tree that shaded him, he recol

lected that under a tree of the same kind he had

passed the night after his defeat in the kingdom
of Goiama. The reflection on his loss, his dis

honour, and the miseries which his subjects suf

fered from the invader, filled him with sadness.

At last he shook off the weight of sorrow, and

began to solace himself with his usual pleasure ;

when his tranquillity was again disturbed by
jealousies which the late contest for the prizes
had produced, and which, having in vain tried

to pacify them by persuasion, he was forced to

silence by command.
On the eight morning Segea was awakened

early by an unusual hurry in the apartments,

and, inquiring the cause, was told that the

princess Balkis was seized with sickness. He
rose, and, calling the physicians, found that

they had little hope of her recovery. Here was
an end of jollity ; all his thoughts were now
upon his daughter, whose eyes he closed on the

tenth day.
Such were the days which Seged of Ethiopia

had appropriated to a short respiration from the

fatigues of war and the cares of government.
This narrative he has bequeathed to future gen
erations, that no man hereafter may presume t

say,
" This day shall be a day of happiness.'*
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-Propositi nondum pudet, atque eadem est

Vt bona sitmma pules, ullena vuere quadra.

But hardeii'd by affronts, aud still the same,

Lost to all stnse of honour and of fame,

Ifaou yet canst love to haunt the great man's board,

A.nd think no supper good but with a lord.

BOWLES.

WHEN Diogenes was once asked, what kind of

wine he liked best, he answered,
" That which

is drunk at the cost of others."

Though the character of Diogenes has never

excited any general zeal of imitation, there are

many who resemble him in his taste of wine
;

many who are frugal, though not abstemious ;

whose appetites, though too powerful for reason,

are kept under restraint by avarice ; and to

whom all delicacies lose their flavour, when

they cannot be obtained but at their own ex

pense.

Nothing produces more singularity of man

ners, and inconstancy of life, than the conflict of

opposite vices in the same mind. He that uni

formly pursues any purpose, whether good or

bad, has a settled principle of action
; and, as he

may always find associates who are travelling

the same way, is countenanced by example, and

sheltered in the multitude ;
but a man actuated

at once by different desires must move in a di

rection peculiar to himself, and suffer that re

proach which we are naturally inclined to bestow

on those who deviate from the rest of the world,

even without inquiring whether they are worse

or better.

Yet this conflict of desires sometimes produces
wonderful efforts. To riot in far-fetched dishes,

or surfeit with unexhausted variety, and yet

practise the most rigid economy, is surely an art

which may justly draw the eyes of mankind

upon them whose industry or judgment has en

abled them to attain it. To him, indeed, who
is content to break open the chests, or mortgage
the manors of his ancestors, that he may hire

the ministers of excess at the highest price, glut

tony is an easy science ; yet we often hear the

votaries of luxury boasting of the elegance which

they owe to the taste of others
; relating with

Capture the succession of dishes with which their

looks and caterers supply them
; and expecting

their share of praise with the discoverers of arts

and the civilizers of nations. But' to shorten

the way to convivial happiness, by eating with
out cost, is a secret hitherto in few hands, but

which certainly deserves the curiosity of those

Jrhose principal employment is their dinner, and
tvho see the sun rise with no other hope than
that they shall nil their bellies before it sets.

Of them that have within my knowledge at

tempted this scheme of happiness, the -greater

I part have been immediately obliged to desist ;

|

and some, whom their first attempts flattered

j

with success, were reduced by degrees to a few

tables, from which they were at last chased to

make way for others
; and, having long habitu

ated themselves to superfluous plenty, growled

away their latter years in discontented compe
tence.

None enter the regions of luxury with highel

expectations than men of wit, who imagine that

they shall never want a welcome to that com

pany whose ideas they can enlarge, or whose

imaginations they can elevate, and believe them
selves able to pay for their wine with the mirth
which it qualifies them to produce. Full of this

opinion, they crowd with little invitation where-
ever the smell of a feast allures them, but are

seldom encouraged to repeat their visits, being
dreaded by the pert as rivals, and hated by the

dull as disturbers of the company.
No man has been so happy in gaining and

keeping the privilege ofliving at luxurious houses

as Gulosulus, who, after thirty years of con
tinual revelry, has now established, by uncontro-

verted prescription, his claim to partake of every
entertainment, and whose presence they who
aspire to the praise of a sumptuous table are care

ful to procure on a day of importance, by send

ing the invitation a fortnight before.

Gulosulus entered the world without any
eminent degree of merit ; but was careful to

frequent houses where persons of rank resorted.

By being often seen, he became in time known;
and, from sitting in the same room, was suffered

to mix in idle conversation, or assisted to fill

up a vacant hour, when better amusement was
not readily to be had. From the coffee-house

he was sometimes taken away to dinner; and,
as no man refuses the acquaintance of him whom
he sees admitted to familiarity by others of equal

dignity, when he had been met at a few tables,

he with less difficulty found the way to more,
till at last he was regularly expected to appear
wherever preparations are made for a feast,

within the circuit of his acquaintance.
When he was thus by accident initiated in

luxury, he felt in himself no inclination to re

tire from a life of so much pleasure, and there

fore very seriously considered how he might
continue it. Great qualities or uncommon ac

complishments he did not find necessary ; for

he had already seen that merit rather enforces

respect than attracts fondness
;
and as he thought

no folly greater than that of losing a dinner for

any other gratification, he often congratulated

himself, that he had none of that disgusting ex

cellence which impresses awe upon greatness,
and condemns its possessors to the society of

those who are wise or brave, and indigent as

themselves.

Gulosulus, having never allotted much of his

time to books or meditation, had no opinion in
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philosophy or politics, and was not in danger of

injuring his interest by dogmatical positions, or

violent contradiction. If a dispute arose, he took

care to listen with earnest attention ; and, when
either speaker grew vehement and loud, turned

towards him with eager quickness, and uttered

a short phrase of admiration, as if surprised by
such cogency of argument as he had never known
before. By this silent concession, he generally

preserved in either controvertist such a convic

tion of his own superiority, as inclined him ra

ther to pity than irritate his adversary, and

prevented those outrages which are sometimes

produced by the rage of defeat or petulance of

triumph.
Gulosulus was never embarrassed but when

he was required to declare his sentiments before

he had been able to discover to which side the

master of the house inclined ; for it was his in

variable rule to adopt the notions of those that

invited him.

It will sometimes happen that the insolence of

wealth breaks into contemptuousness, or the

turbulence of wine requires a vent ; and Gulo
sulus seldom fails of being singled out on such

emergencies, as one on whom any experiment of

ribaldry may be safely tried. Sometimes his

lordship finds himself inclined to exhibit a speci

men of raillery, for the diversion of his guests,

and Gulosulus always supplies him with a sub

ject of merriment. But he has learned to con

sider rudeness and indignities as familiarities

that entitle him to greater freedom : he comforts

himself that those who treat and insult him pay
for their laughter, and that he keeps his money
while they enjoy their jest.

His chief policy consists in selecting some dish

from every course, and recommending it to the

company, with an air so decisive, that no one

ventures to contradict him. By this practice he

acquires at a feast a kind of dictatorial authori

ty ; his taste becomes the standard of pickles and

seasoning, and he is venerated by the professors

of epicurism, as the only man who understands

the niceties of cookery.
Whenever a new sauce is imported, or any

innovation made in the culinary system, he pro
cures the earliest intelligence, and the most

authentic receipt; and, by communicating his

knowledge under proper injunctions of secrecy,

gains a right of tasting his own dish whenever it

b prepared, that he may tell whether his direc

tions have been fully understood.

By this method of life Gulosulus has so im

pressed on his imagination the dignity of feast

ing, that he has no other topic of talk, or subject
of meditation. His calendar is a bill of fare

;

he measures the year by successive dainties.

The only common places of his memory are his

meals ; and if you ask him at what time an

event happened, he considers whether he heard

it after a dinner of turbot or Venison. He

knows, indeed, that those who value themselves

upon sense, learning, or piety, speak of him with

contempt ; but he considers them as wretches,

envious or ignorant, who do not know his hap.

piness, or wish to supplant him ; and declares to

his friends, that he is fully satisfied with his owu

conduct, since he has fed every day on twenty
dishes, and yet doubled his estate.
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Solve senescentem mature sanus equwn, ne

Peccet ad extremum ridendus. HOR.

The voice of reason cries with winning force,

Loose from the rapid car your aged horse,

Lest, in the race derided, left behind,
He drag his jaded limbs and burst his wind.

SUCH is the emptiness of human enjoyment,
that we are always impatient of the present.

Attainment is followed by neglect, and posses

sion by disgust ;
and the malicious remark of the

Greek epigrammatist on marriage may be ap

plied to every other course of life, that its two

days of happiness are the first and the last.

Few moments are more pleasing than those in

which the mind is concerting measures for a

new undertaking. From the first hint that

wakens the fancy till the hour of actual execu

tion, all is improvement and progress, triumph
and felicity. Every hour brings additions to

the original scheme, suggests some new expedi

ent to secure success, or discovers consequential

advantages not hitherto foreseen. While pre

parations are made, and materials accumulated,

day glides after day through elysian prospects,

and the heart dances to the song of hope.

Such is the pleasure of projecting, that many
content themselves with a succession of vision -

ary schemes, and wear out their allotted time in

the calm amusement of contriving what they
never attempt or hope to execute.

Others, not able to feast their imagination
with pure ideas, advance somewhat nearer to

the grossness of action, with, great diligence col

lect whatever is requisite to their design, and,

after a thousand researches and consultations,

are snatched away by death, as they stand in

procinctu waiting for a proper opportunity to

begin.

If there wei-e no other end of life, than to find

some adequa te solace for every day, I know not

whether
ar.iy condition could be preferred to that

of the miui who involves himself in his owu

thoughts,, and never suffers experience to show

him the; vanity of speculation ;
for no sooner are

notion,^ reduced to practice, than tranquillity and

confi dence forsake the breast ; every day brings

its /cask, and often without bringing abilities to

P/rform it ; difficulties embarrass, uncertainty
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perplexes, opposition retards, censure exasper

ates, or neglect depresses. We proceed because

we have begun ;
we complete our design that the

labour already spent may not be vain ; but, as

expectation gradually dies away, the gay smile

of alacrity disappears, we are compelled to im

plore severer powers, and trust the event to pa
tience and constancy.

When once our labour has begun, the comfort

that enables us to endure it is the prospect of its

end ; for though in every long work there arc

some joyous intervals of self-applause, when the

attention is recreated by unexpected facility, and

the imagination soothed by incidental excellences ;

yet the toil with which performances struggles

after idea is so irksome and disgusting, and so

frequent is the necessity of resting below that

perfection which we imagined within our reach,

that seldom any man obtains more from his en

deavours than a painful conviction of his de

fects, and a continual resuscitation of desires

which he feels himself unable to gratify.

So certainly is weariness the concomitant of

our undertakings, that every man, in whatever

he is engaged, consoles himself with the hope of

change ;
if he has made his way by assiduity to

public employment, he talks among his friends

of the delight of retreat ; if, by the necessity of

solitary application, he is secluded from the

world, he listens with a beating heart to distant

noises, longs to mingle with living beings, and
resolves to take hereafter his fill of diversions,
or display his abilities on the universal theatre,

and enjoy the pleasure of distinction and ap

plause.

Every desire, however innocent, grows dan

gerous, as by long indulgence it becomes ascend

ant in the mind. When we have been much
accustomed to consider any thing as capable of

giving happiness, it is not easy to restrain our

ardour, or to forbear some precipitation in our

advances, and irregularity in our pursuits. He
that has cultivated the tree, watched" the swell

ing bud and opening blossom, and pleased him
self with computing how much every sun and
shower add to its growth, scarcely stays till the

fruit has obtained its maturity, but defeats his

own cares by eagerness to reward them. When
v/e have diligently laboured for any purpose, we
are willing to believe that we have attained it,

and because we have already done much, too

suddenly conclude that no more is to be done.

All attraction is increased by the approach of
the attracting body. We never find ourselves

so desirous to finish, as in the latter part of our

ivork, or so impatient of delay, as when we
xnow that delay cannot be long. This unseason
able importunity of discontent may be partly

imputed to languor and weariness, which must
always oppress those more whose toil has been

longer continued ; but the greater part usually
proceeds from frequent contemplation of that

ease which is now considered as within reach

and which, when it has once flattered our hopes,

we cannot suffer to be withheld.

In some of the noblest compositions of wit,

the conclusion falls below the vigour and spirit

of the first books
;
and as a genius is not to be

degraded by the imputation of human failings,

the cause of this declension is commonly sought
in the structure of the woi-k, and plausible rea

sons are given why in the defective part less or

nament was necessary, or less could be admit,

ted. But, perhaps, the author would have con

fessed, that his fancy was tired, and his perse

verance broken ; that he knew his design to be

unfinished, but that, when he saw the end so

near, he could no longer refuse to be at rest.

Against the instillations of this frigid opiate,

the heart should be secured by all the consider

ations which once concurred to kindle the ardour

of enterprise. Whatever motive first incited

action, has still greater force to stimulate per

severance; since he that might have lain still at

first in blameless obscurity, cannot afterwards

desist but with infamy and reproach. He whom
a doubtful promise of distant good could en

courage to set difficulties at defiance, ought not

to remit his vigour when he has almost obtained

his recompense. To faint or loiter, when only
the last efforts are required, is to steer the ship

through tempests, and abandon it to the winda

in sight of land
;

it is to break the ground and

scatter the seed, and at last to neglect the har-

vest.

The masters of rhetoric direct, that the most
forcible arguments be produced in the latter part,

of an oration, lest they should be effaced or per

plexed by supervenient images. This precept

may be justly extended to the series of life : no

thing is ended with honour, which does not

conclude better than it began. It is not suffi

cient to maintain the first vigour ; for excellence

loses its effect upon the mind by custom, as light

after a time ceases to dazzle. Admiration must
be continued by that novelty which first pro
duced it, and how much soever is given, there

must always be reason to imagine that more re

mains.

We not only are most sensible ofthe last impres
sions

; but such is the unwillingness of mankind
to admit transcendant merit, that though it be

difficult to obliterate the reproach of miscarriages

by any subsequent achievement, however illus

trious, yet the reputation raised by a long train

of success may be finally ruined by a single fail

ure ; for weakness or error will be always re

membered by that malice and envy which it

gratifies.

For the prevention of that disgrace, which

lassitude and negligence may bring at last upon
the greatest performances, it is necessary to pro

portion carefully our labour to our strength.

If the design tomprises many parts, equally
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essential, and therefore not to be separated, the

Dnly time for caution is before we engage ;
the

powers of the mind must be then impartially

estimated, and it must be remembered, that not

to complete the plan is not to have begun it
;

and that nothing is done, while any thing is

omitted.

But if the task consists in the repetition of

single acts, no one of which derives its efficacy

from the rest, it may be attempted with less

scruple, because there is always opportunity to

retreat with honour. The danger is only, lest

we expect from the world the indulgence with

which most are disposed to treat themselves
;

and in the hour of listlessness imagine, that

the diligence of one day will atone for the idle

ness of another, and that applause begun by ap

probation will be continued by habit.

He that is himself weary will soon weary the

public. Let him therefore lay down his em

ployment, whatever it be, who can no longer

exert his former activity or attention
;

let him

not endeavour to struggle with censure, or ob

stinately infest the stage till a general hiss com
mands him to depart.
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Begone, ye blockheads, Heraclitus cries,

And leave my labours to the learu'd and wise ;

By wit, by knowledge, studious to be read,
I scorn the multitude, alive and dead.

TIME, which puts an end to all human pleas
ures and sorrows, has likewise concluded the

labours of the Rambler. Having supported, for

two years, the anxious employment of a periodi
cal writer, and multiplied my essays to upwards
of two hundred, I have now determined to desist.

The reasons of this resolution it is of little im

portance to declare, since justification is unne

cessary when no objection is made. I am far

from supposing that the cessation of my per
formances will raise any inquiry, for I have
never been much a favourite of the public, nor
can boast that, in the progress of my under

taking, I have been animated by the rewards of
the liberal, the caresses of the great, or the

praises of the eminent.

But 1 have no design to gratify pride by sub

mission, or malice by lamentation; nor think
it reasonable to complain of neglect from those

whose regard I never solicited. If I have not
been distinguished by the distributors of literary

honours, 1 have seldom descended to the arts by
which favour is obtained. I have seen the meteors

of fashion rise and fall, without any attempt to

add a moment to their duration. I have never

complied with temporary curiosity, nor enabled

my readers to discuss the topic of the day; I

have rarely exemplified my assertions by living

characters : in my papers, no man could look

for censures of his enemies, or pi'aises of him

self; and they only were expected to peruse

them, whose passions left them leisure for ab

stracted truth, and whom virtue could please by
its naked dignity.

To some however, I am indebted for encour

agement, and to others for assistance. The
number of my friends was never great, but they
have been such as would not suffer me to think

that I was writing in vain, and I did not feel

much dejection from the want of popularity.

My obligations having not been frequent, my
acknowledgments may be soon despatched. I

can restore to all my correspondents their pro

ductions, with little diminution of the bulk of

my volumes, though not without the loss of

some pieces to which particular honours have

been paid.

The parts from which I claim no other praise

than that of having given them an opportunity
of appearing, are the four billets in the tenth

paper, the second letter in the fifteenth, the

thirtieth, the forty-fourth, the ninty-seventh,
and the hundreth papers, and the second letter

in the hundred-and-seventh.

Having thus deprived myself of many excuses

which candour might have admitted for the

inequality of my compositions, being no longer
able to alledge the necessity of gratifying corres

pondents, the importunity with which publica
tion was solicited, or obstinacy with which cor

rection was rejected, I must remain accounta

ble for all my faults, and submit, without sub

terfuge, to the censures of criticism, which,
however, I shall not endeavour to soften by a

formal deprecation, or to overbear by the influ

ence of a patron. The supplications of an
author never yet reprieved him a moment from
oblivion

; and, though greatness has sometimes
sheltered guilt, it can afford no protection to

ignorance or dulness. Having hitherto attempt
ed only the propagation of truth, I will not at

last violate it by the confession of terrors which
I do not feel; having laboured to maintain the

dignity of virtue, I will not now degrade it by
the meanness of dedication.

The seeming vanity with which I have some
times spoken of myself, would perhaps require
an apology, were it not extenuated by the exam

ple of those who have published essays before

me, and by the privilege which every nameless

writer has been hitherto allowed. " A mask,"
says Castiglione,

" confers a. right of acting and

speaking with less restraint, even when the

wearer happens to be known." He that is dis

covered without his ovvn consent may claim
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some indulgence, and cannot be rigorously called

to justify those sallies or frolics which his dis

guise must prove him desirous to conceal.

But I have been cautious lest this offence

should be frequently or grossly committed
; for,

as one of the philosophers directs us to live with

a friend, as with one that is some time to become

an enemy, I have always thought it the duty of

an anonymous author to write, as if he expected

%o be hereafter known.

I am willing to flatter myselfwith hopes, that,

by collecting these papers, I am not preparing,

for my future life, either shame or repentance.

That all are happily imagined, or accurately

polished, that the same sentiments have not

sometimes recurred, or the same expressions

been too frequently repeated, I have not confi

dence in my abilities sufficient to warrant. He
that condemns himself to compose on a stated

day, will often bring to his task an attention

dissipated, a memory embarrassed, an imagina
tion overwhelmed, a mind distracted with anxie

ties, a body languishing with disease : he will

labour on a barren topic, till it is too late to

change it ; or, in the ardour of invention, dif

fuse his thoughts into wild exuberance, which

the pressing hour of publication cannot suffer

judgment to examine or reduce.

Whatever shall be the- final sentence of man
kind, I have at least endeavoured to deserve their

kindness. I have laboured to refine our language
to grammatical purity, and to clear it from col

loquial barbarisms, licentious idioms, and irre

gular combinations. Something, perhaps, I have

added to the elegance of its construction, and

something to the harmony of its cadence. When
common words were less pleasing to the ear, or

less distinct in their signification, I have familiar

ised the terms of philosophy, by applying them
to popular ideas, but have rarely admitted any
word not authorised by former writers ; for I

believe that whoever knows the English tongue
In its present extent, will be able to express his

thoughts without further help from other

nations.

As it lias been my principal design to inculcate

wisdom or piety, I have allotted few papers to

{
the idle sports of imagination. Some, perhaps

1

may be found, of which the highest excellence is

j

harmless merriment ; but scarcely any man is

So steadily serious as not to complain, that the

severity of dictatorial instruction has been too

seldom relieved, and that he is driven by the

sternness of the Rambler's philosophy to more
cheerful and airy companions.
Next to the excursions of fancy are the disqui

sitions of criticism, which, in my opinion, is only
to be ranked among the subordinate and instru

mental arts. Arbitrary decision and general
exclamation I have carefully avoided, by assert

ing nothing without a reason, and establishing
all my principles ofjudgment on unalterable and
evident truth.

In the pictures of life I ha\re 'never been so

studious of novelty or surprise, as to depart

wholly from all resemblance
; a fault which

writers deservedly celebrated frequently commit,
that they may raise, as the occasion requires,

either mirth or abhorrence. Some enlargement

may be allowed to declamation, and some exag
geration to burlesque ;

but as they deviate fur

ther from reality, they become less useful, be

cause their lessons will fail of application. The
mind of the reader is carried away from the

contemplation of his own manners
;
he finds in

himself no likeness to the phantom before him
j

and, though he laughs or rages, is not reformed.

The essays professedly serious, if I have been

able to execute my own intentions, will be found

exactly conformable to the precepts of Christi

anity, without any accommodation to the licen

tiousness and levity of the present age. 1 there

fore look back on this part of my work with

pleasure, which no blame or praise of man can

diminish or augment. I shall never envy the

honours which wit and learning obtain in any
other cause, if I can be numbered among the

writers who have given ardour to virtue, and

confidence to truth.

AUTWV ix /Mnxa^eav avTCtfyos li'/i .u.6ifir,*

Celestial powers ; tnat piety regard,

From you my labours wait their last reward
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HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL

PREFACE.

THIS work was written by Dr. Johnson for

" The Universal Chronicle, or Weekly Gazette,"

projected in the year 1751, hy Mr. J. Newherry,

Bookseller. The preface to the Rambler con

tains an outline of the Life of the celebrated au

thor of these papers; we shall therefore here

only present our readers with a few observations

on the style, &c. of Dr. Johnson, which he will

not find so copiously described as we could wish

in our preliminary observations on the Rambler.

The Doctor is said to have been allowed a

chare in the profits of this newspaper, for which

he was to furnish a short essay on such subjects

as might suit the taste of the times, and distin

guish this publication from its contemporaries.

The first Essay appeared on Saturday, April

15th, 1758, and continued to be published on the

same day, weekly, until April 5th, 1760, when

the Idler was concluded.

The Rambler may be considered as Johnson's

great work. It was the basis of that high re

putation which went on increasing to the end

of his days. The circulation of those periodical

essays was not, at first, equal to their merit.

They had not, like the Spectators, the art of

charming by variety ;
and indeed how could it

be expected ? The wits of Queen Anne's reign

gent their contributor- to the Spectator; and

Johnson stood alone. A stage-coach, says Sir

Richard Steele, must go forward on stated days,

whether there are passengers or not. So it was

with the Rambler, every Tuesday and Satur

day, for two years. In this collection Johnson

is the great moral teacher of his countrymen ;

his essays form a body of ethics ; the observa

tions on life and manners are acute and instruc

tive ; and the papers, professedly critical, serve

to promote the cause of literature. It must,

however, be acknowledged, that a settled gloom

hangs over the author's mind ; and all the essays,

except eight or ten, coming from the same foun

tain head, no wonder that they have the raciness

of the soil from which they sprung. Of this

uniformity Johnson was sensible. He used to

say, that if he had joined a friend or two, who

would have been able to intermix papers of a

sprightly turn, the collection would have been

more miscellaneous, and, by consequence, more

agreeable to the generality of readers.

It is remarkable, that the pomp of diction,

which has been objected to Johnson, was first

assumed in the Rambler. His Dictionary was

going on at the same time, and, in the course of

that work, as he grew familiar with technical

and scholastic words, he thought the bulk of his

readers were equally learned; or at least would

admire the splendour and dignity of the style.

And yat it is well known, that he praised in

C owley the ease and unaffected structure of tne

sentences. Cowley may be placed at the
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style. Dryden, Tillotson, and Sir William man classics ; and when he cultivated his na

tive language, no wonder that he formed thatTemple, followed. Addison, Swift, and Pope,

with more correctness, carried our language

-well nigh to perfection. Of Addison, Johnson

was used to say,
" He is the Raphael of Essay

Writers." How he differed so widely from such

elegant models is a problem not to be solved,

unless it be true that he took an early tincture

from the writers of the last century, particular

ly Sjr Thomas Browne. Hence the peculiari

ties of his style, new combinations, sentences of

an unusual structure, and words derived from

the learned languages. His own account of the

matter is,
" When common words were less

pleasing to the ear, or less distinct in their sig

nification, I familiarized the terms of philoso

phy, by applying them to popular ideas.
" Bat

he forgot the observation of Dryden :
" If too

many foreign words are poured in upon us, it

looks as if they were designed, not to assist the

natives, but to conquer them." There is, it

must be admitted, a swell of language, often out

of all proportion to the sentiment ; but there is,

in general, a fulness of mind, and the thought

seems to expand with the sound of the words.

Determined to discard colloquial barbarisms

and licentious idioms, he forgot the elegant

simplicity that distinguishes the writings of

Addison. He had what Locke calls a round

about view of his subject ; and, though he was

never tainted, like many modern wits, with

the ambition of shining in paradox, he maybe

fairly called an Original Thinker. His read

ing was extensive. He treasured in his mind

whatever was worthy of notice, but he added

to it from his own meditation. He collected,

JIUE reconderet, auctaque promeret. Addison

was not so profound a thinker. He was born

to write, converse, and live with ease ;
and he

found an early patron in Lord Somers. He

depended, however, more upon a fine taste than

fbe vigour of his mind. His Latin poetry

that he relished, with a just selection,

graceful style, which has been so justly admir.

ed ; simple, yet elegant ; adorned, yet never

over-wrought ; rich in allusion, yet pure and

perspicuous ; correct without labour, and, though

sometimes deficient in strength, yet always mu

sical. His essays in general, are on the surface

of life ; if ever original, it was in pieces of hu

mour. Sir Roger de Coverly, and the Tory

Fox-hunter, need not to be mentioned. John

son had a fund of humour, but he did not know

it, nor was he willing to descend to the familiar

idiom and the variety of diction which that

mode of composition required. The letter, in

the Rambler, No. 12, from a young girl that

wants a place, will illustrate this observation.

Addison possessed an unclouded imagination,

alive to the first objects of nature and of art.

He reaches the sublime without any apparent

effort. When he tells us,
" If we consider the

fixed stars as so many oceans of flame, that are

each of them attended with a different set of

planets ; if we still discover new firmaments

and new lights that are sunk further in those

unfathomable depths of aether, we are lost in a

labyrinth of suns and worlds, and confo unded

\v!th the magnificence and immensity of na

ture ;" the ease, with which this passage rises

to unaffected grandeur, is the secret charm that

captivates the reader. Johnson is always lofty ;

he seems, to use Dryden's phrase, to be o'er in

formed with meaning, and his words do not ap

pear to himself adequate to his conception. He

moves in state, and his periods are always har

monious. His Oriental Tales are in the true style

of eastern magnificence, and yet none of them

are so much admired as the Visions of Mirza-

In matters of criticism, Johnson is never the

echo of preceding writers. He thinks and de

cides for himself. If vr-? except the Essays on

the pleasures of imagination, Addison cannot

be called a philosophical critic. His moral
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Essays are beautiful; but in that province no

thing can exceed the Rambler, though Johnson

used to say, that the Essay on " The Burthens of

Mankind" (in the Spectator, No. 558) was the

most exquisite he had ever read. Talking of

himself, Johnson said,
" Topham Beauclark has

wit, and every thing comes from him with ease ;

with the assumed character, is written with

abated vigour, in a style of ease and unlaboured

elegance. It is the Odyssey after the Iliad.

Intense thinking would not become the Idler.

The first number presents a well drawn por.

trait of an Idler, and from that character n<

deviation could be made. Accordingly, John-

6ut when I say a good thing, I seem to labour."
|

son forgets his austere manner, and plays us

When we compare him with Addison, the con-
j

into sense. He still continues his lectures on

trast is still stronger. Addison lends grace and
|

human life, but he adverts to common occur-

ornament to truth; Johnson gives it force and
J
fences, and is often content with the topic of

energy. Addison makes virtue amiable ; John-
j

the day. An advertisement in the beginning of

son represents it as an awful duty. Addison in-
j

the first volume informs us, that twelve entire

sinuates himself with an air of modesty ; John-
j
Essays were a contribution from different

son commands like a dictator ; but a dictator in
j

hands. One of these, No. 33, is the journal oi

his splendid robes, not labouring at the plough.
|

a Senior fellow at Cambridge, but, as Johnson,

Addison is the Jupiter of Virgil, with placid being himself an original thinker, always re

volted from servile imitation, he has printed

the piece, with an apology, importing that the

journal of a citizen in the Spectator almost

serenity talking to Venus :

"
Vultu, quo ccelum tempestatesque serenat.'

Johnson is Jupiter Tonans
; he darts his

lightning, and rolls his thunder, in the cause

of virtue and piety. The language seems to

fall short of his ideas ; he pours along, familiar

ising the terms of philosophy, with bold inver

sions, and sonorous periods ; but we may apply

to him what Pope has said of Homer : "It is

the sentiment that swells and fills out the diction,

which rises with it, and forms itself about it
;

like glass in the furnace, which grows to a greater

magnitude, as the breath within is more power

ful, and the heat more intense."

It is not the design of this comparison to de

cide between those two eminent writers. In

matters of taste every reader will choose for him

self. Johnson is always profound, and of course

gives the fatigue of thinking. Addison charms

while he instructs ; and writing, as he always

does, a pure, an elegant, and idiomatic style, he

may be pronounced the safest model for imita

tioiu

The Essays written by Johnson in the Ad

venturer may be; called a continuation of the

Rambler. The Idler, in order to be consistent

precluded the attempt of any subsequent writer.

This account of the Idler may be closed, after

observing, that the author's mother being

buried on the 23d of January 1759, there is an

admirable paper, occasioned by that event, on

Saturday the 27th of the same month, No. 41.

The reader, if he pleases, may compare it with

another fine paper in the Rambler, No. 54, on

the conviction that rushes on the mind at the

bed of a dying friend.

The Idlers, during the time of their publi

cation, were frequently copied into contem.

porary works without any acknowledgment

The author who was also a proprietor of the

Universal Chronicle, in which they appeared,

hurled his vengeance on the pirates in the fol

lowing
" Hue and Cry," which, as coming from

Dr. Johnson's pen, may justly be deemed a

literary curiosity.

" London, Jan. 5, 1759. Advertisement.

The proprietors of the paper, entitled " The

Idler," having found that those essays are in

serted in the newspapers and magazines with

so little regard to justice or decency, that the
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is not always mentioned, think it necessary to Thomas Warton. Thomas Warton was thf

declare to the publishers of those collections,
[
younger brother of Dr. Joseph Warton, and

that however patiently they have hitherto en-
|

was born at Basingstoke in 1728. He very

dured these injuries, made yet more injurious early manifested a teate for verse; and there i

by contempt, they have now determined to en- extant a well-turned translation of an epigram

dure them no longer. They have already seen of Martial composed by him in his ninth year.

essays, for which a very large price is paid,

transferred with the most shameless rapacity

into the weekly or monthly compilations, and

their right, at least for the present, alienated

from them, before they could themselves be

said to enjoy it. But t^iey would not willingly

be thought to want tenderness even for men by

whom no tenderness hath been shown. The

past is without remedy, and shall be with

out resentment. But those who have been

thus busy with their sickles in the fields of

their neighbours, are henceforward to take

notice, that the time of impunity is at an end.

Whoever shall without ourleave, lay the hand

of rapine upon our papers, is to expect that we

shall vindicate our due, by the means which

justice prescribes, and which are warranted by

the immemorial prescriptions of honourable

trade. We shall lay hold, in our turn, on their

copies, degrade them from the pomp of wide

margin and diffuse typography, contract them

into a narrow space, and sell them at an hum

ble price ; yet not with a view of growing rich

by confiscations, for we think not much better

He was educated under his father, who kept a

school at Basingstoke, till he was admitted in

1743 a commoner of Trinity College, Oxford.

Here he exercised his poetical talent to so much

advantage, that on the appearance of Mason's

Elegy of "
Isis," which severely reflected on

the disloyalty of Oxford at that period, he was

encouraged by Dr. Huddesford, president of

his college, to vindicate the cause of the univer

sity. This task he performed with great ap

plause by writing, in his 21st year,
'* The

Triumph of Isis ;" a piece of much spirit and

fancy, in which he retaliated upon the bard of

Cam by satirising the courtly venality then

supposed to distinguish the loyal university, and

sung in no common strains the past and present

glories of Oxford. This on his part was fair

warfare, though as a peace-offering he after

wards excluded the poem from his volume of

collected pieces. His "
Progress of Discontent,"

published in 1750 in a miscellany entitled " The

Student," exhibited to great advantage his

power in the familiar style, and his talent for

humour, with a knowledge of life extraordinary

of money got by punishment than by crimes : at his early age, especially if composed, as is

we shall therefore, when our losses are repaid,

give what profit shall remain to the Magdelens :

for we know not who can be more properly

taxed for the support of penitent prostitutes

than prostitutes in whom there yet appears

neither penitence nor shame."

The effect of this singular manifesto is not

now known; but if " essays for which a large

price has been paid
"

be not words of course,

they may prove that the author received an im

mediate remuneration for his labour, indepen

dent of his share in the general profits.

said, for a college-exercise in 174G. In 1750 he

took the degree of M. A., and in the following

year became a Fellow of his college. He ap

pears now to have unalterably devoted him*

self to the pursuit of poetry and elegant litera

ture in a university-residence. His spirited

satire, entitled " Newmarket," and pointed

against the ruinous passion for the turf; hij

"Ode for Music;" and "Verses on the Death of

the Prince of Wales ;" were written about this

time ; and in 1753 he was the editor of a small

collection of poems, which, under the title of
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< The Union," was printed at Edinburgh, and

contained several of his own pieces. In 1754 he

made himself known as a critic and a diligent

student of poetical antiquities, by his observa

tions on Spenser's Fairy Queen, in one volume,

afterwards enlarged to two volumes; a work

well received by the public, and which made a

considerable addition to his literary reputation.

These various proofs of his abilities caused him

very properly to be elected in 1757 professor of

poetry to the university, an office which he

held for the usual period of ten years, and ren

dered respectable by the erudition and taste dis

played in his lectures. Dr. Johnson was at

this time publishing his "
Idler," and Warton,

who had long been intimately acquainted with !

kim, contributed the three papers we have !

mentioned to that work. He gave a specimen
;

of his classical proficiency in 1758 by the publi-

eatfon "
Inscriptionum Romanarum Metricar-

um Delectus," a collection of select Latin epi

grams and inscriptions, to which were annexed

a few modern ones, on the antique model, five

of them by himself. He drew up in 1760, for

the Biographica Britannica, the life of Sir

Thomas Pope, which he published separately,

much enlarged, in 1772 and 1780. Another

contribution to literary biography was his

" Life and literary Remains of Dr. Ba-

thurst," published in 1761. A piece of local

humour, which was read at the time with great

avidity, dropped from his pen in 1760, with the

title,
" A Companion to the Guide, and a

Guide to the Companion ; being a complete

Supplement to all the Accounts of Oxford hith

erto published." The lapse of time, and the

new reign, had now entirely restored to Oxford

its ancient virtue of loyalty ; and Warton, who

had lamented the death of George II. in a copy

Df verses addressed to Mr. Pitt, continued the

courtly strain, though with due dignity, in

lines on the marriage of George III. and on the

iirth of the Prince of Wales, printed in the

university collection. Still ranking equally

*vith the wits and with the poets of Isis, he

edited in 1764 the " Oxford Sausage," of several

pieces in which lively miscellany he was ttw

writer. In 1766 he again appeared as a classical

editor by superintending the Anthology of

Cephalus, printed at the Clarendon-press, to

which he prefixed a learned and ingenious pre

face. He took the degree of B. D. in 1761,

and in 1771 was instituted to the small living

of Kiddington in Oxfordshire, on the presenta

tion of the Earl of Litchfield, then chancellor

of the university. An edition of Theocritus in

2 vols. 4to. which was published in 1770, gave

him celebrity not only at home, but among the

scholars of the continent.

A History of English Poetry is said to have

been meditated by Pope, who was but indiffer

ently qualified by learning, whatever he might

have been by taste, for such an undertaking.

Gray, who possessed every requisite for the

work, except industry, entertained a distant

idea of engaging in it, with the assistance of

Mason ; but he shrunk from the magnitude of

the task, and readily relinquished his project,

when he heard that a similar design was adop

ted by Warton. At what period he first occu

pied himself in this extensive plan of writing

and research, we are not informed ; but in 1774

he had proceeded so far as to publish the first

volume in quarto ;
and he pursued an object,

now apparently become the great mark of his

studies, with so much assiduity, that he brought

out a second volume in 1778, and a third in

1781. He now relaxed in his labours, and never

executed more than a few sheets of a fourth vo

lume. The work had grown upon his hands,

and had greatly exceeded his first estimate ; so

that the completion of the design, which was to

have terminated only with the commencement

of the eighteenth century, was still very remote,

supposing a due proportion to have bean pre

served throughout. Warton's "
History of

English Poetry" is regarded as his opus mag

num ; and is indeed an ample monument of his

reading, as well as of his taste and critical judg

ment. The majority of its readers, however,

will probably be of opinion that he has dwelt

1 too minutely upon those early periods in which
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poetry can scarcely be said to have existed in

this country, and has been too profuse of tran

scripts from pieces destitute of all merit but

their age. Considered, however, as literary an-

tiquarianism, the work is very interesting ; and

though inaccuracies have been detected, it can-

Dot be denied to abound with curious informa

tion. His brother gave some expectation of

tarrying on the history to the completion of the

fourth volume, but seems to have done little or

nothing towards fulfilling it. As a proof that

Warton began to be weary of his task, it ap

pears that about 1781 he had turned his thoughts

to another laborious undertaking, which was a

county-history of Oxfordshire ; and in 1782 he

published as a specimen a topographical account

of his parish of Kiddington. In the same year

he entered into the celebrated Chattertonian

controversy, and published An Inquiry into the

Authenticity of the Poems ascribed to Rowley,

which he decidedly pronounced to be the fabri

cation of their pretended editor. His income

was augmented in this year by presentation to

a donative in Somersetshire ;
and as he was free

both from ambition and avarice he seems to have

looked no farther for ecclesiastical promotion.

In 1785 the place of Camden-professor of his

tory at Oxford, vacant by the resignation of the

present Sir W. Scott, was conferred upon him.

He attended to his duties so far as to deliver a

learned and ingenious inaugural lecture, but that

was the limit of his professional exertions. An

other office at this time demanded new efforts.

At his Majesty's express desire the post of Poet-

laureat, vacated by the death of Whitehead, was

offered to him ; and, in accepting it, he laudably

resolved to use his best endeavours for rendering

it respectable. He varied the monotony of an

niversary court compliment by retrospective

views of the splendid period of English history

and the glories of chivalry, and by other topics

adapted to poetical description, though little con

nected with the proper theme of the day; and

though his lyric strains underwent some ridicule

on that account, they in general enhanced the

eluding publication was an edition of the juve

nile poems of Milton, in which it was his pur

pose to explain his allusions, point out his imi

tations, illustrate his beauties, and elucidate his

obsolete diction and peculiar phraseology. This

was a task of no great effort to one qualified like

Warton; and engaging in it, rather than in the

completion of his elaborate plans, seems to prove

that the indolence of advancing years and a col

legiate life was gaining upon him. Of this

work the first edition appeared in 1785, and the

second in 1791, a short time before his death.

He had intended to include in his plan a similai

edition of the Paradise Regained, and the Sam

son Agonistes, of the great author, of whom,

notwithstanding religious and political differ

ences, he was a warm admirer ; and he left

notes on both these pieces. But his constitution

now began to give way, though the period of

old age was yet distant. In his 62nd year an

attack of the gout shattered his frame, and was

succeeded, in May 1790, by a paralytic seizure,

which carried him off at his lodgings in Oxford.

His remains were interred, with every academ

ical honour, in the chapel of Trinity College.

The character of Thomas Warton was

marked by some of those peculiarities which

commonly fix upon a man the appellation of an

humorist; and a variety of stories current

among the collegians show that he was more

intent upon gratifying his o\yn habitual tastes,

than regardful of the usual modes and decorums

of society. But he was substantially good-

humoured, friendly, and placid ;
and if his dis

like of form and restraint sometimes made him

prefer the company of inferiors to that of equals,

the choice was probably in some measure con

nected with that love of nature, and spirit of

independence, which may be discerned in his

writings. That he employed a large portion of

his time in the cultivation of his mind by curi

ous and elegant literature, his various produc

tions abundantly testify; yet he appears to

Lave wanted the resolution and steady industry

necessary for the completion of a great design j

Btcrary valuation of laureat odes. His con- 1
and some remarkable instances of inaccuracy or
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forgetfulness prove that his exertions were i by which he distinguished himself, after hi re-

rather desultory than regular. This disposition turn, was the portrait of Mr. Keppel. He did

was less injurious to him in his poetical capa- not, however, confine himself to portraits, but

lity than in any other, whence he will pro

bably live longest in fame as a poet. Scarcely

any one of that tribe has noted with finer ob

servation the minute circumstances in rural na

ture that afford pleasure in description, or has

derived from the regions of fiction more ani

mated and picturesque scenery. His pieces are

very various in subject, and none of them long.

He can only rank among the minor poets ; but

perhaps few volumes in that class will more

frequently be taken up for real amusement.

Several editions of his poems were called for in

his life-time, and since his death an edition of

his works has been given by Mr. Mant, in 2

vols. octavo, 1802, with a biographical account

of the author prefixed.

When Mr. Warton wrote his three papers in

the Idler, he lived in habits of intimacy and

correspondence with Dr. Johnson; he was

likewise a member of the Literary Club, and

made occasional journeys to London, to attend

thxit, and to enjoy the pleasures of Sir Joshua

Reynolds' company, of whom some notice is

now to be taken as writer of the Essays Nos.

76, 79, and 82, in this work.

Sir Joshua Reynolds was the son of a clergy

man at Plympton, in Devonshire, and born there

in 1723. Being intended for the church, he re

ceived a suitable education under his father, and

then removed to Oxford, where he took his de

grees in arts ;
but having a great taste for draw

ing, he resolved to make painting his profession,

and accordingly was placed under Hudson the

portrait painter. About 1749 he went to Italy,

in company with the honourable Mr. Keppel,

fiis early friend and patron. After studying the

works ot the most illustrious masters two years,

Mr. Reynolds returned to London, where he

found no encouragement given to any other

branch of the art than to portrait painting.

He was of course under the necessity of com

plying with the prevailing taste, and in that

vralk soon became unrivalled. The first picture

painted several historical pictures of high and

acknowledged merit. When the royal academy

was instituted he was appointed president,

which station he held with honour to himself

and advantage to the arts till 1791, and then

resigned it. He was also appointed principal

painter to the king, and knighted. His literary

merits, and other accomplishments, procured

him the friendship of the most distinguished

men of genius in his time, particularly

Johnson, Burke, Goldsmith, ana GarricK: and

Sir Joshua had the honour ot instituting the

literary club, of which they were members.

He was likewise a member of the royal society,

and of that of antiquaries ;
and was created

doctor of laws by the universities of Oxford

and Dublin. Sir Joshua's academical dis

courses display the soundest judgment, the

most refined taste, and a perfect acquaintance

with the works of different masters ; and are

written in a clear and elegant style. He died

in 1792, and lies buried in St. Paul's cathedral.

Having no children, he bequeathed the princi

pal part of his property to his niece, since mar

ried to the Earl of Inchiquin, now Marquis of

Thomond.

We shall conclude our sketch of the life of

this illustrious artist, by quoting his opinion of

Dr. Johnson, which is equally honourable to

himself and his friend. Speaking of his own

discourses, our great artist says,
" Whatever

merit they have must be imputed, in a great

measure, to the education which I may be said

to have had under Dr. Johnson. 1 do not

mean to say, though it certainly would be to the

credit of the.se discourses if 1 could say it with

truth, that he contributed even a single senti

ment to them; but he qualified my mind to

think justly. No man had, like him, the facul

ty of teaching inferior minds the art of think

ing. Perhaps other men might have equal

knowledge, but few were so communicative.

His great pleasure was to talk to those who
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looked up to him. It was here he exhibited his

wonderful powers. In mixed company, and

frequently in company that ought to have looked

up to him, many, thinking they had a charac

ter for learning to support, considered it as be

neath them to enlist in the train of his auditors ;

and to such persons he certainly did not appear

to advantage, being often impetuous and over

bearing. The desire of shining in conversation

was in him indeed a predominant passion; and

if it must be attributed to vanity, let it at the

same time be recollected, that it produced that

loquaciousness from
%
which his more intimate

friends derived considerable advantage. The

observations which he made on poetry, on life,

and on every thing about us, 1 applied to oui

art, with what success others must judge."

No. 67 was written by another intimate and

affectionate friend of Dr. Johnson's, Bennet

Langton, Esq. of Langton in Lincolnshire.

His acquaintaince with Dr. Johnson com.

menced soon after the conclusion of the Ram

bler, which Mr. Langton, then a youth, had

read with so much admiration that Mr. Bos-

well says he came to London chiefly with a

view of being introduced to its author. Mr.

Langton died December the 18th, 1801.
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No. I.] SATURDAY, APRIL 15, 1758.

Vacui sub umbra
Lustmus. HOR.

THOSE who attempt periodical essays seem to

be oftn stopped in the beginning by the difficul

ty of finding a proper title. Two writers, since

the time of the Spectator, have assumed his

name, without any pretensions to lawful inher

itance ;
an effort was once made to revive the

Tatter; and the strange appellations by which

other papers have been called, show that the

authors were distressed, like the natives of

America, who come to the Europeans to beg a

name.

It will be easily believed of the Idler, that if

his title had required any search, he never

would have found it. Every mode of life has

its conveniences. The Idler, who habituates

himself to he-satisfied with what he can most

easily obtain. ,jiQt. only escapes labours which

are_ often fruitless, hut sometimes succeeds

better than those who despise all that is within

their reach, and think every thing more valua

ble as it is harder to be acquired.

If similitude of manners be a motive to kind

ness, the Idler may flatter himself with univer

sal patronage. There is no single character

under which such numbers are comprised.

Every min is, or hopes to be, an Idler. Even
those who seem to differ most from us are hast

ening to increase or*

end of war, so to

pose of the busy. ^

There is, perha tr(

writer can better

It
;ha

fraternity ; as peace is the

idle is the ultimate pur-

no appellation by which a

iote his kindred to the hu
ts been found hard to deman species,

scribe man
b;^,

an JJequate definition. Some

philosophersnfave ailed him a reasonable ani

mal
; but o^erprs

have considered reason as a

quality of wh^h many creatures partake. He
has been termed, likewise, a laughing animal;
out It is said that some men have never laughed.

Perhaps man may be more properly distin

guished as an idle animal ; for there is no maa
who is not sometimes idle. It is at least a de

finition from which none that shall find it in

this paper can be excepted; for who can be

more idle than the reader of the Idler?

That the definition may be complete, idleness

must be not only the general, but the peculiar

characteristic of man ; and, perhaps, man is the f

only being that can properly be called idle, that
j

does by others what he might do himself, or/

sacrifices duty or pleasure to the love of ease. '

Scarcely any name can be imagined from

which less envy or competition is to be dreaded.

The Idler has no rivals or enemies. The man
of business forgets him ; the man of enterprise

despises him ; and though such as tread the

same track of life fall commonly into jealousy
and discord, Idlers are always found to associate

in peace ;
and he who is most famed for doing

nothing, is glad to meet another as idle as him
self.

What is to be expected from this paper,
whether it will be uniform or various, learned

or familiar, serious or gay, political or moral,
continued or interrupted, it is hoped that no

reader will inquire. That the Idler has some
)

scheme cannot be doubted ; for to form schemes

is the Idler's privilege. But though he has

many projects in his head, he is now grown ;

sparing of communication, having observed, that!

his hearers ,are apt to remember what he for-l

gets himself j that his tardiness of execution'

exposes him to the encroachments of those who
catch a hint and fall to work ; and that very

specious plans, after long contrivance and pom
pous displays, have subsided in weariness with

out a trial, and without miscarriage have beer

blasted by derision. ;

Something the Idler's character may be sup

posed to promise. Those that are curious after

diminutive history, who watch the revolutions

of families, and the rise and fall of character*
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r eithei male or female, will hope to be gratified

by this paper ; for the Idler is always inquisi

tive and seldom retentive. He that delights in

obloquy and satire, and wishes to see clouds

gathering over any reputation that dazzles him
with its brightness, wil snatch up the Idler's

essays with ajbeating heart. The Idler is natu

rally censorious; those who attempt nothing

themselves, think every thing easily performed,
and consider the unsuccessful always as crim

inal.

I think it necessary to give notice, that I

make no contract, nor incur any obligation. If

those who depend on the Idler for intelligence
and entertainment, should suffer the disappoint
ment which commonly follows ill-placed ex

pectations, they are to lay the blame only on
themselves.

Yet hope is not wholly to be cast away. The
Idler, though sluggish, is yet alive, and may
sometimes be stimulated to vigour and activity.
He may descend into profoundness, or tower
into sublimity ; for the diligence of an Idler is

rapid and impetuous, as ponderous bodies forced

into velocity move with violence proportionate
to their weight.
But these vehement exertions of intellect can

not be frequent, and he will therefore gladly
receive help from any correspondent, who shall

enable him to please without his own labour.

He excludes no style, he prohibits no subject ;

only let him that writes to the Idler remember,
that his letters must not be long : no words are

to be squandered in declaration of esteem, or
|

confessions of inability; conscious dulness has

little right to be prolix, and praise is not so

welcome to the Idler as quiet.

No. 2.] SATURDAY, APRIL 22, 1758.

Toto vix quater anno
Membranam. HOR.

MANY positions are often on the tongue, and
seldom in the mind

; there are many truths

which every human being acknowledges and

forgets. It is generally known, that he who
expects much will be often disappointed; yet

disappointment seldom cures us of expectation,
or has any other effect than that of producing
a moral sentence, or peevish exclamation. He
that embarks in the voyage of life, will always
wish to advance rather by the impulse of the

wind, than the strokes of the oar; and many
founder in the passage, while they lie waiting
for the gale that is to waft them to their wish.

It will naturally be suspected that the Idler

has lately suffered some disappointment, and
that he does not talk thus gravely for nothing.
No man is required to betray his own secrets. I

will, however, confess, that I have now been a

writer almost a week, and have not yet heard a

single word of praise, nor received one hint

from any correspondent.
Whence this negligence proceeds I am not

able to discover. Many of my predecessors
have thought themselves obliged to return their

acknowledgments in the second paper, for the

kind reception of the first, and in a short time

apologies have become necessary to those ingen
ious gentlemen and ladies whose performances,

though in the highest degree elegant and

learned, have been unavoidably delayed.
What then will be thought of me, who, har

ing experienced no kindness, have no thanks to

return; whom no gentleman or lady has yet
enabled to give any cause of discontent, ana
who have, therefore, no opportunity of showing
how skilfully I can pacify resentment, extenu

ate negligence, or palliate rejection?
I have long known that splendour of reputa

tion is not to be counted among the necessaries

of life, and therefore shall not much repine if

praise be withheld till it is better deserved.

But surely I may be allowed to complain that,

in a nation of authors, not one has thought me
worthy of notice after so fair an invitation.

At the time when the rage of writing had
seized the old and the young, when the cook

warbles her lyrics in the kitchen, and the

thrasher vociferates his heroics in the barn;
when our traders deal out knowledge in bulky
volumes, and our girls forsake their samplers to

teach kingdoms wisdom, it may seem very un

necessary to draw any more from their proper
occupations, by affording new opportunities ol

literary fame.

I should be, indeed, unwilling to find that,
for the sake of corresponding with the Idler, the
smith's iron had cooled on the anvil, or the

spinster's distaff stood unemployed. I solicit

only the contributions of those who have al

ready devoted themselves to literature, or, with
out any determinate intention, wander at large

though the expanse of life, and wear out the

day in hearing at one place what they utter at

another.

Of these, a great part are already writers.

One has a friend in the country upon whom he
exercises his powers ; whose passions he raises

and depresses; whose understanding he per

plexes with paradoxes, or lengthens by argu
ment ; whose admiratior he courts, whose

praises he enjoys ; and wh serves him instead

of a senate or a theatre
;

the young soldiers

in the Roman camp leai!j the use of their

weapons by fencing agains . post in the place
of an enemy. _

\

Another has his pocke, f
jJ 1. with essays

and epigrams, which he re&t]J om house tc

house, to select parties, and WijJ i his acquaint
ances are daily entreating him to withhold ru?

longer from the impatience of Uie public.
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If among these any one is persuaded that, by !

euch preludes of composition, he has qualified

himself to appeal' in the open world, and is yet

afraid of those censures which they who have

already written, and they who cannot write,

are equally ready to fulminate against public

pretenders to fame, he may, by transmitting
his performances to the Idler, make a cheap ex

periment of his abilities, and enjoy the pleasure
of success, without the hazard of miscarriage.

Many advantages not generally known arise

from this method of stealing on the public.

The standing author of the paper is always the

object of critical malignity. Whatever is mean
will be imputed to him, and whatever is excel-

_ent be ascribed to his assistants. It does not

much alter the event, that the author and his

correspondents are equally unknown ; for the

author, whoever he be, is an individual, of

whom every reader has some fixed idea, and

whom he is, therefore, unwilling to gratify

with applause ; but the praises given to his cor

respondents are scattered in the air, none can

tell on whom they will light, and therefore none

are unwilling to bestow them.

He that is known to contribute to a periodical

work, needs no other caution than not to tell

what particular pieces are his own
; such secrecy

is, indeed, very difficult
; but if it can be main

tained, it is scarcely to be imagined at how
small an expense he may grow considerable.

A person of quality, by a single paper, may
engross the honour of a volume. Fame is, in

deed, dealt with a hand less and less bounteous

through the subordinate ranks, till it descends

to the professed author, who will find it very
difficult to get more than he deserves

; but every
man who does not want it, or who needs not
value it, may have liberal allowances

; and, for

five letters in the year sent to the Idler, of
which perhaps only two are printed, will be

promoted to the first rank of writers by those
who are weary of the present race of wits,
and wish to sink them into obscurity before the
lustre of a name not yet known enough to be
detested.

No. 3.] SATURDAY, APRIL 29, 1758.

Otia vita

Solamur cantu. STAT.

IT has long been the complaint of those who
frequent the theatre, that all the dramatic art

has been long exhausted, and that the vicissi

tudes of fortune, and accidents of life, have been
shown in every possible combination, till the
first scene informs us of the last, and the play
no sooner opens, than every auditor knows how
it will conclude. When a conspiracy is formed
in a tragedy, we guess by whom it will be de

tected
; when a letter is dropt in a comedy, we

can tell by whom it will bfi found. Nothing is

now left for the poet but character and senti

ment, which are to make their way as they can,

without the soft anxiety of suspense, or the en

livening agitation of surprise.

A new paper lies under the same disadvan

tages as a new play. There is danger lest it be

new without novelty.

My earlier predecessors had their choice of

vices and follies, and selected such as were most

likely to raise merriment or attract attention
;

they had the whole field of life before them, un
trodden and unsurveyed; characters of everj
kind shot up in their way, and those of the most
luxuriant growth, or most conspicuous colours,

were naturally cropt by the first sickle. They
that follow are forced to peep into neglected cor

ners, to note the casual varieties of the same

species, and to recommend themselves by minute

industry, and distinctions too subtle for com
mon eyes.

Sometimes it may happen that the haste or

negligence of the first inquirers has left enough
behind to reward another search

; sometimes
new objects start up under the eye, and he that

is looking for one kind of matter, is amply
gratified by the discovery of another. But still

it must be allowed, that, as more is taken, lass

can remain
;
and every truth brought newly to

light impoverishes the mine from which suc

ceeding intellects are to dig their treasures.

Many philosophers imagine that the elements

themselves may be in time exhausted ; that the

sun, by shining long, will effuse all its light ;

and that, by the continual waste of aqueous par

ticles, the whole earth will at last become a

sandy desert.

I would not advise my readers to disturb

themselves by contriving how they shall live

without light and water. For the days of uni

versal thirst and perpetual darkness are at a

great distance. The ocean and the sun will

last our time, and we may leave posterity to

shift for themselves.

But if the stores of nature are limited, much
more narrow bounds must be set to the modes ol

life
;
and mankind may want a moral or amusing

paper, many years before they shall be deprived
of drink or day-light. This want, which to

the busy and inventive may seem easily remedi

able by some substitute or other, the whole race

of Idlers will feel with all the sensibility that

such torpid animals can suffer.

When I consider the innumerable multitude^

that, having no motive of desire, or determinar

tion of will, lie freezing in perpetual inactivity,

till some external impulse puts them in motion
;

who awake in the morning, vacant of thought,
with minds gaping for the intellectual food,

which some kind essayist has been accustomed

to supply, 1 am moved by the commiseration
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with which all human beings ought to behold

the distresses of each other, to try some expedi
ents for their relief, and to inquire by what
methods the listless may be actuated, and the

empty be replenished.

There are said to be pleasures in madness

known only to madmen. There are certainly
j

miseries in idleness which the Idler only can
j

conceive. These miseries I have often felt and

often bewailed. I know by experience how
welcome is every avocation that summons the

j

thoughts to a new image ; and how much Ian-
|

guor and lassitude are relieved by that officious-

ness which offers a momentary amusement to

him who is unable to find it for himself.

Jt is naturally indifferent to this race of men
what entertainment they receive, so they are

but entertained. They catch, with equal eager

ness, at a moral lecture, or the memoirs of a rob

ber; a prediction of the appearance of a comet,

or the calculation of the chances of a lottery.

They might therefore, easily be pleased if-
;

they consulted only their own minds ; but those

who will not take the trouble to think for

themselves, have always somebody that thinks

for them; and the difficulty of writing is to

please those from whom others learn to be

pleased.

Much mischief is done in the world with very
little interest or design. He that assumes the

character of a critic, and justifies his claim by

perpetual censure, imagines that he is hurting
none but the author, and him he considers as

a pestilent animal, whom every other being has

a right to persecute ;
little does he think how '

many harmlesss men he involves in his own

guilt, by teaching them to be noxious without

malignity, and to repeat objections which they !

do not understand ; or how many honest minds

he debars from pleasure, by exciting an artificial

fastidiousness, and making them too wise to

concur with their own sensations. He who is

taught by a critic to dislike that which pleased

him in his natural state, has the same reason

to complain of his instructor, as the madman
to rail at his doctor, who when he thought him
self master of Peru, physicked him to poverty.

If men will struggle against their own advan

tage they are not to expect that the Idler will

take much pains upon them ; he has himself to

please as well as them, and has long learned,

or endeavoured to learn, not to make the pleas

ure of others too necessary to his own.

No. 4.J SATURDAY, MAY. 6, 1758.

CH A.RITY, or tenderness for the poor, which is

UOTV justly considered, by a great part of man
kind, as inseparable from piety, and in which

almost all the goodness of the present age con

sists, is, I think, known only to those who
enjoy, either immediately or by transmission,
the light of revelation.

Those ancient nations who have given us the

wisest models of government, and the brightest

examples of patriotism, whose institutions have
been transcribed by all succeeding legislatures,
and whose history is studied by every candidate

for political or military reputation, have left

behind them no mention of alms-houses or hos

pitals, of places where age might repose, or sick

ness be relieved.

The Roman emperors, indeed, gave large
donatives to the citizens and soldiers, but these

distributions were always reckoned rather

popular than virtuous ; nothing more was in

tended than an ostentation of liberality, nor

was any recompense expected, but suffrages and
acclamations.

Their beneficence was merely occasional ; he

that ceased to need the favour of the people,
ceased likewise to court it; and therefore, no
man thought it either necessary or wise to make

any standing provision for the needy, to look

forwards to the wants of posterity, or to secure

successions of charity, for successions of dis

tress.

Compassion is, by some reasoners, on whom
the name of philosophers has been too easily

conferred, resolved into an affection merely self

ish, an involuntary perception of pain at the

involuntary sight of a being like ourselves lan

guishing in misery. But this sensation, if ever

it be felt at all from the brute instinct of unin-

structed nature, will only produce effects desul

tory and transient; it will never settle into a

principle of action, or extend relief to calamities

unseen, in generations not yet in being.

The devotion of life or fortune to the succour

of the poor, is a height of virtue to which hu

manity has never risen by its own power. The

charity of the Mahometans is a precept which

their teacher evidently transplanted from the

doctrines of Christianity ; and the care with

which some of the Oriental sects attend, as it is

said, to the necessities of the diseased and indi

gent, may be added to the other arguments
which prove Zoroaster to have borrowed his in

stitutions from the law of Moses.

The present age, though not likely to shine

hereafter among the most splendid periods of

history, has yet given examples of charity

which may be very properly recommended to

imitation. The equal distribution of wealth,

which long commerce-has produced, does not en

able any single hand to raise edifices of piety

like fortified cities, to appropriate manors to re

ligious uses, or deal out such large and lasting

beneficence as was scattered over the land in

ancient times, by those who possessed counties

or provinces. But no sooner is a new species ot
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misery brought to view, and a design of reliev

ing it professed, than every hand is open to con

tribute something, every tongue is busied in

solicitation, and every art of pleasure is em

ployed for a time in the interest of virtue.

The most apparent and pressing miseries in

cident to man, have now their peculiar houses

of reception and relief; and there are few

among us, raised however little above the dan

ger of poverty, who may not justly claim, what
is implored by the Mahometans in their most
ardent benedictions, the prayers of the poor.

Among those actions which the mind can

most securely review with unabated pleasure, is

that of having contributed to an hospital for the

sick. Of some kinds of charity the conse

quences are dubious; some evils which benefi

cence has been busy to remedy, are not certainly
known to be very grievous to the sufferer or

detrimental to the community ; but no man can

question whether wounds and sickness are not

really painful ; whether it be not worthy of a

good man's care to restore those to ease and use

fulness, from whose labour infants and women
expect their bread, and who, by a casual hurt, or

lingering disease, lie pining in want and

anguish, burthensome to others, and weary of

themselves.

Yet, as the hospitals of the present time sub

sist only by gifts bestowed at pleasure, without

any solid fund of support, there is danger lest

the blaze of charity, which now burns with so

much heat and splendour, should die away for

wanting of lasting fuel; lest fashion should

suddenly withdraw her smile, and inconstancy
transfer the public attention to something which

may appear more eligible, because it will be

new.

Whatever is left in the hands of chance must
be subject to vicissitude ; and when any estab

lishment is found to be useful, it ought to be

the next care to make it permanent.
But man is a transitory being, and his designs

must partake of the imperfections of their

author. To confer duration is not always in

our power. We must snatch the present mo
ment, and employ it well, without too much
solicitude for the future, and content ourselves

with reflecting that our part is performed. He
that waits for an opportunity to do much at

once, may breathe out his life in idle wishes,
and regret, in the last hour, his useless inten

tions, and barren zeal.

The most active promoters of the present
schemes of charity, cannot be cleared from some
instances of misconduct, which may awaken
contempt or censure, and hasten that neglect
which is likely to come too soon of itself. The
open competitions between different hospitals,
and the animosity with which their patrons
oppose one another, may prejudice weak minds

against them all. For ?c will not be easily

believed, that any man can, for good reasons

wish to exclude another from doing good. Th
spirit of charity can only be continued by a re*

conciliation of these ridiculous feuds; and,

therefore, instead of contentions who shall be

the only benefactors to the needy, let there be

no other struggle than who shall be the first.
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OUR military operations are at last begun ; our

troops are marching in all the pomp of war, and
a camp is marked out on the Isle of Wight ;

the

heart of every Englishman now swells with

confidence, though somewhat softened by gen
erous compassion for the consternation and dis

tresses of our enemies.

This formidable armament, and splendid

march, produce different effects upon different

minds, according to the boundless diversities of

temper, occupation, and habits of thought.

Many a tender maiden considers her lover as

already lost, because he cannot reach the camp
but by crossing the sea ; men of a more political

understanding are persuaded that we shall now
see, in a few days, the ambassadors of France

supplicating for pity. Some are hoping for a

bloody battle, because a bloody battle makes a

vendible narrative; some are composing songs
of victory ; some planning arches of triumph ;

and some are mixing fireworks for the celebra

tion of a peace.

Of all extensive and complicated objects dif

ferent parts are selected by different eyes ; and
minds are variously affected, as they vary their

attention. The care of the public is now fixed

upon our soldiers, who are leaving their native

country to wander, none can tell how long, in

the pathless deserts of the Isle of Wight. The
tender sigh for their sufferings, and the gay
drink to their success. I who look, or believe

myself to look, with more philosophic eyes on

human affairs, must confess, that I saw the

troops march with little emotion ; my thoughts
were fixed upon other scenes, and the tear stole

into my eyes, not for those who were going

away, but for those who were left behind.

We have no reason to doubt but our troops
will proceed with proper caution ; there are

men among them who can take care of them*
selves. But how shall the ladies endure with
out them ? By what arts can they, who have

long had no joy but from the civilities of a sol

dier, now amuse their hours, and solace their

separation ?

Of fifty thousand men, now destined to differ

ent stations, if we allow each to have been occa-

2 A
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sionally necessary only to four women, a short

computation will inform us, that two hundred

thousand ladies are left to languish in distress;

two hundred thousand ladies, who must run to

sales and auctions without an attendant ; sit at

the play without a critic to direct their opinion ;

buy their fans hy their own judgment ; dispose

shells hy their own invention ;
walk in the Mall

without a gallant ; go to the gardens without a

protector; and shuffle cards with vain impa
tience, for want of a fourth to complete the

party.

Of these ladies, some, I hope, have lap-dogs,

and some monkeys ; hut they are unsatisfactory

companions. Many useful offices are performed

by men of scarlet, to which neither dog nor

monkey has adequate abilities. A parrot, indeed,

is as fine as a colonel, and, if he has been much
used to good company, is not wholly without

conversation ; but a parrot, after all, is a poor
little creature, and has neither sword nor shoul

der-knot, can neither dance nor play at cards.

Since the soldiers must obey the call of their

duty, and go to that side of the kingdom which

faces France, I know not why the ladies, who
cannot live without them, should not follow

them. The prejudices and pride of man have

long presumed the sword and spindle made for

different hands, and denied the other sex to par
take the grandeur of military glory. This no

tion may be consistently enough received in

France, where the salique law excludes females

from the throne ;
but we, who allow them to

be sovereigns, may surely suppose them capable
to be soldiers.

It were to be wished that some men, whose

experience and authority might enforce regard,
would propose that our encampments for the

present year should comprise an equal number
of men and women, who should march and

fight in mingled bodies. If proper colonels

were once appointed, and the drums ordered to

beat for female volunteers, our regiments would
soon be filled without the reproach or cruelty of

an impress.
Of these heroines some might serve on foot,

under the denomination of the Female
Buff's,

and some on horseback, with the title of Lady
Hussars.

What objections can be made to this scheme I

have endeavoured maturely to consider, and
cannot find that a modern soldier has any duties

except that of obedience, which a lady cannot

perform. If the hair has lost its powder, a

lady has a puff; if a coat be spotted, a lady has

a brush. Strength is of less importance since

fire-arms have been used
; blows of the hand are

now seldom exchanged ; and what is there to

be done in the charge or the retreat beyond the

powers of a sprightly maiden ?

Our masculine squadrons will not suppose
themselves disgraced by their auxiliaries, till

they have done something which women could

not have done. The troops of Braddock never

saw their enemies, and perhaps were defeated by
women. If our American general had headed

an army of girls, he might still have built a fort

and taken it. Had Minorca been defended by
a female garrison, it might have been surren

dered, as it was, without a breach
; and I can

not but think, that seven thousand women
might have ventured to look at Rochfort, sack a

village, rob a vineyard, and return in safety.
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THE lady who had undertaken to ride on one
horse a thousand miles in a thousand hours, haa

completed her journey in little more than two
thirds of the time stipulated, and was conducted

through the last mile with triumphal honours.

Acclamation shouted before her, and all the

flowei-s of the spring were scattered in her

way.

Every heart ought to rejoice when true merit

is distinguished with public notice. I am far

from wishing either to the Amazon or her

horse any diminution of happiness or fame, and

cannot but lament that they were not more

amply and suitably rewarded.

There was once a time when wreaths of bays
or oak were considered as recompenses equal to

the most wearisome labours and terrific dan

gers, and when the miseries of long marches

and stormy seas were at once driven from the

remembrance by the fragrance of a garland.

If this heroine had been born in ancient

times, she might, perhaps, have been delighted

with the simplicity of ancient gratitude ; or, if

any thing was wanting to full satisfaction, she

might have supplied the deficiency with the

hope of deification, and anticipated the altars

that would be raised, and the vows that would

be made, by future candidates for equestrian

glory, to the patroness of the race, and the god
dess of the stable.

But fate reserved her for a more enlightened

age, which has discovered leaves and flowers to

be transitory things ; which considers profit as

the end of honour ;
and rates the event of every

undertaking only by the money that is gained

or lost. In these days, to strew the road with

daises and lilies is to mock merit, and delude

hope. The toyman will not give his jewels, nor

the mercer measure out his silks for vegetable

coin. A primrose, though picked up under the

feet of the most renowned courser, will neither

be received as a stake at cards, nor procure a

seat at an opera, nor buy candles for a rout, nor

lace for a livery. And though there are many
virtuosos, whose sole ambition is to possess

something which c.^n be found in no other
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hanJ, yet some are more accustomed to store

their cabinets by theft than purchase, and none

of them would either steal or huy one of the

flowers of gratulation till he knows that all the

rest are totally destroyed.

Little, therefore, did it avail this wonderful

lady to be received, however joyfully, with such

obsolete and barren ceremonies of praise. Had
the way been covered with guineas, though but

for the tenth part of the last mile, she would

have considered her skill and diligence as not

wholly lost ;
and might have rejoiced in the

speed and perseverance which had left her such

superfluity of time, that she could at leisure

gather her reward without the danger of Ata-

lanta's miscarriage.
So much ground could not, indeed, have heen

paved with gold but at a large expense, and we
are at present engaged in a war, which demands

and enforces frugality. But common rules are

made only for common life, and some deviation

from general policy may be allowed in favour of

a lady that rode a thousand miles in a thousand

hours.

Since the spirit of antiquity so much prevails

amongst us, that even on this great occasion we
have given flowers instead of money, let us at

least complete our imitation of the ancients, and

endeavour to transmit to posterity the memory
of that virtue which we consider as superior to

pecuniary recompense. Let an equestrian statue

of this heroine be erected, near the starting-post
on the heath of Newmarket, to fill kindred

souls with emulation, and tell the grand-daugh
ters of our grand-daughters what an English
maiden has once performed.
As events, however illustrious, are soon ob

scured if they are intrusted to tradition, I think

it necessary that the pedestal should be inscribed

with a concise account of this great performance.
The composition of this narrative ought not to

be committed rashly to improper hands. If

the rhetoricians of Newmarket, who may be

supposed likely to conceive in its full strength
the dignity of the subject, should undertake to

express it, there is danger lest they admit some

phrases which, though well understood at pre
sent, may be ambiguous in another century. If

posterity should read on a public monument,
that the lady carried her horse a thousand miles in

a thousand hours, they may think that the statue

and inscription are at variance, because one will

represent the horse as carrying his lady, and the

other tell that the lady carried her horse.

Some doubts likewise may be raised by specu-
iatists, and some controversies he agitated among
historians, concerning the motive as well as the

manner of the action. As it will be known that
this wonder was performed in a time of war,
noine will suppose that the lady was frightened

by invaders, and fled to preserve her life or her

chastity : others will conjecture that she was

thus honoured for some intelligence carried of

the enemy's designs : some will think that she

brought news of a victory : others that she was
commissioned to tell of a conspiracy : and some

will congratulate themselves on their acuter

penetration, and find, that all theee notions of

patriotism and public spirit are improbable and

chimerical
; they will confidently tell, that she

only ran away from her guardians, and the true

causes of her speed were, fear and love.

Let it therefore be carefully mentioned, that

by this performance she won her wager; and, lest

this should, by any change of manners, seem
an inadequate or incredible incitement, let it be

added, that at this time the original motives

of human actions had lost their influence ; that

the love of praise was extinct
; the fear of in

famy was become ridiculous
; and the only wish

of an Englishman was, to win his wager.

No. 7.] SATURDAY, MAY 27, 1758.

ONE of the principal amusements of the Idler

is, to read the works of those minute historians

the writers of news, who, though contemptu
ously overlooked by the composers of bulky
Tolumes, are yet necessary in a nation where
much wealth produces much leisure, and one

part of the people has nothing to do but to ob

serve the lives and fortunes of the other.

To us, who are regaled every morning and

evening with intelligence, and are supplied
from day to day with materials for conversa

tion, it is difficult to conceive how man can sub
sist without a newspaper, or to what entertain

ment companies can assemble in those wide

regions of the earth that have neither Chronicles

nor Magazines, neither Gazettes nor Adver

tisers, neither Journals nor Evening Posts.

There are never great numbers in any nation,

whose reason or invention can find employment
for their tongues, who can raise a pleasing dis

course from their own stock of sentiments and

images ; and those few who have qualified them
selves by speculation for general disquisitions

are soon left without an audience. The com
mon talk of men must relate to facts in which
the talkers have, or think they have an interest ;

and where such facts cannot be known, the

pleasures of society will be merely sensual.

Thus the natives of the Mahometan empires,
who approach most nearly to Europeon civility

have no higher pleasure at their convivial as-

(
semblies than to hear a piper, or gaze upon a

tumbler; and no company can keep together

longer than they are diverted by sounds or

shows.

All foreigners remark, that the knowledge of

the common people of England is greater than
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that of any other vulgar. This superiority we
undoubtedly owe to the rivulets of intelligence

which are continually trickling among us, which

every one may catch, and of which every one

partakes.
This universal diffusion of instruction is,

perhaps, not wholly without its inconveniences ;

it certainly fills the nation with superficial dis

putants ; enables those to talk who were born

to work; and affords information sufficient to

elate vanity, and stiffen obstinacy, but too little

to enlarge the mind into complete skill for full

comprehension.
Whatever is found to gratify the public will

be multiplied, by the emulation of venders, be

yond necessity or use. This plenty, indeed, pro
duces cheapness, but cheapness always ends in

negligence and depravation.

The compilation of newspapers is often com
mitted to narrow and mercenary minds, not

qualified for the task of delighting or instruct

ing ; who are content to fill their paper, with

whatever matter, without industry to gather,

or discernment to select.

Thus journals are daily multiplied without

increase of knowledge. The tale of the morn

ing paper is told again in the evening, and the

narratives of the evening are bought again in

the morning. These repetitions, indeed, waste

time, but they do not shorten it. The most

eager peruser of news is tired before he has

completed his labour ;
and many a man, who

enters the coffee-house in his night-gown and

slippers, is called away to his shop, or his din

ner, before he has well considered the state of

Europe.
It is discovered by Reaumur, that spiders

might make silk, if they could be persuaded to

live in peace together. The writers of news, if

they could be confederated, might give more

pleasure to the public. The morning and even

ing authors might divide an event between

them ; a single action, and that not of much

importance, might be gradually discovered, so

as to vary a whole week with joy, anxiety, and

conjecture.

We know that a French ship of war was

lately taken by a ship of England; but this

event was suffered to burst upon us all at once,

and then what we knew already was echoed

from day to day, and from week to week.

Let us suppose these spiders of literature to

spin together, and inquire to what an extensive

web such another event might be regularly

drawn, and how six morning and six evening
writers might agree to retail their articles.

On Monday morning the captain of a ship

might arrive, who left the Friseur of France,

and the Bull-dog, captain Grim, in sight of one

another* so that an engagement seemed una

voidable.

Monday evening. A sound of cannon was

heard off Cape Finisterre, supposed to be those

of the Bull-dog and Friseur.

Tuesday morning. It was this morning re

ported, that the Bull-dog engaged the Friseur.

yard-arm and yard-arm, three glasses and a

half, but was obliged to sheer off for want oi

I

powder. It is hoped that inquiry will be made
into this affair in a proper place.

Tuesday evening. The account of the en

gagement between the Bull-dog and Friseur
was premature.

Wednesday morning. Another express is

arrived, which brings news, that the Friseur

had lost all her masts, and three hundred of

her men, in the late engagement ;
and that cap

tain Grim is come into harbour much shattered.

Wednesday evening. We hear that the brave

captain Grim, having expended his powder,

proposed to enter the Friseur sword in hand ;

but that his lieutenant, the nephew of a certain

nobleman, remonstrated against it.

Thursday morning. We wait impatiently
for a full account of the late engagement be

tween the Bull-dog and Friseur.

Thursday evening. It is said the order of

the Bath will be sent to captain Grim.

Friday morning. A certain Lord of the Ad
miralty has been heard to say of a certain cap

tain, that if he had done his duty, a certain

French ship might have been taken. It was
not thus that merit was rewarded in the days of

Cromwell.

Friday evening. There is certain informa

tion at the Admiralty, that the Friseur is

taken, after a resistance oftwo hours.

Saturday morning. A letter from one of the

gunners of the Bull-dog, mentions the taking of

the Friseur, and attributes their success wholly
to the bravery and resolution of captain Grim,
who never owed any of his advancement to

borough-jobbers, or any other corrupters of the

people.

Saturday evening. Captain Grim arrived at

the Admiralty, with an account that he engag
ed the Friseur, a ship of equal 'force with Ins

own, off Cape Finisterre, and took her, after

an obstinate resistance, having killed one hun
dred and fifty of the French, with the loss of

ninety five of his own men.

No. 8.] SATURDAY, JUNE 3, 1758.

T.O THE IDLER.

SIR,

IN the time of public danger, it is every man's

duty to withdraw his thoughts in some measure

from his private interest, and employ part of

his time for the general welfare. National con

duct ought to be the result of national wisdom,

a plan formed by mature consideration an<J
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diligent selection ut of all the schemes which
j

may be offered, and all the information which

can be procured.
In a battle, every man should fight as if he

was the single champion; in preparations for

war, every man should think, as if the last event

depended on his counsel. None can tell what

discoveries are within his reach, or how much

he may contribute to the public safety.

Full of these considerations, I have carefully

reviewed the process of the war, and find, what

every other man has found, that we have hither

to added nothing to our military reputation:

that at one time we have been beaten by ene

mies whom we did not see; and, at another,

have avoided the sight of enemies lest we should

be beaten.

Whether our troops are defective in discipline

or in courage, is not very useful to inquire ; they

evidently want something necessary to success ;

and he that shall supply that want will deserve

well of his country.
To learn of an enemy has always been ac

counted politic and honourable ; and, therefore,

I hope it will raise no prejudice against my pro

ject, to confess that I borrowed it from a

Frenchman.

When the Isle of Rhodes was, many cen-

tui-ies ago, in the hands of that military order

now called the Knights of Malta, it was ravaged

by a dragon, who inhabited a den under a rock,

from which he issued forth when he was hungry
or wanton, and without fear or mercy devoured

men and beasts as they came in his way. Many
councils were held, and many devices offered,

for his destruction
; but as his back was armed

with impenetrable scales, none would venture

to attack him. At last Dudon, a French knight,
undertook the deliverance of the island. From
some place of security he took a view of the

dragon, or, as a modern soldier would say, re

connoitred him, and observed that his belly was
naked and vulnerable. He then returned home
to take his arrangements ; and, by a very exact

imitation of nature, made a dragon of pasteboard,
in the belly of which he put beef and mutton,
and accustomed two sturdy mastiffs to feed

themselves by tearing their way to the concealed

flesh. When his dogs were well practised in

this method of plunder, he marched out with
them at his heels, and showed them the dragon ;

they rushed upon him in quest of their dinner
;

Dudon battered his skull, while they lacerated

his belly ; and neither his sting nor claws were
able to defend him.

Something like this might be practised in our

present state. Let a fortification be raised on

Salisbury- Plain, resembling Brest, or Toulon,
or Paris itself, with all the usual preparation
for defence : Jet the inclosure be filled with beef

and ale
; let the soldiers from some proper emi-

j

nence see shirts waving upon lines, and here

and there a plump landlady hurrying about with

pots in their hands. When they are sufficiently

animated to advance, lead them in exact order,

with fife and drum, to that side whence the

wind blows, till they come within the scent of

roast meat and tobacco. Contrive that they

may approach the place fasting, about half an

hour after dinner-time, assure them that there

is no danger, and command an attack.

If nobody within either moves or speaks, it is

not unlikely that they may carry the place by
storm ; but if a panic should seize them, it will

be proper to defer the enterprise to a more

hungry hour. When they have entered, let

them fill their bellies and return to the camp.
On the next day let the same place be shown

them again, but with some additions of strength
or terror. I cannot pretend to inform our gen
erals through what gradations of danger they
should train their men to fortitude. They best

know what the soldiers and what themselves

can bear. It will be proper that the war should

every day vary its appearance. Sometimes, as

they mount the rampart, a cook may throw fat

upon the fire, to accustom them to a sudden

blaze ; and sometimes by the clatter of empty
pots, they may be inured to formidable noises.

But let it never be forgotten, that victory must

repose with a full belly.

In time it will be proper to bring our French

prisoners from the coast, and place them upon
the walls in martial order. At their first ap

pearance their hands must be tied, but they may
be allowed to grin. In a month they may guard
the place with their hands loosed, provided that

on pain of death they be forbidden to strike.

By this method our army will soon be brought
to look an enemy in the face. But it has been

lately observed, that fear is received by the ear

as well as the eyes ; and the Indian war-cry is

represented as too dreadful to be endured ; as a

sound that will force the bravest veteran to drop
his weapon, and desert his rank; that will

deafen his ear and chill his breast ; that will

neither suffer him to hear orders or to feel

shame, or retain any sensibility but the dread of

death.

That the savage clamours of naked barbarians

should thus terrify troops disciplined to wai,

and ranged in array with arms in their hands,

is surely strange. But this is no time to reason.

I am of opinion, that by a proper mixture of

asses, bulls, turkeys, geese, and tragedians, a

noise might be procured equally horrid with the

war-cry. When our men have been encouraged

by frequent victories, nothing will remain but

to qualify them for extreme danger, by a sudden

concert of terrific vociferation. When they
have endured this last trial, let them be led to

action, as men who are no longer to be fright

ened ;
as men who can bear at once the grimace*

of the Gauls, and the howl of the Americans.
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TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

I have read you ; that is a favour few authors

can boast of having received from me besides

yourself. My intention in telling you of it is

to inform you, that you have both pleased and

angered me. Never did writer appear so delight

ful to me as you did when you adopted the

name of the Idler. But what a falling-off was

there when your first production was brought
to light ! A natural, irresistible attachment to

that favourite passion, idling, had led me to

hope for indulgence from the Idler, hut I find

him a stranger to the title.

What rules has he proposed totally to unbrace

the slackened nerve ; to shade the heavy eye of

inattention ;
to give the smooth feature and the

uncontracted muscle ; or procure insensibility to

the whole animal composition ?

These were some of the placid blessings I pro
mised myself the enjoyment of, when I com
mitted violence upon myself by mustering up
all my strength to set about reading you ; but 1

am disappointed in them all, and the stroke of

eleven in the morning is still as terrible to me
as before, and 1 find putting on my clothes still

as painful and laborious. Oh that our climate

would permit that original nakedness which the

thrice happy Indians to this day enjoy ! How
many unsolicitous hours should I bask away,
warmed in bed by the sun's glorious beams,
could I, like them, tumble from thence in a

moment, when necessity obliges me to endure

the torment of getting upon my legs !

But wherefore do I talk to you upon subjects

of this delicate nature ? you, who seem ignorant
of the inexpressible charms of the elbow-chair,

attended with a soft stool for the elevation of

the feet ! Thus, vacant, of thought, do I indulge
the .live-long day.
You may define happiness as you please ; I

embrace that opinion which makes it consist in

the absence of pain. To reflect is pain ; to stir

is pain; therefore I never reflect or stir but

when I cannot help it. Perhaps you will call

my scheme of life indolence, and therefore

think the Idler excused from taking any notice

of me : but I have always looked upon indolence

and idleness as the same ; and so desire you will

now and then, while you profess yourself of our

fraternity, take some notice of me, and others

In my situation, who think they have a right

to your assistance ; or relinquish the name.

You may publish, burn, or destroy this, just
as you are in the humour ; it is ten to one but I

forget that I wrote it before it reaches you. I

believe you may find a motto for it in Horace,
but I cannot reach him without getting out of

my chair; that is a sufficient reason for my not

affixing any. And being obliged to sit upright
to ring the bell for my servant to convey this to

the penny-post, if I slip the opportunity of his

being now in the room, makes me break off

abruptly.

THIS correspondent, whoever he be, is not to

be dismissed without some tokens of regard.

There is no mark more certain of a genuine
Idler than uneasiness without molestation, and

complaint without a grievance.
Yet my gratitude to the contributor of half

a paper shall not wholly overpo iver my sincer-

jity. I must inform you, that, with all his pre

tensions, he that calls for directions to be idle,

Is yet but in the rudiments of idleness, and has

attained neither the practice nor theory of wast

ing life. The true nature of idleness he will

know in time, by continuing to be idle. Virgil

tells us of an impetuous and rapid being, that

acquires strength by motion. The Idler ac

quires weight by lying still.

The vis inertias, the quality of resisting all ex

ternal impulse, is hourly increasing ; the rest

less and troublesome faculties of attention and

distinction, reflection on the past, and solicitude

for the future, by a long indulgence of idleness,

will, like tapers in unelastic air, be gradually

extinguished ;
and the officious lover, the vigi

lant soldier, the busy trader, may, by a judicious

composure of his mind, sink into a state ap

proaching to that of brute matter ;
in which h

shall retain the consciousness of his own exist

ence, only by an obtuse langour and drowsy
discontent.

This is the lowest stage to which the favour

ites of idleness can descend; these regions of

undelighted quiet can be entered by few. Of
those that are prepared to sink down into their

shade, some are roused into action by avarice or

ambition, some are awakened by the voice of

fame, some allured by the smile of beauty, and

many withheld by the importunities of want.

Of all the enemies of idleness, want is the most

formidable. Fame is soon found to be a sound,
and love a dream ; avarice and ambition may
be justly suspected of privy confederacies with

idleness
;
for when they have for a while pro

tected their votaries, they often deliver them up
to end their lives under her dominion. Want

always struggles against idleness, but Want
herself is often overcome; and every hour

shows the careful observer those who had rather

live in ease than in plenty.

So wide is the region of Idleness, and so

powerful her influence. But she does not im

mediately confer all her gifts. My correspon

dent, who seems, with all his errors, worthy of

advice, must be told, that he is calling too hasti

ly for the last effusion of total insensibility.

Whatever he may have been_taught by unskilful
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Idlers to believe^ labour is necessary in his ini- deny the most notorious facts, contradict the

tiation to idleness. He that never labours may
know the pains of idleness, but not the pleasure.

The comfort is, that if he devotes himself to in

sensibility, he will daily lengthen the intervals

of idleness, and shorten those of labour, till

at last he will lie down to rest, and no longer

disturb the world or himself by bustle or com

petition.

Thus I have endeavoured to give him that in- They are both men of integrity, where no fao

formation which, perhaps, after all, he did not tious interest is to be promoted; and both lovers

want : for_a lme_Mer often calls for that which of truth, when they are not heated withpoliti-

he knows is never to be had, and asks questions cal debate.

most cogent truths, and persist in asserting to

day what they asserted yesterday, in defiance

of evidence, and contempt of confutation.

Two of my companions, who ar^ grown old

in idleness, are Tom Tempest and Jack Sneaker.

Both of them consider themselves as neglect

ed by their parties, and therefore entitled to

credit; for why should they favour ingratitude?

which he does not desire ever to be answered.

No. 10.] SATURDAY, JUKE 17, 1758.

CREDULITY, or confidence of opinion too great

for the evidence from which opinion is derived,

we find to be a general weakness imputed by

every sect and party to all others ; and, indeed,

by every man to every other man.

Of all kinds of credulity, the most obstinate

and wonderful is that of political zealots ; of

men, who being numbered, they know not how
or why, in any of the parties that divide a state,

resign the use of their own eyes and ears, and

resolve to believe nothing that does not favour

those whom they profess to follow.

The bigot of philosophy is seduced by author

ities which he has not always opportunities to

examine, is entangled in systems by which truth

and falsehood are inextricably complicated, or

undertakes to talk on subjects which nature did

not form him able to comprehend.
The Cartesian, who denies that his horse feels

the spur, or that the hare is afraid when the

hounds approach her; the disciple of Mal-

branche, who maintains that the man was not

hurt by the bullet, which, according to vulgar

apprehension, swept away his legs ; the follower

of Berkeley, who, while he sits writing at his

table, declares that he has neither table, paper,
nor fingers ;

have all the honour at least of be

ing deceived by fallacies not easily detected, and

may plead that they did not forsake truth, but

Tom Tempest is a steady friend to the house

of Stuart. He can recount the prodigies that

have appeared in the sky, and the calamities

that have afflicted the nation every year from

the Revolution ; and is of opinion, that, if the

exiled family had continued to reign, there

would have neither been worms in our ships,

nor caterpillars in our trees. He wonders that

the nation was not awakened by the hard frost

to a revocation of the true king, and is hourly
afraid that the whole island will be lost in the

sea. He believes that king William burnt

Whitehall that he might steal the furniture;
and that Tillotson died an atheist. Of queen
Anne he speaks with more tenderness, owns
that she meant well, and can tell by whom and

why she was poisoned. In the succeeding reigns
all has been corruption, malice, and design. He
believes that nothing ill has ever happened for

these forty years by chance or error ; he holds

that the battle of Dettingen was won by mis

take, and that of Fontenoy lost by contract ; that

the Victory was sunk by a private order
; that

Cornhill was fired by emissaries from the coun

cil
;
and the arch of Westminster-bridge was so

contrived as to sink, on purpose that the nation

might be put to charge. He considers the new
road to Islington as an encroachment on liberty,

and often asserts that broad wheel will be the ruin

of England.
Tom is generally vehement and noisy, bu*

nevertheless has some secrets which he always
communicates in a whisper. Many and many
a time has Tom told me, in a corner, that oui

miseries were almost at an end, and that we
for appearances which they were not able to dis- I should see, in a month, another monarch on the

tinguish from it. I throne ;
the time elapses without a revolution ;

But the man who engages in a party has sel

dom to do with any thing remote or abstruse. The

present state of things is before his eyes ; and, if

he cannot be satisfied without retrospection, yet
he seldom extends his views beyond the histori

cal events of the last century. All the know -

ledge that he can want is within his attainment,
and most of the arguments which he can hear

are within his capacity.
Yet so it is that an Idler meets every hour of

his life with men who have different opinions

Tom meets me again with new intelligence, the

whole scheme is now settled, and we shall sef

great events in another month.

Jack Sneaker is a hearty adherent to the pre.

sent establishment; he has known those who
saw the bed into which the Pretender was con

veyed in a warming pan. He often rejoices that

the nation was not enslaved by the Irish. He
believes that king William never lost a battle,

and that if he had lived one year longer he would

have conquered France.

upon every thing past, present, and future; who ! the First was a Papist.

He holds that Charles

He allows there
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some good men in the reign of queen Anne, but

the peace of Utrecht brought a blast upon the

nation, and has been the cause of all the evil that

we have suffered to the present hour. He be

lieves that the scheme of the South Sea was well

intended, but that it miscarried by the influence

of France. He considers a standing army as the

bulwark of liberty ; thinks us secured from cor

ruption by septennial parliaments ; relates how
we are enriched and strengthened by the elec

toral dominions, and declares that the public

debt is a blessing to the nation.

Yet, amidst all this prosperity, poor Jack is

hourly disturbed by the dread of Popery. He
wonders that some stricter laws are not made

against Papists, and is sometimes afraid that

they are busy with French gold among the

bishops and judges.

He cannot believe that the Nonjurors are so

quiet for nothing ; they must certainly be form

ing some plot for the establishment of popery ;

he does not think the present oath sufficiently

binding, and wishes that some better security
could be found for the succession of Hanover.

He is zealous for the naturalization of foreign

Protestants, and rejoiced at the admission of the

Jews to the English privileges, because he

thought a Jew would never be a Papist.

No. 11."] SATURDAY, JUKE 24, 1758.

IT is commonly observed, that when two

Englishmen meet, their first talk is of the

weather ; they are in haste to tell each other,

what each must already know, that it is hot or

cold, bright or cloudy, windy or calm.

There are, among the numerous lovers of sub-

tilties and paradoxes, some who derive the civil

institutions of every country from its climate,

who impute freedom and slavery to the temper
ature of the air, can fix the meridian of vice and

virtue, and tell at what degree of latitude we
are to expect courage or timidity, knowledge or

ignorance.
From these dreams of idle speculation, a slight

survey of life, and a little knowledge of history,

is sufficient to awaken any inquirer, whose am
bition of distinction has not overpowered his

love of truth. Forms of government are seldom

the result of much deliberation ; they are framed

by chance in popular assemblies, or in conquer
ed countries by despotic authority. Laws are

often occasional, often capricious, made always

by a few, and sometimes by a single voice. Na
tions have changed their characters ; slavery is

now no where more patiently endured, than

In countries once inhabited by the zealots of

liberty.

15ut national customs can arise only from gen

eral agreement; they are not imposed, but

chosen, and a^e continued only by the continu

ance of their cause. An Englishman's notice

of the weather, is the natural consequence of

changeable skies and uncertain seasons. In

many parts of the world, wet weather and dry
are regularly expected at certain periods; but

in our island every man goes to sleep, unable to

guess whether he shall behold in the morning
a bright or cloudy atmosphere, whether his rest

shall be lulled by a shower, or broken by a tem

pest. We therefore rejoice mutually at good
weather, as at an escape from something that

we feared ; and mutually complain of bad, as of

the loss of something that we h6ped. Such is

the reason of our practice ; and who shall treat

it with contempt ? Surely not the attendant on
a court, whose business is to watch the looks of

a being weak and foolish as himself, and whose

vanity is, to recount the names of men who
might drop into nothing, and leave no vacuity ;

nor the proprietor of funds, who stops his ac

quaintance in the street to tell him of the loss of

half-a-crown ; nor the inquirer after news, who
fills his head with foreign events, and talks of

skirmishes and sieges, of which 110 consequence
will ever reach his hearers or himself. The
weather is a nobler and more interesting subject ;

it is the present state of the skies and of the

earth, on which plenty and famine are suspend

ed, on which millions depend for the necessaries

of life.

The weather is frequently mentioned for an

other reason, less honourable to my dear coun

trymen. Our dispositions too frequently change
with the colour of the sky ; and when we find

ourselves cheerful and good-natured, we natur

ally pay our acknowledgements to the powers of

sunshine ; or, if we sink into dulness and peev- |

ishness, look round the horizon for an excuse,

and charge our discontent upon an easterly wind
or a cloudy day.

Surely nothing is more reproachful to a being
endowed with reason, than to resign its powers
to the influence of the air, and live in depen
dence on the weather and the wind, for the only

blessings which nature has put into our power,

tranquillity and benevolence. To look up to the

sky for the nutriment of our bodies, is the con

dition of nature
;
to call upon the sun for peace

and gayety, to deprecate the clouds lest sorrow

should overwhelm us, is the cowardice of idle

ness, and idolatry of folly.

Yet, even in this age of inquiry and knowledge,
when superstition is driven away, and omens

and prodigies have lost their terrors, we find

this folly countenanced by frequent examples.
Those that laugh at the portentous glare of a

comet, and hear a crow with equal tranquillity

from the right or left, will yet talk of times and

situations proper for intellectual performances,
will imagine the fancy exalted by vernal
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breezes, and the reason invigorated by a bright

calm.

If men who have given up themselves to fan

ciful credulity, would confine their conceits in

their own minds, they might regulate their

lives by the barometer, with inconvenience only
to themselves; but to fill the world with ac

counts of intellects subject to ebb and flow, of

one genius that awakened in the spring, and

another that ripened in the autumn, of one

mind expanded in the summer, and of another

concentrated in the winter, is no less dangerous
than to tell children of bugbears and goblins.

Fear will find every house haunted ; and idle

ness will wait for ever for the moment of illum

ination.

This distinction of seasons is produced only

by imagination operating on luxury. To tem

perance every day is bright, and every hour is

propitious to diligence. He that shall resolute

ly excite his faculties, or exert his virtues, will

soon make himself superior to the seasons, and

may set at defiance the morning mist, and the

evening damp, the blasts of the east, and the

clouds of the south.

It was the boast of the Stoic philosophy, to

make man unshaken by calamity, and unelated

by success; incorruptible by pleasure, and in

vulnerable by pain ; these are heights of wisdom
which none ever attained, and to which few

can aspire ; but there are lower degrees of con

stancy necessary to common virtue ; and every

man, however he may distrust himself in the

extremes of good or evil, might at least struggle

against the tyranny of the climate, and refuse

to enslave his virtue or his reason to the most
variable of all variations, the changes of the

weather.

No. 12.] SATURDAY, JULY!, 1758.

\ THAT every man is important in his own eyes,

\ls
a position of which we all, either voluntarily

pr unwarily, at least once an hour confess the

truth; and it will unavoidably follow, that

every man believes himself important to the

public.

The right which this importance gives us to

general notice and visible distinction, is one of
those disputable privileges which we have not

always courage to assert, and which we there
fore suffer to lie dormant, till some elation of

mind, or vicissitude of fortune, incites us to de
clare otu!

pretensions, and enforce our demands.
And hopeless as the claim of vulgar characters

may seem to the supercilious and severe, there
are few who do not at one time or other endea
vour to step forward beyond their rank, who do
aot make some struggles for fame, and show

that they think all other conveniences and de

lights imperfectly enjoyed without a name.

To get a name can happen but to few. A
name, even in the most commercial nation, is

one of the few things which cannot be bought.
It is the free gift of mankind, which must be

deserved before it will be granted, and is at last

unwillingly bestowed. But this unwillingness

only increases desire in him who believes his

merit sufficient to overcome it.

There is a particular period of life in which /

this fondness for a name seems principally to

predominate in both sexes. Scarce any couple
comes together but the nuptials are declared in

the newspapers with encomiums on each party.

Many an eye, ranging over the page with eager

curiosity in quest of statesmen and heroes, is

stopped by a marriage celebrated between Mr.

Buckram, an eminent salesman in Threadnee-

dle-street, and Miss Dolly Juniper, the only

daughter of an eminent distiller of the parish of

St. Giles's in the Fields, a young lady adorned
with every accomplishment that can give happi
ness to the married state. Or we are told

amidst our impatience for the event of a battle,

that on a certain day Mr. Winker? a tide-waiter

at Yarmouth, was married to Mrs. Cackle, a

widow lady of great accomplishments ; and that

as soon as the ceremony was performed they set

out in a post chaise for Yarmouth.

Many are the inquiries which such intelli

gence must undoubtedly raise, but nothing in

the world is lasting, When the reader has con

templated with envy, or with gladness, the feli

city of Mr. Buckram and Mr. Winker, and ran

sacked his memory for the names of Juniper
and Cackle, his attention is diverted to other

thoughts, by finding that Mirza will not cover

this season ; or that a spaniel has been lost or

stolen, that answers to the name of Ranger.
Whence it arises that on the day of marriage

all agree to call thus openly for honours, I am
not able to discover. Some, perhaps, think it

kind, by a public declaration, to put an end to

the hopes of rivalry and the fears ofjealousy, to

let parents know that they may set their daugh
ters at liberty whom they have locked up for

fear of the bridegroom, or to dismiss to their

counters and their offices the amorous youths
that had been used to hover round the dwelling
of the bride.

These connubial praises may have another
'

cause. It may be the intention of the husband
j

and wife to dignify themselves in the eyes of

each other, and, according to their different

tempers or expectations, to win affection, or

enforce respect.

It was said of the family of Lucas that it

was noble, for all the brotJiers were valiant, and
all the sisters were virtuous. What would a

stranger say of the English nation, in which,
on the day of marriage, all the men are eminent^
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and all the women beautiful, accomplished, and

rich?

How long the wife will be persuaded of the

eminence of her husband, or the husband con

tinue to believe that his wife has the qualities

required to make marriage happy, may reason

ably be questioned. I am afraid that much time

seldom passes before each is convinced that

praises are fallacious, and particularly those

praises which we confer upon ourse.lves.

I should, therefore, think that this custom
|

might be omitted without any loss to the com

munity ; and that the sons and daughters of

lanes and alleys might go hereafter to the next

church, with no witnesses of their worth or

happiness but their parents and their friends j

but if they cannot be happy on their bridal day
without some gratification of their vanity, I

hope they will be willing to encourage a friend

of mine who proposes to devote his powers to

their service.

Mr. Settle, a man whose eminence was once

allowed by the eminent, and whose accomplish
ments were confessed by the accomplished, in the !

latter part of a long life supported himself by an
uncommon expedient. He had a standing elegy
and epithalamium, of which only the first and
last leaves were varied occasionally, and the in

termediate pages were, by general terms, left

applicable alike to every character. When any j<

marriage became known, Settle ran to the bride

groom with his epithalamium; and when he

heard of any death, ran to the heir with his

elegy.

Who can think himself disgraced by a trade

that was practised so long by the rival of Dry-
den, by the poet whose Empress of Morocco
was played before princes by ladies of the court ?

My friend purposes to open an office in the

Fleet for matrimonial panegyrics, and will ac-
j

commodate all with praise who think their own
powers of expression inadequate to their merit.

'

He will sell any man or woman the virtue or

qualification which is most fashionable or most

/desired; but desires his customers to remember,
that he sets beauty at the highest price, and
riches at the next ; and if he be well paid, throws

in virtue for nothing.

No. 13.] SATURDAY, JULY 8, 1758.

TO THE IDLER.

DEAR MR. IDLER,

THOUGH few men of prudence are much in

clined to interpose in disputes between man and

wife, who commonly make peace at the expense
ef the arbitrator, yet I will venture to lay be

fore you a controversy, by which the quiet of

my house has been long disturbed, and which,
unless you can decide it, is likely to produce

lasting evils, and embitter those hours which
nature seems to have appropriated to tenderness

and repose.

I married a wife with no great fortune, but

of a family remarkable for domestic prudence,
and elegant frugality. I lived with her at ease,

if not with happiness, and seldom had any rea

son of complaint. The house was always clean,

the servants very active and regular, dinner was
on the table every day at the same minute, and
the ladies of the neighbourhood were frightened
when 1 invited their husbands, lest their own
economy should be less esteemed.

During this gentle lapse of life my dear

brought me three daughters. I wished for a

son, to continue the family ; but my wife often

tells me, that boys are dirty things, and are al

ways troublesome in a house
;
and declares that

she has hated the sight of them ever since she

saw lady Fondle's eldest son ride over a carpet
with his hobby-horse all mire.

I did not much attend to her opinion, but
knew that girls could not be made boys ; and
therefore composed myself to bear what 1 could

not remedy, and resolved to bestow that care on

my daughters to which only the sons are com

monly thought entitled.

ji

But my wife's notions of education differ

\widely from mine. She is an irreconcileable

nemy to idleness, and considers every state of

life as idleness, in which the hands are not em
ployed, or some art acquired, by which she

thinks money may be got or saved.

In pursuance of this principle, she calls up
her daughters at a certain hour, and appoints
them a task of needlework to be performed be

fore breakfast. They are confined in a garret,

which has its window in the roof, both because

the work is best done at a skylight, and because

children are apt to lose time by looking about

them.

They bring down their work to breakfast,

and as they deserve are commended or reproved ;

they are then sent up with a new task till din

ner ; if no company is expected, their mother

sits with them the whole afternoon, to direct

their operations, and to draw patterns, and is

sometimes denied to her nearest relations, when
she is engaged in teaching them a new stitch.

By this continual exercise of their diligence,

she has obtained a very considerable number of

laborious performances. We have twice as

many fire-screens as chimneys, and three flour

ished quilts for every bed. Half the rooms are

adorned with a kind of sutilepictures, which imi

tate tapestry. But all their work is not set out

to show
; she has boxes filled with knit gaiters

and braided shoes. She has twenty covers for

side-saddles embroidered with silver flowers,

and has curtains wrought with gold in various
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figures, which she resolves some time or other

to hang up. All these she displays to her com

pany whenever she is elate with merit, and

eager for praise; and amidst the praises which

ner friends and herself bestow upon her merit,

she never fails to turn to me, and ask what all

these would cost, if I had been to buy them.

I sometimes venture to tell her that many of

the ornaments are superfluous ; that what is done

with so much labour might have been supplied

by a very easy purchase ; that the work is not

always worth the materials ; and that I know
not why the children should be persecuted with
useless tasks, or obliged to make shoes that are

never worn. She answers with a look of con

tempt, that men never care how money goes,

and proceeds to tell of a dozen new chairs for

which she is contriving covers, and of a couch

which she intends to stand as a monument of

needlework.

In the meantime the girls grow up in total

ignorance of every thing past, present, and fu

ture* Molly asked me the other day, whether
Ireland was in France, and was ordered by her!

mother to mind her hem. Kitty knows not,

at sixteen, the difference between a' protestant
and a papist, because she has been employed
three years in filling a side of a closet with a

hanging that is to represent Cranmer in the

flames. And Dolly, my eldest girl, is now un
able to read a chapter in the Bible, having spent
all the time, which other children pass at

school, in working the interview between Solo

mon and the queen of Sheba.

About a month ago Tent and Turkey-stitch
seemed at a stand; my wife knew not what
new work to introduce

; I ventured to propose
that the girls should now learn to read and

write, and mentioned the necessity of a little

arithmetic; but, unhappily, my wife has dis

covered that linen wears out, and has bought
the girls three little wheels, that they may spin
huckaback for the servants' table. I remon
strated, that with larger wheels they might
despatch in an hour what must now cost them
a day ; but she told me, with irresistible

authority, that any business is better than idle

ness; that when these wheels are set upon a

table, with mats under them, they will turn
without noise and keep the girls upright ; that

great wheels are not fit for gentlewomen ; and
that with these, small as they are, she does

not doubt but that the three girls, if they are

kept close, will spin every year as much cloth

as would cost five pounds if one were to buy it.

No. 14.] SATURDAY, JULY 15, 1758.

WHEN Diogenes received a visit in his tub from
Alexander the Great, and was asked, according

! to the ancient forms of royal courtesy, what

petition he had to offer; I have nothing, said he,

to ask, but that you would remove to the other side,

that you may not, by intercepting the sunshine,

takefrom me what you cannot give.

Such was the demand of Diogenes from the

greatest monarch of the earth, which those,

who have less power than Alexander, may,
with yet more propriety, apply to themselves.

He that does much good, may be allowed to do

sometimes a little harm. But if the oppor
tunities of beneficence be denied by fortune, in

nocence should at least be vigilantly preserved.
It is well known that time once past never

returns; and that the moment which is lost, is

lost for ever. Time, therefore, ought, above

all other kinds of property, to be free from

invasion; and yet there is no man who does,

not claim the power of wasting that time which/
is the right of others.

This usurpation is so general, that a very
small part of the year is spent by choice;

scarcely any thing is done when it is intended,
or obtained when it is desired. Life is contin

ually ravaged by invaders
; one steals away an

hour, and another a day : one conceals the rob

bery by hurrying us into business, another by
lulling us with amusement ; the depredation is

continued through a thousand vicissitudes of

tumult and tranquillity, till, having lost all,

we can lose no more.

This waste of the lives of men has been very i

frequently charged upon the Great, whose fol- I

lowers linger from year to year in expectations,
j

and die at last with petitions in their hands, f

Those who raise envy will easily incur censure.

I know not whether statesmen and patrons do

not suffer more reproaches than they deserve,
and may not rather themselves complain, that

they are given up a prey to pretensions with
out merit, and to importunity without shame.
The truth is, that the inconveniences of at

tendance are more lamented than felt. To the

greater number solicitation is its own reward.
To be seen in good company, to talk of famili

arities with men of power, to be able to tell the

freshest news, to gratify an inferior circle with

predictions of increase or decline of favour, and
to be regarded as a candidate for high offices,

are compensations more than equivalent to the

delay of favours, which, perhaps, he that begs
them has hardly confidence to expect.
A man, conspicuous in a high station, who !

multiplies hopes that he may multiply depen-
dents, may be considered as a beast of prey,

justly dreaded, but easily avoided ; his den is
;

known, and they who would not be devoured, i

need not approach it. The great danger of the
waste of time is from caterpillars and moths,
who are not resisted, because they are not feared,
and who work on with unheeded mischiefs, and
invisible encroachments.
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\ He whose rank or merit procures him the

\notice of mankind, must give up himself, in a

great measure, to the convenience or humour of

those who surround him. Every man who is

sick of himself will fly to him for relief; he

that wants to speak will require him to hear
;

ind he that wants to hear will expect him
to speak. Hour passes after hour, the noon

succeeds to morning, and the evening to noon,

while a thousand objects are forced upon his at

tention, which he rejects as fast as they are of

fered, hut which the custom of the world re

quires to he received with appearance of regard,

i If we will have the kindness of others, we
must endure their follies. He who cannot per
suade himself to withdraw from society, must

he content to pay a tribute of his time to a mul
titude of tyrants ; to the loiterer, who makes ap

pointments which he never keeps ; to the consul-

ter who asks advice which he never takes ; to the

boaster, who blusters only to be praised ; to the

complainer, who whines only to be pitied; to the

projector, whose happiness is to entertain his

friends with expectations which all but himself

know to be vain ; to the economist, who tells of

bargains and settlements ; to the politician, who

predicts the fate of battles and breach of alli

ances ; to the usurer, who compares the differ

ent funds ;
and to the talker, who talks only

because he loves to be talking.

To put every man in possession of his own
time, and rescue the day from the succession of

usurpers, is beyond my power, and beyond my
hope. Yet, perhaps, some stop might be put to

this unmerciful persecution, if all would seri

ously reflect, that whoever pays a visit that is

\
not desired, or talks longer than the hearer is

i willing to attend, is guilty of an injury which
1 he cannot repair, and takes away that which he
*

cannot give.

No. 15.] SATURDAY, JULY 22, 1758.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

1 HAVE the misfortune to be a man of business
;

that, you will say, is a most grievous one
; but

what makes it the more so to me is, that my
wife has nothing to do; at least she had too

good an education, and the prospect of too good
a fortune in reversion when I married her, to

think of employing herself either in my shop
affairs, or the management of my family.
Her time, you know, as well as my own,

must be filled up some way or other. For my
part, I have enough to mind in weighing my
goods out, and waiting on my customers ; but

roy wife, though she could be of as much use as

a shopman to me, if sbe would put her hand to

it, is now only in my way. She walks all the

morning sauntering about the shop, with her

arms through her pocket-holes, or stands gaping
at the door-sill, and looking at every person that

passes by. She is continually asking me a

thousand frivolous questions about every custo

mer that comes in and goes out ;
and all the

while that I am entering any thing in my day
book, she is lolling over the counter, and staring
at it, as if I was only scribbling or drawing
figures for her amusement. Sometimes, indeed,
she will take a needle; but as she always works
at the door, or in the middle of the shop, she

has so many interruptions, thrt she is longer

hemming a towel, or darning a stocking, than

I am in breaking forty loaves of sugar, and

making it up into pounds.
In the afternoon I am sure, likewise, to

have her company, except she is called upon
by some of her acquaintance : and then, as

we let out all the upper part of our house,
and have only a little room backwards for our

selves, they either keep such a chattering, or

else are calling out every moment to me, that I

cannot mind my business for them.

My wife, I am sure, might do all the little

matters our family requires ; and I could wish
that she would employ herself in them ; but, in

stead of that, we have a girl to do the work,
and look after a little boy about two years old,

which I may fairly say is the mother's own
child. The brat must be humoured in every

thing: he is, therefore, suffered constantly to

play in the shop, pull all the goods about, and

clamber up the shelves to get at the plums and

sugar. I dare not correct him
; because, if I

did, I should have wife and maid both upon me
at once. As to the latter, she is as lazy and

sluttish as her mistress ;
and because die com

plains she has too much work, we can scarcely

get her to do any thing at all
; nay, what is

worse than that, 1 am afraid she is hardly
honest ; and as she is entrusted to buy in all our

provisions, the jade, I am sure, makes a market-

penny out of every article.

But to return to my deary. The evenings
are the only time, when it is fine weather, that

I am left to myself; for then she generally takes

the child out to give it milk in the park. When
she comes home again she is so fatigued with

walking, that she cannot stir from her chair ;

and it is an hour after shop is shut, before I

can get a bit of supper, while the maid is taken

up in undressing and putting the child to bed.

But you will pity me much more when I tell

you the manner in which we generally pass our

Sundays. In the morning she is commonly
too ill to dress herself to go to church ; she

therefore, never gets up till noon ; and what
is still more vexatious, keeps me in bed with

her, when I ought to be busily engaged in better

employment. It is well if she can get her thing*
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on by dinner-time ;
and when that is over I am

sure to be dragged out by her, either to Georgia,

or Hornsey Wood, or the White- Conduit House.

Yet even these near excursions are so very fa

tiguing to her, that, besides what it costs me in

tea and hot rolls, and syllabubs, and cakes for

the boy, I am frequently forced to take a hack

ney-coach, or drive them home in a one-horse

chair. At other times, as my wife is rather of

the fattest, and a very poor walker, besides bear

ing her whole weight uponmy arm, I am obliged
to carry the child myself.

Thus, Sir, does she constantly drawl out her

time, without either profit or satisfaction ; and,

while I see my neighbours' wives helping in the

shop, and almost earning as much as their hus

bands, I have the mortification to find, that

mine is nothing but a dead weight upon me.

In short, I do not know any greater misfortune

can happen to a plain hard-working tradesman,
as I am, than to be joined to such a woman, who
is rather a clog than a help-mate to him.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

ZACHARY TREACLE.

No. 16.] SATURDAY, JULY 29, 1758.

I PAID a visit yesterday to my old friend Ned

Drugget, at his country lodgings. Ned began
trade with a very small fortune ; he took a small

house in an obscure street, and for some years
dealt only in remnants. Knowing that light

gains makea heavy jrurse, he was content with mo
derate profit ; having observed or heard the effects

of civility, he bowed down to the counter-edge
at the entrance and departure of every customer,
listened without impatience to the objections of

the ignorant, and refused without resentment

the offers of the penurious. His only recreation

was, to stand at his own door and look into the

street. His dinner was sent him from a neigh

bouring alehouse, and he opened and shut the

shop at a certain hour with his own hands.

His reputation soon extended from one end
of the street to the other ; and Mr. Drugget's

exemplary conduct was recommended by every
master to his apprentice, and by every father to

his son. Ned was not only considered as a

thriving trader, but as a man of elegance and

politeness, for he was remarkably neat in his

dress, and would wear his coat threadbare with
out spotting it ; his hat was always brushed, his

shoes glossy, his wig nicely curled, and his

stockings without a wrinkle. With such quali

fications it was not very difficult for him to gain
the heart of Miss Comfit, the only daughter of

Mr. Comfit the confectioner.

Ned is one of those whose happiness marriage
has increased. His wife had the same disposi

tion with himself; and his method of life wa
very little changed, except that he dismissed the

lodgers from the first floor, and took the whole

house into his own hands.

He had already, by his parsimony, accumu

lated a considerable sum, to which the fortune

of his wife was now added. From this time

he began to grasp at greater acquisitions, and

was always ready with money in his hand, to

pick up the refuse of a sale, or to buy the stock

of a trader who retired from business. He soon

added his parlour to his shop, and was obliged a

few months afterwards, to hire a warehouse.

He had now a shop splendidly and copiously

furnished with every thing that time had injur

ed, or fashion had degraded, with fragments of

tissues, odd yards of brocade, vast bales of fad

ed silk, and innumerable boxes of antiquated

ribbons. His shop was soon celebrated through
all quarters of the town, and frequented by every
form of ostentatious poverty. Every maid,
whose misfortune it was to be taller than her

lady, matched her gown at Mr. Drugget's ; and

many a maiden who had passed a winter with

her aunt in London, dazzled the rustics, at her

return, with cheap finery which Drugget had

supplied. His shop was often visited in a morn

ing by ladies who left their coaches- in the next

street, and crept through the alley in linen

gowns. Drugget knows the rank of his cus

tomers by their bashfulness ; and when he finds

them unwilling to be seen, invites them up stairs,

or retires with them to the back window.

I rejoiced at the increasing prosperity of my
friend, and imagined that as he grew rich, he

was growing happy. His mind has partaken
the enlargement of his fortune. When I stepped

in for the first five years, I was welcomed only
with a shake of *he hand ; in the next period of

his life, he beckoned across the way for a pot of

beer ; but for six years past, he invited me te

dinner ; and if he bespeaks me the day before,

never fails to regale me with a fillet of veal.

His riches neithermade him uncivil nor negli

gent ; he rose at the same hour, attended with

the same assiduity, and bowed with the same

gentleness. But for some years he has been

much inclined to talk of the fatigues of business,,

and the confinement of a shop, and to wish that

he had been so happy as to have renewed his

uncle's lease of a farm, that he might have lived

without noise and hurry, in a pure air, in the

artless society of honest villagers, and the con

templation of the works of nature.

I soon discovered the cause of my friend's

philosophy. He thought himself grown rich

enough to have a lodging in the country, like

the mercers on Ludgate-hill, and was resolved

to enjoy himself in the decline of life. This

was a revolution not to be made suddenly. H
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talked three years of the pleasures of the coun

try, but passed every night over his own shop.

But at last he resolved to be happy, and hired a

lodging in the country, that he may steal some

hours in the week from business
; for, says he,

when a man advances in
life,

lie loves to entertain

himself sometimes with his own thouglits.

I was invited to this seat of quiet and con

templation among those whom Mr. Drugget con

siders as his most reputable friends, and desires

to make the first witnesses of his elevation to

the highest dignities of a shopkeeper. I found

him at Islington, in a room which overlooked

the high road, amusing himself with looking

through the window, which the clouds of dust

would not suffer him to open. He embraced

me, told me I was welcome into the country,
and asked me, if I did not feel myself refreshed.

He then desired that dinner might be hastened,

for fresh air always sharpened his appetite, and

ordered me a toast and a glass of wine after my
walk. He told me much of the pleasure he

found in retirement, and wondered what had

kept him so long out of the country. After

dinner, company came in, and Mr. Drugget

again repeated the praises of the country, re

commended the pleasures of meditation, and

told them, that lie had been all the morning at

the window, counting the carriages as they

passed before him.

No. 17.] SATURDAY, AUG. 5, 1758.

THE rainy weather, which has continued the

last month, is said to have given great disturb

ance to the inspectors of barometers. The ora-

culous glasses have deceived their votaries;
shower has succeeded shower, though they pre
dicted sunshine and dry skies

;
and by fatal con

fidence in these fallacious promises, many coats

have lost their gloss, and many curls have been

moistened to flaccidity.

This is one of the distresses to which mortals

subject themselves by the pride of speculation.

I had no part in this learned disappointment,
who am content to credit my senses, and to be

lieve that rain will fall when the air blackens,

and that the weather will be dry when the sun

is bright. My caution indeed does not always
preserve -me frooi a shower. To be wet, may
happen to the genuine Idler ; but to be wet in

opposition to theory, can befall only the Idler

that pretends to be busy. Of those that spin
out life in trifles, and die without a memorial,

many flatter themselves with high opinions of

their own importance, and imagine that they
are every day adding some improvement to hu
man life. To be idle and to be poor, have al

ways been reproaches, and therefore every man

endeavours, with his utmost care, to hide his

poverty from others, and his idleness from him
self.

Among those whom I never could persuade to

rank themselves with Idlers, and who speak
with indignation of my morning sleeps and noc

turnal rambles, one passes the day in catching

spiders, that he may count their eyes with a

microscope ; another erects his head, and exhi

bits the dust of a marigold separated from the

flower with a dexterity worthy of JL/euwenhoeck

himself. Some turn the wheel of electricity .

some suspend rings to a loadstone, and rind

that what they did yesterday they can do again

to-day. Some register the changes of the wind,
and die fully convinced that the wind is change
able.

There are men yet more profound, who have

heard that two colourless liquors may produce a

colour by union, and that two cold bodies will

grow hot if they are mingled; they mingle

them, and produce the effect expected, say it is

strange, and mingle them again.

The Idlers that sport only with inanimate na

ture may claim some indulgence; if they are

useless, they are still innocent; but there are

others, whom I know not how to mention with
out more emotion than my love of quiet will

ingly admits. Among the inferior professors
of medical knowledge, is a race of wretches,
whose lives are only varied by varieties of

cruelty; whose favourite amusement is, to

nail dogs to tables and open them alive ; to try
how long life may be continued in various de

grees of mutilation, or with the excision or

laceration of the vital parts ; to examine
whether burning irons are felt more acutely by
the bone or tendon; and whether the more

lasting agonies are produced by poison forced

into the mouth, or injected into the veins.

It is not without reluctance that I offend the

sensibility of the tender mind with images like

these. If such cruelties were not practised, it

were to be desired that they should not be con

ceived ; but, since they are published every day
with ostentation, let me be allowed once to

mention them, since I mention them with ab

horrence.

Mead has invidiously remarked of Woodward,
that he gathered, shells and stones, and would

pass for a philosopher. With pretensions much
less reasonable, the anatomical novice tears out

the living bowels of an animal, and styles him
self physician, prepares himself by familiar

cruelty for that profession which he is to exer.

cise upon the tender and the helpless, upon fee*

ble bodies and broken minds, and by which he

has opportunities to extend his arts of torture,

and continue those experiments upon infancy
and age, which he has hitherto tried upon cats

and dogs.

What is alleged in defence of these hateful
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practices, every one knows; but the truth is,

that by knives, fire, and poison, knowledge is not

always sought, and is very seldom attained.

The experiments that have been tried, are tried

again ;
he that burned an animal with irons yes

terday, will be willing to amuse himself with

burning another to-morrow. I know not, that

by living dissections any discovery has been

snade by which a single malady is more easily

eured. And if the knowledge of physiology has

been somewhat increased, he surely buys know

ledge dear, who learns the use of the lacteals at

the expense of his humanity. It is time that

universal resentment should arise against these

horrid operations, which tend to harden the

heart, extinguish those sensations which give

man confidence in man, and make the physician
more dreadful than the gout or stone.

No. 18.] SATURDAY, AUG. 12, 1758.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

IT commonly happens to him who endeavours

to obtain distinction by ridicule, or censure, that

he teaches others to practise his own arts against

himself; and that, after a short enjoyment of

the applause paid to his sagacity, or of the mirth

excited by his wit, he is doomed to suffer the

same severities of scrutiny, to hear inquiry de

tecting his faults, and exaggeration sporting with

his failings.

The natural discontent of inferiority will sel

dom fail to operate in some degree of malice

against him who professes to superintend the

conduct of others, especially if he seats himself

uncalled in the chair ofjudicature, and exercises

authority by his own commission.

You cannot, therefore, wonder that your ob

servations on human folly, if they produce
leughter at one time, awaken criticism at ano

ther ; and that among the numbers whom you
have taught to scoff at the retirement of Drug
get, there is one who offers his apology.
The mistake of your old friend is by no means

peculiar. The public pleasures of far the greater

part of mankind are counterfeit. Very few

carry their philosophy to places of diversion, or

are very careful to analyse their enjoyments. The

general condition of life is so full of misery, that

we are glad to catch delight without inquiring
whence it comes, or by what power it is be

stowed.

The mind is seldom quickened to very vigor
ous operations but by pain, or the dread of pain.
We do not disturb ourselves with the detection

of fallacies which do us no harm, nor willingly
decline a pleasing effect to investigate its cause.

He that is happy, by whatever means, desires

nothing but the continuance of happiness, and

is no more solicitous to distribute his sensations

into their proper species, than the common gazer
on the beauties of the spring to separate light in

to its original rays.

Pleasure is therefore seldom such as it appears
to others, nor often such as we represent it to

ourselves. Of the ladies that sparkle at a musi

cal performance, a very small number has any

quick sensibility of harmonious sounds. But

every one that goes has her pleasure. She has

the pleasure of wearing fine clothes, and of show

ing them, of outshining those whom she suspects

to envy her ;
she has the pleasure of

appearing
among other ladies in a place whither the race

of meaner mortals seldom intrudes, and of re

flecting that, in the conversations of the next

morning, her name will be mentioned among
those that sat in the first row ; she has the pleas

ure of returning courtesies, or refusing to return

them, of receiving compliments with civility, or

rejecting them with disdain. She has the pleas

ure of meeting some of her acquaintance, of

guessing why the rest are absent, and of telling

them that she saw the opera, on pretence of in

quiring why they would miss it. She has the

pleasure of being supposed to be pleased with a

refined amusement, and of hoping to be num
bered among the votaresses of harmony. She

has the pleasure of escaping for two hours the

superiority of a sister, or the control of a hus

band ; and from all these pleasures she concludes,

that heavenly music is the balm of life.

All assemblies of gayety are brought together

by motives of the same kind. The theatre is

not filled with those that know or regard the

skill of the actor, nor the ball-room by those

who dance, or attend to the dancers. To all

places of general resort, where the standard of

pleasure is erected, we run with equal eagerness,

or appearance of eagerness, for very different

reasons. One goes that he may say he has been

there, another because he never misses. Thij

man goes to try what he can find, and that to

discover what others find. Whatever diversion

is costly will be frequented by those who desire

to be thought rich ;
and whatever has, by any

accident become fashionable, easily continues its

reputation, because every one is ashamed of no

partaking it.

To every place of entertainment we go with

expectation and desire of being pleased; w*.,

meet others who are brought by the same mo
tives ; no one will be the first to own the disap

pointment ;
one face reflects the smile of an

other, till each believes the rest delighted, and

endeavours to catch and transmit the circulating

rapture. In time all are deceived by the cheat

to which all contribute. The fiction of happi
ness is propagated by every tongue, and confirm

ed by every look, till at last all profess the joy
which they do not feel, consent to yield to tha
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general delusion ; and when the voluntary dream
is at an end, lament that bliss is of so short a

duration.

If Drugget pretended to pleasures of which

he had no perception, or boasted of one amuse

ment where he was indulging another, what did

he which is not done by all those who read his

etory ? of whom some pretend delight in con

versation, only because they dare not be alone ;

some praise the quiet of solitude, because they
are envious of sense, and impatient of folly ;

and

some gratify their pride, by writing characters

which expose the vanity of life.

I am, Sir,

Your humble Servant.

No. 19.] SATURDAY, AUG. 19, 1758.

SOME of those ancient sages that have exercised

their abilities in the inquiry after the supreme

good, have been of opinion, that the highest de

gree of earthly happiness is quiet ; a calm re

pose both of mind and body, undisturbed by the

sight of folly or the noise of business, the tumults

of public commotion, or the agitations of private

interest ; a state in which the mind has no other

employment, but to observe and regulate her

own motions, to trace thought from thought,
combine one image with another, raise systems
of science, and form theories of virtue.

To the scheme of these solitary speculatists,

it has been justly objected, that if they are happy,

they are happy only by being useless. That

mankind is one vast republic, where every in

dividual receives many benefits from the labours

of others, which, by labouring in his turn for

others, he is obliged to repay ; and that where

the united efforts of all are not able to exempt all

from misery, none have a right to withdraw

from their task of vigilance, or to be indulged in

idle wisdom or solitary pleasures.

It is common for controvertists, in the heat of

disputation, to add one position to another till

they reach the extremities of knowledge, where

truth and falsehood lose their distinction. Their

admirers follow them to the brink of absurdity,

and then start back from each side towards the

middle point. So it has happened in this great

disquisition. Many perceive alike the force of

the contrary arguments, find quiet shameful,

and business dangerous; and therefore pass

their lives between them, in bustle without busi

ness, and negligence without quiet.

Among the principal names of this moderate

set is that great philosopher Jack Whirler, whose

business keeps him in perpetual motion, and

whose motion always eludes his business ; who
fa always to do what he never does, who cannot

Btand still because he is wanted in anotherplace,

and who is wanted in many places because lie

stays in none.

Jack has more business than he can conveni

ently transact in one house; he has therefore

one habitation near Bow- Church, and another

about a mile distant. By this ingenious distri

bution of himself between two houses, Jack has

contrived to be found at neither. Jack's trade

is extensive, and he has many dealers ; his con

versation is sprightly, and he has many compan
ions

; his disposition is kind, and lie has many
friends. Jack neither forbears pleasure for busi

ness, nor omits business for pleasure, but is

equally invisible to his friends and his customers ;

to him that comes with an invitation to a club,
and to him that waits to settle an account.

When you call at his house, his clerk tells you,
that Mr. Whirler has just stept out, but will be

at home exactly at two ; you wait at a coffee

house till two, and then find that he has been
at home, and is gone out again, but left word
that he should be at the Half-moon tavern at

seven, where he hopes to meet you. At seven

you go to the tavern. At eight in comes Mr.
Whirler to tell you, that he is glad to see you, and

only begs leave to run for a few minutes to a

gentleman that lives near the Exchange, from
whom he will return before supper can be ready.

Away he runs to the Exchange, to tell those

who are waiting for him, that he must beg them
to defer the business till to-morrow, because his

time is come at the Half-moon.

Jack's cheerfulness and civility rankhim among
thosewhosepresence never gives pain, and whom
all receive with fondness and caresses. He calls

often on his friends to tell them, that he will

come again to-morrow ; on the morrow he comes

again, to tell them how an unexpected summons
hurries him away. WT

hen he enters a house,
his first declaration is, that he cannot sit down ;

and so short are his visits, that he seldom ap
pears to have come for any other reason but to

say he must go.

The dogs of Egypt, when thirst brings them
to the Nile, are said to run as they drink for

fear of the crocodiles. Jack Whirler always
dines at full speed. He enters, finds the family
at table, sits familiarly down, and fills his plate ;

but while the first morsel is in his mouth, hears

the clock strike, and rises ; then goes to another

house, sits down again, recollects another en

gagement; has only time to taste the soup, makes

a short excuse to the company, and continues

through another street his desultory dinner.

But, overwhelmed as he is with business, hia

chief desire is to have still more. Every new

proposal takes possession of his thoughts ; he

soon balances probabilities, engages in the pro

ject, brings it almost to completion, and then

forsakes it for another, which he catches with

some alacrity, urges with the same vehemence,

and abandons with the same coldneae.
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Every man may be observed to have a certain

strain of lamentation, some peculiar theme of

complaint on which he dwells in his moments

of dejection. Jack's topic of sorrow is his want

of time. Many an excellent design languishes

in empty theory for want of time. For the

omission of any civilities, want of time is his

plea to others ;
for the neglect of any affairs,

want of time is his excuse to himself. That he

wants time he sincerely believes
;
for he once

pined away many months with a lingering dis

temper, for want of time to attend to his

health.

Thus Jack Whirler lives in perpetual fatigues

without proportionate advantage, because he

does not consider that no man can see s\] with

his own eyes, or do all with his own hands ;

that whoever is engaged in multiplicity of busi

ness, must transact much by substitution, and

leave something to hazard ; and that he who

attempts to do all, will waste his life in doing

little.

No. 20.] SATURDAY, AUG. 26, 1758.

THERE is no crime more infamous than the

violation of truth. It is apparent that men can

be social beings no longer than they believe

each other. When speech is employed only as

the vehicle of falsehood, every man must dis

unite himself from others, inhabit his own cave,

and seek prey only for himself.

Yet the law of truth, thus sacred and neces

sary, is broken without punishment, without

censure, in compliance with inveterate preju
dice and prevailing passions. Men are willing
to credit what they wish, and encourage rather

those who gratify them with pleasures, than

those that instruct them with, fidelity.

For this reason every historian discovers his

country ; and it is impossible to read the differ

ent accounts of any great event, without a wish

that truth had more power over partiality.

Amidst the joy of my countrymen for the

acquisition of Louisbourg, I could not forbear

to consider how differently this revolution of

American power is not only now mentioned by
the contending nations, but will be represented

by the writers of another century.
The English historian will imagine himself

barely doing justice to English virtue, when he

relates the capture of Louisbourg in the follow

ing manner:
" The English had hitherto seen, with great

indignation, their attempts baffled and their

force defied by an enemy, whom they consid

ered themselves as entitled to conquer by the

right of prescription, and whom many ages of

hereditary superiority had taught them to des-

2*ise. Their fleets 'were more numerous, and

2B

their seamen braver, than those of France; yet

they only floated useless on the ocean, and th

French derided them from their ports. Mis

fortunes, as is usual, produced discontent, tho

people murmured at the ministers, and tho

ministers censured the commanders.
" In the summer of this year, the English

began to find their success answerable to their

cause. A fleet and an army were sent to

America to dislodge the enemies from the settle

ments which they had so perfidiously made,

and so insolently maintained, and to repress

that power which was growing more every day

by the association of the Indians with whom
these degenerate Europeans intermarried, and

whom they secured to their party by presents

and promises.
" In the beginning of June the ships of war

and vessels containing the land forces appeared
before Louisbourg, a place so secure by nature

that art was almost superfluous, and yet forti

fied by art as if nature had left it open. The
French boasted that it was impregnable, and

spoke with scorn of all attempts that could be

made against it. The garrison was numerous,

the stores equal to the longest siege, and their

engineers and commanders high in reputation.
" The mouth of the harbour was so narrow,

that three ships within might easily defend it

against all attacks from the sea. The French

had, with that caution which cowards borrow

from fear, and attribute to policy, eluded our

fleets, and sent into that port five great ships

and six smaller, of which they sunk four in the

mouth of the passage, having raised batteries

and posted troops at all the places where they

thought it possible to make a descent. The

English, however, had more to dread from the

roughness of the sea, than from the skill or

bravery of the defendants. Some days passed

before the surges, which rise very high round

that island, would suffer them to land. At last

their impatience could be restrained no longer ;

they got possession of the shore with little loss

by the sea, and with less by the enemy. In a

few days the artillery was landed, the batteries

were raised, and the French had no other hope
than to escape from one post to another. A shot

from the batteries fired the powder in one of

their largest ships, the flame spread to the two

next, and all three were destroyed; the Eng
lish admiral sent his boats against the two large

ships yet remaining, took them without resist

ance, and terrified the garrison to an immediate

capitulation.
"

Let us now oppose to this English narrative

the relation which will be produced, about the

same time, by the writer of the age of Louis XV.
" About this time the English admitted to th<

conduct of affairs a man who undertook to savo

from destruction that ferocious and turbulent

people, who from the mean insolence of wealthy
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traders, and the lawless confidence of successful

robbers, were now sunk in despair and stupified

with horror. He called in the stdps which had

been dispersed over the ocean to guard their

merchants, and sent a fleet and an army, in

which almost the whole strength of England
was comprised, to secure their possessions in

America, which were endangered alike by the

French arms and the French virtue. We had

taken the English fortresses by force, and gained
the Indian nations by humanity. The English,
wherever they come, are sure to have the na

tives for their enemies : for, the only motive of

their settlements is avarice, and the only con

sequence of their success is oppression. In this

war they acted like other barbarians, and, with

a degree of outrageous cruelty which the gentle

ness of our manners scarcely suffers us to con

ceive, offered rewards by open proclamation to

those who should bring in the scalps of Indian

women and children. A trader always makes

war with the cruelty of a pirate.
" They had long looked with envy and with

terror upon the influence which the French ex

erted over all the northern regions of America

by the possession of Louisbourg, a place na

turally strong, and new fortified with some

slight outworks. They hoped to surprise the

garrison unprovided; but that sluggishness

which always defeats their malice, gave us time

to send supplies, and to station ships ibr the

defence of the harbour. They came before

Louisbourg in June, and were for some time in

doubt whether they should land. But the com

manders, who had lately seen an admiral be

headed for not having done what he had not

power to do, durst not leave the place unassault-

ed. An Englishman has no ardour for honour,

nor zeal for duty ; he neither values glory nor

loves his king, but balances one danger with

another, and will fight rather than be hanged.

They therefore landed, but with great loss ;

their engineers had, in the last war with the

French, learned something of the military sci-

ence, and made their approaches with sufficient

skill ; but all their efforts had been without ef

fect, had not a ball unfortunately fallen into the

powder of one our ships, which communicated

the fire to the rest, and, by opening the passage

df the harbour, obliged the garrison to capitulate.

Thus was Louisbourg lost, and our troops

\narched out with the admiration of their ene

mies, who durst hardly think themselves mas
ters of the place."

No. 21.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 2, 1758.

TO THE IDLER.
DEAR MR. IDLER,

THKRE is a species of misery, or of disease, for

which our language is commonly supposed to ba

without a name, but which I think is emphati

cally enough denominated listlessness, and which
is commonly termed a want of something to do.

Of the unhappiness of this state I do not ex

pect all your readers to have an adequate idea

Many are overburthened with business, and can

imagine no comfort but in rest ; many have
minds so placid, as willingly to indulge a vo

luntary lethargy ; or so narrow, as easily to be

filled to their utmost capacity. By these I

shall not be understood, and therefore cannot be

pitied. Those only will sympathise with my
complaint, whose imagination is active and re

solution weak, whose desires are ardent, and
whose choice is delicate ; who cannot satisfy
themselves with standing still, and yet cannot

find a motive to direct their course.

I was the second son of a gentleman, whose
estate was barely sufficient to support himself

and his heir in the dignity of killing game. He
therefore made use of the interest which the

alliances of his family afforded him, to procure
me a post in the army. I passed some years in

the most contemptible of all human stations,

that of a soldier in time of peace. I wandered

with the regiment as the quarters were changed,
without opportunity for business, taste forknow

ledge, or money for pleasure. Wherever I

came, I was for some time a stranger without

curiosity, and afterwards an acquaintance with

out friendship. Having nothing to hope in

these places of fortuitous residence, I resigned

my conduct to chance ;
I had no intention to

offend, I had no ambition to delight.

I suppose every man is shocked when he hears

how frequently soldiers are wishing for war.

The wish is not always sincere; the greater

part are content with sleep and lace, and coun

terfeit an ardour which they do not feel ; but

those who desire it most are neither prompted

by malevolence nor patriotism ; they neither

pant for laurels nor delight in blood ; but long

to be delivered from the tyranny of idleness, and

restored to the dignity of active beings.

I never imagined myself to have more courage

than othermen, yet was often involuntary wish

ing for a war, but of a war at that time I had

no prospect ; and being enabled, by the death of

an uncle, to live without my pay, I quitted the

army, and resolved to regulate my own motions.

I was pleased, for a while, with the novelty of

independence, and imagined that I had now

found what every man desires. My time was

in my own power, and my habitation was

wherever my choice should fix it. I amused

myself for two years in passing from place to

place, and comparing one convenience with in-

other ; but being at last ashamed of inquiry,

and weary of uncertainty, I purchased a house,

and established my family.

I now expected to begin to be happ and TV as
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happy for a short time with that expectation.

But I soon perceived my spirits to subside, and

my imagination to grow dark. The gloom
thickened every day around me. I wondered

by what malignant power my peace was blasted,

till I discovered at last that I had nothing to do.

Time, with all its celerity, moves slowly to

Uim whose whole employment is to watch its

flight. I am forced upon a thousand shifts to

enableme to endure the tediousness ofthe day. ]

rise when I can sleep no longer, and take my
morning walk ; I see what I have seen before

and return. I sit down and persuade myself
that I sit down to think, find it impossible to

think without a subject, rise up to inquire after

news, and endeavour to kindle in myselfan arti

ficial impatience for intelligence of events, which

will never extend any consequence to me, but

that a few minutes they abstract me from myself.

When I have heard any thing that may gra

tify curiosity, I am busied for a while in run

ning to relate it. I hasten from one place of

concourse to another, delighted with my own

importance, and proud to think that I am doing

something, though I know that another hour

would spare my labour.

I had once a round of visits, which 1 paid

very regularly ; but I have now tired most ot

my friends. When I have sat down I forget to

rise, and have more than once overheard one

asking another when I would be gone. I per
ceive the company tired, I observe the mistress

of the family whispering to her servants, I find

orders given to put off business till to-morrow,
I see the watches frequently inspected, and yet
cannot withdraw to the vacuity of solitude, or

venture myself in my own company.
Thus burthensome to myself and others, I

form many schemes of employment which may
make my life useful or agreeable, and exempt
me from the ignominy of living by sufferance.

This new course 1 have long designed, but have

not yet begun. The present moment is never

proper for the change, but there is always a time
in view when all obstacles will be removed, and
L shall surprise all that know me with a new
distribution of my time. Twenty years have

passed since I have resolved a complete amend
ment, and twenty years have been lost in de

lays. Age is coming upon me ; and I should

look back with rage and despair upon the waste
of life, but that I am now beginning in earnest

to begin a reformation.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

DICK LINGER.

^o. 22.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 16, 1758.

TO THE IDLER.
SIB,

Ae I was passing lately under one of the gates

of this city, 1 was struck with horror by a meN

ful cry which summoned me to remember the poc?
debtors.

The wisdom and justice of the English laws

are, by Englishmen at least, loudly celebrated :

but scarcely the most zealous admirers of oui

institutions can think that law wise, which,
when men are capable of work, obliges them to

beg ; or just, which exposes the liberty of one
to the passions ofanother.

The prosperity of a people is proportionate to

the number of hands and minds usefully em
ployed. To the community, sedition is a fever,

corruption is a gangrene, and idleness is an

atrophy. Whatever body, and whatever society
wastes more than it acquires, must gradually

decay ; and every being that continues to be fed,
and ceases to labour, takes away something from
the public stock.

The confinement, therefore, of any nidn in

the sloth and darkness of a prison, is a loss to

the nation, and no gain to the creditor. For oi

the multitudes who are pining in those cells of

misery, a very small part is suspected of any
fraudulent act by which they retain what fce-

Iong4 to others. The rest are imprisoned by
the wantonness of pride, the malignity of re

venge, or the acrimony of disappointed expec
tation.

If those, who thus rigorously exercise the

power which the law has put into their hands,

be asked, why they continue to imprison those

whom they know to be unable to pay them? one

will answer, that his debtor once lived better

than himself
; another, that his wife looked

above her neighbours, and his children went in

silk clothes to the dancing-school ; and another,
that he pretended to be a joker and a wit. Some
will reply, that if they were in debt, they should

meet with the same treatment ; some, that they
owe no more than they can pay, and need there

fore give no account of their actions. Some
will confess their resolution that their debtors

shall rot in gaol ; and some will discover, that

they hope, by cruelty, to wring the payment
from their friends.

The end of all civil regulations is, to secure

private happiness from private malignity ; to

keep individuals from the power ofone another :

but this end is apparently neglected, when a

man, irritated with loss, is allowed to be the

judge of his own cause, and to assign the punish
ment of his own pain ; when the distinction be

tween guilt and happiness, between casualty
and design, is entrusted to eyes blind with in

terest, to understandings depraved by resent

ment.

Since poverty is punished among us as a crime,
t ought at least to be treated with the sam

enity as other crimes : the offender ought no*

to languish at the will of him whom he has of-

'ended, but to be allowed some appeal to the
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Justice of his country. ITiere can be no reason

why any debtor should be imprisoned, but that

he may be compelled to payment ; and a term

should therefore be fixed, in which the creditor

should exhibit his accusation of concealed pro

perty. If such property can be discovered, let

It be given to the creditor ; if the charge is not

offered, or cannot be proved, let the prisoner be

dismissed.

Those who made the laws have apparently

supposed, that every deficiency of payment is

the crime of the debtor. But the truth is, that

the creditor always shares the act, and often

more than shares the guilt of improper trust.

It seldom happens that any man imprisons an

other but for debts which he suffered to be con

tracted in hope of advantage to himself, and for

bargains in which he proportioned his profit to

his own opinion of the hazard
; and there is no

reason why one should punish the other for a

contract in which both concurred.

Many of .the inhabitants of prisons may justly

complain of harder treatment. He that once

owes more than he can pay, is often obliged to

bribe his creditor to patience, by increasing his

debt. Worse and worse commodities, at a&igh-
er and higher price, are forced upon him; he is

impoverished by compulsive traffic, and at last

overwhelmed, in the common receptacles of mis

ery, by debts, which, without his own consent,

were accumulated on his head. To the relief of

this distress, no other objection can be made,
but that by an easy dissolution of debts, fraud

will be left without punishment, and impru
dence without awe ; and that when insolvency
should be no longer punishable, credit will

cease.

The motive to credit is the hope of advan

tage. Commerce can never be at a stop, while

one man wants what another can supply ; and

credit will never be denied, while it is likely to

be repaid with profit. He that trusts one whom
he designs to sue, is criminal by the act of trust :

the cessation of such insiduous traffic is to be

desired, and no reason can be given why a change
of the law should impair any other.

We see nation trade with nation, where no

payment can be compelled. Mutual conveni

ence produces mutual confidence ; and the mer
chants continue to satisfy the demands of each

other, though they have nothing to dread but

the loss of trade.

It is vain to continue an institution, which

experience shows to be ineffectual. We have

pow imprisoned one generation of debtors after

another, but we do not find that their numbers

lessen. We have now learned that rashness and

mprudence will not be deterred from taking
credit ; let us try whether fraud and avarice may
be more easily restrained from giving it.

I am, Sir, &c.

No. 23.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 23, 175b.

LIFE has no pleasure higher or nobler than that

of "friendship. It is painful to consider, thai

this sublime enjoyment may be impaired or de

stroyed by innumerable causes, and that there

is no human possession of which the duration is

less certain.

Many have talked, in very exalted language,
of the perpetuity of friendship, of invincible con

stancy, and unalienable kindness ; and some ex

amples have been seen of men who have contin

ued faithful to their earliest choice, and whose
affection has predominated over changes of for

tune, and contrariety of opinion.
But these instances are memorable, because

they are rare. The friendship which is to ba

practised or expected by common mortals, must'

take its rise from mutual pleasure, and must end

when the power ceases of delighting each other.

Many accidents therefore may happen, by
which the ardour of kindness, will be abated,

without criminal baseness or contemptible in-

{constancy on either part. To give pleasure is

Jnot always in our power; and little does he

jknow himself, who believes that he can be al-

Ways able to receive it.

Those who would gladly pass their days to

gether may be separated by the different course

of their affairs : and friendship, like love, is de

stroyed by long absence, though it may be in

creased by short intermissions. What we have

missed long enough to want it, we value more
when it is regained ; but that which has been

lost till it is forgotten, will be found at last with

little gladness, and with still less, if a substitute

has supplied the place. A man deprived of the

companion to whom he used to open his bosom,
and with whom he shared the hours of leisure

and merriment, feels the day at first hanging

heavy on him ; his difficulties oppress, and his

doubts distract him ; he sees time come and go
without his wonted gratification, and all is sad

ness within and solitude about him. But this

uneasiness never lasts long ; necessity produces

expedients, new amusements are discovered, and

new conversation is admitted.
' No expectation is more frequently disappoint

ed, than that which naturally arises in the

mind from the prospect of meeting an old frien

after long separation. We expect the attraction

to be revived, and the coalition to be renewed ,

no man considers how much alteration time

has made in himself, and very few inquire what

effect it has had upon others. The first hour

convinces them, that the pleasure which they
have formerly enjoyed, is for ever at an end ;

different scenes have made different impres

sions; the opinions of both are changed; act!

that similitude of manners and sentiment 'a
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lost, which confirmed them both in the appro-
]

bation of themselves.

Friendship is often destroyed by opposition o

interest, not only by the ponderous and visible

interest which the desire of wealth and great

ness forms and maintains, but by a thousand

secret and slight competitions, scarcely known
to the mind upon which they operate. The
is scarcely any man without some favourite

trifle which he values above greater attainments,

some desire of petty praise which he cannot

patiently suffer to be frustrated. This minute

ambition is sometimes crossed before it is

known, and sometimes defeated by wanton

petulance ; but such attacks are seldom made
without the loss of friendship ;

for whoever has

once found the vulnerable part will always be

feared, and the resentment will burn on i

secret, of which shame hinders the discovery.

This, however, is a slow malignity, which

wise man will obviate as inconsistent with

quiet, and a good man will repress as contrary
to virtue; but human happiness is sometimes!

violated by some more sudden strokes.

A dispute begun in jest upon a subject which

a moment before was on both parts regarded j

with careless indifference, is continued by thej
desire of conquest, till vanity kindles into rage,;

and opposition rankles into enmity. Against
this hasty mischief, I know not what security
can be obtained; men will be sometimes sur

prised into quarrels; and though they might
both hasten to reconciliation, as soon as their

tumult had subsided, yet two minds will seldom

be found together, which can at once subdue

their discontent, or immediately enjoy the sweets

of peace, without remembering the wounds of

the conflict.

Friendship has other enemies. Suspicion is

always hardening the cautious, and disgust re

pelling the delicate. Very slender differences

will sometimes part those whom long recipro

cation of civility or beneficence has united.

Lonelove and Ranger retired into the country
to enjoy the company of each other, and re

turned in six weeks cold and petulant : Ran

ger's pleasure was, to walk in the fields, and
Lonelove's to sit in a bower ; each had complied
with the other in his turn, and each was angry
that compliance had been exacted.

The most fatal disease of friendship is gradual

decay, or dislike hourly increased by causes too

slender for complaint and too numerous for

removal. Those who are angry may be recon

ciled ; those who have been injured may receive

a recompence ; but when the desire of pleasin
kfld willingness to be pleased is silently dimin

ished, the renovation of friendship is hopeless ;

as, "when the vital powers sink into languor,
there Is no longer any use of the physician.

No. 24.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 30. 1758.

WHEN man sees one of the inferior creatut-ea

perched upon a tree, or basking in the sunshine,

without any apparent endeavour or pursuit, he

often asks himself, or his companion, On what

that animal can be supposed to be thinking ?

Of this question, since neither bird nor beast

can answer it, we must be content to live with

out the resolution. We know not how much
the brutes recollect of the past, or anticipate of

the future
;
what power they have of comparing

and preferring ; or whether their faculties may
not rest in motionless indifference, till they are

moved by the presence of their proper object, or

stimulated to act by corporal sensations.

I am the less inclined to these superfluous in

quiries, because I have always been able to find

sufficient matter for curiosity in my own
species. It is useless to go far in quest of that

which may be found at home ; a very narrow
circle of observation will supply a sufficient

number of men and women, who might be

asked, with equal propriety, On what they can be

thinking ?

It is reasonable to believe, that thought, like

every thing else, has its causes and effects
; that

it must proceed from something known, done,
or suffered ; and must produce some action or

event. Yet how great is the number of those

In whose minds no source of thought has ever

been opened, in whose life no thought of conse

quence is ever discovered; who have learned

nothing upon which they can reflect ; who have
neither seen nor felt any thing which could

leave its traces on the memory; who neither

foresee nor desire any change of their condition,

and have therefore neither fear, hope, nor de

sign, and yet are supposed to be thinking

beings.

To every act a s.ubject is required. He that

thinks, must think upon something. But tell

me, ye that pierce deepest into nature, ye that

take the widest surveys of life, inform me, kind
shades of Malbranche and of Locke, what that

something can be, which excites and continues

thought in maiden aunts with small fortunes
;

in younger brothers that live upon annuities;
in traders retired from business; in soldiers ab

sent from their regiments ; or in widows that

have no children ?

Life is commonly considered as either active
)

or contemplative; but surely this division, how'

long soever it has been received, is inadequate]
and falacious. There are mortals whose life isj

certainly not active, for they do neither good
nor evil ;

and whose life cannot be properly cal

led contemplative, for they never attend either

to the conduct of men, or the works of nature,

but rise in the morning, look round them till
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night in careless stupidity, go to bed and sleep,

and rise again in the morning.
It has been lately a celebrated question in the

schools of philosophy, Whether the soul always
thinks ? Some have denned the soul to be the

power of thinking; concluded that its essence con

sists in act ; that, if it should cease to act, it

would cease to be; and that cessation of thought
is but another name for extinction of mind.

This argument is subtile, but not conclusive ;

because it supposes what cannot be proved, that

the nature of mind is properly denned. Others

affect to disdain subtilty, when subtilty will not

serve their purpose, and appeal to daily experi
ence. We spend many hours, they say, in

sleep, without the least remembrance of any
thoughts which then passed in our minds ; and

since we can only by our own consciousness be

sure that we think, why should we imagine
that we have had thought of which no conscious

ness remains ?

This argument, which appeals to experience,

may from experience be confuted. We every

day do something which we forget when it is

done, and know to have been done only by con

sequence. The waking hours are not denied to

have been passed in thought ; yet he that shall

endeavour to recollect on one day the ideas of

the former, will only turn the eye of reflection

upon vacancy; he will find, that the greater

part is irrevocably vanished, and wonder how
the moments could come and go, and leave so

little behind them.

To discover only that the arguments on both

sides are defective, and to throw back the tenet

into its former uncertainty, is the sport of wan
ton or malevolent scepticism, delighting to see

the sons of philosophy at work upon a task

which never can be decided. I shall suggest an

argument hitherto overlooked, which may per

haps determine the controversy.

If it be impossible to think without materials,

there must necessarily be minds that do not

always think; and whence shall we furnish

materials for the meditation of the glutton be

tween his meals, of the sportsman in a rainy

month, of the annuitant between the days of

quarterly payment, of the politician when the

mails are detained by contrary winds ?

But how frequent soever may be the exam

pies of existence without thought, it is certainly

r
' a state not much to be desired. He that lives

in torpid insensibility, wants nothing of a car

cass but putrefaction. It is the part of every
Inhabitant of the earth to partake the pains and

pleasures of his fellow-beings ; and, as in a

road through a country desert and uniform, the

traveller languishes for want of amusement, so

the passage of life will be tedious and irksome

to him who does not beguile it by diversified

Iideas.

No. 25.] SATURDAY, OCT. 7, 1768.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

I AM a very constant frequenter of the play

house, a place to which I suppose the Idler nol

much a stranger, since he can have no when*

else so much entertainment with so little cou

currence of his own endeavour. At all other

assemblies, he that comes to receive delight

will be expected to give it
;
but in the theatre

nothing is necessary to the amusement of two

hours, but to sit down and be willing to be

pleased.

The last week has offered two new actors to

the town. The appearance and retirement of

actors are the great events of the theatrical

world ; and their first performance fills the pit

with conjecture and prognostication, as the firsc

actions of a new monarch agitate nations with

hope or fear.

What opinion I have formed of the future

excellence of these candidates for dramatic

glory, it is not necessary to declare. Their en

trance gave me a higher and nobler pleasure

than any borrowed character can afford. I saw

the ranks of the theatre emulating each otheri

in candour and humanity, and contending whoj
should most effectually assist the struggles of 1

endeavour, dissipate the blush of diffidence, and'

still the flutter of timidity.

This behaviour is such as becomes a people,

too tender to repress those who wish to please,

too generous to insult those who can make no

resistance. A public performer is so much in

the power of spectators, that all unnecessary

severity is restrained by that general law of hu

manity which forbids us to be cruel, where

there is nothing to be feared.

In every new performer something must be

pardoned. No man can, by any force of reso

lution, secure to himself the full possession of

his own powers under the eye of a large assem

bly. Variation of gesture, and flexion of voice,

are to be obtained only by experience.

There is nothing for which such numbers

think themselves qualified as for theatrical ex

hibition. Every human being has an action

graceful to his own eye, a voice musical to his

own ear, and a sensibility which nature forbids

him to know that any other bosom can excel.

An art in which such numbers fancy them

selves excellent, and which the public liberal Iv

rewards, will excite many competitors, and in

many attempts there must be many miscan

riages.

The care of the critic should be to distinguish

error from inability, faults of inexperience fmm
defects of nature. Action irregular and turbu

lent may be reclaimed; vociferation vehement
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ind confused may be restrained and modulated ;

the stalk of the tyrant may become the gait of

the man ;
the yell of inarticulate distress may

be reduced to human lamentation. All these

faults should be for a time overlooked, and after

wards censured with gentleness and candour.

But if in an actor there appears an utter
vacan-j

c,y of meaning, a frigid equality, a stupid lan-j

guor, a torbid apathy, the greatest kindnessj
that can be shown him, is a speedy sentence

expulsion.
I am, Sir, &c.

The plea which my correspondent has offered

for young actors, I am very far from wishing to

invalidate. I always considered those combina-

ations which are sometimes formed in the play

house, as acts of fraud or of cruelty ; he that

applauds him who does not deserve praise, is

endeavouring to deceive the public ; he that

hisses in malice or sport, is an oppressor and a

robber.

But surely this laudable forbearance might be

justly extended to young poets. The art of the

writer, like that of the player, is attained by
slow degrees. The power of distinguishing am
discriminating comic characters, or of filling

tragedy with poetical images, must be the gif

of nature, which no instruction nor labour car

supply ;
but the art of dramatic disposition, the

contexture of the scenes, the opposition of char-

acters, the involution of the plot, the expedi
ents of suspension, and the stratagems of sur

prise, are to be learned by practice ;
and it if

cruel to discourage a poet for ever, because h
has not from genius what only experience car

bestow.

Life is a stage. Let me likewise solicit can

dour for the young actor on the stage of life.

They that enter into the world are too often

treated with unreasonable rigour by those that

were once as ignorant and heady as themselves
;

and distinction is not always made between the

faults which require speedy and violent eradica

tion, and those that will gradually drop away
in the progression of life. Vicious solicitations

of appetite, if not checked, will grow more

importunate ;
and mean arts of profit or ambi

tion will gather strength in the mind, if they
are not early suppressed. But mistaken notions

of superiority, desires of useless show, pride
of little accomplishments, and all the train of

vanity, will be brushed away by the wing of

Time.

Reproof should not exhaust its power upon
petty failings; let it watch diligently agains
tbe incursion of vice, and leave foppery and fu

to die of themselves.

No. 26.] SATURDAY, OCT. H, 1758,

MR. IDLER,

I NEVER thought that I should write any thing
to be printed ; but having lately seen your first

essay, which was sent down into the kitchen,

with a great bundle ofgazettes and useless papers,

I find that you are willing to admit any corre

spondent, and therefore hope you will not reject

me. If you publish my letter, it may encourage

others, in the same condition with myself, to

tell their stories, which may be perhaps as use

ful as those of great ladies.

I am a poor girl. I was bred in the country
at a charity-school, maintained by the contri

butions of wealthy neighbours. The ladies, or

patronesses, visited us from time to time, ex

amined how we were taught, and saw that our

clothes were clean. We lived happily enough,
and were instructed to be thankful to those at

whose cost we were educated. I was always
the favourite of my mistress ; she used to call

me to read, and show my copy-book to all

strangers, who never dismissed me without

commendation, and very seldom without a shil

ling.

At last the chief of our subscribers, having

passed a winter in London, came down full of

an opinion new and strange to the whole coun

try. She held it little less than criminal to

teach poor girls to read and write. They who
are born to poverty, said she, are born to ignor

ance, and will work the harder, the less they
know.

She told her friends, that London was in

confusion by the insolence of servants; that

scarcely a wench was to be got for all work, since

education had made such numbers of fine ladies,

that nobody would now accept a lower title

than that of a waiting-maid or something that

might qnalify her to wear laced shoes and long

ruffles, and to sit at work in the parlour win
dow. But she was resolved, for her part, to

spoil no more girls ; those, who were to live by
their hands, should neither read nor write out

of her pocket; the world was bad enough al

ready, and she would have no part in making it

worse.

She was for a short time warmly opposed;
but she persevered in her notions, and with

drew her subscription. Few listen without a

desire of conviction to those who advise them to

spare their money. Her example and her ar

guments gained ground daily ; and in less than

a year the whole parish was convinced, that

the nation would be ruined, if the children of

the poor were taught to read and write.

Our school was now dissolved ; my mistress

kissed me when we parted, and told me, that,

being old and helpless she could not assist me,
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advised me to seek a service, and charged me
not to forget what I had learned.

My reputation for scholarship, which had

hitherto recommended me to favour, was, by
the adherents to the new opinion, considei'ed as

a crime ; and, when I offered myself to any
mistress, I had no other answer than Sure,

child, you would not work ! hard work is not Jit

for a pen-woman; a scrubbing-brush would spoil

your hand, child !

I could not live at home ; and while I was

considering to what I should betake me, one of

the girls, who had gone from our school to Lon

don, came down in a silk gown, and told her

acquaintance how well she lived, what fine

things she saw, and what great wages she re

ceived. I resolved to try my fortune, and took

my passage in the next week's waggon to Lon
don. I had no snares laid for me at my arrival,

but came safe to a sister of my mistress, who
undertook to get me a place. She knew only
the families of mean tradesmen ; and I, having
no high opinion of my own qualifications,, was

willing to accept the first offer.

My first mistress was wife of a working
watchmaker, who earned more than was suffi

cient to keep his family in decency and plenty ;

but it was their constant practice to hire a

chaise on Sunday, and spend half the wages of

the week on Richmond hill ; of Mondayhe com

monly lay half in bed, and spent the other half

in merriment; Tuesday and Wednesday con

sumed the rest of his money; and three days

every week were passed in extremity of want

by us who were left at home, while my master

lived on trust at an ale-house. You may be

sure, that of the sufferers, the maid suffered

most ; and I left them, after three months,
rather than be starved.

I was then maid to a hatter's wife. There
was no want to be dreaded, for they lived in

perpetual luxury. My mistress was a diligent

woman, and rose early in the morning to set

the journeymen to work; my master was a

man much beloved by his neighbours, and sat

at one club or other every night. I was obliged
to wait on my master at night, and on my
mistress in the morning. He seldom came
home before two, and she rose at five. I could

no more live without sleep than without food,

and therefore entreated them to look out for

another servant.

My next removal was to a linen-draper's,
who had six children. My mistress, when I

first entered the house, informed me, that I

must never contradict the children, nor suffer :

them to cry. I had no desire to offend, and

readily promised to do my best. But when I

gave them their breakfast, I could not help all

first ; when 1 was playing with one in my lap,

I was forced to keep the rest in expectation.
Tnat which was not gratified always resented

the injury wi;h aloud outcry, which put my
mistress in a fury at me, and procured sugar

plums to the child. I could not keep six chil

dren quiet, who were bribed to be clamorous ;

and was therefore dismissed, as a girl honest,
but not good-natured.

I then lived with a couple that kept a petty

shop of remnants and cheap linen. I was qual
ified to make a bill, or keep a book ; and being
therefore often called, at a busy time, to serve

the customers, expected that I should now be

happy, in proportion as I was useful. But

my mistress appropriated every day part of the

profit to some private use, and, as she grew
bolder in her theft, at last deducted such sums.,

that my master began to wonder how he sold so-

much, and gained so little. She pretended to

assist his inquiries, and began, very gravely, to

hope that Betty iuas honest, and yet those sharp

girls were apt to be light jingered. You will be

lieve that I did not stay there much longer.
The rest of my story I will tell you in anoth

er letter
;
and only beg to be informed, in some

paper, for which of my places, except perhaps-
the last, I was disqualified by my skill in read

ing and writing.
I am, Sir,

Your very humble servant,

BETTY BROOM.

No. 27.] SATURDAY, OCT. 21, 1758.

IT has been the endeavour of all those whom
;

the world has reverenced for superior wisdom, /

to persuade mail to be acquainted with himself,]

to learn his own pow ers and his own weaknessJ

to observe by what evils he is most dangerously!

beset, and by what temptations most easily'

overcome.

This counsel has been often given with seri

ous dignity, and often received with appearance
of conviction ; but, as very few can search deep
into their own minds withoiit meeting what

they wish to hide from themselves, scarcely

any man persists in cultivating such disagree
able acquaintance, but draws the veil again be

tween his eyes and his heart, leaves his passions
and appetites as he found them, and advises

others to look into themselves.

This is the common result of inquiry even

among those that endeavour to grow wiser or

better
; but this endeavour is far enough from

frequency ; the greater part of the multituden

that swarm upon the earth have never been dis

turbed by such uneasy curiosity, but deliver

themselves up to business or to pleasure, plunge
into the current of life, whether placid or tur

bulent, and pass on from one point of prospect
to another, attentive rather to any thing than

the state of theJr minds ; satisfied, at an easy
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rate, with an opinion, that they are no worse
j

thaa others, that every man must mind his own

interest, or that their pleasures hurt only them

selves, and are therefore no proper subjects ofj

censure.

Some, however, there are, whom the intru

sion of scruples, the recollection of better notions,

or the latent reprehension of good examples,

will not suffer to live entirely contented with

their own conduct ; these are forced to pacify

the mutiny of reason with fair promises, and

quiet their thoughts with designs of calling

all their actions to review, arid planning a new
scheme for the time to come .

There is nothing which we estimate so falla

ciously as the force of our own resolutions,

any fallacy which we so unwillingly and tardi

ly detect. He that has resolved a thousand

times, and a thousand times deserted his own

purpose, yet suffers no abatement of his confi

dence, but still believes himself his own master ;

and able, by innate vigour of soul, to press for

ward to his end, through all the obstructions

that inconveniences or delights can put in his

way.
That this mistake should prevail for a time is

very natural. When conviction is present, and

temptation out of sight, we do not easily con

ceive how any reasonable being can deviate

from his true interest. What ought to be done,

while it yet hangs only in speculation, is so plain

and certain, that there is no place for doubt;

the whole soul yields itself to the predominance
of truth, and readily determines to do what,
when the time of action comes, will be at last

omitted.

I believe most men may review all the lives

that have past within their observation, without

remembering one efficacious resolution, or be

ing able to tell a single instance of a course of

practice suddenly changed in consequence of a

change of opinion, or an establishment of deter

mination. Many, indeed, alter their conduct,

and are not at fifty what they were at thirty;

but they commonly varied imperceptibly from!

themselves, followed the train ofexternal causesJ

and rather suffered reformation than made it. f

Mflt is not uncommon to charge the difference

/Ibetween promise and performance, between pro
fession and reality, upon deep design and stud

ied deceit ; but the truth is, that there is very
little hypocrisy in the world: we do not so

often endeavour or wish to impose on others as

on ourselves ; we resolve to do right, we hope;
to keep our resolutions, we declare them to conJ

firm our own hope, and fix our own
inconstan^

cy by calling witnesses of our actions
; but

i at last habit prevails, and those whom wf
tinvited to our triumph, laugh at our defeat.

Custom is commonly too strong for the most

resolute resolver, though furnished for the as

sault with all the weapons of philosophy.
" He

that endeavours to free himself from an ill

habit," says Bacon, "must not change too much
at a time, lest he should be discouraged by diffi

culty ; nor too little, for then he will make but

slow advances.
' '

This., is a precept which may
be applauded in a book, but will fail in the trial,

in which every change will be found too great
or too little. Those who have been able to con

quer habit, are like those that are fabled to

hare returned from the realms of Pluto :

Fauci, gnos aquus amavit

Jupiter, atqite ardcns etexit ad athera virtus.

They are sufficient to give hope, but not secur

ity ; to animate the contest, but not to promise
victory.

Those who are in the power of evil habits,
must conquer them as they can ; and conquered
they must be, or neither wisdom nor happiness
can be attained; but those who are not yet

subject to their influence may, by timely cau

tion, preserve their freedom ; they may effectu

ally resolve to escape the tyrant, whom they
will very vainly resolve to conquer.

No. 28.] SATURDAY, OCT. 28, 1758.

TO THE IDLER.
SIR,

IT is very easy for a man who sits idle at home,
and has nobody to please but himself, to ridi

cule or to censure the common practices of man
kind; and those who have no present tempta
tion to break the rules of propriety, may ap

plaud his judgement, and join in his merriment
;

but let the author or his readers mingle with

common life, they will find themselves irre

sistibly borne away by the stream of custom,

and must submit, after they have laughed at

others, to give others the same opportunity of

laughing at them.

There is no paper published by the Idler which

I have read with more approbation than that

which censures the practice of recording vulgar

marriages in the newspapers. I carried it

about in my pocket, and read it to all those

whom I suspected of having published their

nuptials, or of being inclined to publish them,
and sent transcripts of it to all the couples that

transgressed your precepts for the next fort

night. I hoped that they were all vexed,

and pleased myself with imagining their mis

ery.

But short is the triumph of malignity. I

was married last week to Miss Mohair, th

daughter of a salesman ; and, at my rim ap

pearance after the wedding night, was asked

by my wife's mother whether 1 had sent our
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marriage to the Advertiser ;
I endeavoured to

show how unfit it was to demand the attention

of the public to our domestic affairs
; but she

told me, with great vehemence,
" That she

would not have it thought to be a stolen match ;

that the blood of the Mohairs should never _be

disgraced ; that her husband had served all

the parish offices but one; that she had lived

five-and-thirty years at the same house, and

paid every body twenty shillings in the pound,
and would have me know, though she was not

its fine and as flaunting as Mrs. Gingham, the

deputy's wife, she was not ashamed to tell her

name, and would show her face with the best

of them, and since I had married her daughter
" At this instant entered my father-in-

law, a grave man, from whom I expected suc

cour : but upon hearing the case, he told me,
" That it would be very imprudent to miss

such an opportunity of advertising my shop ;

and that when notice was given of my mar

riage, many of my wife's friends would think

themselves obliged to be my customers." I was
subdued by clamour on one side, and gravity on
the other, and shall be obliged to tell the town
that three days ago Timothy Mushroom, an emin

ent oilman in Sea-Coal-lane, was married to Miss

Potty Mohair, of Lothbury, a beautiful young lady,

with a largefortune.

I am, Sir, &c.

SIR,

I AM the unfortunate wife of the grocer whose
letter you published about ten weeks ago, in

which he complains, like a sorry fellow, that I

loiter in the shop with my needle-work in my
hand, and that I oblige him to take me out on

Sundays, and keep a girl to look after the child.

Sweet Mr. Idler, if you did but know all, you
vvduld give no encouragement to such an un
reasonable grumbler. I brought him three

hundred pounds, which set him up in a shop,

and bought in a stock, on which, with good

management, we might live comfortably; but

now I have given him a shop, I am forced to

watch him and the shop too. I will tell you,
Mr. Idler, how it is. There is an alehouse

over the way, with a nine-pin alley, to which
lie is sure to run when I turn my back, and

there he loses his money, for he plays at nine

pins as he does every thing else. While he is

at this favourite sport, he sets a dirty boy to

watch his door, and call him to his customers ;

but he is long in coming, and so rude when he

comes, that our custom falls off every day.
Those who cannot govern themselves, must

be governed ; I am resolved to keep him for the

future behind his counter, and let him bounce
at his customers if he dares. I cannot be above

ctairs and below at the same time, and have

therefore taken a girl to look after the child, and
dress the dinner

; and, after all, pray who is

to blame ?

On a Sunday, it is true, I make him walk

abroad, and sometimes carry the child
;

I

wonder who should carry it ! But I never take

him out till after church-time, nor would do it

then, but that, if he is left alone, he will be

upon the bed. On a Sunday, if he stays at

home he has six meals
; and, when he can eat

no longer, has twenty stratagems to escape from
me to the ale-house ; but I commonly keep the

door locked, till Monday produces something
for him to do.

This is the true state of the case, and these

are the provocations for which he has written

his letter to you. I hope you will write a

paper to show that, if a wife must spend her

whole time in watching her husband, she can

not conveniently tend her child, or sit at her

needle.

I am, Sir, &c.

&*,
THERE is in this town a species of oppression
which the law has not hitherto prevented or re

dressed.

I am a chairman. You know, Sir, we come
' when we are called, and are expected to carry
all who require our assistance. It is common
for men of the most unwieldy corpulence to

crowd themselves into a chair, and demand to

be carried for a shilling as far as an airy young
lady whom we scarcely feel upon our poles.

Surely we ought to be paid like all other mor

tals, in proportion to our labour. Engines
should be fixed in proper places to weigh chairs

as they weigh waggons ;
and those, whom ease

and plenty have made unable to carry them

selves, should give part of their superfluities to

those who carry them.

I am, Sir, &c.

No. 29.] SATURDAY, Nov. 4, 1758.

TO THE IDLER

SIR,

I HAVE often observed, that friends are lost by
discontinuance of intercourse, without any or-

fence on either part, and have long known, that

it is more dangerous to be forgotten than to be

blamed; I therefore make haste to send yoa
the rest of my story, lest, by the delay of

another fortnight, the name of Betty Broom

might be no longer remembered by you or your
readers.

Having left the last place in haste, to avoid
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the charge or the suspicion of theft, I had not
j

secured another service, and was forced to take
|

a lodging in a back street. I had now got good
[

clothes. The woman who lived in the garret
j

opposite to mine was very officious, and offered

fo take care of my room and clean it, while I

\vent round to my acquaintance to inquire for a

Inistress. I knew not why she was so kind,

nor how I could recompense her
;
but in a few

days I missed some of my linen, went to

another lodging, and resolved not to have i

another friend in the next garret.

In six weeks 1 became under-maid at the

house of a mercer in Cornhill, whose son was

his apprentice. The young gentleman used to

sit late at the tavern, without the knowledge of

his father ; and I was ordered by my mistress

to let him in silently to his bed under the coun

ter, and to be very careful to take away his can

dle. The hours which I was obliged to watch,

whilst the rest of the family was in bed, I

considered as supernumerary, and, having no

business assigned for them, thought myself at

liberty to spend them my own way: I kept

myself awake with a book, and for some time

liked my state the better for this opportunity of

reading. At last, the upper-maid found my
book, and showed it to my mistress, who told

me, that wenches like me might spend their

time better; that she never knew any of the

readers that had good designs in their heads ;

that she could always find something else to do

with her time, than to puzzle over books ; and

did not like that such a fine lady should sit up
for her young master.

This was the first time that I found it

thought criminal or dangerous to know how to

read. 1 was dismissed decently, lest I should

tell tales, and had a small gratuity above my
wages.

I then lived with a gentlewoman of a small

fortune. This was the only happy part of my
life. My mistress, for whom public diversions

were too expensive, spent her time with books,

and was pleased to find a maid who could par
take her amusements. I rose early in the

morning, that I might have time in the after

noon to read or listen, and was suffered to tell

my opinion, or express my delight. Thus fif

teen months stole away, in which I did not re

pine that I was born to servitude. But a burn

ing fever seized my mistress, of whom I shall

say no more, than that her servant wept upon
her grave.

I had lived in a kind of luxury which made
tne very unfit for another place ; and was rather

fcoo delicate for the conversation of a kitchen
;

BO that when I was hired in the family of an

East India director, my behaviour was so dif-

icTent, as they said, from that of a common ser-

rant, that they concluded me a gentlewoman
l& disguise, and turned me out in three weeks,

on suspicion of some design which they couM
not comprehend.

I then fled for refuge to the other end of the

town, where 1 hoped to find no obstruction

from my new accomplishments, and was hired

under the housekeeper in a splendid family.
Here I was too wise for the maids, and too nice

for the footman
; yet I might have lived on with

out much uneasiness, had not my mistress, the

housekeeper, who used to employ me in buying
necessaries for the family, found a bill which I

had made of one day's expense. 1 suppose it

did not quite agree with her own book, for she

fiercely declared her resolution, that there

should be no pen and ink in that kitchen but

her own.
She had the justice, or the prudence, not to

injure my reputation ;
and I was easily admit

ted into another house in the neighbourhood,
where my business was, to sweep the rooms and
make the beds. Here I was for some time the

favourite of Mrs. Simper, my lady's woman,
who could not bear the vulgar girls, and was

happy in the attendance of a young woman of

some education. Mrs. Simper loved a novel,

though she could not read hard words, and
therefore when her lady was abroad, we always
laid hold on her books. At last, my abilities

became so much celebrated, that the house-

steward used to employ me in keeping his ac

counts. Mrs. Simper then found out, that my
sauciness was grown to such a height that no

body could endure it, and told my lady, that

there had never been a room well swept since

Betty Broom came into the house.

I was then hired by a consumptive lady, who
wanted a maid that could read and write. I

attended her four years, and though she was
never pleased, yet when I declared my resolu

tion to leave her, she burst into tears, and told

me that I must bear the peevishness of a sick

bed, and I should find myself remembered in

her will. I complied, and a codicil was added

in my favour
; but in less than a week, when I

set her gruel before her, I laid the spoon on the

left side, and she threw her will into the fire.

In two days she made another, which she burnt

in the same manner, because she could not eat

her chicken. A third was made, and destroyed
because she heard a mouse within the wainscot,

and was sure that I should suffer her to be car

ried away alive. After this I was for some

time out of favour, but as her illness grew upon
her, resentment and sullenness gave way to

kinder sentiments. She died, and left me five

hundred pounds ; with this fortune I am going
to settle in my native parish, where I resolve to

spend some hours every day in teaching poor

girls to read and write.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

BETTT Bsooac.
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THE desires of man increase with his acqui

sitions ; every step which he advances brings

something within his view, which he did not

see before, and which, as soon as he sees it,

he begins to want. Where necessity ends,

curiosity begins ; and no sooner are we supplied

with every thing that nature can demand,

than we sit down to contrive artificial appe
tites.

By this restlessness of mind, every populous
and wealthy city is filled with innumerable em

ployments, for which the greater part of man
kind is without a name ; with artificers, whose

labour is exerted in producing such petty

conveniences, that many shops are furnished

with instruments of which the use can hardly
be found without inquiry, but which he that

once knows them quickly learns to number

among necessary things.
Such is the diligence with which, in countries

completely civilized, one part of mankind la

bours for another, that wants are supplied faster

than they can be formed, and the idle and lux

urious find life stagnate for want of some de

sire to keep it in motion. This species of dis

tress furnishes a new set of occupations ; and

multitudes are busied from day to day, in find-

Ing the rich and the fortunate something to do.

It is very common to reproach those artists

as useless, who produce only such superfluities

as neither accommodate the body, nor improve
the mind ; and of which no other effect can be

imagined, than that they are the occasions of

spending money and consuming time.

But this censure will be mitigated when it is

seriously considered that money and time are

the heaviest burdens of life, and that the un-

happiest of all mortals are those who have more
of either than they know] how to use. To set

himself free from these incumbrances, one

hurries to Newmarket; another travels over

Europe ; one pulls down his house and calls

architects about him
; another buys a seat in

the country, and follows his hounds over hedges
and through rivers ; one makes collections of

shells ; and another searches the world for tulips
and carnations.

He is surely a public benefactor who finds

employment for those to whom it is thus diffi

cult to find it for themselves. It is true, that

this is seldom done merely from generosity or

compassion ; almost every man seeks his own
advantage in helping others, and therefore it

Is too common for mercenary officiousness

to consider rather what is grateful, than what
is right.

We all know that it is more profitable to be
loved than esteemed ; and ministers of plea-
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sure will always be found, who study to maka
themselves necessary, and to supplant those who
are practising the same arts.

One of the amusements of idleness is reading
without the fatigue of close attention

;
and the

world, therefore, swarms with writers whose
wish is not to be studied, but to be read.

No species of literary men has lately been so

much multiplied as the writers of news. Not

many years ago the nation was content with

one gazette ; but now we have not only in the

metropolis papers for every morning and every

evening, but almost every large town has its

weekly historian, who regularly circulates his

periodical intelligence, and fills the villages

of his district with conjectures on the events

of war, and with debates on the true interests ofr

Europe.
To write news in its perfection requires suciij

a combination of qualities, that a man completes

ly fitted for the task is not always to be found,
j/

In Sir Henry Wotton's jocular definition, An
ambassador is .said to be a man of virtue sent abroad

to tell liesfor the advantage of his country ; a news-

writer is a man without virtue, who writes lies a$

homefor1m own profit. To these compositions is

required neither genius nor knowledge, neither in

dustry nor sprightliness ; but contempt of shame,

and indifference to truth, are absolutely neces

sary. He who by a long familiarity with infamy
has obtained these qualities, may confidently
tell to-day what he intends to contradict to

morrow; he may affirm fearlessly what be

knows that he shall be obliged to recant, and

may write letters from Amsterdam or Dresden

to himself.

In a time of war the nation is always of one

mind, eager to hear something good of them

selves, and ill of the enemy. At this time the

task of news-writers is easy ; they have noth

ing to do but to tell that the battle is expected,

and afterwards that a battle has been fought, in

which we and our friends, whether conquering
or conquered, did all, and our enemies did noth

ing.

Scarcely any thing awakens attention like a

tale of cruelty. The writer of news never fails

in the intermission of action to tell how the

enemies murdered children and ravished vir

gins; and if the scene of action be some

what distant, scalps half the inhabitants of a

province.

Among the calamities of war, may be justly

numbered the diminution of the love of truth,

by the falsehoods which interest dictates, and

credulity encourages. A peace will equally

leave the warrior and relator of wars destitute of

employment; and I know not whether more
is to be dreaded from streets filled with soldiers

accustomed to plunder, or from garrets tilled

, with scribblers accustomed to lie.
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to be sought. I was once told by a great mas
ter that no man ever excelled in painting, who
was eminently curious about pencils and col

ours.

MANY moralists have remarked, that pride has There are others to whom idleness dictates

of all human vices the widest dominion, appears another expedient, by which life may be passed
in the greatest multiplicity of forms, and lies unprofitably away without the tediousness of

hid under the greatest variety of disguises ;
i many vacant hours. The art is, to fill the day!

of disguises which, like the moon's veil of bright- with petty business, to have always something/
ness, are both its lustre and its shade, and be

tray it to others, though they hide it from our

selves.

It is not my intention to degrade pride from

this pre-eminence of mischief ; yet I know not

whether idleness may not maintain a very
doubtful and obstinate competition.
There are some that profess idleness in its

full dignity, who call themselves the Idle as Bu

rn hand which may raise curiosity, but nol(

solicitude, and keep the mind in a state of ac-f

tion, but not of labour.

This art has for many years been practised

by my old friend Sober with wonderful success.

Sober is a man of strong desires and quick

imagination, so exactly balanced by the love of

ease, that they can seldom stimulate him to any
difficult undertaking ; they have, however, so

siris in the play calls himself the Proud ; who| much power, that they willnot suffer him to lie

boast that they can do nothing, and thank
] quite at rest ; and though they do not make

their stars that they have nothing to do ; who
^j

him sufficiently useful to others, they make him

sleep every night till they can sleep no longer,! at least weary of himself.

and rise only that exercise may enable them to
j

Mr. Sober's chief pleasure is conversation,;

sleep again ; who prolong the reign of darkness! there is no end of his talk or his attention
;
to

by double curtains ; and never see the sun but speak or to hear is equally pleasing ; for he

to tell him hoiv they hate his beams ; whose whole

labour is to vary the posture of indulgence, and

whose day differs from their night but as a

couch or chair differs from a bed.

These are the true and open jptariea

ness, for whom she weaves the garlands of pop -

~ples7 arid into whose cup she pours the waters

of oblivion ; who exist in a state of unruffled

stupidity, forgetting and forgotten ; who have

long ceased to live, and at whose death the sur

vivors can only say that they have ceased to

breathe.

where it is not suspected ; for, being a vice

which terminates in itself, it may be enjoyed
without injury to others; and it is therefore

not watched like fraud, which endangers prop-,

erty; or like pride, which naturally seeks it*

is a silent and peaceful quality, that neither

still fancies that he is teaching or learning

something, and is free for the time from his own

reproaches.
But there is one time at night when he must

go home, that his friends maysleep ;
and anoth

er time in the morning, when all the world

agrees to shut out interruption. These are the

moments of which poor Sober trembles at the

thought. But the misery of these irksome inter

vals fie has many means of alleviating. He has

persuaded himself that the manual arts are un

deservedly overlooked; he has observed in

But idleness predominates in many lives^
r

many trades the effects of close thought, and

just ratiocination. From speculation he pro
ceeded to practice, and supplied himself with

the tools of a carpenter, with which he mended
his coalbox very successfully, and which he still

continues to employ, as he finds occasion.

gratifications in another's inferiority. Idleness, f He has attempted at other times the crafts of

shoe-maker, tinman, plumber, and potter ; in

raises envy by ostentation, nor hatred by opposi-, all these arts he has failed, and resolves to qual-

tion ; and therefore nobody is busy to censure' ify himself for them, by better information.

But his daily amusement is chemistry. He
has a small furnace, which he employs in distil

lation, and which has long been the solace of

his life. He draws oils and waters and essen

ces and spirits, which he knows to be of no use
;

or detect it.

As pride sometimes is hid under humility,
idleness is often covered by turbulence aud hur

ry. He that neglects his known duty and real

employment, naturally endeavours to crowd his

mind with something that may bar out the re-

mprnhranqp. of his
QwjT_fnTTjT and does any thing

EuT what he ought to do with eager diligence,

that he may keep himself in his own favour.

Some are always in a state of preparation,

occupied in previous measures, forming plans,

accumulating materials, and providing for the

main affair. The'se arc certainly under the se

cret power of idleness. Nothing is to be expect-
ted from the workman whose tools are for ever

sits and counts the drops as they come from hia

retort, and forgets that, whilst a drop is falling,

a moment flies away.
Poor Sober ! I have often teazed him with

reproof, and he has often promised reformation ;

for no man is so much open to conviction as the

Idler, but there is none on which it operates so

little. What will be the effect of this paper I

know not ; perhaps he will; read it and laugh,

and light the fire In his furnace
; but my hoj>e
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fl.nd

self to rational and useful diligence.

No. 82.] SATURDAY, Nov. 25, 1758.

AMONG the innumerable mortifications that

waylay human arrogance on every side, may
well be reckoned our ignorance of the most

common objects and effects, a defect of which

we become more sensible, by every attempt to

supply it. Vulgar and inactive minds confound

familiarity with knowledge, and conceive them

selves informed of the whole nature of things

when they are shown their form or told their

use; but the speculatist, who is not content

with superficial views, harasses himself with

fruitless curiosity, and still as he acquires more,

perceives only that he knows less.

Sleep is a state in which a great part of every
life is passed. No animal has yet been discov

ered, whose existence is not varied with inter

vals of insensibility; and some late philosophers
have extended the empire of sleep over the

vegetable world.

Yet of this change, so frequent, so great, so

general, and so necessary, no searcher has yet
found either the efficient or final cause ;

or can

tell by what power the mind and body are

thus chained down in irresistible stupefaction ;

or what benefits the animal receives from this

alternate suspension of its active powers.
Whatever may be the multiplicity or contra

riety of opinions upon this subject, Nature

has taken sufficient care that theory shall have

little influence on practice. The most diligent

inquirer is not able long to keep his eyes

open; the most eager disputant will begin
about midnight to desert his argument; and.

once in four-and-twenty hours, the gay and the

gloomy, the witty and the dull, the clamorou?

and the silent, the busy and the idle, are aR

overpowered by the gentle tyrant, and all lie

down in the equality of sleep.

Philosophy has often attempted to repress in

solence, by asserting that all conditions are

levelled by death ; a position which, however it

may deject the happy, will seldom afford much
comfort to the wretched. It is far more pleas

ing to consider, that sleep is equally a leveller

with death ; that the time is never at a great

distance, when the balm of rest shall be diffused

alike upon every head, when the diversities of

life shall stop their operation, and the high and

low shall lie down together.

It is somewhere recorded of Alexander, that

in the pride of conquests, and intoxication of\

flattery, he declared that he only perceived him
self to be a man by the necessity of sleep.

Whether he considered sleep as necessary to his

mind or body, It was indeed a sufficient evidence

of human infirmity ; the body which required
such frequency of renovation, gave but faint

promises of immortality : and the mind which,
from time to time, sunk gladly into insensibili

ty, had made no very near approaches to the

felicity of the supreme and self-sufficient nature.

I know not what can tend more to repress all

the passions that disturb the peace of the world,
than the consideration that there is no height
of happiness or honour from which man does

not eagerly descend to a state of unconscious re

pose; that the best condition of life is such,
that we contentedly quit its good to be disen

tangled from its evils; that in a few hours

splendour fades before the eye, and praise itself

deadens in the ear
; the senses withdraw from

their objects, and reason favours the retreat.

What then are the hopes and prospects of

covetousness, ambition, and rapacity? Let him
that desires most have all his desires gratified,
he never shall attain a state which he can for a

day and a night contemplate with satisfaction,

or from which, if he had the power of perpetual

vigilance, he would not long for periodical

separations.

All envy would be extinguished, if it were

universally known that there are none to be

envied, and surely none can be much envied

who are not pleased with themselves. There is

reason to suspect, that the distinctions of man
kind have more show than value, when it is

found that all agree to be weary alike of pleas

ures and of cares ; that the powerful and the

weak, the celebrated and obscure, join in one

common wish, and implore from Nature's hand

the nectar of oblivion.

Such is our desire of abstraction from our-

selves, that very few are satisfied with the

quantity of stupefaction which the needs of the

body force upon the mind. Alexander himself

added intemperance to sleep, and solaced with

the fumes of wine the sovereignty of the world ;

and almost every man has some art by which

ne steals his thoughts away from his present

state.

It is not much of life that is spent in close at

tention to any important duty. Many hours

of every day are suffered to fly away withou

any traces left upon the intellects. We suffei

phantoms to rise up before us, and amuse our

selves with the dance of airy images, which,

after a time, we dismiss for ever, and know not

how we have been busied.

Many have no happier moments than those

that they pass in solitude, abandoned to theii

own imagination, which sometimes puts scep

tres in their hands or mitres on their heads,

shifts the scene of pleasure with endless variety,

bids all the forms of beauty sparkle before them,

and gluts them with every change of visionary

luxury.
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It is easy in these semi-slumbers to collect all
j

the possibilities of happiness, to alter the course
j

of the sun, to bring back the past, and anticipate

the future, to unite all the beauties of all

seasons, and all the blessings of all climates, to
j

receive and bestow felicity, and forget that

misery is the lot of man. All this is a volun

tary dream, a temporary recession from the

realities of life to airy fictions ;
an habitual sub

jection of reason to fancy.

Others are afraid to be alone, and amuse

themselves by a perpetual succession of com

panions; but the difference is not great: in

solitude we have our dreams to ourselves, and

in company we agree to dream in concert. The

end sought in both is, forgetfulness of our-

aeives.

No. 33.] SATURDAY, DEC. 2, 1758.

[I hope the author of the following letter will

excuse the omission of some parts, and al

low me to remark, that the Journal of the

Cituen in the Spectator has almost precluded
the attempt of any future writer.]

-Non ita Romuli

Pratscriptum, Sf. intonsi Catonis

Auspiciis, veterumque normf* HOR.

SIR,

You have often solicited correspondence. I

have sent you the Journal of a Senior Fellow,
or Genuine Idler, just transmitted from Cam
bridge by a facetious correspondent, and war
ranted to have been transcribed from the com

mon-place book of the journalist.

Monday, nine o'clock. Turned off my bed-

maker for waking me at night. Weather rainy.
Consulted my weather-glass. No hopes of a

ride before dinner.

Ditto, ten. After breakfast transcribed half

a sermon from Dr. Hickman. N. B. Never to

transcribe any more from Calamy; Mrs. Pil-

cocks, at my curacy, having one volume of that

author lying in her parlour-window.

Ditto, eleven. Went down into my cellar.

Mem. My mountain will be fit to drink in a

month's time. N. B. To remove the five year
oW port into the new bin on the left hand.

Ditto, twelve. Mended a pen. Looked at

my weather-glass again. Quicksilver very low.

Shaved. Barber's hand shakes.

Ditto, one. Dined alone in my room on a
soal. N. B. The shrimp-sauce not so good as

Mr. H. of Peterhouse and I used to eat in

London last winter, at the Mitre in Fleet-

street. Sat down to a pint of Madeira. Mr
H. surprised me over it. We finished two

bottles of port together, and were very cheerfnl.

Mem. To dine with Mr. H. at Peterhouse

next Wednesday. One of the dishes a leg of

pork and peas, by my desire.

Ditto, six. Newspaper in the common room.

Ditto, seven. Returned to my room. Made
a tiff of warm punch, and to bed before nine ;

did not fall asleep till ten, a young fellow-com

moner being very noisy over my head.

Tuesday, nine. Rose squeamish. A fina

morning. Weather-glass very high.

Ditto, ten. Ordered my horse, and rode to

the five-mile stone on the Newmarket road.

Appetite gets better. A pack of hounds in full

cry crossed the road, and startled my horse.

Ditto, twelve. Dressed. Found a letter on

my table to be in London the 19th inst. Be

spoke a new wig.

Ditto, one. At dinner in the hall. Too
much \vater in the soup. Dr. Dry always
jrders the beef to be salted too much for me.

Ditto, two. In the common-room. Dr.

Dry gave us an instance of a gentleman who

kept the gout out of his stomach by drinking old

Madeira. Conversation chiefly on the expedi-
ions. Company broke up at four. Dr. Dry
and myself played at back-gammon for a brace

)f snipes. Won.

Ditto, five. At the coffee-house. Met Mr.

H. there. Could not get a sight of the Moni-

;or.

Ditto, seven. Returned home, and stirred

my fire. Went to the common-room, and sup

ped on the snipes with Dr. Dry.
Ditto, eight. Began the evening in the com

mon-room. Dr. Dry told several stories.

Were very merry. Our new fellow that

studies physic, very talkative toward twelve.

Pretends he will bring the youngest Miss

to drink tea with me soon. Impertinent block

head!

Wednesday, nine. Alarmed with a pain in

my ankle. Q,. The gout ? Fear I can't dine

at Peterhouse ; but I hope a ride will sefc all to

rights. Weather-glass belowjfa'r.

Ditto, ten. Mounted my horse, though the

weather suspicious. Pain in my ankle entirely

gone. Catched in a shower coming back.

Convinced that my weather-glass is the best in

Cambridge.

Ditto, twelve. Dressed. Sauntered up to the

Fishmonger's-hill. Met Mr. H. and went
with him to Peterhouse. Cook made us wait

thirty six minutes beyond the time. The com

pany, some of my Emanuel friends. For din

ner, a pair of soals, a leg of pork and peas

among other things. Mem. Peas-pudding not

boiled enough. Cook reprimanded and sconced

in my presence.

Ditto, after dinner. Pain in my ankle re

turns. Dull all the afternoon. Rallied for

being no company. Mr. H.'a account of the
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accommodations on the road in his Bath jour

ney.

Ditto, six. Got into spirits. Never was

more chatty. We sat late at whist. Mr. H.
and self agreed at parting to take a gentle ride,

and dine at the old house on the London road

to-morrow.

Thursday, nine. My sempstress. She has

st the measure ofmy wrist. Forced to be mea
sured again. The baggage has got a trick of

smiling.

Ditto, ten to eleven. Made some rappee-
snuff. Read the magazines. Received a pres

ent of pickles from Miss Pilcocks. Mem.
To send in return some collared eel, which I

know both the old lady and miss are fond of.

DittOj eleven. Glass very high. Mounted
at the gate with Mr. H. Horse skittish and

wants exercise. Arrive at the old house. All

the provisions bespoke by some rakish fellow-

commoner in the next room, who had been on

a scheme, to Newmarket. Could get nothing
but mutton chops off the worst end. Port

very new. Agree to try some other house to

morrow.

HERE the Journal breaks off : for the next

morning, as my friend informs me, our genial

academic was waked with a severe fit of the

gout; and, at present, enjoys all the dignity of

that disease. But I believe we have lost no

thing by this interruption ; since a continuation

of the remainder of the Journal, through the

remainder of the week, would most probably
have exhibited nothing more than a repeated
relation of the same circumstances of idling and

luxury.
I hope it will not be concluded, from this

specimen of academic life, that I have attempted
to decry our universities. If literature is not

the essential requisite of the modern academic,

I am yet persuaded that Cambridge and Ox
ford, however degenerated, surpass the fashion

able academies of our metropolis, and the

gymnasia of foreign countries. The number of

learned persons in these celebrated seats is [still

considerable, and more conveniences and oppor
tunities for study still subsist in them, than

in any other place. There is at least one very

powerful incentive to learning; I mean the

Genius of the place. It is a sort of inspiring

deity, which every youth of quick sensibility

and ingenious disposition creates to himself, by

reflecting, that he is placed under those vener

able walls, where a Hooker and a Hammond, a

Bacon and a Newton, once pursued the same

course of science, and from whence they soared

to the most elevated heights of literary fame.

This is that incitement which Tully, according
to his own testimony, experienced at Athens,
when he contemplated the porticos where So

crates sat, and thq laurel-groves where Plato dis

puted. But there are other circumstances, ami

of the highest importance, which render our

colleges superior to all other places of education.

Their institutions, although somewhat fallen

from their primaeval simplicity, are such as in

fluence, in a particular manner, [the moral con

duct of their youth ; and in this general depra-

Tity of manners and laxity'of principles, pure re

ligion is no where more strongly inculcated.

The academies, as they are presumptuously

styled, are too low to be mentioned : and foreign
seminaries are likely to prejudice the unwary
mind with Calvinism. But English universi

ties render their students virtuous, at least by
excluding all opportunities of vice

; and,' by
teaching them the principles of the church

of England, confirm them in those of true

Christianity.

No. 34] SATURDAY, DEC. 9, 1758.

To illustrate one thing by its resemblance to

another, has been always the most popular and

efficacious art of instruction. There is indeed

no other method of teaching that of which any
one is ignorant, but by means of something al

ready known ; and a mind so enlarged by con

templation and inquiry, that it has always

many objects within its view, will seldom be

long without some near and familiar image

through which an easy transition may be made
to truths more distant and obscure.

Of the parallels which have been drawn by
wit and curiosity, some are literal and real,

as between poetry and painting, two arts which

pursue the same end, by the operation of the

same mental faculties, and which differ only as

the one represents things by marks permanent
and natural, the other by signs ^accidental and

arbitrary. The one therefore is more easily

and generally understood, since similitude of

form is immediately perceived ; the other is

capable of conveying more ideas
;
for men have

thought and spoken of many things which they
do not see.

Other parallels are fortuitous and fanciful,

yet these have sometimes been extended to many
particulars of resemblance by a lucky concur

rence of diligence and chance. The animal

body is composed of many members, united un

der the direction of one mind ; any number
of individuals, connected for some common pur

pose, is therefore called a body. From this

participation of the same appellation arose the

comparison of the body natural and body po

litic, of which , how far soever it has been de

duced, no end has hitherto been found.

In these imaginary similitudes, the siame word

is used at once in its primitive and metaphori-
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cal sense. Thus health, ascribed to the body na

tural, is opposed to sickness; but attributed to

the body politic stands as contrary to adversity.

These parallels, therefore, have more of genius,

out less of truth ; they often please, but they

never convince.

Of this kind is a curious speculation frequent

ly indulged by a philosopher of my acquaint

ance, who had discovered, that the qualities re

quisite to conversation are very exactly repre

sented by a bowl of punch.

Punch, says this profound investigator, is a

liquor compounded of spirit and acid juices,

sugar and water. The spirit, volatile and fiery,

is the proper emblem of vivacity and wit ; the

acidity of the lemon will very aptly figure pun
gency of raillery, and acrimony of censure ;

sugar is the natural representative of luscious

adulation and gentle complaisance; and water

is the proper hieroglyphic of easy prattle, inno

cent arid tasteless.

Spirit alone is too powerful for use. It will

produce madness rather than merriment ;
and

instead of quenching thirst will inflame the

blood. Thus wit, too copiously poured out,

agitates the hearer with emotions rather violent

than pleasing ; every one shrinks from the force

of its oppression, the company sits entranced

and overpowered ; all are astonished, but nobody
is pleased.

The acid juices give this genial liquor all its

power of stimulating the palate. Conversation

would become dull and vapid, if negligence were

not sometimesjroused, and sluggishness quicken
ed by due severity of reprehension. But acids

unmixed will distort the face and torture the

palate ; and he that has no other qualities than

penetration and asperity, he whose constant

employment is detection and censure, who looks

only to find faults, and speaks only to publish

them, will soon be dreaded, hated, and avoided.

The taste of sugar is generally pleasing, but

it cannot long be eaten by itself. Thus meek
ness and courtesy will always recommend the

first address, but soon pall and nauseate, unless

they are associated with more sprightly quali

ties. The chief use of sugar is to temper the

taste of other substances; and softness of be

haviour in the same manner mitigates the

roughness of contradiction, and allays the bitter

ness of'Unwelcome truth.

Water is the universal vehicle by which -are

conveyed the particles necessary to sustenance

and growth, by which thirst is quenched, and

all the wants of life and nature are supplied.

Thus all the business of the world is transacted

by artless and easy talk, neither sublimed by
fancy, nor discoloured by affectation, without

either the harshness of satire, or the luscious-

ness of flattery. By this limpid vein of lan-

puage, curiosity is gratified, and all the know

ledge is conveyed which one man is required

to impart for the safety or convenience of

another. Water is the only ingredient in punch
which can be used alone, and with which man
is content till fancy has framed an artificial

want. Thus while we only desire to have our

ignorance, informed, we are most delighted with
the plainest diction ; and it is only in the mo
ments of idleness or pride, that we call for the

gratifications of wit or flattery.

He only will please long, who by tempering
the acidity of satire with the sugar of civility,

and allaying the heat of wit with the frigidity

of humble chat, can make the true punch of

conversation ;
and as that punch can be drank

in the greatest quantity which has the largest

proportion of water, so that companion will be

oftenest welcome, whose talk flows out with

inoffensive copiousness, and unenvied insipidity

No. 35.] SATURDAY, DEC. 16, 1758.

TO THE IDLER.

MR. IDLER,

IF it be difficult to persuade the idle to be busy,
it is likewise, as experience has taught me, not

easy to convince the busy that it is better to be

idle. When you shall despair of stimulating

sluggishness to motion, I hope you will turn

your thoughts towards the means of stilling the

bustle of pernicious activity.

I am the unfortunate husband of a buyer of

bargains. My wife has somewhere heard that a

good housewife never has any thing to purchase

ivhen it is wanted. This maxim is often in her

mouth, and always in her head. She is not one

of those philosophical talkers that speculate

without practice, and learn sentences of wis

dom only to repeat them ; she is always making
additions to her stores ;

she never looks into a

broker's shop, but she spies something that

may be wanted some time ;
and it is impossible

to make her pass the door of a house where she

hears goods selling by auction.

Whatever she thinks cheap, she holds it the

duty of an economist to buy ; in consequence of

this maxim, we are encumbered on every side

with useless lumber. The servants can scarcely

creep to their beds through the chests and boxes'

that surround them. The carpenter is eir*.

ployed once a week in building closets, fixing

cupboards, and fastening shelves ; and my house

has the appearance of a ship stored for a voyage

to the colonies.

I had often observed that advertisements set

her on fire ; and therefore, pretending to emu
late her laudable frugality, I forbade the news

paper to betaken any longer; but my precau

tion is vain ; I" know not by what fatality, or

20
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by what confederacy, every catalogue of genu-
|

She w always imagining some distant time in

inefurniture comes to her hand, every adver- which she shall use whatever she accumulates ;

tisement of a newspaper newly opened is in her she has four looking-glasses which she cannot

pocket-book, and, she knows before any of her
|

hang up in her house, but which will be hand-

neighbours when the stock of any man leav- some in more lofty rooms
;
and pays rent for

ing outrode is to be sold cheapfor ready money.
Such intelligence is to my dear-one the Sir

en's song. No engagement, no duty, no inter

est, can withhold her from a sale, from which
she always returns congratulating herself upon

the place of a vast copper in some warehouse,
because when we live in the country we shal]

brew our own beer.

Of this life I have long been weary, but I

know not how to change it
;

all the married

men whom Tconsult advise me to have patience ;

but some old bachelors are of opinion, that since

she loves sales so well, she should have a sale

of her own
;
and I have, 1 think, resolved to

open her hoards, and advertise an auction.

I am Sir,

Your very humble Servant,

PETER PLENTY.

her dexterity at a bargain ; the porter lays down
his burden in the hall ; she displays her new

acquisitions, and spends the rest of the day in

contriving where they shall be put.

As she cannot bear to have any thing incom

plete, one purchase necessitates another; she

has twenty feather-beds more than she can use,

and a late sale has supplied her with a propor
tionable number of Witney blankets, a large

roll of linen for sheets, and five quilts for every

bed, which she bought because the seller told

her, that if she would clear his hands he would

let her have a bargain.

Thus by hourly encroachments my habita

tion is made narrower and narrower ; the din

ing-room is so crowded with tables, that dinner

scarcely can be served ; the parlour is decorated

with so many piles of china, that I dare not

step within the door ; at every turn of the

stairs I have a clock, and half the windows of

the upper floors are darkened, that shelves may
be set before them.

This, however, might be borne, if she would

gratify her own inclinations without opposing
mine. But I, who am idle, am luxurious,

and she condemns me to live upon salt provision.

She knows the loss of buying in small quanti

ties, we have therefore whole hogs and quarters

of oxen. Part of our meat is tainted.before it is
j

the shortest passage from point to point, so a

eaten, and part is thrown away because it is
j
right action effects a good design by the fe west

spoiled, but she persists in her system, and will
j
means ; and so likewise a right opinion is that

which connects distant truths by the shortest

train of intermediate propositions.

To find the nearest way from truth to truth,

No. 36.] SATURDAY, DEC. 28, 1758.

The great differences that disturb the peace of

mankind are not about ends, but means. We
have all the same general desires, but how those

desires shall be accomplished will for ever be dis

puted. The ultimate purpose of government is

temporal, and that ofreligion is eternal happiness.

Hitherto we agree ; but here we must part to

try according to- the endless varieties of passion

and understanding combined with one another,

every possible form of government, and every

imaginable tenet of religion.

We are told by Cumberland that rectitude,

applied to action or contemplation, is merely

metaphorical ;
and that as a right line describes

never buy any thing by single pennyworths.
The common vice of those who are still gras

ping atmore, is to neglect that which they already
xossess ; but from this failing my charmer is

free. It is the great care of her life that the
or from purpose to effect, not to use more in

struments where fewer will be sufficient, not

pieces of beef should be boiled in the order in to move by wheels and levers what will give

which they are bought ; that the second bag of way to the naked hand, is the great proof of a

peas should not be opened till the first were healthful and vigorous mind, neither feeble

eaten ; that every feather-bed shall be lain on
j

wjth healthful ignorance, nor overburdened

in its turn ; that the carpets should be taken
j

-with unwieldy knowledge,
out of the chests once a month and brushed ; But there are men who seem -to think no-

and the rolls of linen opened now and then
j

thing so much the characteristic of a genius, aa

before the fire. She is daily inquiring after

the best traps for mice, and keeps the rooms

always scented by fumigations to destroy the

moths. She employs a workman from time to

time to adjust sir clocks that never go, and

clean five jacks that rust in the garret ; and a

woman in the next alley that lives by scouring

the brass and pewter, which are only laid up to

tarnish again.

to do common things in an uncommon manner ;

like Hudibras, to tell the clock by algebra; o?

like the lady in Dr. Young's satires, to drink

tea by stratagem ; to quit the beaten track only

because it is known, and take a new path, how

ever crooked or rough, because the straight was

found out before.

Every man speaks and writes with intent to

be understood ; and it can seldom happen but
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be that understands himself might convey his

notions to another, if, content to be understood,

he did not seek to he admired; but when once

he begins to contrive how his sentiments may
be received, not with most ease to his reader,

but with most advantage to himself, he then

transfers his consideration from words to sounds,

rom sentences to periods, and as he grows more

elegant becomes! less intelligible.

It is difficult to enumerate every species of

authors whose labours counteract themselves ;

the man of exuberance and copiousness, who
diffuses every thought through so many diversi

ties of expression, that it is lost like water in a

mist; the ponderous]dictator of sentences, whose

notions are delivered in the lump, and are, like

uncoined bullion, of more weight than use ; the

liberal illustrator, who shows by examples
and comparisons what was clearly seen when
it was first proposed ;

and the stately son

of demonstration, who proves with mathemat

ical formality what no man has yet pretended
to doubt.

There is a mode of style for which 1 know not

that the masters of oratory have yet found a

name ;
a style by which the most evident truths

are so obscured, that they can no longer be per

ceived, and the most familiar propositions so dis-

guised that they cannot be known. Every other

kind of eloquence is the dress of sense; but

this is the mask by which a true master of

his art will so effectually conceal it, that a

man will as easily mistake his own positions, if

he meets them thus transformed, as he may
pass in a masquerade his nearest acquaintance.

This style may be called the terrific, for its

chief intention is, to terrify and amaze
; it may

be termed the repulsive, for its natural effect is

to drive away the reader ;
or it may be distin

guished, in plain English, by the denomination

ofthe bugbear style, for it has more terror than

danger, and will appear less formidable as it is

more nearly approached.
A mother tells her infant that two and two

make four ; the child remembers the proposition,
and is able to count four to 'all the purposes of

life, till the course of his education brings him

among philosophers who fright him from his

tormer knowledge, by telling him, that four is

a certain aggregate of units ; that all numbers

being only the repetition of an unit, which,

though not a number itself, is the parent, root,
or original of all number, four is the denomina
tion assigned to a certain number of such repe
titions. The only danger is, lest, when he first

hears these dreadful sounds, the pupil should

run away; if he has but the courage to stay
till the conclusion, he will find that, when spec
ulation has done its worst, two and two still

ntiake four.

An illustrious example of this species of elo

quence may be found in Letters concerning

Mind. The author begins by declaring, that

"the sort? ofthings are things that now are, have

been, and shall be, and the things that strictly

are." In this position, except the last clause,

in which he uses something of the scholastic

language, there is nothing but what every man
has heard and imagines himself to know. But
who would not believe that some wonderful

novelty is presented to his intellect when he is

J

afterwards told, in the true bugbear ; style,

that " the ares, in the former sense, are things

j

that lie between the have-beens and the shall-bes.

j

The have-beens are things that are past ; the

shall-bes are things that are to come ; and the

things that are, in the latter sense, are things
that have not been, nor shall be, nor stand in the

,

midst of such as are before them, or shall be

after them. Tho things that have been, and
shall be, have respect to present, past, and fu

ture. Those likewise that now are have more
over place ; that, for instance, which is here,

that which is to the east, that which is to the

west."

All this, my dear reader, is very strange ; but

though it be strange, it is not new; sur

vey these wonderful sentences again, and they
will be found to contain nothing more, than

very plain truths, which till this author arose

had always been delivered in plain language.

No. 37.] SATURDAY, DEC. 30, 1758.

THOSE who are skilled in the extraction and

preparation of metals, declare, that iron is every
where to be found ; and that not only its pro

per ore is copiously treasured in the caverns of

the earth, but that its particles are dispersed

throughout all other bodies.

If the extent of the human view could com

prehend the whole frame of the universe, I be

lieve it would be found invariably true, that

Providence has given that in greatest plenty,

which the condition of life makes of greatest

use ;
and that nothing is penuriously imparted

or placed far from the reach of man, of which a

more liberal distribution, or more easy acquis

ition, would increase real and rational felicity.

Iron is common, and gold is rare. Iron con

tributes so much to supply the wants of nature,

that its use constitutes much of the difference

between savage and polished life, between the

state of him that slumbers in European palaces,

and him that shelters himself in the cavities of a

rock from the chillness of the night, or the vio

lence of the storm. Gold can never be harden

ed into saws or axes; it can neither furnish

instruments of manufacture, utensils of agri

culture, nor weapons of defence ; its only qual

ity i& to shine, and the value of its lustre arises

from its scarcity.

Throughout the whole circle, both of natural
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and moral life, necessaries are as iron, and su

perfluities as gold. What we really need we

may readily obtain; so readily, that far the

greater part of mankind has, in the wantonness

of abundance, confounded natural with artifi

cial desires, and invented necessities for the sake

of employment, because the mind is impatient

of inaction, and life is sustained with so little

jiabour, that the tediousness of idle time cannot

ptherwise be supported.

^Thus plenty is the original cause of many of

our needs ;
and even the poverty, which is so

frequent and distressful in civilized nations,

proceeds often from that change of manners

which opulence has produced. Nature makes

us poor only when we want necessaries; but

custom gives the name of poverty to the want

of superfluities.

When Socrates passed through shops of toys

and ornaments, he cried out, How many things

are here which I do not need ! And the same ex

clamation may every man make who surveys

the common accommodations of life.

Superfluity and difficulty begin together. To
dress food for the stomach is easy, the art is to

irritate the palate when the stomach is sufficed.

A rude hand may build walls, form roofs, and

lay floors, and provide all that warmth and se

curity require ;
we only call the nicer artificers

to carve the cornice, or to paint the ceilings.

Such dress as may enable the body to endure

the different seasons, the most unenlightened
nations have been able to procure : but the work
of science begins in the ambition of distinction,

in variations of fashion, and emulation of ele

gance. Corn grows with easy culture; the

gardener's experiments are only employed to

exalt the flavours of fruits, and brighten the

colours of flowers.

...- Even of knowledge, those parts are most easy

/ which are generally necessary. The intercourse

of society is maintained without the elegances

; of language. Figures, criticisms, and refine-

, ments, are the work of those whom idleness

(
makes weary of themselves. The commerce of

the world is carried on by easy methods of com

putation. Subtilty and study are required only
when questions are invented merely to puzzle,

and calculations are extended to show the skill

of the calculator. The light of the sun is

equally beneficial to him whose eyes tell him

that it moves, and to him whose reason per

suades him that it stands still; and plants

grow with the same luxuriance, whether' we

suppose earth or water the parent of vegeta

tion,

r If we raise our thoughts to nobler inquiries,

we shall still find facility concurring with use-

L fulness. No man needs stay to be virtuous till

the moralists have determined the essence of

virtue ; our duty is made apparent by its proxi
mate consequences, though the general and ul

timate reason should never be discovered. Re--

ligion may regulate the life of him to whom tin

Scotists and Thomists are alike unknown
; anil

the assertors of fate and free-will, howeve?

different in their talk, agree to act in the same
manner.

It is not my intention to depreciate the

politer arts or abstruser studies. That curiosity
which always succeeds ease and plenty, was un

doubtedly given us as a proof of capacity which
our present state is not able to fill, as a prepara
tive for some better mode of existence, which
shall furnish employment for the whole soul, and
where pleasure shall be adequate to our power*
of fruition. In the mean time let us gratefully j

acknowledge that goodness which grants us ease
j

at a cheap rate, which changes the seasons '

where the nature of heat and cold has not been

yet examined, and gives the vicissitudes of day
and night to those who never marked the tro

pics, or numbered the constellations.

No. 38.] SATURDAY, JAN. 6, 1759.

SINCE the publication of the letter concerning
the condition of those who are confined in gaols

by their creditors, an inquiry is said to have

been made, by which it appears that more than

twenty thousand* are at this time prisoners
for debt.

We often look with indifference on the suc

cessive parts of that, which, if the whole were

seen together, would shake us with emotion.

A debtor is dragged to prison, pitied ior a mo
ment, and then forgotten ; another follows him,

and is lost alike in the caverns of oblivion ; but

when the whole mass of calamity rises up at

once, when twenty thousand reasonable beings

are heard all groaning in unnecessary misery,

not by the infirmity of nature, but the mistake

or negligence of policy, who can forbear to pity

and lament, to wonder and abhor !

There is here no need of declamatory vehe

mence : we live in an age of commerce and com

putation ; let us therefore coolly inquire what is

the sum of evil which the imprisonment of

debtors brings upon our country.

It seems to be the opinion of the later compu-

tists, that the inhabitants of England do not

exceed six millions, of which twenty thousand

is the three hundredth part. What shall we say

of the humanity or the wisdom of a nation, that

voluntarily sacrifices one in every three hundred

to lingering destruction !

The misfortunes of an individual do not ex-

This number was at that time confidently pub
lished; but the aathor has since found reason to

question the calculation
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permit to love her, there is a necessity of some

other distinctions and devices.

I have read of a prince who, having lost a

town, ordered the name of it to be every morn-

ng shouted in his ear till it should be recovered.

For the same purpose I think the prospect of

Minorca might be properly worn on the hands

of some of our generals: others might delight

their countrymen, and dignify themselves with

a view of Rochefort as it appeared to them at

sea : and those that shall return from the con

quest of America, may exhibit the warehouse

of Frontenac, with an inscription denoting that

it was taken in less than three years by less

than twenty thousand men.

I am, Sir, &c.

TOM TOY.

No. 40.] SATURDAY, JAN. 20, 1759.

THE practice of appending to the narratives of

public transactions more minute and domestic

intelligence, and filling the newspapers with

advertisements, has grown up by slow degrees

to its present state.

Genius is shown only by invention. The
man who first took advantage of the general

curiosity that was excited by a siege or battle,

to betray the readers of news into the know

ledge of the shop where the best puffs and

powder were to be sold, was undoubtedly a 'man

of great sagacity and profound skill in the na
ture of man. But when he had once shown
the way, it was easy to follow him

; and every
man now knows a ready method of informing
the public of all that he desires to buy or sell,

whether bis wares be material or intellectual;

whether he makes clothes, or teaches the mathe
matics ; whether he be a tutor that wants a pu
pil, or a pupil that wants a tutor.

"Whatever is common is despised. Adver
tisements are now so numerous that they are

very negligently perused, and it is therefore be

come necessary to gain attention by magnifi
cence of promises, and by eloquence sometimes
sublime and sometimes pathetic.

Promise, large promise, is the soul of an ad
vertisement. I remember a wash-ball that had
a quality truly wonderful it gave an exquisite

-edge to the razor. And there are now to be

sold,
" for ready money only, some duvets for

bed coverings, of down, beyond comparison,
superior to what is called otter-down, and in

deed such, that its many excellences cannot be
here set forth." With one excellence we are

made acquainted
" it is warmer than four or

five blankets, and lighter than one."

There are some, however, that know the

prejudice of mankind In favour of modest sin

cerity. The vender of the beautifying fluid sells

a lotion that repels pimples, washes away
freckles, smooths the skin, and plumps the flesh :

and yet, with a generous abhorrence of ostenta

tion, confesses, that it will not "restore the

bloom of fifteen to a lady of fifty."

The true pathos of advertisements must have

sunk deep into the heart of every man that re

members the zeal shown by the seller of the

anodyne necklace, for the ease and safety of

poor toothing infants, and the affection with

which he warned every mother, that " she

,vould never forgive herself" if her infant

should perish without a necklace.

I cannot but remark to the celebrated author

who gave, in his notifications of the camel and

dromedary, so many specimens of the genuine

sublime, that there is now arrived another sub

ject yet more worthy of his pen.
" A famous

Mohawk Indian warrior, who took Dieskaw
the French general prisoner, dressed in the

same manner with the native Indians when

they go to war, with his face and body painted,

with his scalping-knife, tom-ax and all other

implements of war ! a sight worthy the curios

ity of every true Briton!" This is a very

powerful description : but a critic of great re

finement would say, that it conveys rather

horror than terror. An Jndian, dressed as he

goes to war, may bring company together; but

if he carries the scalping knife, and tom-ax,
there are many true Britons that will never be

persuaded to see him but through a grate.

It has been remarked by the severer judges,,

that the salutary sorrow of tragic scenes is too

soon effaced by the merriment of the epilogue ;

the same inconvenience arises from the impro

per disposition of advertisements. The noblest

objects may be so associated as to be made ridi

culous. The camel and dromedary themselves

might have lost much of their dignity between
" the true flower of mustard and the original

Daffy's elixir;" and I could not but feel some

indignation, when I found this illustrious In

dian warrior immediately succeeded by
" a fresh

parcel of Dublin butter."

The trade of advertising is now so near ta

perfection, that it is not easy to propose any

improvement. But as every art ought to bt}

exercised in due subordination to the public

good, I cannot but propose it as a moral question

to these masters of the public ear, Whether they

do not sometimes play too wantonly with out

passions, as when the registrar of lottery tickets

invites us to his shop by an account of the prizes

which he sold last year ; and whether the ad

vertising controvertists do not indulge asperity

of language without any adequate provocation ;

as in the dispute about straps for razors, now

happily subsided, and in the altercation which

at present subsists concerning cau de luce ?

In an advertisement it is allowed to every
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man to speak well of himself, but I know not

why he should assume the privilege of censur

ing his neighbour. He may proclaim his own
virtue or skill, but ought not to exclude others

from the same pretensions.

Every man that advertises his own excellence

should write with some consciousness of char

acter which dares to call the attention of the

public. He should remember that his name is

to stand in the same paper with those of the

king of Prussia and the emperor of Germany,
and endeavour to make himself worthy of such

association.

Some regard is likewise to be paid to pos

terity. There are men of diligence and curio

sity who treasure up the papers of the day'.mere-

ly because others neglect them, and in time they
will be scarce. When these collections shall be

read in another century, how will numberless

contradictions be reconciled ; and how shall fame

be possibly distributed among the tailors and

boddice-makers of the present age ?

Surely these things deserve consideration. It

is enough for me to have hinted my desire that

these abuses may be rectified ; but such is the

state of nature, that what all have the right of

doing, many will attempt without sufficient care

or due qualifications.

No. 41.] SATURDAY, JAN. 27, 1759.

THE following letter relates to an affliction

perhaps not necessary to be imparted to the

public; but I could not persuade myself to

suppress it, because I think I know the sen

timents to be sincere, and I feel no disposi

tion to provide for this day any other enter

tainment.

At tu quisquis eris, miscri qui crude pocttE

Credlderis jftetufunera digna tuo,

Hac postrema tlbi sitflendi causa, fluatque
Lenis inoffenso vitaqiie morsque gradu.

MR. IDLER,

NOTWITHSTANDING the warnings of philoso

phers, and the daily examples of losses and

misfortunes which life forces upon our obser

vation, such is the absorption of our thoughts
}n the business of the present day, such the re

signation of our reason to empty hopes of future

felicity, or such our unwillingness to foresee

;vhat we dread, that every calamity comes sud

denly upon us, and not only presses us as a bur

den, but crushes as a blow.

There are evils which happen out of the com
mon course of nature, against which it is no re

proach not to be provided. A flash of light

ning intercepts the traveller in his way. The

concussion of an earthquake heaps the ruins of

cities upon their inhabitants. But other mis

eries time brings, though silently, yet visibly,

forward by its even lapse, which yet approach
us unseen, because we turn our eyes away, and

seize us unresisted, because we could not arm
ourselves against them but by setting them be

fore us.

That it is vain to shrink from what cannot be

avoided, and to hide that from ourselves which

must sometime be found, is a truth which we
all know, but which all neglect, and perhaps
none more than the speculative reasoner, whose

thoughts are always from home, whose eye
wanders over life, whose fancy dances after1

meteors of happiness kindled by itself, and who
examines every thing rather than his own state.

Nothing is more evident than that the decays
of age must terminate in death

; yet there is no

man, says Tuliy, who does not believe that he

may yet live another year ; and there is none

who does not, upon the same principle, hope
another year for his parent or his friend; but

the fallacy will be in time detected; the last

year, the last day, must come. It has come, and

is past. The life which made my own life

pleasant is at an end, and the gates of death are

shut upon my prospects.

The loss of a friend upon whom the heart -waa

fixed, to whom every wish and endeavour tend

ed, is a state of dreary desolation, in which the

mind looks abroad impatient of itself, and finds

nothing but emptiness and horror. The blame
less life, the artless tenderness, the pious simplici

ty, the modest resignation, the patient sickness,

and -the quiet death, are remembered only to

add value to the loss, to aggravate regret for

what cannot be amended, to deepen sorrow

for what cannot be recalled.

These are the calamities by which providence

gradually disengages us from the love of life.

Other evils fortitude may repel, or hope may
mitigate; but irreparable privation leaves no

thing to exercise resolution or flatter expectation.

The dead cannot return, and nothing is left us

"here but languishment and grief.

Yet such is the course of nature, that whoever

lives long must outlive those whom he loves and
honours. Such is the condition of our present

existence, that life must one time lose its asso

ciations, and every inhabitant of the earth must
walk downward to the grave alone and unre

garded, without any partner of his joy or grief,

without any interested witness ofhis misfortunes

or success.

Misfortune, indeed, he may yet feel ; foi

I where is the bottom of the misery ofman ? But

j

what is success to him that has none to enjoy it?

jjHappiness
is not found in self-contemplation

!it is perceived only when it is reflected fron

{another.

We know little of the state of departed soul*
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because such knowledge is not necessary to a

good life. Reason deserts us at the brink of the

grave, and can give no farther intelligence.

Revelation is not wholly silent. " There is joy

in the angels of Heaven over one sinner that

repenteth;" and surely this joy is not incom

municable to souls disentangled from the body,

and made like angels.

Let hope therefore dictate, what revelation

does not confute, that the union of souls may
still remain ; and that we who are struggling

with sin, sorrow, and infirmities, may have our

part in the attention and kindness of those who
have finished their course, and are now receiving

their reward.

These are the great occasions which force the

mind to take refuge in religion ; when we have

no help in ourselves, what can remain but that

we look up to a higher and a greater Power ?

and to what hope may we riot raise our eyes and

hearts when we consider that the greatest power
is the best ?

Surely there is no > man who, thus afflicted,

does not seek succour in the gospel, which has

brought life
and immortality to light. The pre

cepts of Epicurus, who teaches us to endure

what the laws of the universe make necessary,

may silence, but not content us. The dictates

of Zeno, who commands us to look with in

difference on external things, may dispose us

conceal our sorrow, but cannot assuage it. Re,

alleviation of the loss of friends, and ration!

tranquillity in the prospect of our wn dissolu

tion, can be received only from the promises
Him in whose hands are life and death, am
from the assurance of another and better state]

in which all tears will be wiped from the eyes,

and the whole soul shall be filled with joy.

Philosophy may infuse stubbornness, but relig

ion only can give patience.

I am, &c.

No. 42.] SATURDAY, FEB. 3, 1759.

The subject of the following letter is not wholly
unmentioned by the Rambler. The Spectator
lias also a letter containing a case not much
different. I hope my correspondent's perform
ance is more an effort of genius, than effusion of

the passions ; and that she hath rather attemp
ted to paint some possible distress than really
feels the evils she has described.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

There is a cause of misery, which, though cer

tainly known both to you and your predecessors,

h \s been little taken notice of in your papers ; I

r .can the snares that the bad behaviour of pa

rents extends over the paths of life which their

children are to tread after them
;
and as I make

no doubt but the Idler holds the shield for virtue

as well as the glass for folly, that he will employ
his leisure hours as much to his own satisfaction,

in warning his readers against a danger, as in

laughing them out of a fashion : for this reason

to ask admittance for my story in your paper,

though it has nothing to reommend it but

truth, and the honest wish of warning others

to shun the track which I am afraid may lead

me at last to ruin.

I am the child of a father, who, having

always lived in one spot in the country where

he was born, and having had no genteel educa

tion himself, thought no qualifications in the

world desirable but as they led up to fortune,

and no learning necessary to happiness but such

as might most effectually teach me to make the

best market of myself: I was unfortunately
born a beauty, to a full sense of which my fa

ther took care to flatter me
;
and having, when

very young, put me to school in the country,
afterwards transplanted me to another in town,
at the instigation of his friends, where his ill-

judged fondness let me remain no longer than to

learn just enough experience to convince me of

the sordidness of his views, to give me an idea

of perfections which my present situation will

never suffer me to reach, and to teach me suffi

cient morals to dare to despise what is bad, though
it be in a father.

Thus equipped (as he thought completely) for

life, I was carried back into the country, and

lived with him and my mother in a small vil

lage, within a few miles of the county-town ;

where I mixed, at first with reluctance, among
company which, though I never despised, I could

not approve, as they were brought up with other

inclinations, and narrower views than my own.

My father took great pains to show me every

where, both at his own house, and at such pub
lic diversions as the country afforded : he fre

quently told the people all he had was for hia

daughter; took care to repeat the civilities I

had received from all his friends in London;
told how much I was admired, and all his little

ambition could suggest to set me in a stronger

light.

Thus have I continued tricked out for sale, as

I may call it, and doomed, by parental author

ity, to a state little better than that of prostitu

tion. I look on myself as growing cheaper every

hour, and am losing all that honest pride, that

modest confidence, in which the virgin dignity

consists. Nor does my misfortune stop here :

though many would be too generous to impute
the follies of a father to a child whose heart has

set her above them
; yet I am afraid the most

charitable of them will hardly think it "possible

for me to be a daily spectatress of his vices with

out tacitly allowing them, and at last consenting
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to, them, as the eye of the frighted infant is, by

degrees reconciled to the darkness of which at

first it was afraid. It is a common opinion, he

himselfmust very well know, that vices, like

diseases, are often hereditary ;
and that the pro

perty of the one is to infect the manners, as the

other poisons the springs of life.

Yet this though bad, is not the worst ; my
Father deceives himself the hopes of the very
child he has brought into the world ;

he suffers

his house to be the seat of drunkenness, riot, and

irreligion : who seduces, almost in my sight,

the menial servant, converses with the prosti

tute, and corrupts the wife ! Thus I, who from

my earliest dawn of reason was taught to think

that at my approach every eye sparkled with

pleasure, or was dejected as conscious of supe

rior charms, am excluded from society, through
fear lest I should partake, if not of my father's

crimes, at least of his reproach. Is a parent, who
is so little solicitous for the welfaie of a child,

better than a pirate who turns a wretch adrift

in a boat at sea, without a star to steer by, or

an anchor to hold it fast? Am I not to lay all

my miseries at those doors which ought to

have opened only for my protection ? And if

doomed to add at last one more to the number
of those wretches whom neither the world nor

its law befriends, may I not justly say that I

have been awed by a parent into ruin? But

though a parent's power is screened from in

sult and violation by the very words of Heaven,

yet surely no laws, divine or human, forbid me
to remove myself from the malignant shade of

a plant that poisons all around it, blasts the

bloom of youth, checks its improvements, and

makes all its flowerets fade ; but to whom can

the wretched, can the dependent fly? Forme
to fly a father's house, is to be a beggar ; I have

only one comforter amidst my anxieties, a pious

relation, who bids me appeal to Heaven for a

witness to my just intentions, fly as a deserted

wretch to its protection ; and, being asked who

my father is, point, like the ancient philosopher,
with my finger to the heavens.

The hope in which I write this, is, that you
will give it a place in your paper ;

and as your

essays sometimes find their way into the country,
that my father may read my story there ; and,

if not for his own sake yet for mine, spare to

perpetuate that worst of calamities to me, the

loss of character, from which all his dissimula

tion has not been able to rescue himself. Tell

the world, Sir, that it is possible for virtue to

keep its throne unshaken without any other

guard than itself; that it is possible to maintain

that purity of thought so necessary to the com

pletion of human excellence even in the midst of

temptations ; when they have no friend within,
nor are assisted by the voluntary indulgence of

vicious thoughts.
If the insertion of a story like this does not

break in on the plan of your paper, you have ii

in your power to be a better friend than her

father to

PERDITA.

No. 43.] SATURDAY, FEB. 10, 1759.

THE natural advantages which arise from the

position of the earth which we inhabit, with

respect to the other planets, afford much em
ployment to mathematical speculation, by which
it has been discovered, that no other conforma

tion of the system could have given such coin -

modrous distributions of light and heat, or im

parted fertility and pleasure to so great a part
of a revolving sphere.

It may be, perhaps, observed by the moralist,

with equal reason, that our globe seems particu

larly fitted for the residence of a being, placed
here only for a short time, whose task is, to ad

vance himself to a higher and happier state of

existence, by unremitted vigilance of caution,

and activity of virtue.

The duties required of a man are such as hu
man nature does not willingly perform, and

such as those are inclined to delay who yet in

tend some time to fulfil them. It was there

fore necessary that this universal reluctance

should be counteracted, and the drowsiness of

hesitation wakened into resolve ;
that the dan

ger of procrastination should be always in view,
and the fallacies of security be hourly detected.

To this end all the appearances of nature uni

formly conspire. Whatever we see on every
side reminds us of the lapse of time and the flux

of life. The day and night succeed each other,

the rotation of seasons diversifies the year, the

sun rises, 'attains the meridian, declines and

sets; and the moon every night changes its

form.

The day has been considered as an image of

the year, and the year as the representation oi

life. The morning answers to the spring, and

the spring to childhood and youth j the noon

corresponds to the summer, and the summer to

the strength of manhood. The evening is an

emblem of autumn, and autumn of declining life.

The night with its silence and darkness shows

the winter, in which all the powers of vegeta

tion are benumbed ; and the winter points out

the time when life .shall cease, with its hopes
and pleasures.

He that is carried forward, however swiftly,

by a motion equable and easy, perceives not the

change of place but by the variation of ob

jects. If the wheel of life, which rolls thu

silently along, passed on through undistinguisl

able uniformity, we should never mark its ai

preaches to the end of the course. If one ho

were like another ; if the passage of the sun d
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not show that the day is wasting; if the change
of seasons did not impress upon us the flight of

the year ; quantities of duration equal to days

and years would glide unobserved. If the parts

of time were not variously coloured, we should

never discern their departure or succession, but

should live thoughtless of the past, and careless

jf the future, without will, and perhaps with

out power, to compute the periods of life, or to

compare the time which is already lost with

that which may probably remain.

But the course of time is so visibly marked,
that it is observed even by the birds of passage,

and by nations who have raised their minds

very little above animal instinct ; there are hu
man beings whose language does not supply
them with words by which they can number

ve, but I have read of none that have not

names for day and night, for summer and win
ter.

Yet it is certain that these admonitions of na

ture, however forcible, however importunate,
are too often vain ; and that many who mark
with such accuracy the course of time, appear
to have little sensibility of the decline of life.

Every man has something to do which he ne

glects; every man has faults to conquer which
be delays to combat.

So little do we accustom ourselves to consider

the effects of time, that things necessary and

certain often surprise us like unexpected contin

gencies. We leave the beauty in her bloom,

and, after an absence of twenty years, wonder,
at our return, to find her faded. We meet
those whom we left children, and can scarcely

persuade ourselves to treat them as men. The
traveller visits in age those countries through
which he rambled in his youth, and hopes for

merriment at the old place. The man of busi

ness, wearied with unsatisfactory prosperity,
retires^o the town of his nativity, and expects
to play away the last years with the compan
ions of his childhood, and recover youth in the

fields where he once was young.
From this inattention, so general and so mis

chievous, let it be every man's study to exempt
himself. Let him that desires to see others

happy, make haste to give while his gift can be

erjoyed, and remember that every moment of

delay takes away something from the value of

his benefaction. And let him, who purposes
his own happiness, reflect, that while he forms
Ill's purpose the day rolls on, and " the night
.".ometh, when no man can work !"

No. 44.] SATURDAY, FEB. 17, 1759.

b MEMORY is, among the faculties of the human
, saind, that of which we make the most frequent

use, or rather that of which the agency is in

cessant or perpetual. Memory is the primary
and fundamental power, without which there

could be no other intellectual operation. Judg
ment and ratiocination suppose something al

ready known, and draw their decisions only
from experience. Imagination selects ideas

from the treasures of remembrance, and pro
duces novelty only by -varied combinations.

We do not even form conjectures of distant, or

anticipations, of future events, but by conclud

ing what is possible from what is past.

The two offices of memory are collection and

distribution; by one images are accumulated,

and by the other produced for use. Collection is

always the employment of our first years ; and

distribution commonly that of our advanced

age.

To collect and reposit the various forms of

things, is far the most pleasing part of mental

occupation. We are naturally delighted with

novelty, and there is a time when all that we
see is new. When first we enter into the world,
whithersoever we turn our eyes, they meet

Knowledge with Pleasure at her side; every

diversity of nature pours ideas in upon the soul ;

neither search nor labour are necessary; we
have nothing more to do than to open our eyes,

and curiosity is gratified.

Much of the pleasure which the first survey
of the world affords, is exhausted before we ara

conscious of our own felicity, or able to compare
our condition with some other possible state.

We have therefore few traces of the joy of our

earliest discoveries ; yet we all remember a time

when nature had so many untasted gratifica

tions, that every excursion gave delight which
can now be found no longer, when the noise of

a torrent, the rustle of a wood, the song of birds,

or the play of lambs, had power to fill the at

tention, and suspend all perception of the course

of time.

But these easy pleasures are soon at end
; we

have seen in a very little time so much, that we
call out for new objects of observation, and eu->

deavour to find variety in books and life. But

study is laborious, and not always satisfactory ;

and conversation has its pains as well as pleas

ures; we are willing to learn, but not wil

ling to be taught ; we are pained by ignorance,
but pained yet more by another's knowledge.
From the vexation of pupilage men common

ly set themselves free about the middle of life,

by shutting up the avenues of intelligence, and

resolving to rest in their present state; and

they, whose ardour of inquiry continues longer
find themselves insensibly forsaken by their in

structors. As every man advances in life, the

proportion between those that are younger and
that are older than himself, is continually

changing ;
and he that has lived half a century

finds few that do not require from him that in-
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formation which he once expected from those

that went before him.

Then it is that'the magazines of memory are

opened, and the stores ofaccumulated knowledge
are displayed by vanity or benevolence, or in

honest commerce of mutual interest. Every
man wants others, and is therefore glad when
he is wanted by them. And as few men will

endure the labour of intense meditation with

out necessity, he that has learned enough for his

profit or his honour, seldom endeavours after

further acquisitions.

The pleasure of recollecting speculative no

tions would not be much less than that of gain

ing them, if they could be kept pure and

unmingled with the passages of life ; but such

is the necessary concatenation of our thoughts,
that good and evil are linked together, and no

pleasure recurs but associated with pain. Every
revived idea reminds us of a time, when some

thing was enjoyed that is now lost, when some

hope was yet not blasted, when some purpose
had yet not languished into sluggishness or in

difference.

Whether it be that life has more vexations

than comforts, or, what is in the event just the

same, that evil makes deeper impression than

good, it is certain that no man can review the

time past without heaviness of heart. He re

members many calamities incurred by folly,

many opportunities lost by negligence. The
shades of the dead rise up before him; and he

laments the companions of his youth, the part
ners of his amusements, the assistants of his

labours, whom the hand of death has snatched

away.
When an offer was made to .Themistocles of

teaching him the art of memory, he answered,
that he would rather wish for the art of forget-

fulness. He felt his imagination haunted by

phantoms of misery which he was unable to

suppress, and would gladly have calmed his

thoughts with some oblivious antidote. In

this we all resemble one another : the hero and
the sage are like vulgar mortals, overburdened

by the weight of life; all shrink from recollec

tion, and all wish for an art of forgetfulness.

No 45."] SATURDAY, FEB. 24, 1759.

THERE is in many minds a kind of vanity ex

erted to the disadvantage of themselves ; a de

sire to be praised for superior acuteness discov

ered only in the degradation of their species,

or censure of their country.
Defamation is sufficiently copious. The gen

eral lampooner of mankind may find long exer

cise for his zeal or wit, in the defects of nature,

the vexations of life, the follies of opinion, and

the corruptions of practice. But fiction is easi

er than discernment ; and most of these writer*

spare themselves the labour of inquiry, and ex

haust their virulence upon imaginary crimes,

which, as they never existed, can never be

mended.
That the painters find no encouragement

among the English for many other works than

portraits, has been imputed to national selfish

ness. 'Tis vain, says the satirist, to set before

any Englishman the scenes of landscapes, or the

heroes of history ; nature and antiquity are no

thing in his eye ; he has no value but for him

self, nor desires any copy but of his own form.

Whoever is delighted with his own picture
must derive his pleasure from the pleasure of

another. Every man is always present to him

self, and has, therefore, little need of his own
resemblance, nor can desire it, but for the sake

of those whom he loves, and by whom he

hopes to be remembered. This use of the art is

a natural and reasonable consequence of affec

tion ; and though, like other human actions, it in

often complicated with pride, yet even such pride

is more laudable than that, by which palaces are

covered with pictures, that, however excellent,

neither imply the owner's virtue nor excite it.

Genius is chiefly exerted in historical pic

tures ; and the art of the painter of portraits is

often lost in the obscurity of his subject. But
it is in painting as in life, what is greatest is

not always best. I should grieve to see Rey
nolds transfer to heroes and to goddesses, to

empty splendour and to airy fiction, that art

which is now employed in diffusing friendship,

in reviving tenderness, in quickening the affec

tions of the absent, and continuing the presence
of the dead.

Yet in a nation great and opulent there is

room, and ought to be patronage, for an art like

that of painting through all its diversities ;
and

it is to be wished, that the reward now offered

for an historical picture may excite an bonest

emulation, and give beginning to an Erkglish

school.

It is not very easy to find an action or event

that can be efficaciously represented by a painter.

He must have an action not successive, ^>ut

instantaneous; for the time of a picture is a

single moment. For this reason the death of

Hercules cannot well be painted, though at the

first view it flatters the imagination with very

glittering ideas ; the gloomy mountain
overj-

hanging the sea, and covered with trees, som*[5

bending to the wind, and some torn from the

root by the raging hero ; the violence with which
'

he sends from his shoulders the envenomed gar

ment ; the propriety with which his muscular
\

nakedness may be displayed : the death of Lyca?
whirled from the promontory ;

the gigantic!

presence of Philoctetes ; the blaze of the fat? u
pile, which the deities behold with grief and ter-

d

ror from the skv.
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Ail these images fill the mind, but will not

compose a picture, because they cannot be united

in a single moment. Hercules must have rent

his flesh at one time, and tossed Lycas into the

air at another ;
he must first tear up the trees,

and then lie down upon the pile.

The action must be circumstantial and dis

tinct. There is a passage in the Iliad which

cannot be read without strong emotions. A
Trojan prince, seized by Achilles in the battle,

falls at his feet, and in moving terms supplicates

for life.
" How can a wretch like thee," says

the haughty Greek,
" intreat to live, when thou

knowest that the time must come when Achilles

is to die?" This cannot be painted, because no

peculiarity of attitude or disposition can so sup

ply the place of language as to impress the sen

timent.

The event painted must be such as excites pas

sion, and different passions in the several actors,

or a tumult of contending passion in the chief.

Perhaps the discovery of Ulysses by his nurse

is of this kind. The surprise of the nurse

mingled with joy ; that of Ulysses checked by

prudence, and clouded by solicitude ; and the

distinctness of the action by which the scar is

found ;
all concur to complete the subject. But

the picture, having only two figures, will want

variety.

A much nobler assemblage may be furnished

by the death of Epaminondas. The mixture of

gladness and grief in the face of the messenger
who brings his dying general an account of the

victory ; the various passions of the attendants ;

the sublimity of composure in the hero, while

the dart is by his own command drawn from his

side, and the faint gleam of satisfaction that dif

fuses itself over the languor of death, are worthy
of that pencil which yet I do not wish to see

employed upon them.

If the design were not too multifarious and

extensive, I should wish that our painters would

attempt the dissolution of the parliament by
Cromwell. The point of time may be chosen

when Cromwell looked round the Pandaemoni-

um with contempt, ordered the bauble to be

taken away ;
and Harrison laid hands on the

Speaker to drag him from the chair.

The various appearances which rage, and ter

ror, and astonishment, and guilt, might exhibit

in the faces of that hateful assembly, of whom
the principal persons may be faithfully drawn
from portraits or prints ; the irresolute repug
nance of some, the hypocritical submission of

others, the ferocious insolence of Cromwell, the

rugged brutality of Harrison, and the general

trepidation of fear and wickedness, would, if

some proper disposition could be contrived, make
a picture of unexampled variety, and irresistible

instruction.

No. 46.] SATURDAY, MARCH 3, 1759.

MR. IDLER,

I AM encouraged, by the notice you have taken

of Betty Broom, to represent the miseries which

I suffer from a species of tyranny \vhich, I be

lieve, is not very uncommon, though perhaps it

may have escaped the observation of those who
converse little with fine ladies, or see them only

in their public characters.

To this method of venting my vexation I am
the more inclined, because if I do not complain
to you, I must burst in silence ;

for my mistres

has teased me, and teased me till I can hold no

longer, and yet I must not tell her of her tricks.

The girls that live in common services can

quarrel, and give warning, and find other places;

but we that live with great ladies, if we
once offend them, have nothing left but to re

turn into the country.
I am waiting-maid to a lady who keeps the

best company, and is seen at every place of fa

shionable resort. I am envied by all the maids

in the square, for few countesses leave off so

many clothes as my mistress, and nobody shares

with me : so that I supply two families in the

country with finery for the assizes and horse -

races, besides what I wear myself. The stew

ard and house-keeper have joined against me to

procure my removal, that they may advance a

relation of their own ; but their designs are

found out by my lady, who says I need not fear

them, for she will never have dowdies about

her.

You would think, Mr. Idler, like others, that

I am very happy, and may well be contented

with my lot. But I will tell you. My lady
has an odd humour. She never orders any thing
in direct words, for she loves a sharp girl that

can take a hint.

I would not have you suspect that she has

any thing to hint which she is ashamed to speak
at length ; for none can have greater purity of

sentiment, or rectitude of intention. She has

nothing to hide, yet nothing will she tell. She

always gives her directions oblique and allusive

ly, by the mention of something relative or con

sequential, without any other purpose than to

exercise my acuteness and her own.

It is impossible to give a notion of this style

otherwise than by examples. One night, when
she had sat writing letters till it was time to be

dressed,
"
Molly," said she,

" the ladies are aU

to be at court to-night in white aprons." When
she means that I should send to order the chair,

she says,
" I think the streets are clean, I may

venture to walk." When she would have some

thing put into its place, she bids me "
lay it on

the floor." If she would have me snuff the

candles, she asks. " whether I tliiiik her eyes
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are like a cat's?" If she thinks her chocolate

delayed, she talks of the benefit of abstinence.

If any needle-work is forgotten, she supposes
that I have heard of the lady who died by prick-

iag her finger.

She always imagines that I can recall every

thing past from a single word. If she wants

her head from the milliner, she only says,
"
Molly, you know Mrs. Tape." If she would

have the mantua-maker sent for, she remarks

that " Mr. Taffety, the mercer, was here last

week." She ordered, a fortnight ago, that the

first time she was abroad all day I should choose

her a new set of coffee-cups at the china-shop :

of this she reminded me yesterday, as she was

going down stairs, by saying,
" You can't find

your way now to Pall-Mall."

All this would not vex me, if, by increasing

my trouble, she spared her own
; but, dear Mr.

Idler, is it not as easy to say coffee-cups, as Pall-

Mali ? and to tell me in plain words what I am
to do, and when it is to be done, as to torment

her own head with the labour of finding hints,

and mine with that of understanding them ?

When first I came to this lady, I had nothing
like the learning that I have now

;
for she has

many books, and I have much time to read ; so

that of late I have seldom missed her meaning :

but when she first took me I was an ignorant

pirl; and she, who, as is very common, con

founded want of knowledge with want of un

derstanding, began once to despair of bringing
rue to any thing, because, when I came into her

chamber at the call of her bell, she asked me,
" Vhether we lived in Zembla;" and I did not

guess the meaning of inquiry, but modestly an

swered that I could not tell. She had happened
to ring once when I did not hear her, and meant
to put me iu mind of that country where

sounds are said to be congealed by the frost.

Another time, as I was dressing her head,

she began to talk on a sudden of Medusa, and

snakes, and " men turned into stone, and maids

that, if they were not watched, would let their

mistresses be Gorgons." I looked round me
half frightened, and quite bewildered; till at

last, finding that her literature was thrown

away upon me, she bid me, with great vehe

mence, reach the curling-irons.

It is not without some indignation, Mr. Idler,

that I discover, in these artifices of vexation,

something worse than foppery or caprice; a

mean delight in superiority, which knows itself

in no danger of reproof or opposition ; a cruel

pleasure in seeing the perplexity of a mind

obliged to find what is studiously concealed,

and a mean indulgence of petty malevolence, in

the sharp censure of involuntary, and very often

of inevitable failings. When, beyond her ex

pectation, I hit upon her meaning, I can per
ceive a sudden cloud of disappointment spread
over her face ; and have sometimes been afraid

lest I should lose her favour by understanding
her when she means to puzzle me.

This day, however, she has conquered my
sagacity. When she went out of her dressing-
room she said nothing but "

Molly, you know."
and hastened to her chariot. What I am to

know is yet a secret; but if I do not know
before she comes back, what I have yet no

means of discovering, she will make my dulness

a pretence for a fortnight's ill humour, treat

me as a creature devoid of the faculties neces

sary to the common duties of life, and perhaps

give the next gown to the housekeeper.

I am, Sir,

Your humble Servant,

MOLLY QUICK.

No. 47.] SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1759.

TO THE IDLER.

MR. IDLER,

I AM the unfortunate wife of a city wit, and
cannot but think that my case may deserve

equal compassion with any of those which have
been represented in your paper.

I married my husband within three months
after the expiration of his apprenticeship ; we
put our money together, and furnished a large
and splendid shop, in which he was for five

years and a half diligent and civil. The notice

which curiosity or kindness commonly bestows

on beginners, was continued by confidence and

esteem; one customer, pleased with his treat

ment and his bargain, recommended another;

and we were busy behind the counter from

morning to night.

Thus every day increased our wealth and our

reputation. My husband was often invited to

dinner openly on the Exchange by hundred-

thousand-pounds men; and whenever I went
to any of the halls, the wives of the aldermen

made me low courtesies. We always took up
our notes before the day, and made all consider

able payments by drafts upon our banker.

You will easily believe that I was well

enough pleased with my condition; for what

happiness can be greater than that of growing

every day richer and richer? I will not deny

that, imagining myself likely to be in a short

time the sheriff's lady, I broke off my acquain
tance with some of my neighbours ; and advised

my husband to keep good company, and not to

be seen with men that were worth nothing.
In time he found that ale disagreed with his

constitution, and went every night to drink his

pint at a tavern, where he met with a set of

critics, who disputed upon the merits of the

different theatrical performers. By these idle
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fellows he was taken to the play, which at first

he did not seem much to heed
;
for he owned,

that he very seldom knew what they were do

ing, and that, while his companions would let

Mm alone, he was commonly thinking on his

tast bargain.

Having once gone, however, he went again

and again, though I often told him that three

shillings were thrown away; at last he grew

uneasy if he missed a night, and importuned me
to go with him. I went "to a tragedy which

they called Macbeth ; and, when I came home,
told him, that I could not bear to see men and

women make themselves such fools, by pretend

ing to be witches and ghosts, generals and kings,

and to walk in, their sleep when they were as

much awake as those that looked at them. He
told me, that I must get higher notions, and

that a play was the most rational of all enter

tainments, and most proper to relax the mind
after the business of the day.

By degrees he gained knowledge of some of

the players ;
and when the play was over, very

frequently treated them with suppers ; for

which he was admitted to stand behind the

scenes.

He soon began to lose some of his morning
hours in the same folly, and was for one winter

very diligent in his attendance on the rehear

sals ; but of this species of idleness he grew
weary, and said, that the play was nothing with

out the company.
His ardour fov the diversion of the evening

increased; he bought a sword, and paid five

shillings a night to sit in the boxes ;
he went

sometimes into a place which he calls the green

room, where all the wits of the age assembled ;

and, when he had been there, could do nothing
for two or three days but repeat their jests, or

tell their disputes.

He has now lost his regard for every thing
but the play-house : he invites, three times a

week, one or other to drink claret, and talk of

the drama. His first care in the morning is to

read the play-bills ; and, if he remembers any
lines of the tragedy which is to be represented,
walks about the shop, repeating them so loud,
and with such strange gestures, that the passen

gers gather round the door.

His greatest pleasure when I married him
was to hear the situation of his shop commend
ed, and to be told how many estates have been

got in it by the same trade ; but of late he grows
peevish at any mention of business, and delights
in nothing so much as to be told that he speaks
like Mossop.

Among his new associates he has learned an
other language, and speaks in such a strain that

his neighbours cannot understand him. If a

customer talks longer than he is willing to hear,
be will complain that he has been excruciated

v/ith unmeaning verbosity ; he laughs at the

THE IDLER.

letters of his friends for their tameness of Re

pression, and often declares himself weary of at

tending to the minutice of a shop.

It is well for me that I know how to keep a

book, for of late he is scarcely ever in the way.
Since one of his friends told him that he had a

genius for tragic poetry, he has locked himself

in an upper room six or seven hours a day ; and,

when I carry him any paper to be read or sign

ed, I hear him talking vehemently to himself,

sometimes of love and beauty, sometimes of

friendship and virtue, but more frequently of li

berty and his country.

I would gladly, Mr. Idler, be informed what
to think of a shopkeeper who is incessantly talk

ing about liberty ; a word which, since his ac

quaintance with polite life, my husband has al

ways in his mouth ; he is, on all occasions,

afraid of our liberty, and declares his resolution

to hazard all for liberty. What can the man
mean? I am sure he has liberty enough it

were better for him and me if his liberty was
lessened.

He has a friend whom he calls a critic, that

comes twice a week to read what he is writing.
This critic tells him that his piece is a little ir

regular, but that some detached scenes will shine

prodigiously, and that in the character of Bom-
bulus he is wonderfully great. My scribbler

then squeezes his hand, calls him the best of

friends, thanks him for his sincerity, and tells

him that he hates to be flattered. I have reason

to believe that he seldom parts with his dear

friend without lending him two guineas, and

am afraid that he gave bail for him three days

ago.

By this course of life our credit as traders is

lessened, and I cannot forbear to suspect, that

my husband's honour as a wit is not much ad

vanced, for he seems to be always the lowest of

the company, and is afraid to tell his opinion
till the rest have spoken. When he was behind

his counter, he used to be brisk, active, and jo.

cular, like a man that knew what he was doing ,

and did not fear to look another in the face ;

but among wits and critics he is timorous and

awkward, and hangs down his head at his own
table. Dear Mr. Idler, persuade him, if you

can, to return once more to his native element.

Tell him, that his wit will never make him

rich, but that there are places where riches will

always make a wit.

I am, Sir, &c.

DEBORAH GINGER.

No. 48.] SATURDAY, MARCH 17, 1759.

THERE is no kind of idleness, by wliicb, we are

so easily seduced as that which dignifies itself
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by the appearance of Business, and by making
the loiterer imagine that he has something to do

which must not be neglected, keeps him in per

petual agitation, and hurries him rapidly from

place to place.

He that sits still, or reposes himself upon a

couch, no more deceives himself than he deceives

others
;
he knows that he is doing nothing, and

has no other solace of his insignificance than the

resolution, which the lazy hourly make, of

changing his mode of life.

^*^To do nothing every man is ashamed ; and to

jdo
much almost every man is unwilling or afraid.

/Innumerable expedients have therefore been in-

Ivented to produce motion without labour, and

^employment without solicitude. The greater

part of those whom the kindness of fortune has

left to their own direction, and whom want does

not keep chained to the counter or the plough,

play throughout life with the shadows of busi

ness, and know not at last what they have been

doing.
These imitators of action are of all denomi

nations. Some are seen at every auction with

out intention to purchase ; others appear punc

tually at the Exchange, though they are known
there only by their faces. Some are always

making parties to visit collections for which

they have no taste ; and some neglect every

pleasure and every duty to hear questions, in

which they have no interest, debated in par
liament.

^ These men never appear more ridiculous than

|

in the distress which they imagine themselves

i to feel, from some accidental interruption of

\J;hose empty pursuits. A tiger newly imprisoned
is indeed more formidable, but not more angry,
than Jack Tulip withheld from a florist's feast,

or Tom Distich hindered from seeing the first

representation of a play.

As political affairs are the highest and most

extensive of temporal concerns ; the mimic of a

politician is more busy and important than any
other trifler. Monsieur le Noir, a man who,
without property or importance in any corner

of the earth, has, in the present confusion of the

world, declared himself a steady adherent to the

French, is made miserable by a wind that keeps
back the packet boat, and still more miserable

by every account of a Malouin privateer caught
in his cruise ; he knows well that nothing can

be done or said by him which can produce any
effect but that of laughter, that he can neither

hasten nor retard good or evil, that his joys and
sorrows have scarcely any partakers ; yet such

is his zeal, and such his curiosity, that he would
run barefooted to Gravesend, for the sake of

knowing first that the English had lost a tender,
and would ride out to meet every mail from the

continent if he might be permitted to open it.

Learning is generally confessed to be desirable,

and there are somo who fancy themselves al- .

ways busy in acquiring it. Of these ambula

tory students, one of the most busy is my friena

Tom Restless.

^Tom has long had a mind to be a man oS

Miowiedge, but he does not care to spend mud
time among authors

;
for he is of opinion that

few books deserve the labour of perusal, that

fchey give the mind an unfashionable cast, and

jdestroy that freedom of thought and easiness of

manners indispensably requisite to acceptance in

{the world. Tom has therefore found another

way to wisdom. When he rises he goes into a

(coffee-house, where he creeps so near to men
(whom he takes to be reasoners as to hear their

discourse, and endeavours to remember some

thing which, when it has been strained through
Tom's head, is so near nothing, that what it

,once was, cannot be discovered. This he car

ries round from friend to friend through a circle

of visits, till, hearing what each says upon the

question, he becomes able at dinner to say a

little himself; and, as every great genius relaxes

himself among his inferiors, meets with some
who wonder how so young a man can talk so

wisely.

At night he has a new feast prepared for his

intellects ; he always runs to a disputing society,
or a speaking club, where he half hears what,
if he had heard the whole, he would but half

understand ; goes home pleased with the con

sciousness of a day well spent, lies down full of

ideas, and rises in the morning empty as before.

No. 49.] SATURDAY, MARCH 24-, 1759.

I SUPPED three nights ago with my friend Will

Marvel. His affairs obliged him lately to take

a journey into Devonshire, from which he has

just returned. He knows me to be a very pa
tient hearer, and was glad ofmy company, as it

gave him an opportunity of disburdening him
self by a minute relation of the casualties of his

expedition.
Will is not one of those who go out and re

turn with nothing to tell. He has a story of

his travels, which will strike a home-bred citi

zen with horror, and has in ten days suffered so

often the extremes of terror and joy, that he is

in doubt whether he shall ever again expose

either his body or mind to such danger and fa

tigue.

When he left London the morning was bright

and a fair day was promised. But Will is born

to struggle with difficulties. That happened to

him, which has sometimes, perhaps, happened
to others. Before he had gone more than ten

miles it began to rain. What course was to be

taken? His soul disdained to tufn back. He
did what the king of Prussia might have done ;
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he flapped his hat, buttoned up his cape, and

went forwards, fortifying his mind by the stoical

consolation, that whatever is violent will be short.

His constancy was not long tried ; at the dis

tance of about half a mile he saw an inn, which

he entered wet and weary, and found civil

treatment and proper refreshment. After a

respite of about two hours, he looked abroad,

and seeing the sky clear, called for his horse,

and passed the first stage without any other me
morable accident.

Will considered, that labour must be relieved

by pleasure, and that the strength which great

undertakings require must be maintained by
copious nutriment; he therefore ordered him
selfan elegant supper, drank two bottles ofclaret,

and passed the beginning of the night in sound

sleep ; but, waking before light, was forewarn

ed of the troubles of the next day, by a shower

beating against his windows with such violence

as to threaten the dissolution of nature. When
he arose, he *bund what he expected, that the

country was under water. He joined himself,

iiowever, to a company that was travelling the

same way, and came safely to the place of din

ner, though every step of his horse dashed the

mud into the air.

In the afternoon, having parted from his com

pany, he set forward alone, and passed many
collections of water, of which it was impossible
to guess the depth, and which he now cannot

review without some censure of his own rash

ness ;
but what a man undertakes he must per

form, and Marvel hates a coward at his heart.

Few that lie warm in their beds think what
t)thers undergo, who have perhaps been as ten

derly educated, and have as acute sensations as

themselves. My friend was now to lodge the

second night almost fifty miles from home, in a

house which he never had seen before, among
people to whom 'he -was totally a stranger, not

knowing whether the next man he should meet
would prove good or bad

;
but seeing an inn

of a good appearance, he rode resolutely into the

yard ; and knowing that respect is often paid in

proportion as 'it is claimed, delivered his in

junctions to the hostler with spirit, and enter

ing the house called vigorously about him.

On the third day up rose the sun and Mr.
Marvel. His troubles and his dangers were
now such as he wishes no other man ever to en
counter. The ways were less frequented, and
the country more thinly inhabited. He rode

many a lonely hour through mire and water,
and met not a single soul for two miles to

gether with whom he could exchange a word.
He cannot deny that, looking round upon the

dreary region, >nd seeing nothing but bleak

fields and naked trees, hills obscured by fogs,
and flats covered with Inundations, he did for

some time suffer melancholy to prevail upon
him, and wished himself again safe at home.

One comfort he had, which was to consider

that none of his friends were in the same dis

tress, for whom, if they had been with him,

he should have suffered more than for himself ;

he could not forbear sometimes to consider how

happy the Idler is, settled in an easier condi

tion, who, surrounded like him with terrors,

could have done nothing but lie down and die.

Amidst these reflections he came to a town,

and found a dinner which disposed him to more

cheerful sentiments : but the joys of life are

short, and its miseries are long; he mounted

and travelled fifteen miles more through dirt and

desolation.

At last the sunset, and all the horrors of dark

ness came upon him. He then repented the

weak indulgence in which he had gratified him
self at noon with too long an interval of rest :

yet he went forward along a path which he

could no longer see, sometimes rushing sudden

ly into water, and sometimes incumbered with

stiff clay, ignorant whither he was going, and

uncertain whether his next step might not be

the last.

In this dismal gloom of nocturnal peregrina
tion his horse unexpectedly stood still. Mar
vel had heard many relations of the instinct of

horses, and was in doubt what danger might, be

at hand. Sometimes he fancied that he was on

the bank of a river still and deep, and sometimes

that a dead body lay across the track. He sat

still awhile to recollect his thoughts; and as

he was about to alight and explore the dark

ness, out stepped a man with a lantern, and

opened the turnpike. He hired a guide to the

town, arrived in safety, and slept in quiet.

The rest of his journey was nothing but dan

ger. He climbed and descended precipices on

which vulgar mortals tremble to look ; he passed
marshes like the " Serbonian bog, where armies

whole have sunk ;" he forded rivers where the

current roared like the Egre or the Severn
; or

ventured himself on bridges that trembled under

him, from which he looked down on foaming

whirlpools, or dreadful abysses : he wandered

over houseless heaths, amidst all the rage of the

elements, with the snow driving in his face,

and the tempest howling in his ears.

Such are the colours in which Marvel paints
his adventures. He has accustomed himself

to sounding words and hyperbolical images, till

he has lost the power of true description. In a

road through which the heaviest carriages

pass without difficulty, and the post-boy every

day and night goes and returns, he meets with

hardships like those which are endured in Sibe

rian deserts, and misses nothing ofromantic dan

ger but a giant and a dragon. When his dread

ful story is told in proper terms, it is only that

the way was dirty in winter, and that he expe
rienced the common vicissitudes of rain and
sun-shine.
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No. 60.] SATURDAY, MARCH 31, 1759.

THE character of Mr. Marvel has raised the

merriment of some and the contempt of others,

who do not sufficiently consider how often they
hear and practise the same arts of exaggerated
narration.

Thars is not, perhaps, among the multitudes

of all conditions that SAvarm upon the earth, a

single man who does not helieve that he has

something extraordinary to relate ofhimself ; and

who does not, at one time or other, summon the

attention of his friends to the casualties of his

adventures, and the vicissitudes of his fortune ;

casualties and vicissitudes that happen alike in

lives uniform and diversified; to the commander
of armies, and the writer at a desk, to the sailor

who resigns himself to the wind and water, and

the farmer whose longest journey is to the mar
ket.

In the present state of the world men may
pass through Shakspeare's seven stages of life,

and meet nothing singular and wonderful.

But such is every man's attention to himself,

that what is common and unheeded when it is

only seen, hecomes remarkable and peculiar

when we happen to feel it.

It is well enough known to be according to

the usual process of nature that men should

sicken and recover, that some designs should

succeed and others miscarry, that friends should

be separated and meet again, that some should

be made angry by endeavours to please them,
and some be pleased when no care has been used

to gain their approbation ;
that men and women

should at first come together by chance, like

each other so well as to commence acquaintance,

improve acquaintance into fondness, increase or

extinguish fondness by marriage, and have chil

dren of different degrees of intellects and virtue,

some of whom die before their parents, and
others survive them.

Yet let any tell his own story, and nothing of

all this has ever befallen him according to the

common order of things ; something has always
discriminated his case ; some unusual concur

rence of events has appeared which made him
more happy or more miserable than other mor
tals; for in pleasures or calamities, however

common, every one has comforts and afflictions

of his own.

It is certain that without some artificial aug
mentations, many of the pleasures of life, and
almost all its embellishments, would fall to the

ground. If no man was to express more delight
than he felt, those who felt most would raise little

envy. If travellers were to describe the most la

boured performances of art with the same cold

ness as they survey them, all expectations of hap
piness from change of place would cease. The
pictures of Raphael would bang without specta

tors, and the gardens of Versailles might be in

habited by hermits. All the pleasure that h
received ends in an opportunity of splendid

falsehood, in the power of gaining notice by the

display of beauties which the eye was weary of

beholding, and a history of happy moments, of

which in reality the most happy was the last.

The ambition of superior sensibility and su

perior eloquence disposes the lovers of arts to

receive rapture at one time, and communicate it

at another
; and each labours first to impose

upon himself, and then to propagate the impos
ture.

Pain is less subject than pleasure to caprices
of expression. The torments of disease, and the

grief for irremediable misfortunes, sometimes,
are such as no words can declare, and can only
be signified by groans, or sobs, or inarticulate

ejaculations. Man has from nature a mode of

utterance peculiar to pain, but he has none pe
culiar to pleasure, because he never has pleasure
but in such degrees as the ordinary use of lan

guage may equal or surpass.

It is nevertheless certain, that many paina
as well as pleasures are heightened by rhetorical

affectation, and that the picture is, for the most

part, bigger than the life.

When we describe our sensations of another's

sorrow either in friendly or ceremonious con

dolence, the customs of the world scarcely
admit of rigid veracity. Perhaps the fondest

friendship would enrage oftener than comfort,

were the tongue on such occasions faithfully

to represent the sentiments of the heart
;
and

I think the strictest moralists allow forms of

address to be used without much regard to

their literal acceptation, when either respect

or tenderness requires them, because they are

universally known to denote not the degree but

the species of our sentiments.

But the same indulgence cannot be allowed to

him who aggravates dangers incurred or sorrow

endured by himself, because he darkens the pro

spect of futurity, and multiplies the pains of our

condition by useless terror. Those who mag
nify their delights are less criminal deceivers,

yet they raise hopes which are sure to be disap

pointed. It would be undoubtedly best, if we
could see and hear every thing as it is, that

nothing might be too anxiously dreaded, or too

ardently pursued.

No. 51.] SATURDAY, APRIL 7, 1759*

IT has been commonly remarked, that eminent

men are least eminent at home, that bright

characters lose much of their splendour at a

nearer view, and many who fill the world with

their fame, excite very little reverence among
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those that surround them in .their domestic

privacies.

To blame or to suspect is easy and natural.

When the fact is evident, and the cause doubt

ful, some accusation is always engendered be

tween idleness and malignity. This disparity

of general and familiar esteem is therefore im

puted to hidden vices, and to practices in

dulged in secret, but carefully covered from the

public eye.

Vice will indeed always produce contempt.
The dignity of Alexander, though nations fell

prostrate before him, was certainly held in lit

tle veneration by the partakers of his midnight

revels, who had seen him, in the madness of

wine, murder his friend, or set fire to the Per

sian palace at the instigation of a harlot
;
and it

is well remembered among us, that the avarice

of Marlborough kept him in subjection to his

wife while he was dreaded by France as her

conqueror, and honoured by the emperor as his

deliverer.

But though, where there is vice there must"!

be want of reverence, it is not reciprocally true I

that when there is want of reverence there is al- I

ways vice. That awe which great actions orl

abilities impress will be inevitably diminished/

by acquaintance, though nothing either mean oj
criminal should be found.

Of men, as of every thing else, we must judge

according to our knowledge. When we see of a

hero only his battles, or of a writer only hi

books, we have nothing to allay our ideas of thei

greatness. We consider the one only as th

guardian of his country, and the other only a

the instructor of mankind. We have neithe

opportunity nor motive to examine the minute

parts of their lives, or the less apparent peculi
arities of their characters

; we name them with
habitual respect, and forget, what we still con

tinue to know, that they are men like othe

mortals.

But such is the constitution of the world, tha

much of life must be spent in the same manne

by the wise and .the ignorant, the exalted an<

the low. Men, however distinguished by ex

ternal accidents or intrinsic qualities, have al

the same wants, the same pains, and, as far a

the senses are consulted, the same pleasure. Th
petty cares and petty duties are the same in

every station to every understanding, and every
hour brings some occasion on which we a]

sink to the common level. We are all nakec

till we are dressed, and hungry till we are fed

and the general's triumph, and sage's disputa

tion, end, like the humble labours of the smitl

or ploughman, in a dinner or in sleep.

Those notions which are to be collected by
reason, in opposition to the senses, will seldom
stand forward in the mind, but lie treasured in

the remoter repositories of mp.mory, to be found

ly when they are sought. Whatever any man

may Aave written or done, his precepts or his

valour will scarcely overbalance the unimpor
tant uniformity which runs through his time.

We do not easily consider him as great, whom
our own eyes show us to be little

;
nor labouf

to keep present to our thoughts the latent excel

lencies of him who shares with us all our weak
nesses and many of our follies ; who like us is

delighted with slight amusements, busied with

trifling employments, and disturbed by little

vexations.

Great powers cannot be exerted, but when

great exigencies make them necessary. Great

exigencies can happen but seldom, and therefore

those qualities which have a claim to the vene

ration of mankind lie hid, for the most part, like

subterranean treasures, over "which the foot

passes as on common ground, till necessity breaks

open the golden cavern.

In the ancient celebration of victory, a slave

was placed on a triumphal car, by the side of the

general, who reminded him by a short sentence,

that he was a man. Whatever danger there

might be lest a leader, in his passage to the ca-

pitol, should forget the frailties of his nature,

there was surely no need of such an admoni
tion ; the intoxication could not have continued

long ; he would have been at home but a few
hours before some of his dependents would have

forgot his greatness, and shown him, that not

withstanding his laurels, he was yet a man.

There are some who try to escape this domes

tic degradation, by labouring to appear always
wise or always great ; but he that strives against

nature, will for ever strive in vain. To be grave

of mien and slow of utterance ; to look with

solicitude and speak with hesitation, is attain

able at will
; but the show of wisdom is ridicu

lous when there is nothing to cause doubt, as

that of valour where there is nothing to be

feared. ,

A man who has duly considered the condition

of his being, will contentedly yield to the course

of things ; he will not pant for distinction

where distinction would imply no merit j but.

though on great occasions he may wish to be

greater than others, he will be satisfied in com
mon occurrences not to be less. *

No. 52."] SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 1759.

Responsare cupidinibus. HOB

THE practice of self-denial, or the forbearance of

lawful pleasures, has been considered by almost

every nation, from the remotest ages, as the

highest exaltation of human virtue ; and all

have agreed to pay respect and veneration to

those who abstained from the delights of life,
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even when they did not censure those who en

joy them.

The general voice of mankind, civil and bar

barous, confesses that the mind and body are at

variance, and that neither can be made happy

by its proper gratifications but at the expense of

the other; that a pampered body will darken

the mind, and an enlightened mind will mace

rate the body. And none have failed to confer

their esteem on those who prefer intellect to

sense, who control their lower by their highe

faculties, and forget the wants and desires

animal life for rational disquisitions or pio

contemplations.
The earth has scarcely a country so far ad

vanced towards political regularity as to divide

the inhabitants into classes, where some orders

of men or women are not distinguished by vo

luntary severities, and where the reputation of

their sanctity is not increased in proportion to

the rigour of their rules, and the exactness of

their performance.
When an opinion to which there is no temp

tation of interest spreads wide and continues

long, it may reasonably be presumed to have

been issued by nature or dictated by reason. It

has been often observed that the fictions of im

posture, and illusions of fancy, soon give way to

time and experience ; and that nothing keeps its

ground but truth, which gains every day new
influence by new confirmation.

But truth, when it is reduced to practice,

easily becomes subject to caprice and imagina
tion ; and many particular acts will be wrong,

though their general principle be right. It can

not be denied that a just conviction of the re

straint necessary to be laid upon the appetites

has produced extravagant and unnatural modes
of mortification, and institutions, which, how
ever favourably considered, will be found to vi

late nature without promoting piety.

But the doctrine of self-denial is not weakened

in itself by the errors of those who misinterpret
or misapply it ; the encroachment of the appe
tites upon the understanding is hourly perceived ;

and the state of those, whom sensuality has en-

siHved, is known to be in the highest degree des-|

picable and wretched.

The dread of such shameful captivity may
'ustly raise alarms, and wisdom will endeavour

to keep danger at a distance. By timely caution

and suspicious vigilance those desires maybe re

pressed, to which indulgence would soon give
absolute dominion ; those enemies may be over

come, which, when they have been a while ac

customed to victory, can no longer be resisted.

Nothing is more fatal to hsppiness or virtue,

than that confidence which natters us with an

opinion of our own strength, and by assuring us

of the power of retreat, precipitates us it to haz
ard. Some may safely venture farther than

others into the regions of delight, lay themselves

more open to the golden shafts of pleasure, and
advance nearer to the residence of the Sirens ,

but he that is best armed with constancy and
reason is yet vulnerable in one part or other, and
to every man there is a point fixed, beyond
which, if he passes, he will not easily return.

It is certainly most wise, as it is most safe, to

stop before he touches the utmost limit, since

every step of advance will more and more entice

him to go forward, till he shall at last enter into

the recesses of voluptuousness, and sloth and

despondency close the passage behind them.

To deny early and inflexibly, is the only art

)f checking the importunity of desire, and of

reserving quiet and innocence. Innocent grati-

ications must be sometimes withheld ; he that

complies wi^h all lawful desires will certainly
lose his empire over himself, and in time either

submit his reason to his wishes, and think all

his desires lawful, or dismiss his reason as

troublesome and intrusive, and vesolve to snatch

what he may happen to wish, without inquiring
about right and wrong.
No man, whose appetites are his masters, can

perform the duties of his nature with strictness

and regularity ; he that would be superior to

external influences must rirst become superiorjE5~'

When the Roman general, sitting at supper
with a plate of turnips before him, was solicited

by large presents to betray his trust, he asked

the messengers whether he that could sup on

turnips was a man likely to sell his own coun

try. Upon him who has reduced his senses to

obedience, temptation has lost its power ; he is

able to attend impartially to virtue, and execute

her commands without hesitation. .

To set the mind above the appetites is the end

of abstinence, which one of the fathers observes

to be not a virtue, but the ground-work of vir

tue. I3y forbearing- to do what may innocently

be done, we may add hourly new vigour or re

solution, and secure the power of resistance

when pleasure or interest shall lend their charm*

to guilt.

No. 53.] SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1759.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

I HAVE a wife that keeps good company. You
know that the word good varies its meaning ac

cording to the value set upon, different qualities

in different places. To be a good man in a col

lege, is to be learned; in a; camp, to be brave j

and in the city, to be rich. By good company
in the place which I have the misfortune to in

habit, we understand -not always those from
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whom any good can be learned, whether wisdom

or virtue ;
or by whom any good can be confer

red, whether profit or reputation. Good com

pany is the company of those whose birth is

nigh, and whose riches are great ; or of those

Whom the rich and noble admit to familiarity.

I am a gentleman of fortune by no means ex

uberant, but more than equal to the wants of

my family, and for some years equal to our de

sires. My wife, who had never been accustom

ed to splendour, joined her endeavours to mine in

the superintendence of our economy ; we lived

in decent plenty, and were not excluded from

moderate pleasures.

But slight causes produce great effects. All

my happiness has been destroyed by change of

place ;
virtue is too often merely local : in some

situations the air diseases the body, and in

others poisons the mind. Being obliged to re

move my habitation, I was led by my evil genius

to a convenient house in a street where many
of the nobility reside. We had scarcely ranged
our furniture, and aired our rooms, when my
wife began to grow discontented, and to wonder

what the neighbours would think when they
saw so few chairs and chariots at her door.

Her acquaintance, who came to see her from

the quarter that we had left, mortified her with

out design, by continual inquiries about the

ladies whose houses they viewed from our win
dows. She was ashamed to confess that she

had no intercourse with them, and sheltered

her distress under general answers, which al

ways tended to raise suspicion that she knew
more than she would tell ; but she was often

reduced to difficulties, when the course of

talk introduced questions about the furniture or

ornaments of their houses, which, when she

could get no intelligence, she was forced to pass

slightly over, as things which she saw so often

that she never minded them.

To all these vexations she was resolved to put
an end, and redoubled her visits to those few of
her friends who visited those who kept good
company ; and, if ever she met a lady of qual

ity, forced herselfinto notice by respect and assi

duity. Her advances were generally rejected ;

and she heard them, as they went down stairs

talk how some creatures put themselves for

ward.

She was not discouraged, but crept forward
from one to another

; and as perseverance will
do great things, sapped her way unperceived,
till, unexpectedly, she appeared at the card table

of lady Biddy Porpoise, a lethargic virgin, of

sevecty six, whom all the families in the next

square visited very punctuallywhen she was not
at h.ome.

This was the first step of that elevation to

which my wife has since ascended. For five

months she had no name in her mouth but that
'

of iadv Biddy, who, let the world say what it
}

would, had a fine understanding, and such a

command of her temper, that whether shw won
or lost, she slept over her cards.

At lady Biddy's she met with lady Tawdry,
whose favour she gained by estimating her ear

rings, which were counterfeit, at twice the value

of real diamonds. When she once entered

two houses of distinction, she was easily admit

ted into more, and in ten weeks had all her

time anticipated by parties and engagements.

Every morning she is bespoke, in the sum

mer, for the gardens ; in the winter, for a sale ;

every afternoon she has visits to pay, and every

night brings an inviolable appointment, or an

assembly in which the best company in the towa
were to appear.

You will easily imagine that much of my do

mestic comfort is withdrawn. I never see my
wife but in the hurry of preparation, or the lan

guor of weariness. To dress and to undress is

almost her whole business in private, and the

servants take advantage of her negligence to in

crease expense. But 1 can supply her omis
sion by my own diligence, and should not much
regret this new course of life, it it did nothing
more than transfer me to the care of our ac

counts. The changes which it has made are

more vexatious. My wife has no longer the use

of her understanding. She has no rule of ac

tion but the fashion. She has no opinion but

that of the people of quality. She has no lan

guage but the dialect of her own set of company.
She hates and admires in humble imitation ;

and echoes the words charming and detestable

"without consulting her own perceptions.
If for a few minutes we sit down together,

she entertains me with the repartees of lady

Cackle, or the conversation of lord Whiffler, and
Miss Quick, and wonders to find me receiving
with indifference sayings which put all the com

pany into laughter.

By her old friends she is no longer very wil

ling to be seen, but she must not rid herself of

them all at once : and is sometimes surprised by
her best visitants in company which she would
not show and cannot hide ; but from the mo
ment that a countess enters, she takes care nei

ther to hear nor see them ; they soon find them
selves neglected, and retire ; and she tells her

ladyship that they are somehow related at a

great distance, and that as they are good sort of

people she cannot be rude to them.

As by this ambitious union with those that

are above her, she is always forced upon disad

vantageous comparisons of her condition with

theirs, she has a constant source of misery
within ;

and never returns from glittering as

semblies and magnificent apartments but she

growls out her discontent, and wonders why
she was doomed to so indigent a state. When
she attends the dutchess ^to a sale, she always
sees something she cannot buy ; and, that she
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may not seem wholly insignificant, she wUi
sometimes venture to bid, and often make ac

quisitions which she did not want, at prices

which she cannot afford.

What adds to all this uneasiness is, that this

expense is without use, and this vanity without

honour ; she forsakes houses where she might
be courted, for those where she is only suffered ;

her equals are daily, made her enemies, and her

superiors will never be her friends.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

No. 54.] SATURDAY, APRIL 28, 1759.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

You have lately entertained your admirers with
the case of an unfortunate husband, and there

by given a demonstrative proof you are not

averse even to hear appeals and terminate dif

ferences between man and wife ; I therefore

take the liberty to present you with the case of

an injured lady, which, as it chiefly relates to

what 1 think the lawyers call a point of law, I

shall do in as juridical a manner as I am capa

ble, and submit it to the consideration of the

learned gentlemen of that profession.

Imprimis. In the style of my marriage arti

cles, a marriage was " had and solemnized,"

about six months ago, between me and Mr.

Savecharges, a gentleman possessed of a plenti
ful fortune of his own, and one who, I was

persuaded, would improve, and not spend,
mine.

Before our marriage, Mr. Savecharges had
A!! along preferred the salutary exercise of

walking on foot to the distempered ease, as he

terms it, of lolling in a chariot ; but, notwith

standing his fine panegyrics on walking, the

great advantages the infantry were in the sole

possession of, and the many dreadful dangers

they escaped, he found I had very different

notions of an equipage, and was not easily to be

converted, or gained over to his party.
An equipage I was determined to have, when

ever I married. I too well knew the disposi

tion of my intended consort to leave the pro

viding one entirely to his honour, and flatter

myself Mr. Savecharges has, in the articles

made previous to our marriage, agreed to keep
toe a coach ; but lest I should be mistaken, or

the attorney should not have done me justice in

methodising or legalising these half dozen

words, I will set about and transcribe that part
of the agreement, which will explain the mat
ter to you much better than can be done by one

who is so deeply interested in the event
;
and

shew on what foundation I build my hopes of

being soon under the transporting, delightful

denomination of a fashionable lady, who enjoyj
the exalted and much-envied felicity of bowling
about in her own coach.

" And further the said Solomon Savecharges,
for divers good causes and considerations him
hereunto moving, hath agreed, and doth herebj

agree, that the said Solomon Savecharges shall

and will, so soon as conveniently may be after

the solemnization of the said intended marriage,
at his own proper cost and charges, find and

provide a certain vehicle or four-wheel carriage,

commonly called or known by the name of a

coach ;
which said vehicle or wheel carriage, no

called or known by the name of a coach, shall

be used and enjoyed by the said Sukey Modish,
his intended wife/' (pray mind that, Mr.

Idler,)
" at such times and in such manner as

she the said Sukey Modish shall think fit and

convenient."

Such, Mr. Idler, is the agreement my pas
sionate admirer entered into; and what the

dear frugal husband calls a performance of

it remains to be described. Soon after the

ceremony of signing and sealing was over, our

wedding-clothes being sent home, and, in short,

every thing in readiness except the coach, my
own shadow was scarcely more constant than

my passionate lover in his attendance on me:
wearied by his perpetual importunities for what
he called a completion of his bliss, I consented

to make him happy; in a few days I gave him

my hand, and, attended by Hymen in his saf

fron robes, retired to a country-s^at of my hus

band's, where the honey-moon flew over our

heads ere we had time to recollect ourselves, or

think of our engagements in town. Well, to

town wo came, and you may be sure, Sir, I ex

pected to step into my coach on my arrival here ;

but what was my surprise and disappointment,

when, instead of this, he began to sound in my
ears,

" That the interest of money was low,

very low ; and what a terrible thing it was to

be incumbered with a little regiment of servants

in these hard times !" I could easily perceive

what all this tended to, but would not seem to

understand him ;
which made it highly neces

sary for Mr. Savecharges to explain himself

more intelligibly ; to harp upon and protest he

dreaded the expense of keeping a coach. And

truly, for his part, he could not conceive how
the pleasure resulting from such a convenience

could be any way adequate to the heavy expense

attending it. I now thought it high time to

speak with equal plainness, and told him, as

the fortune I brought fairly entitled me to ride

in my own coach, and as I was sensible his cir

cumstances would very well afford it, he mva

pardon me if I insisted on a performance o

his agreement.
I appeal to you, Mr. Idler, whether any

thing could be more civil, more complaisant.
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than this ? And, would you believe it, the crea

ture in return, a few days after, accosted me, in

an offended tone, with,
" Madam, I can now

sell you your coach is ready ; and since you are

to passionately fond of one, 1 intend you the

honour of keeping a pair of horses. You in

sisted upon having an article of pin-money, and

Worses are no part of my agreement." Base,

designing wretch ! I beg your pardon, Mr.

Idler, the very recital of such mean, ungentle-
man-like behaviour fires my blood, and lights

up a flame within me. But hence, thou worst

of monsters, ill-timed Rage, and let me not spoil

my cause for want of temper.

Now, though I am convinced I might make a

worse use of part of my pin-money, than by ex

tending my bounty towards the support of so

useful a part of the brute creation ; yet, like a

true-born Englishwoman, I am so tenacious of

my rights and privileges, and moreover so good
a friend to the gentlemen of the law, that I pro

test, Mr. Idler, sooner than tamely give up the

point, and be quibbled out of my right, I will

receivemy pin-money, as it were, with one hand,

and pay it to them with the other; provided

they will give me, or, which is the same thing,

my trustees, encouragement to commence a suit

against this dear, frugal husband of mine.

And of this I can't have the least shadow of

doubt, inasmuch as I have been told by very

good authority, it is some way or other laid

down as a rule,
" That whenever the law doth

give any thing to one, it giveth impliedly what

ever is necessary for the taking and enjoying the

same."* Now, I would gladly know what en

joyment I, or any lady in the kingdom, can have

of a coach without horses ? The answer is ob

vious None at all ! For as Serjeant Catlyne

very wisely observes,
" Though a coach has

wheels, to the end it may thereby and by virtue

thereof be enabled to move ; yet in point of uti

lity it may as well have none, if they are not put
in motion by means of its vital parts, that is,

the horses."

And therefore, Sir, I humbly hope you and

the learned in the law will be of opinion, that

two certain animals, or quadruped creatures,

commonly called or known by the name of

horses, ought to be annexed to, and go along
with the coach.

SUKEY SAVECHARGES.

No. 55.] SATURDAY, MAT 5, 1759.

Ma. IDLER,

I HAVE taken the liberty of laying before you
my complaint, and of desiring advice or conso-

Coke on Lytteltou.

lation with the greater confidence, because I be*

lieve many other writers have suffered the same

indignities with myself, and hope my quarrel

will be regarded by you and your readers as

the common cause of literature.

Having been long a student, I thought my
self qualified in time to become an author. My
inquiries have been much diversified and far ex

tended, and not finding my genius directing me

by irresistible impulse to any particular subject,

1 deliberated three years which part of know

ledge to illustrate by my labours. Choice is

more often determined by accident than by rea

son : I walked abroad one morning with a cu

rious lady, and by her inquiries and observations

was incited to write the natural history of the

country in which 1 reside.

Natural history is no work for one that

loves his chair or his bed. Speculation may
be pursued on a soft couch, but nature must

be observed in the open air. I have collec

ted materials with indefatigable pertinacity. I

hare gathered glow-worms in the evening, and

snails in the morning ; I have seen the daisy
close and open ;

I have heard the owl shriek at

midnight, and hunted insects in the heat of

noon.

Seven years I was employed in collecting ani

mals and vegetables, and then found that my de

sign was yet imperfect. The subterranean trea

sures of the place had been passed unobserved,

and another year was to be spent in mines and

coal-pits. What I had already done supplied

a sufficient motive to do more. I acquainted

myself with the black inhabitants of metallic

caverns, and, in defiance of damps and floods,

wandered through the gloomy labyrinths, and

gathered fossils from every fissure.

At last I began to write, and as I finished any
section of my book, read it to such of my friends

as were most skilful in the matter which is

treated. None of them were satisfied ; one dis

liked the disposition of the parts, another the

colours of the style ;
one advised me to enlarge,

another to abridge. I resolved to read no more,

but to take my own way and write on, for by
consultation I only perplexed my thoughts and

retarded my work.

The book was at last finished, and I did noi

doubt but my labour would be repaid by profit,

and my ambition satisfied with honours. I con

sidered that natural history is neither temporary
nor local, and that though I limited my inqui

ries to my own country, yet every part of the

earth has productions common to all the rest.

Civil history may be partially studied, the revo

lutions of one nation may be neglected by an

other ; but after that in which all have an in

terest, all must be inquisitive. No man can

have sunk so far into stupidity as not to con

sider the properties of the ground on which he

walks, of the plants on which he feeds, or th?
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Animal 3 that delight his ear, or amuse his eye ;

and therefore I computed that universal curio

sity would call for many editions of my book,

and that in five years I should gain fifteen

thousand pounds hy the sale of thirty thousand

copies.

When I hegan to write, I insured the house
;

and suffered the utmost solicitude when I en

trusted my book to the carrier, though I had
secured it against mischances hy lodging two

transcripts in different places. At my arrival,

I expected that the patrons of learning would

contend for the honour of a dedication, and re

solved to maintain the dignity of letters hy a

haughty contempt of pecuniary solicitations.

I took lodgings near the house of the Royal

Society, and expected every morning a visit from

the president. I walked in the Park, and

wondered that I overheard no mention of the

great naturalist. At last I visited a noble earl,

and told him of my work : he answered, that he

was under an engagement never to subscribe.

I was angry to have that refused which I did

not mean to ask, and concealed my design of

making him immortal. I went next day to an

other, and, in resentment ofmy late affront, of

fered to prefix his name to my new book. He
said, coldly, that " he did not understand those

things ;" another thought "there were too many
books j" and another would " talk with me
when the races were over."

Being amazed to find a man of learning so in

decently slighted, I resolved to indulge the phi

losophical pride of retirement and independence.
I then sent to some of the principal booksellers

the plan of my book, and bespoke a large room
in the next tavern, that I might more commo-

diously see them together, and enjoy the contest,

while they were outbidding one another. I

drank my coffee, and yet nobody was come
;
at

last I received a note from one, to tell me that

he was going out of town
;
and from another,

that natural history was out of his way. At
last there came a grave man, who desired to see

the work, and, without opening it, told me,
that a book of that size " would never do."

I then condescended to step into shops, and

mentioned my work to the masters. Some
never dealt with authors ; others had their hands

full ; some never had known such a dead time ;

others had lost by all that they had published
for the last twelvemonth. One offered to print

my work, if I could procure subscriptions for

five hundred, and would allow me two hundred

copies for my property. I lost my patience,

and gave him a kick j for which he has indicted

aae.

J can easily perceive that there is a combina

tion among them to defeat my expectations ;

and I find it so general, that I am sure it must

have been long concerted. I suppose some of

my friends, to whom I read the first part, grave

notice of my design, and, perhaps, sold the

treacherous intelligence at a higher price than

the fraudulence of trade will now allow me for

my book.

Inform me, Mr. Idler, what I must do;
where must knowledge and industry find their

recompense, thus neglected by the high, and
cheated by the low? I sometimes resolve to

print my book at my own expense, and, like the

Sibyl, double the price ; and sometimes am
tempted, in emulation of Raleigh, to throw it

into the fire, and leave this sordid generation to

the curses of posterity. Tell me, dear Idler,

what I shall do.

I am Sir, &c.

No. 56.] SATURDAY, MAY 12, 1759.

THERE is such difference between the pursuit*

of men, that one part of the inhabitants of a

great city lives to little other purpose than to

wonder at the rest. Some have hopes and fears,

wishes and aversions, which never enter into-

the thoughts of others, and inquiry is laborious

ly exerted to gain that which those who possesa

it are ready to throw away.
To those who are accustomed to value every

thing by its use, and have no such superfluity of

time or money as may prompt them to unna
tural wants or capricious emulations, nothing

appears more improbable or extravagant than

the love of curiosities, or that desire of accumu

lating trifles, which distinguishes many by
whom no other distinction could have ever been

obtained.

He that has lived without knowing to what

height desire may be raised by vanity, with

what rapture baubles are snatched out of the

hands of rival collectors, how the eagerness of

one raises eagerness in another, and one worth

less purchase makes a second necessary, may, by

passing a few hours at an auction, learn more

than can be shown by many volumes of maxims
or essays.

The advertisement of a sale is a signal which

at once puts a thousand hearts in motion, and

brings contenders from every part to the scene

of distribution. He that had resolved to buy no

more, feels his constancy subdued ;
there is now

something in the catalogue which completes his

cabinet, and which he was never before able t

find. He whose sober reflections inform him, that

of adding collection to collection there is no end,

and that it is wise to leave early that which must

be left imperfect at last, yet cannot withhold

nimself from coming to see what it is that

brings so many together, and when he comes is

soon overpowered by his habitual passion ; he is
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attracted by rarity, seduced by example, and

inflamed by competition.

While the stores of pride and happiness are sur

veyed, one looks with longing eyes and gloomy
countenance on that which he despairs to gain

from a rich bidder ;
another keeps his eye with

care from settling too long on that which he

most earnestly desires ; and another, with

more art than virtue, depreciates that which

he values most, in hope to have it at an. easy

rate.

The novice is often surprised to see what mi

nute"and unimportant discriminations increase

or diminish value. An irregular contortion of

a turbinated shell, which common eyes pass un

regarded, will ten times treble its price in the

imagination of philosophers. Beauty is far from

operating upon collectors as upon low and vul

gar minds, even where beauty might be thought

the only quality that could deserve notice.

Among the shells that please by their variety of

colours, if one can be found accidentally de

formed by a cloudy spot, it is boasted as the pride

of the collection. China is sometimes purchas

ed for little less than its weight in gold, only

because it is old, though neither less brittle nor

better painted than the modern ; and brown

china is caught up with ecstasy, though no reason

can be imagined for which it should be preferred

to common vessels of common clay.

The fate of prints and coins is equally inex

plicable. Some prints are treasured up as in

estimably valuable, because the impression was

made before the plate was finished. Of coins,

the price rises not from the purity of the metal,

the excellence of the workmanship, the elegance

ofthe legend, or the chronological use. A piece,

of which neither the inscription can be read,

nor the face distinguished, if there remain of it

but enough to show that it is rare, will be sought

by contending nations, and dignify the treasury

in which it shall be shown.

Whether this curiosity, so barren of immediate

advantage, and so liable to depravation, does

more harm or good, is not easily decided.

Its harm is apparent at the first view. It fills

the mind with trifling ambition
; fixes the at

tention upon things which have seldom any
tendency towards virtue or wisdom ; employs in

idle inquiries the time that is given for better

purposes ; and often ends in mean and dis

honest practices, when desire increases by
indulgence beyond the power of honest gratifi

cation.

These are the effects of curiosity in excess ;

but what passion in excess will not become vi

cious? All indifferent qualities and practices are

had if they are compared with those which are

?ood, and good if they are opposed to those that

are bad. The pride or the pleasure of making
collections, if it be restrained by prudence and

morality, produces a pleasing remission after

more laborious studies ; furnishes an amusement
not wholly unprofitable for that part of life, the

greater part of many lives, which would other

wise be lost in idleness or vice ; it produces a

useful traffic between the industry of indigence
and the curiosity of wealth; it brings many
things to notice that would be neglected, and, by
fixing the thoughts upon intellectual pleasures,
resists the natural encroachments of sensuality,
and maintains the mind inlherlawful superiority.

No. 57.] SATURDAY, MAY 19, 1759.

PRUDENCE is of more frequent use than any
other intellectual quality ; it is exerted on slight

occasions, and called into act by the cursory
business of common life.

Whatever is universally necessary, has been

granted to mankind on easy terms. Prudence,
as it is always wanted, is without great difficul

ty obtained. Jt requires neither extensive view
nor profound search, but forces itself by spon
taneous impulse upon a mind neither great nor

busy, neither engrossed by vast designs, nor dis

tracted by multiplicity of attention.

Prudence operates on life in the same manner
as rules on composition : it produces vigilance
rather than elevation ; rather prevents loss than

procures advantage ; and often escapes miscar

riages, but seldom reaches either power or hon
our. It quenches that ardour of enterprise by
which every thing is done that can claim praise
or admiration ; and represses that generous

temerity which often fails and often suc

ceeds. Rules may obviate faults, but can

never confer beauties ; and prudence keeps
life safe, but does not often make it happy. The
world is not amazed with prodigies of excellence,
but when wit tramples upon rules, and magna
nimity breaks the chains of prudence.
One of the most prudent of all that have fal

len within my observation, is my old companion

Sophron, who has passed through the world in

quiet, by perpetual adherence to a few plain

maxims, and wonders how contention and dis

tress can so often happen.
The first principle of Sophron is to run no

hazards. Though he loves money, he is of

opinion that frugality is a more certain source

of riches than industry. It is to no purpose
that any prospect of large profit is set before him;
he believes little about futurity, and does not

love to trust his money out of his sight, for no

body knows what may happen. He has a

small estate, which he lets at the old rent, be

cause "
it is better to have a little than nothing ;"

but he rigorously demands payment on the stated

day, for " he that cannot pay one quarter, cannot

pay two.
"

If he is told of any improvements in

agriculture, he likes the old way, has observed
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that changes very seldom answer expectation ;

Is of opinion that our forefathers knew how to

till the ground as well as we; and concludes

with an argument that nothing can overpower,

chat the expense of planting and fencing is im

mediate, and the advantage distant, and that

" he is no wise man who will quit a certainty

for an uncertainty."

Another of Sophron's rules is
" to mind no

business but his own." In the state he is of no

party; but hears and speaks of public affairs

with the same coldness as of the administration

of some ancient republic. If any flagrant act

of fraud or oppression is mentioned, he hopes

that "all is not true that is told:" if miscon

duct or corruption puts the nation in a flame, he

hopes that "
every man means well." At elec

tions he leaves his dependents to their own

choice, and declines to vote himself, for every

candidate is a good man, whom he is unwilling

to oppose or offend*

If disputes happen among his neighbours he

observes an invariable and cold neutrality. His

punctuality has gained him the reputation of

honesty, and his caution that of wisdom ; and

few would refuse to refer their claims to his

award. Ho might have prevented many ex

pensive law-suits, and quenched many a feud in

its first smoke
;
but always refuses the office of

arbitration, because he must decide against one

or the other.

With the affairs of other families he is always

unacquainted. He sees estates bought and

sold, squandered and increased, without prais

ing the economist, or censuring the spendthrift.

He never courts the rising lest they should fall ;

nor insults the fallen lest they should rise again.

His caution has the appearance of virtue, and

all who do not want his help praise his benevo

lence ; but, if any man solicits his assistance, he

has just sent away all his money; and, when
the petitioner is gone, declares to his family that

he is sorry for his misfortunes, has always
looked upon him with particular kindness, and

therefore could not lend him money, lest he

should destroy their friendship by the necessity

of enforcing payment.
Of domestic misfortunes he has never heard.

When he is told the hundredth time of a gentle

man's daughter who has married, the coach

man, he lifts up his hands with astonishment,

for he always thought her a very sober girl.

When nuptial quarrels, after having filled the

country with talk and laughter, at last end in

separation, he never can conceive how it hap

pened, for he looked upon them as a happy

couple.

If his advice is asked, he never gives any par
ticular direction, because events are uncertain,

and he will bring no blame upon himself; but

he takes the consulter tenderly by the hand,
tells him he makes his case his own, and ad

vises him not to act rashly, but to weigh the

reasons on both sides; observes, that a man

may be as easily too hasty as too slow, and thai

as many fail by doing too much as too little ;

that " a wise man has two ears and one

tongue;" and "that little said is soon mend

ed;" that he could tell him this and that, but

that after all every man is the best judge of his

own affairs.

With this some are satisfied, and go home
with great reverence of Sophron's wisdom ;

and

none are offended, because every one is left in

full possession of his own opinion.

Sophron gives, no characters. It is equally
vain to tell him of vice and virtue ; for he ha

remarked, that no man likes to be censured,

and that very few are delighted with the praises

of another. He has a few terms which he uses

to all alike. With respect to fortune, he be

lieves every family to be in good circumstances;

he never exalts any understanding by lavish

praise, yet he meets with none but very sensible

people. Every man is honest and hearty ; and

every woman is a good creature.

Thus Sophron creeps along, neither loved nor

hated, neither favoured nor opposed: he has

never attempted to grow rich, for fear of grow
ing poor ;

and has raised no friends, for fear of

making enemies.

No. 58.] SATURDAY, MAY 26, 1759.

PLEASURE is very seldom found where it i

sought. O ur bright blazes' of gladness' are com

monly^ kindled by unexpected sparks. Th
flowers which scatter their odours from time 'to

time in the paths of life, grow up without cul

ture from seeds scattered by chance.

Nothing is more hopeless than a scheme ot

merriment. Wits and humourists are brought

together from distant quarters by preconcerted
invitations ; they come attended by their ad

mirers, prepared to laugh and to applaud ; they

gaze a while on each other, ashamed to be silent,

and afraid to speak ; every man is discontented

with himself, grows angry with those that give

him pain, and resolves that he will contribute

nothing to the merriment of such worthless

company. Wine inflames the general malignity,

and changes suilenness to petulance, till at last

none can bear any longer the presence of the

rest. They retire to vent their Indignation in

safer places, where they are he*rd with atten

tion ; their importance is restored, they recover

their good humour, and gladden the night with

wit and jocularity.

Merriment is always the effect of a sudden

impressio". The jest which is expected is al-
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n-ady destroyed. The most active imagination

u-ill "be sometimes torpid under the frigid influ

ence of melancholy, and sometimes occasions

will be wanting to tempt the mind, howover vo

latile, to sallies and excursions. Nothing wasi

gver said with uncommon felicity, but by
thej

co-operation of chance, and therefore, wit as well

fts valour must be con tent to share its honours!

with fortune.

All other pleasures are equally uncertain ; the

general remedy of uneasiness is change of place ;

almost every one has some journey of pleasure

iu his mind, with which he flatters his expecta

tion. He that travels in theory has no inconve

nience
;
he has shade and sunshine at his dis

posal, and wherever he alights finds tables of

plenty and looks of gayety. These ideas are In

dulged till the day of departure arrives, the

chaise is called, and the progress of happiness

begins.

A few miles teach him the fallacies of imagi

nation. Th<? road is dusty, the air is sultry, the

horses are sluggish, and the postillion brutal.

He longs for the time of dinner, that he may
cat and rest. The inn is crowded, his orders

are neglected, and nothing remains but that he

devour in haste what the cook has spoiled, and

drive on in quest of better entertainment. He
finds at night a more commodious house, but

the best is always worse than he expected.

He at last enters his native province, and re

solves to feast his mind with the conversation of

his old friends and the recollection of juvenile

frolics. He stops at the house of his friend,

whom he designs to overpower with pleasure

by the unexpected Interview. He is not known
till he tells his name, and revives the memory
of himself by a gradual explanation. He is

then coldly received and ceremoniously feast

ed. He hastes away to another, whom his af-

airs have called to a distant place, and having
seen the empty house, goes away disgusted, by
a disappointment which could n.ot be intended

because it could not be foreseen. At the next

house he finds every face clouded with misfor

tune, and is regarded with malevolence as an

unreasonable intruder, who comes not to visit

but to insult them.

It is seldom that we find either men or place?

such as we expect them, He that has picturec

a prospect upon his fancy, will receive littl

pleasure from his eyes ; he that has anticipated

the conversation of a wit, will wonder to wha

prejudice he owes his reputation. Yet it is ne

cessary to hope, though hope should always be

deluded ; for hope itself is happiness, and its

frustrations, however frequent, are yet less

dreadful than its extinction.

No. 59.] SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1759.

IN the common enjoyments of life, we cannot

very liberally indulge the present hour, but by

anticipating part of the pleasure which might
have relieved the tediousness of another day;
and any uncommon exertion of strength, or per
severance in labour, is succeeded by a long inter

val of languor and weariness. Whatever ad

vantage we snatch beyond the certain portion
allotted us by nature, is like money spent before

it is due, which at the time of regular payment
will be missed and regretted.

Fame, like all other things which are suppos
ed to give or to increase happiness, is dispensed
with the same equality of distribution. He that

is loudly praised will be clamorously censured ;

he that rises hastily into fame will be in danger
of sinking suddenly into oblivion.

Of many writers who filled their age with

wonder, and whose names we find celebrated in

the books of their contemporaries, the works are

now no longer to be seen, or are seen only
amidst the lumber of libraries which are seldom

visited, where they lie only to show the deceit-

fulness of hope, and the uncertainty of honour.

Of the decline of reputation many causes may
be assigned. It is commonly lost because it

never was deserved; and was conferred at first,

not by the suffrage of criticism, but by the fond

ness of friendship, or servility of flattery. The

great and popular are very freely applauded;
but all soon grow weary of echoing to each other

a name which has no other claim to notice, but

that many mouths are pronouncing it at once.

But many have lost the final reward of their

labours because they were too hasty to enjoy it

They have laid hold on recent occurrences, and
eminent names, and delighted their readers with

allusions and remarks, in which all were inter

ested, and to which all therefore were attentive.

But the effect ceased with its cause ; the time

quickly came when new events drove the for

mer from memory, when the vicissitudes of the

world brought new hopes and fears, transferred

the love and hatred of-the public to other agents,

and the writer, whose works were no longer as

sisted by gratitude, or resentment, was left to

the cold regard of idle curiosity.

He that writes upon general principles, or de

livers universal truths, may hope to be often

read, because his work will be equally useful at

all times, and in every country ; but he cannot

expect it to be received with eagerness, or to

spread with rapidity, because desire can have no

particular stimulation ; that which is to be loved

long must be loved with reason rather than

with passion. He that lays out his labours upon
temporary subjects, easily finds readers, arid

quickly loses them ; for, what should make the

book valued when its subject is no more ?
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These observations will show the reason why
the poem of Hudibras is almost forgotten, how
ever embellished with sentiments and diversi

fied with allusions, however bright with wit,

and however solid with truth. The hypocrisy

which it detected, and the folly which it ridi

culed, have long vanished from public notice.

Those who had felt the mischief of discord, and

the tyranny of usurpation, read it with rapture,

for every line brought back to memory something

known, and gratified resentment by the just

censure of something hated. But the book

which was once quoted by princes, and which

supplied conversation to all the assemblies of the

gay aaa the witty, is now seldom mentioned,

and even by those that affect to mention it, is

seldom read. So vainly is wit lavished upon

fugitive topics, so little can architecture secure

duration when the ground is false.

No. 60.] SATURDAY, JUNE 9, 1759.

CRITICISE is a study by which men grow im

portant and formidable at a very small expense.

The power of invention has been conferred by
nature upon few, and the labour of learning
those sciences which may by mere labour be ob

tained is too great to be willingly endured ; but

every man can exert such judgment as he has

upon the works of others ; and he whom nature

has made weak, and idleness keeps ignorant,

may yet support his vanity by the name of a

Critic.

I hope it will give comfort to great numbers
who are passing through the world in obscuri

ty, when I inform them how easily distinction

may be obtained. All the other powers of lite

rature are coy and haughty, they must be long

courted, and at last are not always gained ; but

Criticism is a goddess easy of access and for

ward of advance ;
who will meet the slow, and

encourage the timorous ; the want of meaning
she supplies with words, and the want of spirit

she recompenses with malignity.
This profession has one recommendation pe

culiar to itself, that it gives vent to malignity
without real mischief. No genius was ever

blasted by the breath of critics. The poison

which, if confined, would have burst the heart,

fumes away in empty hisses, and malice is set

at ease with very little danger to merit. The
critic is the only man whose triumph is with

out another's pain, and whose greatness does

not rise upon another's ruin.

To a study at once so easy and so reputable,
so malicious and so harmless, it cannot be ne

cessary to invite my readers by a long or la

boured exhortation; it is sufficient, since all

would be critics if they could, to show by one

eminent example that all can be critics if they
will.

Dick Minim, after the common course of

puerile studies, in which he was no great pro

ficient, was put an apprentice to a brewer, with

whom he had lived two years, when his ancle

died in the city, and left him a large fortune in

the stocks. Dick had for six months before

used the company of the lower players, of whom
he had learned to scorn a trade, and, being now
at liberty to follow his genius, he resolved to be

a man of wit and humour. That he might be

properly initiated in his new character, he fre

quented the coffee-houses near the theatres,

where he listened very diligently, day after

day, to those who talked of language and senti

ments, and unities and catastrophes, till by slow

degrees he began to think that he understood

something of the stage, and hoped in time to

talk himself.

But he did not trust so much to natural saga

city as wholly to neglect the help of books.

When the theatres were shut, he retired to

Richmond with a few select writers, whose

opinions he impressed upon his memory by un

wearied diligence ; and, when he returned with

other wits to the town, was able to tell, in very

proper phrases, that the chief business of art is to

follow nature ; that a perfect writer is not to be

expected, because genius decays as judgment in

creases ; that the great art is- the art of blotting;

and that, according to the rule of Horace, every

piece should be kept nine years.

Of the great authors he now began to display

the characters, laying down as a universal posi

tion, that all had beauties and defects. His

opinion was, that Shakspeare, committing him

self wholly fo the impulse of nature, wanted

that correctness which learning would have

given him ; and that Jonson, trusting to learn

ing, did riot sufficiently cast his eye on nature.

He blamed the stanza of Spenser, and could not

bear the hexameters of Sidney. Denham and

Waller he held the first reformers of English
numbers ; and thought that if Waller could have

obtained the strength of Denham, or Denham
the sweetness of Waller, there had been nothing

wanting to complete a poet. He often expressed
his commiseration of Dryden's poverty, and his

indignation at the age which suffered him to

write for bread ;
he repeated with rapture the

first lines of All for Love, but wondered at the

corruption of taste which could bear any thing
so unnatural as rhyming tragedies. In Otway
he found uncommon powers of moving the pas

sions, but was disgusted by his general negli

gence, and blamed him for making a conspirator

his hero ; and never concluded his disquisition

without remarking how happily the sound of

the clock is inade to alarm the audience. South

ern would have been his favourite, but that he

mixes comic with tragic scenes, intercepts the
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natural course of the passions, and fills the mind

with a wild confusion of mirth and melancholy.

The versification of Howe he thought too mel

odious for the stage, and too little varied in

different passions. He made it the great fault

of Congreve, that all his persons were wits, and

that he always wrote with more art than na

ture. He considered
'

Cato rather as a poem
than a play, and allowed Addison to be the

complete master of allegory and grave humour,
but paid no great deference to him as a critic.

He thought the chief merit of Prior was in his
|

easy tales and lighter poems, though he allowed

that his Solomon had many noble sentiments

elegantly expressed. In Swift he discovered an

inimitable vein of irony, and an easiness which

all would hope and few would attain. Pope he

was inclined to degrade from a poet to a versifier,

and thought his numbers rather luscious than

sweet. He often lamented the neglect of Phae

dra and Hippolitus, and wished to see the stage

under better regulation.

These assertions passed commonly uncon-

tradicted; And if now and then an opponent

started up, he was quickly repressed by the suf

frages of the company, and 'Minim went away
from every dispute with elation of heart and

increase of confidence.

He now grew conscious of his abilities, and

began to talk of the present state of dramatic

poetry; wondered what was become of the

comic genius which supplied our ancestors with

wit and pleasantry, and why no writer could

be found that durst now venture beyond a farce.

He saw no reason for thinking that the vein of

humour was exhausted, since we live in a coun

try where liberty suffers every character to

spread itself to its utmost bulk, and which,

therefore, produces more originals than all the

rest of the world together. Of tragedy he con

cluded business to be the soul, and yet often

hinted that love predominates too much upon
the modern stage.

He was now an acknowledged critic, and had

his-own seat in a coffee-house, and headed a party
in the pit. Minim has more vanity than ill na

ture, and seldom desires to do much mischief ; he

will perhaps murmur a little in the ear of him
that sits next him, but endeavours to influence

the audience to favour, by clapping when an

actor exclaims,
" Ye gods !" or laments the

misery of his country.

By degrees he was admitted to rehearsals
;

and many of his friends are of opinion, that our

present poets are indebted to him for their hap
piest thoughts ; by his contrivance; the bell was

rung twice inBarbarossa, and by his persuasion
the author of Cleone concluded his play with a

couplet ; for what can be more absurd, said

Minim, than that part of a play should be

rhymed, and part written in blank verse ? and

by what acquisition of faculties is the speak

er, who never could find rhymes before, enabled

to rhyme at the conclusion of an act ?

He is the great investigator of hidden beau

ties, and is particularly delighted when he find3

the sound an echo to the sense. He has read all

our poets with particular attention to this deli

cacy of versification, and wonders at the supine-
ness with which their works have been hither

to perused, so that no man has found the sound

of a drum in this distich.

" When pulpit, drum ecclesiastic,

Was beatwith fist instead of a stick;"

ana* that the wonderful lines upon honour

and a bubble, have hitherto passed without no

tice:

" Honour is like the glassy bubble,
Which costs philosophers such trouble :

Where, one part crack'd, the whole does fly,

And wits are crack'd to find out why."

In these verses, says Minim, we have two

striking accommodations of the sound to the

sense. It is impossible to utter the two lines

emphatically without an act like that which

they describe; bubble and trouble causing a

momentary inflation of the cheeks by the reten

tion of the breath, which is afterwards forcibly

emitted, as in the practice of blowing bub

bles. But the greatest excellence is in the third

line, which is cracked in the middle to express a

crack, and then shivers into monosyllables.
Yet hath this diamondjain neglected with com
mon stones, and among the innumerable ad

mirers of Hudibras the observation of this

superlative passage has been reserved for the

sagacity of Minim.
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MR. MINIM had now advanced himself to the

zenith of critical reputation ; when he was in

the pit, every eye in the boxes was fixed upon
him ; when he entered his coffee-house, he was

surrounded by circles of candidates, who passed

their noviciate of^ literature under his tuition:

his opinion was asked by all who had no opin

ion of their own, and yet loved to debate and

decide; and no composition was supposed to

pass in] safety to posterity, till it had been se

cured by Minim's approbation.

Minim professes great admiration of the wis

dom and munificence by which the academies of

the continent were raised ; and often wishes for

some standard of taste, for some tribunal, towhich

merit may appeal from caprice, prejudice, and

malignity. He has formed a plan for an acad

emy of criticism, where every work of imugl-
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jtation may be read before it is pi'inted, and

vhich shall authoritatively direct the theatres

what pieces to receive or reject, to exclude or

to revive.

Such an institution would, in Dick's opinion,

spread the fame of English literature over Eu

rope, and make London the metropolis of ele

gance and politeness, the place to which the

learned and ingenious of all countries would re

pair for instruction and improvement, and

where nothing would any longer be applauded

Dr endured that was not conformed to the nicest

rules, and finished with the highest elegance.

Till some happy conjunction of the planets

ghall dispose our princes or ministers to make
themselves immortal by such an academy, Min
im contents himself to preside four nights in a

week in a critical society selected by himself,

where he is heard without contradiction, and

whence his judgment is disseminated through
the great vulgar and the small.

When he .is placed in the chair of criticism, he

declares loudly for the noble simplicity of our

ancestors, in opposition to the petty refinements,

and ornamental luxuriance. Sometimes he is

sunk in despair, and perceives false delicacy daily

gaining ground, and sometimes brightens his

countenance with a gleam of hope, and predicts

the revival of the true sublime. He then ful

minates his loudest censures against the monkish

barbarity of rhyme ; wonders how beings that

pretend to reason can be pleased with one line

always ending like another ; tells how unjustly

and unnaturally sense is sacrificed to sound;

how often the best thoughts are mangled by the

necessity of confining or extending them to the

dimensions of a couplet ;
and rejoices that ge

nius has, in our days, shaken off the shackles

which had encumbered it 'so long. Yet he al

lows that rhyme may sometimes be borne, if the

lines be often broken, and the pauses judiciously

diversified.

From blank verse he makes an easy transition

to Milton, whom he produces as an example of

the slow advance of lasting reputation. Milton

is the only writer in whose books Minim can

read for ever without weariness. What cause

is it that exempts this pleasure from satiety he

has long and diligently inquired, and believes it

to consist in the perpetual variation of the num

bers, by which the ear is gratified and the atten-

and that, when Milton bewails hisblindnes, the

verse,

" So thick a drop serene has quench'd theme orbs,"

has, he knows not how, something that strikes

him with an obscure sensation like that which
he fancies would be felt from the sound of dark

ness.

Minim is not so confident of his rules ofjudg
ment as not very eagerly to catch new light

from the name of the author. He is commonly
so prudent as to spare those whom he cannot

resist, unless, as will sometimes happen, he

finds the public combined against them. But
a fresh pretender to fame he is strongly inclined

to censure, till his own honour requires that he

commend him. Till he knows the success of

a composition, he intrenches himself in general
terms ; there are some new thoughts and beau

tiful passages, but there is likewise much which
he would have advised the author to expunge.
He has several favourite epithets, of which he

has never settled the meaning, but which are

very commodiously applied to books which he

has not read, or cannot understand. One is

manly, another is dry, another stiff, and ano

ther flimsy : sometimes he discovers delicacy of

style, and sometimes meets with strange expres
sions.

He is never so great nor so happy, as when a

youth of promising parts is brought to receive

his directions for the prosecution of his studies.

He then puts on a very serious air ; he advises

the pupil to read none but the best authors, and,

when he finds one congenial to his own mind,
to study his beauties, but avoid his faults, and,

when he sits down to write, to consider how
his favourite author would think at the present
time on the present occasion. He exhorts him
to catch those moments when he finds his

thoughts expanded and his genius exalted, but

to take care lest imagination hurry him be

yond the bounds of nature. He holds diligence
the mother of success; yet enjoins him with

great earnestness, not to read more than he can

digest, and not to confuse his mind, by pursuing
studies of contrary tendencies. He tells him,
that every man has his genius, and that Cicer^

could never be a poet. The boy retires illumin

ated, resolves to follow his genius, and to think

how Milton would have thought : and Minim

tion awakened. The lines that are commonly I feasts upon his own beneficence till another day

thought rugged and unmusical, he conceives to
| brings another pupil.

have been written to temper the melodious I

luxury of the rest, or to expre&s things by a pro-
j

""

per cadence : for he scarcely finds a verse that No< ^-j SATURDAy> JUNE 23, 1759.

has not this favourite beauty ; he declares that

he could shiver in a hot-house when he reads

that

" the ground
Burns frore, and coid performs the effect of fire ;

TO THE IDLER.
SIR,

AN opinion prevails alnaost universaDy in the
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world, that he who has money has every thing.

This is not a modern paradox, or the tenet of a

email and obscure sect, hut a persuasion which

appears to have operated upon most minds in

all ages, and which is supported hy authorities

so numerous and so cogent, that nothing but

long experience could have given me confidence

to question its truth.

But experience is the test by which all the

philosophers of the present age agree, that

speculation must be tried ; and I may therefore

be allowed to doubt the power of money, sim

I have been a long time rich, and I have no

yet found that riches can make me happy.

My father was a farmer neither wealthy nor

indigent, who gave me a better education than

was suitable to my birth, because my uncle in

the city designed me for his heir, and desired

that I might be bred a gentleman. My uncle's

wealth was the perpetual subject of conver

sation in the house; and when any little mis
fortune befei us, or any mortification dejected

us, my father always exhorted me to hold up
my head, for my uncle would never marry.

My uncle, indeed, kept his promise. Having
his mind completely busied between his ware
house and the Change, he felt no tediousness of

life, nor any want of domestic amusements.
When my father died, he received me kindly ;

but after a few months, finding no great pleas
ure in the conversation of each other, we part

ed; and he remitted me a small annuity, on
which I lived a quiet and studious life, without

any wish to grow great by the death of my
benefactor.

But though I never suffered any malignant

impatience to take hold on my mind, I could

not forbear sometimes to imagine to myself the

pleasure of being rich; and when I read of

diversions and magnificence, resolved to try,
when time should put the trial in my power,
what pleasure they could afford.

My uncle, in the latter spring of his life,

when his ruddy cheek and his firm nerves

promised him a long and healthy age, died of an

apoplexy. His death gave me neither joy nor
Borrow. He did me good, and I regarded him
with gratitude ; but I could not please him, and
therefore could not love him.

He had the policy of little minds, who love to

surprise; and having always represented his

fortune as less than it was, had, I suppose, often

gratified himself with thinking, how I should
be delighted to find myself twice as rich as I

expected. My wealth was such as exceeded all

the schemes of expense which I had formed ;

and I soon began to expand my thoughts, and
look round for some purchase of felicity.
The most striking effect of riches is the splen

dour of dress, which every man has observed to

enforce respect, and facilitate reception; and

nay first desire was to be fine. I sent ior a

tailor who was employed by the nobility, and
ordered such a suit of clothes as 1 had often

looked on with involuntary submission, and am
ashamed to remember with what flutters of ex-

j

pectation I waited for the hour when I should

|

issue forth in all the splendour of embroidery
The clothes were brought, and for three days 1

observed many eyes turned towards me as I

passed ; but I felt myself obstructed in the com
mon intercourse of civility, by an uneasy con

sciousness of my new appearance ;
as I thought

myself more observed, I was more anxious

about my mien and behaviour ; and the mien
which is formed by care is commonly ridiculous.

A short time accustomed me to myself, and my
dress was without pain, and without pleasure.
For a little while I tried to be a rake, but I

began too late ; and having by nature no turn
for a frolic, was in great danger of ending in a
drunkard. A fever, in which not one of my
companions paid me a visit, gave me time for

reflection. I found that there was no great

pleasure in breaking windows and lying in the

round-house ; and resolved to associate no lon

ger with those whom, though I had treated and
bailed them, 1 could not make friends.

I then changed my measures, kept running
horses, and had the comfort of seeing my name
very often in the news. I had a chesnut horse,
the grandson of Childers, who won four plates,
and ten by-matches ; and a bay filly who carried

off the five-years-old plate, and was expected to

perform much greater exploits, when my groom
broke her wind, because I happened to catch

him selling oats for beer. This happiness was\
soon at an end; there was no pleasure when 1 1

lost, and when I won I could not much exalt I

myself by the virtues of my horse. I grew |
ashamed of the company of jockey-lords, and
resolved to spend no more of my time in the

stable.

It was now known that I had money, and
would spend it, and I passed four months in

the company of architects, whose whole busi

ness was, to persuade me to build a house. I

told them that I had more room than I wanted,
but could not get rid of their importunities. A
new plan was brought me every morning ; till

at last my constancy was overpowered, and I

began to build. The happiness of building last- \

ed but a little while, for though I love to spend, I

I hate to be cheated ; and I soon found, that to I

build is to be robbed.

How I proceed in the pursuit of happiness,

you shall hear when I hnd myself disposed to

write.

I am, Sir,

Tui. RAXGER.
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/ THE natural progress of the works of men is

from rudeness to convenience, from convenience

to elegance, and from elegance to nicety.

The first labour is enforced by necessity. The

savage finds himself incommoded by heat and

cold, by rain and wind ; he shelters himself in

the hollow of a rock, and learns to dig a cave

where there was none before. He finds the

sun and the wind excluded by the thicket, and
when the accidents of the chase, or the con

venience of pasturage, lead him into more open
places, he forms a thicket for himself, by plant

ing stakes at proper distances, and laying branch
es from one to another.

The next gradation of skill and industry pro
duces a house closed with doors, and divided by
partitions ; and apartments are multiplied and

disposed according to the various degrees of

power or invention ; improvement succeeds im

provement, as he that is freed from a greater
evil grows impatient of a less, till ease in time

[__
is advanced to pleasure.

XThe mind set free from the importunities of

/'
natural want, gains leisure to go in search of

\ superfluous gratifications, and adds to the uses

Vpf habitation the delights of prospect. Then

begins the reign of symmetry ; orders of archi

tecture are invented, and one part of the edifice

is conformed to another, without any other

reason, than that the eye may not be offended.

The passage is very short from elegance to

luxury. Ionic and Corinthian columns are

soon succeeded by gilt cornices, inlaid floors, and

petty ornaments, which show rather the wealth

than the taste of the possessor.

Language proceeds, like every thing else,

through improvement to degeneracy. The ro

vers who first take possession of a country,

having not many ideas, and those not nicely
modified or discriminated, were contented, if by
general terms and abrupt sentences they could

make their thoughts known to one another
; as

life begins to be more regulated, and property to

become limited, disputes must be decided, and
claims adjusted ; the differences of things are

noted, and distinctness and propriety of expres
sion become necessary. In time, happiness and

plenty give rise to curiosity, and the sciences are

cultivated for ease and pleasure ; to the arts,

which are no\v to be taught, emulation soon adds

the art of teaching ; and the studious and ambi

tious contend not only who shall think best, but

who shall tell their thoughts in the most pleas-

. tng manner.

Then begin the arts of rhetoric and poetry, the

regulation of figures, the selection of words, the

modulation of periods, the graces of transition,
the complication of clauses, and all the deli-

THE IDLER. [No. 63, 64.

cacies of style and sulitiltiesof composition, use

ful while they advance perspicuity, and lauda

ble while they increase pleasure, but easy to be

refined by needless scrupulosity till they shall

more embarrass the writer than assist the reader

or delight him.

The first state is commonly antecedent to the

practice of writing ;
the ignorant essays of im

perfect diction pass away with the savage gener
ation that uttered them. No nation can trace

their language beyond the second period, and
even of that it does not often happen that many
monuments remain.

The fate of the English tongue is like that of

others. We know nothing of the scanty jargon
of our barbarous ancestors j but we have speci
mens of our language when it began to be adap
ted to civil and religious purposes, and find it

such as might naturally be expected, artless arid

simple, unconnected and concise. The writers

seem to have desired little more than to be under

stood, and perhaps seldom aspired to the praise
of pleasing, Their verses were considered

chiefly as memorial, and therefore did not differ

from prose but by the measure or the rhyme.
In this state, varied a little according to the

different purposes or abilities of writers, our

language may be said to have continued to the

time of Gower, whom Chaucer calls his mas
ter, and who, however obscured by his scholar's

popularity, seems justly to claim the honour
which has been hitherto denied him, of show

ing his countrymen that something more was
to be desired, and that English verse might be

exalted into poetry.

From the time of Gower and Chaucer, the

English writers have studied elegance, and ad
vanced their language, by successive improve
ments, to as much harmony as it can easily re

ceive, and as much copiousness as human know
ledge has hitherto required. These advances

have not been made at all times with the same

diligence or the same success. Negligence has

suspended the course of improvement, or affecta

tion turned it aside ; time has elapsed with lit

tle change, or change has been made without

amendment. But elegance has been long kept
in view with attention as near to constancy as

life permits, till every man now endeavours to

!jexcel
others in accuracy, or outshine them in

isplendour of style, and the danger is, lest care

should too soon pass to affectation.

No. 64] SATURDAY, JULY 7, 1759.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

As nature has made every man desirous of hap-
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pincss, I flatter myself, that you and your read

ers cannot but feel some curiosity to know the

sequel of my story ; for though, by trying the

different schemes of pleasure, I have yet found

aothing in which I could finally acquiesce ; yet

the narrative of my attempts will not be wholly

without use, since we always approach nearer

to truth as we detect more and more varieties of

jrror.

When I had sold my racers, and put the orders

jf architecture out of my head, my next
resolu-j

tion was to be a fine gentleman. I frequented
the polite coffee-houses, grew acquainted with

all the men of humour, and gained the right of

bowing familiary to half the nobility. In this

new scene of life my great labour was, to learn

to laugh. I had been used to consider laughter
as the effect of merriment ; but I soon learned

that it is one of the arts of adulation, and, from

laughing only to show that I was pleased, I now

began to laugh when I wished to please. This

was at first very difficult. I sometimes heard

the story with dull indifference ; and, not ex

alting, mjsjsjelf to merriment by due gradations,

burst out suddenly into an awkward noise,

which was not always favourably interpreted.

Sometimes I was behind the rest of the com

pany, and lost the grace of laughing by delay,

and sometimes when 1 began at the right time

was deficient in loudness or in length. But, by

diligent imitation of the best models, I attained

at last such flexibility of muscles, that I was al

ways a welcome auditor of a story, and got the

reputation of a good-natured fellow.

This was something ; but much more was to

be done, that I might be universally allowed to

be a fine gentleman. I appeared at court on all

public days ; betted at gaming-tables, and play
ed at all the routs of eminence. I went every

night to the opera, took a fiddler of disputed
merit under my protection, became the head of

a musical faction, and had sometimes concerts

at my own house. I once thought to have at

tained the highest rank of elegance, by taking
a foreign singer into keeping. But my favourite

fiddler contrived to be arrested on the night of a

concert, for a finer suit of clothes than I had ever

presumed to wear, and I lost all the fame of

patronage by refusing to bail him.

My next ambition was, to sit for my picture.

I spent a whole winter in going from painter to

painter, to bespeak a whole length of one, and a

half length of another ; I talked of nothing but

attitudes, draperies, and proper lights ; tookmy
friends to see the pictures after every sitting ;

heard every day of a wonderful performer in

crayons and miniature, and sent my pictures to

be copied ; was told by the judges that they were
not like, and was recommended to other artists.

At length, being not able to please my friends,

I grew less pleased myself, and at last resolved

to think no more about it.

It was impossible to live in total idleness : and >

wandering about in search of something to do, I
;

was invited to a weekly meeting of virtuosos, ,

and felt myself instantaneously seized with an un-

extinguishable ardour for all natural curiosities. ;

I ran from auction to auction, became a critic in

shells and fossils, bought a Hortus siccus of ines

timable value, and purchased a secret art of pre

serving insects, which made my collection the

envy of the other philosophers. I found this

pleasure mingled with much vexation. All the

faults of my life were for nine months circulated

through the town with the most active malig

nity, because 1 happened to catch a moth of pe
culiar variegation; and because I once outbid all

the lovers of shells, and carried off a nautilus, it

was hinted that the validity of my uncle's will

ought to be disputed. I will not deny that I

was very proud both of the moth and of the

shell, and gratified myself with the envy of my
companions, and perhaps more than became a

benevolent being. But in time I grew weary :

of being hated for that which produced no advan- ;

tage, gave my shells to children that wanted \

play-things, and suppressed the art of drying ]

butterflies, because I would not tempt idleness i

and cruelty to kill them.

I now began to feel life tedious, and wished to

store myself with friends, with whom I might

grow old in the interchange of benevolence. I

had observed that popularity was most easily

gained by an open table, and therefore hired a

French cook, furnished my sideboard with great

magnificence, filled my cellar with wines of

pompous appellations, bought every thing that

was dear before it was good, and invited all those

who were most famous for judging of a dinner.

In three weeks my cook gave me warning, and,

upon inquiry, told me that Lord Queasy, who
dined with me the day before, had sent him an

offer of double wages. My pride prevailed : I

raised his wages, and invited his lordship to an

other feast. I love plain meat, and was there

fore soon weary of spreading a table of which I

could not partake. I found that my guests,

when they went away, criticised their entertain

ment, and censured my profusion ; my cook

thought himself necessary, and took upon him
the direction of the house ; and I could not rid

myself of flatterers, or break from slavery, but

by shutting up my house, and declaring my re

solution to live in lodgings.

After all this, tell me, dear Idler, what I

must do next ; I have health, I have moneyJ
and I hope that I have understanding ; yet!

with all these, I have never been able to pass al

single day which I did not wish at an end
be-J

fore sunset. Tell me, dear Idler, what I shall

do. 1 am,

1'our humble servant,

TIM. RANGER.

2E
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No. 65.] SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1759.

THE sequel of Clarendon's history, at last hap

pily published, is an accession to English liter

ature equally agreeable to the admirers of ele

gance and the lovers of truth ; many doubtful

facts may now be ascertained, and many ques

tions, after long debate, may be determined by
decisive authority. He that records transac

tions in which himself was engaged, has not

only an opportunity of knowing innumerable

particulars which escape spectators, but has his

natural powers exalted by that ardour which

always rises at the remembrance of our own im

portance, and by which every man is enabled to

relate his own actions better than another's.

The difficulties through which this work has

struggled into light, and the delays with which

our hopes have been long mocked, naturally

lead the mind to the consideration of the com
mon fate of posthumous compositions.
He who sees himself surrounded by admirers,

and whose vanity is hourly feasted with all the

luxuries of studied praise, is easily persuaded
that his influence will be extended beyond his

life; that they who cringe in his presence
will reverence his memory, and that those who
are proud to be numbered among his friends,

will endeavour to vindicate his choice by zeal

for his reputation.

With hopes like these, to the. executors of

Swift was committed the history of the last

years of Queen Anne, and to those of Pope, the

ivorks which remained unprinted in his closet.

The performances of Pope were burnt by those

whom he had perhaps selected from all mankind
as most likely to publish them ; and the history
had likewise perished, had not a straggling tran

script fallen into busy hands.

The papers left in the closet of Pieresc, sup

plied his heirs with a whole winter's fuel ; and

many of the labours of the learned bishop Lloyd
were consumed in the kitchen of his descen

dants.

Some works, indeed, have escaped total de

struction, but yet have had reason to lament the

fate of orphans exposed to the frauds of unfaith

ful guardians. How Hale would have borne

the mutilations which his " Pleas of the Crown"
have suffered from the editor, they who know
his character will easily conceive.

The original copy of Burnet's history, though

promised to some public
*

library, has been

never given j and who then can prove the fidel

ity of the publication, when the authenticity of

* It would be proper to reposite, in some public

place, the manuscript of Clarendon, which has not

escaped all suspicion of unfaithful publication.

Clarendon's history, though printed with the

sanction of one of the first universities of the

world, had not an unexpected manuscript been

happily discovered, would, with the help of fac

tious credulity, have been brought into questior

by the two lowest of all human beings, a

scribbler for a party, and a commissioner of e>.

cise?

Vanity is often no less mischievous than neg

ligence or dishonesty. He that possesses a val

uable manuscript, hopes to raise its esteem by
concealment, and delights in the distinction

which he imagines himself to obtain by keep

ing the key of a treasure which he neither uses

nor imparts. From him it falls to some othei

owner, less vain but more negligent, who con

siders it as useless lumbei', and rids himself o

the incumbrance.

Yet there are some works which the authors

must consign unpublished to posterity, however

uncertain be the event, however hopeless be

the trust. He that writes the history of

his own times, if he adheres steadily to truth,

will write that which his own tima'^'ft not

easily endure. He must be content to reposite

his book till all private passions shall cease,

and love and hatred give way to curiosity.

But many leave the labours of half their life

to their executors and to chance, because they
will not send them abroad unfinished, and are

unable to finish them, having prescribed to

themselves such a degree of exactness as human

diligence can scarcely attain. "
Lloyd," says

Burnet,
" did not lay out his learning with the

same diligence as he laid it in." He was al

ways hesitating and inquiring, raising objections
and removing them, and waiting for clearer

light and fuller discovery. Baker, after many
years passed in biography, left his manuscripts
to be buried in a library, because that was im

perfect which could never be perfected.

Of these learned men, let those who aspire to

the same praise imitate the diligence, and avoid

the scrupulosity. Let it be always remembered

that life is short, that knowledge is endless, and

that many doubts deserve not to be cleared.

Let those whom nature and study have qual

ified to teach mankind, tell us what they have

learned while they are yet able to tell it, and

trust their reputation only to themselves.

No. 66.1 SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1750.

No complaint is more frequently repeated

among the learned, than that of the waste made

by time among the labours of antiquity. Oi

those who once filled the civilized world with

their renown, nothing is now left but thei*
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names, which are left only to raise desires that

never can be satisfied, and sorrow which never

can be comforted.

Had all the writings of the ancients been

faithfully delivered down from age to age, had

the Alexandrian library been spared, and the

Palatine repositories remained unimpaired,
how much might we have known of which we
are now doomed to be ignorant ! how many
laborious inquiries, and dark conjectures ; how
many collations of broken hints, and mutilated

passages might have been spared ! We should

have known the successions of princes, the re

volutions of empire, the actions of the great,

and opinions of the wise, the laws and constitu

tions of every state, and the arts by which

public grandeur and happiness are acquired and

preserved ; we should have traced the progress
of life, seen colonies from distant regions take

possession of European deserts, and troops of

savages settled into communities by the desire

of keeping what they had acquired ; we should

have traced the gradations of civility, and trav

elled upward to the original of things by the

light of history, till in remoter times it had

glimmered in fable, and at last sunk into dark

ness.

If the works of imagination had been less

diminished, it is likely that all future times

might have been supplied with inexhaustible

amusement by the fictions of antiquity. The

tragedies of Sophocles and Euripides would
have shown all the stronger passions in all their

diversities ; and the comedies of Menander
would have furnished all the maxims of domes
tic life. Nothing would have been necessary
to mortal wisdom but to have studied these

great masters, whose knowledge would have

guided doubt, and whose authority would have

silenced cavils.

Such are the thoughts that rise in every stu

dent, when his curiosity is eluded, and his searches

are frustrated ; yet it may perhaps be doubted,
whether our complaints are not sometimes in

considerate, and whether we do not imagine
more evil than we feel. Of the ancients, enough
remains to excite our emulation and direct our
endeavours. Many of the works which time
has left us, we know to have been those that

were most esteemed, and which antiquity itself

considered as models ; so that, having the ori

ginals, we may without much regret lose the
imitations. The obscurity which the want of

contemporary writers often produces, only
darkens single passages, and those commonly of

slight importance. The general tendency of

every piece may be known : and though that

diligence deserves praise which leaves nothing
unexamined, yet its miscarriages are not much
to be lamented ; for the most useful truths are

always universal, and unconnected with aco;

dents and customs.

Such is the general conspiracy of human na
ture against contemporary merit, that, .if we
had inherited from antiquity enough to afford

employment for the laborious, and amusement
for the idle, I know not what room would have

been left for modern genius or modern industry;
almost every subject would have been pre-occu-

pied, and every style would have been fixed by
a precedent from which few would have ventur

ed to depart. Every writer would have had a

rival, whose superiority was already acknow

ledged, and to whose fame his work would,
even before it was seen, be marked out for- a

sacrifice.

We see how little the united experience of

mankind hath been able to add to the heroic

characters displayed by Homer, and how few
incidents the fertile imagination of modern Italy
has yet produced, which may not be found in

the Iliad and Odyssey. It is likely, that if all

the works of the Athenian philosophers had
been extant, Malbranche and Locke would have
been condemned to be silent readers of the an
cient metaphysicians ; and it is apparent, that,

if the old writers had all remained, the Idler

could not have written a disquisition on the

No. 67.] SATURDAY, JULY 28, 1759.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

IN the observations which you have made on

the various opinions and pursuits of mankind,

you must often, in literary conversations, have

met with men who consider dissipation as the

great enemy of the intellect ; and maintain,

that, in proportion as the student keeps himself

within the bounds of a settled plan, he will

more certainly advance in science.

This opinion is, perhaps, generally true ; yet

when we contemplate the inquisitive nature of

the human mind, and its perpetual impatience

of all restraint, it may be doubted whether the

faculties may not be contracted by confining the

attention; and whether it may not sometimes

be proper to risk the certainty of little for the

chance of much. Acquisitions of knowledge,
like blazes of genius, are often fortuitous. Those

who had proposed to themselves a methodical

course of reading, light by accident on a new

book, which seizes their thoughts and kindles

their curiosity, and opens an unexpected pros

pect, to which the way which they had pre

scribed to themselves would never have con.

ducted them.

To enforce and illustrate my meaning, I have

sent you a journal of three days' employment,
1 found among the papers ot a *ate incimate ai>
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quaintance ; who, as will plainly appear, was a

toan of vast designs, and of vast performances,

though he sometimes designed one thing and

performed another. I allow that the Specta

tor's inimitahle productions of this kind may
well discourage all suhsequent journalists ; but

as the subject of this is different from that of

any which the Spectator has given us, I leave

it to you to publish or suppress it,

Mem, The following three days I propose to

give up to reading ;
and intend, after all the

delays which have obtruded themselves upon
me, to finish my "

Essay on the Extent of the

Mental Powers ;" to revise my " Treatise on

Logic;" to begin the "Epic" which I have

long projected; to proceed in my perusal of the
"

Scriptures with Grotius's Comment ;" and at

my leisure to regale myself with the works of

classics ancient and modern, and to finish my
" Ode to Astronomy."

Monday. Designed to rise at six, but, by my
servant's laziness, my fire was not lighted be

fore eight, when I dropped into a slumber that

lasted till nine, at which time I arose, and after

breakfast at ten sat down to study, proposing to

begin upon my Essay : but, finding occasion to

consult a passage in Plato, was absorbed in the

perusal of the Republic till twelve. I had ne

glected to forbid company, and now enters Tom
Careless, who after half an hour's chat, insisted

upon my going with him to enjoy an absurd

character, that he had appointed, by an adver

tisement, to meet him at a particular coffee

house. After we had for some time entertained

ourselves with him, we sallied out, designing
each to repair to his home ; but, as it fell out,

coming up in the street to a man whose steel by
his side declared him a butcher, we overheard

him opening an address to a genteelish sort of

young lady, whom he walked with :
"
Miss,

though your father is master of a coal-lighter,

and you will be a great fortune, 'tis true
; yet

I wish I may be cut into quarters, if it is not

only love, and not lucre of gain, that is my mo
tive for offering terms of marriage." As this

lover proceeded in his speech, he misled us the

length of three streets, in admiration at the un
limited power of the tender passion that could

soften even the heart of a butcher. We then

adjourned to a tavern, and from thence to one

of the public gardens, where I was regaled with
a most amusiug variety of men possessing great

talents, so discoloured by affectation, that they

only made them eminently ridiculous ; shallow

things, who, by continual dissipation, had an

nihilated the few ideas nature had given them,
and yet were celebrated for wonderful pretty

gentlemen ; .young ladies extolled for their wit,

because they were handsome; illiterate empty
women, as well as men, in high life, admired
for their knowledge, from their being resolutely

positive; and women of real understanding so

far from pleasing the polite million, that the}

Irightened them away, and were left solitary.

When we quitted this entertaining scene, Tona

pressed me irresistibly to sup with him. I

reached home at twelve, and then reflected, that

though indeed I had, by remarking various

characters, improved my insight into humar

nature, yet still I neglected the studies proposed,
and accordingly took up my Treatise on Logic,
to give it the intended revisal, but found my
spirits too much agitated, and could not forbear

a few satirical lines, under the title of " The

E\ening's Walk."

Tuesday. At breakfast, seeing my " Ode to

Astronomy" lying on my desk, I was struck

with a train of ideas, that I thought might con

tribute to its improvement. I immediately

rang my bell to forbid all visitants, when my
servant opened the door, with "

Sir, Mr. Jeffrey

Gape." My cup dropped out of one hand, and

my poem out of the other. I could scarcely ask

him to sit ; he told me he was going to walk,
but as there was a likelihood of rain, he would
sit with me; he said, he intended at first to

have called at Mr. Vacant's. but as he had not

seen me a great while, he did not mind coming
out of his way to wait on me ; I made him a

bow, but thanks for the favour stuck in my
throat. I asked him if he had been to the
coffee house

;
he replied, two hours.

Under the oppression of this dull interrup
tion, I sat looking wishfully at the clock ; for

which, to increase my satisfaction, I had chosen

the inscription,
" Art is long, and life is short ;"

exchanging questions and answers at long in

tervals, and not without some hints that the
weather glass promised fair weather. At half

an hour after three he told me he would tres

pass on me for a dinner, and desired me to send

to his house for a bundle of papers, about in

closing a common upon his estate, which he

would read to me in the evening. I declared

myself busy, and Mr. Gape went away.
Having dined, to compose my chagrin, I took

my Virgil, and several other classics, but could

not calm my mind, or proceed in my scheme.

At about five I laid my hand on a Bible that lay
on my table, at first with coldness and insen

sibility; but was imperceptibly engaged in a

close attention to its sublime morality, and felt

my heart expanded by warm philanthropy, and

exalted to .dignity of sentiment. I then cen

sured my too great solicitude, and my disgust
conceived at my acquaintance, who had been so

far from designing to offend, that he only meant
to show kindness and respect. In this strain of

mind I wrote " An Essay on Benevolence," and
"An Elegy on Sublunary Disappointments."
When I had finished these at eleven, I supped,
and recollected how little 1 had adhered to my
plan, and almost questioned the possibility of

pursuing any settled and uniform design; how-
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ver, I was not so far persuaded of the truth of

these suggestions, but that I resolved to try once

more at my scheme. As I observed the moon

shining through my window, from a calm and

bright sky, spangled with innumerable stars, I

indulged a pleasing meditation on the splendid

scene, and finished my " Ode to Astronomy."

Wednesday. Rose at seven, and employed
three hours in perusal of the "

Scriptures with

Grotius's Comment;" and after breakfast fell

into meditation concerning my projected Epic ;

and being in some doubt as to the particular

lives of some heroes, whom I proposed to cele

brate, I consulted Bayle and Moreri, and was

engaged two hours in examining various lives

and characters, but then resolved to go to my
employment. When I was seated at my desk,

and began to feel the glowing succession of

poetical ideas, my servant brought me a letter

from a lawyer requiring my instant attendance

at Gray's Inn for half an hour. I went full of

vexation, and was involved in business till eight

at night ;
and then, being too much fatigued to

study, supped, and went to bed.

Here my friend's journal concludes, which

perhaps is pretty much a picture of the manner

in which many prosecute their studies. I there

fore resolved to send it you, imagining, that, if

you think it worthy of appearing in your paper,

some of your readers may receive entertainment

by recognizing aresemblance betweenmy friend's

conduct and their own., It must he left to the

idler accurately to ascertain the proper methods

of advancing in literature ; but this one position,

deducible from what has been said above, may,
I think, be reasonably asserted, that he who
finds himself strongly attracted to any particu

lar study, though it may happen to be out of his

proposed scheme, if it is not trifling or vicious,

had better continue his application to it, since

it is likely that he will with much more ease

and expedition, attain that which a warm incli

nation stimulates him to pursue, than that at

which a prescribed law compels him to toil.

I am, Sir, &c.

No. 68.] SATURDAY, AUG. 4, 1759.

AMONG the studies which have exercised the in

genious and the learned for more than three cen

turies, none has been more diligently or murfc

successfully cultivated than the art of transla

tion ; by which the impediments which bar the

way to science are, in some measure, removed,
and the multiplicity of languages becomes less

incommodious.

Of every other kind of writing the ancients

have left us models which all succeeding ages

have laboured to imitate ; but translation may
justly be claimed by the moderns as their own,

In the first ages of the world instruction was

commonly oral, and learning traditional, and

what was not written could not be translated.

When alphabetical writing made the conveyance
'of opinions and the transmission of events more

easy and certain, literature did not flourish in

more than one country at once, for distant na

tions had little commerce with each other ;
and

those few whom curiosity sent abroad in quest

of improvement, delivered their acquisitions in

their own manner, desirous perhaps to he con

sidered as the inventors of that which they had

learned from others.

The Greeks for a time travelled into Egypt,
but they translated no books from the Egyptian

language ;
and when the Macedonians had over

thrown the empire of Persia, the countries that

became subject to Grecian dominion studied only
the Grecian literature. The books of the con

quered nations, if they had any among them,
sunk into oblivion; Greece considered herself

as the mistress, if not as the parent of arts
;
her

language contained all that was supposed to be

known, and, except the sacred writings of the

Old Testament, I know not that the library of

Alexandria adopted any thing from a foreign

tongue.
The Romans confessed themselves the scho

lars of the Greeks, and do not appear to have ex

pected what has since happened, that the igno
rance of succeeding ages would prefer them to

their teachers. Every man, who in Rome as

pired to the praise of literature, thought it ne

cessary to learn Greek, and had no need of ver

sions when they could study the originals.

Translation, however, was not wholly neglec

ted. Dramatic poems could be understood by
the people in no language but their own, and the

Romans were sometimes entertained with the

tragedies of Euripides and the comedijes of Men-
ander. Other works were sometimes attempted ;

in an old scholiast there is mention of a Latin

Iliad ; and we have not wholly lost Tully's ver

sion of the poem of Aratus ;
but it does not ap

pear that any man grew eminent by interpret-

ing another, and perhaps it was more frequent

to translate for exercise or amusement, than for

fame.

The Arabs were the first nation who felt the

ardour of translation : when they had subdutd

the eastern provinces of the Greek empire, they
found their capti ves wiser than themselves, and

made haste to relieve their wants by imparted

knowledge. They discovered that many might

grow wise by the labour of a few, and that im

provements might be made with speed, when

they had the knowledge of former ages in their

own language. They therefore made haste to

lay hold on medicine and philosophy, and turned

their chief authors into Arabic. Whether they
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attempted the poets is not known ;
their literary

zeal was vehement, but it was short, and prob

ably expired before they had time to add the arts

of elegance to those of necessity.

The study of ancient literature was inter

rupted in Europe by the irruption of the north

ern nations, who subverted the Roman empire,

and erected new kingdoms with new languages.

It is not strange, that such confusion should

suspend literary attention ;
those who lost, and !

those who gained dominion, had immediate dif- I

ficulties to encounter, and immediate miseries

to redress, and had little leisure, amidst the

violence of war, the trepidation of flight, the

distresses of forced migration, or the tumults of

unsettled conquest, to inquire after speculative

truth, to enjoy the amusement of imaginary

adventures, to know the history of former ages,

or study the events of any other lives. But no

sooner had this chaos of dominion sunk into

order, than learning began again to flourish in

the calm of peace. When life and possessions

were secure, convenience and enjoyment were

soon sought, learning was found the highest

gratification of the mind, and translation became

one of the means by which it was imparted.
At last, by a concurrence of many causes, the

European world was roused from its lethargy j

those arts which had been long obscurely studied

in the gloom of monasteries became the general

favourites of mankind
; every nation vied with

its neighbour for the prize of learning ; the epi

demical emulation spread from south to north,

and curiosity and translation found their way to

Britain.

No. 69.
J SATURDAY, AUG. 11, 1759.

HE that reviews the progress of English litera

ture, will find that translation was very early

cultivated among us, but that some principles

either wholly erroneous or too far extended,

hindered our success from being always equal
to our diligence.

Chaucer, who is generally considered as the

father of our poetry, has left a version of Boetius

on the Comforts of Philosophy, the book which

seems to have been the favourite of the middle

ages, which had been translated into Saxon by

King Alfred, and illustrated with a copious

Comment ascribed to Aquinas. It may be sup

posed that Chaucer would apply more than

common attention to an author of so much

celebrity, yet he has attempted nothing higher
than a version strictly literal, and has de

graded the poetical parts to prose, that the con

straint of versification might not obstruct his

zeal for fidelity.

Caxton taught us typography about the year
1474. The first book printed in English was a

translation. Caxton was both the translator

and printer of the Destruction of Troye, a book

which, in that infancy of learning, was con.

sidered as the best account of the fabulous ages,

arid which, though now driven out of notice bt
authors of no greater use or value, still con-

tinued to be read in Caxton's English to the

beginning of the present century.
Caxton proceeded as he began, and except the

poems of Gower and Chaucer, printed nothing
but translations from the French, in which
the original is so scrupulously followed, that

they afford us little knowledge of our own lan

guage ; though the words are English, the

phrase is foreign.

As learning advanced, new works were

adopted into our language, but I think with

little improvement of the art of translation,

though foreign nations and other languages
offered us models of a better method ; till in the

age of Elizabeth we began to find that greater

liberty was necessary to elegance, and that

elegance was necessary to general reception ;

some essays were then made upon the Italian

poets, which deserve the praise and gratitude of

posterity.

But the old practice was not suddenly for

saken ; Holland filled the nation with literal

translation ; and what is yet more strange, the

same exactness was obstinately practised in the

versions of the poets. This absurd labour of

construing into rhyme was countenanced by
Jonson in his version of Horace ; and whether

it be that more men have learning than genius,
or that the endeavours of that time were more
directed towards knowledge than delight, the

accuracy of Jonson found more imitators than

the elegance of Fairfax ; and May, Sandys, and

Holiday, confined themselves to the toil of

rendering line for line, not indeed with equal

felicity, for May and Sandys were poets, and

Holiday only a scholar, and a critic.

Feltham appears to consider it as the establish

ed law of poetical translation, that the lines

should be neither more nor fewer than those of

the original ;
and so long had this prejudice

prevailed, that Denham praises Fanshaw's ver

sion of Guarini as the example of a " new and

noble way," as the first attempt to break the

boundaries of custom, and assert the natural

freedom of the Muse.

In the general emulation of wit and genius

which the festivity of the Restoration produced,
the poets shook off their constraint, and con

sidered translation as no longer confined to ser

vile closeness. But reformation is seldom tha

work of pure virtue, or unassisted reason.

Translation was improved more by accident

than conviction. The writers of the foregoing

age had at least learning equal to their genius

and being often more able to explain the senti

ments or illustrate the allusions of the ancients,

than to exhibit their graces and transfuse their
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spirit, were perhaps willing sometimes to con

ceal their want of poetry by profusion of litera

ture, and therefore translated literally, that

their fidelity might shelter their insipidity or

harshness. The wits of Charles's time had sel

dom more than slight and superficial views
;

and their care was, to hide their want of learn

ing behind the colours of a gay imagination :

they therefore translated always with freedom,
sometimes with licentiousness, and perhaps ex

pected that their readers should accept spright-

liness for knowledge, and consider ignorance
and mistake as the impatience and negligence of

a mind too rapid to stop at difficulties, and too

elevated to descend to minuteness.

Thus was translation made more easy to the

writer, and more delightful to the reader ; and
there is no wonder if ease and pleasure have

found their advocates. The paraphrastic liber

ties have been almost universally admitted ;
and

Sherbourn, whose learning was eminent, and
who had no need of any excuse to pass slightly

over obscurities, is the only writer who in later

times has attempted to justify or revive the an

cient severity.

There is undoubtedly a mean to be observed.

Dryden saw very early that closeness best pre
served an author's sense, and that freedom best

exhibited his spirit ; he therefore will deserve

the highest praise, who can give a representa
tion at once faithful and pleasing, who can con

vey the same thoughts with the same graces,

and who, when he translates, changes nothing
but the language.

No. 70.] SATURDAY, AUG. 18, 1759.

FEW faults of style, whether real or imaginary,
excite the malignity of a more numerous class

of readers than the use of hard words.

If an author be supposed to involve his thoughts
in voluntary obscurity, and to obstruct, by un

necessary difficulties, a mind eager in pursuit
of truth ; if he writes not to make others learn

ed, but to boast the learning which he possesses

himself, and wishes to be admired rather than

understood, he counteracts the first end of

writing, and justly suffers the utmost severity
of censure, or the more afflictive severity of

neglect.

But words are only hard to those who do not
understand them

; and the critic ought always
to inquire, whether he is incommoded by the
fault of the writer, or by his own.

Every author does not write for every reader
;

many questions are such as the illiterate part of

mankind can have neither interest nor pleasure
in discussing, and which therefore it would be a
useless endeavour to level with common minds,
by tiresome circumlocutions or laborious ex-

I planations ;
and many subjects of general use

, may be treated in a different manner, as the

book is intended for the learned or the ignorant.
Diffusion and explication are necessary to the

instruction of those who, being neither able no*

accustomed to think for themselves, can learn

only what is expressly taught; but they who
can form parallels, discover consequences, and

multiply conclusions, are best pleased with
involution of argument and compression of

thought ; they desire only to receive the seeds

of knowledge which they may branch out by
their own power, to have the way to truth

pointed out, which they can then follow with
out a guide.
The Guardian directs one of his pupils

" to

think with the wise, but speak with the vul

gar." This is a precept specious enough, but
not always practicable. Difference of thoughts
will produce difference of language. He that

thinks with more extent than another will

want words of larger meaning ; he that thinks

with more subtilty will seek for terms of more
nice discrimination ; and where is the wonder,
since words are but the images of things, that

he who never knew the original should not

know the copies ?

Yet vanity inclines us to find faults any
where rather than in ourselves. He that reads

and grows no wiser, seldom suspects his own
deficiency ; but complains of hard words and
obscure sentences, and asks why books are writ
ten which cannot be understood ?

Among the hard words which are no longer
to be used, it has been long the custom to num
ber terms of art. "

Every man," says Swift,
" is more able to explain the subject of an art

than its professors ; a farmer will tell you, in

two words, that he has broken his leg ; but a

surgeon, after a long discourse, shall leave you
as ignorant as you were before." This could

only have been said by such an exact observer of

life, in gratification of malignity, or in ostentation

of acuteness. Every hour produces instances

of the necessity of terms of art. Mankind
could never conspire in uniform affectation ; it

is not but by necessity that every science and

every trade has its peculiar language. They
that content themselves with general ideas may
rest in general terms ;

but those, whose studies

or employments force them upon closer inspec

tion, must have names for particular parts, and
words by which they may express various

modes of combination, such as none but them
selves have occasion to consider.

Artists are indeed sometimes ready to suppose
that none can be strangers to words to which
themselves are familiar, talk to an incidental in

quirer as they talk to one another, and make their

knowledge ridiculous by injudicious obtrusion.

An art cannot be taught but by its proper terms,
but it is not always necessary to teach the art.
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That the vulgar express their thoughts clearly

U far from true ;
and what perspicuity can he

found among them proceeds not from the easi

ness of their language, hut the shallo \vness of

their thoughts. He that sees a building as a com
mon spectator, contents himself with relating

that it is great or little, mean or splendid, lofty

or low ; all these words are intelligible and com

mon, but they convey no distinct or limited

ideas ;
if he attempts, without the terms of ar

chitecture, to delineate the parts, or enumerate

the ornaments, his narration at. once becomes

unintelligible. The terms, indeed, generally

displease, because they are understood by few;
but they are little understood only because few

that look upon an edifice, examine its parts, or

analyse its columns into their members.

The state of every other art is the same ; as it

is cursorily surveyed or accurately examined,

different forms of expression become proper. In

morality it is one thing to discuss the niceties of

the casuist, and another to direct the practice of

common life. In agriculture, he that instructs

the farmer to plough and sow, may convey his

notions without the words which he would find

necessary in explaining to philosophers the pro
cess of vegetation ;

and if he, who has nothing
to do but to be honest by the shortest way, will

perplex his mind with subtile speculations ;
or

if he, whose task is to reap and thresh, will not

be contented without examining the evolution of

the seed, and circulation of the sap, the writers

whom either shall consult are very little to be

blamed, though it should sometimes happen that

they are read in vain.

No. 71.] SATURDAY, AUG. 25, 1759.

DICK SHIFTER was born in Cheapside, and hav

ing passed reputably through all the classes of

St. Paul's school, has been for some years a

student in the Temple. He is of opinion, that

intense application dulls the faculties, and thinks

it necessary to temper the severity of the law by
books that engage the mind, but do not fatigue

it. He has therefore made a copious collection

of plays, poems, and romances, to which he has

recourse when he fancies himself tired with

statutes and reports; and he seldom inquires

very nicely whether he is weary or idle.

Dick has received from his favourite authors

very strong impressions of a country life ;
and

though his furthest excursions have been to

Greenwich on one side, and Chelsea on the

other, he has talked for several years with great

pomp of language and elevation of sentiments,
about a state too high for contempt and too low
for envy, about homely quiet, and blameless

simplicity, pastoral delights, and rural inno

cence.

\ His friends who had estates in the country,
often invited him to pass the summer among
them, but something or other had always hin

dered him ; and he considered that to reside ia

the house of another man was to incur a kind of

dependence inconsistent with that laxity of lifa

which he had imagined as the chief good.
This summer he resolved to be happy, and

procured a lodging to be taken for him at a soli

tary house, situated about thirty miles from

London, on the banks of a small river, with
corn fields before it, and a hill on each side co

vered with wood. He concealed the place of

his retirement, that none might violate his ob

scurity, and promised himself many a happy
day when he should hide himself among the

trees, and contemplate the tumults and vexa

tions of the town.

He stepped into the post-chaise with his heart

beating and his eyes sparkling, was conveyed

through many varieties of delightful prospects,

saw hills and meadows, corn fields and pasture,

succeed each other, and for four hours charged
none of his poets with fiction or exaggeration.
He was now within six miles of happiness,

when, having never felt so much agitation before,

he began to wish his journey at an end, and the

last hour was passed in changing his posture,
and quarrelling with his driver.

An hour may be tedious, but cannot be long.

He at length alighted at his new dwelling, and

was received as he expected ; he looked round

upon the hills and rivulets, but his joints were

stiff and his muscles sore, and his first request
was to see his bed-chamber.

He rested well, and ascribed the soundness of

his sleep to the stillness of the country. He ex

pected from that time nothing but nights of

quiet and days of rapture, and, as soon as he had

risen, wrote an account of his new state to on

of his friends in the Temple.

" Deai- Frank,
" I never pitied thee before. I am now as I

could wish every man of wisdom and virtue to

be, in the regions of calm content and placid

meditation ; with all the beauties of nature so

liciting my notice, and all the diversities of plea

sure courting my acceptance ; the birds are

chirping in the hedges, and the flowers bloom

ing in the mead ; the breeze is whistling in the

wood, and the sun dancing on the water. I can

now say with truth, that a man, capable of en

joying the purity of happiness, is never more

busy than in his hours of leisure, nor ever leas

solitary than in a place of solitude.

" I am, dear Frank, &c."

When he had sent away his letter, he walked

into the wood, with some inconvenience, from
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the furze that pricked his legs, and the briers

that scratched his face. He at last sat down
under a tree, and heard with great delight a

shower, by which he was not wet, rattling

among the branches : this, said he, is the true

image of obscurity; we hear of troubles and

commotions, but never feel them.

His amusement did not overpower the calls

of nature, and he therefore went back to order

his dinner. He knew that the country pro

duces whatever is eaten or drunk, and imagin

ing that he was now at the source of luxury,

resolved to indulge himself with dainties which

he supposed might be procured at a price next

to nothing, if any price at all was expected ;
and

intended to amaze the rustics with his generosity,

by paying more than they would ask. Of twenty
dishes which he named, he was amazed to find

that scarcely one was to be had; and heard,

with astonishment and indignation, that all the

fruits of the earth were sold at a higher price

than in the streets of London.

His meal was short and sullen ; and he re

tired again to his tree, to inquire how dearness

could be consistent with abundance, or how
fraud should be practised by simplicity. He
was not satisfied with his own speculations,

and, returning home early in the evening, went

a while from window to window, and found

that he wanted something to do.

He inquired for a newspaper, and was told

that farmers never minded news, but that they
could send for it from the ale-house. A messen

ger was despatched, who ran away at full speed,

but loitered an hour behind the hedges, and at

last coming back with his feet purposely be-

mired, instead of expressing the gratitude which

Mr. Shifter expected for the bounty of a shil

ling, said that the night was wet, and the way
dirty, and he hoped that his worship would not

think it much to give him half-a-crown.

Dick now went to bed with some abatement

of his expectations; but sleep, I know not how,
revives our hopes, and rekindles our desires.

He rose early in the morning, surveyed the

landscape, and was pleased. He walked out,

and passed from field to field, without observing

any beaten path, and wondered that he had not

seen the shepherdesses dancing, nor heard the

swains piping to their flocks.

At last he saw some reapers and harvest-

women at dinner. Here, said he, are the true

Arcadians, and advanced courteously towards

them, as afraid of confusing them by the dignity
of his presence. They acknowledged his super

iority by no other token than that of asking him
for something to drink. He imagined that he

had now purchased the privilege of discourse,

and began to descend to familiar questions, en

deavouring to accommodate his discourse to the

grossness of rustic understandings. The clowns

soon found that he did not know wheat from

rye, and began to despise him ;
one of the boys,

by pretending to show him a bird's nest, de

coyed him into a ditch ;
and one of the wencb.es

sold him a bargain.
This walk had given him no great pleasure ;

but he hoped to find other rustics less coarse of

manners, and less mischievous of disposition.

Next morning he was accosted by an attorney,

who. told him, that, unless he made farmer

Dobson satisfaction for trampling his grass, he

had orders to indict him. Shifter was offended,

but not terrified ; and, telling the attorney that

he was himself a lawyer, talked so volubly of

pettifoggers and barraters, that he drove him

away.

Finding his walks thus interrupted, he was
inclined to ride, and being pleased with the ap

pearance of a horse that was grazing in a neigh

bouring meadow, inquired the owner, who
warranted him sound, and would not sell him,
but that he was too fine for a plain man. Dick

paid down the price, and, riding out to enjoy
the evening, fell with his new horse into a

ditch ; they got out with difficulty, and as he

was going to mount again, a countryman
looked at the horse, and perceived him to be

blind. Dick went to the seller, and demanded
back his money ;

but was told that a man who
rented his ground must do the best for himself,

that his landlord had his rent though the year
was barren, and that, whether horses had eyes
or no, he should sell them to the highest

bidder.

Shifter now began to be tired with rustic

simplicity, and on the fifth day took possession

again of his chambers, and bade farewell to the

regions of calm content and placid meditation.

No. 72.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 1, 1759.

MEN complain of nothing more frequently than

of deficient memory; and, indeed, every one

finds that many of the ideas which he desired

to retain have slipped irretrievably away ; that

the acquisitions of the mind are sometimes

equally fugitive with the gifts of fortune; and

that a short intermission of attention more cer

tainly lessens knowledge than impairs an

estate.

To assist this weakness of our nature, many
methods have been proposed, all of which

may be justly suspected of being ineffectual;

for no art of memory, however its effects have

been boasted or admired, has been ever adopted

into general use, nor have those who possessed

it appeared to excel others in readiness of recol

lection or multiplicity of attainments.

There is another art of which all have felt

the want, though Themistocles only confessed
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It. We suffer equal pain from the pertinacious
adhesion of unwelcome images, as from the

evanescence of those which are pleasing and
useful ; and it may be doubted whether we
should be more benefited by the art of memory
or the art of forgetfulness.

Forgetfulness is necessary to remembrance.
Ideas are retained by renovation of that impi-es-
sion which time is always wearing away, and
which new images are striving to obliterate.

If useless thoughts could be expelled from the

mind, all the valuable parts of our knowledge
would more frequently recur, and every recur-

euce would reinstate them in their former place.
It is impossible to consider, without some

regret, how much might have been learned, or

how much might have been invented by a ra

tional and vigorous application of time, useless

ly or painfully passed in the revocation of events

which have left neither good nor evil behind

them, in grief for misfortunes either repaired
or irreparable, in resentment of injuries known
only to ourselves, of which death has put the

authors beyond our power.

Philosophy has accumulated precept upon
precept, to warn us against the anticipation of
future calamities. All useless misery is certain

ly folly, and he that feels evils before they come

may be deservedly censured
; yet surely to dread

the future is more reasonable than to lament the

past. The business of life is to go forwards :

he who sees evil in prospect meets it in his way ;

but he who catches it by retrospection turns

back to find it. That which is feared may
sometimes be avoided, but that which is re

gretted to-day, may be regretted again to-mor

row.

Regret is indeed useful and virtuous, and
not only allowable but necessary, when it tends

to the amendment of life, or to admonition of er

ror which we may be again in danger of commit

ting. But a very small part of the moments

spent in meditation on the past, produce any
reasonable caution or salutary sorrow. Most
of the mortifications that we have suffered, arose

from the concurrence of local and temporary

circumstances, which can never meet again ;

and most of our disappointments have succeeded

those expectations, which life allows not to be

formed a second time.

It would add much tohuman happiness, ifan

art could be taught of forgetting all ofwhich the

remembrance is at once useless and afflictive, if

that pain which never can end in pleasure could

be driven totally away, that the mind might

perform its functions without incumbrance, and

the past might no longer encroach upon the

present.

Little can be done well to which the whole

mind Is not applied ; the business of every day
calls for the day to which it is assigned ;

and
he will have no leisure to regret yesterday's vex

ations who resolves not to have a new subject
of regret to-morrow.

But to forget or to remember at pleasure, are

equally beyond the power of man. Yet as

memory may be asisted by method, and the

decays of knowledge repaired by stated times of

recollection, so the power of forgetting is capa-

]

ble of improvement. Reason will, by a resolute

contest, prevail over imagination, and the power
may be obtained of transferring the attention as

judgment shall direct.

The incursions of troublesome thoughts are

often violent and importunate ; and it is not

easy to a mind accustomed to their inroads to

expel them immediately by putting better im

ages into motion ; but this enemy of quiet is

above all others weakened by every defeat; the

reflection which has been once overpowered and

ejected, seldom returns with any formidable

vehemence.

Employment is the great instrument of intel

lectual dominion. The mind cannot retire from
its enemy into total vacancy, or turn aside from

one object but by passing to another. The

gloomy and the resentful are always found

among those who have nothing to do, or who
do nothing. We must be busy about good or evil,

and he to whom the present offers nothing
will often be looking backward on the past.

No. 73.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 8, 1759.

THAT every man would be rich if a wish could

obtain riches, is a position which I believe few

will contest, at least in a nation like ours, in

which commerce has kindled a universal emu
lation of wealth, and in which money receives

all the honours which are the proper right of

knowledge and of virtue.

Yet though we are all labouring for gold, as

for the chief good, and, by the natural effort of

unwearied diligence, have found many expedi

tious methods of obtaining it, we have not been

able to improve the art of using it, or to make it

produce more happiness than it afforded in for

mer times, when everv declaimer expatiated on

its mischiefs, and every philosopher taught his

followers to despise It.

Many of the dangers imputed of old to exor

bitant wealth are now at an end. The rich are

neither way-laid by robbers nor watched by in

formers; there is nothing to be dreaded from

proscriptions, or seizures. The necessity of

concealing treasure has long ceased; no ma
now needs counterfeit mediocrity, and condemn

his plate and jewels to caverns and darkness, or

feast his mind with the consciousness of cloud

ed splendour, of finery which is useless till it a

shown, and which he dares not show.
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In our time the poor are strongly tempted to

assume the appearance of wealth, but the

wealthy very rarely desire to be thought poor;

for we are all at full liberty to display riches by

every mode of ostentation. We fill our houses

with useless ornaments, only to show that we
can buy them j we cover our coaches with gold,

and employ artists in the discovery of new fash

ions of expense ; and yet it cannot be found that

riches produce happiness.

Of riches, as of every thing else, the hope is

more than the enjoyment; while we consider

them as the means to be used, at some future

time, for the attainment of felicity, we press on

our pursuit ardently and vigorously, and that

ardour secures us from weariness of ourselves ;

but no sooner do we sit down to enjoy our ac

quisitions, than we find them insufficient to

fill up the vacuities of life.

One cause which is not always observed of the

insufficiency of riches is, that they very seldom

make their owner rich. To be rich is to have

more than is desired, and more than is wanted ;

to have something whuch may be spent without

reluctance, and scattered without care, with

which the sudden demands of desire may be

gratified, the casual freaks of fancy indulged, 01

the unexpected opportunities of benevolence im-

proved.
Avarice is always poor, but poor by her own

fault. There is another poverty to which the

rich are exposed with less guilt by the officious-

ness of others. Everyman, eminent for exu
berance of fortune, is surrounded from morning
to evening, and from evening to midnight, by
flatterers, whose art of adulation consists in ex

citing artificial wants, and in forming new
schemes of profusion.
Tom Tranquil, when he came to age, found

himself in possession of a fortune of which the

twentieth part might, perhaps, have made him
rich. His temper is easy, and his affections

soft ; he receives every man with kindness, and

hears him with credulity. His friends took

care to settle him by giving him a wife, whom,
having no particular inclination, he rather ac

cepted than chose, because he was told that she

was proper for him.

He was now to live with dignity proportion
ate to his fortune. What his fortune requires
or admits Tom does not know, for he has little

skill in computation, and none of his friends

think it their interest to improve it. If he was
suffered to live by his own choice, he would
Idave every thing as he finds it, and pass through
the world distinguished only by inoffensive gen
tleness. But the ministers of luxury have

marked him out as one at whose expense they

may exercise their arts. A companion, who had

just learned the names of the Italian masters,
runs from sale to sale, and buys pictures, for

which Mr. Tranquil pays, without inquiring
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where they shall be hung. Another fills hia

garden with statues, which Tranquil wishes

away, but dares not remove. One of his friends

is learning architecture, by building him a house,

which he passed by and enquired to whom it

belonged ; another has been for three years dig

ging canals, and raising mounts
; cutting trees

down in one place, and planting them in an

other, on which Tranquil looks with a serene

indifference, without asking what will be the

cost. Another projector tells him that a water-

work, like that of Versailles, will complete the

beauties of his seat, and lays his draughts before

him ; Tranquil turns his eyes upon them, and

the artist begins his explanations ; Tranquil
raises no objections, but orders him to begin the

work, that he may escape from talk which ha

does net understand.

Thus a thousand hands are busy at his ex

pense without adding to his pleasures. He pays
and receives visits, and has loitered in public or

in solitude, talking in summer of the town, and
in winter of the country, without knowing that

his fortune is impaired, till his steward told him
this morning that he could pay the workmen no

longer but by mortgaging a manor.

No. 74.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 15, 1759.

IN the mythological pedigree of learning, me
mory is made the mother of the muses, by which
the masters of ancient wisdom, perhaps, meant
to show the necessity of storing the mind copi

ously with true notions, before the imagination
should be suffered to form fictions or collect em
bellishments ;

for the works of an ignorant poet
can afford nothing higher than pleasing sound,
and fiction is of no other use than to display the

treasures of memory.
The necessity of memory to the acquisition of

knowledge is inevitably felt and universally al

lowed, so that scarcely any other of the mental

faculties are commonly considered as necessary
to a student : he that admires the proficiency of

another, always attributes it to the happiness of

this memory ; and he that laments his own de

fects, concludes with a wish that his memory
was better.

It is evident that when the power of retention

is weak, all the attempts at eminence of know
ledge must be vain ; and as few are willing to

be doomed to perpetual ignorance, I may, per

haps, afford consolation to some that have fallen

too easily into despondence, by observing that

such weakness is, in my opinion, very rare, ana
that few have reason to complain of nature as

unkindly sparing of the gifts of memory.
In the common business of life, we find the

memory of one like that of another, and honestly
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impute omissions not to involuntary forget-

fulness, but culpable inattention ; but in literary

inquiries, failure is imputed rather to want of.

memory than of diligence.

We consider ourselves as defective in me

mory, either because we remember less than we

desire, or less than we suppose others to remem
ber.

Memory is like all other human powers, with

which no man can be satisfied who measures

them by what he can conceive, or by what he

can desire. He whose mind is most capacious,

finds it much too narrow for his wishes ;
he that

remembers most, remembers little compared
with what he forgets. He, therefore, that,

after the perusal of a book, finds few ideas

remaining in his mind, is not to consider the

disappointment as peculiar to himself, or to re

sign all hopes of improvement, because he does

not retain what even the author has, perhaps,

forgotten.

He who compares his memory with that of

others, is often too hasty to lament the inequali

ty. Nature has sometimes, indeed, afforded

examples of enormous, wonderful, and gigantic

memory. Scaliger reports of himself, that, in

his youth, he could repeat abovw a hundred verses,

having once read them ; and Barthicus declares

that he wrote his te Comment upon Cladian"

without consulting the text. But not to have

such degrees of memory is no more to be la

mented than not to have the strength of Her

cules, or the swiftness of Achilles. He that,

in the distribution of good, has an equal share

with common men, may justly be contented.

Where there is no striking disparity, it is

difficult to know of two which remembers most,

and still more difficult to discover which reads

with greater attention, which has renewed

the first impression by more frequent repetitions,

or by what accidental combination of ideas either

mind might have united any particular narra

tive or argument to its former stock.

But memory, however impartially distribu

ted, so often deceives OUT trust, that almost

every man attempts, by some artifice or other,

to secure its fidelity.

It is the practice of many readers to note, in

the margin of their books, the most important

passages, the strongest arguments, or the bright
est sentiments. Thus they load their minds

with superfluous attention, repress the vehe

mence of curiosity by useless deliberation, and

by frequent interruption break the current of
j

narration or the chain of reasoning, and at last

close the volume, and forget the passages and

marks together.

Others t have found unalterably persuaded
that nothing is certainly remembered but what
is transcribed ; and they have, therefore, passed
weeks and months in transferring large quota
tions to a common-olace book. Yet why any

part of a book, which can be consulted at pleas

ure, should be copied, I was never able to dis

cover. The hand has no closer correspondence
with the memory than the eye. The act of

writing itself distracts the thoughts, and what
is read twice, is commonly better remember
ed than what is transcribed. The method,

therefore, consumes time without assisting

memory.
The true art of memory is the art of atten

tion. No man will read with much advantage
who is not able, at pleasure, to evacuate his

mind, or who brings not to his author, an
intellect defecated and pure, neither turbid

with care, nor agitated by pleasure. If the

repositories of thought are already full, what
can they receive ; if the mind is employed on

the past or ^future, the book will be held before

the eyes in vain. What is read with delight is

commonly retained, because pleasure always se

cures attention ; but the books which are con

sulted by occasional necessity, and perused with

impatience, seldom leave any traces on the

mind.

No. 75.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 22, 1759.

IN the time when Bassora was considered as

the school of Asia, and flourished by the repu
tation of its professors, and the confluence of its

students, among the pupils that listened round

the chair of Albamazar was Gelaleddin, a native

of Tauris, in Persia, a young man, amiable in

his manners and beautiful in his form, of

boundless curiosity, incessant diligence, and

irresistible genius, of quick apprehension, and

tenacious memory, accurate without narrow

ness, and eager for novelty without inconstan

cy.

No sooner did Gelaleddin appear at Bassora,

than his virtues and abilities raised him to dis

tinction. He passed from class to class rather

admired than envied by those whom the rapid

ity of his progress left behind : he was consult

ed by his fellow-students as an oraculous guide,

and admitted as a competent auditor to the con

ferences of the sages.

After a few years, having passed through all

the exercises of probation, Gelaleddin was in

vited to a professor's seat, and intreated to in

crease the splendour of Bassora. Gelaleddin af

fected to deliberate on the proposal, with which,

before he considered it, he resolved to comply ;

and next morning retired to a garden planted

for the recreation of the students, and entering

a solitary walk, began to meditate upon his fu

ture life.

" If I am thus eminent," said he,
" in the

regions of literature, I shall be yet more con
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kpicuous In any other place ; if I should now
devote myself to study and retirement, I must

pass my life in silence, unacquainted with the

delights of wealth, the influence of power, the

pomp of greatness, and the charms of elegance,

with all that man envies and desires, with all

that keeps the world in motion, by the hope of

gaining or the fear of losing it. I will, there

fore, depart to Tauris, where the Persian

monarch resides in all the splendour of absolute

dominion : my reputation will fly hefore me,

my arrival will he congratulated hy my kins

men and friends ; I shall see the eyes of those

who predicted my greatness sparkling with

exultation, and the faces of those that once

despised me clouded with envy, or counterfeit

ing kindness hy artificial smiles. I will show

my wisdom hy my discourse, and my modera

tion by my silence ; I will instruct the modest

with easy gentleness, and repress the ostentatious

by seasonable superciliousness. My apartments
will be crowded by the inquisitive, and the

vain, by those that honour and those that rival

me; my name will soon reach the court; I

shall stand before the throne of the emperor;
the judges of the law will confess my wisdom,
and the nobles will contend to heap gifts upon
me. If I shall find that my merit, like that of

others, excites malignity, or feel myself totter

ing on the seat of elevation, I may at last retire

to academical obscurity, and become, in my
lowest state, a professor of Bassora."

Having thus settled his determination, he de

clared to his friends his design ofvisiting Tauris,

and saw with more pleasure than he ventured

to express, the regret with which he was dis

missed. He could not bear to delay the honours

to which he was designed, and therefore hasten

ed away, and in a short time entered the cap
ital of Persia. He was immediately immersed

in the crowd, and passed unobserved to his

father's house. He entered, and was received,

though not unkindly, yet without any excess of

fondness, or exclamations of rapture. His
father had, in his absence, suffered many losses,

and Gelaleddin was considered as an additional

burden to a falling family.

When he recovered from his surprise, he be

gan to display his acquisitions, and practised all

the arts of narration and disposition : but the

poor have no leisure to be pleased with elo

quence ; they heard his arguments without re

flection, and his pleasantries without a smile.

He then applied himself singly to his brothers

and sisters, but found them all chained down

by invariable attention to their own fortunes,

and insensible of any other excellence than that

which could bring some remedy for indigence.
It was now known in the neighbourhood that

Gelaleddin was returned, and he sat for some

days in expectation that the learned would visit

him for consultation, or the great for entertain

ment. But who would be pleased or instructed

in the mansions of poverty ? He then frequent
ed places of public resort, and endeavoured to

attract notice by the copiousness of his talk.

The sprightly were silenced, and went away to

censure in some other place his arrogance and
his pedantry ; and the dull listened quietly for a

while, and then wondered why any man should

take pains to obtain so much knowledge which
would never do him good.
He next solicited the viziers for employment,

not doubting but his service would be eagerly

accepted. He was told by one that there was
no vacancy in his office ; by another, that his

merit was above any patronage but that of the

emperor ; by a third, that he would not forget
him ; and by the chief vizier, that he did not

think literature of any great use in public busi

ness. He was sometimes admitted to their

tables, where he exerted his wit and diffused his

knowledge ; but he observed, that where, by en

deavour or accident, he had remarkably excelled,

he was seldom invited a second time.

He now returned to Bassora, wearied and

disgusted, but confident of resuming his former

rank, and reveling again in satiety of praise.

But he who had been neglected at Tauris, was
not much regarded at Bassora; he was con

sidered as a fugitive, who returned only because

he could live in no other place ; his companions
found that they had formerly over-rated his abili

ties, and he lived long without notice or esteem.

No. 76.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 29, 1759.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

I WAS much pleased with your ridic^ule_of_thjase
shallow critics, whose, judgment,^ thoug^jatn

rlgKtr~tt3~~faY~ as it goes, yet reaches only to jm- ..

ferior beauties, and who, unable to comprebjind
the whole, judge only by parts, and from thence

determine the merit of extensive works. But

there is another kind of critic still worse, who /

judges by narrow rules, and those too often /

false, and which, though they should be true,
|

and founded on nature, will lead him but a very J

little way toward the just estimation of the I

sublime beauties in works of genius; for what--*

ever part of an art can be executed or criticised

by rules, that part is no longer the work of

jenius^jadbich implieg ^fllegca -i>Bj._oftha
reach of rules. For my own part I profess n

m-yself an Idler, and love to give my judgment, I

such as it is, from xay immediate perceptions I

without much fatigue of thinking : and I am of *

opinion, that if a man has not those perceptions

right, it will be vain for him to endeavour to
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oupply their place by rules, which may enable

him to talk more learnedly, but not to distin

guish more acutely. Another reason which
has lessened my affection for the study of criti

cism is, that critics, so jar-as I -ha^e.jQh&fir.ye.d,

debar themselves from receiving any pleasure

from the politej,rtSjat_the same time tKaT'ffiey

profess to love and admire them : for these

rules, being always uppermost, give them such

a propensity to criticise, that instead of giving

up the reins of their imagination into their

author's hands, their frigid minds are employed
in examining whether the performance be ac

cording to the rules of art.

To those who are resolved to be critics in

spite of nature, and at the same time have no

great disposition to much reading and study, I

would recommend to them to assume the char

acter of connoisseur, which may be purchased
at a much cheaper rate than that of a critic

/in poetry. The remembrance of a few names

|
of painters, with their general characters, with

Sa few rules of the academy, which they may
ipick up among the painters, will go a great way
Towards making a very notable connoisseur.

With a gentleman of this cast, I visited last

week the Cartoons at Hampton-court ; he was

just returned from Italy, a connoisseur of

course, and of course his mouth full of nothing,
but the grace of Raffaelle, the purity of Domi-

nichino, the learning of Poussin, and the air of

Guido, the greatness of taste of the Carrachis,

and the sublimity and grand contorno of Michael

Angelo ; with all the rest of the cant of criti

cism, which he emitted with that volubility
which generally those orators have who annex
no ideas to their words.

As we were passing through the rooms, in

our way to the gallery, I made him observe a

whole length of Charles the First, by Vandyke,
as a perfect representation of the character as

well as the figure of the man. He agreed it

was very fine, but it wanted spirit and contrast,

and had not the flowing line, without which a

figure could not possibly be graceful. When
we entered the gallery, I thought I could per
ceive him recollecting his rules by which he

was to criticise Raffaelle. I shall pass over his

observation of the boots being too little, and

other criticisms of that kind, till we arrived at

St. Paul preaching.
" This," says he,

" is

esteemed the most excellent of all the cartoons
;

what nobleness, what dignity there is in that

figure of St. Paul ! and yet what an addition

to that nobleness could Raffaelle have given,

had the art of contrast been known in his time !

but, above all, the flowing line, which consti

tutes grace and beauty ! You would not have

then seen an upright figure standing equally on

both legs, and both hands stretched forward in

the same direction, and his drapery, to all ap

pearance, without the least art of disposition."

The following picture is the Charge to Peter.
"
Here," says he, "are twelve upright figures;

what a pity it is that Raffaelle was not ac

quainted with the pyramidal principle ! He
would then have contrived the figures in the

middle to have been on higher ground, or the

figures at the extremities stooping or lying,

which would not only have formed the group
into the shape of a pyramid, but likewise con

trasted the standing figures. Indeed," added

he,
" I have often lamented that so great a

genius as Raffaelle had not lived in this enlight-

jened age, since the art has been reduced to prin-

biples, and had had his education in one of the

ijnodern academies ; what glorious works might
ike then have expected from his divine pencil !"

I shall trouble you no longer with my
friend's observations, which, I suppose, you are

now able to continue by yourself. It is curious

to observe, that, at the same time that great ad

miration is pretended for a name of fixed re

putation, objections are raised against those very

qualities by which that great name was ac

quired.
Those critics are continually lamenting that

Raffaelle had not the colouring and harmony
of Rubens, or the light and shadow of Rem-
brant, without considering how much the gay

harmony of the former, and affectation of the lat

ter, would take from the dignity of Raffaelle ;

and yet Rubens had great harmony, and Rem-
brant understood light and shadow ; but what

may be an excellence in a lower class of paint

ing, becomes a blemish in a higher; as the

quick, sprightly turn, which is the life and

beauty of epigrammatic compositions, would
but ill suit with the majesty of heroic poetry.

(
. To conclude ; I would not be thought to in

fer from any thing that has been said, that rules

|ire absolutely unnecessary; but to censure

(scrupulosity, a servile attention to minute ex-

Jactness, which is sometimes inconsistent with

higher excellency, and is lost in the blaze of

jexpanded genius.

I do not know whether you will think paint

ing a general subject. By inserting this letter,

perhaps, you will incur the censure a man
would deserve, whose business being to enter

tain a whole room, should turn his back to the

company, and talk to a particular person.

I am, Sir, &c.

No. 77.] SATURDAY, OCT. 6, 1759.

EASY poetry is universally admired ;
but I know

not whether any rule has yet been fixed, by
which it may be decided when poetry can be

properly called easy. Horace has told us, that

it is such as "
every reader hopes to equal, but
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after long labour finds unattainable." This is

a very loose description, in which only the effect

is noted
;
the qualities which produce this effect

remain to be investigated.

Easy poetry is that in which natural thoughts

are expressed without violence to the language.

The discriminating character of ease consists

principally in the diction ;
for all true poetry

requires that the sentiments be natural. Lan.

guage suffers violence by harsh or by daring

figures, by transposition, by unusual accepta

tions of words, and by any license which woul(

be avoided by a writer of prose. Where an

artifice appears in the construction of the verse,

that verse is no longer easy. Any epithet which

can be ejected without diminution of the sense, !

any curious iteration of the same word, and all

unusual, though not ungrammatical structure of

speech, destroy the grace of easy poetry.

The first lines of Pope's Iliad afford examples ,

of many licenses which an easy writer must, de-

cline :

Achilles' wrath, to Greece the direful spring
Of woes unnumber'd heavenly goddess sing,

The wrath which hurl'd to Pluto's gloomy reign

The souls of mighty chiefs untimely slain.

In the first couplet the language is distorted

by inversions, clogged with superfluities, and

clouded by a harsh metaphor ; and in the second

there are two words used in an uncommon

sense, and two epithets inserted only to length

en the line ;
all these practices may in a long

work easily be pardoned, but they always pro
duce some degree of obscurity and ruggedness.

Easy poetry has been so long excluded by am
bition of ornament, and luxuriance of imagery,
that its nature seems now to be forgotten. Affecta

tion, however opposite to ease, is sometimes mis.

taken for it : and those who aspire to gentle ele

gance, collect female phrases and fashionable bar

barisms, and imagine that style to be easy whicl

custom has made familiar. Such was the ide;

f the poet who wrote the following verses to a

countess cutting paper :

Pallas grew vap'rish once and odd,
She would not do the least right thing

Either for goddess or for god,
Nor work, nor play, nor paint, nor sing.

Jove frowned, and "
Use," he cried,

" those eyes
So skilful, and those hands so taper ;

Do something exquisite and wise."-^

She bow'd, obe-y'd him, and cut paper.

This vexing him who gave her birth,

Thought by all heaven a burning shame,
What does she next, but bids on earth

Her Burlington do just the same I

Pallas, you give yourself strange airs ;

But sure you'll find it hard to spoil
The sense and taste of one that bears

The name of Saville and of Boyle.

Alas ! oue bad example shown,
How quickly all the sex pursue !

See, Madam! see the arts o'erthrown

Between John Overton and you.

It is the prerogative of easy poetry to be un

derstood as long as the language lasts; but modes

of speech, which owe their prevalence only to

modish folly, or to the eminence of those that

use them, die away with therr inventors, and

their meaning, in a few years, is no longer

known.

Easy poetry is commonly sought in petty com- f

positions upon minute subjects ;
but ease, though/

it excludes pomp, will admit greatness. Many!
lines in Cato's soliloquy are at once easy and

sublime :

The divinity that stirs within us ;

Tis heaven itself that points out an hereafter,

And intimates eternity to man.
If there is a power above us,

And that there is all nature cries aloud

Thro' all her works, he must delight in virtue,

And that which he delights in must be happy.

Nor is ease more contrary to wit than to sub

limity : the celebrated stanza of Cowley, on a

I
lady elaborately dressed, loses nothing of its

i

freedom by the spirit of the sentiment :

Th' adorning thee with so much art

Is but a barbarous skill,

'Tis like the pois'ning of a dart,

Too apt before to kill.

Cowley seems to have possessed the power of

writing easily beyond any other of our poets ;

yet his pursuit of remote thoughts led him often

into harshness of expression. Waller often at

tempted, but seldom attained it ;
for he is too

frequently driven into transpositions. The poets,

from the time of Dryden, have gradually ad

vanced in embellishment, and consequently de

parted from simplicity and ease.

To require from any author many pieces of

easy poetry, would be, indeed, to oppress him

with too hard a task. It is less difficult to write .

a volume of lines swelled with epithets, bright-
j

ened by figures, and stiffened by transpositions, i

than to produce a few couplets graced only by
naked elegance and simple purity, which re

quires so much care and skill, that I doubt whe
ther any of our authors have yet been able, for

j

twenty lines together, nicely to observe the true?'

definition of easy poetry.

No. 78.] SATURDAY, OCT. 13, 1759.

I HAVE passed the summer in one of those

places to wnich a mineral spring gives the idle
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and luxurious an annual reaon for resorting,

whenever they fancy themselves offended by the

heat of London. What is the true motive of

this periodical assembly I have never yet been

able to discover. The greater part of the visi

tants neither feel diseases nor fear them. What

pleasure can he expected, more than the variety
of the journey, I know not, for the numbers are

too great for privacy, and too small for diver

sion. As each is known to be a spy upon the

rest, they all live in continual restraint; and

having but a narrow range for censure, they

gratify its cravings by preying on one another.

But every condition has some advantages. In

this confinement a smaller circle affords oppor
tunities for more exact observation. The glass

that magnifies its object contracts the sight to a

point ; and the mind must be fixed upon a single

character to remark its minute peculiarities. The

quality or habit which passes unobserved in the

tumult of successive multitudes, becomes con

spicuous when it is offered to the notice day
after day ; and perhaps I have, without any
distinct notice, seen thousands, like my late

companions ;
for when the scene can be varied

at pleasure, a slight disgust turns us aside

before a deep impression can be made upon the

mind.

There was a select set, supposed to be distin

guished by superiority of intellects, who always

passed the evening together. To be admitted

to their conversation was the highest honour

of the place; many youths aspired to distinc

tion, by pretending to occasional invitations !

and the ladies were often wishing to be men,
that they might partake the pleasures of learned

(society.

I know not whether by merit or destiny, I

was, soon after my arrival, admitted to this en

vied party, which I frequented till I had learn

ed the art by which each endeavoured to sup

port his character.

Tom Steady was a vehement assertor of un-

controverted truth ; and by keeping himself out

of the reach of contradiction had acquired all

the confidence which the consciousness of ir

resistible abilities could have given. I was
once mentioning a man of eminence, and after

having recounted his virtues, endeavoured to

represent him fully, by mentioning his faults.

"
Sir," said Mr. Steady,

" that he has faults I

can easily believe, for who is without them?
No man, Sir, is now alive, among the in

numerable multitudes that swarm upon the

earth, however wise, or however good, who
has not, in some degree, his failings and his

faults. If there be any man faultless, bring
him forth into public view, show him openly,
and let him be known ; but I will venture to

affirm, and, till the contrary be plainly shown,
shall always maintain, that no such man is to

be found. Tell not me, Sir, of impeccability

and perfection ; such talk is for those that are

strangers in the world ; I have seon several na

tions, and conversed with all ranks of people ; ]

have known the great and the mean, the learned

and the ignorant, the old and the young, the

clerical and the lay ; but I have never found a

man without a fault ; and I suppose shall die in

the opinion, that to be human is to be frail."

To all this nothing could be opposed. I list

ened with a hanging head : Mr. Steady looked

round on the hearers with triumph, and saw

every eye congratulating his victory; he de

parted, and spent the next morning in following
those who retired from the company, and tell

ing them, with injunctions of secresy, how
poor Sprightly began to take liberties with men
wiser than himself

; but that he suppressed him

by a decisive argument, which put him totally

to silence.

Dick Snug is a man of sly remark and pithy
sententiousness ; he never immerges himself in

the stream of conversation, but lies to catch his

companions in the eddy : he is often very suc

cessful in breaking narratives, and confounding

eloquence. A gentleman, giving the history of

one of his acquaintance, made mention of a

lady that had many lovers: " Then," said

Dick,
" she was either handsome or rich."

This observation being well received, Dick

watched the progress of the tale ; and hearing
of a man lost in a shipwreck, remarked, that
" no man was ever drowned upon dry land."

Will Startle is a man of exquisite sensibility,

whose delicacy of frame, and quickness of dis

cernment, subject him to impressions from the

slightest causes ; and who, therefore, passes his

life between rapture and horror, in quiverings
of delight, or convulsions of disgust. His emo
tions are too violent for many words ; his

thoughts are always discovered by exclamations.
"

Vile, odious, horrid, detestable," and "sweet,

charming, delightful, astonishing," compose al

most his whole vocabulary, which he utters

with various contortions and gesticulations, not

easily related or described.

Jack Solid is a man of much reading, who
utters nothing but quotations ; but having

been, I suppose, too confident of his memory,
he has for some time neglected his books, and

his stock grows every day more scanty. Mr.
Solid has found an opportunity every night to

repeat, from Hudibras,

Doubtless the pleasure is as gre*at

Of being cheated, as to cheat ;

and from Waller,

Poets lose half the praise they would have got,

Were it but known what they discretely blot.

Dick Misty is a man of deep research, and

forcible penetration. Others are content with

superficial appearances: but Dick holds, that
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there is no effect without a cause, and values

himself upon his power of explaining the diffi

culty, and displaying the abstruse. Upon a dis

pute among us, which of two young strangers

was more beautiful,
" You," says Mr. Misty,

turning to me, " like Amaranthia better than

Chloris. I do not wonder at the preference, for

the cause is evident ; there is in man a percep

tion of harmony, and a sensibility of perfection,

which touches the finer fibres of the mental tex

ture ;
and before reason can descend from her

throne, to pass her sentence upon the things

compared, drives us towards the object propor

tioned to our faculties, by an impulse gentle, yet

irresistible ;
for the harmonic system of the uni

verse, and the reciprocal magnetism of similar

natures, are always operating towards confor

mity and union ;
nor can the powers of the soul

cease from agitation, till they find something on

which they can repose." To this nothing was

opposed ;
and Amaranthia was acknowledged to

xcel Chloris,

Of the rest you may expect an account from,

Sir, yours,
ROBIK SPRITELY.

No. 79.] SATURDAY, OCT. 20, 1759.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

YOUR acceptance of a former letter on painting,

gives me encouragement to offer a few more

sketches on the same subject.

Amongst the painters and the writers on paint

ing, there is one maxim universally admitted,

and continually inculcated. Imitate nature is

the invariable rule ; but I know none Avho have

xplained in what manner this rule is to be un
derstood ;

the consequence of which is, that

every one takes it in the most obvious sense,

that objects are represented naturally when

they have such relief that they seem real. It

may appear strange, perhaps, to hear this sense

of the rule disputed ; but it must be considered,

that, if the excellence of a painter consisted only
in this kind of imitation, painting must lose its

rank, and be no longer considered as g ].iberal

art, and sister to poetry, this imitqiior* being,

merely mechanical, in which the slojp-es/t intelkct

is always sure to succeed best; ftr ttie pairffer of

genius cannot stoop to drudgtry., in which the

understanding has no part ; a^vl what pretence
has the art to claim kin" ..oetry, but by
its' powers over the imp;'; vxtftfef? To this power
the painter of g&th' 'drfe^-i his aim; in this

sense he studied -:

vt
:ir^, -.yflVl often arrives at his

end even-foyifcrtrttg unnatural in the confined

The grand style of painting requires this mi-

nute attention to be carefully avoided, and must

be kept as separate from it as the style of poetry
from that of history. Poetical ornaments de

stroy that air of truth and plainness which

ought to characterise history ; but the very being

of poetry consists in departing from this plain

narration, and adopting every ornament that will

warm the imagination. To desire to see the

excellencies of each style united, to mingle the

Dutch with the Italian school, is to join con

trarieties which cannot subsist together, and

which destroy the efficacy of each other. The
Italian attends only to the invariable, the great

and general ideas which are fixed and inherent

in universal nature ; the Dutch, on the con

trary, to literal truth, and a minute exactness

in the detail, as I may say of nature modified by
accident. The attention to these petty peculi

arities is the very cause of this naturalness, so

much admired in the Dutch pictures, which, if

we suppose it to be a beauty, is certainly of a

lower order, which ought to give place to a

beauty of a superior kind, since one cannot be

obtained but by departing from the other.

Ifmy opinion was asked concerning the works,

of Michael Angelo, whether they would receive

any advantage from possessing this mechanical

merit, I should not scruple to say they'would
not only receive no advantage, but would lose.,

in a great measure, the effect which they now
have on every mind susceptible of great and

noble ideas. His works may be said to be all

genius and soul ; and why should they be load

ed with heavy matter, which can only counter

act his purpose by retarding the progress of the

imagination ?

If this opinion should be thought one of the

wild extravagancies of enthusiasm, I shall only

say, that those who censure it are not conver

sant in the works of the great masters. It is

very difficult to determine the exact degree of

enthusiasm that the arts of painting and poetry

may admit. There may perhaps be too great an

indulgence, as well as too great a restraint of

imaginution ; and if the one produces incoherent

monsters, the other produces what is full as bad,

lifeless insipidity. An intimate knowledge of

the passions, and good sense, but not common
sense, must at last determine its limits. It has

been thought, and I believe with reason, that
' Michael Angelo sometimes transgressed those

limits ;
and 1 think I have seen figures of him

of which it was very difficult to determine whe
ther they were in the highest degree sublime or

extremely ridiculous. Such faults may be said

to be the ebullitions ofgenius ;
but at least he had

this merit, that he never was insipid, and what

ever passion his works may excite, they will

always escape contempt.
What I have had under consideration Is the

sublimest style, particularly that of Michael

2F
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\

Angelo, the Homer of painting. Other kinds

may admit of this naturalness, which of the

.owest kind is the chief merit ;
but in painting,

as in poetry, the highest style has the least of

common nature.

One may very safely recommend a little more

enthusiasm to the modern painters : too much is

certainly not the vice of the present age. The

Italians seem to have heen continually declining

in this respect from the time of Michael Angelo
to that of Carlo Maratti, and from thence to

the very bathos of insipidity to which they are

iiow sunk ; so that there is no need of remark

ing, that where I mentioned the Italian painters
in opposition to the Dutch, I mean not the mod

erns, but the heads of the old Roman and Bol-

ognian schools ; nor did I mean to include in

my idea of an Italian painter, the Venetian

school, which may be said to be the Dutch part
of the Italian genius. I have only to add a

word of advice to the painters, that however

excellent they may be in painting naturally,

they would not flatter themselves very much

upon it ; and to the connoisseurs, that when

they see a cat or fiddle painted so finely, that as

the phrase is,
" It looks as if you could take it

up," they would not for that reason immediate-

ly^ompare the painter to Kaifaelle and Michael

Angelo.

.

No." 80.] SATURDAY, OCT. 27, 1759.

THAT every day has its pains and sorrows is

universally experienced, and almost universally

confessed ; but let us not attend only to mourn
ful truths ; if we look impartially about us,

we shall find that every day has likewise its

pleasures and its joys. \
The time is now come whes the town is again

beginning to be full, and the rusticated beauty
sees an end of her banishment. Those whom
the tyranny of fashion had condemned to pass

the summer among shades and brooks, ^are now

preparing to return to plays, balls, and assem

blies, with health restored by retirement, *nd

spirits kindled by expectation.

Many a mind, which has languished some

months without emotion or desire, now feels a

sudden renovation of its faculties. It was long

ago observed by Pythagoras, that ability and

necessity dwell near each other. She that

wandered in the garden without sense of its fra

grance, and lay day after day stretched upon a

couch behind a green curtain, unwilling to wake

and unable to sleep, now summons her thoughts
to consider which of her last year's clothes shall

be seen again, and to anticipate the raptures of

a new suit ; the day and the night are now tilled

with occupation ; the laces, which were too fine

to be worn among rustics, are taken from the

boxes, and reviewed, and the eye is no sooner

closed after its labours, than whole shops of silk

busy the fancy.
But happiness is nothing if it is not known,

and very little if it is not envied. Before the day
of departure a week is always appropriated to

the payment and reception of ceremonial visits,

at which nothing can be mentioned but the de

lights of London. The lady who is hastening
to the scene of action, flutters her wings, dis

plays her prospect of felicity, tells how she

grudges every moment of delay, and, in the pre

sence of those whom she knows condemned to

stay at home, is sure to wonder by what arts

life can be made supportable through a winter

in the country, and to tell how often, amidst

the ecstacies of an opera, she shall pity those

friends whom she has left behind. Her hope
of giving pain is seldom disappointed : the af

fected indifference of one, the faint congratula

tions of another, the wishes of some openly con

fessed, and the silent dejection of the rest, all

exalt her opinion of her own superiority.

But, however we may labour for our own

deception, truth, though unwelcome, will some

times intrude upon the mind. They who have

already enjoyed the crowds and noise of the

great city, know that their desire to return is lit

tle more than the restlessness of a vacant mind,

that they are not so much led by hope as driven

by disgust, and wish rather to leave the country

than to see the town. There is commonly in

every coach a passenger enwrapped in silent ex

pectation, whose joy is more sincere, and whose

hopes are more exalted. The virgin whom the

last summer released from her governess, and

who is now going between her mother and her

aunt to try the fortune of her wit and beauty,

suspects no fallacy in the gay representation.

She believes herself passing into another world,

and images London as an Elysian region, where

every hour has its proper pleasure, where no

thing is seen but the blaze of wealth, and no

thing heard but merriment and flattery ;
where

the morning always rises on a show, and the

evening closes on a ball ;
where the eyes

are used only to sparkle, and the feet only to

dance.

Ker aunt and her mother amuse themselves

on tl.ie road, with telling her of dangers to be

dreaded, and cautions to be observed. She hears

them as they heard their predecessors, with in

credulity oircflUWPt. She sees that tbe7 nave

ventured anfl Xefti*g64;
and one of the pleasures

which she-?f|ro|iKA s jfcw'self is, to detect their

falsehoods, ai^j^^fBgLfrom their admoni

tions, uiij

We are inclined i *ise whom we do

not know, because fl%0<& ^'fe&CT deceived un .

The fair adventurer ma ' listen to the

Idler, whom she cannot s ;&*< of' rivalry or
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malice; yet he scarcely expects to be credited

wnen he tells her, that her expectations will

likewise end in disappointment.

The uniform necessities of human nature

produce in a great measure uniformity of life,

and for part of the day make one place like an

other ; to dress and undress, to eat and to sleep,

are the same in London as in the country. The

supernumerary hours have indeed a greater

variety both of pleasure and of pain. The

stranger, gazed on by multitudes at her first ap

pearance in the Park, is perhaps on the highest
summit of female happiness : but how great is

the anguish when the novelty of another face

draws her worshippers away ! The heart may
leap for a time under a fine gown ; but the

sight of a gown yet finer puts an end to rapture.

In the first row at an opera, two hours may be

happily passed in listening to the music on the

stage, and watching the glances of the company ;

but how will the night end in despondency when
she that imagined herself the sovereign of the

place, sees lords contending to lead Iris to her

chair ! There is little pleasure in conversation

to her whose wit is regarded but in the second

place ; and who can dance with ease or spirit

that sees Amaryllis led out before her? She

that fancied nothing but a succession of pleas

ures, will find herself engaged without design
in numberless competitions, and mortified with

out provocation with numberless afflictions.

But I do not mean to extinguish that ardour

which I wish to moderate, or to discourage
those whom I am endeavouring to restrain.

To know the world is necessary, since we are

born for the help of one another ; and to know
it early is convenient, if it be only that we may
learn early to despise it. She that brings to

London a mind well prepared for improvement,

though she misses her hope of uninterrupted

happiness, will gain in return an opportunity of

adding knowledge to vivacity, and enlarging in

nocence to virtue.

No. 81.] SATURDAY, Nov. 3, 1759.

As the English army was passing towards

Quebec, along a soft savanna between a moun
tain and a lake, one of the petty chiefs of the

inland regions stood upon a rock surrounded by
his clan, and from behind the shelter of the

bushes contemplated the art and regularity of

European war. It was evening, the tents were

pitched: he observed the security with which
the troops rested in the night, and the order

with which the march was renewed in the

morning. He continued to pursue them with
his eye till they could be seen no longer, and
then stood for some time silent and pensive.

! Then turning to his followers,
" My child

ren," said he,
" 1 have often heard from men

j

hoary with long life, that there was a time,

when our ancestors were absolute lords of the

woods, the meadows, and the lakes, wherever
the eye can reach, or the foot can pass. They
fished and hunted, feasted and danced, and,
when they were weary lay down under the

first thicket, without danger, and without fear.

! They changed their habitations as the season*

|

required, convenience prompted, or curiosity
allured them ; and sometimes gathered the fruits

of the mountain, and sometimes sported in ca

noes along the coast.
" Many years and ages are supposed to have

been thus passed in plenty and security ; when,
at last, u new race of men entered our country
from the great ocean. They inclosed themselves
in habitations of stone, which our ancestors

could neither enter by violence, nor destroy by
fire. They issued from those fastnesses, some

times, covered like the armadillo with shells,

from which the lance rebounded on the striker,

and sometimes carried by mighty beasts which
had never been seen in our vales or forests, of

such strength and swiftness, that flight and op

position were vain alike. Those invaders

ranged over the continent, slaughtering in their

rage those that resisted, and those that sub

mitted, in their mirth. Of those that remain

ed, some were buried in caverns, and condemned
to dig metals for their masters ; some were em
ployed in tilling the ground, of which foreign

tyrants devour the produce; and, when the

sword and the mines have destroyed the natives,

they supply their place by human beings of an
other colour, brought from some distant country
to perish here under toil and torture.
" Some there are who boast their humanity,

and content themselves to seize our chaces and

fisheries, who drive us from every track of

ground where fertility and pleasantness invite

them to settle, and make no war upon us ex

cept when we intrude upon our own lands.
" Others pretend to have purchased a right of

residence and tyranny ; but surely the insolence

of such bargains is more offensive than the

avowed arid open dominion of force. What re

ward can induce the possessor of a country to

admit a stranger more powerful than himself:

Fraud or terror must operate in such contracts ;

either they promised protection which they never

have afforded, or instruction which they never

imparted. We hoped to be secured by their

favour from some other evil, or to learn the

arts of Europe, by which we might be able to

secure ourselves. Their power they never have

exerted in our defence, and their arts they have

studiously concealed from us. Their treaties

are only to deceive, and their traffic only to de

fraud us. They have a written law among
them, of which they boast as derived from Him
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who made the earth and sea, and by which they

profess to believe that man will be made happy
when life shall forsake him. Why is not this

Jaw communicated to us ? It is concealed be

cause it is violated. For how can they preach

it to an Indian nation, when I am told that one

of its first precepts forbids them to do to others

what they would not that others should do to

them?
" But the time perhaps is now approaching

when the pride of usurpation shall be crushed,

and the cruelties of invasion shall be revenged.

The sons of rapacity have now drawn their

swords upon each other, and referred their

claims to the decision of war ; let us look uncon

cerned upon the slaughter, and remember that

the death of every European delivers the coun

try from a tyrant and a robber ;
for what is the

claim of either nation, but the claim of the vul

ture to the leveret, of the tiger to the fawn? Let

them then continue to dispute their title to re

gions which they cannot people, to purchase by

danger and blood the empty dignity of dominion

over mountains which they will never climb,

and rivers which they will never pass. Let us

endeavour in the mean time, to learn their dis

cipline, and to forge their weapons ; and, when

they shall be weakened with mutual slaughter,

let us rush down upon them, force their remains

to take shelter in their ships, and reign once

iS.fcre in our native country."

'No. 82.] SATURDAY, Nov. 10, 1759.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

DISCOURSING in my last letter on the different

practice of the Italian and Dutch painters, I ob

served, that " the Italian painter attends only
to the invariable, the great and general ideas

which are fixed and inherent in universal na

ture."

I was led into the subject of this letter by en

deavouring to fix the original cause of this con

duct of the Italian masters. If it can be proved
that by this choice they selected the most beauti

ful part of the creation, it will show how much
their principles are founded on reason, and, at

the same time, discover the origin of our ideas

of beauty.
I suppose it will be easily granted, that no

man can judge whether any animal be beautiful

in its kind, or deformed, who has seen only one

of that species ; that is as conclusive in regard
to the human figure ; so that if a. man, born

blind, was to recover his sight, and the most

beautiful woman was brought before him, he

wild not determine whether she was handsome

or not ; nor, if the most beautiful ar.d most de

formed were produced, could he any better de

termine to which he should give the preference,

having seen only those two. To__djs>tinuish

beauty, tLcn, implies the having seen many in

dividuals of that species. If it is a^ked, how is

more skill acquired by the observation of great
er numbers ? I answer, that, in consequence of

having seen many, the power is acquired, even

without seeking after it, of distinguishing be

tween accidental blemishes and excrescences

which are continually varying the surface of

Nature's works, and the invariable general form
which nature most frequently produces, and al

ways seems to intend in her productions.
Thus amongst the blades of grass or leaves of

the same tree, though no two can be found ex

actly alike, yet the general form is invariable :

a naturalist, before he chose one as a sample,
would examine many, since, if he took the first

that occurred, it might have, by accident, or

otherwise, such a form as that it would scarcely
be known to belong to that species ; he_selgts,
as the painter does, the most beautiful, that is,

the most general form of nature.

Every species of the animal as well as the ve

getable creation may be said to have a fixed or

determinate form towards which nature is con

tinually inclining, like various lines terminating
in the centre ; or it may be compared to pendu
lums vibrating in different directions over one
central point, and as they all cross the centre,

though only one passes through any other point,
so it will be found that perfect beauty is oftener

produced hyjiature_jthaii_deformity ; I do not

mean than deformity in general, but than any
one kind of deformity. To instance in a parti
cular part of a feature : the line that forms the

ridge of the nose is beautiful when it is straight ;

this then is the central form, which is oftener

found than either concave, convex, or any other

Tirregular form that shall be proposed. As we
lare then more accustoraed to beauty than defor-

;mity, we may conclude that to be the reason

',why we approve and admire it, as we approve
fexnd admire customs, and fashions of dress for

no other reason than that we are used to them,
so that though habit and custom cannot be said

to be the cause of beauty, it is certainly the cause

of our liking it ; and I have no doubt but that,

if we were more used to deformity than beauty,

deformity would then lose the idea now annex

ed to it] and take that of beauty; as, if the

whole world should agree that yes and no

shoidd change their meanings, yes would then

deny, and no would affirm.

Whoever undertakes to proceed farther in this

argument, and endeavours to fix a general crite

rion of beauty respecting different species, or to

show why one species is more beautiful than

another, it will be required from him first to

prove that one species is more beautiful tliaa
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another. That we prefer one to the other, and

with very good reason, will be readily granted ;

but it does not follow from thence that we think

it a more beautiful form ; for we have no cri

terion of form by which to determine our judg
ment. He who says a swan is more beautiful)

than a dove, means little more than that he has/

more pleasure in seeing a swan than a dovej

either from the stateliness of its motions, or its

being a more rare bird ;
and he who gives the

preference to the dove, does it from some associa

tion of ideas of innocence that he always ann
es to the dove ; but if he pretends to defend the

preference he gives to one or the other by endea

vouring to prove that this more beautiful form

proceeds from a particular gradation of magni
tude, undulation of a curve, or direction of a line,

or whatever other conceit of his imagination he

shall fix on as a criterion of form, he will be

continually contradicting himself, and find at

last that the great mother of nature will not be

subjected to such narrow rules. Among the

various reasons why we prefer one part of her

works to another, the most general, I believe,

is habit and custom ; custom makes, in a certain

sense, white black, and black white ! it is cus

tom alone determines our preference of the col

our of the Europeans to the ^Ethiopians ; and

they, for the same reason, prefer their own col

our to ours. I suppose nobody will doubt, if

one of their painters were to paint the goddess of

beauty, but that he would represent her black,
with thick lips, flat nose, and woolly hair ; and,
it seems tome, he would act very unnaturally if

he did not
;
for by what criterion will any one

dispute the propriety of his idea ? We, indeed,

say, that the form and colour of the European
is preferable to that of the ^Ethiopian ; but I

know of no reason we have for it, but that we
are more accustomed to it. It is absurd to say
that beauty is possessed of attractive powers,
which irresistibly seize the corresponding mind
with love and admiration, since that argument
is equally conclusive in the favour of the white
id the black philosopher.
The black and white nations must, in respect

of beauty, be considered as of different kinds,
at least a different species of the same kind;
from one of which to the other, as I observed,
no inference can be drawn.

Novelty is said to be one of the causes of

beauty : that novelty ia a very sufficient reason

whywe should admire, is not denied
; but because

it is uncommon, is it therefore beautiful ? The
oeauty that is produced by colour, as when we
prefer one bird to another, though of the same
form, on account of its colour, has nothing to do
with this argument, which reaches only to form.
I have here considered the word beauty as

being properly applied to form alone. There is

a necessity of fixing this confined sense ; for

there can be no argument if the sense of the

word is extended to every thing that is appioved,
A rose may as well be said to be beautiful be

cause it has a fine smell, as a bird because of its

colour. When we apply the word beauty, we
do not mean always by it a more beautiful form,
but something valuable on account of its rarity,

usefulness, colour, or any other property. A
horse is said to be a beautiful animal ; but, had
a horse as few good qualities as a tortoise, I d

not imagine that he would be then esteemed

beautiful.

A fitness to the end proposed, is said to be

another cause of beauty ; but supposing we were

proper judges of what form is the most proper
in an animal to constitute strength or swiftness,

we always determine concerning its beauty,
before we exert our understanding to judge ot

its fitness.

From what has been said, it may be inferred,

that the works of nature, if we compare one

species with another, are all equally beautiful ;

and that preference is given from custom, or
J

some association of ideas ;
and that, in creatures 1

of the same species, beauty is the medium or
f

centre of all various forms.

To conclude, then, by way of corollary; if it

has been proved, that the painter, by attending/
to the invariable and general ideas of nature/

produces beauty, he must, by regarding minuti

particularities and accidental discriminations!

deviate from the universal rule, and pollute hi|

canvass with deformity.

No. 83.] SATURDAY, Nov. 17, 1759.

TO THE IDLER.
SIR,

I SUPPOSE you have forgotten that many weeks

ago I promised to send you an account of my
companions at the Wells. You would not deny
me a place among the most faithful votaries of

idleness, if you knew how often I have recol

lected my engagement, and contented myself to

delay the performance for some reason which I

durst not examine because I knew it to be false
;

how often I have sat down to write and rejoiced

at interruption ;
and how often I have praised

the dignity of resolution, determined at night

to write in the morning, and deferred it in the

morning to the quiet hours of night.

I have at last begun what I have long wished

at an end, and find it more easy than I expect

ed to continue my narration.

Our assembly could boast no such constella

tion of intellects as Clarendon's band of associ

ates. We had among us no Selden, Falkland,
or Waller ; but we had men not less important
in their own eyes, though less distinguished by
the public ; and many a time have we lamented
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the partiality of mankind, and agreed that men
of the deepest inquiry sometimes let their dis

coveries die away in silence, that the most com

prehensive observers have seldom opportunities

of imparting their remarks, and that modest

merit passes in the crowd unknown and un
heeded.

One of the greatest men of the society was
Sim Scruple, who lives in a continual equipoise

of doubt, and is a constant enemy to confidence

and dogmatism. Sim's favourite topic of con

versation is, the narrowness of the human
mind, the fallaciousness of our senses, the pre
valence of early prejudice, and the uncertainty
of appearances. Sim has many doubts about the

nature of death, and is sometimes inclined to

believe that sensation may survive motion, and
that a dead man may feel though he cannot stir.

He has sometimes hinted that man might per

haps have been naturally a quadruped; and
thinks it would be very proper, that at the

Foundling Hospital some children should be

inclosed in an apartment in which the nurses

should be obliged to walk half upon four and
half upon two, that the younglings, being bred

without the prejudice of example, might have

no other guide than nature, and might at last

come forth into the world as genius should

direct, erect or prone, on two legs or on four.

The next in dignity of mien and fluency of

talk was Dick Wormwood, whose sole delight is,

to find every thing wrong. Dick never enters

a room but he shows that the door and the

chimney are ill-placed. He never walks into

the fields but he finds ground ploughed which
is fitter for pasture. He is always an enemy
to the present fashion. He holds that all the

beauty and virtue of women will soon be de

stroyed by the use of tea. He triumphs when
he talks on the present system of education, and
tells us with great vehemence, that we are

learning words when we should learn things.
He is of opinion that we suck in errors at the

nurse's breast, and thinks it extremely ridicu

lous that children should be taught to use the

right hand rather than the left.

Bob Sturdy considers it as a point of honour
to say again what he has once said, and wonders
how any man that has been known to alter his

opinion, can look his neighbours in the face.

Bob is the most formidable disputant of the

wholft company ; for, without troubling himself
to search for reasons, he tires his antagonist
with repeated affirmations. When Bob has been

attacked for an hour with all the powers of

eloquence and reason, and his position appears
to all but himself utterly untenable, he al

ways closes the debate with his first declara

tion, introduced by a stout preface of con

temptuous civility. "All this is very judi

cious; you may talk, Sir, as you please; but I

mil still say what I said at first." Bob deals

[

much in universals, which he has now obliged
us to let pass without exceptions. He lives on

j

an annuity, and holds that " there are as many
I

thieves as traders;" he is of loyalty unshaken,
and always maintains, that "he who sees

Jacobite sees a rascal."

Phil Gentle is an enemy to the rudeness of

contradiction and the turbulence of debate.

Phil has no notions of his own, and therefore

willingly catches from the last speaker such aa

he shall drop. This inflexibility of ignorance
is easily accommodated to any tenet ; his only
difficulty is, when the disputants grow zealous,
how to be of two contrary opinions at once. If

no appeal is made to his judgment, he has the

art of distributing his attention and his smil: j a

in such a manner, that each thinks him of his

own party; but if he is obliged to speak, ha

then observes that the question is difficult ; that

he never received so much pleasure from a de

bate before ; that neither of the controvertista

could have found his match in any other com

pany ; that Mr. Wormwood's assertion is very
well supported, and yet there is great force in

what Mr. Scruple advanced against it. By
this indefinite declaration both are commonly
satisfied; for he that has prevailed is in good
humour; and he that has felt his own weak
ness is very glad to have escaped so well.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

ROBIN SPRITELY.

No. 84.] SATURDAY, Nov. 24, 1759.

BIOGRAPHY is, of the various kind of narrative

writing, that which is most eagerly read, and
most easily applied to the purposes of life.

In romances, when the wide field of possibility
lies open to invention, the incidents may easily
be made more numerous, the vicissitudes more

sudden, and the events more wonderful; but

from the time of life when fancy begins to be

over-ruled by reason and corrected by experi

ence, the most artful tale raises little curiosity
when it is known to be false ; though it may,
perhaps, be sometimes read as a model of a neat

or elegant style, not for the sake of knowing
what it contains, but how it is written

;
or

those that are weary of themselves, may have

recourse to it as a pleasing dream, of which
when they awake, they voluntarily dismiss tht

images from their minds.

The examples and events of history, press, in -

deed, upon the mind with the weight of truth
;

but when they are reposited in the memory,
they are oftener employed for show than use,

and rather diversify conversation than regulate

life. Few are engaged in such scenes as give
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them opportunities of growing wiser by the

downfal of statesmen or the defeat of generals.

The stratagems of war, and the intrigues of

courts, are read by far the greater part of man
kind with the same indifference as the adven

tures of fabled heroes, or the revolutions of a fairy

region. Between falsehood and useless truth

t^iere is little difference. As gold which he can

not spend will make no man rich, so know

ledge which he cannot apply will make no man
wise.

The mischievous consequences of vice and

folly, of irregular desires and predominant pas

sions, are best discovered by those relations

which are levelled with the general surface of

life, which tell not how any man became great,

but how he was made happy ;
not how he lost

the fxrour of his prince, but how he became dis

contented with himself.

Those relations are therefore commonly of

most value in which the writer tells his own

story. He that recounts the life of another

commonly dwells most upon conspicuous events,

lessens the familiarity of his tale to increase its

dignity, shows his favourite at a distance deco

rated and magnified like the ancient actors in
j

their tragic dress, and endeavours to hide the

man that he may produce a hero.

But if it be true, which was said by a French

prince,
" That no man was a hero to the ser

vants of his chamber," it is equally true that

every man is yet less a hero to himself. He that

is most elevated above the crowd by the impor-
tanee of his employments, or the reputation of

his genius, feels himself affected by fame or bu
siness but as they influence his domestic life.

The high and low, as they have the same fa

culties and the same senses, have no less simili

tudes in their pains and pleasures. The sensa

tions are the same in all, though produced by

very different occasions. The prince feels the.

same pain when an invader seizes a province, as

the farmer when a thief drives away his cow.

Men thus equal in themselves will appear equal

in honest and impartial biography ; and those

whom fortune or nature place at the greatest

distance, may afford instruction to each other.

The writer of his own life has at least the first

qualification of an historian, the knowledge of

the truth ; and though it may be plausibly ob

jected that his temptations to disguise it are

equal to his opportunities of knowing it, yet I

cannot but think that impartiality may be ex

pected with equal confidence from him that re

lates the passages of his own life, as from him
that delivers the transactions of another.

Certainty of knowledge not only excludes mis

take, but fortifies veracity. What we collect

by conjecture, and by conjecture only can one

man judge of another's motives or sentiments,
is easily modified by fancy or by desire

; as ob

jects imperfectly discerned take forms from the

hope or fear of the beholder. But that

is fully known cannot be falsified but with io->

luctance of understanding, and alarm of con

science : of understanding, the lover of truth ;

of conscience, the sentinel of virtue.

He that writes the life of another is either hio

friend or his enemy, and wishes either to exalt

his praise or aggravate his infamy : many temp
tations to falsehood will occur in the disguise of

passions, too specious to fear much resistance.

Love of virtue will animate panegyric, and ha

tred of wickedness imbitter censure. The zeal of

gratitude, the ardour of patriotism, fondness for

an opinion, or fidelity to a party, may easily

overpower the vigilance of a mind habitually

well disposed, and prevail over unassisted and

unfriended veracity.

But he that speaks of himself has no motive

to falsehood or partiality except self-love, by
which all have so often been betrayed, that all

are on the watch against its artifices. He that

Avrites an apology for a single action, to confute

an accusation, to recommend himself to favour,

is indeed always to be suspected of favouring his

own cause
;
but he that sits down calmly and vo

luntarily to review his life for the admonition of

posterity, or to amuse himself, and leaves this

account unpublished, may be commonly pre
sumed to tell truth, since falsehood cannot ap

pease his own mind, and fame will not be heard

beneath the tomb.

No. 85.] SATURDAY, DEC. 1, 1759.

ONE of the peculiarities which distinguish the

present age is the multiplication of boots. Every
day brings new advertisements of literary un

dertakings, and we are flattered with repeated

promises of growing wise on easier terms than

our progenitors.
How much either happiness or knowledge is

advanced by this multitude of authors, it is not

very easy to decide.

He that teaches us any thing which we knew
not before, is undoubtedly to be reverenced as a

master.

He that conveys knowledge by more pleasing

ways, may very properly be loved as a benefac

tor; and he that supplies life with innocent

amusement, will be certainly caressed as a pleas

ing companion.
But few of those who fill the world with

books have any pretensions to the hope either of

pleasing or instructing. They have often no

other task than to lay two books before them,
out of which they compile a third, without any
new materials of their own, and with very little

application ofjudgment to those which former

authors have supplied.
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That all compilations are useless I do not as

sert. Particles of science are often very widely
scattered. Writers of extensive comprehension
have incidental remarks upon topics very re

mote from the principal subject, which are of

ten more valuable than formal treatises, and

which yet are not known because they are not

promised in the title. He that collects those

under proper heads is very laudably employed,
for though he exerts no great abilities in the

work, he facilitates the progress of others, and

by making that easy of attainment which is al

ready written, may give some mind, more vigo

rous or more adventurous than his own, leisure

for new thoughts and original designs.

But the collections poured lately from the

press have been seldom made at any great ex

pense of time or inquiry, and therefore only
serve to distract choice without supplying any
real want.

It is observed that " a corrupt society has

many laws:" I know not whether it is not

equally true, that " an ignorant age has many
books." When the treasures of ancient know

ledge lie unexamined, and original authors are

neglected and forgotten, compilers and plagi

aries are encouraged, who give us again what
we had before, and grow great by setting before

us what our own sloth had hidden from our

view.

Yet are not even these writers to be indiscri

minately censured and rejected. Truth like

beauty varies its fashions, and is best recom

mended by different dresses to different minds ;

and he that recalls the attention of mankind to

any part of learning which time has left behind

it, may be truly said to advance the literature of

his own age. As the manners of nations vary,
new topics of persuasion become necessary, and

new combinations of imagery are produced ;
and

he that can accommodate himself to the reign

ing taste, may always have readers who per

haps would not have looked upon better per

formances.

To exact of every man who writes, that he

should say something new, would be to reduce

authors to a small number
;
to oblige the most

fertile genius to say only what is new would be

to contract his volumes to a few pages. Yet,

surely, there ought to be some bounds to repe

tition ; libraries ought no more to be heaped
for ever with the same thoughts differently ex

pressed, than with the same books differently

decorated.

The good or evil which these secondary writ

ers produce, is seldom of any long duration. As

they owe their existence to change of fashion,

they commonly disappear when a new fashion

becomes prevalent. The authors that in any
nation last from age to age are very few, because

there are very few that have any other claim to

notice than that they cat;h hold on present curi

osity, and gratify some accidental desire, or ptv?

duce some temporary conveniency.
But however the writers of the day may des

pair of future fame, they ought at least to for

bear any present mischief. Though they ca-
not arrive at eminent heights of excellence, they
might keep themselves harmless. They might
take care to inform themselves before they at

tempt to inform others, and exert the little in

fluence which they have for honest purposes.
But such is the present state of our literature,

that the ancient sage, who thought
" a great book

a great evil," would now think the multitude of

books a multitude of evils. He would consider

a bulky writer who engrossed a year, and a
swarm of pamphleteers who stole each an hour,,

as equal wasters of human life, and would make
no other difference between them, than between
a beast of prey and a flight of locusts.

No. 86.] SATURDAY, DEC. 8, 1759.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

I AM a young lady newly married to a young
gentleman. Our fortune is large, our mind*
are vacant, our dispositions gay, our acquaint
ances numerous, and our relations splendid. We
considered that marriage, like life, has its youth ;

that the first year is the year of gayety and

revel, and resolved to see the shows and feel the

joys of London before the increase of our family
should confine us to domestic cares and domes

tic pleasures.

Little time was spent in preparation; the

coach was harnessed, and a few days brought
us to London, and we alighted at a lodging

provided for us by Miss Biddy Trifle, a maiden

niece of my husband's father, where we found

apartments on a second floor, which my cousin

told us would serve us till we could please our

selves with a more commodious and elegant ha

bitation, and which she had taken at a very high

price, because it was not worth the while ta

make a hard bargain for so short a time.

Here I intended to lie concealed till my new
clothes were made, and my new lodging hired y

but Miss Trifle had so industriously given no

tice of our arrival to all our acquaintance, that I

had the mortification next day of seeing the door

thronged with painted coaches and chairs with

coronets, and was obliged to receive all my hus

band's relations on a second floor.

Inconveniences are often balanced by some

advantage : the elevation of my apartments fur

nished a subject for conversation, which, with

out some such help, we should have been in
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danger of wanting. Lady Stately told us how

many years had passed since she climbed somany
steps. Miss Airy ran to the window, and

thought it charming to see the walkers so little

in the street; and Miss Gentle went to try the

ame experiment, and screamed to find herself

so far above the ground.

They all knew that we intended to remove,

and, therefore, all gave me advice about a pro

per choice. One street was recommended for

the purity of its air, another for its freedom

from noise, another for its nearness to the park,

another because there was but a step from it to

all places of diversion, and another, because

its inhabitants enjoyed at once the town and

country.
I had civility enough to hear every recom

mendation with a look of curiosity while it was

made, and of acquiesence when it was conclud

ed, but in my heart felt no other desire than to

be free from the disgrace of a second floor, and

cared little where 1 should fix if the apartments
were spacious and splendid.

Next day a chariot was hired, and Miss Trifle

was despatched to find a lodging. She returned

in the afternoon, with an account of a charming

place, to which my husband went in the morn

ing to make the contract. Being young and

unexperienced, he took with him his friend Ned

Quick, a gentleman of great skill in rooms and

furniture, who sees, at a single glance, whatever

there is to be commended or censured. Mr.

Quick, at the first view of the house, declared

that it could not be inhabited, for the sun in the

afternoon shone with full glare on the windows
of the dining room.

Miss Trifle went out again and soon discov

ered another lodging, which Mr. Quick went

to survey, and found, that, whenever the wind
should blow from the east, all the smoke of the

city would be driven upon it.

A magnificent set of rooms was then found in

one of the streets near Westminster- Bridge,
which Miss Trifle preferred to any which she

had yet seen ;
but Mr. Quick having mused

upon it for a time, concluded that it would be too

much exposed in the morning to the fogs that

rise from the river.

Thus Mr. Quick proceeded to give us every

day new testimonies of his taste and circumspec

tion; sometimes the street was too narrow for

a double range of coaches
; sometimes it was an

obscure place, not inhabited by persons of qual

ity. Some places were dirty, and some crowd

ed ; in some houses the furniture was ill-suited,

and in others the stairs were too narrow. He
had such fertility of objections that Miss Trifle

was at last tired, and desisted from all attempts
for our accommodation.

In the meantime I have still continued to see

my company on a second floor, and am asked

twenty times a day when I am to leave those

odious lodgings, in which I live tumultuously
without pleasure, and expensively without hon
our. My husband thinks so highly of Mr.

Quick, that he cannot be persuaded to remove

without his approbation ; and Mr. Quick thinko

his reputation raised by the multiplication of

difficulties.

In this distress to whom can I have recourse ?

I find my temper vitiated by daily disappoint

ment, by the sight of pleasure which I cannot

partake, and the possession of riches which I

cannot enjoy. Dear Mr. Idler, informmy hus

band that he is trifling away, in superfluous vex

ation, the few months which custom has appro

priated to delight ;
that matrimonial quarrels

are not easily reconciled between those that have

no children ; that wherever we settle he must al

ways find some inconvenience ; but nothing is so

much to be avoided as a perpetual state of in

quiry and suspense.
I am, Sir,

Your humble Servant,
PEGGY HEARTLESS.

No. 87.J SATURDAY, DEC. 15, 1759.

OF what we know not, we can only judge by
what we know. Every novelty appears more
wonderful as it is more remote from any thing
with which experience or testimony have hither

to acquainted us ; and if it passes farther beyond
the notions that we have been accustomed to

form, it becomes at last incredible.

We seldom consider that human knowledge
is very jnarrow, that national manners are

formed by chance, that uncommon conjunctures
of causes produce rare effects, or that what is

impossible at one time or place may yet happen
in another. It is always easier to deny than

to inquire. To refuse credit confers for a mo
ment an appearance of superiority, which every
little mind is tempted to assume when it may
be gained so cheaply as by withdrawing atten

tion from evidence, and declining the fatigue of

comparing probabilities. The most pertinacious

and vehement demonstrator may be wearied in

time by continual negation; and incredulity,

which an old poet, in his address to Raleigh,

calls "the wit of fools," obtunds the argument
which it cannot answer, as woolsacks deaden

arrows though they cannot repel them.

Many relations of travellers have been slight

ed as fabulous, till more frequent voyages have

confirmed their veracity ; and it may reasona

bly be imagined, that many ancient historians

are unjustly suspected of falsehood, because our

own times afford nothing that resembles wLat

they tell.

Had only the writers of antiquity informed

us that there was once a nation in which the
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wife lay down upon the burning pile, only to

mix her aches with those of her husband, we
should have thought it a tale to be told with

that of Endymion's commerce with the Moon.

Had only a single traveller related that many
nations of the earth were black, we should have

thought the accounts of the Negroes and of the

Phoenix equally credible. But of black men
the numbers are too great who are now repin

ing under English cruelty, and the custom of

voluntary cremation is not yet lost among the

ladies of India.

Few narratives will either to men or women

eppear more incredible than the histories of the

Amazons ; of female nations of whose constitu

tion it was the essential and fundamental law,

to exclude men from all participation either of

public affairs or domestic business ;
where fe

male armies marched under female captains, fe

male farmers gathered the harvest, female part

ners danced together, and female wits diverted

one another.

Yet several sages of antiquity have transmitted

accounts of the Amazons of Caucasus ; and of

the Amazons of America, who have given their

name to the greatest river in the world. Con-

damine lately found such memorials, as can be

expected among erratic and unlettered nations,

where events are recorded only by tradition,

and new swarms settling in the country from

time to time, confuse and efface all traces of

former times.

To die with husbands, or to live without

them, are the two extremes which the prudence
and moderation of European ladies have, in all

ages, equally declined ; they have never been

allured to death by the kindness or civility of

the politest nations, nor has the roughness and

brutality of more savage countries ever pro
voked them to doom their male associates to ir

revocable banishment. The Bohemian matrons

are said to have made one short struggle for

superiority, but instead of banishing the men,

they contented themselves with condemning
them to servile offices; and their constitution

thus left imperfect, was quickly overthrown.

There is, I think, no class of English women
from whom we are in any danger of Amazonian

usurpation. The old maids seem nearest to in

dependence, and most likely to be animated by

revenge against masculine authority ; they often

epeak of men with acrimonious vehemence, but

it is seldom found that they have any settled

hatred against them, and it is yet more rarely

observed that they have any kindness for each

other. They will not easily combine in any

plot; and if they should ever agree to retire and

fortify themselves in castles or in mountains,
the sentinel will betray the passes in spite, and

the garrison will capitulate upon easy terms, if

the beseigers have handsome sword knots, and
are well supplied with fringe and lace.

The gamesters, if they were united, wuubi

make a formidable body ;
and since they con

sider men only as beings that are to lose their

money, they might live together without any
wish for the officiousness of gallantry, or the

delights of diversified conversation. But as

nothing would hold them together but the hope
of plundering one another, their government
would fail from the defect of its principles, the

men would need only to neglect them, and they
would perish in a few weeks by a civil war.

I do not mean to censure the ladies of Eng
land as defective in knowledge or in spirit,

when I suppose them unlikely to revive the

military honours of their sex. The character

of the ancient Amazons was rather terrible than

lovely ; the hand could not be very delicate that

was only employed in drawing the bow and

brandishing the battle-axe; their power was
maintained by cruelty, their courage was de

formed by ferocity, and their example only
shows that men and women live best together.

No. 88.] SATURDAY, DEC. 22, 1759.

WHEN the philosophers of the last age were first

congregated into the Royal Society, great ex

pectations were raised of the sudden progress o*

useful arts ; the time was supposed to be near,
when engines should turn by a perpetual mo
tion, and health be secured by the universal

medicine ;
when learning should be facilitated

by a real character, and commerce extended by

ships which could reach their ports in defiance

of the tempest.
But improvement is naturally slow. The

Society met and parted without any visible di

minution of the miseries of life. The gout and

stone were still painful, the ground that was not

ploughed brought no harvest, and neither oranges
nor grapes would grow upon the hawthorn. At

last, those who were disappointed began to be

angry; those, likewise, who hated innovation

were glad to gain an opportunity of ridiculing

men who had depreciated, perhaps with too

much arrogance, the knowledge of antiquity.

And it appears from some of their earliest apo

logies, that the philosophers felt with great sen

sibility the unwelcome importunities of those,

who were daily asking,
" What have ye done?"

The truth is, that little had been done com

pared with what fame had been suffered to pro

mise ; and the question could only be answered

by general apologies and by new hopes, which,

when they were frustrated, gave a new occasion

to the same vexatious inquiry.

This fatal question has disturbed the quiet ol

many other minds. He that in the latter part
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of hid life too strictly inquires what he has done,

ran very seldom receive from his own heart such

an account as will give him satisfaction.

We do not, indeed, so often disappoint others

as ourselves. We not only think more highly

than others of our own abilities, but allow our

selves to form hopes which we never communi-

tate, and please our thoughts with employments
which none ever will allot us, and with eleva

tions to which we are never expected to rise ;

and when our days and years are passed away
in common business or common amusements,
and we find, at last, that we have suffered our

purposes to sleep till the time of action is past,

we are reproached only by our own reflections ;

neither our friends nor our enemies wonder that

we live and die like the rest of mankind ; that

we live without notice, and die without memo
rial; they know not what task we had pro

posed, and, therefore, cannot discern whether it

is finished.

He that compares what he has done with

what he has left undone, will feel the effect

which must always follow the comparison of

imagination with reality ;
he will look with

contempt on his own unimportance, and won
der to what purpose he came into the world ;

he will repine that he shall leave behind him no

evidence of his having been, that he has added

nothing to the system of life, but has glided

from youth to age among the crowd, without

any effort fer distinction.

Man is seldom willing to let fall the opinion
of his own dignity, or to believe that he does

little only because every individual is a very
little being. He is better content to want dili

gence than power, and sooner confesses the de

pravity of his will than the imbecility of his

nature.

From this mistaken notion of human great
ness it proceeds, that many who pretend to have

made great advances in wisdom so loudly de

clare that they despise themselves. If I had
ever found any of the self-contemn ers much ir

ritated or pained by the consciousness of their

meanness, I should have given them consolation

by observing, that a little more than nothing is

as much as can be expected from a being, who,
with respect to the multitudes about him is

himself little more than nothing. Every man
is obliged by the Supreme Master of the uni

verse to improve all the opportunities of good
fcrhich are afforded him, and to keep in continu
al activity such abilities as are bestowed upon
him. But he has no reason to repine, though
his abilities are small and his opportunities few.
He that has improved the virtue, or advanced
the happiness of one fellow-creature, he that has
Ascertained a single moral proposition, or added
oe useful experiment to natural knowledge,
may be contented with his own performance,
fcud, with respect to mortals like himself, may

demand, like Augustus, to be dismissed at his

departure with applause.

No. 39.] SATURDAY, DEC. 29, 1759.

How evil came into the world for what rea

sorfft Is" that life is overspread with such bound

less varieties of misery why the only thinking

being of this globe is doomed to think, mere

ly to be wretched, and to pass his time from

youth to age in fearing or in suffering calamities,

is a question which philosophers have long

asked, and which philosophy could never an

swer.

Religion informs us that misery and sin were

produced together. The depravation of human
will was followed by a disorder of the harmony
of nature ; and by that Providence which often

places antidotes in the neighbourhood of poisons,

vice was checked by misery, lest it should swell

to universal and unlimited dominion.

A state of innocence and happiness is so re-

mote from all that we have ever seen, that

though we can easily conceive it possible, and

may, therefore, hope to attain it, yet our specu
lations upon it must be general and confused.

We can discover that where there is universal

innocence, there will probably be universal hap

piness ; for why should afflictions be permitted

to infest beings who are not in danger of cor

ruption from blessings, and where there is no

use of terror nor cause of punishment ? But in/

a world like ours* where our senses assault usj

and our hearts betray us, we should pass on fromj
crime to crime, heedless and remorseless, if mi-1

sery did not stand in our way, and our own I

pains admonish us of our folly.

Almost all the moral good which is left among 1 1

us, is the apparent eflect of physical evil.

Goodness iajjiyided by divines into soberness

and

ed how each of these duties would be practised

if there were no physical evil to enforce it.

Sobriety, or temperance, is nothing but the

forbearance of pleasure ;
and if pleasure was not

followed by pain, who would forbear it? We
see every hour those in whom the desire of pre

sent indulgence overpowers all sense of past an

all foresight of future misery. In a remissior

of the gout, the drunkard returns to his wine
;

and the glutton to his feast ; and if neither dis

ease nor poverty were felt or dreaded, every one

would sink down in idle sensuality, without

any care of others, or of himself. To cat anci

drink, and lie down to sleep, would be the wboJ'

business of mankind.

Righteousness, or the system cf sodal dnt?
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may tee subdivided into justice and charity. Of

justice one of the heathen sages has shown, with

great acuteness, that it was impressed upon
mankind only by the inconveniencies which in

justice had produced.
" In the first ages," says

he,
" men acted without any rule but the im

pulse of desire; they practised injustice upon
others, and suffered it from others in their

turn; but in time.it was .discovered, that the

pain of suffering wrong was greater than the

pleasure of doing it ; and mankind, by a gene
ral compact, submitted to the restraint of

laws, and resigned the pleasure to escape the

pain.''

Or* charity it is superfluous to observe, that it

could have no place if there were no want ; for

of a virtue which could not be practised, the

omission could not be culpable. Evil is not

only the occasional but the efficient cause of cha-

rrity ; we are incited to the relief of misery by
\ the consciousness that we have the same nature

' with the sufferer, that we are in danger of the

I same distresses, and may sometimes implore the

(^same assistance.

Godliness, or piety, is elevation of the mind
towards the Supreme Being, and extension of

the thoughts to another life. The other life is

future, and the Supreme Being is invisible.

None would have recourse to an invisible power,

j>ut that all other subjects had eluded their hopes.

!None would fix their attention upon the future,

but that they are discontented with the present.

I
If the senses were feasted with perpetual plea-

/ sure, they would always keep the mind in sub-

1 jection. Reason has no authority over us, but

\Jjy its power to warn us against evil.

In childhood, while our minds are yet unoc

cupied, religion is impressed upon them, and the

first years of almost all who have been well edu

cated are passed in a regular discharge of the du

ties of piety. But as we advance forward into

the crowds of life, innumerable delights solicit

our inclinations, and innumerable cares distract

our attention ;
the time of youth is passed in

noisy frolics ;
manhood is led on from hope to

hope, and from project to project; the dissolute

ness of pleasure, the inebriation of success, the

ardour of expectation, and the vehemence of

competition, chain down the mind alike to the

present scene, nor is it remembered how soon

this mist of T.riues must be scattered, and the

bubbles that float upon the rivulet of life be lost

for ever in the gulph of eternity. To this con

sideration scarcely any man is awakened but by
some pressing and resistless evil. The death of

those from whom he derived his pleasures, or to

whom te destined his possessions ; some disease

which shows him the vanity of all external

acquisitions, or the gloom of age, which inter

cepts his prospects of long enjoyment, forces

.him to fix his hopes upon another state, and
\when he has contended with the tempests of life

Hill his strength fails him, he flies, at last, to the

(shelter of religion.

That misery does not make all virtuous, expe
rience too clearly informs us ; but it is no less

certain that of what virtue there is, misery pro
duces far the greater part. Physical evil may
be, therefore, endured with patience, since it ia

the cause of moral good ; and patience itself is

me virtue by which we are prepared for that

tate in which evil shall be no more.

No. 90.] SATURDAY, JAN. 5, 1760.

IT is a complaint which has been made from
time to time, and which seems to have lately

become more frequent, that English oratory,
however forcible in argument, or elegant in ex

pression, is deficient and inefficacious, because

our speakers want the grace and energy of ac

tion.

Among the numerous projectors who are de

sirous to refine our manners, and improve our

faculties, some are willing to supply the defi

ciency of our speakers. We have had more than

one extortion to study the neglected art of mov
ing the passions, and have been encouraged to

believe that our tongues, however feeble in them

selves, may, by the help of our hands and legs,

obtain an uncontrollable dominion over the most
stubborn audience, animate the insensible, en

gage the careless, force tears from the obdurate,
and money from the avaricious.

If by slight of hand, or nimbieness of foot, all

these wonders can be performed, he that shall

neglect to attain the free use of his limbs may
be justly censured as criminally lazy. But I am
afraid that no specimen of such effects will easi

ly be shown. If I could once find a speaker in
'

Change Alley raising the price of stocks by the

power of persuasive gestures, I should very zea

lously recommend the study of his art; but

having never seen any action by which language
was much assisted, I have been hitherto inclined

to doubt whether my countrymen are not blamed

too hastily for their calm and motionless utter

ance.

Foreigners of many nations accompany their

speech with action : but why should their ex

ample have more influence upon us than our*

upon them? Customs are not to be changcn

but for better. Let those who desire to re

form us show the benefits of the change pro

posed. When the Frenchman waves his hands,

and writhes his body, in recounting the revolu

tions of a game at cards, or the Neapolitan, who
tells the hour of the day, shows upon his fingers

the number which he mentions, I do not per

ceive that their manual exercise is of much use,

or that they leave any image more deeply im-
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pressed by their bustle and vehemence of com

munication.

Upon the English stage there is no want of

action, but the difficulty of making it at once

various and proper, and its perpetual tendency

to become ridiculous, notwithstanding all the

advantages which art and show, and custom and

prejudice can give it, may prove how little it

Gin be admitted into any other place, where it

can have no recommendation but from truth

and nature.

The use of English oratory is only at the bar,

in the parliament, and in the church. Neither

the judges of our laws, nor the representatives

of our people, would be much affected by la

boured gesticulation, or believe any man the

more because he rolled his eyes, or puffed his

cheeks, or spread abroad his arms, or stamped
the ground, or thumped his breast, or turned his

eyes sometimes to the ceiling, and sometimes to

the floor. Upon men intent only upon truth,

the arm of an orator has little power ; a credible

testimony, or a cogent argument, will overcome

all the art of modulation, and all the violence of

contortion.

It is well known that, in the city which may
be called the parent of oratory, all the arts of

mechanical persuasion were banished from the

court of supreme judicature. The judges of the

Areopagus considered action and vociferation as

a foolish appeal to the external senses, and un

worthy to be practised before those who had no

desire of idle amusement, and whose only plea

sure was to discover right.

Whether action may not be yet of use in

churches, where the preacher addresses a min

gled audience, may deserve inquiry. It is cer

tain that the senses are more powerful as the

reason is weaker ; and that he whose ears con

vey little to his mind, may sometimes listen

with his eyes till truth may gradually take pos
session of his heart. If there be any use of ges

ticulation, it must be applied to the ignorant and

rude, who will be more affected by vehemence
than delighted by propriety. In the pulpit lit

tle action can be proper, for action can illustrate

nothing but that to which it may be referred by
nature or by custom. He that imitates by his

hand a motion which he describes, explains it

by a natural similitude
;
he that lays his hand

on his breast, when he expresses pity, enforces

his words by a customary allusion. But the

ology has few topics to which action can be ap

propriated ; that action which is vague and in

determinate will at last settle into habit, and
habitual peculiarities are quickly ridiculous.

It is, perhaps, the character of the English,
to despise trifles

; and that art may surely be

accounted a trifle which is at once useless and

ostentatious, which can seldom be practised with

propriety, and which, as the mind is more cul

tivated, is less powerful. Yet as all innocent

means are to be used for the propagation of

truth, I would not deter those who are employ,
ed in preaching to common congregations from

any practice which they may find persuasive ;

for, compared with the conversion of sinners,

propriety and elegance are less than nothing.

No. 91-2 SATURDAY, JAN. 12, 1760.

IT is common to overlook what is near, by keep

ing the eye fixed upon something remote. In
the same manner present opportunities are ne

glected, and attainable good is slighted, by minds
busied in extensive ranges, and intent upon fu

ture advantages. Life, however short, is made
still shorter by waste of time, and its progress
towards happiness) though naturally slow, is yet
retarded by unnecessary labour.

The difficulty of obtaining knowledge is uni

versally confessed. To fix deeply in the mind
the principles of science, to settle their limita

tions, and deduce the long succession of their

consequences ; to comprehend the whole com

pass of complicated systems, with all the argu

ments, objections, and solutions, and to reposite
in the intellectual treasury the numberless facts,

experiments, apophthegms, and positions, which
must stand single in the memory, and of which
none has any perceptible connection with the

rest, is a task which, though undertaken with

ardour, and pursued with diligence, must at

last be left unfinished by the frailty of our na -

ture.

To make the way to learning either less short

or less smooth, is certainly absurd ; yet this is

the apparent effect of the prej udice which seems

to prevail among us in favour of foreign authors,

and of the contempt of our native literature,

which this excursive curiosity must necessarily

produce. Every man is more speedily instructed

by his own language, than by any other; before

we search the rest of the world for teachers, let

us try whether we may not spare our trouble

by finding them at home.

The riches of the English language are much

greater than they are commonly supposed.

Many useful and valuable books lie buried in

shops and libraries, unknown and unexamined,
unless some lucky compiler opens them by
chance, and finds an easy spoil of wit and learn

ing. I am far from intending to insinuate that

other languages are not necessary to him who
aspires to eminence, and whose whole life is

devoted to study; but to him who reads only
for amusement, or whose purpose is not to

deck himself with the honours of literature, but

to be qualified for domestic usefulness, and ait

down content with subordinate reputation, w
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have authors suffl ;ient to fill up all the vacancies

of his time, and gratify most of his wishes for

Information.

Of our poets I need say little, because they

are, perhaps, the only authors to whom their

country has done justice. We consider the

whole succession from Spenser to Pope, as su

perior to any names which the continent can

boast ;
and therefore the poets of other nations,

however familiarly they may be sometimesmen
tioned, are very little read, except by those who

design to borrow their beauties.

There is, I think, not one of the liberal arts

which may not be competently learned in the

English language. He that searches after ma
thematical knowledge may busy himself among
his own countrymen, and will find one or other

able to instruct him in every part of those ab

struse sciences. He that is delighted with

experiments, and wishes to know the nature of

bodies from certain and visible effects, is hap

pily placed where the mechanical philosophy
was first established by a public institution, and

from which it was spread to all other countries.

The more airy and elegant studies of philolo

gy and criticism have little need of any foreign

help. Though our language not being very an

alogical, gives few opportunities for grammati
cal researches, yet we have not wanted authors

who have considered the principles of speech ;

and with critical writings we abound sufficient

ly to enable pedantry to impose rules which
can seldom be observed, and vanity to talk of

books which are seldom read.

But our own language has, from the Refor

mation to the present time, been chiefly dignified

and adorned by the works of our divines, who,
considered as commentators, controvertists, or

preachers, have undoubtedly left all other na

tions far behind them. No vulgar language can

boast such treasures of theological knowledge,
or such multitudes of authors at once learned,

elegant, and pious. Other countries, and other

communions, have authors perhaps equal in

abilities and diligence to ours ; but if we unite

number with excellence, there is certainly no

nation which must not allow us to be superior.

Of morality little is necessary to be said, be

cause it is comprehended in practical divinity,

and is, perhaps, better taught in English ser

mons than in any other books ancient and

modern. Nor shall I dwell on our excellence

in metaphysical speculations, because he that

reads the works of our divines will easily dis-

fover how far human subtilty has been able to

penetrate.

Political knowledge is forced upon us by the

form of our constitution; and all the mysteries
of government are discovered in the attack or

defence of every minister. The original law of

oocVty. the rights of subjects, and the preroga
tives <*f kings, have been considered with the

utmost nicety, sometimes profoundly investi

gated, and sometimes familiarly explained.
Thus copiously instructive is the English

language ; and thus needless is all recourse to

foreign writers. Let us not, therefore, make
our neighbours proud by soliciting help which
we do not want, nor discourage our own indus

try by difficulties which we need not suffer.

No. 92.] SATURDAY, JAX. 19, 1760.

WHATEVER is useful or honourable will be de

sired by many who never can obtain it; aud
that which cannot be obtained when it is de

sired, artifice or folly will ;be diligent to coun

terfeit. Those to whom fortune has denied

gold and diamonds, decorate themselves with

stones and metals, which have something of

the show, but little of the value; and every
moral excellence, or intellectual faculty, has

some vice or folly which imitates its appear
ance.

Every man wishes to be wise, and they who
cannot be wise are almost always cunning. The
less is the real discernment of those whom busi

ness or conversation brings together, the more
illusions are practised, nor is caution ever so

necessary as with associates or opponents of

feeble minds.

Cunning differs from wisdom as twilight

from open day. He that walks in the sunshine

goes boldly forward by the nearest way ;
he

sees that where the path is straight arid even he

may proceed in security, and where it is rough
and crooked he easily complies with the turns,

and avoids the obstructions. But the traveller

in the dusk fears more as he sees less ; he knows
there may be danger, and therefore suspects

that he is never safe, tries every step before he

fixes his foot, and shrinks at every noise, lest

violence should approach him. Wisdom com

prehends at once the end and the means, esti

mates easiness or difficulty, and is cautious or

confident in due proportion. Cunning discovers

little at a time, and has no other means of cer

tainty than multiplication of stratagems and

superfluity of suspicion. The man of cunning

always considers that he can never be too safe,

and therefore always keeps himself enveloped in

a mist, impenetrable, as he hopes, to the eye

of rivalry or curiosity.

Upon this principle Tom Double has formed

a habit of eluding the most harmless question.

What he has no inclination to answer, he pre

tends sometimes not to hear, and endeavours to

divert the inquirer's attention by some other

subject ; but if he be pressed hard by repeated

interrogation, he always evades a direct reply.

Ask him whom he likes best on the stage ; he is
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ready to tell that there are several excellent per

formers. Inquire when he was last at the

coffee-house; he replies, that the weather has

been bad lately. Desire him to tell the age of

any of his acquaintance ;
he immediately men

tions another who is older or younger.

Will Puzzle values himself upon a long reach.

He foresees every thing before it will happen,

though he never relates his prognostications till

the event is past. Nothing has come to pass

for these twenty years of which Mr. Puzzle had

not given broad hints, and told at least that itwas

not proper to tell. Of those predictions, which

every conclusion will equally verify, he always

claims the credit, and wonders that his friends

did not understand them. He supposes very

truly, thatmuch may beknown which he knows

not, and therefore pretends to know much of

which he and all mankind are equally ignorant.

I desired his opinion, yesterday, of the German

war, and was told, that ifthe Prussians were well

supported, something great maybe expected; but

that they have very powerful enemies to en

counter; that the Austrian general haslong ex

perience, and the Russians are hardy and reso

lute ; but that no human power is invincible.

I then drew the conversation to our own affairs,

and invited him to balance the probabilities of

war and peace. He told me that war requires

courage, and negotiation judgment, and that the

time will come when it will be seen whether our

skill in treaty is equal to our bravery in battle.

To this general prattle he will appeal hereafter,

and will demand to have his foresight applaud

ed, whoever shall at last be conquered or vic

torious.

With Ned Smuggle all is a secret. He be

lieves himself watched by observation and ma
lignity oa every side, and rejoices in the dexter

ity by which he has escaped snares that never

were laid. Ned holds that a man is never de

ceived if he never trusts, and therefore will not

tell the name of his tailor or his hatter. He
rides out every morning for the air, and pleases

himself with thinking that nobody knows where

he has been. When he dines with a friend, he

never goes to his house the nearest way, but

walks up a bye street to perplex the scent.

When he has a coach called, he never tells him
at the door the true place to which he is going,

but stops him in the way, that he may give him
directions where nobody can hear him. The

price of what he buys or sells is always conceal

ed. He often takes lodgings in the country by
a wrong name, and thinks that the world is

wondering where he can be hid. All these

transactions he registers in a book, which, he

says, will some time or other amaze posterity.

It is remarked by Bacon, that many men try
to procure reputation only by objections, of

which, if they are once admitted, the nullity

never appears, because the design is laid aside.

" This false feint of wisdom," says he,
* is the

ruin of business." The whole power of cun

ning is privative ; to say nothing, and to do

nothing, is the utmost of its reach. Yet men
thus narrow by nature, and mean by art, are

sometimes able to rise by the miscarriages of

bravery and the openness of integrity ; and by

watching failures, and snatching opportunities
obtain advantages which belong properly to

higher characters.

No. 93.] SATURDAY, JAN. 26, 1760.

SAM SOFTLY was bread a sugar baker ; but suc

ceeding to a considerable estate on the death of

his elder brother, he retired early from business,

married a fortune, and settled in a country-house
near Kentish-town. Sam, who formerly was
a sportsman, and in his apprenticeship used to

frequent Barnet races, keeps a high chaise, with

a brace of seasoned geldings. During the sum
mer months, the principal passion and employ
ment of Sam's life is to visit, in this vehicle, the

most eminent seats of the nobility and gentry
in different parts of the kingdom, with his wife

and some select friends. By these periodical ex

cursions Sam gratifiesmany important purposes.

He assists the several pregnancies of his wife
;

he shows his chaise to the best advantage ; he

indulges his insatiable curiosity for finery,

which, since he has turned gentleman, has

grown upon him to an extraordinary degree :

he discovers taste and spirit ; and, what is above

all, he finds frequent opportunities of displaying
to the party, at every house he sees, his know

ledge of family connections. At first Sam was
contented with driving a friend between London

and his villa. Here he prided himself in point

ing out the boxes of the citizens on each side of

the road, with an accurate detail of their re

spective failures or successes in trade ; and ha

rangued on the several equipages that were acci

dentally passing. Here, too, the seats inter

spersed on the surrounding hills, afforded ample
matter for Sam's curious discoveries. For one,

he told his companion, a rich Jew had offered

money ;
and that a retired widow was courted

at another, by an eminent dry-salter. At the

same time he discussed the utility, and enume

rated the expenses, of the Islington turnpike*

But Sam's ambition is at present raised to nobler

undertakings.
When the happy hour ofthe annual expedition

arrives, the seat of the chaise is furnished with
"

Ogilvy's Book of Roads," and a choice quan

tity of cold tongues. The most alarming dis

aster which can happen to our hero, who thinks

he " throws a whip" admirably well, is to be

overtaken in a road which affords no "
quarter"

for wheels. Indeed, few men possess more skill
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or discernment for concerting and conducting a

*'
party of pleasure." When a seat is to be sur

veyed, he has a peculiar talent in selecting some

shady bench in the park, where the company

may most commodiously refresh themselves

with cold tongue, chicken, and French rolls ;

and is very sagacious in discovering what cool

temple in the garden will be best adapted for

drinking tea, brought for this purpose, in the

afternoon, and from which the chaise may be

resumed with the greatest convenience. In

viewing the house itself, he is principally attrac

ted by the chairs and beds, concerning the cost

of which his minute inquiries generally gain the

clearest information. An agate table easily di

verts his eyes from the most capital strokes of

Rubens, and a Turkey carpet has more charms

than a Titian. Sam, however, dwells with some

attention on the family portraits, particularly

the most modern ones ; and as this is a topic on

which the house-keeper usually harangues in a

more copious manner, he takes this opportunity
of improving his knowledge of intermarriages.

but those likewise whose professions engage

them in literary inquiries, pass the latter part

of their time without improvement, and spend,

the day rather in any other entertainment thao

that which they might find among their books.

This abatement of the vigour of curiosity in

sometimes imputed to the insufficiency of learn-

ing. Men are supposed to remit their labours,

because they find their labours to have been

vain ; and to search no longer after truth and

wisdom, because they at last despair of finding

them.

But this reason is for the most part very

falsely assigned. Of learning, as of virtue, it

may be affirmed, that it is at once honoured and

neglected. Whoever forsakes it will for ever

look after it with longing, lament the loss which

he does not endeavour to repair, and desire the

good which he wants resolution to seize and

keep. The Idler never applauds his own idle

ness, nor does any man repent of the diligence of

{his youth.
So many hinderances may obstruct the acqui-

Yet. notwithstanding this appearance of satis- 1 sltloo of knowledge, that there is little reason for

faction, Sam has some objection to all he sees. | wondering that it is in a few hands. To the

One house has too much gilding; at another,

the chimney-pieces are all monuments; at a

third, he conjectures that the beautiful canal

must certainly be dried up *D a hot summer.

He despises the statues at Wilton, because he

thinks he can see much better carving at West
minster Abbey. But there is one general ob

jection which he is sure to make at almost every

house, particularly at those which are most dis

tinguished. He allows that all the apartments
are extremely fine, but adds, with a sneer, that

they are too fine to be inhabited.

Misapplied genius most commonly proves ri

diculous. Had Sam, as nature intended, con

tentedly continued in the calmer and less con

spicuous pursuits of sugar-baking, he might have

been a respectable and useful character. At

present he dissipates his life in a specious idle

ness, which neither improves himself nor his

friends. Those talents which might have bene-

fitted society, he exposes to contempt by false

pretensions. He affects pleasures which he

cannot enjoy, and is acquainted only with those

subjects on which he has no right to talk, and

which it is no merit to understand.

greater part of mankind the duties of life are in

consistent with much study ; and the hours

which they would spend upon letters must be

stolen from their occupations and their families.

Many suffer themselves to be lured by more

sprightly and luxurious pleasures from the

shades of contemplation, where they find sel

dom more than a calm delight, such as though

greater than all others, its certainty and its du

ration being reckoned with its.power of gratifi

cation, is yet easily quitted for some extempo

rary joy, which the present moment offers, and

another, perhaps, will put out of reach.

rlt is the great excellence of learning, that it

>orrows very little from time or place ;
it is not

:onfiued to season or to climate, to cities, or to

he country, but may be cultivated and enjoyed
Sphere no other pleasure can be obtained. But
this quality, which constitutes much of its va

No. 94.] SATURDAY, FEB. 2, 1760.

IT is common to find young men ardent and di

ligent in the pursuit of knowledge ; but the pro

gress of life very often produces laxity and in

difference ; and not only those who are at li-

l*Tty to choose their business and amusements,

lue, is one occasion of neglect ; Tgh

done at all4iiiieijs4tn^equal-propriety is defer

red from day to day, till the mind is gradually
reconciled to the omission, and the attention is

turned to other objects. Thus habitual idleness

gains too much power to be conquered, and the

soul shrinks from the idea of intellectual labour

I and intenseness of meditation.

That those who profess to advance learning

sometimes obstruct it, cannot be denied; the

continual multiplication of books not only dis

tracts choice, but disappoints inquiry. To him

that has moderately stored his mind with images,,

few writers afford any novelty ;
or what little

they have to add to the common stock of learn

ing, is so buried in the mass of general notions,

that like silver mingled with the ore of lead, it

is too little to pay for the labour of separation!
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and he that has often been deceived by the pro

mise of a title, at last grows weary of examin

ing, and is tempted to consider all as equally

fallacious.

There are, indeed, some repetitions always

lawful, because they never deceive. He
thatj

writes the history of past times, undertakes only^
to decorate known facts by new beauties of me-i,

thod or style, or at most to illustrate them byj
his own reflections. The author of a system,,

whether moral or physical, is obliged to nothing?

beyond care of selection and regularity of dispo-ij

sition. But there are others who claim the

name of authors merely to disgrace it, and fill

the world with volumes only to bury letters in

their own rubbish. The traveller who tells, in

a pompous folio, that he saw the Pantheon at

Rome, and the Medicean Venus at Florence
;

the natural historian, who, describing the pro
ductions of a narrow island, recounts all that it

has in common with every other part of the

world ; the collector of antiquities, that accounts

every thing a curiosity which the ruins of Her-

culaneum happen to emit, though an instrument

already shown in a thousand repositories, or a

cup common to the ancients, the moderns, and

all mankind, may be justly censured as the per
secutors of students, and the thieves of that

time which never can be restored.

No. 95.] SATURDAY, FEB. 9, 1760.

TO THE IDLER. '

MR. IDLER,

IT is, I think, universally agreed, that seldom

any good is gotten by complaint ; yet we find

that few forbear to complain but those who are

afraid of being reproached as the authors of their

own miseries. I hope, therefore, for the com
mon permission to lay my case before you and

your readers, by which I shall disburden my
heart, though I cannot hope to receive either as

sistance or consolation.

I am a trader, and owe my fortune to frugal

ity and industry. I began with little ; but by
the easy and obvious method of spending less

than I gain, I have every year added something
to my stock, and expect to have a seat in the

common-council, at the next election.

My wife, who was as prudent as myself, died

six years ago, and left me one son and one

daughter, for whose sake I resolved never to

marry again, and rejected the overtures of Mrs.

Squeeze, the broker's widow, who had ten

thousand pounds at her own disposal.

I bred my son at a school near Islington ; and
when he had learned arithmetic, and wrote a

$ood hand, I took him into the shop, designing,
Ui about ten years, to retire to Stratford or

Hackney, and leave him established in the busf

ness.

For four years he was diligent and sedate, en-

tered the shop before it was opened, and when
it was shut always examined the pins of the

window. In any intermission of business it

was his constant practice to peruse the ledger.

I had always great hopes of him, when I ob

served how sorrowfully he would shake his

head over a bad debt, and how eagerly he would

listen to me when I told him that he might at

one time or other become an alderman.

We lived together with mutual confidence, til*

unluckily a visit was paid him by two of his

school-fellows who were placed, I suppose, in

the army, because they were fit for nothing bet

ter : they came glittering in their military dress,

accosted their old acquaintance, and invited him
to a tavern, where, as I have been since in

formed, they ridiculed the meanness of com

merce, and wondered how a youth of spirit

could spend the prime of his life behind a

counter.

I did not suspect any mischief. I knew my
son was never without money in his pocket,

and was better able to pay his reckoning than

bis companions ;
and expected to see him re

turn triumphing in his own advantages, and

congratulating himself that he was not one of

those who expose their heads to a musket bullet

for three shillings a day.
He returned sullen and thoughtful; I sup

posed him sorry for the hard fortune of his

friends ; and tried to comfort him by saying that

the war would soon be at an end, and that, if

they had any honest occupation, halfrpay would

be a pretty help. He looked at me with indig

nation ; and snatching up his candle, told me,
as he went up stairs, that " he hoped to see a

battle yet."

Why he should hope to see a battle I could

not conceive, but let him go quietly to sleep

away his folly. Next day he made two mis

takes in the first bill, disobliged a customer by

surly answers, and dated all his entries in the

journal in a wrong month. At night he met

his military companions again, came home late,

and quarrelled with the maid.

From this fatal interview he has gradually lost

all his laudable passions and desires. He soon

grew useless in the shop, where, indeed, 1 did

not willingly trust him any longer ; for he of

ten mistook the price of goods to his own loss,

and once gave a promissory note instead of a re

ceipt.

I did not know to what degree he was cor

rupted, till an honest tailor gave me notice that

he had bespoke a laced suit, which was to be left

for him at a house kept by the sister of one of

my journeymen. I went to this clandestine

lodging, and found, to my amazement, all the

ornaments of a fine gentleman, which ha has
2 G
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taken upon credit, or purchased with money
subducted from the shop.

This detection has made him desperate. He
now openly declares his resolution to be a gen
tleman ; says that his soul is too great for a

counting-house; ridicules the conversation of

city taverns
; talks of new plays, and boxes, and

ladies ; gives dutchesses for his toasts ; carries

silver, for readiness, in his waistcoat pocket ;

and comes home at night in a chair, with such

thunders at the door as have more than once

brought the watchmen from their stands.

Little expenses will not hurt us
;
and I could

forgive a few juvenile frolics, if he would be

careful of the main : but his favourite topic is

contempt of money, which he says, is of no use

but to be spent. Riches, without honour, he

holds empty things ; and once told me to my
face, that wealthy plodders were only purveyors
to men of spirit.

He is always impatient in the company of

his old friends, and seldom speaks till he is

warmed with wine
; he then entertains us with

accounts that we do not desire to hear, of in

trigues among lords and ladies, and quarrels be

tween officers of the guards ; shows a miniature

on his snuff-box, and wonders that any man
can look upon the new dancer without rapture.

All this is very provoking ;
and yet all this

might be borne, if the boy could support his

pretensions. But, whatever he may think, he

is yet far from the accomplishments which he

has endeavoured to purchase at so dear a rate.

I have watched him in public places. He
sneaks in like a man that knows he is where he

should not be ; he is proud to catch the slight

est salutation, and often claims it when it is not

intended. Other men receive dignity from

dress, but my booby looks always more meanly
for his finery. Dear Mr. Idler, tell him what
must at last become of a fop, whom pride will

not suffer to be a trader, and whom long habits

in a shop forbid to be a gentleman.

I am, Sir, &c.

TIM WAINSCOT.

No. 96.] SATURDAY, FEB. 16, 1760.

HACHO, a king of Lapland, was in his youth
the most renowned of the Northern warriors.

His martial achievements remain engraved on a

pillar of flint in the rocks of Hanga, and are to

this day solemnly carolled to the harp by the

Laplanders, at the fires with which they cele

brate their nightly festivities. Such was his in

trepid spirit, that he ventured to pass the lake

Vether to the isle of Wizards, where he de-

acended alone into the dreary vault in which a

magician had been kept bound for six ages, and
read the Gothic characters inscribed on his

brazen mace. His eye was so piercing, that, as

ancient chronicles report, he could blunt the

weapons of his enemies only by looking at them.
At twelve years of age he carried an iron vessel

i

of a prodigious weight, for the length of five

furlongs, in the presence of all the chiefs of his

father's castle.

Nor was he less celebrated for his prudence
and wisdom. Two of his proverbs are yet re
membered and repeated among Laplanders.
To express the vigilance of the Supreme Being,
he was wont to say,

" Odin's belt is always
buckled." To show that the most prosperous
condition of life is often hazardous, his lesson

j

was, " When you slide on the smoothest ice,

i

beware of pits beneath." He consoled his

! countrymen, when they were once preparing to

leave the frozen desarts of Lapland, and re

solved to seek some warmer climate, by telling

them, that the Eastern nations, notwithstand

ing their boasted fertility, passed every night
amidst the horrors of anxious apprehension,
and were inexpressibly affrighted, and almost

stunned, every morning, with the noise of the

sun while he was rising.

His temperance and severity of manner were
his chief praise. In his early years he never
tasted wine; .nor would he drink out of a

painted cup. He constantly slept in his armour,
with his spear in his hand; nor would he i

use a battle-axe whose handle was inlaid with
brass. He did not, however, persevere in this

contempt of luxury ; nor did he close his days
with honour.

One evening, after hunting the gulos, or wild

dog, being bewildered in a solitary forest, and

having passed the fatigues of the day without

any interval of refreshment, he discovered a

large store of honey in the hollow of a pine.
This was a dainty which he had never tasted

before ; and being at once faint and hungry, he
fed greedily upon it. From this unusual and
delicious repast he received so much satisfaction,

that, at his return home, he commanded honey
to be served up at his table every day. His pa
late, by degrees, became refined and vitiated;

he began to lose his native relish for simple

fare, and contracted a habit of indulging him
self in delicacies ; he ordered the delightful

gardens of his castle to be thrown open, in

which the most luscious fruits had been suffered

to ripen and decay, unobserved and untouched,
for many revolving autumns, and gratified his

appetite with luxurious desserts. At length he

found it expedient to introduce wine, as an

agreeable improvement ;
or a necessary ingredi

ent to his new way of living; and having once

tasted it, he was tempted by little and little, to

give a loose to the excesses of intoxication. Hi

general simplicity of life was changed he per-
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fumed his apartments by burning the wood of

the most aromatic fir, and commanded his

helmet to be ornamented with beautiful rows of

the teeth of the rein-deer. Indolence and effem

inacy stole upon him by pleasing and impercep

tible gradations, relaxed the sinews of his reso

lution, and extinguished his thirst of military

glory.

While Hacho was thus immersed in pleasure

and in repose, it was reported to him, one morn

ing, that the preceding night a disastrous omen
had been discovered, and that bats and hideous

birds had drank up the oil .which nourished

the perpetual lamp in the temple of Odin.

About the same time, a messenger arrived to

tell him, that the king of Norway had invaded

his kingdom with a formidable army. Hacho,
terrified as he was with the omen of the night,

and enervated with indulgence, roused himself

from his voluptuous lethargy, and recollecting

some faint and few sparks of veteran valour,

marched forward to meet him. Both armies

joined battle in the forest where Hacho had

been lost after hunting; and it so happened,
that the king of Norway challenged him to

single combat, near the place where he had tasted

the honey. The Lapland chief, languid and long
disused to arms, was soon overpowered ;

he fell

to the ground ; and before his insulting adver

sary struck his head from his body, uttered this

exclamation, which the Laplanders still use as

an early lesson to their children :
" The vicious

man should date his destruction from the first

temptation. How justly do I fall a sacrifice to

sloth and luxury, in the place where I first

yielded to those allurements which seduced me
to deviate from temperance and innocence ! the

honey which I tasted in this forest, and not

the hand of the king of Norway, conquers
Hacho."

No. 97.] SATURDAY, FEB. 23, 1760.

IT may, I think, be justly observed, that few
books disappoint their readers more than the

narrations of travellers. One part of man
kind is naturally curious to learn the sentiments,

manners, and condition of the rest
; and every

mind that has leisure or power to extend its

riews, must be desirous of knowing in what

proportion Providence has distributed the bless

ings of nature, or the advantages of art, among
the several nations of the earth.

This general desire easily procures readers to

everybook from which it can expect gratification.
The adventurer upon unknown coasts, and the

describer of distant regions, is always welcomed
as a man who has laboured for the pleasure of

others, and who is able to enlarge our knowledge

and rectify our opinions ;
but when the volume

is opened, nothing is found but such general

accounts as leave no distinct idea behind them,
or such minute enumerations as few can read

with either profit or delight.

Every writer of travels should consider, that,

like all other authors, he undertakes either to

instruct or please, or to mingle pleasure with in

struction. He that instru.cts s must offer to the

mind something to be imitated, or something to

be avoided
;
he that pleases must offer new im

ages to his reader, and enable him to form a tacit

comparison of his own state with that of others.

The greater part of travellers tell nothing,
because their method of travelling supplies them
with nothing to be told. He that enters a town
at night and surveys it in the morning, and then
hastens away to another place, and guesses at

the manners of the inhabitants by the enter

tainment which his inn afforded him, may please
himself for a time with a hasty change of scenes,

and a confused remembrance of palaces and
churches ; he may gratify his eye with a variety
of landscapes, and regale his palate with a suc

cession of vintages : but let him be contented to

please himself without endeavouring to disturb

others. Why should he record excursions by
which nothing could be learned, or wish to

make a show of knowledge, which, without

some power of intuition unknown to other mor
tals, he never could attain ?

Of those who crowd the world with their

itineraries, some have no other purpose than to

describe the face of the country ;
those who sit

idle at home, and are curious to know what is

done or suffered in distant countries, may be

informed, by one of these wanderers, that on a

certain day he set out early with the caravan,
and in the first hour's march saw, towards the

south, a hill covered with trees, then passed
over a stream, which ran northward with a

swift course, but which is probably dry in the

summer months; that an hour after he saw

something to the right which looked at a dis

tance like a castle with towers, but which he

discovered afterward to be a craggy rock ; that

he then entered a valley, in which he saw
several trees tall and flourishing, watered by a

rivulet not marked in the maps, of which he
was not able to learn the name

;
that the road

afterward grew stony, and the country uneven,
where he observed among the hills many hollows

worn by torrents, and was told that the road

was passable only part of the year , that

going on they found the remains of a building,
once perhaps a fortress to secure the pass, or to

restrain the robbers, of which the present inhab

itants can give no other account than that it is

haunted by fairies ; that they went to dine at

the foot of a rock, and travelled the rest of the

day along the banks of a river, from which the

road turned aside towards evening, and brought
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them within sight of a village, which was once

a considerable town, but which afforded them

neither good victuals nor commodious lodging.

Thus he conducts his reader through wet and

dry, over rough and smooth, without incidents,

without reflection : and, if he obtains his com

pany for another day, will dismiss him again at

night, equally fatigued with a like succession of

rocks and streams, mountains and ruins.

This is the common style of those sons of en

terprise, who visit savage countries, and range

through solitude and desolation ; who pass a

desert, and tell that it is sandy; who cross a

valley, and find that it is green. There are

others of more delicate sensibility, that visit only
the realms of elegance and softness ; that wander

through Italian palaces, and amuse the gentle

reader with catalogues of pictures; that hear

masses in magnificent churches, and recount the

number of the pillars or variegations of the

pavement. And there are yet others, who, in

disdain of trifles, copy inscriptions elegant and

rude, ancient and modern ; and transcribe into

their book the walls of every edifice, sacred or

civil. He that reads these books must consider

his labour as its own reward ; for he will find

nothing on which attention can fix, or which

memory can retain.

He that would travel for the entertainment of

others-, should remember that the great object of

remark is human life. Every nation has some

thing particular in its manufactures, its works

of genius, its medicines, its agriculture, its cus

toms, and its policy. He only is a useful tra

veller, who brings home something by which
his country may be benefitted ; who procures
some supply of want, or some mitigation of evil,

which may enable his readers to compare their

condition with that of others, to improve it

whenever it is worse, and whenever it is better

to enjoy it.

No. 98.] SATURDAY; MARCH 1, 1760.

TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

I AM the daughter of a gentleman, who during
his life-time enjoyed a small income which arose

from a pension from the court, by which he

was enabled to live in a genteel and comfortable

manner.

By the situation of life in which he was

placed, he was frequently introduced into the

company of those of much greater fortunes than

his own, among whom he was always received

tyith complaisance, and treated with civility.

At six years of age I was sent to a boarding- {

school in the country, at which I continued til!

my father's death. This melancholy event hap

pened at a time when I was by no means of a

sufficient age to manage for myself, while the

passions of youth continued unsubdued, and be

fore experience could guide my sentiments of

my actions.

I was then taken from school by an uncle, to-

the care of whom my father had committed me
on his dying bed. With him I lived several

years ; and as he was unmarried, the manage
ment of his family was committed to me. In

this character I always endeavoured to acquit

myself, if not with applause, at least without

censure.

At the age of twenty-one, a young gentleman
of some fortune paid his addresses to me, and

offered me terms of marriage. This proposal I

should readily have accepted, because from vici

nity of residence, and from many opportunities

of observing his behaviour, I had in some sort

contracted an affection for him. My uncle, for

what reason I do not know, refused his consent

to this alliance, though it would have been com

plied with by the father of the young gentle

man ; and, as the future condition of my life

was wholly dependant on him, I was not will

ing to disoblige him, and therefore, though un

willingly, declined the offer.

My uncle, who possessed a plentiful fortune,

frequently hinted to me in conversation, that at

his death I should be provided for in such a

a manner that I should be able to make my fu

ture life comfortable and happy. As this pro
mise was often repeated, I was the less anxious

about any provision for myself. In a short time

my uncle was taken ill, and though all possible

means were made use of for his recovery, in a

few days he died.

The sorrow arising from the loss of a relation,

by whom I had been always treated with the

greatest kindness, however grievous, was not the

worst of my misfortunes. As he enjoyed an al

most uninterrupted state of health, he was the

less mindful of his dissolution, and died intes

tate ; by which means his whole fortune de

volved to a nearer relation, the heir at law.

Thus excluded from all hopes of living in the

manner with Avhich I have so long flattered my
self, I am doubtful what method I shall take to

procure a decent maintenance. I have been edu

cated in a manner that has set me above a state

of servitude, and my situation renders me unfit

for the company of those with whom I have

hitherto conversed. But, though disappointed

in my expectations, I do not despair. I will

hope that assistance may still be obtained for in*

nocent distress, and that friendship, though rare,

is yet not impossible to be found.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

SOPHIA
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As Ortogrul of Basra was one day wandering

along the streets of Bagdat, musing on the va

rieties of merchandise which the shops offered

to his view, and observing the different occupa
tions which busied the multitudes on every side,

he was awakened from the tranquillity of medi

tation by a crowd that obstructed his passage.

He raised his eyes, and saw the chief vizier, who

having returned from the divan, was entering
his palace.

Ortogrul mingled with the attendants, and

being supposed to have some petition for the vi

zier, was permitted to enter. He surveyed the

spaciousness of the apartments, admired the

walls hung with golden tapestry, and the floors

covered with silken carpets, and despised the

simple neatness of his own little habitation.

Surely, said he to himself, this palace is the

seat of happiness, where pleasure succeeds to

pleasure, and discontent and sorrow can have

no admission. Whatever nature has provided
for the delight of sense, is here spread forth to

be enjoyed. What can mortals hope or imagine,
which the master of this palace has not obtained?

The dishes of luxury cover his table, the voice of

harmony lulls him in his bowers ; he breathes the

fragrance of the groves of Java, and sleeps upon
the down of the cygnets of Ganges. He speaks,
and his mandate is obeyed ;

he wishes, and his

wish is gratified ; all whom he sees obey him,
and all whom he hears flatter him. How dif

ferent, Ortogrul, is thy condition, who art

doomed to the perpetual torments of unsatisfied

desire, and who has no amusement in thy power
that can withhold thee from thy own reflec

tions ! They tell thee that thou art wise ; but
what does wisdom avail with poverty ? None
will flatter the poor, and the wise have very lit

tle power of flattering themselves. That man
is surely the most wretched of the sons of

wretchedness, who lives with his own faults

and follies always before him, who has none to

reconcile him to himself by praise and venera
tion. I have long sought content, and have not
found it ; I will from this moment endeavour
to be rich.

Full of his new resolution, he shuts himself
in his chamber for six months, to deliberate how
he should grow rich : he sometimes proposed to

offer himself as a counsellor to one of the kings
of India, and sometimes resolved to dig for dia

monds in the mines of Golconda. One day, af
ter some hours passed in violent fluctuation of

opinion, sleep insensibly seized him in his chair
;

he dreamed that he was ranging a desert coun

try in search of some one that might teach him
to grow rich ; and as he stood on the top of a
feill shaded with cypress, in doubt whether to
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direct his steps, his father appeared on a sudden

standing before him. Ortogrul, said the old man,
I know thy perplexity; listen to thy father;

turn thine eye on the opposite mountain. Or
togrul looked, and saw a torrent tumbling down
the rocks, roaring with the noise of thunder,
and scattering its foam on the impending woods.

Now, said bis father, behold the valley that lies

between the hills. Ortogrul looked, and espied
a little well out of which issued a small rivulet.

Tell me now, said his father, dost thou wish for

sudden affluence, that may pour upon thee like

the mountain torrent, or for a slow and gradual

increase, resembling the rill gliding from the

well ? Let me be quickly rich, said Ortogrul ;

let the golden stream be quick and violent.

Look round thee, said his father, once again.

Ortogrul looked, and perceived the channel of

the torrent dry and dusty ; but following the

rivulet from the well, he traced it to a wide

lake, which the supply, slow and constant, kept
always full. He waked, and determined to

grow rich by silent profit and persevering in

dustry.

Having sold his patrimony, he engaged in

merchandise, and in twenty years purchased

lands, on which he raised a house, equal in

sumptuousness to that of the vizier, to which he

invited all the ministers of pleasure, expecting
to enjoy all the felicity which he had imagined
riches able to afford. Leisure soon made him}
weary of himself, and he longed to be persuaded!
that he was great and happy. He was courte-l

ous and liberal
;
he gave all that approached him

hopes of pleasing him, and all who should please
him hopes of being rewarded. Every art of

praise was tried, and every source of adulatory
fiction was exhausted. Ortogrul heard his flat

terers without delight, because he found him- .

self unable to believe them. His own heart told

him its frailties, his own understanding rev

preached him with his faults. How long, saicj

he, with a deep sigh, have I been labouring in

vain to amass wealth which at last is useless
^

Let no man hereafter wish to be rich, who is

already too wise to be flattered.

No. 100.] SATURDAY, MARCH 15, 1760.

TO THE IDLER.

.MR,

THE uncertainty and defects of language have

produced veiy frequent complaints among the

learned j yet there still remain many words

among us undefined, which are very necessary
to be rightly understood, and which produce

very mischievous mistakes when they arc

erroneously interpreted.
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I lived in a state ef celibacy beyond the usual

time. In the hurry first of pleasure, and after

wards of business, I felt no want of a domestic

companion ; but becoming weary of labour, I

soon grew more weary of idleness, and thought
it reasonable to follow the custom of life, and to

seek some solace of my cares in female tender

ness, and some amusement of my leisure in

female cheerfulness.

The choice which has been long delayed is

commonly made at last with great caution. My
resolution was, to keep my passions neutral,

and to marry only in compliance with my
reason. I drew upon a page of my pocket-
book a scheme of all female virtues and vices,

with the vices which border upon every virtue,

and the virtues which are allied to every vice.

I considered that wit was sarcastic, and mag
nanimity imperious ; that avarice was economi

cal, and ignorance obsequious ; and having
estimated the good and evil of every quality,

employed my own diligence, and that of my
friends, to find the lady in whom nature and
reason had reached that happy mediocrity which
is equally remote from exuberance and defi-

cience.

Every woman had her admirers and her cen-

surers ; and the expectations which one raised

were by another quickly depressed ; yet there

was one in whose favour almost all suffrages
concurred. Miss Gentle was universally
allowed to be a good sort of woman. Her
fortune was not large, but so prudently ma
naged, that she wore finer clothes, and saw more

company, than many who were known to be

twice as rich. Miss Gentle's visits were every
where welcome ; and whatever family she

favoured with her company, she always left be

hind her such a degree of kindness as recom
mended her to others. Every day extended her

acquaintance ; and all who knew her declared

that they never met with a better sort of wo
man.

To Miss Gentle I made my addresses, and

was received with great equality of temper.
She did not in the days of courtship assume

the privilege of imposing rigorous commands,
or resenting slight offences. If I forgot any of

her injunctions, I was gently reminded
;

if I missed the minute of appointment, I was

easily forgiven. I foresaw nothing in marriage
but a halcyon calm, and longed for the happi
ness which was to be found in the inseparable

society of a good sort of woman.
The jointure was soon settled by the interven

tion of friends, and the day came in which Miss
Gentle was made mine for ever. The first

month was passed easily enough in receiving
and repaying the civilities of our friends. The
bride practised with great exactness all the

niceties of ceremony, and distributed her notice

ta the most punctilious proportions to the

friends who surrounded us with their happy
auguries.

But the time soon came when we were left to

ourselves, and were to receive our pleasures

I

from each other, and I then began to perceive

|

that I was not formed to be much delighted by

p good sort of woman. Her great principle is,

jthat
the orders of a family must not be broken,

j

|Every hour of the day has its employment in-

\y,iolably appropriated ; nor will any importun-

I

ity persuade her to walk in the garden at the

j

time which she has devoted to her needlework,
or to sit up stairs in that part of the forenoor

which she has accustomed herself to spend in

the back parlour. She allows herself to sit half

an hour after breakfast, and an hour after din
ner ; while I am talking or reading to her, she

keeps her eye upon her watch, and when the

minute of departure comes, will leave an argu
ment unfinished, or the intrigue of a play un
ravelled. She once called me to supper when I

was watching an eclipse, and summoned me at

another time to bed when I was going to give
directions at a fire.

/ Her conversation is so habitually cautious,

ihat she never talks to me but in general terms,

|as
to one whom it is dangerous to trust. Foi

Discriminations of character she has no names :

all whom she mentions are honest men and

agreeable women. She smiles not by sensation,
but by practice. Her laughter is never excited

but by a.joke, and her notion of a joke is not

very delicate. The repetition of a good joke
does not weaken its effect ; if she has laughed
once, she will laugh again.

j

She is an enemy to nothing but ill-nature and

pride; but she has frequent reason to lament
that they are so frequent in the world. All

who are not equally pleased with the good and the

jbad,
with the elegant and gross, with the witty

and the dull, all who distinguish excellence

from defect, she considers as ill-natured; and
she condemns as proud all who repress imperti
nence or quell presumption, or expect respect
from any other eminence than that of fortune,

to which she is always willing to pay homage.
There are none whojn she openly hates, for if

once she suffers, or believes herself to suffer, any
contempt or insult, she never dismisses it from
her mind, but takes all opportunities to tell how

easily she can forgive. There are none whom
she loves much better than others; for when

any of her acquaintance decline in the opinion
of the world, she always finds it inconvenient

to visit them ; her affection continues unaltered,

but it is impossible to be intimate with the

whole town.

She daily exercises her benevolence by pity

ing every misfortune that happens to every

family within her circle of notice; she is in

hourly terrors lest one should catch cold in the

rain, and another be frighted by the high wind.
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Her charity she shows by lamenting that so
J

many poor wretches should languish in the

streets, and by wondering what the great canj

think on that they do so little good with such I

large estates.

Her house is elegant and her table
dainty,-j

though she has little taste of elegance, and is

wholly free from vicious luxury ; out sne
com|

forts herself that nobody can say that her housi

is dirty, or that her dishes are not well
dressj

ed.

This, Mr. Idler, I have found by long expe
rience to be the character of a good sort of wo
man, which I have sent you for the information

of those by whom a "
good sort of a Avoman,"

and a "
good woman," may happen to be used I

as equivalent terms, and who may suffer by the

mistake, like

Your humble servant,

TIM WARNER.

No. 101.] SATURDAY, MARCH 22, 1760.

OMAR, the son of Hassan, had passed seventy-
five years in honour and prosperity. The fa

vour of three successive califs had filled his

house with gold and silver ; and whenever he

appeared, the benedictions of the people pro
claimed his passage.

Terrestrial happiness is of short continuance.

The brightness of the flame is wasting its fuel
;

the fragrant flower is passing away in its own
odours. The vigour of Omar began to fail,

the curls of beauty fell from his head, strength

departed from his hands, and agility from his

feet. He gave back to the calif the keys of trust

and the seals of secrecy ; and sought no other

pleasure for the remains of life than the con

verse of the wise, and the gratitude of the

good.

The powers of his mind were yet unimpaired.
His chamber was filled by visitants, eager to

catch the dictates of experience, and officious to

pay the tribute of admiration. Caled, the son

of the viceroy of Egypt, entered every day early,

and retired late. He was beautiful and elo

quent ; Omar admired his wit and loved his do

cility. Tell me, said Caled, thou to whose voice

nations have listened, and whose wisdom is

known to the extremities of Asia, tell me how
I may resemble Omar the prudent. The arts

j

by which you have gained power and preserved

it, are to you no longer necessary or useful ; im

part to me the secret of your conduct, and teach

me the plan upon which your wisdom has built

your fortune.

Young man, said Omar, it is of little use to

form plans of life. When I took my first sur

vey of the world, in my twentieth year, having
considered the various conditions of mankind,
in the hour of solitude I said thus to myself,

leaning against a cedar which spread its branch

es over my head : Seventy years are allowed to

man
; I have yet fifty remaining : ten years I

will allot to the attainment of knowledge, and

ten I will pass in foreign countries ; I shall be

learned, and therefore shall be honoured ; every

city will shout at my arrival, and every student

will solicit my friendship. Twenty years thus

passed will store my mind with images which
I shall be busy through the rest of my life in

combining and comparing. I shall revel in in

exhaustible accumulations of intellectual riches
;

I shall find new pleasures for every moment,
and shall never more be weary of myself. I

will, however, not deviate too far from the beat

en track of life, but will try what can be found

in female delicacy. I will marry a wife beauti

ful as the Houries, and wise as Zobeide
;
with

her I will live twenty years within the suburbs

of Bagdat, in every pleasure that wealth can

purchase, and fancy can invent. I will then re

tire to a rural dwelling, pass my last days in ob

scurity and contemplation, and lie silently down
on the bed of death. Through my life it shall

be my settled resolution, that I will never de

pend upon the smile of princes; that I will

never stand exposed to the artifices of courts ; I

will never pant for public honours, nor disturb

my quiet with the affairs of state. Such was

my scheme of life, which I impressed indelibly

upon my memory.
The first part of my ensuing time was to be

spent in search of knowledge ;
and I know not

how I was diverted from my design. 1 had

no visible impediments without, nor any un

governable passions within. I regarded know

ledge as the highest honour and the most engag

ing pleasure ; yet day stole upon day, and month

glided after month, till I found that seven years

of the first ten had vanished, and left nothing be

hind them. I now postponedmy purpose oftravel

ling ; for why should I go abroad while so much
remained to be learned at home ? I immured

myself for four years, and studied the laws of

the empire. The fame of my skill reached the

judges ;
I was found able to speak upon doubt

ful questions, and was commanded to stand at

the footstool of the calif. I was heard with at

tention, I was consulted with confidence, and

the love of praise fastened on my heart.

I still wished to see distant countries, listened

with rapture to the relations of travellers, and

resolved some time to ask my dismission, that I

might feast my soul with novelty ; but my pre

sence was always necessary, and the stream of

business hurried me along. Sometimes I was

afraid lest I should be charged with ingratitude j
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but I still proposed to travel, and therefore would

not confine myself by marriage.
In my fiftieth year I began to suspect that the

time of travelling was past, and thought it best

to lay hold on the felicity yet in my power, and

indulge myself in domestic pleasures. But
at fifty no man easily finds a woman beau

tiful as the Houries, and wise as Zobeide. I

inquired and rejected, consulted and deliberated,

till the sixty-second year made me ashamed of

gazing upon girls. I had now nothing left but

retirement, and for retirement I never found a

time, till disease forced me from public employ
ment.

Such was my scheme, and such has been its

consequence. With an insatiable thirst for

knowledge, I trifled away the years of improve
ment ; with a restless desire of seeing different

countries, I have always resided in the same

city ; with the highest expectation of connubial

felicity, I have lived unmarried ; and with un
alterable resolutions of contemplative retire

ment, I am going to die within the walls of

Bagdat.

No. 102.] SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1760.

IT very seldom happens to man that his business

is his pleasure. What is done from necessity is

BO often to be done when against the present in

clination, and so often fills the mind with anx

iety, that an habitual dislike steals upon us, and
we shrink involuntarily from the remembrance
of our task. This is the reason why almost

every one wishes to quit his employment ; he
does not like another state, but is disgusted with
his own.

From this unwillingness to perform more
than is required of that which is commonly per
formed with reluctance, it proceeds that few
authors write their own lives. Statesmen, cour

tiers, ladies, generals, and seamen, have given to

the world their own stories, and the events with
which their different stations have made them

acquainted. They retired to the closet as to a

place of quiet and amusement, and pleased them
selves with writing, because they could lay
down the pen whenever they were weary. But
the author, however conspicuous, or however

important, either in the public eye or in his own,
leaves his life to be related by his successors, for

he cannot gratify his vanity but by sacrificing
his ease.

li is commonly supposed, that the uniformity
of a studious life affords no matter for narration :

but the truth is, that of the most studious life a

great part passes without study. An author .

partakes of the common condition of humanity;
he is born and married like another man

; ha

has hopes and fears, expectations and disappoint

ments, griefs and joys, and friends and enemies,
like a courtier or a statesman ; nor can 1 con

ceive why his affairs should not excite curiosity
as much as the whisper of a drawing-room, oi

the factions of a camp.

Nothing detains the reader's attention more

powerfully than deep involutions of distress, or

sudden vicissitudes of fortune
; and these might

be abundantly afforded by memoirs of the sons

of literature. They are entangled by contracts

which they know not how to fulfil, and obliged to

write on subjects which they do not understand.

Every publication is a new period of time, from
which some increase or declension of fame is to

be reckoned. The gradations of a hero's life

are from battle to battle, and of an author's

from book to book.

Success and miscarriage have the same effects

in all conditions. The prosperous are feared,

hated, and flattered ;
and the unfortunate avoid

ed, pitied, and despised. No sooner is a book

published than the writer may judge of the

opinion of the world. If his acquaintance press
round him in public places or salute him from
the other side of the street ; if invitations to

dinner come thick upon him, and those with

whom he dines keep him to supper ; if the la

dies turn to him when his coat is plain, and the

footmen serve him with attention and alacrity ;

he may be sure that his work has been praised

by some leader of literary fashions.

Of declining reputation the symptoms are not

less easily observed. If the author enters a cof

fee-house, he has a box to himself; if he calls at

a bookseller's, the boy turns his back; and,
what is the most fatal of all prognostics, authors

will visit him in a morning, and talk to him
hour after hour of the malevolence of critics, the

neglect of merit, the bad taste of the age, and

the candour of posterity.

All this, modified and varied by accident and

custom, would form very amusing scenes of bio

graphy, and might recreate many a mind which
is very little delighted with conspiracies or bat

tles, intrigues of a court, or debates of a parlia

ment ;
to this might be added all the changes of

the countenance of a patron, traced from the

first glow which flattery raises in his cheek,

through ardour of fondness, vehemence of pro

mise, magnificence of praise, excuse of delay,

and lamentation of inability, to the last chill

look of final dismission, when the one grows

weary or soliciting, and the other of hearing so

licitation.

Thus copious are the materials which have

been hitherto suffered to lie neglected, while

the repositories of every family that has produc
ed a soldier or a minister are ransacked, and

libraries are crowded with useless folios of state
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papers which will never be read, and which con

tribute nothing to valuable knowledge.

I hope the learned will be taught to know
their own strength and their value, and, instead

of devoting their lives to the honour of those

who seldom thank them for their labours, re

solve at last to do justice to themselves.

No. 103.] SATURDAY, APRIL 5, 1760.

Respicere ad longce jussit spatla ultima vit<f.

JUV.

MUCH of the pain and pleasure of mankind
arises from the conjectures which every one

makes of the thoughts of others ; we all enjoy

praise which we do not hear, and resent con

tempt which we do not see. The Idler may
therefore be forgiven, if he suffers his imagina
tion to represent to him what his readers will

say or think when they are informed that they
have now his last paper in their hands.

Value is more frequently raised by scarcity than

by use. That which lay neglected when it was

common, rises in estimation as its quantity be

comes less. We seldom learn the true want of

what we have, till it is discovered that we can

have no more.

This essay will, perhaps, be read with care

even by those who have not yet attended to any
other ;

and he that finds this late attention re

compensed, will not forbear to wish that he

had bestowed it sooner.

Though the Idler and his readers have con

tracted no close friendship, they are perhaps
both unwilling to part. There are few things
not purely evil, of which we can say, without

some emotion of uneasiness, "this is the last."

Those who never could agree together, shed

tears when mutual discontent has determined

them to final separation ; of a place which has

been frequently visited, though without plea

sure, the last look is taken with heaviness of

heart ; and the Idler, with all his dullness of

tranquillity, is not wholly unaffected by the

thought that his last essay is now before him.

This secret hor.ror of the last is inseparable
from a thinking being, whose life is limited, and
to whom death is dreadful. We always make
a secret comparison between a part and the

whole ; the termination of any period of life re

minds us that life itself has likewise its termi

nation ;
when we have done any thing for the

last time, we involuntarily reflect that a part of

the days allotted us is past, and that as more are

past there are less remaining.
It is very happily and kindly provided, that in

every life there are certain pauses and interrup

tions, which force consideration upon the careless,

and seriousness upon the light ; points of time

where one course of action ends, and another

begins ; and by vicissitudes of fortune, or alter

ation of employment, by change of place or loss

of friendship, we are forced to say of something,
"this is the last."

An even and unvaried tenour of life always
hides from our apprehension the approach of its

end. Succession is not perceived but by varia

tion ; he that lives to day as he lived yesterday,
and expects that as the present day is, such will

be the morrow, easily conceives time as running
in a circle and returning to itself. The uncer

tainty of our duration is impressed commonly
by dissimilitude of condition ; it is only by
finding life changeable that we are reminded of

its shortness.

This conviction, however forcible at every
new impression, is every moment fading from
the mind

;
and partly by the inevitable incur

sion of new images, and partly by voluntary ex

clusion of unwelcome thoughts, we are again

exposed to the universal fallacy ;
and we must

do another thing for the last time, before we
consider that the time is nigh when we shall do

no more.

As the last Idler is published in that solemn

week which the Christian world has always
set apart for the examination of the conscience,

the review of life, the extinction of earthly

desires, and the renovation of holy purposes ;

I hope that my readers are already disposed to

view every incident with seriousness, and im

prove it by meditation ; and that when they
see this series of trifles brought to a con

clusion, they will consider that, by outliving the

Idler, they have passed weeks, months, and

years, which are now no longer in their power ;

that an end must in time be put to every thing

great, as to every thing little ; that to life must
come its last hour, and to this system of being
its last day, the hour at which probation ceases

and repentance will be vain
;
the day in which

every work of the hand, and imagination of the

heart, shall be brought to 'udgment, and an

everlasting futurity shall be determined by the

past.

No. XXII. *

MANY naturalists, are of opinion, that the ani

mals which we commonly consider as mute,

* This was the original No. 22, but on the re-

publication of the work in volumes, Dr. Johnson sub

stituted what now stands under that head.
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have the power of imparting their thoughts to

one another. That they can express general
sensations is very certain : every being that can

utter sounds, has a different voice for pleasure
and for pain. The hound informs his fellows

when he scents his game; the hen calls her

chickens to their food by her cluck, and drives

them from danger by her scream.

Birds have the greatest variety of notes
j they

have indeed a variety, which seems almost suffi

cient to make a speech adequate to the purposes
of a life which is regulated by instinct, and can

admit little change or improvement, To the cries

of birds curiosity or superstition has been al

ways attentive
; many have studied the lan

guage of the feathered tribes, and some have

boasted that they understood it.

The most skilful or most confident interpre
ters of the sylvan dialogues, have been common
ly found among the philosophers of the east, in

a country where the calmness of the air, and
the mildness of the seasons, allow the student

to pass a great part of the year in groves and
bowers. But what may be done in one place

by peculiar opportunities, may be performed in

another by peculiar diligence. A shepherd of

Bohemia has, by long abode in the forests, en

abled himself to understand the voice of birds
;

at least he relates with great confidence a story,
of which the credibility is left to be considered

by the learned.

As I was sitting (said he) within a hollow

rock, and watching my sheep that fed in the

valley, I heard two vultures interchangeably

crying on the summit of a cliff. Both voices

were earnest and deliberate. My curiosity

prevailed over the care of the flock j I climbed

slowly and silently from crag to crag, concealed

among the shrubs, till I found a cavity where I

might sit and listen without suffering, or giving
disturbance.

I soon perceived that my labour would be

well repaid, for an old vulture was sitting on a

naked prominence, with her young about her,

whom she was instructing in the arts of a vul

ture's life, and preparing, by the last lecture,

for their final dismission to the mountains and
the skies.

My children, said the old vulture, you will

the less want my instructions, because you have
had my practice before your eyes ; you have seen

me snatch from the farm the household fowl,

you have seen me seize the leveret in the bush,
and the kid in the pasturage ; you know how
to fix your talons, and how to balance your

flight when you are laden with your prey. Bat

you remember the taste of more delicious food.

1 have often regaled you with the flesh of man
Tell us, said the young vultures, where man
may be found, and how he may be known :

his flesh is surelv the natural food of a vulture.

Why have you never brought a man in your ta

lons to the nest ? He is too bulky, said the

!

mother ; when we find a man we can only tear

away his flesh, and leave his bones upon the

ground. Since man is so big, said the young
ones, how do you kill him ? You are afraid of

the wolf and of the bear, by what power are

vultures superior to man? Is man more de

fenceless than a sheep? We have not the

strength of man, returned the mother, and 1

am sometimes in doubt whether we have the

subtilty; and the vultures would seldom feast

upon his flesh, had not nature, that devoted him
jto our uses, infused into him a strange ferocity,

|

which I have never observed in any other being
I that feeds upon the earth. Two herds of men

j

will often meet and shake the earth with noise,

I and fill the earth with fire. When you hear
'

noise, and see fire, with flashes along the

[ ground, hasten to the place with your swiftest

;'wmg, for men are surely destroying one

^another; you will then find the ground smok

ing with blood and covered with carcases,
of which many are dismembered, and mangled
for the convenience of the vulture. But
when men have killed their prey, said the

pupil, why do they not eat it? When the

wolf has killed % sheep, he suffers not the

vulture to touch it till he has satisfied himself.

Is not man another kind of wolf ? Man, said

the mother, is the only beast who kills that

which he does not devour, and this quality
makes him so much a benefactor to our species.
If men kill our prey, and lay it in our way,
said the young one, what need shall we have of

labouring for ourselves? Because man will

sometimes, replied the mother, remain for a

long time quiet in his den. The old vultures

will tell you when you are to watch his mo
tions. When you see men in great numbers

moving close together, like a flight of storks, you

may conclude that they are hunting, and that

you will soon revel in human blood. But still,)

said the young one, I would gladly know the/'

reason of this mutual slaughter. I could nevei^
kill what I could not eat. My child, said the

mother, this is a question which I cannot an4

swer, though I am reckoned the most subtile

bird of the mountain. When I was young, I

used frequently to visit the ayry of an old vul

ture, who dwelt upon the Carpathian rocks ;

he had made many observations ; he knew the

places that afforded prey round his habitation,

as far in every direction as the strongest wing
can fly between the rising and setting of the

summer sun ; he had fed year after year on the

entrails of men. His opinion was, that men
j

had only the appearance of animal life, being

really vegetables, with a power of motion ; and.

that as the boughs of an oak are dashed together

by the storm, that swine may fatten upon th<|
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fallen acorns, so men are by some unaccountable

power driven one against another, till they lose|

their motion, that vultures may be fed. Others!

think they have observed something of con

trivance and policy among these mischievous

beings : and those that hover more closely round

them, pretend, that there is iu every herd, one

THE IDLER.
that gives directions to the rest, and seercs to

bej
more eminently delighted with a wide ctrnage.

What it is that entitles him to such pre-emi-j

nence we know not j he is seldom the biggest

the swiftest, but he shows by his eagerness an^

diligence that he is, more than any of

others, a friend to the vultures.
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"... Tentanda via est ; qua me quoque possim
Tollere humo, victorque virum volitare per ora."

VIRGIL
On venturous wing in quest of praise I go,

And leave the gazing multitude below.





HISTORICAL AND BIOGRAPHICAL

PREFACE

TO

THE ADVENTURER.

TKE Adventurer was planned by Dr. John

Hawkesworth soon after the conclusion of the

Rambler, in conjunction with Dr. Johnson.

The first number was published on Tuesday,

Nov. the 7th, 1752, in the lolio size, and quan

tity of the Rambler, and at the same price.

The days of publication were Tuesday and Sa

turday, and a period was put to the work in No.

140, Saturday, March, 9, 1754.

John Hawkesworth, LL. D. was born in

1715, or, according to another account, in 1719.

His parents were dissenters, probably in humble

life. It has been asserted that he was brought

up to a mechanical employment, but Sir J.

Hawkins says that he was in his youth a hired

clerk to an attorney a situation scarcely supe
rior to the former. By some means, however,
he fitted himself for the professJon of a man of

letters; and about 1744 was Dr. Johnson's suc

cessor in the office of compiler of the parlia

mentary debates for the Gentleman's Magazine.
To that publication he contributed during some
successive years several pieces of poetry, some
of them under the signature

" H. Greville."

We find him, between his thirtieth and fortieth

year, residing at Bromley, in Kent, where his

wife kept a boarding-school for young ladies.

In 1752 he began to publish The Adventurer,"
which was continued to the one hundred and
fortieth number, and then collected into four
volumes 12ai3. Of these, one half, or severity

numbers, were of his own composition. He
bad for ais coadjutors Johnson, Bathurst, and

Warton, and there were a few other occasional

contributors. The Adventurer was favourably
received by the public, and merited its success

by the purity of its morals, the elegance of its

critical disquisitions, and the acquaintance it

displayed with life and manners. The papers
of Hawkesworth resemble in style the Ramblers
of Johnson, though with somewhat less pomp of

diction. Those among them which have been

most admired consist cf eastern tales, and of

stories in domestic life; in the former of which
he exhibited a fine imagination, and in the lat

ter a considerable knowledge of the human
heart. Both of them convey the most instruct

ive lessons of conduct. Archbishop Herring so

much approved the moral and religious tenor of

these papers, that he conferred upon their author

the degree of doctor of civil law. From some

circumstance, this acquisition of dignity lost

Dr. Hawkesworth the friendship of Johnson

(who Jiad not then obtained a similar honour),
and they appear uover again to have associated

together. That Hawkesworth was weakly
elated by his new title, appears from the inten,

tion with which it inspired him of assuming
the profession of a civilian, and practising in the

ecclesiastical courts ; but, after some prepara

tory studies, the opposition he met with obliged
him to desist from his purpose. In 1756, at the

desire of Garrick, he altered for the stage Dry-
den's comedy of Amphytrion. His oratorio of

^Zimri," performed at Covent Garden in 1760,

displayed no mean talents for poetical composi
tion ; and his "

Edgar and Emmeline," a dra

matic entertainment, called "a Fairy Tale,"

brought out at Drury-lane in 1761, w&s a very

elegant fancy-piece. In the same year he pub
lished " Almoran and Hamet," an Oriental

tale, two volumes 12mo, which possesses much
merit as a romance of the serious and dignified

class. He was the editor about this time of a

collection of the works of Dean Swift, to which
he prefixed a life of that extraordinary person



IV HISTORICAL AND
The mention made of this performance by Dr.

;

Johnson, in his Lives of the English Poets, is

too valuable a biographical record of our author

to be omitted :
" An account of Dr. Swift has

been already collected with great diligence and
acuteness by Dr. Hawkesworth, according to a

scheme which I laid before him in the intimacy
of our friendship. I cannot, therefore, be ex

pected to say much of a life, concerning which
1 had long since communicated my thoughts to

a man capable of dignifying his narration with
so much elegance of language and force of sen

timent." In 1766 Dr. Hawkesworth was the

editor of three volumes of " Letters of Dr. Swift
and several of his Friends, published from th

Originals, with Notes explanatory and histori

cal." A " Translation of Telemachus," quarto,

1768, exhibited to great advantage the beauties

of Hawkesworth's style, which was peculiarly

adapted to represent the rich description and
sentimental glow of the admired original ; and
he was allowed to have left all former trans

lators of this work far behind him. The repu
tation he had now acquired as a writer obtained

for him, in 1772, the lucrative and distinguished
task of compiling into one narrative an account

of all the voyages of discovery made by command
of his present maiesty, to that period of his

reign. This worfe was published in three vol

umes 4to. magnificently adorned with charts,

maps, views, &c. and comprising the materials

of the journals kept by commodore Byron, cap
tains Wallis and Carteret, and lieutenant Cook,
in their respective voyages to the Southern

hemisphere and Pacific ocean. Dr. Hawkes
worth received the very munificent reward of

six thousand pounds ; and his execution of the

task obtained the praise of lively and elegant

narration, and of sufficient fidelity as to matters

of fact. Yet the author by profession, the spe-

culatist and philosopher, too much appeared

amidst the simple relations of sea officers and

navigators ;
and the colouring of his style pro

duced a similar effect in the writing, with that

of the Grecian figures of Cipriani and other ar

tists in the engravings. Some moral and reli

gious objections were likewise made to his

performance. He had indulged in some des

criptions of the licentious manners of the South

Sea islanders, which were thought too
inflanij

matory : and he had made some unnecessary

ttacks upon the popular doctrine of a particular

providence. Some nautical omissions were se

verely censureil : and upon the whole, the criti

cisms he underwent gave him vexations, which

more than counterbalanced the satisfaction aris

ing from his profits. The latter were enjoyed
'

a very short time ; for the year in which this

work appeared was the last of his life, which

closed on November 16, 1773, at Bromley. The
,'

chagrin he underwent, together with indulgence

in his mode of living, are supposed to

shortened his days. Dr. Hawkesworth was a

man of irritable passions and exquisite sensibili

ty, but friendly, social, and humane. His
conversation is represented as having been high

ly agreeable, and his manners to have been

those of the scholar and gentleman united.

The first coadjutor of Dr. Hawkesworth in

the Adventurer, prior to Dr. Johnson or Dr.

Warton joining him, is said to have been Dr.
Richard Bathurst, at that time one of the

members of Dr. Johnson's Ivy-lane Club. He
was the son of a Colonel Bathurst, a West In
dia planter, from whom Dr. Johnson received

his faithful black servant. Dr. Bathurst is said

to have written the eight papers marked A. in

the Adventurer. Dr. Johnson wrote twenty-
nine papers in the Adventurer, the general cha

racter of which is the same with that of bis

preceding work. He did not begin to write for

the Adventurer until No. 34, March 3, 1753.

He began to write with the story of Misargyrus,
which he continued in Nos. 41, 53, and 62.

His Journey in a Stage Coach, in No. 84, can

not be exceeded for delicate humour. We find

him dwelling on his favourite topic, the con

cerns and interests of literary men, Nos. 85, 95,

115, 137, and 138. In No. 120, he indulges in

reflections " on the bitterness of being." Mr.
Boswell has discovered that No. 39., on* sleep,

was written by him. Sir J. Hawkins, whca
he collected Dr. Johnson's works for a uni

form edition in 1786-7, omitted no less than fir*

of his Adventurers, viz. Nos. 39, 67, 74, 81,

and 128.

The next contributor to the Adventurer that

we shall notice was Dr. Joseph Warton, to

whom the province of criticism and literature

was assigned in the original plan. His contri

butions amount to twenty-four papers. Thij

elegant scholar, and distinguished writer, was
born about the year 1722. He was the eldest

son of the Rev. Thomas Warton, poetry-pro
fessor at Oxford, and vicar of Basingstoke. He
received his early education chiefly under his

father
;
and at the age of fourteen was admitted

on the foundation at Winchester-school, where

he continued till 1740, when he was entered ot

Oriel-college, Oxford. After taking the degree
of B. D. he became curate to his father at

Basingstoke, where he officiated two years ; and

in 1746 he removed to a similar employment at

Chelsea. In 1748 he was presented by the

Duke of Bolton to the rectory of Winslade, and

soon after married. He accompanied his patron

in 1751 on a tour to the south of France ; be

fore which period he had commenced an edition

of Virgil in Latin and English, which was com

pleted in 1753. When the Adventurer was

undertaken by Dr. Hawkesworth, Warton

received an invitation through the medium of
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h?s friend Dr. Johnson, to become a contributor, moted her mental improvement, dying when
The result of his compliance was twenty four she was young, she was left to follow her own

papers, as we have stated, of which some were inclination in that respect, and stored her mind

of the humorous cast, hut the greater part were with the best writings in different modern

essays on critical topics. In this department he languages. She was one of the female favour

adopted the mode of criticism, to which he al-
|

ites of the celebrated Richardson, and through

ways adhered, and which consisted in exercising his means was introduced to Mr. Chapone, a

his elegance of taste and nicety of feeling upon young practitioner of the law, and a mutual at-

particular passages, and pointing out their beau- tachment was the result. In the mean time

ties and defects, as addressed to the heart and
|

she formed an acquaintance with Miss Carter,

the imagination. He was presented in 1754 to
j

to whom she addressed a poem on her transla-

the rectory of Tunworth ; and in 1755, was tion of Epictetus, which, with an ode to Peace,

elected second master of Winchester-school, with and the story of Fidelia in the Adventurer, were

the advantage of a boarding-house. The first ! among her first public productions. She married

volume of his "
Essay on the Writings and

Genius of Pope" appeared, without his name,
in 1756. In 1766 he was advanced to the place

Mr. Chapone in 1760, but the union was dissolved

by his death ten months after, and she was left

a mourning widow with a narrow income. Her
of head master of Winchester-school, which he

|

good sense, powers of conversation, and respect-

long occupied with high reputation. He
j

able character, procured her many friends of

visited Oxford on this promotion, where he both sexes, among whom were Mrs. Montague
proceeded to the degrees of bachelor and doctoi

of divinity.

Dr. Warton's life was from this time uni

form, or only vai'ied by occasional visits to Lon

don, by schemes of publication, and by new

preferments. In 1793 he closed his long labours

at Winchester-school by a resignation of the

mastership, and retired to the rectory of Wick-

ham, which he had obtained by an exchange for

another. Still fond of literary employment, he

accepted a proposal from the bookseller, to su

perintend an edition of Pope's works, which

was completed in 9 volumes 8vo. published in

1797. After he hitd finished his task as editor

of Pope, he undertook the like service to Dry-
den, and Lad prepared two volumes of that emi

nent poet at the time of his death. This event

took place in February, 1800, in his 78th year.
Dr. Warton was twice married, pnd left a son

and three daughters.
No. 90, of the Adventurer, was written by

Mr. Colman, afterwards the principal contri

butor to the Connoisseur. The beautiful lines

m No. 37 have been usually attributed to the

pious Gilbert West ; but they were afterwa;v?s

discovered to have been the production ^f the
Rev. Richard Jago.
Nos. 77, 78, and 7

'T- the story of

Fidelia, were -wriften by the celebrated Mrs.
/-vt___ n^i_

Chapone. This

born in 1727.

Mulso, Esq.ryco
At an earhiation

esteemed female writer was
was the daughter of Thomas

wywell, Northamptonshire,
e displayed a lively imagina

tion and^us conch
^erstanding, and is said to

have
ca-esumptionf.oniance at the age of nine>

Her r sured. An( ratner discouraged than pro-
,

(
obscure.

Johnson .

#>9. Poets not ui

poor Warto

GO, Satan's Lette,

and Virtue j

c

and Lord Lyttleton, and she passed her time

chiefly in London, or in occasional visits. Her
name became more generally known by thepub-
Kcation, in 1773, at the request of her literary

friends, of " Letters on the Improvement of

the Mind, addressed to a Young Lady." Of
this work the following character has been

given by an eminent writer of her own sex :

" It is distinguished by sound sense, a liberal,

as well as a warm spirit of piety, and a philoso

phy applied to its best use, the culture of the

heart and affections. It has no shining eccen

tricities of thought, no peculiarities of system :

it follows experience as its guide, and is content

to produce effects of acknowledged utility by
known and approved means. On these account*

it is perhaps, the most unexceptionable treatise

that can be put into the hands of female youth.
These letters aro particularly excellent in what
relates to regulating the temper and feelings.

Their style is pure and unaffected, and tha

manner grave and impressive." In 1775 Mro.

Chapone published a volume of " Miscellaniea

in Prose and Verse," some pieces in which slw

had formerly" printed without her name.

The loss of frfends by death, especially tbal

of an excellent and beloved brother in 1799,

rendering London no loiter a desirable abode,

she had intended to remove to Winchester,
which was the residence of '-the niece to whom
she had addressed the Letters,- and who wusi

married to a clergyman ; but *he death of thiti

lady in childbed disconcerted he*- plan, and at

length she removed to Hadley, where she died

in 1801, at the age of 74.

2H
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ADVENTURER.

No. 1.] TUESDAY, Nov. 7. 1752.

Hac arte Pollux, et vagus Hercules

Innixus, arces attigit igneas. HOR.

Thus mounted to the towers above,

The vagrant hero, son of Jove. FRANCIS.

AS every man in the exercise of his duty to

himself and the community, struggles

with difficulties which no man has always sur

mounted, and is exposed to dangers which are

never wholly escaped ; life has heen considered

as a warfare, and courage as a virtue more ne

cessary than any other. It was soon found,

that without the exercise of courage, withou

an effort of the mind hy which immedia

pleasure is rejected, pain despised, and life it

self set at hazard, much cannot be contributed

to the public good, nor such happiness procured
to ourselves as is consistent with that of

others.

But as pleasure can be exchanged only for

pleasure, every art has been pleased to connect

such gratifications with the exercise of courage,

as compensate for those which are given us : the

pleasures of the imagination are substituted for

those of the senses, and the hope of future enjoy
ments for the possession of present ; and to de

corate these pleasures and this hope, has wearied

.eloquence and exhausted learning. Courage has

been dignified with the name of heroic virtue ;

and heroic virtue has deified the hero : his

statue, hung round with ensigns of terror,

frowned in the gloom of a wood or a temple ;

altars were raised before it, and the world was
commanded to worship.
Thus the ideas of courage, and virtue, and

honour, are so associated, that wherever we per
ceive courage, we infer virtue and ascribe hon
our ; without considering, whether courage was
exerted to produce happiness or misery, in the

defence of freedom or support of tyranny.
But though courage and heroic virtue are still

confounded, yet by courage nothing more It

generally understood than a power of opposing

danger with serenity and perseverance. To se

cure the honours which are bestowed upon
courage by custom, it is indeed necessary that

this danger should be voluntary : for a coura

geous resistance of dangers to which we are

necessarily exposed by our station, is considered

merely as the discharge of our duty, and brings

only a negative reward, exemption from infamy.
He.who, at the approach of evil, betrays his

trust or deserts his post, is branded with cowar

dice; a name, perhaps more reproachful than

any other, that does not imply much greater

turpitude : he who patiently suffers that which
he cannot without guilt avojd, escapes infamy
but does not obtain praise. It is the man who\

provokes danger in its recess, who quits a peace- \

ful retreat, where he might have slumbered in /

ease and safety, for peril and labour, to drive be- [

fore a tempest or to watch in a camp ; the man
who descends from a precipice by a rope at

midnight, to fire a city that is besieged ; or who
ventures forward into regions of perpetual cold

and darkness, to discover new paths of naviga

tion, and disclose new secrets of the deep ; it is

the Adventurer alone, on whom every
fixed with admiration, and whose praise

peated by every voice.

But it must be confessed that this is only the

praise of prejudice and of custom : reason as yet
sees nothing either to commend or imitate : a j

more sevei-e scrutiny must be made, before she/
can admit courage to belong to virtue, or entitle*

its possessor to the palm of honour.

If new worlds are sought merely to gratify
avarice or ambition, for the treasures that ripen
in the distant mine, or the homage of nations

whom new arts of destruction may subdue ; or

if the precipice is descended merely for a pecu

niary consideration ; the Adventurer is, in the

estimation of reason, as worthless and contemp
tible, as the robber who defies a gibbet for the

hire of a strumpet, or the fool who lays out his

JL UtlY lfii"-

eep; it is/

iry eye is

use is re-/
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whole property on a lottery ticket. Reason con

siders the motive, the means, and the end; and

honours courage only, Avhen it is employed to

effect the pui'pose of virtue. Whoever exposes

life for the good of others, and desires no super-

added reward but fame, is pronounced a hero by
the voice of reason ; and to withhold the praise

that he merits, would be an attempt equally in

jurious and impossible. How much then is it

to be regretted, that several ages have elapsed,

since all who had the will, had also the power,
thus to secure at once the shout of the multi

tude, and the eulogy of the philosopher ! The
last who enjoyed this privilege were the heroes

that the history of certain dark ages distin

guishes by the name of Knights Errant ; beings
who improved the opportunities of glory that

were peculiar to their own times, in which

giants were to be encountered, dragons destroy

ed, enchantments dissolved, and captive prin

cesses set at liberty.

These heroes, however numerous, or wher
ever they dwelt, had nothing more to do than,

as soon as Aurora with her dewy fingers un

locked the rosy portals of the east, to mount
the steed, grasp the lance, and ride forth attend

ed by a faithful squire : a giant or a dragon

immediately appeared ; or a castle was perceived

with a moat, a bridge, and a horn : the horn is

sounded, a dwarf first appears, and then an

enchanter ; a combat ensues, and the enchanter

is defeated : the knight enters the castle, reads a

Talisman, dissolves the enchantment, receives

the thanks of the princesses and encomium of

the knights ; then is conducted by the principal

lady to the court of her father ; is there the ob

ject of universal admiration, refuses a kingdom,
and sets out again to acquire new glory by a

series of new adventures.

But if the world has now no employment for

the Knight Errant, the Adventurer may still do

good for fame. Such is the hope, with which
he quits the quiet of indolence and the safety of

obscurity ;
for such ambition he has exchanged

content, and such. is his claim as a candidate for

pa"ie."""Tt may, indeed, be objected, that he has

no right to the regard; because, if it be ad

mitted that he does good for fame, it cannot be

pretended that it is at the risk of life : but honour

has been alvays allowed to be of greater value

than life. If, therefore, the Adventurer risks his

honjDur,-Jbe risks imn-e ^a^l'ffieTrklalgKf.
THe

ignominy whicH"FaIIs^on a disappointed can

didate for public praise, would by those very

knights have been deemed worse than death ; and

who is more truly a candidate for public praise
than an author ? But as the knights were with

out fear of death, the Adventurer is without

fear of disgrace or disappointment : he confides,

like them, in the temper of his weapon, andjke
justice of his cause ;

he knows he ha&4MJGaiLto
before he will meet with some fortress that

[No. 2.

has been raised by sophistry for the asylum of

error, some enchanter who lies in wait to en

snare innocence, or some dragon breathing out

his poison in defence of infidelity: he has also

the power of enchantment, which he will exer

cise in his turn ; he will sometimes crowd the

scene with ideal beings, sometimes recal the

past, and sometimes anticipate the future; some
times he will transport those who put them
selves under his influence to regions which no
traveller has yet visited, and will sometimes
confine them with invisible bands till the charm
is dissolved by a word, which, will be placed the

last in a paper which he shall give them.
Nor does he fear that this boast should draw

upon him the imputation of arrogance or of

vanity, for the knight, when he challenged an

army, was not thought either arrogant or vain :

and yet as every challenge is a boast, and implies
a consciousness of superiority, the ostentation ia

certainly in proportion to the force that is de-

tied ; but this force is also the measure of danger,
arid danger is the measure of honour. It must
also be remarked, that there is great difference

between a boast of what we shall do, and <x
?

what we have done. A boast Avhen we entee

the lists, is a defiance of danger ; it claims at

tention, and it raises expectation : but a boast

when we return, is only an exultation in safety,

and a demand of praise which is not thought to

be due, for the praise that is thought to be due,
is always paid. Let it be remembered, there

fore, that if the Adventurer raises expectation,

he proportionably increases his danger; and

that he asks nothing which the public shall de

sire to withhold.

No. 2.] SATURDAY, Nov. 11, 1752.

Palma negata macrum, donata reduclt opimw.t.
Hon.

To sink in shame, or swell with pride,

As the gay palm is granted or deniwd.

FRANCIS.

THE multitudes that support life by corporal la

bour, and eat their bread in the sweat of their

brow, commonly regard inactivity as idleness ;

and have no conception that weariness can be

contracted in an elbow-chair, by now and then

peeping into a book, and musing the rest of the

day : the sedentary and studious, therefore, raise

their envy or contempt, as they appear either to

possess the conveniences of life by the mere

bounty of fortune, or to sxiffer the want of them

by refusing to work.

It is, however, certain, that to think is to la-

hour; and that as the body is affected by the

exercise of the mind, the fatigue of the study i
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not less than that of the field or the manufac

tory.

But the labour of the mind, though it is

equally wearisome with that of the body, is not

attended with the same advantages. Exercise

gives health, vigour, and cheerfulness, sound

sleep, and a keen appetite : the effects of seden

tary thoughtfulness are diseases that embitter

and shorten life, interrupted rest, tasteless meals,

perpetual languor, and causeless anxiety.
No natural inability to perform manual opera

tions, has been observed to proceed from disincli

nation ; the reluctance, if it cannot be removed,

may be surmounted ; and the artificer then pro
ceeds in his work with as much dexterity and

exactness, as if no extraordinary effort had been

made to begin it : but with respect to the pro
ductions of imagination and wit, a mere deter

mination of the will is not sufficient
;
there must

be a disposition of the mind which no human

being can procure, or the work will have the

appearance of a forced plan, in the production of

which the industry of art nas been substituted

for the vigour of nature.

Nor does this disposition always ensure suc

cess, though the want of it never fails to render

application ineffectual
; for the writer who sits

down in the morning fired with his subject, and

teeming with ideas, often finds at night, that

what delighted his imagination offends his

judgment, and that he has lost the day by iu-

dulging a pleasing dream, in which he joined

together a multitude of splendid images with
out perceiving their incongruity.
Thus the wit is condemned to pass his hours,

those hours which return no more, in attempt

ing that which he cannot effect, or in collecting
materials which he afterwards discovers to be

unfit for use : but the mechanic and the hus
bandman know, that the work which they per
form will always bear the same proportion to

the time in which they are employed, and the

diligence which they exert.

Neither is the reward of intellectual equally
certain with that of corporal labour ; the arti

ficer, for the manufacture which he finishes in

a day, receives a certain sum ; but the wit fre

quently gains no advantage from a performance
at which he has toiled many months, either be

cause the town is not disposed to judge of his

merit, or because he has not suited the popular
taste.

It has been often observed, that not the value

of a man's income, but the proportion which it

bears to his expenses, justly denominates him
rich or poor; and that it is not so much the

manner in which he lives, as the habit of life he

has contracted, which renders him happy or

wretched. For this reason, the labour of the

mind, even when it is adequately rewarded,
does not procure means of happiness in the same

proportion as that of the body. They that sing

at the loom, or whistle after the plough, tvish

not for intellectual entertainment
; if they havt

plenty of wholesome food, they do not repine at

the inelegance of their table, nor are they less

happy because they are not treated with cere

monious respect and served with silent celerity.
The scholar is always considered as becoming a

gentleman by his education ; and the wit as

conferring honour upon his company, how
ever elevated by their rank or fortune :

they are, therefore, frequently admitted to

scenes of life very different from their own;
they partake of pleasures which they cannot

hope to purchase ; and many superfluities be

come necessary, by the gratification of wants,
which in a lower class they would never have
known.

Thus, the peasant and the mechanic, when
they have received the wages of the day, and

procured their strong beer aid supper, have
scarce a wish unsatisfied ; but the man of nice

discernment and quick sensations, who has ac

quired a high relish of the elegancies and refine

ments of life, has seldom philosophy enough to

be equally contest with that which the reward
of genius can purchase.
And yet there is scarce any character so much

the object of envy, as that of a successful writer.

But those who only see him in company, or

hear encomiums on his merit, form a very er

roneous opinion of his happiness : they conceive

him as perpetually enjoying the triumphs of in

tellectual superiority ;
as displaying the luxuri-

ancy of his fancy, and the variety of his know

ledge, to silent admiration ; or listening in vo

luptuous indolence to the music of praise. But

they know not, that these lucid intervals are

short and few ; that much the greater part of

his life is passed in solitude and anxiety ; that

his hours glide away unnoticed, and the day
like the night is contracted to a moment by the

intense application of the mind to its object :

locked up from every eye, and lost even to him

self, he is reminded that he lives only by the

necessities of life ;
he then starts as from a

dream, and regrets that the day has passed unen-

joyed, without affording means of happiness to

the morrow.

Will Hardman the smith had three sons,

Tom, Ned, and George. George, who was the

youngest, he put apprentice to a tailor; the two
elder were otherwise provided for : he had by
some means the opportunity of sending them to

school upon a foundation, and afterwards to the

University. Will thought that this opportu

nity to give his boys good learning, was not to

be missed :
"
Learning," be said,

" was a por
tion which the devil could not wrong them of j

and when he had done what he ought for them,

they must do for themselves."

As he had not the same power to procure
them .livings, when they had finished their
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studies, they came to London. They were both

scholars ; but Tom was a genius, and Ned was
a dunce : Ned became usher in a school at the

yearly salary of twenty pounds, and Tom soon

distinguished himself as an author : he wrote

many pieces of great excellence; but his reward

was sometimes withheld by caprice, and some

times intercepted by envy. He passed his time

in penury and labour ; his mind was abstracted

in the recollection of sentiment, and perplexed
in the arrangement of his ideas and the choice of

expression.

George in the meantime became a master in

his trade, kept ten men constantly at work upon
the board, drank his beer out of a silver tankard,

and' boasted, that he might be as well to pass in

a few years as many of those for whom he made
iaced clothes, and who thought themselves his

betters. Ned wished earnestly that he could

change stations with George : but Tom in the

pride of his heart disdained them both ; and de

clared that he would rather perish upon a bulk

with cold and hunger, than steal through life in

obscurity, and be forgotten when he was dead.

No. 3.} TUESDAY, Nov. 14, 1752.

-Scents decora altafuturis. YJ R a .

The splendid ornament of future scenes.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

As the business of pantomines is become a very
serious concern, and the curiosity of mankind is

perpetually thirsting after novelties, I have been

at great pains to contrive an entertainment, in

which every thing shall be united that is either

the delight or astonishment of the present age :

I have not only ransacked the fairs of Bartho

lomew and Southwark, but picked up every un
common animal, every amazing prodigy of na

ture, and every surprising performer, that has

lately appeared within the bills of mortality.
As soon as I am provided with a theatre spaci

ous enough for nay purpose, I intend to exhibit

a most sublime pantomine in the modern taste
;

but far more ostentatious in its feats of activity,

its scenes, decorations, machinery, and mon
sters. A sketch of my design I shall lay before

you ;
and you may possibly think it not incon

sistent with the character of an Adventurer to

recommend it to public notice.

I have chosen for the subject the Fable of

Hercules, as his labours will furnish me with

the most extraordinary events, and give me an

Opportunity of introducing many wonders of the

mftnstrous creation. it is strange that this

story, which so greatly recommends itself by
its incredibility, should have hitherto escaped
the search of those penetrating geniuses, who
have rummaged not only the legends of anti

quity, but the fictions of fairy tales, and little

history books for children, to supply them with
materials for Perseus and Andromeda, Doctor

Faustus, Queen Mab, &c. In imitation of

these illustrious Avits, I shall call my enter

tainment by the name of Harlequin Hercules.

In the original story, as a prelude to his fu

ture victories, we are told that Hercules strang
led two serpents in the cradle : I shall therefore

open with this circumstance ; and have prepar
ed a couple ef pasteboard serpents of an enor

mous length, with internal springs and move
ments for their contortions, which I dare say
will far exceed that most astonishing one in

Orpheus and Eurydice. Any of the common
sized particoloured gentry, that have learned to

whimper and whine after being hatched in the

egg in the Rape of Proserpine, may serve for

this scene : but as the man Hercules must be

supposed to be of a preternatural bulk of body,
the modern Colossus has practised the tiptoe

step and tripping air for the ensuing parts. In
stead of a sword of lath, I shall arm him, in

conformity to his character, with a huge cork

club.

The first labour is the killing the Nemean
Lion, who, in imitation of the fable, shall drop
from an oiled-paper moon. We have been long
accustomed to admire lions upon the stage ; but

I shall vastly improve upon this, by making our

conqueror flea him upon the spot, and cloke

himself with the skin : I have, therefore, got
a tawny-coloured hide made of course serge,

with the ears, main, and tip of the tail, properly
bushed out with brown worsted.

Next to this is the destruction of the Hydra, a

terrible serpent with seven heads ; and as two

j

were said to sprout up again in the place of

every one that was cut off, I design by the art

of my machinery to exhibit a successive regen
eration of double heads, till a hundred and more
are prepared to be knocked off by one stroke of

the aforesaid cork-club.

I have a beautiful canvas wild boar of Ery-
manthus for the third labour, which, as Harle

quin is to carry it off the stage upon his shoul

ders, has nothing in its belly but a wadding of

tow, and a little boy who is to manage its mo
tions, to let down the wire jaw, or gnash the

wooden tusks : and though I could rather wish

he were able to grunt and growl, yet as that is

impossible, I have taught the urchin to squeak

prodigiously like a pig.

The fourth labour, his catching the hind of

Msenalus, whose feet were of brass and horns of

gold, I fear I must omit; because I cannot

break any common buck to run slow enough.
But he is next to drive away these enorir.ou*
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birds of Stymphalus's lake, which were of such

prodigious bigness, that they intercepted ths

light with their wings, and took up whole men

as their prey. I have got a flock of them formed

of leather covered with raven's feathers : they

are a little unwieldy, I must confess; hut I

have disposed my wires, so as to play them

about tolerably well, and make them flap out

the candles ; and two of the largest are to gulp

down the grenadier, stationed at each door of

the stage, with their caps, muskets, bayonets,

and all their accoutrements.

The sixth labour is an engagement with the

Amazons ;
to represent whom, I have hired all

the wonderful tall men and women that have

been lately exhibited in this 'town. The part

of Hyppolita their queen is to be played by the

Female Sampson, who, after the company has

been amazed with the vast proofs of her strength,

is to be fairly flung in a wrestling bout by our

invincible Harlequin.
I shall then present you with a prospect of

the Augean stable, where you will have an ar

rangement on each side of seven or eight cows'

hides stuffed with straw, which the fancy's eye

may as easily multiply into a thousand, as in a

tragedy battle it has been used to do half a dozen

scene-shifters into an army. Hercules's method

of cleansing this stable is well known ; I shall

therefore let loose a whole river of pewter to

glitter along the stage, far surpassing any little

clinking cascade of tin that the Playhouse or

Vauxhall can boast of.

As he is next to seize upon a bull breathing

out fire and flames, I had prepared one accord

ingly, with the palate and nostrils properly

loaded with wild-fire and other combustibles ;

but by the unskilfulness of the fellow inclosed

in it, while he was rehearsing the bull's part, the

head took fire, which spread to the carcass, and

the fool narrowly escaped suffering the torment

of Phalaris. This accident I have now guarded

against, by having lined the roof and jaws with

thin plates of painted iron.

To personate Geryon, who had three bodies,

I have contrived to tie three men together back

to back ; one of them is the famous negro who

swings about his arms in every direction
;
and

these will make full as grotesque a figure as the

man with a double mask. As Harlequin for

his eighth labour is to deliver this triple-form
monster to be devoured by his cannibal oxen, 1

shall here with the greatest propriety exhibit

the noted ox with six legs and two bellies ; and

as Diomede must be served up in the same man
ner as a meal for his flesh-eating horses, this

will furnish me with a good pretext for intro

ducing the beautiful panther mare.

After these I shall transport you to the or

chard of the Hesperides, where you will feast

your sight with the green paper trees and gilt

apples. I have bought up the old copper dra

gon of Wantley as a guard to this forbiddea

fruit; and when he is new burnished, and the

tail somewhat lengthened, his aspect will be

much more formidable than his brother dragon'a

in Harlequin Sorcerer.

But the full display of my art is reserved for

the last labour, the descent through a trap-door

into hell. Though this is the most applauded
scene in many of our favourite pantomimes, I

don't doubt but my hell will outdo whatever

has been hitherto attempted of the kind, whe
ther in its gloomy decoration, its horrors, its

flames, or its devils. I have engaged the engi

neer of Cuper's gardens to direct the fire-works :

Ixion will be whirled round upon a wheel of

blazing saltpetre ; Tantalus will catch at, a re

fluent flood of burning rosin ; and Sisyphus is

to roll up a stone charged with crackers and

squibs, which will bound back again with a

thundering explosion : at a distance you will

discover black steams arising from the river

Styx, represented by a stream of melted pitch .

the noted fire eater also shall make his appear

ance, smoking out of red hot tobacco pipes,

champing lighted brimstone, and swallowing
his infernal mess of broth. Harlequin's errand

hither being only to bring away Cerberus, I

have instructed the most amazing new English
chien savant to act the part of this three-headed

dog, with the assistance of two artificial noddles

fastened to his throat. The sagacity of this

animal will surely delight much more than the

pretty trick of his rival, the human hound, in

another entertainment.

Thus I have brought my Hercules through
his twelve capital enterprizes ; though I purpose
to touch upon some other of the Grecian hero's

achievements. I shall make him kill Cacus

the three-headed robber, and shall carry him to

Mount Caucasus to untie Prometheus, whose

liver was continually preyed upon by a vulture.

This last mentioned incident I cannot pass over,

as 1 am resolved that my vulture shall vie in

bulk, beauty, and docility, with the so much

applauded stupendous ostrich : and towards the

end I doubt not but 1 shall be able to triumph
over the Sorcerer's great gelding, by the exhi

bition of my Centaur Nessus, who is to carry
off the little woman that weighs no more than

twenty-three pounds, in the character of Deia-,

nira ; a burden great enough for the ostler who
is to play the brute half of my centaur, as his

back must be bent horizontally, in order to fix

his head against the rump of the man-half.

The whole piece will conclude with Harle

quin in a bloody shirt, skipping, writhing; and

rolling, and at length expiring, to the irregular

motions of the fiddlestick; though, if any of the

fire-offices will ensure the house, he shall mount
the kindled pile, and be burned to ashes in th

presence of the whole audience.

Intrigue is the soul of these dumb shows, ua
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well as of the more senseless farces : Omphale,
therefore, or Deianira must serve for my Co
lumbine : and I can so far wrest the fable to my
own purpose, as to suppose that these dangers
were encountered by Harlequin for their sakes.

Eristheus, the persecutor of Hercules, will be

properly characterised by Pa-ntaloon, and the

servant whose business it is, as Homer says,
" to shake the regions of the gods with laugh

ter," shall be the wonderful little Norfolk-

man, as in all books of chivalry you never read

of a giant but you are told of a dwarf. The
fellow with Stentorian lungs, who can break

glasses and shatter window-panes with the loud-

ness of his vociferation, has engaged in that one

scene, where Hercules laments the loss of his

Hylas, to make the whole house ring again with

his bawling; and the wonderful man, who talks

in his belly, and can fling his voice into any
part of a room, has promised to answer him in

the character of Echo.

I cannot conclude without informing you,
that I have made an uncommon provision for the

necessary embellishments of singing and danc

ing. Grim Pluto, you know, the black-peruked

monarch, must bellow in bass, and the atten

dant devils cut capers in flame-coloured stock

ings, as usual; but as Juno cherished an im
mortal hatred to our hero, she shall descend in

a chariot drawn by peacocks, and thrill forth her

rage ; Deianira too shall vent her amorous sighs
to soft airs : the Amazons with their gilt leather

breast-plates and helmets, their tin-pointed

spears and looking-glass shields, shall give you
the Pyrrhic dance to a preamble on the kettle

drums ; and at Omphale's court, after Hercules

has resigned his club, to celebrate her triumph,
I shall introduce a grand dance of distaffs, in

emulation of the witches' dance of broomsticks.

Nothing of this kind shall be omitted, that may
heighten either the grandeur or beauty of my
entertainment : I shall therefore, I hope, find

a place somewhere in this piece, as I cannot now
have the wire dancer, to bring on my dancing
bears.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

LUN TERTIUS.

A.

tions of events do not entertain in the same de

gree.

It is always necessary that facts should ap
pear to be produced in a regular and connected

series, that they should follow in a quick suc

cession, and yet that they should be delivered

with discriminating circumstances. If they
have not a necessary and apparent connection,
the ideas which they excite obliterate each other,

and the mind is tantalized with an imperfect

glimpse of innumerable objects that just appear
and vanish; if they are too minutely related,

they become tiresome ; and if divested of all

their circumstances, insipid ;
i&; who that reads

in a table of chronology or an index, that a cit \

was swallowed up by an earthquake, or a king
dom depopulated by a pestilence, finds either his

attention engaged, or his curiosity gratified.

Those narratives are most pleasing, which not

lonly excite and gratify curiosity, but engage the

rpassions.

History is a relation of the most natural and

important events : history, therefore, gratifies

curiosity, but it does not often excite either,,|g^
rorprpity; the mind feels not that tenderness

for a falling state, which it feels for an injured

beauty ; nor is it so much alarmed at the migra
tion of barbarians, who mark their way with

desolation, and fill the world with violence ami

rapine, as at the fury of a husband, who, de

ceived into jealousy by false appearances, stabs a

faithful and affectionate wife kneeling at his

feet, and pleading to be heard.

Voyages and travels have nearly the same ex

cellences and the same defects : no passion is

strongly excited except wonder; or if wXw.ei-
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Ficta voluptatis causd sint proximo veris. HOR.

Fictions to please should wear the face of truth.

Rose.

No species of writing affords so general enter

tainment fas the relation of events ; but all rela

uny emotion at the danger of the traveller, i

transient and languid, because his character is

not rendered sufficiently important ; he is rarely
discovered to have any excellences but daring

curiosity ;
he is never the object of admiration,

and seldom of esteem.

Biography would' always engage the passions,

if it could sufficiently gratify curiosity : but

there have been few among the whole human

species, whose lives would furnish a single ad

venture ; I mean such a complication of circum

stances, as hold the mind in an anxious yet pleas-

ing suspense, and gradually unfold in the pro

duction of some unforeseen and important
event ; much less such a series of facts, as will

perpetually vary the scene, and gratify the fancy

j

with new views of life.

But nature is now exhausted ; all her won-

|

ders have been accumulated, every recess has

j

been explored, deserts have been traversed, Alps

climbed, and the secrets of the deep disclosed ;

time has been compelled to restore the empires

and the heroes of antiquity ;
all have passed in

j

review ; yet fancy requires new gratifications,

and curiosity is still unsatisfied.

The resources of art yet remain : the simple
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teauties of nature, if they cannot be multiplied,

may be compounded, and an infinite variety

produced, in which by the union of different

graces both may be heightened, and the coali

tion of different powers may produce a propor
tionate effect.

The epic poem at once gratifies curiosity and

moves the passions ; the events are various and

important ;
but it is not the fate of a nation,

but of the hero in which they terminate, and

whatever concerns the hero engages the pas

sions; the dignity of his character, his merit

and his importance, compel us to follow him
with reverence and solicitude, to tremble when
he is danger, to weep when he suffers, and to

burn when he is wronged : with these vicissi

tudes of passion every heart attends Ulysses in

his wanderings, and Achilles to the field.

Upon this occasion the old romance may be

considered as a kind of epic, since it was in

tended to produce the same effect upon the mind

nearly by the same means.

In both these species of writing truth is ap

parently violated : but though the events are

not always produced by probable means, yet the

pleasure arising from the story is not much
lessened

;
for fancy is still captivated with

variety, and passion has scarce leisure to reflect,

that she is agitated with the fate of imaginary

beings, and interested in events that never hap
pened.
The novel, though it bears a nearer resem

blance to truth, has yet less power of entertain

ment ;
for it is confined within the narrower

bounds of probability, the number of incidents

is necessarily diminished, and, if it deceives us

more, it surprises us less. The distress is in

deed frequently tender, but the narrative often

stands still ; the lovers compliment each other

in tedious letters and set speeches ; trivial cir-

cumstanees are enumerated with a minute ex

actness, and the reader is wearied with languid

descriptions and impertinent declamations.

But the most extravagant, and yet perhapi
the most generally pleasing of all literary per
formances, are those in which supernatura
events are every moment produced by geni
and fairies ; such are the Arabian nights enter

tainments, the tales of the countess d' Anois, an<

many others of the same class. It may be

thought strange, that the mind should with

pleasure, acquiesce in the open violation of th

most known and obvious truths ; and that re

lations which contradict all experience, and ex
hibit a series of events that are not only impos
sible but ridiculous, should be read by almos

every taste and capacity with equal eagerness,
and delight. But it is not perhaps, the mere
violation of truth or of probability that offends,
but such a violation only as perpetually recurs

The mind is satisfied, if every event appears
to have an adequate cause; and when the agency

of genii or fairies is onca admitted, no event

which is deemed possible to such agents is re

jected as incredible or absurd ; the action of the

story proceeds with regularity, the persons act

upon rational principles, and such events take

place as may naturally be expected from the in

terposition of superior intelligence and power :

so that though there is not a natural, there is at

least a kind of mor&l probability preserved, ana
our first concession is abundantly rewarded by
the new scenes to which we are admitted, and
the unbounded prospect that is thrown open
before us.

But though we attend with delight to the

achievements of a hero who is transported in a

moment over half the globe upon a griffin, and
see with admiration a palace or a city vanish

upon his breaking a seal or extinguishing a

lamp: yet if at his first interview with a mis

tress, for whose sake he had fought so many
battles and passed so many regions, he should

salute her with a box on the ear; or if immedi

ately after he had vanquished a giant or a dra

gon, he should leap into a well or tie himself up
to a tree ;

we should be disappointed and dis

gusted, the story would be condemned as im

probable, unnatural, and absurd, our innate love

of truth would be applauded, and we should ex

patiate on the folly of an attempt to please rea

sonable beings, by a detail of events which can

never be believed, and the intervention of agents
which could never have existed.

Dramatic poetry, especially tragedy, seems to

unite all that pleases in each of these species of

writing, with a stronger resemblance of truth,

and a closer imitation of nature : the characters

are such as excite attention and solicitude; the

action is important, its progress is intricate yet

natural, and the catastrophe is sudden and strik

ing ; and as we are present to every transaction,

the images are more strongly impressed, and

the passions more forcibly moved.

From a dramatic poem to those short pieces,

which may be contained in such a periodical

paper as the Adventurer, is a bold transition.

And yet such pieces, although formed upon a

single incident, if that incident be sufficiently

uncommon to gratify curiosity, and sufficiently

interesting to engage the passions, may afford

an entertainment, which, if it is not lasting, is

yet of the highest kind.. Of such, therefore, this

paper will frequently consist : but it should be

remembered, that it is much more difficult and

laborious, to invent a story, however simple and
however short, than to recollect topics of in

struction, or to remark the scenes of life as they
are shifted before us.
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Tune et aves tufas niovere per alra pennas ;

Et lepus impavidus mediis erravit in agris :

Nee sua credulitas piscem suspenderat iicuno.

Cuncta sine insidiis, nullamque timentiafraudem,

Plenaque pads erant . OVID.

Then birds in airy space might safely move,
And tim'rous hares on heaths securely rove :

Nor needed fish the guileful hook to fear ;

For all was peaceful, and that peace sincere.

DRYDEN.

I HAVE before remarked, that it is the peculiar

infelicity of those who live by intellectual la

bour, not to be always able equally to im

prove their time by application ; there are sea

sons when the power of invention is suspended,
and the mind sinks into a state of debility from

which it can no more recover itself, than a per
son who sleeps can by a voluntary effort awake.

I was sitting in my study a few nights ago in

these perplexing circumstances, and after long
rumination and many ineffectual attempts to

start a hint which I might pursue in my lucu

bration of this day, I determined to go to bed,

hoping that the morning would remove every

impediment to study, and restore the vigour of

my mind.

I was no sooner asleep than I was relieved

from my distress by means which, if I had been

waking, would have increased it ;
and instead

of impressing upon my mind a train of new
ideas in a regular succession, would have filled

it with astonishment and terror. For in

dreams, whether they are produced by a power
of the imagination to combine images which

reason would separate, or whether the mind is

, your pen; I will dictate an Adventurer," I

, turned to see from whom this voice proceeded,

I

but I could discover nothing : believing, there-
'

fore, that my good genius or some favouring

I

muse was present, I immediately prepared to

write, and the voice dictated the following nar

rative :

" I was the eldest son of a country gentleman
who possessed a large estate, and when 1 was
about nineteen years of age fell with my horse

as I was hunting, my neck was dislocated by
the fall, and for want of immediate assistance I

died before I could be carried home : but I found

myself the next moment, with inexpressible

grief and astonishment, under the shape of a

mongrel puppy in the stable of an inn, that was

kept by a man who had been butler to my father,

and had married the cook.
" I was indeed greatly caressed ; but my

master, in order as he said to increase my beauty
as well as my strength, soon disencumbered me
of my ears and my tail. Besides the pain that

I suffered in the operation, I experienced the

disadvantages of this mutilation in a thousand

instances : this, however, was but a small part
of the calamity which in this state 1 was ap

pointed to suffer.

" My master had a son about four years old,

who was yet a greater favourite than myself;
and his passions having been always indulged as

soon as they appeared, he was encouraged to

gratify his resentment against any thing,
whether animate or inanimate, that had offend

ed him, by beating me ; and when he did any
mischief, for of other faults little notice was

taken, the father, the mother, or the maid,
were sure to chastise me in his stead.
" This treatment from persons whom I had

been accustomed to regard with contempt, and

passive and receives impressions from some in-
|
command with insolence, was not long to be

visible agent, the memory seems to lie wholly borne : early one morning, therefore, I departed.

torpid, and the understanding to be employed
'; only about such objects as are then presented,

without comparing the present with the past.

When we sleep, we often converse with a friend

who is either absent or dead, without remem-

I continued my journey till the afternoon with

out stopping, though it rained hard : about four

o'clock I passed through a village; and perceiv

ing a heap of shavings that were sheltered from
the wet by the thatch of a house which some

bering that the grave or the ocean is between us. carpenters were repairing, I crept as I thought
We float like a feather upon the wind, or we
find ourselves this moment in England and the

next in India, without reflecting that the laws of

nature are suspended, or inquiring how the

unnoticed into the corner, and laid myself down

upon them : but a man who was planing a

board, observing that I was a strange dog and

of a mongrel breed, resolved to make himself

scene could have been so suddenly shifted before and his companions merry at my expense : foi

us. We are familiar with prodigies, we accom- this purpose, having made a hole about two

inches diameter in a piece of deal, he suddenly
catched me up, and putting the remainder of

my tail through this diabolical engine, he made
it fast by driving in a wedge, with a heavy

mallet, which crushing the bone put me to inex

pressible torment. The moment he set me
down, the wretches, who had been spectators of

modate ourselves to every event however ro

mantic ; and we not only reason, but act upon

principles which are in the highest degree ab

surd and extravagant.
In that state, therefore, in which no prodigy

could render me unfit to receive instruction, 1

imagined myself to be still sitting in my study,

pensive and dispirited, and that I suddenly heard

a smftll shrill voice pronounce these words,
" Take

this waggery, burst into immoderate laughter
at the awkward motions by which I expressed
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my misery, and my ridiculous attempt to run

BAvay from that which I could not but carry

with me. They hooted after me till I was out

o^ their sight : however, fear, pain, and confu

sion, still urging me forward with involuntary

speed, I ran with such force between two pales

that were not far enough asunder to admit my
clog, that I left it with the remainder of my tail

behind me. I then found myself in a farm

yard ;
and fearing that I should be worried by

the mastiff which I saw at a distance, I con

tinued my flight : but some peasants who were

at work in a neighbouring barn, perceiving that

I ran without being pursued, that my eyes were

inflamed, and that my mouth was covered with

foam, imagined that I was mad, and knocked

out my brains with a flail.

" Soon after I had quitted this maimed and

persecuted carcass, I found myself under the

wings of a Bullfinch with three others that

were just hatched. I now rejoiced in the hope,

of soaring beyond the reach of human barba-:

rity, and becoming like my mother a denizon of

the sky : but my mother, before I was perfectly

fledged, was surprised in her nest by a school

boy, who grasped her so hard to prevent her

escape, that she soon after died; he then took

the nest with all that it contained, which he de

posited in a basket, where I presently lost my
three companions in misfortune, by change of

food and unskilful management. I survived ;

and soon after I could feed myself, I was taken

by my tyrant's mother when she went to pay
her rent, as a present to her landlord's daugh

ter, a young lady who was extremely beautiful,

and in the eighteenth year of her age.
" My captivity now began to lose it terrors

;

I no longer dreaded the rude gripe of a boister

ous urchin, whose fondness was scarce less dan

gerous than his resentment ; who in the zeal of

his attachment to a new plaything, might ne

glect me till I perished with hunger; or who

might wring off my neck, because he had some

other use for the halfpenny which should pro

cure me food: the confinement of a cage be

came habitual : I was placed near a pleasant

window : I was constantly fed by one of the

finest hands in the world : and I imagined, that

I could suffer no misery nder the patronage of

smiles and graces.
" Such was my situation, when a young lady

from London made an afternoon's visit to my
mistress : she took an opportunity to caress me

&mong her other favourites, which were a par

rot, a monkey, and a lap dog ; she chirped, and

holding out her finger to me, I hopped upon it
;

she stroked me, put my head to her cheek, and

to show my sensibility of her favours I began
to sing : as soon as my song was over, she

turned to my mistress, and told her, that the

dear little creature might be made absolutely

the sweetest bird in the world, only by putting

out his eyes, and confining it in a less cage : iff

this horrid proposal my fair keeper agreed,

upon being again assured that my song would
be very greatly improved ; and the next day

performed herself the operation, as she had been

directed, with the end of a hot knitting-needle.

My condition was now more easily to be con

ceived than expressed ; but I did not long suffer

the mournful solitude of perpetual darkness
;

for a cat came one night into the room undis

covered, dragged me through the wires of the

cage, and devoured me.
' I was not displeased to find myself once

more at large; delivered from blindness and

captivity, and still able to sport upon the breeze

in the form of a cockchafer. But I had scarce

entered this new scene of existence, when a

entleman, in whose garden I was feasting on

one of the leaves of a cherry-tree, caught me, and

turning to his son, a boy who had just been put
into his first breeches, Here, Tommy, says he,

is a bird for you. The boy received me with a

grin of horrid delight, and, as he had been

taught, immediately impaled me alive upon a

corking-pin, to which a piece of thread was

fastened, and I was doomed to make my young
master sport, by fluttering about in the agonies
of death : and when I was quite exhausted, and

could no longer use my wings, he was bid to

tread upon me, for that I was now good for no

thing; a command with which he mercifully

complied, and in a moment crushed me to atoms

with his foot.

'* From a cockchafer I transmigrated into an

earth-worm, and found myself at the bottom of

a farmer's dunghill. Under this change of cir-j

cumstances I comforted myself by considering,

that if I did not now mount upon the wind,

and transport myself from place to place with a

swiftness almost eq*al to thought, yet I was

not likely either to please or to offend mankind,

both of which were equally fatal ; and I hoped
to spend my life in peace, by escaping the notice

of the most cruel of all creatures.

" But I did not long enjoy the comfort of

these reflections. I was one morning disturbed

by an unusual noise, and perceived the ground
about me to shake. 1 immediately worked my
way upward to discover the cause ;

and the mo
ment I appeared above the surface, I was eagerly

snatched up by a man who had stuck a dung-
fork into the ground, and moved it backward

.and forward to produce the effect that had now

happened. I was put into a broken pan with

many other associates in misfortune, and soon

after disposed of to one of those gentle swains

who delight in angling. This person carried us

the next morning to the brink of a river, where

I presently saw him take out one of my com

panions, and whistling a tune, pass a barbed

hook through the whole length of his body, en

tering it at the head and bringing it out at the
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tail. The wretched animal writhed itself on

the bloody hook, in torture which cannot be

conceived by man. nor felt by any creature that i

is not vital in every part. In this condition

be was suspended in the water as a bait for fish,

till he was, together with ttu hook on which he

hung, swallowed by an eel.. While I was be

holding this dreadful spectacle, I made many
reflections on the great inequality between the

pleasure of catching the prey, and the anguish
inflicted on the bait. But these reflections were

presently after lost, in the same agonies of

which I had been a spectator.
" You will not have room in this paper to re

late all that I suffered from the thoughtless bar

barity ofmankind, in a cock, a lobster, and a pig :

let it suffice to say, that I suffered the same kind

of death with those who are broken upon the

wheel, I was roasted alive before a slow fire, and

was scourged to death with small cords, to gra

tify the wanton appetite of luxury, or contribute

to the merriment of a rabble."

Thus far I had written as amanuensis to an

invisible dictator
; when my dream still con

tinuing, I felt something tickle my wrist, and

turning my eye from the paper to see what it

was, I discovered a flea, which I immediately

caught and killed, by putting it into the candle.

At the same instant the flea vanished, and H

young lady of exquisite beauty stood before roe.
"

Thoughtless wretch," said she,
" thou hast

again changed the state of my existence, and ex

posed me to still greater calamities than any that

I have yet suffered. As a flea I was thy moni

tor, and as a flea I might have escaped thy

cruelty if I had not intended thy instruction.

I3ut now to be concealed is impossible, and it is

therefore impossible to be safe. The eyes of

desire are upon me, and to betray me to infamy
and guilt will be the toil of perseverance and
the study of reason. But though man is still

my enemy, though he assails me with more vio

lence and persists with more obstinacy, I have

yet less power of resistance ; there is a rebel in

my own bosom who will labour to give me up,
whose influence is perpetual, and perpetual iai-

^
fluence is not easily surmounted. Publish,

"however, what I have communicated; if any
man shall be reclaimed from a criminal inatten

tion to the felicity of inferior beings, and re

strained from inflicting pain by considering the

effect of his actions, I have not suffered in vain.

But as I am now exposed not only to accidental

and casual evils, as I am not only in danger from
the frolics of levity, but from the designs of

cunning; to atone for the injury which thou

hast done me, let the Adventurer warn the sex

of every wile that is practised for their destruc

tion
; and deter men from the attempt, by dis

playing the aggravated guilt, and shameless dis-

ingenuity of assuming an appearance of the most

ardent and tender affection, only to overwhelm
with unutterable distress the beauty whom love

has made credulous, and innocence keeps unac

quainted with suspicion."
While I listened to this address, my heart

throbbed with impatience ;
and the effort that

I made to reply, awaked me.

No. 6.] SATURDAY Nov. 25, 1752.

Nunc auctionemfacere decretvm est mi/t.

Foras necessum est, quicquid habeo, vender-e.

Adeste sultis,pra:da erit prcesentium.

Logos ridiculos vendo A.AUT.

I am obliged to part with my whole stock, and am
resolved to sell it by auction : you that will buy
make haste, here will be excellent pennyworths :

my merchandise is jests ud witticisms.

LAST Sunday morning I was disturbed very

early by an old crony, a brother of the quill, aa

he calls himself, who burst into my chamber,
and running to my bed side,

" Get up, my dear

friend," said he, pressing my hand with greaJ

eagerness ;
" I have such news for you ! Here 9

your clothes ;
make haste, let me beg of you."

I had been used, at each return of the sab

bath, to receive a visit from my old acquaintance
about dinner time ; but 1 could not imagine
what had induced him to give me this morning
salutation. However, I huddled on my clothes,

and had scarce seated him by the fire side in my
study, when flinging down a paper very much
blotted upon the table,

"
There," says he,

" there's a scheme for you, my old boy ! I am
made for ever read it I am made for ever."

I very well knew my friend's foible : he has

learning, a great deal of vivacity, and some

judgment; but he wants the necessary steadi

ness for serious application. He is continual J

y
in pursuit of new projects, but will not allow

himself time to think of putting them in execu

tion. He has contracted with every eminent

bookseller in town for works of Which he had

only conceived the design, and scarce ever pro
ceeded beyond the title-page and preface. He 3a

a professed writer ; and of a genius so extensive,

that all subjects are alike to him; but as he can

not submit to the drudgery of correctness, his

performances are hurraed over in so slovenly it

manner, that they hardly procure him a bare

subsistence. He is, therefore, perpetually ex

claiming against the^tyranny of the trade ; and

laments, that merit should be so much discourag

ed, by the ignorance or envy of the town.

I had often experienced the fertility of his>

invention, in forming such projects as were easy
in theory, but impossible in the practice; J
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therefore expected nothing less than such an

other whimsical contrivance as his last,
" for .

making new boards out of shavings:" bufrhow
,

was I surprised, when I took up his paper, and

saw at the top of it the following advertise-
'.

Hient !

On the day of next

WILL BE SOLD BY AUCTION,

A curious and valuable collection of manuscripts

(warranted originals) in prose and verse :

Being the entire stock in trade of

TIMOTHY SPINBRAIN, AUTHOR,

Leaving off Business.

As I could not help smiling at the conceit, my
friend understood it as a mark of my approba
tion ; and snatching the sheet out of my hand,
" Well," says he,

" don't you think this will free

me from the impertinence of duns, and the ser

vility of suing to those unconscionable vultures

the booksellers, for more copy-money? Why,
man, I shall raise an estate by it. I have such an

infinite number of tracts on political, polemical,

philosophical, physiological, economical, religious,

and miscellaneous subjects. My manuscripts,

let me tell you, are of greater utility, and conse

quently more valuable, than those in the Vati

can or Bodleian libraries." He then proceeded
to descant on the particulars of his plan; not

forgetting to enliven his discourse with many
sprightly sallies against the retailers of the

works of the learned, those blood-suckers, as he

called them, of the literary commonwealth.
"

Sir," continued he,
" I intend to strike off

an impression of twenty thousand copies of my
catalogue, to be distributed among all the lovers

of literature throughout the three kingdoms ;

and I shall take care to circulate a sufficient

number among the virtuosi in Holland, France,

Italy, Spain, Germany, and elsewhere. I will

just mention to you some of the chief articles

that enrich my collection.

"In politics, I have an Infallible scheme for

ruining the French power, which, I suppose, will

be bought up at any price, by commission from

abroad, if our ministry have not spirit enough
to outbid them. 1 have another for a coalition

of parties, which will prevent all disputes at <

the nexfrgeneral election. I have another for dis-
j

charging the national debt, which I contrived I

in gratitude for my being set at liberty by the

last act of insolvency. I have several other

pamphlets on the important topics of liberty,

bribery, and corruption, written on both sides

the question ;
and a most curious collection of"

speeches adapted to every kind of debate, which
will be of admirable uee to young members of

parliament.

" In pnilosophy, I have several new system?
in opposition to the present received opinions .

I have a proof, that the earth is an octagon ; an

other, that the sun is inhabited ; and a third,

that the moon may, for aught we can tell to the

contrary, be made of a green cheese. I have a

new theory of optics ; demonstrating, that dark

ness is caused by certain tenebrificous rays cp

pugning, obtunding, sheathing, and absorbing

the rays of light. I have resolved the pheno
mena of electricity and magnetism ; and have

made many surprising improvements in all tho

arts and sciences. These, I fear, will be carried

off by some German professor, who will thence

claim the merit to himself, and the honour of

the discovery will be attributed to his nation.

" Those who are fond of displaying their ta

lents in religious disputes, will find in my auc

tion, sufficient matter for their various alterca

tions; whether they are Atheists, Deists, or

distinguished by the modest appellation of Free

thinkers. There is scarce a sect among the

many hundreds, whom I have not defended or

attacked: but it must not be concluded from

thence, that I have been biassed more towards

one than another ; as you know the faith of an

author is out of the question ; and he only
writes pro or con, as the several opinions are

more or less embraced or exploded in the world.

I have got, indeed, some infallible arguments

against the pope's infallibility ; and some pro
bable conjectures, that there never was such a

person as Mahomet; both which, I don't doubt,

will be bought up by the emissaries of Rome
and Constantinople."
Here I interrupted my friend, by asking him,

if he had not something likewise against the

patriarch of the Greek church ; or a serious ad

monition against the growth of Hottentotism

among us. He answered very calmly,
" I

should see in the catalogue," and proceeded.
" The emissaries of Constantinople Well

My stock in Belles Lettresis almost inexhausti

ble. I have a complete set of criticisms on all

the ancient authors, and a large store of conjec

tural emendations on the old English classics :

I have several new essays in modern wit and

humour ;
and a long string of papers, both seri

ous and diverting, for periodical lucubrations:

I have, I know not how many original enter

taining novels, as well as elegant translations

from the French ; with a heap of single pamph
lets on the most popular and interesting sub<

}ects. My poetry will consist of every article,

whether tragedies, comedies, farces, masques,

operas, sonnets, cantatas, songs, pastorals, sa

tires, odes, elegies, or epithalamiums : and then,

such a load of epigrams, anagrams, rebusses,

riddles, acrostics, conundrums ! which you
know will fetch a high price from the witlings,

and the proprietors of monthly magazines. To
wind up the whole, there shall be several dis-
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tinct lots of title-pages and mottos, and dedica

tions, and prefaces, and plans for books.
" Thus, my dear friend, have I opened to you

the main drift of my design : and I believe, at a

moderate computation let me see ay, after I

have cleared myself in the world, I shall be able

to retire into the country, let me tell you, with
a pretty fortune in my pocket. But before I

begin my sale, if you can find any thing that

will suit your Adventurer, as you are an old

acquaintance, you shall have it at your own
price."

I thanked Mr. Spinbrain for his genteel offer,

and heartily congratulated him on the prospect
of his pretty fortune : but I could not help in

quiring, where all these immense stores of lite

rature were lodged, as I never had observed any
thing but loose scraps of paper scattered about

his room, and one book of "loci communes," or
"

hints," as he called them, placed upon the

chimney-piece.
" Ha !" says he,

" that's true
;

I forgot to mention that : why, indeed, they
are none of them quite finished as yet : but I

have got the rough draughts of most some
where : besides I have it all here," pointing to

his forehead. I advised him to set about it

directly ; and in the evening, when we parted,
he resolved not to go to bed till he had perfected
his scheme. Yesterday morning I received a

note from him, acquainting me that he had laid

aside all thoughts of his auction ; because, as he

imagined, the maid had inadvertently lighted
his fire with the best of his materials.

The restlesness of my friend's chimerical

genius will not, however, let him entirely give

up the point: and though he has been disap

pointed in this mighty project, yet he informs

me he has hit upon a scheme equally advan

tageous, which shall monopolize the whole busi

ness of scribbling, and he offers to take me into

partnership with him,
" Ah," says he,

" we
will humble those fellows We need not care a

farthing for Mr. Bibliopola." His design is to

oppn a New Literary Warehouse, or Universal

Register Office for Wit and Learning. The

particulars he has promised to communicate to

me to-morrow: in the meantime, he desires me
to advance him a trifle, to buy paper for a poem
on the late theatrical disputes.

A.

Ho. 7,] TUESDAY, Nov. 28, 1752.

Sit mihifas audita loqui VIRG.

What I have heard, permit me to relate.

I RECEIVED, a few weeks ago, an account of the

death of a lady whose name is known to many,

but the " eventful history" of whose life has
been communicated to few : to me it has been
often related during a long and intimate ac

quaintance : and as there is not a single

person living, upon whom the making it pub
lic can reflect unmerited dishonour, or whose

delicacy or virtue can suffer by the relation, I

think [ owe to mankind a series of events from
which the wretched may derive comfort, and
the most forlorn may be encouraged to hope ; as

misery is alleviated by the contemplation of yet
deeper distress, and the mind fortified against

despair by instances of unexpected relief.

The father of Melissa was the youngest son
of a country gentleman who possessed an estate

of about five hundred a year ; but as this was
to be the inheritance of the elder brother, and as

there were three sisters to be provided for, he
was at about sixteen taken from Eton school,
and apprenticed to a considerable merchant at

Bristol. The young gentleman, whose imagi
nation had been fired by the exploits of heroes,
the victories gained by magnanimous presump
tion, and the wonders discovered by daring

curiosity, was not disposed to consider the ac

quisition of wealth as the limit of his ambition,
or the repute of honest industry as the total of

his fame. He regarded his situation as servile

and ignominious, as the degradation of his

genius and the preclusion of his hopes ; and

longing to go in search of adventures, he ne

glected his business as unworthy of his atten

tion, heard the remonstrances of his master with
a kind of sullen disdain, and after two years

legal slavery made his escape, and at the next
town enlisted himself a soldier; not doubting
but that, by his military merit and the fortune

of war, he should return a general officer, to the

confusion of those who would have buried him
in the obscurity of a counting-house. He found

means effectually to elude the inquiries of his

friends, as it was of the utmost importance to

pi'event their officious endeavours to ruin hia

project and obstruct his advancement.

He was sent with other recruits to London,
and soon after quartered with the rest of his

company in a part of the country, which was so

remote from all with whom he had any connec

tion, that he no longer dreaded a discovery.
It happened that he went one day to the house

of a neighbouring -gentleman with his comrade,
who was become acquainted with the chamber

maid, and by her interest admitted into the kit

chen. This gentleman, whose age was some

thing more than sixty, had been about two years
married to a second wife, a young woman who
had been well educated and lived in the polite

world, but had no fortune. By his first wife,

who had been dead about ten years, he had se

veral children ; the youngest was a daughter
who had just entered her seventeenth year : she

was very tall for "ner age, had a fine complexion,
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good features, and was well shaped ; but her fa

ther, whose affection for her was mere instinct,

as much as that of a brute for its young, utterly

neglected her education. It was impossible for

him, he said, to live without her ; and as he

could not afford to have her attended by a go

verness and proper masters in a place so remote

from London, she was suffered to continue illi

terate and unpolished ; she knew no entertain

ment higher than a game at romps with the

servants ;
she became their confident, and trust

ed them in return, nor did she think herself

happy any where but in the kitchen.

As the capricious fondness of her father had

never conciliated her affection, she perceived it

abate upon his marriage without regret. She

suffered no new restraint from her new mother,

who observed with a secret satisfaction that Miss

Tiad been used to hide herself from visitors, as

neither knowing how to behave nor being fit to

"be seen, and chose rather to conceal her defects

\>y excluding her from company, than to supply

them by putting her to a boarding school.

Miss, who had been told by Betty that she

expected her sweetheart, and that they were to

be merry, stole down stairs, and, without scru

ple, made one in a party at blind man's buff.

The soldier of fortune was struck with her per

son, and discovered, or thought he discovered,

in the simplicity of nature, some graces which

are polished away by the labour of art. How
ever, nothing that had the appearance of an ad

venture could be indifferent to him : and his

vanity was nattered by the hope of carrying off

a young lady under the disguise of a common
soldier, without revealing his birth, or boasting
of his expectations.

In this attempt he became very assiduous, and

succeeded. The company being ordered to an

other place, Betty and her young mistress de

parted eai'ly in the morning with their gallants ;

and there being a privileged chapel in the next

town, they were married.

The old gentleman, as soon as he was in

formed that his daughter was missing, made so

diligent and scrupulous an inquiry after her,

that he learned with whom and which way she

was gone : he mounted his horse, and pursued

her, not without curses and imprecations ; dis

covering rather the transports of rage than the

emotions of tenderness, and resenting her offence

rather as the rebellion of a slave than the dis

obedience of a child. He did not, however,
overtake them till the marriage had been con

summated ;
of which when he was informed by

the husband, he turned from him with expres
sions of brutality and indignation, swearing
never to forgive a fault which he had taken no
care to prevent^
The young couple, notwithstanding their

union frequently redoubled their distress, still

continued fond of each other. The spirit of en-

J
terprise and the hope of promotion Tverc KOI

yet quelled in the young soldier ; and he receiv

ed orders to attend king William, when he went
to the siege of Namur, with exultation and

transport, believing his elevation to indepen
dence and distinction as certain as if he had been

going to take possession of a title and estate.

His wife who had been some months pregnant,
as she had no means of subsistence in his absence,

procured a passage with him. When she came
on shore and mingled with the crowd that fol

lowed the camp, wretches who without com

punction wade in human blood to strip the

dying and the dead, to whom horror is become
familiar and compassion impossible, she was
terrified ; the discourse of the women, rude and

unpolished as she was, covered her with con

fusion ; and the brutal familiarity of the men,
filled her with indignation and disgust; her

maid Betty, who had also attended her hus

band, was the only person with whom she

could converse, and from whom she could hope
the assistance of which she was so soon to stand

in need.

In the mean time she found it difficult to sub

sist ; but accidentally hearing the name of an

officer whom she remembered to have visited

her mother soon after her marriage, she applied
to him, told him her name, and requested that

he would afford her his protection, and permit
her to take care of his linen. With this request

the captain complied ; her circumstances became

less distressed, and her mind more easy: but

new calamity suddenly overtook her; she saw
her husband march to an engagement in the

morning, and saw him brought back desperately

wounded at night. The next day he was re

moved in a waggon with many others who were

in the same condition, to a place of greater

safety, at the distance of about three leagues,

where proper care might be taken of their

wounds. She intreated the captain to let her

go in the waggon with him ;
but to this he

could not consent, because the waggon would

be filled with those who neither were able to

walk, nor could be left behind. He promised,

however, that if she would stay till the next day,

he would endeavour to procure her a passage ;

but she chose rather to follow the waggon on

foot, than to be absent from her husband. She

could not, however, keep pace with it, and she

reached the hospital but just time enough to

kneel down by him upon some clean straw,

to see him sink under the last agony, and hear

the groan that is repeated no more. The fa

tigue of the journey, and the perturbation of her

mind, immediately threw her into labour, and

she lived but to be delivered of Melissa, who
was thus in the most helpless state left without

father, mother, or friend, in a foreign country,
in circumstances which could afford no hope of

reward to the tenderness that should attempt

21
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the preservation of her life, and among persons
who were become obdurate and insensible, by

having been long used to see every species of

distress.

It happened that, among those whom accident

or distress had brought together at the birth of

Melissa, there was a young woman, whose hus

band had fallen in the late engagement, and who
a few days before had lost a little boy that she

suckled. This person, rather perhaps to relieve

herself from an inconveniency, than in compas
sion to the orphan, put it to her breast : but

whatever was her motive, she believed that the

affording sustenance to the living, conferred a

right to the apparel of the dead, of which she

therefore took possession ; but in searching her

pocket she found only a thimble, the remains of

a pocket looking-glass, about the value of a

penny in Dutch money, and the certificate of

her marriage. The paper, which she could not

read, she gave afterwards to the captain, who
was touched with pity at the relation which an

inquiry after his laundress produced. He com
mended the woman who had preserved the in

fant, and put her into the place of its mother.

This encouraged her to continue her care of it

till the captain returned to England, with whom
she also returned, and became his servant.

This gentleman, as soon as he had settled hi

immediate concerns, sent Melissa under tiw

eare of her nurse to her grandfather; and in

closed the certificate of her mother's marriage m
a letter containing an account pf her death, and

the means by which the infant had been pre

served. He knew that those who have been

once dear to us, by whatever offence they may
have alienated our affection when living, are

generally remembered with tenderness when

dead; and that after the grave has sheltered

them from our resentment, and rendered recon

ciliation impossible, we often regret as severe

that conduct which before we approved as just :

he, therefore, hoped, that the parental fondness

which an old man had once felt for his daugh

ter, would revive at the sight of her offspring,

that the memory of her fault would be lost in

the sense of her misfortunes ; and that he would

endeavour to atone for that inexorable resent

ment which produced them, by cherishing a life

to which she had, as it were, transferred her

own. But in these expectations, however

reasonable, he was mistaken. The old man,
when he was informed by the messenger that

the child she held in her arms was his grand

daughter, whom she was come to put tinder his

protection, refused to examine the contents of

the letter, and dismissed her with menaces and

insult. The knowledge of every uncommon
event soon becomes general in a country town.

An uncle of Melissa's, who had been rejected

by his father for having married his maid, heard

this fresh instance of his brutality with grief

and indignation ; he sent immediately for tha
child and the letter, and assured the servant

that his niece should want nothing which he
could bestow ; to bestow much, indeed, was not
in his power, for his father having obstinately per
sisted in his resentment, his whole support was a
little farm which he rented of the 'squire : bui
as he was a good economist, and had no child

ren of his own, he lived decently ; nor did he
throw away content, because his father had
denied him affluence.

Melissa, who was compassionated for her
mother's misfortunes, of which her uncle had
been particularly informed by her maid Betty,
who has returned a widow to her friends in the

country, was not less beloved for her own good
qualities; she was taught to read and write,
and work at her needle, as soon as she was able

to learn ; and she was taken notice of by all the

gentry as the prettiest girl in the place: but
her aunt died when she was about eleven years

old, and before she was thirteen she lost her

uncle.

She was now again thrown back upon the

world, still helpless though her wants were in

creased, and wretched in proportion as she had

known happiness : she looked back with an

guish, and forward with distraction; a fit of

crying had just afforded her a momentary re

lief when the 'squire, who had been informed of

the death of his tenant, sent for her to his house.

This gentleman had heard her story from her

uncle, and was unwilling that a life, which had

been preserved almost by miracle, should at last

be abandoned to misery ; he therefore determin

ed to receive her into his family, not as a ser

vant but as a companion to his daughter, a

young lady finely accomplished, and now about

fifteen. The old gentleman was touched with her

distress, and Miss received her with great ten

derness and complacency : she wiped away hef

tears, and of the intolerable anguish of her

mind, nothing remained but a tender remem
brance of her uncle, whom she loved and re

verenced as a parent. She had now courage to

examine the contents of a little box which he

had put into her hand just before he expired ;

she found in it only the certificate of her mo
ther's marriage, enclosed in the captain's letter,

and an account of the events that have been

before related, -which her uncle had put down as

they came to his knowledge : the train of

mournful ideas that now rushed upon her mind,

raised emotions which, if they could not be sup

pressed by reason, were soon destroyed by theis

own violence.
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No. a] SATURDAY, DEC. 2, 1752.

Durate, et vosmct rebus servate secundis. VIRG.

Endure and conquer, live for better fate.

IN this family, which in a few weeks after re

turned to London, Melissa soon became a

favourite : the good 'squire seemed to consider

her as his child, and Miss as her sister ; she was

taught dancing and music, introduced to the

best company, elegantly dressed, and allowed

such- sums as were necessary for trivial ex

penses. Youth seldom suffers the dread of to

morrow to intrude upon the enjoyment of to

day, but rather regards present felicity as the

pledge of future : Melissa was probably as

happy as if she had been in the actual possession

of a fortune, that, to the ease and splendour
which she enjoyed already, would have added

stability and independence.
She was now in her eighteenth year, and the

only son of her benefactor was just come from

the university to spend the winter with his

father in town. He was charmed with her

person, behaviour, and discourse ;
and what he

could not but admire, he took every opportunity
to commend. She soon perceived. that he showed

particular marks of respect to her, when he

thought they would not be perceived by others;

and that he endeavoured to recommend himself

by an officious assiduity, and a diligent attention

to the most minute circumstances that might
contribute to her pleasure. But this behaviour

of the young gentleman, however it might gratify

her vanity, could not fail to alarm her fear:

she foresaw, that if what she had remarked in

his conduct should be perceived by his father or

sister, the peace of the family would be de

stroyed : and that she must either be ship

wrecked in the storm, or thrown overboard to

appease it. She therefore affected not to per
ceive that more than a general complaisance
was intended by her lover ; and hoped that he

would thus be discouraged from making an ex

plicit declaration : but though he was mortified

at her disregard of that which he knew she could

not but see, yet he determined to address her in

uch terms as should not leave this provoking

neutrality in her power : though he reverenced

her virtue, yet he feared too much the anger of

his father to think of making her his wife ; and
he was too deeply enamoured of her beauty, to

relinquish his hopes of possessing her as a mis

tress. An opportunity for the execution of his

purpose was not long "wanting : she received his

general professions of love with levity and

merriment; but when she perceived that his

view was to seduce her to prostitution, she burst

into tears, and fell back in an agony unable to

speak. He was immediately touched with grief

and remorse; his tenderness was alarmed at her

distress, and his esteem increased by her virtue j

he catched her in his arms, and as an atone

ment for the insult she had received, he offered

her marriage : but as her chastity would not

suffer her to become his mistress, neither would
her gratitude permit her to lecome his wife,
and as soon as she was sufficiently recollected,

she intreated him never more to urge her to

violate the obligation she was under either to

herself or to her benefactor. *' Would not,"
said she,

" the presence of a wretch whom you
had seduced from innocence and peace to re

morse and guilt, perpetually upbraid you ; and
would you not always fear to be betrayed by a

wife, whose fidelity no kindness could secure;
who had broken all the bands that restrain the

generous and the good ;
and who by an act of

the most flagitious ingratitude had at once
reached the pinnacle of guilt, to which others

ascend by imperceptible gradations ?"

These objections, though they could neither

be obviated nor evaded, had yet no tendency to

subdue desire: he loved with greater delicacy,
but with more ardour ; and as he could not

always forbear expostulations, neither could she

always silence them in such a manner as might
most effectually prevent their being repeated.
Such was one morning the situation of the two
lorers : he had taken her hand into his, and was
speaking with great eagerness; while she re

garded him with a kind of timorous compla
cency, and listened to him with an attention

which her heart condemned ; his father, in thi

tender moment, in which their powers of per

ception were mutually engrossed by each other,

came near enough to hear that his heir had made

proposals of marriage, and retired without their

knowledge.
As he did not dream that such a proposal

could possibly be rejected by a girl in Melissa'*

situation, imagining that every woman believed

her virtue to be inviolate, if her person was not

prostituted, he took his measures accordingly.

It was near the time in which his family had

been used to remove into the country: he,

therefore, gave orders, that every thing should

be immediately prepared for the journey, and

that the coach should be ready at six the next

morning, a man and horse being despatched in

the meantime to give notice of their arrival.

The young folks were a little surprised at this

sudden removal ; but though the 'squire was a

good-natured man, yet as he governed his family
with high authority, and as they perceived some

thing had offended him, they did not inquire

the reason, nor indeed did they suspect it.

Melissa packed up her things as usual ; and in

the morning the young gentleman and his sister

having by their father's orders got into the

coach, he called Melissa into the parlour ; where
in a few words, but with great acrimony, ha
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reproached her with having formed a design to

marry his son without his consent, an act of in

gratitude which he said justified him in up
braiding her with the favours which he had

already conferred upon her, and in a resolution

he had taken that a bank bill of fifty pounds,
which he then put into her hand, should be

the last
; adding, that he expected she should

within one week leave the house. To this heavy
charge she was not in a condition to reply ; nor
did he stay to see whether she would attempt
it, but hastily got into the coach, which im

mediately drove from the door.

Thus was Melissa a third time, by a sudden

and unexpected desertion, exposed to penury
and distress, with this aggravation, that ease

and affluence were become habitual ; and that

though she was not so helpless as at the death

of her uncle, she was exposed to yet greater

danger ; for few that have been used to slumber

upon down, and wake to festivity, can resist

the allurements of vice, who still offers ease and

plenty, when the alternatives are a flock bed and

a garret, short meals, coarse apparel, and per

petual labour.

Melissa, as soon as she had recovered from

the stupor which had seized her upon so as

tonishing and dreadful a change of fortune, de

termined not to accept the bounty of a person
who imagined her to be unworthy of it ; nor to

attempt her justification, while it would render

her veracity suspected, and appear to proceed

only from the hope of being restored to a state

of splendid dependence, from which jealousy or

caprice might again at any time remove her,

without cause and without notice ; she had not,

indeed, any hope of being ever able to defend

terself against her accuser upon equal terms,

nor did she know how to subsist a single day,

when she had returned his bill and quitted his

house : yet such was the dignity of her spirit,

that she immediately inclosed it in a blank

cover, directed to him at his country seat, and

calling up the maid who had been left to take care

of the house, sent her immediately with it to the

post-office. The tears then burst out, which the

agitation of her mind had before restrained
;

and when the servant returned, she told her all

that had happened, and asked her advice what

she should do. The girl, after the first emotions

of wonder and pity had subsided, told her that

she had a sister who lodged in a reputable house,

and took in plain work, to whom she would be

welcome, as she could assist her in her business,

of which she had often more than she could do
;

and with whom she might continue till some

more eligible situation could be obtained. Me
lissa listened to this proposal as to the voice of

Heaven ;
her mind was suddenly relieved from

the most tormenting perplexity, from the dread

of wandering about without money or employ
ment, exposed to the menaces of a beadle, or tlic

insults of the rabble : she was in haste to secure,

her good fortune, and felt some degree of pain
lest she should^lose it by the earlier application of

another ; she therefore went immediately with
the maid to her sister, with whom it was soon

agreed that Melissa should work for her board

and lodging ; for she would not consent to ac

cept as a gift, that which she could by any
means deserve as a payment.
While Melissa was a journeywoman to a per.

son, who but a few weeks before would have

regarded her with envy, and approached her

with confusion ; it happened that a suit of linen

was brought from the milliner's wrapped up in

a newspaper : the linen was put into the work-

basket, and the paper being thrown carelessly

about, Melissa at last catched it up, and was
about to read it; but perceiving that it had been

published a fortnight, was just going to put it

into the fire, when by an accidental glance she

saw her father's name : this immediately en

gaged her attention, and with great perturbation
of mind she read an advertisement, in which
her father, said to have left his friends about

eighteen years before, and to have entered either

into the army or the navy, was directed to ap

ply to a person in Staples inn, who could inform

him of something greatly to his advantage. To
this person Melissa applied with all the ardour

of curiosity, and all the tumult of expectation:

she was informed that the elder brother of the

person mentioned in the advertisement was

lately dead, unmarried ; that he was possessed of

fifteen hundred a year, five hundred of which had
descended to him from his father, and one thou

sand had been left him by an uncle, which upon
his death, there being no male heir, had been

claimed by his sisters ; but that a mistress who
had lived with him many years, and who had

been treated by the supposed heiresses with too

much severity and contempt, had in the bitter

ness of her resentment published the advertise

ment, having heard in the family that there was
a younger brother abroad.

The conflict of different passions that were at

once excited with uncommon violence in the

breast of Melissa, deprived her for a time of the

power of reflection; and when she became more

calm, she knew not by what method to attempt
the recovery of her right : her mind was be

wildered amidst a thousand possibilities, and

distressed by the apprehension that all might

prove ineffectual. After much thought and

many projects, she recollected that the captain,

whose servant brought her to England, could

probably afford her more assistance than any
other person : as he had been often pointed out

to her in public places by the 'squire, to whom
her story was well known, she was acquainted

with his person, and knew that within a few

mouths he was alive ;
she soon obtained direc

tions to his house, and being readily .admitted
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to a conference, she told him, with as much pre-
j

sence of mind as she could, that she was the
j

person whom his compassion had contributed to

preserve when an infant, in confirmation of

which she produced his letter, and the certificate

which it inclosed ;
that by the death of her

father's elder brother, whose family she had

never known, she was become entitled to a very
considerable estate; hut that she knew not what
evidence would be necessary to support her claim,

how such evidence was to be produced, nor \vith

whom to trust the management of an affair in

which wealth and influence would be employed

against her. The old captain received her with

that easy politeness which is almost peculiar to

his profession, and with a warmth of benevo

lence that is seldom found in any: he congratu
lated her upon so happy and unexpected an

event ;
and without the parade of ostentatious

liberality, without extorting an explicit confes

sion of her indigence, he gave her a letter to

his lawyer, in whom he said she might with the

utmost security confide, and with whom she

would have nothing more to do than to tell her

story :
" And do not," said he,

" doubt of suc

cess, for I will be ready to testify what I know
of the affair, whenever I shall be called upon :

and the woman who was present at your birth,

and brought you over, still lives with me, and

upon this occasion may do you signal service."

Melissa departed, melted with gratitude and

elated with hope. The gentleman, to whom
the captain's letter was a recommendation, pro
secuted her claim with so much skill and assi

duity, that within a few months she was put
into the possession of her estate. Her first care

was to wait upon the captain, to whom she

now owed not only life but a fortune : he re

ceived her acknowledgments with a pleasure,

which only those who merit it can enjoy ; and

insisted that she should draw upon him for

such sums as she should want before her rents

became due. She then took very handsome

ready-furnished lodgings, and determined im

mediately to justify her conduct to the 'squire,

whose kindness she still remembered, and whose
resentment she had forgiven. With this view

she set out in a chariot and six, attended by two
servants in livery on 'horseback, and proceeded
to his country-seat, from whence the family
was not returned : she had lain at an inn with

in six miles of the place, and when the chariot

drove up to the door, as it was early in the

morning, she could perceive the servants run to

and fro in a hurry, and the young lady and her

brother gazing through the window to see if

they knew the livery : she remarked every cir

cumstance which denoted her own importance
with exultation; and enjoyed the solicitude

which her presence produced among those, from

whose society she had so lately been driven with

disdain and 'ndignation.

She now increased their wondur, by sending
in a servant to acquaint the old gentleman, that

a lady desired to speak with him about urgent

business, which would not however long detain

him : he courteously invited the lady to honour
him with her commands, hasted into his best

parlour, adjusted his wig, and put himself in

the best order to receive her : she alighted, and

displayed a very rich undress, which correspond
ed with the elegance of her chariot, and the

modish appearance of her servants. She con

trived to hide her face as she went up the walk,
that she might not be known too soon : and was

immediately inti'oduced to her old friend, to

whom she soon discovered herself to his great

astonishment, and before he had recovered his

presence of mind, she addressed him to this

effect,
" You see, Sir, an orphan who is under

the greatest obligations to your bounty, hut

who has been equally injured by your suspicions.
When I was a dependent upon your liberality,
I would not assert my innocence, because I

could not bear to be suspected of falsehood : but
I assert it now I am the possessor of a paternal

estate, because I cannot bear to be suspected of

ingratitude : that your son pressed me to marry
him, is true ; but it is also true that I re

fused him, because I would not disappoint your
hopes and impoverish your posterity." The
old gentleman's confusion was increased by the

wonders that crowded upon him : he first made
some attempts to apologise for his suspicions
with awkwardness and hesitation

; then doubt

ing the truth of appearance, he broke off abrupt

ly and remained silent; then reproaching him

self, he began to congratulate her upon her good
fortune, and again desisted before he had finished

the compliment, Melissa perceived his per

plexity, and guessed the cause ; she was, there

fore, about to account more particularly for the

sudden change of her circumstances, but Miss,
whose maid had brought her intelligence from
the servants, that the lady's name who was
with her papa was Melissa, and that she was (

lately come to a great estate by the death of her

uncle, could no longer restrain the impatience
of her affection and joy : she rushed into the

room and fell upon her neck, with a transport
that can only be felt by friendship, and express
ed by tears. When this tender silence was

past, the scruples of doubt were soon obviated ;

the reconciliation was reciprocal and sincere ;

the father led out his guest, and presented hei

to his son with an apology for his conduct to

them both.

Melissa had bespoke a dinner and beds at the

inn, but she was not suffered to return. With
in a few weeks she became the daughter of her

friend, who gave her hand to his son, with

whom she shared many years that happiness
which is the reward ofvirtue. They had several

children, but none survived them j and Melissa,
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upon the death of her husband, which happened
sfcout seven years ago, retired wholly from town

to her estate in the country, where she lived

beloved, and died in peace.
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He hung th' instructive symbol o'er bis door.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

I SHOULD be sorry to take off your attention

from matters of greater moment, and to divert

you from the speculation of faults, that present

themselves directly before your eyes, by desiring

you to contemplate the enormities that hang
over your head. It has been customary, I

know, with you writers of essays, to treat the

subject of signs in a very ludicrous manner : for

my part, 1 cannot help thinking, that it de

serves a more serious consideration. The at

tacks of your predecessors on the absurdities

which tradesmen usually commit in these pen
dent advertisements, have been very slight, and

consequently have produced no salutary effect :

blunders have to this day been handed down
from master to 'prentice, without any regard

paid to their remonstrances
;
and it is left to the

sturdy Adventurer, if he pleases, to combat

these monstrous incongruities, and to regulate

their Babei-like confusion.

I am at present but an humble journeyman

sign-painter in Harp-alley ; for though the am
bition of my parents designed that I should

emulate the immortal touches of a Raphael or

a Titian, yet the want of taste among my coun

trymen, and their prejudice against every artist

who is a native, have degraded me to the miser

able necessity, as Shaftesbury says,
" of illus

trating prodigies in fairs, and adorning heroic

sign-posts." However, as I have studied to

improve even this meanest exercise of the pencil,

I intend to set up for myself; and, under the

favour of your countenance, to reduce the vague

practice of sign-painting to some standard of

elegance and propriety.

It cannot be doubted, but that signs were in

tended originally to express the several occupa

tions of their owners; and to bear some affinity

in their external designations, with the wares

to be disposed of, or the business carried on

within. Hence the Hand and Shears is justly

appropriated to tailors
;
as the Hand and Pen is

to writing-masters ; though the very reverend

and right worthy order of my neighbours, the

Fleet-parsons, have assumed it to themselves as

a mark of "marriages performed without im

position." The Wool-Pack plainly points out

to us a Woollen-Draper ; the Naked Boy ele

gantly reminds us of the necessity of clothing ;

and the Golden Fleece figuratively denotes the

riches of our staple commodity : but are not the.

Hen and Chickens and the Three Pigeons, the

unquestionable right of the poulterer ; and not

to be usurped by the venders of silk or linen.

It would be endless to enumerate the gross
blunders committed in this point, by almost

every branch or trade. I shall therefore confine

myself chiefly to the numerous fraternity of

publicans, whose extravagance in this affair

calls aloud for reprehension and restraint.

Their modest ancestors were contented with a

plain bough stuck up before their doors :

whence arose the wise proverb,
" Good wine

needs no bush:" but how have they since de

viated from their ancient simplicity ! They have

ransacked earth, air, and seas ; called down sun,

moon and stars, to their assistance, and exhibited

all the monsters that ever teemed from fantastic

imagination. Their hogs in armour, their Blue

Boars, Black Bears, Green Dragons, and
Golden Lions, have already been sufficiently ex

posed by your brother essay writers :

Sus horridus, atraque tlgris,

''^namosusque draco, ttftilva cervice leaena.

VlRG

"With f;:;;my tusks to seem a bristly boar,

O'.r ?K>;t.ute the lion's angry roar ;

Or hiss a dragon, or a tiger stare. DRY BEN.

It is no wonder that these gentlemen, who in-

dulge themselves in such unwarrantable liber

ties, should have so little regard to the choice of

signs adapted to their mystery. There can be

no objection made to the Bunch of Grapes, the

Rummer, or the Tuns
; but would not any one

inquire for a hosier at the Leg, or for a lock

smith at the Cross-Keys? And who would ex

pect any thing but water to be sold at the Foun
tain? The Turk's Head may fairly intimate

that a seraglio is kept within ; the Rose may be

strained to some propriety of meaning, as the

business there transacted may be said to be done
" under the Rose:" but why must the Angel,
the Lamb, and the Mitre, be the designations of

the seats of drunkenness or prostitution?

Some regard should likewise be paid by
tradesmen to their situation ; or, in other words,

to the propriety of the place : and in this too

the publicans are notoriously faulty. The

King's Arms, and the Star and Garter, are

aptly enough placed at the court end of the

town, and in the neighbourhood of the royal

palace; Shakspeare's Head takes his station

by one playhouse, and Ben Johnson's by the

other : Hell is a public-house adjoining to

Westminster-hall, as the Devil Tavern is to lha
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laxvyers' quarters in the Temple : but what has

the Crown to do by the 'Change, or the Gun,

the Ship, or the Anchor, any where but at the

Tower-hill, at Wapping, or Deptford ?

It was certainly from a noble spirit of doing

honour to a superior desert, that our forefathers

used to hang out the heads of those who were

particularly eminent in their professions. Hence

we see Galen and Paracelsus exalted before the

shops of chemists ; and the great names of

Tully, Dryden, Pope, &c. immortalized on the

rubric posts of booksellers, while their heads

denominate the learned repositories of their

works. But I know not whence it happened
that publicans have claimed a right to tlte phy

siognomies of kings and heroes, as I cannot find

out, by the most painful researches, that there is

any alliance between them. Lebec, as he was

an excellent cook, is the fit representative of

luxury ; and Broughton, that renowned athletic

champion, has an indisputable right to put up
iiis own head, if he pleases : but what reason

can there be, why the glorious Duke William

should draw porter, or the brave Admiral Ver-

non retail flip ? Why must Queen Anne keep a

gin shop, and King Charles inform us of a skit

tle-ground? Propriety of character, I think,

requires, that these illustrious personages should

i>e deposed from their lofty stations, and I

would recommend hereafter that the alderman's

ffigy should accompany his entire butt beer, and

that the comely face of that public spirited pa

triot,
" who first reduced the price of punch,

and raised its reputation pro bono publico,"

should be set up wherever three pennyworth of

warm rum is to be sold.

I have been used to consider several signs, for

the frequency of which it is difficult to give any
other reason, as so many hieroglyphics with a

hidden meaning, satirizing the follies of the

people, or conveying instruction to the passer

fcy. I am afraid that the stale jest on our sober

citizens gave rise to so many horns in the public
streets ;

and the number of castles floating with

the wind, was probably designed as a ridicule

on those erected by soaring projectors. Tumble
down Dick, in the borough of Southwark, is a

fine moral on the instability of greatness and
the consequences of ambition: but there is a

most ill-natured sarcasm against the fair sex ex

hibited, on a sign in broad St. Giles's, of a head

less female figure, called the Good Woman :

Quale portcntum, neque militaris

Daunia in latis alit esculetis ;

Nee Jub(t tellus general, leonitm

Arida nutrix. Hon.

No beast of such portentous size

In warlike Daunia's forest lies,

Nor such the tawny lion reigns
Fierce on Lis native AfricV thirsty plains.

FEAW cis.

A discerning eye may also discover in many
of our signs evident marks of the religion pre
valent among us before the reformation. St.

George, as the tutelary saint of this nation, may
escape the censure of superstition : but St.

Dunstan with his tongs ready to take hold of

Satan's nose, and the legions of angels, nuns,

crosses, and holy lambs, certainly had their

origin in the days of popery.

Among tbe many signs, which are appropri
ated to some particular business, and yet have

not the least connection with it, I cannot, as

yet, find any relation between blue balls and

pawnbrokers ;
nor could I conceive the intent

of that long poll jutting out at the entrance of

a barber's shop, till a friend of mine, a learned

etymologist and glossariographer, assured me,
that the use of this poll, took its rise from the

corruption of an old English word. " It is pro

bable," says he,
" that our primitive tonsors

used to stick up a wooden block, or head, or

poll, as it was then called, before their shop
windows, to denote their occupation ; and that

afterwards, through a confounding of different

things with a like pronunciation, they put up
that particoloured staff of an enormous length,
which is now called a poll, and appropriated

only to barbers."

The same observations might be extended to

other methods that tradesmen make use of to

attract the public notice. Thus, the card manu
facturers stamp upon their packs the figure per

haps of Harry the eighth, or the great Mogul,

though I cannot find in history, that either of

these monarchs played at cards : it would
therefore be more in character to give us a pic

ture of the groom-porter, or of that master of

the science the celebrated Hoyle, who has com

posed an elaborate treatise on every fashionable

game.
I could point out "to you many more enormi

ties ; but lest I should exceed the limits of your

paper, I shall at present conclude with assuring

you, that I am
Your devoted humble servant,

A. PHILIP CARMINE.
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Da, Pater, augustam mentl conscendere sedem ;

Dafontem lustrare boni ; da, luce reperta,

In Te conspicuos animi deftgere visusl BOETH.

Give me, O Father, to thy throne access,

Unshaken seat of endless happiness !

Give me, unveil'd, the source of good to see I

Give tne thy light, and fix mine eyes on thee!

NOTHING has offended me more, than the .man

ner in which subjects of eternal moment aie
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often treated. To dispute on moral and theo

logical topics is become a fashion ; and it is

usual with persons, of whom it is no reproach

to say they are ignorant, because their opportu

nities of gaining knowledge have been few. to

determine with the utmost confidence upon

questions to which no human intellect is equal.

In almost every tavern and every alehouse illi

terate petulance prates of fitness and virtue, of

freedom and fate ; and it is common to hear

disputes concerning everlasting happiness and

misery, the mysteries of religion and the attri

butes of God, intermingled with lewdness and

blasphemy, or at least treated with wanton neg

ligence and absurd merriment.

For lewdness and blasphemy, it is hoped no

apology will seriously be offered : and it is proba

ble, that if the question in debate was, which of

the disputants should be hanged on the morrow,
it would be conducted with decency and gravity,

as a matter of some importance : that risible

good-humour, and that noble freedom, of which

they appear to be so fond, would be thought not

well to agree with their subject; nor would
either of the gentlemen be much delighted, if an

argument intended to demonstrate that he

would within a few hours be suspended on a

gibbet, should be embellished with a witty allu

sion to a button and loop, or a jocular remark
that it would effectually secure him from future

accidents, either by land or water : and yet the

justice and mercy of Omnipotence, the life and
death of the soul, are treated with ridicule and

sport ; and it is contended, that with ridicule

and sport they ought always to be treated.

But the effect, as well as the manner of these

fashionable disputes, is always ill; they tend to

establish what is called natural religion, upon
the ruins of Christianity; and a man has no
feooner styled himself a moral philosopher, than

he finds that his duty both to God and man is

contracted into a very small compass, and may be

practised with the greatest facility. Yet as this

effect is not always apparent, the unwary are

frequently deluded into fatal error ; and imagine

they are attaining the highest degree of moral

excellence, while they are insensibly losing the

principles upon which alone temptation can be

resisted, and a steady perseverance in well doing
secured.

Among other favourite and unsuspected topics,

is the excellency of virtue. Virtue is said ne

cessarily to produce its own happiness, and to be

constantly and adequately its own reward : as

vice, on the contrary, never fails to produce

misery, and inflict upon itself the punishment it

deserves; propositions of which every one is

ready to affirm, that they may be admitted with

out scruple, and believed without danger. But,

from hence it is inferred, that future rewards

and punishments are not necessary, either to

furnish adequate motives to the practice of

virtue, or to justify the ways of God. In con

sequence of their being not necessary, they be-

come_dpubtful j the Deity is less and less the ob

ject of fear and hope ; and as virtue is said to "be

that which produces ultimate good below, what
ever is supposed to produce ultimate good below
is said to be virtue

; right and wrong are con

founded, because remote consequences cannot

perfectly be known ; the principal barrier, by
which appetite and passion are restrained, is

broken down
; the remonstrances of conscience

are overborne by sophistry ; and the acquired
and habitual shame of vice is subdued by the

perpetual efforts of vigorous resistance.

But tne inference from which these dreadful

consequences proceed, however plausible, is not

just; nor does it appear from experience, that

the premises are true.

That virtue alone is happiness below, is in

deed a maxim in speculative morality, which all

the treasures of learning have been lavished to

support, and all the flowers of wit collected to*

recommend
;

it has been the favourite of some

among the wisest and best of mankind in every

generation ; and is at once venerable for its

age, and lovely in the bloom of a new youth.
And yet if it be allowed, that they who languish
in disease and indigence, who suffer pain,

hunger, and nakedness, in obscurity and soli

tude, are less happy than those, who, with the

same degree of virtue, enjoy health, and ease,

and plenty, who are distinguished by fame, and*

eourted by society; it follows, that virtue alone

is not efficient of happiness, because virtue can-

noTtdtways bestow those things upon which

happiness is confessed to depend.
It is indeed true, that vii-tue in prosperity

enjoys more than vice, and that in adversity she-

suffers less : if prosperity and adversity, there

fore, were merely accidental to virtue and vice,

it might be granted, that, setting aside those

things upon which moral conduct has no in

fluence, as foreign to the question, every man is

happy, either negatively or positively, in pro

portion as he is virtuous ; though it were de

nied, that virtue alone could put into his posses

sion all that is essential to human felicity.

But prosperity and adversity, affluence and

,want, are not independent upon moral conduct :

External advantages are frequently obtained by
vice, and forfeited by virtue; for as an estate

may be gained by secreting a will, or loading a

die, an estate may also be lost by withholding a

vote, or rejecting a job.

Are external advantages then too light to turn

the scale? Will an act of virtue, by which all

are rejected, ensure more happiness than an act

of vice by which all are procured ? Are the ad

vantages, which an estate obtained by an act of

vice bestows, overbalanced through life by re

gret and remorse ? and the indigence and con

tumely that follow the loss of conveniences
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which virtu a has rejected, mee than compen
sated by content and self- approation ?

That which is ill gotten, i not always ill

used ; nor is that which is wellrejected always
remembered without regret, t is not to be

supposed that he, who by an actof fraud gained
the possession of a thousand >ounds a year,
which he spends, in such a gralfication of his

appetites and passions as is cnsistent with
health and reputation, in the rciprocation of

civilities among his equals, and sometimes in

acts of bounty and munificence, md who uses

the power and influence which it gives him so

as to conciliate affection and pro'.ure respect ;

has less happiness below, than if ly a stronger
eifort of virtue he had continued ina state of de

pendence and poverty, neglected aid despised,
destitute of any other means to ocercise the

social affections than mutual conddence with
those who suffer the same calamity, ind almost

wishing, in the bitterness of his digress, that

he had improved the opportunity which he had
lost.

It may indeed be urged, that the happiness
and infelicity of both these states are still in ex
act proportion to virtue : that the affluence,?

which was acquired by a single act of vice, isl

enjoyed only by the exercise of virtue ; and that!

the penury incurred by a single effort of virtue,'
is rendered afflictive only by impatience and dis-1

content.

But whether this be granted or denied, it re

mains true that the happiness in both these

states is not equal ; and that in one the means
to enjoy life were acquired by vice, which in

the other were lost by virtue. And if it be

possible, by a single act of vice, to increase hap
piness upon the whole of life ; from what ra
tional motives can the temptation to that act be
resisted ? From none, surely, but such as arise

from the belief of a future state, in which virtue
will be rewarded and vice punished ; for to

what can happiness be wisely sacrificed, but to

greater happiness? and how can the ways of

God be justified, if a man by the irreparable in

jury of his neighbour becomes happier upon the

whole, than he would have been if he had ob
served the eternal rule, and done to another a;

he would that another should do to him.

Perhaps I may be told, that to talk of sacri

ficing happiness to greater happiness, as virtue,
is absurd ; and that he who is restrained from
fraud or violence, merely by the fear of hell, is

no more virtuous than he who is restrained

merely by the fear of a gibbet.
But supposing this to be true, yet with re

spect to society, mere external rectitude of con
duct answers all the purposes of virtue

; and if

I travel without being robbed, it is of little con

sequence to me, whether the person whom I

meet on the road were restrained from attempt
ing to invade my property by the fear of punish

ment, or the abhorrence of vice : so that ths

gibbet, if it does not produce virtue, is yet of

such incontestible utility, that I believe those

gentlemen would be very unwilling that it

should be removed, who are, notwithstanding,
so zealous to steel every breast against the fear

of damnation ; nor would they be content, how
ever negligent of their souls, that their property
should be no otherwise secured, than by the

power of moral beauty and the prevalence of

ideal enjoyments.
If it be asked, how moral agents became the

subjects of accidental and adventitious happiness
and misery; and why they were placed in a
state in which it frequently happens, that virtue

only alleviates calamity, and vice only moderates

delight ; the answer of revelation is known, and
it must be the task of those who reject it to give
a better : it is enough for me to have proved
that man is at present in such a state : I pre
tend not to trace the " unsearchable ways of the

Almighty," nor attempt to "penetrate the

darkness that surrounds his throne :" but amidst
this enlightened generation, in which such mul-/
titudes can account for apparent obliquities and!

defects in the natural and the moral world, ij

am content with an humble expectation of thad

time, in which every thing that is crooked

shall be made straight, and every thing that is

imperfect shall be done away."

No. II.] TUESDAY DEC. 12, 1752.

1lie potens sui

Letusque deget, cui licet in diem

Dixisse, vixi. HOR.

Happy the man, and happy he alone,
He who can call to-day his own ;

He, who seture within can say,

To-morrow do thy worst, for I have lived to-day.

DRYDEN.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

IT is the fate of all who do not live in necessary
or accidental obscurity, who neither pass undis

tinguished through the vale of poverty, nor hide

themselves in the groves of solitude, to have a

numerous acquaintance and few friends.

An acquaintance is a being who meets UB

with a smile and a salute, Avho tells us in the

same breath that he is glad and sorry for the

most trivial good and ill that befalls us, and yet
who turns from us without regret, who scarce

wishes to see us again, who forsakes us in hope
less sickness or adversity, and when we die re

members us no more. A friend is he with
whom our interest is united, upon whose parti-
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olpation all our pleasures depend ; who soothes

us la the fretfulness of disease, and cheers us in

the gloom of a prison ; to whom when we die

even our remains are sacred, who follows them
with tears to the grave, and preserves our image
in his heart. A friend our calamities may
grieve, and our wants may impoverish, but ne

glect only can offend, and unkindness alienate.

Is it not therefore astonishing, that a friend

should ever be alienated or offended ? and can

there be a stronger instance of the folly and

caprice of mankind, than their withholding
from those, upon whom their happiness is con

fessed to depend, that civility which they lavish

upon others, without hope of any higher reward
than a trivial and momentary gratification of

iheir vanity, by an echo of their compliments
and a return of their obeisance?

Of this caprice there are none who have more
cause to complain than myself. That I am a

person of some importance has never yet been

disputed : I am allowed to have great power to

please and to instruct ; I always contribute to

the felicity of those by whom I am well treated
;

and I must confess, that I am never abused

without leaving marks of my resentment behind

me.

1 am generally regarded as a friend ; and

there are few who could think of parting with

me for the last time, without the utmost regret,

solicitude, and reluctance. I know, wherever

I come, that I have been the object of desire and

hope ;
and that the pleasure which I am expect

ed to diffuse, has, like all others, been enjoyed

by anticipation. By the young and gay, those

who are entering the world either as a scene of

business or pleasure, I am frequently desired

with such impatience, that although every
moment brings on wrinkles and decrepitude
v,-ith irresistible rapidity, they would be wil

ling that the time of my absence should be an

nihilated, and the approach of wrinkles and

decrepitude rendered yet more precipitate.

There cannot surely be stronger evidence "ban

this of my influence upon their happiness, or of

their affection for me : and yet the transport
with which I am at first received quickly sub

sides ; they appear to grow weary of my com

pany, they would again shorten life to hasten

the hour of my departure, and they reflect upon
the length of my visit with regret.

To the aged I confess I am not able to pro
cure equal advantages ; and yet there are some
of these who have been remarkable for their

virtue, among whom I experience more con

stant reciprocations of friendship. I never

heard that they expressed an impatient expecta
tion of me when absent, nor do they receive me
with rapture when I come; but while I stay

they treat me with complacency and good-hu
mour

; and in proportion as their first address

is less violent, the whole tenour of their conduct

I is more equal: thy suffer me to leave them in

an evening withdt importunity to prolong my
visit, and think t my departure with indiffer

ence.

You will, per'aps, imagine, that I am distin

guished by som strange singularity, of which
the uncommon treatment that I receive is a

consequence, ^.s few can judge with impartia

lity of their ovn character, none are believed

merely upon tleir own evidence who affirm it

to be good : I will therefore describe to you the

manner in wlich I am received by persons of

very different stations, capacities, and employ
ments. The facts shall be exhibited without

false colouring ;
I will neither suppress, soften,

nor exaggerae any circumstance, by which the

natural and genuine state of these facts may be

discovered, aid I know that your sagacity will,

do me justice.

In sumner I rise very early, and the first

person that I see is a peasant at his work, who
generally regards me with a smile, though he

seldom participates of my bounty. His labour

is scarce ever suspended while I am with him
;

yet he always talks of me with complacency,
and never treats me with neglect or indecorum,

except perhaps on a holiday, when he has been

tippling; and this I can easily overlook, though
he commonly receives a hint of his fault the

next morning, that he may be the more upon
his guard for the future.

But though in the country I have reason to

be best satisfied with the behaviour of those

whom I first see, yet in my early walks in

town I am almost sure to be insulted. As socn

as the wretch, who has passed the night at a

tavern, or a gaming table, perceives me at a dis

tance, he begins to mutter curses against me,

though he knows they will be fulfilled upon

himself, and is impatient till he can bar his

door, and hide himself in bed.

1 have one sister, and though her complexion is

very dark, yet she is not without her charms.

She is, I confess, said to look best by candle-light,

in her jewels, and at a public place, where the

splendour of her dress, and the multiplicity of

other objects, prevent too minute an examina

tion of her person. Some good judges have fan -

cied, though perhaps a little whimsically, that

there is something inexpressibly pleasing in her

by moon-light, a kind of placid ease, a gentle

langour, which softens her features, and gives

new grace to her manner: they say too, that

she is best disposed to be agreeable company in

a walk, under the chequered shade of a grove,

along the green banks of a river, or upon the

sandy beach by the sea.

My sister's principles in many particulars

differ from mine ; but there has been always
such a harmony between us, that she seldom

smiles upon those who have suffered me to pass

with a contemptuous negligence ;
much less
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does she use her influence, which is very great,

Co procure uny advantage for those who drive

me from their presence with outrage and abuse
;

and yet none are more assiduous in their ad

dresses, nor intrude longer upon her privacy,

than those who are most implacably my ene

mies.

She is generally better received by the poor,

than the rich ; and indeed she seldom visits the

indigent and the wretched, without bringing

something for their relief; yet those who are

most, solicitous to engage her in parties of plea

sure, and are seen longest in her company, are

always suspected of some evil design.
You will, perhaps, think there is something

enigmatical in all this ; and lest you should not

yet be able to discover my true character suffi

ciently to engage you in my interest, I will give

you a short history of the incidents that have

happened to me during the last eight hours.

It is now four o'clock in the afternoon : about

seven I rose ; soon after, as I was walking by
the dial in Covent Garden, I was perceived by
a man well dressed, who appeared to have been

sleeping under one of the sheds, and whom a

watchman had just told that I was approaching :

after attempting to swear several oaths and stag

gering a few paces, he scowled at me under hia

hat, and insulted me indirectly, by telling tht~

watchman as well as he could, that he had sat

in company with my sister till he became to,

drunk to find his way home, which nevertheless

he had attempted ; and that he hated the sight
of me as he hated the devil : he then desired that

a coach or a chair might be immediately called

to carry him from my presence.
About nine I visited a young lady who could

not see me, because she was but just returned from
a rout. I went next to a student in the temple,
who received me with great joy ; but told me,
that he was going to dine with a gentleman,
whose daughter he had long courted, and who
at length, by the interposition of friends, had
been persuaded to consent to the match, though
several others had offered a larger settlement.

From this interview I had no desire to detain

Lim ; and about twelve I found a young prodi

gal, to whom I had afforded many opportunities
of felicity, which he neglected to improve ; and
whom I had scarce ever left without having
convinced him, that he was wasting life in the

search of pleasure which he could never find :

he looked upon me with a countenance full of

suspicion, dread, and perplexity, and seemed to

wish that I had delayed my visit, or been ex

cluded by his servant; imagining, as I have
since heard, that a bailiff was behind me. After

dinner, I again met my friend the student
; but

he who had so lately received me with ecstacy,
now leered at me with a sullen discontent, and
if it had been in his power would have destroyed

me, for no other reason than because the old

gentleman whom he had visited had changed
his mind.

You may, perhaps, be told, that I am myself
inconstant and capricious, that I am never the

same person eight and forty hours together, and
that no man knows whether at my next visit I

shall bring him good or evil: but identity of

person might with equal truth be denied of the

Adventurer, and of every other being upon
earth ; for all animal bodies are in a state of per

petual decay and renovation : so ridiculous a

slander does not indeed deserve a serious reply :

and I believe you are now ready to answer every
other cavil of my enemies, by convincing the

world that it is their own fault if I do not al

ways leave them wiser and better than I find

them
;
and whoever has through life continued

to became gradually wiser and better, has ob

tained a source of divine felicity, a well of living

water, which, like the widow's oil, shall in

crease as it is poured out, and which, though it

was supplied by time, eternity shall not ex
haust.

I hope, Sir, your paper will be a means of

procuring me better treatment ; and that yea
will yourself be solicitous to secure the friend

ship of,

Your humble servant,

TO-DAY.
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Magnum pauperies opprobriumjubet

Quidvis autfacere out pati. KOB.

He whom the dread of want ensnares,

With baseness acts, with meanness bears.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

Or all the expedients that have been found out

to alleviate the miseries of life, none is left to

despair but complaint : and though complaint,

without hope of relief, may be thought rather

to increase than mitigate anguish, as it recollects

every circumstance of distress, and imbitters the

memory of past sufferings by the anticipation of

future, yet, like weeping, it is an indulgence of

that which it is pain to suppress, and soothes

with the hope of pity the wretch who despairs

of comfort. Of this number is he who now ad

dresses you : yet the solace of complaint and the!

hope of pity, are not the only motives that
have|

induced me to communicate the series of events,

by which I have been led on in an insensible

deviation from felicity, and at last plunged in

irremediable calamity : I wish that others iaay

escape perdition; and am, therefore, solicitous
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to warn them of the path, that leads to the pre

cipice from which I have fallen.

I am the only child of a wealthy farmer,

who, as he was himself illiterate, was the more

zealous to make his son a scholar
; imagining

that there was in the knowledge of Greek and

Latin, some secret charm of perpetual influence,

which as I passed through life would smooth

the way before me, establish the happiness of

success, and supply new resources to disappoint

ment. But not being able to deny himself the

pleasure he found in having me about him, in

stead of sending me out to a boarding-school, he

offered the curate of the parish ten pounds a

year and his board to become my tutor.

This gentleman, who was in yeai-s, and had

lately buried his wife, accepted the employment,
but refused the salary : the work of education,

he said, would agreeably fill his intervals of

leisure, and happily coincide with the duties of

his function : but he observed that his curacy,
which was thirty pounds a year, and had long
subsisted him when he had a family, would

make him wealthy now he was a single man ;

and therefore he insisted to pay for his board :

to this my father, with whatever reluctance,

was obliged to consent. At the age of six years

I began to read my accidence under my pre

ceptor; and at fifteen had gone through the

(

Latin and Greek classics. But the languages

|
-were not all that 1 learned of this gentleman ;

I besides other science of less importance, he

. taught me the theory of Christianity by his pre-
* cepts, and the practice by his example.

As his temper was calm and steady, the influ

ence which he had acquired over me was un
limited : he was never capriciously severe ;

so

that i regarded his displeasure not as an effect

of his infirmity, but of my own fault ; he dis

covered so much affection in the pleasure with

which he commended, and in the tender concern

with which he reproved me, that I loved him
as a father; and his devotion, though rational

and manly, was yet so habitual and fervent,

that I reverenced him as a saint. I found even

my passions controled by an awe which his

presence impressed ;
and by a constant attention

to his doctrine and his life, I acquired such a

sense of my connection with the invisible world,

and such a conviction of the consciousness of

Deity to all my thoughts, that every inordinate

wish was secretly suppressed, and my conduct

regulated by the most scrupulous circumspec
tion.

My father thought he had now taken suffi

cient care of my education, and therefore began
to expect that I should assist in overlooking his

servants, and managing his farm, in which he

intended I should succeed him : but my pre

ceptor, whose principal view was not my tem

poral advantage, told him, that, as a farmer,

great part of my learning would be totally use

less
;
and that the only way to make me service

able to mankind, in proportion to the know

ledge I had acquired, would be to send me to

the university, that at a proper time I might
take orders. But my father, besides that he

was still unwilling to part with me, had pro

bably many reasons against my entering the

world in a cassock: such, however, was the

deference which he paid to my tutor, that he

had almost implicitly submitted to his deter

mination, when a relation of my mother's, who
was an attorney of great practice in the temple,
came to spend part of the long vacation at our

house, in consequence of invitations which had
been often repeated during an absence of many
years.

My father thought that an opportunity of

consulting how to dispose of me with a man so

well acquainted with life, was not to be lost ;

and perhaps he secretly hoped, that my precep
tor would give up his opinion as indefensible, if

a person of the lawyer's experience should de

clare against it. My cousin was accordingly

made umpire in the debate ; and after he had

heard the arguments on both sides, he declared

against my becoming a farmer ; he said, it

would be an act of injustice to bury my parts and

learning in the obscurity of rural life; because,

if produced to the world, they would probably

be rewarded with wealth and distinction. My
preceptor imagined the question was now finally

determined in his favour; and being obliged to

visit one of his parishioners that was sick, he

gave me a look of congratulation as he went out,

and I perceived his cheek glow with a flush of

triumph, and his eye sparkle with tears of de

light.

But he had no sooner left the room, than my
cousin gave the conversation another turn ; he

told my father, that though he had opposed his

making me a farmer, he was not an advocate

for my becoming a parson ; for that to make a

young fellow a parson, without being able to

procure him a living, was to make him a beg

gar; he then made some witty reflections on

the old gentleman who was just gone out;
"
nobody," he said,

" could question his having
been put to a bad trade, who considered his cir

cumstances now he had followed it forty years."
And after some other sprightly sallies, which,

though they made my father laugh, made me
tremble, he clapped him upon the shoulder,

" If

you have a mind your boy should make a figure

in life, old gentleman," says he, "put him clerk

to me ; my Lord Chancellor King was no better

than the son of a country shopkeeper; and my
master gave a person of much greater eminence

many a half crown when he "was an attorney's

clerk in the next chambers to mine. What say

you? shall I take him up with me or no?"

My father, who had listened to this proposal

with great eagerness, as soon as my cousin had
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done speaking, cried,
" A match ;" and imme

diately gave him bis hand, in token of his con

sent. Thus the bargain was struck, and my
fate determined before my tutor came hack.

It was in vain that he afterwards objected to

the character of my new master, and expressed

the most dreadful apprehensions at my becom

ing an attorney's clerk, and entering into the

society of wretches who had been represented to

him, and perhaps not unjustly, as the most pro

fligate upon earth ; they do not, indeed, become
worse than others, merely as clerks : but as

young persons, who with more money to spend
in the gratification of appetite, are sooner than

others abandoned to their own conduct; for

though they are taken from under the protection
of a parent, yet being scarce considered as in a

state of servitude , they are not sufficiently re

strained by the authority of a master.

My father had conceived of my cousin as the

best natured man in the world : and probably
was intoxicated with the romantic hope, of

living'to see me upon the Bench at Westminster

hall, or of meeting me on the circuit lolling in

my own coach, and attended by a crowd of the in

ferior instruments ofj ustice. He was not there

fore to be moved either by expostulation or en

treaty ; and 1 set out with my cousin on horse

back, to meet the stage at a town within a few

miles, after having taken leave ofmy father, with
tenderness that melted us both ; and received

from the hoary saint his last instructions and

benediction, and at length the parting embrace,
which was given with the silent ardour of unut
terable wishes, and repeated with tears that

could no longer be suppressed or concealed.

When we were seated in the coach, my cousin

began to make himself merry with the regret
and discontent that he perceived in my counte

nance, at leaving a cowhouse, a hogstye, and
two old grey pates, who were contending
whether I should be buried in a farm or a col

lege. I, who had never heard either my father

or my tutor treated with irreverence, could not
conceal my displeasure and resentment : but he
still continued to rally my country simplicity
with many allusions which I did not then un
derstand, but which greatly delighted the rest

of the company. The fourth day brought us to

our journey's end, and my master, as soon as

we reached his chambers, shook me by the

hand, and bid me welcome to the temple.
He had been some years a widower, and his

only child a daughter being still at a boarding-
school, his family consisted only of a man and
maid servant and myself: for though he had
two hired clerks, yet they lodged and boarded
themselves. The horrid lewdness and profane-
ness of these fellows terrified and disgusted me ;

nor could I believe that my master's property
and 'interest could be safely intrusted with

men, who in every respect appeared to be so

destitute of virtue and religion : I, therefore,

thought it my duty to apprise him of his dan

ger ; and accordingly one day when we were at

dinner, I communicated my suspicion, and the

reason upon which it was founded. The for

mal solemnity with which I introduced this

conversation, and the air of importance which I

gave to my discovery, threw him into a violent

fit of laughter, which struck me dumb with
confusion and astonishment. As soon as he re- 1

covered himself, he told me, that though his

clerks might use some expressions that 1 had I

not been accustomed to hear, yet he believed!

them to be very honest; and that he placed*

more confidence in them, than he would in
aj

formal prig, of whom he knew nothing but that

he went every morning and evening to prayers,
and said grace before and after meat ; that as

to swearing, they meant no harm; and as he
did not doubt but that every young fellow liked

a girl, it was better they should joke about it

than be hypocritical and sly : not that he would
be thought to suspect my integrity, or to blame
me for practices, which he knew to be merely
effects of the bigotry and superstition in which I

had been educated, and not the disguises of cun

ning or the subterfuges of guilt.

I was greatly mortified at my cousin's beha

viour on this occasion, and wondered from
what cause it could proceed, and why he should

so lightly pass those vices in others, from which
he abstained himself; for I had never heard

him swear; and as his expressions were not

obscene, I imagined his conversation was chaste ;

in which, however, my ignorance deceived me,
and it was not long before I had reason to

change my opinion of his character.

No. IS.] TUESDAY, DEC. 19, 1752.

Sic omnia fails
In pejus mere, ac retro sublapsa referri :

Non aliter quam qui adverso vixflumine lembum

Remigiis subigit : si brachia forte remisit,

Atque ilium in preeceps prono rapit alveus amni.

VIHO.

Thus all below, whether by nature's curse,
Or fate's decree, degenerate still to worse.

So the boat's brawny crew the current stem,

And, slow advancing, struggle with the stream :

But if they slack their hands, or cease to strive,

Then down the flood with headlong haste they
drive. DRYDEN

THEKE came one morning to inquire for him at

his chambers, a lady who had something in her

manner which caught my attention and excited

my curiosity : her clothes were fine, but the

manner in which they were put on was rather

flaunting than elegant ;
her address was not easy
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nor poiite, but seemed to be a strange mixture

of affected state and licentious familiarity : she

looked in the glass while she was speaking to

me, and without any confusion adjusted her

tucker : she seemed rather pleased than discon

certed at being regarded with earnestness; and

being told that my cousin was abroad, she asked

some trifling questions, and then making a

slight courtesy, took up the side of her hoop
vrith a jerk that discovered at least half her leg,

and hurried down stairs.

I could not help inquiring of the clerks, if

theyknew this lady; and was greatly confound

ed when they told me, with an air of secrecy,

that she was my cousin's mistress, whom he

had kept almost two years in lodgings near

Covent-garden. At first I suspected this infor

mation ; but it was soon confirmed by so many
circumstances, that I could no longer doubt of

its truth.

As my principles were yet untainted, and the
'

Influence of my education was still strong, I re

garded my cousin's sentiments as impious and

fletestable ; and his example rather struck me

fwith hoiTor, than seduced me to imitation. I

Jfiattered myself with hopes of effecting his re

formation, and took every opportunity to hint

"4he wickedness of allowed incontinence; for

which 1 was always rallied when he was dis

posed to be merry, and answered with the con

temptuous sneer of self-sufficiency when he was
sullen.

Near four years of my clerkship were now

expired, and I had never yet entered the lists as

a disputant with my cousin : for though I con

ceived myself to be much his superior in moral

and theological learning, and though he often

admitted me to familiar conversation, yet I st:ll

regarded the subordination of a servant to a

master, as one of the duties of my station, and

preserved it with such exactness, that I never

exceeded a question or a hint when we were

alone, and was always silent when he had com

pany, though I frequently heard such positions

advanced, as made me wonder that no tremen

dous token of the divine displeasure immediately
followed : but coming one night from the tavern,

warm with wine, and, as I imagined, flushed

with polemic success, he insisted upon my taking
one glass with him before he went to bed

; and

almost as soon as we were seated, he gave me a

formal challenge, by denying all divine revela

tion, and defying me to prove it.

I now considered every distinction as thrown

down, and stood forth as the champion of re

ligion, with that elation of mind which the hero

always feels at the approach ofdanger. I thought ,

myself secure of victory ; and rejoicing that he

had now compelled me to do what I had often

wished he would permit, I obliged him to de

clare that he would dispute upon equal terms,

and we began the debate. But it was not long

before I was astonished to find myself confound
ed by a man, whom I saw half-drunk, and
whose learning and abilities I despised when he

;

was sober; for as I had but very lately dis-
1

covered, that any of the principles of religion,
from the immortality of the soul to the deepest

mystery, had been so much as questioned, all

his objections were new. I was assaulted

I

where I had made no preparation for defence ;

and having not been so much accustomed to dis

putation, as to consider, that, in the present
weakness of human intellects, it is much easier

to object than answer, and that in every disqui
sition difficulties are found which cannot be re-

jsolved, I was overborne by the sudden onset,
and in the tumult of my search after answers to

his cavils, forgot to press the positive arguments
on which religion is established : he took advan

tage of my confusion, proclaimed his own
triumph, and because I was depressed, treated

me as vanquished.
As the event which had thus mortified my

pride was perpetually revolved in my mind, the

same mistake still continued : I inquired for so

lutions instead of proofs, and found myself more
and more entangled in the_jn^e^_ofsophistr\

r
.

In some other conversations which my cousin

was now eager to begin, new difficulties were

started, the labyrinth of doubt grew more in

tricate, and as the question was of infinite mo
ment, my mind was brought into the most dis

tressful anxiety. I ruminated incessantly on
the subject of our debate, sometimes chiding

myself for my doubts, and sometimes applauding
the courage and freedom ofmy inquiry.

While my mind was in this state, I heard by
accident that there was a club at an alehouse in

the neighbourhood, where such subjects were

freely debated, to which every body was admitted

without scruple or formality : to this club in

an evil hour I resolved to go, that I might learn

how -knotty points were to be discussed, and
truth distinguished from error.

Accordingly, on the next club night I ming
led with the multitude that was assembled in

this school of folly and infidelity : I was at first

disgusted at the gross ignorance of some, and

shocked at the horrid blasphemy of others ; but

curiosity prevailed, and my sensibility by de

grees wore off. I found that almost every

speaker had a different opinion, which some of

them supported by arguments that to me, who
was utterly unacquainted with disputation, ap

peared to hold opposite probabilities in exact

equipoise ; so that, instead of being confirmed

in any principle, I was divested of all ; the per

plexity of my mind was increased, and I con

tracted such a habit of questioning whatever

offered itself to my imagination, that I almost

doubted of my own existence.

In proportion as I was less assured in ray

principles, 1 was less circumspect in my con-
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duct : but such was still the force of education,

that any gross violence offered to that which I

had held sacred, and every act which I had been

used to regard as incurring the forfeiture of the

divine favour, stung me with remorse. I was

indeed still restrained from flagitious immor

ality, by the power of habit : but this power

grew weaker and weaker, and the natural pro

pensity to ill gradually took place ;
as the mo

tion that is communicated to a ball which is

struck up into the air, becomes every moment
less and less, till at length it recoils by its own

weight.
Fear and hope, the great springs of human

iction, had now lost their principal objects, as

I doubted whethei the enjoyment of the present

moment was not all that I could secure; nay

power to resist temptation diminished with my
dependence upon the grace of God, and regard

to the sanction of his law ; and I was first se

duced by a prostitute, in my return from a de

clamation on the beauty of virtue, and the!

strength of the moral sense.

I began now to give myself up entirely to sen-

suality^
and the gratification of appetite termi

nated my prospects of felicity: that peace of

mind, which is the sunshine of the soul, was

exchanged for the gloom of doubt, and the storm

of passion ; and my confidence in God and hope
of everlasting joy, for sudden terrors and vain

wishes, the lothings of satiety, and the anguish
of disappointment.

I was indeed impatient under this fluctuation

of opinion, and therefore I applied to a gentle
man who was a principal speaker at the club,

and deemed a profound philosopher, to assist

the labours of my own mind in the investigation
of truth, and relieve me from distraction by re

moving my doubts : but this gentleman, instead

of administering relief, lamented the prejudice ,

of education, which he said hindered me from

yielding without reserve to the force of tmith,

and might perhaps always keep my mind anx-

iaus, though my judgment should be convinced.

?3ut as the most effectual remedy for this de

plorable evil, he recommended to me the works
of Chubb, Morgan, and many others, which I

procured, and read with great eagerness ; and

though I was not at last a sound deist, yet
I perceived with some pleasure that my stock of

polemic knowledge was greatly increased ; so

that, instead of being an auditor, I commenced
a speaker at the club : and though to stand up
and babble to a crowd in an alehouse, till silence

is commanded by the stroke of a hammer, is as
|

low an ambition as can taint the human mind ;

yet I was much elevated by my new distinction,

and pleased with the deference that was paid to

my judgment. I sometimes, indeed, reflected,

that I was propagating opinions by which I had

myse)f become vicious and wretched
; but it im

mediately occurred, that though my conduct
j

was changed, it could not be proved that mr
virtue was less ; because many things, which 1

avoided as vicious upon my old principles, were
innocent upon my new. I therefore went on
in my career, and was perpetually racking my
invention for new topics and illustration and

among other expedients, as well to advance my
reputation, as to quiet my conscience, arid de

liver me from the torment of rtB&Tf*, I thought
of the following.

Having learned that all error is innocent, be- \

cause it is involuntary, I concluded, that nothing |
more was necessary to quiet the mind than to I

prove that all vice was error : I therefore formed *

the following argument;
" No man becomes

vicious, but from a belief that vice will confer

happiness : he may indeed have been told the

contrary, but implicit faith is not required of

reasonable beings, therefore, as every man ought
to seek happiness, every man may lawfully
make the experiment, if he is disappointed, it ia

plain that he did not intend that which has hap- /

pened, so that every vice is an error, and ther& /

fore no vice will be punished."
1 communicated this ingenious contrivance to

my friend the philosopher, who, instead of de

tecting the difference between ignorance and

perverseness, or stating the limitations within
which we are bound to seek our own happiness,

applauded the acuteness of my penetration, and
the force of my reasoning. I was impatient to

display so novel and important a discovery to

the club, and the attention that it drew upon
me gratified my ambition, to the utmost of my
expectation. 1 had indeed some opponents ; but

they were so little skilled in argumentation, and
so ignorant of the subject, that it only rendered

my conquest more signal and important, for the

chairman summed up the arguments 011 both

sides with so exact and scrupulous an imparti

ality, that as I appeared not to have been con

futed, those who could not discover the weak
ness of my antagonists, thought that to confute

me was impossible, my sophistry was taken for

demonstration, and the number of proselytes
was incredible. The assembly consisted chiefly
of clerks and apprentices, young persons who
had received a religious though not a liberal edu

cation ;
for those who were totally ignorant, or

wholly abandoned, troubled not themselves with

such disputations as were carried on at our club :

and these unhappy boys, the impetuosity of

whose passions was restrained chiefly by fear,

as virtue had not yet become a habit, were glad
to have the shackles struck off which they were

told priestcraft had put on.

But however I might satisfy others, I was iioc

yet satisfied myself; my torment returned, and

new opiates became necessary; they were
not indeed easily to be found ; but such was my
good fortune, that an illiterate mechanic afforded

me a most seasonable relief,
"
by discussing tfae
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important question, and demonstrating that the another, my cousin determined to take his

oul was not nor could be immortal." I was, ! daughter, who was now in her nineteenth year,

indeed, disposed to believe without the severest from school ; and as he intended to make her

scrutiny, what I now began secretly to wish
; mistress of his family, he quitted his chambers,

for such was the state of my mind, that I was and took a house.

willing to give up the hope of everlasting happi- |

This young lady I had frequently seen, and

ness, to be delivered from the dread of perpetual always admired ; she was therefore no sooner

misery ;
and as I thought of dying as a remote come home, than I endeavoured to recommend

event, the apprehension of losing my existence myself by a thousand assiduities, and rejoiced

with my life, did not much interrupt the plea- in the many opportunities that were afforded

sures of the bagnio and the tavern.
j

me to entertain her alone ; and perceived that

They were, however, interrupted by another . she was not displeased with my company, nor

cause; for I contracted a distemper, which insensible to my complaisance,
alarmed and terrified me, in proportion as its

j

My cousin, though he had seen the effects of

progress was swift, and its consequences were
;
his documents of infidelity in the corruption of

dreadful. In this distress I applied to a young my morals, yet could not forbear to sneer at re-

surgeon, who was a speaker at the club, and ligion in the presence of his daughter ; a practice

gained a genteel subsistence by keeping it in re- i in which I now always concurred, as it facilitat-

pair : he treated my complaint as a ti'ifle ;
and ed the execution of a design that I had formed of

to prevent any serious reflections in this inter

val of pain and solitude, he rallied the deplorable

length of my countenance, and exhorted me to

rendering her subservient to my pleasures. I

might indeed have married her, and perhaps my
cousin secretly intended that I should : but I

behave like a man. i knew women too welt to think that marriage

My pride, rather than my fear, made me very would confine my wishes to a single object ; and

solicitous to conceal this disorder from my
|

I was utterly averse to a state, in which the

cousin ; but he soon discovered it rather with
I pleasure of variety must be sacrificed to domes-

pleasure than anger, as it completed his tic quiet, or domestic quiet to the pleasure of

triumph, and afforded him a new subject of variety; for I neither imagined that I could

raillery and merriment. By the spiritual and

corporeal assistance of my surgeon, I was at

Jength restored to my health, with the same din-

solute morals, and a resolution to pursue my
pleasures with more caution : instead, therefore,

of hiring a prostitute, I now endeavoured to se

duce the virgin, and corrupt the wife.

I
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Admonet, et magna testatur voce per umbras :

Discite justltiain moniti, et nontemnere dlvos.

VIRG.

Even yet his voice from hell's dread shades we

hear,
"
Beware, learn justice, and the gods revere.

IN these attempts my new principles afforded

rne great assistance : for I found that those

whom I could convert, I could easily debauch ;

and that to convert many, nothing more was

necessary than to advance my principles, and

allege something in defence of them, by which

I appeared to be convinced myself; for not being
able to dispute, they thought that the argument
which had convinced me, would, if they could

long indulge myself in an unlawful familiarity

with many women, before it would by some ac

cident be discovered to my wife ; nor that she

would be so very courteous or philosophical, as

to suffer this indulgence without expostulation
and clamour : and besides, I had no liking to a

brood of children, whose wants would soon be

come importunate, and whose claim to my in

dustry and frugality would be universally ac

knowledged ; though the offspring of a mistress

might be abandoned to beggary, without breach

of the law, or offence to society.

The young lady, on the contrary, as she per
ceived that my addresses exceeded common civi

lities, did not question but that my view was to

obtain her for a wife; and I could discern that

i %he often expected such a declaration, and seem-

I jfd disappointed that I had not yet proposed an

application to her father : but imagining, I sup

pose, that these circumstances were only delayed

till the fittest opportunity, she did not scruple

to admit all the freedoms that were consistent

with modesty ;
and I drew every day nearer to

the accomplishment of my design, by insensible

approaches, without alarming her fear or con

firming her hopes.

]
I knew that only two things were necessary ;

her passions were to be inflamed, and the mo-

understand it, convince them ; so that, by yield-
j

jives from which they were to be suppressed,

ing an implicit assent, they at once paid a com- Removed. 1 was therefore perpetually insinuat

ing, that nothing which was natural could be

ill
;
I complained of the impositions and re-

pliment to their own judgments, and smoothed
the way to the indulgence of appetite.

While I was thus gratifying every inordinate straints of priestcraft and superstition ; andV, aa

desire, and passing from one degree of guilt to if these hints were casual and accidental, I
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would immediately afterwards sing a tender

ing, repeat some seducing verses, or read a novel.

But henceforward, let never insulted beauty
j

admit a second time into her presence the

wretch who has once attempted to ridicule re

ligion, and substitute other aids to human

frailty, for that " love of God which is better
|

than life," and that fear "which is the begin

ning of wisdom :" for whoever makes such an

attempt, intends to betray; the contrary con

duct being without question the interest of

every one whose intentions are good, because

even those who profanely deny religion to be of
'

divine origin, do yet acknowledge that it is a

political institution well calculated to strengthen

the band of society, and to keep out the ravager,

by intrenching innocence and arming virtue.

To oppose these corrupters by argument rather

than contempt, is to parly with a murderer,

who may be excluded by shutting a door.

My cousin's daughter used frequently to dis

pute with me, and these disputes always fa

voured the execution of my project : though,

lest I should alarm her too much, I often affect

ed to appear half in jest ;
and when I ventured

to take any liberty, by which the bounds of
1

modesty was somewhat invaded, I suddenly de-

sisted with an air of easy negligence ; and as

the attempt was not pursued, and nothing far-
|

t,her seemed to be Intended than was done, it
j

was regarded but as waggery, and punished only

with a slap or a frown. Thus she became fa

miliar with infidelity and indecency by degrees.

I once subtilely engaged her in a debate,

whether the gratification of natural appetites was

in itself innocent ;
and whether, if so, the want

of external ceremony could in any case render
^

it criminal. I "insisted that virtue and vice/

were not influenced by external ceremonies, nor

founded upon human laws, which were arbi

trary, temporary, and local : and that as a young

lady's shutting herself up in a nunnery was still

evil, though enjoined by such laws ; so the trans

mitting her beauty to posterity was still good,

though under certain circumstances it had by]

such laws been forbidden. This she affected

utterly to deny, and I proposed that the ques

tion should be referred to her papa, without in

forming him of our debate, and that it should

be determined by his opinion ; a proposal to

which she readily agreed. I immediately ad

verted to other subjects, as if I had no interest

in the issue of our debate : but I could perceive

that it sunk deep into her mind, and that she

continued more thoughtful than usual.

I did not however fail to introduce a suitable

topic of discourse the next time my cousin was

present, and having stated the question in gene
ral terms, he gave it in my favour, without sus

pecting that he was judge in his own cause;
and the next time I was alone with his daugh
ter, without mentioning his decision, I renewed

my familiarity, I found her resistance less re

solute, pursued my advantage, and completed
her ruin.

Within a few months she perceived that she

was with child ; a circumstance that she com
municated to me with expressions of the most

piercing distress : but instead of consenting to

marry her, to which she had often urged me
With all the little arts of persuasion that she

could practise, I made light of the affair, chid

her for being so much alarmed at so trivial an

accident, and proposed a medicine Avhich I told

her would effectually prevent the discovery of

our intercourse, by destroying the effect of it

before it could appear. At this proposition she

fainted, and when she recovered, opposed it

with terror and regret, with tears, trembling,
and intreaty : but I continued inflexible, and at

length either removed or over-ruled her scru

ples, by the same arguments that had first se

duced her to guilt.

The long vacation was now commenced, and

my clerkship was just expired : I therefore pro
posed to my cousin that we should all make a
visit to my father, hoping that the fatigue of the

journey would favour my purpose, by increasing
the effect of the medicine, and accounting for an

indisposition which it might be supposed to

cause.

The plan being thus concerted, and
1x15

cousin's concurrence being obtained, it was im

mediately put in execution. I applied to my
old friend the club surgeon, to whom I made no
secret of such affairs, and he immediately fur

nished me with such medicaments, which he
assured me would answer my purpose; but
either by a mistake in the preparation, or In the

quantity, they produced a disorder, which soon

after the dear injured unhappy girl arrived at

her journey's end, terminated in her death.

My confusion and remorse at this event are

not to be expressed, but confusion and remorse

were suddenly turned into astonishment and

terror; for she was scarce dead before I was
taken into custody, upon suspicion of murder.

Her father had deposed, that just before she

died, she desired to speak to him in private ; and

that then, taking his hand, and intreating his

forgiveness, she told him that she was with

child by me, and that I had poisoned her, under

pretence of preserving her reputation.

Whether she made this declaration, or only
confessed the truth, and her father to revenge
the injury had forged the rest, cannot now be

known ;
but the coroner having been sum

moned, and the body viewed, and found to have

been pregnant, with many marks of a violent

and uncommon disorder, a verdict of wilful

murder was brought in against me, and I was
committed to the county jail.

As the judges were then upon the circuit, I

was within less than a fortnight convicted and
2K
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condemned by the zeal of the jury, whose pas-
'

mons had been so greatly inflamed by the enor

mity of the crime with which I had been

charged, that they were rather willing that I

should suffer being innocent, than that I should

escape being guilty; but it appearing to the

judge in the course of the trial that murder was

not intended, he reprieved me before he left the

town.

I might now have redeemed the time, and,

awakened to a sense of my folly and my guilt,

might have made some reparation to mankind

for the injury which I had done to society ; and

endeavoured to rekindle some spark of hope in

my own breast, by repentance and devotion.

iBut alas ! in the first transports of my mind,

upon so sudden and unexpected a calamity, the

fear of death yielded to the fear of infamy, aud

I swallowed poison : the excess of my despera-

;Ion hindered its immediate effect ; for, as I took

too much, great part of it was thrown up, and

only such a quantity remained behind, as was
sufficient to insure my destruction, and yet leave

me time to contemplate the horrors of the gulph
into which I am sinking.
In this deplorable situation I have been visited

by the surgeon who was the immediate instru

ment of my misfortune, and the philosopher
who directed my studies. But these are friends

who only rouse me to keener sensibility, and in-

fiict upon me more exquisite torment. They
reproach me with folly, and upbraid me with

cowardice: they tell me too, that the fear of

death has made me regret the errors of supersti

tion ; but what would I now give for those er

roneous hopes, and that credulous simplicity,

which, though I have been taught to despise

them, would sustain me in the tremendous hour

that approaches, and avert from my last ,ag?ny
the horrors of despair.

I have indeed a visitor of another kind, the

good old man who first taught me to frame a

prayer, and first animated me with the hope of

heaven ; but he can only lament with me that

this hope will not return, and that I can pray
with confidence no more : he cannot by a sudden

miracle re-establish the principles which I have

subverted. My mind is all doubt, and terror,

and confusion ; I know nothing but that I have

rendered ineffectual the clemency of my judge,

that the approach of death is swift and inevi

table, and that either the shades of everlasting

night, or the gleams of unquenchable fire are at

hand. My soul in vain shrinks backward : I

grow giddy with the thought : the next moment
is distraction i Farewell.

OPSINOUS.
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Jnventum medicina meum est OVID.

Medicine is mine. DRYBEN.

As no man more abhors the maxim, which af

firms the lawfulness of doing evil to produce

good', than myself, I shall spare no falsehood,

because it has been rendered subservient to poli

tical purposes, nor concur in the deception of

mankind, though for the service of the state

When the public liberty has been thought in

so much danger, as to make it necessary to ex

pose life in its defence ;
we have been told thai

life is the inferior blessing ; that death is more

eligible than slavery ; and that to hold the con

trary opinion, is not only absurd but infamous.

This, however, whether it is the rant of en

thusiasm or the insinuation of cunning, contra

dicts the voice of reason and the general consent

of mankind. The far greater part of the human

species are confessed to live in a state of slavish

subjection ; and there is scarce any part of the

globe where that which an Englishman calls

liberty, is to be found : and yet it does not ap

pear, that there is any place in which the at

tachment to life is dissolved, or that despotism

and tyranny ever provoked suicide to depopu
late their dominions. It may be said, that

wretches who have never been free, suffer pa

tiently because they are strangers to enjoyment ;

but it must be remembered, that our heroes of

liberty, whether Bucks or Bloods, or of whatever

other denomination, when by some creditor of

slavish principles they have been locked up in a

prison, never yet petitioned to be hanged.
But though to every individual life is of

greater value than liberty ; yet health and ease

are of greater value than life: though jollity

may sometimes be found in the cell of a prison

er, it never enters the chambers of the sick:

over pain and sickness, the sweetness of music,

the sprightliness of humour, and the delicacies

of luxury have no power. Without health life

is misery ; and death, as it removes positive

evil, is at least a negative good. Among the

many advantages, therefore, which are confessed

to be peculiar to Great Britain, the highest

surely is the number of medicines that are dis

pensed in this metropolis ; medicines which in

fallibly remove every disease, by which the

value of life is annihilated, and death rendered a

blessing.
It has been observed by naturalists, that every

climate produces plants peculiarly adapted to

remove its peculiar diseases ; and by moralists,

that good and evil are universally distribute**

with an equal hand : my subject affords a re-

markable instance of the truth of these observa-
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tions : for without this extraordinary interposi

tion of medical power, we should not only be

the most loathsome, debilitated, and diseased of

all mortals, but our country would soon become

desolate, or, what is yet worse, a province to

France.

Of this no doubt will remain, if it be con

sidered, that the medicines, from which we are

told almost every noble family in the kingdom
has received benefit, are such as invigorate,

cleanse, and beautify; for if our nobility are

impotent, loathsome, and hideous, in what con

dition are those who are exposed to the vicissi

tudes of wet and dry, and cold and heat, which

in this climate are sudden and frequent? In

what condition are those who sweat at the fur

nace, or delve in ths mine, who draw in pesti

lential fumes at every breath, and admit an

enemy to life at every pore ? If a being whose

perspicacity could discover effects yet slumber

ing in their causes, would perceive the future

peers of this realm corked close in a vial, or

rolled up in a pill: or if, while yet more distant,

they would appear rising in the vapour of an

alembic, or agitated in the vortex of a mortar
; ,

from whence must we expect those who should

hereafter supply the fleet, the manufactory, or

the field ?

But the good that would flow in a thousand

streams to the community from these fountains

of health, and vigour, and beauty, is in some

degree intercepted, by the envy or folly of per
sons who have at a great expense crowded the

city with buildings called hospitals ;
in which

those who have been long taught to mangle the

dead, practise the same horrid arts upon the

living ; and where a cancer or a gangrene produce
the amputation of a limb, though a cure for the

cancer might have been purchased in Fleet-

Street for a shilling, and a powder that instantly

stops the progress of a gangrene, upon Tower
Hill for sixpence. In hospitals diseases are

not cured, but rendered incurable : and though
of this the public has been often advertised by
Mr. Robert Ratsey, who gives advice to the

poor in Billiter-Lane ; yet hospitals are still

filled, and new donations are made. Mr. Ratsey
has indeed himself contributed to this evil ; for

he promises to cure even those who have been

thus rendered incurable : a resource, therefore,

is still left, and the vulgar will be encouraged
to throw themselves into an hospital, in com

pliance with their prejudices, by reflecting that

after all they can make the experiment which

ought to have been their first choice.

I would not be thought to dictate to the legis

lature
; but I think that all persons, especially

this gentleman, should be prohibited from cur

ing these incurable patients by act of parlia
ment: though I hope that he will, after this

notice, restrain the first ardour of his benevo

lence, by reflecting that a conduct which may

be mercy to one, will be cruelty to many; and

that in his future advertisements this dangerous

promise will not be repeated.

This island has been long famous for diseases

which are not known in any other part of the

world; and my predecessor, the Spectator, has

taken notice of a person, who in his time, among
other strange maladies, undertook to cure "

long
sea-voyages and campaigns." If I cannot ac

quaint my readers with any new disease that is

equally astonishing, I can record a method of

cure, which, though it was not successful, yet
deserves to be remembered for farther experi
ments.

The minister, the overseer, and the church

warden of a parish in Kent, after setting forth

the misery of a young man who was afflicted

with a rupture, proceed to address the public in

the following terms :

" His friends applied to several gentle
men for a cure, but all proved ineffectual,

and wore a truss, till we sent him to Mr.
Woodward at the King's Arms near Half-

moon-street, Piccadilly."
It appears, therefore, that several gentlemen,

in the zeal of their compassion, not only applied
for advice, but actually wore a truss for this un
fortunate youth ; who would, notwithstanding,
still have continued to languish in great misery,
if they had not at last sent him to Mr. Wood
ward.

After this instance of generous compassion
and true public spirit, it will be just to remark
the conduct of persons who have filled a much
more elevated station, who have been appointed

guardians of the people, and whose obligations
to promote their happiness was therefore more

complicated and extensive.

I am told that formerly a patent could not

be obtained for dispensing these infallible reme
dies at a less expense than sixty pounds ; and

yet that, without a patent, counterfeits are im

posed upon the public, by which diseases are

rendered more malignant, and death precipi
tated. 1 am, however, very unwilling to be

lieve, that the legislature ever refused to permit
others to snatch sickness and decrepitude from
the grave, without receiving so exorbitant a

consideration.

At present a patent may be obtained for a
much more reasonable sum ; and it is not worth
while to inquire, whether this tax upon health

was ever exorbitant, as it is now too light to bo
felt : but our enemies, if they cannot intercept
the license to do good, still labour to render it

ineffectual.

They insinuate, that though a patent is

known to give a sanction to the medicine, and
to be regarded by the vulgar as a certificate ol

its virtue: yet that, for the customary fee, a

patent may be obtained to dispense poison : foi-

if the nostrum itself is a secret, its qualities can-
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not be otherwise known than by its effects ; and

concerning its effects no inquiry is made.

Thus it appears that the Jesuits, who former

ly did us so much mischief, are still busy in this

kingdom : for who else could propagate so in

vidious a reproach for so destructive a purpose ?

But the web of subtilty is sometimes so ex

tremely attenuated, that it is broken by its own

weight ; and if these implacable enemies of our

church and state had attempted less, they would
have eifected more : for who can believe, that

those names, which should always be read with

a sense of duty and obligation, were ever pros
tituted in public advertisements, for a paltry

sum, to the purposes of wretches who defraud

the poor of their money, and the sick of their

life, by dispensing as remedies, drugs that are

either ineffectual or pernicious, and precluding,
till it is too late, more effectual assistance ? To
believe this, would be as ridiculous as to doubt,

whether an attempt was made to cure Mr.
Woodward's patient, by applying trusses to the

abdomen of his friends, after it has been so often

and so publicly asserted in an advertisement,

signed by persons of unquestionable veracity ;

persons who were probably among the number
of those by whom trusses were worn, and might
first think of applying to Mr. Woodward, upon

perceiving that a remedy which was so trouble

some to them produced no apparent effect upon
the patient. For my own part I never hear the

cavils of sophistry with patience; but when

they are used to bring calamity upon my coun

try, my indignation knows no bounds. Let us

unite against the arts as well as the power of

our enemies, and continue to improve all the

advantages of our constitution and our climate ;

and we cannot fail to secure health, vigour, and

longevity, from which the wreath of glory and

the treasures of opulence derive all their value.
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Gratior et pulchro veniens in corpore virtus.

VIRG.

More lovely virtue, in a lovely form.

I HAVE observed in a former paper, that the re

lation of events is a species of writing which

affords more general entertainment than any
other : and to afford entertainment appears to

have been often the principal if not the only

design of those by whom events have been re

lated.

It must, indeed, be confessed, that when
truths are to be recorded, little is left to the

choice of the writer ;
a few pages of the book of

Nature or Providence are before him ; and if

he transcribes with fidelity, he is not to b

blamed, if in this fragment good and evil do not

appear to be always distributed as reward and

punishment.
f> But it is justly expected of the writer of fic-

lon, who has unbounded liberty to select, ta

rary and to complicate, that his plan should be

complete, that be should principally consider the

moral tendency of his work, and that when he

|

relates events he should teach virtue.
"

The relation of events becomes a moral lecture,
when vicious actions produce misery, and vi

cious characters incur contempt : when the com
bat of virtue is rewarded with honour, and her

sufferings terminate in felicity : but though thi*

method of instruction has been often recom

mended, yet I think some of its peculiar advan

tages have been still overlooked, and for that

reason not always secured.

Facts are easily comprehended by every un

derstanding : and their dependence and influ

ence upon each other are discovered by thoser

who would soon be bewildered in a series of

logical deductions ; they fix that volatility which
would break away from ratiocination : and the

precept becomes more forcible and striking as it

is connected with example. Precept gains only
the cold approbation of reason, and compels an
assent which judgment frequently yields with

reluctance, even when delay is impossible ; but

by example the passions are roused
; we approve,

we emulate, and we honour or love ; we detest,

rwe despise, and we condemn, as fit objects arc

^successively held up to the mind : the affections

;are, as it were, drawn out into the field
; they

Cearn their exercise in a mock fight, and are

grained for the service of virtue.

Facts, as they are most perfectly and easily

comprehended, and as they are impressed upoa
the mind by the passions, are tenaciously re

membered, though the terms in which they are

delivered are presently forgotten : and for this

reason the instruction that results from facts, is.

more easily propagated : many can repeat a story,

who would not have undei-stood a declamation ;

and though the expression will be varied as often

as it is told, yet the moral which it was intend

ed to teach will remain the same.

But these advantages have not been always
secured by those who have professed

" to make
a story the vehicle of instruction," and " to sur

prise levity into knowledge by a show of enter

tainment," for instead of including instruction in

the events themselves, they have made use of

events only to introduce declamation and argu

ment. If the events excite curiosity, all the fine

reflections which are said to be interspersed, are

passed over ;
if the events do not excite curiosity,

the whole is rejected together, not only with
1

disgust and disappointment, but indignation, as

1 having allured by a false promise, and engagt-d

in a vain pursuit. These pieces, if they arc
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r-3ad as a task by those for whose instruction

they are intended, can produce none of the

effects for which they were written ; because

the instruction will not be necessarily remem
bered with the facts; and because the story is

so far from recommending the moral, that the

moral is detested as interrupting the story. Nor
are those who voluntarily read for instruction,

less disappointed, than those who seek only en

tertainment ;
for he that is eager in the pursuit

of knowledge, is disgusted when he is stopped

by the intervention of a trivial incident or a

forced compliment, when a new personage is

introduced, or a lover takes occasion to admire

the sagacity of a mistress. ,

But many writers who have avoided th

error, and interwoven precept Avith event

though they intended a moral lecture, have y
defeated their own purpose, by taking fro

virtue every accidental excellence, and decorat

ing vice with the spoils.

I can think of nothing that could be alleged

in defence of this perverse distribution of graces

and defects, but a design to show that virtue

alone is sufficient to confer honour upon the

lowest character, and that without it nothing
can preserve the highest from contempt; and

that those excellences which we can acquire by
our own efforts, are of more moment than those

which are the gifts of nature : but in this de-

tign, no writer, of whatever abilities, can suc

ceed.

It has been often remarked, though not with

out wonder, that almost every man is more

jealous of his natural than his moral qualities;

and resents with more bitterness a satire upon
his abilities than his practice : the fact is un

questionably true ; and perhaps it will no longer

appear strange, if it be considered., that natural

defects are of necessity, and moral of choice;
the imputation of folly, if it is true, must be

suffered without hope, but that of immorality

may at any time be obviated by removing the

But whatever be the reason, it appears by the

common consent of mankind, that the want of

virtue does not incur equal contempt with the

want of parts ; and that many vices are thought
to be rather honoui'able than infamous, merely
because they imply some natural excellence,

some superiority which cannot be acquired by
those who want it, but to which those who have

it believe they can add all that others possess
whenever they shall think fit to make the at

tempt.

Florio, after having learned the Latin and
Greek languages at Westminster, and spent
three years at the university, made the tour of

Europe, and at his return obtained a place at
j

court. Florio's imagination is sprightly, and
his judgment strong: he is well acquainted with

every branch of polite literature, and travel has

polished the sound scholar into the fine gentle,
man: his person is graceful, and his manner
polite ;

he is remarkable for the elegance of his

dress ; and he is thought to dance a minuet, and
understand the small sword better than any
other man in the kingdom. Among the ladies

Florio has made many conquests : and has

challenged and killed in a duel an officer, who
upbraided him with the breach of a promise of

marriage, confirmed by an oath to a young
beauty whom he kept in great splendour as a

mistress : his conversation is admired by all

who can relish sterling wit and true humour ;

every private company brightens when he en

ters, and every public assembly becomes more

splendid by his presence : Florio is also liberal

to profusion; and is not, therefore, inquisitive
about the merit of those upon whom he lavishes

his bounty.
Benevolus has also had a liberal education :

he learned the languages at Merchant Taylors,
and went from thence to the university, where
his application was greater than Florio's, but

the knowledge that he acquired was less : as his

apprehension is slow, and his industry indefati

gable, he remembers more than he understands
;

he has no taste either for poetry or music
; mirth

never smiled at a sally of his imagination, nor

did doubt ever appeal to his judgment : his per

son, though it is not deformed, is inelegant; his

dress is not slovenly, but,awkwardly neat ; and

feb manner is rather formal than rude ; he is

the jest of an assembly, and the aversion of

ladies ; but he is remarkable for the most uni

form virtue and unaffected piety : he is a faith

ful friend, and a kind master ; and so com

passionate, that he will not suffer even the snails

that eat his fruit to be destroyed : he lays out

annually near half his income in gratuities, not

to support the idle, but to encourage the indus

trious ; yet there is rather the appearance of

parsimony than profusion in his temper ; and
he is so timorous, that he will turn pale at the

report of a musket.

Which of these two characters wouldst thou

choose for thy own ? whom dost thou most hon

our, and to whom hast thou paid the tribute of

involuntary praise ? Thy heart has already an

swered with spontaneous fidelity in favour of

Florio. Florio thou hast not considered as a

scoundrel, who by perjury and murder has de

served the pillory and the gibbet ; as a wretch

who has stooped to the lowest fraud for the

vilest purpose; who is continually ensnaring

the innocent and the weak; who conceals the

ruin that he brings by a lie, and the lie by an

oath; and who having once already justified a

sworn falsehood at the expense of life, is ready

again to lie and to kill, with the same aggrava
tion and in the same cause.

Neither, didst thou view Benevolus, as having
merited the divine eulogium bestowed upon hur
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" who was faithful over a few things ;" as em

ploying life in the diffusion of happiness, with

the joy of angels, and in imitation of God.

Surely, if is true that

" Vice to be hated needs but to be seen :"

POPE.

she should not be hidden with the ornaments,

and disguised in the apparel, which in the gen
eral estimation helong to virtue. On the con

trary, it should he the principal lahour of moral

writers, especially of those who would instruct

by fiction, the power of which is not less to do

evil than good, to remove the bias which in

clines the mind rather to prefer natural than

moral endowments ; and to represent vice With

such circumstances of contempt and infamy,
that the ideas may constantly recur together.

And it should be always remembered, that the

fear of immediate contempt is frequently

stronger than any other motive : how many
have even in their own opinion, incurred the

guilt of blasphemy, rather than the sneer of an

infidel, or the ridicule ofa club ? And how many
have rushed, not only to the brink of the grave
but of hell, to avoid the scorn with which the

foolish and the profligate regard those who have

refused a challenge ?

Let it, therefore, be the united efforts of genius
and learning, to deter irom guilt by the dread of

shame; and let the time past suffice to hare

saved from contempt, those vices which con

tempt only can suppress.
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Scopulis surdior Icari
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He hears no more
Thau rocks, when winds and waters roar.

CREECH.

PERHAPS few undertakings require attention to

a greater variety of circumstances, or include

more complicated labour, than that of a writer

who addresses the public in a periodical paper,

and invites persons of every station, capacity,

disposition, and employment, to spend, in read

ing his lucubrations, some of those golden mo
ments which they set apart from toil and soli

citude.

He who writes to assist the student, of what

ever class, has a much easier task, and greater

probability of success ;
for the attention of in

dustry is surely more easily fixed than that of

idleness : and he who teaches any science or art,

by which wealth or honour may be acquired, is

more likely to be heard, than he who only soli

cits a change of amusement, and proposes an

experiment which cannot be made without dan

ger of disappointment.
The author who hopes to please the public,

or, to use a more fashionable phrase, the town,
without gratifying its vices, should not only be

able to exhibit familiar objects in a new light,

to display truths that are not generally known,
and break up new veins in the mines of litera

ture ; he must have skill to select such objects

as the town is willing to regard, such truths as

excite its curiosity, and such knowledge as it is

solicitous to acquire.

But the speculative and recluse are apt to for

get, that the business and the entertainment of

others are not the same with their own ; and are

often surprised and disappointed to perceive,

that what they communicate with eagerness and

expectation of applause, is heard with too much
indifference to be understood, and wearies those

whom it was expected to delight and instruct.

Mr. George Friendly, while he was a student

at Oxford, became possessed of a large estate by
the death of his elder brother; instead, there

fore, of going up to London for preferment, he

retired to the family-seat in the country ; and
as he had acquired the habit of study, and a

strong relish for literature, he continued to live

nearly in the same manner as at college ; he

kept little company, had no pleasure in the

sports of the field, and, being disappointed in his

first addresses, would never marry.
His sister, the wife of a gentleman who farm

ed his own estate, had one son whose name was

John. Mr. Friendly directed that John should

be put to a reputable school in the country, and

promised to take care of his fortune. When the

lad was about nineteen, his uncle declared his

intention to send him to the university ; but

first desired to see him, that he might know
what proficiency he had made in the languages.

John, therefore, set out on a visit to his uncle,

and was received with great affection ; he was

found to have acquired a reasonable knowledge
of Latin and Greek; and Mr. Friendly formed

a very favourable opinion of his abilities, and de

termined to reward his diligence, and encourage

him to perseverance.

One evening, therefore, he took him up into

his study, and after directing him to sit down,
" Cousin John," said he,

" I have some senti

ments to communicate to you, with which I

know you will be pleased ; for truth, like vir

tue, is never perceived but with delight." John,

whose heart did not give a full assent to the

truth of this proposition, found himself in cir

cumstances which, by the mere force of habit,

caused him to draw in a long breath through

his nose, and at the same time with a grin of

exquisite sensibility to scratch his head. " But

my observations, cousin," said his uncle,
" have

a necessary connection with a purpose that .1
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have formed, and with which you shall also be

acquainted. Draw your chair a little nearer.

The passions, cousin John, as they are naturally

productive of all pleasure, should by reasonable

beings be also rendered subservient to a higher

purpose. The love of variety which is found in

every breast as it produces much pleasure, may
also produce much knowledge. One of the

principal advantages that ate derived from

wealth, is a power to gratify and improve this

passion. The rich are not confined by labour

to a particular spot, where the same ideas perpe

tually recur
; they can fill the mind, either by

travel or by study, with innumerable images,
of which others have no conception. But it

must be considered, that the pleasure of travel

ling does not arise from the sight of a dirty

town, or from lodging at an inn
; nor from any

hedge or cottage that is passed on the road ; nor

from the confused objects that are half discovered

in the distant prospect, nor from the series of

well-built houses in a city, or the busy multi

tudes that swarm in the streets ; but from the

rapid succession of these objects to each other,

and the number of ideas that are thrown in

upon the mind." Mr. Friendly here paused
for John's reply; and John suddenly recollect

ing himself said,
"
Very true." " But how,"

said Mr. Friendly,
" can this love of variety

be directed to the acquisition of knowledge ?"

Here John wriggled in his seat, and again
scratched his head : he was indeed something
embarrassed by the question : but the old gentle
man quickly put him out of his pain by answer

ing it himself. " Why, by a judicious choice of

the variety that is to produce our entertain

ment. If the various doublings of a hare only,
or the changes of a game at whist, have afforded

the variety of the day; whatever has been the

pleasure, improvement has been wanting. But
if the different customs, the policy, the trade of

nations, the variety of soils, the manner of cul

ture, the disposition of individuals, or the rise

or fall of a state, have been impressed upon the

mind ; besides the pleasure of the review, a

power of creating new images is acquired.

Fancy can combine the ideas which memory
has treasured; and when they have been re

viewed and regulated by judgment, some scheme
will result, by which commerce may be ex

tended, agriculture improved, immorality re

strained, and the prosperity of the state secured ;

of this, cousin John, you were not wholly igno
rant before." John acquiesced with a bow:
for though he had been a little bewildered, yet
he understood by the tone of voice with which
his uncle concluded the last sentence, that such

acquiescence was expect<nl.
" Upon this oc

casion," continued Mr. Friendly,
" I must re

mark, though it is something foreign to my
purpose, that variety has by some philosophers
been considered, as affording not only the plea

sure and improvement, but even the measure of

life; for of time in the abstract we have no idea
r

and can conceive it only by the succession of

ideas to each other ; thus, if we sleep without

dreams, the moment in which we awake, ap

pears immediately to succeed that in which we
began to slumber."

^ A thicker gloom now fell upon John, and his

countenance lengthened in proportion to his

uncle's lecture, the end of which he perceived
was now become more remote; for these re

marks with respect to John, were not impressed
with the signature of truth, nor did they reflect

any idea of his own ; they were not,

"
Something whose truth convinced at sight we

find,

That gives us back the image of our mind :

POPE'S ESSAY ON CRIT.

with respect to John, therefore, they had no
characteristic of wit; and if they contained

knowledge, it was knowledge which John had

no wish to acquire : the old gentleman, how
ever, proceeded thus with* great deliberation:

" But though curiosity should be principally
directed to usual purposes, yet it should not

always be repressed or diverted, when the use

is not immediate or apparent ; for he who first

perceived the magnetic attraction, and applied
it to various experiments, probably intended

nothing more than amusement; and when the

polarity of the needle was discovered, it was
not in the pursuit of any project to facilitate

navigation. I am, therefore, now about to

gratify your curiosity, cousin, with a view of

London, and all the variety that it contains."

Here John's countenance brightened, he roused

himself on his seat, and looked eager with atten

tion.

" As you have," continued his uncle,
"
ap

plied with great diligence to your grammar
learning; I doubt not but you have also read

many of our best English authors, especially

our immortal Shakspeare; and I am willing

that, before you enter upon a course of academic

study, you should see the theatre." John was

going to express his joy, when his uncle in

creased it, by putting into his hand a bank note

of fifty pounds. This," said he,
" under the

direction of a gentleman, to whom I shall re

commend you, will furnish you with proper

apparel, bear your expenses for a couple of

months, and gratify you with all the entertain

ments of the town."

John could now bear some part in the conver

sation : he was much obliged to his uncle, and

hoped he should live to make him amends
;

"
for," says he, "one of our ushers, who was

just returned from London before I left school,

has made me long to see it : he says there is

man there who dances upon a wire no bigge*
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than a packthread; and that there is a collec

tion of all the strange creatures in the world."

John, who had uttered this with a broad grin,

and expressed his delight from head to foot, was
somewhat disconcerted, when his uncle told

him coolly, that though he would not have him
leave London without seeing every thing in it

that might justly raise curiosity: yet he hoped
his notice was not principally attracted hy ob

jects which could convey no instruction, inspire

110 noble sentiment, nor move one tender pas

sion. " I mention," says he,
"

Shakspeare,

that mighty genius, whose sentiments can never

be exhausted, and in whom new beauties are

discovered at every view. That you may de

rive yet greater delight and advantage from the

representation of his pieces, I will read you
some historical and critical notes that I have

been making during twenty years, after having
read the first edition of his works and every

commentator that has either illustrated or ob

scured his meaning." The old gentleman then

taking out and wiping his spectacles, opened his

bureau and produced the manuscripts.
" I am

now," said he,
" about to confer a favour upon

you, which I do not yet intend for any other
;

for as I shall continually enlarge this work, it

will not be printed till I am dead." He then

began to read, and John sat very silent, regal

ing himself with the anticipation of his own

finery, the dexterity of the wire-dancer, and rhe

variety of the savages that he was to visit ia

London. The old gentleman, who imagined that

he was held motionless with attention, wonder,
and delight, proceeded long in his lecture with

out once adverting to John for his explicit

eulogium : but at the end of a favourite passage,

which closed with a distich of his own poetry,

he ventured to steal his eyes from the paper,

and glancing them upon John, perceived that

he was fast asleep with his mouth open, and

the bank note in his hand.

Friendly, after having gazed upon him a few

moments with the utmost astonishment and in

dignation, snatched away the note : and having
roused him with a denunciation of resentment

that touched those passions which Shakspeare
could not touch, he thrust him out of the room

and shut the door upon him : he then locked up
his manuscript; and, after having walked many
times backward and forward with great haste,

he looked at his watch, and perceiving it to be

near one in the morning, retired to bed with as

little propensity to sleep as he had now left to

tzs nephew.
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Duplex llbelll dos est ; quod risum niovet,

Et quod prudenti vitat/i consilio monet.

A twofold gin in this my volume lies ;

It makes you merry, and it makes you wise.

AMONG the fictions which have been intended

for moral purposes, I think those which are

distinguished by the name of Fables deserve a

particular consideration.

A story or tale, in which many different char

acters are conducted through a great variety of

events, may include such a number and diversity
of precepts, as, taken together, form almost a

complete rule of life : as these events mutually

depend upon each other, they will be retained

in a series
;
and therefore, the remembrance of

one precept will almost necessarily produce the

remembrance of another, and the whole moral,
as it is called, however complicated, will be

recollected without labour and without con

fusion.

In this particular, therefore, the story seems

to have the advantage of the fable, which is con

fined to some single incident ; for though a

number of distinct fables may include all the

topics of moral instruction, caution, and advice,

which are contained in a story, yet each must be

remembered by a distinct effort of the mind ;

and they will not recur in a series, because they
have no connection with each other.

The memory of them may, however, be more

frequently revived by those incidents in life to

which they correspond; and they will, there

fore, more readily present themselves, when the

lessons which they teach should be practised.

Many, perhaps the greater number of those

fables which have been transmitted to us as

some of the most valuable remains of the sim

plicity and wisdom of antiquity, were spoken

upon a particular occasion ; and then the occa

sion itself was an index to the intent of the

speaker, and fixed the moral of the fable : so

when the Samians were about to put to death a

man who had abused a public trust, and plun
dered the commonwealth, the counsel of JEsop
could not be overlooked or mistaken, when he

told them, that "a fox would not suffer a

swarm of flies, which had almost satiated them

selves by sucking his blood to be driven away ;

because a new swarm might then come, and

their hunger drain him of all the blood that re

mained."

Those which are intended for general use,

and to general use it is perhaps easy to accom

modate the rest, are of two kinds ; one is ad

dressed to the understanding, and the other to

the passions.
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Of the preceptive kind is that of the "ol

man, who, to teach his sons the advantage o

unanimity, first directed them to break a num
ber of rods that were bound up together ; an<

tvhen they found it impossible, bade them dividi

the bundle, and break the rods separately, which

they easily effected.
" In this fable no passion

is excited ; the address is to the understanding
;md the understanding is immediately con

vinced.

That of the Old Hound belongs to the othei

class. When the toothless veteran had seizec

the stag, and was not able to hold him, he de

precates the resentment of his master, who hat

raised his arm for the blow, by crying out
" Ah ! do not punish the impotence of age ! strike

me not, because my will to please thee has sur

vived my power! If thou art offended with

what I am, remember what I have been, and

forgive me.
"

Pity is here forcibly excited ; and

injurious resentment may be repressed, when
an instance not equally strong recalls this to the

mind.

Fables of the preceptive kind should always
include the precept in the event, and the event

should be related with such circumstances as

render the precept sufficiently evident. As the

incident should be simple, the inference should

be in the highest degree natural and obvious.

Those that produce their effect upon the pas

sions, should excite them strongly, and always
connect them with their proper objects.

I do not remember to have seen any collec

tion, in which these rules have been sufficiently

observed ;
in far the greater number there is a

deficiency of circumstance, though there is a re

dundancy of language ; there is therefore, some

thing to be added, and something to be taken

away. Besides that, the peculiar advantages of

this method of instruction are given up by re

serving the precept to a long discourse, of which

the fable is no more than the text, and with

which it has so little connection, that the inci

dent may be perfectly remembered, and the la

boured inference totally forgotten. A boy, who
is but six years old, will remember a fable after

having once heard it, and relate it in words of

his own ; but it would be the toil of a day to get
the terms in which he heard it by heart : and,

indeed, he who attempts to supply any deficiency
in a fable, by tacking a dissertation to the end

of it, appears to me to act just as wisely, as if,

instead of clothing a man whom he found

naked, he should place a load upon his shoul

ders.

When the moral effect of fable had been thus

drought to depend, not upon things, but upon
words ; the arrangement of these words into

verse, was thought to be a happy expedient to

assist the memory ; for in verse words must be

remembered in a regular series, or the measure
and cadence will not be preserved : the measure

and cadence, therefore, discover any confusion

or defect, not to the understanding, but to the

ear
; and show how the confusion may be re-

gulated, and the defect supplied. The addition

of rhyme was another advantage of the same

kind, and this advantage was greater, as the

rhyme was more frequently repeated. But if

the fable is perfect in its kind, this expedient is

unnecessary, and much less labour is required to

include an evident precept in an incident, than

(,o measure the syllables in which it is related,
and place two words of a similar sound at the

end of every couplet. Besides, in all verse,
however familiar and easy, the words are neces

sarily thrown out of the order in which they are

commonly used
; and, therefore, though they

will be more easily recollected, the sense which

they contain will not be equally perspicuous.
I would not, however, be thought to deny,

that verse is at least an ornament to this species
of writing ; nor to extend my censure to those

short stories, which, though they are called

fables, are written upon a more extensive plan,
and are intended for more improved understand

ings.

But as fables have been told by some in verse,

that they might be more easily remembered;

they have been related by others in a barbarous

argon of hackneyed phrases, that they might be

more easily understood.

It has been observed of children, that they are

onger before they can pronounce perfect sounds,
jecause perfect sounds are not pronounced to

them j and that they repeat the gibberish of the

aurse, because nothing better has been proposed
;o them for imitation : and how should the

school-boy write English in grammatical purity,
when all that he reads, except a foreign language
and a literal translation, is written with all the

icense of extempore expression, without pro-

jriety of idiom, or regularity of combination,
and abounds with absurdities that haste only
an excuse in a speaker.

The fables of JEsop, for so they are all called,

ire often first exhibited to youth, as examples of

he manner in which their native language is

written ; they should, therefore, be pure in the

n'ghest degree, though not pompous : and it is

urely an affront to the understanding to suppose
hat any language would become more intelli-

;ible by being rendered less perfect.

But the fables that are addressed to the pas-

ions, besides the imperfections which they share

n common with those that are addressed to the

nderstanding, have others peculiar to them-

elves : sometimes the passion is not moved with

ufficient force, and sometimes it is not connect-

d with a fit object.

When the Fox decoys the poor Goat into a

well, in order to leap out from his horns, and
eave him to perish with a witty remark, that

if his wisdom had been proportioned to his
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beard, he would not have been so easily over

reached," the goat is not so much the object of

pity as contempt; but of contempt, guileless

simplicity caught in the snares of cunning, can

not surely be deemed a proper object. In the

fox there appears a superiority which not only

preserves him from scorn, but even from indig

nation: and indeed the general character of'

Reynard is by no means fit for imitation ;

though he is frequently the hero of the fable,

and his conduct affords the precept for which it

was written.

But though I have made a general division of

fable into two kinds, there is yet a third, which,

as it is addressed both to the understanding and

passions, is consequently more forcible and per

fect.

Of this number is that of the Sick Kite, who

requested of his mother to petition the gods for

his recovery, but was answered,
" Alas ! to

which of the gods can I sacrifice ? for which of

their altars hast thou not robbed?" The precept

that is here inculcated, is early piety ; and the

passion that is excited is terror ; the object of

which is the despair of him who perceives him

self to be dying, arid has reason to fear that his

very prayer is an abomination.

There are others, which, though they are ad

dressed to the understanding, do yet excite a

passion which condemns the precept.

When the melodious complaint of the Night

ingale had directed a hungry Hawk to the thorn

on which she sung, and he had seized her with

his talons, she appealed from his hunger to his

jaercy :
" I am," said she,

"
little else than

roice : and if you devour me, there will be no

proportion between my loss and your gain :

your hunger will be rather irritated than ap

peased by so small a morsel, but all my powers
of enjoyment will cease for ever : attack, there

fore, some larger bird." Here the Hawk inter

rupted her ;
" He was not disposed," he said,

" to controvert what she had advanced ; but he

was too wise to suffer himself to be persuaded by

any argximents, to quit a certain for a contin

gent good."
Who that reads this fable does not pity

the Nightingale, and in his heart condemn the

Hawk, whose cruel prudence affords the les

son?

Instruction, in the strong language of eastern

metaphors, is called,
" a light to our paths."

The fables of Pagan mythologists may, there

fore, be considered as a cluster of stars of the

first magnitude, which, though they shine with

a distinct influence, may be taken as one con

stellation : but, like stars, they only break the

obscurity of night ; they do not diffuse round

us the splendours of day : it is by the Sun of

Righteousness a~one,-that we discover com

pletely our duty and our interest, and behold

that pattern of Divine Perfection which the

Christian aspires to imitate, by
"
forgiving in.

juries, and returning good for evil."

By many of the fables which are still retained

in our collections, revenge is encouraged as a

principle, and inculcated as a practice. The
Hare triumphs in the destruction of the Sparrow
who had insulted him, and the Thunny, in his

last agonies, rejoices at the death of the Dolphin,
Avhose pursuit had driven him upon a rock."

These, if they will not admit of another turn,

should without question be omitted ;
for the

mischievous effect of the fable will be remem
bered as an example that justifies the violence

of sudden resentment, and cannot be prevented

by a laboured comment, which is never read but

as a task, and therefore immediately forgotten.

I think many others may be greatly im

proved ;
the practice of virtue may be urged

from higher motives, the sentiments may be

elevated, and the precepts in general rendered

more striking and comprehensive.
I shall conclude this paper with the fable of

the Dog and Shadow ; which, as it is commonly
told, censures no quality but greediness, and

only illustrates the trite proverb,
" All covet, ali

lose."
" A dog, who was crossing a rivulet with

a piece of flesh in his mouth, perceived his

shadow in the water, which he mistook for an

other dog with another piece of flesh. To this he

knew he had no right ;
and yet he could not for

bear catching at it : but instead of getting a new

prize, he dropped that which he possessed into

the water. He saw the smooth surface, break

into many waves, and the dog whom he had at

tempted to injure disappear : he perceived at

once, his loss, his folly, and his fault; and, in the

anguish of regret, cried out,
' How righteous and

how wise are the gods ! since whatever seduces

to evil, though but a shadow, becomes the in

strument of punishment.'
"
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Quodcunque ostendis inihi sic, incredulus odi,

HO*.

The monstrous tale, incredulous I hate.

THE repeated encomiums on the performances

of the Animal Comedians, exhibited at Mrs.

Midnight's oratory, induced me the other even

ing to be present at her entertainment. I wac

astonished at the sagacity of the monkeys ; and

was no less amazed at the activity of the other

quadrupeds ;
I should have rather said, from

a view of their extraordinary elevations, bi-

I peds.
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It is a peculiar happiness to me, as an Adven

turer, that I sally forth in an age, which emu
lates those heroic times of old, when nothing

was pleasing but what was unnatural. Thou

sands have gaped at a wire-dancer daring to do

what no one else would attempt ;
and thousands

still gape at greater extravagances in pantomime
entertainments. Every street teems with in

credibilities : and if the great mob have their

little theatre in the Hay-market, the small vul

gar can boast their cheaper diversions in two

enormous bears, that jauntily trip it to the light

tune of a Caledonian jig.

The amazing docility of these heavy animals

made me at first imagine, that they had been

placed under the tuition of certain artists, who

by their advertisements profess to instruct
" Grown gentlemen in the modern way of foot-

.ng ;" but I have been since informed, that the

method of teaching them this modern way of

footing was, by placing red hot iron plates al

ternately under each hind leg, and in quicker or

slower succession, as the variations of the tune

required.

That the intellectual faculties of brutes may
be exerted beyond the narrow limits which we
have hitherto proudly assigned to their capaci

ties, I saw a sufficient proof in Mrs. Midnight's

dogs and monkeys. Man differs less from beasts

in general, than these seem to approach to man
in rationality. But while I applaud their ex

alted genius, I am in pain for the rest of their

kindred, both of the Canine and Cercopithecan

species. The price of monkeys has been con

siderably raised since the appearance of Signior
Ballard's Cavaliers : and I hear, that this ini

mitable preceptor gives lectures to the monkeys
of persons of quality at their own houses. Lady
Bridget has destroyed three sets of china in

teaching her Pug to hand about the cups, and

sip tea with the air of Beau Blossom ; and Miss

Fanny has been labouring incessantly to qualify
her dear pretty creature to make one at the

brag-table.

But as these animals are of foreign extraction,

I must confess my concern is yet greater for my
fellow-natives. English liberty should be uni

versal as the sun ; and I am jealous even for the

prerogative of our dogs. Lady Bright's lap-

dog, that used to repose on downy cushions, or

the softer bosom of its mistress, is now worried

every hour with begging on its diminutive hind-

legs, and endeavouring to leap over fan-sticks ;

Captain Storm's little grey-hound is made to

ape the fierce fellows of the cockade in a red

coat and a sword ; whilst Mrs, Fan ci fill's

Chloe is swathed up in a long sack, and sinking
beneath the weight of an enormous hoop.

Every boarding-house romp and wanton school

boy is employed in perverting the end of the

canine creation ;
and I wish the prevalence of

Mrs. Midnight's example may not extend so

far, that hounds shall be no longer broke to th

field-service, but instructed only to climb up

ladders, and troll wheel-barrows.

After what has been said, I shall make no

apology for printing the following letter, as it

was elegantly done in English at Stockholm,
and transmitted to me by the publisher of the

Swede-Landte Magatzine, an ingenious gentle

man, who has done me the honour of inserting
several of my lucubrations in his most compre
hensive monthly undertaking.

To Mr -, the grand Adventurer, in

Britain.

" Most learned Sir,

MY worthy good friend Isaac Gilderstein, book-

merchant, having engaged to further this to your

excellency, I most humbly request, that you
would make known to your polite, &c. &c. &c
nation, that I intend shortly to come over, and
to entertain you in a new and most inimitable

manner.
"

Seeing that the Chien Savant, and other

most amazing learned animals, have met with
so gracious a reception in your grand city; I

propose to exhibit unto your good nation a con

cert of vocal and instrumental music, to be per
formed by animals only ; and afterwards to en

tertain you with several grand feats of activity ;

as also with the balance and the dance.
" My performers of instrumental music, great

Sir, will consist of a select number of Italian

cats, for thp. violin, violincello, and bass-viol ; a

German ass for the kettle-drum : and a com

plete set of Spanish hogs of different age and
tone of voice for the organ concertos.
" But my vast labour was to procure harmo

nious voices, and to confine them to proper time

and measure. I have taught some of your

English mastiffs to bark in bass and some

Guinea-pigs to squeak in treble : my cats also

join in the vocal parts. I contrived divers

means of deaths for swans ; but though the

Ancients are so full of praises on their expiring

melody, I could not get a single note from them,
better than the squall of a goose. However, J

shall have a most charming grand chorus of

Frogs from the fens of Holland : the words,

profound Sir, you too well know, Aristophanes
has finished to my hand in Greek BEX*EI
*6 *<* which a Leyden professor translated

for me, Brekekekex koax koax. Besides these,

I shall present you with a duet in recitative,

between a parrot and a magpye.
" My entertainments of dancing, and the

like, will consist of a company of Norway rats,

who are to move in a coranto, while my cats

fiddle to them. A fox will dance a minuet
with a goose ; and a greyhound the rigadoon
with a hare. I have trained up an elephant
who will perform several tricks in what you
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call the slight of hand; he will tumble with a

castle on his back, and show several balances

upon the slack-rope with his trunk. Many other

surprising feats will my animals perform, too

tedious to mention in this address
; and, there

fore, great Adventurer, I shall trouble your
tired patience with the mentioning of one only.

I have instructed the tamest of my cats to open
her jaws at the word of command, into which
I put a bit of toasted cheese, and the least of my
mice jumps in and nibbles the bait : at that in

stant my cat closes her mouth upon him
; after

which, to the great astonishment of all behold

ers, my cat opens her jaws again, and the mouse

leaps out alive upon the stage ; and then they
both present the good company with a jig.
" As I am determined my whole theatre shall

consist of only animal performers, I must ac

quaint you likewise, that I am teaching two

squirrels to sweep the stage with their tails ;

and if it be allowed me to call in assistance from

fishes, I shall not despair of being able, though
it will require much time and practice, to make
& lobster snuif the candles with his claw.
" Other particulars, most worthy Sir, I shall

beg leave to defer, till I have the extreme hon

our of kissing your hands in England ; and am,
" Most reverend and respectable patron,

With the profoundest humiliation,
Your devoted slave and servant,

GUSTAVUS GOOTENRUYSCHE."
A.
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Quid violentius aure tyranni. Juv.

Rough truth soon irritates a tyrant's ear.

BY which of the Indian sages of antiquity the

following story was written, or whether the

people of the east have any remote tradition

upon which it is founded, is not known: but it

was probably related in the first person, to give

it an air of greater dignity, and render its in

fluence more powerful : nor would it, perhaps,

appear altogether incredible, to people among
whom the Metempsychosis is an article of faith,

and the visible agency of superior beings ad

mitted without scruple.

Amurath, Sultan of the east, the judge of na

tions, the disciple of adversity, records the won
ders of his life: let those who presumptuously

question the ways of providence, blush in si

lence and be wise ;
let the proud be humble and

obtain honour j and let the sensual reform and

be happy.
The angel of death closed the eyes of the

suitau Abradin my father, and his empire

descended to me in the eighteenth year oi

my age. At first my mind was awed to hu

mility, and softened with grief ; I was insensi

ble to the splendour of dominion, I heard the

addresses of flattery with disgust, and received

the homage of dependent greatness with indif

ference. I had always regarded my father not

only with love but reverence ;
and I was now per

petually recollecting instances of his tenderness,
and reviewing the solemn scene, in which he
recommended me to Heaven in imperfect lan

guage, and grasped my hand in the agonies of

death.

One evening, after having concealed myself
all day in his chamber, I visited his grave : I

prostrated myself on his tomb : sorrow over

flowed my eyes, and devotion kindled in my
bosom. 1 felt myself suddenly smitten on the

shoulder as with a rod : and looking up, I per
ceived a man whose eyes were piercing as light,
and his beard whiter than snow. " I am," said

he,
" the genius Syndarac, the friend of thy fa

ther Abradin, who was the fear of his enemies,
and the desire of his people ; whose smile dif

fused gladness like the lustre of the morning,
and whose frown was dreadful as the gathering
of a tempest : resign thyself to my influence,
and thou shalt be like him." I bowed myself
to the earth in token of gratitude and obedi

ence, and he put a ring on the middle finger of

my left hand, in which I perceived a ruby of a

deep colour and uncommon brightness.
" This

ing," said he,
" shall mark out to thee the

>oundaries of good and evil ; that without

veighing remote consequences, thou may'stknow
he nature and tendency of every action. Be
ttentive, therefore, to the silent admonition ;

nd when the circle of gold shall by a sudden

contraction press thy finger, and the ruby shall

row pale, desist immediately from what thou
shalt be doing, and mark down that action in

thy memory as a transgression of the rule of

right : keep my gift a pledge of happiness and

honour, and take it not off for a moment." I

received the ring with a sense of obligation
which J strove to express, and an astonishment

that compelled me to be silent. The genius per
ceived my confusion, and turning from me with
a smile of complacency, immediately disap

peared.

During the first moon I was so cautious and

circumspect, that the pleasure of reflecting that

my ring had not-once indicated a fault, was

lessened by a doubt of its virtue. I applied my
self to public business ; my melancholy decreased

as my mind was diverted to other objects; and

lest the youth of my court should think that re

creation was too long suspended, I appointed to

hunt the lion. But though I went out to the

sport rather to gratify others than myself, yet

my usual ardour returned to the field ; I grew
warm in the pursuit, I continued the chase,
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which was unsuccessful, too long, and returned

fatigued and disappointed.
As I entered the seraglio, I was met by a

little dog tLat had been my father's, who ex

pressed his joy at my return by jumping round

me, and endeavouring to reach my hand : but

as I was not disposed to receive his caresses, I

struck him in the fretfulness of my displeasure

so severe a blow with my foot, that I left him
scarce power to crawl away and hide himself

under a sofa in a corner of the apartment. At
this moment I felt the ring press my finger, and

looking upon the ruby, I perceived the glow of

its colour abated.

I was at first struck with surprise and regret;
but surprise and regret quickly gave way to dis

dain, " Shall not the Sultan Amurath," said I,
" to whom a thousand kings pay tribute, and
in whose hand is the life of nations, shall not

Amurath strike a dog that offends him, without

being reproached for having transgressed the

rule of right?" My ring again pressed my
finger, and the ruby became more pale : imme

diately the palace shook with a burst of thunder,
and the genius Syndarac again stood before me.

" Amurath," said he,
" thou hast offended

against thy brother of the dust; a being who,
Hike thee, has received from the Almighty a ca-

jpacity
of pleasure and pain ; pleasure which

;caprice is not allowed to suspend, and pain
which justice only has a right to inflict. If

'thou art justified by power, in afflicting inferior

:

beings; I should be justified in afflicting thee:

but my power yet spares thee, because it is di

rected by the laws of sovereign goodness, and be

cause thou mayest yet be reclaimed by admoni
tion. But yield not to the impulse of quick re

sentment, nor indulge in cruelty the forward
ness of disgust, lest by the laws of goodness I

be compelled to afflict thee ; for he that scorns

reproof, must be reformed by punishment, or

lost for ever."

At the presence of Syndarac I was troubled,

and his words covered me with confusion; I

fell prostrate at his feet, and heard him pro
nounce with a milder accent,

"
Expect not

henceforth that J should answer the demands
of arrogance, or gratify the security of specula
tion : confide in my friendship, and trust im

plicitly to thy ring."
As the chase had produced so much infelicity,

I did not repeat^it : but invited my nobles to a

banquet, and entertained them with dancing and
music. I had given leave that all ceremony
should be suspended, and that the company
should treat me not as a sovereign but an equal,
because the conversation would otherwise be
encumbered or restrained ; and I encouraged
others to pleasantry, by indulging the luxuriancy
of my own imagination. But though I affected

to throw off the trappings of royalty, I had not

sufficient magnanimity to despise them. J en- ,

joyed the voluntary deference which was paid

me, and was secretly offended at Alibeg my
visier, who endeavoured to prevail upon the

assembly to enjoy the liberty that had been given,

them, and was himself an example of the con

duct that he recommended. I singled out as the

subject of my raillery, the man who alone de

served my approbation; he believed my con

descension to be sincere, and imagined that he
was securing my favour, by that behaviour
which had incurred my displeasure ; he was,

therefore, grieved and confounded to perceive
that I laboured to render him ridiculous and

contemptible ; I enjoyed his pain, and was
elated at my success : but my attention was
suddenly called to my ring, and I perceived the

ruby change colour. I desisted for a moment
;

but some of my courtiers having discovered and
seconded my intention, I felt my vanity and my
resentment gratified: I endeavoured to wash
away the remembrance of my ring with wine ;

my satire became more bitter, and Alibeg dis

covered yet greater distress. My ring again re

proached me ; but I still persevered : the visier

was at length roused to his defence ; probably
he had discovered and despised my weakness ;

his replies were so poignant, that I became out

rageous, and descended from raillery to invec

tive : at length disguising the anguish of his

mind with a smile,
" Amurath," said he,

" if

the Sultan should know, that after having in

vited your friends to festivity and merriment,

you had assumed his authority, and insulted

those who were not aware that you disdained to

be treated with the familiarity of friendship,

you would certainly fall under his displeasure."

The severity of this sarcasm, which was extort

ed by long provocation from a man warmed
with wine, stung me with intolerable rage : I

started up, and spurning him from the table

was about to draw my poignard ; when my at

tention was again called to my ring, and I per
ceived with some degree of regret, that the rubf
had faded almost to a perfect white.

But instead of resolving to be more watch
ful against whatever might bring me under thi

silent reproof, I comforted myself, that th

genius would no more alarm me with his pre-
ice. The irregularities of my conduct in

creased almost imperceptibly, and the intima

tions of my ring became proportionably more

frequent though less forcible, till at last they
were so familiar, that 1 scarce remarked when

they were given and when, they were sus

pended.
It was soon discovered that I was pleased with t

servility; servility, therefore, was practised,*
and I rewarded it sometimes with a pension and ?

sometimes with a place. Thus the government v

of my kingdoms was left to petty tyrants, who \

oppressed the people to enrich themselves. la ^

the mean time I filled my seraglio with women,
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among whom I abandoned myself to sensuality,
without enjoying the pure delight of that love

which arises from esteem. But I had not yet
stained my hands with hlood, nor dared to ridi

cule the laws which I neglected to fulfil.
,.,

My resentment against Aliheg, however un

just, was inflexible, and terminated in the most

perfect hatred ; I degraded him from his office ;

but I still kept him at court, that I might em
bitter his life by perpetual indignities, and prac
tise against him new schemes of malevolence.

Selima, the daughter of this prince, had been

intended by my father for my wife ; and the

marriage had been delayed only by his death :

but the pleasure and the dignity that Alibeg
would derive from this alliance, had now

changed my purpose. Yet such was the beauty
of Selima, that I gazed with desire

;
and such

was her wit, that I listened with delight. I

therefore resolved, that I would if possible se

duce her to voluntary prostitution; and that

when her beauty should yield to the charm of

variety, I would dismiss her with marks of dis

grace. But in this attempt I could not succeed;

iny solicitations were rejected, sometimes with

tears and sometimes with reproach. I be

came every day more wretched, by seeking to

bring calamity upon others; I considered my
disappointment as the triumph of a slave, whom
I "wished but did not dare to destroy; and I

regarded his daughter as the instrument of my
dishonour. Thus the tenderness, which before

had often shaken my purpose, was weakened ;

my desire of beauty became as selfish and as sor

did an appetite as my desire of food : and as I

had no hope of obtaining the complete gratifica

tion of my lust and my revenge, I determined

to enjoy Selima by force, as the only expedient
to alleviate my torment.

She resided by my command in an apartment
of the seraglio, and I entered her chamber at

midnight by a private door of which I had a

key ; but with inexpressible vexation I found it

empty. To be thus disappointed in my last at

tempt, at the very moment in which I thought
I had insured success, distracted me with rage ;

and instead of returning to my chamber, and

concealing my design, I called for her women.

They ran in pale and trembling: I demanded

ihe lady : they gazed at me astonished and ter

rified, and then looking upon each other stood

silent : I repeated my demand with fury and

execration, and to enforce it called aloud for the

ministers of death : they then fell prostrate at

my feet, and declared with one voice that they
knew not where she was ; that they had left

her, when they were dismissed for the night,

sitting on a sofa pensive and alone ; and that no

person had since to their knowledge passed in

or out of her apartment.

Si genus humanum et mortalia temnitis arm ;

At sperate Decs memoresfandi atque nefandi.
VlRG.

Of mortal justice if thou scorn the rod

Believe and tremble, thou art judged of God.

IN this account, however incredible, they per-
sisted without variation ; and having filled the

palace with alarm and confusion, 1 was obliged
to retire without gaining any intelligence by
what means I had been baffled, or on whom to

turn my resentment. I reviewed the transac

tions of the night with anguish and regret, and
bewildered myself among the innumerable pos
sibilities that might have produced my disap

pointment. I remembered that the windows
of Selima's apartment were open, and I imagin
ed that she might that way have escaped into

the gardens of the seraglio. But why should

she escape who had never been confined ? If she

had designed to depart, she might have departed

by day. Had she an assignation ? and did she

intend to return, without being known to have

been absent ? This supposition increased my tor

ment; because, if it was true, Selima had

granted to my slave, that which she had refused

to me. But as all these conjectures were un

certain, [ determined to make her absence a

pretence to destroy her father.

In the morning I gave orders that he should

be seized, and brought before me ; but while I

was yet speaking, he entered, and prostrating

himself, thus anticipated my accusation :
" May

the Sultan Amurath, in whose wrath the angel of

death goes forth, rejoice for ever in the smile of

Heaven ! Let the wretched Alibeg perish ; but let

my lord remember Selima with mercy, let him
dismiss the slave in whom he ceases to delight."
I heard no more, but cried out,

" Darest thou

to mock me with a request, to dismiss the

daughter whom thou hast stolen ! thou whose

life, that has been so often forfeited, I have, yet

spared ! Restore her within one hour, or affront

ed mercy shall give thee up."
" O !" said he,

let not the mighty sovereign of the East sport
with the misery of the weak : if thou hast

doomed us to death, let us die together."

Though I was now convinced that Alibeg
believed I had confined Selima, and decreed her

death, yet I resolved to persist in requiring her

at his hands ; and therefore dismissed him with

a repetition of my command, to produce her

within an hour upon pain of death.

My ring, which, during this series of events

had given perpetual imtimations of guilt which

were always disregarded, now pressed my finger
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so forcibly, that it gave me great pain, and com

pelled my notice: I immediately retired, and

gave way to the discontent that swelled my
bosom. " How wretched a slave is Amurath to

an invisible tyrant ! a being whose malevolence

or envy has restrained me in the exercise of my
authority as a prince, and whose cunning has

contrived perpetually to insult me by intimating

that every action of my life is a crime ! How
long shall I groan under this intolerable

oppres-J
sion ! This accursed ring is the badge and thej

instrument of my subjection and dishonour: hei

who gave it, is now, perhaps, in some remote ;

region of the air ; perhaps, he rolls some planet

in its orbit, agitates the southern ocean with a

tempest, or shakes some distant region with an

earthquake : but wherever he is, he has surely

a more important employ than to watch my
conduct. Perhaps he has contrived this Talis

man, only to restrain me from the enjoyment of

some good, which he wishes to withhold. I]

feel that my desires are controlled; and to

gratify these desires is to be happy." As I

pronounced these words I drew off the ring, and

threw it to the ground with disdain and indig

nation: immediately the air grew dark; a

cloud burst in thunder over my head, and the

eye of Syndarac was upon me, I stood before

him motionless and silent; horror thrilled in

my veins and my hair stood upright. I had

neither power to deprecate his anger, nor to

confess my faults. In his countenance there

was a calm severity ;
and I heard him pro

nounce these words :
" Thou hast now, as far

as it is in thy power, thrown off humanity and

degraded thy being : thy form, therefore, shall

no longer conceal thy nature, nor thy example
render thy vices contagious." He then touched

me with his rod ;
and while the sound of his

voice yet vibrated in my ears, I found myself in

the midst of a desert, not in the form of a man
but of a monster, with the fore-parts of my body
like a wolf, and the hinder parts like a goat. I

was still conscious to every event of my life,

.and my intellectual powers were continued,

though my passions were irritated to frenzy.
I now rolled in the sand in an agony not to be

described ; and now hastily traversed the desert,

impelled only by the vain desire of flying from

myself. I now bellowed with rage, and now
howled in despair ; this moment I breathed

execration against the Genius, and the next re

proached myself for having forfeited his friend

ship.

By this violent agitation of mind and body,
the powers of both were soon exhausted : I

crawled into a den which I perceived near me,
and immediately sunk down in a state of insen

sibility. I slept, but sleep, instead of prolong

ing, put an end to this interval of quiet. The
Genius still terrified me with his presence ; I

heard his sentence repeated, and felt afiain all

the horrors of my transformation When I

awaked, I was not refreshed : calamity, though
it is compelled to admit slumber, can yet exclude I

rest. But I was now roused by hunger; for/

hunger like sleep is irresistible.

I went out in search of prey ; and if I felt

any alleviation of misery, beside the hope of

satisfying my appetite, it was in the thought of

tearing to pieces whatever I should meet, and

inflicting some part of the evil which I endur

ed ; for though I regretted my punishment, I

did not repent of my crimes : and as I imagined

Syndarac would now neither mitigate nor in

crease my sufferings, I was not restrained,

either by hope or fear, from indulgingmy disposi

tion to cruelty and revenge. But while I was
thus meditating the destruction of others, I trem

bled lest by some stronger savage I should be de

stroyed myself.
In the midst of this variety of torment, I

heard the cry of dogs, the trampling of horses,

and the shouts of hunters ; and such is the love

of life, however wretched, that my heart sunk
within me at the sound. To hide myself was

impossible, and I was too much enfeebled either

to fly or resist. I stood still till they came up.
At first they gazed at me with wonder, and
doubted whether they should advance: but at

length a slave threw a net over me, and I was

dragged to the city.

I now entered the metropolis of my empire,
amidst the noise and tumult of a rabble, who
the day before would have hid themselves at my
presence. I heard the sound of music at a dis

tance : the heralds approached, and Alibeg was

proclaimed in my stead. I was now deserted

by the multitude, whose curiosity was diverted

by the pomp of the procession ;
and was con

ducted to the place where other savages are

kept, which custom has considered as part of

the regalia.

My keeper was a black slave whom I did not

remember ever to have seen, and in whom it

would indeed have been a fatal presumption to

have stood before me. After he had given me
food, and the vigour of nature was restored, he

discovered in me such tokens of ferocity, that

he suffered me to fast many hours before I was

again fed. I was so enraged at this delay, that,

forgetting my dependence, I roared horribly
when he again approached me : so that he found

it necessary to add blows to hunger, that he

might gain such an ascendency over me, as was
suitable to his office. By this slave, therefore,

I was alternately beaten and famished, till the

fierceness of my disposition being suppressed by
fear and languor, a milder temper insensibly

stole upon me ; and a demeanour that was begun

by constraint was continued by habit.

I was now treated with less severity, and

strove to express something like gratitude, that

might encourage my keeper to yet greater kind-
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nes. His vanity was flattered by my submis

sion
; and, to show as well his courage as the

success of his discipline, he ventured sometimes

to caress me in .the presence of those whose

puriosity brought them to see me. A kind of

friendship thus imperceptibly grew between us,

/and I felt some degree of the affection that I

^had feigned. It happened, that a tiger, which
had been lately taken, broke one day into my
den, while my keeper was giving me my pro

vision, and leaping upon him would instantly
have torn him to pieces, if I had not seized the

savage by the throat, and dragged him to the

ground: the slave presently despatched him
with his dagger, and turned about to caress his

deliverer ; but starting suddenly backward, he

stood motionless with astonishment, perceiving
that I was no longer a monster but a dog.

I was myself conscious -of the change which
had again passed upon me, and leaping out of

my den, escaped from my confinement. This

transformation I considered as a reward of my
fidelity, and was perhaps never more happy
than in the first moments of my escape ; for I

reflected, that as a dog my liberty was not only

restored, but insured ; I was no longer suspected
of qualities which rendered me unfit for society ;

I had some faint resemblance of human virtue,

which is not found in other animals, and there

fore hoped to be more generally caressed. But
it was not long before this joy subsided in the

remembrance of that dignity from which 1 had

fallen, and from which I was stUl at an im-

.measurable distance. Yet I lifted up my heart

in gratitude to the power, who had once more

Brought me within the circle of nature. Asa
brute I was more thankful for a mitigation of

punishment, than as a king I had been for offers

6f the highest happiness and honour. And who,
that is not taught by affliction, can justly esti

mate the bounties of Heaven ?

As soon as the first tumult of my mind was

past, I felt an irresistible inclination once more
to visit the apartments of my seraglio. I placed

myself behind an Emir whom I knew to have

been the friend of Alibeg, and was permitted
to follow him into the presence. The persons
and the place, the retrospection of my life which

they produced, and the comparison of what I

was with what I had been, almost overwhelmed
me. I went unobserved into the garden, and

lay down under the shade of an almond-tree,
that I might indulge those reflections, which,

though they oppressed me with melancholy, 1

did not wish to lose.

I had not been long in this place, before a

iittle dog, which I knew to be the same that I

spurned from me when he caressed me at my
return from hunting, came and fawned at my
feet. My heart now smote me, and I said to

myself,
" Dost thou know me under this dis

guise? Is thy fidelity to thy lord unshaken?

Cut off as I am from the converse of mankind,
hast thou preserved for me an affection, which
I once so lightly esteemed, and requited with
evil? This forgetfulness of injury, and this

steady friendship, are they Jess than human, or

are they more?" I was not prevented by these

reflections from returning the caresses that I

received
; and Alibeg, who just then entered

the garden, took notice of me, and ordered thai
I should not be turned out.

In the seraglio I soon learned, that a body,
which was thought to be mine, was found dead
in the chamber; and that Alibeg had been
chosen to succeed me, by the unanimous voice

of the people : but I gained no intelligence of

Selima, whose apartment I found in the pos
session of another, and for whom I had searched

every part of the palace in vain. I became rest

less ; every place was irksome
; a desire to wan

der prevailed, and one evening I went out at

the garden gate, and travelling till midnight, I

lay down at the foot of a sycamore-tree, and

slept.

In the morning I beheld, with surprise, a

wall of marble that seemed to reach to heaven,
and gates that were sculptured with every em
blem of delight. Over the gate was inscribed in

Otters of gold,
" Within this wall liberty is un

bounded, and felicity complete: nature is not

oppressed by the tyranny of religion, nor is

pleasure awed by the frown of virtue. The
;ate is obedient to thy wish, whosoever theu
art ; enter therefore, and be happy.
When I read this inscription, my bosom

throbbed with tumultuous expectation : but

my desire to enter was repressed by the reflec

tion, that I had lost the form, in which alone I

could gratify the appetites of a man. Desire

and curiosity were notwithstanding predomi
nant : the door immediately opened inward ; I

entered, and it closed after me.
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Rursus et in veteremfato revoluta figuram.
VIRG.

His native form at length by fate restored.

BUT my ears were now stunned with the dis

sonance of riot, and my eye sickened at the con

tortions of misery : disease was visible in every

countenance, however otherwise impressed with

the character of rage, of drunkenness, or of lust.

Rape and murder, revelling and strife, filled

every street and every dwelling.
As my retreat was cut off, 1 went forward

with timidity and circumspection ; for I ima

gined, that I could no otherwise escape injurv,

than by eluding the notice of wretches, whose
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propensity to ill was restrained by no law, and ;

I percekved-too latevihat-4o punish vice is to
'

promote happiness.

It was now evening, and that I might pass

the night in greater security, I quitted the pub
lic way, and perceiving a house that was en

circled by a moat, I swam over to it, and chose

an obscure corner of the area for my asylum.
I heard from within the sound of dancing and

music : but after a short interval, was alarmed

with the menaces of rage, the shrieks of terror,

and the wailings of distress. The window of the

banqueting room flew open, and some venison

was thrown out, which fell just at my feet. As
I had eaten nothing since my departure from

the seraglio, I regarded this as a fortunate ac

cident ; and after the pleasure of an unexpected

repast, I again lay down in expectation of the

morning, with hope and fear ;
but in a short

time, many persons rushed from the house with

lights, and seemed solicitous to gather up the

venison which had been thrown out ; but not

being able to find it, and at the same time per

ceiving me, they judged that I had devoured it.

I was immediately seized and led into the

house : but as I could not discover that I was

the object either of malignity or kindness, I was

in doubt what would be the issue of the event.

It was not long before this doubt was resolved
;

for I soon learned from the discourse of those

about me, that I was suspected to have eaten

poison, which had been intended for another,

and was secured, that the effect might either re

move or confirm the suspicion. As it was not

expected that the poison would immediately

operate, I was locked up in a room by myself,
where I reflected upon the cause and the event

of my confinement, with inexpressible anguish,

anxiety, and terror.

In this gloomy interval, a sudden light shone

round me, and I found myself onceTnore in the

presence of the genius. I crawled towards him

trembling and confounded,1 but not utterly with

out hope.
" Yet a few moments," said he

" and the angel of death shall teach thee, thai

the wants of nature cannot be supplied witli

safety, where the inordinate appetites of vie

are not restrained. Thy hunger required food

"but the lust and revenge of others have giver
ihee poison." My blood grew chill as he spake
I discovered and abhorred my folly : but while

I wished to express my contrition, I fell down
in an agony : my eyes failed me, I shivered,

was convulsed, and expired.

That spark of
imm^erifdjire which no -sin-

lence can liirnrJljJ^jMJIL-fuini tha dnnt irhioh

had thus been restored to the earth, and no-

animated the form of a dove. On this new
state of existence I entered with inexpressible

delight; I imagined that my wings were not

only a pledge of safety, but of the favour of

Syndarac, whom I was now more than ever

solicitous to please. I flew immediately from
the window, and turning towards the wall

through which I had entered, I endeavoured to

rise above it, that I might quit for ever a place
in which guilt and wretchedness were compli
cated in every object, arid which I now detested

as much as before 1 had desired. But over this

region a sulphureous vapour hovered like a thick

cloud, which I had no sooner entered than I

fell down panting for breath, and had scarce

strength to keep my wings sufficiently extended
to break my fall. It was now midnight, and I

alighted near the mouth of a cave, in which I

thought there appeared some faint glimmerings
of light. Into this place I entered without much
apprehension ;

as it seemed rather to be the re

treat of penitence, than the recess of luxury :

but lest the noise of my wings should discover

me to any hateful or mischievous inhabitant of

this gloomy solitude, 1 entered in silence and

upon my feet. As I went forward the cave

grew wider
; and by the light of a lamp which

was suspended from the roof, 1 discovered a

hermit listening to a young lady, who seemed
to be greatly affected with the events which sha

was relating. Of the hermit I had no know
ledge : but the lady I discerned to be Selima. I

was struck with amazement at this discovery ;

I remembered with the deepest contrition my
attempts upon her virtue, and I now secretly

rejoiced that she had rendered them ineffectual.

I watched her lips with the utmost impatience
of curiosity, and she continued her narrative.

" 1 was sitting on a sofa one evening after I

had been caressed by Amurath, and my imagi
nation kindled as I mused. Why, said I aloud,

should I give up the delights of love with the

splendour of royalty ? since the presumption of

my father has prevented my marriage, why
should I not accept the blessings that are still

offered? Why is desire restrained by the dread
j

of shame ; and why is the pride of.virtue of-/

fended by the softness of nature ? Immediately!
a thick cloud surrounded me ; I felt myself
lifted up and conveyed through the air with in

credible rapidity. I descended, the cloud dissi

pated, and I found myself sitting in an alcove,

by the side of a canal that encircled a ^stately

edifice and a spacious garden. I saw many per

sons pass along ;
but discovered in all some

thing either dissolute or wretched, something
that alarmed my fears, or excited my pity.

I suddenly perceived many men with their

swords drawn, contending for a woman, who
was forced along irresistibly by the crowd,
which moved directly towards the place in

which I was sitting. I was terrified, and

looked round me with eagerness, to see where
I could retreat for safety. A person richly

dressed perceived my distress and invited mo
into the house which the canal surrounded.

This invitation I hastily accepted with grati -

*
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tude and joy: but I soon remarked several in

cidents, which filled me with new perplexity
and apprehension. I was welcomed to a place,

in which infamy and honour were equally
unknown ; where every wish was indulged
without the violation of any law, and where the

will was therefore determined only by appetite.

I was presently surrounded by women, whose
behaviour covered me with blushes

;
and though

I rejected the caresses of the person into whose

power I was delivered, yet they became jealous
of the distinction with which he treated me :

my expostulations were not heard, and my tears

were treated with^
merriment : preparations

were made for revelling and jollity ; I was in

vited to join the dance, and upon my refusal

was entertained with music. In this dreadful

situation, I sighed thus to myself : How severe

is that justice, which transports those who form

licentious wishes, to a society in which they are

indulged without restraint ! Who shall deliver

me from the effects of my own folly ? who shall

defend me against the vices of others ? At this

moment I was thus encouraged by the voice of

some invisible being.
' The friends of virtue

are mighty; reject not their protection, and
thou art safe.' As I renounced the presump
tuous wish, which had once polluted my mind,
I exulted in this intimation with an assurance

of relief; and when supper was set before me,
I suffered the principal lady to serve me with

some venison ; but the friendly voice having
warned me that it was poisoned, I fell back in

my seat and turned pale : the lady inquired ear

nestly what had disordered me ; but instead of

making a reply, I threw the venison from the

window, and declared that she had intended my
death. The master of the table, who perceived
the lady to whom I spoke change countenance,
was at once convinced, that she had indeed at

tempted to poison me, to preserve that interest

which as* a rival she feared I should subvert.

He rose up in a rage, and commanded the veni

son to be produced ; a dog that was supposed to

have eaten it was brought in : but before the

event could be known, the tumult was become

general, and my rival, after having suddenly
stabbed her patron, plunged the same poniard
in her own bosom.

" In the midst of this confusion I found

means to escape, and wandered through the city

in search of some obscure recess, where, if I re

ceived not the assistance which I hoped, death

at least might secure my person from violation,

and close my eyes on those scenes, which, wher

ever I turned, filled me not only with disgust

but with horror. By that benevolent power,

who, as a preservative from misery, has placed

in us a secret and irresistible disapprobation of

vice, iny feet have been directed to thee, whose

virtue has participated in my distress, and

whose wisdom may effect my deliverance."

I gazed upon Selima, while I thus learned

the ardour of that affection which 1 had abused,
with sentiments that can never be conceived

but when they are felt. I was touched with
the most bitter remorse, for having produced
one wish that could stain so amiable a mind

;

and abhorred myself for having used the power
which I derived from her tenderness, to effect

her destruction. My fondness was not less ar

dent, but it was more chaste and tender
; desire

was not extinguished, but it was almost absorb
ed in esteem. I felt a passion, to which, till

now, I had been a stranger ; and the moment
love was kindled in my breast, I resumed the

form proper to the nature in which alone it can

subsist, and Selima beheld Amurath at her
feet. At my sudden and unexpected apfJdar-

ance, the colour faded from her cheeks, the

powers of life were suspended, and she sunk
into my arms. I clasped her to my breast, and

looking towards the hermit for his assistance, 1

beheld in his stead the friendly Genius, who
had taught me happiness by affliction. At the

same instant Selima recovered. "
Arise," said

Syndarac, "and look round." We looked

round; the darkness was suddenly dissipated,
and we perceived ourselves in the road to Gol-

conda, and the spires of the city sparkled before

us. " Go," said he,
"
Amurath, henceforth the

husband of Selima, and the father of thy people !

I have revealed thy story to Alibeg in a vision ;

he expects thy return, and the chariots are come
out to meet thee. Go, and I will proclaim be

fore thee, Amurath the sultan of the east, the

judge of nations, the taught of heaven : Amu
rath, whose ring is equal to the ring of Solomon,
returns to reign with wisdom and diffuse feli

city." I now lifted up my eyes, and beheld the

chariots coming forward. Wr
e were received by

Alibeg with sentiments which could not be

uttered, and by the people with the loudest ac

clamations: Syndarac proclaimed our return,
in thunder that was heard through all the na
tions of my empire ; and has prolonged my reign
in prosperity and peace.

For the world I have written, and by the

world let what I write be remembered : for to

none who hear of the ring of Amurath, shall its

influence be wanting. Of this, is not thy heart

a witness, thou whose eye drinks instruction

from my pen ? Hast thou not a monitor who

reproaches thee in secret, when thy foot deviates

from the paths of virtue ? Neglect not the first

whispers of this friend to thy soul ; it is the

voice of a greater than Syndarac, to resist wbase

.influence is to invite destruction.
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pateat veluti descripta tabclla

HOR.

In books the various scenes of life he drew,
As votive tablets give the wreck to view.

AMONG the many Pocket-Companions, New
Memorandum-Books, Gentleman and Trades

man's Daily Assistants, and other productions
of the like nature, calculated for the use of those

who mix in the hustle of the world, I cannot

but applaud those polite and elegant inventions,

The Ladies' Memorandum-Books, as these seem

chiefly adapted to the more important husiness

of pleasur and amusement. I shall not take

upon me to determine which is the most pre
ferable : each of them being, if you believe the

solemn asseverations of their proprietors,
" the

best and most complete of its kind that has

hitherto been published."
The utility of these little books, with respect

to the fair sex, is on the first view apparent ; as

they are divided for each day of the week into

distinct columns, allotted to the several branches

of engagements, expenses, and occasional me
morandums. These, indeed, comprehend every

thing that can either attract their regard, or

take up their time. I shall therefore point out

some particular advantages that will arise from

a right use and regulation of them.

With regard to engagements, it is very well

known, what embarrassments, jealousies, and

quarrels, have arisen from an erroneous manage
ment in that most essential part of female trans

actions, the paying and receiving of visits. It

has hitherto been usual to trust entirely in this

point to the care of an illiterate footman, or

heedless porter, who is to take account of all

the raps at the door, and to enter the names of

the several visitants in a regular journal. Hence
it frequently happens, that the bond of amity is

dissolved, and perpetual variance created be

tween families, by the mistake or forgetfulness
of a servant. Lady Formal and Mrs. Prim
were once the most intimate females living ;

they courtesied to one another regularly at church
and the playhouse, talked together wherever

they met, and left their names once a month

alternately at each other's house for several

years; till it happened that Lady Formal's
Swiss forgot to set down Mrs. Prim's last visit

to her ladyship; whk,h occasions them now to

stare at one another like perfect strangers, while

each considers the other as guilty of that most

atrocious crime, the owing a visit. A card was
sent two months beforehand to invite Mrs.

Gadabout to a rout ; but by the negligence of

the maid it unfortunately miscarried, before the

date of it was posted in the day-book, and con-

I sequently she was preventei from going. The
affront was unpardonable; her absence rendered
one whist-table useless ; the neglect was told

every where ; and the innocent Mrs. Gadabout
wonders at the reason why she is so seldom in

vited as a party in card assemblies. These
lamentable mistakes are, therefore, effectually

guarded against by the use of the Memorandum-
Book, which puts it in every lady's power to

keep a more exact register of all her engage
ments, and to state the balance of visits fairly
between debtor and creditor.

And as there is certainly no virtue more ami,

able, or of greater emolument, than female

economy, to which nothing contributes more
than a just knowledge of expenses, the Memo
randum-Book has also wisely provided for this ;

in which, under the article of expenses, the lady

may set down the particular sums laid out in

masquerade tickets, subscription concerts, wax-

lights for routs, drums, or hurricanes, birth-day

suits, chair-hire, and the like; she may also

know the true balance between her winnings
and losings, and make a due registry of her

debts of honour. For want of this method

many widows of distinction have imperceptibly
run out the whole income of their jointures in a

few months, and been forced to retire the rest

of the year into country lodgings ; and many
married ladies have been constrained to petition

the brutes their husbands for the advance of a

quarter's pin-money to satisfy the importunate

dunnings of a needy honourable gamester.
The blank allotted for occasional memoran

dums may be filled up from time to time with

the lie of the day, topics of scandal, names and

abodes of milliners, descriptions of new fashions,

and a hundred other circumstances of equal im

portance. This will greatly relieve the memory,
and furnish an inexhaustible store of matter for

polite conversation.

There is another very pleasing advantajj*

arising from the use of these books, as we are

informed by one of the compilers, who acquaints

us, that " if preserved, they will enable any lady

to tell what business she has transacted, and

what company [she has] been in, every day,

during any period of her life." How enchant

ing, how rapturous, must such a review prove
to those who make a figure in the polite world !

to live over their days again ! to recall the trans

porting idea of masquerades, plays, concerts,

cards, and dress ! to revive lost enjoyments, and

in imagination to tread over again the delight

ful round of past pleasures !

I was led to the consideration of this subject

by a visit 1 the other day made a polite lady,

whom I found earnestly employed in writing.
I would have withdrawn immediately ; but she

told me she was only entering some particulars

in her memorandum-book, which would soon he

finished, and desired me to take a chair. I ex*
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tensive and experimental knowledge of man

kind, are frequently warmed with conceptions,

which, when communicated, are received with

the most frigid indifference. As I have no pre

tensions to this knowledge, it is probable, that

the subject of my letter, though it pleased me in

the fervour of my imagination, may yet appear
to others trite and unimportant: to your judg

ment, therefore, I appeal, as the substitute of

the public, and leave you to determine both for

them and for me.

I have a small estate in a remote and se

questered part of the kingdom, upon which I

have constantly resided. As in this place I was

not seduced to entertainments that endangered
either my virtue or my fortune, i indulged my
inclination to books; and by reading I could

always prevent solitude from becoming irksome.

My library consisted chiefly of books of enter

tainment, but they were the best of their kind ;

and, therefore, though I was most delighted

with dramatic writers, I had no plays but

Shakspeare's. Shakspeare was, indeed, my fa

vourite author; and after my fancy had been

busied in attempting to realize the scenes that

he drew, I sometimes regretted the labour, and

sometimes repined that it was ineffectual. I

longed to see them represented on a theatre ;

arid had formed romantic ideas of the force they
would derive from proper action, habits and

machinery.
The death of a wealthy relation of my wife's,

who has made my little boy his heir, called me
this winter to London. 1 set out alone : and as

1 had been used to that reciprocation of affec

tion and duty, which constitutes the happiness
of a family ; as we all met together in the even

ing, after having been separated by the different

employments of the day, with smiles of com

placency and good humour, and mutually re

joiced in the satisfaction which each derived

from the presence of the other ; I found myself,

after my first day's journey, in a very forlorn

and comfortless situation at an inn. My even

ing was passed among people, with whom I had

ao tender connection ; and when I went to bed,

I reflected that there was not within many
miles a single person, who cared whether I

should be found living or dead in the morning.
The melancholy which this situation, and

these reflections, however whimsical, brought

upon me, increased as my home became more
distant. But the moment I entered London,

speculation was at an end
; the innumerable ob-

ects which rushed upon my senses left me

power only to hear and see.

When I turned into the inn yard, the first

thing that caught my attention was a large sheet

of paper, printed in characters that differed not

only in size but colour, some being red and
others black. By the perusal of this pompous

page, I learned that a comedy and a pantomime

were to be performed at the theatre in the even

ing. It was now two o'clock ; and I resolved to

atone for the want of enjoyments which 1 had
left behind me, by securing what I had been used

to think the highest intellectual entertainment

which art could furnish : the play was not indeed

a tragedy, nor Shakspeare's ; but if it was not

excellent, it was new to me, and therefore equally
excited my curiosity. As soon as I had taken

possession of a room, and safely deposited my
portmanteau, I communicated my purpose to my
host, who told me I could not have a better op

portunity ;
for that both the play and entertain

ment were thought by the best judges to be very
fine, and the principal parts were to be per
formed by the most celebrated actors of the age.

My imagination was fired with this account ;

and being told that the house would be so soon

full, that to secure a good place 1 must be there

by four o'clock ; I hastily swallowed my dinner,
and getting into a hackney-coach, was driven to

the theatre, and by the coachman conducted to

the door that leads to the pit.

At this door I waited near half an hour with
the utmost impatience ; and the moment it was

open rushed in, driven forward by the crowd
that had gathered round me. Following the

example of others, I paid my three shillings,

and entering the pit among the first that gained

admittance, seated myself as near as 1 could to

the centre. After having gazed once or twice

round me with wonder arid curiosity, my mind
was wholly taken up in the anticipation of my
entertainment, which did not, however, much
alleviate the torments of delay. At length, the

stage was illuminated, the last music was played,
and I beheld the curtain rise with an emotion,

which, perhaps, was little inferior to that of a

lover, when he is first admitted to the presence
of his mistress.

But just at this moment a very tall man, by
the contrivance of two ladies, who had kept a

seat for him by spreading their hoops, placed
himself so exactly before me, that his head in

tercepted great part of the stage, and I could

now see the actors no lower than the knee.

This incident, after all my care and solicitude

to secure an advantageous situation, was ex

tremely vexatious; my attention to the play was
for some time suspended, and I suffered much
more than I enjoyed : but it was not long be

fore the scenery and the dialogue wholly pos
sessed my mind ; I accommodated myself the

best I could to the inconvenience of my seat,

and thought of it no more. The first act, as it

was little more than a prelude to the action,

pleased me rather by what it promised, than by
what it gave : 1 expected the sequel with yet
more ardour, and suffered the interval with all

the fretfulness of suspended curiosity. The
second act gratified my imagination with a

greater variety of incidents ; but they were such
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vs hud a direct tendency to render appetite too

Strong for the curb of reason. I this moment
rioted in the luxurious banquet, that was by a

kind of enchantment placed before me; and the

next reflected with regret and indignation upon
those arts, under the influence of which I per-

leived nty virtue to be enervated, and that I be

came contemptible even to myself. But this

struggle did not last long : these images, which
could not be seen without danger, were still

multiplying before me ; my resistance grew
proportionably more languid ;

and at length I

indulged every sensation, without inquiring
whether I was animated to the imitation of vir

tue, or seduced by the blandishments of vice.

In the third act I was become acquainted
with the characters, which the author intended

to exhibit ; and discerned, that, though some of

them were sustained with great judgment and

address, yet others were mistaken : I had still

some person before me, whose manner was that

of a player, and who, when I had been introduced

into scenes of real life by the skill of another,

immediately brought me back to a crowd and a

theatre : I found, that, upon the whole, I was
not so constantly present to the events of the

drama, as if I had read them silently in my
study, though some circumstances might be

more forcibly represented : but these critical re

marks, as they lessened my pleasure, I resolved

to remit. In the fourth act, therefore, I en

deavoured to supply every defect of the per
former by the* force of my OAvn fancy, and in

some degree I succeeded : but my pleasure was
now interrupted by another cause ;

for though

my entertainment had not been equal to my
expectation, yet I now began to regret that it

was almost at an end, and earnestly wished that

it was again to begin. In the fifth act, curiosity

was no longer excited; I had discovered in

what events the action would terminate, and

what was to be the fate of the persons : no

thing remained but the forms necessary to the

conclusion of the play : the marriage of lovers,

their reconciliation with offended parents, and

the sudden reformation of a rake, who had,

through the whole representation, been employ
ed to produce incidents which might render his

vices contagious, and to display qualities that

might save them from contempt. But though
the last act was thus rendered insipid, yet I WPS

sorry when it was over : I reflected with a sigh,

that the time was at hand, in which I must re

turn to the comfortless solitude of my inn.

But this thought, however mortifying, was
transient ; I pleased myself with the expectation
of the pantomime, an entertainment of which I

had no conception, and of which I had heard the

highest encomium from those about me : I,

therefore, once more sat down upon the rising of

the curtain, with an attention to the stage which

uothing could divert. I gazed at the prodigies

which were every moment produced before ma
with astonishment : I was bewildered in the

intricacies of enchantment ; I saw woods, rivers,

and mountains, alternately appear, and vanish
;

but I knew not in what cause, or to what end.

The entertainment was not adapted to my un

derstanding, but to my senses
;
and my senses

were indeed captivated with every object of de

light; in particular, the dress of the women
discovered beauties which I could not behold

without confusion
; the wanton caresses which

they received and returned, the desire that lan

guished in their eyes, the kiss snatched with

eagerness, and the embrace prolonged with re

ciprocal delight filled my breast with tumul
tuous wishes, which though I feared to gratify,
I did not wish to suppress. Besides all these

incentives to dissolute pleasure, there was the

dance, which indulged the spectators with a view
of almost every charm that apparel was intended

to conceal ; but of the pleasure of this indul

gence I was deprived by the head of the tall man
who'sat before me, and I suffered again all the

vexation which had interrupted my attention to

the first act of the play. But before the last

scene, my mind had been so violently agitated,

and the inconveniences of so long a confinement,
in a multitude, were become so sensible, I was
so much oppressed with heat, and offended with
the smell of the candles that were either burn

ing in the sockets or expiring in smoke, that I

grew weary of my situation ; my faculties wer

suspended as in a dream, and I continued to sit

motionless, with my eyes fixed upon the curtain

some moments after it fell. When I was roused

from my reverie, I found myself almost alone;

my attachment to the place was dissolved, the

company that had surrounded me were gone
out, and without reflecting whether I was to

go, I wished to follow them.

When I was returned to the inn, and had
locked myself into my room, I endeavoured to

recover that pleasing tranquillity in which I had
been used to resign myself to sleep, and which
I now regretted to have once changed for

tumult and dissipation; of my theatrical adven

ture I remembered no incident with pleasure,

but that which when it happened I regarded as

a misfortune, the stature of the person who sat

before me, which intercepted the more gross in

decencies, and defended me from their influ

ence. This reflection immediately opened a new
vein of thought. I considered the evening
which I had just spent as an epitome of lifa

and the stage as an emblem of the world.

The youth is all ardour and expectation ; he

looks round with wonder and curiosity, and lie

is impatient for the time in which the world is

to be thrown open before him. This time

arrives ; but he finds some unexpected obstacle

to enjoyment, and in the first act of life he dis

covers, that his hopes are rather transferred to
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more distant objects, than fulfilled by those

which are present. As he proceeds, the scene

grows more busy, and his attachments to life

increase in number and in strength : he is now-

seduced by temptation ;
and the moment its in

fluence is suspended, and the pleasure which it

promised is at an end, he abhors it as debasing
his nature, disappointing his highest hopes, and

betraying him to remorse and regret.

This is the crisis of life, the period upon
which immortality depends. Some continue

the contest, and become more than conquerors :

they reflect, with gratitude to providence, upon
circumstances which intercepted temptations by

adversity, and perceive that they owe their

safety to incidents which they laboured to pre
vent. Others abandon themselves to sensuality;

and affecting to believe all things uncertain,

eagerly catch at whatever is offered by the pre
sent moment, as the whole of their portion :

but at length novelty, that mighty charm, that

beauty of perpetual influence, novelty is no

more ! every object that gave delight is become

familiar ;
and is therefore beheld, not with desire

but with disgust.

Thus life at length almost ceases to be a posi

tive good ; and men would scarce desire to live,

but that they fear to die. Yet the same enjoy
ments which are despised, are also regretted ; in

*ime they are remembered without the circum

stances that diminished their value; and the

wretch who has survived them, wishes that they
would return. Life, from this period, is more
wearisome in proportion as it is prolonged ; no

thing is expected with ardour, because age has

been too often cheated to trust to the promises
of time, and because to-day has anticipated the

enjoyment of to-morrow. The play is now
over, the powers of the mind are exhausted, and

intellectual pleasure and pain are almost at an
end. The last stage, the stage of dotage re

mains, and this is the pantomime of life
; the

images are new only in proportion as they are

extravagant, and please only because the imagi
nation is distempered or infirm : but the sensi

bility of corporal misery remains; infirmities

multiply ;
the hours of pain and imbecility pass

in anguish which none can alleviate, and in fret-

fulness which none regard ; the palsied dotard

looks round with impotent solicitude ; he per
ceives himself to be alone, he has survived his

friends, and he wishes to follow them
; his wish

is fulfilled, he drops torpid and insensible into

that gulph which is deeper than the grave, and
it closes over him for ever. From this dreadful

picture I started with terror and amazement :

it vanished ; and I was immediately relieved by
reflecting that life and the joys of life were still

before me ; that 1 should soon return to my pa
ternal inheritance, that my evenings would no
more be passed in tumult, and end in satiety ;

but that they would close upon scenes of domes

tic felicity, felicity which is pure and rational,

and which is still heightened by the hope that it

will be repeated to-morrow. And is not the

human mind a stranger and a sojourner upon
earth ? has it not an inheritance in a better

country that is incorruptible and undefiled ? an
inheritance to which all may return, who are not

so foolish, as after perpetual disappointment in

the search of pleasure which they never found,
still to continue the pursuit till every hope is

precluded, and life terminates either in the

stupor of insensibility, or the agonies of despair.
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Sic visum Veneri, cui placet impares
Formas atque animos tubjuga ahenea

Safvo mittere cumjoco. HOB.

In brazen yokes thus Venus binds

Ill-coupled forms and jarring minds,

And, gaily cruel, joys to see

The restless lovers disagree. LociE.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SlK,

THERE are some subjects upon which a man is

better qualified to write, by having lived in the

world than in a study ;
and many of these are

of the highest importance. Of the infelicities

of matrimony I have been often a spectator;

and of some of them I think I have discovered

the cause, though I have never entered into a

philosophical inquiry concerning the nature of

the passions, or the power of reason. The facts

from which I have derived my knowledge, I

shall state with as much perspicuity as I can,

and leave others to make what inferences they

please.

Flippanta, a young coquet, whose love of the

fashionable follies was perpetually disappointed

by the severe authority of a father, threw her

self into the arms of a lover of sixty-four ; be

lieving that she could with ease impose upon
the fonduess of dotage, that youth and beauty
would render her power absolute and unlimited,

and that she would therefore be no longer the

slave of formality and caprice. Flippanta wa%
however, disappointed ; and in a very few

weeks discovered that the economy of a father

was now complicated with the jealousy of a hus

band ;
that he was fretful, selfish, and diseased,

and expected less from her as a wife, than a

nurse. Infirmities which she had never felt,

she knew not how to pity: he exerted his au

thority, in proportion as he discovered her want
of tenderness : and their misery is alleviated

only by the hope of surviving each other ; in
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which, it must oe confessed, the lady has greatly
the advantage.

Sophron, by his insinuating eloquence, pre
vailed on the mother of Modesta, to devote her

as a sacrifice to learned importance. Love is

beneath the dignity of grey-headed wisdom
;

they have therefore separate beds ; while the

unhappy victim repines in public, under the

pomp of ornaments with which she is decorated,

to natter the pride and proclaim the triumph of

her lord and master.

Senilis, to keep up the family name, married

a young girl of a ruddy complexion, and a

cheerful temper. He is fond of her to distrac

tion ; but at the same time so intolerably jealous,

that he questions whether the boy, who has ful

filled the hope with which he married, is his

own.

Urbana was contracted to Rusticus by the

contrivance of their parents, that their family

interests, together with their estates, might be

united. She had all the passions of a thorough
bred town lady ; he the indifference of a down

right country 'squire ; they therefore never met
without mutual upbraidings, in which she was
accused of extravagance, and he of brutality.

At length they agreed in this one point, a sepa
rate maintenance.

Pervicax and Tetrica have during twenty
years been continually thwarting each other.

As the husband is hasty, positive, and overbear

ing; the wife is whimsical, vain, and peevish.

They can never agree whether their mutton
shall be boiled or roasted

;
and the words ninny-

hammer, noodle, and numscull, are frequently
bandied to and fro betwixt them. Their very
servants are encouraged in impertinence, and
their children protected in disobedience ; be

cause, as one chides, the other is sure always to

excuse or defend.

Mercator was desirous of ennobling the blood

of his posterity, and therefore married a fine

lady from the court end of the town. He had

been brought up in the arts of amassing money,
she in contriving new methods to squander it;

he had been accustomed to a settled uniform

practice of business, she to an irregular restless

course of pleasure. It was impossible to recon

cile their different habits of life
; they therefore

judged it best for their mutual quiet, that each

should pursue their favourite schemes without

molestation. Consequently, while the good
man is intent upon bargains at 'Change, she is

slumbering in bed
; when the family are at din

ner, she is drinking her chocolate ; and while he

is adjusting his accompt-books, she is discharg

ing her visiting debts. He is often reeling home
iVom the club, when his wife is set down to a

whist-table, or dressing for the ridotto; and

just as the clerks are entering upon business

in the compting-house, she is perhaps retiring
to rest. Thus do they live as far asunder as

persons in the different antipodes : while my
lady is the astonishment of the grave Aldermeu
at their city balls : and Mercator is allowed to

be a quiet, inoffensive, good-natured kind of

beast, among Madam's acquaintance.
Urania married a man who was deemed a

wit and a scholar, because, as she valued herself

upon these qualities, she was not willing they
should be overlooked. Between Urania and
her husband, there was a perpetual contest for

superiority ; they regarded each other with all

the malignity of rivals
; every conversation ter

minated in a debate, and every debate in con

temptuous insult, sullenness, or rage. But if

she had married a person, whose chief ambitioii

was not literary excellence, he might have ad

mired her qualities, and she might have ap

proved of- his ; there would have been a mutual
deference paid to each other, and their life would
not only have been peaceful but happy.

Theophila, who, for the practice of that vir

tue which is sublimed by religion, had been

called the devotee, obviated the scruple which
her own mind suggested against marrying a

free-thinker for whom she could not suppress
her inclination, by nattering herself that she

should be able to convert him. Accordingly,
she at first expostulated, then reasoned, and at

length upbraided ; but without producing anjr
other effects than altercations, coldness, and
aversion. As his home became irksome, and
he had no steady principles of virtue, he took to

drinking : and now, while he is cursing the

hypocrisy of prudes over his bottle, she is weep
ing in her closet, regretting the folly of her pre

sumption, and dreading the brutality of drunken

ness.

The blind wonder-working boy, who recon

ciles contradictions, and even breaks down the

mounds of party, brought a couple of fond crea

tures secretly together, at a time when their

parents were irreconcilably divided about thp

names Whig and Tory. The mist of love,

which before blinded their understandings, has

been long dissipated ; and they are perpetually

tripping up the dissentions of their grand-fathers,
and discussing the propriety of the word abdi

cation. The wife looks upon her husband as

a mean-spirited time-server
;
and he often rails

at her, for teaching her children to lisp treason,

and bringing them up with a bias to popery and

arbitrary power.
Deborah was advanced from the kitchen to

the parlour, by the unrestrained passion of her

inconsiderate master : but she was only exalted1

to a more splendid servitude, and condemned to

drudge all her life in the double capacity of wife

and maid.

Lascivia, to secure herself a pretence for in

dulging a scandalous licentiousness, ran away
with her father's footman. She had beer*

forced, at the expense of a considerable annuity,
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and the reversion of her estate after death, to

lay him under articles never to come near her

while she is living.

Parcus, a city plumb, from a principle of

frugality, took unto himself a plain neighbour's

daughter without a penny ; as he thought it

would be cheaper than to espouse a fine courtly

lady, Chough with a mint of money. 'Tis true

she costs him but a trifle in clothes ; she has

no taste for nicknacks, and kickshaws, and

whimwhams ; she hates company, and never

touches a card
;
but then she is always sending

hot plates of meat to one neighbour who is sick ;

bottles of wine to another who lies in ; and

gives away every week such a load of broken

victuals, bread, butter, cheese, coals, candles,

and small beer, that the expenses of house-keep

ing would almost ruin a Lord Mayor. She is,

besides, eternally teasing him to bind an uncle's

son prentice, to set up a fifth cousin, to fit out

an old acquaintance's child to sea, or to buy
clothes for another ; and Parcus complains, that

he is eat out of house and home, by the daily

visits of his wife's poor relations.

Pray, Mr. Adventurer, do not these infeli

cities arise principally from an injudicious

choice, rather than from the vices and follies of

the parties ? Will you, who are a philosopher,

give us a proper lecture upon these facts, or de

monstrate, a priori, how misery may be avoided

in that state, which is generally agreed to be

capable of more happiness than any other ?

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

JOHN TOWNLHY.
A.
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Est ardelionum qucedam Roma natio,

Gratis anhelans PHAEDRUS.

Through all the town the busy triflers swarm,
Fix'd without proof, and without interest warm.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

THE character which you have assumed, en

courages me to hope, that you will not be de

terred either by toil or danger, from entering
the lists as the champion of distressed beauty.
That the sufferers may possibly be unknown,
and the scene of action is remote, are circum
stances of no moment ; for neither seas nor de

serts are insuperable to perseverance and valour
;

and the hero's country is circumscribed only
by the limits of the world. Nothing more,

therefore, is necessary, than to acquaint you with

the wrong which you are to redress, and tha

offender whom you are to punish.
Two virgin princesses, the daughters of a

mighty monarch, who in the pompous language
of the east is styled lord of the "whole earth, di*

covered, while they were yet very young, some

thing singular in their natural temper and dispo
sition. One of them was remarkable for cheer

fulness, which was not, however, so much excited

by external objects, as by scenes of pleasantry
with which she was continually entertained by
the strength of her own imagination : her counte

nance was dimpled with perpetual smiles
; and

her eyes, yet more expressive, seemed to sparkle
with laughter. The deportment of the other

was solemn, and her walk majestic : her eyes
looked equally piercing, but ,less active ; they

appeared not often to change, but long to con

template their object : she delighted equally in

the pleasures of imagination, but they were of a

different kind
; her fancy did not form objects

of ridicule, but of pity ; and she would imagine
herself leaning her whole weight on a shrub

that projected from the brow of a precipice, till

it gave way, and she started with horror at the

danger, merely that she might suddenly reflect

upon her safety, and enjoy the pleasure of awak

ing from a terrifying dream.

As these were enjoyments that promiscuous

company rather interrupted than improved,
both these ladies, however different in other re

spects, agreed in the love of solitude
;
and having

obtained the consent of their father, they retired

to a rural situation, which was healthful, plea

sant, and romantic. It was the summit of a

high hill, which was watered by a fine spring :

from hence they had an unbounded prospect ;

and the air on this spot is said to have a pecu
liar quality, that excites pleasing dreams, im

presses new ideas upon the mind, and illumi

nates with intuitive knowledge. The ladiea

were here visited by their sisters, and a young
prince of extraordinary beauty, who was cele

brated for his skill in all science, but chiefly in

music and poetry. The enjoyment of wit,

literature, and harmony, excluded from this

select society every desire that contaminates

the mind of idleness, and degrades reason by
brutal sensuality : the prince was received by
the royal virgins, not as a lover, but a friend

;

and he visited them, not as beauties but as wits.

The place of their retreat was soon known,
and their presence rendered it illustrious. Here

they received the cheerful homage of voluntary

subjection : and. from hence they diffused an

influence, which not only polished but ennobled

mankind. Such would long have been their

felicity and glory ; but the grim tyrant of a

northern climate, a region of cold and darkness,
at the head of a numerous band of desperate

savages, suddenly invaded the country. No
force was found sufficient to oppose those who
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had been driven forward by famine ; the fury

of hunger and rapine was irresistible ; the prin-

rosses fled with the utmost precipitation, and

the barbarians, who regarded every thing with

malignity by which they were excelled, razed

the palace so completely that scarce a vestige

appeared, and obliterated all traces of the royal

Influence wherever they were discovered.

The princesses directed their course west

ward ; and after having long wandered from

place to place, and passed through great varieties

of fortune, they at last took refuge in a small

island, which was governed by a prince whose

consort was their half sister, being the daugh
ter of their father, though by another wife.

The prince received them with peculiar marks

of distinction, and appointed a great officer, one

of the principal lords of his court, to superin

tend the measures that were immediately taken

for their accommodation. Two sumptuous

palaces were soon prepared for their residence,

and their household was immediately settled
;

they were frequently visited by the king ; the

queen often declared that she considered them

as being more particularly under her patronage ;

they quickly became extremely popular, and

were scarce less happy there than upon their

favourite hill.
' As they greatly excelled in all

the arts of conversation, as their eloquence could

always command the passions, and their know

ledge improve the understanding, every one was

solicitous to be admitted to their presence;

and that they might gratify a people, among
whom they had received so many favours, they
were resolved to have a certain number of pub
lic days, on which every one should be admitted

without scruple.

But that all their conveniences and splendour

might be procured, though at a great expense,

yet without imposing a general tax or burden

ing the public, it was contrived that the servants

of the princesses should be paid by their vails
;

and that the reward of their labour might not

depend wholly upon caprice, it was ordered,

that those who attended the princesses only on

public days, and did not pretend to have a right

to visit by their intimacy or station, should re

ceive a ticket, for which they should pay a cer

tain fee to the porter.

There is in this island, a certain person, said

to be descended from a race of giants that were

its original inhabitants, who has such power
and influence, though he has often been suspected

to be mad, that the king himself treats him

with great deference. In the height of his

frenzy he has boasted, that his voice is the

voice of God, and that all the sovereign princes
in the world are his vicegerents. Of this person

every one stands in awe; the queen is his prin

cipal favourite ; and for her sake he is well

affected to the king, whom he has often defend

ed, when every other power would have been

ineffectual. He has a natural son who possesses
all his ill qualities, but of his virtues is wholly

destitute; he assumed the name, the deport

ment, and the style of his father, whose fondness

has encouraged him to commit many enormities

from which he would have been otherwise de

terred.

This person, of whom every body is afraid,

not only because his own power is very great,

but because to repress his insolence might give
offence to his father, comes frequently to the

|

palaces of the princesses, and makes no scruple
to purchase a ticket with the customary fee :

but he is subject to fits of sudden and outrageous

frenzy ; in which he pretends, that the servants

of the princesses become his own, by receiving
his fee for admittance to their presence ; and he
treats them with the cruel insolence of a capri
cious tyrant, and introduces the wildest tumult
and confusion. The rest of the company are

terrified and disappointed ;
he perceives it, and

compels them to depart : nay, he has sometimes

offered violence to the ladies themselves ;
he

has, either by menaces or by bribery, gained
some of their servants over to his own in

terest ; and to gratify an unaccountable hu

mour, he has prevailed upon them to admit a

kind of Necromancer, with whose feats he is

greatly delighted, into the public room, where

innumerable effects of his art are exhibited ;

and it is said, that, by the same influence, one

of the palaces has been made a receptacle for

wild beasts ; and that all the gambols of folly

have been played in a place, that was intended

for the asylum of beauty and wit, and for the

school not only of wisdom but of virtue.

With the author of this confusion the Adven
turer is requested to engage ; and if his zeal and

his abilities are equal to his boast, he is expect
ed immediately to declare himself the champion
of the princesses, by publishing his defiance to

the following effect :

" That the princesses alone have a right tc

the palaces, which have been allotted to them by
the munificence of the sovereign of the island ;

that their servants are accountable only to them,

to the sovereign, or to the lord whom he has ap

pointed to superintend the household; that

every man is at liberty to be absent, who thinks

the entertainment not worthy of his attendance,

ortheJee for his admittance too exhorbitant;

but that no man has aright to disturb, to terrify,

or to disappoint an assembly, which is supposed

to be in the immediate presence of the sovereign,

to whom they owe allegiance ;
and I challenge to

single conbat, whoever shall affirm the con

trary."
I am, Sir,

Tour's, &c.

Flavilla, a lady who sometimes honours me
with a visit, was present when I received this
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Setter. Flavilla, though she has all the spright-

liness of a coquet, has been a great reader, and

is not behind those who discovered a political

satire under the Rape of a Lock, in resolving a

riddle or penetrating an allegory. I put the

letter into her hand, and threw myself back

in my easy chair with an air of importance :

" There," says I, "read that ; and see what rank

I hold in the estimation even of those, by whom
my province is mistaken."

1 fixed my eyes upon her, and waited with

impatience till she had read it. But how was

I disappointed to hear her cry out,
" Good Sir,

your province and your importance are mistaken

by none but yourself. Could not your sagacity
discover this letter to be an allegory?" Pray,

Madam, said I, will you be pleased to com
municate to me, what you imagine to be the

1 ridden meaning which that allegory envelopes ?

" La," says she,
"
you are so dull to day ! Why

are not the Comic and the Tragic Muse the

daughters of Jupiter ; and did they not, with

the rest of the muses, their sisters, reside on

Parnassus, a lofty hill that was watered by the

Castalian spring ? Were they not there visited

by Apollo, the patron of all science, and in par
ticular of poetry and music ? Did they not fly

westward at the approach of barbarians, who

though they left behind the glooms of the in

hospitable north, yet brought with them the
' Cimmerian darkness of ignorance,' and scarce

left any traces of science in the countries

through which they passed ? Did not the lovely

fugitives find refuge in Britain?" But pray,

Madam, said I, shaking my right foot which

hung over my left knee, will you condescend to

tell me, who is the consort of the king who af

forded them protection? My letter says, she

was half-sister to the ladies whom you suppose
to be two of the muses. " Who," replied Fla
villa pertly,

" but liberty : is not liberty the

perpetual consort of the kings of Britain
; and

will any dispute, that liberty is derived from

Jove, the parent of good ?" Go on, Madam, said

I. " The great officer, said she, is the lord

chamberlain; the palaces are the theatres,
which by royal authority are appropriated to

the use of tragedy and comedy ; their atten

dants, the players, are, indeed, the servants of

the king, and are paid by the stated fees for ad
mittance into the house. The public is the

most potent and venerable body upon earth
;

and the town, its illegitimate offspring, is inso

lent, capricious, and cruel : the town is perpe

tually insulting the players as its servants:

though, as servants to the town, the law con

siders them as enemies to society ; and it is as

servants to the king only, that they are per
mitted to exhibit public entertainments. It is

to humour the town, that the necromancer

harlequin has associated with tumblers and

savages, to profane the nlace, which, under

J

proper regulation would indeed be the school of

I

wisdom and virtue. .Every one present at a

theatrical performance is supposed to be in the

royal presence : or at least the players are under
his more immediate protection: as every man
has a right in common with others to the

dramatic entertainment of the evening, when
he has purchased an admittance to the house, it

follows that no man has a right to monopolize
or to destroy it. An empty house is by the

players deemed the most dreadful sign of popular
! disapprobation; and when the public are dis-

j
pleased with the entertainment that is offered

them, to neglect it will be the most effectual

means to procure a better :' and as a full, or a

thin house, will indubitably express the senti

ments of a majority, the complaints of a faction

should be wholly disregarded."

Flavilla, as she concluded this speech, in which
she began to grow very warm, cast her eyes

upon me, and expected my reply. But as I

continued to gaze with great gravity at the fire,

and remained silent, she gave me a smart stroke

with her fan, accompanied with this interroga
tion ;

"
you sullen monster, why don't you

speak? Do you hear me? publish the letter,

with my exposition, in your next paper, or"
Madam, says I bowing, it shall be done. la

obedience, therefore, to her command, and in

justice to myself, I lay the state of our contro

versy before the public, and doubt not but thnt

we shall be both satisfied with their determina

tion.
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From night arose the sunshine and the day.

THE following letter was the first voluntary
contribution J received ; and if it had been

longer, it would have been sooner communicated

to my readers. It is written in the name of a

lady, to whom I am indeed under many obliga

tions ;
to whom I owe great part of the know

ledge which I have acquired, and under whose

influence many of these lucubrations were

Avritten : her character is assumed by my cor

respondent with great art ; but I discovered that

it was not real, by the conclusion of the letter,

in which I am invited to an intimacy that I

have long enjoyed.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR, Dec. 15, 1762.

WITHOUT detracting from the merits of your
correspondent of Tuesday last,* whose preteii-

* Number XI.
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eions to public regard are undoubtedly well

founded, I beg leave to make your paper my
channel to fame ; and am persuaded the judi
cious reader will admit of my claim, when he is

acquainted with my history; and notwithstand

ing my sister has artfully enough insinuated her

superiority, and indeed hinted reflections capa
ble of wounding the most innocent character,

as the first story is generally well told, I shall

appeal to the impartial examiner, and expect

my share of honour from his decision.

I shall begin then with informing you, that

I am the elder, a circumstance my sister's pride
made her suppress, and in the opinion of the

best judges the handsomer ; this her own vanity
will hardly deny, nor does she attempt to shine

but in my absence. She is indeed fairer ; but

dark beauties are not only more agreeable, but

more durable: and as she has little to recom

mend her but her face, the indifference and ne

glect she complains of is the less to be won
dered at. Besides, the glare she affects in pub
lic, the fickleness of her behaviour, the pleasure
she takes in discovering the secrets intrusted to

her; and, above all, the fraud she practises by
continual promises of being always the same,
are sufficient reasons, why half who know her

pay her so little regard.
For my own part, ostentation is my aversion

;

and my pride, which makes me fond of admira

tion, prevents my using a mean condescension

to procure it. Though I dress well, I am never

gaudy ;
and when I appear in my blue robe

with gold spangles, and a crescent on my fore

head, I have the satisfaction of seeing myself

ogled even by philosophers. Some of my sex

may think this a triumph of small importance,
and prefer the unmeaning applause of a coxcomb
to the approbation of a man of understanding ;

but experience, the mother of true wisdom, has

long since convinced me, that real beauty is best

discerned by real judges, and the addresses of a

sensible lover imply the best compliment to the

understanding of his mistress.

The affability of my temper, indeed, exposes
me to the visits of all parties ; and my easiness

of access too frequently engages me in the dis

agreeable company of fools and sharpers : nay
more, sometimes I am the unwilling spectator
of riot and intemperance ; but when this hap
pens, I generally throw in some reproof, and
make the libertine, though he curses me, repent
his excess : nor is it the least of my praise, that

my approach strikes terror to the soul of the

villain.

I might rise in the reputation I so justly de

mand, by recounting the many important ser

vices I have done mankind : I have conducted

armies in safety, inspired politicians, rescued

the distressed, and blessed the brightest eyes in

Britain ; I have industriously concealed the

scandal my sister has propagated ;
and received

with a condescension scarce found in a rival,

the wretch whom her follies had made weary of

her service.

By this time you may be desirous of my
name, and I think it no vanity to add, ambi
tious of my acquaintance. 1 formerly was a
friend to the Rambler, nor will the Adven-
turer's intimacy with me lessen him in the

opinion of his readers. For a proof of this, a

great genius of the present age courted my assis

tance
;
and in gratitude for the favours he re

ceived from me, placed my name in the title-

page of the best book in the language. After
this explanation, it is almost unnecessary to sub
scribe myself, at your service,

S. NIGHT.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

IT has been long my opinion, that a man's

general reputation rather sinks than rises, upon
his being first distinguished by a public enco
mium ; for one voice that echoes the praise, there
are a hundred, which, to indulge the spleen that
it excites, are employed in detraction. But of

this perverseness and malignity I have never
remarked a stronger instance, than in the effects

of your recommendation of Mr. Ratsey and Mr.
Woodward

; two gentlemen, who almost every
day, at a considerable expense, generously re

peat their offers to save the poor from the mise
ries of an hospital, by curing them gratis, with
much more ease, expedition and safety.
Some persons, rather than admit the uncom

mon merit of these gentlemen, have invidiously

represented your encomium as an irony ; and
others have even ventured to deny the facts

upon which it is founded. But though every

paragraph which was intended to reward in

genuity, is thus opposed or perverted ; yet that,
in which you have inadvertently disgraced it,

is, from the same motives, received in its genuine
sense, and readily admitted to be true. It is

denied, that Mr. Ratsey ever removed an in

curable disease, and that Mr. Woodward is

more successful in the cure of ruptures than the

hospital surgeons ; but it is universally believed,
that the youth whom you mention received no
benefit from the trusses that were worn by his

friends : this, however, is a fact in which you
are yourself egregiously mistaken, and which

you have greatly misrepresented. You tell us,

indeed, that this method deserves to be remem
bered for farther experiments ; but you insinu

ate, that it was among those which had been

practiced without success, before the patient was

put under Mr. Woodward's care : on the con

trary, it was directed by that great artist him

self; aivd is one of the most useful improve-
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oaents that he has made in surgery, though it is

not to be depended upon alone. As an incon

testible proof of your mistake, and of the mis

chief which it has produced, I shall recite ano

ther address to the public in the behalf of Mr.

Woodward, by which it appears, that he now
wears, trusses for his patients himself. It is

entitled,
" The humble thanks of Elizabeth Tip

ping, for her cure in a rupture, gratis."
" A gentleman," says Mrs. Tipping, "recom

mended me to Saint Bartholomew's Hospital
and in their *

goodness gave me a truss to wear;
and in wearing it, to my grief, I found more

pain than ever I felt before j and I must have

laboured under this great misfortune all the

days of my life, had not Mr. Woodward

through charity, took me under his care: by
his tender compassion towards me, giving me
his powders with drops, and wearing his new-
invented bandages, my pains left me."

It appears, therefore, that Mr. Woodward,
instead of giving Mrs. Tipping a truss to wear,
as the gentleman or the hospital had done, gave
her only his powders with drops, and wore the

truss himself. As the facts, however strange,
will be attested at Mr. Itussel's toy-shop in the

Hay-market, and Mrs. Sotro's, the corner of

Spring Gardens, it must follow as an inevitable

consequence, that when, by the old erroneous

custom of applying trusses or bandages to the

patient, their malady is increased ; it may be

wholly removed by medicaments, properly ad

ministered to them, and a truss judiciously ap
plied to another. In Mrs. Tipping's case, indeed,
there appears to have been something critical,

because Mr. Woodward would trust none but
himself with the management of the bandage,
by which he intended to effect her cure; though
the truss for his Kentish patient was worn by
the minister and church-wardens of the parish.
There is, however, another reason for his con

duct, which I am unwilling to suggest : your
paper may have discouraged others from con

curring in this method of cure, by insinuating
that it was troublesome, and had been practised
without success. If this should be true, how
have you increased the labour of this beneficent

surgeon, and at the same time circumscribed his

power of doing good ! It is scarce possible that

he should be able, by any contrivance, to wear
more than ten of his bandages at one time ; and
how small a number is ten, compared to the
multitudes that apply for his assistance.

Upon the whole, whatever was your inten

tion, I am afraid your paper has produced but
one good effect. As modesty is always the con
comitant of merit, Mr. Ratsey no longer offers

health to those, who have suffered others to

render their diseases incurable ; but leaves them

It cannot certainly be known, whether by their
la meant the gentleman or the hospital.

to perish, for the preservation of those tfiat

survive.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

T. FRIENDLY-

As it is the opinion of Mr. Friendly, that I

have conferred no honour by my panegyric, I

shall now attempt to effect my purpose by cen

sure. As physic is, perhaps the most difficult

of all the sciences, no man more honours those

who excel in it than myself: if I cannot, there

fore, animate them in the race, I may at least

clear the way about them, and afford merit a

fairer chance, by lessening the number of com

petitors, who may obstruct others, though they
cannot run themselves.

It is frequently admitted among persons,
whose judgment is not otherwise contemptible,
that a man without parts and without literature

may practise physic with success ; or, in other

words, that an illiterate blockhead may be a

good physician. But as this maxim appears to

me to be little less formidable than a pestilence,

I think I shall do considerable service to man
kind if I can prevent it from spreading.
That the following argument may be more

easily comprehended and remembered, I have

laboured to contract it into a small compass, and
to express my thoughts with the utmost plain
ness and perspicuity.

I. Medicines are not specific antidotes for

certain diseases, which we hear distin

guished by known and general names .

For,

II. Twenty persons maybe, ill of a fever;

and this fever may be so much a dif

ferent disease in each, that an applica
tion which would certainly cure one of

them, would certainly kill another :

so that the very efficacy of the medi

cine, if it is unskilfully administered,
increases the danger.

III. The investigation of diseases ; the dis

covery of their causes by their symp
toms ;

and the adaptation of the remedy,
not to the disease only, with all its ac

cidental complications, but to the

habits, age, sex, and constitution of the

patient; require such skill as can re

sult only from extensive knowledge,
sound judgment, and critical inquiry.

IV. This skill cannot be exerted, if the pa
tient is not seen.

V. Gross ignorance of the propriety of Ian-

guage, in a man who pretends to have-

studied physic, is an incontestable proof
of insolence and stupidity.

VI. He, therefore, who does not see the ab

surdity of professing to cure incurable

diseases, cannot possibly have ao
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quired sufficient knowledge to cure
(

any.
VII. To detect a man in deliberately writing

and publishing gross nonsense, in an

advertisement of his medical skill,

written in his native language, is to

arrest " the foe of mankind in his

walk," and to intercept the " arrow

that flies in darkness."

This task is at present left to the Adventurer ;

and this task he will continue to perform, till

the legislature shall take it out of his hands.

No. 28.] SATURDAY, FEB. 10, 1753.

Ccelo suplnas si tuleris manus
Nuscente Luna, rustica Phldyle ;

Nee pestilentem sentiet Africum
Fcecunda vitis Hou.

If rustic Phidyle her prayer renews,
Her artless prayer, when sacred hours return,

Her vines shall droop beneath no blighting dews,
Nor southern storms her yellow harvest burn.

THAT mankind have any natural propensity to

\ or that their minds are subject to the influ

ence of. any invisible and malevolent being, are

notions that of late have been treated with the

utmost contempt and disdain. And yet I have

remarked, that men frequently neglect to prac
tise those duties of religion, without which they
believe the divine favour cannot be secured,

though by such neglect they do not obtain any
immediate advantage.
The miserable wretches who swarm in the

streets of this metropolis, covered with filth and

rags, pining with cold and hunger, and rotting
with diseases, will be found to have a general

belief, that by going to church men please God,
and obtain the pardon of their sins ; and yet
those who expect to be relieved by the congre

gation, will linger at the church door till the

service is at an end. In this instance, surely,

they become, in their own opinion, the servants

of sin, for no other wages than death. To the

rich, irreligion, as well as vice, sometimes offers

immediate pleasure ; and it is easy to conceive,

why they should rather sink in a luxurious

slumber on a bed of down, than kneel at the

altar ; but why does the beggar, in the severity

of winter, shiver at the porch, when he mighl
take shelter in the aisle? If he was as near to

any other building which he could as easily

enter, he would not hesitate a moment ; bui

rather than become a candidate for the blessing
of God, he will forego the advantage of exciting
the charity of the devout, by an appearance o:

demotion.

Of the duties and the privileges of religion,

irayer is generally acknowledged to be the

hief : and yet I am afraid, that there are few
vho will not be able to recollect some seasons,

n which their unwillingness to pray has been

more than in proportion to the labour and the

ime that it required; seasons in which they
would have been less willing to repeat a prayer
han any other composition ;

and rather than

lave spent five minutes in an address to God,
would have devoted an equal space of time

wholly to the convenience of another, without

any enjoyment or advantage to themselves.

These facts, I believe, will scarce be contro

verted by any ; and those who cannot show
that they have adequate natural causes, must
allow that they have some other. It also must
ye acknowledged, that if men are tempted to

neglect the worship of God by any spiritual

enemy, to worship God is by such an enemy
known to be their interest : but because I would
not rest much upon this argument in favour of

religion, I shall only say, that it has more force

than any that I have heard against it.

I believe, indeed, there are some who, with
whatever reluctance, punctually conform to the

rituals of religion, as an atonement for an al

lowed and perpetual neglect of virtue ; who
dream, that by going to church on Sunday, they
balance the account of the week, and may again

lie, defraud, swear, and be drunken with im

punity. These wretches, although in spite of

indignation they move my pity, I shall not here

reprove, because their conduct does not only

imply the grossest ignorance, but the most de

plorable stupidity ; and it is hopeless to write

for those, of whom it cannot be expected that

they should read.

There are others, who, believing that neither

virtue nor religion alone is sufficient to secure

immortality, neglect religion as useless, because

they cannot resolve to practise virtue : so the

purchase of a trlescope would be a superfluous

expense to a man that is blind, though all the

advantages of sight cannot be obtained without

it by those who can see.

Upon these slaves of sensuality, it is to be

feared little effect can be produced, by an ad

dress either to their reason or their passions:

for their reason is already convinced, and their

passions alarmed ; they live in a perpetual viola

tion of the dictates of conscience ; purposes of

amendment are every moment formed and

broken ; they look backward with remorse, and

forward with terror; and they accumulate

guilt, even while they are anticipating judg
ment. Nor can I press them to put on an ap

pearance of religion for mere temporary pur

poses ; not only because it would be an aggrava

tion of their wickedness, but because it wouM
conceal their true character, and might, there

fore, injure society.
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A man who apparently lives without religion,

declares to the world, that he is without virtue,

however he may otherwise conceal his vices :

for when the obstacles to virtue are surmount

ed, the obstacles to religion are few. What
should restrain him who has broken the bonds

of appetite from rising at the call of devotion ?

Will not he who has accomplished a work of

difficulty, secure his reward at all events, when
to secure it is easy ? Will not he that has panted
in the race stretch forth his hand to receive the

prize ?

It may, perhaps, be expected, that from this

general censure I should except those, who be

lieve that all religion is the contrivance of ty

ranny and cunning ; and that every human ac

tion which has Deity for its object, is enthusias

tic and absurd. But of these there are few,

who do not give other evidence of their want of

virtue, than their neglect of religion ;
and even

of this few it must be acknowledged, that they
have not equal motives to virtue ; and therefore

to say, that they have not equal virtue, is only to

affirm that effects are proportionate to their

causes : a proposition which, I am confident no

philosopher will deny.

By these motives I do not mean merely the

hope and fear of future reward and punishment ;

but such as arise from the exercise of religious

duties, both in public and private, and especi

ally of prayer.

I know, that concerning the operation and
effects of prayer, there has been much doubtful

disputation, in which innumerable metaphysical
subtilties have been introduced, and the under

standing has been bewildered in sophistry, and
affronted with jargon : those who have no other

proofs of the fitness and advantage of prayer
than are to be found among these speculations,
are but little acquainted with the practice.

He who has acquired an experimental know
ledge of this duty, knows that nothing so for

cibly restrains from ill, as the remembrance of

a recent address to Heaven for protection and
assistance. After having petitioned for power
to resist temptation, there is so great an incon

gruity in not continuing the struggle, that we
blush at the thought, and persevere lest we lose

all reverence for ourselves. After fervently de

voting our souls to God, we start with horror
at immediate apostacy : every act of deliberate

wickedness is then complicated with hypocrisy
and ingratitude : it is a mockery of the father

of mercy : the forfeiture of that peace in which
we closed our address, and a renunciation of the

hope that it inspired.

For a proof of this, let every man ask him
self, as in the presence of " Him who searches

the heart," whether he has never been deterred
irom prayer, by his fondness for some criminal

gratification, which he could not with sincerity

profess to give up, and which he knew he could

not afterwards repeat without greater com
punction. If prayer and immorality appear to

be thus incompatible, prayer should not surely
be lightly rejected by those, who contend that

moral virtue is the summit of human perfec
tion ; nor should it be incumbered with such

circumstances, as must inevitably render it less

easy and less frequent : it should be considered

as the wings of the soul, and should be always
ready, when a sudden impulse prompts her, to

spring up to God. We should not think it al

ways necessary to be either in a church or in

our closet, to express joy, love, desire, trust, re

verence, or complacency, in the fervour of a

silent ejaculation. Adoration, hope, and even
a petition, may be conceived in a moment ; and
the desire of the heart may ascend, without

words, to " Him by whom our thoughts are

known afar off." He who considers himself as

perpetually in the presence of the Almighty,
need not fear that gratitude or homage can ever

be ill-timed, or that it is profane thus to wor
ship in any circumstances that are not criminal.

There is no preservative from vice, equal to

this habitual and constant intercourse with
God ; neither does any thing equally alleviate

distress, or heighten prosperity : in distress, it

sustains us with hope; and in prosperity it

adds to every other enjoyment the delight of

gratitude.

Let those, therefore, who have rejected re

ligion, as they have given up incontestible ad

vantages, try whether they cannot yet be re

covered; let them review the arguments by
which their judgment has been determined, and
see whether they compel the assent of reason ;

and let those, who, upon this recollection, per
ceive, that, though they have professed infide

lity, they do indeed believe and tremble, no

longer sacrifice happiness to fully, but pursue
that wisdom " whose ways are pleasantness and

peace."

No. 29.] TUESDAY, FEB. 13, 1753.

Damnosa senemjuvat alea, ludit et lares.

Juv.

If gaming does an aged sire entice,
Then my young master swiftly learns the Tice,
And shakes, in hanging sleeves, the little box and

dice. DRY DEN.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

IT is a remark of some philosophers, that there

is a malignity in human nature, which urges
every man to depress him who is already sink

ing. The gamester is a character, at which the

artillery of the legislature has been long levellea :
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the practice of his profession has been rendered

extremely difficult, and the instruments of it

have heen destroyed wherever they could be

found ;
he has been persecuted by justices, con

stables, and watchmen ;
he has languished in

Newgate, and toiled in Bridewell. Under this

accumulated distress, he is not the object of pity

but contempt ; every mouth is open against him ;

he is cursed by the mechanic and the trader, de

rided by wits, and hooted by the mob. In de

fence of this injured character, which I have

long borne, and of which I am not yet ashamed,

permit me to appear iu your paper.

in the first place, Sir, the gamester is a gen
tleman : and though he has been insulted by

beggars and cits, the polite world is still in his

interest ; and he has still friends at Westmin

ster, from the grey-headed general to the beard

less senator. With the character of a gentle

man, there is but one vice which is now believed

to be wholly incompatible ;
and such is the

malice of our enemies, that we have been de

graded by the imputation of it, and our ruling

passion is said to be avarice.

But, can he be avaricious, who trusts his

whole property to chance? who immediately
circulates what he wins, with a liberality that

has been censured by others as profusion ? Can
avarice be his motive to play, who, with twenty
thousand pounds in the funds, sits down with

a man whose whole estate he knows to be in

his pocket, and to amount to no more than ten

pieces? as the love of money appears incon-

testibly not to govern one of these persons, it

cannot be proved to govern the other : the

charge of avarice is, indeed, so ridiculous and

absurd, that I am ashamed of an attempt to con

fute it.

This charge might with great justice be re

torted upon trade, which, when put in compe
tition with gaming, must appear to great disad

vantage. Trade has besides introduced all the

superfluities that have enervated and corrupted

mankind : trade has even produced opposite

evils; it has pampered luxury, and wearied

labour ; but gaming has done neither.

Trade, indeed, circulates property; but pro

perty might with greater advantage be circu

lated by gaming. If it be asked, how the per
sons employed in this delightful circulation of

property, are to be furnished with the necessaries

of life, when trade is at an end ; I answer, that

the necessaries of life, in the estimation of vir

tue and the gamester, are few ; a sheepskin, a

hovel, and a dice-box, would furnish the game
ster with sufficient apparel, shelter, and enter

tainment ; and with these he would be as happy
as he is now ; for he has no power of acquiring

happiness that is not exerted in play, and of

other happiness he has indeed no conception.
If play was then universally pursued, as at

once comprehending all business and all pleasure,

one man. might not only grow rich, and another

poor, but the same person might alternately pass

through all the vicissitudes of fortune, while he
sat upon the ground in the sun, without toiling
in the manufactory, or sweating at the forge,
without the perplexity of accompts, or the

perils of a voyage.
If it be again asked, when life is reduced to

this state of primitive simplicity, what would
be the advantage of wealth ? I answer, the same
as it is at present to those who possess more
than they spend, a consciousness that they are

wealthy ;
and those who are capable of more

exalted felicity, would enjoy in the acquisition
the transport of winning, without considering

money to have any power, quality, or use, but

as a stake.

These, indeed, are Utopian scenes ; and 1 re

turn, withj^sigh, to vindicate my profession
from othe/imputations, which are equally false

and injurious.

It has been said, that we are strangers to re

ciprocal felicity; and that the happiness of one

gamester is produced by the misery of another,

the pain of him who loses being always propor
tioned to the pleasure of the winner. But this

is only the cavil of popular prejudice : if I am
happy, what is it to me who else is miserable ?

Every man, whatever he may pretend, is con

cerned only for himself
; and might, consistent

with right reason, cut any other man's throat

if he could escape punishment, and secure to

himself any advantage by the fact. If any of

your readers have still scruples, and desire to

see this doctrine farther illustrated, I refer them
to the great Dr. Mandeville's Fable of the Bees.

Among other enemies, that have been en

couraged to fall upon the gamester in his dis

tress, is bigotry or religion ; for I consider both

these terms as expressions of the same idea.

Bigotry then accuses us with exercising our

employment on a Sunday ; but this accusation

is the effect of such complicated folly, ignorance,
and malice, that it could have had no other

author. Not to insist that a gentleman is under

no moral obligation to regard one day more than

another, is he to be insulted for doing that,

which has a direct tendency to destroy luxury
root and branch, on a Sunday ? Shall virtue, iu

this enlightened age, be given up to ceremony ;

and patriotism be stigmatized as impiety? I

have, on every other article, been able to keep

my temper; but I can never bear the cant of

bigotry with patience.

There is, however, another charge, which I

shall not obviate as an imputation of profane-

ness, but of folly. It is said, that we utter the

most horrid oaths and imprecations; that we
invocate beings whom we do not believe to er-

ist, and denounce curses that can never be ful

filled. This has, indeed, been practised in our

assemblies ; but by those only who are novices
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In the profession : for among other advantages

that arise from gaming, is such a silent acqui

escence in the will of fortune, as would do hon

our to a stoic ; or, at least, a calm philosophical

immutability of countenance, by which all that

passes in the bosom is concealed.

This acquisition, it must be confessed, re

quires some parts and long practice ;
but there

have been many illustrious examples of it among
us. A gentleman, my particular friend, who
had the honour to be many years an eminent

gamester, being without money, committed a

robbery upon the highway, to procure another

stake, that he might return to his profession. It

happened unfortunately that he was taken
;
and

though he had great interest with some persons

that shall be nameless, yet he was convicted and

nanged. This gentleman's ill luck continued

all the while he was in gaol ; so that he was

compelled to dispose of his body to the surgeons,

and lost the money to a friend who visited him
in the cells, the night before execution. He
appeared, however, next morning with great

composure ; no reflection on the past, no anti

cipation of the future, caused him once to change
countenance during his passage to the gallows;
and though he was about to receive death from

a greasy scoundrel, whom he knew once to have

been a butcher, yet he swore but two oaths in

the cart; and was- so indifferent as to what
should afterwards befall him, that he bravely
refused to say Amen to the prayers.

If by your communication of these hints, the

clamours of slander shall be silenced, and the

true character of a gamester shall be more gene

rally known, I have secrets, which may be

communicated entre nous,- and the next dead
set you understand me I am a man of hon

our, and you may command,
Sir, Yours, &c.

TIM. COGDIE.
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Felices ter et amplius
Quos irrupta tenet copula : nee malls

Dlvulsus querimoniis

Suprema citius solvet amor del. Hon.

Thrice happy they, in pure delights
Whom Love with mutual bonds unites

;

Unbroken by complaints or strife,

And binding each to each for life. FRANCIS.

THOUGH I devote this lucubration to the ladies,

yet there are some parts of it which I hope will

not be wholly useless to the gentlemen : and,

perhaps, both may expect to be addressed upon
a subject, which to both is of equal importance ;

especially after I have admitted the public re

commendation of it by my correspondent Mr
Townly.

It has oeen universally allowed, and with >

great reason, tfcat between persons who marry i

there should be some degree of equality, witb 1

respect to age and condition. Those who vio-

late a known truth, deserve the infelicity they
incur : I shall, therefore, only labour to pre
serve innocence by detecting error.

With the ladies it is a kind of general maxim,
that " the best husband is a reformed rake ;" a

maxim which they have probably derived from
comedies and novels, in which such a husband
is commonly the reward of female merit. Be
the belief of this maxim is an incontestible proof
that with the true character of a Rake the

ladies are wholly unacquainted.
"
They have,"

indeed,
" heard of a wild young gentleman,

who would rake about the town, and take up
his lodgings at a bagnio ; who had told many
a girl a pretty story, that was fool enough to

believe him ; and had a right to many a child

that did not call him father : but that in some
of these frolics he thought no harm, and for

others he had sufficiently suffered." But let

the Adventurer be believed, those are words of

dreadful import, and should always be thus un
derstood :

" To rake about town and lodge at a bagnio,
is to associate with the vilest and most aban
doned of human beings ; it is to become familiar

with blasphemy and lewdness, and frequently
to sport with the most deplorable misery : to

toll pretty stories to credulous girls, is to deceive

the simplicity of innocence by cunning and
falsehood : to be the father of a nameless pro

geny, is to desert those, whose tears only can

implore the protection, to which of all others

they have the strongest and the tenderest elaim ;

it is more than to be a man without affection, it

is to be a brute without instinct. To think no
harm in some of these frolics, is to have worn
out all sensibility of the difference between right
and wrong ; and to have suffered for others, is

to have a body contaminated with diseases, i

which in some degree are certainly transmitted ;'

to posterity."
It is to be hoped, that the mere exhibition of

this picture, will be sufficient to deter the ladies

from precluding happiness by marrying the

original ;
and from discouraging virtue by mak

ing vice necessary to the character which they

prefer.

But they frequently act upon another princi

ple, which, though not equally fatal and absurd,

may yet produce great infelicity.

When the Rake is excluded, it will be gene

rally supposed, that superior intellectual abili

ties ought always to determine the choice.
" A man of fine sense," is indeed a character of

great dignity ; and the ladies have always been
advised to prefer this to every other, as it in-

2M ,
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eludes a capacity to bestow " that refined, ex

alted, and permanent felicity, which alone is

worthy of a rational being." But I think it

probable, that this advice, however specious,

has been often given for no other reason, than

because to give it flattered the vanity of the

writer, who fondly believed he was drawing his

own character, and exciting the envy and ad

miration of his readers. This advice, however,

the ladies universally affect to approve, and pro

bably for a similar reason ; since every one ima

gines, that to hold intellectual excellence in high

estimation, is to demonstrate that she possesses

it.

As he that would persuade, should be scrupu

lously careful not to offend, I will not insinuate

that there are any ladies, by whom the peculiar

beauties of an exalted understanding cannot be

discerned ;
and who have not, therefore, a ca

pacity for half the pleasure which it can bestow.

And yet, I think, there is another excellence

which is much more essential to conjugal felicity,

good nature.

I know that good nature has, like Socrates,

been ridiculed in the habit of folly; and that

folly has been dignified by the name of good
nature. But by good nature, I do not mean
that flexible imbecility of mind which complies
with every request, and inclines a mau at once

to accompany an acquaintance to a brothel at

the expense of his health, and to keep an

equipage for a wife at the expense of his estate.

Persons of this disposition have seldom more
benevolence than fortitude, and frequently per

petrate deliberate cruelty.

In true good nature, there is neither the ac

rimony of spleen, nor the sullenness of malice
;

it is neither clamorous nor fretful, neither easy

to be offended, nor impatient to revenge ; itjk.

tender sensibility, a participation of the pains

and pleasures of others'; and is, therefore, a

forcible and constant motive,, to communicate

happiness, and alleviate misery.

As human nature is, from whatever cause,

in a state of great imperfection, it is surely to

be desired, that a person, whom it is most our

interest to please, should not see more of this

imperfection, than we do ourselves.

I shall perhaps, be told, that " a man of sense

can never use a woman ill." The latter part

of this proposition is a phrase of very extensive

and various signification : whether a man of

sense can " use a woman ill," 1 will not in

quire, but I shall endeavour to show, that he

may make her extremely wretched.

|

Persons of keen penetration, and great de

licacy of sentiment, as they must necessarily be

more frequently offended than others ; so, as a

punishment for the offence, they can inflict

More exquisite pain, because they can wound
with more poignant reproach : and by him
whom good nature does not restrain from re

taliating the paiii that he feels, the offence,

whether voluntary or not, will always be thua

punished.
If this punishment is suffered with silence,

confusion, and tears, it is possible that the tyrant

may relent; but this, like the remorse of a

murderer, is too late ; the dread of incurring the

same anguish by a like fault, will substitute, for

the smile of cheerfulness, that .sunshine of

beauty, the glooms of doubt, solicitude, and

anxiety. The offeuce will, notwithstandiug,
be again repeated: ; the punishment, the distress,

and the renjorse will again return ; because

error is involuntary, and anger is not restrained.

If the reproach is retorted, and whether it was

deserved, becomes the subject of debate ;
the

consequences are yet more dreadful : after a

vain attempt to show an incongruity, which can

no more be perceived than sounds by the deaf,

the husband will be insulted for causeless and

capricious displeasui'e, and the wife for fully,

perverseness, and obstinacy. In these circum

stances, what will become of " the refined, the

exalted, and the permanent felicity, which alone

is worthy of reasonable beings, and which
elevated genius only can bestow ?"

That this conduct is, by a man of sense,

known to be wrong, I am content to allow: but

it must also be granted, that the discernment of

wrong is not always a propensity to right ; and
that if pain was never inflicted, but when it was
known to produce salutary effects, mankind
would be much more happy than they are. -^
Good nature, therefore, if intellectual excel- 3

lence cannot atone for the want of it, must be \

admitted as the highest personal merit. If^
without it, wisdom is not kind ; without it,

folly must be brutal. Let it, therefore, be once

.more repeated,
" the quality most essential to

conjugal felicity is good nature." And, surely,
whatever accidental difference there may hap
pen to be in the conceptions or judgment of a

husband and wife, if neither can give pain or

pleasure without feeling it themselves, it is easy
to perceive which sensation they will concur to

produce.
It may now be expected, that 1 should give

some general rules, by which the ladies may dis

cover the disposition of those, by whom they are

addressed : but it is extremely difficult to detect

malevolence amidst the assiduities of courtship,
and to distinguish the man under that almost

inscrutable disguise, the lover. Good nature,

however, is not indicated by the fulsome fawn

ing of a perpetual grin, the loud laughter which

almost anticipates the jest, or the constant echo

of every sentiment ; neither is it safe to trust the

appearance of profuse liberality, or busy offici-

ousness. Let it rather be remarked, how the

lover is affected by incidents, in which the lady
is not concerned ;

what is his behaviour to his

immediate dependants, and whether they up-
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proach him with a slavish timidity, or with the

cheerful reverence of voluntary servitude. Is he

ever merry at the expense of another
;
or does

he ever attempt thus to excite mirth in his mis

tress ? Does he mention the absent with can

dour, and behave to those who are present with

a manly complacency ? By a diligent attendance

to these circumstances, perhaps a probable judg
ment may be formed of his character.

To conclude with a general remark, good
nature is not of less importance to ourselves

than to others. The morose and petulant first

feel the anguish that they give : reproach, re-

vilings, and invective, are but the overflowings
of their own infelicity, and are constantly again
forced back upon their source. Sweetness of

temper is not, indeed, an acquired, but a na
tural excellence j and, therefore, to recommend
it to those who have it not, may be deemed
rather an insult than advice. But let that

which in happier natures is instinct, in these be

reason
;
let them pursue the same conduct, im

pelled by a nobler motive. As the sourness of

the crab inhances the value of the graft, so thati

which on its parent plant is good nature, willjj

on a less kindly stock, be improved into virtue.

No action by which others receive pleasure ori

pain, is indifferent : the sacred rule,
" do that to

others which ye would that others should do to

you," extends to every deed ; and "
every word

hall be brought into judgment."

HOR.
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fnvidia Siculi non invenere Tyranni
Majus tormentum .

Nor could Sicilia's tyrants ever find

A greater torment than an envious mind.

FRANCIS.

SOON after the expiration of that golden age, in

which perpetual and spontaneous plenty pre
cluded all temptation to violence and fraud,

Apollo, the god of wisdom, of eloquence, and

music, became enamoured of one of the nymphs
who graced the train of Diana. The nymph,
whose name time has not preserved with her

story, was at first inflexible
; hut the suit which

her chastity refused, her vanity still continued
to permit : and thus, though wisdom, eloquence,
and music, were ineffectual; yet perseverance

prevailed. The pride of virtue was impercep
tibly softened ; and the sense of guilt had been
so often lost in the anticipation of delight, that

it did not always return : to this delight there

remained no obstacle but the fear of shame; and
the fear of shame, as desire perpetually in

creased, was at last surmounted.

Apollo perceived and pursued his advan-

j

tage ; and the nymph silently consented to an

assignation ; the place was a grotto far seques
tered from the path of the traveller, and tle

time was midnight.
When nature no longer lavished her bounty

upon idleness, and the fruits of the earth were
bestowed only upon labour; when the harvest

and the vintage ceased to be common, and the

bounds of property were set up, many vices

under human forms became inhabitants of the

earth, and associated with mankind. Of some
the external appearance was pleasing, and their

qualities were not immediately discovered.

Among these vices was Envy. Envy, indeed,

was never lovely ; but she was then young, nor

was the malignity of her mind yet expressed in

her person.
As Apollo was enamoured of the nymph,

Envy was enamoured of Apollo : she watched
his descent, therefore, with all the impatience
of desire : and though she knew her own passion
to be hopeless, yet the discovery of his addresses

to another, distracted her with jealousy : she

was always busied to procure intelligence which
could only increase her torment

;
and was per

petually contemplating the happiness which she

despaired to enjoy.
It happened that the assignation of the lovers

was overheard by Echo, and by Echo repeated
to Envy. This intelligence roused her to a yet
keener sensibility of misery : to intercept the

happiness of a rival, was the first object of her

wish ; and the next moment she conceived a de

sign of securing that happiness to herself. To
effect both these purposes, a thousand projects
had been by turns contrived, examined, and re

jected ; her mind was more violently agitated,

in proportion as the time drew more near ; and
after all the toil of thinking had ended in de

spair, an expedient suddenly started into her

mind, which she perceived at once to be simple
and easy ; she wondered how it had been before

overlooked, and resolved immediately to put it

in execution.

It was within one hour of midnight, when
the nymph took her way to the grotto. She

was now pale with remorse, and now flushed

with shame ; she hesitated ;
her bosom again

beat with anticipated delight ; she trembled,

and went forward. Envy perceived her at a

distance; and cast round her a thick cloud,

which scarce the beams of Phoebus himself

could have dissipated. The nymph looked

round for the grotto, but suddenly perceived

herself to be involved in impenetrable darkness ;

she could discover neither the sky above her, nor

the ground on which she stood
;
she stopt short,

terrified, and astonished ; desire was chilled in

her veins, and she shuddered at the temerity of

the purpose.
In this dreadful moment she had no hope of

deliverance, but from the power whose laws sha
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had been about to violate ; and she, therefore,

addressed this prayer to Diana :
" Chaste queen

of irreproachable delight ! who, though my
mind had renounced thy influence, hast yet by
this omen preserved me from corporal dishonour ;

O ! guide me in safety through the terrors of

this guilty night : let me once more be permitted
to pursue the chase at thy side ; and to mingle
with the happy virgins, whom Cheerfulness, the

daughter of Innocence, assembles at thy power !"

As she uttered this prayer, she hastily turned

about ; and the moment she made an effort to

go back, her prayer was granted ; the gloom
that surrounded her was dissipated ; and she

again perceived the mild radiance of her queen
tremble upon the foliage of the trees, and

chequer the path before her with a silver light.

She now sprang forward, impelled by that joy
which her deliverance had inspired : her speed
was no longer restrained by the timidity of

guilt ; the solitary way was repassed in a mo
ment; and her desire to return had been so

ardent, that she could scarce believe it to be ac

complished.
In the mean time, Envy had entered the grotto,

and was expecting Apollo ; she heard him ap

proach with a tumult of passions, in which pain
was predominant; and she received him in

silence and confusion, which otherwise she

would have found it difficult to feign.

When the momentary transport which she

had thus obtained, was at an end, she perceived

that it had been too dearly purchased with

safety ; she reflected upon her situation with

terror ; arid wished, too late, that the nymph,
whose pleasure she had intercepted, had received

it in her stead, as it would have been more than

counter-balanced by a small proportion of her

pain ; her pain was not, however, produced by

regretting the loss of innocence, but by antici

pating the punishment of guilt.

Apollo, who knew not how wretched and ma

lignant a being he had clasped to his bosom, whis

pered a thousand tender sentiments, and urged
her to reply. Envy was still silent ; but know

ing that she could not in these circumstances

continue long undetected, she suddenly collected

all her forces, and sprung from him, hoping to

have escaped unknown in the darkness of the

night : but just as she reached the entrance of

the grotto, he again caught her in his arms.

Envy shrieked in the anguish of despair; and

the god himself started back with astonishment :

he would not, however, quit his hold of the

fugitive ; and Diana, that she might not lose an

opportunity to punish incontinence, darted her

rays directly upon the place. Apollo discovered

the features of Envy, and turned from her with

abhorrence. After a moment's recollection, look

ing again sternly upon her,
" Loathed and detest

ed as thou art," said he,
" I cannot destroy thee,

for thou art immortal as the felicity of heaven,:

and I wish not to destroy thee, for immortality It

thy curse. But may my arms again embrace

thee, and may thy bosom be again pressed to

mine, if thy power thus to profane the delights
of love end not this moment for ever ; hence

forth thy face shall be deformed with the cha

racteristics of want and age, and snakes instead

of hair shall be the covering of thy head
; thy

breasts shall be lengthened to thy waist, and

thy skin shall be suffused with gall." While
he was yet speaking, the freshness of youth
faded from her cheeks ; her eyes sunk inward ;

her tresses, that flowed in .loose ringlets upon
her shoulders, were suddenly contracted, and

wreathing themselves in various contortions, a

brood of serpents hissed round her head : her

flesh became flaccid, her skin appeared shrivelled

and yellow, and her whole form expressed at

once malignity and wretchedness.

Thus changed, she fled from the presence of

Apollo : but she carried with her not a memo
rial of her crime only, but of that pleasure
which her punishment had rendered it impos
sible to repeat. A child, which she regarded as

at once her glory and her shame, was at length

born, and afterwards known among mankind

by the name of Cunning.
In Cunning, the qualities both of the father

and the mother, as far as they are compatible,

are united. As the progeny of Envy, he re

gards whatever is amiable and good with ma
lignity ;

the end that he proposes, therefore, is

always the gratification of vice : but he inherits

so much of his father's wisdom, that he fre

quently pursues that end by the most effectual

means.

All, therefore, whom wisdom would disdain to

counsel, apply to Cunning. But of the votaries

to Cunning, even those who succeed are disap

pointed : they do, indeed, frequently obtain the

immediate desire of their wish ; but they are

still restless and unsatisfied ; as the statesman,

after he has gratified his ambition, still sighs in

vain for felicity.

No. 32.] SATURDAY, FEB. 24, 1753.

Mundte parvo sub lore pauperum
Coence, sine aulcels et ostro,

Sollicitam explicuere frontem. HOR.

To frugal treats and humble cells,

With grateful change the wealthy fly,

Where health preserving plainness dwells,

Far from the carpet's gaudy dye.

Such scenes have charm'd the pangs of care,

And smooth'd the clouded forehead of despair.
FRANCIS.

OMAR, the hermit of the mountsHii AdbukaJ>is

which rises on the east of Mecca, and overlooks
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the city, found one evening a man sitting pen- culiarity of his vast, and put the reyal signet

sive and alone, within a few paces of his cell, upon his finger. 1 then started up, and was

Omar regarded him with attention, and per- about to prostrate myself before him, but he

ceived that his looks were wild and haggard, prevented me :
'

Hassan,' said he,
* forbear

;

and that his body was feeble and emaciated :

j

thou art greater than I, and from thee I have

the man also seemed to gaze stedfastly on Omar ; at once derived humility and wisdom.' I an-

but such was the abstraction of his mind, that
J
swered,

' mock not thy servant, who is but as

his eye did not immediately take cognizance of
]

a warm before thee : life and death are in thy
its object. In the moment of recollection he hand, and happiness and misery are the daugh-
started as from a dream, he covered his face in

confusion, and bowed himself to the ground.
" Son of affliction," said Omar, " who art thou,

and what is thy distress ?" " My name," replied

the stranger,
" is Hassan, and I am a native of

this city ;
the angel of adversity has laid his

hand upon me ;
and the wretch whom thine

eye compassionates, thou canst not deliver."

" To deliver thee," said Omar, "
belongs to

him only, from whom we should receive with

humility both good and evil ; yet hide not thy life

from me ;
for the burden which I cannot remove,

I may at least enable thee to sustain." Hassan

fixed his eyes upon the ground, and remained

some time silent ;
then fetching a deep sigh, he

looked up at the hermit, and thus complied with

his request.
" It is now six years, since our mighty lord the

Caliph Almalic, whose memory be blessed, first

came privately to worship in the temple of the

holy city. The blessings which he petitioned

of the prophet, as the prophet's vicegerent,

he was diligent to dispense ; in the intervals

of his devotion, therefore, he went about the

city, relieving distress and restraining oppres

sion : the widow smiled under his protection,

and the weakness of age and infancy was sus

tained by his bounty. I, who dreaded no evil

but sickness, and expected no good beyond the

reward of my labour, was singing at my work,

when Almalic, entered my dwelling. He
looked round with a smile of complacency ; per

ceiving that though it was mean it was neat,

and that though I was poor I appeared to be

content. As his habit was that of a pilgrim, I

hastened to receive him with such hospitality as

was in my power, and my cheerfulness was

rather increased than restrained by his presence.

After he had accepted some coffee, he asked me

many questions ;
and though by my answers I

always endeavoured to excite him to mirth, yet

I perceived that he grew thoughtful, and eyed
me with a placid but fixed attention. I suspect

ed that he had some knowledge of me, and

therefore inquired his country and his name.

Hassan,' said he,
' I have raised thy curios

ity, and it shall be satisfied ; he who now talks

with thee is Almalic, the sovereign of the faith

ful, whose seat is the throne of Medina, and

ters of thy will.' '
Hassan,' he replied,

' I

can no otherwise give life or happiness than by
not taking them away : thou art thyself beyond
the reach of my bounty, and possessed of feli

city which I can neither communicate nor ob

tain. My influence over others fills my bosom
with perpetual solicitude and anxiety ;

and yet

my influence over others extends only to their

vices, whether I would reward or punish. By
the bow-string, I can repress violence and
fraud

;
and by the delegation of power, I can

transfer the insatiable wishes of avarice and am
bition from one object to another ; but with re

spect to virtue, I am impotent : if I could re

ward it, I would reward it in thee. Thou art

content, and hast therefore neither avarice nor

ambition : to exalt thee, would destroy the sim

plicity of thy life, and diminish that happiness
which I have no power either to increase or to-

continue.' He then rose up, and commanding
me not to disclose his secret, departed,
" As soon as I recovered from the confusion

and astonishment in which the Caliph left me,
I began to regret that my behaviour had inter

cepted his bounty ;
and accused that cheerful

ness of folly, which was the concomitant of

poverty and labour. I now repined at the ob

scurity of my station, which my former insen

sibility had perpetuated : I neglected my labour,

because I despised the reward ; I spent the day
in idleness, forming romantic projects to recover

the advantages which I had lost; and at nignt,

instead of losing myself in that sweet and re

freshing sleep, from which I used to rise with

new health, cheerfulness, and vigour, I dreamt

of splendid habits and a numerous retinue, of

gardens, palaces, eunuchs, and women, and

waked only to regret the illusions that had

vanished. My health was at length impaired by
the inquietude of my mind

; I sold all my
moveables for subsistence : and reserved only a

matress, upon which I sometimes lay from one

night to another
" In the first moon of the following year, the

Caliph came again to Mecca, with the same

secrecy, and for the same purposes. He was

willing once more to see the man whom he con

sidered as deriving felicity from himself. But
he found me not singing at my work, ruddy

whose commission is from above.' These words
j

with health, and vivid with cheerfulness; bu.

struck me dumb with astonishment, though 1 1 pale and dejected, sitting on the ground, and
had some doubt of their truth: but Almalic, ! chewing opium, which contributed to substitute

throwing back his garment, discovered the pe- the phantoms of imagination for the realities of
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greatness. He entered with a kind of joyful

impatience in his countenance, which, the mo
ment he beheld me, was changed to a mixture

of wonder and pity. I had often wished for

another opportunity to address the Caliph ; yet
I was confounded at his presence, and throwing

myself at his feet, I laid my hand upon my head,

and was speechless.
' Hassan,' said he, 'what

canst thou have lost, whose wealth was the

labour of thy own hand; and what can have

made thee sad, the spring of whose joy was in

thy own bosom ? What evil hath befallen thee ?

Speak, and if I can remove it, thou art happy.'
I was now encouraged to look up, and I replied,
* Let my lord forgive the presumption of his

servant, who rather than utter a falsehood

would be dumb for ever. I am become wreteh-

ed by the loss of that which I never possessed :

thou hast raised wishes which indeed I am not

worthy thou shouldst satisfy ; but why should

it be thought, that he who is happy in obscurity
and indigence, would not have been rendered

more happy by eminence and wealth ?'

" When 1 had finished this speech Almalic

sto.od some moments in suspense, and I continu

ed prostrate before him. '

Hassan,' said he,
' I perceive not with indignation but regret,

that I mistook thy character; I now discover

avarice and ambition in thy heart, which lay

torpid only because their objects were too re

mote to rouse them. I cannot, therefore, invest

thee with authority, because I would not sub

ject my people to oppression : and because I

would not be compelled to punish thee for crimes

which 1 first enabled thee to commit. But as

I have taken from thee that which I cannot re

store, 1 will at least gratify the wishes that I

excited, lest thy heart accuse me of injustice,

and thou continue still a stranger to thyself.

Arise, therefore, and follow me.' I sprang
i'rom the ground as it were with the wings of

an eagle ; J kissed the hem of his garment in an

ecstacy of gratitude and joy ; and when I went
out of my house, my heart leaped as if I had

escaped from the den of a lion. I followed Al

malic to the caravansera in which he lodged ;

and after he had fulfilled his vows, he took me
with him to Medina. He gave me an apart
ment in the seraglio ; I was attended by his

own servants; my provisions were sent from

his own table ; and I received every week a

sum from his treasury, which exceeded the

most romantic of my expectations. But I soon

discovered, that no dainty was so tasteful, as

the food to which labour procured an appetite ;

110 slumbers so sweet, as those which weariness
j

invited ; and no time so well enjoyed, as that in
,

which diligence is expecting its reward. I re-
j

laembered these enjoyments with regret ; and
j

while I was sighing in the midst of superfluities,
j

which, though they encumbered life, yet I could

not give up, they were suddenly taken away.

"
Almalic, in the midst of the glory of his king

dom, and in the full vigour of his life, expired

suddenly in the bath : such, thou knowest,
was the destiny, which the Almighty had

written upon his head.
" His son Aububeker, who succeeded to the

throne, was incensed against me, by some who
regarded me at once with contempt and envy :

he suddenly withdrew my pension, and com
manded that I should be expelled the palace, a

command which my enemies executed with so

much rigour, that within twelve hours I found

myself in the streets of Medina, indigent and

friendless, exposed, to hunger and derision,

with all the habits of luxury, and all the sensi

bility of pride. O ! let not thy heart despise

me, thou whom experience has not taught, that

it is misery to lose that which it is not happi
ness to possess. O ! that for me, this lesson

had not been written on the tablets of provi-
dene ! I have travelled from Medina to Mecca;
but I cannot fly from myself. How different

are the states in which I have been placed ! The
remembrance of both is bitter ; for the pleasure
of neither can return.

"
Hassan, having thus

ended his story, smote his hands together, and

looking upward burst into tears.

Omar, having waited till this agony was past,

went to him, and taking him by the hand, " my
son," said he,

" more is yet in thy power than

Almalic could give, or Aububeker take away.
The lesson of thy life the prophet has in mercy
appointed me to explain.
" Thou wast once content with poverty and

labour, only because they were become habitual,

and ease and affluence "were placed beyond thy

hope : for when ease and affluence approached

thee, thou wast content with poverty and la

bour no more. That which then became the

object was also the bound of thy hope ; and he,

whose utmost hope is disappointed, must inevi

tably be wretched. If thy supreme desire had

been the delights of paradise, and thou hadst be

lieved that by the tenor of thy life these delights

had been secured, as more could not have been

given thee, thou wouldst not have regretted that

less was not offered. The content which was

once enjoyed was but the lethargy of the soul
;

and the distress which is now suffered, will but

quicken it to action. Depart, therefore, and be

thankful for all things : put thy trust in Him,

who alone can gratify the wish of reason, and

satisfy the soul with good : fix thy hope upon
that portion, in comparison of which the world

is as the drop of the bucket, and the dust of the

balance. Return, my son, to thy labour , thy

food shall be again tasteful, and thy rest shall

be sweet : to thy content also will be addeA

stability, when it depends not upon that which

is possessed upon earth, but upon that which is

expected in heaven."

Hassan s upon whose mind the angel of in-
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struction impressed the counsel of Omar, has

tened to prostrate himself in the temple of the

prophet. Peace dawned upon his mind like

the radiance of the morning : he returned to

his labour with cheerfulness ;
his devotion be

came fervent and habitual : and the latter days
of Hassan were happier than the first.

No. 33.] TUESDAY, FEB. 27, 1753.

Latet anguis in herba. VIRG

Within the grass conceal'd a serpent lies.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

As the view of public undertakings should

be the public good, no foible that is prejudicial

to society can be too trifling to be animadverted

upon. I shall therefore, without any farther

apology, lay before you one of the greatest im

pediments to the pleasure of conversation
;
an

artful manner of conveying keen reproaches and

harsh satires, under the disguise of discoursing
on general subjects, which seem quite foreign to

any thing that may concern the company.
Thus, instead of endeavouring to entertain each

other with cheerful good humour, most conver

sations are carried on, as Hudibras says,

" With words, far bitterer than wormwood.
That would in Job or Grizzel stir mood."

It is an old and a just observation, that no
situation can well be less entertaining, than that

of a third person to lovers : yet while decency
is preserved, which is generally the case before

marriage, and by sensible and well bred people

afterwards, even in this situation, the mind
that is stored \vith any images of its own, may
amuse itself; and the heart that is fraught with

any good-nature may find some satisfaction in

considering the pleasure which the fond lovers

enjoy in the company of each other. But from
the uneasiness of being a third person to quar-
rellers, there is no relief: your own thoughts
are broke in upon by the jarring discord of your
companions; and they will neither contribute
to your entertainment, nor even suffer you to

retain the tranquillity of your own bosom.

Amongst the vulgar, where the men vent
their passions by swearing, and the women by
scolding or crying, their quarrels are generally
soon made up, nor does any anger remain after

reconciliation. But in higher life, where such
efforts are restrained by good-breeding, and
where people have learned to disguise, not to

cubdtie their passions, an inveterate rancour

often lies corroding in the breast, and generally

produces all the effects of inexorable malice.

People consider not, that by family repartees
and oblique reflections on each side, the very
inmost secrets of their lives are disclosed to their

common acquaintance ;
and that they oftentimes

inconsiderately lay open to their worst enemies,

faults and imperfections in themselves and their

relations, which they would take pains to con

ceal from their dearest friends.

To give you a full idea of what I mean, I

end you a history of my life and adventures for

one day ; and I wish I could say it was the only
one, in which I have been witness to such dis

agreeable scenes as are here represented.
In the morning I breakfasted with two young

ladies. Miss Harriet the elder sister was about

the age of nineteen, and Miss Fanny the young
est not quite seventeen. Their parents are able

amply to provide for them
;
and have spared no

cost in masters of every kind, in order to give
them all fashionable female accomplishments.
Ever since they have quitted the nursery, they
have been indulged in seeing their own com

pany in Miss Harriet's dressing-room, which
is finished and adorned with great elegance of

taste and profusion of expense. They are both

possessed of no small share of beauty, with sc

much quickness of apprehension and ready wit,
as might, if rightly applied, render them ex

tremely entertaining. Not one real misfortune

can they yet have met with, to sour their tem

pers or suppress their vivacity: yet I could

plainly see, that they were very far from being

happy, and that their unhappiness arose from
their continual bickerings with each other.

After breakfast, Miss Fanny took up a volume
of Shakspeare's plays that lay in the window,
and out of the Midsummer-Night's Dream, read

the following part of a speech which Helena
makes to her friend Hermia, in the third act :

"
Injurious Hermia, most ungrateful maid !

Have you contrived, have you with these con

trived

To bait me with this foul derision ?

Is all the counsel that we two have shared,

The sister's vows, the hours that we have spent,
When we have chid the hasty footed time

For parting us : O ! and is all forgot!"

Then laying down the book with the tears half

starting from her eyes, she looked earnestly at

her sister, and, in a tone more theatrical than I

wish to hear off the stage, cried out,
" Oh !

wretched Helena, unhappy maid ! I wonder
not that in your circumstances you imagined
that every word was intended as an insult

since no doubt you had often experienced such
inhuman treatment." Miss Harriet with some
warmth answered,

" You should remember,
sister, that Helena was a foolish weak girl, fond

of a man that despised her
;
and it was kind of
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any body to endeavour to cure her of such a

mean-spirited passion."

Fanny. 'Tis always cruel, sister, to insult the

wretched.

Harriet. Those that are miserable by their own

folly, Miss Fanny, will call every thing insult

and reproach, that tends not to sooth and en

courage them in a silly passion.

Fanny. If love is a silly passion, Miss Har
riet, I know some mighty wise people that have

felt its power.
Harriet. I don't say love is a silly passion,

where it is properly placed : but I know Madam,
that a headstrong young girl will always be

angry with every one that advises her for her

swn good.

Fanny. And I know also, Madam
As soon as the affectionate name of Sister was

dropped, and the ceremony of Miss supplied its

place, I even then began to fear, lest ceremony
would also undergo the same fate, and that pas
sion at last would introduce open rudeness : but

the word Madam doubly retorted, no sooner

reached my ears, than, trembling for the event,

I interrupted the dialogue by taking my leave ;

and I doubt not but any one from this sketch

may easily be able to paint in what manner these

young ladies pass most of their hours together.

From hence I went to visit three cousins,

who, although they had moderate independent

fortunes, yet had for some years lived together
as one family. They were women ofan obscure

and low education, but commonly reputed good-
natured. I took it for granted, therefore, that

I should meet with some harmony amongst
them : but by their conversation I soon found,
that they continued under the same roof, for no
Dther reason, but because each fancied herself

obliged to it she knew not why, and could not

tell how to extricate herself from imaginary
chains.

Whatever conversation I began with a design
of amusing them, was interrupted by their all

talking at once upon the subject which seemed

uppermost in their minds ; and proving to a

demonstration, that one person could live by her

self much cheaper than with a companion : and

each separately declared, that she could live for

a mere trifle, was it not for expensive connec

tions. Then running through every branch of

house-keeping, each inveighed strongly against
some article, which either she did not like, or

from ill health could not enjoy, and which she

knew also to be agreeable to her companions.
This discourse was too vulgar as well as disa

greeable to be long endured ; I therefore hasten

ed off as fast as possible and went to dinner,

where the family consisted of an old gentleman
and lady, their two dau^ hters, and two young
gentlemen, who, I soon found, were the intended

lovers of the young ladies. By intended lovers,

I mean, they were young gentlemen, whose

fortunes and characters were agreeable to tha

parents; and the design of this interview was
for the young people to see whether they were

agreeable to each other. I now expected the

highest scene of cheerfulness and good humour-

for on such occasions both gentlemen and ladies

generally dress themselves in their best look*

and their best humour, as certainly as in their

best and most becoming clothes. The two gen
tlemen 1 soon perceived had made a separate

choice
; but, unfortunately, the two ladies were

both bent on the conquest of the same man : to

compass which, their features and persons,

through affectation, were thrown into a thousand

distortions. From an envious fear of each

other's success, lowering suspicion sat upon their

brows; and their eyes, which were naturally

piercing, darted forth such malignant glances at.

each other, that they lost all their beauty, and,
from being turned so many ways at once, looked

as if they squinted. Their whole discourse con

sisted of sharp reflections against coquetry ; each

insinuating in pi-etty intelligible terms, that the

other was a finished coquet : and indeed they

spared not, in an indirect manner, to accuse

each other of every ill quality in human nature.

How this recommended them to their lovers, I

know not
; but it made their company, partly

through compassion, and partly through indig

nation, so unpleasant to me, that as soon as I

could, consistent with civility, I took my leave,

and closed this agreeable day with a married

couple, the motive of whose coming together was
said to be love, for no other could well be assign
ed for it. They had been married some years,

but had no children ; which 1 soon found was
no small grief to the husband, by his talking in

raptures of every prattling child he had met
with abroad ; to which the wife always answer

ed, that she was sick of hearing of nothing but

the monkey tricks of a parcel of senseless brats.

As they were both people of tolerable under

standing, and Avere said to be very fond of read

ing, I endeavoured to turn the discourse into

another channel, which was pretty easily done,

and they with great readiness entered into a

conversation on plays and books of amusement.

But here again not a single character could be

mentioned, without causing a warm dispute

between the husband and wife: she most out

rageously inveighed against every example of a

kind and obliging wife, whose behaviour, she

said, was the effect of a paltry meanness of spirit ;

while he burst out in raptures on the happiness
of every libertine, who was not bound by the

uneasy fetters of matrimony. Both had some-

poetical passage ready to repeat in support of

their decisions; and their eyes were alter

nately cast towards me, as claiming my appro

bation.

Could I possibly want to be farther informed

of their private history ? Or can i claim to
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myself any peculiar penetration, for saying that

Mr. B is grown sick of his wife, and is a

man of pleasure and intrigue ;
and that she

leads him a weary life from suspicion of his

amours, being resolved not to incur that censure

of mean-spiritedness, which she cast on every
character that exemplified any degree of patience
and acquiescence towards a husband? Nay,
without the least spark of divination, I will

venture to foretell, that Mr. B ; driven

from his own house by the petulence and cla

mours of his wife, will spend most of his time

with some favourite courtezan, whose interest

it is to engage him by cheerfulness and good-
humour

;
and that Mrs. B . piqued at the

neglect of her charms, may possibly revenge the

inconstancy of her husband, by sacrificing her

own virtue and honour.

If, Sir, you can prevail with people not to

expose themselves in this manner, and can per

suade them, that good humour would be a more

agreeable entertainment to their guests than

the most costly provisions, you will certainly
do an essential piece of service to society; and

you may command all the assistance in the

power of

*#* Your most obedient, &c.

MURTILLA.

No. 34.] SATURDAY, MARCH 3, 1753.

Has toties optata exegit gloria pcenas. JUT.

Such fate pursues the votaries of praise.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR, Fleet-prison, Feb. 24.

To a benevolent disposition, every state of life

will afford some opportunities of contributing
to the welfare of mankind. Opulence and

splendour are enabled to dispel the cloud of ad

versity, to dry up the tears of the widow and
the orphan, and to increase the felicity of all

around them : their example will animate vir

tue, and retard the progress of vice. And even

indigence and obscurity, though without power
to confer happiness, may at least prevent misery,
and apprize those who are blinded by their pas
sions that they are on the brink of irremediable

calamity.

Pleased, therefore, with the thought of re

covering others from that folly which has em
bittered my own days, I have presumed to ad

dress the Adventurer from the dreary mansions
of wretchedness and despair, of which the gates
are so wonderfully constructed, as to fly open
for the reception of strangers, though they are

impervious as a rock of adamant to such as are

within them :

Facilis descensus Averni ;

Noctes atque dies patet atrijamia Ditis :

Sed revocare gradum, superasque evadcre ad uuras
Hoc opus hie labor est. VIRG.

The gates of hell are open night and day ;

Smooth the descent, and easy is the way :

But to return and view the cheerful skies
;

In this the task and mighty labour lies.

DRYDEN.

Suffer me to acquaint you, Sir, that I have

glittered at the ball, and sparkled in the circle
;

that I have had the happiness to be the unknown
favourite of an unknown lady at the masque
rade, have been the delight of ladies of the first

fashion, and the envy of my brother beaux
; and

to descend a little lower, it is, I believe, still re*

membered, that Messrs. Velours and d'Espagne
stand indebted for a great part of their present
influence at Guildhall, to the elegance of my
shape, and the graceful freedom of my carriage.

Sed qua preeclara et prospera tanti,
Ut rebus l&tis par sit mensurcfmalorum ! Ju v

See the wild purchase of the bold and vain,

Where every bliss is bought with equal pain !

As I entered into the world very young with
an elegant person, and a large estate, it was not

long before I disentangled myself from the

shackles of religion; for 1 was determined to

the pursuit of pleasure, which according to my
notions consisted in the unrestrained and un
limited gratifications of every passion and every

appetite ; and as this could not be obtained un
der the frowns of a perpetual dictator, I con

sidered religion as my enemy ; and proceeding
to treat her with contempt and derision, was
not a little delighted, that the unfashionableness

of her appearance, and the unanimated uniform

ity of her motions, afforded frequent opportuni
ties for the sallies of my imagination.

Conceiving now that I was sufficiently quali

fied to laugh away scruples, I imparted my re

marks to those among my female favourites,

whose virtue I intended to attack : for I was
well assured, that pride would be able to make
but a weak defence, when religion was subvert

ed ; nor was my success below my expectation :

the love of pleasure is too strongly implanted
in the female breast, to suffer them scrupulously
to examine the validity of arguments designed
to weaken restraint

; all are easily led to believe,

that whatever thwarts their inclination must
be wrong; little more, therefore, was required,

than, by the addition of some circumstances,

and the exaggeration of others, to make merri

ment supply the place of demonstration; nor

was I so senseless as to offer arguments to such

as could not attend to them, and with whom a

repartee or catch would more effectually answer
the same purpose. This being effected, there

remained only
" the dread of the world:" but
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Roxaria soared too high, to think the opinion of

others worthy her notice; Lsetitia seemed to

think of it only to declare, that if all her hairs

were worlds," she should reckon them " well

ost for love ;" and Pastorella fondly conceived,

that she could dwell for ever hy the side of a

bubbling fountain, content with her swain and

fleecy care
; without considering that stillness

and solitude can afford satisfaction only to in

nocence.

It is not the desire of new acquisitions, hut

the glory of conquests, that fires the soldier's

hreast ; as indeed the town is seldom worth

much, when it has suffered the devastations of

a siege ; so that though I did not openly declare

the effects ofmy own prowess, which is forbidden

by the laws of honour, it cannot be supposed that

I was very solicitous to bury my reputation, or

to hinder accidental discoveries. To have

gained one victory, is an inducement to hazard

a second engagement : and though the success

of the general should be a reason for increasing
the strength of the fortification, it becomes, with

many, a pretence for an immediate suri'ender,

under the notion that no power is able to with

stand so formidable an adversary ;
while others

brave the danger, and think it mean to surren

der, and dastardly to fly. Melissa, indeed,

knew better; and though she could not boast

the apathy, steadiness, and inflexibility of a

Cato, wanted not the more prudent virtue of

Scipio, and gained the victory by declining the

contest.

You must not, however, imagine, that I was,

during this state of abandoned libertinism, so

fully convinced of the fitness of my own con

duct, as to be free from uneasiness. I knew

very well, that I might justly be deemed the

pest of society, and that such proceedings must
terminate in the destruction of my health and

fortune ; but to admit thoughts of this kind was
to live upon the rack : I fled, therefore, to the

regions of mirth and jollity, as they are called,

and endeavoured with burgundy, and a con

tinual rotation of company, to free myself from

the pangs of reflection. From these orgies we
frequently sallied forth in quest of adventures,
to the no small terror and consternation of all

the sober stragglers that came in our way : and
j

though we never injured, like our illustrious

progenitors, the Mohocks, either life or limbs ;

yet we have in the midst of Covent- Garden

buried a tailor, who had been troublesome to

some of our fine gentlemen, beneath a heap of

cabbage-leaves and stalks, with this conceit,

Satia te canle quern semper citp'stt.

Glut yourself with cabbage, of which you have

always been greedy.

There can be no reason for mentioning the

common exploits of breaking windows and

bruising the watch ; unless it be to tell you ot

the device of producing before the justice, broken

lanthorns, which have been paid for a hundred
times : or their appearances with patches on
their heads, under pretence of being cut by the

sword that was never drawn : nor need I say

any thing of the more formidable attack of

sturdy chairmen, armed with poles ; by a slight
stroke of which, the pride of Ned Revel's face

was at once laid flat, and that effected in an in

stant which its most mortal foe had for yeara

assayed in vain. I shall pass over the acci

dents that attend attempts to scale windows,
and endeavour to dislodge signs from their

hooks : there are many " hair breadth 'scapes"
besides those in the " imminent deadly breach ;"
but the rake's life, though it be equally hazard

ous with that of the soldier, is neither accom

panied with present honour nor with pleasing

retrospect : such is, and such ought to be the

difference, between the enemy and the preserver
of his country.
Amidst such giddy and thoughtless extrava

gance, it will not seem strange, that I was often

the dupe of coarse flattery. When Mons.
L'Allonge assured me, that I thrust quart over

arm better than any man in England, what
could I less than present him with a sword that

cost me thirty pieces? I was bound for a hun
dred pounds for Tom Trippet, because he had
declared that he would dance a minuet with any
man in the three kingdoms except myself. But
I often parted with money against my inclina

tion, either because I wanted the resolution to

refuse, or dreaded the appellation of a niggardly

fellow; and I may be truly said to have squan
dered my estate, without honour, without

friends, and without pleasure. The last may,
perhaps, appear strange to men unacquainted
with the masquerade of life : I deceived others,

and I endeavoured to deceive myself; and have

worn the face of pleasantry and gayety, while

my heart suffered the most exquisite torture.

By the instigation and encouragement of my
friends, I became at length ambitious of a seat

in parliament ; and accordingly set out for the

town of Wallop in the west, where my arrival

was welcomed by a thousand throats, and I was

in three days sure of a majority: but after

drinking out one hundred and fifty hogsheads of

wine, and bribing two thirds of the corporation

twice over, I had the mortification to find, that

the borough had been before sold to Mr.

Courtly.
In a life of this kind, my fortune, though

considerable, was presently dissipated ;
and as

the attraction grows more strong the nearer any

body approaches the earth, when once a man

begins to sink into poverty, he falls with velo

city always increasing ; every supply is purchas

ed at a higher and higher price, and every office

of kindness obtained with greater and greater
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difficulty. Having now acquainted you with

ray state of elevation, I shall, if you encourage

the continuance of my correspondence, show

you. by what steps I descended from a first floor

In Tall-Mall to my present habitation,

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

MISARGYXUS.

No. 85.] TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 1753.

Celebrare domestlca facta. HOR.

We find fit subjects for our verse at home. Rose.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

ONE of the improvements of life in which the

present age has excelled all that have gone be

fore it, is the quick circulation of intelligence,

the faithful and easy communication of events

past and future, by the multitude of news

papers which have been contrived to amuse or

inform us. But as these performances, whether

daily or weekly, are commonly the productions
of industrious indigence, unacquainted with the

higher classes of mankind, my cotemporaries
have left to me the province of relating what

immediately passes in the fashionable world. I

shall therefore, give up to my brother journa
lists the dreams of politicians, the disputes of

empires, and the fluctuations of commerce
;
and

apply myself entirely to that more important

business, which claims every one's attention

that has the happiness of living within the circle

of politeness. I have accordingly formed the

plan of a new paper calculated solely for high
life, in which will be contained a periodical ac

count of the rise, progress, and declension of

fashions ; and a faithful recital of every remark
able occurrence among persons of figure and dis

tinction. The usefulness arid entertainment of

such a paper, are too evident to need any ob

servation; and to give you a comprehensive
view of my design, and make it universally
known, I have sent you the following speci-

THE BEAU-MONDE:

OR, THE GENTLEMAN AND LADY'S POLITE

INTELLIGENCER.

Yesterday arrived a Mail from Bath.

We hear that a certain great lady, having
complained to a certain great lord, that the

werld was so ill-natured as to say her retreat

into the country was in order to lie-in, and that

she had even been delivered of twins,
" Ma

dam," said my lord,
" 1 make it a rule never to

believe above half of what the world says."
Advices from Hyde Park bring accounts of a

bloody battle fought the 3d instant, N. S. be

tween captain Dreadnought and lieutenant

Fury, in which both were honourably run
I through the body.

Letters from New-Market assure us, that the

horse are actually in motion, and exercise

every day ; whence it is conjectured, that they
will take the field, and enter upon action some
time in April. A list of the forces is already
drawn up by the first aid-de-camp the honourable

Reginald Heber, Esq.
An express arrived yesterday from France,

when the privy-council met in Tavistock-street

for the despatch of fashions. The British

manufacturers had leave to withdraw their

petitions, and the fan-makers' address was or

dered to fie upon the table.

Orders were issued from Lady Chamberlain's

office for all peeresses, &c. not to wear any caps
in full dress, and to make use of gray powder.
The men to wear wire wigs, or their own hair

friz/led up to the top, without hats. The muffs

to expire the first day of May next.

On Tuesday last a pair of white-heeled shoes

made its appearance in the Park, and the next

day was accompanied by a pair of silver-clocked

stockings.

According to the latest observations, the hoops
are found to have increased two-tenths of an
inch in diameter, and the hats to have decreased

two-fifths in the brim.

At the last masquerade it was computed that

there were near eighteen hundred people, men,
women, and children. The most remarkable

were three naked ladies respresentingthe graces.

two dancing bears, and a bombazeen devil.

Lady Bubble-Bet lost seven hundred guineas,

and my Lord Stake is said to have won fifteen

hundred. The company departed in good order

at break of day.
Both playhouses perform, as usual, every

night to crowded audiences. Lady Frolick,

choosing to mob it in the gallery the first night
of the new play, lost her pink shade, half her

petenlair, and one shoe in getting it. Mrs.

Vale and Lady Stickfort may be heard and seen

every night at one or the other house.

A petition signed by seventy-two routs,

thirty-five drums, fifteen drum -majors, and

eleven hurricanes, is prepared against the bill for

laying an additional duty on the Ace of Spades.
And we hear, that, in consequence of the new
style, a bill is to be brought in for altering the

diurnal calculation of time. It is proposed,
that the morning be put back twelve hours, and
is not to commence till twelve at noon; noon
and night to be annihilated, and the evening not
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to end till day-break. This is agreeable to the

practice of all the fashionable world
; and the

company of stationers will have orders to pre

pare a new almanac upon the occasion, in order

to bind up with future court-kalendars.

By private letters from Bath we are informed,
that a vast concourse of people are coming in

daily, but they have little or no company. Miss
Susan Sly, who lately went thither for the re

covery of her health, is safely brought to bed of

a son and no heir, to the great grief of that noble

family.
We hear that a treaty of marriage is on foot,

and will speedily be consummated between Pat
rick MacLackland, Esq. and Miss Polly Pert,
a lady of great merit and beauty in her pocket.

Last Monday died at her ladyship's house in

Grosvenor- Square, Miss Cloe, only lap-dog of

the countess of Fiddle Faddle.

On Sunday last a terrible fire broke out at

lady Brag's, occasioned by the following acci

dent; Mrs. Overall the housekeeper, having
lost three rubbers at whist running, without

holding a swabber, (notwithstanding she had

changed chairs, furzed the cards, and ordered

Jemmy the foot-boy to sit-cross legged for good

luck,) grew out of all patience; and taking up
the devil's books, as she called them, flung them
into the fire, and the flame spread to the stew
ard's room; but by the timely assistance of

Mrs. Cook, Mrs. Chambermaid, and Mrs.

Lady's-own-woman, they were prevented from

doing any considerable damage.

A Bill of Marriages, Burials, Diseases, and
Casualties for the last week.

Married (in church) 2

(at May Fair) ...... 11

(at the Fleet) 27

iSuried (in the country) 142

DISEASES.

Abortion 2

Aged
Broken heart (by husbands) .... 34,

Child-bed (in private) 5

Consumption (of the pocket) .... 73

Colds (caught at places of diversion) . . 500

Excessive gaming 92

Bad livers 1000

Mortification . 8

Overflowing of the gall 52

Rash 7

Small-pox (loss of beauty by it) ... 23

Spleen 13

Surfeit 18

Still-born . . . 3

Stifled (after birth) 19

Tympanies (alias drums) 7

Vapours IS

CASUALTIES.

Teeth (loss of) 34

Stabbed (in the reputation) 12

j
Horn-mad 95

Bit by a mad lap-dog 1

Turned off a ladder 2
Killed (in duels) 7
Found dead (drunk) 31

Kicked and pulled by the ears .... 1

High Mall at St. James's Park, 25 minutes

after two.

Faro bank Stock 36QL 1 half. Hazard ditto

2101. 3-8ths. Ditto Tallies 50/. to 4001. l-4th.

Sinking Fund, no price. Brag circulation, un
certain. Opera Subscription, no price. Assem

bly ditto, 521. 105. Concert ditto, 1st Subscrip

tion, no price, ditto 2d Subscription, ditto.

Ditto New 1st Subscription, 21. 125. 6d. to 31.

3s. Ditto 2d Subscription, 105. 6d. to 4A 4s.

Irish Lottery, books shut. Benefit tickets, 2s.

to 35. to 65. to 50/. Debts of honour transfer

able at White's, no price.

Thus, Sir, I have explained the method that

I intend to follow, and imparted some of the

materials of which my paper will consist : and
as 1 doubt not of its universal circulation among
persons of quality, I shall, in imitation of

other papers, give admittance to all those adver

tisements which are more immediately connect

ed with my scheme ; such as of plays and pan
tomimes, masquerades, ridottos, assemblies,

oratorios, concerts, the animal comedians,

Vauxhall, Ranelagh, Ruckholt-house, Kendal-

house, &c. &c. &c. Auctions of china, knick-

nacks, and cockle-shells; Pinchbeck's reposi

tory; parrots, puppies, and monkies, lost,

stolen, or strayed. Also for wives, husbands,

and mistresses ; masquerade habits, and masks

tooth-powders, lip-salves, and beautifying lo

tions Mrs. Giles's fine compound at a guinea
an ounce the ladies court sticking plaster

and the new invented powder for shaving.
Then among the articles of books, Duke's Art
of Dancing, for the instruction of Grown Gentle

men The Lady's Memorandum Book His

torical List of Horse Races Calculation for

laying the Odds at any Game Hoyle on the

Sciences New Novels, and other fashionable

Books of Entertainment.

I am, Sir,

Your very humble Servant,

A J, TATTIE.
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No. 36.J SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1753.

Aspera

Nigris tfquora ventis

Emirdbitur insolens,

Qui nunc tefruitur credulus aurea,

Qui semper vacuum, semper amabilem

Sperat, nescius aura
Fallacis ! HOR.

How often shall th' unpractised youth
Of alter'd gods and injured truth,

With tears, alas! complain?
How soon behold with wondering eyes
The black'ning winds tempestuous rise,

And scowl along the main 1

While by his easy faith betray'd,

He now enjoys thee, golden maid,
Thus amiable and kind ;

He fondly hopes that you shnll prove
Thus ever vacant to bis love,

Nor heeds the faithful wiad. FRANCIS.

THE ladies, to whom I lately addressed some

thoughts upon the choice of a husband, I shall

to-day consider as married : and as I am very
far from thinking that they may now sit down
in negligent security, and remit at once their

assiduity and circumspection, I shall warn them

of some opinions of which this conduct is the

consequence, detect some errors by which the

general intention of good nature may be disap

pointed, and endeavour to put them upon their

guard against some propensities by which it

may be overborne.

It is now necessary to remind them, that the

passion which is supposed to animate the lover,

the passion which is represented by flames and

darts, which swells the bosom
k
with perpetual

rapture, and neither changes its object nor loses

its ardour, exists only in poetry and romance.
The real passion which wit and folly have

thus concurred to disguise, is subject to disgust
and satiety, is excited by novelty, and frequently

extinguished by possession.

It is also equally true, that a refined and ab

stracted friendship between persons of different

sexes, a union of souls to which the corporal

passion is merely accidental, is only to be found

in the writings of those enthusiasts, who have

addressed the world from a cave or a college,
and perhaps denied the force of desires which

they could not subdue
; or in the professions of

insidious hypocrites, who have endeavoured

thus to gain a confidence, which they intend

only to abuse. But there is an esteem which is

meliorated by love, and a love that is elevated

by esteem ; a kind of mixed affection, peculiar
to mankind as beings compounded of instinct

and reason, or, in other words, of body and
mind. This is that species of affection, upon
which the supreme or peculiar happiness of

marriage depends, which can scarce be preserved

without a constant attention ana perpetual
efforts.

As love without esteem is volatile and capri
cious ; esteem without love is languid and cold.

I am afraid, that many men, whose wives have

possessed their esteem, have yet lavished their

fortune and their fondness upon a mistress ; and
that the love of others, however ardent, has

been quickly alienated, because it was not dig
nified arid supported by esteem.

Though good-nature does indeed participate
the pains and the pleasures of others, and may,
therefore, be considered as a constant and forci

ble motive to communicate happiness and alle

viate misery ; yet it is at best but the imperfect
excellence of imperfect beings, whose immediate

gratifications are often selfish, and such as folly
or vice render incompatible with the true hap
piness of the individual, and of each other.

As there is not, perhaps, upon earth any
couple, whose natural dispositions and relish of

life are so perfectly similar, as that their wills

constantly coincide ; so it must sometimes hap
pen, that the immediate pleasure of indulging

opposite inclinations, will be greater than a par
ticipation of that pleasure, which would arise to

the other if this indulgence should be forborne :

but as to forbear this indulgence can never fail

to conciliate esteem, it should always be con

sidered as a means of happiness, and rather aa

an advantage than a loss; especially if it be

true, that the indulgence itself, in these circum

stances, never gives the pleasure that it pro
mises.

Lady Charlotte Sprightly, the wife of a young
baronet, was dressing for an assembly a few

nights ago, when Sir Harry came in. " My
dear Charlotte," says he, "I am sorry that you
are going out to-night; for my cousin George
is just arrived from the East- Indies: I have

invited him to sup ; and as he has never seen

you, I promised him your company."
"
Nay,

dear Sir Harry," replied the lady,
" do not ask

me to stay at home to-night : you know I am fond

of dancing, and now my fancy is set upon going,
I am sure you will not disappoint me." Sir

Harry, who was truly good natured, would not

urge her to stay ; for to stay with apparent re

luctance, would not have gratified his wish.

She perceived that he was secretly displeased ;

however, away she went. But as she had not

less good nature than Sir Harry, she suffered so

much pain by reflecting on the pain she had

given him, that she often wished herself at

home. Thus she offended the delicacy of his

affection, by preferring a dance to the quiet of

his mind; and forfeited part of the esteem,

which was due to that very good-nature by
which she lost the enjoyment of the night.

In this instance, the pain inflicted upon the

husband, was accidental to the private gratifica

tion proposed by the wife. But there is a pas-
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sion very different both from malice and rage,

to the gratification of which the pain of another

is sometimes essentially necessary. This pas

sion, which, though its effects are often directly

opposite to good nature, is yet perhaps predo
minant in every breast, and indulged at what

ever risk, is vanity.

To a gratification of vanity, at the expense of

reciprocal esteem, the wife is certainly under

much stronger temptations than the husband :

and I warn the ladies against it, not only with

more zeal, but with greater hope of success ; be

cause those only who have superior natural

abilities, or have received uncommon advantages
from education, have it in their power.

Successfully rally a wife, confers no honour

upon a husband ; the attempt is regarded rather

as an insult than a contest ;
it is exulting in a

masculine strength to which she makes no pre

tensions, and brandishing weapons she is not

supposed to have skill to wield.

For the same reasons, to confute or to ridicule

a husband with an apparent superiority of

knowledge or of wit, affords all the parade of

triumph to a wife; it is to be strong where

weakness is no reproach, and to conquer when
it would not have been dishonourable to fly. But

these circumstances which increase the force of

the temptation, will be found to afford propor
tionate motives to resist it: whatever adds to

the glory of the victor, adds equally to the dis-

lonour of the vanquished ;
and that which can

exalt a wife only by degrading a husband, will

appear upon the whole not to be "worth the ac

quisition, even though it could be made with

out changing fondness to resentment, or provok

ing to jealousy by an implication of contempt.
If the ladies do not perceive the force of this

argument, I earnestly request that they would

for once trust implicitly to my judgment; a

request which, however extraordinary, is not

unreasonable ; because in this instance the very

vanity which hides truth from them, must ne

cessarily discover it to me.

But if good-nature is sufficiently vigorous to

secure the esteem of reason, it may yet be too

negligent to gratify the delicacy of love ; it must

therefore, not only be steady, but watchful and
assiduous ; beauty must suffer no diminution by
inelegance, but every charm must contribute to

keep the heart which it contributed to win;
whatever would have been concealed as a defect

from the lover, must with yet greater diligence
be concealed from the husband. The most in

timate and tender familiarity cannot surely be

supposed to exclude decorum ; and there is a

delicacy in every mind which is disgusted at the

breach of it, though every mind is not sufficiently

attentive to avoid giving an offence which it has

often received.

I shall conclude this paper, as I did my last

on th same subject, with a general remark.

As they who possess less than they expected
cannot be happy, to expatiate in chimerical

prospects of felicity is to insure the anguish ol

disappointment, and to lose the power of enjoy

ing whatever may be possessed. Let not youth,

therefore, imagine, that with all the advantages
of nature and education, marriage will be a con

stant reciprocation of delight, over which exter

nals will have little influence, and which time

will rather change than destroy. There is

no perpetual source of delight but hope : so im

perfect is the utmost temporal happiness, that

to possess it all, is to lose it. We enjoy that

which is before us
; but when nothing more is

possible, all that is attained is insipid. Such is

the condition of this life ; but let us not, there

fore, think it of no value ; for to be placed in

this life, is to be a candidate for a better.

Xo. 37.] TUESDAY, MARCH 13, 1753.

Calumniari si guis autem voluerit,

Quod arbores loyuantur, non tantumferes ,-

Fictisjocari nos memineritfubulis. PHABO*

Let those whom folly prompts to sneer,
Be told we sport with fable here ;

Be told, that brutes can morals teach,
And trees like soundest casuists preach.

THOUGH it be generally allowed, that to com-
municate happiness is the characteristic of vir

tue* yet this happiness is seldom considered as

extending beyond our own species : and no
man is thought to become vicious, by sacrificing

the life of an animal to the pleasure of hitting a

mark. It is, however, certain, that by this act

more happiness is destroyed than produced : ex

cept it be supposed, that happiness should be

estimated, not in proportion to its degree only
but to the rank of the being by whom it is en

joyed : but this is a supposition, which perhaps
cannot easily be supported. Reason, from

which alone man derives his superiority, should,

in the present question, be considered only as

sensibility : a blow produces more pain to a

man, than to a brute ; because to a man it is

aggravated by a sense of indignity, and is felt as

often as it is remembered ; in the brute it pro
duces only corporal pain, which in a short time

ceases for ever. But it may be justly asserted,

that the same degree of pain in both subjects, is

in the same degree an evil ; and that it cannot

be wantonly inflicted, without equal violation

of right. Neither does it follow from the con

trary positions, that man should abstain from

animal food ; for by him that kills merely to

eat, life is sacrificed only to life ; and if man
had lived upon fruits and herbs, the greater

part of those animals which die to furnish his
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table, would never have lived ; instead of in- I

creasing the breed as a pledge of plenty, he

would have been compelled to destroy them to
|

prevent a famine.

There is great difference between killing for
j

food, and for sport. To take pleasure in that by j

which pain is inflicted, if it is not vicious, is
1

dangerous: and every practice which, if not >

criminal in itself, yet wears out the sympathiz-
J

ing sensibility of a tender mind, must render

human nature proportiouably less fit for society.

In my pursuit of this train of thought, I con

sidered the inequality with which happiness ap

pears to be distributed among the brute creation,

as different animals are in a different degree ex

posed to the capricious cruelty of mankind ; and

in the fervour of my imagination, I began to

think it possible that they might participate in

a future retribution ; especially as mere matter

and motion approach no nearer to sensibility,

than to thought : and he, who will not venture

to deny that brutes have sensibility, should not

hastily pronounce, that they have only a ma
terial existence. While my mind was thus

busied, the evening stole imperceptibly away ;

and at length morning succeeded to midnight :

my attention was remitted by degrees, and I

fell asleep in my chair.

Though the labours of memory and judgment
were now at an end, yet fancy was still busy :

by this roving wanton I was conducted through
a dark avenue, which, after many windings,
terminated in a place which she told me was
the elysium of birds and beasts. Here I beheld

a great variety of animals, whom I perceived to

be endowed with reason and speech : this pro

digy, however, did not raise astonishment, but

curiosity. I was impatient to learn what were
the topics of discourse in such an assembly ; and

hoped to gain a valuable addition to my remarks

upon human life. For this purpose I approached
a horse and an ass, who seemed to be engaged in

serious conversation ; but I approached with

great caution and humility : for I now con

sidered them as in a state superior to mortality;
and I feared to incur the contempt and indigna
tion, which naturally rise at the sight of a tyrant
who is divested of his power. My caution was,
however, unnecessary, for they seemed wholly
to disregard me, and by degrees I came near

enough to overhear them.
" If I had perished," said the ass,

" when I

was dismissed from the earth, I think I should
have been a loser by my existence ; for during
uiy whole life, there was scarce an interval of

an hour, in which I did not suffer the accumu
lated misery of blows, hunger, and fatigue.
When I was a colt, I was stolen by a gipsy,
who placed two children upon my back in a pair
of panniers, before I had perfectly acquired the

habit of carrying my own weight with steadi

ness and dexterity. By hard fare and ill treat

ment, I quickly became blind ; and when the

family, to which I belonged, went into their

winter quarters at Norwood, I was staked as a

bet against a couple of geese, which had been

found by a fellow who came by, driving befora

him two of my brethren, whom he had over

loaded with bags of sand : a halfpenny was
thrown up ; and, to the inexpressible increase

of my calamity, the dealer in sand was the

winner.
" When I came to town I was harnessed

with my two wretched associates to a cart, in

which my new master had piled up his com

modity till it would hold no more. The load

was so disproportionate to our strength, that it

was with the utmost difficulty and labour

dragged very slowly over the rugged pavement
of the streets, in which every stone was an al

most insuperable obstacle to our progress. One

morning very early, as we were toiling up
Snowhill with repeated efforts of strength, that

was stimulated, even to agony, by the incessan

strokes of a whip, which had already laid our loin,

bare even to the bone ;
it happened, that being

placed in the shafts, and the weight pressing

hard upon me, I fell down. Our driver re

garded my misfortune, not with pity but rage :

and the moment he turned about, he threw a

stick with such violence at my head, that it

forced out my eye, and passing through the

socket into the brain, I was instantly dismissed

from that misery, the comparison of which

with my present state constitutes great part of

its felicity. But you, surely, if I may judge by

your stature, and the elegance of your make,
was among the favourites of mankind ; you was

placed in a higher and a happier station ; you
was not the slave of indigence, but the pride of

greatness ; your labour was sport, and your re

ward was triumph, ease, plenty, and attend

ance."
" It is true," replied the steed,

" I was a fa*

vourite ; but what avails it to be the favourite

of caprice, avarice, and barbarity? My tyrant

was a wretch, who had gained a considerable

fortune by play, particularly racing. 1 had won
him many large sums; but being at length ex-

cepted out of every match, as having no equal,

he regarded even my excellence with malignity
when it was no longer subservient to his in

terest. Yet I still lived in ease and plenty;
and as he was able to sell even my pleasures,

though my labour was become useless, I had a

seraglio in which there was a perpetual succes

sion of new beauties. At last, however, another

competitor appeared : I enjoyed a new triumph

by anticipation ; I rushed into the field, panting
for the conquest ; and the first heat I put my
master in possession of the stakes, which
amounted to ten thousand pounds. The pro

prietor of the mare that I had distanced, not

withstanding this disgrace, declared with great
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zeal, that she should run the next day against

any gelding in the world for douhle the sum :

my master immediately accepted the challenge,

and told him, that he would the next day pro
duce a gelding that would beat her : but what
?vas my astonishment and indignation, when I

discovered that he most cruelly and fraudu

lently intended to qualify me for this match

upon the spot ; and to sacrifice my life at the

very moment in which every nerve should be

strained in his service."
" As I knew it would be in vain to resist, I

suffered myself to be bound : the operation was

performed, and I was instantly mounted and

spurred on to the goal. Injured as I was, the

love of glory was still superior to the desire

of revenge : I determined to die as I had lived,

without an equal ; and having again won the

/ace, I sunk down at the post in an agony,
which soon after put an end to my life."

When I had heard this horrid narrative,

jvhich indeed I remembered to be true, I turned

about in honest confusion, and blushed that I

was a man. But my reflections were inter

rupted by the notes of a blackbird, who was

singing the story of his own fate with a melody
that irresistibly compelled my attention. By
this gentle and harmonious being, I was not

treated with eqiial contempt ; he perceived that

I listened with curiosity, and interrupting his

song,
"

Stranger," says he, "though I am, as

thou seest, in the fields of elysium, yet my hap

piness is not complete ; my mate is still exposed
to the miseries of mortality, and I am still vul

nerable in her. O ! stranger, to bribe thy friend

ship, if peradventure it may reach my love, I

will gratify the curiosity with which thy looks

inquire after me. I fell by the unprovoked

enmity of man, in that season when the dictates

of nature are love. But let not my censure be

universal; for as the elegy which I sing, was
written by a human being, every human being
is not destitute of compassion, nor deaf to the

language in which our joys and fears are ex

pressed." He then, after a sweet though short

prelude, made the grove again echo with his

song.

The sun had chased the winter's snow,

And kindly loosed the frost-bound soil ;

The melting streams began to flow,

And ploughmen urged their annual toil.

'Twas then amid the vernal throng,

Whom nature wakes to mirth and love,

A blackbird raised his amorous song,

And thus it echo'd through the grove.

" O ! fairest of the feather'd train,

For whom I sing, for whom I burn ;

Attend with pity to my strain,

And grant my love a kind return.

"
See, see, the winter's storms are flown,
And Zephyrs gently fan the air 1

Let us the genial influence own,
Let us the vernal pastime share.

" The raven plumes his jetty wing,
T please his croaking paramour ;

The larks responsive love-tales sing,

And tell their passions as they soar.

" But trust me, love, the raven's wing
Is not to be compared with mine ;

Nor can the lark so sweetly sing
As I, who strength with sweetness join.

" With thee I'll prove the sweets of love,

With thee divide the cares of life ;

No fonder husband in the grove,
Nor none than thee a happier wife.

" I'll lead thee to the clearest rill,

Whose streams among the pebbles stray ;

There will we sit and sip our fill,

Or on the flowery border play.

" I'll guide thee to the thickest brake,

Impervious to the school-boy's eye :

For thee the plaster'd nest I'll make,
And on thy downy pinions lie.

" To get thee food I'll range the fields,

And cull the best of every kind ;

\Vhatever nature's bounty yields,

Or love's assiduous care can find.

" And when my lovely mate would stray,

To taste the summer's sweet at large,

At home I'll wait the live-long day,
And tend at home our infant charge.

" When prompted by a mother's care

Thy warmth shall form th' imprisoned young,
W^ith thee the task I'll fondly share,

Or cheer thy labours with my song."

He ceased his song. The melting dame
With tender pity heard his strain ;

She felt, she own'd a mutual flame,

And hastened to relieve his pain.

He led her to the nuptial bower,
And nestled closely to her side,

The happiest bridegroom in that hour,

And she the most enamour'd bride.

Next morn he waked her with a song
" Arise ! behold the new-born day !

The lark his mattin peal has rung ;

Arise, my love, and come away !"
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Together through the field they stray'd,

And to the verdant riv'let's side,

Renew'd their vows, and hopp'd and play'd,

With l^nest joy and decent pride.

But O ! my muse with pain relates

The mournful sequel of my tale ;

Sent by an order of the Fates,

A gunner met them in the vale.

Alarm'd, the lover cried,
" My dear,

Haste, haste away ; from danger fly !

Here, gunner, turn thy vengeance, here !

O ! spare my love, and let me die."

At him the gunner took his aim ;

The aim he took was much too true;
O ! had he chose some other game,
Or shot as he had used to do !*

Divided pair
'

forgive the wrong,
While I with tears your fate rehearse :

I'll join the widow's plaintive song,
And save the lover in my verse.

The emotions which this song produced in my
bosom, awaked me; and I immediately recol

lected, that, while I slept, my imagination had

repeated
" an elegy occasioned by shooting a

blackbird on Valentine's day," which had a few

days before been communicated to me by a

gentleman, who is not only eminent for taste,

literature, and virtue, but for his zeal in defence

of that religion, which most strongly inculcates

compassion to inferior natures, by the example
of its Divine Author, who gave the most stu

pendous proof of his compassion for ours.

No. 38.] SATURDAY, MARCH 17, 1753.

S. yotj 3j o avcqwotpivof, n Stoit tpoiet ix,oiptv,
"

wtg-

yia-i>, uxt KI Xj3-;."
PYTHAG. ap. LONGIN.

Pythagoras being asked in what man could resem
ble the Divinity, justly answered,

" In beneficence
and truth."

Iii the Persian Chronicle of the five hundred and
thirteenth year of the Heigyra, it is thus written.

Of the letter of Cosrou the Iman.

IT pleased our mighty sovereign Abbas Caras-

can, from whom the kings of the earth derive
honour and dominion, to set Mirza his servant
eve* the province of Tauris. In the hand of

Never having killed any thing before or since.

Mirza, the balance of distribution was sus

pended with impartiality; and under his ad

ministration the weak were protected, the

learned received honour, and the diligent be-

came rich; Mirza, therefore, was beheld by

every eye with complacency, and every tongue

pronounced blessings upon his head. But it

was observed that he derived no joy from the

benefits which he diffused : he became pensive
and melancholy; he spent his leisure in soli

tude; in his palace he sat motionless upon a

sofa; and when he went out, his walk was

slow, and his eyes were fixed upon the ground :

he applied to the business of state with reluc

tance; and resolved to relinquish the toil of

government, of which he could no longer enjoy
the reward.

He, therefore, obtained permission to ap

proach the throne of our sovereign; and being
asked what was his request, he made this reply :

" May the Lord of the world forgive the slave

whom he has honoured, if Mirza presume again
to lay the bounty of Abbas at his feet. Thou
hast given me the dominion of a country, fruit

ful as the gardens of Damascus ; and a city,

glorious above all others, except that only which (

reflects the splendour of thy presence. But the

longest life is a period scarce sufficient to pre

pare for death : all other business is vain and

trivial, as the toil of emmets in the path of the

traveller, under whose foot they perish for ever;
and all enjoyment is unsubstantial and evane

scent, as the colours of the bow that appears in

the interval of a storm. Suffer me, therefore,

to prepare for the approach of eternity ; let me
give up my soul to meditation : let solitude and
silence acquaint me with the mysteries of devo

tion ; let me forget the world, and by the world!

be forgotten, till the moment arrives, in which '

the veil of eternity shall fall, and I shall be '

found at the bar of the Almighty." Mirza
then bowed himself to the earth, and stood

silent.

By the command of Abbas it is recorded, that

at these words he trembled upon that throne, at

the footstool of which the world pays homage :

he looked round upon his nobles ; but every
countenance was pale, and every eye was upon
the earth. No man opened his mouth

; and the

king first broke silence, after it had continued

near an hour.
" Mirza, terror and doubt are come upon me.

I am alarmed, as a man who suddenly perceives
that he is near the brink of a precipice, and is

urged forward by an irresistible force : but yet
I know not, whether my danger is a reality or

a dream. I am as thou art, a reptile of the

earth
; my life is a moment, and eternity, in

which days and years and ages are nothing,

eternity is before me, for which I also should

prepare : but by whom then must the faithful

be governed ? by those only who have no fear of
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Judgment? by those only, whose life is brutal,

because like brutes they do not consider that

they shall die? Or who, indeed, are the faith

ful? Are the busy multitudes that crowd the
|

city, in a state of perdition ? and is the cell of

the dervise alone the gate of Paradise ? To all,

the life of a dervise is not possible : to all, there

fore, it cannot be a duty. Depart to the house

which has in this city been prepared for thy re

sidence : I will meditate the reason of thy re

quest; and may he who illuminates the mind

of the humble, enable me to determine with

wisdom."
Mirza departed ; and on the third day having

received no command, he again requested an

audience, and it was granted. When he en

tered the royal presence, his countenance ap

peared more cheerful ;
he drew a letter from his

bosom, and having kissed it, he presented it

with his right-hand.
" My Lord," said he,

" 1 have learned by this letter, which I received

from Cosrou the Iman, who now stands before

thee, in what manner life may be best improved.
I am enabled to look back with pleasure, and

forward with hope; and I shall now rejoice

still to be the shadow of thy power at Tauris,

and to keep those honours which I lately wished

to resign." The king, who had listened to

Mirza with a mixture of surprise and curiosity,

immediately gave the letter to Cosrou, and com
manded that it should be read. The eyes of the

court were at once turned upon the hoary sage,

whose countenance was suffused with an honest

blush ; and it was not without some hesitation

that he read these words :

" To Mirza, whom the wisdom of Abbas our

mighty lord has honoured with dominion, be

everlasting health ! When I heard thy purpose
to withdraw the blessings of thy government
from the thousands of Tauris, my heart was

wounded with the arrow of affliction, and my
eyes became dim with sorrow. But who shall

speak before the king, when he is troubled ; and

who shall boast of knowledge, when he is dis

tressed by doubt? To thee I will relate the

events ofmy youth, which thou hast renewed be

fore me ; and those truths which they taught

me, may the prophet multiply to tbee.

' Under the instruction of the physician

Aluzar, I obtained an early knowledge of his

art. To those who were smitten with disease,

I could administer plants, which the sun has

impregnated with the spirit of health. But the

scenes of pain, languor and mortality, which

were perpetually rising before me, made me
often tremble for myself. I saw the grave open
at my feet : I determined, therefore, to contem

plate only the regions beyond it, and to despise

every acquisition which I could not keep. I

conceived an opinion, that as there was no merit

but in voluntary poverty, and silent medita

tion, those who desired money were not proper

objects of bounty, and that by all who wer*

proper objects of bounty, money was despised.

I therefore buried mine in the earth
; and re

nouncing society, I wandered into a wild and

sequestered part of the country : my dwelling
was a cave by the side of a hill, I drank the run

ning water from the spring, and eat such fruits

and herbs as I could find. To increase the aus

terity of my life, 1 frequently watched all night,

sitting at the entrance of the cave with my face

to the east, resigning myself to the secret influ

ences of the prophet, and expecting illumina

tions from above. One morning after my noc

turnal vigil, just as I perceived the horizon glow
at the approach of the sun, the power of sleep

became irresistible, and I sunk under it. I

imagined myself still sitting at the entrance of

my cell ; that the dawn increased
;
and that as

I looked earnestly for the first beam of day, ;i

dark spot appeared to intercept it. I perceived
that it was in motion ; it increased in size as

it drew near, and at length I discovered it to

be an eagle. I still kept my eye fixed stedfastly

upon it, and saw it alight at a small distance,

where I now descried a fox whose two forelegs

appeared to be broken. Before this fox the eagle
laid part of a kid, which she had brought in her

talons, and then disappeared. When I awaked,
I laid my forehead upon the ground, and blessed

the prophet for the instruction of the morning.
I reviewed my dream, and said thus to myself:

Cosrou, thou hast done well to renounce the

tumult, the business, and the vanities of life ;

but thou hast as yet only done it in part : thou

art still every day busied in the search of food,

thy mind is not wholly at rest, neither is this

trust in Providence complete. What art thou

taught by this vision? If thou hast seen an eagle

commissioned by Heaven to feed a fox that is

lame, shall not the hand of Heaven also supply
thee with food ; when that which prevents thee

from procuring it for thyself, is not necessity

but devotion? I was now so confident of a mira

culous supply, that I neglected to walk out for

my repast, which, after the first day, I expected
with an impatience that left me little power of

attending to any other object : this impatience,

however, I laboured to suppress, and persisted

in my resolution ; but my eyes at length began
to fail me, and my knees smote each other ; I

threw myself backward, and hoped my weak
ness would soon increase to insensibility. But

I was suddenly roused by the voice of an invisi

ble being, who pronounced these words : Cos

rou, I am the angel who, by the command of the

Almighty, have registered the thoughts of thy

heart, which I am now commissioned to re

prove. While thou wast attempting to become

wise above that which is revealed, thy folly has

perverted the instruction which was vouchsafed

thee. Art thou disabled as the fox? hast thou

not rather the powers of the eagle ? Ariee, let
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the eagle be the object of thy emulation. JTo No. 89.] TUESDAY, MARCH 20, 1753.

pain and sickness, he thou again the messenger
of ease and health. Virtue is not rest, but ac- -
tion. If thou dost good to man, as an evidence

>f thy love to God, thy virtue will be exalted

from moral to divine ; and that happiness which .

is the pledge of Paradise, will be thy reward

upon earth.
" At these words I was not less astonished,

than if a mountain had been overturned at rny
feet ; I humbled myself in the dust ; I turned

to the city ; I dug up my treasure
; I was libe

ral, yet I became rich. My skill in restoring
health to the body, gave me frequent opportuni
ties of curing the diseases of the soul. I put on

Avfftetlo; zee.[Aartto, tio.1I.

Pallas pour'd sweet slumbers on his soul ;

Aud balmy dreams, the gift of soft repose,
Cahn'd all his pains, and banish'd all his woes.

POPE.

IF every day did not produce fresh instances of

the ingratitude of mankind, we might, perhaps,

the sacred vestments ; I grew eminent beyond
m merit ; and it was the pleasure of the king

be at a loss, why so liberal and impartial a bene
factor as sleep, should meet with so few histo

rians or panegyrists. Writers are so totally ab~
that I should stand before him. Now, there-

j

sorbed by the business of the day, as never to

fore, be not offended
;

I boast of no knowledge turn their attention to that power, whose offi-

that I have not received ; as the sands of the cious hand so seasonably suspends the burden
desert drink up the drops of rain, or the dew of

j

of life
; and without whose interposition, man

the morning, so do I also, who am but dust, I

would not be able to endure the fatigue of labour

imbibe the instructions of the prophet. Believe ;

however rewarded, or the struggle with opposi-
then that it is he who tells thee, all knowledge tion however successful.

is profkue^which terminates in thyself;_and by Night, though she divides to many the long-
a life wasted in speculation, little even of this cst part of life, and to almost all the most inno-

can be gained. When the gates of Paradise are cent and happy, is yet unthankfully neglected,
thrown open before thee, thy mind shall be ir

radiated in a moment : here thou canst little

except by those who pervert her gifts.

The astronomers, indeed, expect her with im-
more than pile error upon error; there thou patience, and felicitate themselves upon her
shalt build truth upon truth. Wait, therefore, j

arrival: Fontenelle has not failed to celebrate

for the glorious vision
;
and in the meantime

emulate the eagle.. Much is in thy power ; and,
therefore much is expected of thee. Though
the Almighty only can give virtue, yet, as a

her praises; and to chide the sun for hiding
from his view, the worlds which he imagines
to appear in every constellation. Nor have the

poets been always deficient in her praises :

prince, thou mayest stimulate those to bene- i

Milton has observed of the night, that it is " the

ficence, who act from no higher motive than pleasant time, the cool, the silent."

immediate interest : thou canst not produce the

principle ; but mayest enforce the practice. Th
relief of the poor is equal, whether they receiv

it from ostentation or charity ; and the effect o

example is the same, whether it be intended t

obtain the favour of God or man. Let th

virtue be thus diffused
; and if thou believes

with reverence, thou shalt be accepted above.

Farewell. May the smile of Him who resides

in the Heaven of Heavens, be upon thee ! and

against thy name in the volume of His will,

may happiness be written !"

The king, whose doubts like those of Mirza

These men may, indeed, well be expected to

pay particular homage to night ; since they are

indebted to her, not only for cessation of pain,
but increase of pleasure ; not only for slumber,
but for knowledge. But the greater part of her

avowed votaries are the sons of luxury : who

appropriate to festivity the hours designed for

rest ; who consider the reign of pleasure as com

mencing, when day begins to withdraw her

busy multitudes, and ceases to dissipate atten

tion by intrusive and unwelcome variety ; who
begin to awake to joy, when the rest of the

world sinks into insensibility ; and revel in the

were now removed, looked up with a smile that soft effluence of flattering and artificial lights,
communicated the joy of his mind. He dis

missed the prince to his government; and com
manded these events to be recorded, to the end,
that posterity may know, " that no life is plea

sing to God, but that which is useful to man
kind!"

nation tt>

which "more shadowy set off the face of

things."
Without touching upon the fatal consequences

of a custom, which, as Ramazzini observes,
will be for ever condemned, and for ever re

tained ; it may be observed, that, however sleep

may be put off from time to time, yet the de

mand is of so importunate a nature, as not to

remain long unsatisfied : and if, as some have

done, we consider it as the tax of life, we cannot
but observe it as a tax that must be paid, unless
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we could cease to be men ;
for Alexander de

clared, that nothing convinced him that he was

not a divinity, but his not being able to live

without sleep.

To live without sleep in our present fluctuat

ing state, however desirable it might seem to

the lady in Clelia, can surely be the wish only
of the young or the ignorant ; to every one else,

a perpetual vigil will appear to be a state of

wretchedness, second only to that of the miser

able beings, whom Swift has in his travels so

elegantly described, as "
supremely cursed with

immortality."

Sleep is necessary to the happy, to prevent sa

tiety, and to endear life by a short absence ; and

to the miserable, to relieve them by intervals of

quiet. Life is to most, such as could not be en

dured without frequent intermissions of exis

tence. Homer, therefore, has thought it an

office worthy of the goddess of wisdom, to lay

Ulysses asleep when landed on Phseacia.

It is related of Barretier, whose early advan

ces in literature scarce any human mind has

equalled, that he spent twelve hours of the four

and twenty in sleep : yet this appears, from the

bad state of his health, and the shortness of his

life, to have been too small a respite for a mind
so vigorously and intensely employed : it is to be

regretted, therefore, that he did not exercise his

mind less, and his body more ; since by this

means it is highly probable, that though he
would not then have astonished with the blaze

of a comet, he would yet have shone with the

permanent radiance of a fixed star.

Nor should it be objected, that there have

been many men who daily spent fifteen or six

teen hours in study : for by some of whom this

is reported, it has never been done ; others have

done it for a short time only ; and of the rest it

appears, that they employed their minds in

such operations, as required neither celerity nor

strength, in the low drudgery of collating copies,

comparing authorities, digesting dictionaries, or

accumulating compilations.
Men of study and imagination are frequently

upbraided by the industrious and plodding sons

of care, with passing too great a part of their

life in a state of inaction. But these defiers of

sleep seem not to remember, that, though it

must be granted them that they are crawling
about before the break of day, it can seldom be

said that they are perfectly awake ; they exhaust

no spirits, and require no repairs ; but lie torpid
as a toad in marble, or at least are known to

live only by an inert and sluggish loco-motive

faculty, and may be said, like a wounded snake,
to "drag their slow length along."
Man has been long known among philoso

phers, by the appellation of the microcosm, or

epitome of the world : the resemblance between
the great and little world, might, by a rational

observer, be detailed to many particulars ;
and

to many more by a fanciful speculatist. I know
not in which of these two classes I shall be rang
ed for observing, that as the total quantity of

light and darkness allotted in the course of the

year to every region of the earth, is the same,

though distributed at various times and in dif

ferent portions ; so, perhaps, to each individual

of the human species, nature has ordained the

same quantity of wakefulness and sleep; though
divided by some into a total quiescence and vi

gorous exertion of their faculties, and blended

by others in a kind of twilight of existence, in

a state between dreaming and reasoning, in

which they either think without action, or act

without thought.
The poets are generally well affected to sleep :.

as men who think with vigour, they require

respite from thought ;
and gladly resign them

selves to that gentle power, who not only be

stows rest, but frequently leads them to happier

regions, where patrons are always kind, and

audiences are always candid, where they are

feasted in the bowers of imagination, and
crowned with flowers divested of their prickles,

and laurels of unfading verdure.

The more refined and penetrating part of

mankind, who take wide surveys of the wilds

of life, who see the innumerable terrors arid dis

tresses that are perpetually preying on the heart

of man, and discern with unhappy perspicuity
calamities yet latent in their causes,, are glad to

close their eyes upon the gloomy prospect, arid

lose in a short insensibility the remembrance of

others' miseries and their own. The hero has

no higher hope, than that, after having routed

legions after legions, and added kingdom to king

dom, he shall retire to milder happiness, and

close his days in social festivity. The wit or

the sage can expect no greater happiness, than

that after having harassed his reason in deep

researches, and fatigued his fancy in boundless

excursions, he shall sink at night in the tran

quillity of sleep.

The poets, among all those that enjoy the

blessings of sleep, have been least ashamed to

acknowledge their benefactor. How much Sta-

tius considered the evils of life, as assuaged and

softened by the balm of slumber, we may dis

cover by that pathetic invocation, which he

poured out in his waking nights : and that

Cowley, among the other felicities of his darling

solitude, did not forget to number the pmr

ilege

of sleeping without disturbance, we may learn,

from the rank that he assigns among the gifts of

nature to the poppy; "which is scattered,
'

says he, "over the fields of corn, that all the

needs of man may be easily satisfied, and thai

bread and sleep may be found together."

Si quis invisum Cereri benignas
Me putat germen, vehementer errat ;

Ilia me in partem recipit libenter

Fertilis agrl.
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Mequefrumentumque simul per omncs

Oonsulens mundo Uea spargit oras ;

frescite, O ! dlxit, duo magna susten-

tacula vftc.

Carpe, mortalis, mea dona laztiis,

(larpe, nee plantas alias require,
Sed satur panis, satur et soporis,

Ccetera sperne.

He wildly errs who thinks I yield

Precedence in the well-cloath'd field

Though mix'd with wheat I grow :

Indulgent Ceres knew my worth,
And to adorn the teeming earth,

She bad the poppy blow.

Nor vainly gay the sight to please,

But blest with power mankind to ease,

The goddess saw me rise :

"" Thrive with the life-supporting grain,"

She cried,
" the solace of the swain,

The cordial of his eyes.

"
Seize, happy mortal, seize the good ;

My hand supplies thy sleep and food,

And makes thee truly blest :

With plenteous meals enjoy the day
In slumbers pass the night away,
And leave to fate the rest."

C. B.

Sleep, therefore, as the chief of all earthly

blessings, is justly appropriated to industry and

temperance ;
the refreshing rest, and the peace

ful night, are the portion only of him who lies

down weary with honest labour, aud free from

the fumes of indigested luxury; it is the jast
doom of lazines"s and gluttony, to be inactive

without ease, and drowsy without tranquillity.

Sleep has been often mentioned as the image
of death ;

" so like it," says Sir Thomas Brown,
' that I dare not trust it without my prayers :"

their resemblance is, indeed, apparent and strik

ing ; they both, when they seize the body, leave

the soul at liberty ; and wise is he that remem
bers of both, that they can be safe and happy

only by virtue.
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Solvite tantis animum monstris,

A'olvite, Superi; rectam in mellus

Vertite mentem. SEN.

1 eave, ye gods omnipotent and kind,

From such abhorr'd chimeras save the mind
In truth's straight path no hideous monsters roar

;

To truth's straight path the wandering mind restore.

I WENT a few days ago to visit a friend, whose

understanding is so much disordered by an in

judicious application to study, that he has been

some time confined in a mad-house. His imagi
nation was always remarkably vigorous, and his

judgment far from contemptible : but having
resolved to admit no proposition which he could

not demonsti-ate to be true, and to proceed in no

inquiry till he had perfectly levelled the path,

before him ; his progress was presently stopped,
and his mind continued fixed upon problems
which no human abilities can solve, till its ob

ject became confused, and he mistoi for reali

ties the illusions of fancy.
The unequal distribution of good and evil, i

the sufferings of virtue, and the enjoyments of

vice, had long busied and perplexed his under

standing : he could not discover, why a being,
to whom all things are possible, should leave'

moral agents exposed to accidental happiness i

and misery ; why a child often languishes under]
diseases which are derived from a parent, and a

parent suffers yet keener anguish by the rebel

lious ingratitude of a child ; why the tenderest

affection is often abused by the neglect of indif-.

ference, or the insults of brutality; and why
vice has external advantages put into her power,
which virtue is compelled to renounce.

He considered these phenomena as blemishes

in the moral system, and could not suppress ro

mantic wishes to see them removed. These

wishes he now believes to be in some degree

accomplished ;
for he conceives himself trans

ported to another planet, peopled with beings
like himself, and governed by such laws as hu
man pride has often dictated to Divine Wisdom
for the government of the earth ; he fancies too,

that he is attended by a being of a superior

order, who has been commanded to take charge
of him during his excursion ; and he says the

name of this being is Azail. But notwithstand

ing these extravagancies, he will sometimes

reason with great subtilty ; and perfectly com

prehends the force of any argument that is

brought against him, though the next moment
he will be wandering in the mazes of phrenzy,
or busied to accomplish some trifling or ridicu

lous purpose.
When I entered his room, he was sitting in a

contemplative posture, with his eyes fixed upon
the ground : he just glanced them upon me, but

as J perceived that his imagination was busy, I

was not willing to interrupt it by the intrusion

of foreign ideas ; I, therefore, seated myself
near him, without speaking a word ; and after

he had continued in his reverie near a quarter

of an hour, he rose up, and seemed by his ges

tures to take leave of some invisible guest, whom
with great ceremony he attended to the door.

When he returned he addressed me with his

usual formality ; and without expressing any

curiosity to know how I had followed him into

a region so remote and difficult of access, he be

gan to acquaint me with all that had passed in

his imagination.
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Azail," said he,
" has just promised, that

ne will to-morrow remove me from this solitary

retirement, to the metropolis ; where the ad

vantages that arise from a perfect coincidence

ef the natural and the moral world, will be

more apparent and striking: he tells me, that

you have been abroad with him this morning,
and have made some discoveries which you are

to communicate to me. Come, I know that

you find this world very different from that

which you left : there, all is confusion and de

formity ; good and evil seem to be distributed,

not by design, but by chance
; and religion is

not founded on reason, but faith : here, all is

order, harmony, and beauty : vice itself is oiily

a deep shadow that gives strength and elegance
to other figures in the moral picture : happiness

does, indeed, in some degree depend upon ex

ternals; but even external advantages are the

appendages of virtue : every man spontaneously
believes the rectitude which he sees, and rejoices

that a blind assent to propositions which con

tradict his experience is not exacted."

To this address I was at a loss how to reply ;

but some time was happily allowed me for re

collection by my friend, who having now ex

hausted his ideas, lighted a pipe of tobacco, and

resigned himself again to meditation. In this

interval I determined to accommodate myself to

his conceptions, and try what could be effected

by decorating some arguments with the machi

nery of his fancy.
" If Azail," said I,

' has referred you to me,
I will readily gratify your curiosity : but for

my own part I am more and more disgusted

with this place, and I shall rejoice when I re

turn to our own world. We have, I confess,

been abroad this morning; but though the wea
ther as you see is fine, and the country pleasant,

yet I have great reason to be dissatisfied with

my walk. This, as you have remarked, is a

retired part of the country: my discoveries,

therefore, with respect to the people, have been

few : and till to-day, I have seen no object that

has much excited my curiosity, or could much
contribute to my information : but just as we
had crossed the third field from the house, I

discovered a man lying near the path, who
seemed to be perishing with disease and want

;

as we approached, he looked up at us with an

aspect that expressed the utmost distress, but no

expectation of relief; the silent complaint which

yet scarce implied a petition, melted my heart

with pity ; 1 ran to him, and gently raising him
from the ground, inquired how I could be em

ployed to assist him : the man gazed at me with

astonishment ; and while he was making an

effort to speak, 'Azail suddenly forced me from

him. '

Suppress thy pity, said he, for it is im

pious ; and forbear attempts of relief, for they
are vain : hast thou forgot, that happiness and

Viisery are here exactly proportioned to virtue

and vice; and therefore, that to alleviate the

misery, or increase the happiness, is to destroy
the equipoise of the balance, and to counterwork

the designs of Heaven ?'

" I felt the force of this reproof; and turning

my eyes from an object which I could not be

hold without anguish, I soon discovered another

person standing at some distance, and looking
towards us: his features were fixed in the dead
calm of indifference, and expressed neither

pleasure nor pain : I, therefore, inquired of

Azail to what moral class he belonged ;
what

were his virtues, passions, enjoyments, and

expectations.

{"
' The man,' said Azail,

' who is the subject
of thy inquiry, has not deserved, and, there

fore, does not suffer positive pain, either of body
6r mind : he possesses ease and health, and en

joys the temperate gratification of his natural

iappetites ; this temperance is his virtue, and this

enjoyment its reward. He is destitute of what
ever is distinguished upon earth, by the name of

Kind Affections or Social Virtue : the kind

affections would render his happiness dependent

upon others ; and the exercise of social virtue

presupposes the happiness of others to be depen
dent upon him. Every individual is here a kind

of separate system ; among these there can be

neither pity nor relief, neither bounty nor grati

tude. To clothe the naked, to feed the hungry,
and to comfort the afflicted, can be duties to

those only, who are placed where the account of

Providence with Vice and Virtue is kept open r

and the mite of human benevolence may be

accepted for either ; as the balance is deferred

till hereafter, and will at last be stated with the

utmost precision and impartiality. If these

beings are intended for a future state, it is not

requisite they should know it ; the Deity would

be justified, if they should lose existence and life

together. Hope and fear are not necessary to

adjust the scale of distributive justice, or to de

ter them from obtaining private gratifications at

the expense of others ; for over the happiness of

others they have no power : their expectations>

therefore, are bounded by the grave ;
and any

calamity that would afford a probable proof of

their existence beyond it, would be regarded as

the most fortunate event that could befall them.

In that of which others complain, they would

rejoice ; and adore as bounty, that which upon
earth has been censured as injustice.' When
Azail had vouchsafed me this information, I

earnestly requested that I might no longer con

tinue where my virtues had no object, where

there was no happiness worthy my compla-

Icency, nor any misery that I was permitted to

relieve."

All this while my friend seemed to listen with

great attention, and I was encouraged to proceed.
" I could not forbear observing to Azail," said

I, "as we returned, that he had exhibited, in a
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very strong light, the great advantages, which

are derived from that very constitution of the

natural and moral world, which, being gene

rally considered as defective, some have con

cealed with a view to justify providence, and

others have displayed as an argument that all

things were produced by chance. But!? Sir,

(said my friend, hastily interrupting me) it is

not merely the unequal distribution, but the ex

istence of evil, that the Stoics denied, and the

Epicureans admitted, for the purposes which

you suppose ;
and I can discover without the

assistance of Azail, that if moral evil had been

excluded, the social affections would have been

exercised only in the participation of happiness;

pity would have been well exchanged for com

placency, and the alleviation of evil for the mu
tual communication of good." I now conceived

hopes, that I had engaged him in a train of

thought, which would, by degrees, lead him out

of all his difficulties ; I applauded myself upon
the success of my project, and believed I had

nothing to do, but to obviate the objection he

had started, and to recapitulate my other argu
ments of which he had tacitly acknowledged the

force. " My dear friend," said I,
"
you talk of

the exclusion of moral evil; but does not the

exclusion of moral evil from a society of human

beings placed in a state of probation, appear to

be as impossible as to give a circle the properties
of a square ? and could man, supposing him to

have continued impeccable, have lived upon
earth, in perpetual security from pain ? would
he not have been still liable to be crushed by a

fall, or wounded by a blow ? and is it not easy
to show, that these evils, which unavoidably
become probable the moment our world and its

iirst inhabitants were produced, are apparently
over-ruled by the wise Creator, and that from
these he is perpetually educing good?
" The same act by which man forfeited his/

original immortality, produced eventually a

proof, that it should be restored in a futur

state ; with such circumstances, as more forl

cibly restrained vice by fear, and encouraged
virtue by hope. Man, therefore, was urged by
stronger motives to rectitude of life, and a fur

ther deviation to ill became more difficult than
the first ; a new field was opened for the exer
cise of that virtue, which exercise only can im

prove. When distress came among us, the re

lief of distress was exalted into piety: What
ye did to the sick, and the prisoner, says the

Author of our religion, ye did to me. But the

sufferings of virtue do not only exercise virtue

in others ; they are an earnest of everlasting

felicity; and hope, without any temporary en *

joyment, is of more worth than all temporary
enjoyments without hope. The present system
is, indeed, evidently in a state of progression ;

in this view, it will appear to be a work worthy
of infinite wisdom and goodness, for no one can

complain, that an ear of corn rots in the ground,
who knows that it cannot otherwise spring up,
and produce first the blade, then the ear, and
afterwards an increase by which alone it be

comes useful."

I now paused in expectation of his reply,
with the utmost confidence of success ; but while

I was in fancy congratulating him on the re

covery of his understanding, and receiving the

thanks of his friends, to the utter confusion of

my hope he burst into a violent fit of laughter.
At first I was not less astonished than disap

pointed ; but I soon discovered, that while I

was labouring at my argument, which wholly

engrossed my attention, he had found means

mischievously to shake the lighted tobacco from
his pipe into my coat-pocket, which having set

fire to my handkerchief, was now finding ita

way through the lining.

This was so learned, rational, and ingenious a
confutation of all I had said, that I could not

but retract my error : and as a friend to truth

and free inquiry, I recommend the same method
of reply to those ingenious gentlemen, who have

discovered, that ridicule is the test of truth ; and
1 am confident, that if they manage it with

dexterity, it will always enable them perfectly
to disconcert an antagonist who triumphs in the

strength of his argument, and would otherwise

bring contempt upon those who teach provi
dence to govern the world.

No. 41.
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SI tnutabile pectus
Est tibi, coflsiliis, non curribus, utere nostris,,

Dutn potes, et solidis etiamnum sedibus adstas ;.

Dumqiie male optatos nondum premis inscius ai'fs

OYID.

TV attempt forsake,

And not my chariot but my counsel take ;

While yet securely on the earth you stand;
Nor tou:h the horses with too rash a hand.

ADDISON.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR, Fleet, March 21.

I NOW send you the sequel of my story ; which
had not been so long delayed, if I could haAre

brought myself to imagine, that any real im

patience was felt for the fate of Misargyrus;
who has travelled no unbeaten track to misery,
and consequently can present the reader only
with such incidents as occur in daily life.

You have seen me, Sir, in thcj zenith of my
glory ; not dispensing the kindly warmth of an

all-cheering sun, but like another Phaeton,

scorching and blasting every thing round me. I
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shall proceed, therefore, to finish my career, and

pass as rapidly as possible through the remain

ing vicissitudes of my life.

When I first began to he in want of money,
I made no doubt of an immediate supply. The

newspapers were perpetually offering directions

to menj who seemed to have no other business

than to gather heaps of gold for those who place
their supreme felicity in scattering it. I posted

away, therefore, to one of these advertisers, who
by hie proposals seemed to deal in thousands;
and was not a little chagrined to find, that this

general benefactor would have nothing to do

with any larger sum than thirty pounds, nor

would venture that without a joint note from

myself and a reputable housekeeper, or for a

longer time than three months.

It was not yet so bad with me, as that I

needed to solicit surety for thirty pounds : yet

partly from the greediness that extravagance

always produces, and partly from a desire of

seeing the humour of a petty usurer, a character

of which I had hitherto lived in ignorance, I

condescended to listen to his terms. He pro
ceeded to inform me of my great felicity in not

falling into the hands of an extortioner ; and
assured me, that I should find him extremely
moderate in his demands : he was not, indeed,

certain, that he could furnish me with the whole

sum, for people were at this particular time ex

tremely pressing and importunate for money ;

yet as I had the appearance of a gentleman, he

would try what he could do, and give me his

answer in three days.
At the expiration of the time, I called upon

him again; and was again informed of the great
demand for money, and that " money was mo
ney now:" he then advised me to be punctual
in my payment, as that might induce him to

befriend me hereafter ; and delivered me the

money, deducting at the rate of five and thirty

per cent, with another panegyric upon his own
moderation.

I will not tire you with the various practices
of usurious oppression; but cannot omit my
transaction with Squeeze on Tower-hill, who

finding me a young man of considerable expec

tations, employed an agent to persuade me to

borrow five hundred pounds, to be refunded by
an annual payment of twenty per cent, during
the joint lives of his daughter Nancy Squeeze
and myself. The negotiator came prepared to

inforce his proposal with all his art; but finding
that I caught his offer with the eagerness of

necessity, he grew cold and languid :
" he had

mention? 1 it out of kindness; he would try
to serve me : Mr. Squeeze was an honest man,
but extremely cautious." In three days he

came to tell me, that his endeavours had been

ineffectual, Mr. Squeeze having no good opinion
of my life : but that there was one expedient

remaining ; Mrs. Squeeze could influence her

husband, and her good will might be gained by
a compliment. I waited that afternoon on Mrs*

Squeeze, and poured out before her the flatteries

which easily gain access to rank and beauty : I

did not then know, that there are places in

which the only compliment is a bribe. Having
yet credit with a jeweller, I afterwards procu
red a ring of thirty guineas, which I humbly
presented, and was soon admitted to a treaty
with Mr. Squeeze. He appeared peevish and

backward, and my old friend whispered me,
that he would never make a dry bargain : I

therefore invited him to a tavern. Nine times

we met on the affair
; nine times I paid four

pounds for the supper and claret
; and nine gui

neas I gave the agent for good offices. I then

obtained the money, paying ten per cent, ad

vance ; and at the tenth meeting gave another

supper, and disbursed fifteen pounds for the

writings.

Others, who styled themselves brokers, would

only trust their money upon goods : that I

might, therefore, try every art of expensive

folly, I took a house and furnished it. I amu
sed myself with despoiling my moveables of

their glossy appearance, for fear of alarming the

lender Avith suspicions ; and in this I succeeded

so well, that he favoured me with one hundred
and sixty pounds upon that which was rated at

seven hundred. I then found that I was to

maintain a guardian about me, to prevent the

goods from being broken or removed. This

was, indeed, an unexpected tax ; hut it was too

late to recede ; and I comforted myself, that I

might prevent a creditor, of whom I had some

apprehensions, from seizing, by having a prior
execution always in the house.

By such means I had so embarrassed myself,
that my whole attention was engaged in con

triving excuses, and raising small sums to quiet
such as words would no longer mollify. It cost

me eighty pounds in presents to Mr. Leech th

attorney, for his forbearance of one hundred,
which he solicited me to take when I had no

need. I was perpetually harassed with impor
tunate demands, and insulted by wretches, who
a few months before would not have dared to

raise their eyes from the dust before me. I lived

in continual terror, frighted by every noise at

the door, and terrified at the approach of every

step quicker than common. 1 never retired to

rest, without feeling the justness of the Spanish

proverb,
" Let him who sleeps too much, borrow

the pillow of a debtor;" my solicitude and vexa

tion kept me long waking ;
and when I had

closed my eyes, I was pursued or insulted by

visionary bailiffs.

When I reflected upon the meanness of the

shifts I had reduced myself to, I could not but

curse the folly and extravagance that had over

whelmed me in a sea of troubles, from which it

was highly improbable that I should ever
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emerge. I had some time lived in hopes of an

estate, at the death of my uncle ;
hut he disap

pointed me by marrying his house-keeper ; and

catching an opportunity soon after of quarrelling

with me, for settling twenty pounds a year upon
a girl whom I had seduced, told me that he

would take care to prevent his fortune from

being squandered upon prostitutes.

Nothing now remained, but the chance of ex

tricating myself by marriage ;
a scheme which

I nattered myself, nothing but my present dis

tress would have made me think on with pa
tience. I determined, therefore, to look out for

a tender novice, with a large fortune at her wn
disposal ;

and accordingly fixed my eyes upon
Miss Biddy Simper. I had now paid her six

or seven visits; and so fully convinced her of

my being a gentleman and a rake, that I *aade

no doubt that both her pei'aon and fortune would

be soon mine.

At this critical time, Miss Gripe called upon

me, in a chariot bought with my money, and

loaded with trinkets that I had in my days of

affluence lavished on her. Those days were

now over; and there was little hope that they

would ever return. She was not able to with

stand the temptation of ten pounds that Talon

the bailiff offered her, but brought him into my
apartment disguised in a livery ; and taking my
sword to the window, under pretence of admir

ing the workmanship, beckoned him to seize

me.

Delay would have been expensive without

use, as the debt was too considerable for pay
ment or bail : I, therefore, suffered myself to be

immediately conducted to jail.

Vestibulum ante ipsum primisque in faucibus Orel,

Luctus et ultrices posw're cubllla curce :

Pallentesque habitant morbi, tristlsque senectus,

Et metus, et malesuadafames, et turpis egestas.

VlRG.

Just in the fate and in the jaws of hell,

Revengeful cares, and sullen sorrows dwell ;

And pale diseases, and repining age ;

Want, fear, and famine's unresisted rage.

DRTUEN.

Confinement of any kind is dreadful; a

prison is sometimes able to shock those, who en

dure it in a good cause : let your imagination,

therefore, acquaint you, with what I have not

words to express; and conceive, if possible, the

horrors of imprisonment attended with reproach
and ignominy, of involuntary association with

the refuse of mankind, with wretches who were

before too abandoned for society, but being now
freed from shame or fear, are hourly improving
their vices by consorting with each other.

There are, however, a few, whom like myself

imprisonment has rather mortified than har

dened : with these only I converse ; and of these

you may perbap s hereafter receive some account

from,
Your humble servant,

T. MlSARGYRL'S.

No. 42.] SATURDAY, MARCH 31, 1753.

Sua cuique Deus sit dira Cupido. VIRG.

Our lusts are Gods, and what they will is fate.

I HAD the misfortune, some time ago, to be in

company where a gentleman, who has the hon
our to be a principal speaker at a disputing so

ciety of the first class, was expected. Till this

person came in, the conversation was carried on
with the cheerful easy negligence of sensible

good humour : but we soon discovered, that his

discourse was a perpetual effort to betray the

company into attempts to prove self-evident

propositions : a practice in which he seems to

have followed the example of that deep philoso

pher, who denied motion,
"
because," as he said,

" a body must either move where it is, or where
it is not ; and both suppositions are equally ab

surd."

His attempt, however, was totally unsuccess

ful ; till at last he affirmed, that a man had no

more power over his own actions, than a clock ;

and that the motions of the human machine
were determined by irresistible propensities, as

a clock is kept going by a weight. This pro

position was answered with a loud laugh ; every
one treated it as an absurdity which it was im

possible to believe; and to expose him to the

ridicule of the company, he was desired to prove
what he had advanced, as a fit punishment of

his design to engage others to prove the contrary,
which, though for a different reason, was yet

equally ridiculous. After a long harangue, in

which he retailed all the sophistry that he re

membered, and much more than he understood,

he had the mortification to find, that he had

made no proselyte, nor was yet become of suffi

cient consequence to provoke an antagonist.

I sat silent ;
and as I was indulging my spe

culations on the scene which chance had exhib

ited before me, I recollected several incidents

which convinced me, that most of the persons
who were present, had lately professed the

opinion which they now opposed ; and acted upon
that very principle which they derided as ab

surd, and appeared to detest as impious.
The company consisted of Mr. Traffic, a

wealthy merchant ; Mr. Courtly, a commis
sioner of a public office ; Mr. Gay, a gentleman
in whose conversation there is a higher strain of

pleasantry and humour, than in any other .per

son of my acquaintance ; and Mvrtilia. the wiie
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of our friend, at whose house we were assem

bled to dine, and who, during this interval, was

engaged by some unexpected business in another

room.

Those incidents which I then recollected, I

will now relate; nor can any of the persons

whom I have thus ventured to name, be justly

offended : because that which is declared not to

be the effect of choice, cannot be considered as

the object of censure.

With Mr. Traffic I had contracted an inti

macy in our younger days, which, notwithstand

ing the disparity of our fortune, has continued

till now. We had both been long acquainted
with a gentleman, who, though his extensive

trade had contributed to enrich his country, was

himself by sudden and inevitable losses become

poor : his credit, however, was still good ;
and

by the risk of a certain sum, it was still possible

to retrieve his fortune. With this gentleman
we had spent many a social hour

;
we had habi

tually drank his health when he was absent,

and always expressed our sentiments of his

merit in the highest terms. In this exigency,

therefore, he applied to me, and communicated

the secret of his distress ; a secret, which is

always concealed by a generous mind till it is

extorted by torture that can no longer be borne :

he knew my circumstances too well, to expect

the sum that he wanted from my purse ; but

he requested that I would, to save him from the

pain and confusion of such a conversation, com
municate his request, and a true state of his

affairs, to Mr. Traffic: "for," says he, "though
I could raise double the sum upon my own per

sonal security ; yet I would no more borrow of

a man without acquainting him at what risk

he lends, than I would solicit the insurance of a

ship at a common premium, when I knew, by

private intelligence, that she could swim no

longer than every pump was at work."

1 undertook this business with the utmost

confidence of success. Mr. Traffic heard the

account of our friend's misfortunes with great

appearance of concern : he warmly commended

his integrity, and lamented the precaiious situ

ation of a trader, whom economy and diligence

cannot secure from calamities, which are

brought upon others only by profusion and riot :

but as to the money, he said, that I could not ex

pect him to venture it without security ; that

my friend himself could not wonder that his

request was refused, a request with which,

indeed, said he, I cannot possibly comply.
Whatever may be thought of the free agency of

myself and my friend which Mr. Traffic had

made no scruple to deny in a very interesting

particular ; I believe every one will readily

admit, that Mr. Traffic was neither free in

speculation nor fact : for he can be little better

tnan a machine actuated by avarice, who had

not power to spare one thousand pounds from

two hundred times the sum, to prevent the im

mediate ruin of a man, in Avhose behalf he had
been so often liberal of praise, with whom his

social enjoyments had been so long connected,
and for whose misfortunes he was sensibly
touched.

Soon after this disappointment, my unhappy
friend became a bankrupt, and applied to me
once more to solicit Mr. Courtly for a place in

his office. By Mr. Courtly I was received with

great friendship ; he was much affected with the

distresses of my friend
;
he generously gave me

a bank note, which he requested me to apply to

his immediate relief in such a manner as would
least wound his delicacy; and promised that the

first vacancy he should be provided for: but

when the vacancy happened, of which I had the

earliest intelligence, he told me with evident

compunction and distress,
" that he could not

possibly fulfil his promise, for that a Tery great

man had recommended one of his domestics,

whose solicitation for that reason it was not in

his power to refuse." This gentleman, there

fore, had also professed himself a machine; and

indeed he appears to have been no less the in

strument of ambition, than Mr. Traffic of ava

rice.

Mr. Gay, the wit, besides that he has very
much the air of a free agent, is a man of deep

penetration, great delicacy, and strong compas
sion : but in direct opposition to all these great

and good qualities, he is continually entangled

in difficulties, and precipitated not only into in

decency and unkindness, but impiety, by his

love of ridicule. J remembered, that I had

lately expostulated with him about this strange

perversion of his abilities in these terms :

" Dear Charles, it amazes me that you should

rather affect the character of a merry fellow,

than a wise man; that you should mortify a

friend, whom you not only love, but esteem ;

wantonly mangle a character which you re

verence, betray a secret, violate truth, and sport

with the doctrines and the practice of a religion

which you believe, merely for the pleasure of

being laughed at." I remember too, that when

he heard me out, he shrugged up his shoulders,

and greatly extending the longitudinal dimen

sions of his countenance,
" All this," said he

" is very true; but if I was to be hanged I could

not help it." Here was another declaration in

favour of fatality. Poor Gay professes himself

a slave rather to vanity than to vice, and pa

tiently submits to the most ridiculous drudgery

without one struggle for freedom.

Of the lady I am unwilling to speak with

equal plainness ; but I hope Myrtilla will allow

me to plead an irresistible impulse when she

reflects, that I have heard her lament that she is

herself urged by an irresistible impulse to play.

I remembered, that I had, at the request of my
friend, taken an opportunity when we were
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alone, indirectly to represent the pernicious con

sequences of indulging so preposterous an incli

nation. She perceived my design ; and imme

diately accused herself with an honest sensibility

that burst into tears ; but at the same time told

me, " that she was no more able to refrain from

cards than to fly :" and a few nights afterwards

I observed her chairman waiting at the door of

a great lady, who seldom sees company but on

a Sunday, and then has always the happiness of

engaging a briliant assembly at cards.

After I had recollected these incidents, 1

looked with less contempt upon our necessita

rian ; and to confess a truth, with less esteem

upon his present opponents. I took for granted,

that this gentleman's opinion proceeded from

a consciousness, that he was himself the slave of

some or all of these vices and follies ;
and that

he was prompted by something like benevolence,

to communicate to others a discovery, by which

alone he had been able to quiet his own mind,
and to regard himself rather as an object of pity

than contempt. And indeed no man, without

great incongruity, can affirm that he has powers
which he does not exert, when to exert them is

evidently his highest interest ; nor should he be

permitted to arrogate the dignity of a free agent,

who has once professed himself to be the mere
instrument of necessity.

While I was making these reflections, the

husband of Myrtilla came in ; and to atone for

any dishonour, which custom or prejudice may
suppose to be reflected upon him by the unhappy
fatality of his wife, I shall refer to him as an
incontestible proof, that though there are some
who have sold themselves to do evil, and become
the bondmen of iniquity, yet there are others

who preserve the birthright of beings that are

placed but a little lower than the angels ; and
who may, without reproach, deny the doctrine

of necessity, by which they are degraded to an

equality with brutes that perish. I acknow

ledge, indeed, that my friend has motives from
which he acts ; but his motives receive their

force from reason illuminated by revelation, and
conscience invigorated by hope. I acknowledge
too, that he is under subjection to a master;
but let it be remembered, that it is to Him only,
" whose service is perfect freedom."

No. 43.] TUESDAY, APRIL 3, 1753.

Mobil, tate viget VIRG.

Its life is motion.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SiR, March 12, 1753.

THE adulteration of the copper-coin, as it is

highly pernicious to trade in general, so it

more immediately affects the itinerate branches

of it. Among these, at present, are to be found
the only circulators of base metal

; and, per

haps, the only dealers, who are obliged to take

in payment such counterfeits, as will find a

currency no where else : and yet they are not

allowed to raise the price of their commodities,

though they are abridged of so considerable a

portion of their profits.

A Tyburn execution, a duel, a most terrible

fire, or a horrid, barbarous, bloody, cruel, and
inhuman murder, was wont to bring in vast re

venues to the lower class of pamphleteers, who
get their livelihood by vending these diurnal

records publicly in the streets : but since half

pence have been valued at no more than five

pence the pound weight, these occasional pieces
will hardly answer the expenses of printing and

paper ; and the servant-maid, who used to in

dulge her taste for polite literature, by purchas
ing fifty new playhouse songs, or a whole poeti
cal sheet of the Yorkshire Garland or Gloucestei1

-

shire Tragedy, for a halfpenny, can now scarcely

procure more than one single slip of " I love

Sue, or the. Lover's Complaint."
It is also observable, that the Park no longer

echoes with the shrill cry of "
Toothpicks ! take

you six, your honour, for a halfpenny," as it

did when halfpence were halfpence worth. The
vender contents herself with silently presenting
her little portable shop ; and guards against the

rapacity of the buyer, by exhibiting a very small

parcel of her wares.

But the greatest sufferers are undoubtedly the

numerous fraternity of beggars ; for, as things
are circumstanced, it would be almost as profit

able to work as to beg, were it not that many
more are now induced to deal out their charity
in what is of no other use to themselves, in the

hope of receiving seven-fold in return. Indeed,
since the usual donation has been so much les

sened in its value, the beggars have been ob

served to be more vociferous and importunate.
One of these orators, who takes his stand at

Spring-gardens, now enforces his piteous com

plaint, with " Good Christians, one good half

penny to the stone-blind ;" and another, who
tells you he has lost the use of his precious

limbs, addresses your compassion by showing a

bad halfpenny, and declaring that he is ready
to perish with hunger, having tried it in vain

at twenty three places to buy a bit of bread.

Farthings, we are told, were formerly called in

by the beggars, as they threatened the ruin of

their community. I should not wonder, there

fore, if this public-spirited people were also to

put a stop to the circulation of bad halfpence,

by melting them down from time to time as

they come into their hands. The experiment

|

is worth making ; and I am assured, that, foi

1
some end or other, orders will be issued out irom
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the king of the beggars, to bring all their adul

terated copper to their mint in the borough, or

their foundery in Moorfields.

I was led to the consideration of this subject

by some halfpence I had just received in change ;

among which one in particular attracted my re

gard, that seemed once to have borne the profile

of King William now scarcely visible, as it was

very much battered, and besides other marks of

ill usage had a hole through the middle. As it

happened to be the evening of a day of some

fatigue, my reflections did not much interrupt

my propensity to sleep, and I insensibly fell into

a kind of half-slumber ; when to my imagination
the halfpenny which then lay before me upon
the table, erected itself upon its rim, and from

the royal lips stamped on its surface articulately

uttered the following narration.
" Sir ! I shall not pretend to conceal from

you the illegitimacy of my birth, or the base

ness of my extraction ;
and though I seem to

bear the venerable marks of old age, I received

my being af Birmingham not six months ago.

From thence I was transported, with many of

my brethren of different dates, characters, and

configurations, to a Jew-pedlar in Duke's Place,

who paid for us in specie scarce a fifth part of

our nominal and extrinsic value. We were soon

after separately disposed of, at a more moderate

profit, to coffee-houses, chop-houses, chandler-

shops, and gin-shops.
" I had not been long in the world, before an

ingenious transmuter of metals laid violent

hands on me ; and observing my thin shape and

flat surface, by the help of a little quicksilver
exalted me into a shilling. Use, however, soon

degraded me again to my native low station
;

and I unfortunately fell into the possession of

an urchin just breeched, who received me as a

Christmas-box of his godmother.
" A love of money is ridiculously instilled

into children so early, that, before they can pos

sibly comprehend the use of it, they consider it

as of great value : I lost, therefore, the very
essence of my being, in the custody of this hope
ful disciple of avarice and folly and was kept

only to be looked at and admired : 'but a bigger

boy after a while snatched me from him, and

released me from my confinement.
" 1 now underwent various hardships" among

his play-fellows, and was kicked about, hust

led, tossed up, and chucked into holes ; which

very much battered and impaired me : but 1

suffered most by the pegging of tops, the marks

of which I have borne about me to this day.
I was in this state the. unwitting cause of rapa

city, strife, envy, rancour, malice, and revenge,

among the little apes of mankind
;
and became

the object and the nurse of those passions which

disgrace human nature, while I appeared only
to engage children in innocent pastimes. At

length, I was dismissed from their service,

by a throw with a barrow-woman for an

orange.
" From her it is natural to conclude, I posted

to the gin-shop ; where, indeed, it is probable I

should have immediately gone, if her husband,
a foot-soldier, had not wrested me from her, at

the expense of a bloody nose, black eye,

scratched face, and torn regimentals. By him
I was carried to the Mall in St. James's Park ;

where I am ashamed to tell how I parted from
him Let it suffice that I was soon after safely

deposited in a night-cellar.
" From hence 1 got into the coat-pocket of a

blood, and remained there with several of my
brethren for some days unnoticed. But one

evening, as he was reeling home from the tavern,
he jirked a whole handful of us through a sash-

window into the dining-room of a tradesman,
who he remembered had been so unmannerly to

him the day before, as to desire payment of his

bill. We reposed in soft ease on a fine Turky
carpet till the next morning when the maid

swept us up ; and some of us were allotted to

purchase tea, some to buy snuff, and I myself
was immediately trucked away at the door fo.r

The Sweetheart's Delight.
" It is not my design to enumerate every little

accident that has befallen me, or to dwell upon
trivial and indifferent circumstances, as is the

practice of those important egotists, who write

narratives, memoirs, and travels. As useless

to the community as my single self may appear
to be, I have been the instrument of much good
and evil in the intercourse of mankind : 1 have

contributed no small sum to the revenues of the

crown, by my share in each newspaper; and in

the consumption of tobacco, spirituous liquors,
and other taxable commodities. If I have en

couraged debauchery, or supported extravagance ;

1 have also rewarded the labours of industry,
and relieved the necessities of indigence. The

poor acknowledge me as their constant friend ;

and the rich, though they affect to slight me,
and treat me with contempt, are often reduced

by their follies to distresses which it is even in

my power to relieve.

" The present exact scrutiny into our con

stitution has, indeed, very much obstructed and
embarrassed my travels ; though I could not

but rejoice in my condition last Tuesday, as I

was debarred having any share in maiming,
bruising, and destroying the innocent victims of

vulgar barbarity : I was happy in being consigned
to the mock-encounters with feathers and stuffed

leather; a childish sport, rightly calculated to

initiate tender minds in arts of cruelty, and pre

pare them for the exercise of inhumanity on

helpless animals !

" I 'shall conclude, Sir, with informing you

by what means I came to you in the condition

you see. A Choice Spirit, a member of the

Kill Care Club, broke a link boy's pate with
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me last night, as a reward for lighting him

across the kennel. The lad wasted half his

tar -flambeau in looking for me; hut I escaped

his search, being lodged snugly against a post.

This morning a parish girl picked me up, and

carried me with raptures to the next baker's

shop to purchase a roll. The master, who was
church-warden, examined me with great atten

tion, and then gruffly threatening her with

Bridewell for putting off bad money, knocked a

nail through my middle, and fastened me to the

counter : hut the moment the poor hungry child

was gone, he whipt me up again, and sending
me away with others in change to the next cus

tomer, gave me this opportunity of relating my
adventures to you."
When I awaked, I found myself so much in

vigorated by my nap, that I immediately wrote

down the. strange story which I had just heard
;

and as it is not totally destitute of use and en

tertainment, I have sent it to you, that by
means of your paper, it may be communicated

to the public.
I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

A. TIM. TURNPENNY.

44.] SATURDAY, APRIL 7, 1753.

Arcanum neque tu scrufaberis ullius unquam;
Commissumque teges, et vino tortus, et ira. HOR.

Strive not

Your patron's bosom to explore ;

And let not wine or anger wrest
Th* intrusted secret from your breast. FRANCIS.

I OWE the following paper to an unknown cor

respondent, who sent it to Mr. Payne a few

days ago, directed to the Adventurer. As I

have no objection to the general principles upon
which it is written, I have taken the first op-

jrortunity to communicate it to the public : the

subject is unquestionably of great importance ;

and as I think it is far from being exhausted, it

may possibly produce another lucubration.

AMONGST all the beauties and excellences of the

ancient writers, of which I profess myself an

admirer, there are none which strike me with
more veneration, than the precepts they have
delivered to us for our conduct in society. The
fables of the poets, and the narrations of the

historians, amaze and delight us with their re

spective qualifications; but we feel ourselves

particularly concerned, when a moral virtue, or
a social obligation is set before us, the practice
ofwhich is our indispensable duty : and, perhaps,
we are more ready to observe these instructions,
or at least acquiesce sooner in the propriety of

them as the authority of the teacher is unques
tionable, the address not particularly confined

or levelled, and the censure consequently less

dogmatical.

Of all the virtues which the ancients pos

sessed, the zeal and fidelity of their friendships

appear to me as the highest distinctions of their

characters. Private persons, and particular af

finities amongst them, have been long celebrated

and admired : and if we examine their conduct

as companions, we shall find, that the rites of

their religion were not more sacred, more

strongly ratified, or more severely preserved,
than their laws of society.

The table of friendship, and the altar of sacri

fice, were equally uncontaminated : the mys
teries of Bacchus were enveloped with as many
leaves as those of Ceres ; and the profanation of

either deity, excluded the offenders from the

assemblies of men : the revealer was judged ac

cursed, and impiety was thought to accompany
his steps.

Without inveighing against the practice ol

the present times, or comparing it with that of

the past, i shall only remark, that if we cannot

meet together upon the honest principles ot

social beings, there is reason to fear, that we are

placed in the most unfortunate and lamentable

era since the creation of mankind. It is not
the increase of vices inseparable from humanitv
that alarms us, the riots of the licentious, or tho

outrages of the profligate ; but it is the absence

of that integrity, the neglect of that virtue, the

contempt of that honour, which, by connecting
individuals, formed society, and without which

society can no longer subsist.

Few men are calculated for that close con

nection which v/e distinguish by the appella
tion of friendship ; and we well know the dif

ference between a friend and an acquaintance .

the acquaintance is in a post of progression ;

and after having passed through a course of

proper experience, and given sufficient evidence

of his merit, takes a new title, and ranks him
self higher. He must now be considered as In

a place of consequence ; in which all the orna
ments of our nature are necessary to support
him. But the great requisites, those without
which all others are useless, are fidelity and

taciturnity. He must not only be superior to

loquacious imbecility, he must be well able to

repress the attacks ofcuriosity, and to resist those

powerful engines that will be employed against

him, wine and resentment. Such a-e the powers
that he must constantly exert, after a trust is

reposed in him : and that he may not overload

himself, let him not add to his charge, by hia

own inquiries ; let it be a devolved, not an ao.

quired commission. Thus accoutred,

Sub iisdem

Sit trabibus,fragilemque mecum
Solvat Phaselon.
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They who mysteries reveal,

Beneath my roof shall never live,

Shall never hoist with me the doubtful sail.

FRANCIS.

There are as few instigations in this country
to a breach of confidence, as sincerity can re

joice under. The betrayer is for ever shut out

from the ways of men, and his discoveries are

deemed the effects of malice. We wisely ima

gine, he must be actuated by other motives than

the promulgation of truth; and we receive his

evidence, however we may use it, with contempt.
Political exigencies may require a ready recep

tion of such private advices : but though the

necessities of government admit the intelligence,

the wisdom of it but barely encourages the intel-

1'igencer. There is no name so odious to us,

as that of an Informer. The very alarm in our

streets at the approach of one, is a sufficient

proof of the general abhorrence of this character.

Since these are the consequential conditions

upon which men acquire this denomination, it

may be asked, what are the inducements to the

treachery. I do not suppose it always proceeds
from the badness of the mind

;
and indeed I

think it is impossible that it should : weakness

discovers what malignity propagates ; till at last,

confirmation is required, with all the solemnity
of proof, from the first author of the report ;

who only designed to gratify his own loquacity,
or the importunity of his companion. An idle

vanity inclines us to enumerate our parties of

mirth and friendship ;
and we believe our impor

tance is increased,, by a recapitulation of the dis

course, of which we were such distinguished
sharers : and to show that we were esteemed fit

to be entrusted with affairs of great concern

and privacy, we notably give in our detail of

them.

There is, besides, a very general inclination

amongst us to hear a secret, to whomsoever it

relates, known or unknown to us, of whatever

Import, serious or trifling, so it be but a secret :

the delight of telling it, and of hearing it, are

nearly proportionate and equal. The possessor
of the valuable treasure, appears ir deed rather

to have the advantage; and he seems to claim

his superiority. I have discovered at once in a

large company, by an air and deportment that is

assumed upon such occasions, who it is that is

conscious of this happy charge : he appears rest

less and full of doubt for a considerable time
;

has frequent consultations with himself, like a

bee undetermined where to settle in a variety of

sweets ; till at last, one happy ear attracts him
more forcibly than the rest, and there he fixes,
*'
stealing and giving odours."

In a little time it becomes a matter of great

amazement, that the whole town is as well ac

quainted with the story, as the two who were so

busily engaged : and the consternation is greater,
as each reporter is confident, that he only com

municated it to one person.
" A report," saya

Strada,
" thus transmitted from one to one, is

like a drop of water at the top of a house ; it

descends but from tile to tile, yet at last makes
its way to the gutter, and then is involved in the

general stream.
" And if I may add to the com

parison, the drop of water, after its progress

through all the channels of the streets, is not

more contaminated with filth and dirt, than a

simple story, after it has passed through the

! mouths of a few modern talebearers.

-Pereant vestigia mille

Antefugam, absentemque ferit gravis utiguia cam-

pum.

Hills, vales, and floods appear already crost;

And, ere he starts, a thousand steps are lost.

POPE.

Among the fallacies which only experience
can detect, there are some of which scarcely

experience itself can destroy the influence; some

which, by a captivating show of indubitable

certainty, are perpetually gaining upon the hu
man mind ; and which, though every trial ende

in disappointment, obtain new credit as the

sense of miscarriage wears gradually away,

persuade us to try again what we have tried

already, and expose us by the same failure to

double vexation.

Of this tempting, this delusive kind, is the

expectation of great performances by confede

rated strength. The speculatist, when he ha?

carefully observed how much may be performed

by a single hand, calculates by a very easy ope
ration the force of thousands, and goes on accu

mulating power till resistance vanishes before

it ; then rejoices in the success of his new schema
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Nulla fides regn'i sociis, onmisque potestas

Jinputiens consort is erit. LUCA.N.

No faith of partnership dominion owns;
Still discord hovers o'er divided thron

IT is well known, that many things appear plau-
|

sible in speculation, which can never be reduced

to practice; and that of the numberless projects

that have flattered mankind with theoretical

speciousness, few have served any other purpose
than to show the ingenuity of their contrivers.

A voyage to the moon, however romantic and

absurd the scheme may now appear, since the

properties of air have been better understood,

seemed highly probable to many of the aspiring
wits in the last century, who began to doat upon
their glossy plumes, and fluttered with impa
tience for the hour of their departure :
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arid wonders at the folly or idleness of former
]

that of this union there is no probability. As

as, who have lived in want of what might so men take in a wider compass of intellectual sur-

readily be procured, and suffered themselves to
j

vey, they are more likely to choose different ob-

be debarred from happiness by obstacles which I jects of pursuit ; as they see more ways to the
. !1 - same end, they will be less easily persuaded to

travel together ; as each is better qualified to

form an independent scheme of private great

ness, he will reject with greater obstinacy the

project of another
;
as each is more able to dis

tinguish himself as the head of a party, he will

less readily be made a follower or an associate.

The reigning philosophy informs us, that the

vast bodies which constitute the universe, are

regulated in their progress through the ethereal

spaces, by the perpetual agency of contrary
forces ; by one of which they are restrained

from deserting their orbits, and losing them
selves in the immensity of heaven ; and held oft

by the other from rushing together, and cluster

ing round their centre with everlasting cohe

sion.

The same contrariety of impulse may be per
haps discovered in the motions of men : we are

formed for society, not for combination
; we are

equally unqualified to live in a close connection

with our fellow-beings, and in total separation
from them

; we are attracted towards each other

by general sympathy, but kept back from con

tact by private interests.

Some philosophers have been foolish enough
to imagine, that improvements might be made
in the system of the universe, by a different ar

rangement of the orbs of heaven; and poli

ticians, equally ignorant and equally presump
tuous, may easily be led to suppose, that the

happiness of our world would be promoted by a

different tendency of the human mind. It ap

pears, indeed, to a slight and superficial ob

server, that many things, impracticable in our

present state, might be easily effected, if man
kind were better disposed to union and co-opera
tion : but a little reflection will discover, that if

confederacies were easily formed, they would
lose their efficacy, since numbers would be op

posed to numbers and unanimity to unanimity ;

and instead of the present petty competitors oi

individuals or single families, multitudes would
be supplanting multitudes, and thousands plot-

ting against thousands.

There is no class of the human species, of

which the union seems to have been more ex

pected, than of the learned : the rest of the

world have almost always agreed, to shut schol

ars up together in colleges and cloisters ; surely
not without hope, that they Avould look for that

happiness in concord, which they were debarred

from finding in variety ;
and that such conjunc

tions of intellect would recompense the munifi

cence of founders and patrons, by performances
above the reach of any single mind.

But Discord who found means to roll hei

apple into the banqueting chamber of the go<J-

one united effort would have so easily sur

mounted.

But this gigantic phantom of collective power
vanishes at once into air and emptiness, at the

first attempt to put it into action. The different

apprehensions, the discordant passions, the

jarring interests of men, Avill scarcely permit
that many should unite in one undertaking.
Of a great and complicated design, some will

never be brought to discern the end
;
and of the

several means by which it may be accomplished,
the choice will be a perpetual subject of debate,

as every man is swayed in his determination by
kiis own knowledge or convenience. In a long
series of action, some will languish with fatigue,

and some be drawn off by present gratifications ;

some will loiter because others labour, and some

will cease to labour because others loiter : and

if once they come within prospect of success and

profit, some will be greedy and others envious
;

some will undertake more than they can per

form, to enlarge their claims of advantage ; some

will perform less than they undertake, lest their

labours should chiefly turn to the benefit of

others.

The history of mankind informs us, that a

single power is very seldom broken by a con

federacy. States of different interests, and as

pects malevolent to each other, may be united

for a time by common distress ; and in the

ardour of self preservation fall unanimously
upon an enemy, by whom they are all equally

endangered. But if their first attack can be with

stood, time will never fail to dissolve their

union : success and miscarriage will be equally
destructive : after the conquest of a province,

they will quarrel in the division
; after the loss

of a battle, all will be endeavouring to secure

themselves by abandoning the rest.

From the impossibility of confining numbers
to the constant and uniform prosecution of a

common interest, arises the difficulty of secur

ing subjects against the encroachment of gover
nors. Power is always gradually stealing away
from the many to the fsvv, because the few are

more vigilant and consistent ; it still contracts

to a smaller number, till in time it centres in a

single person.
Thus all the forms of government instituted

among mankind, perpetually tend towards mon
archy; and power, however diffused through
the whole community, is, by negligence or cor

ruption, commotion or distress, reposed at last

in the chief magistrate.
" There never appear (says Swift) more than

five or six men of genius in an age : but if they
were united, the world could not stand before

them." It is happy, therefore, for mankind,
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ciesses, has had the address to scatter her laurels
!

in the seminaries of learning. The friendship

of students and of heauties is for the most part

equally sincere, and equally durable: as both

depend for happiness on the regard of others,

on that of which the value arises merely from

comparison, they are both exposed to perpetual

jealousies, and both incessantly employed in

schemes to intercept the praises of each other.

I am, however, far from intending to incul

cate, that this confinement of the studious to stu

dious companions, has been wholly without ad

vantage to the public : neighbourhood, where it

does not conciliate friendship, incites competi
tion ; and he that would contentedly rest in a

lower degree of excellence, where he had no

rival to dread, will be urged by his impatience
of inferiority to incessant endeavours after great

attainments.

These stimulations of honest rivalry, are,

perhaps, the chief effects of academies and so

cieties ; for whatever be the bulk of their joint

labours, every single piece is always the produc
tion of an individual, that owes nothing to his

colleagues but the contagion of diligence, a re

solution to write, because the rest are writing,
and the scorn of obscurity while the rest are

illustrious.

T.
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Far from my table be the tell-tale guest.

IT has been remarked, that men are generally
kind in proportion as they are happy; and it is

said even of the devil, that he is good-humoured
when he is pleased. Every act, therefore, by
which another is injured, from whatever mo
tive, contracts more guilt and expresses great

malignity, if it is committed in those seasons

which are set apart to pleasantry and good-

humour, and brightened with enjoyments pe
culiar to rational and social beings.

Detraction is among those vices, which the

most languid virtue has sufficient force to pre
vent ; because, by detraction, that is not gained
which is taken away :

" he who filches from

me my good name," says Shakspeare,
" enriches

not himself, but makes me poor indeed:" as

nothing, therefore, degrades human nature

more than detraction, nothing more disgraces

conversation. The detractor, as he is the lowest

moral character, reflects greater dishonour upon
his company, than the hangman ; and he, whose

disposition is a scandal to his species, should be

more diligently avoided, than he who is scan-

daloua only by his office.

But for this practice, however vile, some
have dared to apologize, by contending, that the

report, by which they injured an absent charac

ter, was true: this, however, amounts to no

more, than that they have not complicated
malice with falsehood, and that there is some
difference between detraction and slander. To
relate all the ill that is true of the best man in

the world, would probably render him the ob

ject of suspicion and distrust; and if this prac
tice was universal, mutual confidence and

esteem, the comforts of society, and the endear

ments of friendship, would be at an end.

There is something unspeakably more hateful

in those species of villany by which the law is

evaded, than in those by which it is violated

and defied. Courage has sometimes preserved

rapacity from abhorrence, as beauty has been

thought to apologize for prostitution ; but the

injustice of cowardice is universally abhorred,

and like the lewdness of deformity has no advo

cate. Thus hateful are the wretches who detract

with caution ; and while they perpetrate the

wrong, are solicitous to avoid the reproach : they
do not say, that Chloe forfeited her honour to

Lysander : but they say that such a report haa

been spread, they know not how true. Those

who propagate these reports, frequently invent

them ; and it is no breach of charity to suppose
this to be always the case; because no man
who spreads detraction, would have scrupled to

produce it; and he who should diffuse poison in

a brook, would scarce be acquitted of a malicious

design, though he should allege, that he re

ceived it of another who is doing the same else

where.

Whatever is incompatible with the highest

dignity of our nature, should indeed be excluded

from our conversation : as companions, not only
that which we owe to ourselves, but to others,

is required of us ; and they who can indulge

any vice in the presence of each other, are be-

become obdurate in guilt, and insensible to in

famy.
Reverence thyself, is one of the sublime pre

cepts of that amiable philosopher, whose hu

manity alone was an incontestible proof of the

dignity of his mind. Pythagoras, in his idea

of virtue, comprehended intellectual purity; and

he supposed, that by him who reverenced him

self, those thoughts would be suppressed by which

a being capable of virtue is degraded : this divine

precept evidently presupposes a reverence of

others, by which men are restrained from

more gross immoralities ;
and with which he

hoped a reverence of self would also co-operate

as an auxiliary motive.

The great duke of Marlborough, who was

perhaps the most accomplished gentleman of his

age, would never suffer any approaches to ob

scenity in his presence; and it was said by the

late lord Cobham, that he did not ireprove it as
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an immorality in the speaker, but resented it as

an indignity to himself : and it is evident, that

to speak evil of the absent, to utter lewdness,

blasphemy, or treason, must degrade not only

him who speaks, but those who hear
;
for surely

that dignity of character which a man ought

always to sustain, is in danger, when he is

made the confidant of treachery, detraction,

impiety, or lust : for he, who in conversation

displays his own vices, imputes them ;
as he

who boasts to another of a robbery, presupposes

that he is a thief.

It should be a general rule, never to utter any

thing in conversation which would justly dis

honour us if it should be reported to the world :

it this rule could be always kept, we should be

secure in our own innocence against the craft of

knaves and parasites, the stratagems of cunning,
and the vigilance of envy.

But after all the bounty of nature, and all the

labour of virtue, many imperfections will be

tiil discerned in human beings, even by those

who do not see with all the perspicacity of hu

man wisdom : and he is guilty of the most

aggravated detraction, who reports the weakness

of a good mind discovered in an unguarded
nour ; something which is rather the effect of

negligence, than design ;
rather a folly, than a

tau/t ; a sally of vanity, rather than an eruption

of malevolence. It has therefore been a maxim

inviolably sacred among good men, never to dis

close the secrets of private conversation ; a

maxim, which though it seems to arise from the

breach of some other, does yet imply that gen
eral rectitude, which is produced by a conscious

ness of virtuous dignity, and a regard to that

reverence which is due to ourselves and others :

for to conceal any immoral purpose, which to

disclose is to disappoint ; any crime, which
to hide is to countenance; or any character,

which to avoid is to be safe ; as it is incompa
tible with virtue, and injurious to society, can

be a law only among those who are enemies to

both.

Among such, indeed, it is a law which there

is some degree of obligation to fulfil
; and the

secrets even of their conversation are, perhaps,
seldom disclosed, without an aggravation of

their guilt : it is the interest of society, that the

veil of taciturnity should be drawn over the

mysteries of drunkenness and lewdness
;
and to

bide even the machinations of envy, ambition, or

revenge, if they happen to mingle in these orgies

among the rites of Bacchus, seems to be the

duty of the initiated though not of the pro
fane.

If he who has associated with robbers, who
has reposed and accepted a trust, and whose

guilt is a pledge of his fidelity, should betray his

associates for hire ; if he is urged to secure him
self, by the anxiety of suspicion, or the terrors

of cowardice, or to punish others by the impor

tunity of resentment and revenge; though the

public receives benefit from his conduct, and

may think it expedient to reward him, yet h<j

has only added to every other species of guilt,

that of treachery to his friends : he has demon

strated, that he is so destitute of virtue, as not

to possess even those vices which resemble it ;

and that he ought to be cut off as totally unfit

for human society, but that, as poison is an an

tidote to poison, his crimes are a security against
the crimes of others.

It is, however, true, that if such an offender

is stung with remorse, if he feels the force of

higher obligations than those of an iniquitous

compact, and if urged by a desire to atone for

the injury which he has done to society, he

gives in his information, and delivers up his

associates, with whatever reluctance, to the

laws ; by this sacrifice he ratifies his repentance,
he becomes again the friend of his country, and
deserves not only protection but esteem : for the

same action may be either virtuous or vicious,
and may deserve either honour or infamy, as it

may be performed upon different principles ;

and indeed no action can be morally classed or

estimated, without some knowledge of the mo
tive by which it is produced.
But as there is seldom any other clue to the

motives of particular actions, than the general
tenor of his life by whom they are performed ;

and as the lives of those who serve their coun

try by bringing its enemies to punishment, are

commonly flagitious in the highest degree ; th:

ideas of this service, and the most sordid villany
are so connected, that they always recur to

gether : if only this part of a character is known,
we immediately infer that the whole is infa

mous ; and it is, therefore, no wonder, that the

name by which it is expressed, especially when
it is used to denominate a profession, should be

odious ; or that a good man should not always
have sufficient fortitude, to strike away the

mask of dissimulation, and direct the sword of

justice.

But whatever might be thought of those, who

discharge their obligations to the public by
treachery to their companions ;

it cannot be

pretended, that he, to whom an immoral design
is communicated by inadvertence or mistake, is

under any private obligation to conceal it : the

charge which devolves upon him, he must in

stantly renounce : for while he hesitates, his

virtue is suspended : and he who communicates
such design to another, not by inadvertence or

mistake, but upon presumption of concurrence,
commits an outrage upon his honour, and defies

his resentment.

Let none, therefore, be encouraged to profane
the rites of conversation, much less of friend

ship, by supposing there is any law, which

ought to restrain the indignation of virtue, or

deter repentance from reparation.

2
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Committunt eadem, diverso criminafato,

llle crucem pretium sceleris tulit, hie diadema.

Juv.

-Every age relates,

That equal crimes unequal fates have found :

And whilst one villain swings, another's crown'd.

CREECH.

MAN, though as a rational being he has thought
fit to style himself the lord of the creation, is yet

frequently the voluntary slave of prejudice and

custom ; the most general opinions are often ab

surd, and the prevailing principles of action

i idiculous.

It may, however, be allowed, that if in these

instances reason always appeared to be over

borne by the importunity of appetite ; if the

future was sacrificed to the present, and hope
renounced only for possession, there would not

be much cause for wonder : but that man should

draw absurd conclusions, contrary to his im
mediate interest; that he should, even at the

risk of life, gratify those vices in some, which in

others he punishes with a gibbet or a wheel, is

in the highest degree astonishing ; and is such

an instance of the weakness of our reason, and
the fallibility of our judgment, as should incline

us to accept with gratitude of that guidance
which is from above.

But if it is strange, that one man has been

immortalized as a god, and another put to death

as a felon, for actions which have the same mo
tive and the same tendency, merely because

they were circumstantially different ; it is yet
more strange, that this difference has always
been such as increases the absurdity ; and that

the action which exposes a man to infamy and

death, wants only greater aggravation of guilt,

aud more extensive and pernicious effects, to

render him the object of veneration and ap

plause.

Bagshot, the robber, having lost the booty of

a week among his associates at hazard, loaded

his pistols, mounted his horse, and took the

Kentish road, with a resolution not to return

till he had recruited his purse. Within a few

miles of London, just as he heard a village-clock

strike nine, he met two gentlemen in a post-

chaise which he stopped. One of the gentle

men immediately presented a pistol, and at the

same time a servant rode up armed with a blun

derbuss. The robber, perceiving that he should

be vigorously opposed, turned off from the

chaise, and discharged a pistol at the servant,

who instantly fell dead from his horse. The

gentiemen had now leaped from the chaise : but

tiic ioremost receiving a blow on his head with

the 'ituck of the pistol that had been just fired,

reeled back a few paces : the other having fired

at the murderer without success, attempted to

dismount him, and succeeded
; but while th?y

were grappling with each other, the villain

drew a knife, and stabbed his antagonist to the

heart. He then, with the calm intrepidity of a

hero who is| familiar with danger, proceeded to

rifle the pockets of the dead
;
and the survivor

having recovered from the blow, and being im

periously commanded to deliver, was now ob

liged to comply. When the victor had thus ob
tained the pecuniary reward of his prowess, lie

determined to lose no part of the glory, which,
as conqueror, was now in his power : turning,

therefore, to the unhappy gentleman, whom he
had plundered, he condescended to insult him
with the applause of conscious superioi'ity; he

told him, that he had never robbed any person*
who behaved better; and as a tribute to the

merit of the dead, and as a token of his esteem

for the living, he generously threw him back a

shilling to prevent his being stopped at the turn

pike.

He now remounted his horse, and set off to

wards London : but at the turnpike, a coacb

that was paying the toll obstructed his way;
and by the light of the flambeau that was behind

it, he discovered that his coat was much stained

with blood : this discovery threw him into sucii

confusion, that he attempted to rush by; ho

was, however, prevented ; aud his appearanec

giving great reason to suspect his motive, he was
seized and detained.

In the coach were two ladies, and a little boy
about five years old. The ladies were greatiy

alarmed, when they heard that a person was
taken who was supposed to have just committed

a robbery and a murder : they asked many ques
tions with great eagerness ; but their inquiries
were little regarded, till a gentleman rode up,
who seeing their distress, offered his assistance.

The elder of the two ladies acquainted him, that

her husband Sir Harry Freeman was upon
the road in his return from Gravesend, where

he had been to receive an only son upon his ar

rival from India, after an absence of near sis.

years; that herself and her daughter-iu-law
were come out to meet him, but were terrified

with the apprehension, that they might havt?

been stopped by the man who had just been

taken into custody. Their attention was now

suddenly called to the other side of the coach by
the child, who cried out in a transport of joy
" There is my grand-papa." This was indeed

the survivor of the three who had been attacked

by Bagshot : he was mounted on his servant's

horse, arid rode slowly by the side of the chaise,

in which he had just placed the body of his son,

Avhose countenance was disfigured with blood,

and whose features were still impressed with

the agonies of death. Who can express the grief,

horror, and despair, with which a father ex-
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hibited this spectacle to a mother and a wife,

who expected a son and a husband, with all the

tenderness and ardour of conjugal and parental

affection ;
who had long regretted his absence,

who had anticipated the joy of his return, and

were impatient to put into his arms a pledge of

his love which he had never seen.

I will riot attempt to describe that distress,

which tears would not have suffered me to be

hold : let it suffice, that such was its effect upon
those who were present, that the murderer was
not without difficulty conducted alive to the

prison ; and I am confident, that few who read

this story, would have heard with regret that

he was torn to pieces by the way.
But before they congratulate themselves upon

a sense, which always distinguishes right and

wrong by spontaneous approbation and censure ;

let them tell me, with what sentiments they read

of a youthful monarch, who at the head of an

army in which every man became a hero by his

example, passed over mountains and deserts, in

search of new territories to invade, and new

potentates to conquer; who routed armies which

could scarce be numbered, and took cities which
were deemed impregnable. Do they not follow

him in the path of slaughter with horrid com

placency? and when they see him deluge the

peaceful fields of industrious simplicity with

blood, and leave them desolate to the widow
and the orphan of the possessor, do they not

grow frantic in hiis }raise> and concur to deify
the mortal who could conquer snly for glory,
and return the kingdoms that he won.

To these questions, I am confident the greater

part of mankind must answer in the affirma

tive ; and yet nothing can be more absurd than

their different apprehensions of the hero and the

thief.

The condvct of Bagshot and Alexander had
in general the same motives, and the same ten

dency ; they both sought a private gratification

at the expense of others; and every circum

stance in which they differ, is greatly in favour

flf Bagshot.

Bagshot, when he had lost his last shilling,
had lost the power of gratifying every appetite
whether criminal or innocent ; and the recovery
of this power, was the object of his expedition.

Alexander, when he set out to conquer the

world, possessed all that Bagshot hoped to ac

quire and more ; all his appetites and passions
were gratified, as far as the gratification of them
was possible ; and as the force of temptation is

always supposed proportionably to extenuate

guilt, Alexander's guilt was evidently greater
than Bagshot's, because it cannot be pretended
that his temptation was equal.
But though Alexander could not equally in

crease the means of his own happiness, yet he

produced much more dreadful and extensive evil

to society in the attempt. Bagshot killed two

' men
; and I have related the murder and ita

consequences, with such particulars as usually
rouse that sensibility, which often lies torp:d

j

during narratives of general calamity. Alexan-

I der, perhaps, destroyed a million: and whoever
reflects that each individual of this number had
some tender attachments which were broken by
his death ; some parent or wife, with whom he

! mingled tears in the parting embrace, and who
longed with fond solicitude for his return ; or,

i perhaps, some infant whom his labour was to

| feed, and his vigilance protect; will see that
! Alexander was more the pest of society than

Bagshot, and more deserved a gibbet in the pro
portion of a million to one.

It may, perhaps, be thought absurd, to in

quire into the virtues of Bagshot's character
I and yet virtue has never been thought incompa
tible with that of Alexander. Alexander, we

I

are told, gave proof of his greatness of mind, by
' his contempt of danger ; but as Bagshot's dan

ger was equally voluntary and imminent, there

ought to be no doubt but that his mind was
equally great. Alexander, indeed, gave back
the kingdoms that he won ; but after the con

quest of a kingdom, what remained for Alexan
der to give ! To a prince, whose country he had
invaded with unprovoked hostility, and from
whom he had violently wrested the blessings of

peace, he gave a dominion over the widows and
the orphans of those he had slain, the tinsel of

dependent greatness, and the badge of royal sub

jection. And does not Bagshot deserve equal

honour, for throwing back a shilling to the man,
whose person he had insulted, and whose son he

had stabbed to the heart? Alexander did not

ravish or massacre the women whom he found

in the tent of Darius
;
neither did honest Bag-

ahot kill the gentleman whom he had plundered,
when he was no longer able to resist.

If Bagshot, then, is justly dragged to prison,

amidst the tumult of rage, menaces, and execra*

tions ; let Alexander, whom the lords of reason

have extolled for ages, be no longer thought

worthy of a triumph.
As the acquisition of honour is frequently a

motive to the risk of life, it is of great im

portance to confer it only upon virtue ; and as

honour is conferred by the public voice, it is of

equal moment to strip those vices of their dis

guise which have been mistaken for virtue.

The wretches who compose the army of a

tyrant, are associated by folly in the service

of rapine and murder ;
and that men should

imagine they were deserving honour by the

massacre of each other, merely to flatter ambi
tion with a new title, is, perhaps, as inscrutable

a mystery as any that has perplexed reason, and

as gross an absurdity as any that has disgraced
it. It is not, indeed, so much to punish vice,

as to prevent misery, that I wish to see it al

ways branded with infamy : for even the sue-
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cesses of vice terminate in the anguish of disap

pointment. To Alexander, the fruit of all his

conquest was tears ; and whoever goes about to

gratify intemperate wishes, will labour to as

little purpose as he who should attempt to fill a

sieve with water.

I was accidentally led to pursue my subject

in this train, by the sight of an historical chart,

in which the rise, the progress, the declension,

and duration of empire, are represented by the

arrangement of different colours ; and in which,

not only extent, but duration is rendered a sen

sible object. The Grecian empire, which is dis

tinguished by a deep red, is a long but narrow

Jine; because though Alexander marked the

world with his colour from Macedonia to

Egypt, yet the colours peculiar to the hereditary

potentates whom he dispossessed, again took

place upon his death : and indeed, the question,

whose name shall be connected with a parti

cular country as its king; is, to those who
hazard life in the decision, as trifling, as

whether a small spot in a chart shall be stained

with red or yellow. That man should be per

mitted to decide such questions by means so

dreadful, is a reflection under which he only

can rejoice, who believes that God only reigns ;

and can appropriate the promise, that " all

things shall work together for good."

No. 48.] SATURDAY, APRIL 21, 1753.

Ibat triumphans Virgo

Sunt qui rogatam rettulerint preces
Tulisse Christo, redderet ut reo

Lumen jacenti, turn invenit halitum

Vita innovatum, visibus integris. PRUDENT.

As rescued from intended wrong,
The modest virgin paced along.

By blasting heaven deprived of day
Beneath her feet th' accuser lay :

She mark'd, and soon the prayer arose

To Him who bade us love our foes;

By faith inforced the pious call

Again relumed the sightless ball.

To love an enemy, is the distinguishing charac

teristic of a religion, which is not of man but of

God. It could be delivered as a precept only

by Him, who lived and died to establish it by
his example.
At the close of that season, in which human

frailty has commemorated sufferings which it

could not sustain, a season in which the most

zealous devotion can only substitute a change of

food for a total abstinence of forty days ; it can

not, surely, be incongruous to consider, what

approaches we can make to that divine love

which these sufferings expressed, and how far

man, in imitation of his Saviour, can bless those

who curse him, and return good for evil.

We cannot indeed, behold the example but

at a distance ;
nor consider it without being

struck with a sense of our own debility : every
man who compares his life with this divine

rule, instead of exulting in his own excellence,

will smite his breast like the publican, and cry

out " God be merciful to me a sinner!" Thus
to acquaint us with ourselves, may, perhaps, be

one use of the precept ; but the precept cannot,

surely, be considered as having no other.

I know it will be said, that our passions are

not in our power ; and that, therefore, a pre

cept, to love or to hate, is impossible : for if the

gratification of all our wishes was offered us to

love a stranger as we love, a child, we could net

fulfil the condition, however we might desire

the reward.

But admitting this to be true, and that we
cannot love an enemy as we love a friend ;

it is

yet equally certain^ that we may perform those

actions which are produced by love from a

higher principle : we may, perhaps, derive

moral excellence from natural defects, and exert

our reason instead of indulging a passion. Jr

our enemy hungers we may feed him, and if he

thirsts we may give him drink : this, ifwe coulo

love him, would be our conduct ;
and this niav

still be our conduct, though to love him is Im

possible. The Christian will be prompted to

relieve the necessities of his enemy, by his love

to God : he will rejoice in an opportunity to

express the zeal of his gratitude and the alacrity

of his obedience, at the same time that he ap

propriates the promises and anticipates his re

ward.

But though he who is beneficent upon these

principles, may in the scripture sense be said to

love his enemy ; yet something more may still

be effected : the passion itself in some degree is

in our power ;
we may rise to a yet nearer

emulation of divine forgiveness, we may think

as well as act with kindness, and be sanctified

as well in heart as in life.

Though love and hatred are necessarily pro

duced in the human breast, when the proper ob

jects of these passions occur, as the colour of

material substances is necessarily perceived by
an eye before which they are exhibited ; yet it is

in our power to change the passion, and to cause

either love or hatred to be excited, by placing

the fiame object in different circumstances; as

a changeable silk of blue and yellow may be

held so as to excite the idea either of yellow 01

blue.

No act is deemed more injurious, or resented

with greater acrimony, than the marriage of a

child, especially of a daughter, without the con

sent of a parent : it is frequently considered a

a breach of the strongest and tenderest obliga

tions; as folly and ingratitude, treachery aii<S
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rebellion. By the imputation of these vices, a

child becomes the object of indignation and re

sentment; indignation and resentment in the

breast, therefore, of the parent are necessarily

excited ;
and there can be no doubt but that

these are species of hatred. But if the child is

considered as still retaining the endearing soft

ness of filial affection, as still longing for recon

ciliation, and profaning the rites of marriage
with tears ;

as having been driven from the

path of duty, only by the violence of passions

which none have always resisted, and which

many have indulged with much greater turpi

tude ; the same object that before excited indig

nation and resentment, will now be regarded

with pity, and pity is a species of love.

Those, indeed, who resent this breach of filial

duty with implacability, though perhaps it is

the only one of which the offender has been

guilty, demonstrate that they are without na

tural affection ; and that they would have pro

stituted their offspring, if not to lust, yet to af

fections which are equally vile and sordid, the

thirst of gold, or the cravings of ambition : for

he can never be thought to be sincerely inter

ested in the felicity of his child, who when some

of the means of happiness are lost by indiscre

tion, suffers his resentment to take away the

rest.

Among friends, sallies of quick resentment

are extremely frequent. Friendship is a con

stant reciprocation of benefits, to which the

sacrifice of private interest is sometimes neces

sary : it is common for each, to set too much
value upon those which he bestows, and too

little upon those which he receives; this mutual

mistake in so important an estimation, produces
mutual charges of unkindness and ingratitude ;

each, perhaps, professes himself ready to forgive,

but neither will condescend to be forgiven.

Pride, therefore, still increases the enmity
which it began ; the friend is considered as sel

fish, assuming, injurious, and revengeful; he

consequently becomes an object of hatred ; and

-vhile he is thus considered, to love him is im

possible. But thus to consider him, is at once

a folly and a fault : each ought to reflect, that

he is, at least in the opinion of the other, in

curring the crimes that he imputes; that the

foundation of their enmity is no more than a

mistake ;
arid that this mistake is the effect of

weakness or vanity, which is common to all

mankind : the character of both would then as

sume a very different aspect, love would again

be excited by the return of its object, and each

would be impatient to exchange acknowledge

ments, and recover the felic
:

.-y which was so

near being lost.

But if, after we have admitted an acquaint

ance to our bosom as a friend, it should appear
that \ve had mistaken his character ;

if he should

betray our confidence, and use the knowledge of

our affairs, which, perhaps, he obtained by offers

of service, to effect our ruin ; if he defames us

to the world, and adds perjury to falsehood; if

he violates the chastity of a wife, or seduces a

daughter to prostitution ; we may still consider

him in such circumstances as will incline us to

fulfil the precept, and to regard him without the

rancour of hatred, or the fury of revenge.

Every character, however it may deserve

punishment, excites hatred only in proportion
as it appears to be malicious ; and pure malice

has never been imputed to human beings. The !

wretch, who has thus deceived and injured us,

should be considered as having ultimately in

tended not evil to us, but good to himself. It

should also be remembered, that he has mistaken

the means
;
that he has forfeited the friendship

of Him whose favour is better than life, by the

same conduct which forfeited ours ; and that to

whatever view he sacrificed our tamporal in

terest, to that also he sacrificed his own hope of

immortality; that he is now seeking felicity

which he can never find, and incurring punish
ment that will last for ever. And how much
better than this wretch is he, in whom the con

templation of his condition can excite no pity !

Surely, if such an enemy hungers, we may,,

without suppressing any passion, give him food ;

for who that sees a criminal dragged to execu

tion, for whatever crime, would refuse him a

cup of cold water ?

On the contrary, he whom God has forgiven

must necessarily become amiable to man : to

consider his character without prejudice or par

tiality, after it has been changed by repentance,

is to love him
;
and impartiality to consider it,

is not only our duty, but our interest.

Thus may we love our enemies, and add a

dignity to our nature of which Pagan virtue

had no conception. But if to love our enemies

is the glory of a Christian, to treat others with

coldness, neglect, and malignity, is rather the

reproach of a fiend than a man. Unprovoked

enmity, the frown of unkindness, and the men
aces of oppression, should be far from those

who profess themselves to be followers of Him,
who in his life went about doing good ;

who in

stantly healed a wound that was given in his

defence ; and who, when he was fainting in hi

last a^ony, and treated with mockery and deri

sion, conceived at once a prayer and an apology
for his murderers ;

" Father forgive them, thy
know not what they do."
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Fluminu liban

Summa leves VIRG.

They lightly skinij

And gently sip the dimply river's brim.

THE character of the scholars of the present

affe will jnot be much injured or misrepresented

oy saying, that they seem to be superficially ac

quainted with a multitude of subjects, but to go
to the bottom of very few. This appears in

criticism and polite learning, as well as in the

abstruser sciences: by the diffusion of know

ledge its depth is abated.

Eutyches harangues with wonderful plausi

bility on the distinct merits of all the Greek

and Roman classics, without having thoroughly
and attentively perused, or entered into the

spirit and scope of one of them. But Eutyches
has diligently digested the dissertations of Rapin,

Bouhours, Felton, Blackwall, and Rollin ;

treatises that administer great consolation to the

indolent and incurious, to those who can tamely
rest satisfied with second-hand knowledge, as

they give concise accounts of all the great heroes

of ancient literature, and enable them to speak
of their several characters, without the tedious

drudgery of perusing the originals. But the

characters of writers, as of men, are of a very
mixed and complicated nature, and are not to

be comprehended in so small a compass ;
such ob

jects do not admit of being drawn in miniature,

with accuracy and distinctness.

To the present prevailing passion for French

moralists and French critics, may be imputed
the superficial show of learning and abilities of

which I am complaining. And since these al

luring authors are become not only so fashion

able an amusement of those who call themselves

the polite world, but also engross the attention

of academical students, I am tempted to inquire
into the merits of the most celebrated among
them of both kinds.

That Montagne abounds in native wit, in

quick penetration, in a perfect knowledge of the

human heart, and the various vanities and vices

that lurk in it, cannot justly be denied. But a

man who undertakes to transmit his thoughts
on life and manners to posterity, with the hopes
of entertaining and amending future ages, must
be either exceedingly vain or exceedingly careless,

if he expects either of these effects can be pro
duced by wanton sallies of the imagination, by
useless and impertinent digressions, by never

forming or following any regular plan, never

classing or confining n is thoughts, never chang

ing or rejecting anv sentiment that occurs to

him Yet this appears to have been the conduct

of our celebrated essayest; and it hue produced

many awkward imitators, who, under the no
j

tion of writing with the fire and freedom of this

|
lively old Gascon, have fallen into confused

rhapsodies and uninteresting egotisms.
But these blemishes of Montagne are trifling

and unimportant, compared with his vanity, his

indecency, and his scepticism. That man must

totally have suppressed the natural love of'

honest reputation, which is so powerfully felt

by the truly wise and good, who can calmly sit

down to give a catalogue of his private vices, and

publish his most secret infirmities, with* the

pretence of exhibiting a faithful picture of him
self, and of exactly portraying the minutest

features of his mind. Surely he deserves the

censure Quintilian bestows on Demetrius, a

celebrated Grecian statuary, that he was " ni-

mius in veritate, et similitudinis quam pulchri-
tudinis amantior ;" more studious of likeness

than of beauty.

Though the maxims of the Duke de la Roche-

foncault, another fashionable philosopher, are

written with expressive elegance, and with
nervous brevity; yet I must be pardoned for

affirming, that he who labours to lessen the

dignity of human nature, destroys many effica

cious motives for practising worthy actions, and
deserves ill of his fellow-creatures, whom he

paints in dark and disagreeable colours. As the

opinions of men usually contract a tincture from
the circumstances and conditions of their lives,

it is easy to discern the chagrined courtier, in

the satire which this polite misanthrope has

composed on his own species. According to his

gloomy and uncomfortable system, virtue is

merely the result of temper and constitution, of

chance or of vanity, of fashion or the fear of

losing reputation. Thus humanity is bruta

lized ; and every high and generous principle
is represented as imaginary, romantic, and
chimerical ; reason, which by some is too much

aggrandized and almost deified, is here degraded
into an abject slave of appetite and passion, and

deprived even of her just and indisputable

authority. As a Christian, and as a man, I de

spise, I detest such debasing principles.

Rochefoucault, to give a smartness and short

ness to his sentences, frequently makes use of the

antithesis, a mode of speaking the most tiresome

and disgusting of any, by the sameness and

similarity of the periods. And sometimes, in

order to keep up the point, he neglects the pro

priety and justness of the sentiment, and grossly

contradicts himself. "
Happiness," says he,

consists in the taste, and not in the things :

and it is by enjoying what a man loves, that he

becomes happy ;
not by having what others

think desirable." The obvious doctrine con

tained in this reflection, is the great power of

imagination with regard to felicity : but adds

the reflector, in a following maxim, " Wo are

never so happy or so miserable, as we imagine
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ourselves to be;" which is certainly a plain and

palpable contradiction of the foregoing opinion.

And of such contradictions many instances

might be alledged in this admired writer, which

evidently show that he had not digested his

thoughts with philosophical exactness and pre

cision.

But the characters of La Bruyere deserve to

be spoken of in far different terms. They are

drawn with spirit and propriety, without a total

departure from nature and resemblance, as

sometimes is the case in pretended pictures of

life. In a few instances only he has failed, by

overcharging his portraits with many ridiculous

features that cannot exist together in one sub

ject ; as in the character of Menalcas the absent

man, which, though applauded by one of my
predecessors, is surely absurd, and false to na

ture. This author appears to be a warm ad

mirer of virtue, and a steady promoter of her

interest : he was neither ashamed of Christi

anity, nor afraid to defend it : accordingly, few

have exposed the folly and absurdity of modish

infidels, of infidels made by vanity and not by
want of conviction, with so much solidity and

pleasantry united : he disdained to sacrifice

truth to levity and licentiousness. Many of his

characters are personal, and contain allusions

which cannot now be understood. It is, indeed,

the fate of personal satire to perish with the

generation in which it is written : many artful

strokes in Theophrastus himself, perhaps, ap

pear coarse or insipid, which the Athenians

looked upon with admiration. A different age

and different nation render us incapable of re

lishing several beauties in the Alchymist of

Jonson, and in the Don Quixote of Cer

vantes.

Saint Evremond is a florid and verbose trifler,

without novelty or solidity in his reflections.

What more can be expected from one who pro

posed the dissolute and affected Petronius for

his model in writing and living?

As the corruption of our taste is not of equal

consequence with the depravation of our virtue,

I shall not spend so much time on the critics,

as I have done on the moralists of France.

How admirably Rapin, the most popular

among them, was qualified to sit in judgment
upon Homer and Thucyclides, and Demosthe
nes and Plato, may be gathered from an anec

dote preserved by Menage, who affirms upon his

own knowledge, that Le Fevre of Saumur fur

nished this assuming critic with the G.reek pas

sages he had occasion to cite, Ilapin himself

being totally ignorant of that language. The
censures and the commendations this writer be

stows are general and indiscriminate; without

specifying the reasons of his approbation or dis

like, and without alledging the passages that

may support his opinion : whereas just criti

cism demands, not only that every beauty or

blemish be minutely pointed out ii its different

degree and kind, but also that the reason and

foundation of excellences and faults be accu

rately ascertained.

Bossu is usually and justly placed at the head

of the commentators on Aristotle's poetics,

which certainly he understood and explained in

a more masterly manner than either Beni or

Castelvetro : but in one or two instances he has

indulged a love of subtilty and groundless re

finement. That I may not be accused of affect

ing a kind of hatred against all the French

critics, I would observe, that this learned writer

merits the attention and diligent perusal of the

true scholar. What I principally admire in

Bossu, is the regularity of his plan, arid the ex

actness of his method ; which add utility as well

as beauty to his work.

Brumoy has displayed the excellences of the

Greek tragedy in a judicious and comprehen
sive manner. His translations are faithful and

elegant ; and the analysis of those plays, which,
on account of some circumstances in ancient

manners, would shock the readers of this age,

and would not therefore bear an entire version,

is perspicuous and full. Of all the French

critics, he and the judicious Fenelon have had

the justice to confess, or perhaps the penetration
to perceive, in what instances Corneille and

Racine have falsified and modernized the char

acters, and overloaded with unnecessary in

trigues the simple plots of the ancients.

Let no one, however, deceive himself in

thinking, that he can gain a competent know

ledge either of Aristotle or Sophocles, from

Bossu or Brumoy, how excellent soever these

two commentators may be. To contemplate these

exalted geniuses through such mediums, is like

beholding the orb of the sun, during an eclipse,

in a vessel of water. But let him eagerly press

forward to the great originals :
"
juvet integros

accedere fontes:" "his be the joy to approach
the untasted springs." Let him remember, that

the Grecian writers alone, both critics and

poets, are the best masters to teach, in Milton's

emphatical style,
" what the laws are of a true

epic poem, what of a dramatic, what of a lyric;

what decorum is ;
which is the grand master

piece to observe. This would make them soon

perceive, what despicable creatures our common

rhymers and play-wrights be
;
and show them,

what religious, what glorious and magnificent
use might be made of poetry, both in divine and

human things."

Z.
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Quicunque turpifraude semel innotitit,

Etiamsi vera diclt, amittitfidem. PHAJSB.

The wretch that often has deceived,

Though truth he speaks, is ne'er believed.

WHEN Aristotle was once asked, what a man
could gain by uttering falsehoods ; he replied,
" Not to be credited when he shall tell the truth."

The character of a liar is at once so hateful

and contemptible, that even of those who have

lost their virtue it might be expected, that from

the violation of truth they should be restrained

by their pride. Almost every other vice that,

disgraces human nature, may be kept in counte

nance by applause and association : the corrupter

of virgin innocence sees himself envied by the

men, and at least not detested by the women : the

drunkard may easily unite with beings, devoted

like himself to noisy merriments or silent insen

sibility, who will celebrate his victories over the

novices of intemperance, boast themselves the

companions of his prowess, and tell with rapture

of the multitudes whom unsuccessful emulation

lias hurried to the grave : even the robber and

the cut-throat have their followers, who admire

their address and intrepidity, their stratagems

of rapine, and their fidelity to the gang.

The liar, and only the liar, is invariably and

universally despised, abandoned and disowned :

he. has no domestic consolations, which he can

oppose to the censure of mankind ; he can retire

to no fraternity, where his crimes may stand in

the place of virtues ; but is given up to the

hisses of the multitude, without friend and

without apologist. It is the peculiar condition

of falsehood to be equally detested by the good
and bad :

" The devils," says Sir Thomas

Brown, " do not tell lies to one another ; for

truth is necessary to all societies : nor can the

society of hell subsist without it."

It is natural to expect, that a crime thus gen

erally detested should be generally avoided ; at

least, that none should expose himself to un
abated and unpitied infamy, without an ade

quate temptation ;
and that to guilt so easily de

tected, and so severely punished, an adequate

temptation would not readily be found.

Yet so it is, that in defiance of censure and

contempt, truth is frequently violated; and

scarcely the most vigilant and unremitted cir

cumspection will secure him that mixes with

mankind, from being hourly deceived by men of

whom it can scarcely be imagined that they

mean any injury to him or profit to themselves ;

even where the subject of conversation could

not have been expected to put the passions in

motion, or to have excited either hope or fear,

of zeal or malignity, sufficient to induce any

man to put his reputation in hazard, howevei

little he might value it, or to overpower the

love of truth, however weak might be its influ

ence.

The casuists have very diligently distinguish
ed lies into their several classes, according to

their various degrees of malignity; but they

have, I think, generally omitted that which is

most common, and, perhaps, not least mischiev

ous
; which, since the moralists have not given

it a name, I shall distinguish as the lie of

vanity.
To vanity may justly be imputed most of the

falsehoods, which every man perceives hourly

playing upon his ear, and perhaps, most of those

that are propagated with success. To the lie of

commerce, and the lie of malice, the motive is so

apparent, that they are seldom negligently or

implicitly received : suspicion is always watch

ful over the practices of interest ; and whatever

the hope of gain, or desire of mischief, can

prompt one man to assert, another is by reasons

equally cogent incited to refute. But vanity

pleases herself with such slight gratifications,

and looks forward to pleasure so remotely conse

quential, that her practices raise no alarm, and
her stratagems are not easily discovered.

Vanity is, indeed, often suffered to pass un-

pursued by suspicion ; because he that would
watch her motions, can never be at rest : fraud

and malice are bounded in their influence; some

opportunity of time and place is necessary to

their agency ; but scarce any man is abstracted

one moment from his vanity ;
and he, to whom

truth affords no gratifications, is generally in

clined to seek them in falsehoods.

It is remarked by Sir Kenelm Digby, that
"
every man has a desire to appear superior to

others, though it were only in having seen what

they have not seen." Such an accidental ad

vantage, since it neither implies merit, nor con

fers dignity, one would think should not be de

sired so much as to be counterfeited : yet even

this vanity, trifling as it is, produces innumer

able narratives, all equally false ; but more or

less credible in proportion to the skill or con

fidence of the relater. How many may a man
of diffusive conversation count among his ac

quaintances, whose lives have been signalized by
numberless escapes ;

who never cross the river

but in a storm, or take a journey into the coun

try without more adventures than befel the

knight-errants of ancient times in pathless

forests or enchanted castles ! How many must

he know, to whom portents and prodigies are

of daily occurrence ; and for whom nature is

daily working wonders invisible to every other

eye, only to supply them with subjects of con

versation !

Others there are that amuse themselves with

the dissemination of falsehood, at greater hazard

of detection and disgrace : men marked out by
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some unlucky planet for universal confidence

and friendship, who have been consulted in

every difficulty, entrusted with every secret,

and summoned to every transaction : it is the

supreme felicity of those men, to stun all com- !

panics with noisy information
;
to still doubt, !

and overbear opposition, with certain knowledge .

or authentic intelligence. A liar of this kind. !

with a strong memory or brisk imagination, is

often the oracle of an absurd club, and, till time
j

discovers his impostures, dictates to his hearers

with uncontrolled authority; for if a public

question be started, he was present at the de

bate ; if a new fashion be mentioned, he was at

court the first day of its appearance ;
if a new

performance of literature draws the attention of

the public, he has patronized the author, and

seen his work in manuscript; if a criminal

of eminence be condemned to die, he often pre

dicted his fate, and endeavoured his reforma

tion : and who that lives at a distance from the

scene of action, will dare to contradict a man,
who reports from his own eyes and ears, and to

whom all persons and affairs are thus intimately

known ?

This kind of falsehood is generally successful

for a time, because it is practised at first with

timidity and caution : but the prosperity of the

liar is of short duration ; the reception of one

story is always an incitement to the forgery of

another less probable ;
and he goes on to tri

umph over tacit credulity, till pride or reason

rises up against him, and his companions will

no longer endure to see him wiser than them
selves.

it is apparent, that the inventors of all these

fu'tious intend some exaltation of themselves,
and are led off by the pursuit of honour from
their attendance upon truth : their nan-atives

always imply some consequence in favour of

their courage, their sagacity, or their activity,

their familiarity with the learned, or their re

ception among the great; they are always bribed

by the present pleasure of seeing themselves su

perior to those that surround them, and receiv

ing the homage of silent attention and envious

admiration.

But vanity is sometimes excited to fiction by
less visible gratifications : the present age
abounds with a race of liars Avho are content

with the consciousness of falsehood, and whose

pride is to deceive others without any gain or
|

glory to themselves. Of this tribe it is the su

preme pleasure to remark a lady in the play-
nouse or the park, and to publish, under the I

character of a man suddenly enamoured, an ad

vertisement in the news of the next day, con

taining a minute description of her person and
her dress. From this artifice, however, no

!

other effect can be expected, than perturbations
which the writer can never see, and conjectures
of which he can never be informed ; some mis-

j

chief, however, he hopes he has done
;
and to

have done mischief, is of some importance. He
sets his invention to work again, and produces
a narrative of a robbery or a murder, with al]

the circumstances of time and place accurately

adjusted. This is a jest of greater effect and

longer duration : if he fixes his scene at a pro

per distance, he may for several days keep a wire

in terror for her husband, or a mother for her

son ; and please himself with reflecting, that by
his abilities and address some addition is made
to the miseries of life.

There is, I think, an ancient law in Scotland,

by which leasing making was capitally punished.
I am, indeed, far from desiring to increase in

this kingdom the number of executions : yet 1

cannot but think, that they who destroy the

confidence of society, weaken the credit of in

telligence, and interrupt the security of life
;

harass the delicate with shame, and perplex the

timorous with alarms ; might very properly be

awakened to a sense of their crimes, by denun
ciations of a whipping post or pillory : since

many are so insensible of right and wrong, that

they have no standard of action but the law
;

nor feel guilt, but as they dread punishment.
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Si quid ex Pindari, Flaccive dlctis fuerit inter-

jectum, splendet oratio ; et sordescit, si quid e sa-

cris Psalmis apte fuerit attexturn? An Llbri Sptri-
tus ccelestis qfflatti proditi sordent nobis preescrip-
tis Homeri, Euripidis, out Ennii. ERASMUS.

Is a discourse beautified by a quotation from Pin

dar and Horace? And shall we think it blemished

by a passage from the sacred Psalms aptly inter

woven? Do we despise the books which were dictat

ed by the Spirit of God, in comparison of Homer,
Euripides, aud Ennius?

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

IN the library of the benedictine monks at

Lyons, has lately been discovered a most curious

manuscript of the celebrated Longinus. As I

know you will eagerly embrace every oppor

tunity of contributing to promote, or rather

revive, a reverence and love for the Sacred

Writings, I send the following extract trans

lated from this extraordinary work.

My dear Terentianus,

You may remember, that in my treatise on the

sublime, I quoted a striking example of it from
Moses the Jewish lawgiver ;

" Let there oe

light, and there was light." I have since met
with a large volume translated into Greek by
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the order of Ptolemy, containing all the re

ligious opinions, the civil laws and customs, of

that singular and unaccountable people. And
to confess the truth, I am greatly astonished at

the incomparable elevation of its style and the

supreme grandeur of its images ; many of which
excel the utmost efforts of the most exalted

enius of Greece.

At the appearance of God, the mountains, and
the forests do not only tremble as in Homer, but
"are melted down like wax at his presence.

"

He rides not on a swift chariot over the level

waves like Neptune, but " comes flying upon the

wings of the wind : while the floods clap their

hands, and the hills and forests, and earth and

heaven, all exult together before their Lord."
And how dost thou conceive, my friend, the ex

alted idea of the universal presence of the in

finite mind can be expressed, adequately to the

dignity of the subject, but in the following man
ner ? " Whether shall I go from thy pre
sence? If I climb up into heaven, thou art

there ! If I go down to hell, lo, thou art there

also ! If I take wings and fly toward the morn

ing, or remain in the uttermost parts of the wes
tern ocean ; even there also" the poet does not

say
" I shall find thee," but far more forcibly

and emphatically
"
thy right hand shall hold

me." With what majesty and magnificence is

the Creator of the world, before whom the

whole universe is represented as nothing, nay,
less than nothing, and vanity, introduced mak
ing the following sublime inquiry ? " Who hath

measured the waters in the hollow of his hand ?

and meted out heaven with a span, and com

prehended the dust of the earth in a measure,
and weighed the mountains in scales, and the

hills in a balance!" Produce me, Terentianus,

any image or description in Plato himself, so

truly elevated and divine ! Where did these

Barbarians learn to speak of God, in terms that

alone appear worthy of him ? How contemptible
and vile are the deities of Homer and Hesiod,
in comparison of this Jehovah of the illiterate

Jews ;
before whom, to use this poet's own

words, all other gods are " as a drop of a buc

ket, and are counted as the small dust of the

balance."

Had I been acquainted with this wonderful

volume, while I was writing my treatise on the

Pathetic, I could have enriched my work with

many strokes of eloquence, more irrestibly mov

ing than any I have borrowed from our three

great tragedians, or even from the tender

Simonides himself. The same Moses I former

ly mentioned, relates the history of a youth sold

into captivity by his brethren, in a manner so

deeply interesting, with so many little strokes of

nature and passion, with such penetrating

knowledge of the human heart, with such vari

ous and unexpected changes of fortune, and

wi*.h such a striking and important discovery,

as cannot be read without astonishment and
tears

;
and which, I am almost confident, Aris

totle would have preferred to the story of hi*

admired CEdipus for the artificial manner in

which the recognition, avayvw^o-/?, is effected,

emerging gradually from the incidents and cir

cumstances of the story itself, and not from

things extrinsical and unessential to the fable.

In another part we are presented with the

picture of a man most virtuous and upright,

who, for the trial and exercise of his fortitude

and patience, is hurled down from the summits
of felicity, into the lowest depth of distress and

despair. Were ever sorrow and misery and

compassion expressed more forcibly and feeling.

| ly, than by the behaviour of his friends, who
when they first discovered him in his altered

j
condition, destitute, afflicted, tormented,

" sat

|

down with him upon the ground seven days,

j

and seven nights ;
and none spake a word unto

j

him, for they saw that his grief was very great."

j

Let us candidly confess, that this noble passage
is equal, if not superior to that celebrated des

cription of parental sorrow in ^Eschylus ; where
that venerable father of tragedy, whose fire and
enthusiasm sometimes force him forwards to the

very borders of improbability, has in this in

stance justly represented Niobe sitting discon

solately three days together upon the tomb ofher

children, covered with a veil, and observing a

profound silence. Such silences are something
more affecting, and more strongly expressive of

passion, than the most artful speeches. In

Sophocles, when the unfortunate Deianira dis

covers her mistake in having sent a poisoned
vestment to her husband Hercules, her surprise
and sorrow are unspeakable, and she answers

not her son who acquaints her with the dis

aster, but goes off the stage without uttering a

syllable. A writer unacquainted with nature

and the heart, would have put into her mouth

twenty florid iambics, in which she would

bitterly have bewailed her misfortunes, and in

formed the spectators that she was going to die.

In representing likewise the desolation and

destruction of the cities of Babylon and Tyre,
these Jewish writers have afforded many instan

ces of true pathos. One of them expresses the

extreme distress occasioned by a famine, by this

moving circumstance :
" The tongue of the suck

ing child cleaveth to the roof of his mouth for

thirst ; the young children ask bread, and no man
breaketh it unto them ;

the hands of the pitiful

women have sodden their own children."

Which tender and affecting stroke reminds me
of the picture of a sacked city by Aristides the

Theban, on which we have so often gazed with

inexpressible delight : that great artist has ex

pressed the concern of a bleeding and dying

mother, lest her infant, who is creeping to her

side, should lick the blood that flows from her

breast, and mistake it for her milk.
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In the ninth book of the Iliad, Homer repre

sents the horrors of a conquered city, by saying,

that her heroes should be slain, her palaces over

thrown, her matrons ravished, and her whole

race enslaved. But one of these Jewish poets,

by a single circumstance, has far more emphati

cally pointed out the utter desolation of Baby
lon :

" I will make a man more precious than

fine gold ;
even a single person than the golden

wedge of Ophir."
What seems to he particularly excellent in

these writers, is their selection of such adjuncts
and circumstances upon each subject, as are best

calculated to strike the imagination and embel

lish their descriptions. Thus, they think it not

enough to say,
" that Babylon, the glory of

kingdoms, shall never be more inhabited ;" but

they add a picturesque stroke,
" neither shall

the Arabian pitch his tent there: the wild

beasts of the island shall cry in their desolate

houses, and dragons in their pleasant places."

You have heard me frequently observe, how
much visions, or images by which a writer

seems to behold objects that are absent, or even

non-existent, contribute to the true sublime.

For this reason I have ever admired Minerva's

speech in the fifth book of the Iliad, where she

tells her favourite Diomede, " that she will purge
his eyes from the mists of mortality, and give

him power clearly to discern the gods that were

at that time assisting the Trojans, that he might
not be guilty of the impiety of wounding any
of the celestial beings, Venus excepted." Ob
serve the superior strength and liveliness of the

following image :
"
Jehovah," the tutelar God of

the Jews, "
opened the eyes of the young man,

and he saw
;
and behold, the mountain was full

of horses, and chariots of fire round about him!"
Do we start, and tremble, and turn pale,

when Orestes exclaims that the furies are rush

ing forward to seize him? and shall we be less

affected with the writer, who breaks out into

the following question?
" Who is this that

cometh from Edom with dyed garments from
Bosra

;
this that is glorious in his apparel,

travelling in the greatness of his strength?"
It is the avenging God of the oppressed Jews,
whom the poet imagines he beholds, and whose
answer follows,

" 1 that am mighty to save."
" Wherefore," resumes the poet,

" art thou red

in thine apparel, and thy garments like him
that treadeth in the wine fat !" " I have trod

den the wine press alone," answers the God,
" and of the people there were none with me :

for I will tread them in mine anger, and trample
them in my fury, and their blood shall be

sprinkled upon my garments, and I will stain

all my raiment." Another writer, full of the

idea of that destruction with which his country
was threatened, cries out,

" How long shall I

see the standard, and hear the sound of the

trumpet !" And to represent total desolation,

he imagines he sees the universe reduced to its

primitive chaos :
" I beheld the earth, and lo !

it was Avithout form and void ; and the heavens,
and they had no light."

Above all, I am marvellously struck with the

beauty and boldness of the Prosopopoeias, and
the rich variety of comparisons, with "which

every page of these extraordinary writings
abound. When I shall have pointed out a few
of these to your view, I shall think your curi

osity will be sufficiently excited to peruse the

book itself from which they are drawn. And
do not suffer yourself to be prejudiced against

it, by the reproaches, raillery and satire, which
I know my friend and disciple Porphyry is

perpetually pouring upon the Jews. Farewell.

Z.
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H<z niigce seria ducent

In mala deriswn. HOB.

Trifles such as these

To serious mischiefs lead. FRANCIS

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

THOUGH there are many calamities to which

all men are equally exposed, yet some species of

intellectual distress are thought to be peculiar to

the vicious. The various evils of disease and

poverty, pain and sorrow, are frequently de

rived from others; but shame and confu

sion are supposed to proceed from ourselves,

and to be incurred only by the misconduct

which they punish. This supposition is indeed

specious ;
but I am convinced by the strongest

evidence, that it is not true : I can oppose ex

perience to theory ;
and as it will appear that

I suffer considerable loss by my testimony, it

must be allowed to have the most distinguishing

characteristic of sincerity.

That every man is happy in proportion as he

is virtuous, was once my favourite principle :

I advanced and defended it in all companies ;

and as the last effort of my genius in its behalf,

I contrived a series of events by which it was

illustrated and established : and that I might
substitute action for narrative, and decorate

sentiment with the beauties of poetry, I regu

lated my story by the rules of the drama, and

with great application and labour wrought it

into a tragedy.

When it was finished, I sat down like Her

cules after his labours, exulting in the past, and

enjoying the future by anticipation. I read it

to every friend who favoured me with a visit,

and when I went abroad, I always put it into
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my pocket. Thus it became known to a circle

that was always increasing ; and was at length
mentioned with such commendation to a very

great lady, that she was pleased to favour me
with a message, by which I was invited to

breakfast at nine the next morning, and ac

quainted that a select company would then

expect the pleasure of hearing me read my
play.

The delight that I received from the contem

plation of my performance, the encomium of

my friends, and especially this message, was in

my opinion an experimental proof of my princi

ples, and a reward of my merit. I reflected

with great self-complacence upon the general

complaint that genius was without patronage ;

and concluded, that all who have been neglected
were unworthy of notice. I believed that my
own elevation was not only certain but near ;

and that the representation of my play would
be secured by a message to the manager, which

would render the mortifying drudgery of solici

tations and attendance unnecessary.
Elated with these expectations, I rose early

in the morning, and being dressed long before it

was time to set out, 1 amused myself by repeat

ing the favourite passages of my tragedy aloud,

forming polite answers to the compliments that

should be made me, and adjusting the ceremony
of my visit.

1 observed the time appointed with such

punctuality, that I knocked at the door while

the clock was striking. Orders had been given
for my admittance ; and the porter being other

wise engaged, it happened that the servant

whose place it was to introduce me, opened the

door in his stead, and upon hearing my name
advanced directly before me into the room ; so

that no discovery was made of an enormous

queue of brown paper, which some mischievous

brat had with a crooked pin hung between the

two locks of my major periwig. I followed

the valet into a magnificent apartment, where,
after I had got within a very large Indian

screen, I found five ladies and a gentleman.
I was a little disconcerted in my first address,

by the respect that was shown me, and the

curiosity with which I was regarded : however,
I made my general obeisance, and addressing

myself in particular to the elder of the ladies

whom I considered as my patroness, 1 expressed

my sense of the honour she had done me in a

short ppeech which I had preconceived for the

purpose ; but I was immediately informed, that

the lady "whose favour I had acknowledged was
not yet come down : this mistake increased my
confusion; for as I could not again repeat the

same words, I reflected, that I should be at last

unprepared for the occasion on which they were

to have been used. The company all this while

continued standing : I therefore hastily turned

about, to reconnoitre my chair; but the mo

ment I was seated, I perceived every one labour

ing to stide a laugh. I instantly suspected
that I had committed some ridiculous indeco

rum, and I attempted to apologize for I knew
not what offence ; but after some hesitation,

my extreme sensibility struck me speechless.
The gentleman, however, kindly discovered the

cause of their merriment, by exclaiming against
the rude licentiousness of the vulgar, and at the

same time taking from behind me the pendu
lous reproach to the honours of my head. This

discovery afforded me inexpressible relief; my
paper ramellie was thrown into the fire, and I

joined in the laugh which it produced : but I

was still embarrassed by the consequences of my
mistake, and expected the lady by whom I had
been invited, with solicitude and apprehension.
When she came in, the deference with which

she was treated by persons who were so much
my superiors, struck me with awe

; my powers
of recollection were suspended, and I resolved

to express my sentiments only by the lowness of

my bow and the distance of my behaviour : I

therefore hastily retreated backward; and at

the same time bowing with the most profound
reverence, unhappily overturned the screen,

which in its fall threw down the breakfast

table, broke all the china, and crippled the lap-

dog. In the midst of this ruin I stood torpid
in silence and amazement, stunned with the

shrieks of the ladies, the yelling of the dog, and
the clattering of the china : and while I con

sidered myself as the author of such complicated

mischief, I believe I felt as keen anguish as he,

who with a halter about his neck looks up, while

the other end of it is fastening to a gibbet.

The screen, however, was soon replaced, and
the broken china removed ; and though the dog
was the principal object of attention, yet the

lady sometimes adverted to me : she politely de

sired that I would consider the accident as of

no consequence ; the china, she said, was a

trifle, and she hoped Pompey was more frighted

than hurt. I made some apology, but with

great confusion and incoherence : at length,

however, we were again seated, and breakfast

was brought in.

I was extremely mortified to perceive, that

the discourse turned wholly upon the virtues of

Pompey, and the consequences of his hurt : it

was examined with great attention and solici

tude, and found to be a razure of the skin the

whole length of one of his fore-legs. After

some topical application, his cushion was placed

in the corner by his lady, upon which he lay

down, and indeed whined piteously.

I "was beginning to recover from my perplex

ity, and had just made an attempt to introduce

a new subject of conversation, when casting my
eye downward 1 was again thrown into extreme

confusion, by seeing something hang from the

fore part of my chair, which I imagined to be
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a portion of my shirt ; though indeed it was no

sther than the corner of a napkin on which I

tat, and which, during the confusion produced

I>y the fall of the screen, had been left in the

chair.

My embarrassment was soon discovered,

though the cause was mistaken ; and the lady

hoping to remove it, by giving me an oppor

tunity to display my abilities without the re

straint of ceremony, requested that I would

now give her the pleasure which she had impa

tiently expected, and read my play.

My play therefore, I was obliged to produce,
and having found an opportunity hastily to

button up the corner of the napkin while the

manuscript lay open in my lap, I began to read :

and though my voice was at first languid, tre

mulous, and irresolute, yet my attention was at

length drawn from my situation to my subject :

I pronounced with great emphasis and pro

priety, and I began to watch for the effects

which I expected to produce upon my auditors;

but I was extremely mortified to find, that

whenever I paused to give room for a remark

or an encomium, the interval was filled with an

ejaculation of pity for the dog, who still con

tinued to whine upon his cushion, and was

lamented in these affectionate and pathetic

terms " Ah ! poor, dear, pretty, little crea

ture."

It happened, however, that by some incidents

in the fourth act the passions were apparently

interested, and I was just exulting in my suc

cess, when the lady who sat next me unhappily

opening her snuff-box, which was not effected

without some difficulty, the dust that new up
threw me into a fit of sneezing, which instantly
caused my upper-lip to put me again out of

countenance: I therefore hastily felt for my
handkerchief, and it was not with less emotion
than if I had seen a ghost, that I discovered it

had been picked out of my pocket. In the mean
time the opprobrious effusion descended like an
Aide to my chin ; and the eyes of the company,
which this accident had drawn upon me, were
now turned away with looks which showed
that their pity was not proof against the ridi

cule of my distress. What I suffered at this

moment, can neither be expressed nor conceiv

ed : I turned my head this way and that in the

anguish of my mind, without knowing what 1

sought; and at last holding up my manuscript
before my face, I was compelled to make use of

the end of my neckcloth, which I again button
ed into my bosom. After many painful efforts

I proceeded in my lecture, and again fixed the

attention of my hearers. The fourth act was

finished, and they expressed great impatience to

hear the catastrophe ; I therefore began the

fifth with fresh confidence and vigour ; but
before I had read a page, I was interrupted by
two gentlemen of great quality, professors of

Buckism, who came with a design to wait upoa
the ladies to an auction.

I rose up with the rest of the company when

they came in
; but what was my astonishment,

to perceive the napkin, \vhich I had unfortunate

ly secured by one corner, hang down from my
waist to the ground ! From this dilemma,

however, 1 was delivered by the noble buck who
stood nearest me; who swearing an oath of

astonishment, twitched the napkin from me,
and throwing it to the servant, told him that he

had redeemed it from the rats, who were

dragging it by degrees into a place where he

would never have looked for it. The young
ladies were scarce less confounded at this ac

cident than 1 ; and the noble matron herself

was somewhat disconcerted : she saw my ex

treme confusion
;
and thought fit to apologize

for her cousin's behaviour
;
" He is a wild, boy,

Sir," says she,
" he plays these tricks with every

body ; but it is his way, and no body minds it."

When we were once more seated, the Bucks,

upon the peremptory refusal of the ladies to go
out, declared they would stay and hear the last

act of my tragedy ; I was therefore requested to

go on. But my spirits were quite exhausted by
the violent agitation of my mind

;
and I was

intimidated by the presence of two persons, who
appeared to consider me and my performance as

objects only of merriment and sport. I would

gladly have renounced all that in the morning
had been the object of my hope, to recover the

dignity which I had already lost in my own
estimation

; and had scarce any wish but to re

turn without further disgrace into the quiet
shade of obscurity. The ladies, however,
would take no denial, and 1 was at length

obliged to comply.
I was much pleased and surprised at the at

tention with which my new auditors seemed to

listen as I went on : the idog was now silent ;

I increased the pathos of my voice in proportion
as I ascended the climax of distress, and flatter

ed myself that poetry and truth would be still

victorious : but just at this crisis, the gentle

man, who had disengaged me from the napkin,
desired me to stop half a moment ; something,
he said, had just started into his mind, which
if he did not communicate he might forget :

then turning to his companion,
"
Jack," says

he,
" there was sold in Smithfield no longer

ago than last Saturday, the largest ox that ever

I beheld in my life." The ridicule of this

malicious apostrophe was so striking, that pity
and decorum gave way, and my patroness her

self burst into laughter : upon me, indeed, it

produced a very different effect ; for if I had
been detected in an unsuccessful attempt to pick
a pocket, I could not have felt more shame, con

fusion and anguish. The laughter into which
the company had been surprised, was, however

immediately suppressed, and a severe censure
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passed upon the person who produced it. To
atone for the mortification which I had suf

fered, the ladies expressed the utmost im

patience to hear the conclusion, and I was

encouraged by repeated encomiums to proceed ;

but though I once more attempted to recol

lect myself, and again began the speech in

which I had been interrupted, yet my thoughts
were still distracted

; my voice faltered, and I

had scarce breath to finish the first period.
This was remarked by my tormentor the

Buck, who suddenly snatched the manuscript
out of my hands, declared that I did not do my |

play justice, and that he would finish it himself,
j

He then began to read
; but the affected gravity !

of his countenance, the unnatural tone of his

voice, and the remembrance of his late anecdote
j

of the ox, excited sensations that were incom

patible both with pity and terror, and rendered

me extremely wretched by keeping the company
perpetually on the brink of laughter.
In the action of my play, virtue had been sus

tained by her own dignity, and exulted in the

enjoyment of intellectual and independent hap
piness, during a series of external calamities that

terminated in death ; and vice, by the success

of her own projects, had been betrayed into

shame, perplexity, and confusion. These events

were indeed natural
; and therefore I poetically

inferred, with all the confidence of demonstra

tion, that " the torments of Tartarus, and the

felicity of Elysium, were not necessary to the

justification of the gods; since whatever ine

quality might be pretended in the distribution

of externals, peace is still the prerogative of vir

tue, and intellectual misery can be inflicted only

by guilt."

But the intellectual misery which I suffered

at the very moment when this favourite senti

ment was read, produced an irresistible convic

tion that it was false ; because, except the dread

of that punishment which I had indirectly

denied, I felt all the torment that could be in- '

flicted by guilt. In the prosecution of an un- !

dertaking which 1 believed to be virtuous, peace I

had been driven from my heart, by the concur-
J

rence of accident with the vices of others; and

the misery that I suffered, suddenly propagated
itself: for not only enjoyment but hope was
now at an end; my play, upon which both had

depended, was overturned from its foundation ;

and I was so much affected that I tookmy leave

with the abrupt haste of distress and perplexity.

I had no concern about what should be said of

me when I was departed ; and, perhaps, at the

moment when I went out of the house, there

was not in the world any human being more
wretched than myself. The next morning,
when I reflected coolly upon these events, I

would willingly have reconciled my experience
with my principles, even at the expense of my
morals. I would have supposed that my desire

of approbation was inordinate, and that a vir

tuous indifference about the opinion of others

would have prevented all my distress
; but 1

was compelled to acknowledge, that to acquire
this indifference was not possible, and that no

man becomes vicious by not effecting impossi
bilities : there may be heights of virtue beyond
our reach

;
but to be vicious, we must either do

something from which we have power to ab

stain, or neglect something Avhicb we have

power to do : there remained, therefore, no ex

pedient to recover any part of the credit I had

lost, but setting a truth, which I had newly
discovered by means so extraordinary, in a new

light ; and with this view 1 am a candidate for

a place in the Adventurer.

I am, Sir,

Your's, &c.

DK ASIATIC es.

No. 53.") TUESDAY, MAY 8, 1753.

Quisque suos patimur Manes. VIRG.

Each has his lot, and bears the fate he drew.

SIR, Fleet, May 6.

IN consequence of my engagements, I address

you once more from the habitations of misery.
In this place, from which business and pleasure
are equally excluded, and in which our only

employment and diversion is to hear the narra

tives of each other, I might much sooner have

gathered materials for a letter, had I not hoped
to have been reminded of my promise : but since

I find myself placed in the regions of oblivion,

where I am no less neglected by you than by
the rest of mankind, I resolved no longer to

wait for solicitation, but stole early this evening
from between gloomy sullenness and riotous

merriment, to give you an account of part of my
companions.
One of the most eminent members of our club

is Mr. Edward Scamper, a man of whose name
the Olympic heroes would not have been

ashamed. Ned was born to a small estate which

he determined to improve ; and therefore, as

soon as he became of age, mortgaged part of his

land to buy a mare and stallion, and bred horses

for the course. He was at first very successful,

and gained several of the king's plates, as he is

now every day boasting, at the expense of very
little more than ten times their value. At last,

however, he discovered, that victory brought

him more honour than profit : resolving, there

fore, to be rich as well as illustrious , he re

plenished his pockets by another mortgage, be

came on a sudden a daring better, and resolving

not to trust a jockey with his fortune, rode his
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horse himself, distanced two of his competitors

the first heat, and at last won the race by forc

ing hvs horse on a descent to full speed at the

hazard of his neck. His estate was thus re

paired, and some friends that had no souls ad

vised him to give over; but Ned now knew the

way to riches, and therefore without caution

increased his expenses. From this hour he

talked and dreamed of nothing but a horse-race;

and rising soon to the summit of equestrian re

putation, he was constantly expected on every

course, divided all his time between lords and

jockies, and, as the unexperienced regulated
their betts by his example, gained a great deal

of money by laying openly on one horse and se

cretly on the other. Ned was now so sure of

growing rich, that he involved his estate in a

third mortgage, borrowed money of all his

friends, and risked his whole fortune upon

Bay-Lincoln. He mounted with beating heart,

started fair arid won the first heat ; but in the

second, as he was pushing against the foremost

of his rivals, his girth broke, his shoulder was

dislocated, and before he was dismissed by the

surgeon, two bailiffs fastened upon him, and he

saw New-market no more. His daily amuse

ment for four years has been to blow the signal
for starting, to make imaginary matches, to

repeat the pedigree of Bay-Lincoln, aud to form
resolutions against trusting another groom with

the choice of his girth.

The next in seniority is Mr. Timothy Snug,
a man of deep contrivance and impenetrable

secrecy. His father died with the reputation
of more wealth than he possessed ; Tim, there

fore, entered the world with a reputed fortune

of ten thousand pounds. Of this he very well

knew that eight thousand was imaginary : but

being a man of refined policy, and knowing how
much honour is annexed to riches, he resolved

never to detect his own poverty : but furnished

his house with elegance, scattered his money
with profusion, encouraged every scheme of

costly pleasure, spoke of petty Josses with neg

ligence, and on the day before an execution en

tered his doors, had proclaimed at a public table

his resolution to be jolted no longer in a hackney-
coach.

Another of my companions is the magnani
mous Jack Scatter, the son of a country gentle

man, who having no other care than to leave

him rich, considered that literature could not
be had without expense ; masters would not
teach for nothing ;

and when a book was bought
and read, it would sell for little. Jack was,
therefore, taught to read and write by the but
ler ; and when this acquisition was made, was
left to pass his days in the kitchen and the

etable, where he heard no crime censured but

eovetousness and distrust of poor honest ser

vants, and where all the praise was bestowed on

good housekeeping and a free heart. At the

death of his father, Jack set himself to retrieve

the honour of his family : he abandoned his

cellar to the butler, ordered his groom to pro

vide hay and corn at discretion, took his house

keeper's word for the expenses of the kitchen,

allowed all his servants to do their work by de

puties, permitted his domestics to keep his

house open to their relations and acquaintance,

and in ten years was conveyed hither, without

having purchased by the loss of his patrimony
either honour or pleasure, or obtained any
other gratification than that of having corrupt
ed the neighbouring villagers by luxury and idle-

Dick Serge was a draper in CorrihilJ, and pas
sed eight years in prosperous diligence without

any care but to keep his books, or any ambition

but to be in time an alderman : but then, by
some unaccountable revolution in his under

standing, he became enamoured of wit and hu

mour, despised the conversation of pedlars and

stockjobbers, and rambled every night to the

regions of gayety, in quest of company suited to

his taste. The wits at first flocked about him
for sport, and afterwards for interest ; some
found their way into his books, and some into

his pockets ; the man of adventure was equip

ped from his shop for the pursuit of a fortune ;

and' he had sometimes the honour to have his

security accepted when his friends were in dis

tress. Elated with these associations, he soon

learned to neglect his shop ; and having drawn
his money out of the funds, to avoid the neces

sity of teizing men of honour for trifling debts,

he has been forced at last to retire hither, till

his friends can procure him a post at court.

Another that joins in the same mess is Bob

Cornice, whose life has been spent in fitting up
a house. About ten years ago Bob purchased
the country habitation of a bankrupt : th e

mere shell of a building Bob holds no great

matter, the inside is the test of elegance. Of
this house he was no sooner master than he

summoned twenty workmen to his assistance,

tore up the floors and laid them anew, stripped

off the wainscot, drew the windows from their

frames, altered the disposition of doors and fire

places, and cast the whole fabric into a new

form; his next care was to have his ceilings

painted, his pannels gilt, and his chimney-pieces
carved ; every thing was executed by the ablest

hands ; Bob's business was to follow the work
men with a microscope, and call upon them to

retouch their performances, and heighten excel

lence to perfection. The reputation of his house

now brings round him a daily confluence of

visitants, and every one tells him of some ele

gance which he has hitherto overlooked, some

convenience not yet procured, or some mode in

ornament or furniture. Bob, wno had no wish
but to be admired, nor any guide but the fashion,

thought every thing beautiful in proportion aa
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it was new, and considered his work as unfi

nished, while any observer could suggest any
addition ; some alteration was therefore every

day made, without any other motive than the

charms of novelty. A traveller at last suggest
ed to him the convenience of a grotto ; Bob im

mediately ordered the mount of his garden to

be excavated ; and having laid out a large sum
in shells and minerals, was busy in regulating
the disposition of the colours and lustres, when
two gentlemen, who had asked permission to

see his gardens, presented him a writ, and led

him off to less elegant apartments.
I know not, Sir, whether among this frater

nity of sorrow you will think any much to be

pitied ; nor indeed do many of them appear to

solicit compassion, for they generally applaud
their own conduct, and despise those whom
want of taste or spirit suffers to grow rich. Jt

were happy if the prisons of the kingdom were
tilled only with characters like these, men
whom prosperity could not make useful, and

whom ruin cannot make wise : but there are

among us many who raise different sensations,

many that owe their present misery to the

seductions of treachery, the strokes of casualty,
or the tenderness of pity ; many whose suffer

ings disgrace society, and whose virtues would
adorn it : of these, when familiarity shall have

enabled me to recount their stories without hor

ror, you may expect another narrative from,

Sir,

Your most humble servant,

T. MISARGYRUS.

No. 54.] SATURDAY, MAY 12, 1753.

Sensim labefacta cadebat

Relligio CLAU&IANUS.

His confidence in heaven
Sunk by degrees.

IF a recluse moralist, wno speculates in a

cloyster, should suppose every practice to be

infamous in proportion as it is allowed to be

criminal, no man would wonder; but every
man who is acquainted with life, and is able to

substitute the discoveries of experience for the

deductions of reason, knows that he would be

mistaken.

Lying is generally allowed to be less crimi

nal than adultery ; and yet it is known to ren

der a man much more infamous and contempti
ble; for he who would modestly acquiesce in

an imputation of adultery as a compliment,
would resent that of a lie as an insult for which
life only could atone. Thus are men tamely
led hoodwinked by custom, the creature of

their own folly, and while imaginary light

flashes under the bandage which excludes the

reality, they fondly believe that they behold the

sun.

Lying, however, does not incur more infamy
than it deserves, though other vices incur less.

I have before remarked, that there are some

practises, which, though they degrade a man to

the lowest class of moral characters, do yet im

ply some natural superiority ; bi\t lying is, on
the contrary, ahvuys an implication of weakness
and defect. Slander is the revenge oTa coward,
and dissimulation his defence : lying boasts are

the stigma of impotent ambition, of obscurity
without merit, and pride totally destitute of in

tellectual dignity : and even lies of apology imply
indiscretion or rusticity, ignorance, folly, or iu-

decorum.

But there is equal turpitude, and yet greater

meanness, in those forms of speech which de

ceive without direct falsehood. The crime is

committed with greater deliberation, as it re

quires more contrivance ; and by the offenders

the use of language is totally perverted : they
conceal a meaning opposite to that which they

express ; their speech is a kind of riddle pro

pounded for an evil purpose ;
and as they may

therefore, be properly distinguished by the name
of Sphinxes, there would not perhaps be much
cause for regret, if, like the first monster of the

name, they should break their necks upon the

solution of their enigmas.
Indirect lies, more effectually than others, de

stroy that mutual confidence, which is said to

be the band of society : they are more frequent

ly repeated, because they are not prevented by
the dread of detection : and he who has obtain-i

ed a virtuous character is not always believed,}
because we know not but that he may have

been persuaded by the sophistry of folly, that to

deceive is not to lie, and that there is a certain

manner in which truth may be violated without

incurring either guilt or shame.

But lying, however practised, does, like eve,

ry other vice, ultimately disappoint its own,

purpose :
" A lying tongue is but for a mo

ment." Detraction, when it is discovered to

be false, confers honour, and dissimulation

provokes resentment ;
the false boast incurs

contempt, and the false apology aggravates the

offence.

Is it not, therefore, astonishing, that a prac

tice, for whatever reason, so universally infa

mous and unsuccessful, should not be more ge

nerally and scrupulously avoided ? To think, is

to renounce it : and that I may fix the atten

tion of my readers a little longer upon the sub

ject, I shall relate a story, which, perhaps, by
those who have much sensibility, will not soon

be forgotten.

Charlotte and Maria were educated together

at an eminent boarding school near London:

there was little difference in their age, and their
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personal accomplishments were equal : but

though their families were of the same rank,

vet as Charlotte was an only child, she was con

siderably superior in fortune.

Soon after they were taken home, Char

lotte was addressed by Captain Freeman, who,
besides his commission in the guards, had a

small paternal estate ; but as her friends hoped
for a more advantageous match, the captain
was desired to forbear his visits, and the lady to

think of him no more. After some fruitless

struggles they acquiesced ;
but the discontent of

both was so apparent, that it was thought ex

pedient to remove Miss into the country. She

was sent to her aunt, the Lady Meadows, who,
with her daughter, lived retired at the family-

Beat, more than one hundred miles distant from
the metropolis. After she had repined in this

dreary solitude from April to August, she was

surprised with a visit from her father, who

brought with him Sir James Forrest, a young
gentleman who had just succeeded to a baronet's

title, and a very large estate in the same county.
Sir James had good-nature and good-sense, an

agreeable person and an easy address : Miss was

insensibly pleased with his company ; her

vanity, if not her love, had a new object ; a de

sire to be delivered from a state of dependence
and obscurity, had almost absorbed all the rest ;

and it is no wonder that this desire was grati

fied, when scarce any other was felt ; or that in

compliance with the united solicitations of her

friends, and her lover, she suffered herself with
in a few weeks to become a lady and a wife.

They continued in the country till the beginning
of October, and then came up to London, hav

ing prevailed upon her aunt to accompany them,
that Miss Meadows, with whom the bride had
contracted an intimate friendship, might be

gratified with the diversions of the town during
the winter.

Captain Freeman, when he heard that Miss
Charlotte was married, immediately made pro

posals of marriage to Maria, with whom he be

came acquainted during his visits to her friend,

and soon after married her.

The friendship of the two young ladies seemed

to be rather increased than diminished by their

marriage ; they were always of the same party
both in the private and public diversions of the

season, and visited each other without the for

malities of messages and dress.

But neither Sir James nor Mrs. Freeman
could reflect without uneasiness upon the fre

quent interviews which this familiarity and
confidence produced between a lover and his

mistress, whom force only had divided ; and

though of these interviews they were themselves

witnesses, yet Sir James insensibly became

jealous of his lady, and Mrs. Freeman of her

husband.

ft happened in the May following, that Sir
J

James went about ten miles out of town to be

present at the election of a member of parlia
ment for the county, and was not expected to

return till the next day. In the evening his

lady took a chair and visited Mrs. Freeman :

the rest of the company went away early, the

j

captain was upon guard, Sir James was out of

i town, and the two ladies after supper sat down

j

to piquet, and continued the game without once

reflecting upon the hour till three in the morn
ing. Lady Forrest would then have gone
home ; but Mrs. Freeman, perhaps chiefly to

conceal a contrary desire, importuned her to stay
till the captain came in, and at length with some
reluctance she consented.

About five the captain came home, and Lady
Forrest immediately sent out for a chair: a

chair, as it happened, could not be procured ;

but a hackney coach being brought in its stead,
the captain insisted upon waiting on her lady
ship home. This she refused with some emo
tion ; it is probable that she still regarded the

captain with less indifference than she wished,
and was therefore more sensible of the impro
priety of his offer : but her reasons for rejecting
it, however forcible, being such as she could riot

alledge, he persisted, and her resolution was
overborne. By this importunate complaisance
the captain had not only thrown Lady Forrest

into confusion, but displeased his wife : she
could not, however, without unpoliteness op
pose it ; and lest her uneasiness should be dis

covered, she affected a negligence which in some

degree revenged it : she desired that when he
came back he would not disturb her, for that

she should go directly to bed ; and added with a

kind of drowsy insensibility,
" I am more than

half asleep already."

Lady Forrest and the captain were to go
from the Haymarket to Grosvenor Square. It

was about half an hour after five when they got
into the coach ; the morning was remarkably
fine, the late contest had shaken off all disposi

tion to sleep, and Lady Forrest could not help

saying, that she had much rather take a walk
in the park than go home to bed. The captain

zealously expressed the same sentiment, and

proposed that the coach should set them down
at St. James's Gate. The lady, however, had

nearly the same objections against being seen in

the Mall without any other company than the

captain, that she had against its being known
that they were alone together in a hackney
coaeh : she, therefore, to extricate herself from
this second difficulty, proposed that they should

call at her father's in Bond-street, and take her

cousin Meadows, whom she knew to be an early

riser, with them. This project was imme
diately put in execution ; but Lady Forrest

found her cousin indisposed with a cold. When
she had communicated the design of this early

visit, Miss Meadows intreated her to give up
2P
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her walk in the park, to stay till the family

rose, and go home after breakfast ;
" no," re

plied Lady Forrest,
" I am determined upon a

walk ; but as I must first get rid of Captain

Freeman, I will send down word that I will

take your advice." A servant was accordingly

despatched to acquaint the captain, who was

waiting below, that Miss Meadows was indis

posed and had engaged Lady Forrest to break

fast.

No. 55.] TUESDAY, MAY 15, 1753.

Quid qvisqne vitet, nunquam homini satif

Cautum est vi floras. HOR.

While dangers hourly round us rise,

No caution guards us from surprise. FRANCIS.

THE captain discharged the coach ;
but being

piqued at the behaviour of his wife, and feeling

that flow of spirits which usually returns with

the morning, even to those who have not slept

in the night, he had no desire to go home, and

therefore resolved to enjoy the fine morning in

the park alone.

Lady Forrest, not doubting but that the cap
tain would immediately return home, congra
tulated herself upon her deliverance ; but at the

same time to indulge her desire of a walk, fol

lowed him into the park.
The captain had reached the top of the Mall,

and turning back met her before she had ad

vanced two hundred yards beyond the palace.

The moment she perceived him, the remem
brance of her message, the motives that produc
ed it, the detection of its falsehood, and discovery

of its design, her disappointment and conscious-

tiess of that very situation which she had so

tnuch reason to avoid, all concurred to cover her

with confusion which it was impossible to hide :

pride and good breeding were, however, still

predominant over truth and prudence ;
she was

still zealous to remove from the captain's mind

any suspicion of a design to shun him, and

therefore, with an effort perhaps equal to that

of a hero who smiles upon the rack, she affected

an air of gayety, said she was glad to see him,
and as an excuse for her message and her con

duct, prattled something about the fickleness of

woman's mind, and concluded with observing,
that she changed hers too often ever to be mad.

By this conduct a retreat was rendered impos
sible, and they walked together till between

eight and nine : but the clouds having insen

sibly gathered, and a sudden shower falling just
as they reached Spring Gardens, they went out

instead of going back
; and the captain having

put the lady into a chair took his leave.

It happened that Sir James, contrary to his

first purpose, had returned from his journey, at

night. He learnt from his servants, that his

lady \vas gone to Captain Freeman's, and was

secretly displeased that she had made this visit

when he was absent
;
an incident which, how

ever trifling in itself, was by the magic of

jealousy swelled into importance : yet upon re

collection he reproved himself for this displea

sure, since the presence of the captain's lady
would sufficiently secure the honour of his own.
While he was struggling with these suspicions,

they increased both in number and strength in

proportion as the night wore away. At one he
went to bed ; but he passed the night in agonies
of terror and resentment, doubting whether the

absence of his lady was the effect of accident or

design, listening to every noise, and bewildering
himself in a multitude of extravagant supposi
tions. He rose again at break of day ; and
after several hours of suspense and irresolution,

whether to wait the issue, or go out for intelli

gence, the restlessness of curiosity prevailed,
and about eight he set out for Captain Free

man's; but left word with his servants, that he
was gone to a neighbouring coffee-house.

Mrs. Freeman, whose affected indifference

and dissimulation of a design to go immediately
to bed, contributed to prevent the captain's re

turn, had during his absence suffered inexpres
sible disquiet : she had, indeed, neither inten

tion to go to bed, nor inclination to sleep ; she

walked backward and forward in her chamber,
distracted with jealousy and suspense, till she

was informed that Sir James was below, and
desired to see her. When she came down, he

discovered that she had been in tears ; his fear

was now more alarmed than his jealousy, and
he concluded that some fatal accident had be

fallen his wife ; but he soon learnt that she and

the captain had gone from hence at five in the

morning, and that he was not yet returned.

Mrs. Freeman, by Sir James's inquiry,
knew that his lady had not been at home : her

suspicions, therefore, were confirmed ; and in

her jealousy, which to prevent a duel she la

boured to conceal, Sir James found new cause

for his own. He determined, however, to wait

with as much decency as possible, till the cap
tain came in ; and perhaps two persons were

never more embarrassed by the presence of each

other. While breakfast was getting ready,
Dr. Tattle came to pay Mrs. Freeman a morn

ing visit; and to the unspeakable grief both of

the lady and her guest was Immediately admit

ted. Doctor Tattle is one of those male gossips,

who in the common opinion are the most divert

ing company in the world. The doctor saw
that Mrs. Freeman was low-spirited, and made
several efforts to divert her, but without success :

at last, he declared with an air of ironical im

portance, that he could tell her such news i\s

would make her look grave for something :

" The captain," says he,
" has just huddled a
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lady into a chair at the door of a hagnio near

Spring Gardens." He soon perceived that

this speech was received with emotions very

different from those he intended to produce;

and therefore, added, that " she need not, how

ever, be jealous; for notwithstanding the man
ner in which he had related the incident, the

lady was certainly a woman of character, as he

instantly discovered by her mien and appear

ance :" This particular confirmed the suspicion

it was intended to remove; and the doctor find

ing that he was not so good company as usual,

took his leave, hut was met at the door by the

captain, who brought him hack. His presence,

however insignificant, imposed some restraint

upon the rest of the company ;
and Sir James,

with as good an appearance of jocularity as he

could assume, asked the captain,
" What he had

done with his wife." The captain, with some

irresolution, replied, that " he had left her early

in the morning at her father's ;
and that having

made a point of waiting on her home, she sent

word down that her cousin Meadows was in

disposed, and had engaged her to breakfast."

The captain, who knew nothing of the anec

dote that had been communicated by the doctor,

judged by appearances that it was prudent thus

indirectly to lie, by concealing the truth both

from Sir James and his wife : he supposed, in- >

deed, that Sir James would immediately inquire/
after his wife at her father's, and learn that

did not stay there to breakfast
; but as it wouldj

not follow that they had been together, he leff

her to account for her absence as she though*

rit, taking for granted that what he had conceal-!

ed she also would conceal for the same reasons ;l

or if she did not, as he had affirmed nothing)

contrary to truth, he might pretend to have,

concealed it in jest. Sir James, as soon as he

had received this intelligence, took his leave

with some appearance of satisfaction, and was
followed by the doctor.

As soon as Mrs. Freeman and the captain
were alone, she questioned him with great ear

nestness about the lady whom he had been seen

to put into a chair. When he had heard that

this incident had been related in the presence of
!

Sir James, he was greatly alarmed lest lady
Forrest should increase his suspicions, by at

tempting to conceal that which, by a series of
\

inquiry to which he was now stimulated, he
!

would probably discover : he condemned this i

conduct in himself, and as the most effectual
j

means at once to quiet the mind of his wife and
obtain her assistance, he told her all that had

Happened, and his apprehension of the conse

quences: he also urged her to go directly to

:!iss Meadows, by whom this account would
be confirmed, and of whom she might learn

farther intelligence of Sir James
; and to find

feome way to acquaint lady Forrest with her
and admonish her to conceal nothing
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Mrs. Freeman was convinced of the captain's

sincerity, not only by the advice which he

urged her to give to Lady Forrest, but by the

consistency of the story and the manner in

which he was affected. Her jealousy was

changed into pity for her friend, and apprehen
sion for her husband. She hasted to Miss

Meadows, and learnt that Sir James had in

quired of the servant for his lady, and was told

that she had been there early with Captain

Freeman, but went away soon after him
;
she

related to Miss Meadows all that had happened,
and thinking it at least possible that Sir James

might not go directly home, she wrote the fol

lowing letter to his lady :

" My dear Lady Forrest,

I AM in the utmost distress for you. Sir James
has [suspicions which truth only can remove,

and of which my indiscretion is the cause. If

I had not concealed my desire of the captain's

return, your design to disengage yourself from

him, which I learn from Miss Meadows, would

have been effected. Sir James breakfasted with

me in the Haymarket ; and has since called at

your father's from whence I write : he knows
that your stay here was short, and has reason to

believe the captain put you into a chair some

hours afterwards at Spring- Gardens. 1 hope,

therefore, my dear lady, that this will reach

your hands time enough to prevent your con

cealing any thing. It would have been better

if Sir James had known nothing, for then you
would not have been suspected ; but now he

must know all, or you cannot be justified. For

give the freedom with which I write, and be

lieve me most affectionately

Yours,
MARIA FREEMAN.

"P. S. I have ordered the bearer to say he

came from Mrs. Fashion the milliner."

This letter was given to a chairman, and he

was ordered to say he brought it from the mil

liner's ; because if it should be known to come

from Mrs. Freeman, and should fall by accident

into Sir James's hands, his curiosity might

prompt him to read it, and his jealousy to ques
tion the lady without communicating the con

tents.

No. 56.] SATURDAY, MAY 19, 1763.

.-Multos in summa pericula mhit
Venturi timor ipse mali.

How oft the fear of ill to ill betrays !

SIR James, being convinced that his lady aid

the captain had passed the morning at a bagnie.
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by the answer which he received at her fa

ther's, went directly home. His lady was

just arrived before him, and had not recov

ered from the confusion and dread which seized

her when she heard that Sir James came to

town the night before, and at the same instant

anticipated the consequences of her own indis

cretion. She was told he was then at the coffee

house, and in a few minutes was thrown into

a universal tremor upon hearing him knock at

the door. He perceived her distress not with

compassion but rage, because he believed it to

proceed from the consciousness of guilt : he

turned pale, and his lips quivered ; but he so far

restrained his passion as to ask her without in

vective,
" Where, and how she had passed the

night." She replied,
" at Captain Freeman's

;

that the captain was upon guard, that she sat

up with his lady till he came in, and that then

insisting to see her home she would suffer the

coach to go no farther than her father's, where
he left her early in the morning :" she had not

fortitude to relate the sequel, but stopped with

some appearance of irresolution and terror. Sir

James then asked,
" If she came directly from

her father's home." This question, and the

manner in which it was asked, increased her

confusion : to appear to have stopped short in

her narrative, she thought would be an implica
tion of guilt, as it would betray a desire of con

cealment : but the past could not be recalled,

and she was impelled by equivocation to false

hood, from which, however, she would have

been kept back by fear, if Sir James had not de

ceived her into a belief that he had been no far

ther than the neighbourhood. After these tu

multuous reflections which passed in a moment,
she ventured to affirm, that "she staid with
Miss Meadows till eight, and then came home :"

but she uttered this falsehood with such marks
of guilt and shame, which she had indeed no
otherwise than by this falsehood incurred or

deserved, that Sir James no more doubted her

infidelity than her existence. As her story was
the same with that of the captain's, and as one

had concealed the truth and the other denied it,

he concluded there was a confederacy between

them ; and determining first to bring the cap
tain to account, he turned from her abruptly,
and immediately left the house*

At the door he met the chairman who had

been despatched by Mrs. Freeman to his lady ;

and fiercely interrogating him what was his

business, the man produced the letter, and say

ing, as he had been ordered, that he brought it

from Mrs. Fashion, Sir James snatched it

from him, and muttering some expression of

contempt and resentment thrust it into his

pocket.
It happened that Sir James did not find the

captain at home ; he, therefore left a billet, in

which he requested to see him at a neighbour

ing tavern, and added that he had put on hi*

sword.

In the meantime, his lady, dreading a dis

covery of the falsehood which she had asserted,

despatched a billet to Captain Freeman
; in

which she conjured him as a man of honour,
for particular reasons not to own to Sir James,,
or any other person, that he had seen her after

he had left her at her father's : she also wrote-

to her cousin Meadows, intreating, that if she
was questioned by Sir James, he might be told

that she staid with her till eight o'clock, an
hour at which only herself and the servant were

up.
The billet to Miss Meadows came soon after

the chairman had returned with an account of

what had happened to the letter
; and Mrs.

Freeman was just gone in great haste to relate

the accident to the captain, as it was of im

portance that he should know it before his next

interview with Sir James : but the captain had
been at home before her, and had received both

Sir James's billet and that of his lady. He went

immediately to the tavern, and inquiring for

Sir James Forrest, was shown into a back room
one pair of stairs : Sir James received his salu

tation without reply, and instantly bolted the

door. His jealousy was complicated with that

indignation and contempt, which a sense of in

jury from a person of inferior rank never fail*

to produce; he, therefore, demanded of the

captain in a haughty tone,
" whether he had

not that morning been in company with his

wife, after he had left her at her father's?"

The captain, who was incensed at Sir James's

manner, and deemed himself engaged in honour

to keep the lady's secret, answered, that " after

what he had said in the morning, no man had a

right to suppose he had seen the lady after

wards
;
that to insinuate the contrary, was ob

liquely to charge him with a falsehood : that he

was bound to answer no such questions, till they
were properly explained ;

and that as a gentle

man he was prepared to vindicate his honour.'*

Sir James justly deejned this reply an equivo

cation and an insult
;
and being no longer able

to restrain his rage, he cursed the captain as a

liar and a scoundrel, and at the same time strik

ing him a violent blow with his fist, drew his

sword, and put himself in a posture of defence.

Whatever design the captain might have hat)

to bring his friend to temper, and reconcile him
to his wife, when he first entered the room, he

was now equally enraged, and, indeed, had

suffered equal indignity ; he, therefore, drew at

the..same instant* and after a few desperate

passes on both sides, he received a wound in his

breast, and reeling backward a few paces fell

down.

The noise had brought many people to the

door of the room, and it was forced open just
as the captain received his wound; Sir James
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was secured, and a messenger was despatched
for a surgeon. In the mean time, the captain

perceived himself to he dying ; and whatever

(night before have been his opinion of right
and wrong, and honour and shame, he now

thought all dissimulation criminal, and that

his murderer had a right to that truth which

he thought it meritorious to deny him when he

was his friend : he, therefore, earnestly desired

to speak a few words to him in private. This

request was immediately granted ; the persons
who had rushed in withdrew, contenting them
selves to keep guard at the door

;
and the cap

tain beckoning Sir James to kneel down by
him, then told him, that " however his lady

might have been surprised or betrayed by pride
or fear into dissimulation or falsehood, she was
innocent of the crime which he supposed her

solicitous to conceal :" He then briefly related

all the events as they had happened ;
and at

last, grasping his hand, urged him to escape

from the window, that he might be a friend

to his widow and to his child, if its birth

should not be prevented by the death of its fa

ther. Sir James yielded to the force of this

motive, and escaped as the captain had direct

ed. In his way to Dover he read the letter

which he had taken from the' chairman, and

the next post enclosed it in the following to his

lady:

" My dear Charlotte,

AM the most wretched of all men
;
but I do

not upbraid you as the cause: would to God
that I were not more guilty than you ! We
are the martyrs of dissimulation. By dissimu

lation dear Captain Freeman was induced to

waste those hours with you, which he would
otherwise hare enjoyed with the poor unhappy
dissembler his wife. Trusting in the success

of dissimulation, you was tempted to venture

into the park, where you met him whom you
wished to shun. By detecting dissimulation

an the captain, my suspicions were increased;;

and by dissimulation and falsehood you cori-j

firmed them. But your dissimulation andj
falsehood were the effects of mine

; yours Avere

ineffectual, mine succeeded : for I left word that

I was gone no farther than the Coffee-house,

that you might not suspect I had learned too

much to be deceived. By the success of a lie

put into the mouth of a chairman, I was pre-/

vented from reading a letter which at last/

would have undeceived me ; and by persisting

in dissimulation, the captain has made his*

friend a fugitive, and his wife a widow. Thus/
does insincerity terminate in misery and con-/

fusion, whether in its immediate purpose if

succeeds or is disappointed. O my dear Char

lotte ! if ever we meet again, to meet again
in peace is impossible but if ever we meet

again, let us resolve to be sincere : to be. sincere

is to be wise, innocent, and safe. We venture

to commit faults which shame or fear would

prevent, if we did not hope to concea. them by
a lie. But in the labyrinth of falsehood, men
meet those evils which they seek to avoid ; and

}

as in the straight path of truth alone they can

see before them, in the straight path of truth

I

alone they can pursue felicity with success/

j

Adieu! I am dreadful! I can subscribe

nothing that does not reproach and torment me
Adieu !"

Within a few weeks after the receipt of this

letter, the unhappy lady heard that her husband
was cast away in his passage to France.

No. 57.] TUESDAY, MAT 22, 1753.

Alec vox hotninem sonat VIRG.

O more than human voice !

TO THE ADVENTURER.

LONGINUS proceeds to address his friend Teren-

tianus in the following manner:
It is the peculiar privilege of poetry, not only

to place material objects in the most amiable

attitudes, and to clothe them in the most grace
ful dress, but also to give life and motion to im
material beings ; and form, and colour, and

action, even to abstract ideas ; to embody the

virtues, the vices, and the passions ;
and to bring

before our eyes, as on a stage, every faculty of

the human mind.

Prosopopoeia, therefore, or personification,

conducted with dignity and propriety, may be

justly esteemed one of the greatest efforts of the

creative power of a warm and lively imagina
tion. Of this figure many illustrious examples

may be produced from the Jewish writers I

have been so earnestly recommending to your

perusal ; among whom, every part and object of

nature is animated, and endowed with sense,

with passion, and with language.

To say that the lightning obeyed the com
mands of God, would of itself be sufficiently

sublime ;
but a Hebrew bard expresses this idea

with far greater energy and life :
" Canst thou

send lightnings, that they may go, and say unto

thee, Here we are !" And again,
" God send-

eth forth light and it goeth ;
he calleth it again,

and it obeyeth him with fear." How animated,

how emphatical, is this unexpected answer,
" Here we are !"

Plato, with a divine boldness, introduces in

his Crito, the laws of Athens pleading with So

crates and dissuading him from an attempt to

escape from the prison in which he was confined \
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und the Roman rival of Demosthenes has made
his country tenderly expostulate with Catiline,

on the dreadful miseries which his rebellion

would devolve on her head. But will a candid

critic prefer either of these admired personifica

tions, to those passages in the Jewish poets,

where Babylon, or Jerusalem, or Tyre, are re

presented as sitting on the dust, covered with

sackcloth, stretching out their hands in vain,

and loudly lamenting their desolation ? Nay,
farther, will he reckon them even equal to the

following fictions ? Wisdom is introduced, say

ing of herself;
" When God prepared the

heavens, I was there ; when he set a circle upon
the 'face of the deep, when he gave to the sea his

decree that the waters should not pass his com

mandments, when he appointed the foundations

of the earth, then was I by him as one brought

up with him; and I was daily his delight,

playing always before him." Where, Teren-

tianus, shall we find our Minerva speaking with

such dignity and elevation ? The goddess of the

Hebrew bard, is not only the patroness and in-

ventress of arts and learning, the parent of

felicity and fame, the guardian and conductress

of human life
; but she is painted as immortal

and eternal, the constant companion of the

great Creator himself, and the partaker of his

counsels and designs. Still bolder is the other

prosopopoeia :
" Destruction and Death say (of

Wisdom) we have heard the fame thereof with
our ears." If pretenders to taste and judgment
censure such a fiction as extravagant and wild,
I despise their frigidity and gross insensibility.
When Jehovah is represented as descending to

punish the earth in his just anger, it is added,
" Before him went the pestilence." When the

Babylonian tyrant is destroyed,
" the fir-trees

rejoice at his fall, and the cedars of Lebanon,
saying, Since thou art laid down, no feller is

come up against us." And at the captivity of

Jerusalem the very ramparts and the walls

lament, "
they languish together." Read like

wise the following address, and tell me what
emotion you feel at the time of perusal :

" O
thou sword of the Lord, how long will it be ere

thou be quiet ? put up thyself into thy scabbard,
rest and be silent." Art thou not amazed and

delighted, my friend, to behold joy and anguish
and revenge ascribed to the trees of the forest,

to walls, and warlike instruments.

Before I conclude these observations, I cannot

forbear taking notice of two remarkable pas

sages in the Hebrew writers, because they bear

a close resemblance with two in our own trage
dians.

Sophocles, by a noble prosopopoeia, thus ag

gravates the misery of the Thebans, visited by
a dreadful plague

" Hell is enriched with

groans and lamentations." This image is

heightened by a Jewish author, who describes

Hell or Hade.*) as " an enormous monster, who

hath extended and enlarged himself, and opened
his insatiable mouth without measure."

Cassandra, in TEschylus, struck with the

treachery and barbarity of Clytemnestra, who is

murdering her husband Agamemnon, suddenly
exclaims in a prophetic fury,

" Shall 1 call her

the direful mother of hell!" To represent the

most terrible species of destruction, the Jewish

poet says,
" The first-born of death shall de

vour his strength."
Besides the attribution of person and action

to objects immaterial or inanimate, there is still

another species of the prosopopoeia no less lively

and beautiful than the former, when a real

person is introduced speaking with propi-iety

and decorum. The speeches which the Jewish

poets have put into the mouth of their Jehovah,
are worthy the greatness and incomprehensible

Majesty of the All- Perfect Being. Hear him

asking one of his creatures, with a lofty kind of

irony,
" Where wast thou, when I laid the

foundations of the earth? declare, if thou hasi

understanding. Who hath laid the measures

thereof, if thou knowest ? or who hath stretched

the line upon it ? Whereon are the foundations

thereof fastened, or who laid the corner-stone ?

When the morning stars sang together, and all

the sons of God shouted for joy? Or who shut

up the sea with doors, when it brake forth as if

it had issued out of the womb ? When I brake

up for it my decreed place, and set bars, and

doors, and said, Hitherto shalt thou come, but

no further, and here shall the pride of thy waves
be stayed." How can we reply to these sub

lime inquiries, but in the words that follow?
"

Behold, I am vile, what shall I answer thee ?

I will lay mine hand upon my mouth.
' '

I have in a former treatise observed to you,
that Homer has degraded his gods into men ;

these writers alone have not violated the divine

Majesty by inadequate and indecent represen

tations, but have made the great Creator act

and speak in a manner suitable to the supreme

dignity of his nature, as far as the grossness of

mortal conceptions will permit. From the sub

limity and spirituality of their notions, so dif

ferent in degree and kind from those of the

most exalted philosophers, one may, perhaps,
be inclined to think their claim to a divine in

spiration reasonable and just, since God alone

can describe himself to man.

I had written thus far, when I received des

patches from the empress Zenobia, with orders

to attend her instantly at Palmyra; but am re

solved, before I set out, to add to this letter a

few remarks on the beautiful comparisons of the

Hebrew poets.

The use of similes in general consists in tho

illustration or amplification of any subject, or

in presenting pleasing pictures to the mind by
the suggestion of new images. Homer and the

Hebrew bards disdain minute resemblances,
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and seek not an exact correspondence with every

feature of the object they introduced. Provided

a general likeness appear, they think it suffi

cient. Not solicitous for exactness, which in

every work is the sure criterion of a cold and

creeping genius, they introduce many circum

stances that perhaps have no direct affinity to

the subject, but taken all together contribute to

the variety and beauty of the piece.

The pleasures of friendship and benevolence

are compared to the perfumes that flow from

the ointments usually poured on the priest's

head, which run down to his beard arid even to

the skirts of his clothing. The sun rising and

breaking in upon the shades of night, is corn-

oared to a bridegroom issuing out of his cham

ber ;
in allusion to the Jewish custom, of usher

ing the bridegroom from his chamber at mid

night with great solemnity and splendour, pre

ceded by the light of innumerable lamps arid

torches. How amiably is the tenderness and

solicitude of God for his favourites expressed !

" As the eagle stirreth up her nest, fluttereth

over her young, spreadeth abroad her wings,

taketh them, beareth them on her wings, so the

Lord alone did lead them !" On the other hand,

how dreadfully is his indignation described ;
" 1

will be unto them as a lion, as a leopard by the

way will I observe them. I will meet them as

a bear that is bereaved of her whelps, and I will

rend the caul of their heart." A little after

wards the scene suddenly changes, and divine

favour is painted by the following similitudes :

" 1 will be as the dew unto Judea ; he shall

grow as the lily ; his branches shall spread, and

his beauty shall be as the olive-tree, and his

smell like Mount Libanus." Menander himself,

that just characterizer of human life, has not

given us a more apt and lively comparison than

the following :
" as the climbing a sandy way

is to the feet of the aged, so is a wife full of

words to a quiet man." Nor has one of our

Grecian poets spoken so feelingly, so eloquently,

or so elegantly of beauty, as the Emperor Solo

mon of his mistress, or bride, in images perfectly

original and new :
" Thy hair," says he,

" is as

a flock of goats that appear from Mount Gilead
;

thy teeth are like a flock of sheep that are even

shorn, which come up from the washing," by
which similitude their exact equality, evenness,
and whiteness, are justly represented.

" Thy
neck is like the tower of David, builded for an

armoury, whereon there hang a thousand buck

lers, all shields of mighty men :" that is, straight
and tall, adorned with golden chains and the

richest jewels of the east. " Thy two breasts are

like two young roes that are twins, which feed

among tfce lilies,' the exquisite elegance and

propriety of which similitude need not be point
ed out, and cannot be excelled.

I have purposely reserved one comparison for

a conclusion, not only for the sake of its beauty

and justness, but because it describes a friend

ship so different from the constancy which 1

hope will ever be the character of yours and

mine. " My brethren," says the writer,
" have

dealt deceitfully with me. They are like tor

rents which, when swoln and increased with

winter showers and the meltings of the ice,

promise great and unfailing plenty of waters;
but in the times of violent heats, suddenly are

parched up and disappear. The traveller in the

deserts of Arabia seeks for them in vain ; the

troops of Sheba looked, the caravans of Tema
waited for them : they came to the accustomed

springs for relief; they were confounded, they

perished with thirst."

In giving you these short specimens of Jewish

poesy, I think I may compare myself to those

spies which the above-mentioned Moses des

patched, to discover the country he intended to

conquer; and who brought from thence, as evi

dences of its fruitfulness, the most delicious figs

and pomegranates, and a branch with one clus

ter of grapes,
" so large and weighty," says the

historian,
" that they bare it between two upon

a staff." Farewell.

Z.
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Dumnant quod non intcliigunt. Cic

They condemn what they do not understand.

EURIPIDES, having presented Socrates with the

writings of Heraclitus, a philosopher famed for

involution and obscurity, inquired afterwards

his opinion of their merit. " What I under

stand," said Socrates,
" I find to be excellent;

and, therefore, believe that to be of equal value

which 1 cannot understand."

The reflection of every man who reads this

passage will suggest to him the difference between

the practice of Socrates, and that of modern

critics : Socrates, who had, by long observation

upon himself and others, discovered the weak
ness of the strongest, and the dimness of the

most enlightened intellect, was afraid to decide

hastily in his own favour, or to conclude that

an author had written without meaning, be

cause he could not immediately catch his ideas :

he knew that the faults of books are often more

justly imputable to the reader, who sometimes

wants attention, and sometimes penetration;

whose understanding is often obstructed by pre

judice, and often dissipated by remissness ; who
comes sometimes to a new study, unfurnished

with the knowledge previously necessary; and

finds difficulties insuperable, for want of ardour

sufficient to encounter them.
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Obscurity and clearness are relative terms :

to some readers scarce any book is easy, to others

not many are difficult : and surely they, whom
neither any exuberant praise bestowed by others,

nor any eminent conquests over stubborn pro

blems, have entitled to exalt themselves above

the common orders of mankind, might conde

scend to imitate the candour of Socrates ; and

where they find incontestable proofs of superior

genius, be content to think that there is justness
in the connection which they cannot trace, and

cogency in the reasoning which they cannot

comprehend.
This diffidence is never more reasonable,

j

than in the perusal of the authors of antiquity ;

'

of those whose works have been the delight of;

ages, and transmitted as the great inheritance

of mankind from one generation to another;
'

surely, no man can, without the utmost arro

gance, imagine, that he brings any superiority

of understanding to the perusal of these books

which have been preserved in the devastation of

cities, and snatched up from the wreck of na

tions ;
which those who fled before barbarians

have been careful to carry off in the hurry of

migration, and of which barbarians have re

pented the destruction. If in books thus made

venerable by the uniform attestation of succes

sive ages, any passages shall appear unworthy
of that praise which they have formerly receiv

ed ; let us not immediately determine, that they

owed their reputation to dullness or bigotry;

but suspect at least that our ancestors had some

reasons for their opinions, and that our igno

rance of those reasons makes us differ from

them.

It often happens, that an author's reputation

is endangered in succeeding times, by that

which raised the loudest applause among his

contemporaries: nothing is read with greater

pleasure than allusions to recent facts, reigning

opinions, or present controversies ; but when

facts are forgotten, and controversies extinguish

ed, these favourite touches lose all their graces ;

and the author in his descent to posterity must

be left to the mercy of chance, without any

power of ascertaining the memory of those

things to which he owed his luckiest thoughts

ftnd his kindest reception.

On such occasions, every reader should re

member the diffidence of Socrates, and repair

by his candour the injuries of time; he should

impute the seeming defects of his author to

some chasm of intelligence, and suppose, that

the sense which is now weak was once forcible,

and the expression which is now dubious for

merly determinate.

How much the mutilation of ancient history

nas taken away from the beauty of poetical per

formances, may be conjectured from the light

which a lucky commentator sometimes effuses,

by the recovery of an incident that had been

long forgotten : thus in the third book of Ho
race$ Juno's denunciations against those that

should presume to raise again the walls of Troy,
could for many ages please only by splendid

images and swelling language, of which no man
discovered the use or propriety, till Le Fevre,

by showing on what occasion the Ode was writ

ten, changed wonder to rational delight. Many
passages yet undoubtedly remain in the same

author, which an exacter knowledge of the

incidents of his time would clear from objec
tions. Among these I have always numbered
the following lines :

Aurum per medios ire satellites,

Et perrumpere amat saxa, potentius

Ictufulminco. Concidit Auguris

Argivi domus ob lucrum
Demersa excidio. Dljfidit urbhim
Portas tir Macedo, et submit aemulos

Reges muneribtis. Munera naviuni

Saevos illaqueant duces.

Stronger than thunder's winged force,

All-poweiful gold can spread its course,

Through watchful guards its passage make,
And loves through solid walls to break :

From gold the overwhelming woes,
That crush'd the Grecian augur rose :

Philip with gold through cities broke,
And rival monarchs felt his yoke ;

Captains of ships to gold are slaves,

Though fierce as their own winds and waves.

FRANC:.I.

The close of this passage, by which every reader

is now disappointed and offended, was probably
the delight of the Roman court : it cannot be

imagined that Horace, after having given to

gold the force of thunder, and told of its power
to storm cities and to conquer kings, would

have concluded his account of its efficacy with

its influence over naval commanders, had he

not alluded to some fact then current in the

mouths of men ,
and therefore more interesting

for a time than the conquests of Philip. Of
the like kind may be reckoned another stanza

in the same book :

Ja.ssa coram non sine conscio

Surgit marito, sen vocat institor,

Seu navis Hispanic magister,

Dedccorum pretiosus emptor.

The conscious husband bids her rise,

When some richfactor courts her charms,
Who calls the wanton to his arms,

And, prodigal of wealth and fame,

Profusely buys the costly shame. FRANCIS.

He has 1'ttle knowledge of Horace, who ima

gines that the factor or the Spanish merchant

are mentioned by chance : there was undoubted

ly some popular story of an intrigue, which

those names recalled to the memory of his

reader.

The flame of his genius in other parts, though
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omewhat dimmed by time, is not totally

eclipsed; his address and judgment yet appear,

though much of the spirit and vigour of his sen

timent is lost : this has happened to the twen

tieth ode of the first book;

Vile potabis modlcis Sablnum

Cantharis, Graca quod ego ipse testa

Conditum levi ; datus in thcatro

Cum tibi plausus,
Care Mtecenas eques. Ut paterni
Fliiminit rij.<t, simul et jocosa
Redderet laudes tibi Vaticani

Matt tis imago.

A poet's beverage humbly cheap,

(Should great Maecenas be my guest)

The vintage of the Sabine grape,
But yet iu sober cups shall crown the feast :

Twas rack'd Into a Grecian cask,

Its rougher juice to melt away;
I seal'd it too a pleasiug task !

With annual joy to mark the glorious day,

When in applausive shouts thy name

Spread from the theatre around,

Floating on thy own Tiber's stream,

And Echo, playful nymph, return'd the sound.

FRANCIS.

We here easily remark the intertexture of a

happy compliment with an humble invitation
;

but certainly are less delighted than those, to

whom the mention of the applause bestowed

upon Maecenas, gave occasion to recount the

actions or words that produced it.

Two lines which have exercised the ingenuity
of modern critics, may, I think, be reconciled to

the judgment, by an easy supposition : Horace
thus addresses Agrippa;

Scriberis Variofortis, et hostium.

Victor, Mseonii carminis alite.

Varius, a swan of Homer's wing,
Shall brave Agrippa's conquests sing. FRANCIS.

That Varius should be called " A bird of Ho
meric song," appears so harsh to modern ears,

that an emendation of the text has been pro

posed : but surely the learning of the ancients

had been long ago obliterated, had every man
thought himself at liberty to corrupt the lines

which he did not understand. If we imagine
that Varius had been by any of his cotempora-
ries celebrated under the appellation of Musarum
Ales, the Swan of the Muses, the language
of Horace becomes graceful and familiar

; and
that such a compliment was at least possible,
we know from the transformation feigned by
Horace of himself.

The most elegant compliment that was paid
to Addison, is of this obscure and perishable
kind:

When panting Virtue her last efforts made,
You brought your Clio to the virgin's aid.

These lines must please as long as they are un
derstood ; but can be understood only by thos-i

that have observed Addison's signatures in the

Spectator.

The nicety of these minute allusions I shall

exemplify by another instance, which I take

this occasion to mention, because, as I am told,

the commentators have omitted it- Tibullus

addresses Cynthia in this manner :

Te spectem, supremo, mihi cum venerit hcra,
Te teneam moriens deficiente manu.

Before my closing eyes, dear Cynthia, stand,
Held weakly by my fainting trembling hand.

To these lines Ovid thus refers in his elegy on

the death of Tibullus,

Cynthia decedens,felicius, inquit, amata
Sum tibi; vixisti dum tuus ignis eram

Cui Nemesis, quid, ait, tibi sunt mea damna dolorl ?

Me tenuit moriens deficiente manu.

Bless'd was my reign, retiring Cynthia cried:

Is'ot till he left my breast, Tibullus died.

Forbear, said Nemesis, my loss do moan,
The fainting trembling hand was mine alone.

The beauty of this passage, which consists in

the appropriation made by Nemesis of the line

originally directed to Cynthia, had been wholly

imperceptible to succeeding ages, had chance,

which has destroyed so many greater volumes,

deprived us likewise of the poems of Tibullus.
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Si Pieria quadrans tibi nullus in area

Ostendatur, ames nomen victumque Macluerae

Et vendas potius, commissa quod audio vendi

Stantibus, eenophorum, tripodes, armaria, cistas,

Halcyonem Eacchi, Tkebas, et Terea Fausti. Juv.

If not a souse in thy lank purse appear,
Go mount the rostrum and turn auctioneer ;

With china crack'd the greedy crowd trepan,
With spurious pictures and with false japan ;

Sell the collected stores of misers dead,
Or English peers for debts to Gallia fled.

THE indigence of authors, and particularly of

poets, has long been the object of lamentation

and ridicule, of compassion and contempt.
It has been observed, that not one favourite

of the Muses has ever been able to build a house

since the days of Amphion, whose art it would
be fortunate for them if they possessed ;

and
that the greatest punishment that can possibly
be-inflicted on them, is to oblige them to sup ic

their own lodgings.

Molles ubi reddunt ova columbtr
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Where pigeins lay their egg*.

Boileau introduces Damon, whose writings
entertained and instructed the city and the

court, as having past the summer without a

shirt, aud the winter without a cloak ; and re-

aolving at last to forsake Paris,

On la vertu n'a plus nij'eu ni lieu;

Where shivering worth no longer finds a home
;

and to find out a retreat in some distant grotto,

D'oujamals ni I'huissier, ni le serjent n' approche ;

Safe, where no critics damn, nor duns molest.

POPE.

" The rich Comedian," says Bruyere, "lolling
in his gilt chariot, bespatters the face of Cor-

neille walking afoot:" and Juvenal remarks,
that his cotemporary bards generally qualified

themselves by their diet, to make excellent

bustos ; that they were compelled sometimes to

hire lodgings at a baker's, in order to warm
themselves for nothing ; and that it was the

common fate of the fraternity.

Pallere et vinum toto nescire Decembri,

To pine,
Look pale, and all December taste no wiue.

DRVDEN.

Virgil himself is strongly suspected to have

lain on the streets, or on some Roman bulk,

when he speaks so feelingly of a rainy and tem

pestuous night in his well known epigram.
" There ought to be an hospital founded for

decayed wits," said a lively Frenchman, " and
it might be called an hospital of incurables."

Few, perhaps, wander among the laurels of

Parnassus, but who have reason ardently to

wish and to exclaim with ^Eneas, but without

the hero's good fortune,

Si nunc se nobis ille aureus arbore ramus
Ostendat nemore in tanto !

O ! in this ample grove could I behold

The tree that grows with vegetable goU. PITT.

The patronage of Lelius and Scipio did not

enable Terence to rent a house. Tasso, in a

humorous sonnet addressed to his favourite cat,

earnestly entreats her to lend him the light of

her eyes during his midnight studies, not being
nimself able to purchase a candle to write

by. Dante, the Homer of Italy, and Camoens
of Portugal, were both banished and imprisoned.

Cervantes, perhaps the most original genius the

world ever beheld, perished by want in the

streets of Madrid, as did our own Spenser at

Dublin. And a writer little inferior to the

Spaniard in the exquisiteness of his humour and

raillery, I mean Erasmus, after the tedious

wanderings of many years, from city to city,
and from patron to patron, praised, and promis
ed, and deceived by all, obtained no settlement
but with his printer.

" At last," says he, in

one of his epistles,
" I should have been advanc

ed to a cardinalship, if there had not been a

i

decree in my way, by which those are secluded

i

from this honour, whose income amounts not to

|

three thousand ducats."

I remember to have read a satire in Latin

j

prose intituled,
" A Poet hath bought a house.

"

I

The poet having purchased a house, the matter
was immediately laid before the parliament of

poets, assembled on that important occasion, as

a thing unheard of, as a very bad precedent,
and of most pernicious consequence ; and ac

cordingly, a very severe sentence was pronounc
ed against the buyer. When the members came
to give their votes, it appeared there was not a

single person in the assembly, who through the

favour of powerful patrons, or their own happy
genius, was worth so much as to be proprietor
of a house, either by inheritance or purchase :

all of them neglecting their private fortunes,

confessed and boasted, that they lived in lod

gings. The poet was, therefore, ordered to sell

his house immediately, to buy wine with the

money for their entertainment, in order to make
some expiation for his enormous crime, and to

teach him to live unsettled and without care

like a true poet.

Such are the ridiculous, and such the pitiable

stories related, to expose the poverty of poets in

different ages and nations ; but which, I am
inclined to think, are rather the boundless ex

aggerations of satire and fancy, than the sober

result of experience, and the determination of

truth and judgment : for the general position

may be contradicted by numerous examples ;

and it may, perhaps, appear, on reflection and ex

amination, that the art is not chargeable with the

faults and failings of its peculiar professors, that

it has no peculiar tendency to make men either

rakes or spendthrifts, and that those who are

indigent poets would have been indigent mer
chants and mechanics. The neglect of economy,
in which great geniuses are supposed to have in

dulged themselves, has unfortunately given so

much authority and justification to carelessness

and extravagance, that many a minute rhymer
has fallen into dissipation and drunkenness, be

cause Butler and Otway lived and died in an

alehouse. As a certain blockhead wore his gown
on one shoulder to mimic the negligence of Sir

Thomas More, so these servile imitators follow

their masters in all that disgraced them; con

tract immoderate debts, because Dryden die<l

insolvent: and neglect to change their linen,

because Smith was a sloven. " If 1 should

happen to look pale," says Horace, *' all the

hackney-writers in Rome would immediately
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drink cummin to gain the same complexion."
And I myself am acquainted with a witling,

who uses a glass, only because Pope was near

sighted.

I can easily conceive, that a mind occupied

and overwhelmed with the weight and immensity |

of its own conceptions, glancing with astonishing

rapidity from heaven to earth, and from earth to
;

heaven, cannot willingly submit to the dull

drudgery of examining the justness and accuracy
|

of a butcher's bill. To descend from the

widest and most comprehensive views of nature,

and weigh out hops for a brewing, must be

invincibly disgusting to a true genius : to be

able to build imaginary palaces of the most ex

quisite architecture, but yet not to pay a carpen- ,

ter's bill, is a cutting mortification and disgrace :

to be ruined by pursuing the precepts of Vir-

gilian agriculture, and by plowing classically,

without attending to the wholesome monitions

of low British farmers, is a circumstance that

aggravates the failure of a crop, to a man who
wishes to have lived in the Augustan age, and

despises the system of modern husbandry.

Many poets, however, may be found, who
have condescended to the cares of economy, and

who have conducted their families with all the

parsimony and regularity of an alderman of the

last century ; who have not superciliously dis

dained to enter into the concerns of common
life, and to subscribe to, and study certain ne

cessary dogmas of the vulgar, convinced of their

utility and expediency, and well knowing that

because they are vulgar, they are, therefore,
'

both important and true.

If we look backwards on antiquity, or survey

ages nearer our own, we shall find several of the i

greatest geniuses so far from being sunk in in-
i

digence, that many of them enjoyed splendour
|

and honours, or at least were secured against
the anxieties of poverty, by a decent compe
tence and plenty of the conveniences of life.

Indeed, to pursue riches farther than to at

tain a decent competence, is too low and illibe-

rate an occupation for a real genius to descend

to; and Horace wisely ascribes the manifest

inferiority of the Roman literature to the

Grecian, to an immoderate love of money, which

necessarily contracts and rusts the mind, and

disqualifies it for noble and generous undertak

ings.

JEschylus was an officer of no small rank in

an Athenian army at the celebrated battle of

Marathon ; and Sophocles was an accomplished

general, who commanded his countrymen in

several most important expeditions : Theocritus

was caressed and enriched by Ptolemy ; and the

gayety of Anacreon was the result of ease and

plenty : Pindar was better rewarded for many
of his odes, than any other bard ancient or mo- (

,

dern, except perhaps Boileau for his celebrated
:

pfcce of flattery on the taking of Namur ! Virgil
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at last possessed a fine house at Rome, arid a

villa at Naples:
" Horace," says Swift in one

of his lectures on economy to Gay,
" I am sure

kept his coach:" Lucan and Silius Italicus

dwelt in marble palaces, and had their gardens
adorned with the most exquisite capital statues

of Greece : Milton was fond of a domestic life,

and lived with exemplary frugality and order :

Conleille and Racine were both admirable mas
ters of their families, faithful husbands and

prudent economists : Boileau, by the liberalities

of Lewis, was enabled to purchase a delightful

privacy at Auteuil, was eminently skilled in

the management of his finance, and despised
that affectation which arrogantly aims to place
itself above the necessary decorums and rules of

civil life; in all which .particulars they were

equalled by Addison, Swift, and Pope.
It ought not, therefore, to be concluded, from

a few examples to the contrary, that poetry
and prudence are incompatible ;

a conclusion

seems to have arisen in this kingdom, from the

dissolute behaviour of the despicable debau

chees, that disgraced the muses and the court

of Charles the Second, by their lives and by
their writings. Let those who are blessed with

genius recollect, that economy is the parent of

integrity, of liberty, and of ease ; and the beau

teous sister of temperance, of cheerfulness, and
health : and that profuseness is a cruel and

crafty demon, that gradually involves her fol

lowers in dependence and debts : that is, fetters

them with " irons that enter into their souls."

Z.
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Jus est et ab hoste doceri.

Our foes may teach, the wise by foes are taught.

To have delayed the publication of the following

letter, would have been surely inexcusable ; as

it is subscribed by the name of a very great per

sonage, who has been long celebrated for his

superiority of genius and knowledge ; and whose
abilities will not appear to have been exaggerated

by servility or faction, when his genuine produc
tions shall be better known. He has, indeed,

been suspected of some attempts against revealed

religion ; but the letter which 1 have the honour
to publish, will do justice to his character, and

set his principles in a new light.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

As your principal design is to revive tbe practice
of virtue, by establishing the Chrlstianjreilgion :
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you will naturally conclude, that your views !
on^y of supplanting virtue, but of propagatixl-

and mine are directly opposite : and my attempt
j

misery, by a zeal for religion. I must not,

however, arrogate all the honour of an event
which so much exceeded my hopes ; for many
arguments in favour of images were drawn
from a book, entitled Pratum Spirituale : in

which it is affirmed, that having long tempted
a hermit to incontinence, I offered to desist if

he would cease to worship an image of the

Virgin ; and that the hermit having consulted
an abbot, whether to accept or refuse the con

dition, was told, that it was more eligible to

commit incontinence, than to neglect the wor

ship of images : and I declare, upon my honour,
that the facts, as far as they relate >to me, did

never happen, but are wholly invented by the

ingenious author. That salvation had very
little connection with virtue, was indeed an

opinion which I propagated with great diligence ;

and with such success, that Boniface, the apostle
of Germany, declared the benefit of Sacraments
to depend upon the qualifications of those by
whom they were administered ; and that a

Bavarian-monk having ignorantly baptized in
these words,

"
Baptize te in nonine patria, filia,

et spiritua sancta," all such baptisms were in

valid. Against knowledge, however, I never
failed to oppose zeal; and when "Virgilius as

serted, that the earth being a sphere, there were

people upon it the soles of whose feet were

directly opposite to each other
; the same father

Boniface represented him to the Pope as a cor-

rupter of the Christian faith; and the pope,

concurring with Boniface, soon after cxconc.-

municated a bishop for adopting so dangerous
an opinion, declaring him a heretic, and a blas

phemer against God and his own soul. In these

instances my success was the more remarkable,
as I verily believe Boniface himself intended

well, because he died a martyr with great con

stancy.

1 found, however, that while the gospels
were publicly read, the superstructure which
I had built upon them was in perpetual danger :

I, therefore, exerted all my influence to discon

tinue the practice, arid at length succeeded,

though Aristotle's Ethics were substituted for

them in some northern churches; but against
Aristotle's Ethics I had not equal objections.

During this period, therefore, my powers
were neither dissipated by unsuccessful labour,

nor rendered useless by necessary idleness : I

had perplexed and confounded the most simple
and salutary doctrines, with absurd subtilties

and extravagant conceits : and I had armed
with the weapons of superstition, and disguised
with the tinsel of ceremony, that religion which

comprehended every precept in love to God and
to man ; which gave no direction about divine

worship, but that it should be performed iu

spirit and in truth ; or about social virtue, but

that love of self should be the measure of bounty

to show, that it is your interest to admit my
correspondence, will, therefore, be considered as

a proof of the contrary. You will, however,
soon discover, that by promoting your interest,
I seek my own

; and when you have read my
letter? you will be far from suspecting, that
under a specious show of concurrence in your
undertaking, I have concealed an attempt to

render it ineffectual.
*' Never to give up the present for the future,

is a maxim which I have always taught both

by precept anddexample : I consider the now,
as the whole of my existence; arid therefore te

improve it, is the whole of my study. And
indeed, happiness, like virtue, consists not in

rest, but in action
; it is found rather in the

pursuit, than the attainment of an end : for

though the death of the stag is the purpose
of the chase, yet the moment this purpose is

accomplished the sport is at an end. VjrtiiP
and religion alone can afford me employment:
without them, 1 must inevitably be idle; and
to be idle is to be wretched. I should, there

fore, instead of attempting to destroy the prin
ciples upon which I was resisted, have been
content to surmount them : for he who should

hamstring the game, lest any of them should

escape, would be justily disappointed of the

pleasure of running them down. Such, indeed,
is my present condition : and as it will at once
answer your purpose and mine, I shall exhibit

an account of my conduct, and show how my
disappointment was produced.

My principal business has always been to

counterwork the effects of lievealed Religion : I

have, therefore, had little to do, except among
Jews and Christians. In the early ages of the

world, when Revelation was frequently repeated
with sensible and miraculous circumstances, I

was far from being idle ; and still think it an in

contestable proof of my abilities, that even then

my labour was not always unsuccessful. I appli
ed not so much to the understanding as to the

senses, till after the promulgation of Chris

tianity; but I soon discovered, that Christianity
afforded motives to virtue and piety, which
were scarce to be overpowered by temptation ;

I was, therefore, obliged now to exert my power,
not upon the senses but the understanding. As
I could not suspend the force of these motives,
I laboured to direct them towards other objects ;

and in the eighth century I had so far succeeded,
as to produce a prevailing opinion, that " the

worship of images was of more moment than

moral rectitude :

"
it was decreed by a pope and

council, that to speak of them with irreverence

was a forfeit of salvation, and that the offender

should, therefore, be excommunicated : Those
who opposed this decree, were persecuted with
nre and sword ; and I had the satisfaction not
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others. But there was still personal sanctity,

J^ugh the doctrine and the discipline of the

church were become corrupt and ridiculous :

zeal was still animated by integrity, though
itj

was no longer directed by knowledge : the ser-l

vice arid the honour of God were still intended,

though the means were mistaken. Many, in

deed, gladly substituted gain for godliness, and
committed every species of wickedness, because

they hoped to appropriate works of supereroga
tion that were performed by others ; but there

were some who practised all the severities of

erroneous piety, and suffered the mortification

which they recommended : so that I had still

something to do, and was still encouraged to

diligence by success

But all these advantages depended upon lgno-1
ranee

; for the security of ignorance, therefore,?

I affirmed, that she was the mother of devotion ;>

a lie so successful, that it passed into a proverb. ,

The period, however, arrived, when know

ledge could be no longer suppressed ; and I was
under the most dreadful apprehensions that all

the absurdities, by which I had diminished the

influence and the beauty of Christianity, would
now be removed : I could not conceive that

those motives which had produced abstinence

and solitude, vigils, scourgings, and the morti

fication of every appetite and every passion,
would fail to produce a more reasonable service ;

or become ineffectual, when the paths of duty
appeared to be not only peaceful but pleasant.
I did not, however, sit down in despair; but

the knowledge which I could not repress, I

laboured to pervert. As the human intellect is

finite, and can comprehend only finite objects, I
j

knew, that if all was rejected as incredible

which was not comprehended, I should have;
little to fear from a religion founded in infinite?

perfection, and connected with revelation^
which an infinite Being had vouchsafed of him-;

self. I, therefore, immediately opposed reason}
to faith : I threw out subjects of debate which*

I knew could never be discussed
; the assent of

many was suspended, in expectation that im

possibilities would be effected ; and at last re

fused in the fretfulness of disappointment:
thus infidelity gradually succeeded to supersti
tion : the hope and fear, the love, reverence, and

gratitude, which 'had been excited by Christi

anity, and produced such astonishing effects,

were now felt no more ; and as the most forci

ble motives to piety and virtue were again

wanting, piety was wholly neglected, and virtue

rendered more easy and commodious: the

bounds of moral obligation included every day
less and less ; and crimes were committed with
out compunction, because they were not sup

posed to incur punishment.
These eyils, Mr. Adventurer, evils both in

your estimation and mine, I am afraid, will

continue if they cannot increase; disputation
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' and scepticism flourish without my influence,

and have left no principle for me to counteract ;

the number of my vassals is indeed greatly in

creased by the unsolicited wickedness of the pre
sent time ; but this increase is not equivalent to

the pleasure of seduction.

If the importance, therefore, of Christianity
to mankind, shall appear from its having busied

me so subvert it, and from the misery which I

suffer in idleness, now my purpose is unhappily

effected; I hope they are not yet so obdurate in.

ill, as to persist in rejecting it merely in spite

to me; and destroy themselves, only that I may
not be amused by attempting their destruction.

You see, that I have sufficient benevolence to

request, that they would regard their own in

terest, at least as far as it is consistent with

mine ;
and if they refuse me, I am confident

you will think they treat me with more severity
than I deserve.

I have the.honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient

And very humble servant,

SATAN.
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Ploravere suis non responderefavorem
Queesitum meritis HOR.

Each iuly murmuring at th' unequal meed,

Repines that merit should reward exceed.

PERHAPS there is not any word in the language
less understood than honour ; and but few that

might not have been equally mistaken, without

producing equal mischief.

Honour is both a motive and an end : as a

principle of action it differs from virtue only in

degree, and, therefore, necessarily includes it,

as generosity includes justice : and as a reward,
it can be deserved only by those actions which
no other principle can produce. To say of an

other that he is a man of honour, is at once to

attribute the principle and to confer the reward.

But in the common acceptation of the word,

honour, as a principle, does not include virtue ;

and therefore, as a reward, is frequently be^

stowed upon vice. Such, indeed, is the blind-|

ness and vassalage of human reason, that men}

are discouraged from virtue by the fear of shame|
and incited to vice by the hope of honour. /

Honour, indeed, is always claimed in specious l

terms ; but the facts upon which the claim is- I

founded, are often flagitiously wicked. Lothario
j

arrogates the character of a man of honour, for

having defended a lady who had put herself un

der his protection from an insult at the risk

of life ; and Aleator for fulfilling an engagement,
to which the law would not have obliged him,
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at the expense of liberty. But the champion of

the lady had first seduced her to adultery ; and
to preserve her from the resentment of her hus

band, had killed him in a duel : and the martyr
to his promise had paid a sum, which should

have discharged the bill of a necessitous trades

man, to a gamester of quality who had given
him credit at cards.

Such, in the common opinion, are men of

honour ; and he who in certain circumstances

should abstain from murder, perfidy, or ingrati

tude, would te avoided as reflecting infamy

upon his company.
In these speculations I exhaused my waking

powers a few nights ago ;
and at length sinking

into slumber, I was immediately transported
into the regions of fancy.
As I was sitting pensive and alone at the foot

ofa hill, a man, whose appearance was extremely

venerable, advanced towards me with great

speed ; and beckoning me to follow him, began

hastily to climb the hill. My mind suddenly

suggested, that this was the genius of instruc

tion : I, therefore, instantly rose up, and obeyed
the silent intimation of his will ; but not being
able to ascend with equal rapidity, he caught hold

of my hand,
"
Linger not," said he,

" lest the

hour of illumination be at an end." We now
ascended together, and when we had gained the

summit, he stood still. "
Survey the prospect,"

said he,
" and tell me what thou seest." " To

the right," replied 1,
" is a long valley, and on

the left a boundless plain : at the end of the

valley is a mountain that reaches to the clouds ;

and on the summit a brightness which I cannot

yet stedfastly behold.
" "In that valley," said

he," the disciples of Virtue press forward; and
the votaries of Vice wander on the plain. In the

path of Virtue are many asperities ; the foot is

sometimes wounded by thorns, and sometimes
bruised against a stone

; but the sky over it is

always serene
; the traveller is refreshed by the

breezes of health, and invigorated by the ray
of cheerfulness. The plain is adorned with

flowers, which gratify the sense with fragrance
and beauty ; but the beauty is transient, and the

fragrance hurtful : the ground is soft and level ;

and the paths are so various, that the turf is no
where worn away: but above is perpetual

gloom ;
the sun is not seen, nor the breeze felt ;

the air stagnates, and pestilential vapours diffuse

drowsiness, lassitude and anxiety. At the foot

of the mountain are the bowers of Peace, and
on the summit is the temple of Honour.
" But all the disciples of Virtue do not ascend

the mountain: her path, indeed, is continued

beyond the bowers; and the last stage is the

ascent of the precipice : to climb, is the volun

tary labour of the vigorous and the bold ; to

Resist, is the irreproachable repose of the timid
and the weary. To those, however, who have
surmounted the difficulties of the way, the gates

of the temple have not always been opened ; nor

against those by whom it has never been trod

den, have they always been shut : the declivity
of the mountain on the other side, is gradual
and easy ; and by the appointment of fate, the

entrance of the temple of Honour has been al

ways kept by Opinion. Opinion, indeed,

ought to have acted under the influence of

Truth
; but was soon perverted by Prejudice

and Custom : she admitted many who ascended
the mountain without labour from the plain,
and rejected some who had toiled up the preci

pice in the path of Virtue. These, however,
were not clamorous for admittance

; but either

repined in silence, or exulting with honest pride
in the consciousness of their own dignity, turned

from Opinion with contempt and disdain ; and
smiled upon the world which they had left be

neath them, the witness of that labour of which

they had been refused the reward.
" But the crowd within the temple became

discontented and tumultuous : the disciples of

Virtue, jealous of an eminence which they had

obtained by the utmost efforts of human power,
made some attempts to expel those who had
strolled negligently up the slope, and been ad

mitted by Opinion to pollute the temple and

disgrace the assembly: those whose right was

disputed, were, however, all ready to decide the

controversy by the sword ; and as they dreaded

scarce any imputation but cowardice, they
treated those with great insolence who declined

this decision, and yet would not admit their

claim.
" This confusion and uproar was beheld by the

goddess with indignation and regret : she flew

to the throne of Jupiter, and casting herself at

his feet,
' Great ruler of the world,' said she,

' If I have erected a temple to fulfil the pur

poses of thy wisdom and thy love, to allure

mortals up the steep of Virtue, and animate

them to communicate happiness at the expense
of life; let it not be perverted to render Vice

presumptuous, nor possessed by those who dare

to perish in the violation of thy laws, and the

diffusion of calamity.' Jupiter graciously
touched the goddess with his sceptre, and re

plied,
' that the appointment of fate he could

not reverse ; that admission to her temple must

still depend upon Opinion ; but that he would

depute Reason to examine her conduct, and if

possible, put her again under the influence of

truth.'
: '

Reason, therefore, in obedience to the com

mand of Jupiter, descended upon the mountain

of Honour, and entered the temple. At the first

appearance of Reason contention was suspended,

and the whole assembly became silent with ex

pectation: but the moment she revealed her

commission, the tumult was renewed wi th yet

greater violence. All were equally confident,

that Reason would establish the determination
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f Opinion in ttoelr favour ;
and he that spoke

loudest, hoped to be first heard. Reason knew,
that those only had a right to enter the temple,

who ascended by the path of Virtue
;

to deter

mine, therefore, who should be expelled or re

ceived, nothing more seemed necessary, than to

discover by which avenue they had access : but

Reason herself found this discovery, however

easy in speculation, very difficult in effect.

" The most flagitious affirmed, that if they had

not walked the whole length of the valley, they
came into it at the foot of the mountain ; and

that at least the path by which they had as

cended it, was the path of Virtue. This was

eagerly contradicted by others
;
and to prevent

the tedious labour of deducing truth from a

great variety of circumstances, Opinion was
called to decide the question.
" But it soon appeared, that Opinion scarce

knew one path from the other ;
and that she

neither determined to admit or refuse upon cer

tain principles, or with discriminating know

ledge. Reason, however, still continued to ex

amine her; and that she might judge of the cre

dibility of her evidence by the account she

would give of a known character, asked her,

which side of the mountain was ascended by the

Macedonian who deluged the world with blood :

she answered without hesitation,
' The side of

Virtue ;
that she knew she was not mistaken,

because she saw him in the path at a great dis

tance, and remarked that no man had ever as

cended with such impetuous speed.
' As Reason

knew this account to be false, she ordered Opi
nion to be dismissed, and proceeded to a more

particular examination of the parties them
selves.

" Reason found the accounts of many to be in

the highest degree extravagant and absurd : some,
as a proof of their having climbed the path of

Virtue, described prospects that appeared from

the opposite side of the mountain
; and others

affirmed, that the path was smooth and level,

and that many had walked it without stumbling
when they were scarce awake, and others when

they were intoxicated with wine.
" Upon the foreheads of all these, Reason im-i

pressed a mark of reprobation : and as she could

not expel them without the concurrence of Opi
nion, she delivered them over to Time, to whom
she knew Opinion had always paid great defer

ence, and who had generally been a friend to

Truth.
" Time was commanded to use his influence to

procure their expulsion, and to persuade Opi
nion to regulate her determinations by the judg
ment of Truth. Justice also decreed, that if

she persisted to execute her office with negli

gence and caprice, under the influence of Pre

judice, and in concurrence with the absurdities

of Custom, she should be given up to Ridicule,

s. remorseless being who rejoices in the anguish

which he inflicts: and by him alone Opinion
can be punished; at the sound of his scourge

she trembles with apprehension ;
and whenever

it has been applied by the direction of Justice,

Opinion has always become obedient to Truth.
" Time," continued my instructor,

" still la

bours to fulfil the command of Reason : but

though he has procured many to be expelled who
had been admitted, yet he has gained admission

for but few who had been rejected ;
and Opinion

still continues negligent and perverse ; for as

she has often felt the scourge of Ridicule when
it has not been deserved, the dread of it has no I

otherwise influenced her conduct, than by :

throwing her into such confusion, that the pur

poses of Reason are sometimes involuntarily de

feated."
*' How then," said I,

" shall Honour dis- /

tinguish those whom she wishes to reward?"^
"
They shall be distinguished," replied the

visionary sage,
" in the regions of Immortality ; }

to which they will at length be conducted by ;

Time, who will not suffer them to be finally \

disappointed."
While I was listening to this reply, with my

eyes fixed stedfastly upon the temple, it sud

denly disappeared : the black clouds that hovered

over the plain of Vice burst in thunder ; the hill

on which I stood began to sink under me
;
and

the start of sudden terror as I descended awaked

No. 62.] SATURDAY, JUNE 9, 1753.

Ofortuna viris invldafortibus

Quam non aqua bonis preemia dividis. S ENECA,

Capricious Fortune ever joys,

With partial hand to deal the prize,

To crush the brave and cheat the wise.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR, Fleet, June 6.

To the account of such of my companions as

are imprisoned without being miserable, or are

miserable without any claim to compassion ;
I

promised to add the histories of those, whose

virtue has made them unhappy, or whose mis

fortunes are at least without a crime. That

this catalogue should be very numerous, neither

you nor your readers ought to expect; "rari

quippeboniy
" The good are few." Virtue is

uncommon in all the classes of humanity ; and

I suppose it will scarcely be imagined more fre

quent in a prison than in other places.

Yet in these gloomy regions is to be found the

tenderness, the generosity, the philanthropy of

Serenus, who might have lived in competence
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and ease, if he could hare looked without emo
tion on the miseries of another. Serenus was
one of those exalted minds, whom knowledge
and sagacity could not make suspicious; who

poured out his soul in boundless intimacy, and

thought community of possessions the law of

friendship. The friend of 'Serenus was arrested

for debt, and after many endeavours to soften

his creditor, sent his wife to solicit that assis

tance which never was refused. The tears and

importunity of female distress were more than

was necessary to move the heart of Serenus ; lie

hasted immediately away, and conferring a long
time with his friend, found him confident, that

if the present pressure was taken off, he should

soon be able to re-establish his affairs. Serenus,

accustomed to believe, and afraid to aggravate

distress, did not attempt to detect the fallacies

of hope, nor reflect that every man overwhelmed
with calamity believes, that if that was removed

he shall immediately be happy : he, therefore,

with little hesitation offered himself as surety.

In the 6rst raptures of escape all was joy, grati

tude and confidence ; the friend of Serenus dis

played his prospects, and counted over the sums
of which he should infallibly be master before

the day of payment. Serenus in a short time

began to find his danger, but could not prevail
with himself to repent of beneficence : and

therefore suffered himself still to be amused
|

with projects which he durst not consider, for

fear of finding them impracticable. The debtor,

after he had tried every method of raising money
which art or indigence could prompt, wanted
either fidelity or resolution to surrender him
self to prison, and left Serenus to take his

place.

Serenus has often proposed to the creditor,

to pay him whatever he shall appear to have

lost by the flight of his friend
;
but however

reasonable this proposal may be thought, avarice

and brutality have been hitherto inexorable, and

Serenus still continues to languish in prison.

In this place, however, where want makes

almost every man selfish, or desperation gloomy,
it is the good fortune of Serenus not to live with

out a friend : he passes most of his hours in the

conversation of Candidus, a man whom the

same virtuous ductility has with some difference

of circumstances made equally unhappy. Candi

dus, when he was young, helpless, and ignorant
found a patron that educated, protected, and

supported him : his patron being more vigilant

for others than himself, left at his death an only

son, destitute and friendless. Candidus was

eager to repay the benefits he had received ; and

having maintained the youth for a few years at

his own house, afterwards placed him with a

merchant of eminence, and gave bonds to a

great value as a security for his conduct.

The young man, removed too early from the

only eye of which he dreaded the observation,
<
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and deprived of the only instruction which *r

heard with reverence, soon learned to consider

virtue as restraint, and restraint as oppression ;

and to look with a longing eye at every expense
to which he could not reach, and every pleasure
which he. could not partake : by degrees he de

viated from his first regularity, and unhappily

mingling among young men busy in dissipating
the gains of their fathers' industry, he forgot the

precepts of Candidus, spent the evening in par
ties of pleasure, and the mornings in expedients
to support his riots. He was, however, dex

terous and active in business; and his master,

being secured against any consequences of dis

honesty, was very little solicitous to inspect his

manners, or to inquire how he passed those

hours, which were not immediately devoted to

the business of his profession : when he was
informed of the young man's extravagance or

debauchery,
" Let his bondsman look to that,"

said he,
" I have taken care of myself."

Thus the unhappy spendthrift proceeded from

folly to folly, and from vice to vice, with the

connivance if not the encouragement of his

master ; till in the heat of a nocturnal revel he

committed such violences in the street as drew

upon him a criminal prosecution. Guilty and

unexperienced, he knew not what course to

take ; to confess his crime to Candidus, arid

solicit his interposition, was little less dreadful

than to stand before the frown of a court of jus
tice. Having, therefore, passed the day with

anguish in his heart and distraction in his looks,

he seized at night a very large sum of money
in the counting-house, and setting out he knew
not whether, was heard of no more.

The consequence of his flight was the ruin of

Candidus ;
ruin surely undeserved and irre

proachable, and such as the laws of a just

government ought either to prevent or repair :

nothing is more inequitable than that one man
should suffer for the crimes of another, for

crimes which .he neither prompted nor per

mitted, which he could neither foresee nor pre

vent. When we consider the weakness of hu

man resolutions, and the inconsistency of human

conduct, it must appear absurd that one man
shall engage for another, that he will not change

his opinions, or alter his conduct.

It is, 1 think, xvorthy of consideration,

whether, since no wager is binding without a

possibility of loss on each side, it is not equally

reasonable, that no contract should be valid

without reciprocal stipulations : but in this

case, and others of the same kind, what is stipu

lated on his side to whom the bond is given ? he

takes advantage of the security, neglects his

affairs, omits his duty, suffers timorous wicked

ness to grow daring by degrees, permits appetite

to call for new gratifications, and, perhaps,

secretly longs for the time in which he shall

have power to seize the forfeiture : and if rir-
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tue or gratitude should prove too strong for

temptation, and a young man persist in honesty,
however instigated by his passions, what can

secure him at last against a false accusation ? I

for iny part always shall suspect, that he who
can by such methods secure his property, will

go one step farther to increase it: nor can I

think that man safely trusted with the means
of mischief, who, by his desire to have them in

his hands, gives an evident proof how much less

he values his neighbour's happiness than his

own.
Another of our companions is Lentulus, a

man whose dignity of birth was very ill sup

ported by his fortune. As some of the first

offices in the kingdom were filled by his rela

tions, he was early invited to court, and en

couraged by caresses and promises to attendance

and solicitation : a constant appearance in splen
did company necessarily required magnificence
of dress

;
and a frequent participation of fashion

able amusements forced him into expense : but

these measures were requisite to his success
;

since every body knows, that to be lost to sight

is to be lost to remembrance, and that he who
desires to fill a vacancy, must be always at hand,

Jeast some man of greater vigilance should step

in before him.

By this course of life his little fortune was

every day made less ; but he received so many
distinctions in public, and was known to resort

so familiarly to the houses of the great, that

every man looked on his preferment as certain,

and believed that its value would compensate
for its slowness : he, therefore, found no difn-

ciilty in obtaining credit for all that his rank or

his vanity made necessary ; and as ready pay
ment was not expected, the bills were propor-

tionably enlarged, and the value of the hazard

or delay were adjusted solely by the equity of

the creditor. At length death deprived Len
tulus of one of his patrons, and a revolution in

the ministry of another ; so that all his prospects
vanished at once, and those that had before en

couraged his expenses, began to perceive that

their money was in danger : there was now no
other contention but who should first seize upon
his person, and, by forcing immediate payment,
deliver him up naked to the vengeance of the

rest. In pursuance of this scheme, one of them
invited him to a tavern, and procured him to be

arrested at the door; but Lentulus, instead of

endeavouring secretly to pacify him by pay
ment, gave notice to the rest, and offered to

divide amongst them the remnant of his for

tune ; they feasted six hours at his expense, to

deliberate on his proposal; and at last deter

mined, that, as he could not offer more than five

shillings in the pound, it would be more prudent
to keep him in prison, till he could procure from
his relations the payment of his debts.

Lentulus is not the only man confined within

these walls, on the same account : the like pro-

cedure, upon the like motives, is common among
men whom yet the law allows to partake the

use of fire and water with the compassionate
and the just; who frequent the assemblies of

commerce in open day, and talk with detestation

and contempt of highwaymen, or housebreakers :

but, surely, that man must be confessedly

robbed, who is compelled, by whatever means,
to pay the debts which he does not owe ; nor

can I look with equal hatred upon him, who, at

the hazard of his life, holds out his pistol and

demands my purse, as on him who plunders
under shelter of the law, and, by detaining my
son or my friend in prison, extorts from me the

price of their liberty. No man can be more an

enemy to society than he, by whose machina
tions our virtues are turned to our disadvan

tage; he is less destructive to mankind that

plunders cowardice, than he that preys upon
compassion.

I believe, Mr. Adventurer, you will readily

confess, that though not one of these, if tried

before a commercial judicature, can be wholly

acquitted from imprudence or temerity; yet

that, in the eye of all who can consider virtue

as distinct from wealth, the fault of two of them,
at least, is outweighed by the merit ; and that

of the third is so much extenuated by the circum

stances of his life, as not to deserve a perpetual

prison : yet must these, with multitudes equally

blameless, languish in confinement, till male

volence shall relent, or the law be changed.
I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

T. MISARGYUS.

No. 63.] TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 1753.

Pereant, qui ante nos nostra dixerunt !

DONATUS apud JEROM.

Perish those who have said our good things before

us!

THE number of original writers, of writers who
discover any traces of native thought, or veins

of new expression, is found to be extremely
small in every branch of literature. Few possess

ability or courage to think for themselves, to

trust to their own powers, to rely on their

own stock; and, therefore, the generality creep

tamely and cautiously in the track of their pre
decessors. The quintessence of the largest libra

ries might be reduced to the compass of a few

volumes, if all useless repetitions and acknow

ledged truths were to be omitted in this process
of critical chemistry. A learned Frenchman
informs us, that he intended to compile a trea-

2 Q
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tise, xt$t tw *** u^wav, "concerning things

that had been said but once," which certainly

would have been contained in a very small

pair>phlet.

It happens unfortunately in poetry, which

principally claims the merit of novelty and in

vention, that this want of originality arises

frequently, riot from a barrenness and timidity

of genius, but from invincible necessity and the

nature of things. The works of those who pro
fess an art whose essence is imitation, must

needs be stamped with a close resemblance to

each other; since the objects material or ani

mate, extraneous or internal, which they all

imitate, lie equally open to the observation of

all, and are perfectly similiar. Descriptions,

therefore, that are faithful and just, must be

uniform and alike; the first copier must be,

perhaps, entitled to the praise of priority ;
but

a succeeding one ought not certainly to be con

demned for plagiarism.

I am inclined to think, that notwithstanding
the manifold alterations diffused in modern

times over the face -of nature, by the invention

of arts and manufactures, by the extent of com

merce, by the improvements of philosophy and

mathematics, by the manner of fortifying and

fighting, by the important discovery of both the

Indies, and above all by the total change of re

ligion ; yet an epic or dramatic writer, though
surrounded with such a multitude of novelties,

would find it difficult or impossible to be

totally original, and essentially different from

Homer and Sophocles. The causes that excite,

and the operations that exemplify the greater

passions, will always have an exact coincidence,

though perhaps a little diversified by climate or

custom : every exasperated hero must rage like

Achilles, and every afflicted widow mourn like

Andromache : an abandoned Armida will make
use of Dido's execrations ; and a Jew will

nearly resemble a Grecian, when almost placed

in the same situation ; that is, the loas of Ra
cine in his incomparable Athalia, will be very
like the Ion of Euripides.

Boileau observes, that a new and extraordinary

thought is by no means a thought which no

person ever conceived before, or could possibly

conceive ; on the contrary, it is such a thought
as must have occurred to every man in the like

case, and have been one of the first in any per
son's mind upon the same occasion : and it is a

maxim of Pope, that whatever is very good
sense must have been common sense at all times.

But if from the foregoing reflections it may
appear difficult, to distinguish imitation and

plagiarism from necessary resemblance and un
avoidable analogy, yet the following passages of

Pope, which, because they have never been

taken notice of, may possibly entertain curious

and critical readers, seem evidently to be bor

rowed, though they are improved.

The dying Christian addresses his soul with
a fine spirit of poetical enthusiasm :

Vital spark of heavenly flame

Quit, O quit this mortal frame !

Trembling, hoping, lingering, flying,
O ! the pain, the bliss of dying !

Hark
; they whisper Angels say,

Sister spirit, come away !

I was surprised to find this animated passage

closely copied from one of the vile Pindario
writers in the time of Charles the second :

When on my sick bed I languish,
Full of sorrow, full of anguish,

Fainting, gasping, trembling, crying,

Panting, groaning, speechless, dying !

Methinks I hear some gentle spirit say,

Be not fearful, coine away ! FLATMAN.

Palingenius and Charron furnished him with
the two following thoughts in the Essay on
Man:

Superior beings, when of late they saw
A mortal man unfold all nature's law ;

Admired such wisdom in an earthly shape,
And showed a Newton, as we show an ape.

POPE.

Utque movet nobis imitatrix simia risum,
Sic nos ccelicolis, quoties cervice superba

Ventosi gradimur

And again,

Simia ccelicolum, risusquejocusque deorum est

Tune tiomo, quum temere ingenio conjidit, et auaeg

Abdlta natures scrutari, arcanaque divum.

PALINGENIVS.

While man exclaims,
" see all things for my use I"

" See man for mine \" replies a pampered goose.
POPE.

" Man scruples not to say, that he enjoyeth the

heavens and the elements ; as if all had been made,
and still move, only for him. In this sense a gosling

may say as much, and perhaps with more truth and

justness." CHARRON.

That he hath borrowed not only sentiments

but even expressions from Wollaston and Pascal

cannot be doubted, if we consider two more

When the loose mountain trembles from on high,

Shall gravitation cease if you go by ?

Or some old temple nodding to its fall

For Chartres' head reserve the hanging wall 1

POP*.

" If a good man be passing by an infirm building,

just in the article of falling ;
can it be expected that

God should suspend the force of gravitation till he

is gone by, in order to his deliverance 1"

WOLLASIO*.

Chaos of thought and passion all confused

Still by himself abused, or disabused,
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Created half to rise, and half to fall ;

Great lord of all thiugs, yet a prey to all ;

Sole judge of truth, in endless error hurl'd,

The glory, jest, and riddle of the world. POPE.

What a chimera then is man! what a confused

cliaos what a subject of contradiction ! a professed

judge of all things, and yet a feeble worm of the

earth ! the great depositary and guardian of truth,

and yet a mere huddle of uncertainty! the glory

aud scandal of the universe !" PASCAL.

The witty allusion to the punishment of

avarice, iu the Epistle on Riches,

Damn'd to the mines, an equal fate betides

The slave that digs it, and the slave that hides ;

*s plain! y taken from,
" The causes of the decay

of Christian Piety," where that excellent and

neglected writer says,
" it has always been held

the severest treatment of slaves and malefac

tors," damnare ad metalla, "to force them to

dig in the mines : now this is the covetous

man's lot, from which he is never to expect a

release." Cowley has also used the same allu

sion. The celebrated reflection with which

Chartres's epitaph, in the same epistle, con

cludes, is the property of Bruyere.

To rock the cradle of reposing age,

is a tender and elegant image of filial piety, for

whicn Pope is indebted to Montagne, who
wishes, in one of his essays, to find a son-in-law

that may "
kindly cherish his old age, and roel

it asleep." And the character of Helluo th

glutton, introduced to exemplify the force and

continuance of the ruling passion, who in the

agonies of death exclaimed,

Then bring the Jowl'

id taken from that tale in Fontaine, which ends,

Puis qu'ilfaut queje meure

Sansfaire taut dej'aqon,

Qu'on m' apporte tout a I'heure

Le reste de man poij>son.

The conclusion of the epitaph on Gay, where
he observes that his honour consists not in being
entombed among kings and heroes.

But that the worthy and the good may say,

Striking their pensive bosoms Here lies Gay,

is adopted from an old Latin elegy on the death

of Prince Henry.
In several parts of his writings, Pope seems

to have formed himself on the model of Boileau ;

as might appear from a large deduction of parti

cular passages, almost literally translated from
that nervous and sensible satirist.

Happily to steer

From grave to gay, from lively to severe. POPE.

D'une voix legere

Passer du grave au doux, du plaisant au sevKr*

1$OILAC.

Pride, madness, folly, against Dryden rose,
In various shapes of parsons, critics, beaus.

POPE.

L'ignorance, et I'erreur a ses naissantes pieces,
En habits de marquis, en robbes de comtesses,
Venoient pour dijtamer son chef-d' ceuvre nouveau.

BOILEAU.

While I am transcribing these similarities, I

feel great uneasiness, lest 1 should be accused of

vainly and impotently endeavouring to cast

clouds over the reputation of this exalted and

truly originally genius,
" whose memory," to

use an expression of Ben Johnson,
" I do hon

our, on this side idolatry, as much as any ;" and

lest the reader should be cloyed and disgusted
with a cluster of quotations : it happens, how
ever, fortunately, that each passage I have pro
duced, contains some important moral truth,

or conveys some pleasing image to the mind.

Critics seem agreed in giving greater latitude

to the imitation of the ancients, than of later

writers. To enrich a composition with the

sentiments and images of Greece and Rome, is

ever esteemed, not only lawful, but meritorious.

We adorn our writings with their ideas, with

as little scruple, as our houses with their sta

tues. And Poussin is not accused of plagia

rism, for having painted Agrippina covering
her face with both her hands at the death of

Germanicus ; though Timanthes had represent

ed Agamemnon closely veiled at the sacrifice of

his daughter, judiciously leaving the spectator

to guess at a sorrow inexpressible, and that

mocked the power of the pencil.

No. 64.] SATURDAY, JUNE 16, 1753.

Notitiam primosque gradus vicinia fecit ;

Tempora crevit amor. OVID.

Acquaintance grew, th' acquaintance they improve
To friendship, friendship ripen'd into love.

EUSDEN.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SlB,

YOUR paper of last Tuesday se'ennight, which

I did not read till to-day, determined me to send

you an account of my friend Eugenio, by whose

distress my mind has been long kept in per

petual agitation: and, perhaps, my narrative

may not only illustrate your allegory, but con-

tribute to recover Opinion from her defection.

As Orgilio, the father of Eugenio, had no

principles but those of a man of honour, he
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avoided alike both the virtues and the vices

which are incompatible with that character:

religion he supposed to be a contrivance of

priests and politicians, to keep the vulgar in

awe ; and used by those in the rank of gen
tlemen who pretend to acknowledge its ob

ligations, only as an expedient to conceal their

want of .spirit. By a conduct regulated upon
these principles he gradually reduced a paternal
estate of two thousand pounds per annum to

five hundred. Besides Eugenio, he had only
one child, a daughter : his wife died while they
were infants. His younger brother, who had

acquired a very considerable fortune in trade,

retired unmarried into the country : he knew
that the paternal estate was greatly reduced :

and therefore, took the expense of his nephew's
education upon himself; after some years had

been spent at Westminster school, he sent him
to the university, and supported him by a very

genteel annuity.

Eugenio, though his temper was remarkably
warm and sprightly, had yet a high relish of

literature, and insensibly acquired a strong at

tachment to a college life. His apartment ad

joined to mine, and our acquaintance was soon

improved into friendship. I found in him

great ardour of benevolence, and a sense of

; generosity and honour which I had conceived

to consist only in romance. With respect to

Christianity, indeed, he was as yet a sceptic:

but I found it easy to obviate general objections ;

and, as he had great penetration and sagacity,

was superior to prejudice, and habituated to no

vice which he wished to countenance by infide

lity, he began to believe as soon as he began to

inquire : the evidence for Revelation at length

appeared incontestible ; and without busying
himself with the cavils of subtilty against par
ticular doctrines, he determined to adhere in

violably to the precepts as a rule of life, and to

trust in the promises as the foundation of hope.
The same ardour and firmness, the same gen

erosity and honour, were now exercised with

more exalted views, and upon a more perfect

plan. He considered me as his preceptor, and

I considered him as my example : our friendship

increased every day; and I believe he had con

ceived a design to follow me into orders. But
when he had continued at college about two

years, he received a command from his father

to come immediately to town ; for that his

earnest desire to place him in the army was

.now accomplished, and he had procured him a

-captain's commission. By the same post he

received a letter from his uncle, in which he

was strongly urged to continue at college, with

.promises of succeeding to his whole estate ; his

father's project was zealously condemned, and
his neglect of a brother's concurrence resented.

-Eugenio, though it was greatly his desire to

I'outinue at college, and his interest to oblige

his uncle, yet obeyed his father without the

least hesitation.

When he came to town, he discovered that a
warm altercation had been carried on between his

uncle and his father upon this subject : his uncle,

not being able to produce any effect upon the

father, as a last effort, had written to the son ;

and being equally offended with both, when his

application to both had been equally ineffectual,

he reproached him with folly and ingratitude;
and dying soon after by a fall from his horse,
it appeared, that in the height of his resentment
he had left his whole fortune to a distant rela

tion in Ireland whom he had ne^er seen.

Under this misfortune Eugenio comforted

himself by reflecting, that he had incurred it by
obedience to his father ; and though it preclud
ed hopes that were dearer than life, yet he never

expressed his displeasure either by invective or

complaint.

Orgilio had very early in life contracted an

intimacy with Agrestis, a gentleman whose
character and principles were very different

from his own. Agrestis had very just notions

of right and wrong, by which he regulated nis

conduct without any regard to the opinion of

others : his integrity was universal and inflexi

ble, and his temper ardent and open; he ab

horred whatever had the appearance of disic-

genuity, he was extremely jealous of his autho

rity, and there was a rough simplicity in his

manner which many circumstances of his life

had contributed to produce. His father left

him a fortune of two hundred thousand pounds ;

but as the parsimony which enabled him to

amass it, extended to the education of his son,

by whom it was to be possessed, he had been

taught neither politeness nor literature. He
married a lady, whose influence would have

polished the rough diamond by degrees ; but she

died within the first year of her marriage, leav

ing him a daughter to whom he gave her name

Amelia, and transferred all his affection: he,

therefore continued to live in great privacy;
and being used to have only servants and depen
dents about him, he indulged the peculiarities

of his humour without that complaisance which

becomes insensibly habitual to those, who mix
in the company of persons whom it is their ap

parent interest to please, and whose presence is

a perpetual restraint upon such irregular starts

of temper as would incur contempt by arrogat

ing a superiority which none would acknow

ledge. To this disposition his daughter accom

modated herself as she grew up, from motives

both of affection and duty : as he knew and re

gretted the defect of his own education, he

spared no cost to complete hers ; and she is in

deed the most accomplished character I ever

knew; her obedience is cheerful and implicit,

her affection tender and without parade; her

looks express the utmost sweetness and sensi-
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bility, and yet there is a dignity in her manner

which commands respect.

The intimacy between the father of Eugenio
and Agrestis produced a tender friendship he-

j

tween his sister and Amelia, which began in
|

their infancy, and increased with their years.

Such characters as Amelia and Eugenio could

not be long familiarly known to each other,

without exciting mutual esteem : the transition

from esteem to love, between persons of different

sexes, is often imperceptible even to themselves
;

and, perhaps, was not discovered till long after !

it had happened, either by Eugenio or Amelia.

When he returned from the university, she was
about eighteen : as her stature and her beauty
were greatly increased during this interval,

their first effect upon Eugenio was proportion-

ably greater ;
and he perceived, from whatever

cause, a more sensible emotion in her. He had
too much discernment not to discover that she

loved him
; and too much generosity not to con

ceal his love of her, because he was so much her

inferior in fortune : sometimes he reflected upon
her partiality with pleasure, and sometimes

with regret : but while they were thus mutually
conscious to desires which they mutually sup

pressed, the late rebellion broke out, and Eu
genio was commanded into Scotland. In this

expedition he distinguished himself equally by
his courage and humanity : and though he had

not much money, and therefore could but sel

dom display his bounty ; yet his concern for the

real interest of his men was so apparent, as well

in such acts of kindness as were in his power,
as in the strict discipline which he maintained

among them, that his personal influence was

very powerful and extensive. During this ab

sence, though he felt nis passion for Amelia in

crease, notwithstanding all his attempts to sup

press it
; yet he never wrote to her, but contented

himself with mentioning her in general terms,

and including her in his remembrance of other

friends, when he wrote to his father and his

sister.

When he returned, as his sister's intimacy
with Amelia still continued, his opportunities
to see her were equally frequent : but the plea
sure of those interviews were become yet more
tumultuous and confused

; and the lovers were
both conscious, that their sentiments were every
moment involuntarily discovered to each other.

Amelia had dismissed many suitors, who
were not less distinguished by their merit than

their rank, because she still hoped to enrich

Eugenio with her fortune; and Eugenio per-,
sisted in a conduct by which this hope was dis-i

appointed, because he would not degrade Amelia!

by an alliance with dependence and poverty.
The objections of duty might, indeed, have been

removed by obtaining the consent of Agrestis ;

but those of honour would still have remained :

he was not, however, absolutely without hope ;

for though he had lost his uncle's fortune by
obedience to his father, yet as he had greatly
recommended himself to his commanding officer,

who was of the highest rank, he believed it pos
sible that he might be advanced to a post in the

army, which would justify his pretensions to

Amelia, and remove all his difficulties at once.

Agrestis wondered at the conduct of his

daughter, but neither asked nor suspected her

motives : for he had always declared, that as he

believed she would never marry against his con

sent, he would never urge her to marry against
her own inclination.

Amelia, therefore, continued to decline every
offer, and Eugenio to see her almost every day,
without the least intimation of his love, till the

beginning of the last winter, when he lost his

sister by the small-pox. His interviews with
Amelia were now less frequent, and, therefore,

more interesting : he feared, that as he would
be seldom in her sight, the assiduities of some
fortunate rival might at length exclude him
from her remembrance : he did not, however,
falter in his resolution, nor did Amelia change
her conduct.
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Love, which tlie fqries irritate to rage.

IT happened, that about this time she was ad
dressed by Ventosus, the eldest son of a noble

family; who, besides a large estate, had great

expectations from his father's influence at court.

Ventosus, though he was stongly recommended

by Agrestis, and was remarkable for personal

accomplishments, was yet received with great
coldness by Amelia : he was surprised, mortified

and disappointed; yet he continued his visits,

and was very diligent to discover what had pre-
Arerited his success. One evening, just as he was
about to take his leave, after much ineffectual

intreaty and complaint, Eugenio unexpectedly
entered the room. Ventosus instantly remarked
the embarrassment both of his mistress and the

stranger, whom he, therefore, supposed to be a

rival, and no longer wondered at his own disap

pointment : these suspicions were every mo
ment confirmed and increased : for his presence

produced emotions which could neither be con

cealed nor mistaken
; though by a less penetrat

ing eye than that of jealousy, they might have

been overlooked.

He was now fired with resentment and in

dignation ;
and having left the room somewhat

abruptly, he was met upon the stairs by Agres
tis, with whom he desired to speak a few words
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in private. Agrestis turned back into another

apartment, and Ventosus told him with some

warmth, that he did not expect to have found

his daughter pre-engaged ; and that he could

not help thinking himself ill treated. Agrestis,

with equal warmth, required him to explain his

meaning ; and after some time had been spent
in eager altercation, they parted in better tem

per ; Agrestis persuaded that a clandestine

love had been carried on between his daughter
and Eugeiiio, and Ventosus convinced that

Agrestis had never encoui'aged the pretensions
of his rival.

Agrestis immediately sent for Amelia, and

sternly urged her with many questions, which
she could only answer with blushes and tears :

her silence and confusion convinced him that

Ventosus was not mistaken ; and, therefore,

desisting from inquiry, he severely reprehended
her for the past, and enjoined her never to con

verse with Eugenio again; to whom he also

signified his displeasure, and requested that to

prevent further uneasiness he would come no

more to his house till Amelia should be mar
ried.

Eugenio, though his love was almost hopeless

before, was yet greatly afflicted by this message ;

because he feared that Amelia had fallen under

her father's displeasure, and that, now he was
become jealous of his authority, he might be

tempted -to abuse it. As to secure her peace

was the principal object of his wish, he concealed

what had happened from his father, lest a

quarrel should be produced between him and

Agrestis, in which Amelia's delicacy and ten

derness would be yet more deeply wounded.

When a visit was intended to Agrestis, he al

ways took care to have some engagement at

another place : Agrestis, however, as he had no

conception of the principles upon which Eugenio
acted, did not doubt but that he had communi
cated the reason of his absence to his father, and

that his father was secretly offended ; but as he

expressed no resentment, he believed that his

ambition had for once restrained the petulence

of his pride, that he dissembled to prevent an

open rupture, and had still hopes of effecting the

purpose which he had concei ted with his son.

A suspicion of ill-will always produces it;

but besides this cause of alienation, Agrestis had

unjustly imputed a conduct to his friend, which

rendered him the object of his contempt and

aversion; he, therefore, treated him with cold

ness and reserve, supposing that he well knew
the cause, and neglected to return his visits

without thinking it necessary to assign any
reason. This conduct was at length remarked

by Orgilio, who considered it as the caprice of a

character which he always despised; he, there

fore, retorted the neglect without, expostulation :

and thus all intercourse between the families

was at an end.

j Eugenio in the mean time was inflexible in

I

his purpose; and Amelia, in her next interview

with Ventosus, acquainted him that she would
see him no more. Ventosus again appealed t

her father : but the old gentleman was steady
in his principles, notwithstanding his resent

ment ; and told him that he had exerted all the

authority which God and nature had given him
in his favour ; and that, however provoked, he

would never prostitute his child, by compelling
her to marry a person who was not the object
of her choice.

Ventosus, who was extremely mortified at

this disappointment, was very inquisitive about

Eugenio, for whom he still supposed he had

been rejected : he soon learned his situation and

circumstances, and his long intimacy with

Amelia
; he reflected upon the confusion which

both had expressed in the accidental interview

at which he was present ; and was willing to

believe, that his rival, however contemptible,
had been too successful to be supplanted with
honour by a husband : this, however, if he did

not believe, he was very diligent to propagate ;

and to remove the disgrace of a refusal, hinted

that for this reason he had abruptly discontinued

his addresses, and congratulated himself upon
his escape.

It happened that, about six weeks ago, Vento

sus, as he was walking in the Mall, with a young
officer of distinction, met Amelia in company of

several ladies and a gentleman. He thought fit

to bow to Amelia with a supercilious respect,

which had greatly the air of an insult : of this

compliment Amelia, though she looked him in

the face, took no notice : by this calm disdain

he was at once disappointed and confounded ;

he was stung by an effort of his own malignity,
and his breast swelled with passion which he

could not vent. In this agitation of mind he

hastily turned back, and determined, for what

ever reason, to follow her. After he had ad

vanced about fifty paces he saw Eugenio coming

forward, who, the moment he perceived Amelia

turned into another walk. This was observed

by Ventosus, whose contempt and indignation

had now another object, upon which they might,
without violence to the laws of honour, be grati

fied : he communicated his purpose to his com

panion, and hastily followed Eugenio. When

they had overtaken him, they burst into a horse

laugh, and pushed so rudely by him, that he

could scarce recover his step : they did not,

however, go on ; but stopping suddenly, turned

about as if to apologize for the accident, and af

fected great surprise at discovering to whom it

had happened. Ventosus bowed very low, and

with much contemptuous ceremony begged his

pardon; telling him at the same time, that

there was a lady in the next walk who would

be very glad of his company. To this insult

Eugenio answered,
" That he was not willing
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to suppose that an affront was intended, and

that if the lady he meant was a woman of ho

nour, she ought always to he mentioned with

respect." Ventosus replied,
" That whether

the lady he meant was a woman of honour,
]

he would not determine
;
hut he helieved she

had heen very kind
;
and was pleased to see that

j

her favours were not forgotten, though they
j

were no longer accepted." Eugenio was not

now master of his temper, hut turning suddenly

upon Ventosus, struck him with such violence

that he fell at his feet : he rose, however, in an

instant, and laid his hand upon his sword, but

was prevented from drawing it by his com

panion ; arid the crowd beginning to gather
about them, they parted with mutual expres
sions of contempt and rage.

In the morning the officer, who had been in

company with Ventosus at the quarrel, deliver

ed a challenge to Eugenio, which he answered

by the following billet :

"
SIR,

Your behaviour last night has convinced me
that you are a scoundrel ;

and your letter this

morning that you are a fool. If I should accept

your challenge, I should myself be both. I owe
a duty to God and to my country, which I deem
it infamous to violate: and I am intrusted

with a life, which I think cannot without folly

be staked against yours. I believe you have

ruined, but you cannot degrade me. You may
possibly, while you sneer over this letter, secret

ly exult in your own safety ;
but remember, that

to prevent assassination I have a sword, and to

chastise insolence a cane."

With this letter the captain returned to Ven
tosus, who read it with all the extravagances of

rage and disdain : the captain, however, endea

voured to sooth and encourage him; he repre
sented Eugenio as a poltroon and a beggar,
whom he ought no otherwise to punish, than by
removing him from the rank into which he had
intruded ;

and this, he said, would be very

easily accomplished. Ventosus at length ac

quiesced in the sentiments of his friend
; and it

was soon industriously reported, that Eugenio
had struck a person of high rank, and refused

him the satisfaction of a gentleman which he

had condescended to ask. For not accepting a

challenge, Eugenio could not be legally punish
ed, because it was made his duty as a soldier by
the articles of war

; but it drew upon him the

contempt of his superior officers, and made them

very solicitous to find some pretence to dismiss

him. The friends of Ventosus immediately in

timated, that the act of violence to which Eu
genio had been provoked, was committed within

the verge of the court, and was, therefore, a suf

ficient cause to break him
;
as for that offence

he was liable to be punished with the loss of

his hand, by a Jaw which though disused was
still in force. This expedient was eagerly

adopted, and Eugenio was accordingly deprived
of his commission.
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Not him 1 prize, who poorly gains
From death the palm which blood distains

;

J3ut him, who wins with nobler strife

An unpolluted wreath from life.

HE had concealed this quarrel with Ventosus
from his father, who was then at the family-
seat about twenty miles from London, because

he was not willing to acquaint him with the

cause : but the effect was such as could not be

hidden
;
and it was now become necessary that

he should anticipate the report of others. He,
therefore, set out immediately for the country ;

but his father about the same time arrived in

London : some imperfect account had been sent

him of the proceedings against Eugenio; and

though he concluded from his silence that he

had been guilty of some indiscretion, yet he did

not suspect an imputation of cowardice ; and

hoped by his interest to support him against

private resentment. When he found that he

had missed Eugenio in some of the avenues to

town, he went immediately to the gentleman
who had procured his commission, from whom
he learned *all the circumstances of the affair.

The moment he heard that his son had refused

a challenge, he was seized with rage so violent,

that it had the appearance of distraction : he

uttered innumerable oaths and execrations in a

voice that was scarce human, declared his son to

be unworthy of his name, and solemnly re

nounced him for ever.

Eugenio returned to London the same day,
but it was late before he arrived : the servant

that opened the door told him with tears in his

eyes, that his father was gone to bed much dis

ordered, and had commanded that he should no

more be admitted into that house. He stood

motionless a few moments
;
and then departing

without reply, came directly to me; his looks

were wild, his countenance pale, and his eyes

swimming in tears : the moment he saw me,
he threw himself into a chair

;
and putting a

copy of his answer to Ventosus's challenge into

my hand, anticipated my inquiries by relating

all that had happened.
After having administered such consolation

as I could, I prevailed upon him with much dif

ficulty to go to bed. 1 sat up the rest of the
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night, devising various arguments to convince

Orgilio, that his son had added new dignity

to his character. In the morning I went to his

house; and after much solicitation was ad

mitted to his chamber. I found him in bed,

where he had lain awake all the night ;
and it

was easy to see that his mind was in great agi

tation. I hoped that this tumult was produced

by the struggles of parental tenderness : but the

moment 1 mentioned his son, he fell into an

agony of rage that rendered him speechless ;

and I came away, convinced that the eloquence

of an angel upon the same subject would have

been without effect. I did not, however, relate

these discouraging circumstances to Eugenic:
I told him that it would be proper to wait a

few days before any farther application was

made ;
not only because his father's resentment

would probably subside, but because he was

now indisposed.

Eugenio, when he heard that his father was

ill, changed colour and burst into tears. He
went every evening, and knocking softly at the

servant's window, inquired how he did ; and

when he found that his fever was become dan

gerous, he entreated me to go yet once more and

intercede for him, that he might at least be per

mitted to see his father, if he might not hope to

be forgiven. I went ; but when Orgilio heard

my name, he fell into a fresh transport of rage,

which ended in a delirium. The effect which

this incident produced upon Eugenio, who
waited at the end of the street for my return,

cannot be described : I prevailed upon him to

go back to my house, where he sometimes hastily

traversed the room, and sometimes sat fixed in

a kind of stupid insensibility upon the floor.

While he was in one of these fits, news was

brought that his father was dead, and had the

morning after he was taken ill disinherited him,

declaring that by the infamy of his conduct he

had broke his heart.

Eugenio heard this account without any ap

parent surprise or emotion, but could not be

persuaded to change his posture or receive any
food ;

till his spirits being quite exhausted, sleep

relieved him a few hours from the agony of his

mind.

The night on which his father was buried, he

wrapped himself up in a horseman's coat that

belonged to my servant, and followed the pro

cession at a distance on foot. When the cere

mony was over, and the company departed, he

threw himself on the grave, and hiding his face

in the dust, wept over it in silence that was in

terrupted only by groans. J, who had followed

him unperceived, did not think it prudent to in

trude upon the solemnity of his sorrow, till the

morning dawned ; he was surprised, and I

thought somewhat confounded to see me; he

suffered me, however, to lead him away, but

neither of us uttered a word.

He told me the next day, that he would

trouble me a few nights longer for a lodging,

and in the mean time think of some means by
which he might obtain a subsistence : he was,

indeed, totally destitute, without money and

without a profession ;
but he made no com

plaint, and obstinately refused all pecuniary as

sistance.

In less than a week afterwards, having con

verted his watch, his sword, a snuff box, and

ring into money, he engaged as a common sailor

in a private undertaking to discover the north

west passage to India.

When he communicated this desperate enter

prise, he appeared perfectly composed ;
" My

dear friend," said he, "it has been always my
point of honour to obey the commands of God,,

the prime author of my being and the ultimate

object of my hope, at whatever risk ;
and I do-

not repent that I have steadily adhered to this

principle at the expense of all that is valuable*

upon earth : I have suffered the los of fortune,

of love, and of fame ; but I have preserved my
integrity, and I know that I shall not lose myt
reward. To these I would, indeed, add the:

esteem, though not the love of Amelia. She

will hear of me as degraded and disinherited, a

coward, a vagabond, and a fugitive ;
and her es

teem, I think, I have sufficient reason to give

up : grief will wound her deeper than con

tempt ; it is, therefore, best that she should de

spise me. Some of those, by whom she is ad

dressed, deserve her ;
and I ought riot to with

hold a felicity which I cannot enjoy. I shall

embark to-morrow; and your friendly embrace

is all the good that I expect to receive from this

country, when I depart in search of others

which are unknown."
To this address I was not in a condition to

reply; and perceiving that I was overwhelmed

with grief, he left me, perhaps, lest his purpose
should be shaken, and my weakness should

prove contagious.

On the morrow I attended him to the ship.

He talked to me of indifferent things ;
and when

we parted wrung my hand, and turned from me
abruptly without speaking. I hasted into the

boat which waited to bring me on shore, and

would not again feel the pangs of yesterday for

all the kingdoms of the world.

Such is the friend I have lost ! such is the

man, whom the world has disgraced for refus

ing a challenge ! But none who are touched

with pity at his misfortunes, wish that he had

avoided them by another conduct; and not to

pity Eugenio, is surely to be a monster rathei-

than a man.

It may, perhaps, be questioned, whether 1

ought thus to have exhibited his story under

feigned names ; or have a right to attempt that

which he forebore. My love to him, is, indeed,

my motive: but 1 think my conduct is just,
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when 1 consider, that though it is possible that

Amelia may, hy the perusal of these papers,

suffer the most tender, and, therefore, the most

exquisite distress, hy the re- establishment of her

esteem for him who most deserves it; yet the

world may derive new virtue, from the dignity

which the character of Eugenio reflects upon
his conduct : his example is truly illustrious ;

when he examines the shops and warehouse^
sees the immense stores of every kind of mer
chandise piled up for sale, and runs over all the

manufactures of art and products of nature,

which are every where attracting his eye and

soliciting his purse, he will he inclined to con

clude, that such quantities cannot easily be ex

hausted, and that part of mankind must soon

and as it can scarce fail to excite emulation, it
|
stand still for want of employment, till the wares

ought not to be concealed.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

BENEVOLUS.
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THAT familiarity produces neglect, has beeu

long observed. The effect of all external objects,

however great or splendid, ceases with the no

velty; the courtier stands without emotion in

the royal presence ; the rustic tramples under

his foot the beauties of the spring, with little

attention to their colour or their fragrance; and

the inhabitant of the coast darts his eye upon
the immense diffusion of waters, without awe,

wonder, or terror.

Those who have passed much of their lives in

this great city, look upon its opulence and its

multitudes, its extent and variety, with cold in

difference ; but an inhabitant of the remoter

parts of the kingdom is immediately distinguished

by a kind of dissipated curiosity, a busy en

deavour to divide his attention amongst a thou

sand objects, and a wild confusion of astonish

ment and alarm.

The attention of a new comer is generally
first struck by the multiplicity of cries that stun

him in the streets, and the variety of merchan

dise and manufactures which the shopkeepers

expose on every hand ; and he is apt, by un

wary bursts of admiration, to excite the merri

ment and contempt of those, who mistake the

use of their eyes for effects of their understand

ing, and confound accidental knowledge with

just reasoning.

But, surely, these are subjects on which any
man may without reproach employ his medita

tions : the innumerable occupations, among
which the thousands that swarm in the streets

of Londorz are distributed, may furnish employ
ment to minds of every cast, and capacities of

every degree. He that contemplates the extent

of this wonderful city, finds it difficult to con

ceive, by what method plenty is maintained in

our markets, and how the inhabitants are regu-

ibrly supplied with the necessaries of life; but

already provided shall be worn out and de

stroyed.

As Socrates was passing through the fair at

Athens, and casting his eyes over the shops and

customers,
" How many things are here," says

he,
" that I do not want!" The same sentiment

is every moment rising in the mind of him that

walks the streets of London, however inferior

in philosophy to Socrates : he beholds a thou

sand shops crowded with goods, of which he can

scarcely tell the use, and which, therefore, he is

apt to consider as of no value; and, indeed,

many of the arts by which families are sup

ported, and wealth is heaped together, are of

that minute and superfluous kind, which no

thing but experience could evince possible to be

prosecuted with advantage, and which, as the

world might easily want, it could scarcely be

expected to encourage.
But so it is, that custom, curiosity, or wan

tonness, supplies every art with patrons, and

finds purchasers for every manufacture ; the

world is so adjusted, that not only bread, but

riches may be obtained without great abilities,

or arduous performances; the most unskilful

hand and unenlightened mind have sufficient

incitements to industry ; for he that is resolutely

busy, can scarcely be in want. There is, in

deed, no employment, however despicable, from

which a man may not promise himself more than

competence, when he sees thousands and my
riads raised to dignity, by no other merit than

that of contributing to supply their neighbours
with the means of sucking smoke through a tube

of clay ;
and others raising contributions upon

those, whose elegance disdains the grossness of

smoky luxury, by grinding the same materials

into a powder that may at once gratify and im

pair the smell.

Not only by these popular and modish trifles,

but by a thousand unheeded and evanescent

kinds of business, are the multitudes of this city

preserved from idleness, and consequently from

want. In the endless variety of tastes and cir

cumstances that diversify mankind, nothing is

so superfluous but that some one desires it : or

so common, but that some one is compelled to

buy it. As nothing is useless but because it is

in improper hands, what is thrown away by
one is gathered up by another

;
and the refuse

of part of mankind furnishes a subordinate

class with the materials necessary to their sup

port.
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When I look round upon those who arc thus

variously exerting their qualifications, I cannot

hut admire the secret concatenation of society,

that links together the great and the mean, the

illustrious and the obscure
;
and consider, with

benevolent satisfaction, that no man, unless his

body or mind he totally disabled, has need to

suffer the mortification of seeing himself useless

or burdensome to the community : he that will

diligently labour, in whatever occupation, will
;

deserve the sustenance which he obtains, and
the protection which he enjoys ; and may lie

down every night with the pleasing conscious

ness, of having contributed something to the

happiness of life.

Contempt and admiration are equally inci

dent to narrow minds : he whose comprehen
sion can take in the whole subordination of

mankind, and whose perspicacity can pierce to

the real state of things through the thin veils of

fortune or of fashion, will discover meanness in

the highest stations, and dignity in the mean

est; and find that no man can become venera

ble but by virtue, or contemptible but by wicked

ness.

In the midst of this universal hurry, no man

ought to be so little influenced by example, or so

void of honest emulation, as to stand a lazy

spectator of incessant labour; or please himself

with the mean happiness of a drone, while the

active swarms are buzzing about him : no man
Is without some quality, by the due application
of which he might deserve well of the world;
and whoever he be that has but little in his

power, should be in haste to do that little lest

he be confounded with him that can do no

thing.

By this general concurrence of endeavours,
arts of every kind have been so long cultivated,

that all the wants of man may be immediately

supplied; idleness can scarcely form a wish

which she may not gratify by the toil of others,

or curiosity dream of a toy, which tht> shops are

not ready to afford her.

Happiness is enjoyed only in proportion as it

is known ; and such is the state or folly of man,
that it is known only by experience of its con

trary : we who have long lived amidst the con

veniences of a town immensely populous, have

scarce an idea of a place where desire cannot be

gratified by money. In order to have a just
sense of this artificial plenty, it is necessary to

have passed some time in a distant colony, or

those parts of our island which are thinly in

habited : he that has once known how many
trades every man in such situations is compelled
to exercise, with how much labour the products
of nature must be accommodated to human use,

how long the loss or defect of any common
utensil must be endured, or by what awkward
expedients it must be supplied, how far men
may wander with money in their hands before

any can sell them what they wish to buy, will

know how to rate at its proper value the plenty
and ease of a great city.

But that the happiness of man may still re

main imperfect, as wants in this place are easily

supplied, new wants likewise are easily created :

every man, in surveying the shops of London,
sees numberless instruments and conveniences.,

of which, while he did not know them, he never

felt the need
;
and yet, when use has made them

familiar, wonders how life could be supported
without them. Thus it comes to pass, that our

desires always increase with our possessions:
the knowledge that something remains yet un-

enjoyed, impairs our enjoyment of the good be

fore us.

They who have been accustomed to the re

finement of science, and multiplications of con

trivance, soon lose their confidence in the unas

sisted powers of nature, forget the paucity of

our real necessities, and overlook the easy me
thods by which they may be supplied. It were
a speculation worthy of a philosophical mind,
to examine how much is taken away from our

native abilities, as well as added to them by ar

tificial expedients. We are so accustomed to

give and receive assistance, that each of us singly
can do little for himself; and there is scarce

any one among us, however contracted may be

his form of life, who does not enjoy the labour

of a thousand artists.

But a survey of the various nations that in

habit the earth will inform us, that life may be

supported with less assistance; and that the

dexterity, which practice inforced by necessity

produces, is able to effect much by very scanty
means. The nations of Mexico and Peru erect

ed cities and temples without the use of iron;
and at this day the rude Indian supplies him
self with all the necessaries of life : sent like the

rest of mankind naked into the world, as soon

as his parents have nursed him up to strength,
he is to provide by his own labour for his own
support. His first care is to find a sharp flint

among the rocks; with this he undertakes to

fell the trees of the forest ;
he shapes his bow,

heads his arrows, builds his cottage, and hollows

his canoe, and from that time lives in a state of

plenty and prosperity ; he is sheltered from the

storms, he is fortified against beasts o*' prey, he

is enabled to pursue the fish of the sea, and the

deer of the mountains
;
and as he does not

know, does not envy the happiness of polished

nations, where gold can supply the want of for

titude and skill, and he whose laborious ances

tors have made him rich, may lie stretched upon
a couch, and see all the treasures of all the ele

ments poured down before him.

This picture of a savage life, if it shows how
much individuals may perform, shows likewise

how much society is to be desired. Though the

perseverence and address of the Imiian excite
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our admiration, they nevertheless cannot pro

cure him the conveniences which are enjoyed

by the vagrant beggar of a civilized country :

he hunts like a wild beast to satisfy his hunger;
and when he lies down to rest after a successful

chase, cannot pronounce himself secure against

the danger of perishing in a few days ; he is,

perhaps, content with his condition, because he

knows not that a better is attainable by man ;

as he that is born blind does not long for the

perception of light, because he cannot conceive

the advantages which light would afford him
;

but hunger, wounds, and weariness are real

evils, though he believes them equally incident

to all his fellow-creatures ;
and when a tempest

compels him to lie starving in his hut, he can

not justly be concluded equally happy with

those whom art has exempted from the power
of chance, and who make the foregoing year

provide for the following.

To receive and to communicate assistance,

constitutes the happiness of human life : man

may indeed preserve his existence in solitude,

but can enjoy it only in society ;
the greatest

understanding of an individual, doomed to pro
cure food and clothing for himself, will barely

supply him with expedients to keep off death

from day to day ; but as one of a larger com

munity performing only his share to the com
mon business, he gains leisure' for intellectual

pleasures, and enjoys the happiness of reason

arid reflection. T.

No. 68.] SATURDAY, JUNE 30, 1753.

Nocet empta dolor e voluptas. OVID.

How vain the joy for which our pain must pay.

IT has been remarked, that the play of brutes is

always a mock fight; and, perhaps, this is

equally true of all the sports that have been in

vented by reason for the amusement of man
kind. The celebrated games of antiquity were

something more; the conflict was often fatal,

and the pleasure of the spectators seems to have
been proportioned to the danger of the comba
tants : nor does it appear, that any sport has
Deen since contrived, which can gratify pure
benevolence, or entertain without producing an

opposition of interest. There are, indeed, many
external advantages which it has never been

thought immoral to acquire, though an opposi
tion of interest is necessarily implied ; advan

tages, which, like a stake at cards, one party
can only gain by the loss of the other; for

wealth and poverty, obscurity and distinction,
command and servitude, are mutually relative,
and the existence of each is by each reciprocally
derived and given.

Play, therefore, is not unlawful, merely as

a contest; nor can the pleasure of them thai

win, be imputed to a criminal want of benevo

lence in this state of imperfection, merely be-
: cause it is enjoyed at the expense of those who
lose. But as in business, it has never been held

j

lawful to circumvent those whom we desire to

excel; so in play, the chance of loss and gain
! ought to be always equal; at least, each party
should be apprized of the force employed against
him

; and if then he plays against odds, no man
has a right to inquire his motive, though a good
man would decline to engage him.

There is, however, one species of diversion

which has riot been generally condemned,
though it is produced by an attack upon those

1 who have not voluntarily entered the lists, who
find themselves buffeted in the dark, and have
neither means of defence nor possibility of ad

vantage.
These feats are achieved by the knights er

rant of mirth, and known by the name of Fro
lics : under this name, indeed, many species of

|

wanton cruelty have been practised, without

j

incurring the infamy, or raising the indignation
I
which they deserve

; and it is extremely diffi-

j

cult to fix upon any certain criterion, by which

j

frolics may be distinguished into criminal and
i innocent. If we could discern effects while

they are involved in their causes, and ascertain

every remote consequence of our own actions,

perhaps these sallies might be allowed under
the same restrictions as raillery : the false

alarms and ridiculous distress into which others

are betrayed to make us sport, should be such

only as will be subjects of merriment even to the

sufferer when they are past, and remembered
neither with resentment nor regret : but an

every action may produce effects over which
human power has no influence, and which hu
man sagacity cannot foresee ; we should not

lightly venture to the verge of evil, nor strike at

others though with a reed, lest, like the rod of

Moses, it become a serpent in our hands.

During the hard frost in the year 1740, four

young gentlemen of considerable rank rode into

an inn, near one of the principal avenues to this

city, at eleven o'clock at night, without any at

tendant ; and having expressed uncommon con
cern about their horses, and overlooked the pro
vision that was made for them, called for a
room ; ordering wine and tobacco to be brought
in, and declaring, that as they were to set out

very early in the morning, it was not worth
while to go to bed. Before the waiter returned,
each of them had laid a pocket pi|tol on the

table, which, when he entered, they appeared to

he very solicitous to conceal, arid showed some
confusion at the surprise. They perceived with

great satisfaction, that the fellow was alarmed
at his discovery; and having upon various pre
tences, called him often into the room, one of
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them contrived to pull out a mask with his

handkerchief from the pocket of a horseman's

toat. They discoursed in dark and ambiguous
terms, affected a busy and anxious circumspec

tion, urged the man wften to drink, and seemed

desirous to render him subservient to some pur

pose which they were unwilling to discover.

They endeavoured to conciliate his good-will,

by extravagant commendations of his dexterity
and diligence, and encouraged him to familiar

ity, by asking him many questions: he was,

however, still cautious and reserved; one of

them, therefore, pretending to have known his

mother, put a crown into his hand, and soon

after took an opportunity to ask him at what
hour a stage-coach, the passengers of which they
intended to humbug, set out in the morning,
Avhether it was full, and if it was attended with

a guard.
The man was now confirmed in his suspi

cions : and though he had accepted the bribe

resolved to discover the secret. Having evaded

the questions with as much art as he could, he

went to his master, Mr. Spiggot, who was then

in bed, and acquainted him with what he had
observed.

Mr. Spiggot immediately got up, and held a

consultation with his wife what was to be done.

She advised him immediately to send for the con

stable with proper assistants, and secure them :

but he considered, that as this would probably

prevent a robbery, it would deprive him of an

opportunity to gain a very considerable sum,
which he would become entitled to upon their

conviction, if he could apprehend them after the

fact; he, therefore, very prudently called up
four or five of the ostlers that belonged to the

yard, and having communicated his suspicions
and design, engaged them to enlist under his

command as an escort to the coach, and to

watch the motions of the highwaymen as he

should direct. But mine host also wisely con

sidering, that this expedition would be attended

with certain expense, and that the profit which
he hoped was contingent, acquainted the pas

sengers with their danger, and proposed that a

guard should be hired by a voluntary contribu

tion ; a proposal, to which, upon a sight of the

robbers through the window, they readily

agreed. Spiggot was now secured against pecu

niary loss at all events, and about three o'clock

the knights of the frolic with infinite satisfac

tion beheld five passengers, among whom there

was but one gentleman, step into the coach with
the aspect of criminals going to execution; and

enjoyed the significant signs which passed be

tween them and the landlord, concerning the

precautions taken for their defence.

As soon as the coach was gone, the supposed

highwaymen paid their reckoning in great haste,
and called for their horses : care had already
been taken to saddle them ; for it was not Mr.

Spiggot's desire that the adventurers should go
far before they executed their purpose ; and as

soon as they departed he prepared to follow

them with his posse. He was, indeed, greatly

surprised to see, that they turned the contrary

way when they went out of the inn yard ; but

he supposed they might choose to take a small

circuit to prevent suspicion, as they might easily
overtake the coach whenever they would

; he

determined, however, to keep behind them
;

and, therefore, instead of going after the coach ,

followed them at a distance, till to his utter

disappointment he saw them persist in a differ

ent rout, and at length turn into an inn in Pic

cadilly, where several servants in livery ap
peared to have been waiting for them, and
where his curiosity was soon gratified with
their characters and their names.

In the meantime the coach proceeded in its

journey. The panic of the passengers increased

upon perceiving that the guard which they had
hired did not come up ; and they began to ac

cuse Spiggot, of having betrayed them to the

robbers for a share of the booty : they could not

help looking every moment from the window,
though it was so dark that a waggon could not

have been seen at the distance of twenty yards :

every tree was mistaken for a man and horse,

the noise of the vehicle in which they rode was
believed to be the trampling of pursuers, and

they expected every moment to hear the coach

man commanded to stop, and to see a pistol

thrust in among them with the dreadful injunc

tion,
" Deliver your money."

Thus far the distress, however great and un

merited, will be deemed ridiculous ; the sufferers

will appear to have ingeniously tormented them

selves, by the sagacity with which they reasoned

from appearances intended to deceive them, and
their solicitude to prevent mischiefs which none
would attempt.
But it happened that when the coach had got

about two miles out of town, it was overtaken

by a horseman who rode very hard, and called

out with great eagerness to the driver to stop :

this incident among persons who had suffered

perpetual apprehension and alarm from the mo
ment they set out, produced a proportionate
effect. The wife of the gentleman was so terri

fied, that she sunk down from her seat ; and he

was so much convinced of his danger, so touched

at her distress, and so incensed against the

ruffian who had produced it, that without utter

ing a word he drew a pistol from his pocket, and

seeing the man parley with the coachman, who
had now stopped his horses, he shot him dead

upon the spot.

The man, however, who had thus fallen the

victim of a frolic, was soon known to be the

servant of a lady who had paid earnest for the

vacant place in the stage; and, having by some

accident been delayed till it was set out, had
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followed it in a hackney coach, and sent him
before her to detain it till she came up.

Here the ridicule is at an end
; and we are

surprised that we did not sooner reflect, that

the company had sufficient cause for their fear

and their precaution, and that the frolic was

nothing more than a lie, which it would have

been folly not to believe, and presumption to

disregard.

The next day while the Bucks were enter

taining a polite circle at White's with an ac

count of the farce they had played the night be

fore, news arrived of the catastrophe. A sudden

confusion covered every countenance ; and they
remained some time silent, looking upon each

other, mutually accused, reproached, and con

demned.
This favourable moment was improved by a

gentleman, who, though sometimes seen in that

assembly, is yet eminent for his humanity and

his wisdom. " A man," said he,
" who found

himself bewildered in the intricacies of a laby- ;

rinth, when the sun was going down, would

think himself happy, if a clue should be put into

his hand by which he might be led out in safety :

he would not, surely, quit it for a moment, be- ,

cause it might possibly be 1'ecovered
; and, if he

did, would be in perpetual danger of stumbling
j

upon some other wanderer, and bringing a com
mon calamity upon both. In the maze of life

we are often bewildered, and darkness and dan

ger surround us : but every one may at least

secure conscience against the power of accident,

by adhering inviolably to that rule, by which
we are enjoined to abstain even from the ap

pearances of evil."

No. 69.] TUESDAY, JULY 3, 1753.

Fere libenter homines id quod volunt credunt.

CESAR.

Men willingly believe what they wish to be true.

TULI/Y has long ago observed, that no man,
however weakened by long life, is so conscious

of his own decrepitude, as not to imagine that

he may yet hold his station in the world for an
other year.
Of the truth of this remark every day fur-

shes new confirmation: there is no time of

life, in which men for the most part seem less

to expect the stroke of death, than when every
other eye sees it impending; or are more busy
in providing for another year, than when it is

plain to all but themselves, that at another year

they cannot arrive. Though every funeral that

passes before their eyes evinces the deceitfulness

ef such expectations, since every man who is

borne to the grave thought himself equally cer

tain of living at least to the next year ;
the sur

vivor still continues to natter himself, and is

never at a loss for some reason why his life

should be protracted, and the voracity of death

continue to be pacified with some other prey.
i But this is only one of the innumerable arti

fices practised in the universal conspiracy of

mankind against themselves ; every age and

every condition indulges some darling fallacy ;

every man amuses himself with projects which
he knows to be improbable, and which, there

fore, he resolves to pursue without daring to

examine them. Whatever any man ardently
desires he very readily believes that he shall

some time attain : he whose intemperance has

overwhelmed him with diseases, while be lan

guishes in the spring, expects vigour and re

covery from the summer sun; and while he
melts away in the summer, transfers his hopes
to the frosts of winter : he that gazes upon ele

gance or pleasure, which want of money hin

ders him from imitating or partaking, comforts
himself that the time of distress will soon be at

an end, and that every day brings him nearer to

a state of happiness ; though he knows it has

passed not only without acquisition of advan

tage, but perhaps without endeavours after it,

in the formation of schemes that cannot be exe

cuted, and in the contemplation of prospects,
which cannot be approached.
Such is the general dream in which we all

slumber out our time : every man thinks the

day coming, in which he shall be gratified with
all his wishes, in which he shall leave all those

competitors behind, who are now rejoicing like

himself in the expectation of victory ; the day
is always coming to the servile in which they
shall be powerful, to the obscure in which they
shall be eminent, and to the deformed in which

they shall be beautiful.

If any of my readers has looked with so little

attention on the world about him, as to imagine
this representation exaggerated beyond proba

bility, let him reflect a little upon his own life ;

let him consider what were his hopes and pro

spects ten years ago, and what additions he then

expected to be made by ten years to his hap

piness : those years are now elapsed ; have they
made good the promise that was extorted from

them, have they advanced his fortune, enlarged
his knowledge, or reformed his conduct, to the

degree that was once expected? I am afraid,

every man that recollects his hopes must confess

his disappointment ; and own that day has

glided unprofitably after day, and that he is still

at the same distance from the point of happi-

With what consolations can those, who have
thus miscarried in their chief design, elude thfl

memory of their ill success ? with what amuse
ments can they pacify their discontent, after the
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loss of so large a portion of life ? they can give

themselves up again to the same delusions, they
can form new schemes of airy gratifications, and

fix another period of felicity ; they can again
resolve to trust the promise which they know
will be broken, they can walk in a circle with

their eyes shut, and persuade themselves to think

that they go forward.

Of every great and complicated event, part

depends upon causes out of our power, and part

must be effected by vigour aud perseverance ;

with regard to that which is styled in common

language the work of chance, men will always
find reasons for confidence or distrust aceording
to their different tempers or inclinations ; and

he that has been long accustomed to please him

self with possibilities of fortuitous happiness,

will not easily or willingly be reclaimed from

his mistake. But the effects of human industry
and skill are more easily subjected to calcu

lation : whatever can be completed in a year is

divisible into parts, of which each may be per
formed in the compass of a day ; he, therefore,

that has passed the day without attention to I

the task assigned him, may be certain that the

lapse of life has brought him no nearer to his

object ; for whatever idleness may expect from

time, its produce will be only in proportion to

the diligence with which it has been used. He
that floats lazily down the stream, in pursuit of

something borne along by the same current,

will find himself indeed move forward ; but

unless he lays his hand to the oar, and increases

his speed by his own labour, must be always at

the same distance from that which he is fol

lowing.
There have happened in every age some con

tingencies of unexpected and undeserved success,

by which those who are determined to believe

whatever favours their inclinations, have been

encouraged to delight themselves with future

advantages; they support confidence by consi

derations, of which the only proper use is to

chase away despair : it is equally absurd to sit

down in idleness because some have been en

riched without labour, as to leap a precipice

because some have fallen and escaped with life,

or to put to sea in a storm because some have

been driven from a wreck upon the coast to

which the? were bound.

We are all ready to confess, that belief ought
to be proportioned to evidence or probability :

let any man, therefore, compare the number of

those who have been thus favoured by fortune,

and of those who have failed of their expecta

tions, and he will easily determine, with what

j ustnesa he has registered himself in the lucky

catalogue.

But there is no need on these occasions for

deep inquiries or laborious calculations ;
there

1* a far easier method of distinguishing the

of folly from those of reason, of finding

the difference between prospects that exist be

fore the eyes, and those that are only painted on
a fond imagination. Tom Drowsy had accus

tomed himself to compute the profit of a dar

ling project, till he had no longer any doubt
of its success

; it was at last matured by close

consideration, all the measures were accu

rately adjusted, and he wanted only five hun
dred pounds to become master of a fortune that

might be envied by a director of a trading com

pany. Tom was generous and grateful, and
was resolved to recompense this small assistance

with an ample fortune : he therefore, delibera

ted for a tim-e, to whom amongst his friends he
should declare his necessities

; not that be sus

pected a refusal, but because he could not sud

denly determine which of them would make the

best use of riches, and was, therefore, most wor

thy of his favour. At last his choice was set

tled
;
and knowing that in order to borrow he

must show the probability of repayment, he

prepared for a minute and cop'ous explanation
of his project. But here the golden dream was
at an end : he soon discovered the impossibility
of imposing upon others, the notions by which
he had so long imposed upon himself; which

way soever he turned his thoughts, impossibil

ity and absurdity arose in opposition on every
side ;

even credulity and prejudice were at last

forced to give way, and he grew ashamed of

crediting himself what shame would not suffer

him to communicate to another.

To this test let every man bring his imagina

tions, before they have been too long predomi
nant in his mind. Whatever is true will beai

to be related, whatever is rational will endure

to be explained : but when we delight to brood

in secret over future happiness, and silently to

employ our meditations upon schemes of which
we are conscious that the bare mention would

expose us to derision and contempt ;
we should

then remember, that we are cheating ourselves

by voluntary delusions; and giving up to the

unreal mockeries of fancy, those hours in which
solid advantages might be attained by sober

thought and rational assiduity.

There is, indeed, so little certainty in human

affairs, that the most cautious and severe ex

aminer may be allowed to indulge some hopes,

which he cannot prove to be much favoured by

probability: since after his utmost endeavours

to ascertain events, he must often leave the is

sue in the hands of chance. And so scanty is

our present allowance of happiness, that in

many situations life could scarcely be supported,

j

if hope were not allowed to relieve the present

|

hour by pleasures borrowed from futurity ; and

reanimate the languor of dejection to new ef-

;

forts, by pointing to distant regions of felicity,

; which yet no resolution or perseverance shall

ever reach.

But these, like all other cordials, though thr/
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may invigorate in a small quantity, intoxicate

in a greater ;
these pleasures, like the rest, are

lawful only in certain circumstances, arid to cer

tain degrees ; they may be useful in a due sub

serviency to nobler purposes, but become dan

gerous and destructive, when once they gain
the ascendant in the heart : to soothe the mind
to tranquillity by hope, even when that hope is

likely to deceive us, may be sometimes useful ;

but to lull our faculties in a lethargy, is poor
and despicable.

Vices and errors are differently modified, ac

cording to the state of the minds to which they
are incident : to indulge hope beyond the war
rant of reason, is the failure alike of mean and

elevated understandings ; but its foundation and
its effects are totally different : the man of high

courage and great abilities, is apt to place too

much confidence in himself, and to expect from
a vigorous exertion of his powers more than

epirit or diligence can attain
;
between him and

his wish he sees obstacles indeed, but he expects
to overleap or break them ;

his mistaken ardour

hurries him forward; and though perhaps he

misses his end, he nevertheless obtains some
collateral good, and performs something useful

to mankind and honourable to himself.

The drone of timidity presumes likewise to

hope, but without ground and without conse

quence ; the bliss with which he solaces his

hours, he always expects from others, though
very often he knows not from whom

; he folds

his arms about him, and sits in expectation of

some revolution in the state that shall raise him
to greatness, or some golden shower that shall

Joad him with wealth ; he dozes away the day
in musing upon the morrow ; and at the end
of life is roused from his dream, only to dis

cover that the time of action is past, and that he
can now show his wisdom only by repentance.

T.
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s, repulses nescia sordidte,
Intamlnatisfulget honoribus ,

Nee sumit aut ponit secures,
Arbitrio popularis aur<e. HOR.

Stranger to folly and to fear,
With pure untainted honour bright,

Virtue disdains to lend an ear
To the mad people's sense of right.

Mr. ADVENTURER,

I AM the person whom your correspondent
Benevolus has thought fit to mention by the
name of Agrestis. There are some particulars
in my character, which, perhaps, he has mis
taken : but I love plain dealing ; and as he did

not intend to flatter me, I forgive him: per

haps my heart is as warm as another's, and I

am no stranger to any principles that would lead

a man to a handsome thing. But to the point.

I approve your publishing the story of Eugenic;
and I am determined the world shall not lose

the sequel of it, in which you are more con-

j

cerned than perhaps you may imagine.

You must know, Sir, that 1 had observed my
girl to go moping about of late more than com

mon : though in truth she has been somewhat

grave ever since she dismissed Ventosus. I was

determined to keep an eye upon her; and so

watching her pretty closely, 1 catched her last

Saturday was se'night almost drowned in tears

with your paper in her hand. I laid hold of it

in an instant, and putting on my spectacle,?

i began to read, with a shrewd suspicion that I

; should find out a secret. Her passion of crying
still increased : and when I had looked here and

[

there in the paper, I was convinced that she

j

was by some means deeply interested in the

I
story, which, indeed, appeared to me to be full

i of misfortune. In short, I pressed her so home

upon the subject, that she put the other two

papers into my hand, and telling me who were

meant by the names, I began to read with great

eagerness ; though to confess a truth, I could

scarce see the three last pages. Odds my life

thinks I, what an honest fellow this Eugenic
is ! and leering up at my girl, I thought I never

saw her look so like her mother before. 1 took

her about the neck and kissed her ; but I did

not tell her what 1 had in my head : however, to

i encourage her, I bid her be a good child ; and

j

instantly ordering my coach, I went directly to

I

Benevolus, of whom I inquired the ship's name
on board of which Eugenic was embarked,
and when she sailed. The doctor, whether he

guessed at my intenion or not, looked as if he
would have leaped out of his skin, and told me,
with a kind of wild eagerness, that the vessel

having met with an accident in going out waa

put back, and then lay in the river near Graves-

end.

With this intelligence I returned to my
daughter, and told her my mind. " Emmy,"
says I,

" the captain ^yas always in my opinion
a worthy man ; and when I had reason to be

lieve you liked him, I did not resolve to part

you because he was without a title or an estate,

but because I could not be reconciled to his pro
fession. I was determined you should never

marry a cockade, and carry a knapsack ; and if

he had been a general officer, I would have pre
ferred an honest citizen, who encourages trade
and navigation, before him. Besides, I was
angry that you should hold a private corres

pondence, and think to carry your point with
out me-, but you were greatly misrepresented j

so was the captain : he has gallantly removed
all my objections at once, he is not now in the
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army, nor has he ever attempted to subvert my
authority ; he is a true heart, and I feel that I

love him as my son. He is still within reach,

and you shall this moment write to him with

your own hand, and tell him, that I say he shall

be your husband. I have money enough for ye
both ; and if I please, I can make him a lord."

The poor child sat with her handkerchief up to

her eyes while I was speaking, and I did not

immediately perceive, that, upon hearing the

Captain was not gone, she had fainted. We
could scarce keep life in her for above two
hours ; but at last she a little recovered her

spirits, and brought me the following billet :

TO EUGENIO.

SIR,

" MY dear papa commands me to intreat, that

you would immediately come on shore, and

from this hour consider his house as your own.

He is greatly affected with the story of your

generosity and distress, which he has just learn

ed by an accident which I cannot now com
municate ;

and he is determined to make you his

heir, without prejudice to,
"
SIR,

" Your humble servant,
" AMELIA."

When I had perused this epistle,
" Pshaw,"

says I,
"
put affectionate at the end of it, or else

he wont come now." This made her smile.

I was glad to see her look cheerful ; and having
with some difficulty procured the proper addi

tion, I despatched the letter instantly by my
own servant on horseback, and ordered a light

chariot and four to follow him, and take up
Eugenio's friend the doctor by the way. I will

not tell you, Sir, how Eugenio, as he is called,

behaved upon the receipt of this letter : it is

enough, that in about eight hours he arrived

with his friend at my house ; ntither will 1 tell

you how the lovers behaved when they met ; it is

enough, that they are to be married next Thurs

day. I add some particulars for your private

inspection in the postscript, that you may give us

your company at the wedding. I dare say you
will share the happiness of which you have been

the instrument ; and I assure you that you will

be extremely welcome to the company, but to

none more than to,

Yours, heartily,

AGRESTIS.

I ain extremely obliged to Agrestis for his

postscript, but yet more for his letter ; which, if

I may be allowed to judge by its effect, is the (

most eloquent performance I ever read ; its ex

cellence, I am persuaded, will be universally

acknowledged, because it will be felt. I shall,

however, add some remarks, which, perhaps,

may not occur to every mind, as every mind haa
not acquired a habit of speculation.

Eugenio's heroic perseverance in virtue,

though it appeared to preclude all his hopes oi

temporal advantage, yet eventually fulfilled

; them. If he had with less generosity engaged

|

in a clandestine love, either he would have for-

: feited the esteem of Amelia, or she would have
incurred the resentment of her father ; if he had
succeeded to the remains of his paternal estate,

he might still have been suspected by Agrestis :

and if he had continued in the army, however

i preferred, he would still have been disapproved.

Thus, perhaps, if remote consequences could

be discovered by human foresight, we should

see the wisdom and the kindness of Divine

prescription; we should see, that the precepts

j

which we are now urged to neglect by our

|

desire of happiness, were given to praerit our

being precipitated by error into misery ; at least,

it would appear, that if some immediate ad

vantage is gained by the individual, an equiva
lent loss is sustained by society ; and as society
is only an aggregation of individuals, he who
seeks his own advantage at the expense of society,
cannot long be exempted from the general cala

mity which he contributes to produce.
Such is the necessary imperfection of human

laws, that many private injuries are perpetrated
of which they take no cognizance : but if these

were allowed to be punished by the individual

against whom they are committed, every man
would be judge and executioner in his own
cause, and universal anarchy would immediate

ly follow. The laws, therefore, by which this

practice is prohibited, ought to be held more
sacred than any other : and the violation ofthem
is so far from being necessary to prevent an

imputation of cowardice, that they are enforced,

even among those in whom cowardice is punish
ed with death, by the following clause in the

nineteenth Article of War;
" Nor shall any officer or soldier upbraid

another for refusing a challenge ; since, according
to these our orders, they do but the duty of

soldiers, who ought to subject themselves to

discipline : and we do acquit and discharge all

men who have quarrels offered, or challenges
sent to them, of all disgrace or opinion of disad

vantage in their obedience hereunto ; and who
ever shall upbraid them, or offend in this case,

shall be punished as a challenger."
It is to be presumed, that of this clause no

gentleman in the army is ignorant ; and those,

who by the arrogance of their folly labour to

render it ineffectual, should, as enemies to their

country, be driven out of it with detestation and

contempt.
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-Hominem pagina nostra sapit. MART.

We strive to paint the manners and the mind.

LETTERS written from the heart and on real

occasions, though not always decorated with the

flowers of eloquence, must be far more useful

and interesting than the studied paragraphs of

Pliny, or the pompous declamations of Balsac ;

as they contain just pictures of life and man
ners, and are the general emanations of nature.

Of this kind I shall select a few from the heap
I have received from my correspondents, each

of which exhibits a different character, not ex

aggerated and heightened by circumstances that

pass the bounds of reality.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR, Sombre-Hall, June J8.

I AM arrived with Sir Nicholas at this melan

choly moated mansion. Would I could be an

nihilated during the insupportable tediousness

of summer ! We are to sup this evening, after

having fished the whole afternoon, by day-light,

think of that, in the new arbour. My uncle,

poor man, imagines he has a finer and richer

prospect from thence, than the illuminated vistas

at Vauxhall afford, only because he sees a parcel

of woods and meadows, and blue hills, and corn

fields. We have been visited by our only neigh

bour, Mrs. Thrifty, who entertained us with a

dull history of the children she has educated at

a little school of her own founding, and who
values herself for not having been in town these

ten years, and for not knowing what a drum
means. My sister and I have laid a scheme to

plague her, for we have sent her a card, entreat

ing her to make one at Brag next Sunday. For

heaven's sake send us your paper weekly, but

do not give us so many grave ones ; for we want

to be diverted after studying Hoyle, which we do

for three hours every afternoon with great at

tention, that the time may not pass away totally

useless, and that we may be a match for Lady
Shuffle next winter. Let us know what is done

at the next jubilee masquerade. How shall 1

have patience to support my absence from it !

And if Madam de Pompadour comes over, as

was reported when I left town, impart to us a

minute account of the complexion she now
wears, and of every article of her dress : any
milliner will explain the terms to you. I don't

see that you have yet published the little novel I

sent you; I assure you it was written by a

Right Honourable ; but you, I suppose, think

the style colloquial as you call it, and the moral

trite or trifling. Colonel Caper's Pindaric ode

on the EG table, must absolutely be inserted in

your very next paper, or else nerer expect to

hear again from

LETITIA.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

I APPLY to you, as a person of prudence and

knowledge of the world, for directions how to

extricate myself out of a great and uncommon

difficulty. To enable myself to breed up a nu
merous family on a small preferment, I have

been advised to indulge my natural propensity
for poetry, and to write a tragedy : my design
is to apprentice my eldest son to a reputable

tradesman, with the profits I shall acquire by
the representation of my play, being deterred by
the inordinate expenses of a University educa

tion from making him a scholar. An old gen
tlewoman in my parish, a great reader of reli

gious controversy, whom celibacy and the re

duction of interest have made morosely devout,

accidentally hearing of my performance, un
dertook to censure me in all companies with

acrimony and zeal, as acting inconsistently with

the dignity of my public character, and as

promoter of debauchery and lewdness. She has

informed my church-wardens, that the play
house is the temple of Satan, and that the first

Christians were strictly forbidden to enter the

theatres, as places impure and contagious. My
congregations grow thin ; my clerk shakes his

head, and fears his master is not so sound as he

ought to be. I was lately discoursing on the

beautiful parable of the prodigal son ; and most

unfortunately quoted Erasmus's observation

on it
;
" ex quo quidem argumento posset non

inelegans texi comedia, on which subject a

most elegant comedy might be composed;"
which has ruined me for ever, and destroyed all

the little respect remaining for me in the minds

of my parishioners. What ! cried they, would

the parson put the Bible into verse ? would he

make stage-plays out of the Scriptures ? How,
Sir, am I to act ? Assist me with your advice.

Am I for ever to bear unreasonable obloquy,

and undeserved reproach ? or must I, to regain

the good opinion of my people, relinquish all

hopes of the five hundred pounds I was to gain

by my piece, and generously burn my tragedy

in my churchyard, in the face of my whole cou

gregation ?

Yours, &c.

JACOB THOMASON.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

I HAD almost finished a view of the inside of St.

Peter's at Rome in butterfly-work, when my
cruel parroquct accidentally trod upon the pur

ple emperor, of which the high altar was to have

2 R
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been made. This ie the first letter I have

written after my dreadful loss ; and it is to de

sire you to put an advertisement at the end of

your next paper, signifying, that whoever has

any
"
purple emperors or swallow tails" to dis

pose of, may hear of a purchaser at Lady Whim's
in New Bond-street.

Yours, &c.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIB,

IF you will pay off my milk-score and lodgings,

stop my tailor from arresting me, and put twen

ty pieces in my pocket, I will immediately set

out for Lyons on foot, and stay there till 1 have

translated into English the manuscript of Lon-

ginus which you talk of in your fifty-first paper.
Favour me with a speedy answer, directed to

Mr. Quillet, at the cork-cutter's in Wych-
street, Drury-lane.

P. S. Seven booksellers have already applied

to me, and offer to pay me very generously for

my translation, especially as there is no French

one for me to consult.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

You affect great tenderness and sensibility when
ever you speak of the ladies. I have always de

spised them as trifling and expensive animals ;

and have therefore enjoyed the delicious liberty
of inrhat they idly and opprobriously call an old

bachelor. I consider love in no other light than

as the parent of misery and folly, and the son

of idleness and ease. I am, therefore, inex

pressibly delighted with a passage of uncommon
sense and penetration, which I lately met with
in the works of the celebrated Huet; and

which, because no English writer has taken

notice of it, I beg you would publish for the

use of my countrymen, as it will impart to them
a method of escaping the despicable lot of living
under female tyranny.
" Love," says this judicious prelate,

" is not

only a passion of the soul like hatred and envy,
but is also a malady of the body like a fever. It

is situated in the blood and the animal spirits,

which are extraordinarily inflamed and agitated ;

and it ought to be treated methodically by the

rules of medicine, in order to effect a cure. I am
of opinion, that this disorder may easily be sub

dued by plentiful sweats and copious bleedings,
which would carry off the peccant humours and
these violent inflammations, would purge the

blood, calm its emotion, and re-establish it in

its former natural state. This is not merely

groundless conjecture, it is an opinion founded

on experience. great prince, with whom I

'.vas intimately acquainted, having conceived a

violent passion for a young lady of exalted merit,

was obliged to leave her, and to take the field

with the army. During this absence, his love

was cherished and kept alive by a very frequent
and regular intercourse of letters to the end of

the campaign, when a dangerous sickness re

duced him to extremity. By applying to the

most powerful and efficacious drugs physic coukl

boast of, he recovered his health, but lost hi3

passion, which the great evacuations he had
used had entirely carried off unknown to him.

For imagining that he was as much in love as

ever, he found himself unexpectedly cold and

indifferent, the first time he beheld again the

lady of whom he had been so passionately fond.

The like accident befel one of my most intimate

friends, who recovering from a long and stub

born fever by falling into copious sweats, per
ceived at the same time that he was cured of a

passion, that for some time before had contin

ually teased and grievously tormented him. He
had no longer any taste for the object he for

merly adored, attempted in vain to renew his

gallantries, and found that insensibility and
dislike had banished tenderness and respect."

I am yours,

AKALOS.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

IN one of your late sermons I am informed, i'or

I never read myself, that you have presumed to

speak with ridicule and contempt of the noble

order of Bucks. Seven of us agreed last night
at the King's Arms, that if you dared to be

guilty of the like impudence a second time, we
would come in a body and untile your garret,
burn your pocket-book of hints, throw your

papers ready-written for the press into a jakes,
aud drive you out into the Strand in your tat

tered night-gown and slippers : and you may
guess what a fine spectacle the mob will think

an animal that so seldom sees the sun as you do.

I assure you, that next to a day at Brough-
ton's, or the damnation of a new play, the

truest joy of our fraternity is,
" to hunt an

author."

Yours,
Z. BOB WHIPCLEAN.

No. 72.] SATURDAY, JULY 14, 1753.

Paov. GK.

Many thiugs happen between the cup and the lip.

THE following narrative is by an eastern tradi

tion attributed to one Heli ben Hamet, a mo
ralist of Arabia, who is said to have delivered
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his precepts in public and periodical orations. '

This tradition corresponds with the manner in
|

which the narrative is introduced ; and, indeed,

it may possibly have no other foundation : but

the tradition itself, however founded, is sufficient

authority to consider Heli as the literary

Adventurer of a remote age and nation
;
and

as only one number of his work is extant, I

shall not scruple to incorporate it with my
own.

Dost thou ask a torch to discover the bright- I

ness of the morning? dost thou appeal to argu-
j

ment for proofs of Divine perfection ? look down
to the earth on which thou standest, and lift up
thine eye to the worlds that roll above thee.

Thou beholdest splendour, abundance, and

beauty ;
is not He who produced them mighty ?

Thou considerest; is not He who formed thy

understanding, wise ? Thou enjoyest ;
is not

He who gratifies thy senses, good ;
Can ought

have limited his bounty but his wisdom? or can

defects in his sagacity be discovered by thine?

To Heli, the preacher of humility and resigna

tion, let thine ear be again attentive, thou whose

heart
h^as

rebelled in secret, and whose wish has

silently accused thy Maker.

I rose early in the morning to meditate, that

I might without presumption hope to be heard.

i left my habitation, and, turning from the

beaten path, I wandered without remarking my
way, or regarding any object that I passed,

till the extreme heat of the sun, which now

approached the meridian, compelled my atten

tion. The weariness which I had insensibly con

tracted by the length of my walk, became in a

moment insupportable ; and looking round for

shelter, 1 suddenly perceived that I was not far

from the wood, in which Rhedi the hermit

investigates the secrets of nature, and ascribes

glory to God. The hope of improving my
meditation by his wisdom, gave me new vigour ;

I soon reached the wood, I was refreshed by the

shade, and I walked forward till I reached the

cell. I entered, but Rhedi was absent. I had

not, however, waited long, before I discovered

him through the trees at some distance, advanc

ing towards me with a person whose appearance

was, if possible, yet more venerable, and whom
before I had never seen.

When they came near I rose up, and laying |

my hand upon my lips, I bowed myself with
|

reverence before them. Rhedi saluted me by
my name, and presented me to his companion,

j

before whom I again bowed myself to the
j

ground. Having looked stedfastly in my coun

tenance, he laid his hand upon my head, and
blessed me :

"
Heli," said he,

" those whojesira.
hflit^^

be disappointed : sit down, I will relate events
i

which yet thou knowest but in part, and disclose

secrets of providence from which thou mayest
derive instruction.

' ' We sat down, and I listen

ed as to the counsel of an angel, or the music of

Paradise.

Amana, the daughter of Sanbad the shepherd,
was drawing water at the wells of Adail, when
a caravan which had passed the desert arrived,

and the driver of the camels alighted to give
them drink; those which came first to the wells,

belonged to Nouraddin the merchant^ who had

brought fine linen and other merchandise of

great value from Egypt. Amana, when the

caravan drew near, had covered herself with her

veil, which the servant of Nouraddin, to gratify
a brutal curiosity, attempted to withdraw.

Amana, provoked by the indignity, and en

couraged by the presence of others, struck him
with the staff of the bucket ; and he was about

to retaliate the violence, when Nouraddin, whe
was himself with the caravan, called out to him
to forbear, and immediately hasted to the well.

The veil of Amana had fallen off in the struggle,
and Nouraddin was captivated with her beauty :

the lovely confusion of offended modesty that

glowed upon her cheek, the disdain that swelled

her bosom, and the resentment that sparkled in

her eyes, expressed a consciousness of her sex,

which warmed and animated her beauty : they
were graces which Nouraddin had never seen,

and produced a tumult in his breast which he
had never felt ; for Nouraddin, though he had
now great possessions, was yet a youth, and a

stranger to woman : the merchandise which he

was transporting, had been purchased by his

father, whom the angel of death had intercepted
in the journey, and the sudden accession of

independence and wealth did not dispose him to

restrain the impetuosity of desire : he, therefore,

demanded Amana of her parents ; his message
was received with gratitude and joy; and

Nouraddin, after a short time, carried her back

to Egypt, having first punished the servant, by
whom she had been insulted at the well, with
his own hand.

But he delayed the solemnities of marriage,
till the time of mourning for his father should

expire ; and the gratification of a passion which

he could not suppress, was without much diffi

culty suspended, now its object was in his

power. He anticipated the happiness which he

believed to be secured; and supposed that it

would increase by expectation, like a treasure

by usury, of which more is still possessed, as

possession is longer delayed.

During this interval Amana recovered from
the tumultuous joy of sudden elevation; her

ambition was at an end, and she became sus

ceptible of love. Nouraddin, who regretted the

obscurity of her birth only because it had pre
vented the cultivation of her mind, laboured in

cessantly to supply the defect : she received hia

instruction not only with gratitude, but delight ;

while he spoke she gazed upon him with esteem

and reverence, and had no wish but to return
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the happiness which he was impatient to be

stow.

At this time Osmin the Caliph was upon the

throne of Egypt. The passions of Osmin, thou

knowest, were impetuous as the torrents of

Alared, and fatal as the whirlwind of the desert :

to excite and to gratify, was the whole purpose
of his mind; but his wish was still unsatisfied,

and his life was wretched. His seraglio was
filled with beauty ;

but the power of beauty he

had exhausted : he became outrageous to revive

desire by a new object, which he demanded of

Nardic the eunuch, whom he had not only set

over his women but his kingdom, with menaces

and execrations. Nardic, therefore, caused a

proclamation to be made, that whoever should

produce the most beautiful virgin within two

days, should stand in the presence of the Caliph,
and be deemed the third in his kingdom.

Caled, the servant who had been beaten by
Nouraddin, returned with him to Egypt: the

sullen ferocity of his temper was increased by
the desire of revenge, and the gloom of discon

tent was deepened by despair : but when he

heard the proclamation of Nardic, joy kindled

in his aspect like lightning in the darkness of a

storm ;
the offence which he had committed

against Amana, enabled him to revenge the

punishment which it produced. He knew that

she was yet a virgin, and that her marriage was
near : he, therefore, hasted to the palace, and
demanded to be brought before Nardic, who in

the midst of magnificence and servility, the

flattery of dependent ambition and the zeal of

unlimited obedience, was sitting pale and silent,

his brow contracted with anxiety, and his breast

throbbing with apprehension.
When Caled was brought into his presence,

he fell prostrate before him ;
" By the smile of

my Lord," said he, "let another be distinguished
from the slaves who mingle in obscurity; and
let his favour elevate another from the dust;
but let my service be accepted, and let the desire

of Osmin be satisfied with beauty. Amana
will shortly be espoused by Nouraddin ; but of

Amana the sovereign of Egypt only is worthy.
Haste, therefore, to demand her; she is now
with him in the house, to which I will conduct

the messenger of thy will."

Nardic received this intelligence with tran

sports ofjoy; a mandate was instantly written

to Nouraddin; it was sealed with the royal

signet, and delivered to Caled, who returned

with a force sufficient to compel obedience.

On this day the mourning of Nouraddin ex

pired : he had changed his apparel, and per
fumed his person ; his features were brightened
with the gladness of his heart

;
he had invited

his friends to the festival of his marriage, and
the evening was to accomplish his wishes : the

evening also was expected by Amana, with a

joy which she did not labour to suppress ; and

she was hiding her blushes in the breast of

Nouraddin Avhen Caled arrived with the man
date and the guard.
Tbe domestics were alarmed and terrified ;

and Nouraddin being instantly acquainted with

the event, rushed out of the apartment of Amana
with disorder and trepidation. When he saw

Caled, he was moved with anger and disdain ;

but he was intimidated by the appearance of the

guard. Caled immediately advanced, and, with

looks of insolence and triumph, presented the

mandate. Nouraddin seeing the royal signet,

kneeled to receive it ; and having gazed a mo
ment at the superscription, pressed it upon his

forehead in an agony of suspense and terror.

The wretch who had betrayed him enjoyed the

anguish which he suffered ; and perceiving that

he was fainting, and had not fortitude to read

the paper, acquainted him with the contents : at

the name of Amana he started, as if he had felt

the sting of a scorpion, and immediately fell to

the ground.
Caled proceeded to execute his commission

without remorse : he was not to be moved by

swooning, expostulation, entreaty, or tears ; but

having conducted Amana to the seraglio, pre
sented her to Nardic, with exultation and hope.

Nardic, whose wish was flattered by stature

and her shape, lifted up her veil with impati

ence, timidity, and solicitude : but the moment
he beheld her face, his doubts were at an end :

he prostrated himself before her, as a person on
whose pleasure his life would from that moment

depend. She was conducted to the chamber of

the women, and Caled was the same hour in

vested with his new dignity ; an apartment was

assigned him in the palace, and he was made

captain of the guard that kept the gates.

Nouraddin, when he recovered his sensibility,

and found that Amana had been conducted to-

the seraglio, was seized by turns with distraction

and stupidity : he passed the night in agitations,

by which the powers of nature were exhausted,

and in the morning he locked himself into the

chamber of Amana, and threw himself on a

sofa, determined to admit no comforter, and to

receive no sustenance.
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Numlnibus vota exaudita malignis- Jur.

Prayers made and granted in a luckless hour.

DRYDEN.

WHILE Nouraddin was thus abandoned to de

spair, Nardic's description of Amana had roused

Osmin from his apathy. He commanded that

she should be prepared to receive him, and ioon
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after went alone into her apartment. Familiar

as he was with beauty, and satiated with enjoy

ment, he could not behold Amana without emo

tion : he perceived, indeed, that she was in

tears, and that his presence covered her with

confusion ; yet he believed that her terrors

would be easily removed, that by kindness she

might be soothed to familiarity, and by caresses

excited to dalliance ; but the moment he ap

proached her, she threw herself at his feet, and

entreated to be heard, with an importunity
which he chose rather to indulge than resist ; he,

therefore, raised her from the ground, and sup

porting her in his arms, encouraged her to pro
ceed. " Let my lord," said she,

" dismiss a

wretch who is not worthy of his presence, and

compassionate the distress which is not suscep

tible of delight. I am the daughter of a shep

herd, betrothed to the merchant Nouraddin,

from whom my body has been forced by the

perfidy of a slave, and to whom my soul is

united by indissoluble bonds. O ! let not the

terrors of thy frown be upon me ! Shall the

sovereign of Egypt stoop to a reptile of the dust ?

shall the judge of nations retain the worthless

theft of treachery and revenge ? or shall he, for

whom ten thousand languish with desire, rejoice

in the sufferance of one alienated mind ?"

Osmin, whose breast had by turns been en-

flamed with desire and indignation, while he

gazed upon the beauties of Amana and listened

to her voice, now suddenly threw her from him,
and departed without reply.

When he was alone, he remained a few mo
ments in suspense ; but the passions which elo-

quence had repressed, soon became again pre
dominant ; and he commanded Amana to be

told, that if within three hours she did not come

prepared to gratify his wishes, he would cast

the head of the slave for whom he was rejected

at her feet.

The eunuch by whom this message was de

livered, and the women who had returned to

Amana when the Caliph retired, were touched

with pity at her distress, and trembled at her

danger : the evils which they could scarce hope
to prevent, they were yet solicitous to delay;

and, therefore, advised her to request three days
of preparation, that she might sufficiently re

cover the tranquillity of her mind, to make a

just estimate of her own happiness ; and with

this request to send, as a pledge of her obedience,

a bowl of sherbet, in which a pearl had been

dissolved, and of which she had first drank her

self.

To this advice, after some throbs of despera

tion, she at length consented, and prepared to

put it in execution.

At the time when this resolution was taken,

Nouraddin suddenly started from a restless

slumber
; he was again stung by an instantane

ous reflection upon his own misery, and in

dulged the discontent of his mind in this excla

mation :
" If wisdom and goodness do indeed

preside over the works of Omnipotence, whence
is oppression, injustice, and cruelty? As Nouri-

addin alone has a right to Amana, why is

Amana in the power of Osmin ? O that no^y
the justice of Heaven would appear in my be^r

half! O that from this hour I was Osmin, anct

Osmin Nouraddin !" The moment he haa
uttered this wish, his chamber Avas darkened as

with a thick cloud, which was at length dissi

pated by a burst of thunder; and a being, whose

appearance was more than human, stood before

him. " Nouraddin," said the vision,
" I am of

the region above thee : but my business is with

the children of the earth. Thou hast wished to

be Osmin ; and as far as this wish is possible it

shall be accomplished ;
thou shalt be enabled to

assume his appearance, and to exercise his

power. I know not yet whether I -am per
mitted to conceal Osmin under the appearance
of Nouraddin, but till to-morrow he shall not

interrupt thee."

Nouraddin, who had been held motionless by
astonishment and terror, now recovered his

fortitude as in the presence of a friend ; and was
about to express his gratitude and joy, when the

Genius bound a talisman on his left arm, and

acquainted him with its power :
" As often as

this bracelet," said he,
" shall be applied to the

region of thy heart, thou shall be alternately

changed in appearance from Nouraddin to

Osmin, and from Osmin to Nouraddin." The
Genius then suddenly disappeared, and Nour

addin, impatient to recover the possession of

Amana, instantly applied the stud of the brace

let to his breast, and the next moment found

himself alone in an apartment of the seraglio.

During this interval, the Caliph, who was

expecting the issue of his message to Amana,
became restless and impatient : he quitted his

apartment, and went into the gardens,

where he walked backward and forward with

a violent but interrupted pace ; and at length

stood still, frowning and pensive, with his eyes

fixed on the clear surface of a fountain in the

middle of the walk. The agitation of his mind

continued, and at length broke out into this

soliloquy :
" What is my felicity, and what is*

my power? I am wretched, by the want of thatl

which the caprice of woman has bestowed upon;

my slave. I can gratify revenge, but not desire
jf

I can withhold felicity from him, but I cannot

procure it to myself. Why have I not powef
to assume the form in which I might enjoy my
wishes ? I will at least enjoy them in thought.
If I was Nouraddin, I should be clasped wit^i

transport to the bosom of Amana." He then

resigned himself to the power of imagination,
and was again silent : but the moment his wish
was uttered, he became subject to the Genius
who had just transported Nouraddin to hit
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palace. This wish, therefore, was instantly

fulfilled ; and his eyes being still fixed upon the

water, he perceived, with sudden wonder and

delight, that his figure had been changed in a
j

moment, and that the mirror reflected another

image. His fancy had been warmed by the

ideal caresses of Amana ; the tumult of his

mind was increased by the prodigy; and the

gratification of his appetite being the only object
of his attention, he hasted instantly to the

palace, without reflecting that, as be would not

be known, he would be refused admittance.

At the door, to which he advanced with eager
ness and precipitation, he was stopped by a

party of the guard that was now commanded by
Caled : a tumult ensued, and Caled being hastily

called, believed that Nouraddin, in the phrenzy
of desperation, had scaled the walls of the

garden to recover Amana
; and rejoicing in an

opportunity of revenge that exceeded his hope,

instantly stabbed him with his poinard, but at

the same time received that of the Caliph in his

heart. Thus fell at once the tyrant and the

traitor; the tyrant by the hand which had been

armed to support him in oppression, and the

traitor by the fury of the appetite which his

perfidy had excited.

In the mean time the man \tfho was believed

to be slain, reposed in security upon a sofa
;

and Amana, by the direction of her women,
had prepared the message and the bowl. They
were now despatched to the Caliph, and received

by Nouraddin. He understood by the message,
that Amana was yet inviolate ;

in the joy of

his heart, therefore, he took the bowl, which

having emptied, he returned by the eunuch, and
commanded that Amana should be brought into

his presence.

In obedience to this command, she was con

ducted by her women to the door, but she

entered alone, pale and trembling ; and though
her lips were forced into a smile, the characters

which grief, dread, and aversion, had written in

her countenance, were not effaced. Nouraddin,
who beheld her disorder, exulted in the fidelity

of her love, and springing forward, threw his

arms about her in an ecstacy of tenderness and

joy ; which was still heightened when he per

ceived, that in the character of Osmin those

embraces were suffered with reluctance, which
in his own were returned with ardour : he,

therefore, retreating backward a few paces, ap

plied the talisman again to his breast, and hav

ing recovered his own form, would have rushed

again into her arms
; but she started from him

in confusion and terror. He smiled at the

effect of the prodigy ; and sustaining her on his

bosom, repeated some tender incidents which

were known to no other ; told her by what
;

means he had intercepted her message ;
and i

urged her immediately to escape, that they

night possess all their desires in each other, and
]

leave the incumbranee of royalty to the wretck
whose likeness he had been enabled to assume,
and was now impatient to renounce. Amana
gazed at him with a fixed attention, till her

suspicion and doubts were removed ; then

suddenly turned from him, tore her garment,
and looking up to heaven, imprecated curses

upon her head, till her voice faltered, and she

burst into tears.

Of this agony, which Nouraddin beheld with

unutterable distress, the broken exclamations of

Amana at length acquainted him with the cause.

"In the bowl," said she, "which tkou hast

intercepted, there was death. I wished, when
I took it from my lips, that the draught which
remained might be poison : a powder was

immediately shaken into it by an invisible hand,
and a voice whispered me, that him who drank

the potion it would inevitably destroy."

Nouraddin, to whose heart the fatal malignity
had now spread, perceived that his dissolution

would be sudden
;
his legs already trembled,

and his eyes became dim : he stretched out his

arms towards Amana, and his countenance was

distorted by an ineffectual effort to speak ; im

penetrable darkness came upon him, he groaned
and fell backwards. In his fall the talisman

again smote his breast ;
his form was again

changed, and the horrors of death were impress-

ed upon the features of Osmin. Amana, who
ran to support him, when she perceived the las?

transformation, rushed out of the apartment
with the wild impetuosity of distraction and

despair. The seraglio was alarmed in a moment ;

the body, which was mistaken for that of Osmin,
was examined by the physicians; the effects of

poison were evident ; Amana was immediately

suspected; and by the command of Shomar,
who succeeded his father, she was put to death.

" Such," said the companion of Rhedi,
" was

the end of Nouraddin and Amana, of Osmin
and Caled, from whose destiny I have with

drawn the veil : let the world consider it, and

be wise. Be thou still the messenger of in

struction, and let increase of knowledge clothe

thee with humility."
While mine eye was fixed upon the hoary sage,

who had thus vouchsafed me counsel and know

ledge, his countenance became bright as the

morning, and his robe fleecy like a cloud ; he

rose like a vapour from the ground, and the next

moment I saw him no more.

I then turned towards Rhedi the hermit,

chilled with reverence, and dumb with astonish

ment; but in the countenance of Rhedi was the

calm cheerfulness of superior virtue ;
and I

perceived that the sanctity of his life has ac

quainted him with divine intelligence.
" Ham-

et," said he, "the voice which thou hast heard,

is the voice of Zachis the genius; by whose

power the wonders which he has related were

produced. It is the province of Zachis
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impatience and presumption, by fulfilling the

desires of those who wish to interrupt the order

of nature, and presume to direct the hand of

Providence. Relate what thou hast heard, to

preserve others from his power."

Now, therefore, let Virtue suffer adversity

with patience, and Vice dread to incur the

misery she would inflict : for by him who re

pines at the scale of Heaven, his own portion of.

good is diminished ;
and he who presumptuously

assumes the sword, will turn the point upon;
his own hosom.
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Insanientis dum sapicntice.

Consultus, erro.

I miss'd my end, aud lost my way,

By crack-brain'd wisdom led astray.

HOR.

THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

IT has long heen charged by one part of man
kind upon the other, that they will not take

advice ; that counsel and instruction are gene

rally thrown away ; and that, in defiance both

of admonition and example, all claim the right
to choose their own measures, and to regulate
their own lives.

That there is something in advice very useful

and salutary, seems to be equally confessed on
all hands; since even those that reject it, allow
for the most part that rejection to be wrong, but

charge the fault upon the unskilful manner in

which it is given ; they admit the efficacy of the

medicine, but abhor the nauseousness of the

vehicle.

Thus mankind have gone on from century to

century : some have been advising others how
j

to act, and some have been teaching the advisers

how to advise
; yet very little alteration has been

made in the world. As we must all by the law
of nature enter life in ignorance, we must all

make our way through it by the light of our
own experience ; and, for any security that ad
vice has been yet able to afford, must endeavour
after success at the hazard of miscarriage, and
learn to do right by venturing to do wrong.
By advice I would not be understood to mean,

the [everlasting and invariable principles of

moral and religious truth, from which no change
of external circumstances can justify any devia

tion ; but such directions as respect merely the

prudential part of conduct, and which may be

followed or neglected without any violation of

essential duties.

It is, indeed, not so frequently to make us
[

.good as to make us wise, that our friends em
ploy the officiousness of counsel; and among the

rejectors of advice, who are mentioned by the

grave and sententious with so much acrimony,

you will not so often find the vicious and aban

doned, as the pert and the petulant, the viva

cious and the giddy.
As the great end of female education is to get

a husband, this likewise is the general subject of

female advice ; and the dreadful denunciation

against those volatile girls, who will not listen

patiently to the lectures of wrinkled wisdom, is,

that they will die unmarried, or throw them
selves away upon some worthless fellow, who
will never be able to keep them a coach.

I being naturally of a ductile aud easy tem

per, without strong desires or quick resent

ments, was always a favourite amongst the

elderly ladies, because I never rebelled against

seniority, nor could be charged with thinking

myself wise before my time ; but heard every

opinion with submissive silence, professed my
self ready to learn from all who seemed inclined

to teach me, paid the same grateful acknowledg
ments for precepts contradictory to each other,

and if any controversy arose, was careful to side

with her who presided in the company.
Of this compliance I very early found the

advantage ;
for my aunt Matilda left me a very

large addition to my fortune, for this reason

chiefly, as she herself declared, because I was
not above hearing good counsel, but would sit

from morning till night to be instructed, while

my sister Sukey, who was a year younger than

myself, and was, therefore, in greater want of

information, was so much conceited of her own
knowledge, that whenever the good lady in the

ardour of benevolence reproved or instructed

her, she would pout or titter, interrupt her with

questions, or embarrass her with objections.

I had no design to supplant my sister by this

complaisant attention ; nor, when the conse

quences of my obsequiousness came to be known,
did Sukey so much envy as despise me ; I was,
howevei1

, very well pleased with my success;

and having received, from the concurrent opi

nion of all mankind, a notion, that to be rich

was to be great and happy, I thought I had ob

tained my advantages at an easy rate, and re

solved to continue the same passive attention,

since I found myself so powerfully recommend
ed by it to kindness and esteem.

The desire of advising has a very extensive

prevalence ; and since advice cannot be given
but to those that will hear it, a patient listener

is necessary to the accommodation of all those

who desire to be confirmed in the opinion of

their own wisdom : a patient listener, however,
is not always to be had

; the present age, what
ever age is present, is so vitiated and disordered,

that young people are readier to talk than to at

tend, and good counsel is only thrown away
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upon those who are full of their own perfec

tions.

I was, therefore, in this scarcity of good
sense, a general favourite ; and seldom saw a

day in which some sober matron did not invite

me to her house, or take me out in her chariot,

for the sake of instructing me how to keep my
character in this censorious age, how to con

duct myself in the time of courtship, how to

stipulate for a settlement, how to manage a

husband of every character, regulate my family,
and educate my children.

We are naturally credulous in our own fa

vour. Having been so often caressed and ap

plauded for my docility, I was willing to be

lieve myself really enlightened by instruction,
and completely qualified for the task of life. I

did not doubt but I was entering the world
with a mind furnished against all exigencies,
with expedients to extricate myself from every

difficulty, and sagacity to provide against every

danger , I was, therefore, in haste to give some

specimen of my prudence, and to show that this

liberality of instruction had not been idly la

vished upon a mind incapable of improvement.
My purpose, for why should I deny it? was

like that of other women, to obtain a husband
of rank and fortune superior to my own ; and
in this I had the concurrence of all those that

had assumed the province of directing me. That
the woman was undone who married below

herself, was universally agreed ; and though
some ventured to assert, that the richer man
ought invariably to be preferred, and that money
was a sufficient compensation for a defective an

cestry ; yet the majority declared warmly for a

gentleman, and were of opinion that upstarts
should not be encouraged.
With regard to other qualifications I had an

irreconcileable variety of instructions. I was
sometimes told, that deformity was no defect

in^a man ;
and that he who was not encouraged

to intrigue by an opinion of his person, was
more likely to value the tenderness of his wife ;

but a grave widow directed me to choose a man
Yrho might imagine himself to be agreeable to

me, for that the deformed were always insup- ;

portably vigilant, and apt to sink into sullen-

ness, or burst into rage, if they found their

wife's eye wandering for a moment to a good
face or a handsome shape.

They were, however, all unanimous in warn
ing me, with repeated cautions, against all

thoughts of union with a wit, as a being with
whom no happiness could possibly be enjoyed :

j

men of every other kind I was taught to go-
j

vern, but a wit was an animal for whom no
arts of taming had been yet discovered: the

woman whom he could once get within his

power, was considered as lost to all hope of
,

dominion or of quiet : for he would detect arti

fice and defeat allurement, and if once he dis

covered any failure of conduct, would believe

his own eyes, in defiance of tears, caresses, and

protestations.

In pursuance of these sage principles, I pro
ceeded to form my schemes : and while I was
yet in the first bloom of youth, was taken out

at an assembly by Mr. Frisk. I am afraid my
cheeks glowed, and my eyes sparkled; for I

observed the looks of all my superintendants
fixed anxiously upon me ; and I was next day
cautioned against him from all hands, as a man
of the most dangerous and formidable kind,
who had writ verses to one lady, and then for

saken her only because she could not read them,
and lampooned another for no other fault than

defaming his sister.

Having been hitherto accustomed to obey, I

ventured to dismiss Mr. Frisk, who happily
did not think me worth the labour of a lam

poon. I was then addressed by Mr. Sturdy,
and congratulated by all my friends on the

manors of which I was shortly to be lady : but

Sturdy's conversation was so gross, that after

the third visit I could endure him no longer ;

and incurred, by dismissing him, the censure of

all my friends, who declared that my nicety
Was greater than my prudence, and that they
feared it would be my fate at last to be wretch

ed with a wit.

By a wit, however, I was never afterwards

attacked, but lovers of every other class, or pre
tended lovers, I have often had ; and, notwith

standing the advice constantly given me, to have

no regard in my choice to my own inclinations,

I could not forbear to discard some for vice, and
some for rudeness. I was once loudly censured

for refusing an old gentleman who offered an

enormous jointure, and died of the phthisic a

year after; and was so baited with incessant

importunities, that I should have given mj
hand to Drone the stock-jobber, had not the

reduction of interest made him afraid of the

expenses of matrimony.
Some, indeed, I was permitted to encourage ;

but miscarried of the main end, by treating

them according to the rules of art which had

been prescribed me. Altilis, an old maid, in

fused into me so much haughtiness and reserve,

that some of my lovers withdrew themselves

from my frown, and returned no more ; others

were driven away, by the demands of settle

ment which the widow Trapland directed me
to make ; and I have learned, by many experi

ments, that to ask advice is to lose opportunity.

I am, SIR,

Your humble servant,

PERDITA.

T.
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Quid virtus et quid sapientia posslt,

Utile proposuit nobis exemplar Ulyssem.
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Hon.

To show what pious wisdom's power can do,

The poet sets Ulysses in our view. FRANCIS.

I HAVE frequently wondered at the common

practice of our instructors of youth, in making
their pupils far more intimately acquainted
with the Iliad than with the Odyssey of Ho
mer. This absurd custom, which seems to

arise from the supposed superiority of the foi*-

mer poem, has inclined me to make some re

flections on the excellence of the latter ; a task

I am the more readily induced to undertake, as

so little is performed in the dissertation prefixed

"by Broome to Pope's translation of this work,
which one may venture to pronounce is confus

ed, defective, and dull. Those who receive all

their opinions in criticism from custom and

authority, and never dare to consult the deci

sions of reason and the voice of nature and

truth, must not accuse me of being affectedly

paradoxical, if I endeavour to maintain that the

Odyssey excels the Iliad in many respects ; and

that for several reasons young scholars should

peruse it early and attentively.

The moral of this poem is more extensively

useful than that of the Iliad; which, indeed,

by displaying the dire effects of discord among
rulers, may rectify the conduct of princes, and

may be called the Manual of Monarchs: where

as the patience, the prudence, the wisdom, the

temperance, and fortitude of Ulysses, afford a

pattern, the utility of which is not confined

within the compass of courts and palaces, but

descends and diffuses its influence over common
life and daily practice. If the fairest examples

ought to be placed before us in an age prone to

imitation, if patriotism be preferable to impla

cability, if an eager desire to return to one's

country and family be more manly and noble

than an eager desire to be revenged of an ene

my, then should our eyes rather be fixed on

Ulysses than Achilles. Unexperienced minds,
too easily captivated with the fire and fury of a

gallant general, are apt to prefer courage to

constancy, and firmness to humanity. We do

not behold the destroyers of peace and the mur
derers of mankind, with the detestation due to

their crimes; because we have been inured

almost from our infancy to listen to the praises

that have been wantonly lavished on them by
the most exquisite poetry :

" The Muses/' to

apply the words of an ancient Lyric,
" have

concealed and decorated the bloody sword with

wreaths of myrtle." Let the Iliad be ever

ranked at the head of human compositions for

its spirit and sublimity ; but let not the milder,

and, perhaps, more insinuating and attractive

beauties of the Odyssey be despised and over

looked. In the one we are placed amidst the

rage of storms and tempests :

flxtetvof ctwia-H atvet^v^tiv

Iliad XV . 384.

And when in autumn Jove his fury pours,
And earth is loadeu with incessant showers :

From their deep beds he bids the rivers rise,

And opens all the flood-gates of the skies.

POPE.

In the other, all is tranquil and sedate, and

calmly delightful :

Odyss. IV. 566.

Stern winter smiles on that auspicious clime ;

The fields are florid with unfading prime :

From the bleak pole no winds inclement blow,
Mold the round hail, nr shake the fleecy snow :

But from the breezy deep, the Blest inhale

The fragrant murmurs of the western gale.

POPE.

Accordingly, to distinguish the very different

natures of these poems, it was anciently the

practice of those who publicly recited them, to

represent the Iliad, in allusion to the bloodshed

it described, in a robe of scarlet ; and the Odys
sey, on account of the voyages it relates, in an

azure vestment.

The predominant passion of Ulysses being the

love of his country, for the sake of which he

even refuses immortality, the poet has taken

every occasion to display it in the liveliest and

most striking colours. The first time we be

hold the hero, we find him disconsolately sitting

on the solitary shore, sighing to return to Itha

ca, Nflfl-rov o3u$op.svov, weeping incessantly, and

still casting his eyes upon the sea,

IIvTv ttr' ar iTO, ^xxyjot, Ae;/3a;v,

" While a goddess," says Minerva at the very

beginning of the poem,
"
by her power and her

allurements detains him from Ithaca, he is dy

ing with desire to see even so much as the smoke

arise from his much-loved island :" tarda fluunt

ingrataque temporal While the luxurious

Phseacians were enjoying a delicious banquet,
he attended not to their mirth and music, for

the time approached when he was to return tc

Ithaca : they had prepared a ship for him tc

set sail in the very next morning; and tin
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thoughts of his approaching happiness having

engrossed all his soul,

He sate and eyed the sun, and wished the night

Ar; yu- fJtAvtcttvt
vltffGeti*

To represent his impatience more strongly, the

poet adds a most expressive simile, suited to the

simplicity of ancient times :
" The setting of the

sun," says he,
" was as welcome and grateful to

Ulysses, as it is to a well-laboured ploughman,
who earnestly waits for its decline, that he may
return to his supper, lo^t,v troi^a-dcti, while his

weary knees are painful to him as he walks

along."

"
Notwithstanding all the pleasures and endear

ments I received from Calypso, yet," says our

hero,
" I perpetually hedewed with my tears the

garmens which this immortal beauty gave

to me."

We are presented in every page with fresh in

stances of this love of his country ; and his

whole behaviour convinces us,

'Clg ovtitv rt; trctr^iSof etivi

This generous sentiment runs like a golden vein

throughout the whole poem.
If this animating example were duly and

deeply inculcated, how strong an impression
would it necessarily make upon the yielding

minds of youth, when melted and mollified by
the warmth of such exalted poetry !

Nor is the Odyssey less excellent and useful,

in the amiable pictures it affords of private

affections and domestic tendernesses,

and all the charities

Of father, son, and brother-
MILTON.

When Ulysses descends into the infernal

regions, it is finely contrived that he should meet

his aged mother Anticlea. After his first

sorrow and surprise, he eagerly inquires into the

causes of her death, and adds,
" Doth my father

yet live ? does my son possess my dominions, or

does he groan under the tyranny of some usurp
er who thinks I shall never return ? Is my wife

still constant to my bed? or hath some noble

Grecian married her?" These questions are

the very voice of nature and affection. Anticlea

answers that " she herself died with grieffor the

loss of Ulysses ;
that Laertes languishes avray

life in solitude and sorrow for him
; and that

Penelope perpetually and inconsolably bewails

his absence, and sighs for his return."

When the hero, disguised like 91 stranger, has

the first interview with his father, whom he

finds diverting his cares with r jral amusements

in his little garden, he informs him that he had
seen his son in his travels, but now despairs of

beholding him again. Upon this the sorrow of

Laertes is inexpressible ; Ulysses can counterfeit
I

no longer, but exclaims ardently,

I, I am he ! O father rise I behold

Thy son !

And the discovery of himself to Telemachus, in

the sixteenth book, in a speech of short and
broken exclamations, is equally tender and

pathetic.

The duties of universal benevolence, of charity,
and of hospitality, that unknown and un

practised virtue, are perpetually inculcated with
more emphasis and elegance than in any ancient

philosopher, and I wish I could not add than in

any modern. Ulysses meets with a friendly

reception in all the various nations to which he
is driven ; who declare their inviolable obliga
tions to protect and cherish the stranger and the

wanderer. Above all, how amiable is the

behaviour of Eumeus to his unknown master,
who asks for his charity.

" It is not lawful for

me," says the &<? v^See.
" I dare not despise

any stranger or indigent man, even if he were
much meaner than thou appearest to be ; for the

poor and strangers are sent to us by Jupiter !"

"Keep," says Epictetus, "continually in thy
memory, what Eumeus speaks in Homer to the

disguised Ulysses." I am sensible, that many
superficial French critics have endeavoured to

ridicule all that passes at the lodge of Eumeus,
as coarse and indelicate, and below the dignity of

Epic poetry ; but let them attend to the follow

ing observation of the greatest genius of their

nation :
" Since it is delightful," says Fenelon,

"to see in one of Titian's landscapes the goats

climbing up a hanging rock, or to behold in one

of Tenier's pieces a country feast and rustic

dances ; it is no wonder, that we are pleased

with such natural descriptions as we find in the

Odyssey. This simplicity of manners seems to

recal the golden age. I am more pleased with

honest Eumeus, than with the polite heroes of

Clelia or Cleopatra.
"

The moral precepts with which every page
of the Odyssey is pregnant, are equally noble.

Plato's wish is here accomplished ;
for we be

hold Virtue personally appearing to the sons

of men, in her most awful and most alluring

charms.

The remaining reasons why the Odyssey is

equal, if not superior to the Iliad, and why it is

a poem most peculiarly proper for the perusai

of youth, are, because the great variety of events

and scenes it contains, interest and engage ih".

attention more than the Iliad
;
because characters

and images drawn from familiar life, are mor-s

useful to the generality of readers, and are also

more difficult -to be drawn ;
and because the

conduct of this poem, considered as the most

perfect of Epopees, is more artful and judicious

than that of the other. The discussion of these
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oeauties will make the subject of some ensuing

paper.
Z.
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Due me, Parent, celsique dominator poll,

Quocunque placuit ;
nulla parendl mora est;

Adsum impiger. Fac nolle ; comitabor gemens,

Malusque patiar, quod bono llcuit pati.

SENECA EX CLEANTHK.

Conduct me, thcu of beings cause divine,

Where'er I'm destined in thy great design !

Active, I follow on ; for should my will

Resist, I'm impious ;
but must follow still.

HARRIS.

BOZALDAB, Caliph of Egypt, bad dwelt securely

for many years in the silken pavilions of plea

sure, and had every morning anointed his head

with the oil of gladness, when his only son

Aboram, for whom he had crowded his trea

suries with gold, extended his dominions with

conquests, and secured them with impregnable

fortresses, was suddenly wounded, as he was

hunting, with an arrow from an unknown

hand, and expired in the field.

Bozaldab, in the distraction of grief and de

spair, refused to return to his palace, and re

tired to the gloomiest grotto in the neighbouring
mountain : he there rolled himself on the dust,

tore away the hairs of his hoary beard, and

dashed the cup of consolation that Patience of

fered him to the ground. He suffered not his

minstrels to approach his presence, but listened to

the screams of the melancholy birds of mid

night, that flirt through the solitary vaults and

echoing chambers of the pyramids.
" Can that

God be benevolent," he cried,
u who thus

wounds the soul, as from an ambush, with un

expected sorrows, and crushes his creatures in a

moment with irremediable calamity ? Ye lying

Imans, prate to us no more of the justice

and the kindness of an all-directing and all-

loving Providence ! He, whom ye pretend

reigns in Heaven, is so far from protecting the

miserable sons of men, that he perpetually de

lights to blast the sweetest flowerets in the garden
of Hope ; and, like a malignant giant, to beat

down the strongest towers of Happiness with

the iron mace of his anger. If this being pos
sessed the goodness and the power with which

flattering priests have invested him, he would

doubtless be inclined, and enabled to banish

those evils which render the world a dungeon
flf distress, a vale of vanity and wo. I will con

tinue in it no longer !"

At that moment he furiously raised his hand,
vhich Despair had armed with a dagger, to

itrike deep into his bosom ; when suddenly

thick flashes of lightning shot through the ca

vern, and a being of more than human beauty

and magnitude, arrayed in azure robes, crowned

with amaranth, and waving a branch of palm

in his right hand, arrested the arm of the trem

bling and astonished Caliph, and said, with a

majestic smile,
" Follow me to the top of thi?

mountain."
" Look from hence," said the awful conduc

tor
;
" I am Caloc, the angel of Peace ; Look

from hence into the valley."

Bozaldab opened his eyes and beheld a barren,

a sultry, and solitary island, in the midst of

which sat a pale, meagre and ghastly figure : it

was a merchant just perishing with famine, and

lamenting that he could find neither wild berries

nor a single spring in this forlorn uninhabited

desert; and begging the protection of Heaven

against the tygers that would now certainly de

stroy him, since he had consumed the last fuel

he had collected to make nightly fires to affright

them. He then cast a casket of jewels on the

sand, as trifles of no use ; and crept, feeble and

trembling, to an eminence, where he was ac

customed to sit every evening to watch the set

ting sun, and to give a signal to any ship that

might haply approach the island.

" Inhabitant of heaven," cried Bozaldab,

suffer not this wretch to perish by the fury of

wild beasts." "
Peace," said the Angel, "and

observe."

He looked again, and behold a vessel ai-rived

at the desolate isle. What words can paint the

rapture of the starving merchant, when the

captain offered to transport him to his native

country, if he would reward him with half the

jewels of his casket. No sooner had this pity-

less commander received the stipulated sum,
than he held a consultation with his crew, and

'

they agreed to seize the remaining jewels, and

leave the unhappy exile in the same helpless and

lamentable condition in which they discovered

him. He wept and trembled, intreated and

implored in vain.
" Will Heaven permit such injustice to be

practised," exclaimed Bozaldab ? " Look a-

j gain," said the Angel, "and behold the very

i ship in which, short-sighted as thou art, thou

wishedst the merchant might embark, dashed

in pieces on a rock : dost thou not hear the cries

|

of the sinking sailors ? Presume not to direct

I

the Governor of the universe in his disposal of

|

events. The man whom thou hast pitied shall

;
be taken from this dreary solitude, but not by

i the method thou wouldst prescribe. His vice

I was avarice, by which he became not only

! abominable, but wretched; he fancied some

mighty charm in wealth, which, like the wand of

j

Abdiel, would gratify every wish and obviate

every fear. This wealth he has now been taught
not only to despise but abhor; he cast his jewels

upon the sand, and confessed them to be useless ;
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be offered part of them to the mariners, and

perceived them to be pernicious; he has now

learned, that they are rendered useful or vain,

good or evil, only by the situation and temper
of the possessor. Happy is he whom distress

has taught wisdom ! But turn thine eyes to

another and more interesting scene."

The Caliph instantly beheld a magnificent

palace, adorned with the statues of his ancestors

wrought in jasper; the ivory doors of which,

turning on hinges of the gold of Golconda, dis

covered a throne of diamonds, surrounded with

the Rajas of fifty nations, and with ambassa

dors in various habits, and of different com

plexions ; on which sat Aboram, the much la

mented son of Bozaldab, and by his side a prin

cess fairer than a Houri.
" Gracious Alia ! it is my son," cried the

Caliph" O let me hold him to my heart!"
" Thou canst not grasp an unsubstantial vi

sion," replied the Angel:
" I am now showing

thee what would have been the destiny of thy

son, had he continued longer on the earth."
" And why," returned Bozaldab,

" was he not

permitted to continue? Why was I not suffer

ed to be a witness of so much felicity and

power?"
" Consider the sequel," replied he

that dwells in the fifth heaven. Bozaldab look

ed earnestly, and saw the countenance of his

son, on which he had been used to behold the

placid smile of simplicity and the vivid blushes

of health, now distorted with rage, and now
fixed in the insensibility of drunkenness : it

was again animated with disdain, it became

pale with apprehension, and appeared to be

withered by intemperance; his hands were

stained with blood, and he trembled by turns

with fury and terror: the palace so lately shin

ing with oriental pomp, changed suddenly into

the cell of a dungeon, where his son lay stretch

ed out on the cold pavement, gagged and bound,

with his eyes put out. Soon after he perceived

the favourite Sultana, who before was seated

by his side, enter with a bowl of poison, which

she compelled Aboram to drink, and afterwards

married the successor to his throne.
"
Happy," said Caloc,

" is he whom Provi

dence has by the angel of death snatched from

guilt! from whom that power is withheld,

which, if he had possessed, would have accumu

lated upon himself yet greater misery than it

could bring upon others."
" It is enough," cried Bozaldab;

" I adore

the inscrutable schemes of Omniscience!-

From what dreadful evil has my son been res

cued by a death, which I rashly bewailed as

unfortunate and premature ; a death of inno

cence and peace, which has blessed his memory
upon earth, and transmitted his spirit to the

skies!"
" Cast away the dagger," replied the heaven

ly messenger,
" which thou wast preparing to

plunge into thine own heart. Exchange com

plaint for silence, and doubt for adoration. Can
a mortal look down, without giddiness and stu

pefaction, into the vast abyss of Eternal Wis
dom? Can a mind that sees not infinitely,

perfectly comprehend any thing among an in

finity of objects mutually relative? Can the

channels, which thou commandest to be cut to

receive the annual inundations of the Nile, con

tain the waters of the ocean ? Remember, that

perfect happiness cannot be conferred on a crea

ture ; for perfect happiness is an attribute as

incommunicable as perfect power and eterni

ty."

The Angel, while he was speaking thus,

stretched out his pinions to fly back to the Em-
pyreum ; and the flutter of his wings was like

the rushing of a cataract.
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KOK,

Peccare docentes

Fallax historias monet.

To tint th' attentive mind she tries

With tales of exemplary vice.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

I SHALL make no apology for the trouble I aua

about to give you, since I am sure the motives

that induce me to give it, will have as much

weight with you as they have with me : I shall

therefore, without further preface, relate to you
the events of a life, which, however insignificant

and unentertaining, affords a lesson, of the

highest importance ; a lesson, the value of

which I have experienced, and may, therefore,

recommend.
I am the daughter of a gentleman of good

family, who, as he was a younger brother, pur
chased with the portion that was allotted him,
a genteel post under the government. My mo
ther died when I was but twelve years old;

and my father, who was excessively fond of me,
determined to be himself my preceptor, and to

take care that my natural genius, which his

partiality made him think above the common

rank, should not want the improvements of a

liberal education.

He was a man of sense, with a tolerable

share of learning. In his youth he had been a

free-liver, and perhaps for that reason took

some pains to become what is called a free

thinker. But whatever fashionable frailties he

might formerly have allowed in himself, he was

now in advanced life, and had at least worldly

wisdom enough to know, that it was necessary
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his daughter should be restrained from those

liberties, which he had looked upon as trifling

errors in his own conduct. He, therefore, la

boured with great application to inculcate in

me the love of order, the beauty of moral recti

tude, and the happiness and self-reward of vir

tue ; but at the same time professed it his de

sign to free my mind from vulgar prejudices

and superstition, for so he called Revealed Re

ligion. As I was urged to choose virtue, and

reject vice, from motives which had no neces

sary connection with immortality, I was not

led to consider a future state either with hope
or fear : my father indeed, when I urged him

upon that subject, always intimated that the

doctrine of immortality, whether true or false,

ought not at all to influence my conduct or in

terrupt my peace; because the virtue which

secured happiness in the present state, would

also secure it in a future : a future state, there

fore, I wholly disregarded, and, to confess a

truth, disbelieved : for I thought I could plain

ly discover that it was disbelieved by my father,

though he had not thought fit explicitly to de

clare his sentiments. As I had no very turbu

lent passions, a ductile and good disposition, and

the highest reverence for his understanding, as

well as the tenderest affection for him, he found

it an easy task to make me adopt every senti

ment and opinion which he proposed to me as

his own ; especially, as he took care to support
his principles by the authority and arguments
of the best writers against Christianity. At
Jhe age of twenty I was called upon to make

use of all the philosophy I had been taught, by
his death ;

which not only deprived me of a

parent I most ardently loved, but with him of

all the ease and affluence to which I had been

accustomed. His income was only for life, and

he had rather lived beyond than within it;

consequently, there was nothing left for me but

the pride and helplessness of genteel life, a taste

for every thing elegant, and a delicacy and sen

sibility that has doubled all my sufferings. In

this distress a brother of my mother's, who was

grown rich in trade, received me into his house,

and declared he would take the same care of me
as if I had been his own child. When the first

transports of my grief were abated, I found

myself in an easy situation, and from the natu-

-al cheerfulness of my temper, I was beginning
once more to taste of happiness. My uncle,

who was a man of a narrow understanding and

illiberal education, was a little disgusted with

me for employing so much of my time in read

ing ; but still more so, when, happening to ex

amine my books, he found by the titles that

some of them were what he called blasphemy,
and tended, as he imagined, to make me an

Atheist. I endeavoured to explain iny princi

ples, which I thought it beneath the dignity of

virtue to disguise or disavow; but as I never

could make him conceive any difference between

a Deist and an Atheist, my arguments only
served to confirm him in the opinion that I was
a wicked wretch, who, in his own phrase, be

lieved neither in God nor Devil. As he was

really a good man, and heartily zealous for the

established faith, though more from habit and

prejudice than reason, my errors gave him great
affliction: I perceived it with the utmost con

cern; 1 perceived too, that he looked upon me
with a degree of abhorrence mixed with pky,
and that I was wholly indebted to his good na

ture for that protection which I had flattered

myself I should owe to his love. I comforted

myself, however, with my own integrity, and
even felt a conscious pride in suffering this per
secution from ignorance and folly, only because

I was superior to vulgar errors and popular su

perstition ; and that Christianity deserved these

appellations, I was not more convinced by my
father's arguments than my uncle's conduct,

who, as his zeal was not according to know

ledge, was by no means qualified to " adorn the

doctrine which he professed to believe."

I had lived a few months under the painful

sensibility of receiving continual benefits from

a person whose esteem and affection 1 had lost,

when my uncle one day came into my cham

ber, and after preparing me for some unexpect
ed good fortune, told me, he had just had a pro

posal of marriage for me from a man to whom
I could not possibly have any objection. He
then named a merchant, with whom I had often

been in company at his table. As the man was
neither old nor ugly, had a large fortune and a

fair character, my uncle thought himself suffi

ciently authorised to pronounce as he did, that 1

could not possibly have any objection to him.

An objection, however, I had, which I told

my uncle was to me insuperable ;
it was, that

the person whom he proposed to me as the com

panion, the guide and director of my whole life,

to whom I was to vow not only obedience but

love, had nothing in him that could ever engage

my affection : his understanding was low, his

sentiments mean and indelicate, and his man
ner unpolite and unpleasing.

" What stuff is

all this," interrupted my uncle,
" sentiments

indelicate! unpolite! his understanding, for

sooth, not equal to your own ! Ah, child, if you
had less romance, conceit and arrogance, and

more true discretion and prudence, it would

do you more good than all the fine books you
have confounded your poor head with, and

what is worse, perhaps, ruined your poor soul.

I own, it went a little against my conscience tc

accept my honest friend's kind offer, and give

him such a pagan for his wife. But how know
I whether the believing husband may not con

vert the unbelieving wife ? As to your fliglity
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objections, they are such nonsense, that I won
der you can suppose me fool enough to be de

ceived by them. No, child ; wise as you are,

you cannot impose upon a man who has lived

as many years in the world as I have. I see

four motive; you have some infidel libertine

rake in your eye, with whom you would go

headlong to perdition. But I shall take care

not to have your soul to answer for as well as

your person. Either I shall dispose of you to

an honest man that may convert you, or you
shall dispose of yourself how you please for me

;

for I disclaim all further care or trouble about

you : so I leave you to consider, whether or no
the kindness I have shown you, entitles me to

some little influence over you, and whether you
choose to seek protection where you can find it,

or accept of the happy lot providence has cut out

for you."
He left me at the close of this fine harangue,

and I seriously set myself to consider as he bade

me, which of the two states he had set before

me I ought to choose
;
to submit to a legal sort

of prostitution, with the additional weight of

perjury on my conscience, or to expose myself
to all the distresses of friendless poverty and

unprotected youth. After some hours of deli

beration, I determined on the latter, and that

more from principle than inclination
; for though

my delicacy would have suffered extremely in

accepting a husband, at least indifferent to me ;

yet as my heart was perfectly disengaged, and

my temper naturally easy, I thought I could

have been less unhappy in following my uncle's

advice, than I might probably be by rejecting
it but then I must have submitted to an action

1 could not think justifiable, in order to avoid

mere external distresses. This would not have
been philosophical. I had always been taught,
that virtue was of itself sufficient to happiness ;

and that those things which are generally es

teemed evils, could have no power to disturb the

felicity of a mind governed by the eternal rule

of right, and truly enamoured of the charms of

moral beauty. I resolved, therefore, to run all

risks, rather than depart from this glorious

principle : I felt myself raised by the trial, and
exulted in the opportunity of showing my con

tempt of the smiles or frowns of fortune, and of

proving the power of virtue to sustain the soul

under all accidental circumstances of distress.

I communicated my resolution to my uncle,

assuring him at the same time of my everlasting

gratitude and respect, and that nothing should

have induced me to offend or disobey him, but

his requiring me to do what my reason and con

science disapproved ; that supposing the advan

tages of riches to be really as great as he be

lieved, yet still those of virtue were greater, and
I could not resolve to purchase the one by a

violation of the other ; that a false vow was

certainly criminal
; and that it would be doing

an act of the highest injustice, to enter into so

solemn an engagement without the power of

fulfilling it; that my affections did not depend
on my own will ; and that no man should pos
sess my person, who could not obtain the first

place in my heart.

I was surprised that my uncle's impatience
had permitted me to go on thus far ; but look

ing in his face, I perceived that passion had

kept him silent. At length the gathering storm

burst over my head in a torrent of reproaches.

My reasons were condemned as romantic ab

surdities, which I could not myself believe; I

was accused of designing to deceive, and to throw

myself away on some worthless fellow, whose

principles were as bad as my own. It was in

vain for me to assert that I had no such design,
nor any inclination to marry at all

; my uncle

could sooner have believed the grossest contradic

tion, than that a young woman could so strenu

ously refuse one man without being prepossessed
in favour of another. As I thought myself in

jured by his accusations and tyranny, 1 gave over

the attempt to mitigate his anger. He appealed
to Heaven for the justice of his resentment, and

against my ingratitude and rebellion; and then

giving me a note of fifty pounds, which he said

would keep me from immediate indigence, he

bade me leave his house, and see his face no
more. 1 bowed in sign of obedience ; and col

lecting all my dignity and resolution, I arose,

thanked him for his past benefits, and with a

low courtesy left the room.

In less than an hour I departed with my little

wardrobe to the house of a person who had for

merly been my father's servant, and who now
kept a shop and let lodgings. From hence I

went the next day to visit my father's nephew,
who was in possession of the family estate, and
had lately married a lady of great fortune.

He was a young gentleman of good parts, his

principles the same as my father's, though his

practice had not been quite agreeable to the

strict rules of morality : however, setting aside

a few of those vices which are looked upon as

genteel accomplishments in young fellows of

fortune, I thought him a good sort of a man ;

and as we had always lived in great kindness, I

doubted not that I should find him my friend,

and meet with approbation and encouragement
at least, if not assistance from him. I told him

my story, and the reasons that had determined

me to the refusal that had incurred my uncle's

displeasure. But how was I disappointed,

when, instead of the applause I expected for my
heroic virtue and unmerited persecutions, I per

ceived a smile of contempt on his face, when he

interrupted me in the following manner :
" And

what, in the devil's name, my dear cousin, could

make a woman of your sense behave so like an

idiot : What ! forfeit all your hopes from your

uncle, refuse an excellent match, and reduce
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yourself to beggary, because truly you were not

in love? Surely, one might have expected better

from you even at fifteen. Who is it, pray, that

marries the person of their choice ? For my own
part, who have rather a better title to please

myself with a good fifteen hundred a-year, than

fou who have not a shilling, I found it would

.not do, and that there was something more to

DC sought after in a wife than a pretty face or a

genius? Do you think I cared three farthings

for the woman 1 married? No, faith. But her

thirty thousand pounds were worth having;
with that I can purchase a seraglio of beauties,

and indulge my taste in every kind of pleasure.

And pray what is it to me whether my wife has

beauty, or wit, or elegance, when her money
will supply me with all that in others ? You,

cousin, had an opportunity of being as happy as

I am : the men, believe me, would not like you
a bit the worse for being married; on the

contrary, you will find, that for one who took

notice of you as a single woman, twenty would

be your admirers and humble servants when
there was no danger of being taken-in. Thus

you might have gratified all your passions, made

an elegant figure in life, and have chosen out

some gentle swain, as romantic and poetical as

you pleased for your Cecisbee. The good John
Trot husband would have been easily managed,
and

" Here my indignation, could be

contained no longer, and I was leaving the

room in disdain, when he caught me by the

hand "
Nay, prithee, my dear cousin, none of

these violent airs. I thought you and I had

known one another better. Let the poor souls,

who are taught by the priests and their nurses

to be afraid of hell-fire, and to think they shall

go to the devil for following nature and making
life agreeable, be as outrageously virtuous as they

please ; you have too much sense to be frighted
at bugbears ; you know that the term of your
existence is but short ; and it is highly reasonable

to make it as pleasant as possible." I was too

angry to attempt confuting his arguments ; but,

bursting from his hold, told him I would take

care not to give him a second opportunity of

insulting my distress, and affronting my under

standing : and so left his house with a resolution

never to enter it again.

THE ADVENTURER. 15.
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Propter vitam vivendi perdere cattsas. Ju v .

Nor quit for life what gives to life its worth.

I WENT home mortified and disappointed. My
spirits sunk into a dejection, which took from

me for many days all inclination, to stir out of

ray lodging, or to see a human face. At length

I resolved to try, whether indigence and friend

ship were really incompatible, and whether 1

should meet with the same treatment from a

female friend, whose affection had been the

principle pleasure of my youth. Surely, thought
1, the gentle Amanda, whose heart seems ca

pable of every tender and generous sentiment,
will do justice to the innocence and integrity of

her unfortunate friend ;
her tenderness will

encourage my virtue and animate my fortitude,

her praises and endearments will compensate all

my hardships. Amanda was a single woman of

a moderate fortune, which I heard she was

going to bestow on a young officer, who had
little or nothing besides his commission. I had
no doubt of her approbation of my refusing a

mercenary match, since she herself had chosen

from motives so opposite to those which are

called prudent. She had been in the country
some months, so that my misfortunes had not

reached her ear till I myself related them to her.

She heard me with great attention, and answer
ed me with politeness enough, but with a

coldness that chilled my very heart. " You are

sensible, my dear Fidelia," said she,
" that I

never pretended to set my understanding in com

petition with yours. I knew myown inferiority ;

and though many of your notions and opinions

appeared to me very strange and particular, I

never attempted to dispute them with you. To
be sure, you know best ; but it seems to me a

very odd conduct for one in yoxir situation

to give offence to so good an uncle ; first by
maintaining doctrines which may be very true,

for ought I know, but which are very contrary
to the received opinions we are brought up in,

and therefore are apt to shock a common under

standing ; and secondly, to renounce his protec

tion, and throw yourself into the wide world,

rather than marry the man he chose for you ; to

whom, after all, I do not find you had any real

objection, nor any antipathy for his person."

Antipathy, my dear ! said I ; are there not

many degrees between loving and honouring a

man preferably to all others, and beholding him
with abhorrence and aversion ? The first is, in

my opinion, the duty of a wife, a duty voluntari

ly taken upon herself, and engaged in under the

most solemn contract. As to the difficulties

that may attend my friendless, unprovided state,

since they are the consequences of a virtuous

action, they cannot really be evils, nor can they
disturb that happiness which is the gift of

virtue. " I am heartily glad," answered she,
" that you have found the art of making your
self happy by the force of imagination ! I wish

your enthusiasm may continue ; asd that you

may still be further convinced, by your own

experience, of the folly of mankind, in supposing

poverty and disgrace to be evils."

I was cut to the soul by the unkind manner
which accompanied this sarcasm, and was going
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tc remonstrate against her unfriendly treatment,
when her lover came in with another gentle

man, who, in spite of my full heart, engaged

my attention, and for a while made me forget

the stings of unkindness. The heauty and grace
fulness of his person caught my eye, and the

politeness of his address and the elegance of his

compliments soon prejudiced me in favour of

his understanding. He was introduced hy the

captain to Amanda as his most intimate friend,

and seemed desirous to give credit to his friend's

judgment, by making himself as agreeable as

possible. He succeeded so well, that Amanda
was wholly engrossed by the pleasure of his con

versation, and the care of entertaining her lover

and her new guest; her face brightened, and
her good humour returned. When I rose to

leave her, she pressed me so earnestly to stay

dinner, that I could not, without discovering
how much I resented her behaviour, refuse.

This, however, I should probably have done, as

1 was naturally disposed to show every senti

ment of my heart, had not a secret wish arose

there to know a little more of this agreeable

stranger. This inclined me to think it prudent
to conceal my resentment, and to accept the

civilities of Amanda. The conversation grew
more and more pleasing ;

I took my share in it,

and had more than my share of the charming

stranger's notice and attention. As we all grew
more and more unreserved, Amanda dropped
hints in the course of the conversation relating
to my story, my sentiments, and unhappy situa

tion. Sir George Freelove, for that was the

young gentleman's name, listened greedily to all

that was said of me, and seemed to eye me with

earnest curiosity as well as admiration. We
did not part till it was late, and Sir George in

sisted on attending me to my lodgings ; I strongly
refused it, not without a sensation which more

properly belonged to the female than the philo

sopher, and which I condemned in myself as

arising from dishonest pride. I could not with
out pride suffer the polite Sir George, upon so

short an acquaintance, to discover the meanness
of my abode. To avoid this, I sent for a chair

;

but was confused to find, that Sir George and
his servants prepared to attend it on foot by way
of guard ; it was in vain to dispute ; he himself

walked before, and his servants followed it. I

was covered with blushes, when, after all this

parade, he handed me in at the little shop door,

and took leave with as profound respect as if he
had guarded me to a palace. A thousand dif

ferent thoughts kept me from closing my eyes
that night. The behaviour of Amanda wound
ed me to the soul : I found that J must look on
her as no more than a common acquaintance ;

and that the world did not contain one person
whom I could call my friend. My heart felt

desolate and forlorn ; I knew not what course

to take for my future subsistence ; the pain

which my pride had just given me, convinced

me that I was far from having conquered the

passions of humanity, and that I should feel too

sensibly all the mortifications which attend on

poverty. I determined, however, to subdue this

pride, and called to my assistance the examples
of ancient sages and philosophers, who despised
riches and honours, and felt no inconveni

ences from the malice of fortune. I had al

most reasoned myself into a contempt for the

world, and fancied myself superior to its smiles

or frowns
; when the idea of Sir George Free-

love rushed upon my mind, and destroyed at

once the whole force ofmy reasoning. I found

that, however I might disregard the rest of the

world, I could not be indifferent to his opinion ;

and the thought of being despised by him was

insupportable. I recollected that my condition

was extremely different from that of an old

philosopher, whose rags perhaps were the means
of gratifying his pride, by attracting the notice

and respect of mankind : at least, the philoso

pher's schemes and wishes were very different

from those which at that time were taking pos
session of my heart. The looks and behaviour

of Sir George left me no doubt that I had made
as deep an impression in his favour, as he had
done in mine. I could not bear to lose the

ground I had gained, and to throw myself into

a state below his notice. I scorned the thought
of imposing on him with regard to my circum

stances, in case he should really have had fa

vourable intentions for me
; yet to disgrace my

self for ever in his eye, by submitting to servi

tude, or any low way of supporting myself, was
what I could not bring myself to resolve on.

In the midst of these reflections I was sur

prised the next morning by a visit from Sir

George. He made respectful apologies for the

liberty he took ; told me he had learned from

my friend, that the unkindness and tyranny of

an uncle had cast me into uneasy circumstan

ces ; and that he could not know, that so much

beauty and merit were so unworthily treated

by fortune, without earnestly wishing to be the

instrument of doing me more justice. He in-

treated me to add dignity and value to his life,

by making it conducive to the happiness of

mine ; and was going on with the most fervent

offers of service, when I interrupted him by

saying, that there was nothing in his power that

I could with honour accept, by which my life

could be made happier, but that respect which

was due to me as a woman and a gentlewoman,
and which ought to have prevented such offers

of service from a stranger, as could only be jus

tified by a long experienced friendship ; that I

was not in a situation to receive visits, and must

decline his acquaintance, which nevertheless in

a happier part of my life would have given me

pleasure.

He now had recourse to all the arts of his
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ec, imputing "his too great freedom to the force

of his passion, protesting the most inviolable

respect, and imploring on his knees, and even

with tears, that I would not punish him so

severely as to deny him the liberty of seeing me,
and making himself more and more worthy of

my esteem. My weak heart wiw5 but too much
touched by his artifices, and I had only just

fortitude enough to persevere in refusing his

visits, and to insist on his leaving me, which at

last he did
;
but it was after such a profusion of

tenderness, prayers, and protestations, that it

was some time before I could recall my reason

enough to reflect on the whole of his behaviour,

and on my own situation, which compared,
left me but little doubt of his dishonourable

views.

I determined never more to admit him to my
presence, and accordingly gave orders to be de

nied if he came again. My reason applauded,
but my heart reproached me, and heavily re

pined at the rigid determination of prudence.
I knew that I acted rightly, and I expected that

that consciousness would make me happy, but

I found it otherwise; I was wretched beyond
what I had ever felt or formed any idea of; I

discovered that my heart was entangled in a

passion which must for ever be combated, or

indulged at the expense of virtue. 1 now con

sidered riches as truly desirable, since they
would have placed me above disgraceful at

tempts, and given me reasonable hopes of be

coming the wife of Sir George Freelove. I was
discontented and unhappy, but surprised and

Disappointed to find myself so, since hitherto 1

had no one criminal action to reproach myself
with

;
on the contrary, my difficulties were all

uwing to my regard for virtue.

I resolved, however, to try still farther the

power of virtue to confer happiness, to go on in

my obedience to her laws, and patiently wait

for the good effects of it. But I had stronger
difficulties to go through than any I had yet

experienced. Sir George was too much prac
tised in the arts of seduction, to be discouraged

by a first repulse : every day produced either

some new attempt to see me, or a letter full of

the most passionate protestations and intreaties

for pardon and favour. It was in vain I gave
orders that no more letters should be taken in

trom him
; he had so many different contrivan

ces to convey them, and directed them in hands
eo unlike, that I was surprised into reading
Ihem contrary to my real intentions. Every
lime I stirred out he was sure to be in my way,
and to employ the most artful tongue that ever

ensnared the heart of woman, in blinding my
reason and awakening my passions.

My virtue, however, did not yet give way,
but my peace of mind was utterly destroyed.
"Whenever I was with him, I summoned all

my fortitude, and constantly repeated my com
mands that he should avoid me. His disobe

dience called for my resentment, and in spite
of my melting heart, I armed my eyes with

anger, and treated him with as much disdain

as I thought his unworthy designs deserved.

But the moment he left me, all my resolution

forsook me. I repined at my fate : I even

murmured against the Sovereign Ruler of all

things, for making me subject to passions which
I could not subdue, yet must not indulge: I

compared my own situation with that of my
libertine cousin, whose pernicious arguments I

had heard with horror and detestation, who
gave the reins to every desire, whose house was
the seat of plenty, mirth, and delight, whose
face was ever covered with smiles, and whose
heart seemed free from sorrow and care. Is

not this man, said I, happier than I am? And
if so, where is the worth of virtue? Have I

not sacrificed to her my fortune and my friends ?

Do I not daily sacrifice to her my darling incli

nation? Yet what is the compensation she

offers me? What are my prospects in this

world but poverty, mortification, disappoint

ment, and grief? Every wish of my heart de

nied, every passion of humanity combated and

hurt, though never conquered ! Are these the

blessings with which Heaven distinguishes its

favourites? Can the King of Heaven want

power or will to distinguish them? Or does he
leave his wretched creatures to be the sport of

chance, the prey of wickedness and malice?

Surely no. Yet is not the condition of the vir

tuous often more miserable than that of the

vicious ? I myself have experienced that it is.

I am very unhappy, and see no likelihood of

my being otherwise in this world and all be

yond the grave is eternal darkness. Yet why
do I say, that I have no prospect of happiness ?

Does not the most engaging of men offer me all

the joys that love and fortune can bestow?
Will not he protect me from every insult of the

proud world that scoffs at indigence ? Will not

his liberal hand pour forth the means of every

pleasure, even of that highest and truest of ail

pleasures, the power of relieving the sufferings

of my fellow-creatures, of changing the tears of

distress into tears of joy and gratitude, of com

municating my own happiness to all around

me? Is not this a state far preferable to that

in which virtue has placed me? But what is

virtue ? Is not happiness the laudable pui'suit

of reason ? Is it not then laudable to pursue it

by the most probable means? Have I not been

accusing Providence of unkindness, whilst I

myself only am in fault for rejecting' its offered

favours? Surely, I have mistaken the path of

virtue : it must be that which leads to happi
ness. The path which I am in, is full of thorns

and briars, and terminates in impenetraoie

2 S
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darkness ; but I see another that is strewed

with flowers, and bright with the sunshine of

prosperity : this, surely, is the path of virtue,

and the road to happiness. Hither then let me
turn my weary steps, nor let vain and idle pre

judices fright me from felicity. It is surely

impossible that I should offend God, by yielding
to a temptation which he has given me no mo
tive to resist. He has allotted me a short and

precarious existence, and has placed before me
good and evil. What is good but pleasure?
VVhat is evil but pain? Reason and nature
direct me to choose the first, and avoid the last.

1 sought for happiness in what is called virtue,
but I found it not ; shall I not try the other

experiment, since I think I can hardly be more

unhappy by following inclination, than I am by
denying it?

Thus had my frail thoughts wandered into

a wilderness of error, and thus had I almost

reasoned myself out of every principle of moral

ity, by pursuing through all their consequences
the doctrines which had been taught me as rules

of life and prescriptions for felicity, the talis

mans of Truth, by which I should be secured in

the storms of adversity, and listen without dan

ger to the syrens of temptation ; when in the

fatal hour of my presumption, sitting alone in

iny chamber, collecting arguments on the side

of passion, almost distracted with doubts, and

plunging deeper and deeper into falsehood, I saw
Sir George Freelove at my feet, who had gained

admittance, contrary to my orders, hy corrupt

ing my landlady. It is not necessary to describe

to you his arts, or the weak efforts of that vir

tue which had been graciously implanted in my
heart, but which I had taken impious pains to

undermine by false reasoning, and which now
tottered from the foundation : suffice it that I

submitted to the humiliation I have so well de

served, and tell you, that, in all the pride of hu
man reason, I dared to condemn, as the effect of

weakness and prejudice, the still voice of con

science which would yet have warned me from
ruin ; that my innocence, my honour, was the

sacrifice to passion and sophistry ; that my
boasted philosophy, and too much flattered un

derstanding, preserved me not from the lowest

depth of infamy, which the weakest of my sex

with humility and religion would have avoided.

I now experienced a new kind of wretched
ness. My vile seducer tried in vain to recon

cile me to the shameful life to which he had re

duced me, by loading me with finery, and

lavishing his fortune in procuring me pleasures
which I could not taste, and pomp which
seemed an insult on my disgrace. In vain did

I recollect the arguments which had convinced

me of the lawfulness of accepting offered plea

sures, and following the dictates of inclination :

the light of my understanding was darkened,
but the sense of guilt was not lost. My pride

and my delicacy, if, criminal as I was, I may
dare to call it so, suffered the most intolerable

mortification arid disgust, every time I reflected

on my infamous situation. Every eye seemed
to upbraid me, even that of my triumphant
seducer. O depth of misery ! to he conscious

of deserving the contempt of him I loved, and
for whose sake I was become contemptible to

myself.
Y.
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Quisnam igitur liber ? Sapiens : sibi qui
sus;

Quern neque pauperies, neque mors, neque vincula

terrent:

Responsare cupidinibus, contemnere honores

Fortia, et in seipso totus : teres atque rotundus
Externi ne quid valeat per lave morari. Hon.

Who then is free 1 The wise, who well maintains
An empire o'er himself : whom neither chains,
Nor want, nor death, with slavish fear inspire ;

Who boldly answers to bis warm desire ;

Who can ambition's vainest gifts despise ;

Firm in himself who on himself relies ;

Polish'd and round who runs his proper course,
And breaks misfortune with superior force.

FRANCIS

THIS was the state of my mind during a ye?
which I passed in Sir George's house. Hi*
fondness was unabated for eight months of th

time ; and as I had no other object to share mv
attention, neither friend nor relation to call otf

any part of my tenderness, all the love of a heart

naturally affectionate centered in him. The
first dawnings of unkindness were hut too visi

ble to my watchful eyes. I had now all the

torments of jealousy to endure, till a cruel cer

tainty put an end to them. I learned at length
that my false lover was on the brink of mar

riage with a lady of great fortune. I imme

diately resolved to leave him ; but could not do

it without first venting my full heart in com

plaints and reproaches. This provoked nis

rage, and drew on me insolence, which though
I had deserved, I had not learned to bear. 1

returned with scorn, which no longer became

me, all the wages of my sin, and the trappings
of my shame, and left his house in the bitterest

anguish of resentment and despair.

I returned to my old lodgings : but unable to

bear a^ scene which recalled every circumstance

of my undoing, ashamed to look in the face or'

any creature who had seen me innocent,

wretched in myself, and hoping from change or

place some abatement of my misery, I put my
self into a post-chaise at two in the morning,

with orders to the driver to carry me as far
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from town as he could before the return of

night, leaving it to him to choose the road.

My reason and my senses seemed benumbed

and stupified during my journey. I made no

reflections on what I was about, nor formed

uny design for my future life. When night

came, my conductor would have stopt at a

large town, but I bid him go on to the next

village. There I alighted at a paltry inn, and

dismissed my vehicle, without once considering
what I was to do with myself, or why I chose

that place for my abode. To say truth, I can

give no account of my thoughts at this period of

time; they were all confused and distracted.

A short frenzy must have tilled up those hours,

of which my memory retains such imperfect

traces. J remember only, that, without having

pulled off my clothes, I left the inn as soon as I

saw the day, and wandered out of the village.

My unguided feet carried me to a range of

willows by a river's side, where after having
walked some time, the freshness of the air

revived my senses, and awakened my reason.

My reason, my memory, my anguish and

despair, returned together ! Every circumstance

of my past life was present to my mind ; but

most the idea of my faithless lover and my cri

minal love tortured my imagination, and rent

my bleeding heart, which, in spite of all its guilt

and all its wrongs, retained the tenderest and

most ardent affection for its undoer. This

unguarded affeciion, which was the effect of a

gentle and kind nature, heightened the anguish
of resentment, and completed my misery. In

vain did I call off my thoughts from this

gloomy retrospect, and hope to find a gleam of

comfort in my future prospects. They were
still more dreadful : poverty, attended by infamy
and want, groaning under the cruel hand of

oppression and the taunts of insolence, was
before my eyes. I, who had once been the

darling and the pride of indulgent parents, who
had once been beloved, respected, and admired,
was now the outcast of human nature, despised
and avoided by all who had ever loved me, by all

whom I had most loved ! hateful to myself,

belonging to no one, exposed to wrongs and
insults from all!

I tried to find out the cause of this dismal

change, and how far I was myself the occasion

of it. My conduct with respect to Sir George,

though I spontaneously condemned, yet, upon
recollection, I thought the arguments which

produced it would justify. But as my principles
could not preserve me from vice, neither could

they sustain me in adversity : conscience was
not to be perverted by the sophistry which had
beclouded my reason. And if any, by imputing
my conduct to error, should acquit me of guilt,

Jet them remember, it is yet true, that in this

uttermost distress, I was neither sustained by

the consciousness of innocence, the exultation of

virtue, nor the hope of reward ; whether 1

looked backward or forward, all was confusioc

and anguish, distraction and despair. I accusta

the supreme Being of cruelty and injustice, who,

though he gave me not sufficient encouragement
to resist desire, yet punished me with the

consequences of indulgence. If there is a God
;

cried I, he must be either tyrannical and cruel,

or regardless of his creatures. 1 will no longer
endure a being which is undeservedly miserable

either from chance or design, but fly to that an

nihilation in which all my prospects terminate.

Take back, said I, lifting my eyes to Heaven,
the hateful gift of existence, and let my dust no

more be animated to suffering, and exalted t</

misery.
So saying, I ran to the brink of the river, ana

was going to plunge in, when the cry of some

person very near me made me turn my eyes to

see whence it came. I was accosted by an el

derly clergyman, who, with looks of terror, pity,

and benevolence, asked me what I was about to

do ? At first I was sullen, and refused to answer

him, but by degrees the compassion he showed,
and the tenderness with which he treated me,
softened my heart, and gave vent to my
tears.

" O Madam," said he, "these are gracious

signs, and unlike those which first drew my
attention, and made me watch you unobserved,

fearing some fatal purpose in your mind. \Vhat

must be the thoughts which could make a face

like yours appear the picture of horror ! I was

taking my morning walk, and have seen you a

considerable time ; sometimes stopping and

wringing your hands, sometimes quickening

your pace, and sometimes walking slow with

your eyes fixed on the ground, till you raised

them to heaven, with looks not of supplication

and piety, but rather of accusation and defiance.

For pity tell me how is it that you have

quarrelled with yourself, with life, nay even

with Heaven? Recal your reason, and your

hope, and let this seasonable prevention of your
fatal purpose be an earnest to you of good things

to come, of God's mercy.not yet alienated from

you, and stooping from his throne to save your
soul from perdition."

The tears which flowed in rivers from my
eyes while he talked, gave me so much reliefthat

I found myself able to speak, and desirous to

express my gratitude for the good man's concern

for me. It was so long since I had known the

joys of confidence, that I felt surprising pleasure

and comfort from unburthening my heart, and

telling my kind deliverer every circumstance of

my story, and every thought of my distracted

mind. He shuddered to hear me upbraid the

Divine Providence: and stopping me short, told

me, he would lead me to one who should preach
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pa ttease to me, whilst she gave me the example
f It.

As ire tnlked he led me to his own house,

and there introduced me to his wife, a middle-

aged woman, pale and emaciated, but of a cheer

ful placid countenance, who received me with

the greatest tenderness and humanity. She saw
I was distressed, and her compassion was he-

forehand with her complaints. Her tears stood

ready to accompany mine : her looks and her

voice expressed the kindest concern ; and her

assiduous cares demonstrated that true polite

ness and hospitality, which is not the effect of

art but of inward benevolence. While she ob

liged me to take some refreshment, her husband

gave her a short account of my story, and of the

state in which he had found me. " This poor

lady," said he,
" from the fault of her education

and principles, sees every thing through a

gloomy medium : she accuses Providence, and

hates her existence for those evils, which are

the common lot of mankind in this short state

of trial. You, my dear, who are one of the

greatest sufferers I have known, are best quali

fied to cui'e her of her faulty impatience; and

to convince her, by your own example, that this

world is not the place in which virtue is to find

its reward. She thinks no one so unhappy as

herself; but if she knew all that you have gone

through, she would surely be sensible, that if

you are happier than she, it is only because your

principles are better."
"
Indeed, my dear Madam," said she,

" that

is the only advantage I have over you : but

that, indeed, outweighs every thing else. It is

now but ten days since I followed to the grave

my only son, the survivor of eight children,

who were all equally the objects of my fondest

love. My heart is no less tender than your
own, nor my affections less warm. For a whole

year before the death of my last darling, I

watched the fatal progress of his disease, and

saw him suffer the most amazing pains. Nor
was poverty, that dreaded evil to which you
could not submit, wanting to my trials. Though
my husband is by his profession a gentleman,
his income is so small, that I and my children

have often wanted necessaries; and though I

had always a weakly constitution, I have helped
to support my family by the labour of my own
hands. At this time I am consuming, by daily

tortures, with a cancer which must shortly be

my death. My pains, perhaps, might be miti-

.gated by proper assistance, though nothing
could preserve my life ; but I have not the

means to obtain that assistance." " O hold,"

interrupted I,
" my soul*is shocked at the enu

meration of such intolerable sufferings. How
is it that you support them ? Why do hot I see

YOU in despair like mine, renounce your exist-

ence, and put yourself out of the reach of tor

ment ? But, above all, tell me how it is possible

for you to preserve, amidst such complicated

misery, that appearance of cheerfulness and
serene complacency which shines so remarkably
in your countenance, and animates every look

and motion ?"
" That cheerfulness and complacency," an

swered the good woman, " I feel in my heart.
" My mind is not only serene, but often experi
ences the highest emotions of joy and exulta

tion, that the brightest hopes can give."
" And

whence," said I, "do you derive this astonishing
art of extracting joy from misery, and of smil

ing amidst all the terrors of pain, sorrow,

poverty, and death ?" She was silent a moment ;

then stepping to her closet, reached a Biblfl,

which she put into my hands. " See there,"

said she,
" the volume in which I learn this art.

Here I am taught that everlasting glory is in

store for all who will accept it upon the terms

which Infinite Perfection has prescribed ; here I

am promised consolation, assistance, and support
from the Lord of Life, and here 1 am assured

that my transient afflictions are only meant to

fit me for eternal and unspeakable happiness.
This happiness is at hand. The short remain

der of my life seems but a point, beyond which

opens the glorious prospect of immortality.
Thus encouraged, how should I be dejected ?

Thus supported, how should I sink ? WT
ith such

prospects, such assured hopes, how can I be

otherwise than happy ?"

While she spoke, her eyes sparkled, and her

whole face seemed animated with joy. I was
struck with her manner, as well as her words.

Every syllable she uttered seemed to sink into

my soul, so that I never can forget it. I re

solved to examine a religion, which was capable
of producing such effects as I could not attribute

either to chance or error. The good couple

pressed me with so much unaffected kindness,

to make their little parsonage my asylum till I

could better dispose of myself, that I accepted

their offer. Here, with the assistance of the

clergyman, who is a plain, sensible, and truly

pious man, I have studied the Holy Scriptures,

and the evidences of their authority. But after

reading them with candour and attention, I

found all the extrinsic arguments of their truth

superfluous. The excellency of their precepts,

the consistency of their doctrines, and the

glorious motives and encouragements to virtue

Avhich they propose, together with the striking

example I had before my eyes of their salu

tary effects, left me no doubt of their divine au

thority.

During the time of my abode here, I have

been witness to the more than heroic, the joyful,

the triumphant death of the dear good woman.

With as much softness and tenderness as ever I

saw in a female character, she showed more

dauntless intrepidity than the sternest philoso

pher or the proudest hero. No tormeiit could
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shake the constancy of her soul, or length of

pain wear out the strength of her patience.

Death was to her an object not of horror but of

hope. When I heard her pour forth her last

breath in thanksgiving, and saw the smile of

ecstacy remain on her pale face when life was

fled, I could not help crying out in the beautiful

language I had lately learned from the sacred

writings,
" O Death ! where is thy sting ? O

Grave ! where is thy victory ?"

I am now preparing to leave my excellent

benefactor, and get my bread in a service, to

which he has recommended me in a neighbour

ing family. A state of servitude, to which once

I could not resolve to yield, appears no longer
dreadful to me : that pride, which would have

made it galling, Christianity has subdued,

though philosophy attempted it in vain. As a

penitent, I should gratefully submit to mortifi

cation ; but as a Christian, I find myself su

perior to every mortification, except the sense of

guilt. This has humbled me to the dust : but

the full assurances that are given me by the

Saviour of the world, of the Divine pardon and

favour upon sincere repentance, have calmed my
troubled spirit, and filled my mind with peace
and joy, which the world can neither give nor

take away. Thus, without any change for the

better in my outward circumstances, I find my
self changed from a distracted, poor, despairing

wretch, to a contented, happy, grateful being ;

thankful for, arid pleased with my present state

of existence, yet exulting in the hope of quitting
it for an endless glory and happiness.

O ! Sir, tll the unthinking mortals, who will

not take the pains of inquiring into those truths

which most concern them, and who are led by
fashion, and the pride of human reason, into a

contempt for the Sacred Oracles of God
; tell

them these amazing effects of the power of

Christianity: tell them this truth which ex

perience has taught me, that,
"
though Vice is

constantly attended by misery, Virtue itselfcan

not confer happiness in this world, except it is

animated with the hopes of eternal bliss in the

world to come."

I am, &c.

Y. FIDELIA.
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Non desunt crassi quidam, qui studiosos ab hitjus-

tncdi libris deterreant, ceu yoeticis, ut vacant, et ad
morum integritatem officientibus. Ego vero dignos
censeo quos et omnibus in ludis pr(elegant adoleseen-

tia literatores, et sibi legant relegantque senos.

ERASMUS.
|

There are not wanting persons so dull and in- I

sensible, as to deter students from reading books of
j

this kind, which, they say, are poetical, and perni-

cious to the purity of morals ; out I am of opinion, that
they are not only worthy to be read, by the instruct-
ors of youth in their schools, but that the old and
experienced should again and again peruse them.

GREATNESS, novelty, and beauty, are usually
and justly reckoned the three principal sources
of the pleasures that strike the imagination.
If the Iliad be allowed to abound in objects that

may be referred to the first species, yet the

Odyssey may boast a greater number of images
that are beautiful and uncommon. The vast

variety of scenes perpetually shifting before us,
the train of unexpected events, and the many
sudden turns of fortune in this diversified poem,
must more deeply engage the reader, and keep
his attention more alive and active, than the

martial uniformity of the Iliad. The continual

glare of a singular colour that unchangeably
predominates throughout a whole piece, is apt to

dazzle and disgust the eye of the beholder. I
will not, indeed, presume to say with Voltaire,
that among the greatest admirers of antiquity,
there is scarce one to be found, who could ever

read the Iliad with that eagerness and rapture,
which a woman feels when she peruses the

novel of Zayde ; but will, however, venture to

affirm that the Speciosa Miracula of the Odyssey
are better calculated to excite our curiosity and

wonder, and to allure us forward with unex-

tinguished impatience to the catastrophe, than
the perpetual tumult and terror that reign

through the Iliad.

The boundless exuberance of his imagination,
his unwearied spirit and fire, ce.xa.fjc.ix.7tv xv, has

enabled Homer to diversify the descriptions of

his battles with many circumstances of great

variety : sometimes, by specifying the different

characters, ages, professions, or nations, of his

dying heroes ; sometimes by describing different

kinds of wounds and deaths; and sometimes by
tender and pathetic strokes, which remind the

reader of the aged parent who is fondly expecting

the return of his son just murdered, of the

desolate condition of the widows who will now
be enslaved, and of the children that will be

dashed against the stones. Bui notwithstanding
this delicate art and address in the poet, the sub

ject remains the same and from this sameness,

it will, I fear, grow tedious and insipid to

impartial readers : these small modifications and

adjuncts are not sufficiently efficacious to give

the grace of novelty to repetition, and to make

tautology delightful : the battles are, indeed,

nobly and variously painted, yet still they arc

only battles. But when we accompany Ulysses

through the manifold perils he underwent by soa

arid land, and visit with him the strange nations

to which the anger of Neptune has driven him,
all whose manners and customs are described in

the most lively and picturesque terms ; when we

survey the wondrous monsters he encountered
and escaped,
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Antiphaten, Scyllamque, et cum Cyclope Charybdin ;

Antiphates his hideous feast devour,

Charybdis bark and Polyphemus roar ; FRAN.

rrhen we see him refuse the charms of Calypso,

and the cup of Circe; when we descend with

him into hell, and hear him converse with all

the glorious heroes that assisted at the Trojan

-var; when, after struggling with ten thousand

difficulties unforeseen and almost unsurmoun-

table, he is at last restored to the peaceable pos
session of his kingdom and his queen ; when
such objects as these are displayed, so new and

so interesting ;
when all the descriptions, inci

dents, scenes, and persons, differ so Avidely from

each other
; then it is that poetry becomes " a

perpetual feast of nectared sweets," and a feast

of such an exalted nature, as to produce neither

satiety or disgust.

But besides its variety, the Odyssey is the

most amusing and entertaining of all other

poems, on account of the pictures it preserves

to us of ancient manners, customs, laws, and

politics, and of the domestic life of the heroic

ages. The more any nation becomes polished,

the more the genuine feelings of nature are dis

guised, and their manners are consequently less

adapted to bear a faithful description. Good-

breeding is founded on the dissimulation or sup

pression of such sentiments, as may probably

provoke or offend those with whom we con

verse. The little forms and ceremonies which
have been introduced into civil life by the mo
derns, are not suited to the dignity and simpli

city of the Epic Muse. The coronation feast

of a European monarch would not shine half so

much in poetry, as the simple supper prepared
for Ulysses at the Phseacian court ; the gardens
of Alcinous are much fitter for description than

those of Versailles
;
and Nausicaa, descending

to the river to wash her garments, and dancing
afterwards upon the banks with her fellow-vir

gins, like Diana amidst her nymphs,

5'

Though all are fair, she shines above the rest,

is a far more graceful figure, than the most

glittering lady in the drawing-room, with a

complexion plastered to repair the vigils of

cards, and a shape violated by a stiff brocade

and an immeasurable hoop. The compliment
also which Ulyrses pays to this innocent una

dorned beauty, especially when he compares her

to a young palm-tree of Delos, contains more

gallantry and elegance, than the most applauded
sonnet of the politest French marquis that ever

rhymed. However indelicate I may be esteem

ed, I freely confess I had rather sit in the grotto

of Calypso, than in the most pompous saloon of

Louis XV. The tea and the card-tables can be

introduced with propriety and success only in the

mock-heroic, as they have been very happily it

the Rape of the Lock : but the present mode*
of life must be forgotten when we attempt any
thing in the serious or sublime poetry ;

for hero

ism disdains the luxurious refinements, the

false delicacy and state of modern ages. The

primeval, I was about to say, patriarchal sim

plicity of manners displayed in the Odyssey, is

a perpetual source of true poetry, is inexpressi

bly pleasing to all who are uncoi'rupted by the

business and the vanities of life, and may there

fore prove equally instructive and captivating to

younger readers.

It seems to be a tenet universally received

among common critics, as certain and indispu

table, that images and characters of peaceful
and domestic life are not so difficult to be drawn,
as pictures of war and fury. I own myself of

a quite contrary opinion; and think the de

scription of Andromache parting with Hector

in the Iliad, and the tender circumstance of the

child Astyanax starting back from his father's

helmet, and clinging to the bosom of his nurse,

are as great efforts of the imagination of Homer,
as the dreadful picture of Achilles fighting with

the rivers, or dragging the carcass of Hector at

his chariot-wheels : the behaviour of Hecuba,
when she points to the breast that had suckled

her dear Hector, is as finely conceived as the

most gallant exploits of Diomede and Ajax :

the natural is as strong an evidence of true ge
nius as the sublime. It is in such images tha

Odyssey abounds ;
the superior utility of which,

as they more nearly concern and more strongly

affect us, need not be pointed out. Let Longi-
nus admire the majesty of Neptune whirling
his chariot over the deep, surrounded by sea-

monsters that gamboled before their king ; the

description of the dog Argus, creeping to the

feet of his master, whom he alone knew in his

disguise, and expiring with joy for his return,

is so inexpressibly pathetic, that it equals, if not

exceeds any of the magnificent and bolder ima

ges which that excellent critic hath produced in

his treatise on the sublime. He justly com

mends the prayer of Ajax, who, when he *v<vs

surrounded with a thick darkness that prevent

ed the display of his prowess, begs of Jupiter

only to remove the clouds that involved him ;

" and then," says he,
"

destroy me if thou wilt

in the daylight ;" \v Si qu.ii **} o\i<r<rcv. But sure

ly the reflections which Ulysses makes to Am-

phinomus, the most virtuous of the suitors, con

cerning the misery and vanity of man, will be

found to deserve equal commendations, if we
consider their propriety, solemnity, and truth.

Our hero, in the disguise of a beggar, had just

been spurned at and ridiculed by the rest of the

riotous lovers, but is kindly relieved by Amphi-

nomus, whose behaviour is finely contrasted to

the brutality of his brethren. Upon wlmh

Ulysses says,
" Hear me, O Amphinomaa!
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and ponder the words I shall speak unto thee.

Of all creatures that breathe or creep upon the

earth, the most weak and impotent is man.

For he never thinks that evil shall befal him at

another season, while the gods bestow on him

strength and happiness. But when the immor
tal gods afflict him with adversity, he hears it

with unwillingness and repining. Such is the

mind of the inhabitants of earth, that it changes
as Jupiter sends happiness or misery. I once

numbered myself among the happy, and elated

with prosperity and pride, and relying on my
family and friends, committed many acts of in

justice. But let no man be proud or unjust,

but receive whatever gifts the gods bestow on

him with humility and silence." I chose to

translate this sententious passage as literally as

possible, to preserve the air of its venerable sim

plicity and striking solemnity. If we recollect

the speaker, and the occasion of the speech, we
cannot fail of being deeply affected. Can we,

therefore, forbear giving our assent to the truth

of the title which Alcidamas, according to

Aristotle in his rhetoric, bestows on the Odys-

eey ; who calls it "a beautiful mirror of human

life," ctciXov aLvB^oiTivnv PIOU xxTMrrgev.

Homer, in the Iliad, resembles the river Nile,

vphen it descends in a cataract that deafens and

astonishes the neighbouring inhabitants. In

the Odyssey, he is still like the same Nile, when
its genial inundations gently diffuse fertility

and fatness over the peaceful plains of Egypt.
Z.
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Nil desperandum.

Avaunt Despair.

Hon.

I .HAVE sometimes heard it disputed in conver

sation, whether it be more laudable or desirable,

that a man should think too highly or too mean

ly of himself; it is on all hands agreed to be

best, that he should think rightly : but since a

fallible being will always make some deviations

from exact rectitude, it is not wholly useless to

inquire towards which side it is safer to de

cline.

The prejudices of mankind seem to favour

him who errs by under-rating his own powers ;

he is considered as a modest and harmless mem
ber of society, nor likely to break the peace by
competition, to endeavour after such splendour of

reputation as may dim the lustre of others, or to

interrupt any in the enjoyment of themselves
;

he is no man's rival, and, therefore, may be

every man's friend.

The opinion which a man entertains of him

self ought to be distinguished, in order to an

accurate discussion of this question, as it relates

to persons or to things. To think highly of our

selves in comparison with others, to assume by
our own authority that precedence which none

is willing to grant, must be always invidious

and offensive
;
but to rate our powers high in

proportion to things, and imagine ourselves

equal to great undertakings, while we leave

others in possession of the same abilities, cannot

with equal justice provoke censure.

It must be confessed, that self-love may dis

pose us to decide too hastily in our own favour :

but who is hurt by the mistake ? If we are in

cited by this vain opinion to attempt more than

we can perform, ours is the labour, and ours is

the disgrace.

But he that dares to think well of himself,

will not always prove to he mistaken
;
and the

good effects of his confidence will then appear in

great attempts and great performances : if hi

should not fully complete his design, he will at

least advance it so far as to leave an easier task

for him that succeeds him; and even though he

should wholly fail, he will fail with honour.

But from the opposite error, from torpid de

spondency can come no advantage ;
it is the

frost of the soul, which binds up all its powers,
and congeals life in perpetual sterility. He that

has no hopes of success, will make no attempts;
and where nothing is attempted, nothing can be

done.

Every man should therefore endeavour to

maintain in himself a favourable opinion of tho

powers of the human mind
;
which are perhaps*

in every man, greater than they appear, and

might, by diligent cultivation, be exalted to a

degree beyond what their possessor presumes to

believe. There is scarce any man but has founl

himself able, at the instigation of necessity, to

do what in a state of leisure and deliberation ho

would have concluded impossible; and some of

our species have signalized themselves by such

achievements, as prove that there are few things

above human hope.

It has been the policy of all nations to pre

serve by some public monuments, the memory
of those who have served their country by great

exploits ;
there is the same reason for con

tinuing or reviving the names of those, whose

extensive abilities have dignified humanity.
An honest emulation may be alike excited ; and

the philosopher's curiosity may be inflamed by
a catalogue of the works of Boyle or Bacon, aa

Themistocles was kept awake by the trophies of

Miltiades.

Among the favourites of nature that have

from time to time appeared in the world, en

riched with various endowments and contrarie

ties of excellence, none seems to have been more
exalted above the common rate of humanity,
than the man known about two centuries age
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toy the appellation of the Admirable Crichton
;

of whose history, whatever we may suppress as

surpassing credibility, yet we shall, upon incon-

testible authority, relate enough to rank him

among prodigies.
"

Virtue," says Virgil,
" is better accepted

when it comes in a pleasing form;" the person
of Crichton was eminently beautiful ; but his

beauty was consistent with such activity and

strength, that in fencing he would spring at one

bound the length of twenty feet upon his anta

gonist ;
and he used the sword in either hand

with such force and dexterity, that scarce any
one had courage to engage him.

Having studied at St. Andrew's in Scotland,

he went to Paris in his twenty-first year, and

affixed on the gate of the college of Navarre

a kind of challenge to the learned of that uni

versity to dispute with him on a certain day :

offering to his opponents, whoever they should

be, the choice of ten languages, and of all the

faculties and sciences. On the day appointed
three thousand auditors assembled, when four

doctors of the church and fifty masters appeared

against him : and one of his antagonists confes

ses, that the doctors were defeated ; that he

gave proofs of knowledge above the reach of

man ; and that a hundred years passed without
food or sleep, would not be sufficient for the at

tainment of his learning. After a disputation
of nine hours, he was presented by the president
and professors with a diamond and a purse
of gold, and dismissed with repeated acclama

tions.

From Paris he went away to Rome, where
he made the same challenge, and had in the

presence of the pope and cardinals the same suc

cess. Afterwards he contracted at Venice an

acquaintance with Aldus Manutius, by whom
he was introduced to the learned of that city :

then visited Padua, where he engaged in another

public disputation, beginning his performance
with an extemporal poem in praise of the city
and the assembly then present, and concluding
with an oration equally unpremeditated in com
mendation of ignorance.
He afterwards published another challenge,

in which he declared himself ready to detect the

errors of Aristotle and all his commentators,
either in the common forms of logic, or in any
which his antagonists should propose of a hun
dred different kinds of verse .

These acquisitions of learning, however stu

pendous, were not gained at the expense of any
pleasure which youth generally indulges, or by
the omission of any accomplishment in which
it becomes a gentleman to excel : he practised
in great perfection the arts of drawing and

painting, he was an eminent performer in both

vocal and instrumental music, he danced with
uncommon gracefulness, arid on the day after

bis disputation at Paris exhibited his skill in

horsemanship before the court of France,
where, at a public match of tilting, he bore

away the ring upon his lance fifteen times to

gether.

He excelled likewise in domestic games of

less dignity and reputation ; arid in the interval

between his challenge and disputation at Paris,
he spent so much of his time at cards, dice, and

tennis, that a lampoon was fixed upon the gate
of the Sorbonne, directing those that would see

this monster of erudition, to look for him at the
tavern.

So extensive was his acquaintance with life

and manners, that in an Italian comedy, com

posed by himself, and exhibited before the court

of Mantua, he is said to have personated fifteen)

different characters; in all which he might suc

ceed without great difficulty, since he had such

power of retention, that once hearing an ora

tion of an hour, he would repeat it exactly, and
in the recital follow the speaker through all his

variety of tone and gesticulation.

Nor was his skill in arms less than in learn

ing, or his courage inferior to his skill: there

was a prize-fighter at Mantua, who, travelling
about the world, according to the barbarous

custom of that age, as a general challenger, had

defeated the most celebrated masters in many
parts of Europe ;

and in Mantua, where he
then resided, had killed three that appeared

against him. The Duke repented that he had

granted him his protection; when Crichton,

looking on his sanguinary success with indigna

tion, offered to stake fifteen hundred pistoles,

and mount the stage against him. The duke,
with some reluctance, consented, and on the

day fixed the combatants appeared ; their wea

pon seems to have been single rapier, which was
then newly introduced in Italy. The prize

fighter advanced with great violence and fierce

ness, and Crichton contented himself calmly to

ward his passes, and suffered him to exhaust his

vigour by his own fury. Crichton then became
the assailant; and pressed upon him with such

force and agility, that he- thrust him thrice

through the body, and saw him expire : he then

divided the prize he had won among the widows
whose husbands had been killed.

The death of this wonderful man I should be

willing to conceal, did I not know that every
reader will inquire curiously after that fatal

hour, which is common to all human beings,

however distinguished from each other by na

ture or by fortune.

The duke of Mantua having received so many
proofs of his various merit, made him tutor to-

his son Vincentio di Gonzago, a p-rince of loose

manners and turbulent disposition. On this

occasion it was, that he composed the comedy
in which he exhibited so many different cha

racters with exact propriety. But his honour

was of short continuance; for as he was one
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night in the time of Carnival rambling about

the streets, with his guitar in his hand, he was

attacked by six men masked. Neither his cour

age nor skill in this exigence deserted him ; he

opposed them with such activity and spirit, that

he soon dispersed them, and disarmed their

leader, who throwing off his mask, discovered

himself to be the prince his pupil. Crichton

falling on his knees, took his own sword by the

point, and presented it to the prince ; who im

mediately seized it, and instigated, as some say,

by jealousy, according to others, only by drun

ken fury and brutal resentment, thrust him

through the heart.

Thus was the Admirable Crichton brought
into that state, in which he could excel the

meanest of mankind only by a few empty hon

ours paid to his memory ; the court of Mantua
testified their esteem by a public mourning, the

contemporary wits were profuse of their en

comiums, and the palaces of Italy were adorned

with pictures, representing him on horseback,

with a lance in one hand and a book in the

other. T.
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Nunc scio quid sit amor,

Now know I what is love.

VIRG.

THOUGH the danger of disappointment is always
in proportion to the height of expectation, yet I

this day claim the attention of the ladies, and

profess to teach an art by which all may obtain

what has hitherto been deemed the prerogative
of a few ;

an art by which their predominant

passion may be gratified, and their conquests
not only extended but secured ;

" The art of

being Pretty."
But though my subject may interest the

ladies, it may, perhaps, offend those profound

moralists, who have long since determined, that

beauty ought rather to be despised than de

sired; that, like strength, it is a mere natural

excellence, the effect of ca'uses wholly out of our

wower, and not intended either as the pledge of

happiness or the distinction of merit.

To these gentlemen I shall remark, that

beauty is among those qualities, which no effort

of human wit could ever bring into contempt :
j

it is, therefore, to be wished at least, that beauty
was in some degree dependent upon sentiment

and manners, that so high a privilege might not

be possessed by the unworthy, and that human
reason might no longer suffer the mortification

of those who are compelled to adore an idol,

which differs from a stone or a log only by the

skill of the artificer : and if they cannot them
selves behold beauty with indifference, they

must surely approve an attempt to show that it

merits their regard.
I shall, however, principally consider that

species of beauty which is expressed in the

countenance
;
for this alone is peculiar to hu

man beings, and is not less complicated than

their nature. In the countenance there are but

two requisites to perfect beauty, which are

wholly produced by external causes, colour and
'

{

proportion : and it will appear, that even in
'

common estimation these are not the chief, bul

though there may be beauty without them, yet
there cannot be beauty without something
more.

The. finest features, ranged in the most exact \

symmetry, and heightened by the most bloom-

ing complexion, must be animated before they t

can strike : and when they are animated, will \

generally excite the same passions which they
]

express. If they are fixed in the dead calm of
j

insensibility, they will be examined without

emotion ; and if they do not express kindness,

they will be beheld without love. Looks of

contempt, disdain, or malevolence, will be re

flected, as from a mirror, by every countenance

on which they are turned ; and if a wanton

aspect excites desire, it is but like that of a

savage for his prey, which cannot be gratified

without the destruction of its object.

Among particular graces the dimple has al

ways been allowed the pre-eminence, and the

reason is evident; dimples are produced by a

smile, and a smile is an expression of compla

cency : so the contraction of the brows into a

frown, as it is an indication of a contrary tem

per, has always been deemed a capital defect.

The lover is generally at a loss to define the

beauty, by which his passion was suddenly and

irresistibly determined to a particular object ;

but this could never happen, if it depended upon

any known rule of proportion, upon the shape
or disposition of the features, or the colour of

the skin: he tells you, that it is something
which he cannot fully express, something not

fixed in any part, but diffused over the whole;
he calls it a sweetness, a softness, a placid sensi

bility, or gives it some other appellation which

connects beauty with sentiment, and expresses

a charm "which is not peculiar to any set of

features, but is perhaps possible to all.

This beauty, however, does not always con

sist in smiles, but varies as expressions of meek
ness and kindness vary with their objects; it is

extremely forcible in the silent complaint of

patient sufferance, the tender solicitude of

friendship, and the glow of filial obedience
;
and

in tears whether ofjoy, of pity, or of grief, it ia

almost irresistible.

This is the charm which captivates without
the aid of nature, and without which her ut

most bounty is ineffectual. But it cannot bn

assumed as a mask to conceal insensibilitv or
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malevolence ;
it must be the genuine effect of

corresponding sentiments, or it will impress

npon the countenance a new and more disgust

ing deformity, affectation; it will produce the

grin, the simper, the stare, the languish, the

pout, and innumerable other grimaces, that ren

der folly ridiculous, and change pity to con

tempt. By some, indeed, this species of hy
pocrisy has been practised with such skill as to

deceive superficial observers, though it can de

ceive even these but for a moment. Looks

which do not correspond with the heart, cannot

be assumed without labour, nor continued with

out pain ; the motive to relinquish them must,

therefore, soon preponderate, and the aspect and

apparel of the visit will be laid by together; the

smiles and the languishments of art will vanish,

and the fierceness of rage, or the gloom of dis

content, will either obscure or destroy all the

elegance of symmetry and complexion.
The artificial aspect is, indeed, as wretched a

substitute for the expression of sentiment, as

the smear of paint for the blushes of health : it

is not only equally transient, and equally liable

to detection ; but as paint leaves the counte

nance yet more withered and ghastly, the pas
sions burst out with more violence after re

straint, the features become more distorted, and

\ excite more determined aversion.

f^' Beauty, therefore, depends principally upon
the mind, and consequently may be influenced

by education. It has been remarked, that the

predominant passion may generally be discover

ed in the countenance
; because the muscles by

which it is expressed, being almost perpetually

contracted, lose their tone, and never totally

relax : so that the expression remains when the

passion is suspended : thus an angry, a disdain

ful, a subtle, and a suspicious temper is display
ed in characters that are almost universally un
derstood. It is equally true of the pleasing and

the softer passions, that they leave their signa

tures upon the countenance when they cease to

act : the prevalence of these passions, therefore,

produces a mechanical effect upon the aspect,

and gives a turn and cast to the features which

make a more favourable and forcible impression

upon the mind of others, than any charm pro
duced by mere external causes.

Neither does the beauty which depends upon
j

temper and sentiment, equally endanger the

possessor;
" It is," to use an eastern metaphor,

" like the towers of a city, not only an orna-
j

ment, but a defence:" if it excites desire, it at
'

once controls and refines- it ;
it represses with

awe, it softens with delicacy, and it wins to
|

imitation. The love of reason and of virtue is

mingled with the love of beauty ;
because this

beauty is little more than the emanation of in

tellectual excellence, which is not an object of

Corporeal appetite. As it excites a purer pas- i

sion, it also more forcibly engages to fidelity:

every man finds himself more powerfully re-,

strained from giving pain to goodness than to

beauty ;
and every look of a countenance in

which they are blended, in which beauty is the

expression of goodness, is a silent reproach o

the first irregular wish
;
and the purpose im

mediately appears to be disingenuous and cruel,

by which the tender hope of ineffable affection

would be disappointed, the placid confidence

of unsuspecting simplicity abused, and the

peace even of virtue endangered, by the most
sordid infidelity and the breach of the strongest

obligations.

But the hope of the hypocrite must perish.
When the factitious beauty has laid by her

smiles; when the lustre of her eyes and the

bloom of her cheeks have lost their influence

with their novelty ; what remains but a tyrant
divested of power, who will never be seen

without a mixture of indignation and disdain?

The only desire which this object could gratify,

will be transferred to another, not only without

reluctance, but with triumph. As resentment

will succeed to disappointment, a desire to mor

tify will succeed to a desire to please; and t.h

husband may be urged to solicit a mistress,

merely by a remembrance of the beauty of his

wife, which lasted only till she was known.
Let it, therefore, be remembered, that none

can be disciples of the Graces, but in the school

of "Virtue ; and that those who wish to be lovely,

must learn early to be good.

No. 83.] TUESDAY, AUGUST 21, 1753,

Jllic ertim debet toto animo a poeta in dissolutlo-

nem nodi, agi ; eaque preecipua fabulee pars est qucc

requirit plurimum diligentlce. CICERO.

The poet ought to exert his whole strength and

spirit in the solution of his plot; which is the prin

cipal part of the fable, and requires the utmost dili

gence'and care.

OF the three only perfect Epopees, which, in

the compass of so many ages, human wit has

been able to produce, the conduct and constitu

tion of the Odyssey seem to be the most artifi

cial and judicious.

Aristotle observes, that there are two kincfs

of fables, the simple and the complex. A fable

in tragic or epic poetry, is denominated simple,

when the events it contains follow each other

in a continued and unbroken tenour, without a

recognition or discovery, and without a peripe-

tie or unexpected change of fortune. A fable

is called complex, when it contains both a dis

covery and a peripetie. And this great critic,

whose knowledge of human nature was COD-
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ruminate, determines, that fables of the latter

species far excel those of the former, because

fhey more deeply interest and more irresistibly

inove the reader, by adding surprise and asto

nishment to every other passion which they ex

cite.

The philosopher, agreeably to this observation,

prefers the (Edipus of Sophocles, and the Iphi-

genia in Tauris and Alcestes of Euripides, to

the Ajax, Pbiloctetes, and Media of the same

writers, and to the Prometheus of Eschylus : be

cause these last are all uncomplicated fables ; that

is, the evils and misfortunes that befall the

personages represented in these dramas, are

unchangeably continued from the beginning to

the end of each piece. For the same reasons,

the Athaliah of Racine, and the Merope's of

Mafei and Voltaire, are beyond comparison the

most affecting stories that have been handled by

any modern tragic writer : the discoveries, that

Joas is the king of Israel, and that Egistus is

the son of Merope, who had just ordered him to

be murdered, are so unexpected, but yet so

probable, that they may justly be esteemed very

great efforts of judgment and genius, and con

tribute to place these two poems at the head

of dramatic compositions.

The fable of the Odyssey being complex, and

containing a discovery and a change in the for

tune of its hero, is upon this single consideration,

exclusive of its other beauties, if we follow the

principles of Aristotle, much superior to the

fables, of the Iliad and the JEneld, which are

both simple, and unadorned with a peripetie or

recognition. The naked story of this poem,
stript of all its ornaments, and of the very names
of the characters, is exhibited by Aristotle in the

following passage, which is almost literally
translated.
" A man is for several years absent from his

home ; Neptune continually watches and perse
cutes him; his retinue being destroyed, he re

mains alone
; but while his estate is wasting by

the suitors of his wife, and his son's life is

plotted against, he himselfsuddenly arrives after

many storms at sea, discovers himself to some of

his friends, falls on the suitors, establishes him
self in safety, and destroys his enemies. This is

what is essential to the fable
; the episodes make

up the rest."

From these observations on the nature of the
fable of the Odyssey in general, we may proceed
to consider it more minutely. The two chief

parts of every epic fable are its Intrigue or Plot,
and its Solution or Unravelling. The intrigue
is formed by a complication of different interests,
which keep the mind of the reader in a pleasing

suspense, and fill him with anxious wishes to see

the obstacles that oppose the designs of the hero

happily removed. The solution consists in re

moving these difficulties, in satisfying the curi

osity of the reader by the completion of the

intended action, and in leaving his mind in

perfect repose, without expectation of anv
farther event. Both of these should arise na

turally and easily out of the very essence and

subject of the poem itself, should not be deduced

from circumstances foreign and extrinsical,

should be at the same time probable yet won
derful.

The anger of Neptune, who resented the

punishment which Ulysses had inflicted on his

son Polypheme, induces him to prevent the

return of the hero to Ithaca, by driving him
from country to country by violent tempests ;

and from this indignation of Neptune is formed
the intrigue of the Odyssey in the first part of

the poem ; that is, in plain prose,
" what more

natural and usual obstacle do they encounter

who take long voyages, than the violence of wind?)

and storms ?" The plot of the second part of the

poem is founded on circumstances equally

probable and natural ; on the unavoidable

effects of the long absence of a master, whose
return was despaired of, the insolence of his

servants, the dangers to which his wife and his

son were exposed, the ruin of his estate, and
the disorder of his kingdom.
The address and art of Homer in the gradual

solution of this plot, by the most probable and

easy expedients, are equally worthy our admira

tion and applause. Ulysses is driven by a tem

pest to the island of the Phseacians, where he is

generously and hospitably received. During a

banquet which Alcinous the king has prepared
for him, the poet most artfully contrives that

the bard Demodocus should sing the destruction

of Troy. At the recital of his past labours, and
at hearing the names of his old companions, from
whom he was now separated, our hera could no

longer contain himself, but burst into tears arid

weeps bitterly. The curiosity of Alcinous being
excited by this unaccountable sorrow, he entreats

Ulysses to discover who he is, and what he has

suffered ; which request furnishes a most proper
and probable occasion to the hereto relate a long
series of adventures in the four following books,
an occasion much more natural than that which
induces ^Eneas to communicate his history to

Dido. By this judicious conduct, Hpmer
taught his successors the artful manner of en

tering abruptly into the midst of the action;
and of making the reader acquainted with the

previous circumstances by a narrative from the

hero. The Phseacians, a people fond of strange
and amusing tales, resolve to fit out a ship for

the distressed hero, as a reward for the enter

tainment he has given them. When he arrives

in Ithaca, his absence, his age, and his travels,

render him totally unknown to all but his faith

ful dog Argus ; he then puts on a disguise, that

he may be the better enabled to surprise and to

punish, the riotous suitors, and to re-establish

the tranquillity of hno kingdom. The reader
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thinks that Ulysses is frequently on the point of

fceing discovered, particularly when he engages

in the shooting-match with the suitors, and

when he enters into conversation with Penelope
Ja the nineteenth book, and personates a fictitious

character; hut he is still judicially disappointed,

and the suspense is kept up as long as possible.

And at last, when his nurse Euriclea discovers

him by the scar in his thigh, it is a circum

stance so simple and so natural, that notwith

standing Aristotle places these recognitions, by

signs and tokens, below those that are effected

by reasoning, as in the OEdipus and Jphigenia ;

yet ought it ever to be remembered, that Homer
was the original from whom this striking

method of unravelling a fable, by a discovery

and a peripetie, was manifestly borrowed. The
doubts and fears of Penelope lest Ulysses was

not in reality her husband, and the tenderness

and endearments that ensue upon her conviction

that he is, render the surprize and satisfaction

of the reader complete.

Upon the whole, the Odyssey is a poem that

exhibits the finest lessons of morality, the most

entertaining variety of scenes and events, the

most lively and natural pictures of civil and

domestic life, the truest representation of the

manners and customs of antiquity, and the just-

est pattern of a legitimate Epopee: and is,

therefore, peculiarly useful to those, who are

animated by the noble ambition of adorning

humanity by living or by writing well.

Z.

Ko. 84J SATURDAY, AUGUST 25, 1753.

-Tolle periculum,
Jam raga prosilietfr&nis natura remotis.

Hon.

But take the danger and the shame away,
And vagrant nature bounds upon her prey.

FRANCIS.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

IT has been observed, I think, by Sir William

Temple, and after him by almost every other

writer, that England affords a greater variety

of characters than the rest of the world. This

is ascribed to the liberty prevailing amongst us,

which gives every man the privilege of being
wise or foolish his own way, and preserves him
from the necessity of hypocrisy or the servility

of imitation.

That the position itself is true, I am not

completely satisfied. To be nearly acquainted
with the people of dK .^nt

countries can hap

pen to very few; an'^nlife, as in every thing

else beheld at a distance, there appears an even

uniformity: the petty discriminations which

diversity the natural character, are not discov

erable but by a close inspection; we, therefore,

find them most at home, because there we have

most opportunities of remarking them. Much
less am I convinced, that this peculiar diversi

fication, if it be real, is the consequence of pecu
liar liberty ; for where is the government to be

found that superintends individuals with so

much vigilance, as not to leave their private
conduct without restraint? Can it enter into a

reasonable mind to imagine, that men of every
other nation are not equally masters of their

own time or houses with ourselves, and equal

ly at liberty to be parsimonious or profuse,
frolic or sullen, abstinent or luxurious ? Liberty
is certainly necessary to the full play of pre
dominant humours; but such liberty is to

be found alike under the government of tho

many or the few, in monarchies or in common
wealths.

How readily the predominant passion snatches

an interval of liberty, and how fast it expands
itself when the weight of restraint is taken

away, I had lately an opportunity to discover,

as I took a journey into the country in a stage

coach; which, as every journey is a kind of

adventure, may be very properly related to you,

though I can display no such extraordinary as

sembly, as Cervantes has collected at Don
Quixote's inn.

In a stage-coach the passengers are for the

! most part wholly unknown to one another, and

i without expectation of ever meeting again when
I their journey is at an end ; one should there

fore imagine, that it was of little importance to

any of them, what conjectures the rest should

form concerning him. Yet so it is, that as all

think themselves secure from detection, all as

sume that character of which they are most

desirous, and on no occasion is the general
ambition of superiority more apparently in

dulged.
On the day of our departure, in the twilight

of the morning, I ascended the vehicle with

I
three men and two women, my fellow-travel

lers. It was easy to observe the affected eleva

tion of mien with which every one entered, and

the supercilious civility with which they paid
their compliments to each other. When the

first ceremony was despatched, we sat silent for

a long time, all employed in collecting impor
tance into our faces, and endeavouring to strike

reverence and submission into our companions.
It is always observable, that silence propa

gates itself, and that the longer talk has been

suspended, the more difficult it is to find any

thing to say. WT
e began now to wish for con

versation : but no one seemed inclined to de

scend from his dignity, or first to propose a topic

of discourse. At last a corpulent gentleman,
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who had equipped himself for this expedition

with a scarlet surtout and a large hat with a

broad lace, drew out his watch, looked on it in

silence, and then held it dangling at his finger.

This was, I suppose, understood by all the com

pany as an invitation to ask the time of the day,

but nobody appeared to heed his overture; and

his desire to be talking so far overcame his re

sentment, that he let us know of his own accord

vhat it was past five, and that in two hours we
should be at breakfast.

His condescension was thrown away; we
continued all obdurate ;

the ladies held up their

heads ;
I amused myself with watching their

behaviour ; and of the other two, one seemed to

employ himself in counting the trees as Ave drove

by them, the other drew his hat over his eyes

and counterfeited a slumber. The man of bene

volence, to show that he was not depressed by
our neglect, hummed a tune, and beat time upon
his snuff-box.

Thus universally displeased with one another,

and not much delighted with ourselves, we
came at last to the little inn appointed for our

repast; and all began at once to recompense

themselves for the constraint of silence, by in

numerable questions and orders to the people

that attended us. At last, what every one had

called for was got, or declared impossible to be

got at that time, and we were persuaded to sit

round the same table; when the gentleman in

the red surtout looked again upon his watch,

told us that we had half an hour to spare, but

he was sorry to see so little merriment among
us ;

that all fellow-travellers were for the time

upon the level, and that it was always his way
to make himself one of the company.

" I re

member," says he,
" it was on just such a

morning as this, that 1 and my Lord Mumble
and the Duke of Tenterden were out upon a

ramble : we called at a little house as it might
be this ;

and my landlady, I warrant you, not

suspecting to whom she was talking, was so

jocular and facetious, and made so many merry
answers to our questions, that we were all ready
to burst with laughter. At last the good wo
man happening to overhear me whisper the

duke, and call him by his title, was so surprised

and confounded, that we could scarcely get a

word from her; and the duke never met me
from that day to this, but he talks of the little

house, and quarrels with me for terrifying the

landlady."
He had scarcely time to congratulate himself

on the veneration which this narrative must

have procured him from the company, when
one of the ladies having reached out for a plate

on a distant part of the table, began to remark
" the inconveniences of travelling, and the dif

ficulty which they who never sat at home with

out a great number of attendants found in per

forming for themselves such offices as the road
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required ; but that people of quality often tra

velled in disguise, and might be generally known
from the vulgar by their condescension to poor

innkeepers, and the allowance which they made
for any defect in their entertainment ;

that fo

her part, while people were civil and mean,

well, it was never her custom to find fault, for

one was not to expect upon a journey all that

one enjoyed at one's own house."

A general emulation seemed now to be ex

cited. One of the men, who had hitherto said

nothing, called for the last newspaper; and

having perused it a while with deep pensive-

ness,
" It is impossible," says he,

" for any man
to guess how to act with regard to the stocks :

last week it was the general opinion that they
would fall ;

and I sold out twenty thousand

pounds in order to a purchase : they have now
risen unexpectedly ;

and I make no doubt but at

my return to London I shall risk thirty thou

sand pounds amongst them again."
A young man, who had hitherto distinguished

himself only by the vivacity of his looks, and a

frequent diversion of his eyes from one object to

another, upon this closed his snuff-box, and told

us, that " he had a hundred times talked with

the chancellor and the judges on the subject of

the stocks ; that, for his part, he did not pretend
to be well acquainted with the principles upon
which they were established, but had always
heard them reckoned pernicious to trade, uncer

tain in their produce, and unsolid in their foun

dation ; and that he had been advised by three

judges, his most intimate friends, never to ven

ture his money in the funds, but to put it out

upon land-security, till he could light upon an

estate in his own country."
It might be expected, that upon these glimpses

of latent dignity, we should all have begun
to look round us with veneration

;
and have be

haved like the princes of romance, when the

enchantment that disguises them is dissolved, and

they discover the dignity of each other : yet it

happened, that none of these hints made much

impression on the company ; every one was ap

parently suspected of endeavouring to impose
false appearances upon the rest; all continued

their haughtiness, in hopes to enforce their

claims ; and all grew every hour more sullen,

because they found their representations of

themselves without effect.

Thus we travelled on four days with male

volence perpetually increasing, and without any
endeavour but to outvie each other in super
ciliousness and neglect ; and when any two of

us could separate ourselves for a moment, we
vented our indignation at the sauciness of the

rest.

At length the journey was at an end, and time

and chance, that strip off all disguises, have dis

covered, that the intimate of lords and dukes is

a nobleman's butler, who has furnished a shop
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with the money he has saved ; the man who
deals so largely in the funds, is a clerk of a

broker in 'Change-alley ; the lady who so care

fully concealed her quality, keeps a cook-shop
hehind the Exchange ;

and the young man who
is so happy in the friendship of the judges, en

grosses and transcribes for hread in a garret of

the temple. Of one of the women only I could

make 110 disadvantageous detection, because she

had assumed no character, but accommodated

herself to the scene before her, without any

struggle for distinction or superiority.

I could not forbear to reflect on the folly of

practising a fraud, which, as the event showed,
had been already practised too often to succeed,

and by the success of which no advantage could

have been obtained ; of assuming a character,

which was to end with the day; and of claim

ing upon false pretences honours which must

perish with the breath that paid them.

But, Mr. Adventurer, let not those who !

laugh at me and my companions, think this
j

folly confined to a stage-coach. Every man in

the journey of life takes the same advantage of

the ignorance of his fellow-travellers, disguises

himself in counterfeited merit, and hears those

praises with complacency which his conscience

reproaches him for accepting. Every man de

ceives himself, while he thinks he is deceiving

others; and forgets that the time is at hand
when every illusion shall cease, when fictitious

excellence shall be torn away, and all must be

shown to all in their real state.

I am, SIR,

Your humble servant,

T. VIATOR.
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Qui cupit optatam cursu contingere metam,
Malta tulit fecitqiie puer. HOR.

The youth, who hopes th' Olympic prize to gain,

All arts must try, and every toil sustain.

FRANCIS.

IT is observed by Bacon, that "
reading makes

a full man, conversation a ready man, and writ

ing an exact man."
As Bacon attained to degrees of knowledge

scarcely ever reached by any other man, the di

rections which he gives for study have certainly
a just claim to our regard; for who can teach

an art with so great authority, as he that has

practised it with undisputed success.

Under the protection of so great a name, I

shall therefore venture to inculcate to my in

genious contemporaries, the necessity of read

ing, the fitness of consulting other understand

ings than their own, and of considering the sen-

timents and opinions of those who, however

neglected in the present age, had in their own
times, and many of them a long time after

wards, such reputation for knowledge and acute-

ness, as will scarcely ever be attained by those
that despise them.

An opinion has of late been, I know not how,
propagated among us, that libraries are tilled

only with useless lumber; that men of parts
stand in need of no assistance; and that to

spend life in poring upon books, is only to im
bibe prejudices, to obstruct and embarrass the

powers of nature, to cultivate memory at the

expense of judgment, and to bury reason under
a chaos of undigested learning.

Such is the talk of many who think them
selves wise, and of some who are thought wise

by others
;
of whom part probably believe their

own tenets, and part may be justly suspected of

endeavouring to shelter their ignorance in mul
titudes, and of wishing to destroy that reputa
tion which they have no hopes to share. It

will, I believe, be found invariably true, that

learning was never decried by any learned

man ; and what credit can be given to those,

who venture to condemn that which they do

not know.
If reason has the power ascribed to it by its

advocates, if so much is to be discovered by at

tention and meditation, it is hard to believe,

that so many millions, equally participating of

the bounties of nature with ourselves, have been

for ages upon ages meditating in vain: if the

wits of the present time expect the regard of

posterity, which will then inherit the reason

which is now thought superior to instruction,

surely, they may allow themselves to be in

structed by the reason of former generations.

When, therefore, an author declares, that he

has been able to learn nothing from the writings
of his predecessors, and such a declaration has

been lately made, nothing but a degree of arro

gance unpardonable in the greatest human un

derstanding, can hinder him from perceiving
that he is raising prejudices against his own
performance; for with what hopes of success

can he attempt that in which greater abilities

have hitherto miscarried ? or with what pecu
liar force does he suppose himself invigorated,
that difficulties hitherto invincible should give

way before him ?

Of those whom Providence has qualified to

make any addition to human knowledge, the

number is extremely small ; and what can be

added by each single mind, even of this superior

class, is very little : the greatest part of man
kind must owe all their knowledge, and all

must owe far the larger part of it, to the infor

mation of others. To understand the works of

celebrated authors, to comprehend their systems,

and retain their reasonings, is a task more than
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equal to common intellects ;
and he is by no

means to be accounted useless or idle, who has

stored his mind with acquired knowledge, and

can detail it occasionally to others who have less

leisure or weaker abilities.

Persius has justly observed, that knowledge
is nothing to him who is not known by others to

possess it : to the scholar himself it is nothing

with respect either to honour or advantage, for

the world cannot reward those qualities which

are concealed from it ; with respect to others it

is nothing, because it affords no help to ignorance
or error.

It is with justice, therefore, that in an accom

plished character, Horace unites just senti

ments with the power of expressing them ; and

he that has once accumulated learning, is next

to consider, how he shall most widely diffuse

and most agreeably impart it.

A ready man is made by conversation. He
that buries himself among his manuscripts
"
besprent," as Pope expresses it,

" with learn

ed dust," and wears out his days and nights

in perpetual research and solitary meditation, is

too apt to lose in his elocution what he adds to

his wisdom ;
and when he comes into the world

to appear overloaded with his own notions, like

a man armed with weapons which he cannot

wield. He has no facility of inculcating his

speculations, of adapting himself to the various

degrees of intellect which the accidents of con

versation will present; but will talk to most

unintelligibly, and to all unpleasantly.

I was once present at the lectures of a pro
found philosopher, a man really skilled in the

science which he professed, who having occasion

to explain the terms Opacum and Pellucidum,

told us, after some hesitation, that Opacum
Avas, as one might say, Opake, and that Pelluci

dum signified Pellucid. Such was the dexterity
with which this learned reader facilitated to his

auditors the intricacies of science ; and so true

is it, that a man may know what he cannot teach.

Boerhaave complains, that the writers who
have treated of chemistry before him. are useless

to the greater part of students, because they

presuppose their readers to have such degrees of

skill as are not often to be found. Into the

same are all men apt to fall, who have familiar

ized any subject to themselves in solitude : they
discourse, as if they thought every other man
had been employed in the same inquiries ; and

expect that short hints and obscure allusions

will produce in others the same train of ideas

which they excite in themselves.

Nor is this the only inconvenience which the

man of study suffers from a recluse life. When
he meets with an opinion that pleases him, he

catches it up with eagerness; looks only after

such arguments as tend to his confirmation ; or

spares himself the trouble of discussion, and

adopts it with very little proof; indulges it long

' without suspicion, and in time unites it to the

general body of his knowledge, and treasures it

I up among incontestable truths : but when he

comes into the world among men, who, arguing

upon dissimilar principles, have been led to

different conclusions, and being placed in various

situations, view the same object on many sides
;

I he finds his darling position attacked, and him-

I

self in no condition to defend it : having thought

always in one train, he is in the state of a man
who, having fenced always with the same

master, is perplexed and amazed by a new

posture of his antagonist ; he is entangled in

unexpected difficulties, he is harassed by sud

den objections, he is unprovided with solutions

or replies, his surprise impedes his natural

powers of reasoning, his thoughts are scattered

and confounded, and he gratifies the pride of

airy petulance with an easy victory.

It is difficult to imagine, with what obstinacy
truths which one mind perceives almost by in

tuition, will be rejected by another; and how
many artifices must be practised, to procure
admission for the most evident propositions into

understandings frightened by their novelty, or

hardened against them by accidental prejudice ;

it can scarcely be conceived, how frequently in

these extemporaneous controversies, the dull

will be subtle, and the acute absurd ; how often

stupidity will elude the force of argument, by
involving itself in its own gloom ; and mistaken

ingenuity will weave artful fallacies, which rea

son can scarcely find means to disentangle.

In these encounters the learning of the recluse

usually fails him : nothing but long habit and

frequent experiments can confer the power of

changing a position into various forms, present

ing it in different points of view, connecting it

with known and granted truths, fortifying it with

intelligible arguments, and illustrating it by apt

similitudes; and he, therefore, that has collect

ed his knowledge in solitude, must learn its

application by mixing wifh mankind.

But while the various opportunities of con

versation invite us to try every mode of argu

ment, and every art of recommending our

sentiments, we are frequently betrayed to the

use of such as are not in themselves strictly

defensible ; a man heated in talk, and eager of

victory, takes advantage of the mistakes or

ignorance of his adversary, lays hold of con

cessions to which he knows he has no right, and

urges proofs likely to prevail on his opponent,

though he knows himself that they have no

force ;
thus the severity of reason is relaxed,

many topics are accumulated, but without just

arrangement or distinction; we learn to satisfy

ourselves with such ratiocinations as silence

others; and seldom recal to a close examination,
that discourse which has gratified our vanity
with victory and applause.

Some caution, therefore, must be used, lest
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copiousness and facility be made less valuable by

inaccuracy and confusion. To fix the thoughts

by writing, and subject them to frequent ex

aminations and reviews, is the best method of

enabling the mind to detect its own sophisms,
and keep it on guard against the fallacies which
it practises on others : in conversation we na

turally diffuse our thoughts, and in writing we
contract them ; method is the excellence of writ

ing, and unconstraint the grace of conversation.

To read, write, and converse in due propor

tions, is, therefore, the business of a man of

letters. For all these there is not often equal

opportunity ; excellence, therefore, is not often

attainable ; -and most men fail in one or other of

the ends proposed, and are full without readi

ness, or ready without exactness. Some

deficiency must be forgiven all, because all are

men : and more must be allowed to pass un-

censured in the greater part of the world, be

cause none can confer upon himself abilities,

and few have the choice of situations proper for

the improvement of those which nature has be

stowed; it is, however, reasonable, to have

perfection in our eye; that we may always
advance towards it, though we know it never

can be reached.
T.

No. 86.] SATURDAY, SEP. 1, 1753.

Concubitu prohlbere vago. Hou.

The wandering wish of lawless love suppress.
FRANCIS.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

To indulge that restless impatience, which every

man feels to relate incidents by which the pas

sions have been greatly affected, and communi
cate ideas that have been forcibly impressed, I

have given you some account of my life, which

without farther apology or introduction may,

perhaps, be favourably received in an Adven
turer.

My mother died when I was very young :

and my father, who was a naval commander,
and had, therefore, no opportunity to superin

tend my conduct, placed me at a grammar
school, and afterwards removed me to the uni

versity. At school the number of boys was so

great, that to regulate our morals was impossi

ble ; and at the university even my learning

contributed to the dissoluteness of my manners.

As I was an only child, my father had always
allowed me more money than I knew how to

lay out, otherwise than in the gratification of

[~ my vices : I had sometimes, indeed, been re-

l^ strained by a general sense of right and wrong ;

jbut I new opposed the remonstrances of con*

Science by the cavils of sophistry : and having
learned of some celebrated philosophers, as well

'ancient as modern, to prove that nothing is good
easure, I became a rake upon principle.

My father died in the same year with Queen
Anne, a few months before I became of age, and
left me a very considerable fortune in the funds.

I immediately quitted the university and came
to London, which I considered as the great marl
of pleasure ;

and as I could afford to deal large
ly, I wisely determined not to endanger my
capital. I projected a scheme of life that was
most agreeable to my temper, which was rather

sedate than volatile, and regVilated my expenses
with the economy of a philosopher. I found
that my favourite appetites might be gratified
with greater convenience and less scandal, in pro

portion as my life was more private : instead,

therefore, of incumbering myself with a family,
1 took the first floor of a house which was let

into lodgings, hired one servant, and kept a

brace of geldings at a livery stable. I constantly

frequented the theatres, and found my principles
confirmed by almost every piece that was repre

sented, particularly my resolution never to

'marry. In comedy, indeed, the action termi

nated in marriage : but it was generally the I

'.marriage of a rake who gave up his liberty with /I

[reluctance, as the only expedient to recover a
.'Ji

[fortune ; and the husband and wife of the drama I

kvere wretches whose example justified this re

luctance, and appeared to be exhibited for no
other purpose than to warn mankind, that

whatever may be presumed by those whom indi

gence has made desperate, to marry is to forfeit

the quiet, independence and felicity of life.

In this course I had continued twenty years,

without having impaired my constitution, les

sened my fortune, or incumbered myself with

an illegitimate offspring ; when a girl aboul

eighteen, just arrived from the country, was

hired as a chambermaid by the person who kept
the house in which I lodged ; the native beauty
of health and simplicity in this young creature,

had such an effect upon my imagination, that

I practised every art to debauch her, and at

length succeeded.

I found it convenient for her to continue in

the house, and, therefore, made no proposal of

removing her into lodgings ; but after a few
months she found herself with child, a discovery
which interrupted the indolence of my sensual

ity, and made me repent my indiscretion : how

ever, as I would not incur my own censure by

ingratitude or inhumanity, I provided her a

lodging and attendants, and she was at length

delivered of a daughter. The child 1 regarded
as a new incumbrance ; for though I did not

consider myself as under parental or conjugal

obligations, yet I could not think myself at lib-
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erty wholly to abandon either the mother or the

infant. To the mother, indeed, I had still some

degree of inclination ; though I should have been

heartily content never to have seen her again, if

I could at once have been freed from any further

trouble about her; but as something was to be

done, I was willing to keep her within my reach,

at least till she could be subservient to my plea

sure no longer : the child, however, I would have

sent away; but she intreated me to let her

suckle it, with an importunity which I could

not resist. After much thinking, I placed her

in a little shop in the suburbs, which I fur

nished, at the expense of about twenty pounds,
with chandlery ware, commodities of which she

had some knowledge, as her father was a petty

shopkeeper in the country : she reported that

her husband had been killed in an engagement
at sea, and that his pay, which she had been

empowered to receive by his will, had purchased
her stock. I now thought I had discharged

every obligation, as I had enabled her to subsist,

at least as well as she could have done by her

labour in the station in which I found her; and

as often as I had an inclination to see her, I

sent for her to a bagnio.

But these interviews did not produce the

pleasure which I expected : her affection for

me was too tender and delicate ; she often wept
in spite of all her efforts against it ; and could

not forbear telling me stories of her little girl

with the fond prolixity of a mother, when I

wished to regard her only as a mistress. These

incidents at once touched me with compunction,
and quenched the appetite which I had intended

to gratify ; my visits, therefore, became less fre

quent : but she never sent after me when I was

absent, nor reproached me, otherwise than by
tears of tenderness when she saw me again.

After the first year I wholly neglected her ;

and having heard nothing of her during the

winter, w
l went to spend the summer in the

Country. When I returned, I was prompted
rather by curiosity than desire to make some

inquiry after her; and soon learned that she

had died some months before of the small pox,
that the goods had been seized for rent, and the

child taken by the parish. At this account, so

sudden and unexpected, I was sensibly touched ;

and at first conceived a design to rescue the

child from the hands of a parish nurse, and
make some little provision for it when it

should be grown up : but this was delayed from

day to day, such was the supineness of my dis

position, till the event was remembered with
less and less sensibility; and at length I con

gratulated myself upon my deliverance from an

engagement which I had always considered as

resembling in some degree the shackles of matri

mony. I resolved to incur the same embar^
rassment no more, and contented myself with

strolling from one prostitute to anothar, of

whom I had seen many generations perish ; and
the new faces which I once sought among the

masks in the pit, I found with less trouble at

Cuper's, Vauxhall, Ranelagh, and innumerable

other places of public entertainment, which
have appeared during the last twenty years of

my life.

A few weeks ago I celebrated my sixtieth

birth-day with some friends at a tavern ;
and

as I was returning to my lodgings, I saw a

hackney coach stop at the door of a house which
I knew to be of ill repute, though it was private
and of the first class. Just as I came up, a girl

stepped out of it, who appeared, by the imper
fect glimpse I caught of her as she passed, to be

very young, and extremely beautiful. As I

was warm with wine, I followed her in with

out hesitation, and was delighted to find her

equally charming upon a nearer view. I de

tained the coach, and proposed that we should

go to Haddock's : she hesitated with some ap

pearance of unwillingness and confusion, but at

length consented : she soon became more free,

and I was not less pleased with her conversa

tion than her person : I observed that she had a

softness and modesty in her manner, which is

quickly worn off by habitual prostitution.

We had drank a bottle of French wine, and
were preparing to go to bed, when, to my un

speakable confusion and astonishment, I dis

covered a mark by which I knew her to be my
child: for I remembered, that the poor girl,

whom I so cruelly seduced and neglected, had

once told me with tears in her eyes, that she had

imprinted the two letters of my name under her

little Nancy's left breast, which, perhaps, would

be the only memorial she would ever have of a

father. I was instantly struck with a sense of

guilt with which I had not been familiar, and,

therefore, felt all its force. The poor wretch,

whom I was about to hire for the gratification

of a brutal appetite, perceived my disorder with

surprise and concern; she inquired with an

officious solicitude, what sudden illness had

seized me ; she took my hand, pressed it, and

looked eagerly in my face, still inquisitive what
could be done to relieve me. I remained some

time torpid : but was soon roused by the reflec

tion, that 1 was receiving the caresses of my
child, whom I had abandoned to the lowest in

famy, to be the slave of drunkenness and lust,

and whom I had led to the brink of incest. I

suddenly started up ; first held her at a dis

tance ; then catching her in my arms, strove to

speak, but burst into tears. I saw that she was

confounded and terrified ; and as soon as I could

recover my speech, I put an end to her doubts

by revealing the seci'et.

It is impossible to express the effect it had

upon her : she stood motionless a few minutes ;

then clasped her hands together, and looked up
in an agony, which not to have seen is not to

2T
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conceive. The tears at length started from her

eyes; she recollected herself, called me father,

threw herself upon her knees, embracing mine,
and plunging a new dagger in my heart by ask

ing my blessing.

We sat up together the remainder of the

night, which I spent in listening to a story that

I may, perhaps, hereafter communicate ; and

the next day I took lodgings for her about six

miles from town. I visit her every day with

emotions to which my heart has till now been a

stranger, and which are every day more fre

quent and more strong. I propose to retire

with her into some remote part of the country,
and to atone for the past by the future : but

alas ! of the future a few years only can remain ;

and of the past not a moment can return. What
atonement can I make to those, upon whose

daughters I have contributed to perpetuate that

calamity, from which by miracle I have rescued

my own ! How can I bear the reflection, that

though for my own child I had hitherto ex

pressed less kindness than brutes for their

young ; yet, perhaps, every other whom I

either hired or seduced to prostitution, had been

gazed at in the ardour of parental affection, till

tears have started to the eye ; had been catched

to the bosom with transport, in the prattling

simplicity of infancy; had been watched in

sickness with anxiety that suspended sleep;

had been fed by the toil of industrious poverty,
and reared to maturity with hope and fear.

What a monster is he, by whom these fears

are verified, and this hope deceived ! And yet,

so dreadful is the force of habitual guilt, I

sometimes regret the restraint which is come
i upon me; I wish to sink again into the slum-

\
ber from which I have been roused, and to re

peat the crimes which I abhor. My heart is

this moment bursting for utterance : but I want
words. Farewell.

AGAMUS.

No. 87.1 TUESDAY, SEPT. 4, 1753.

Iracundior est paulo ; minus aptus acutis

Naribus horum hominum; rideri possit, eo quod
Rusticius tonso toga defluit, et male laxus

In pede calceus titfret : at ingenium ingens
Inculto latet hoc sub corpore Hon.

Your friend is passionate : perhaps unfit

For the brisk petulance of modern wit ;

Hig hair ill cut, his robe that awkward flows,

Or his large shoes, to raillery expose
The man.
But underneath this rough uncouth disguise,
A genius of extensive knowledge lies.

FRANCIS.

THKHE are many accomplishments, which

though they are comparatively trivial, and may
be acquired by small abilities, are yet of great

importance in our common intercourse with
men. Of this kind is that general courtesy
which is called good breeding ; a name by which,
as an artificial excellence, it is at once character

ised and recommended.
Good breeding, as it is generally employed in

the gratification of vanity, a passion almost uni

versally predominant, is more highly prized by
the majority than any other

;
and he who

wants it, though he may be preserved from con

tempt by incontestible superiority either of

virtue or of parts, will yet be regarded with

malevolence, and avoided as an enemy with

whom it is dangerous to combat.

In some instances, indeed, the enmity of

others cannot be avoided without the participa

tion of guilt ; but then it is the enmity of those,

Avith whom neither virtue nor wisdom can de

sire to associate : and good-breeding may gene

rally be practised upon more easy and more

honourable terms, than acquiescence in the de

traction of malice or the adulation of servility,

the obscenity of a lecher or the blasphemy of

an infidel. Disagreeable truths may be sup

pressed ;
and when they can be suppressed

without guilt, they cannot innocently be utter

ed ;
the boast of vanity may be suffered without

severe reprehension, and the prattle of absurdity

may be heard without expressions of contempt.
It happens, indeed, somewhat unfortunately,

that the practice of good-breeding, however ne

cessary, is obstructed by the possession of more

valuable talents : and that great integrity,

delicacy, sensibility, and spirit, exalted genius,

and extensive learning, frequently render men
ill-bred.

Petrarch relates, that his admirable friend

and contemporary, Dante Aligheri, one of the

most exalted and original geniuses that ever

appeared, being banished his country, and hav

ing retired to the court of a prince which was

then the sanctuary of the unfortunate, was held

at first in great esteem ;
but became daily less

acceptable to his patron, by the severity of his

manners, and the freedom of his speech. There

were at the same court many players and buf

foons, gamesters and debauchees, one of whom,

distinguished by his impudence, ribaldry, and

obscenity, was greatly caressed by the rest;

which the prince suspecting Dante not to be

pleased with, ordered the man to be brought
before him, and having highly extolled him,

turned to Dante, and said,
" I wonder that this

person, who is by some deemed a fool, and by
others a madman, should yet be so generally

pleasing, and so generally beloved ; when you,

who are celebrated for wisdom, are yet heard
j

without pleasure, and commended without

friendship."
" You would cease to wonder,"

replied Dante,
" if you considered, that a coiij
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fbrmity of character is the source of friendship."

This sarcasm, which had all the force of truth,

and all the keenness of wit, was intolerable ;

and Dante was immediately disgraced and ban-

ished.

But by this answer, though the indignation

which produced it was founded on virtue,

'Dante probably gratified his own vanity, as

much as he mortified that of others: it was

the petulant reproach of resentment and pride,

which is always retorted with rage; and not

the still voice of reason, which is heard with

complacency and reverence : if Dante intended

reformation, his answer was not wise; if he

<lid not intend reformation, his answer was not

good.
Great delicacy, sensibility, and penetration,

do not less obstruct the practice of good-breed

ing than integrity. Persons thus qualified, not

only discover proportionably more faults and

failings in the characters which they examine,

but are more disgusted with the faults and fail

ings which they discover ; the common topics

of conversation are too trivial to engage their

attention ;
the various turns of fortune that

have lately happened at a game at whist, the

history of a ball at Tunbridge, or Bath, a de

scription of Lady Fanny's jewels and Lady
Kitty's vapours, the journals of a horse-race or a

cock-match, and disquisitions on the game-act
or the scarcity of partridges, are subjects upon
which men of delicate taste do not always choose

to declaim, and on which they cannot patiently
hear the declamation of others. But they should

remember, that their impatience is the impo
tence of reason and the prevalence of vanity ;

that if they sit silent and reserved, wrapped up
in the contemplation of their own dignity, they
will in their turn be despised and hated by those

whom they hate and despise; and with better

reason, for perverted power ought to be more
odious than debility. To .hear with patience,

and to answer with civility, seems to compre
hend all the good-breeding of conversation

; and
in proportion as this is easy, silence and inat

tention are without excuse.

He, who does not practice good breeding,
will not find himself considered as the object of

good-breeding by others. There is, however, a

species of rusticity, which it is not less absurd

than injurious to treat with contempt : this

species of ill-breeding is become almost prover

bially the characteristic of a scholar
; nor should

it be expected, that he who is deeply attentive

to an abstruse science, or who employs any of

the three great faculties of the soul, the me
mory, the imagination, or the judgment, in the

close pursuit of their several objects, should

have studied punctilios of form and ceremony,
and be equally able to shine at a route and in the

schools. That the bow of a chronologer, and
the compliment of an astronomer, should be

improper or uncouth, cannot be thought strange
to those, who duly consider the narrowness of

our faculties, and the impossibility of attaining
universal excellence.

Equally excusable, for the same reasons, are

that absence of mind, and that forgetfulness of

place and person, to which scholars are so fre

quently subject. When Lewis XIV. was one

day. lamenting the death of an old comedian

whom he highly extolled,
"
Yes," replied Boi-

leau, in the presence of Madam Maintenon,
" he performed tolerably well in the despicable

pieces of Scarron, which are now deservedly

forgotten even in the provinces."
As every condition of life, and every turn of

mind, has some peculiar temptation and pro

pensity to evil, let not the man of uprightness
and honesty be morose and surly in his practice
of virtue ; let not him, whose delicacy and pene
tration discern with disgust those imperfections
in others from which he himself is not free, in

dulge perpetual peevishness and discontent ;
nor

let learning and knowledge be pleaded as an

excuse for not condescending to the common
offices and duties of civil life ; for as no man
should be well-bred, at the expense of his vir

tue ; no man should practice virtue, so as to de

ter others from imitation.

No. 88.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 8, 1753.

-Setnperque relinqui
Sola sibi, semper longam incomitata videtur

Ire viam. VIRG.

-She seems alone,
To wander in her sleep, through ways unknown,
Guileless and dark. DRYDEM.

NEWTON, whose power of investigating nature

few will deny to have been superior to their

own, confesses, that he cannot account for

gravity, the first principle of his system, as a

property communicable to matter ; or conceive

the phenomena supposed to be theeffects of such

a principle, to be otherwise produced, than by
the immediate and perpetual influence of the

Almighty : and, perhaps, those who most at

tentively consider the phenomena of the moral

and natural world, will be most inclined to ad

mit the agency of invisible beings.

In dreams, the mind appears to be wholly

passive ; for dreams are so far from, being the

effect of a voluntary effort, that we neither

know of what we shall dream, nor whether we
shall dream at all.

The human mind does not, indeed, appear to

have any power equal to such an effect ; for the

ideas conceived in dreams without the interven

tion of sensible objects, are much more perfect
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and strong than can be formed at other times by
the utmost effort of the most lively imagina
tion : and it can scarce be supposed; that the

mind is more vigorous when we sleep, than

when we are awake ; especially if it be true, as

I have before remarked, that " in sleep the

power of memory is wholly suspended, and the

understanding is employed only about such ob

jects as present themselves, without comparing
the past with the present;" except we judge of

the soul by a maxim which some deep philoso

phers have held concerning horses, that, when
the tail is cut off, the rest of the members be

come more strong.

In lunacy, as in dreams, ideas are conceived

which material objects do not excite ; and which

the force of imagination, exerted by a voluntary

effort, cannot form ; but the mind of the lunatic,

besides being impressed by the images of things

that do not fall under the cognizance of his

senses, is prevented from receiving correspond

ing images from those that do. When the

visionary monarch looks round upon his clothes

which he has decorated with the spoils of his

bed, his mind does not conceive the ideas of rags
and straw, but of velvet, embroidery, and gold ;

and when he gazes at the bounds of his cell, the

image impressed upon his mind is not that of a

naked wall which incloses an area of ten feet

square; but of wainscot, and painting, and

tapestry, the bounds of a spacious apartment
adorned with magnificent furniture, and crowd

ed with splendid dependents.
Of the lunatic it is also universally true, that

his understanding is perverted to evils, which a

mere perversion of the understanding does not

necessarily imply ; he either sits torpid in de

spair, or is busied in the contrivance or the exe

cution of mischief. But if lunacy is ultimately

produced by mere material causes, it is difficult

to show, why misery or malevolence should

always be complicated with absurdity; why
madness should not sometimes produce instances

of frantic and extravagant kindness, of a bene

volent purpose formed upon erroneous princi

ples and pursued by ridiculous means, and of an

honest and harmless cheerfulness arising from

the fancied felicity of others.

A lunatic is indeed sometimes merry, but the

merry lunatic is never kind : his sport is always

mischief; and mischief is rather aggravated
than atoned by wantonness ;

his disposition is

always evil in proportion to the height of his

phrenzy; and upon this occasion it may be

remarked, that if every approach to madness is

a deviation to ill, every deviation to ill may be

considered as an approach to madness.

Among other unaccountable phenomena in

lunacy, is the invincible absurdity of opinion
with respect to some single object, while the

mind operates with its full vigour upon every
other: it sometimes happens, that when this

object is presented to the mind, reason is thrown
quite out of her seat, and the perversion of the

understanding for a time becomes general ; but

sometimes it still continues to be perverted but
in part, and the absurdity itself is defended with
all the force of regular argumentation.
A most extraordinary instance of this kind

may now be communicated to the public without

injury to a good man, or a good cause which he

successfully maintained.

Mr. Simon Browne, a dissenting teacher of

exemplary life and eminent intellectual abilities,

after having been some time seized with melan

choly, desisted from the duties of his function,
and could not be persuaded to join in any act of

worship either public or private. His friends

often urged him to account for this change in

his conduct, at which they expressed the utmost

grief and astonishment ; and after much impor
tunity he told them, " that he had fallen under

the sensible displeasure of God, who had caused

his rational soul gradually to perish, and left

him only an animal life in common with brutes,

that it was therefore profane for him to pray,
and incongruous to be present at the prayers of

others."

In this opinion, however absurd, he was in

flexible, at a time when all the powers of his

mind subsisted in their full vigour, when his

conceptions were clear, and his reasoning strong.

Being once importuned to say grace at the

table of a friend, he excused himself many
times ; but the request being still repeated, and
the company kept standing, he discovered evi

dent tokens of distress, and after some irresolute

gestures and hesitation, expressed with great
fervour this ejaculation,

" Most merciful and

almighty God, let thy Spirit, which moved upon
the face of the waters when there was no light,

descend upon me ; that from this darkness there

may rise up a man to praise thee !"

But the most astonishing proof both of his

intellectual excellence and defect, is,
" A De

fence of the Religion of Nature and the

Christian Revelation, in answer to Tindal's

Christianity as old as the Creation," and his

dedication of it to the late queen. The book is

universally allowed to be the best which that

controversy produced, and the dedication is as

follows ;

" MADAM,
" OF all the extraordinary things that have been

tendered to your royal hand since your first

happy arrival in Britain, it may be boldly said,

what now bespeaks your Majesty's acceptance

is the chief.

" Not in itself indeed ;
it is a trifle unworthy

your exalted rank, and what will hardly prove

an entertaining amusement to one of yout

Majesty's deep penetration, exact judgment,

and fine taste.
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" But on account of the author, who is the

first being of the kind, and yet without a

came.
" He was once a man

;
and of some little

name ; but of no worth, as his present unparal-
kled case makes but too manifest

;
for by the

immediate hand of an avenging God, his very

thinking substance has for more than seven

years been continually wasting away, till it is

wholly perished out of him, if it be not utterly
come to nothing. None, no not the least

remembrance of its very ruins, remains, not the

shadow of an idea is left, nor any sense that, so

much as one single one, perfect or imperfect,
whole or diminished, ever did appear to a mind
within him, or was perceive.d by it.

" Such a present from such a thing, however

worthless in itself, may not be wholly unaccept
able to your majesty, the author being such as

history cannot parallel : and if the fact, which

is real and no fiction, nor wrong conceit, obtains

credit, it must be recorded as the most memor
able, and indeed astonishing event in the reign
of George the Second, that a tract composed by
such a thing was presented to the illustrious

Caroline
;
his royal consort need not be added ;

lame, if I am not misinformed, will tell that

with pleasure to all succeeding times.
" He has been informed, that your majesty's

uiety is as genuine and eminent, as your excel

lent qualities are great and conspicuous. This

can, indeed, be truly known to the great search

er of hearts only ; He alone, who can look into

them, can discern if they are sincere, and the

main intention corresponds with the appear
ance

; and your majesty cannot take it amiss, if

such an author hints, that His secret approba
tion is of infinitely greater value than the

commendation of men, who may be easily

mistaken, and are too apt to flatter their

superiors.
" But if he has been told the truth, such a

case as his will certainly strike your majesty
with astonishment, and may raise that commis-
ration in your royal breast which he has in vaiu

endeavoured to excite in those of his friends;

who, by the most unreasonable and ill-founded

conceit in the world, have imagined that a

thinking being could for seven years together
live a stranger to its own powers, exercises,

operations, and state, and to what the great God
has been doing in it and to it.

"If your majesty, in your most retired ad
dress to the King of kings, should think of so

singular a case, you may, perhaps, make it your
devout request, that the reign of your beloved

sovereign and consort may be renowned to all

posterity by the recovery of a soul now in the

utmost ruin, the restoration of one utterly lost

at present amongst men.
" And should this case affect your royal

breast, you will recommend it to the piety and

prayers of all the truly devout, who have the

honour to be known to your majesty ; many
such doubtless there are ; though courts are not

usually the places where the devout resort, or

where devotion reigns. And it is not impro
bable, that multitudes of the pious throughout
the land may take a case to heart, that under

your majesty's patronage comes thus recom
mended.
" Could such a favour as this restoration be

obtained from Heaven by the prayers of your
majesty, with what a transport of gratitude
would the recovered being throw himself at

your majesty's feet, and adoring the Divine

power and grace, profess himself,

Madam,
Your Majesty's most obliged

And dutiful Servant."

This dedication, which is no where feeble or

absurd, but in the places where the object of his

phrenzy was immediately before him, his friends

found means to suppress; wisely considering,
that a book, to which it should be prefixed,
would certainly be condemned without exami

nation ; for few would have required stronger
evidence of its inutility, than that the author,

by his dedication, appeared to be mad. The

copy, however, was preserved, and has been

transcribed into the blank leaves before one of

the books which is now in the library of a friend

to this undertaking, who is not less distinguished

by his merit than his rank, and who recom-
mtnSed it as a literary curiosity, which was in

danger of being lost for want of a repository in

which it might be preserved.

No. 89.1 TUESDAY, SEPT. 11, 1753.

Prcecipua tamen ejus in commovenda miseratione

virtus, ut quidam in hoc eum parte omnibus ejus-

dem operis autoribus pi\rferant. QUINT.

His great excellence was in moving compassion,
with respect to which manv give him the first place
of all the writers of that kind.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

IT is nsual for scholars to lament, with indis-

criminating regret, the devastations committed

on ancient libraries, by accident and time, by
superstition, ignorance, and gothicism : but the

loss is very far from being in all cases equally

irreparable, as the want of some kinds of books

may be much more easily supplied than that of

others. By the interruption that sometimes

happens in the succession of philosophical opi
nions the mind is emancipated from all tradi-
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tionary systems, recovers its native elasticity

which had been benumbed by custom, begins to

examine with freedom and fresh vigour, and to

follow truth instead of authority. The loss of

writings, therefore, in which reasoning is con

cerned, is not, perhaps, so great an evil to man

kind, as of those which describe characters and

facts.

To be deprived of the last books of Livy, of

the satires of Archilochus, and the comedies of

Menander, is a greater misfortune to the repub
lic of literature, than if the logic and the physics

of Aristotle had never descended to posterity.

Two of your predecessors, Mr. Adventurer,
of great judgment and genius, very justly

thought that they should adorn their lucubra

tions by publishing, one of them a fragment of

Sappho, and the other an old Grecian hymn to

the goddess Health : and, indeed, I conceive it

to be a very important use of your paper, to

bring into common light those beautiful remains

of ancient art, which by their present situation

are deprived of that universal admiration they
so justly deserve, and are only the secret enjoy
ment of a few curious readers. In imitation,

therefore, of the examples I have just men
tioned, I shall send you, for the instruction and

entertainment of your readers, a fragment of

Simonides and of Menander.

Simonides was celebrated by the ancients for

the sweetness, correctness and purity of his

style, and his irresistible skill in moving the

passions. It is a sufficient panegyric that Plato

often mentions him with approbation. Diony-
sius places him among those polished writers,

who excel " in a smooth volubility, and flow on,

like plenteous and perennial rivers, in the course

of even and uninterrupted harmony."
It is to this excellent critic that we are in

debted for the preservation of the following

passage, the tenderness and elegance of which

scarcely need be pointed out to those who have

taste and sensibility. Danae, being by her

merciless father inclosed in a chest, and thrown

into the sea with her child, the poet pi'oceeds

thus to relate her distress :

'On ^ot^vecxi tv dcuSafoat, at.vip.o;

truuv, xtvrfiiHToe, Si Pnava

Ti ieuirtv our xdiotvrciHri

nt, oijMfi TI Ht'ffit j3x}.).i

^i\oc,v %,*&, tariv TS ft 7tztt

O/OV l4> trOVOV, ffl> b' OiVTt

HT/ XVUfffftlf IV

ma 7i vc<*ft>. c-j 3",

i$Qi riy X6u.x.v fiad

fteVTOS XV/AXT6S CUX

'

tx.nu.i-j fdoyyuv, x

Et $1 TCl GtlVCV TO "/-. CiifCV

"fvu%if onus. Ki).cu.oc,i, tuti

JiSe7<W lilt JTOV701, IvSlTU KfjitT^dt XXX. 6*.

When the raging wind began to roar, and the

wavea to beat so violently on the chest as to

threaten to overset it, she threw her arm fondly
round Perseus, and said, the tears trickling
down her cheeks,

' O my son, what sorrows do I

undergo ! But thou art wrapped in a deep slum
ber ; thou sleepest soundly like a sucking child,

in this joyless habitation, in this dark and dread

ful night, lighted only by the glimmerings of

the moon! Covered with thy purple mantle,
thou regardest not the waves that dash around

thee, nor the whistling of the winds. O thou

beauteous babe ! If thou wert sensible of this

calamity, thou wouldest bend thy tender ears to

my complaints. Sleep on, I beseech thee, O
my child ! Sleep with him, O ye billows ! and

sleep likewise my distress !'
"

Those who would form a full idea of the de

licacy of the Greeks, should attentively consider

the following happy imitation of it, which, I

have reason to believe, is not so extensively
known or so warmly admired as it ought to be j

and which, indeed, far excels the original.

The poet, having pathetically painted a great

princess taking leave of an affectionate husband

on his death-bed, and endeavouring afterwards

to comfort her inconsolable family, adds the*

following particular :

His conatibus occnputa, ocellos

Guttis lucidulis adltuc madentes

Convertit, puerum sopore vinctum

Qua nutrix placido sinufovebat:
"
Dormis," inquit,

" O miselle, nee te

Vultus exanimes; silentiumgue
Per longa atria commovent, nee ullo

Fratrum tangeris, out meo dolore ;

Nee sentis patre destitutus illo

Qui gestans gcnibusve brachiove,"

Autformans lepidam titam loquelam,
Tecum mille modis ineptiebat.

Tu dormis, volitantque qui solebant

Risus, in roseis tuis labellis.

Dormi,parvule! necjnali dolores

Qui matrem cruciant tuae quietis

Rumpant somnia. Quando, quando, tales

Redibunt oculis meis sopores .'"

The contrast betwixt the insensibility of the in

fant and the agony of the mother ;
her observ

ing that the child is unmoved with what was

most likely to affect him, the sorrows of his

little brothers, the many mournful counte

nances, and the dismal silence that reigned

throughout the court ; the circumstances of the

father playing with the child on his knees or in

his arms, and teaching him to speak : are such

delicate master-strokes of nature and parental

tenderness, as show the author is intimately ac

quainted with the human heart, and with those

j
little touches of passion that are best calculated
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to move it. The affectionate wish of " dormi

purvule!" is plainly imitated from the frag

ment of Simonides ; but the sudden exclamation

that follows,
" when, O when, shall I sleep

like this infant !" is entirely the property of the

author, and worthy of, though not excelled by

any of the ancients. It is making the most

artful and the most striking use of the slumber

of the child, to aggravate and heighten by com

parison the restlessness of the mother's sorrow ;

it is the finest and strongest way of saying,
" my grief will never cease," that has ever been

used. I think it not exaggeration to affirm,

that in this little poem are united the pathetic
of Euripides and the elegance of Catullus. It

affords a judicious example of the manner in

which the ancients ought to be imitated ; not

by using their expressions and epithets, which
is the common method, but by catching a por
tion of their spirit, and adapting their images
and ways of thinking to new subjects. The

generality of those who have proposed Catullus

for their pattern, even the best of the modern
Latin poets of Italy, seem to think they have

accomplished their design, by introducing many
florid diminutives, such as,

"
tenellula, and

columbula:" but there is a purity and severity
of stile, a temperate and austere manner in

Catullus, which nearly resembles that of his

cotemporary Lucretius, and is happily copied

by the author of the poem which has produced
these reflections. Whenever, therefore, we sit

down to compose, we should ask ourselves in

the words of Longinus a little altered;
" How

would Homer or Plato, Demosthenes or Thu-

cydides, have expressed themselves on this occa

sion ; allowing for the alteration of our customs,
and the different idioms of our respective lan

guages?" This would be following the an

cients, without tamely treading in their foot

steps ;
this would be making the same glorious

use of them that Racine has done of Euripides
in his Phaedra and Iphigenia, and that Milton

has done of the Prometheus of Eschylus in the

character of Satan.

If you should happen not to lay aside this

paper among the refuse of your correspondence,
as the offspring of pedantry and a blind fond

ness for antiquity; or rather, if your readers

can endure the sight of so much Greek, though
ever so attic ; I may, perhaps, trouble you
again with a few reflections on the character of

Menander.

I am,
Mr. Adventurer,

Yours,

PAL^EOPHILUS.

No. 90.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 15, 175S.

Concretam exemit labem, purumque reliquit

JEthermm sensum, atque aural simplicis ignem.
VIRGIL.

By length of time,

The scurf is worn away of each committed crime

No speck is left of their habitual stains,

But the pure Eether of the soul remains.

DRYDEN.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

NOTHING sooner quells the ridiculous triumph
of human vanity, than reading those passages of

the greatest writers, in which they seem de

prived of that noble spirit that inspires them in

other parts; and where, instead of invention

and grandeur, we meet with nothing but flat

ness and insipidity.

The pain I have felt in observing a lofty ge
nius thus sink beneath itself, has often made me
wish, that these unworthy stains could be blot

ted from their works, and leave them perfect
and immaculate.

I went to bed a few nights ago, full of these

thoughts, and closed the evening, as I frequent

ly do, with reading a few lines in Virgil. I

accidentally opened that part of the sixth book,

where Anchises recounts to his son the various

methods of purgation which the soul undergoes
in the next world, to cleanse it from the filth it

has contracted by its connection with the body,
and to deliver the pure etherial essence from

the vicious tincture of mortality. This was so

much like my evening's speculation, that it in

sensibly mixed and incorporated with it, and as

soon as I fell asleep, formed itself into the fol

lowing dream.

I found myself in an instant in the midst of

a temple which was built with all that magnifi

cent simplicity that distinguishes the produc
tions of the ancients. At the east end was

raised an altar, on each side of which stood a

priest, who seemed preparing to sacrifice. On
the altar was kindled a fire, from which arose

the brightest flame I had ever beheld. The

light which it dispensed, though remarkably

strong and clear, was not quivering and daz

zling, but steady and uniform, and diffused a

purple radiance through the whole edifice, not

unlike the first appearance of the morning.
While I stood fixed in admiration, my atten

tion was awakened by the blast of a trumpet
that shook the whole temple ; hut it carried a

certain sweetness in its sound, which mellowed

and tempered the natural shrillness of that

instrument. After it had sounded thrice, the
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being who blew it, habited according to the

description of Fame by the ancients, issued a

proclamation to the following purpose:
" By

command of Apollo and the Muses, all who
have ever made any pretensions to fame by
their writings, are enjoined to sacrifice upon the

altar in this temple, those parts of their works,

which have hitherto been preserved to their

infamy, that their names may descend spotless

and unsullied to posterity. For this purpose
Aristotle and Longinus are appointed chief

priests, who are to see that no improper obla

tions are made, and no proper ones concealed ;

and for the more easy performance of this office,

they are allowed to choose as their assistants

whomsoever they shall think worthy of the

function."

As soon as this proclamation was made, I

turned my eyes with inexpressible delight to

wards the two priests ; but was soon robbed of

the pleasure of looking at them by a crowd of

people running up to offer their service. These

I found to be a groupe of French critics
; but

their offers were rejected by both priests with

the utmost indignation, and their whole works
were thrown on the altar, and reduced to ashes

in an inctant. The two priests then looked

round, and chose, with a few others, Horace

and Quintilian from among the Romans, and

Ac*.dison from the English, as their principal

assistants.

The first who came forward with his offer

ing, by the loftiness of his demeanour was soon

discovered to be Homer. He approached the

altar with great majesty, and delivered to Lon

ginus those parts of his Odyssey, which have

been censured as improbable fictions, and the

ridiculous narratives of old age. Longinus was

preparing for the sacrifice, but observing that

Aristotle did not seem willing to assist him in

the office, he returned them to the venerable old

bard with great deference, saying, that "
they

were indeed the tales of old age, but it was the

old age of Homer."

Virgil appeared next, and approached the

altar with a modest dignity in his gait and

countenance peculiar to himself; and to the

surprise of all committed his whole yEneid to

the flames. But it was immediately rescued by
two Romans, whom I found to be Tucca and

Varius, who ran with precipitation to the altar,

delivered the poem from destruction, and car

ried off the author between them, repeating
that glorious boast of about forty lines at the

beginning of the third Georgic :

Tentanda via est ; qua me quoque passim
Toilers humo, victorque virum volitare per ora,

Primus ego in patriam mecum, &c

After him most of the Greek and Roman
authors proceeded to the altar, and surrendered

with great modesty and humility the most faul

ty part of their works. One circumstance was

observable, that the sacrifice always increased

in proportion as the author had ventured to

deviate from a judicious imitation of Homer.
The latter Roman authors, who seemed almost

to have lost sight of him, made so large offer

ings, that some of their works, which were
before very voluminous, shrunk into the com

pass of a primer.
It gave me the highest satisfaction to see Phi

losophy thus cleared from erroneous principles,

History purged of falsehood, Poetry of fustian,

and nothing left in each but Genius, Sense, and
Truth.

I marked with particular attention the seve

ral offerings of the most eminent English wri

ters. Chaucer gave up his obscenity, and then

delivered his works to Dryden, to clear them
from the rubbish that encumbered them. Dry-
den executed his task with great address,

"and," as Addison says of Virgil in his Geor-

gics,
" tossed about his dung with an air of

gracefulness:" he not only repaired the injuries

of time, but threw in a thousand new graces.

He then advanced towards the altar himself,

and delivered up a large paquet, which contain

ed many plays, and some poems. The paquet
had a label affixed to it, which bore this inscrip

tion,
" To Poverty."

Shakspeare carried to the altar a long string
of puns, marked " The Taste of the Age," a

small parcel of bombast, and a pretty large bun

dle of incorrectness. Notwithstanding the in

genuous air with which he made this offering,

some officiates at the altar accused him of con

cealing certain pieces, and mentioned the Lon
don Prodigal, Sir Thomas Cromwell, The
Yorkshire Tragedy, &c. The poet replied,
" that as those pieces were unworthy to be

j

preserved, he should see them consumed to

ashes with great pleasure: but that he was

wholly innocent of their original." The two

chief priests interposed in this dispute, and

dismissed the poet with many compliments;

Longinus observing, that the pieces in question

could not possibly be his, for that the failings of

Shakspeare were like those of Homer, " whose

genius, whenever it subsided, might be compar
ed to the ebbing of the ocean, which left a mark

upon its shores, to show to what a height it

was sometimes carried." Aristotle concurred

in this opinion, and added,
" that although

Shakspeare was quite ignorant of that exact

economy of the stage, which is so remarkable

in the Greek writers, yet the mere strength of

his genius had in many points carried him in

finitely beyond them."

Milton gave up a few errors in his Paradise

Lost, and the sacrifice was attended with great

decency by Addison. Otway and Rowe threw

their comedies upon the altar, and Beaumont

and Fletcher the two last acts of many of their
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pieces. They were followed by Tom Durfey,

Etheridge, Wycherley, and several other drama

tic writers, \tho made such large contributions,

that they set the altar in ablaze.

Among these I was surprised to see an author

with much politeness in his behaviour, and

spirit in his countenance, tottering under an un

wieldy burden. As he approached I discovered

him to be Sir John Vanbrugh, and could not

but smile, when, on his committing his heavy
load to the flames, it proved to be " His skill in

Architecture."

Pope advanced towards Addison, and deliver

ed with great humility those lines written

expressly against him, so remarkable for their

excellence and their cruelty, repeating this

couplet ;

" Curst be the verse, how well soe'er it flow,

That tends to make one worthy man my foe."

The ingenious critic insisted on his taking
them again : "for," said he,

" my associates at

the altar, particularly Horace, would nevtr

permit a line of so excellent a satirist to be

consumed. The many compliments paid me in

other parts of your works, amply compensate
for this slight indignity. And be assured, that

no little pique or misunderstanding shall ever

make me a foe to genius." Pope bowed in some

confusion, and promised to substitute a fictitious

name at least, which was all that was left in

his power. He then retired, after having made
a sacrifice of a little packet of Antitheses, and

some parts of his translation of Homer.

During the course of these oblations, I was
charmed with the candour, decency, and judg
ment, with which all the priests discharged
their different functions. They behaved with

such dignity, that it reminded me of those

ages, when the offices of king and priest centred

in the same person. Whenever any of the

assistants were at a loss in any particular

circumstances, they applied to Aristotle, who
settled the whole business in an instant.

But the reflections which this pleasing scene

produced, were soon interrupted by a tumul
tuous noise at a gate of the temple; when

suddenly a rude illiterate multitude rushed in,

led by Tindal, Morgan, Chubb, and Boling-
broke. The chiefs, whose countenances were

impressed with rage which art could not

conceal, forced their way to the altar, and
amidst the joyful acclamations of their followers

threw a large volume into the fire. But the

triumph was short, and joy and acclamation

gave way to silence and astonishment
; the

volume lay unhurt in the midst of the fire, and,
as the flames played innocently about it, I

could discover written in letters of gold, the

words, THE BIBLE. At that instant my
ears were ravished with the sound of more than

mortal music accompanying a hymn sunjr by
invisible beings, of which I well remember the

following verses.
*' The words of the Lord are pure words :

even as the silver, which in the earth is tried,

and purified seven times in the fire.

" More to be desired are they than fine gold ;

yea, than much fine gold; sweeter also than

honey, and the honey-comb."
The united melody of instruments and voices,

which formed a concert so exquisite, that, as

Milton says,
" it might create a soul under the

ribs of death," threw me into such ecstacies, that

I was awakened by their violence.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

&. CRITO.

No. 91.] TUESDAY, SEP. 18, 1753.

Facto pins et sceleratus eodern. OVID.

Thus was the father pious to a crime. ADDISON.

It is contended by those who reject Christianity,
that if revelation had been necessary as a rule of

life to mankind, it would have been universal ;

and they are, upon this principle, compelled to

affirm that only to be a rule of life, which! is uni

versally known.
But no rule of life is universally known, ex

cept the dictates of conscience. With respect to

particular actions^ opinion determines whether

they are good or ill ; and conscience approves or

disapproves, in consequence of this determina

tion, whether it be in favour of truth or falsehood.

Nor can the errors of conscience be always im

puted to a criminal neglect of inquiry : those, by
whom a system of moral truths was discovered

through the gloom of paganism, have been con<

sidered as prodigies, and regarded by successive

ages with astonishment and admiration ; and

that which immortalized one among many mil

lions, can scarce be thought possible to all.

Men do not usually shut their eyes against

their immediate interest, however they might
be thought to wink against their duty ; and so

little does either appear to be discoverable by the'*

light of nature, that where the Divine Prescrip-j
tion has either been withheld or corrupted, su-

jf

perstition has rendered piety cruel, and error has-i

armed virtue against herself; misery has been.;,

cultivated by those who have not incurred '

guilt; and though all men had been innocent,
'

they might still have been wretched.

In the reign of Yamodin the Magnificent, th.

kingdom of Golconda was depopulated by a

pestilence; and after every other attempt to
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propitiate the gods had failed, it was believed,

according to the superstition of the country,
that they required the sacrifice of a virgin of

royal blood.

It happened that at this time there was no

virgin of the royal blood, but Tamira the

daughter of Yamodin, whom he had betrothed

to one of the princes of his court, intending that

he should succeed to the throne ; for Yamodin
had no son, and he was not willing that his

empire should descend to a woman.
Yamodin considered himself not less the fa

ther of his people than of Tamira ; and, there

fore, with whatever reluctance, determined to

redeem the life of the public with that of the in

dividual. He prostrated himself in the temple,
and invoked his principal idol as the fountain of

life :
" From thee," said he,

" I have derived

my being, and the life which I have propagated
is thine : when 1 am about to restore it, let me
remember with gratitude, that I possessed it by

thy bounty ;
and let thy mercy accept it as a

ransom for my people."
Orders were given for the sacrifice on the

next day, and Tamira was permitted to dispose
of the interval as she pleased. She received the

intimation of her father's pleasure without

much surprise ; because, as she knew the custom

of her country, she scarce hoped that the de

mand of her life would have been delayed so

long : she fortified herself against the terrors of

death, by anticipating the honours that would

be paid to her memory ; and had just triumphed
over the desire of life, when, upon perceiving
her lover enter the apartment, she lost her for

titude in a moment and burst into tears.

When they were alone, after his eyes had like

hers overflowed with silent sorrow, be took her

hand, and with a look of inexpressible anxiety
and tenderness, told her, that one expedient was

yet left, by which her life might be preserved ;

that he had bribed a priest to his interest, by
whom the ceremonies of marriage might be im

mediately performed ; that on the morrow, as

she would be no longer a virgin, the propitiation
of the gods could not be effected by her death ;

and that her father, though for political pur

poses he might appear to be displeased, would

yet secretly rejoice at an event, which, without

his concurrence, had delivered him from the

dreadful obligation of sacrificing an only child,

through whom he hoped to transmit dominion

to his posterity.

To this proposal Tamira, whose attachment

to life was now strengthened by love, and in

whose bosom the regret of precluded pleasure
had succeeded to the hope of glory, at length
consented ; but she consented with all the timi

dity, reluctance, and confusion, which are

produced by a consciousness of guilt ; and the

prince himself introduced the man who was to

accomplish the purpose both of his ambition and

his love, with apparent tremour and hesita

tion.

On the morrow, when the priest stood ready
at the altar to receive the victim, and the king
commanded his daughter to be brought forth,

the prince produced her as his wife. Yamodin
stood some moments in suspense ; and then dis

missing the assembly, retired to his palace.

After having remained about two hours in pri

vate, he sent for the prince.
" The gods," said

he,
"
though they continue the pestilence, hav

yet in mercy rescued my people from the o

pression of a tyrant, Avho appears to consid

the life of millions as nothing in competiti
with the indulgence of his lust, his avarice, or!

his ambition." Yamodin then commanded himi

to be put to death, and the sentence was exe

cuted the same hour.

Tamira now repented in unutterable distress

of a crime, by which the pleasures not only of

possession but hope were precluded j her attach

ment to life was broken, by the very means
which she had taken, to preserve it ; and as an

atonement for the forfeit of her virginity, she

determined to submit to that law of marriage,
from which as a princess only she was exempt
ed, and to throw herself on the pile by which
the body of her husband was to be consumed.

To this her father consented : their ashes were
scattered to the winds, and their names were

forbidden to be repeated.

If by these events it is evident, that Yamodin
discerned no law which would have justified

the preservation of his daughter ; and if it is

absurd to suppose his integrity to be vicious, be

cause he had less power and opportunity to ob

tain knowledge than Plato ; it will follow, that,

by whatever rule the oblation of human sacri

fice may be condemned, the conduct of Yamo
din which would have produced such sacrifice

was morally right, and that of the prince which

prevented it was morally wrong; that the con

sent of Tamira to the marriage was vicious, and

that her suicide was heroic virtue, though in

her marriage she concurred with a general law

of nature, and by her death opposed it : for

moral right and wrong are terms that are wholly
relative to the agent by whom the action is per

formed, and not to the action itself considered

abstractedly ; for abstractedly it can be right or

wrong only in a natural sense. It appears,

therefore, that revelation is necessary to the

establishment even of natural religion, and that

it is more rational to suppose it has been vouch

safed in part than not at all.

It may, perhaps, be asked, of what use then

is conscience as a guide of life, since in these

instances it appears not to coincide with the

Divine law, but to oppose it ;
to condemn that

|

which is enjoined, and approve that which is

j

forbidden : but to this question the answer is

|
easy.
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Ihe end which conscience approves is always

good, though she sometimes mistakes the

means : the end which Yamodin proposed, was

deliverance from a pestilence ; but he did not

nor could know, that this end was not to be

obtained by human sacrifice : and the end which;

conscience condemns is always ill; for the endlj

proposed by the prince was private gain by pub-
1

lie loss. By conscience, then, all men are re-
|

strained from intentional ill, and directed in

their choice of the end though not of the. means:

it infallibly directs us to avoid guilt, but is nq$
intended to secure us from error ; it is not,

there/ore, either useless as a law to ourselves,

nor yet sufficient to regulu.te our conduct with

respect to others; it may sting with remorse,

but it cannot chear us with hope. It is by re

velation alone that virtue and happiness are

connected : by Revelation,
" we are led into all

truth ;" conscience is directed to effect its pur

pose, and repentance is encouraged by the hope
of pardon. If this sun is risen upon our hemi

sphere, let us not consider it only as the object of

speculation and inquiry; let us rejoice in its

influence, and walk by its light ; regarding
rather with contempt than indignation, those

who are only solicitous to discover, why its ra

diance is not farther diffused
;
and wilfully shut

their eyes against it, because they see othei's

stumble to whom it has been denied.

It is not necessary to inquire, what would be

determined at the great tribunal, concerning a

heathen who had in every instance obeyed the

dictates of conscience, however erroneous ; be

cause it will be readily granted, that no such

moral perfection was ever found among men :

but it is easy to ascertain the fate of those,
" who love darkness rather than light, because

their deeds are evil ;" who violate the law that

has been written upon the heart, and reject that

which has been offered them from above
; who

though their sins are as scarlet, cavil at the

terms on which they might be white as snow ;

and though their iniquities have been multiplied
without number, revile the hand that would
blot them from the register of Heaven.

No. 92.] SATURDAY SEPT. 22, 1753.

Cum tabulis animum censorls sumet honcsti.

HUR.

Bold be the critic, zealous to his trust,

Like the firm judge inexorably just.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

IN the papers of criticismwhich you have given

to the public, I have remarked a spirit of can

dour and love of truth, equally remote from

bigotry and captiousness ; a just distribution of

praise among the ancients and the moderns; a

sober deference to reputation long established,

without a blind adoration of antiquity; and <\

willingness to favour later performances, with

out a light or puerile fondness for novelty.
I shall, therefore, venture to lay before you,

such observations as have risen to my mind in

the consideration of Virgil's pastorals, without

any inquiry how far my sentiments deviate

from established rules or common opinions.

If we survey the ten pastorals in a general

view, it will be found that Virgil can derive

from them very little claim to the praise of an

inventor. To search into the antiquity of this

kind of poetry, is not my present purpose; that

it has long subsisted in the east, the Sacred

Writings sufficiently inform us; and we may
conjecture, with great probability, that it was
sometimes the devotion, and sometimes the

entertainment of the generations of mankind.

Theocritus united elegance with simplicity ;

and taught his shepherds to sing with so much
ease and harmony, that his countrymen, de

spairing to excel, forbore to imitate him; and
the Greeks, however vain or ambitious, left

him in quiet possession of the garlands which
the wood-nymphs had bestowed upon him.

Virgil, however, taking advantage of another

language, ventured to copy or to rival the Sici

lian Bard : he has written with greater splen
dour of diction, and elevation of sentiment : but

as the magnificence of his performances was

more, the simplicity was less; and, perhaps,
where he excels Theocritus, he sometimes ob

tains his superiority by deviating from the pas
toral character, and performing what Theocritus

never attempted.

Yet, though I would willingly pay to Theo
critus the honour which is always due to an

original author, I am far from intending to

depreciate Virgil; of whom Horace justly de

clares, that the rural muses have appropriated
to him their elegance and sweetness, and who,
as he copies Theocritus in his design, has re

sembled him likewise in his success ; for, if we

except Calphurnius, an obscure author of the

lower ages, I know not that a single pastoral

was written after him by any poet, till the revi

val of literature.

But though his general merit has been uni

versally acknowledged, 1 am far from thinking
all the productions of his rural Thalia equally

excellent : there is, indeed, in all his pastorals a

strain of versification which it is vain to seek

in any other poet ; but if we except the first

and the tenth, they seem liable either wholly or

in part to considerable objections.

The second, though we should forget the

great charge against it, which I am afraid can
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never be refuted, might, I think, have perished,
j

without any diminution of the praise of its

author; for I know not that it contains one
(

affecting sentiment or pleasing description, or

one passage that strikes the imagination or

awakens the passions.

The third contains a contest hetween two

shepherds, begun with a quarrel of which some

particulars might well be spared, carried on

with sprightliness and elegance, and terminated

at last in a reconciliation : but, surely, whether

the invectives with which they attack each

other be true or false, they are too much degrad
ed from the dignity of pastoral innocence ; and

instead of rejoicing that they are both victorious,

I should not have grieved could they have been

both defeated.

The poem to Pollio is, indeed, of another

kind : it is filled with images at once splendid
and pleasing, and is elevated with grandeur of

language worthy of the first of Roman poets ; but

I am not able to reconcile myself to the

disproportion between the performance, and the

occasion that produced it: that the golden

age should return because Pollio had a son,

appears so wild a fiction, that I am ready to

suspect the poet of having written, for some

other purpose, what he took this opportunity of

producing to the public.

The fifth contains a celebration of Daphnis.
which has stood to all succeeding ages as the

model of pastoral elegies. To deny praise to a

performance which so many thousands have

laboured to imitate, would be to judge with too

little deference for the opinion of mankind : yet
whoever shall read it with impartiality, will find

that most of the images are of the mythological

kind, and, therefore, easily invented ; and that

there are few sentiments of rational praise or

natural lamentation.

Jn the Silenus he again rises to the dignity of

philosophic sentiment and heroic poetry. The
address to Varus is eminently beautiful : but

since the compliment paid to Gallus fixes the

transaction to his own time, the fiction of

Silenus seems injudicious : nor has any suffici

ent reason yet been found, to justify his choice

of those fables that make the subject of the

song.
The seventh exhibits another contest of the

tuneful shepherds : and, surely, it is not with

out some reproach to his inventive power, that

of ten pastorals Virgil has written two upon the

same plan. One of the shepherds now gains an

acknowledged victory, but without any apparent

superiority : and the reader, when he sees the

prize adjudged, is not able to discover how it

was deserved.

Of the eighth pastoral, so little is properly
the work of Virgil, that he has no claim to other

praise or blame than that of a translator.

Of the ninth, it ,s scarce possible to discover

the design or tendency : it is said, I know not

upon what authority, to have been composed
fi om fragments of other poems : and except a

few lines in "which the author touches upon hia

own misfortunes, there is nothing that seems

appropriated to any time or place, or of which

any other use can be discovered than to fill up
the poem.
The first and the tenth pastorals, whatever be

determined of the rest, are sufficient to place
their author above the reach of rivalry. The
complaint of Gallus disappointed in his love, ia

full of such sentiments as disappointed love na

turally produces ; his wishes are wild, his

resentment is tender, and his purposes are

inconstant. In the genuine language of des

pair, he soothes himself awhile with the pity
that shall be paid him after his death :

-Tamen cantabitls, Arcades, inquit,
Montibus htec vestris : soil cantareperiti
Arcades. O mihi turn quam molliter ossa quiescanit
Vestra meos olim si fistula dicat amores!

Yet, O Arcadian swains,
Yet best artificers of soothing strains !

Tune your eoft reeds, and teach your rocks my woea
So shall my shade in sweeter rest repose.

O, that your birth and business had been mine
;

To feed the flock, and prune the spreading vine !

WARTON.

Discontented with his present condition, and
desirous to be any thing but what he is, he
wishes himself one of the shepherds. He then

catches the idea of rural tranquillity ; but soon

discovers how much happier he should be in

these happy regions, with Lycoris at his side.

Hie gelidifantes, hie mollia prata, Lycori :

Hie nemus; hie ipso tecum consumerer <evo.

Nunc insanus amor duri me Mortis in armis ;

Tela inter media, atque adversos detinet hastes.

Tu procul a patria (nee sit mihi credere) tantum

Alpinas, ah dura nives, etfrigore Rheni
Me sine sola vides. Ah te nefrigora Icedant !

Ah tibi ne tencras glacies secet aspera plantas !

Here cooling fountains roll through flowery meads,
Here woods, Lycoris, lift their verdant heads ;

Here could I wear my careless life away,
And in thy arms insensibly decay.
Instead of that, me frantic love detains

'Mid foes, and dreadful darts, and bloody plains

While you and can my soul the tale believe,

Far from your country, lonely wandering leave

Me, me your lover, barbarous fugitive!

Seek the rough Alps where snows eternal shine,

And joyless borders of the frozen Rhine.

Ah ! may no cold e'er blast my dearest maid.

Nor pointed ice thy tender feet invade I
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He then turns his thoughts on every side, in

auest of something that may solace or amuse

him : he proposes happiness to himself, first in

one scene and then in another; and at last finds

that nothing will satisfy:

Jam ncque Hamadryades rursum, nee carmina nobis

Ipsa placent : ipsa: rursum concedite sylva:.

Non ilium nostri possunt mutare labores ;

Nee sifrigoribus mediis Hebrumque bibamus,

Sithoniasque nives hyemis subeamus aquoste ;

Nee si, cum moriens alta liber aret in ulmo,

jfcthiopum versemus oves sub sidere Cancri.

Omnia vineit amor ; et nos cedamus amori.

JJut now again uo more the woodland maids,
Nor pastoral songs delight Farewell, ye shades-

No toils of ours the cruel god can change,

Though lost in frozen deserts we should range,

Though we should drink where chilling Hebrus flows,

Endure bleak winter's blasts, and Thracian snows
;

Or on hot India's plains our flocks should feed,

tVhere the perch'd elm declines his sickening head ;

Beneath fierce-glowing Cancer's fiery beams,
Par from cool breezes and refreshing streams,

Love over all maintains resistless sway,
And let us Lore's all-conquering power obey.

WARTON.

But notwithstanding the excellence of the

tenth pastoral, I cannot forbear to give the pre
ference to the first, which is equally natural

and more diversified. The complaint of the

shepherd, who saw his old companion at ease in

the shade, while himself was driving his little

flock he knew not whither, is such as, with va

riation of circumstances, misery always utters

at the sight of prosperity :

Nos patrice fines, et dulcia linquimus arva ;

Nospatriam fugimus : tu, Tityre, lentus in umbra,
Formosam resonare doces Amaryllida sylvas.

We leave our country's bounds, our much lov'd

plains ;

We from our country fly, unhappy swains J

You, Tit'rus, in the groves at leisure laid,

Teach Amaryllis' name to every shade.

WARTON.

His account of the difficulties of his journey

gives a very tender image of pastoral distress :

En ipse capellas
Protenus teger ago : hanc etiam vix, Tityre, duco :

Hie inter densas corylos modo namque gemellos,

Spem gregis, ah ! silice In nuda connixa reliquit.

And lo ! sad partner of the general care,

Weary and faint I drive my goats afar !

While scarcely this my leading hand sustains,
Tir'd with the way, and recent from her pains ;

For 'mid yon tangled hazels as we past,
On the bare flints her hapless twin she cast,

The hopes and promise of my ruinM fold !

WARTON.

The description of Virgil's happiness in his

'

little farm, combines almost all the images
1 of rural pleasure ; and he, therefore, that can

j
read it with indifference, has no sense of pasto
ral poetry :

Fortunate senex, ergo tua rura manebunt,
Et tibi magna satis ; quamvis lapis omnia nudus,

Limosoque palus obducat pascua junco.
Non insueta graves tentabunt pabula fcetast
Nee mala vicini pecoris contagia l&dent.

Fortunate senex, hie inter Jiumina nota,

Etfontes sacros,frigus captabis opacum.
Plinc tibi, quv semper vicino ab limite sepes,

Hyblais apibus Jlorem depasta salicti,

Sarpi levi somnum suadebit inire susurro*

Hinc alta sub rvpe canetfrondator ad auras ;

Nee tamen interea raucee, tua cura, palumbec-^
Nee gemere atria cessabit turtur ab ulmo.

Happy old man ! then still thy farms restor'd,

Enough for thee, shall bless thy frugal board.

What though rough stones the naked soil o'erspread,
Or mashy bull-rush rear its wat'ry head
No foreign food thy teeming ewes shall fear,

No touch contagious spread its influence here.

Happy old man J here 'mid th' accustom'd streams

And sacred springs, you'll shun the scorching beams j

While from yon willow-fence, thy pasture's bound,
The bees that suck their flow'ry stores around,
Shall sweetly mingle, with the whispering boughs,
Their lulling murmurs, and invite repose :

While from steep rocks the pruner's song is heard;
Nor the soft-cooing dove, thy fav'rite bird,

Meanwhile shall cease to breathe her melting strain,

Nor turtles from th' aerial elm to plain.

WARTON.

It may be observed, that these two poems
were produced by events that really happened ;

and may therefore be of use to prove, that we
can always feel more than we can imagine,

and that the most artful fiction must give way
to truth.

I am, SIR,

Your humble servant,

T. Dimus.

No. 93.1 TUESDAY, SEPT. 25, 1753.

Irritat, mulcet,falsis terroribus implet

Ut Magus ;
et modo me Thebis, modoponit Athenis*

HOK.

Tis he who gives my breast a thousand pains,

Can make me feel each passion that he feigns ;

Enrage, compose, with more than magic art :

With pity, and with terror, tear my heart ;

And snatch me o'er the earth, or through the air,

To Thebes, to Athens, when he will, and where.

POPE.

WRITERS of a mixed character, that abound in

transcendent beauties and in gross Imperfec

tions, are the most proper and pregnant subject*
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for criticism. The regularity and correctness !

of a Virgil or a Horace, almost confine their

commentators to perpetual panegyric, and afford

them few opportunities of diversifying their re

marks by the detection of latent blemishes.

For this reason, I am inclined to think, that a

few observations on the writings of Shakspeare
will not be deemed useless or unentertaining, be

cause he exhibits more numerous examples of

excellences and faults, of every kind, than are,

perhaps, to be discovered in any other author.

I shall, therefore, from time to time, examine

his merit as a poet, without blind admiration,

or wanton invective.

As Shakspeare is sometimes blameable for the

conduct of his fables, which have no unity ; and

sometimes for his diction, which is obscure and

turgid ; so his characteristical excellences may
possibly be reduced to these three general heads :

" his lively creative imagination ; his strokes of

nature and passion ; and his preservation of the

consistency of his characters." These excel

lences, particularly the last, are of so much im

portance in the drama, that they amply com

pensate for his transgressions against the rules

of time and place, which being of a more me
chanical nature, are often strictly observed by a

genius of the lowest order ; but to portray char

acters naturally, and to preserve them uniform

ly, requires such an intimate knowledge of the

heart of man, and is so rare a portion of felicity,

as to have been enjoyed, perhaps, only by two

writers, Homer and Shakspeare.
Of all the plays of Shakspeare, the Tempest is

the most striking instance of his creative power.
He has there given the reins to his boundless

imagination, and has carried the romantic, the

wonderful, and the wild, to the most pleasing

extravagance. The scene is a desolate island ;

and the characters the most new and singular

that can well be conceived ;
a prince who prac

tises magic, an attendant spirit, a monster the

eon of a witch, and a young lady who had been

brought to this solitude in her infancy, and had

never beheld a man except her father.

As I hare affirmed that Shakspeare's chief

excellence is the consistency of his characters, I

will exemplify the truth of this remark, by
pointing out some master-strokes of this nature

in the drama before us.

The poet artfully acquaints us that Prospero
is a magician, by the very first words which his

daughter Miranda speaks to him :

If by your art, my dearest fatber, you have
Put the wild waters in this roar, allay them :

which intimate, that the tempest described in

the preceding scene, was the effect of Prospero's
twwer. The manner in which he was driven

from his dukedom of Milan, and landed after-

this solitary island, accompanied only

Dy his daughter, is immediately introduced in a

short and natural narration.

The offices of his attendant spirit, Ariel, are

enumerated with amazing wildness of fancy,
and yet with equal propriety : his employment
is said to be,

To tread the ooze

Of the salt deep ;

To run upon the sharp wind of the north
;

To do business in the veins o' th* earth,
When it is baked with frost

;

to dive into the fire
; to ride

On the curl'd clouds.

In describing the place in which he has con

cealed the Neapolitan ship, Ariel expresses the

secrecy of its situation by the following circum

stance, which artfully glances at another of his

services ;

In the deep nook, where once
Thou callM me up at midnight, to fetch dew
Prom the still-vext Beraiudas.

Ariel, being one of those elves or spirits,
" whose pastime is to make midnight mush
rooms, and who rejoice to listen to the solemn

curfew; by whose assistance Prospero has be-

dimmed the sun at noon-tide/'

And 'twixt the green sea and the azured vault,

Set roaring war ;

has a set of ideas and images peculiar to his

station and office j a beauty of the same kind

with that which is so justly admired in the

Adam of Milton, whose manners and senti

ments are all paradisaical. How delightfully
and how suitably to his character are the habi

tations and pastimes of this invisible being

pointed out in the following exquisite song!

Where the bee sucks, there suck I :

In a cowslip's bell I lie ;

There I couch when owls do cry.

On the bat's back I do fly,

After sun set, merrily.

Merrily merrily shall I live now,
Under the blossom that hangs on the bough.

Mr. Pope, whose imagination has been

thought by some the least of his excellences,

has, doubtless, conceived and carried on the

machinery in his "
Rape of the Lock," with

vast exuberance of fancy. The images, customs,

and employment of Sylphs, are exactly adapted
to their natures, are peculiar and appropriated,
are all, if I may be allowed the expression,

Sylphish. The enumeration of the punishments

they were to undergo, if they neglected theif

charge, would, on account of its poetry and pro

priety, and especially the mixture of oblique

satire, be superior to any circumstances in

Shakspeare's Ariel, if we could suppose Pope
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to nave been unacquainted with the Tempest,
viien ho wrote this part of his accomplished

-She did confine thee

Into a cloven pine ; within which rift

Imprison'd, thou didst painfully remain

A dozen years ;
within which space she died,

And left thee there; where thou didst vent thy
As fast as mill-wheels strike. [groans,

If thou more murmur'st, I will rend an oak,
And peg thee in his knotty entrails, till

Thou'st howl'd away twelve winters.

For this, be sure, to-night thou shalt have cramps,
Side-stitches that shall pen thy breath up : urchins

Shall, for that vast of night that they may work,
All exercise on thee; thou shalt be pinch'd
As thick as honey-combs, each pinch more stinging

Than bees that made them.

If thou neglect'st or dost unwillingly

What I command, I'll rack thee with, old cramps ;

Fill all thy bones with aches : make thee roar,

That beasts shall tremble at thy din. SHAKSPBARE.

Whatever spirit, careless of his charge,

Forsakes his post or leaves the Fair at large,

Shall feel sharp vengeance soon o'ertake his sins,

Be stopp
M in vials, or transfix'd with pins ;

Or plung'd in lakes of bitter washes lie,

Or wedg'd whole ages in a bodkin's eye:
Gums and pomatums shall his flight restrain,

While clogg'd he beats his silken wings in vain ;

Or alltim styptics with contracting pow'r
Shrink his thin essence like a shrivelUd flow'r :

Or as Ixion fix'd, the wretch shall feel

The giddy motion of the whirling wheel ;

In fumes of burning chocolate shall glow,

And tremble at the* sea that frothes below ! POPE.

The method which is taken to induce Ferdi

nand to helieve that his father was drowned

in the late tempest, is exceedingly solemn and

striking. He is sitting upon a solitary rock,

and weeping over against the place where he

imagined his father was wrecked, when he sud

denly hears with astonishment aerial music

creep by him upon the waters, and the Spirit,

Lives him the following information in words
liot proper for any hut a Spirit to utter :

Full fathom five thy father lies
;

Of his bones are coral made :

Those are pearls that were his eyes :

Nothing of him that doth fade,
But doth suffer a sea-change,
Into something rich and strange.

And then follows a most lively circumstance;

Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell.

Hark ! now I hear them Ding-dong-bell !

This is so truly poetical, that one can scarce

forbear exclaiming with Ferdinand,

This is no mortal business, nor no sound
That the earth owns J

The happy versatility of Shakspeare's genius
enables him to excel in lyric as well as in dra

matic poesy.
But the poet rises still higher in his manage

ment of this character of Ariel, by making a moral

use of it, that is, I think, incomparable, and the

greatest effort of his art. Ariel informs Pros-

pero, that he has fulfilled his orders, and pun
ished his brother and companions so severely,

that if he himself was now to behold their suf

ferings, he would greatly compassionate them.

To which Prospero answers,

Dost thou think so, Spirit 1

Ariel. Mine would, Sir, were I human.

Prospero. And mine shall.

He then takes occasion, with wonderful dexteri

ty and humanity, to draw an argument from

the incorporeality of Ariel, for the justice and

necessity of pity and forgiveness :

Hast thou which art but air, a touch, a feeling

Of their afflictions ; and shall not myself,
One of their kind, that relish all as sharply,

Passion'd as they, be kindlier mov'd than thou art?

The poet is a more powerful magician than

his own Prospero : we are transported into

fairy land ; we are rapt in a delicious dream,
from which it is misery to be disturbed; all

around is enchantment !

The isle" is full of noises, [not.

Sounds, and sweet airs, that give delight and hurt

Sometimes a thousand twanging instruments

Will hum about mine ears, and sometimes voices ;

That, if I then had wak'd after long sleep,

Will make me sleep again : and then in dreaming,

The clouds, methought, would open and show riches

Ready to drop upon me : when I wak'd,
I cried to dream again !

z.

No. 94.] SATURDAY, SEPT. 29, 1753.

Monstro quod ipse tibipossis dare. Ja7.

What I show,

Thyself may freely on thyself bestow.

DRYDEN.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

You have somewhere discouraged the hope of

idleness by showing, that whoever compares
the number of those who have possessed for

tuitous advantages and of those who have been

disappointed in their expectations, will have

little reason to register himself in the lucky

catalogue.

But as we have seen thousands subscribe to a
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raffle, of which one only could obtain the prize ;

so idleness will still presume to hope, if the ad

vantages, however improbable, are admitted to

lie within the bounds of possibility. .Let the

drone, therefore, be told, that if by the error of

fortune he obtains the stores of the bee, he can

not enjoy the felicity ; that the honey which is

not gathered by industry, will be eaten without

relish, if it is not wasted in riot ;
and that all

who become possessed of the immediate object
of their hope, without any efforts of their own,

jwill
be disappointed of enjoyment.

No life can behappy, but that which is spent
in the prosecution of some purpose to which our

powers are equal, and which we, therefore, pro
secute with success : for this reason it is absurd

to dread business, .upon pretence that it will

leave few intervals to pleasure. Business is that

by which industry pursues its purpose, and the

purpose of industry is seldom disappointed : he

who endeavours to arrive at a certain point,

which he perceives himself perpetually to ap

proach, enjoys all the happiness which nature

has allotted to those hours, that are not spent In

the immediate gratification of appetites by which
our own wants are indicated, or of affections by
which we are prompted to supply the wants of

others. The end proposed by the busy, is vari

ous as their temper, constitution, habits, and
circumstances: but in the labour itself is the

enjoyment, whether it be pursued to supply
the necessaries or the conveniences of life,

whether to cultivate a farm or decorate a palace ;

for when the palace is decorated, and the barn

filled, the pleasure is at an end, till the object of

desire is agam-plftced at "a" distance, and our

powers are again employed to obtain it with

apparent success. Nor is the value of life less,

than if our enjoyment did not thus consist in

anticipation; for by anticipation, the pleasure
which would otherwise be contracted withia an

hour, is diffused through a week; and if the

dread which exaggerates future evil, is confessed

to be an increase of misery, the hope which

magnifies future good cannot be denied to be an

accession of happiness.

The most numerous class of those who pre
sume to hope for miraculous advantages, is that

of gamesters. But by gamesters, I do not mean
the gentlemen who stake an estate, against the

cunning of those who have none ; for I leave

the cure of lunatics to the professors of physic :

I mean the dissolute and indigent, who in the

common phrase put themselves in fortune's

way, and expect from her bounty that which

they eagerly desire, and yet believe to be too

dearly purchased by diligence and industry;

tradesmen who neglect their business, to squan
der in fashionable follies more than it can pro

duce; and swaggerers who rank themselves

with gentlemen, merely because they have no

business to pursue.

The gamester of this class will appear to be

equally wretched, whether his hope be fulfilled

or disappointed ; the object of it depends upon a

contingency, over which he has no influence ;

he pursues no purpose with gradual and percep-

ftible success, and, therefore, cannot enjoy the

/pleasure which arises from the anticipation of

; its accomplishment; his mind is perpetually on
J the rack; he is anxious in proportion to the

eagerness of his desire, and his inability to effect

it; to the pangs of suspense, succeed those of

disappointment; and a momentary gain only
embitters the loss that follows. Such is the life

of him who shuns business because he would
secure leisure for enjoyment ; except it happens,

against the odds of a million to one, that a run
of success puts him into the possession of a sum
sufficient to subsist him in idleness the remain
der of his life : and in this case, the idleness

which made him wretched while he waited for

the bounty of fortune, will necessarily keep him
wretched after it is bestowed ; he will find, that

in the gratification of his appetites he can iili

but a small portion of his time, and that these

appetites themselves are weakened by every at

tempt to increase, the enjoyment which they
were intended to supplyj he will, therefore,

either doze away life in a kind of listless indo

lence, which he despairs to exalt into felicity, or

he will imagine that the good he wants is to be

obtained by an increase of his wealth, by a

larger house, a more splendid equipage, and a

more numerous retinue. If with this notion he

has again recourse to the altar of fortune, he

will either be undeceived by a new series of suc

cess, or he will be reduced to his original indi

gence by the loss of that which he knew not

how to enjoy : if this happens, of which there

is the highest degree of probability, he will in

stantly become more wretched in proportion as

he was rich ; though, while he was rich, he was
not more happy in proportion as he had been

oor. Whatever is won, is reduced by experi-

Jment to its intrinsic value ; whatever is lost, is

'heightened by imagination to more. Wealth is

no sooner dissipated, than its inanity is forgot

ten, arid it is regretted as the means of happi
ness which it was not found to afford. The

gamester, therefore, of whatever class, plays

against manifest odds; since that which he

wins he discovers to be brass, and that which

he loses he values as gold. And it should also

be remarked, that in this estimate of his life, I

have not supposed him; to lose a single stake

which he had not first won.

But though gaming in general is wisely pro

hibited by the legislature, as productive not

only of private but of public evil ; yet there b
one species to which all are sometimes invited,

which equally encourages the hope of idleness,

and relaxes the vigour of industry.

Ned Froth, who had been several year*
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butler in a family of distinction, having sav

ed about four hundred pounds, took a little

house in the suburbs, and laid in a stock of

liquors for which he paid ready money, and

which were, therefore, the best of the kind.

Ned perceived his trade increase
;
he pursued it

with fresh alacrity, he exulted in his success,

and the joy of his heart sparkled in his coun

tenance ;
but it happened that Ned, in the

midst of his happiness and prosperity, was pre

vailed upon to buy a lottery ticket. The
moment his hope was fixed upon an objec

which industry could not obtain, he determined

to be industrious no longer : to draw drink for

a dirty and boisterous rabble, was a slavery t

which he now submitted with reluctance, anc

he longed for the moment in which he should b

free : instead of telling his story, and cracking

his joke for the entertainment of his customers,

he received them with indifference, was observ

ed to be silent and sullen, and amused himself

by going three or four times a day to search the

register of fortune for the success of his ticket.

In this disposition Ned was sitting one morn

ing in the corner of a bench by his fireside, |

wholly abstracted in the contemplation of his

future fortune; indulging this moment the

hope of a mere possibility, and the next shudder

ing with the,dread of losing the felicity which

his fancy had combined with the possession of

ten thousand pounds. A man well dressed

entered hastily, and inquired for him of his

guests, who many times called him aloud by his

name, and cursed him for his deafness and

stupidity, before Ned started up as from a

dream, and asked with a fretful impatience

what they wanted. An affected confidence of

being well received, and an air of forced jocular

ity in the stranger, gave Ned some offence; but

the next moment he catched him in his arms in

a transport of joy, upon receiving his congratu

lation as proprietor of the fortunate ticket,

which had that morning been drawn a prize of

the first class.

It was not, however, long, before Ned

discovered that ten thousand pounds did not

bring the felicity which he expected ; a dis

covery which generally produces the dissipation

of sudden affluence by prodigality. Ned drank,
and whored, and hired fiddlers, and bought fine

clothes ;
he bred riots at Vauxhall, treated

flatterers, and damned plays. But something
was still wanting ; and he resolved to strike a

bold stroke, and attempt to double the remainder

of his prize at play, that he might live in a

palace and keep an equipage : but in the exe

cution of this project, he lost the whole produce
of his lottery ticket, except five hundred pounds
in bank notes, which when he would have

staked he could not find. This sum was more
than that which had established him in the

trade he had left: and yet, with the power of

returning to a station that was once the utmost

of his ambition, and of renewing that pursuit

which alone had made him happy, such was the

pungency of his regret, that in the despair of
j

recovering the money which he knew had pro /

duced nothing but riot, disease, and vexation, /

he threw himself from the bridge into
the|

Thames.
I am, SIR,

Your humble servant,

CAUTUS.
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Dulclque animos novitate tenebo. OVID

And with sweet novelty your soul detain.

IT is often charged upon writers, that with all

their pretentious to genius and discoveries, they
do little more than copy one another: and that

compositions obtruded upon the world with the

pomp of novelty, contain only tedious repetitions

of common sentiments, or at best exhibit a

transposition of known images, and give a new

appearance to truth only by some slight differ

ence of dress and decoration.

The allegation of resemblance between au

thors, is indisputably true ; but the charge of

plagiarism, which is raised upon it, is not to be

allowed with equal readiness. A coincidence of

sentiment may easily happen without any
communication, since there are many occasions

in which all reasonable men will nearly think

alike. Writers of all ages have had the same

sentiments, because they have in all ages had the

same objects of speculation ; the interests and

passions, the virtues and vices of mankind, have

been diversified in different times, only by un
essential and casual varieties; and we must,

therefore, expect in the works of all those who

attempt to describe them, such a likeness as we
find in the pictures of the same person drawn in

different periods of his life.

It is necessary, therefore, that before an

author be charged with plagiarism, one of the

most reproachful, though, perhaps, not the most

atrocious of literary crimes, the subject on

which he treats should be carefully considered.

We do not wonder, that historians, relating the

same facts, agree in their narration ; or that

uthors, delivering the elements of science, ad

vance the same theorems, and lay down the

same definitions : yet it is not wholly without

use to mankind, that books are multiplied, and

that different authors lay out their labours on

;he same subject ;
for there will always be some

reason why one should on particular occasions,

or to particular persons, be preferable to another ;

some will be clear where others are obscure,

2 U
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some will please by their style and others by
their method, some by their embellishments and

others by their simplicity, some by closeness

and others by diffusion.

The same indulgence is to be shown to the

writers of morality : right and wrong are im
mutable ; and those, therefore, who teach us to

distinguish them, if they all teach us right,

must agree with another. The relations of so

cial life, and the duties resulting from them,
must be the same at all times and in all nations :

some petty differences may be, indeed, produc

ed, by forms of government or arbitrary cus

toms ; but the general doctrine can receive no
alteration.

Yet it is not to be desired, that morality
should be considered as interdicted to all future

writers : meu will always be tempted to deviate

from their duty, and will, therefore, always
want a monitor to recall them

; and a new
book often seizes the attention of the public,

without any other claim than that it is new.
There is likewise in composition, as in other

things, a perpetual vicissitude of fashion; and

truth is recommended at one time to regard,

by appearances which at another would expose
it to neglect; the author, therefore, who has

judgment to discern the taste of his contempo
raries, and skill to gratify it, will have always
an .opportunity to deserve well of mankind, by
conveying instruction to them in a grateful ve

hicle.

There are likewise many modes of composi

tion, by which a moralist may deserve the name
of an original writer; he may familiarise his

system by dialogues after the manner of the

ancients, or subtilize it into a series of syllogis

tic arguments : he may enforce his doctrine by
seriousness and solemnity, or enliven it by
sprightliness and gayety ; he may deliver his

sentiments in naked precepts, or illustrate them

by historical examples ; he may detain the stu

dious by the artful concatenation of a continued

discourse, or relieve the busy by short strictures,

and unconnected essays.

To excel in any of these forms of writing,
will require a particular cultivation of the ge
nius ; whoever can attain to excellence, will be

certain to engage a set of readers, whom no
other method would have equally allured ; and
he that communicates truth with success, must
be numbered among the first benefactors to

mankind.

The same observation may be extended like

wise to the passions : their influence is uniform,
and their effects nearly the same in every hu
man breast : a man loves and hates, desires and

avoids, exactly like his neighbour ; resentment

and ambition, avarice and indolence, discover

themselves by the same symptoms, in minds
distant a thousand years from one another.

Nothing, therefore, can be more unjust, than

to charge an author with plagiarism, merely
because he assigns to every cause its natura*

effect; and makes his personages act, as others

in like circumstances have always done. There
are conceptions in which all men will agree,

though each derives them from his own obser

vation : whoever has been in love, will repre
sent a lover impatient of every idea that inter

rupts his meditations on his mistress, retiring
to shades and solitude, that he may muse with
out disturbance on his approaching happiness,
or associating himself with some friend that
flatters his passion, and talking away the hours
of absence upon his darling subject. Whoever
has been so unhappy as to have felt the miseries
of long continued hatred, will, without any
assistance from ancient volumes, be able to re

late how the passions are kept in perpetual agi

tation, by the recollection of injury and medi
tations of revenge ; how the blood boils at the

name of the enemy, and life is worn away in

contrivances of mischief.

Every other passion is alike simple and limit

ed, if it be considered only with regard to the

breast which it inhabits
; the anatomy of the

mind, as that of the body, must perpetually
exhibit the same appearances; and though by
the continued industry of successive inquirers,
new movements will be from time to time

discovered, they can affect only the minuter

parts, and are commonly of more curiosity than

importance.
It will now be natural to inquire, by what

arts are the writers of the present and future

ages to attract the notice and favour of man
kind. They are to observe the alterations

which time is always making in the modes of

life, that they may gratify every generation
with a picture of themselves. Thus love is

uniform, but courtship is perpetually varying :

the different arts of gallantry, which beauty has

inspired, would of themselves be sufficient to

fill a volume ; sometimes balls and serenades,

sometimes tournaments and adventures have

been employed to melt the hearts of ladies, who
in another century have been sensible of scarce

any other merit than that of riches, and listen

ed only to jointures and pin-money. Thus the

ambitious man has at all times been eager of

wealth and power ; but these hopes have been

gratified in some countries by supplicating the

people, and in others by flattering the prince :

honour in some states has been only the reward

of military achievements, in others it has been

gained by noisy turbulence and popular cla

mours. Avarice has worn a different form, aa

she actuated the usurer of Rome, and the stock

jobber of England ; and idleness itself, how lit

tie soever inclined to the trouble of invention,

has been forced from time to time to change Its

amusements, and contrive different methods el

wearing out the day.
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Here then is the fund, from which those who

ktudy mankind may fill their compositions with

an inexhaustible variety of images and allu

sions : and he must be confessed to look with

little attention upon scenes thus perpetually

changing, who cannot catch some of the figures

before they are made vulgar by reiterated de

scriptions.

It has been discovered by Sir Isaac Newton,
that the distinct and primogenial colours are

only seven; but every eye can witness, that

from various mixtures, in various proportions,

infinite diversifications of tints may be pro
duced. In like manner, the passions of the

mind, which put the world in motion, and pro
duce all the bustle and eagerness of the busy
crowds that swarm upon the earth ; the pas

sions, from whence arise all the pleasures and

pains that we see and hear of, if we analyze the

mind of man, are very few ; but. those few

agitated and combined, as external causes shall

happen to operate, and modified by prevailing

opinions and accidental caprices, make such

frequent alterations on the surface of life, that

the show, while we are busied in delineating it,

vanishes from the view, and a new set of objects

succeeds, doomed to the same shortness of dura

tion with the former : thus curiosity may al

ways find employment, and the busy part of

mankind will furnish the contemplative with

the materials of speculation to the end of time.

The complaint, therefore, that all topics are

pre-occupied, is nothing more than the murmur
of ignorance or idleness, by which some dis

courage others and some themselves : the muta

bility of mankind will always furnish writers

with new images, and the luxuriance of fancy

may always embellish them with new decora

tions.

T.
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Fortunatos nimium, sua si bona norint.

VIRG.

O hippy, if ye knew your happy state !

DRYDBN.

IN proportion as the enjoyment and infelicity
of life depend upon imagination, it is of impor
tance that this power of the mind should be

directed in its operations by reason ; and, per-^

haps, imagination Is mb7e~frequently busy when
it can only embitter disappointment and heighten

calamity ; and more frequently slumbers when
it might increase the triumph of success, or ani

mate insensibility to happiness, than is generallv

perceived.

An ecclesiastical living of considerable value

became vacant, and Evander obtained a recom
mendation to the patron. His friend had too

much modesty to speak with confidence of the

success of an application supported chiefly by
his interest, and Evander knew that others had

solicited before him ; as he was not therefore

much elevated by hope, he believed he should

not be greatly depressed by a disappointment.
The gentleman to whom he was recommended,
received him with great courtesy ; but upon
reading the letter, he changed countenance, and
discovered indubitable tokens of vexation and

regret; then taking Evander by the hand,
"

Sir," said he,
" I think it scarce less a mis

fortune to myself than you, that you were not

five minutes sooner in your application. The

gentleman whose recommendation you bring, I*

wish more than any other to oblige ; but I have

just presented the living to the person whom
you saw take his leave when you entered the

room."

This declaration was a stroke, which Evan
der had neither skill to elude nor force to resist.

The strength of his interest, though it was not

known time enough to increase his hope, and
his being too late only a few minutes, though
he had reason to believe his application had been

precluded by as many days, were circumstances

which imagination immediately improved to

aggravate his disappointment : over these he

mused perpetually with inexpressible anguish,
he related them to every friend, and lamented

them with the most passionate exclamations.

And yet, what happened to Evander more than

he expected? nothing that he possessed wae

diminished, nor was any possibility of advan

tage cut off: with respect to these and every
other reality, he was in the same state, as if he

had never heard of the vacancy, which he had

some chance to fill : but Evander groaned under

the tyranny of imagination; and in a fit of

causeless fretfulness cast away peace, because

time was not stopped in its career, and a mira

cle did not interpose to secure him a living.

Agenor, on whom the living which Evander

solicited was bestowed, never conceived a single

doubt that he should fail in his attempt: his

character was unexceptionable, and his recom

mendation such as it was believed no other

could counterbalance ;
he therefore received the

bounty of his patron without much emotion ;

he regarded his success as an event produced,
like rain and sun-shine, by the common and re

gular operation of natural causes; and took

possession of his rectory with the same temper
that he would have reaped a field he had sown,
or received the interest of a sum which he had

placed in the funds. But having, by accident,

heard the report which had been circulated by
the friends of Evander, he was at once struck

with a sense of his good fortune; and was so

affected by a retrospect of his danger, that h
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could scarce believe it to be past.

" How pro

vidential," said he,
" was it, that I did not stay

to drink another dish of tea at breakfast, that I

found a hackney-coach at the end of the street,

and that I met with no stop by the way !" What
an alteration was produced in Agenor's concep
tion of the advantage of his situation, and the

means by which it was obtained ! and yet at

last he had gained nothing more than he expect

ed ;
his danger was not known time enough to

alarm his fear; the value of his acquisition was
not increased ;

nor had providence interposed

farther than to exclude chance from the govern
ment of the world. But Agenor did not before

reflect that any gratitude was due to providence
but for a miracle ; he did not enjoy his prefer

ment as a gift, nor estimate his gain but by the

probability of loss.

As success and disappointment are under the

influence of imagination, so are ease and health ;

each of which may be considered as a kind of

negative good, that may either degenerate into

wearisomeness and discontent, or be improved
into complacency and enjoyment.
About three weeks ago I paid an afternoon

visit to Curio. Curio is the proprietor of an

estate which produces three thousand pounds

a-year, and the husband of a lady remarkable

for her beauty and her wit ; his age is that in

which manhood is said to be complete, his con

stitution is vigorous, his person graceful, and

his understanding strong. I found him in full

health, lolling in an easy chair ; his countenance

was florid, he was gaily dressed, and surround

ed with all the means of happiness which

wealth well used could bestow. After the first

ceremonies had passed, he threw himself again
back in his chair upon my having refused it,

looked wistfully at his fingers ends, crossed his

legs, inquired the news of the day, and, in the

midst of all possible advantages, seemed to pos

sess life with a listless indifference, which if he

could have preserved in contrary circumstances,

would have invested him with the dignity of a

stoic.

It happened that yesterday I paid Curio an

other visit. I found him in his chamber ; his

head was swathed in flannel, and his counte

nance was pale. I was alarmed at these appear
ances of disease

;
and inquired with an honest

solicitude how he did. The moment he heard

my question, he started from his seat, sprang
towards me, caught me by the hand, and told

me, in an extasy, that he was in Heaven.
What difference in Curio's circumstances

produced this difference in his sensations and
behaviour? What prodigious advantage had
now accrued to the man, who before had ease

and Uealth, youth, affluence, and beauty? Cu
rio, during ten days that preceded my last visit,

bad been tormented with the toothach ; and

had, within the last hour, been restored to ease,

by having the tooth drawn.

And is human reason so impotent, and ima

gination so perverse, that ease cannot be enjoyed

^till it has been taken away ? Is it not possible

to improve negative into positive happiness, by
reflection ? Can he, who possesses ease and

health, whose food is tasteful, and whose sleep
is sweet, remember, without exultation and de

light, the seasons in which he has pined in the

languor of inappetence, arid counted the watches
of the night with restless anxiety?

Is an acquiescence in the dispensations of un

erring wisdom, by which some advantage ap
pears to be denied, without recalling trivial and

!

accidental circumstances that can only aggravate

I
disappointment, impossible to reasonable beings :

j

And is a sense of Divine bounty necessarily
i languid, in proportion as that bounty appears to

be less doubtful and interrupted ?

Every man, surely, would blush to admit
these suppositions ; let every man, therefore,

kleny them by his life. He, who brings imagi-
! nation under the dominion of reason, will be

able to diminish the evil of life, and to increase

'the good; he will learn to resign with compla-

pency, to receive with gratitude, and possess

With cheerfulness : and as in this conduct there

\s not only wisdom but virtue, he will under

every calamity be able to rejoice in hope, and
to anticipate the felicity of that state, in which,
'" the spirits of the just shall be made perfect."
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ARIST. POET.

As well in the conduct of the manners as in the

constitution of the fable, we must always endeavour
to produce either what is necessary or what is pro
bable.

" WHOEVER ventures," says Horace, " to form
a character totally original, let him endeavour
to preserve it with uniformity and consistency ;

but the formation of an original character is a

work of great difficulty and hazard." In this

arduous and uncommon task, however, Sbak-

speare has wonderfully succeeded in his Tem
pest: the monster Calybari is the creature of his

own imagination, in the formation of which he-

could derive no assistance from observation or

experience.

Calyban is the son of a witch, begotten by a
demon : the sorceries of his mother were so

terrible, that her countrymen banished her into

this desert island as unfit for human society;
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in conformity, therefore, to this diabolical pro

pagation, he is represented as a prodigy of cru

elty, malice, pride, ignorance, idleness, gluttony,

and lust. He is introduced with great proprie

ty, cursing Prospero and Miranda whom he had

endeavoured to defile ;
and his execrations are

artfully contrived to have reference to the occu

pation of his mother :

As wicked dew, as e'er my mother brush'd

With raven's feather from unwholesome fen,

Drop on you both {

-All the charms

Of Sycorax, toads, beetles, bats, light on you !

His kindness is afterwards expressed as

much in character as his hatred, hy an enumera

tion of offices, that could he of value only in a

desolate island, and in the estimation of a

savage.

I pry'thee, let me bring thee where crabs grow;
And I with my long nails will dig thee pignuts ;

Show thee a jay's nest ;
and instruct thee how .

To snare the nimble marmazet. I'll bring thee

To clustering filberds ;
and sometimes I'll get thee

Young sea-malls from the rock

I'll show thee the best springs; I'll pluck thee

berries ;

I'll fish for thee, and get thee wood enough.

Which last is, indeed, a circumstance of great

use in a place, where to be defended from the

cold was neither easy nor usual ;
and it has a

further peculiar beauty, because the gathering

wood was the occupation to which Calyban
was subjected by Prospero, who therefore

deemed it a service of high importance.

The gross ignorance of this monster is repre

sented with delicate judgment ;
he knew not

the names of the sun and moon
;
which he calls

the bigger light and the less
;
and he believes

that Stephano was the man in the moon, whom
his mistress had often shown him

; and when

Prospero reminds him that he first taught him
to pronounce articulately, his answer is full of

malevolence and rage ;

You taught me language ; and my profit on't

Is, I know how to curse :

the properest return for such a fiend to make
for such a favour. The spirits whom he sup

poses to be employed by Prospero perpetually to

torment him, and the many forms and different

methods they take for this purpose, are des

cribed with the utmost liveliness and force of

fancy :

Sometimes like apes, that moe and chatter at me,
And after bite me ; then like hedge-hogs, which

Lie tumbling in my bare-foot way, and mount
Their pricks at my foot-fall ; sometimes am I

All wound with adders, who with cloven tongues
Do hiss me into madness.

It is scarce possible for any speech to be more

expressive of the manners and sentiments, than

that in which our poet has painted the brutal

barbarity and unfeeling savageness of this son of

Sycorax, by making him enumerate, with a

kind of horrible delight, the various ways in

which it was possible for the drunken sailors to

surprise and kill his master :

-There thou may'st brain him,

Hciving first seized his books
;
or with a log

Batter his skull
;
or paunch him with a^stake :

Or cut his wezand with thy knife

He adds, in allusion to his own abominable at

tempt,
" above all be sure to secure the daugh

ter
;
whose beauty, he tells them, is incompar

able." The charms of Miranda could not be

more exalted, than by extorting this testimony
from so insensible a monster.

Shakspeare seems to be the only poet who
possesses the power of uniting poetry with pro

priety of character ; of which I know not an
instance more striking, than the image Calyban
makes use of to express silence, which is at once

highly poetical and exactly suited to the wild-

ness of the speaker :

Pray you tread softly, that the blind mole may not

Hear a foot-fall

I always lament that our author has not

preserved this fierce and implacable spirit in

Calyban, to the end of the play ;
instead of

which, he has, I think, injudiciously put into

his mouth, words that imply repentance and

understanding :

I'll be wise hereafter

And seek for grace. What a thrice double ass

Was I, to take this drunkard for a god,

And worship this dull fool ?

It must not be forgotten, that Shakspeare
has artfully taken occasion from this extraordi

nary character, which is finely contrasted to the

mildness and obedience of Ariel, obliquely to-

satirize the prevailing passion for new and

wonderful sights, which has rendered the

English so ridiculous. " Were I in England

now," says Trincalo, on his first discovering

Calyban, "and had but this fish painted, not a

holyday-fool there but would give a piece of

silver, When they will not give a doit to

relieve a lame beggar, they will lay out ten to-

see a dead Indian."

Such is the inexhaustible plenty of our poet's

invention, that he has exhibited another cha

racter in this play, entirely his own ; that of the

lovely and innocent Miranda.

When Prospero first gives her a sight of

Prince Ferdinand, she eagerly exclaims,

-What is't ? a spirit ?

Lord, how it looks about! Believe me, Sir,

It carries a brave form. But 'tis a spirit.
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Her imagining that as he was so beautiful he

must necessarily be one of her father's aerial

agents, is a stroke of nature worthy admira

tion : as are likewise her entreaties to her father

not to use him harshly, by the power of his

art;

"VVhy speaks my father so ungently 1 This

Is the third man that e'er I saw
;
the first

That e'er I sigh'd for!

Here we perceive the beginning of that passion,

which Prospero was desirous she should feel for

the prince; and which she afterwards more

fully expresses upon an occasion which displays

at once the tenderness, the innocence, and the

simplicity of her character. She discovers her

lover employed in the laborious task of carrying

wood, which Prospero had enjoined him to per
form. " Would,

'

says she,
" the lightning had

burnt up those logs, that you are enjoined to

pile !"

If you'll sit down,
I'll bear your logs the while. Pray give me that,

I'll carry it to the pile.

You look wearily.

It is by selecting such little and almost imper

ceptible circumstances that Shakspeare has more

truly painted the passions than any other

writer: affection is more powerfully expressed

by this simple wish and offer of assistance than
)

by the unnatural eloquence and witticisms of I

Dryden, or the declamations of Rowe.
The resentment of Prospero for the match-

j

less cruelty and wicked usurpation of his bro-
|

ther; his parental affection and solicitude for

the welfare of his daughter, the heiress of his

dukedom : and the awful solemnity of his
j

character, as a skilful magician ;
are all along !

preserved -with equal consistency, dignity, and

decorum. One part of his behaviour deserves

to be particularly pointed out : during the ex

hibition of a mask with which he had ordered '

Ariel to entertain Ferdinand and Miranda, he
\

starts suddenly, from the recollection of the con

spiracy of Calyban and his confederates against

his life, and dismisses his attendant spirits, who
'

instantly vanish to a hollow and confused noise.
|

He appears to be greatly moved ; and suitably i

to this agitation of mind, which his danger has
j

excited, he takes occasion, from the sudden dis-
'

appearance of the visionary scene, to moralize
i

on the dissolution of all things :

-These our actors,

As I foretold you, were all spirits ; and
Are melted into air, into thin air.

And, like the baseless fabric of this vision,

The cloud-capt towers, the gorgeous palaces,
The solemn temples, the great globe itself,

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve ;J

And, like this unsubstantial pageant^faded,
Leave not a rack behind.-

To these nob.'e images he adds a short but

comprehensive observation on human life, not
excelled by any passage of the moral and sen

tentious Euripides :

-We are such stuff

As dreams are made on
; and our little life

Is rounded with a sleep !

Thus admirably is an uniformity of char

acter, that leading beauty in dramatic poesy,

preserved through the Tempest. And it maybe
further remarked, that the unities of action, of

place, and of time, are in this play, though al

most constantly violated by Shakspeare, exactly
observed. The action is one, great, and entire,

the restoration of Prospero to his dukedom >

this business is transacted in the compass of a

small island, and in or near the cave of Pro

spero : though indeed, it had been more artful

and regular to have confined it to this single

spot ; and the time which the action takes up,
is only equal to that of the representation ; an
excellence which ought always to be aimed at

in every well-conducted fable, and for the want
of which a variety of the most entertaining in

cidents can scarcely atone.

Z.
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Would'st thou to honours and preferments climl ?

Be bold in mischief, dare some mighty crime,
Which dungeons, death or banishment deserves.

DBTDEN.

THE ADVENTURER.

DEAR BROTHER,

THE thirst of glory is I think allowed, even

by the dull dogs who can sit still long enough
to write books, to be a noble appetite.

My ambition is to be thought a man of life

and spirit, who could conquer the world if he

was to set about it, but who has too much viva

city to give the necessary attention to any
scheme of length.

I am, in short, one of those heroic Adven

turers, who have thought proper to distinguish

themselves by the titles of Buck, Blood, and

Nerve. When I am in the country, I am al

ways on horse-back, and I leap or break every

hedge and gate that stands in my way : when I

am in town, I am constantly to be seen at some

of the public places, at the proper times for

making my appearance; as at Vauxhall, or

Marybone, about ten, very drunk ; for though
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1 don't love wine, I am obliged to be consum-

edly drunk five or six nights in the week : nay
sometimes five or six days together, for the sake

of my character. Wherever I come, I am sure

to make all the confusion, and do all the mis

chief I can ; not for the sake of doing mischief,

but only out of frolic you know to show my
vivacity. If there are women near me, I

swear like a devil to show my courage, and

talk bawdy to show my wit. Under the rose, I

am a cursed favourite amongst them ;
and have

had "bonne fortune," let me tell you. I do

love the little rogues hellishly : but faith 1 make
love for the good of the public ; and the town is

obliged to me for a dozen or two of the finest

wenches that were ever brought into its sera

glios. One, indeed, I lost : and, poor fond

soul ! I pitied her ! but it could not be helped

self-preservation obliged me to leave her I

could not tell her what was the matter with

her, rot me if I could ;
and so it got such a

head, that the devil himself could not have

saved her.

There's one thing vexes me ;
I have much ado

to avoid having that insignificant character, a

good-natured fellow, fixed upon me ; so that I

am obliged in my own defence to break the boy's

head, and kick my whore down stairs every
time I enter a night-house : I pick quarrels
when I am not offended, break the windows of

men I never saw, demolish lamps, bilk hackney-

coachmen, overturn wheelbarrows, and storm

night-cellars : I beat the watchman, though
he bids me good morrow, abuse the constable,

and insult the justice: for these feats I am
frequently kicked, beaten, pumped, prosecuted
and imprisoned ; but Tim is no flincher ; and if

he does not get fame, blood ! he will deserve it.

I am now writing at a coffee-house, where I

am just arrived, after a journey of fifty miles,

which I have rode in four hours. I knocked

up my blockhead's horse two hours ago. The

dog whipped and spurred at such a rate, that I

dare say you may track him half the way by the

blood
;
but all would not do. The devil take

the hindmost, is always my way of travelling.
The moment I dismounted, down dropt Dido,

by Jove : and here am I all alive and merry, my
old by !

I'll tell thee what ; I was a hellish ass t'other

day. I shot a damn'd clean mare through the

head, for jumping out of the road to avoid run

ning over an old woman. But the bitch threw

me, and I got a cursed slice on the cheek

rigainst a flint, which put me in a passion ; who
vould help it, you know ? Rot me ! I would not

have lost her for five hundred old women, with
all their brats, and the brats of their brats to the

third generation. She was a sweet creature ! I

would have run her five-and-twenty miles in an

hour, for five hundred pounds. But she's

! Poor -ade ! I did love thee, that I did.

Now what you shall do for me old boy is this.

Help to raise my name a little, d'ye mind
;

write something in praise of us sprightly pretty

fellows. I assure you we take a great deal of

pains for fame, and it is hard we should be

bilkt. I would not trouble you, my dear
; but

only I fear I have not much time before me to

do my own business ;
for between you and I,

both my constitution and estate are damnably
out at elbows. I intend to make them spin out

together as even as possible ;
but if my purse

should happen to leak fastest, I propose to go
with my last half-crown to Ranelagh gardens,

and there, if you approve the scheme, I'll mount
one of the upper alcoves, and repeat with a

heroic air,

"
I'll boldly venture on the world unknown.

It cannot use me worse than this has done."

I'll then shoot myself through the head ; and so

good by'tye.
Yours, as you serve me,

TIM. WILDGOOSH.

I should little deserve the notice of a person so

illustrious as the hero who honours me with

the name of brother, if I should cavil at his

principles or refuse his request. According to

the moral philosophy which is now in fashion,

and adopted by many of "the dull dogs who
write books," the gratification of appetite is

virtue
;
and appetite therefore, 1 shall allow to

be noble, notwithstanding the objections of

those who pretend, that whatever be its object,

it can be good or ill in no other sense than

stature or complexion ;
and that the voluntary

effort only is moral by which appetite is directed

or restrained, by which it is brought under the

government of reason and rendered subservient

to moral purposes.
But with whatever efforts of heroic virtuemy

correspondent may have laboured to gratify his

"thirst of glory," 1 am afraid he will be disap

pointed. It is, indeed, true, that like the heroes

of antiquity, whom successive generations have

honoured with statues and panegyric, he has

spent his life in doing mischief to others with

out procuring any real good to himself; but

he has not done mischief enough ; he has not

sacked a city or fired a temple; he acts only

against individuals in a contracted sphere, and

is lost among a crowd of competitors, whose

merit can only contribute to their mutual

obscurity, as the feats which are perpetually

performed by innumerable adventurers must
soon become too common to confer distinction.

In behalf of some among these candidates for

fame, the legislator has, indeed, thought fit to

interpose; and their achievements are with

great solemnity rehearsed and recorded in a

temple, ofwhich I know not the celestial appel
lation, but on earth it is called justice ball in

the Old Bailey.
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As the rest are utterly neglected, I canno

think of any expedient to gratify the noble thirs

of my correspondent and his compeers, but tha

of procuring them admission into this class ; an

attempt in which I do not despair of success

for I think I can demonstrate their right, and '.

will not suppose it possible that when this ii

done they will be excluded.

Upon the most diligent examination of an
cient history and modern panegyric, I find thai

no action has ever been held honourable in sc

high a degree, as killing men : this, indeed, is

one of the feats which our legislature has

thought fit to rescue from oblivion, and rewarc

in Justice Hall : it has also removed an absurc

distinction, and, contrary to the practice o]

pagan antiquity, has comprehended the kil

lers of women, \among those who deserve the

rewards that have been decreed to homicide.

Now he may fairly be considered as a killer,

who seduces a young beauty from the fondness

of a parent, with whom she enjoys health and

peace, the protection of the laws, and the smile

of society, to the tyranny of a bawd, and the

excesses of a brothel, to disease and distraction,

stripes, infamy and imprisonment; calamities

which cannot fail to render her days not only
evil but few. It may, perhaps, be alleged, that

the woman was not wholly passive, but that

in some sense she may be considered asfelo de se.

This, however, is mere cavil
; for the same may

be said of him who fights when he can run

away ;
and yet it has always been deemed more

honourable to kill the combatant than the fugi
tive.

If this claim then of the Blood be admitted,
and I do not see how it can be set aside, I pro

pose that after his remains shall have been res

cued from dust and worms, and consecrated in

the temple of Hygeia, called Surgeon's Hall, his

bones shall be purified by proper lustrations,

and erected into a statue : that this statue shall

be placed in a niche, with the name of the hero

of which it is at once the remains and the

monument written over it, among many others

of the same rank, in the gallery of a spacious

building, to be erected by lottery for that pur
pose : I purpose that this gallery be called the

Blood's Gallery ; and, to prevent the labour

and expense of emblazoning the achievements of

every individual, which would be little more
than repeating the same words, that an inscrip
tion be placed over the door to this effect :

" This gallery is sacred to the memory and the

remains of the Bloods; heroes who lived in

perpetual hostility against themselves and others :

who contracted diseases by excess that preclud
ed enjoyment, and who continually perpetrated
mischief not in anger but sport; who purchased
this distinction at the expense of life ; and whose

glory would have been equal to Alexander's, if

their power had not been less."
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Magnis tamcn excidit ausis. OVID.

But in the glorious enterprise he died. ADDISON.

IT has always been the practice of mankind, ta

judge of actions by the event. The same at

tempts, conducted in the same manner, but ter

minated by different success, produce different

judgments: they who attain their wishes, never
want celebrators of their wisdom and their

virtue; and they that miscarry, are quickly
discovered to have been defective not only in

mental but in moral qualities. The world will

never be long without some good reason to hate

the unhappy : their real faults are immediately
detected ; and if those are not sufficient to sink

them into infamy, an additional weight of

calumny will be superadded : he that fails in his

endeavours after wealth or power, will not long
retain either honesty or courage.

This species of injustice has so long prevailed
in universal practice, that it seems likewise to

have infected speculation : so few minds are

able to separate the ideas of greatness and pros

perity, that even Sir William Temple has de

termined,
" that he who can deserve the name

of a hero, must not only be virtuous but fortu

nate."

By this unreasonable distribution of praise
and blame, none have suffered oftener than

projectors, whose rapidity of imagination and
vastness of design raise such envy in their

fellow mortals, that every eye watches for their

fall, and every heart exults at their distresses :

yet even a projector may gain favour by suc

cess ; and the tongue that was prepared to hiss,

then endeavours to excel others in loudness of

applause.

When Coriolanus, in Shakspeare, deserted to

Aufidius, the Volscian servants at first insulted

lim, even while he stood under the protection
of the household gods ; but when they saw that

he project took effect, and the stranger was
seated at the head of the table, one of them very

udiciously observes,
" that he always thought

here was more in him than he could think."

Machiavel has justly animadverted on the

lifferent notice taken by all succeeding times, of

he two great projectors Catiline and Caesar.

3oth formed the same project, and intended to

aise themselves to power, by subverting the

ommonwealth : they pursued their design,

>erhaps, with equal abilities, and with equal
irtue

; but Catiline perished in the field, and

Caesar returned from Pharsalia with unlimited

uthority : and from that time, every monarch

f the earth has thought himself honoured by a

omparison with Caesar ;
and Catiline has been

ever mentioned, but that his name might ba

pplied to traitors and incendiaries.
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Iu an age more remote, Xerxes projected the

conquest of Greece, and brought down the

power of Asia against it : but after the world

uad been filled with expectation and terror, his

army was beaten, his 3eet was destroyed, and

Xerxes has never been mentioned without con

tempt.
A few years afterwards, Greece likewise had

her turn of giving birth to a projector ; who in

vading Asia with a small army, went forward

in search of adventures, and by his escape from

one danger, gained only more rashness to rush

into another : he stormed city after city, over

ran kingdom after kingdom, fought battles only
i'or barren victory, and invaded nations only
that he might make his way through them to

new invasions : but having been fortunate in

the execution of his projects, he died with the

name of Alexander the Great.

These are, indeed, events of ancient time ;

but human nature is always the same, and

every age will afford us instances of public cen

sures influenced by events. The great business

of the middle centuries, was the holy war;
which undoubtedly was a noble project, and

was for a long time prosecuted with a spirit

equal to that with which it had been contrived :

but the ardour of the European heroes only
hurried them to destruction; for a long time

they could not gain the territories for which

they fought, and, when at last gained, they
could not keep them : their expeditions, there-

lore, have been the scoff of idleness and igno

rance, their understand ing and their virtue have

been equally vilified, their conduct has been

ridiculed, and their cause has been defamed.

When Columbus had engaged king Ferdinand

in the discovery of the other hemisphere, the

sailors, with whom he embarked in the expedi

tion, had so little confidence in their comman
der, that after having been long at sea looking
for coasts which they expected cover to find,

they raised a general mutiny, and demanded to

peturn. He found means to sooth them into a

permission to continue the same course three

days longer, and on the evening of the third day
descried land. Had the impatience of his crew
denied him a few hours of the time requested,
what had been his fate but to have come back

with the infamy of a vain projector, who had

betrayed the king's credulity to useless expenses,
and risked his life in seeking countries that

had no existence? how would those that had

rejected his proposals, have triumphed in their

acuteness ? and when ..would his name have

been mentioned, but with the makers of potable

gold and malleable glass?

The 1: -* royal projectors with whom the

world has been troubled, were Charles of Swe
den and the Czar of Muscovy. Charles, if any
judgment may be formed of his designs by his

measures and his inquiries, had purposed first to

f

dethrone the Czar, then to lead his army
through pathless deserts into China, thence to

make his way by the sword through the whole

circuit of Asia, and by the conquest of Turkey
to unite Sweden with his new dominions : but

this mighty project was crushed at Pultowa ;

and Charles has since been considered as a mad
man by those powers, who sent their ambassa

dors to solicit his friendship, and their generals
" to learn under him the art of war."

The Czar found employment sufficient in hi

own dominions, and amused himself in digging

canals, and building cities ; murdering his sub

jects with insufferable fatigue, and transplant

ing nations from one corner of his dominions to

another, without regretting the thousands that

perished on the way : but he attained his end,

he made his people formidable, and is numbered

by fame among the demi-gods.
I am far from intending to vindicate the

sanguinary projects of heroes and conquerors,
and would wish rather to diminish the reputa
tion of their success, than the infamy of their

miscarriages : for I cannot conceive, why he

that has burnt cities, wasted nations, and filled

the world with horror and desolation, should be

more kindly regarded by mankind, than he that

died in the rudiments of wickedness ; Avhy he

that accomplished mischief should be glorious,

and he that only endeavoured it should be

criminal. I would wish Caesar and Catiline,

Xerxes and Alexander, Charles and Peter,

huddled together in obscurity or detestation.

But there is another species of projectors, to

whom 1 would willingly conciliate mankind ;

whose ends are generally laudable, and whose

labours are innocent; who are searching out

new powers of nature, or contriving new works

of art ; but who are yet persecuted with in

cessant obloquy, and whom the universal con

tempt with which they are treated, often debars

from that success which their industry would

obtain, if it were permitted to act without op

position.

They who find themselves inclined to censure

new undertakings, only because they are new,,

should consider, that the folly of projection

is very seldom the folly of a fool ; it is com

monly the ebullition of a capacious mind, crowd

ed with variety ot knowledge, and heated with

intenseness of thought ; it proceeds often from

the consciousness of uncommon powers, from

the confidence of those, who having already

done much, are easily .persuaded that they can

do more. When Rowley had completed the

orrery, he attempted the perpetual motion ;

when Boyle had exhausted the secrets of vulgar

chemistry, he turned his thoughts to the work
of transmutation.

A projector generally unites those qualities

which have the fairest claim to veneration, ex

tent of knowledge and greatness of design: it
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was said of Catiline,
" immodcrata, incredibilia,

niinis alta semper cupiebat." Projectors of all

kinds agree in their intellects, though they differ

in their morals ; they all fail by attempting

things beyond their power, by despising vulgar

attainments, and aspiring to performances, to

which, perhaps, nature has not proportioned
the force of man : when they fail, therefore, they
fail not by idleness or timidity, but by rash ad

venture and fruitless diligence.

That the attempts of such men will often

miscarry, we may reasonably expect ; yet from

such men, and such only, are we to hope for the

cultivation of those parts of nature which lie yet

waste, and the invention of those arts which are

yet Avanting to the felicity of life. If they are,

therefore, universally discouraged, art and dis

covery can make no advances. Whatever is at

tempted without previous certainty of success,

may be considered as a project, and amongst
narrow minds may, therefore, expose its author

to censure and contempt ;
and if the liberty of

laughing be once indulged, every man will laugh
at what he does not understand, every project

will be considered as madness, and every great
or new design will be censured as a project.

Men, unaccustomed to reason and researches,

think every enterprize impracticable, which is

extended beyond common effects, or comprises

many intermediate operations. Many that pre
sume to laugh at projectors, would consider a

flight through the air in a winged chariot, and

the movement of a mighty engine by the steam

of water, as equally the dreams of mechanic

lunacy ; and would hear, with equal negligence,

of the union of the Thames and Severn by a

canal, and the scheme of Albuquerque, the

viceroy of the Indies, who in the rage of hos

tility had contrived to make Egypt a barren

desert, by turning the Nile into the Red Sea.

Those who have attempted much, have sel

dom failed to perform more than those who
never deviate from the common roads of action

;

many valuable preparations of chemistry are

supposed to have risen from unsuccessful in

quiries after the grand elixir : it is, therefore,

just to encourage those who endeavour to en

large the power of art, since they often succeed

beyond expectation ;
and when they fail, may

sometimes benefit the whole world even by their

miscarriages. T.
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No man e'er reach'd the heights of rice at first.

TATE.

SIR,

THOUGH the characters of men have, perhaps,

been essentially the same in all ages, yet their

external appearance has changed with other

peculiarities of time and place, and they
have been distinguished by different names, as

new modes of expression have prevailed: a

periodical writer, therefore, who catches the

picture of evanescent life, and shows the de

formity of follies which in a few years will be

so changed as not to be known, should be care

ful to express the character when he describes

the appearance, and to connect it with the name

by which it then happens to be called. You
have frequently used the terms Buck and Blood,
and have given some account of the characters

which are thus denominated
;
but you have not

considered them as the last stages of a regular

progression, nor taken any notice of those which

precede them. Their dependance upon each

other is, indeed, so little known, that many
suppose them to be distinct and collateral classes,

formed by persons of opposite interests, tastes,

capacities, and dispositions : the scale, however,
consists of eight degrees ; Greenhorn, Jemmy,
Jessamy, Smart, Honest Fellow, Joyous Spirit,

Buck, and Blood. As I have myself passed

through the whole series, I shall explain each

station by a short account of my life, remarking
the periods when my character changed its de

nomination, and the particular incidents by
which the change was produced.

My father was a wealthy farmer in York

shire, and when I was near eighteen years of

age, he brought me up to .London, and put me
apprentice to a considerable shopkeeper in the

city. There was an awkward modest simpli-
i

city in my manner, and a reverence of religion

and virtue in my conversation. The novelty of

I the scene that was now placed before me, in

which there were innumerable objects that I

never conceived to exist, rendered me attentive

and credulous; peculiarities, which, without a

provincial accent, a slouch in my gait, a long lank

head of hair, an unfashionable suit of drab-

coloured cloth, would have denominated me a

Greenhorn, or, in other words, a country put

very green.

Green, then, I continued even in externals,

near two years ; and in this state I was the ob

ject of universal contempt and derision: but

being at length wearied with merriment and in

sult I was very sedulous to assume the manners
and appearance of those, who in the same station

were better treated. I had already improved

greatly in my speech ; and my father having al

lowed me thirty pounds a year for apparel and

pocket money, the greater part of which I had

saved, I bespoke a suit of clothes of an eminent

city tailor, with several waistcoats and breeches,

and two frocks for a change : I cut off my hair,

and procured a brown bob periwig of Wilding,
of the same colour, with a single row of curls

just round the bottom, which I wore very
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nicely combed, and without powder : my hat,

which had been cocked with great exactness in

an equilateral triangle, 1 discarded, and pur
chased one of a more fashionable size, the fore-

corner of which projected near two inches

further than those on each side, and "was

moulded into the shape of a spout : 1 also fur

nished myself with a change of white thread

stockings, took care that my pumps were
varnished every morning with the new German

blacking-ball ;
and when I went out, carried in

my hand a little switch, which, as it has been

long appendent to the character that I had just

assumed, has taken the same name, and is call

ed a Jemmy.
I soon perceived the advantage of this trans

formation. My manner had not, indeed, kept

pace with my dress ; I was still modest and

diffident, temperate and sober, and consequently
still subject to ridicule ; but 1 was now admit

ted into company, from which I had before been

excluded by the rusticity of my appearance ; I

was rallied and encouraged by turns ; and I was
instructed both by precept and example. Some
offers were made of carrying me to a house of

private entertainment, which then I absolutely
refused ; but I soon found the way into the

play-house, to see the two last acts and the

farce : here I learned, that by breaches of

chastity no man was thought to incur either

guilt or shame
;
but that, on the contrary, they

were essentially necessary to the character of a

fine gentleman. I soon copied the original,

which I found to be universally admired, in my
morals, and made some farther approaches to it

in my dress : I suffered my hair to grow long

enough to comb back over the fore-top of my
wig, which when I sallied forth to my evening
amusement, I changed to a queue ;

I tied the

collar of my shirt with half an ell of black

ribbon, which appeared under my neck-loth
;

the fore-corner of my hat was considerably
elevated and shortened, so that it no longer
resembled a spout, but the corner of a minced

pie; my waistcoat was edged with a narrow

lace, my stockings were silk, and I never

appeared without a pair of clean gloves. My
address from its native masculine plainness, was
converted to an excess of softness and civility,

especially when I spoke to the ladies. I had
before made some progress in learning to swear ;

I had proceeded by fegs, faith, pox, plague, 'pon
my life, 'pon my soul, rat it, and zookers, to

zauna, and the devil. I now advanced to by
Jove, 'fore ged, geds curse it, and demme : but
1 still uttered these interjections in a tremulous

tone, and my pronunciation was feminine and
vicious. I was sensible of my defects, and
therefore applied with great diligence to remove
them. I frequently practised alone, but it was
a long time before I could swear so much to my
*wn satisfaction in company as by myself. My

labour, however, was not without its reward ; it

recommended me to the notice of the ladies,

and procured me the gentle appellation of

I now learned among other grown gentlemen
to dance, which greatly enlarged my acquaint

ance ; I entered into a subscription for country-

dances once a week at a tavern, where each

gentleman engaged to bring a partner : at the

same time I made considerable advances in

swearing ; I could pronounce damme with a

tolerable air and accent, give the vowel its full

sound, and look with confidence in the face of

the person to whom I spoke. About this time

my father's elder brother died, and left me an

estate of near five hundred pounds per annum,

I now bought out the remainder of my time ;

and this sudden accession of wealth and in

dependence gave me immediately an air of

greater confidence and freedom. I laid out

near one hundred and fifty pounds in clothes,

though I was obliged to go into mourning : I

employed a court-tailor to make them up : I ex

changed my queue for a bag ; I put on a sword,

which, in appearance at least, was a Toledo ;

and in proportion as I knew my dress to be

elegant, I was less solicitous to be neat. My
acquaintance now increased every hour ; I was

attended, flattered, and caressed ; was often in

vited to entertainments, supped every night at a

tavern, and went home in a chair ; was taken

notice of in public places, and was universally

confessed to be improved into a Smart.

There were some intervals in which I found

it necessary to abstain from wenching ; and in

these, at whatever risk, I applied myself to the

bottle ; a habit of drinking came insensibly upon
me, and I was soon able to walk home with a

bottle and a pint. I had learned a sufficient

number of fashionable toasts, and got by heai-t

several toping and several bawdy songs, some of

which I ventured to roar out with a friend

hanging on my arm as we scoured the street

after our nocturnal revel. I now laboured with

indefatigable- industry to increase these acquisi

tions : I enlarged my stock of healths ; made

great progress in singing, joking, and story-tell

ing ;
swore well; could make a company of

staunch topers drunk
; always collected the

reckoning, and was the last man that departed.

My face began to be covered with red pimples,

and my eyes to be weak; I became daily more

negligent of my dress, and more blunt in my
manner ;

I professed myself a foe to starters and

milksops, declared that there was no enjoyment

equal to that of a bottle and a friend, and soon

gained the appellation of an Honest Fellow.

By this distinction I was animated to attempt

yet greater excellence
;

I learned several feats of

mimicry of the under-players, could take oil

known characters, tell a staring story, and

humbug with so much skill as sometimes to
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take-in a knowing one. I was so successful in

the practice of these arts, to which, indeed, I

applied myself with unwearied diligence and

assiduity, that I kept my company roaring with

applause, till their voices sunk by degrees, and

they were no longer able to laugh, because they

were no longer able either to hear or to see. I

had now ascended another scale in the climax
;

and was acknowledged by all who knew me, to

be a Joyous Spirit.

After all these topics of merriment were

exhausted, and I had repeated my tricks, my
stories, my jokes, and my songs, till they grew

insipid, I became mischievous : and was con

tinually devising and executing frolics, to the

unspeakable delight of my companions, and the

injury of others. For many of them I was

prosecuted, and frequently obliged to pay large

damages ; but I bore all these losses with an air

of jovial indifference, I pushed on in my career,

I was more desperate in proportion as I had less

to lose ;
and being deterred from no mischief by

the dread of its consequences, I was said to run

at all, and complimented with the name of

Buck.

My estate was at length mortgaged for more

than it was worth ; my creditors were impor
tunate ; I became negligent of myself and of

others ;
I made a desperate effort at the gaming

table, and lost the last sum that I could raise
;

my estate was seized by the mortgagee ; I learned

to pack cards and to cog a die ; became a bully

to whores ; passed my nights in a brothel, the

street, or the watch-house ;
was utterly in

sensible of shame, and lived upon the town as a

beast of prey in a forest. Thus I reached the

summit of modern glory, and had just acquired
the distinction of a Blood, when I was arrested

for an old debt of three hundred pounds, and

thrown into the King's Bench prison.

These characters, Sir, though they are dis

tinct, yet do not all diffei', otherwise than as

shades of the same colour. And though they
are stages of a regular progression, yet the

whole progress is not made by every individual ;

some are so soon initiated in the mysteries of the

town, that they are never publicly known in

their greenhorn state
;
others fix long in their

jsmmyhood, others arejessamies at fourscore, and

some stagnate in each of the higher stages for

life. But I request that they may never here

after be confounded either by you or your

correspondents. Of the Blood, your brother

Adventurer, Mr. Wildgoose, though he assumes

the character, does not seem to have a just and

precise idea, as distinct from the Buck, in which

class he should be placed, and will probably die ;

for he seems determined to shoot himself, just at

the time when his circumstances will enable

him to assume the higher distinction.

But the retrospect upon life, which this

letter has made necessary, covers me with con

fusion, and aggravates despair. I cannot but

reflect, that among all these characters, I hav
never assumed that of a man. Man is a reason

able being, which he ceases to be, who disguises
his body with ridiculous fopperies, or degrades
his mind ly detestable brutality. These

thoughts would have been of great use to me, if

they had occurred seven years ago. If they are

of use to you, I hope you will send me a small

gratuity for my labour, to alleviate the misery of

hunger and nakedness : but, dear Sir, let your

bounty be speedy, lest I perish before it arrives.

I am your humble servant,

NoMENTAlfUE.
Common side, King's Bench,

OCT. 18. 1753.

No. 101.
J TUESDAY, OCT. 23, 1753.

-Est ubi peccat.

-Yet sometimes he mistakes.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

IF we consider the high rank which IV-ilton has

deservedly obtained among our few English

classics, we cannot wonder at the multitude of

commentaries and criticisms of which he has

been the subject. To these I have added some

miscellaneous remarks: and if you should at

first be inclined to reject them as trifling, you

may, perhaps, determine to admit them, when

you reflect that they are new.

The description of Eden in the fourth book

of the Paradise Lost, and the battle of the angels
in the sixth, are usually selected as the most

striking examples of a florid and vigorous

imagination ;
but it requires much greater

strength of mind to form an assemblage of

natural objects, and range them with propriety
and beauty, than to bring together the greatest

variety of the most splendid images, "without

any regard to their use or congruity : as in

painting, he who, by the force of his imagina

tion, can delineate a landscape, is deemed a

greater master than he, who, by heaping rocks

of coral upon tesselated pavements, can only

make absurdity splendid, and dispose gaudy
colours so as best to set off each other.

"
Sapphire fountains that rolling over orient

pearl run nectar, roses without, thorns, trees

that bear fruit of vegetable gold, and that weep
odorous gums and balms," are easily feigned;

but having no relative beauty as pictures of

nature, nor any absolute excellence as derived

from truth, they can only please those who,

when they read, exercise no faculty but fancy,
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and admire because they do not think. If I

shall not be thought to digress wholly from my
subject, I would illustrate this remark, by com

paring two passages, written by Milton and

Fletcher, on nearly the same subject. The spirit

in Comus thus pays his address of thanks to the

water-nymph Sabrina :

May thy brimmed waves, for this,

Their full tribute never miss

From a thousand petty rills,

That tumble down the snowy hills :

Summer drought, or singed air,

Never scorch thy tresses fair
;

Nor wet October's torrent flood-

Thy molten crystal fill with mud :

Thus far the wishes are most proper for the

welfare of a river goddess ; the circumstance of

summer not scorching her tresses, is highly

poetical and elegant : but what follows, though
it is pompous and majestic, is unnatural and

far-fetched ;

May thy billows roll ashore

The beryl, and the golden ore :

May thy lofty head be crown'd

With many a tow'r and terras round ;

And here and there, thy banks upon,
With groves of myrrh and cinnamon !

The circumstance in the third and fourth lines

is happily fancied ;
but what idea can the reader

have of an English River rolling Gold and the

Beryl ashore, or of groves of Cinnamon grow
ing on its banks ? The images in the following

passage of Fletcher are all simple and real, all

appropriated and strictly natural :

For thy kindness to me shown,
Never from thy banks be blown

Any tree, with windy force,

Cross thy stream to stop thy course ;

May no beast that comes to drink,

With his horns cast down thy brink ;

May none that for thy fish do look,

Cut thy banks to dam thy brook ;

Barefoot may no neighbour wade
In thy cool streams, wife or maid
When the spawn on stones do lie,

To wash their hemp, and spoil the fry

The glaring picture of Paradise is not, in my
opinion, so strong an evidence of Milton's force

of imagination, as his representation of Adam
and Eve when they left it, and of the passions
with which they were agitated on that event.

Against his battle of the -angels I have the

same objections as against his garden of Eden.
He has endeavoured to elevate his combatants,

by giving them the enormous stature of giants
in romances, books of which he was known to

be fond; and the prowess and behaviour of

Michael as much resemble the feats of Ariosto's

Knight, as his two-handed sword does the wea

pons of chivalry : I think the sublimity of his

genius much more visible in the first appearance
of the fallen angels ; the debates of the infernal

peers ;
the passage of Satan through the domi

nions of Chaos, and his adventure with Sin and

Death; the mission of Raphael to Adam; the

conversations between Adam and his wife ; the

creation ; the account which Adam gives of his

first sensations, and of the approach of Eve
from the hand of her Creator ; the whole beha

viour of Adam and Eve after the first trans

gression ; and the prospect of the various states

of the world, and history of man exhibited in

vision to Adam.
In this vision, Milton judiciously represents

Adam, as ignorant of what disaster had befallen

Abel, when he was murdered by his brother :

but during his conversation with Raphael, the

poet seems to have forgotten this necessary and
natural ignorance of the first man. How was
it possible for Adam to discern what the Angel
meant, by cubic phalanxes, by planets of as

pect malign, by encamping on the foughten

field, by van and rear, by standards and gonfa
lons and glittering tissues, by the girding sword,

by embattled squadrons, chariots, and flaming
arms and fiery steeds ? And although Adam
possessed a superior degree of knowledge, yet
doubtless he had not skill enough in chemistry
to understand Raphael, who informed him, that

Sulphurous and nitrous foam

They found, they mingled, and with subtle art

Concocted and adusted, they reduced
To blackest grain, and into store convey'd.

And, surely, the nature of cannon was not

much explained to Adam, who neither knew
or wanted the use of iron tools, by telling him,
that they resembled the hollow bodies of oak
and fir,

With branches lopt, in wood or mountain fell'd.

He that never beheld the brute creation but in

its pastimes and sports, must have greatly won
dered, when the Angel expressed the flight of

the Satanic host, by saying, that they fled

As a herd

Of goats, or timorous flock, together throng'd.

But as there are many exuberances in this

poem, there appears to be also some defects.

As the serpent was the instrument of the temp-,
tation, Milton minutely describes its beauty
and allurements ; and I have frequently wonder

ed, that he did not, for the same reason, give a

more elaborate description of the tree of life ;

especially as Ive was remarkable for his know

ledge and imitation of the Sacred Writings, and
as the following passage in the Revelations

afforded him a hint, from which his creative
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fancy might have worked up a striking picture :

" In the midst of the street of it, and of either

side the river, was there the tree of life ; which

bare twelve manner of fruits, and yielded her

fruit every month : and the leaves of the tree

were for the healing of the nations."

At the end of the fourth book, suspense and
attention are excited to the utmost ; a combat
between Satan and the guardians of Eden is

eagerly expected, and the curiosity is impatient
for the action and the catastrophe : but this

horrid fray is prevented, expectation is cut off,

and curiosity disappointed, by an expedient

which, though applauded by Addison and Pope,
and imitated from Homer and Virgil, will be

deemed frigid and inartificial, by all who judge
from their own sensations, and are not content

to echo the decisions of others. The golden
balances are held forth,

" which," says the poet,

"are yet seen between Astrea and the Scor

pion;" Satan looks up, and perceiving that his

scale mounted aloft, departs with the shades of

night. To make such a use, at so critical a time,

of Libra, a mere imaginary sign of the Zodiac,
is scarcely justifiable in a poem founded on

religious truth.

Among innumerable beauties in the Paradise

Lost, I think the most transcendent is the

speech of Satan at the beginning of the ninth

book ; in which his uiiextinguishable pride and

fierce indignation against God. and his envy to

wards man, are so blended with an involuntary

approbation of goodness, and disdain ofthe mean
ness and baseness of his present undertaking, as

to render it, on account of the propriety of its

sentiments and its turn of passions, the most

natural, most spirited, and truly dramatic

speech, that is, perhaps, to be found in any
writer whether ancient or modern ; and yet Mr.
Addison has passed it over, unpraised and un-

noticed.

If an apology should be deemed necessary
for the freedom here used with our inimitable

bard, let me conclude in the words of Longinus :

" Whoever was carefully to collect the blemishes

of Homer, Demosthenes, Plato, and of other

celebrated writers of the same rank, would find

they bore not the least proportion to the subli

mities and excellences with which their works
abound."

Z. I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

PALJEOPHILUS.

Ne. 102.] SATURDAY, OCT. 27, 1753

Quid tarn dextro pede concipis, ut te

Cojiatus non paniteat, votique pzracti ? Ju v.

What in the conduct of our life appears

1 So well design'd, so luckily begun,
But, when we have our wish we wish undone.

DRYDKW.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

I HAVE been for many years a trader in London,

My beginning was narrow, and my stock small :

I was, therefore, a long time bro \v-beaten arid

despised by those, who having more money,
thought they had more merit than myself. *I

did not however suffer my resentment to insti

gate me to any mean arts of supplantation, nor

my eagerness of riches to betray me into any
indirect methods of gain ; 1 pursued my busi

ness with incessant assiduity, supported by the

hope of being one day richer than those who
contemned me; and had upon every annual
review of my books, the satisfaction of finding

my fortune increased beyond my expectation.
In a few years my industry and probity were

fully recompensed, my wealth was really great,
and my reputation for wealth still greater. I

had large warehouses crowded with goods, and
considerable sums in the public funds; I was
caressed upon the Exchange by the most emi
nent merchants ; became the oracle of the com
mon council ; was solicited to engage in all

commercial undertakings ; was flattered with
the hopes of becoming in a short time one of the

directors ofa wealthy company ; and, to complete
my mercantile honours, enjoyed the expensive

happiness of fining for sheriff.

Riches, you know, easily produce riches :

when I had arrived at this degree of wealth, I

had no longer any obstruction or opposition to

fear : new acquisitions were hourly brought
within my reach, and I continued for some

years longer to heap thousands upon thousands.

At last I resolved to complete the circle of a

citizen's prosperity by the purchase of an estate

in the country, and to close my life in retire

ment. From the hour that this design entered

my imagination, I found the fatigues of my em
ployment every day more oppressive, and per
suaded myself that I was no longer equal to

perpetual attention, and that my health would
soon be destroyed by the torment and distraction

of extensive business. I could image to myself
no happiness but in vacant jollity, and uninter

rupted leisure ; nor entertain my friends with

any other topic, than the vexation and uncer

tainty of trade, and the happiness of rural

privacy.

But notwithstanding these declarations, I

could not at once reconcile myself to the

;houghts of ceasing to get money ; and though
I was every day inquiring for a purchase, I

?ound some reason for rejecting all that wera
offered me ; and, indeed, had accumulated ao

many beauties and conveniences in my idea of the
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spot, where 1 was finally to be happy, that per

haps the world might have been travelled over,

without discovery of a place which would not

have been defective in some particular.

Thus I went on still talking of retirement,

and still refusing to retire ; my friends began
to laugh at my delays, and I grew ashamed to

trifle longer with my own inclinations; an

estate was at length purchased, I transferred

my stock to a prudent young man who had

married my daughter, went down into the

country, and commenced lord of a spacious

manor.

Here for some time I found happiness equal

to my expectation. I reformed the old house

according to the advice of the best architects,

I threw down the walls of the garden, and in

closed it with pallisades, planted long avenues

of trees, filled a green-house with exotic plants,

dug a new canal, and threw the earth into the

old moat.

The fame of these expensive improvements

brought in all the country to see the show. I

entertained my visitors with great liberality,

led them round my gardens, showed them my
apartments, laid before them plans for new de

corations, and was gratified by the wonder ef

some, and the envy of others.

I was envied; but how little can one man

judge of the condition of another? The time

was now coming, in which affluence and splen
dour could no longer make me pleased with

myself. I had built till the imagination of the

architect was exhausted ;
1 had added one .con

venience to another, till I knew not what more
to wish or to design ; I had laid out my gar

dens, planted my park, and completed my
water-works ;

and what now remained to be

done ? what, but to look up to turrets, of which
when they were once raised I had no further

use, to range over apartments where time was

tarnishing the furniture, to stand by the cas

cade of which I scarcely now perceived the

sound, and to watch the growth of woods that

must give their shade to a distant generation.
In this gloomy inactivity, is every day begun

sud ended : the happiness that I have been so

long procuring is now at an end, because it has
been procured; I \vander from room to room
till I am weary of myself; I ride out to a neigh
bouring hill in the centre of my estate, from
whence all my lands lie in prospect round me ;

I see nothing that I have not seen before, and
return home disappointed, though I knew that

I had nothing to expect.

In my happy days of business I had been ac

customed to rise early in the morning ; and re

member the time when I grieved that the night
came so soon upon me, and obliged me for a few
hours to shut out affluence and prosperity. I

now seldom see the rising sun, but to "
tell

him," with the fallen angel,
" how I hate his

beams." I awake from sleep as to languor
or imprisonment, and have no employment tor

the first hour but to consider by what art I

shall rid myself of the second. I protract the

breakfast as long as I can, because when it is

ended I have no call for my attention, till I can

with some degree of decency grow impatient foi

my dinner. If I could dine all my life, J

should be happy : I eat not because I am hun

gry, but because I am idle : but alas 1 the time

quickly comes when I can eat no longer ;
and

so ill does my constitution second my inclina

tion that I cannot bear strong liquors: seven

hours must then be endured before I shall sup,
but supper comes at last, the more welcome as it

is in a short time succeeded by sleep.

Such, Mr. Adventurer, is the happiness, tha

hope of which seduced me from "the duties and

pleasures of a mercantile life. I shall be told

by those who read my narrative, that there

are many means of innocent amusement, and

many schemes of useful employment, which I

do not appear ever to have known; and that

nature and art have provided pleasures, by
which, without the drudgery of settled business,

the active may be engaged, the solitary soothed,
and the social entertained.

These arts, Sir, f have tried. When first I

took possession of my estate, in conformity to

the taste of my neighbours, I bought guns and

nets, filled my kennel with dogs and my stable

with horses ; but a little experience showed me,
that these instruments of rural felicity would
afford me few gratifications. I never shot but

to miss the mark, and, to confess the truth, was
afraid of the fire of my own gun. I could dis

cover no music in the cry of the dogs, nor could

divest myself of pity for the animal whose peace
ful and inoffensive life was sacrificed to our

sport. I was not, indeed, always at leisure to

reflect upon her danger ;
for my horse, who had

been bred to the chase, did not always regard

my choice either of speed or way, but leaped

hedges and ditches at his own discretion, and

hurried me along with the dogs, to the grea
1

diversion of my brother sportsmen. His eager
ness of pursuit once incited him to swim a river ;

and I had leisure to resolve in the water, that I

would never hazard my life again for the de

struction of a hare.

I then ordered books to be procured, and by
the direction of the vicar had in a few weeks
a closet elegantly furnished. You will, per

haps, be surprised when I shall tell you, that

when once I had ranged them according
to their sizes, and piled them up in regular

gradations, I had received all the pleasure which

they could give me. I am not able to excite in

myself any curiosity after events which have

been long passed, and in which I can, therefore,

have no interest : I am utterly unconcerned to

know whether Tully or Demosthenes excelled
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iu oratory, whether Hannibal lost Italy hy his

own negligence or the corruption of his country
men, I have no skill in controversial learning,
nor can conceive why so many volumes should

have been written upon questions, which I have
lived so long and so happily without under

standing. I once resolved to go through the

volumes relating to the office of justice of the

peace, but found them so crabbed and intricate,

that in less than a month I desisted in despair,

and resolved to supply my deficiencies by paying
a competent salary to a skilful clerk.

I am naturally inclined to hospitality, and

for some time kept up a constant intercourse of

visits with the neighbouring gentlemen: but

though they are easily brought about me by
better wine than they can find at any other

house, I am not much relieved by their conver

sation ; they have no skill in commerce or the

stocks, and 1 have no knowledge of the history
of families or the factions of the country; so

that when the first civilities are over, they usu

ally talk to one another, and I am left alone in

the midst of the company. Though 1 cannot

drink myself, I am obliged to encourage the

circulation of the glass ; their mirth grows more
turbulent and obstreperous ; and before their

merriment is at an end, I am sick with disgust,

and, perhaps, reproached with my sobriety, or

by some sly insinuations insulted as a cit.

Such, Mr. Adventurer, is the life to which 1

am condemned by a foolish endeavour to be

happy by imitation; such is the happiness to

which I pleased myself with approaching, and

which I considered as the chief end of my cares

and my labours. I toiled year after year with

cheerfulness, in expectation of the happy hour
in which I might be idle ; the privilege of idle

ness is attained, but has not brought with it the

blessing of tranquillity.

I am,

Yours, &c.

T. MERCATOR.

No. 103.] TUESDAY, OCT. SO, 1753.

Quid enim ratione timemus,
Aut cupimus ? JUY.

How void of reason are our hopes and fears !

DRYDEN.

IN those remote t*mes when, by the interven

tion of fairies, men received good and evil,

which succeeding generations could expect only
from natural causes, Soliman, a mighty prince,

reigned over a thousand provinces in the distant

regions of the east. It is recorded of Soliman,
that he had no favourite ; but among the prin

cipal nobles of his court was Omaraddin.
Omaraddin had two daughters, Almerine and

Shelimah. At the birth of Almerine, the tairy

j

Elfarina had presided ; and, in compliance with
the importunate and reiterated request of the

parents, had endowed her with every natural

excellence both of body and mind, and decreed
that " she should be sought in marriage by a

sovereign prince."
When the wife of Omaraddin was pregnant

i
with Shelimah, the fairy Elfarina was again

j

invoked
; at which Farimina, another power of

the aerial kingdom, was offended. Farimina
was inexorable and cruel ; the number of her

votaries, therefore, was few. Elfarina was pla
cable and benevolent; and fairies of this cha
racter were observed to be superior in power,
whether because it is the nature of vice to defeat

its own purpose, or whether the calm and equal
tenor of a virtuous mind prevents those mis

takes, which are committed in the tumult and

precipitation of outrageous malevolence. But
Farimina, from whatever cause, resolved that

her influence should not be wanting ; she, there

fore, as far as she was able, precluded the influ

ence of Elfarina, by first pronouncing the in

cantation which determined the fortune of the

infant, whom she discovered by divination to be
a girl. Farimina, that the innocent object of

her malice might be despised by others, and

perpetually employed in tormenting herself, de

creed,
" that her person should be rendered

hideous by every species of deformity, and that

all her wishes should spontaneously produce an

opposite effect."

The parents dreaded the birth of the infant

under this malediction, with which Elfarina

had acquainted them, and which she could not

reverse. The moment they beheld it, they were
solicitous only to conceal it from the world;
they considered the complicated deformity of

unhappy Shelimah, as some reproach to them
selves ; and as they could not hope to change
her appearance, they did not find themselves

interested in her felicity. They made no re

quest to Elfarina, that she would by any intel

lectual endowment alleviate miseries which

they should not participate, but seemed content

that a being so hideous should suffer perpetual

disappointment; and, indeed, they concurred

to injure an infant which they could not behold

with complacency, by sending her with only
cne attendant to a remote castle which stood on
the confines of a wood.

Elfarina, however, did not thus forsake in

nocence in distress ; but to counterbalance the

evils of obscurity, neglect, and ugliness, she de

creed, that " to the taste of Shelimah the coars

est food should he the most exquisite dainty;

that the rags which covered her, should in her

estimation be equal to cloth of gold ;
that she

should prize a palace less than a cottage : and

that in these circumstances love should be a

stranger to her breast." To prevent the vexatiea
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which would arise from the continual disap

pointment of her wishes, appeared at first to be

mare difficult ;
but this was at length perfectly

effected by endowing her with content.

While Shelimah was immured in a remote

castle, neglected and forgotten, every city in the

dominions of Soliman contributed to decorate the

person, or cultivate the mind of Almerine. The
house of her father was the resort of all who
excelled in learning of whatever class ; and as

the wit of Almerine was equal to her beauty,
her knowledge was soon equal to her wit.

Thus accomplished, she became the object of

universal admiration; every heart throbbed at

her approach, every tongue was silent when she

spoke ;
at the glance of her eye every cheek was

covered with blushes of diffidence or desire, and

at her command every foot became swift as that

of the roe. But Almerine, whom ambition

was thus jealous to obey, who was reverenced

by hoary wisdom, and beloved by youthful

beauty, was perhaps the most wretched of her

sex. Perpetual adulation had made her haughty
and fierce ; her penetration and delicacy rendered

almost every object offensive ; she was disgusted

with imperfections which others could not dis

cover ; her breast was corroded by detestation,

when others were softened by pity; she lost the

sweetness of sleep by the want of exercise, and

the relish of food by continual luxury : but her

life became yet more wretched, by her sensibility

of that passion, on which the happiness of life is

believed chiefly to depend.

Nourassin, the physician of Soliman, was of

noble birth, and celebratedlfor his skUl through
all the east. He had just attained the meridian

of life; his person was graceful, and his manner
soft and insinuating. Among many others, by
whom Almerine had been taught to investigate

nature, Nourassin had acquainted her with the

qualities of trees and herbs. Of him she learned,

how an innumerable progeny are contained in

the parent plant, how they expand and quicken

by degrees, how from the same soil each imbibes

a different juice, which rising from the root har

dens into branches above, swells into leaves, and

flowers, and fruits, infinitely various in colour,

and taste, and smell : of power to repel diseases,

Dr precipitate the stroke of death.

Whether by the caprice which is common to

violent passions, or whether by some potion
which Nourassin found means to administer to

his scholar, is not known ; but of Nourassin she

became enamoured to the most romantic excess.

The pleasure with which she had before reflect

ed on the decree of the fairy,
" that she should

be sought in marriage by a sovereign prince,"
was now at an end. It was the custom of the

nobles to present their daughters to the king,
when they entered their eighteenth year; an
event which Almerine had often anticipated
with impatience and hope, but now wished to

prevent with solicitude and terror. The period,

; urged forward, like every thing future, witn

silent and irresistible rapidity, at length ar

rived. The curiosity of Soliman had be*?n

raised, as well by accidental encomiums, as by
the artifices of Omaraddin, who now hasted to

gratify it with the utmost anxiety and pertur
bation : he discovered the confusion of his

daughter, and imagined that it was produced
like his own by the uncertainty and importance
of an event, which would be determined before

the day should be passed. He endeavoured to

give her a peaceful confidence in the promise of

the fairy, which he wanted himself; and per

ceived, with regret, that her distress rather

increased than diminished ;
this incident, how

ever, as he had no suspicion of the cause, only
rendered him more impatient of delay ; and

Almerine, covered with ornaments by which art

and nature were exhausted, was, however re

luctant, introduced to the king.

Soliman was now in his thirtieth year. He
had sate ten years upon the throne, and for the

steadiness of his virtue had been surnamed the

Just. He had hitherto considered the gratifica

tion of appetite as a low enjoyment, allotted to

weakness and obscurity ; and the exercise of

heroic virtue, as the superior felicity of eminence

and power. He had as yet taken no wife ; nor

had he immured in his palace a multitude of un

happy beauties, 'in whom desire had no choice,

and affection no object, to be successively for

saken after unresisted violation, and at last sink

into the grave without having answered any
nobler purpose, than sometimes to have gratified

the caprice of a tyrant, whom they saw at no

other season, and whose presence could raise no

passion more remote from detestation than fear.

Such was Soliman ; who, having gazed some

moments upon Almerine with silent admiration,

rose up, and turning to the princes who stood

round him, "To-morrow," said he, "I will

grant the request which you have so often re

peated, and place a beauty upon my throne, by
whom I may transmit my dominion to poster

ity : to-morrow, the daughter of Omaraddin

shall be my wife."

The joy with which Omaraddin heard this

declaration, was abated by the effect which it

produced upon Almerine : who, after some

ineffectual struggles with the passions which

agitated her mind, threw herself into the arms

of her women, and burst into tears. Soliman

immediately dismissed his attendants; and

taking her in his arms, inquired the cause of

her distress : this, however, was a secret, which

neither her pride nor her fear would suffer her

to reveal. She continued silent and inconsol

able ;
and Soliman, though ke secretly suspected

some other attachment, yet appeared to be

satisfied with the suggestions of her father, that

her emotion was only such as is common to the

2 X
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sex upon any great and unexpected event. He
desisted from farther importunity, and command
ed that her women should remove her to a

private apartment of the palace, and that she

should be attended by the physician Nourassin.
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-Semita certe

Tranquillae per virtutem patet unica vitts.

But only virtue shows the paths of peace.

Juv.

Nourassin, who had already learned what had

happened, found his despair relieved by this op

portunity of another interview. The lovers,

however, were restrained from condolence and

consultation, by the presence of the women, who
could not be dismissed ; but Nourassin put a

small vial into the hand of Almerine as he de

parted, and told her, that it contained a cordial,

which, if administered in time, would infallibly

restore the cheerfulness and vigour which she had

lost. These words were heard by the attendants,

though they were understood only by Almerine ;

she readily comprehended that the potion she

had received was poison, which would relieve

her from langour and melancholy by remov

ing the cause, if it could be given to the king
before her marriage was completed. After

Nourassin was gone, she sat ruminating on the

infelicity of her situation, and the dreadful events

of the morrow, till the night was far spent ;

and then, exhausted with perturbation and

watching, she sunk down on the sofa, and

fell into a deep sleep.

Ihe king, whose rest had been interrupted by
the effects which the beauty of Almerine had

produced upon his mind, rose at the dawn of

day; and sending for her principal attendant

who had been ordered to watch in her chamber,

eagerly inquired what had been her behaviour,

and whether she had recovered from her sur

prise. He was acquainted, that she had lately

fallen asleep ;
and that a cordial had been left

by Nourassin, which he affirmed would, if not

too long delayed, suddenly recover her from

languor and dejection, and which, notwithstand

ing, she had neglected to take. Soliman derived

new hopes from this intelligence ; and that she

might meet him at the hour of marriage, with

the cheerful vivacity which the cordial of

Nourassin would inspire, he ordered that it

should, without asking her any question,
be mixed with whatever she first drank in

the morning.

Almerine, in whose blood the long-continued
tumult of her mind had produced a feverish

heat, awaked parched with thirst, and called

eagerly for sherbet : her attendant, having first

emptied the vial into the bowl, as she had been

commanded by the king, presented it to her,
and she drank it off. As soon as she had recol

lected the horrid business of the day, she missed
the vial, and in a few moments she learned how
it had been applied. The sudden terror which now
seized her, hastened the effect of the poison ; and
she felt already the fire kindled in her veins, by
which in a few hours she would be destroyed.
Her disorder was now apparent, though the

cause was not suspected : Nourassin was again

introduced, and acquainted with the mistake;
an antidote was immediately prepared and
administered ; and Almerine waited the event

in agonies of body and mind, which are not to

be described. The internal commotion every
instant increased ; sudden and intolerable heat

and cold succeeded each other; and in less than

an hour she was covered with a leprosy ; her

hair fell, her head swelled, and every feature in

her countenance was distorted. Nourassin,

who was doubtful of the event, had withdrawn
to conceal his confusion ; and Almerine, not

knowing that these dreadful appearances were
the presages of recovery, and showed that the

fatal effects of the poison were expelled from
the citadel of life, conceived her dissolution to be

near, and in the agony of .remorse and terror

earnestly requested to see the king. Soliman

hastily entered her apartment, and beheld the

ruins of her beauty with astonishment, which

every moment increased, while she discovered

the mischief which had been intended against

him, and which had now fallen upon her own
head.

Soliman, after he had recovered from his

astonishment, retired to his own apartment;
and in this interval of recollection he soon dis

covered that the desire of beauty had seduced

him from the path of justice, and that he ought
to have dismissed the person whose affections

he believed to have another object. He did

not, therefore, take away the life of Nourassin

for a crime, to which he himself had furnished

the temptation; but as some punishment was

necessary as a sanction to the laws, he condemn

ed him to perpetual banishment. He command
ed that Almerine should be sent back to her

father, that her life might be a memorial of his

folly ; and he determined, if possible, to atone by a

second marriage, for the errors of the first. He
considered how he might enforce and illustrate

some general precept, which would contribute

more to the felicity of his people, than his leaving

them a sovereign of his own blood ; and at length

he determined to publish this proclamation

throughout all the provinces ofhis empire :
" So

liman, whose judgment has been perverted, and

whose life endangered, by the influence and

treachery of unrivalled beauty, is now resolved to
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plaae equal deformity upon
his throne ; that, when

this event is recorded, the world may know,

that by vice beauty became yet more odious

than ugliness ;
and learn, like Soliman, to de

spise that excellence, which, without virtue, is

e,nly a specious evil, the reproach of the posses

sor, and the snare of others."

Shelimah, during these events, experienced a

rery different fortune. She remained, till she

ivas thirteen years of age, in the castle; and it

happened that, about this time, the person to

whose care she had been committed, after a short

sickness died. Shelimah imagined that she slept ;

but perceiving that all attempts to awaken her

were ineffectual, and her stock of provisions

being exhausted, she found means to open the

wicket, and wandered alone into the wood.

She satisfied her hunger with such berries arid

wild fruits as she found, and at night not being

able to find her way back, she lay down under

a thicket, and slept. Here she was awaked

?arly in the morning by a peasant, whose com

passion happened to be proof against deformity.

The man asked her many questions ;
but her

answers rather increasing than gratifying his

curiosity, he set her before him on his beast,

and carried her to his house in the next village,

at the distance of about six leagues. In his

family she was the jest of some, and the pity of

others ;
she was employed in the meanest offices,

and her figure procured her the name of Gob-

Jin. But amidst all the disadvantages of her

situation, she enjoyed the utmost felicity of food

and rest ;
as she formed no wishes, she suffered

110 disappointment; her body was healthful,

and her mind at peace.

In this station she had continued four years,

when the heralds appeared in the village with

the proclamation of Soliman. Sbelimah ran

out with others to gaze at the parade; she

listened to the proclamation with great atten

tion, and, when it was ended, she perceived that

the eyes of the multitude were fixed upon her.

One of the horsemen at the same time alighted,

and with great ceremony entreated her to enter

a chariot which was in the retinue, telling her,

that she was without doubt the person whom
Nature and Soliman had destined to be their

queen. Shelimah replied with a smile, that

she had no desire to be great; "but," said she,
" if your proclamation be true, I should rejoice

to be the instrument of such admonition to man
kind ; and, upon this condition, I wish that I

Were indeed the most deformed of my species."

The moment this wish was uttered, the spell of

Farimina produced the contrary effect: her

*kin, which was scaly and yellow, became

israooth and white, her stature was perceived

gradually to increase, her neck rose like a pillar

of ivory, her bosom expanded, and her waist be

came less
;
her hair, which was before thin and of

a dirty red, was now black as the feathers of the

raven, and flowed in large ringlets on her shoul

ders ; the most exquisite sensibility now sparkled

in her eye, her cheeks were tinged with the

blushes of the morning, and her lips moistened

with the dew; every limb was perfect, and

every motion was graceful. A white robe was

thrown over her by an invisible hand ; the crowd

fell back in astonishment, and gazed with in

satiable curiosity upon such beauty as before

they had never seen. Shelimah was not less

astonished than the crowd : she stood a while

with her eyes fixed upon the ground, and find

ing her confusion increase, would have retired

in silence ; but she was prevented by the

heralds, who having with much importunity

prevailed upon her to enter the chariot, returned

with her to the metropolis, presented her to

Soliman, and related the prodigy.

Soliman looked round upon the assembly, in

doubt whether to prosecute or relinquish his

purpose; when Abbaran, a hoary sage, who
had presided in the council of his father, came

forward, and placing his forehead on the foot

stool of the throne :
" Let the king," said he,

"
accept the reward of virtue, and take Sheli

mah to his bed. In what age, and in what na

tion, shall not the beauty of Shelimah be hon

oured? to whom will it be transmitted alone?

Will not the story of the wife of Soliman de

scend with her name? will it not be known,

that thy desire of beauty was not gratified, till it

had been subdued? that by an iniquitous purposa

beauty became hideous, and by a virtuous wish

deformity became fair ?"

Soliman, who had fixed his eyes upon Sheli

mah, discovered a mixture of joy and confusion

in her countenance, which determined his choice,

and was an earnest of his felicity ;
for at that

moment, Love, who, during her state of de

formity, had been excluded by the fairy Elfa-

rina's interdiction, took possession of her breast.

The nuptial ceremony was not long delayed,

and Elfarina honoured it with her presence.

When she departed, she bestowed on both her

benediction ;
and put into the hand of Shelimah

a scroll of vellum, on which was this inscription

in letters of gold :

" Remember, Shelimah, the fate of Alme-

rine, who still lives the reproach of parental

folly, of degraded beauty, and perverted sense.

Remember, Almerine
; and let her example and

thy own experience teach thee, that wit and

beauty, learning, affluence, and honour, are not

essential to human felicity ; with these she was

wretched, and without them thou wast happy.
The advantages which I have hitherto bestowed,

must now be obtained by an effort of thy own :

that which gives relish to the coarsest food, is

Temperance ; the apparel and the dwelling of a

peasant and a prince, are equal in the estimation

of Humility ; and the torment of ineffectual de

sires is prevented, by the resignation of Piety to
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lh will of Heaven; advantages which are in

tbs power of every wretch, who repines at the

unequal distribution of good and evil, and im

jmtes to Nature the effects of his own folly."
The king, to whom Shelimah communicated

these precepts of the fairy, caused them to be

transcribed, and with an account of the events

which had produced them distributed over al

his dominions. Precepts which were thus en

forced, had an immediate and extensive influ

ence; and the happiness of Soliman and o

Shelimah was thus communicated to the multi

tudes whom they governed.
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Novom comicam Menandrus, tequalesque ejus ccta

tis magis quam operis, Philemon ac Diphilus, et in.

venere intrcf paucissimos annos, neque imitandam

rellquere. VELL. PATERCUL.

Menander, together with Philemon and Diphilus
who must be named with him rather as his cotem

poraries than his equals, invented within the com

pass of a few years a new kind of comedy, and left

it beyond the reach of imitation.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

MORALITY, taste, and literature, scarcely ever

suffered more irreparably, than by the loss of

the comedies of Menander ; some of whose frag-

ments, agreeable to my promise, I am now
going to lay before you, which I should imagine
would be as highly prized by the curious, as

was the Coan Venus which Apelles left imper
fect and unfinished.

Menander was celebrated for the sweetness,

brevity, and sententiousness of his style.
" He

was fond of Euripides," says Quintilian, "and

nearly imitated the manner of this tragic writer,

though in a different kind of work. He is a

complete pattern of oratorial excellence : itd.

omnem vita imaginem expressit, tanta in eo

inveniendi copia, et eloquendi facultas ; itd. est

omnibus rebus, personis, affectibus, accommoda-

tus : so various and so just, are all his pictures
of life ; so copious is his invention, so masterly
his elocution ; so wonderfully is he adapted to

all kinds of subjects, persons, and passions."
This panegyric reflects equal honour on the

critic, and on the comedian. Quintilian has here

painted Menander with as lively and expressive

strokes, as Menander had characterized the

Athenians.

Boileau, in his celebrated eighth satire, has

not represented the misery and folly of man, so

forcibly or humorously as Menander.

Tov cvov ejatv fs'ffrt tu<rtx,

O'jros x.z,cda.iu.tuv ttr
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" All animals are more happy, and have mora

understanding than man. Look, for instance,

on yonder ass
;

all allow him to be miserable :

his evils> nowever, are not brought on him by
himself and his own fault : he feels only those

which nature has inflicted. We, on the con

trary, besides our necessary ills, draw upon our

selves a multitude of others. We are melan.

choly, if any person happen to sneeze ; we arc

angry, if any speak reproachfully of us ; one

man is affrighted with an unlucky dream, an

other at the hooting of an owl. Our conten

tions, our anxieties, our opinions, our ambition,
our laws, are all evils, which we ourselves have

superadded to nature." Comparisons betwixt

the conditions of the brutal and human species,

have been frequently drawn; but this of Me
nander, as it probably was the first, so it is the

best I have ever seen.

If this passage is admirable for the vivacity
and severity of its satire, the following certainly
deserves deeper attention for weight of senti

ment, and sublimity and purity of moral.
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He that offers in sacrifice, O Pamphilus, a

multitude of bulls and of goats, of golden vest

ments, or purple garments, or figures of ivory,

r precious gems ; and imagines by this to con

ciliate the favour of God, is grossly mistaken,

nd has no solid understanding. For he that

would sacrifice with success, ought to be chaste

and charitable, no corrupter of virgins, no

idulterer, no robber or murderer for the sake of

ucre. Covet not, O Pamphilus, eveu the

bread of another man's needle ;
for God

who is near thee, peroetually beholds thy

actions."
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Temperance, and justice, and purity, are here

fl.culcated in the strongest manner, and upon
the most powerful motive, the Omniscience of

the Deity ; at the same time superstition and

the idolatry of the heathen are artfully ridiculed.

I know not among the ancients any passage
that contains such exalted and spiritualized

thoughts of religion. Yet if these refined senti

ments were to be inserted in a modern comedy,
I fear they would he rejected with disdain and

disapprobation. The Athenians could endure

to hear God and Virtue mentioned in the

theatre; while an English and a Christian

audience can laugh at adultery as a jest, think

obscenity wit, and debauchery amiable. The

murderer, if a duellist, is a man of honour, the

gamester understands the art of living, the knave

has penetration and knows mankind, the spend
thrift is a fellow of fine spirit, the rake has only
robbed a fresh country girl of her innocence and

honour, the jilt and the coquet have a great deal

of vivacity and fire; but a faithful husband is a

dupe and a cuckold, and a plain country gentle

man a novice and a fool. The wretch that

dared to ridicule Socrates, abounds not in so

much false satire, ribaldry, obscenity, and

blasphemy, as our witty and wicked triumvirate,

Wycherley, Congreve, and Vanbrugh.
Menander has another very remai'kable reflec

tion, worthy even that divine religion, which
the last-mentioned writers so impotently en

deavoured to deride. It relates to the forgive

ness of enemies, a precept not totally unknown
to the ancient sages as hath rashly been affirm

ed ; though never inculcated with such frequency,

fervour, and cogency, and on motives so weighty
and efficacious, as by the founder of the Chris

tian System.

Ouro; z

u
Pie, O Gorgias, is the most virtuous man,

who best knows among mortals how to bear

injuries with patience."

It may not be improper to alleviate the se

riousness of these moral reflections, by the

addition of a passage of a more light and spright

ly turn.

O p

TL /auXw, XU.VTU. trot wrt fftteti,

, 61x1*1, S-ttKfovTts, Kfyvfiop.ix.ret,

Epicharmus, indeed, calls the winds, the

1

gods. But I am of opinion that gold and silver

|

are our only powerful and propitious deities.

For when once you have introduced these into

your house, wish for what you will, you shall

quickly obtain it
; an estate, a habitation, ser

vants, plate, friends, judges, witnesses."

From these short specimens, we may in some
measure be enabled to judge of Menander's way
of thinking and of writing ; remembering al

ways how much his elegance is injured by a

i plain prosaic translation, and by considering the

j

passages singly and separately, without knowing
! the characters of the personages that spoke them,
: and the aptness and propriety with which they
were introduced.

The delicacy and decorum observed constantly

by Menander, rendered him the darling writer

of the Athenians, at a time when the Athen
ians were arrived at the height of prosperity and

politeness, and could no longer relish the coarse

railleries, the brutal mirth, and illiberal wit, of

an indecent Aristophanes.
" Menander," says

Plutarch, "abounds in a precious Attic salt,

which seems to have been taken from the same

sea, whence Venus herself arose. But the salt

of Aristophanes is bitter, disgusting, and cor

rosive."

There are two circumstances that may justly

give us a mean opinion of the taste of the Ro
mans for comic entertainments : that in the

Augustan age itself, notwithstanding the cen

sure of Horace, they preferred the low buffoon

ery and drollery of Plautus to the delicacy and

civility of Terence, the faithful copier of Me
nander ; and that Terence, to gratify an

audience unacquainted with the real excel

lences of the drama, found himself obliged to

violate the simplicity of Menander's plots, and

work up two stories into one in each of his

comedies, except the excellent and exact Hecyra.
But this duplicity of fable abounding in various

turns of fortune, necessarily draws off the at

tention from what ought to be its chief object in

a legitimate comedy, Character and Humour.
I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

Z. PAL^OPHILUS.

No. 106.] SATURDAY, Nov. 10, 1753.

Quo moriture ruis ? Vine.

Why wilt tbou rush to death ? DRYDEN.

I HAVE before remarked, that human wit has

water, the earth, the sun, the fire, and the stars, never been able to render courage contemptible
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by ridicule : though courage, as it is sometimes

a proof of exalted virtue, is also frequently an

indication of enormous vice ; for if he who
effects a good purpose at the risk of life, is

allowed to have the strongest propensity to good,

it must be granted, that he who at the risk of

life effects an evil purpose, has an equal pro

pensity to evil. But as ridicule has not distin

guished courage into virtue and vice, neither

has it yet distinguished insensibility from

courage.

Every passion becomes weak in proportion as

it is familiar with its object. Evil must be

considered as the object of fear ; but the passion

is excited only when the evil becomes probable,

or, in other words, when we are in danger. As
the same evil may become probable many ways,

there are several species of danger : that danger
to which men are continually exposed, soon be

comes familiar, and fear is no longer excited.

This, however, must not be considered as an ex

ample of courage; for equal danger, of any other

kind, will still produce the same degree of fear

in the same mind.

Mechanical causes, therefore, may produce

insensibility of danger ; but it is absurd to sup

pose they can produce courage, for courage is an

effort of the mind by which a sense of danger is

surmounted ; and it cannot be said, without the

utmost perversion of language, that a man is

courageous, merely because he discovers no fear

when he is sensible of no danger.

It is, indeed, true, that insensibility and

courage produce the same effect ; and when we
gee another unconcerned and cheerful in a situa

tion which would make us tremble, it is not

strange that we should impute his tranquillity

to the strength of his mind, and honour his

want of fear with the name of courage. And

yet when a mason whistles at his work on a

plank of a foot broad and an inch thick, which

is suspended by a rafter and a cord over a preci

pice, from which if he should fall, he would

inevitably perish, he is only reconciled by habit

to a situation, in which more danger is generally

apprehended than exists ; he has acquired no

strength of mind, by which a sense of danger is

surmounted ; nor has he with respect to courage

any advantage over him who, though he would

tremble on the scaffold, would yet stand under

it without apprehension; for the danger in

both situations is nearly equal, and depends

upon the same incidents.

But the same insensibility is often substi

tuted for courage by habit, even -when the dan

ger is real, and in those minds which every
other occasion would show to be destitute of for-

ittude. The inhabitants of Sicily live without

\error upon the declivity of a volcano, which

tfce stranger ascends with an interrupted pace,

looking round at every step, doubting whether

to go forward or retire, and dreading the capric
of the flames which he hears roar beneath him,
and sees issue at the summit : but let a woman,
who is thus become insensible to the terrors of
an earthquake, be carried to the mouth of the
mines in Sweden, she will look down into the

abyss with terror, she will shudder at the

thought of descending it, and tremble lest the
brink should give way.

Against insensibility of real danger we should
not be less watchful than against unreasonable
fear. Fear, when it is justly proportioned to

its object, and not too strong to be governed by
reason, is not only blameless bat honourable

; it

is essential to the perfection of human nature,
and the mind would be as defective without it

as the body without a limb. Man is a bein

exposed to perpetual evil; every moment liable

to'destruction by innumerable accidents, which

yet, if he foresees, he cannot frequently prevent :

fear, therefore, was implanted in his breast for

his preservation ; to warn him when danger ap

proaches, and to prevent his being precipitated

upon it either by wantonness or inattention.

But those evils which, without fear, we should

not have foreseen, when fear becomes excessive

we are unable to shun ; for cowai'dice arid pre

sumption are equally fatal, and are frequently
found in the same mind.

A peasant in the north of England had two

sons, Thomas and John. Tom was taken to

sea when he was very young, by the mas
ter of a small vessel who lived at Hull

;
and

Jack continued to work with his father till he

was near thirty. Tom, who was now be

come master of a smack himself, took his bro

ther on board for London, and promised to

procure him some employment among the

shipping on the water-side. After they had

been some hours under sail, the wind became

contrary, and blew very fresh
; the waves be

gan immediately to swell, and dashing with

violence against the prow, whitened into

foam. The vessel, which now plied to wind

ward, lay so much to one side, that the edge
was frequently under water ; and Jack, who

expected it to overset every moment, was
seized with terror which he could not con

ceal. He earnestly requested of Tom, that

the sails might be taken in
; and lamented the

folly that had exposed him to the violence of

a tempest, from which he could not without a

miracle escape. Tom, with a sovereign con

tempt of his pusillanimity, derided his distress ;

and Jack, on the contrary, admired the bravery

of Tom and his crew, from whose countenances

and behaviour he at length derived some hope ;

he believed he had deserved the reproach which

he suffered, and despised himself for the fe&r

which he could not shake off. In the meOO
time the gale increased, and in less than an fcouv
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it ulew a storm. Jack, who watched every

countenance with the utmost attention and

solicitude, thought that his fears were now jus

tified by the looks of the sailors ; he therefore

renewed his complaint, and perceiving his bro

ther still unconcerned, again intreated him to

take every possible precaution, and not increase

their danger by presumption. In answer to

these remonstrances he received such consolation

as one lord of the creation frequently adminis

ters to another in the depth of distress ;

" Pshaw,

damme, you fool," says Tom, " don't be dead-

hearted ; the more sail we carry, the sooner we
shall be out of the weather." Jack's fear had,

indeed, been alarmed before he was in danger;
but Tom was insensible of the danger when it

arrived ; he, therefore, continued his coui'se,

exulting in the superiority of his courage, and

anticipating the triumph of his vanity when he

should come on shore. But the sails being still

spread, a sudden gust bore away the mast,

which in its fall so much injured the helm, that

it became impossible to steer, and in a very

short time afterwards the vessel struck. The

first moment in which Tom became sensible of

danger, he was seen to be totally destitute of

courage. When the vessel struck, Jack, who
had been ordered under hatches, came up, and

found the hero, whom he had so lately regarded

with humility and admiration, sitting on the

quarter-deck, wringing his hands, and uttering

incoherent and clamorous exclamations. Jack

now appeared more calm than before, and ask

ed, if any thing could yet be done to save their

lives. Tom replied in a frantic tone, that they

might possibly float to land on some parts of the

wreck ; and catching up an axe, instead of at

tempting to disengage the mast, he began to

i;tave the boat. Jack, whose reason was still

predominant, though he had been afraid too

soon, saw that Tom in his frenzy was about to

cut off their last hope ; he therefore caught hold

of his arm, took away the axe by force, assisted

the sailors in getting the boat into the water,

persuaded his brother to quit the vessel, and in

about four hours they got safe on shore.

It the vessel had weathered the storm, Tom
would have been deemed a hero, and Jack a

coward : but I hope that none, whom I have
led into this train of thought, will, for the fu

ture, regard insensibility of danger as an indica

tion of courage; or impute cowardice to those

whose fear is not inadequate to its object, or too

violent to answer its purpose.
There is one evil, of which multitudes are in

perpetual danger ; an evil, to which every other

Is as the drop of the bucket, and the dust of the

balance; and yet of this danger the greater part

appear to be totally insensible.

Every man who wastes in negligence the day
of salvation, stands on the brink not only of the

grave but of hell. That the danger of all is

imminent, appears by the terms that Infinite

Wisdom has chosen to express the conduct by
which alone it can be escaped ;

it is called " a

race, a watch, a work to be wrought with fear

and trembling, a strife unto blood, arid a combat
with whatever can seduce or terrify, with the

pleasures of sense and the power of angels."

I

The moment in which we shall be snatched

from the brink of this gulph, or plunged to the

! bottom, no power can either avert or retard ; it

approaches silent, indeed, at the flight of time,
but rapid and irresistible as the course of a

! comet. The dreadful evil, which, with equal
force and propriety, is called the " second death,"

I should not, surely, be disregarded, merely be

cause it has been long impending ; and as there

is no equivalent for which a man can reasonably
determine to suffer it, it cannot be considered

as the object of courage. How it may be borne,
should not be the inquiry, but how it may be

shunned. And if, in this daring age, it is im

possible to prepare for eternity, without giving

up the character of a hero, no reasonable being,

surely, will be deterred by this consideration

from the attempt ; for who but an infant, or an

idiot, would give up his paternal inheritance

for a feather, or renounce the acclamations of a

triumph for the tinkling of a rattle?

No. 107.] TUESDAY, Nov. 13, 1753.

tub judice Us eat. HOR

And of their rain disputings find no end.

FRANCIS.

IT has been sometimes asked by those, who find

the appearance of wisdom more easily attained

by questions than solutions, how it comes to

pass, that the world is divided by such difference

of opinion ; and why men, equally reasonable,

and equally lovers of truth, do not always think

in the same manner?
With regard to simple propositions, where

the terms are understood, and the whole subject

is comprehended at once, there is such a uni

formity of sentiment among all human beings,

that, for many ages, a very numerous set of

notions were supposed to be innate, or necessari

ly co-existent with the faculty of reason
;

it be

ing imagined, that universal agreement could

proceed only from the invariable dictates of the

universal parent.
In questions diffuse and compounded, this

similarity of determination is no longer to be

expected. At our first sally into the intellec

tual world we all march together along one

straight and open road ; but as we proceed

further, and wider prospects open to our view,

every eye fixes upon a different scene; w
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divide into various paths, and, as we move

forward, are still at a greater distance from each

other. As a question becomes more complicated
and involved, and extends to a greater number
of relations, disagreement of opinion will always
be multiplied ; not because we are irrational,

but because we are finite beings, furnished with

Uiiferent kinds of knowledge, exerting different

degrees of attention, one discovering conse

quences which escape another, none taking in

the whole concatenation of causes and effects,

and most comprehending but a very small part,

each comparing what he observes with a differ

ent criterion, and each referring it to a different

purpose.

Where, then, is the wonder, that they who see

only a small part, should judge erroneously of

the whole ? or that they, who see different and
dissimilar parts, should judge differently from

each other ?

Whatever has various respects, must have

various appearances of good and evil, beauty or

deformity ; thus the gardener tears up as a

weed the plant which the physician gathers as a

medicine; and "a general," says Sir Kenelm

Digby,
" will look with pleasure over a plain,

as a fit place on which the fate of empires

might be decided in battle, which the farmer

will despise as bleak and barren, neither fruitful

of pasturage, nor fit for tillage."

Two men examining the same question pro
ceed commonly like the physician and gar
dener in selecting herbs, or the farmer and hero

looking on the plain ; they bring minds impr^s-
sed with different notions, and direct their

inquiries to different ends ; they form, therefore,

contrary conclusions, and each wonders at the

other's absurdity.
We have less reason to be surprised or offend

ed when we find others differ from us in opinion,
because we very often differ from ourselves.

How often we alter our minds we do not

always remark; because the change is some
times made imperceptibly and gradually, and the

last conviction effaces all memory of the former :

yet every man, accustomed from time to time

to take a survey of his own notions, will by a

slight retrospection be able to discover, that his

mind has suffered many revolutions; that the

same things have in the several parts of his life

been condemned and approved, pursued and

shunned ;
and that, on many occasions, even

when his practice has been steady, his mind has

been wavering, and he has persisted in a scheme

of action, rather because he feared the censure

of inconstancy, than because he was always

pleased with his own choice.

Of the different faces shown by the same

objects as they are viewed on opposite sides,

and of the different inclinations which they

must constantly raise in him that contemplate*

them, a more striking example cannot easily
be found than two Greek epigrammatists will

afford us in their accounts of human life,

which I shall lay before the reader in English
prose.

Posidippus, a comic poet, utters this com

plaint:
"
Through which of the paths of life is

it eligible to pass? In public assemblies are

debates and troublesome affairs : domestic

privacies are haunted with anxieties; in the

country is labour ; on the sea is terror : in a

foreign land, he that has money must live in

fear, he that wants it must pine in distress ; are

you married ? you are troubled with suspicions ;

are you single ? you languish in solitude ;

children occasion toil, and a childless life is a

state of destitution : the time of youtk is a time

of folly, and grey hairs are loaded with infir

mity. This choice only, therefore, can be made,
either never to receive being, or immediately to

lose it."

Such and so gloomy is the prospect, which

Posidippus has laid before us. But we are not

to acquiesce too hastily in his determination

against the value of existence : for Metrodorus,
a philosopher of Athens, has shown, that life

has pleasure as well as pains ; and having ex

hibited the present state of man in brighter

colours, draws, with equal appearance of reason,

a contrary conclusion.
" You may pass well through any of the

paths of life. In public assemblies are honours

and transactions of wisdom; in domestic

privacy is stillness and quiet; in the country are

the beauties of nature ; on the sea is the hope of

gain ; in a foreign land, he that is rich is honour

ed, he that is poor may keep his poverty secret i

are you married? you have a cheerful house;
are you single ? you are unincumbered ; children

are objects of affection, to be without children is

to be without care ; the time of youth is the

time of vigour, and grey hairs are made vener

able by piety. It will, therefore, never be a

wise man's choice, either not to obtain existence,

or to lose it ; for every state of life has its

felicity."

In these epigrams are included most of the

questions which have engaged the speculations
of the inquirers after happiness ; and though

they will not much assist our determinations,

they may, perhaps, equally promote our quiet,

by showing that no absolute determination ever

can be formed.

Whether a public station or private life be

desirable has always been debated. We see

here both the allurements and discouragements

of civil employments; on one side there is

trouble, on the other honour; the management
of affairs is vexatious and difficult, but it is the
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only duty in which wisdom can be conspicu

ously displayed : it must then still be left to

every man to choose either ease or glory ;
nor

can any general precept be given, since no man
can be happy by the prescription of another.

Thus, what is said of children by Posidippus,
" that they are occasions of fatigue," and by

Metrodorus,
" that they are objects of affec

tion," is equally certain ;
but whether they will

give most pain or pleasure, must depend on

their future conduct and dispositions, on many
causes over which the parent can have little

influence : there is, therefore, room for all the

caprices of imagination, and desire must be

proportioned to the hope or fear that shall hap

pen to predominate.
Such is the uncertainty in which we are al

ways likely to remain with regard to questions,

wherein we have most interest, and which every

day affords us fresh opportunity to examine:

we may examine, indeed, but we never can de

cide, because our faculties are unequal to the

subject : we see a little, and form an opinion ;

Tve see more, and change it.

This inconstancy and unsteadiness, to which

we must so often find ourselves liable, ought

certainly to teach us moderation and forbear

ance towards those who cannot accommodate

themselves to our sentiments; if they are de

ceived, we have no right to attribute their mis

take to obstinacy or negligence, because we
likewise have been mistaken ;

we may, perhaps,

again change our own opinion; and what ex

cuse shall we be able to find for aversion and

malignity conceived against him, whom we
shall then find to have committed no fault, and

who offended us only by refusing to follow us

into error ?

It may likewise contribute to soften that re

sentment which pride naturally raises against

opposition, if we consider, that he who dif

fers from us, does not always contradict us;
he has one view of an object, and we have an

other : each describes what he sees with equal

fidelity, and each regulates his steps by his own
yes : one man, with Posidippus, looks on

celibacy as a state of gloomy solitude, without

a partner in joy or a comforter in sorrow; the

other considers it, with Metrodorus, as a state

free from incumbrances, in which a man is at

liberty to choose his own gratifications, to re

move from place to place in quest of pleasure,
and to think of nothing but merriment and
diversion : full of these notions one hastens to

choose a wife, and the other laughs at hia

rashness, or pities his ignorance ; yet it is pos
sible that each is right, but that each is right

*mly for himself.

Life is not the object of science: we see a

little, very little ;
and what is beyond we only

can conjecture. If we inquire of those who
fc.ave gone W^re us. we receive small satisfac

tion : some have travelled life without observa

tion, and some willingly mislead us. The only

thought, therefore, on which we can repose

with comfort, is that which presents to us the

care of Providence, whose eye takes in the

whole of things, and under whose direction all

involuntary errors will terminate in happiness.

T.

No. 108.] SATURDAY, Nov. 17, 1753.

Nobis, cum shnul occidit brevis lux

Nox est perpetuo una dormienda. CATULLUS.

When once the short-lived mortal dies,

A night eternal seals his eyes. AuoisON.

IT may have been observed by every reader,

that there are certain topics which never are

exhausted. Of some images and sentiments the

mind of man may be said to be enamoured ; it

meets them, however often they occur, with

the same ardour which a lover feels at the sight
of his mistress, and parts from them with the

same regret when they can no longer be en

joyed.
Of this kind are many descriptions which

the poets have transcribed from each other,

and their successors will probably copy to the

end of time ; which will continue to engage,

or, as the French term it, to flatter the imagi

nation, as long as human nature shall remain

the same.

When a poet mentions the spring, we know
that the zephyrs are about to whisper, that the

groves are to recover their verdure, the linnets

to warble forth their notes of love, and the

flocks and herds to frisk over vales painted with

flowers : yet, who is there so insensible of the

beauties of nature, so little delighted with the

renovation of the world, as not to feel his heart

bound at the mention of the spring.

When night overshadows a romantic scene,

all is stillness, silence, and quiet ; the poets of

the grove cease their melody, the moon towel's

over the world in gentle majesty, men forget
their labours and their cares, and every passion
and pursuit is for a while suspended. All this

we know already, yet we hear it repeated with

out weariness ; because such is generally the

life of man, that he is pleased to think on the

time when he shall pause from a sense of his

condition.

When a poetical grove invites us to its co

vert, we know that we shall find what we have

already seen, a limpid brook murmuring over

pebbles, a bank diversified with flowers, a green
arch that excludes the sun, and a natural grot
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shaded with myrtles ; yet who can forbear to

enter the pleasing gloom, to enjoy coolness and

privacy, and gratify himself once more by scenes

with which nature has formed him to be de

lighted?

Many moral sentiments likewise are so adapt
ed to our state, that we find approbation when
ever they solicit it, and are seldom read without

exciting a gentle emotion in the mind : such is

the comparison of the life of man with the dura

tion of a flower, a thought which, perhaps, every
nation has heard warbled in its own language,

from the inspired poets of the Hebrews to our

own times ; yet this comparison must always

please, because every heart feels its justness, and

every hour confirms it by example.

Such, likewise, is the precept that directs us

to use the present hour, and refer nothing to a

distant time, which we are uncertain whether

we shall reach : this every moralist may venture

to inculcate, because it will always be approved,

and because it is always forgotten.

This rule is, indeed, every day enforced, by

arguments more powerful than the dissertations

of moralists : we see men pleasing themselves

with future happiness, fixing a certain hour for

the completion of their wishes, and perishing
some at a greater and some at a less dis

tance from the happy time ;
all complaining of

their disappointments, and lamenting that

they had suffered the years which Heaven
allowed them, to pass without improvement,
and deferred the principal purpose of their

lives to the time when life itself was to forsake

them.

It is not only uncertain, whether, through all

the casualties and dangers which beset the life

of man, we shall be able to reach the time ap

pointed for happiness or wisdom; but it is

likely, that whatever now hinders us from

doing that which our reason and conscience de

clare necessary to be done, will equally obstruct

us in times to come. Jt is easy for the imagi

nation, operating on things not yet existing, to

please itself with scenes of unmingled felicity,

or plan out courses of uniform virtue : but good
and evil are in real life inseparably united ;

habits grow stronger by indulgence ;
and reason

loses her dignity, in proportion as she has oftener

yii Wed to temptation :
" He that cannot live

well to-day," says Martial,
" will be less quali

fied to live well to-morrow."

Of the uncertainty of every human good every

human being seems to be convinced ; yet this

uncertainty is voluntarily increased by unneces

sary delay,, whether we respect external causes,

or consider the nature of our own minds. He
that now feels a desire to do right, and wishes

to regulate his life according to his reason, is

not sure that, at any future time assignable, he

shall be able to rekindle the same ardour ; he

that has now an c-pportunity offered him of

breaking loose from vice and folly, cannot know
but that he shall hereafter be more entangled,
and struggle for freedom without obtaining it.

We are so unwilling to believe any thing to

our own disadvantage, that we will always
imagine the perspicacity of our judgment and
the strength of our resolution more likely to

increase than to grow less by time
; and, there

fore, conclude, that the will to pursue laudable

purposes will be always seconded by the power.
But however we may be deceived in calculat

ing the strength of our faculties, we cannot

doubt the uncertainty of that life in which they
must be employed : we see every day the unex

pected death of our friends and our enemies, we
see new graves hourly opened for men older and

younger than ourselves, for the cautious and the

careless, the dissolute and the temperate, for

men who like us were providing to enjoy or

improve hours now irreversibly cut off; we see

all this, and yet, instead of living, let year glide

after year in preparations to live.

Men are so frequently cut off in the midst of

their projections, that sudden death causes little

emotion in them that behold it, unless it be im

pressed upon the attention by uncommon cir

cumstances. I, like every other man, have out

lived multitudes, have seen ambition sink in its

triumphs, and beauty perish in its bloom ; buc

have been seldom so much affected as by the

fate of Euryalus, whom I lately lost as I began
to love him.

Euryalus had for some time flourished in a

lucrative profession ; but having suffered his

imagination to be fired by an unextinguishable

curiosity, he grew weary of the same dull round

of life, resolved to harass himself no longer
with the drudgery of getting money, but to quit

his business and his profit, and enjoy for a i'e\v

years the pleasures of travel. His friends heard

him proclaim his resolution without suspecting

that he intended to pursue it ; but he was con

stant to his purpose, and with great expedition

closed his accounts and sold his moveables,

passed a few days in bidding farewell to his

companions, and with all the eagerness of ro

mantic chivalry crossed the sea in search of hap

piness. Whatever place was renowned in an

cient or modern history, whatever region art or

nature had distinguished, he determined to visit ;

full of design and hope he landed on the conti

nent; his friends expected accounts from him

of the new scenes that opened in his progress,

but were informed in a few days that Euryalus
was dead.

Such was the end of Euryalus. He is entered

that state, whence none ever shall return ;
and

can now only benefit his friends, by remaining

in their memories a permanent and efficaciout

instance of the blindness of desire, and the

uncertainty of all terrestrial good. But, perhaps

every man has like me lost an Euryalus, has
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known a friend die with happiness in his grasp ;

and yet every man continues to think himself

secure of life, and defers to some future time of

leisure what he knows it will b* fatal to have

finally omitted.

It is, indeed, with this as with other frailties

inherent in our nature : the desire of deferring

to another time, what cannot be done without

endurance of some pain, or forbearance of some

pleasure, will, perhaps, never be totally over

come or suppressed ; there will always be some

thing that we shall wish to have finished, and

be nevertheless unwilling to begin: but against

this unwillingness it is our duty to struggle, and

every conquest over our passions will make way
for an easier conquest ; custom is equally forcible

to bad and good ; nature will always be at

variance with reason, but will rebel more feebly

as she is oftener subdued.

The common neglect of the present hour is

more shameful and criminal, as no man is be

trayed to it by error, but admits it by negligence.

Of the instability of life, the weakest under

standing never thinks wrong, though the

strongest often omits to think justly ; reason

and experience are always ready to inform us of

our real state ;
but we refuse to listen to their

suggestions, because we feel our hearts unwil

ling to obey them : but, surely, nothing is more

unworthy of a reasonable being, than to shut his

eyes, when he sees the road which he is com

manded to travel, that he may deviate with

fewer reproaches from himself ;
nor could any

motive to tenderness, except the consciousness

that we have all been guilty of the same fault,

dispose us to pity those who thus consign them

selves to voluntary ruin.

T.
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Insanire putas solemnia me, neque rides. HOR.

You think me but as mad as all mankind.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIE,

Montesquieu wittily observes, that by building

professed madhouses men tacitly insinuate, that

all who are out of their senses are to be found

only in those places. This remark having made
some impression on my mind, produced last

night the following vision.

I imagined that Bedlam had been ordered to

be rebuilt upon a more extensive plan by act of

parliament; and that Dean Swift, calling at my
lodgings, offered to accompany me to see the

new-erected edifice, which, he observed, was
not half capacious enough before to contain the

various species of madness that are to be found
in this kingdom. As we walked through the

galleries, he gave me the following account of

the several inhabitants.

The lady in the first apartment had prevailed

upon her husband, a man of study and economy,
to indulge her with a rout twice a-week at her

own house. This soon multiplied her obliga

tions to the company she kept, and in a fortnight
she insisted upon two more. His lordship

venturing to oppose her demand with steady
resolution but with equal tenderness, the lady

complained, that the rights of quality and
fortune were invaded, that her credit was lost

with the fashionable world, and that ignorance
and brutality had robbed her of the pleasures of

a reasonable being, and rendered her the most

unhappy wife in Great Britain. The cause of

her complaints, however, still subsisted, and by
perpetually brooding over it she at length turn

ed her brain.

Next to her is a dramatic writer, whose

comedy having been justly damned, he began to

vent his spleen against the public, by weekly
abuses of the present age ; but as neither the

play nor his defences of it were read, his in

dignation continually increased, till at length it

terminated in madness.

He on the right hand is a philosopher, who
has lost his reason in a fruitless attempt to dis

cover the cause of electricity.

He on the left is a celebrated jockey of

noble birth, whose favourite mare, that had

enjoyed three triumphs in former seasons, was
distanced a few days ago at Newmarket.
Yonder meagre man has bewildered his un

derstanding by closely studying the doctrine of

chances, in order to qualify himself for a

professorship which will be shortly established

and amply endowed at an eminent chocolate-

house, where lectures on this important subject
are constantly to be read.

An unforeseen accident turned the head of

the next unfortunate prisoner. She had for a

long time passed for fifteen years younger than

she was, and her lively behaviour and airy dress

concurred to help forward the imposition ; till

one evening, being animated with an extraordi-

nai y flow of spirits, she danced out seven of her

artificial teeth, which were immediately picked

up, and delivered to her with great ceremony by
her partner.
The merchant in the neighbouring cell had

resolved to gain a plumb. He was possessed of

seventy thousand pounds, and eagerly expected
a ship that was to complete his wishes. But
the ship was cast away in the channel, and the

merchant is distracted for his loss.

That disconsolate lady had for many years
assiduously attended an old gouty uncle, had
assented to all his absurdities, and humoured
all his foibles, in full expectation ot being made
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his executrix; when happening one day to af

firm that his gruel had sack enough in it, con

trary to his opinion, he altered his will imme

diately, and left all to her brother; which
affords her no consolation, for avarice is able to

subdue the tenderness of nature.

Behold the beautiful and virtuous Theodora !

Her fondness for an ungrateful husband was

unparalleled. She detected him in the arms of

a disagreeable and affected prostitute, and was
driven to distraction.

Is my old friend the commentator here like

wise? Alas ! he has lost his wits in inquiring
whether or no the ancients wore perukes? as

did his neighbour Cynthio by receiving a frown
from his patron at the last levee.

The fat lady, upon whom you look so ear

nestly, is a grocer's wife in the city. Her dis

order was occasioned by her seeing at court, last

twelfth night, the daughter of Mr. Alderman

Squeeze, oil-man, in a sack far richer and more

elegant than her own.
The next chamber contains an adventurer

who purchased thirty tickets in the last lottery.
As he was a person of a sanguine complexion
and lively imagination, he was sure of gaining
the ten thousand pounds by the number of his

chances. He spent a month in surveying the

counties that lie in the neighbourhood of the

metropolis, before he could find out an agreeable
site for the fine house he intended to build. He
next fixed his eye on a most blooming and beau

tiful girl, whom he designed to honour as his

bride. He bespoke a magnificent coach, and

the ornaments of his harness were to be of his

own invention. Mr. Degagee, the tailor, was

ordered to send to Paris for the lace with which

his wedding clothes were to be adorned. But,
in the midst of these preparations for prosperi

ty, all his tickets were drawn blanks
; and in

stead of his villa on the banks of the Thames,

you now see him in these melancholy lodgings.
His neighbour in the next apartment was an

honest footman, who was persuaded likewise to

try his fortune in the same lottery ;
and who,

obtaining a very large and unexpected sum,
could not stand the shock of such sudden good

fortune, but grew mad with excess of joy.

You wonder to see that cell beautified with

Chinese vases and urns. It is inhabited by that

famous virtuoso Lady Harriet Brittle, whose

opinion was formerly decisive at all auctions,

where she was usually appealed to about the

genuineness of porcelain. She purchased, at an

exorbitant price, a Mandarin, and a Jos, that

were the envy of all the female connoisseurs,

and were allowed to be inestimable. They were

to be placed at the upper end of a little rock-

work temple of Chinese architecture, in which
neither propriety, proportion, nor true beauty,
were considered, and were carefully packed up
indifferent boxes; but, the brutish waggoner

happening to overturn his carriage, they were
crushed to pieces. The poor lady's understand

ing could not survive so irreparable a loss
; and

her relations, to soothe her passion, have pro
vided those Chelsea urns with which she has

decorated her chamber, and which she believes

to be true Nanquin.
Bonder miserable youth, being engaged in a

hot contention at a fashionable brothel about a

celebrated courtezan, killed a sea-officer with
whose face he was not acquainted; but who
proved upon inquiry to bes his own brother, who
had been ten years absent in the Indies.

Look attentively into the next cell; you will

there, discover a lady of great worth and fine

accomplishments, whose father condemned her

to the arms of a right honourable debauchee,
when he knew she had fixed her affections irre

vocably on another, who possessed an unencum
bered estate, but wanted the ornament of a

title. She submitted to the orders of a stern

father with patience, obedience, and a breaking
heart. Her husband treated her with that con

tempt which he thought due to a citizen's

daughter ;
and besides, communicated to her an

infamous distemper, which her natural modesty
forbade her to discover in time ; and the violent

medicines which were afterwards administered

to her by an unskilful surgeon, threw her into

a delirious fever, from which she could never be

recovered.

Here the Dean paused ; and looking upon me
with great earnestness, and grasping my hand

closely, spoke with an emphasis that awaked

me; " Think me not so insensible a monster,
as to deride the lamentable lot of the wretches

we have now surveyed. If we laugh at the

follies, let us at the same time pity the manifold

miseries of man."

Z.

I am, SIR,

Your humble servant,

SOPHROX.

No. 110.] SATURDAY, Nov. 24, 1753.

Mens immota manet, laclirymce volvuntur inanes !

VIRGIL.

Sighs, groans, and tears proclaim his inward pains;
But the firm purpose of his heart remains.

DRY DEN.

PITY has been generally considered as the pas
sion of gentle, benevolent, and virtuous minds,

although it is acknowledged to produce only
such a participation of the calamity of others, 34

upon the whole is pleasing to ourselves.

Asa tender participation of foreign distress,

it has been urged to prove, that man is endowed
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with social affections, which, however forcible,

are wholly disinterested ; and as a pleasing sen

sation, it has been deemed an example of un
mixed selfishness and malignity. It has been

resolved into that power of imagination, by
which we apply the misfortunes of others to

ourselves : we have been said to pity no longer

than we fancy ourselves to suffer, and to be

pleased only by reflecting that our sufferings are

not real ; thus indulging a dream of distress,

from which we can awake whenever we please,

to exult in our security and enjoy the compari
son of the fiction with truth.

I shall not perplex my readers witli the sub

tleties of a debate, in which human nature has,

with equal zeal and plausibility, been exalted

and degraded. It is sufficient for my purpose
to remark, that Pity is generally understood to

be that passion, which is excited by the suffer

ings of pei'sons with whom we have no tender

connection, and with whose welfare the stronger

passions have not united our felicity ; for no

man would call the anguish of a mother, whose

infant was torn from her breast and left to be

devoured in a desert, by the name of Pity ;
al

though the sentiment of a stranger, who should

drop a silent tear at the relation, which yet

might the next hour be forgotten, could not

otherwise be justly denominated.

If Pity, therefore, is absorbed in another pas

sion, when our love of those that suffer is strong ;

Pity is rather an evidence of the weakness than

the strength of that general philanthropy, for

which some have so eagerly contended, with
which they have flattered the pride and veiled

the vices of mankind, and which they have
affirmed to be alone sufficient to recommend''
them to the favour of Heaven, to atone for the

indulgence of every appetite, and the neglect of

every duty.
If human benevolence was absolutely pure

and social, it would not be necessary to relate

the ravages of a pestilence or a famine with
minute and discriminating circumstances to

rouse our sensibility; we should certainly deX

plore irremediable calamity, and participate

temporary distress, without any mixture of de

light : that deceitful sorrow, in which pleasure
is so well known to be predominant, that in

vention has been busied for ages in contriving
tales of fictitious sufferance for no other end
than to excite it, would be changed into honest

commiseration, in which pain would be Tin-

mixed, and which, therefore, we should wish to

lose.

Soon after the fatal battle of Fontenoy, a

young gentleman, who came over with the

officer that brought the express, being expected
at the house of a friend, a numerous company
01 gentlemen and ladies were assembled to hear
an account of the action from an eye witness.

fhe gentleman, as every man is flattered by

commanding attention, was easily prevailed

upon to gratify the company, as soon as they
were seated, and the first ceremonies past. He
described the march of many thousands of their

countrymen into a field, where batteries had
been concealed on each side, which in a moment
strewed the ground with mangled limbs, and
carcases that almost floated in blood, and ob

structed the path of those who followed to the

slaughter. He related, how often the decreas

ing multitude returned to the mouth of the can

non ; how suddenly thej .vere rallied, and how
suddenly broken ; he reputed the list of officers

who had fallen undistinguished in the carnage,
men whose eminence rendered their names uni

versally known, their influence extensive, and
their attachments numerous; and he hinted the

fatal effects which this defeat might produce to

the nation, by turning the success of the war
against us. But the company, however amused

by the relation, appeared not to be affected by
the event : they were still attentive to every
trifling punctilio of ceremony, usual among
well-bred persons ; they bowed with a graceful

simper to a lady who sneezed, mutually pre
sented each other with snuff, shook their heads
and changed their posture at proper intervals,
asked some questions which tended to produce a

more minute detail of such circumstances of

horror as had been lightly touched, and having
at last remarked that the Roman patriot regret
ted the brave could die but once, the conversa
tion soon became general, and a motion was
made to divide into parties of whist. But, just
as they were about to comply, the gentleman
again engaged their attention. I forgot, said he,
to relate one particular which, however, de
serves to be remembered. The captain of a com

pany, whose name I cannot now recollect, had,

just before his corps was ordered to embark,
married a young lady to whom he had been lon#

tenderly attached, and who, contrary to the ad

vice of all her friends, and the expostulations*

persuasion, arid entreaty of her husband, insisted

to go abroad with him and share his fortune at

all events. If he should be wounded, she said

that she might hasten his recovery, and alleviate

his pain, by such attendance as strangers cannot

be hired to pay ;
if he should be taken prisoner,

she might, perhaps, be permitted to shorten the

tedious hours of captivity which solitude would

protract ; and if he should die, that it would be

better for her to know it with certainty and

speed, than to wait at a distance in anxiety and

suspense, tormented by doubtful and contradic

tory reports, and at last believing it possible,

that, if she had been present, her assiduity and
tenderness might have preserved his life. The

captain, though he was not convinced by her

reasoning, was yet overcome by the importu
nate eloquence of her love ; he consented to he*

request, and they embarked together.
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The head-quarters of the Duke of Cumber
land were at Bruffoel, from whence they re

moved the evening before the battle to Mon-

bray, a village within musket-shot of the ene

my's lines, where the captain, who commanded
in the left wing, was encamped.

Their parting in the morning was short.

She looked after him, till he could no longer
be distinguished from others ;

and as soon as

the firing began, she went back pale and trem

bling, and sate down expecting the event in an

agony of impatience, anxiety, and terror. She

soon learned from stragglers and fugitives, that

the slaughter was dreadful, and the victory

hopeless. She did not, however, yet despair:

she hoped, that the captain might return among
the few that should remain : but soon after the

retreat, this hope was cut off, and she was in

formed that he fell in the first charge, and was

left among the dead. She was restrained by
those about her from rushing in the phrenzy of

desperation to the field of battle, of which the

enemy was still possessed : but the tumult of

her mind having abated, and her grief become

more calm during the night, she ordered the

servant to attend her at break of day ; and as

leave had been given to bury the dead, she went
herself to seek the remains of her husband, that

she might honour them with the last rites, a-nd

pour the tears of conjugal affection upon his

grave. They wandered about among the dying
and the dead, gazing on every distorted counte

nance, and looking round with irresolution and

amazement on a scene, which those who strip

ped had left tenfold more a sight of horror than

those who had slain. From this sight she was
at last turning with confusion and despair ; but

was stopped by the cries of a favourite spaniel,

who had followed her without being perceived.

He was standing at some distance in the field,

and the moment she saw him, she conceived the

strongest assurance that he had found his mas
ter. She hasted instantly to the place, without

regarding any other object ; and stooping over the

corpse by which she stood, she found it so dis

figured with wounds and besmeared with blood,

that the features were not to be. known ; but as

she was weeping in the anguish of suspense, she

discovered hanging on the wrist the remains of

a ruffle, round which there was a slight border

of her own work. Thus suddenly to have dis

covered, and in such dreadful circumstances,

that which she had sought, quite overwhelmed

her, and she sunk down on the body. By the

assistance of the servant she was recovered to

sensibility, but not to reason ; she was seized at

once with convulsions and madness; and a few
hours after she was carried back to the village

she expired.
/" Those who had heard the fate of whole bat

talions without pity, and the loss of a battle, by
. which their country would probably suffer irre

parable damage, without concern, listened to a

tale of private distress with uninterrupted at

tention. All regard to each other was for a

while suspended ;
tears by degrees overflowed

every eye, and every bosom became susceptible
of pity : but the whole circle paused with evi

dent regret, when the narrative was at an end
;

and would have been glad, that such another

could have been told to continue their entertain

ment. Such was the benevolence of pity ! But
a lady who had taken the opportunity of a very
slight acquaintance to satisfy her curiosity, was
touched with much deeper distress ; and faint

ing in the struggle to conceal the emotions of

her mind, fell back in her chair; an accident

which was not sooner discovered, because every

eye had been fixed upon the speaker, and all

attention monopolized by the story. Every
one, however, was ready to afford her assis

tance ; and it was soon discovered, that she was

mother to the lady whose distress had affordod

so much virtuous pleasure to the company. It

was not possible to tell her another story, which
would revive the same sensations ; and if it had,

the world could not have bribed her to have

heard it. Her affection to the sufferer was too

strong to permit her, on this occasion, to enjoy
the luxury of pity, and applaud her benevolence

for sensations which showed its defects. It

would, indeed, be happy for us, if we were to

exist only in this state of imperfection, that a

greater share of sensibility is not allowed us ;

but if the mole, in the kindness of unerring

wisdom, is permitted scarce to distinguish light

from darkness, the mole should uot, surely, be

pjcaised for the perspicacity of its sight.

|
Let us distinguish that malignity, which

jbthers
confound with benevolence, and applaud

as virtue; let that imperfection of nature,

jwhich is adapted to an imperfect state, teach its

^umility; and fix our dependence upon Him,
IWho has promised to " create in us a new heart

and a right spirit :" and to receive us to that

place, where our love of others, however ardent,

can only increase our felicity ; because in that

place there will be no object, but such as per-

[feet benevolence can contemplate with delight.

No. 111.] TUESDAY, Nov. 27, 1753.

-Qua nonfecimus ipsi,

Vix ea nostra voco. OVID.

The deeds of long descended ancestors

Are but by grace of imputation ours. DRYDKN-

THE evTls inseparably annexed to the present
condition of man, are so numerous and affilo
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tive, that it has been, from age to age, the task

of some to bewail, and of others to solace them ;

and he, therefore, will be in danger of seeming a

common enemy, who shall attempt to depreciate

the few pleasures and felicities which nature

has allowed us.

Yet I will confess, that I linvc sometimes

employed my thoughts in examining the pre

tensions that are made to happiness, by the

splendid and envied condition of life; and

liave not thought the hour unprofitably spent,

when I have detected the imposture of coun

terfeit advantages, and found disquiet lurking
under false appearances of gayety and greatness.

It is asserted by a tragic poet, that " est miser

nemo nisi comparatus,"
" no man is miserable,

but as he is compared with others happier than

himself:" this position is not strictly and

philosophically true. He might have said, with

rigorous propriety, that no man is happy but us

he is compared with the. miserable ;
for such is

tne state of this world, that we find in it absolute

misery, but happiness only comparative ; we

may incur as much pain as we can possibly

endure, though we can never obtain as much

happiness as we might possibly enjoy.

Yet, it is certain likewise, that many of our

miseries are merely comparative , we are often

made unhappy, not by the presence of any real

evil, but by the absence of some fictitious good ;

7)f something which is not required by any real

want of nature, which has not in itself any
power of gratification, and which neither reason

nor fancy would have prompted us to wish, did

vsre not see it in the possession of others.

For a mind diseased with vain longings after

unattainable advantages no medicine can be

prescribed, but an impartial inquiry into the

real worth of that which is so ardently desired.

Itis well kno-xvrr now much the mind, as well

as the eye, is deceived by distance : and, perhaps,
it will be found that ofmany imagined blessings
it may be doubted, whether he that wants or

possesses them has more reason to be satisfied

with his lot.

The dignity of high birth and long extraction,

no man, to whom nature has denied it, can con

fer upon himself ; and therefore, it deserves to

be considered, whether the want of that which
ran never be gained, may not be easily endured.

It is true, that if we consider the triumph and

delight with which most of those recount their

ancestors who have ancestors to recount, and the

artifices by which some who have risen to unex

pected fortune endeavour to insert themselves

into an honourable stem, we shall be inclined to

fancy that wisdom or virtue may be had by in

heritance, or that all the excellences of a line of

progenitors are accumulated on their descendant.

Reason, indeed, will soon inform us, that our
estimation of birth is arbitrary and capricious,
and that dead ancestors can have no influence

but upon imagination : let it then be examined

whether one dream may not operate in tlie

place of another : whether he that owes nothing
to forefathers, may not receive, equal pleasure
from the consciousness of owing all to himself:

whether he may not with a little meditation,

find it more honourable to found than to con

tinue a family, and to gain dignity than

transmit it ; whether, if he receives no dignity
from the virtues of his family, he does not like

wise escape the danger of being disgraced by
their crimes ; and whether he that brings a new
name into the world, has not the convenience of

playing the game of life without a stake, an

opportunity of winning much though he has

nothing to lose.

There is another opinion concerning happi

ness, which approaches much more nearly to

universality, but which may, perhaps, with

equal reason be disputed. The pretensions to

ancestral honours many of the sons of earth

easily see to be ill grounded ;
but all agree to

celebrate the advantage of hereditary riches,

and to consider those as the minions of fortune,

who are wealthy from their cradles, whose

estate is " res non parta labore sed relicta ;"
" the acquisition of another, not of themselves ;"

and whom a father's industry has dispensed
from a laborious attention to arts or commerce,
and left at liberty to dispose of life as fancy shall

direct them.

If every man were wise and virtuous, capable

to discern the best use of time, and resolute to

practise it ; it might be granted, I think, with

out hesitation, that total liberty would be a

blessing ;
and that it would be desirable to be

left at large to the exercise of religious and social

duties, without the interruption of importunate
avocations.

But since felicity is relative, and that which

is the means of happiness to one man may be to

another the cause of misery, we are to consider,

what state is best adapted to human nature in

its present degeneracy and frailty. And, surely,

to far the greater number it is highly expedient,

that they should by some settled scheme of

duties, be rescued from the tyranny of caprice,

that they should be driven on by necessity

through the paths of life with their attention

confined to a stated task, that they may be less

at leisure to deviate into mischief at the call of

folly.

When we observe the lives of those whom an

ample inheritance has let loose to their own

direction, what do we discover that can excite

our envy ? Their time seems not to pass with

much applause from others, or satisfaction to

themselves ; many squander their exuberance of

fortune in luxury and debauchery, and have no

other use of money than to inflame their pas

sions, and riot in a wide range of licentious

ness ; others, less criminal indeed, but, surely,
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not much to be praised, lie down to sleep, and

rise up to trifle, are employed every morning
in finding expedients to rid themselves of the

day, chase pleasure through all the places of

public resort, fly from London to Bath, and
from Bath to London, without any other rea

son for changing place, but that they go in quest
of company as idle and as vagrant as themselves,

always endeavouring to raise some new desire

that they may have something to pursue, to

rekindle some hope which they know will be

disappointed, changing one amusement for

another which a few months will make equally

insipid, or sinking into languor and disease for

want of something to actuate their bodies or

exhilarate their minds.

Whoever has frequented those places, where
idlers assemble to escape from solitude, knows
that this is generally the state of the wealthy;
and from this state it is no great hardship to be

debarred. No man can be happy in total idle

ness : he that should be condemned to lie torpid

and motionless,
" would fly for recreation,"

says South,
" to the mines and the galleys;"

and it is well, when nature or fortune finds em

ployment for those who would not have known
how to procure it for themselves.

He, whose mind is engaged by the acquisition

or improvement of a fortune, not only escapes

the insipidity of indifference, and the tedious-

ness of inactivity, but gains enjoyments wholly
.unknown to those who live lazily on the toil of

others; for life affords no higher pleasure, than

that of surmounting difficulties, passing from

one step of success to another, forming new

wishes, and seeing them gratified. He that

labours in any great or laudable undertaking,
has his fatigues first supported by hope, and

afterwards rewarded by joy; he is always

moving to a certain end, and when he has at

tained it, an end more distant invites him to a

new pursuit.

It does not, indeed, always happen, that dili

gence is fortunate ; the wisest schemes are

broken by unexpected accidents ; the most con

stant perseverance sometimes toils though life

without a recompense : but labour, though un

successful, is more eligible than idleness: he

that prosecutes a lawful purpose by lawful

means, acts always with the approbation of his

own reason ; he is animated through the course

of his endeavours by an expectation which,

though not certain, he knows to be just ; and is

at last comforted in his disappointment, by the

consciousness that he has not failed by his own
fault.

That kind of life is most happy which affords

us most opportunities of gaining our own es

teem
; and what can any man infer in his own

favour from a condition to which, however

prosperous, he contributed nothing, and which

the vilest and weakest of the species would have

obtained by the same right, had he happened t

be the son of the same father.

To strive with difficulties, and to conquer
them, is the highest human felicity; the next,
is to strive, and deserve to conquer ; but he
whose life has passed without a contest, and
who can boast neither success nor merit, can

survey himself only as a useless filler of exis

tence
; and if he is content with his own charac

ter, must owe his satisfaction to insensibility.

-""Thus it appears that the satyrist advised

rightly, when he directed us to resign ourselves

to the hands of Heaven, and to leave to superior

powers the determination of our lot :

Permittes ipsls expendere numinibus, quid
Conveniat nobls, rebusque sit utile nostris:

Carior est iliis homo quam sibi.

Intrust thy fortune to the powers above :

Leave them to manage for thee, and to grant
What their unerring wisdom sees thee want.

Jn goodness as in greatness they excel :

Ah! that we loved ourselves but half so well.

DRYUEN.

What state of life admits most happiness, is

uncertain ; but that uncertainty ought to repress
the petulance of comparison, and silence the

murmurs of discontent.

T.

No. 112.] SATURDAY, DEC. 1, 175S.

Has ]L anas garrula lingua dedit. OVID.

Such was the fate of vain loquacity.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

To be courteous to all, but familiar with fe^r,

is a maxim which I once despised, as originally

proceeding from a mean and contracted mind,
the frigid caution of weakness and timidity. A
tame and indiscriminate civility I imputed to a

dread of the contempt or the petulance of

others, to fears from which the wit and tho

gentleman are exempted by a consciousness of

their own dignity, by their power to repress

insolence and silence ridicule: and a general

shyness and reserve I considered as the reproach

of our country, as the effect of an illiberal edu

cation, by which neither a polite address, an

easy confidence, nor a general acquaintance with

public life, is to be acquired. This opinion,

which continued to flatter the levity and pride

that produced it, was strengthened by the ex

ample of those whose mariner in the diffidenca
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of youth I wished to imitate, who entered a

mixed company with an air of serene familia

rity, accosted every man like an old acquaint

ance, and thought only of making sport for the

rest of any with whom their caprice should

happen to be offended, without regard to their

age, character, or condition.

But, I now wish, that I had regulated my
conduct by the maxim which I despised, for I

should then have escaped a misfortune which I

can never retrieve; and the sense of which I

am now endeavouring to suspend, by relating it

to you as a lesson to others, and considering my
loss of happiness as an acquisition of wisdom.

While I was in France with a travelling

tutor, I received a letter which acquainted me,

that my father, who had been long declining,

was dead ; and that it was necessary I should im

mediately return to England to take possession

of his estate, which was not inconsiderable,

though there were mortgages upon it to near

half its value.

When 1 arrived, I found a letter which the

old gentleman had written and directed to me
with his own hand. It contained some general

rules for my conduct, and some animadversions

upon his own : he took notice of the incum-

brance under which he left me the paternal in

heritance, which had descended through many
generations, and expressed the most earnest de

sire, that it might yet be transmitted entire to

posterity : with this view, he said, he had ne

gotiated a marriage between me and the only

daughter of his old friend, Sir George Home
stead of the north, an amiable young lady,

whose alliance would be an honour to my family,

and whose fortune would much more than re

deem my estate.

He had given the knight a faithful account of

his affairs, who, after having taken some time

to consider the proposal and consult his friends,

had consented to the match, upon condition that

his daughter and I should be agreeable to each

other, and my behaviour should confirm the

character which had been given of me. My
father added, that he hoped to have lived till this

alliance had taken place ; but as Providence had
otherwise determined, he intreated, as his last

request, that as soon as my affairs should be
settled and decency would permit, I would
make Sir George a visit, and neglect nothing to

accomplish his purpose.
I was touched with the zeal and tenderness

of parental affection, which was then directing
me to happiness, after the heart that felt it had
ceased to beat, and the hand that expressed it

was mouldering in the dust. I had also seen
the lady, not indeed since we were children

;

but I remembered that her person was agree- I

able, and her temper sweet : 1 did not, therefore,
'

hesitate a moment, whether my father's injunc
tion should be obeyed. I proceeded to settle his

affairs; I took an account of his debts anfi

credits, visited the tenants, recovered my usua.

gayety, and at the end of about nine months set

out for Sir George's seat in the north ; having
before opened an epistolary correspondence, and

expressed my impatience to possess the happi
ness which my father had so kindly secured.

I was better pleased to be well mounted, than

to loll in a chariot, or be jumbled in a post-

chaise
;
and I knew that Sir George was an old

sportsman, a plain hearty blade, who would like

me better in a pair of buckskin breeches on the

back of a good hunter, than in a trimmed suit

and a gaudy equipage : I, therefore, set out on

horseback with only one servant, and reached

Stilton the first night.

In the morning, as I was mounting, a gen

tleman, who had just got on horseback before

me, ordered his servant to make some inquiry
about the road, which I happened to overhear,

and told him with great familiarity, that I was

going the same way, and if he pleased we would
travel together : to this he consented, with as

much frankness, and as little ceremony; and I

set forward, greatly delighted that chance had

afforded me a companion.
We immediately entered into conversation,

and I soon found that h6 had been abroad : we
extolled the roads and the policy of France, the

cities, the palaces, and the villas; entered into

a critical examination of the most celebrated

seats in England, the peculiarities of the build

ing and situation, cross ways, market-towns,
the imposition of inn-keepers, and the sports of

the field
; topics by which we mutually recom

mended ourselves to each other, as we had both

opportunities to discover equal knowledge, and
to display truth with such evidence as prevented

diversity of opinion.

After we had rode about two hours, we over

took another gentleman, whom we accosted

with the same familiarity that we had used to

each other ; we asked him how far he was

going, and which way, at what rate he travelled,

where he put up, and many other questions of

the same kind. The gentleman, who appeared
to be near fifty, received our address with great

coolness, returned short and indirect answers to

our inquiries, and, often looking with great atten

tion on us both, sometimes put forward that he

might get before us, and sometimes checked his

horse that he might remain behind. But
we were resolved to disappoint him ; and, find

ing that his reserve increased, and he was visibly

displeased, we winked at each other, and deter

mined the old put should afford us some sport.
After we had rode together upon very ill terms
more than half an hour, my companion with an
air of ceremonious gravity asked him, if he
knew any house upon the road where he might
be accommod^ed with a wench. The gentle
man, who was, I believe, afraid of giving us a

2Y
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pretence to quarrel, did not resent this insult

any otherwise than by making no reply. I then

began to talk to my companion as if we had

been old acquaintance, reminding him that the

gentleman extremely resembled a person, from

whom we had taken a girl that he was carrying

to the bagnio, and, indeed, that his present

reserve made me suspect him to be the same ;

but that as we were willing to ask his pardon,

we hoped it would be forgot, and that we should

still have the pleasure of dining together at the

next inn. The gentleman was still silent ; but

as his perplexity and resentment visibly increased

ie proportionably increased our entertainment,

which did not however last long, for he sud

denly turned down a lane ; upoji which we set

up .a horse-laugh, that continued till he was

out of hearing, and then pursuing our journey,

we talked of the adventure, which afforded us

conversation and merriment for the rest of

the day.
The next morning we parted, and in the

evening I arrived at Homestead Hall. The old

knight received me with great affection, and

immediately introduced me to his daughter,

whom I now thought the finest woman I had

ever seen. I could easily discover, that I was

not welcome to her merely upon her father's

recommendation, and I enjoyed by anticipation

the felicity which I considered as within my
grasp. But the pleasing scene, in which I had

suffered my imagination to wander, suddenly

disappeared as by the power of enchantment ;

without any visible motive, the behaviour of the

Avhole family was changed, my assiduities to the

lady were repressed, she was never to be found

alone, the knight treated me with a cold civility,

I was no longer a party in their visits, nor was

I willingly attended even by the servants. I

made many attempts to discover the cause of

this misfortune, but without success; and one

morning, when I had drawn Sir George into

the garden by himself, and was about to urge
him upon the subject, he prevented me, by say

ing, that his promise to my father, for whom he

had the highest regard, as I well knew, was

conditional ; that he had always resolved to

leave his daughter a free choice, and that she

had requested him to acquaint me, that her

affections were otherwise engaged, and to intreat

that I would, therefore, discontinue my addres

ses. My surprise and concern at this declara

tion were such as left me no power to reply ;

and I saw Sir George turn from me and go into

the house, without making any attempt to stop

him, or to obtain a further explanation. After

wards, indeed, I frequently expostulated, en

treated, and complained : but, perceiving that

all was ineffectual, I took my leave, and deter

mined that I would still solicit by letter ; for

the lady had taken such possession of my heart,

that I would joyfully have married her, though

I had been sure that her father would immedi

ately have left all his fortune to a stranger.
I meditated on my epistolary project all the

way to London, and before I had been three

days in town I wrote a long letter to Sir George
in which I conjured him, in the strongest

terms, to account for the change in his be.

haviour ; and insisted, that on this occasion, to

conceal the truth, was in the highest degree
dishonourable to himself, and injurious to me.

To this letter, after about ten days, I received

the following answer :

"
SIR,

" It is with great reluctance that I reveal the

motives of my conduct, because they are much
to your disadvantage. The inclosed is a letter

which I received from a worthy gentleman in

this county, and contains a full answer to your

inquiries, which I had rather you should receive

in any hand than in mine.
" I am your humble servant,

" GEO. HOMESTEAD."

I immediately opened the paper inclosed, in

which, with the utmost impatience, I read as

follows :

"
SIR,

" I saw a person with your family yesterday ar

the races, to whom, as I was soon after informed,

you intend to give your daughter. Upon this

occasion it is my indispensable duty to acquaint

you, that if his character is to be determined by
his company, he will inevitably entail diseases,

and beggary upon his posterity, whatever be

the merit of his wife, or the affluence of his

fortune. He overtook me on the road from

London a few weeks ago, in company with

a wretch, who by their discourse appeared to

be his old and familiar acquaintance, and whom
I well remember to have been brought before

my friend Justice Worthy, when I was acci

dentally at his house, as the keeper of a brothel

in Covent Garden. He has since won a con

siderable sum with false dice at the masquerade,
for which he was obliged to leave the kingdom,
and is still liable to a prosecution. Be assured

that I have perfect knowledge of both; for

some incidents, which it is not necessary tc

mention, kept me near them so long on the

road, that it is impossible I should be mistaken.
" I am, Sir, yours, &c.

"JAMES TRUEMAN."

The moment I had read this letter, the riddle

was solved. I knew Mr. Trueman to be the

gentleman, whom I had concurred with a stran

ger, picked up by accident, to insult without

provocation on the road. I was in a moment

covered with confusion; and though I was

alone, could not help hiding my face with iny
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hands. 1 abhorred my folly, which appeared

yet more enormous
evei^

time it was reviewed.

I courted the society of a stranger, and a

stranger I persecuted with insult : thus I asso-

cuited with infamy, and thus my associate he-

came known. I hoped, however, to convince

Sir George, that 1 had no knowledge of the

wretch whose infamy I had shared, except that

which I acquired from the letter of his friend.

But hefore I had taken proper measures for my
justification,

I had the mortification to hear,

that the lady was married to a neighbouring

gentleman, who had long made his addresses,

and whom Sir George had before rejected in

the ardour of his friendship for my father.

How narrow, Mr. Adventurer, is the path

of rectitude, and how much may be lost by the

slightest deviation!

1 am your humble servant,

ABULUS.
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Ad humum moerore gravi dcd^cit et angit. Hon.

Wrings the sad soul, and beads it down to earth.

FRANCIS.

ONE of the most remarkable differences betwixt

ancient anci modern tragedy arises from the pre

vailing custom of describing only those distres

ses that are occasioned by the passion of love ; a

passion which, from the universality of its do

minion, may doubtless claim a large share in

representations of human life; but which, by

totally engrossing the theatre, hath contributed

to degrade that noble school of virtue into an

academy of effeminacy.

When Racine persuaded the celebrated Ar-

nauld to read his Phaedra, "Why," said that

severe critic to his friend,
" have you falsified

the manners of Hippolitus, and represented him

in love?" " Alas!" replied the poet, "with
out that circumstance, how would the ladies

and the beaux have received my piece?" And
it may be well imagined, that to gratify so con

siderable and important a part of his audience,

was the powerful motive that induced Corneille

to enervate even the matchless and affecting

story of (Edipus, by the frigid and impertinent

episode of Theseus's passion for Dirce.

Shakspeare has shown us by his Hamlet,

Macbeth, and Caesar, and abov all by his Lear,

that very interesting tragedies may be written,

that are not founded on gallantry and love :

and that Boileau was mistaken, when he af

firmed,

tie famour La sensible peinture,
CsS pour alter au caeur la ro-ute la plus sure.

Those tender scenes that pictur'd love impart,

Insure success and best engage the heart.

The distresses in this tragedy are of a very
uncommon nature, and are not touched upon

by any other dramatic author. They are occa

sioned by a rash resolution of an aged, monarch

of strong passions and quick sensibility, to resign

his crown and to divide his kingdom amongst
his three daughters ;

the youngest of whom,
who was his favourite, not answering his- san

guine expectations in expressions of affection to

him, he for ever banishes, and endows her sis

ters with her allotted share. Their unnatural

ingratitude, the intolerable affronts, indignities,

and cruelties he suffers from them, and the re

morse he feels from his imprudent resignation

of his power, at first inflame him \vith the most

violent rage, and by degrees drive him to mad
ness and death. This is the outline of the fable.

i shall confine myself at present to consider

singly the judgment and art of the poet, in de

scribing the origin and progress of the distrac

tion of Lear ;
in which, 1 think, he has suc

ceeded better than any other writer ; even than

Euripides himself, whom Longinus so highly
commends for his representation of the madness

of Orestes.

It is well contrived, that the first affront that

is offered Lear, should be a proposal from Go-

nerill, his eldest daughter, to lessen the number
of his knights, which must needs affect and

irritate a person so jealous of his rank and the

respect due to it. He is at first astonished at

the complicated impudence and ingratitude of

this design; but quickly kindles into rage, and

resolves to depart instantly :

-Darkness and devils !-

Saddle xny horses ; call my train together-

Degenerate bastard ! I'll not trouble thee.

This is followed by a severe reflection upon
his own folly for resigning his crown; and a

solemn invocation to nature, to heap the most

horrible curses on the head of Gonerill, that

her own offspring may prove equally cruel and

unnatural :

-That she may feel,

How sharper than a serpent's tooth it is,

To have a thankless child !

When Albany demands the cause of this pas

sion, Lear answers,
" I'll tell thee !" but im

mediately cries out to Gonerill,

Life and death ! I am ashamed,
That thou hast power to shake my manhood rtiufc.

Blasts and fogs upon thee I

Th' untented woundings of a father's curse

Pierce every sense about thee 1

He stops a little aud vefieefcs :
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Ha ! is it-come to this?

Let it be so I I have another daughter,

Who I am sure, is kind and comfortable,

When she shall hear this of thee, with her nails

She'll flay thy wolfish visage

He was, however, mistaken ; for the first ob

ject he encounters in the castle of the earl of

Gloucester, whither he fled to meet his other

daughter,, was his servant in the stocks; from

whence he may easily conjecture what recep
tion he is to meet with :

Death on my state ! Wherefore
Should he sit here 1

He adds immediately afterwards,

me, my heart ! my rising heart! but down.

By which single line the inexpressible anguish
of his mind, and the dreadful conflict of opposite

passions with which it is agitated, are more

forcibly expressed, than by the long and laboured

speech, enumerating the causes of his anguish,
that Rowe, and other modern tragic writers

would certainly have put into his mouth. But

Nature, Sophocles, and Shakspeare, represent

the feelings of the heart in a different manner ;

"by a broken hint, a short exclamation, a word,
cr a look :

They mingle not, 'mid deep felt sighs and groans,

Descriptions gay, or quaint comparisons,

No flowery far-fetch'd thoughts their scenes

admit
;

111 suits conceit with passion, wo with wit.

Here passion prompts each short, expressive

speech ;

Or silence paints what words can never reach.

J.W.

When Jocasta, in Sophocles, has discovered that

CEdipus was the murderer of her husband, she

immediately leaves the stage ; but in Corneille

and Dryden she continues on it during a whole

scene, to bewail her destiny in set speeches. I

should be guilty of insensibility and injustice, if

I did not take this occasion to acknowledge,
that I have been more moved and delighted, by

hearing this single line spoken by the only actor

of the age who understands and relishes these

little touches of nature, and therefore the only

one qualified to personate this most difficult

character of Lear, than by the most pompous
oeclaimer of the most pompous speeches in Cato

or Tamerlane.

In the next scene, the old king appears in a

very distressful situation. He informs Regan,
whom he believes to be still actuated by filial

tenderness, of the cruelties he had suffered from

her sister Gonerill in very pathetic terms :

Sharp -tooth'd unkindness, like a vulture, here,
I scarce can speak to thee thoul't not believe,
With how depraved a qmility O Regan I

It is a stroke of wonderful art in the poet* to

represent him incapable of specifying the parti
cular ill-usage he has received, and breaking off

thus abruptly, as if his voice was choked by
tenderness and resentment.

When Regan counsels him to ask her sister

forgiveness, he falls on his knees with a very
striking kind of irony, and asks her how such

supplicating language as this becometh him :

Dear daughter, I confess that I am old
;

Age is unnecessary ; on my knees I beg,
That you'll vouchsafe me raiment, bed, and food.

But being again exhorted to sue for reconcilia

tion, the advice wounds him to the quick, and
forces him into execrations against Gonerill,

which, though they chill the soul with horror,
are yet well suited to the impetuosity of his

temper :

She hath abated me of half my train ;

Look'd black upon me ;
struck me with her tongue,

Most serpent like, upon the very heart

All the stored vengeances of heaven fall

On her ungrateful top ! Strike her young bones,
Ye taking airs, with lameness !

Ye nimble lightnings, dart your blinding flames

Into her scornful eyes I

The wretched king, little imagining that he ft

to be outcast from Regan also, adds very mov

ingly;

-Beloved Regan,
Thy bister's naught O Regan ! she hath tied

-'Tis not in thee

To grudge my pleasures, to cut offmy train,

To bandy hasty words, to scant my sizes

Thou better know'st

The offices of nature, bond of childhood

Thy half o' th' kingdom thou hast not forgot,

Wherein I thee endow'd.

That the hopes he had conceived of tender usage
from Regan should be deceived, heightens his

distress to a great degree. Yet it is still aggra
vated and increased, by the sudden appearance
of Gonerill ; upon the unexpected sight ofwhom
he exclaims,

Who comes here ? O heavens !

If you do love old men, if your sweet sway
Allow obedience, if yourselves are old,

Make it your cause; send down and take my
parti

This address is surely pathetic beyond expres

sion
; it is scarce enough to speak of it in tlis

cold terms of criticism. There follows a

question to GoneriD, that I have never read

without tears ;

Art not ashamed to look upon this beard I
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This scene abounds with many noble tarns of

passion ; or rather conflicts of very different

passions. The inhuman daughters urge him in

rain, by all the sophistical and unfilial argu

ments they were mistresses of, to diminish

the number of his train. He answers them by

only four poignant words :

I gave you all !

When Regan at last consents to receive him,

but without any attendants, for that he might
be served by her own domestics, he can no

longer contain his disappointment and rage.

First he appeals to the heavens, and points

out to them a spectacle that is indeed inimitably

affecting ;

You see me here, ye gods ! a poor old man,
As full of grief as age, wretched in both ;

If it be you that stir these daughters' hearts

Against their father, foolme not so much
To bear it tamely !

Then suddenly he addresses Gonerill and

Regan in the severest terms and with the bit

terest threats :

No, you unnatural hags !

I will have such revenges on you both

That all the world shall I will do such things

What they are yet, I know not .

Nothing occurs to his mind severe enough for

them to suffer, or him to inflict. His passion

rises to a height that deprives him of articula

tion. He tells them that he will subdue his

sorrow though almost irresistible ;
and that they

shall not triumph over his weakness :

You think I'll weep !

No! I'll not weep ; I have full cause of weeping ;

But this heart shall break into a thousand flaws,

Or e'er I'll weep !

He concludes,

O fool 1 shall go mad !

which is an artful anticipation, that judiciously

prepares us for the dreadful event that is to

follow in the succeeding acts.

Z.
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Sperat infestis, metuit secundls,

Alteram sortem bene praepxratum
Pectus. HOR.

Whoe'er enjoys th' antroubled breast

With Virtue's tranquil wisdom blest ;

With hope the gloomy hour can cheer.

And temper happiness with tear. FRANCIS.

ALMET, the Dervise, who watched the sacred

lamp in the sepulchre of the Prophet, as h

one day rose up from the devotions of the

morning, which he had performed at the gate of

the temple with his body turned towards the

east, and his forehead on the earth, saw before

him a man in splendid apparel, attended by a

long retinue, who gazed stedfastly at him with

a look of mournful complacence, and seemed

desirous to speak, but unwilling to offend.

The Dervise, after a short silence, advanced,

and saluting him with the calm dignity which

independence confers upon humility, requested

that he would reveal his purpose.
" Almet," said the stranger,

" thou seest

before thee a man, whom the hand , of pros

perity has overwhelmed with wretchedness.

Whatever I once desired as the means of happi

ness, I now possess ; but I am not yet happy, ana

therefore I despair. I regret the lapse of time,

because it glides away without enjoyment : and
as I expect nothing in the future but the vanities

of the past, I do not wish that the future should

arrive. Yet I tremble lest it should be cut off;

and my heart sinks when I anticipate the

moment, in which eternity shall close over the

vacuity of my life like the sea upon the path of

a ship, and leave no traces of my existence more

durable than the furrow which remains after

the waves have united. If in the treasures of

thy wisdom there is any precept to obtain

felicity, vouchsafe it to me : for this purpose am
I come; a purpose which yet I feared to reveal,

lest like all the former, it should be disappoint

ed." Almet listened, with looks of astonish

ment and pity, to this complaint of a being, in

whom reason was known to be a pledge of

immortality ; but the serenity of his countenance

soon returned; and stretching out his hand

toward heaven,
"
Stranger," said he,

" the

knowledge which I have received from the

Prophet, I will communicate to thee."

As I was sitting one evening at the porch of

the temple pensive and alone, mine eye wan
dered among the multitude that was scattered

before me ;
and while I remarked the weariness

and solicitude which was visible in every coun

tenance, I was suddenly struck with a sense of

their condition. Wretched mortals, said I, to

what purpose are you busy ? if to produce hap

piness, by whom is it enjoyed? Do the linens

of Egypt, and the silks of Persia, bestow felicity

on those who wear them, equal to the wretch

edness of yonder slaves whom I see leading the

camels that bring them? Is the fineness of the

texture, or the splendour of the tints, regarded
with delight by those to whom custom has ren

dered them familiar ? or can the power of habit

render others insensible of pain, who live only
to traverse the desert ; a scene of dreadful uni

formity, where a barren level is bounded only

by the horizon : where no change of prospect,
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or variety of images, relieves the traveller from

a sense of toil and danger, of whirlwinds which

in a moment may bury him in the sand, and of

thirst which the wealthy have given half their

possessions to allay ? Do those on whom here

ditary diamonds sparkle with unregarded lustre,

gain from the possession what is lost by the

wretch who seeks them in the mine ; who lives

excluded from the common bounties of nature
;

to whom even the vicissitude of day and night
is not known ; who sighs in perpetual darkness,

and whose life is one mournful alternative of

insensibility and labour ? If those are not hap

py who possess, in proportion as those are

wretched who bestow, how vain a dream is

the life of man ! and, if there is, indeed, such

difference in the value of existence, how shall

we acquit of partiality the hand by which this

difference has been made ?

While my thoughts thus multiplied, and my
tieart burned within me, I became sensible of a

sudden influence from above. The streets and

the crowds of Mecca disappeared ; I found my
self sitting on the declivity of a mountain, and

perceived at my right hand an angel, whom I

knew to \>8 Azoran the minister of reproof.

When I saw him, I was afraid. I cast mine

eye upon the ground, and was about to depre
cate his anger, when he commanded me to be

silent. " Almet," said he,
" thou hast devoted

thy life to meditation, that thy counsel might
deliver ignorance from the mazes of error, and

deter presumption from the precipice of guilt ;

but the book of nature thou hast read without

understanding : it is again open before thee :

look up, consider it, and be wise."

I looked up, and beheld an inclosure, beauti

ful as the gardens of Paradise, but of a small

extent. Through the middle, there was a green
walk ; at the end, a wild desert ; and beyond,

impenetrable darkness. The walk was shaded

with trees of every kind, that were covered at

once with blossoms and fruit; innumerable

birds were singing in the branches ; the grass

eas intermingled with flowers, which impreg
nated the breeze with fragrance, and painted

the path with beauty : on one side flowed a
'

gentle transparent stream, which was just heard

to murmur over the golden sands that sparkled
|

at the bottom ;
and on the other were walks

and bowers, fountains, grottoes, and cascades,

which diversified the scene with endless variety,

bat did not conceal the bounds.

While I was gazing in a transport of delight

and wonder on this enchanting spot, I perceiv

ed aman stealing along the walk with a thought
ful and deliberate pace: his eyes were fixed

upon the earth, and his arms crossed on his bo

som
; he sometimes started, as if a sudden pang

had seized him ; hfs countenance expressed soli

citude and terror ;
he looked round with a sigh,

and having gazed a moment on the desert that

lay before him, he seemed as if he wished to

stop, but was impelled forwards by some invisi

ble power : his features however soon settled

,
again into a calm melancholy; his eye was

j
again fixed on the ground, and he went on, as

j

before, with apparent reluctance, but without
emotion. I was struck with this appearance;
and turning hastily to the angel, was about to

inquire, what could produce such infelicity in a

being, surrounded with every object that could

gratify every sense; but he prevented my re

quest :
" The book of nature," said he,

" is

before thee; look up, consider it and be wis/>."

I looked, and beheld a valley between two
mountains that were craggy and barren ; on
the path there was no verdure, and the moun
tains afforded no shade ; the sun burned in the

zenith, and every spring was dried up ; but the

valley terminated in a country that was plea
sant and fertile, shaded with woods, and adorn

ed with buildings. At a second view, I dis

covered a man in this valley, meagre indeed and

naked, but his countenance was cheerful, and
his deportment active : he kept his eye fixed

upon the country before him, and looked as if

he would have run, but that he was restrained,

as the other had been impelled, by some secret

influence: sometimes, indeed, I perceived a

sudden expression of pain, and sometimes he

stopped short as if his foot was pierced by the

asperities of the way ; but the sprightliness of

his countenance instantly returned, and he

pressed forward without appearance of repining
or complaint.

I turned again toward the angel, impatient
to inquire from what secret source happiness
was derived, in a situation so different from

that in which it might have been expected ; hut

he again prevented my request:
" Almet,"

said he,
" remember, what thou hast seen, and

let this memorial be written upon the tablets oi'

thy heart. Remember, Almet, that the world

in which thou art placed, is but the road to an

other; and that happiness depends not upon the

path, but the end : the value of this period of

thy existence is fixed by hope and fear. The
wretch who wished to linger in the garden, who
looked round upon its limits with terror, was
destitute of enjoyment, because he was destitute

of hope, and was perpetually tormented by the

dread of losing that which yet he did not enjoy :

the song of the birds had been repeated till it

was not heard, and the flowers had so often re

curred that their beauty was not seen ; the

river glided by unnoticed ; and he feared to lift

up his eye to the prospect, lest he should behold

the waste that circumscribed it. But he that

toiled through the valley was happy, because he

looked forward with hope. Thus, to the so

journer upon earth, it is of little moment,
whether the path he treads be strewed with

flowers or with thorns, if he perceives himself
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to approach those regions, in comparison of
j

which the thorns and the flowers of this wilder- '

ness lose their distinction, and are both alike

impotent to give pleasure or pain.
" What then has Eternal Wisdom unequally

distributed ? That which can make every station

happy, and without which every station must

be wretched, is acquired by Virtue, and Virtue

5s possible to all. Remember, Almet, the vision !

which thou hast seen ; and let my words be

written on the tablet of thy heart, that thou
j

mayesfc direct the wanderer to happiness, and

justify God to men."
While the voice of Azoran was yet sounding I

in my ear, the prospect vanished from before

me, and I found myself again sitting at the

porch of the temple. The sun was gone down, \

the multitude was retired to rest, and the solemn
j

quiet of midnight concurred with the resolution !

of my doubts to complete the tranquillity of my |

mind.

Such my son, was the vision which the pro

phet vouchsafed me, not for my sake only, but

for thine. Thou hast sought felicity in temporal

things ; and, therefore, thou art disappointed.

Let not instruction be lost upon thee, as the seal

of Mahomet in the well of Aris : but go thy

way, let thy flock clothe the naked, and thy table

feed the hungry ; deliver the poor from oppres

sion, and let thy conversation be above. Thus
shalt thou "

rejoice in Hope," and look forward

60 the end of life as the consummation of thy

felicity.

Almet, in whose breast devotion kindled as he

spake, returned into the temple, and the stranger

departed in peace.

No. 115.] TUESDAY, DEC. 11, 1753.

Scriblmns indocti doctique. HOR.

All dare to write, who can or cannot read.

THEY who have attentively considered the his-

iory of mankind, know that every age has its

peculiar character. At one time, no desire is

/elt but for military honours
; every summer

affords battles and sieges, and the world is filled

with ravage, bloodshed, and devastation : this

sanguinary fury at length subsides, and nations

are divided into factions by controversies about

points that will never be decided. Men then

grow weary of debate and altercation, and apply
themselves to the arts of profit ; trading com

panies are formed, manufactures improved, and

navigation extended ; and nothing is any longer

thought on, but the increase arid preservation of

pioperty, the artifices of getting money, and the

I'leasares of spending it.

The present age, if we consider chiefly th

state of our own country, may be styled, with

great propriety, The Age of Authors
; for, per

haps, there never was a time, in which men of

all degrees of ability, of evrykind of education,
of every profession and employment, were post

ing with ardour so general to the press. The

province of writing was formerly left to those,

who by study, or appearance of study, were

supposed to have gained knowledge unattainable

by the busy part of mankind
; but in these en

lightened days, every man is qualified to instruct

every other man ; and he that beats the anvil,

or guides the plough, not content with supplying

corporal necessities, amuses himself in the hours

of leisure with providing intellectual pleasures
for his countrymen.

It may be observed, that of this, as of other

evils, complaints have been made by every gene
ration ; but though it may, perhaps, be true,

that at all times more have been willing than

have been able to write, yet there is no reason

for believing, that the dogmatical legions of the

present race were ever equalled in number by
any former period ; for so widely is spread the

itch of literary praise, that almost every man is

an author, either in act or in purpose; has either

bestowed his favours on the public, or withholds

them, that they may be more seasonably offered,

or made more worthy of acceptance.

In former times, the pen, like the sword, was
considered as consigned by nature to the hands

of men ; the ladies contented themselves with

private virtues and domestic, excellence ; and a

female writer, like a female warrior, was con

sidered as a kind of eccentric being, that de

viated, however illustriously, from her due

sphere of motion, and was, therefore, rather

to be gazed at with wonder, than counte

nanced by imitation. But as the times past

are said to have seen a nation of Amazons, who
drew the bow and wielded the battle axe, form

ed encampments and wasted nations ; the revo

lution of years has now produced a generation

of Amazons of the pen, who with the spirit of

their predecessors have set masculine tyranny
at defiance, asserted their claim to the regions

of science, and seem resolved to contest the

usurpations of virility.

Some, indeed, there are of both sexes, who
are authors only in desire, but have not yet

attained the power of executing their inten

tions ; whose performances have not arrived at

bulk sufficient to form a volume, or who have

not the confidence, however impatient of name
less obscurity, to solicit openly the assistance of

the printer. Among these are the innumerable

correspondents of public papers, who are always

offering assistance which no man will receive",,

and suggesting hints that are never taken, and

who complain loudly of the perverseness and

arrogance of authors, lament their insensiWlhy
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of their own interest, and fill the coffee-houses

with dark stories of performances by eminent

hands, which have heen offered and rejected.

To what cause this universal eagerness of

writing can be properly ascribed, I have not

yet been able to discover. It is said, that every
art is propagated in proportion to the rewards

conferred upon it ;
a position from which a

stranger would naturally infer, that literature

was now blessed with patronage far transcend

ing the candour or munificence of the Augustin
age; that the road to greatness was open to

none but authors, and that by writing alone

riches and honour were to be obtained.

But since it is true, that writers, like other

competitors, are very little disposed to favour

one another, it is not to be expected, that at a
[

time, when every man writes, any man will
j

patronize; and, accordingly, there is not one i

that I can recollect at present, who professes the

least regard for the votaries of science, invites ,

the addresses of learned men, or seems to hope
for reputation from any pen but his own.
The cause, therefore, of this epidemical con

spiracy for the destruction of paper, must re

main a secret ; nor can I discover, whether we
owe it to the influences of the constellations, or

the intemperature of seasons ; whether the long
continuance of the wind at any single point, or

intoxicating vapours exhaled from the earth, |

have turned our nobles and our peasants, our

soldiers and traders, our men and women, all ,

into wits, philosophers, arid writers.

It is, indeed, of more importance to search
j

out the cure than the cause of this intellectual

malady; and he would deserve well of his
j

country, who, instead of amusing himself with
j

conjectural speculations, should find means of

persuading the peer to inspect his steward's

accounts, or repair the rural mansion of his an

cestors, who could replace the tradesman behind

his counter, and send back the farmer to the

mattock and the flail.

General irregularities are known in time to

remedy themselves. By the constitution of

ancient Egypt, the priesthood was continually

increasing, till at length there was no people be

side themselves ; the establishment was then
j

dissolved, and the number of priests was reduced
and limited. Thus among us, writers will,

perhaps be multiplied, till no readers will be

found, and then the ambition of writing must

necessarily cease.

But, as it will be long before the cure is thus

gradually effected, and the evil should be stop-
(

ped, if it be possible, before it rises to so great a

height, I could wish that both sexes would fix

their thoughts upon some salutary considera

tions, which might repress their ardour for that

reputation which not one of many thousands is

fated to obtain.

Let it be deeply impressed and frequently re

collected, that he who has not obtained the pro

per qualifications of an author, can have no ex

cuse for the arrogance of writing, but the power
of imparting to mankind something necessary
to be known. A man uneducated or unlettered

may sometimes start a useful thought, or make
a lucky discovery, or obtain by chance some se

cret of nature, or some intelligence of facts, of

which the most enlightened mind may be igno
rant, and which it is better to reveal, though by
a rude and unskilful communication, than to.

lose for ever by suppressing it.

But few will be justified by this plea; for of

the innumerable books and pamphlets that have
overflowed the nation, scarce one has made any
addition to real knowledge, or contained more
than a transposition of common sentiments and
a repetition of common phrases.

It will be naturally inquired, when the man.
who feels an inclination to write, may venture
to suppose himself properly qualified ; arid, since

every man is inclined to think well of his own
intellect, by what test he may try his abilities*

without hazarding the contempt or resentment
of the public.

The first qualification of a writer is a perfect

knowledge of the subject which he undertakes

to treat
; since we cannot teach what we do not

know, nor can properly undertake to instruct

others while we are ourselves in want of

instruction. The next requisite is, that he be
master of the language in which he delivers his

sentiments ;
if he treats of science and demon

stration, that he has attained a style, clear, pure,
nervous and expressive ; if his topics be probable
and persuasory, that he be able to recommend
them by the superaddition of elegance and

imagery, to display the colours of varied

diction, and pour forth the music of modulated

periods.

If it be again inquired, upon what principle*

any man shall conclude that he wants these

powers, it may be readily answered, that no
end is attained but by the proper means ; he only
can rationally presume that he understands a

subject, who has read and compared the writers

that have hitherto discussed it, familiarized

their arguments to himself by long meditation,
consulted the foundations of different systems,
and separated truth from error by a rigorous
examination.

In like manner, he only has a right to suppose
that he can express his thoughts, whatever they

are, with perspicuity or elegance, who has care

fully perused the best authors, accurately noted

their diversities of style, diligently selected the

best modes of diction, and familiarized them "by

long habits of attentive practice.

No man is a rhetorician or philosopher by
chance. He who knows that he undertakes to

write on questions which he has never studied,

may without hesitation determine, that
,
he it
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a"bout to waste his own time and that of his

reader, and expose himself to the derision of

those whom he aspires to instruct ; he that

without forming his style by the study of the

best models, hastens to obtrude his compositions

on the public, may be certain that whatever

hope or flattery may suggest, he shall shock the

learned ear with barbarisms, and contribute,

wherever his work shall be received, to the

depravation of taste and the corruption of

language.
T.

No. 116.] SATURDAY, DEC. 15, 1753.

JEstuat ingens
Jmo in corde pudor, mixtoque insania luctu,

Et furiis agitatus amor, et conscia virtus.

Vine,

Rage boiling from the bottom of his breast,

And sorrow mix'd with shame his soul opprest.
And conscious worth lay labouring in his thought ;

And love byjealousy to madness wrought.
DRYDEN.

THUNDER and a ghost have been frequently
introduced into tragedy by barren and mechan
ical play-wrights, as proper objects to impress
terror and astonishment, where the distress has

not been important enough to render it probable
that, nature would interpose for the sake of the

sufferers, and where these objects themselves

have not been supported by suitable sentiments.

Thunder has, however, been made use of with

great judgment and good effect by Shakspeare,
to heighten and impress the distresses of Lear.

The venerable and wretched old king is

driven out by both his daughters, without

necessaries and without attendants, not only
in the night, but in the midst of a most dreadful

storm, and on a bleak and barren heath. On
his first appearance in this situation, he draws
an artful and pathetic comparison betwixt the

severity of the tempest and of his daughters :

Rumble thy belly full ! spit, fire ! spout, rain !

Nor rain, wind, thunder, fire, are my daughters.
I tax not you, ye elements, with unkindness

;

I never gave you kingdom, called you children :

You owe me no subscription. Then let fall

Your horrible pleasure. Here I stand your slave
;'

A poor, infirm, weak, and despised old man J

Unwhipt of justice ! Hide thee, thou blooiy hand
;

Thou perjured, and thou similar of virtue

That art incestuous !

Close pent-up guilts

Rive your concealing continents, and cry
These dreadful suimnoners grace!

He adds with reference to his own case,

-I am a man
More sinn'd against, than sinning.

Kent most earnestly entreats him to enter a

hovel which he had discovered on the heath
;

and on pressing him again and again to take

shelter there, Lear exclaims

Wilt break my heart?

Much is contained in these four words; as if he

had said, "the kindness and the gratitude of

this servant exceeds that of my own children.

Though I have given them a kingdom, yet have

they basely discai-ded me, and suffered a head so

old and white as mine to he exposed to this

terrible tempest, while this fellow pities and

would protect me from its rage. I cannot bear

this kindness from a perfect stranger; it breaks

my heart." All this seems to be included in

that short exclamation, which another writer,

less acquainted with nature, would have dis

played at large : such a suppression ofsentiments

plainly implied, is judicious and affecting. The
reflections that follow are drawn likewise from

an intimate knowledge of man:

When the mind's free,

The body's delicate ; the tempest in my mind
Doth from my senses take all feeling else,

Save what beats there

Here the remembrance of his daughters' beha

viour rushes upon him, and he exclaims, full of

the idea of its unparalleled cruelty,

Filial ingratitude !

Is it not, as this mouth should tear this hand
For lifting food to't

He then changes his style, and vows with

impotent menaces, as if still in possession of

the power he had resigned, to revenge himself

on his oppressors, and to steel his breast with

fortitude :

But I'll punish home.

No, I will weep no more !

The storm continuing with equal violence,
But the sense of his sufferinSs returns again,

he drops for a moment the consideration of his
|

and he for ets the ^solution he had formed the

own miseries, and takes occasion to moralize

on the terrors which such commotions of nature

should raise in the breast of secret and un

punished villany:

Trtmble, thou wretch,
That bast within thee undivulged crimes

moment before :

In such a night,

To shut me out 1 Pour on, I will endure
In such a night as this ?

! At which, with a beautiful apostrophe, .he

suddenly addresses himself to his absent daug.li-
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ters, tenderly reminding them of the favours he

had so lately and so liberally conferred upon
them :

O Regan, Gonerill,

Your old kind father; whose frank heart gave all!

O that way madness lies ! let me shun that ;

No more of that !

The turns of passion in these few lines are so

quick and so various, that I thought they merit

ed to be minutely pointed out by a kind of per

petual commentary.
The mind is never so sensibly disposed to pity

the misfortune of others, as when it is itself

subdued and softened by calamity. Adversity j

diffuses a kind of sacred calm over the breast,

that is the parent of thoughtfulness and medita

tion. The following reflections of Lear in his

next speech, when his passion has subsided for

a short interval, are equally proper and strik

ing:

Poor naked wretches, wheresoe'er ye are,

That bide the pelting of this pityless storm J

How shall your houseless heads, and unfed sides,

Your loop'd and widow'd raggedness, defend you
From seasons such as these !

He concludes with a sentiment finely suited to
j

his condition, and worthy to be written in char

acters of gold in the closet of every monarch

upon earth :

O ! I have ta'en

Too little care of this. Take physic, pomp 1

Expose thyself to feel what wretches feel ;

That thou may'st shake the superilux to them,

And show the Heavens more just !

Lear being at last persuaded to take shelter in

the hovel, the poet has artfully contrived to

lodge there Edgar, the discarded son of Glou

cester, who counterfeits the character and habit

of a mad beggar, haunted by an evil demon, and

whose supposed sufferings are enumerated with

an inimitable wildness of fancy ;
" Whom the

foul fiend hath led through fire, and through

flame, through ford and whirlpool, over bog and

quagmire; that hath laid knives under his

pillow, and halters in his pew ;
set ratsbane by

his porridge; made him proud of heart, to ride

on a bay trotting horse over four-inched bridges,

to course his own shadow for a traitor. Bless

thy five wits, Tom's a cold!" The assumed

madness of Edgar, and the real distraction of

Lear, form a judicious contrast.

Upon perceiving the nakedness and wretched

ness of this figure, the poor king asks a question

that I never could read without strong emotions

of pity and admiration:

What! have his daughters brought him to this pass ?

Couldst thou save nothing 1 Didst thou give them

all?

And when Kent assures him, that the

hath no daughters, he hastily answers

Death, traitor, nothing could have subdued nature

To such a lowness, but his unkind daughtera.

Afterwards, upon the calm contemplation of

the misery of Edgar, he breaks out into the

following serious and pathetic reflection. " Thou
wert better in thy grave, than to answer with

thy uncovered body this extremity of the skies.

Is man no more than this ? Consider him well.

Thou owest the worm no silk, the beast no hide,

the sheep no wool, the cat no perfume. Ha !

here's three of us are sophisticated. Thou art

the thing itself: unaccommodated man is no
more than such a poor, bare, forked animal as

thou art. Off, off, you lendings ! Come, un
button here."

Shakspeare has no where exhibited more in

imitable strokes of his art, than in this uncom
mon scene ;

where he has so well conducted

even the natural jargon of the beggar, and the

jestings of the fool, which in other hands must
have sunk into burlesque, that they contribute

to heighten the pathetic to a very high degree.

The heart of Lear having been agitated and

torn by a conflict of such opposite and tumul

tuous passions, it is not wonderful that his
" wits should now begin to unsettle." The first

plain indication of the loss of his reason, is his

calling Edgar,
" a learned Theban ;" and tell

ing Kent, that " he will keep still with his

philosopher." When he next appears, he

imagines he is punishing his daughters. The

imagery is extremely strong, and chills one witi.

horror to read it :

To have a thousand with red burning spits

Come hissing in upon them !
-

As the fancies of lunatics have an extraordi

nary force and liveliness, and render the objects

of their frenzy as it were present to their eyes,

Lear actually thinks himself suddenly restored

to his kingdom, and seated in judgment to try

his daughters for their cruelties :

I'll see their trial first ; bring in the evidence ;

Thou robed man of justice, take thy place ;

And thou, his yoke fellow of equity,

Bench by his side. You are of the commission,
Sit you too. Arraign her first, 'tis Gonerill-
And here's another, whose wrapt looks proclaim
What store her heart is made of

Here he imagines that Regan escapes out cf hit

hands, and he eagerly exclaims,

Stop her there.

Arms, arms, sword, fire Corruption in the place!

False justicer, why hast thou let her 'scape Y

A circumstance follows that is strangely mov
ing indeed; for he fancies that his favourite
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domestic creatures, that used to fawn upon and

caress him, and of which he wtis eminently

fond, have now their tempers changed, and join

to insult him :

-The little dogs and all,

Tray, Blanch, and Sweet-heart, see! they bark at

me.

He again resumes his imaginary power, and

orders them to anatomize Regan;
" See what

breeds about her hean Is there any cause in

nature that makes these hard hearts ! You,

Sir," speaking to Edgar,
" I entertain for one

of my Hundred ;" a circumstance most artfully

introduced to remind us of the first affront he

received, and to fix our thoughts on the causes

of his distraction-

General criticism is on all subjects useless

and unentertaining ; but it is more than com

monly absurd with respect to Shakspeare, who
must be accompanied step by step, and scene by
scene, in his gradual developments of charac

ters and passions, and whose finer features must
be singly pointed out, if we would do complete

justice to his genuine beauties. It would have

been easy to have declared, in general terms,
" that the madness of Lear was very natural

and pathetic;" and the reader might then have

escaped, what he may, perhaps, call a multitude

of well-known quotations : but then it had been

impossible to exhibit a perfect picture of the

secret workings and changes of Lear's mind,
which vary in each succeeding passage, and
which render an allegation of each particular
sentiment absolutely necessary.

Z.

No. 117.] TUESDAY, DEC. 19, 1753.

Nequicquam patrias tentasti lubricus artes.

Caught in the train which thou thyself hast laid.

DRYDEN.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

I WILL not anticipate the subject of this letter,

by relating the motives from which I have
written it

; nor shall I expect it to be published,
if, when you have read it, you do not think that
it contains more than one topic of instruction.

My mother has been dead so long that I do
not remember her; and when I was in my
eighteenth year, I was left an orphan with a
fortune of twenty thousand pounds at my own
disposal. I have been often told, that I am
handsome ; and I have some reasons to believe

it to be true, which are very far from gratifying

my vanity or conferring happiness.
I was soon addressed by many lovers, from

among whom I selected Hilario, the elder bro

ther of a good family, whose paternal estate was

something more than equivalent to my fortune.

Hilario was universally admired as a man of

sense ; and to confess the truth, not much less

as a man of pleasure. His character appeared
to rise in proportion as it was thought to en

danger those about him
; he derived new dig

nity, not only from the silence of the men, but
the blushes of the ladies ; and those, whose wit
or virtue did not suffer by the admission of such
a guest, were honoured as persons who could

treat upon equal terms with a hero, who was
become formidable by the number of his con

quests : his company, therefore, was courted by
all whom their fears did not restrain

; the rest

considered him as moving in a sphere above

them, and, in proportion as they were able to

imitate him, they became vicious and petulant
in their own circle.

I was myself captivated with his manner and\

conversation; I hoped that upon Understand-
\

ing I should be able to ingraft Virtue ; I was 1

rather encouraged than cautioned by my friends
; j

and after a few months' courtship I became his
j

wife.

During a short time all my expectations were

gratified, and I exulted in my choice. Hilario

was at once tender and polite; present pleasures
were heightened by the anticipation of future ;

my imagination was perpetually wandering
among the scenes of poetry and romance ; I ap
propriated every luxurious description of happy
lovers ; and believed, that whatever time should
take from desire, would be added to compla
cency; and that in old age we should only ex

change the tumultuous ecstacy of love, for the

calm, rational, and exalted delights of friendship,
which every year would increase by new reci

procations of kindness, more tried fidelity and

implicit confidence.

But from this pleasing dream it was not long
before I awaked. Although it was the whole

study of my life to unite my pleasures with those

of Hilario, to regulate my conduct by his will,
and thus prolong the felicity which was reflected

from his bosom to mine ; yet his visits abroad in

which I was not a party became more frequent,
and his general behaviour less kind. I per
ceived that when we were alone his mind was
often absent, and that my prattle became irk

some : my assiduities to recover his attention,
and excite him to cheerfulness, were sometimes
suffered with a cold civility, sometimes wholly
neglected, and sometimes peevishly repressed as

ill-timed officiousness, by which he was rather
disturbed than obliged. I was, indeed, at length
convinced, with whatever reluctance, that

neither my person nor my mind had any charm
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l"hat could stand in competition with variety ;

and though, as I remember, 1 never even with my
looks upbraided him, yet I frequently lamented i

myself, and spent those hours in which I

was forsaken by Hilario in solitude and tears.

But my distress still increased, and one in

jury made way for another. Hilario, almost

as soon as he ceased to be kind, became jealous;

he knew that disappointed wishes, and the re

sentment which they produce, concur to render

beauty less solicitous to avoid temptation, and

less able to resist it: and as I did not complain
of that which he knew I could not but discover,

he thought he had greater reason to suspect that

I made reprisals : thus his sagacity multiplied

his vices, and my virtue defeated its own purpose.

Some maxims, however, which I had gather
ed from novels and plays, were still uppermost
in my mind. I reflected often upon the arts of

Amanda, and the persevering tenderness and

discretion of Lady Easy ; and, I believed, as I

had been taught, by the sequel of every story,

that they could not be practised without success,

but against sordid stupidity and obdurate ill-

nature ; against the Brutes and the Sullens,

whom, on the contrary, it was scarce a crime to

punish, by admitting a rake of parts to pleasures

of which they were unworthy.

f
/vFrom such maxims, and such examples, I,

therefore, derived some hope. I wished ear

nestly to detect Hilario in his infidelity ;
that

in the moment of conviction I might rouse his

sensibility of my wrongs, and exalt his opinion
of my merit ; that I might cover him with con

fusion, melt him with tenderness, and double his

obligations by generosity.
The opportunity for which I had so often

wished, but never dared to hope, at length ar

rived. I learned by accident one morning, that

he intended to go in the evening to a masque
rade ; and I immediately conceived a design to

discover his 'dress, and follow him to the

theatre; to single him out, make some advances,

and, if possible, bring on an assignation, where

in the ardour of his first address I might strike

him with astonishment by taking off my mask,

reprove him without reproach, and forgive him
without parade, mingling with the soft distress

of violated affection the calm dignity of injured
virtue.

My imagination was fired with these images
which I was impatient to realize. My pride,

which had hitherto sustained me above com

plaint, and thrown a veil of cheerfulness over

my distress, would not suffer me to employ an
assistant in the project I had undertaken ;

because this could not be done without revealing

my suspicions, and confiding my peace to the

breast of another, by whose malice or caprice it

might be destroyed, and to whom I should,

therefore, be brought into the most slavish sub

jection, without insuring the secrecy of which

my dependence would be the price. I, there-

fore, resolved at whatever risk of disappointment
or detection, to trace him to the warehouse
where his habit was to be hired, and discover

that which he should choose myself.
He had ordered his chariot at eleven : I,

therefore, wrapped myself up in an undress,
and sat alone in my room till I saw him drive

from the door. I then came down, and as soon

as he had turned into St. James's street, which
was not more than twenty yards, I went after

him, and meeting with a hackney coach at the

end of the street, I got hastily into it, and
ordered the driver to follow the chariot at somt

distance, and to stop when it stopped.
I pulled up both the windows

; and after half

an hour spent in the most tormenting suspense
and anxiety, it stopped at the end of Tayistock
street. 1 looked hastily out of the window,
hiding my face with my handkerchief, and saw
Hilario alight at the distance of about forty

yards, and go into a warehouse of which I could

easily distinguish the sign. I waited till he

came out, and as soon as the chariot was out of

sight I discharged the coach, and going imme

diately to the warehouse that Hilario had left,

I pretended to want a habit for myself. I saw

many lying upon the counter, which I supposed
had been brought out for Hilario's choice ;

about these, therefore, I was very inquisitive,

and took particular notice of a very rich

Turkish dress, which one of the servants took

up to put away. When I saw he was about tc

remove it, I asked hastily whether it was hired,

and learned with unspeakable satisfaction, that

it had been chosen by the gentleman who was

just gone. Thus far I succeeded to the utmost

of my hopes, not only by discovering Hilario's

dress, but by his choice of one so very remark
able ; for if he had chosen a domino, my scheme

would have been rendered impracticable : be

cause in a domino I could not certainly have

distinguished him from others.

As I had now gained the intelligence I

wanted, I was impatient to leave the shop;
which it was not difficult to do, as it was just

filled with ladies from two coaches, and the

people were in a hurry to accommodate them.

My dress did not attract much notice, nor pro
mise much advantage ; I was, therefore, willing

ly suffered to depart, upon slightly leaving word

that I would call again.

When I got into the street I considered that

it would not have been prudent to have hired

a habit, where Hilario would either come to

dress, or send for that which he had hired for

himself: I, therefore, took another coach at the

end of Southampton street, and went to a shop

near the Hay-market, where I had before pur

chased a capuchin and some other trifles, and

where I knew habits were to be hired, though

not in so public a manner as at other places.
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I HOw returned home; and such was the joy

and expectation which my success inspired, that

1 had forgot I had succeeded only in an attempt,

tor which I could find neither motive nor apo

logy hut in my wretchedness.

During the interval between my return and

the time when the doors of the theatre were to

be opened, I suffered the utmost inquietude and

impjitience. I looked every moment at my
watch, could scarce believe that it did not by
some accident go too slow, and was continually

listening to discover whether it had not stop

ped ;
but the lingering hour at length arrived ;

and though I was among the first that entered,

yet it was not long before 1 singled out my vic

tim, and found means to attract his regard.

I had, when I was at school, learned a way
of expressing the alphabet with my fingers,

which I have since discovered to be more gene

rally known than at that time I imagined.

Hilario, during his courtship, had once observed

me using it to a lady who had been my school

fellow, and would never let me rest till I had

taught it him. In this manner I saw my Turk

conversing with a Nun, from whom he sud

denly turned with an appearance of vexation

and disappointment. I thought, this a favour

able opportunity to accost him
; and, therefore,

as he passed by me, I pulled him gently by the

sleeve, and spelled with my fingers the words,
" 1 understand." At first I was afraid of being
discovered by showing my art ; but I reflected,

that it would effectually secure me from being
discovered by my voice, which I considered as

the more formidable danger. I perceived that

he was greatly pleased; and after a very short

conversation, which he seemed to make a point
of continuing in the manner I had begun, an

assignation was made, in consequence of which

we proceeded in chairs to a bagnio near Covent-
Garden. During this journey my mind was in

great agitation ; and it is difficult to determine

whether pleasure or pain was predominant. I

did not, however, fail to anticipate my triumph
in the confusion of Hilario; I conceived the

manner and the terms in which I would ad

dress him, and exult in the superiority which I

phould acquire by this opposition of his character
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Animorum

, et cteca magnaque ciipidine ducti. Juv.

By blind impulse of eager passion driven.

HE ^r& rtady to receive me wheu my chair

was brought into the entry, and giving ine Ha
hand, led me hastily up stairs. As soon as we
entered the room he shut the door, and, taking?

off his mask, ran to me with the utmost impa
tience to take off mine. This was the impor
tant moment ;

but at this moment I discovered,

with inexpressible astonishment and terror, thai

the person with whom I was alone in a brothel,

was not Hilario, but Caprinus, a wretch that I

well remembered to have seen among the rakes

that he frequently brought to his table.

At this sight, so unexpected and so dreadful,

I shrieked aloud, and threw myself from him
into an easy chair that stood by the bedside.

Caprinus, probably believing I had fainted,

hastily tore away my mask to give me air. At
the first view of my face, he started back, and

gazed at me with the same wonder that had

fixed my eyes upon him. But our amazement

was the next moment increased ; for Hilario,

who had succeeded in his intrigue, with what

ever lady, happened to be in the next room, and,

either alarmed by the voice of distress, or know

ing it to be mine, rushed in at the door which

flew open before him; but, at the next step,

stood fixed in the same stupor of astonishment

which had seized us. After a moment's recol

lection, he came up to me, and, dragging me to

the candle, gazed steadfastly in my face with a

look so frightful as never to be forgotten ; it was

the pale countenance of rage, which contempt
had distorted with a smile ; his lips quivered,

and he told me, in a voice scarce articulate, that

though I might well he frighted at having
stumbled upon an acquaintance, whom I doubt

ed whether I could trust, yet I. should not have

screamed so loud.
"

After this insult, he quit

ted me with as much negligence as he could

assume ; and bowing obsequiously to Caprinus,
told him,

" that he would leave me to his care."

Caprinus had not sufficient presence of mind to

reply; nor had I power to make anyt&ttempt,
either to pacify or retain Hilario.

When he was gone I burst into tears, but

was still unable to speak. From this agony

Caprinus laboured to relieve me ;
and I began

to hope, that he sincerely participated my dis

tress : Caprinus, however, soon appeared to be

chiefly solicitous to improve what, with respect

to himself, he began to think a fortunate mis

take. He had no conception, that I intended

an assignation with my husband ;
but believed,

like Hilario, that I had mistaken the person
for whom my favours were intended ; while he

lamented my distress and disappointment,

therefore, he pressed my hand with ardour,

wished that he had been thought worthy of my
confidence and my love; and to facilitate hir

design upon the wife of his friend, declared

himself a man of honour, and that he would

maintain the character at the hazard of his

life.
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To such an address, in such circum stance?,
what could 1 reply ? Grief had disarmed my
resentment, and the pride of suspected virtue

had forsaken me. 1 expressed myself, not in

reproaches but complaints ; and abruptly dis

engaging myself from him, I adjured him to tell

me, "how he had procured his habit, and

whether it had not been hired by Hilario?" He
Beeined to be struck with the question, and the

manner iu which I urged it : "I hired it," said

he, "myself, at a warehouse in Tavistock

street; but when 1 came to demand it, I was
told it had been the subject of much confusion

ind dispute. When I made my agreement, the

master was absent ;
and the servant neglecting

to acquaint him with it at his return, he after

wards, in the absence of the servant, made the

same agreement with another; but 1 know not

with whom ;
and it was with great difficulty

that he was brought to relinquish his claim,

after he had been convinced of the mistake."

I now clearly discovered the snare in which

I had been taken, and could only lament that it

was impossible to escape. Whether Capri n us

began to conceive my design, or whether he was

indeed touched at my distress, which all his

attempts to alleviate increased, I know not ;

but he desisted from farther protestations and

importunity, and at my earnest request procured
me a chair, and left me to my fortune.

I now reflected, with inconceivable anguish,

upon the change which a few hours had made
in my condition. I had left my house in the

height of expectation, that in a few hours I

should add to the dignity of an untainted re

putation the felicity of conjugal endearments.

I returned disappointed and degraded ; detected

in all the circumstances of guilt, to which I had
not approached even in thought ; having justified

the jealousy which I sought to remove, and

forfeited the esteem which I hoped to improve to

veneration. With these thoughts I once more
entered my dressing room, which was on the

same floor with my chamber, and in less than

half an hour I heard Hilario come in.

He went immediately to his chamber; and

being told that I was in the next room, he

locked the door, but did not go to bed, for I

could hear him walk backward and forward all

the night.

Early in the morning I sent a sealed billet to

him by his valet ; for.I had not made a confidante,

even ofmy woman : it contained only a pressing

intreaty to be heard, and a solemn asseveration

of my innocence, which I hoped it would not be

impossible to prove. He sent me a verbal

answer, that I might come to him : to him,

therefore, I went, not as a judge but a criminal :

not to accuse him whom I knew to be guilty,

but to justify myself whom I knew to be

iuuocent ; and at this moment I Avould have

given the world to have been restored to that

state which the day before I had thought in

tolerable.

T found him in great agitation, which yet he
laboured to conceal. I, therefore, hasted tu

relate my project, the motives from which it

was undertaken, and the means by which it had
been disappointed. He heard me with calrnnes.
and attention, till I related the particular of the

habit : this threw him into a new fit of jealousy
and starting from his seat,

" What," said he,
" have you paid for this intelligence ? Of whom
could you learn it, but the wretch with whon:
I left you? Did he not, when he found yoc
were disappointed of another, solicit for him
self?" Here he paused for my reply ; and as I

could not deny the fact, I was silent ; my in

violable regard for truth was mistaken for the

confusion of guilt, and equally prevented my
justification. His passion returned with yet

greater violence. "I know," said he, "that

Caprinus related this incident, only that yon
might be enabled to impose upon my credulity
and that he might obtain a participation of the

favours which you lavished upon others ; but I

am not thus to be deceived by the concurrence

of accident with cunning, nor reconciled to the

infamy you have brought upon my name."
With this injurious reproach he would have left

me ; but I caught hold of him, and intreated

that he would go with me to the warehpuse,
where the testimony of persons, wholly disin

terested, might convince him that I was there

immediately after him, arid inquired which
dress he had chosen. To this request he replied,

by asking me, in a peremptory tone,
" Whether

Caprinus had not told me where the habit was
hired?" As I was struck with the suddenness

and the design of the question, I had not

fortitude to confess a truth which yet I disdain

ed to deny. Hilario again triumphed in the

successful detection of my artifices; and told me,
with a sneer of insupportable contempt ard

derision, that "he, who had so kindly directed

me to find my witnesses, was too able a solicitor,

not to acquaint them what testimony they wer
to give."

Expostulation was now at an end, and 1

disdained to intreat any mercy under the im

putation of guilt. All that remained, therefore,

was still to hide my wretchedness in my bosom ;

and, if possible, to preserve that character

abroad, which I had lost at home. But this

I soon found to be a vain attempt ; it was im

mediately whispered, as a secret, that "
Hilaric,

who had long suspected me of a criminal corre

spondence, had at length traced me from the

masquerade to a bagnio, and surprised me with

a fellow." It was in vain for me to attempt

the recovery of my character by giving another

turn to this report, for the principal facts I
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could not deny ; and those who appeared to be

most my friends, after they had attended to

what they call nice distinctions and minute cir

cumstances, could only say, that it was a dark

affair, and they hoped I was not so guilty as

was generally believed. I was avoided by my
female acquaintance as infamous : if I went

abroad, I was pointed out with a whisper, and

a nod; and if I staid at home, I saw no face but

my servants. Those, Avhose levity I had silently

censured by declining to practise it, now rer

venged themselves of the virtue by which they

were condemned, and thanked God they had

never yet picked up fellows, though they were

not so squeamish as to refuse going to a ball.

But this was not the worst; every libertine,

whose fortune authorized the insolence, was

now making me offers of protection in nameless

scrawls, and feared not to solicit me to adultery ;

they dared to hope I should accept their pro

posal by^directing to A. B., who declares, like

Caprinus, that he is a man of honour, and will

not scruple to run my husband through the

body, who now, indeed, thought himself au

thorized to treat me with every species of cruelty

but blows, at the same time that his house was

a perpetual scene of lewdness and debauchery.

Reiterated provocation and insult soon became

intolerable : I therefore applied to a distant re

lation, who so far interested himself in my be

half as to obtain me a separate maintenance,
with which I retired into the country, and in

this world have no hope but to perpetuate my
obscurity.

In this obscurity, however, your paper is

known; and I have communicated an adven

ture to the Adventurer, not merely to indulge

complaint, or gratify curiosity, but because I

think it confirms some principles which you
have before illustrated.

Those who doubt of a future retribution,

may reflect, that I have been involved in all the

miseries of guilt, except the reproach of con

science and the fear of hell, by an attempt which

was intended to reclaim another from vice, and
obtain the reward of my own virtue.

My example may deter others from venturing
to the verge of rectitude, and_assuming tlie.ap-

On tSfTother hand, those,

who judge of mere appearances, without charity,

may remark, that no conduct was ever con

demned with less show of injurious severity,
nor yet with less justice than mine. Whether

my narrative will be believed, indeed, I cannot

determine ; but where innocence is possible, it

is dangerous to impute guilt, because,
" with

whatsoever judgment men judge they shall be

judged ;" a truth which, if it were remembered
and believed by all who profess to receive it

upon Divine authority, would impose silence

upon the censorious, and extort candour from
the selfish. And, I hope, that the ladies, who

read my story, will never hear, but with indig

nation, that the understanding of a libertine it

a pledge of reformation ; for his life cannot be

known without abhorrence, nor shared without

ruin.

1 am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

DESDEJIONA.
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Latins regnes, avidum domando

Spiritum, quam si Lybiam remotis

Gadibusjungas, et uterqne ftenui

Seruiat ujii. Hcs.

By virtue's precepts to control

The thirsty cravings of the soul,

Is over wider realms to reign
Unenvied monarch, than if Spain
You could to distant Lybia join,

A.nd both the Carthages were thine. FRANCIS.

WHEN Socrates was asked,
" which of mortal

men was to be accounted nearest to the gods in

happiness?" he answered,
" that man who is in

want of the fewest things."
In this answer, Socrates left it to be guessed

by his auditors, whether, by the exemption from

want, which was to constitute happiness, be

meant amplitude of possessions or contraction of

desire. And, indeed, there is so little difference

between them, that Alexander the Great con

fessed the inhabitant of a tub the next man to

the master of the world ; and left a declaration

to future ages, that, if he were not Alexander,

he should wish to be Diogenes.

:
These two states, however, though they re

semble each other in their consequence, differ

widely with respect to the facility with which

they may be attained. To make great acquisi

tions can happen to very few ; and in the un

certainty of human affairs, to many it will bo

incident to labour without reward, and to lose

what they already possess by endeavours to

make it more ; some will always want abilities,

and others opportunities to accumulate wealth.

It is, therefore, happy, that nature has allowed

us a more certain and easy road to plenty ; every

man may grow rich by contracting his wishes,

and by quiet acquiescence in what has been given

him supply the absence of more.

Yet so far is almost every man from emula

ting the happiness of the goda, by any other

means than grasping at their power, that it

seems to be the great business of life to create

wants as fast as they are satisfied. It has been

long observed by moralists, that every man

squanders or loses a great part of that life, of

which every man knows and deplores the short-
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ness : aud it may be remarked with equal just

ness, that though every man laments his own

insufficiency to his happiness, and knows him
self a necessitous and precarious being, inces

santly soliciting the assistance of others, and

feeling wants which his own art or strength
cannot supply ; yet there is no man, who does

not, by the superaddition of unnatural cares,

render himself still more dependant; who does

not create an artificial poverty, and suffer him
self to feel pain for the want of that, of which,
when it is gained, he can have no enjoyment.

It must, indeed, be allowed, that as we lose

part of our time because it steals away silent

and invisible, and many an hour is passed be

fore we recollect that it is passing ; so unnatural

desires insinuate themselves unobserved into

the mind, and we do not perceive that they are

gaining upon us, till the pain which they give

us awakens us to notice. No man is sufficiently

vigilant to take account of every minute of his

life, or to watch every motion of his heart.

Much of our time likewise is sacrificed to cus

tom ; wo trifle, because we see others trifle : in

the same manner we catch from example the

contagion of desire ; we see all about us busied

in pursuit of imaginary good, and begin to bustle

in the same chase, lest greater activity should

triumph over us.

It is true, that to man, as a member of so

ciety, many things become necessary, which,

perhaps, in a state of nature are superfluous;

and that many things, not absolutely necessary,

are yet so useful and convenient, that they can

not easily be spared. I will make yet a more

ample and liberal concession. In opulent states

and regular governments, the temptations to

wealth and rank, and to the distinctions that

follow them, are such as no force of understand

ing finds it easy to resist.

If, therefore, I saw the quiet of life disturbed

only by endeavours after wealth and honour ;

by solicitude, which the world, whether justly

or not, considered as important, I should scarce

ly have had courage to inculcate any precepts of

moderation and forbearance. He that is engag

ed in a pursuit, in which all mankind profess

to be his rivals, is supported by the authority

of all mankind in the prosecution of his design,

and will, therefore, scarcely stop to hear the

lectures of a solitary philosopher. Nor am I

certain, that the accumulation of honest gain

ought to be hindered, or the ambition of just

honours always to be repressed. "Whatever can

enable the possessor to confer any benefit upon

others, may be desired upon virtuous principles ;

and we ought not too rashly to accuse any man
of intending to confine the influence of his ac

quisitions to himself.

But, if we look round upon mankind, whom
shall we find among those that fortune permits
to form their own manners, that is not tor

menting himself with a wish for something, of

which all the pleasure and all the benefit will

cease at the moment of attainment? One maa
is beggaring his posterity to build a house,

which, when finished, he never will inhabit;
another is levelling mountains to open a pros
pect, which, when he has once enjoyed it, ha
can enjoy no more; another is painting ceil

ings, carving wainscot, and filling his apart
ments with costly furniture, only that som

neighbouring house may not be richer or fine?

than his own.

That splendour and elegance are not desir

able, I am not so abstracted from life as to in

culcate ; but if we inquire closely into the reason

for which they are esteemed, we shall find them
valued principally as evidences of wealth. No
thing, therefore, can show greater depravity of

understanding, than to delight in the sho%v

when the reality is wanting ; or voluntarily to

become poor, that strangers may for a tmpe
imagine us to be rich.

But there are yet minuter objects and more

trifling anxieties. Men may be found, who are

kept from sleep by the want of a shell particu

larly variegated ;
who are wasting their lives,

in stratagems to obtain a book in a language

which they do not understand ; who pine with

envy of the flowers of another man s parterre;
who hover like vultures round the owner of a

fossil, in hopes to plunder his cabinet at his

death ; and who would riot much regret to see

a street in flames, if a box of medals might be

scattered in the tumult.

He that imagines me to speak of these sagea
in terms exaggerated and hyperbolical, has con

versed but little with the race of virtuosos. A
slight acquaintance with their studies, and a

few visits to their assemblies, would inform

him, that nothing is so worthless, but that pre

judice and caprice can give it value; nor any

thing of so little use, but that by indulging an

idle competition or unreasonable pride, a man

may make it to himself one of the. necessaries of

life.

Desires like these, I may surely, without

incurring the censure of moroseness, advise

every man to repel when they invade his mind ;

or, if he admits them, never to allow them any
greater influence, than is necessary to give petty

employments the power of pleasing, and diver

sify the day with slight amusements.

An ardent wish, whatever be its object, will

always be able to interrupt tranquillity. What
we believe ourselves to want, torments us not

in proportion to its real value, but according

to the estimation by which we have rated it in

our own minds ; in some diseases the patient

has been observed to long for food, which scarce

any extremity of hunger would in health have

compelled him to swallow ;
but while his orgnni

were thus depraved the craving was imsistiblt,
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nor could any rest be obtained till it was ap

peased by compliance. Of the same nature are

the irregular appetites of the mind ; though

they are often excited by trifles, they are equally

disquieting with real wants : the Roman, who

wept at the death of his lamprey, felt the same

degree of sorrow that extorts tears on other

occasions.

Inordinate desires, of whatever kind, ought
to be repressed upon yet a higher consideration

;

they must be considered as enemies not only to

happiness but to virtue. There are men among
those commonly reckoned the learned and the

wise, whMKpare no stratagems to remove a

competitor at an auction, who will sink the

price of a rarity at the expense of truth, and

whom it is not safe to trust alone in a library

or cabinet. These are faults, which the frater

nity seem to look upon as jocular mischiefs, or

to think excused by the violence of the tempta
tion ; but I shall always fear that he, who
accustoms himself to fraud in little things,

wants only opportunity to practise it in greater;

"he that has hardened himself by killing a

sheep," says Pythagoras,
" will with less re

luctance shed the blood of a man."
To prize every thing according to its real use,

ought to be the aim of a rational being. There

are few things which can much conduce to hap

piness; and, therefore, few things to be ardently
desired. He that looks upon the business and

bustle of the world, with the philosophy with
which Socrates surveyed the fair at Athens,
will turn away at last with his exclamation,
" How many things are here which I do not

want !"

T.
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Ultima semper
Erpectanda dies homini, dicique beatus

Ante obitum nemo supremaque funera debet.

OVID.

But no frail man, however great or high,
Can be concluded bless'd before he die.

ADDISON.

THE numerous miseries of human life have ex

torted in all ages a universal complaint. The
wisest of men terminated all his experiments in

search of happiness, by the mournful confession,
that " all is vanity ;" and the ancient Patri

archs lamented, that " the days of their pilgri

mage were few and evil."

There is, indeed, no topic on which it is more

superfluous to accumulate authorities, nor any
assertion of which our own eyes will more easi

ly discover, or our sensations more frequently

impress the truth, than that misery is the lot of

man, that our present state is a state of danger
and infelicity.

When we take the most distant prospect of

life, what does it present us but a chaos of un-

happiness, a confused and tumultuous scene of

labour and contest, disappointment and defeat ?

If we view past ages in the reflection of history,
what do they offer to our meditation but crimes

and calamities? One year is distinguished by a

famine, another by an earthquake ; kingdoms
are made desolate, sometimes by wars, and
sometimes by pestilence ; the peace of the world
is interrupted at one time by the caprices of a

tyrant, at another by the rage of a conqueror.
The memory is stored only with vicissitudes of

evil ; and the happiness, such as it is, of one

part of mankind, is found to arise commonly
from sanguinary success, from victories which
confer upon them the power, not so much of

improving life by any new enjoyment, as of

inflicting misery on others, and gratifying their

own pride by comparative greatness.

But by him that examines life with a more
close attention, the happiness of the world will

be found still less than it appears. In some
intervals of public prosperity, or to use terms

more proper, in some intermissions of calamity,
a general diffusion of happiness may seem to

overspread a people ; all is triumph and exulta

tion, jollity and plenty; there are no public
fears and dangers, and " no complainings in the

streets." But the condition of individuals is

very little mended by this general calm
; pain,

and malice, and discontent still continue their

havoc; the silent depredation goes incessantly
forward

; and the grave continues to be filled

by the victims of sorrow.

He that enters a gay assembly, beholds the

cheerfulness displayed in every countenance,
and finds all sitting vacant arid disengaged with
no other attention than to give or to receive

pleasure, would naturally imagine, that he had
reached at last the metropolis of felicity, the

place sacred to gladness of heart, from whence
all fear and anxiety were irreversibly excluded.

Such, indeed, we may often find to be the opi
nion of those, who from a lower station look up
to the pomp and gayety which they cannot
reach : but who is there of those who frequent
these luxurious assemblies, that will not confess

his own uneasiness, or cannot recount the vexa
tions and distresses that prey upon the lives of

his gay companions ?

The world, in its best state, is nothing more
than a larger assembly of beings, combining to

counterfeit happiness which they do not feel,

employing every art and contrivance to embellish

life, and to hide their real condition from the

eyes of one another.

The species of happiness most obvious to the

2 Z
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observation of others is that which depends

upon the goods of fortune ; yet even this is

often fictitious. There is in the world more

poverty than is generally imagined ; not only
because many whose possessions are large have

desires still lai'ger, and many measure their

wants hy the gratifications which others enjoy ;

but great numbers are pressed by real necessities

which it is their chief ambition to conceal, and

are forced to purchase the appearance of compe
tence and cheerfulness at the expense of many
comforts and conveniences of life.

Many, however, are confessedly rich, and

many more are sufficiently removed from all

danger of real poverty ; but it has been long ago
remarked that money cannot purchase quiet;

the highest of mankind can promise themselves

no exemption from that discord or suspicion, by
which the sweetness of domestic retirement is

destroyed ;
and must always be even more

exposed, in the same degree as they are elevated

above others, to the treachery of dependents,
the ^calumny of defamers, and the violence of

opponents.
Affliction is inseparable from our present

state ; it adheres to all the inhabitants of this

world, in different proportions indeed, but with

an allotment which seems very little regulated

by our own conduct. It has been the boast of

some swelling moralists, that every man's

fortune was in his own power ; that prudence

supplied the place of all other divinities ; and

that happiness is the unfailing consequence of

virtue. But, surely, the quiver of Omnipotence
is stored with arrows, against which the shield

of human virtue, however adamantine it has

been boasted, is held up in vain : we do not

always suffer by our crimes : we are not always

protected by our innocence.

A good man is by no means exempt from the

danger of -suffering by the crimes of others ;

even his goodness may raise him enemies of

implacable malice and restless perseverance ; the

good man has never been warranted by Heaven
from the treachery of friends, the disobedience

of children, or the dishonesty of a wife ; he may
see his cares made useless by profusion, his

instructions defeated by perverseness, and his

kindness rejected by ingratitude ; he may languish
under the infamy of false accusations, or perish

reproachfully by an unjust sentence.

A good man is subject, like other mortals,

to all the influences of natural evil : his harvest

is not spared by the tempest, nor his cattle by
the murrain ; his house flames like others in a

conflagration : nor have his ships any peculiar

power of resisting hurricanes : his mind, how-
ever elevated, inhabits a body subject to innume
rable casualties, of which he must always share

the dangers and the pains ; he bears about him
the seeds of disease, and may linger away a great

part of his life under the tortures of the gout or

stone; at one time groaning with insufferable

anguish, at another dissolved in listlessness and

languor.
From this general and indiscriminate distri

bution of misery, the moralists have always
derived one of their strongest moral arguments
for a Future State ;

for since the common
events of the present life happen alike to the

good and bad, it follows from the Justice of the

Supreme Being, that there must be another state

of existence, in which a just retribution shall be

made, and every man shall be happy and

miserable according to his works.

The miseries of life may, pernaps, afford sonm

proof of a future state, compared as well with

the Mercy as the Justice of God. It is scarcely

to be imagined, that Infinite Benevolence would

create a being capable of enjoying so much more
than is here to be enjoyed, and qualified by
nature to prolong pain by remembrance, and

anticipate it by terror, if he were not designed

for something nobler and better than a state in

which many of his faculties can serve only for

his torment ; in which he is to be importuned

by desires that can never be satisfied, to feel

many evils which he had no power to avoid,

and to fear many which he shall never feel :

there will surely come a tin*e, when every

capacity of happiness shall be filled, and none

shall be wretched but by his own fault.

In the mean time, it is by affliction chiefly

that the heart of man is purified, and that the

thoughts are fixed upon a better state. Pros

perity, allayed and imperfect as it is, has power
to intoxicate the imagination, to fix the mind

upon the present scene, to produce confidence

and elation, and to make him who enjoya
affluence and honours forget the hand by which

they were bestowed. It ia seldom that we are,

otherwise than by affliction, awakened to a

sense of our own imbecility, or taught to know
how little all our acquisitions can conduce to

safety or to quiet; and how justly we may
ascribe to the superintendence of a Higher

Power, those blessings which in the wanton

ness of success we considered as the attainments

of our policy or courage.

Nothing confers so much ability to resist the

temptations that perpetually surround us, as a

habitual consideration of the shortness of life,

and the uncertainty of those pleasures that

solicit our pursuit ; and this consideration can

be inculcated only by affliction. " O Death !

how bitter is the remembrance of thee, to a man
that lives at ease in his possessions." If our

present state were one continued succession of

delights, or one uniform flow of calmness and

tranquillity, we should never willingly think

upon its end ; death would then surely surprise

us as "a thief in the night;" and our task o.

duty would remain unfinished, till "the nigb

came when no man can work."
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While affliction thus prepares us for felicity.,

rre may console ourselves under its pressures,

by remembering, that they are no particular

marks of divine displeasure; since all the dis

tresses of persecution have been suffered by

those, "of whom the world was not worthy;"

and the Redeemer of mankind himself was " a

man of sorrows and acquainted with grief."

T.
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Arma virumque cano, Trojts qui primus ab oris

Italiamfato profugus, Lavinaque venit

Litora. Multum ille et terrisjactatus et alto;

Malta quoque et bello passus.-
VIRG.

Arms and the man I sing, -who forced by fate,

Expell'd and exiled, left the Trojan shore.

Long labours, both by sea and land, he bore,

And in the doubtful war. DRYDEN.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

A FEW nights ago, after I came home from the

tavern, 1 took up the first volume of your

papers, which at present is deposited near the

plbow-chair in my chamber, and happened to

read the fifth number, which contains the nar

rative of a Flea. After I fell asleep, I imagined
the hook still to lie open before me, and that, at

the bottom of the page, I saw not a Flea but a

Louse, who addressed me with such solemnity
af accent, that it brought to my mind some ora

tions which I had formerly heard in Saint Ste

phen's chapel.

Sir, said he, it has been remarked by those

who have enriched themselves from the mines

of knowledge by deep researches and laborious

study, that sublunary beings are all mortal, and

that life is a state of perpetual peril and inquie

tude : such, indeed, hitherto has been my ex

perience ;
and yet I do not remember, that I

have brought calamity upon myself by any un
common deviations either from virtue or pru
dence.

I was hatched in the head of a boy about

eight years old, who was placed under the care

of a parish-nurse, and educated at the charity-

school. In this place, as in a populous city, I

soon obtained a settlement ; and as our state of

adolescence is short, I had in a, few months a

numerous family. This, indeed, was the hap
piest period of my life

;
I suffered little appre

hension from the comb or the razor, and fore

saw no misfortune, except that our country
should be overstocked, and we should be com

pelled to wander, like the Barbarians of the

north, in search of another. But it happened
that the lord of our soil, in an evil hour, went
with some of his companions to Highgate. Just

at the top of the hill was a stage and a mounte

bank, where several feats of wit and humour
were performed by a gentleman with a gridiron

upon his back, who assisted the doctor in his

vocation. We were presently in the midst of

the crowd, and soon after upon the stage ; which
the boy was persuaded to ascend, that by a sud

den stroke of conjuration, a great quantity of

gold might be conveyed under his hat. Under
his hat, however, the dexterous but mischievous

operator, having imperceptibly conveyed a rot

ten egg, clapped his hand smartly upon it, and
showed the aurum potabile running down on

each side, to the unspeakable delight of the be

holders ; but to the great disappointment of the

boy, and the total ruin of our community.
It is impossible to describe the confusion and

distress which this accident instantly produced

among us : we were at once buried in a quag,

intolerably noisome, and insuperably viscid:

those who had been overturned in its passage,

found it impossible to recover their situation :

and the few who, happening to lie near the

borders of the suffusion, had with the utmost

efforts of their strength crawled to those parts

which it had not reached, laboured in vain to

free themselves from shackles, which every mo
ment became more strong as the substance which

formed them grew more hard, and threatened

in a short time totally to deprive them of all

power of motion. I was myself among this

number, and cannot now even recollect my
situation without shuddering at my danger. In
the meantime, the candidate for enchanted gold,

who in the search of pleasure had found only-

dirt and hunger, weariness and disappointment,

reflecting that his stolen holiday was at an end,

returned forlorn and disconsolate to his nurse.

The nose of this good woman was soon offend

ed by an unsavoury smell, and it was not long
before she discovered whence it proceeded. A
few questions, and a good thump on the back,

brought the whole secret to light, and the delin

quent, that he might be at once purified and

punished, was carried to the next pump, where
his head was held under the spout till he had

received the discipline of a pickpocket. He was
indeed very near being drowned ; but his suffer

ings were nothing in comparison of ours. We
were overwhelmed with a second inundation

;

the cataracts, which burst upon us with a noise

tenfold more dreadful than thunder, swept us

by hundreds before them, and the few that re

mained would not have had strength to keep
their hold against the impetuosity of the torrent,

if it had continued a few minutes longer. 1
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was still among those that escaped; and after

we had a little recovered from our fright, we
found that if we had lost our friends, we
were released from the viscous durance which

our own strength could never have broken. We
were also delivered from the dread of an emi-

oration and a famine; and taking comfort in

these reflections, we were enabled to reconcile

ourselves, without murmuring, to the fate of

those who had perished.

But the series of misfortunes which I have

been doomed to suffer, without respite, was now

begun. The next day was holy Thursday; and

the stupendous being, who, without labour,

carried the ruins of our state in procession to

the bounds of his parish, thought fit to break

his wand into a cudgel as soon as he came home.

This he was impatient to use ; and in an en

gagement with an adversary, who had armed
himself with the like weapon, he received a

stroke upon his head, by which my favourite

wife and three children, the whole remains of

my family, were crushed to atoms in a moment.
I was myself so near as to be thrown down by
the concussion of the blow ; and the boy imme

diately sci'atching his head to alleviate the smart,
was within a hair of destroying me with his

nail.

I was so terrified at this accident, that I crept
down to the nape of his neck, where I continued

all the rest of the day ; and at night, when he

retired to eat his crust of bread in the chimney-
corner, I concluded that I should at least be

safe till the morning, and therefore began my
repast, which the dangers and misfortunes of the

day had prevented. Whether having long fasted

my bite was more keen than usual, or whether
1 had made my attack in a more sensible part,
I cannot tell ; but the boy suddenly thrust up
his fingers with so much speed and dexterity,
that he laid hold of me, and aimed with all his

force to throw me into the fire ; in this savage

attempt he would certainly have succeeded, if I

had not stuck between his finger and his nail,

and fell short upon some linen that was hang
ing to dry.
The woman, who took in washing, was em

ployed by a laundress of some distinction
; and

it happened that I had fallen on the shift sleeve

of a celebrated toast, who frequently made her

appearance at court. I concealed myself with

great caution in the plaits, and the next night
had the honour to accompany her into the draw

ing-room, where she was surrounded by rival

beauties, from whom she attracted every eye,

and stood with the utmost composure of mind
and countenance in the centre of admiration and

desire. In this situation I became impatient of

confinement, and after several efforts made my
way out by her tucker, hoping to have passed on

under her handkerchief to her head ; but in this

I was disappointed, for handkerchief she

had none. I was not, however, willing to go
back, and as my station was the principal object
of the whole circle, I was soon discovered by
those who stood near. They gazed at me with

eager attention, and sometimes turned towards
each other with very intelligent looks ; but of

this the lady took no notice, as it was the com
mon effect of that profusion of beauty whick
she had been used to pour upon every eye ; the

emotion, however, at length increased till she
observed it, and glancing her eye downward
with a secret exultation, she discovered the
cause: pride instantly covered those cheeks with
blushes which modesty had forsaken : and as I

was now become sensible of my danger, I was
hasting to retreat. At this instant a young
nobleman, who perceived that the lady was be

come sensible of her disgrace, and who, perhaps,

thought that it might be deemed an indecorum
to approach the place where 1 .stood with his

hand in a public assembly, stooped down, and

holding up his hat to his face, directed so violent

a blast towards me from his mouth, that I

vanished before it like an atom in a whirlwind ;

and the next moment found myself in the toupee
of a battered beau, whose attention was en

grossed by the widow of a rich citizen, with
whose plumb he hoped to pay his debts and pro
cure a new mistress.

In this place the hair was so thin that it

scarce afforded me shelter, except a single row
of curls on each side, where the powder and

grease were insuperable obstacles to my pro
gress : here, however, I continued near a week,
but it was in every respect a dreadful situation.

I lived in perpetual solicitude and danger, se

cluded from my species, and exposed to the
cursed claws of the valet, who persecuted me
every morning and every night. In the morn

ing, it was with the utmost difficulty that I

escaped from being kneaded up in a lump of

pomatum, or squeezed to death between the

burning forceps of a crisping iron ; and at night,
after I had with the utmost vigilance and dex

terity evaded the comb, I was still liable to be
thrust through the body with a pin.

I frequently meditated my escape, and formed

many projects to effect it, which I afterwards

abandoned either as dangerous or impracticable.
I observed that the valet had a much better

head of hair than his master, and that he some
times wore the same bag ; into the bag, there

fore, one evening I descended with great cir

cumspection, and was removed with it: nor

was it long before my utmost expectations were

answered, for the valet tied on my dormitory to

his own hair the very next morning, and I

gained a new settlement.

But the bag was not the only part of the

master's dress which was occasionally appro

priated by the servant, who being soon afte*

my exploit detected in wearing a laced freak
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before it had been left off, was turned away
at a minute's warning, and despairing to obtain

a character, returned to the occupation in which

he had been bred, and became journeyman to a

barber in the city, who, upon seeing a specimen

of his skill to dress hair a-la-mode de la cour,

was willing to receive him without a scrupulous

examination of his morals.

This change in the situation of my patron
was of great advantage to me; for I began to

have more company and less disturbance. But

among other persons whom he attended every

morning to shave, was an elderly gentleman of

great repute for natural knowledge, a fellow of

many foreign societies, and a profound adept in

experimental philosophy. This gentleman,

having conceived a design to repeat Leuen-

hoeck's experiments upon the increase of our

species, inquired of the proprietor of my dwel

ling, if he could help him to a subject. The
man was at first startled at the question ; but

it was no sooner comprehended, than he pulled

out an ivory comb, and produced myself and

two associates, one of whom died soon after of

the hurt he received.

The sage received us with thanks, and very

carefully Conveyed us into his stocking, where,

though it was not a situation perfectly agree

able to our nature, we produced a numerous

progeny. Here, however, I suffered new ca

lamity, and was exposed to new danger. The

philosopher, whom a sedentary and recluse life

had rendered extremely susceptible of cold,

would often sit with his shins so near the fire,

that we were almost scorched to death before

we could get round to the calf for shelter. He
was also subject to frequent abstractions of

mind ;
and at these times many of us have been

miserably destroyed by his broth or his tea,

which he would hold so much on one side that

it would run over the vessel, and overflow us

\vith a scalding deluge from his knee to his

ancle: nor was this all; for when he felt the

smart he would rub the part with his hand,
without reflecting upon his nursery, till he had
crushed great part of those who had escaped.

Still, however, it was my fortune to survive for

new adventures.

The philosopher, among other visitants whose

curiosity he was pleased to gratify, was some
times favoured with the company of ladies : for

j

the entertainment of a lady it was my misfor

tune to be one morning taken from my family
when I least suspected it, and secured in the

apparatus of a solar microscope. After I had
contributed to their astonishment and diversion

near an hour, I was left with the utmost inhu

manity and ingratitude to perish of hunger,
Immured between the two pieces of isinglass

through which I had been exhibited. In this

condition I remained three days and three

nights; and shouli certainly have perished in

the fourth, if a boy about seven years old, who
was carelessly left alone in the room, had not

poked his finger through the hole in which I

was confined, and once more set me at liberty.
I was, however, extremely weak, and, the

window being open, I was blown into tho

street, and fell on the uncovered perriwig of a

doctor of physic, who had just alighted to visit

a patient. This was the first time I had ever

entered a perriwig ;
a situation which I scarce

less deprecate than the microscope : I found it a

desolate wilderness, without inhabitants and
without bounds. I continued to traverse it

with incredible labour, but I knew not in what
direction, and despaired of being ever restored

either to food or rest. My spirits were at

length exhausted, my gripe relaxed, and I fell

almost in a state of insensibility from the verge
of the labyrinth in which I had been bewilder
ed, into the head of a patient in the hospital,
over whom, after my fall, I could just perceive
the doctor leaning to look at his tongue.

By the warmth and nourishment which this

place afforded me I soon revived. I rejoiced
at my deliverance, and thought I had nothing
to fear but the death of the patient in whose
head I had taken shelter.

I was, however, soon convinced of my mis
take

; for among other patients in the same
ward was a child about six years old, who hav
ing been put in for a rupture, had fallen into

the jaundice : for this disease the nurse, in the
absence of the physician, prescribed a certain

number of my species to be administered alive

in a spoonful of milk. A collection was imme
diately made, and I was numbered among the

unhappy victims which ignorance and inhu

manity had thus devoted to destruction : I was

immerged in the potion, and saw myself ap
proach the horrid jaws that I expected would
the next moment close over me ; not but that,
in this dreadful moment, I had some languid

hope of passing the gulph unhurt, and finding
a settlement at the bottom. My fate, however,
was otherwise determined : for the child, in a

fit of frowardness and anger, dashed the spoon
out of the hand of the nurse ; and after incredi

ble fatigue I recovered the station to which I
had descended from the doctor's wig.

I was once more congratulating myself on
an escape almost miraculous, when I was alarir *

ed by the appearance of a barber, with all il fe

dreadful apparatus of his trade. I soon foiled

that the person whose head I had chosen for an

asylum was become delirious, and that the hair

was by the physician's order to be removed for

a blister.

Here my courage totally failed, and all my
hopes forsook me. It happened, however, that

though I was entangled in the suds, yet I was

deposited unhurt upon the operator's shaving
cloth ; from whence, as he was sbaviii you
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this night, I gained your shoulder, and have

this moment crawled out from the plaits of your

stock, which you have just taken off and laid

upon this tabl<j. Whether this event be fortunate

or unfortunate, time only can discover
; hut I

still hope to find some dwelling, where no comb
shall ever enter, and no nails shall ever scratch ;

which neither pincers nor razor shall approach ;

where I shall pass the remainder of life in

perfect security and repose, amidst the smiles of

society and the profusion i>f plenty.

At this hope so extravagant and ridiculous,
j

uttered with such solemnity of diction and

manner, I burst into a fit of immoderate

laughter that awaked me; but my mirth was

instantly repressed by reflecting, that the life of

man is not less exposed to evil ; and that all his

expectations of security and happiness in tern-
j

poral possessions are equally chimerical and !

absurd.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

DORMITOR.

122.] SATURDAY, JAN. 5, 1754

Telephus et Peleus, cum pauper et exul uterque,

J'rojicit ampullas, et sesquipedalia verba,
Si curat cor spectantis tetigisse querela.

HOR.

Tragedians toe lay by their state to grieve:
Peleus and Telephus, exiled and poor,

Forget their swelling and gigantic words :

He that -would have spectators share his grief,

Must write not only well hut movingly.
ROSCOMMON.

MADNESS being occasioned by a close and con

tinued attention of the mind to a single object,

Shakspeare judiciously represents the resignation

of his crown to daughters so cruel and Unnatural,

as the particular idea which has brought on the

distraction of Lear, and which perpetually
recurs to his imagination, and mixes itself with

all his ramblings. Full of this idea, therefore,

he breaks out abruptly in the fourth act :

" No, they cannot touch me for coining ; I am
the king himself." He believes himself to be

raising recruits, and censures the inability and

unskilfulness of some of his soldiers :
" There's

your press-money. That fellow handles his

bow like a crow-keeper : draw me a clothier's

yard. Look, look, a mouse ! Peace, peace ; this

piece of toasted cheese will do it." The art of

our poet is transcendent in thus making a

passage that even borders on burlesque, strongly

expressive of the madness he is painting. Lear

suddenly thinks himself in the field :
" there's

Bay gauntlet I'll prove it on a giant :" and that

he has shot his arrow successfully :
" O well-

flown barb ! i'th' clout, i'th' clout ; hewgh ! giva

the word." He, then recollects the falsehood and

cruelty of his daughters, and breaks out in some

pathetic reflections on his old age, and on the

tempest to which he was so lately exposed :

" Ha ! Gonerill ! ha ! Regan ! They flattered

me like a dog, and told me, I had white hairi

on my beard, ere the black ones were there.

They say, ay, and no, to every thing that 1 said

ay and no too, was no good divinity. When
the rain came to wet me once, and the wind to

make me chatter ; when the thunder would not

peace at my bidding : there 1 found 'em, there I

smelt 'em out. Go to, they're not men of their

words : they told me 1 was every thing : 'tis a

lie, I am not ague-proof!" The impotence of

royalty to exempt its possessor, more than the

meanest subject, from suffering natural evils is

here finely hinted at.

His friend and adherent Gloster, having
been lately deprived of sight, inquires if the

voice he hears is not the voice of the king:
Lear instantly catches the word, and replies

with great quickness,

Ay, every inch a king :

When I do stare, see how the subject quakes !

1 pardon that man's life. What was thy cause ?

Adultery 1 no, thou shalt not die ! die for adultery I

H then makes some very severe reflections on
the hypocrisy of lewd and abandoned women,
and adds,

"
Fie, fie, fie ; pah, pah ; Give me an

ounce of civet, good apothecary, to sweeten my
imagination:" and as every object seems to b

present to the eyes of the lunatic, he thinks he

pays for the drug: "there's money for thee!"

Very strong and lively also is the imagery in a

succeeding speech, where he thinks himself

viewing his subjects punished by the proper
officer :

Thou rascal bedel, hold thy bloody hand:

Why dost thou lash that whore? strip thy own
back;

Thou hotly lust'st to use her in that kind

For which thou whip'st herl

This circumstance leads him to reflect on the

efficacy of rank and power, to conceal and

palliate profligacy and injustice; and this fine

satire is couched in two different metaphors,
that are carried on with much propriety and

elegance :

Through tatter'd clothes small vices do appear;
Robes and furr'd gowns hide all. Plate sin with

gold,

And the strong lance of justice hurtless breaks;

Arm it in rags, a pigmy's straw doth pierce it.

We are moved to find that Lear has some faiEt

knowledge of his old and faithful courtier.

If thou wilt weep my fortunes, take my eyes.

I know thee well enough ; thy name is G-OstCT
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The advice he then gives him is very affecting :

Thoa must he patient; we came crying hither :

Thou know'st, the first time that we smell the air,

We wawle and cry
When we are born, we cry that we are come
To this great stage of fools !

This tender complaint of the miseries of human
life bears so exact a resemblance with the fol

lowing passage of Lucretius, that I cannot for

bear transcribing it :

Vagltuque locum lugubri complet, ut tequum est,

Cui tantum in vita restet transire malorum.

Then with distressful cries he fills the room,
Too sure presages of his future doom. DRY DEN.

It is not to be imagined that our author copied
from the Roman ; on such a subject it is almost

impossible but that two persons of genius and

sensibility must feel and think alike. Lear

drops his moralities, and meditates revenge :

It were a delicate stratagem to shoe

A troop of horse with felt. I'll puft in proof;
And when I've stolen upon these sons-in-law,

Then kill, kill, kill, kill, kill, kill.

The expedient is well suited to the character of

a lunatic, and the frequent repetitions of the

word "
kill," forcibly represent his rage and

desire of revenge, and must affect an intelligent

audience at once with pity and terror. At this

instant Cordelia sends one of her attendants to

protect her father from the danger with which
he is threatened by her sisters : the wretched

king is so accustomed to misery, and so hopeless
of succour, that when the messenger offers to

lead him out, he imagines himself taken captive
and mortally wounded.

No rescue ? what a prisoner? I am e'en

The nat'ral fool of fortune: usa me well,

You shall have.ransom. Let me have surgeons ;

I am cut to the brain.

Cordelia at length arrives; an opiate is ad

ministered to the king, to calm the agonies and

agitations of his mind; and a most interesting
interview ensues between this daughter that

was so unjustly suspected of disaffection, and
the rash and mistaken father. Lear, during his

slumber, has been arrayed in regal apparel, and
is brought upon the stage in a chair, not recov

ered from his trance. I know not a speech
more truly pathetic than that of Cordelia when
she first sees him :

Had you not been their father, these white flakes

Did challenge pity of them. Was this a face

To be exposed against the warring winds 1

The dreadfulness of that night is expressed by

a circumstance of great humanity; for which
kind of strokes Shakspeare is as eminent as fur

his poetry :

My very enemy's dog,

Though he had bit me, should have stood that night

Against my fire. And wast thou fain, poor father,

To hovel thee with swine, and rogues forlorn,

In short and musty straw ?

Lear begins to awake ; but his imagination is

still distempered, and his pain exquisite ;

You do me wrong to take me out o' th' grave.
Thou art a soul in bliss ; but I am bound

Upon a wheel of fire, that mine own t^ars

Do scald like molten lead -

When Cordelia in great affliction asks him if

he knows her, he replies,

You are a spirit, I know; when did you die?

This reply heightens her distress ; but his sen

sibility beginning to return, she kneels to him,
and begs his benediction. I hope I have no

readers that can peruse his answer without

tears :

-Pray do not mock me :

I am a very foolish, fond old man,
Fourscore and upward ;

and to deal plainly,

I fear I am not in my perfect mind.

Methinks I should know you, and know this man ;

Yet I am doubtful
;
for I am mainly ignorant,

What place this is. Do not laugh at me ;

For as I am a man, I think this lady
To be my child Cordelia.

The humility, calmness and sedateness of this

speech, opposed to the former rage and indigna
tion of Lear, is finely calculated to excite com
miseration. Struck with the remembrance of

the injurious suspicion he had cherished against

this favourite and fond daughter, the poor old

man entreats her " not to weep," and tells her

that " if she has prepared poison for him, he is

ready to drink it
; for I know," says he,

"
you

do not, you cannot love me, after my cruel

wsage of you : your sisters have done me much

wrong, of which I have some faint remem
brance : you have some cause to hate me, they
have none." Being told that he is not in France,

but in his own kingdom, he answers hastily,

and in connection with that leading idea which

I have before insisted on,
" Do not abuse me"

and adds with a meekness and contrition that

are very pathetic,
"
Pray now, forget and for

give; I am old and foolish."

Cordelia is at last slain : the lamentations of

Lear are extremely tender and affecting; and

this accident is so severe and intolerable, that it

again deprived him of his intellect, which seem
ed to be returning.
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His last speech, as he surveys the body, con

sists of such simple reflections as nature arid

sorrow dictate :

Why should a dog, a horse, a rat have life,

And thou no breath at all 1 Thou'lt cotne no more
;

Never, never, never, never, never!

The heaving and swelling of his heart is de

scribed by a most expressive circumstance:

Tray you undo this button. Thank you, Sir.

Do you see this ? Look on her, look on her lips :

Look there, look there [Dies.

1 shall transiently observe, in conclusion of

these remarks, that this drama is chargeable
with considerable imperfections. The plot of

Edmund against his brother, which detracts the

attention, and destroys the unity of the fable
;

the cruel and horrid extinction of Gloster's eyes
which ought not to be exhibited on the stage ;

the utter improbability of Gloster's imagining,

though blind, that he had leaped down Dover

cliff; and some passages that are too turgid and
full of strained metaphors, are faults which the

warmest admirers of Shakspeare will find it

difficult to excuse. I know not, also, whether
the cruelty of the daughters is not painted with

circumstances too savage and unnatural ; for it

is not sufficient to say, that this monstrous bar

barity is founded on historical truth, if we re

collect the just observation of Boileau,

Le vray pent quclquefois n'elre pas vraisemblable.

Some truths may be too strong to be believed.

Z. SOMES.

HOR.
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Jam proterva
Fronte petet Lala&e maritum.

The maid whom now you court in vain,

Will quickly run in qnest of man.

I HAVE before remarked, that " to abstain from

the appearance of evil," is a precept in that law,
which bas every characteristic of Divinity ; and

I have in more than one of these papers, en

deavoured to enforce the practice of it, by an

illustration of its excellence and importance.
Circumstances have been admitted as evi

dences of guilt, even when death has been the

consequence of conviction ; and a conduct by
which evil is strongly implied, is little less per
nicious than that by which it is expressed.
With respect to society, as far as it can be in

fluenced by example, the effect of both is the

same ; for every man encourages the practice of

that vice which he commits in appearance,

though he avoids it in fact : and with respect to

the individual, as the esteem of the world is a

motive to virtue, only less powerful than the

approbation of conscience, he, who knows that

he is already degraded by the imputation of

guilt, will find himself half disarmed when he

js assailed by temptation ;
and as he will have

Jess to lose, he will, indeed, be less disposed to

resist. Of the sex, whose levity is most likely

to provoke censure, it is eminently true, that

the loss of character by imprudence frequently
induces the loss of virtue ; the ladies, therefore,

should be proportionably circumspect; as to

those, in whom folly is most likely to terminate

in guilt, it is certainly of most importance to be

wise.

This subject has irresistibly obtruded itself

upon my mind in the silent hour of meditation,

because, as often as I have reviewed the scenes

in which I have mixed among the busy and the

gay, I have observed that a depravity of man-

ers, a licentious extravagance of dress and be-

aviour, are become almost universal; virtue

ms ambitious of a resemblance to vice, as vice

lories in the deformities which she has been

sed to hide.

/""A decent timidity and modest reserve have

[been always considered as auxiliaries to beauty ;

^mt an air of dissolute boldness is now affected

by all who would be thought graceful or polite :

chastity, which used to be discovered in every

gesture and every look, is now retired to the

breast, and is found only by those who intend

its destruction : as a general when the town is

surrendered retreats to the citadel, which is al

ways less capable of defeuce, when the outworks

are possessed by the enemy.
There is now little apparent difference be

tween the virgin and the prostitute ; if they are

not otherwise known, they may share the box

and the drawing-room without distinction. The

same fashion which takes away the veil of mo-

jjiesty, will necessarily conceal lewdness ; and

ifaonour and shame will lose their influence, be-

they will no longer distinguish virtue

vice. General custom, perhaps, may be

thought an effectual security against general
censure ;

but it will not always lull the suspi

cions of jealousy; nor can it familiarize any

beauty without destroying its influence, or di

minish the prerogatives of a husband without

weakening his attachment to his wife.

The excess of every mode may be declined

without remarkable singularity ; and the ladies,

who should even dare to be singular in the pre

sent defection of taste, would proportionably in

crease their power, and secure their happi

ness.

I know, that in the vanity and the presump-
tion of youth, it is common to allege the con

sciousness of innocence, as a reason for the cor>-
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tempt of censure ;

and a license, not only for

every freedom, but for every favour except the

last. This confidence can, perhaps, only be

repressed by a sense of danger ;
and as the per-

nons whom I wish to warn, are most impatient

of declamation, and most susceptible of pity, I

will address them in a story ; and, I hope, the

events will not only illustrate but impress the

precept which they contain.

Flavilla, just as she had entered her fourteenth

year, was left an orphan to the care of her

mother, in such circumstances as disappointed
all the hopes which her education had en

couraged. Her father who lived in great

elegance upon the salary of a place at court,

died suddenly, without having made any pro
vision for his family, except an annuity of one

hundred pounds, which he had purchased for his

wife with part of her marriage-portion ;
nor

was he possessed of any property, except the

furniture of a large house in one of the new

squares, an equipage, a few jewels, and some

plate.

The greater part of the furniture and the

equipage were sold to pay his debts ; the jewels,
which were not of great value, and some useful

pieces of the plate, were reserved ; and Flavilla

removed with her mother into lodgings.
But notwithstanding this change in their

circumstances, they did not immediately lose

their rank. They were still visited by a

numerous and polite acquaintance; and though
some gratified their pride by assuming the

appearance of pity, and rather insulted than

alleviated their distress by the whine of condol-

ance, and minute comparison of what they had
lost with what they possessed ; yet from others

they were continually receiving presents, which
still enabled them to live with a genteel

frugality ; they were still considered as people
of fashion, and treated by those of a lower class

with distant respect.

Flavilla thus continued to move in a sphere
to which she had no claim ; she was perpetually
surrounded with elegance and splendour, which
the caprice ofothers, like the rod of an enchanter,
could dissipate in a moment, and leave her to

regret the loss of enjoyments, which she could

neither hope to obtain nor cease to desire. Of
this, however, Flavilla had no dread. She was

remarkably tall for her age, and was celebrated

not only for her beauty but her wit : these
|

qualifications she considered, not only as securing ;

whatever she enjoyed by the favour of others,
but as a pledge of possessing them in her own
right by an advantageous marriage. Thus the
vision that danced" before her, derived stability
from the very vanity which it flattered : and
bhe had

;

as little apprehension of distress, as

diffident of her own power to please.
Tl

tj tu(jvvas a fashionable levity in her carriage
1

U*d.tered urse, which her mother, who knew

the danger of her situation, laboured to restrain,

sometimes with anger, sometimes with tears

but always without success. Flavilla was ever

ready to answer, that she neither did nor said

i any thing of which she had reason to bi

ashamed ; and, therefore, did not know why she

should be restrained, except in mere courtesy to

envy, whom it was an honour to provoke; or to

slander, whom it was a disgrace to fear. IB

proportion as Flavilla was more flattered and

caressed, the influence of her mother became

less; and though she always treated her with

respect from a point of good-breeding, yet she

secretly despised her maxims, and applauded hex

own conduct. 1 1

Flavilla at eighteen was a celebrated toast ;

and among other gay visitants who frequented
her tea-table, was Clodio, a young baronet, who
had just taken possession of his title and estate.

There were many particulars in Clodio's be

haviour, which encouraged Flavilla to hope that

she should obtain him for a husband ; but she

suffered his assiduities with such apparent

pleasure, and his familiarities with so little

reserve, that he soon ventured to disclose his

intention, and make her what he thought a very

genteel proposal of another kind : but whatever

were the artifices with which it was introduced,

or the terms in which it was made, Flavilla

rejected it with the utmost indignation and

disdain. Clodio, who, notwithstanding his

youth, had long known and often practised the

arts of seduction, gave way to the storm, threw
himself at her feet, imputed his offence to

the frenzy of his passion, flattered her pride

by the most abject submission and extravagant

praise, entreated her pardon, aggravated his

crime, but made no mention of atonement by
marriage. This particular, which Flavilla did

not fail to remark, ought to have determined

her to admit him no more : but her vanity and

her ambition were still predominant, she still

hoped to succeed in her project, Clodio's offence

was tacitly forgiven, his visits were permitted,

his familiarities were again suffered, and his

hopes revived. He had long entertained an

opinion that she loved him, in which, however,

it is probable that his own vanity and her

indiscretion concurred to deceive him ; but this

opinion, though it implied the strongest obligation

to treat her with generosity and tenderness, only
determined him again to attempt her ruin, as it

encouraged him with a probability of success.

Having, therefore, resolved to obtain her as a

mistress, or at once to give her up, he thought he
had little more to do, than to convince her that he

had taken such a resolution, justify it by some

plausible sophistry, and give her some time to de

liberate upon a final determination. With this

view he went a short journey into the country ;

having put a letter into her hand at parting, in

which he acquainted her,
" That he had often
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reflected, with inexpressible regret, upon her re-
;

sentment of his conduct in a late instance ; but

that the delicacy and the ardour of his affection

I were insuperable obstacles to his marriage ; that

where there was no liberty, there could be no
|

happiness : that he should become indifferent to

the endearments of love, when they could no

longer be distinguished from the officiousness of

duty : that while they were happy in the pos
session of each other, it would be absurd to sup

pose they would part ;
and that if this happiness

should cease, it would not only ensure but ag-
i

gravate their misery to be inseparably united :

'

that this event was less probable, in proportion ,

as their cohabitation was voluntary ; font that he

would make such provision for her upon the i

pdfontingency, as a wife would expect upon his
'

i death. He conjured her not to determine under

I the influence of prejudice and custom, but ac-

n cording to the laws of reason and nature. After.

K^*nature deliberation,'* said he,
" remember that

the whole value of my life depends upon your
will. I do not request an explicit consent with

whatever transport I might behold the lovely
confusion which it might produce. I shall at

tend you in a few days, with the anxiety, though
not with the guilt of a criminal, who waits for

the decision of his judge. If my visit is ad

mitted, we will never part ; if it is rejected, I

can never see you more."

HftR.
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Incedls per ignes

Suppositos cineri doloso.

With heedless feet on fires you go,

That hid in treacherous ashes glow.

FLAVILLA "had too much understanding as well

as virtue, to deliberate a moment upon this pro

posal. She gave immediate orders that Clodio

should be admitted no more. But his letter

was a temptation to gratify her vanity, which

she could not resist ; she showed it first to her

mother, and then to the whole circle of her

female acquaintance, with all the exultation of

a hero who exposes a vanquished enemy at the

wheels of his chariot in a triumph ;
she con

sidered it as an indisputable evidence of her

virtue, as a repoof of all who had dared to cen

sure the levity of her conduct, and a license to

continue it without apology or restraint.

It happened that Flavilla, soon after this ac

cident, was seen in one of the boxes at the play

house by Mercator, a young gentleman who had

just returned from his first voyage as captain of

a large ship in the Levant trade, which had been

purchased for him by his father, whose fortune

enabled him to make a genteel provision for five

sons, of whom Mercator was the youngest, and
who expected to share his estate, which was
personal, in equal proportions at his death.

Mercator was captivated with her beauty, but

discouraged by the splendour of her appearance,
and the rank of her company. He was urged
rather by curiosity than hope, to inquire who
she was; and he soon gained such a knowledge
of her circumstances, as relieved him from de

spair.

As he knew not how to get admission to her

company, and had no design upon her virtue, he

wrote in the first ardour of his passion to her

mother; giving a faithful account of his fortune

and dependence, and entreating that he might
be permitted to visit Flavilla as a candidate for

her affection. The old lady, after having made
some inquiries, by which the account that Mer
cator had given her was confirmed, sent him an

invitation, and received his first visit alone. She

told him, that as Flavilla had no fortune, and as

a considerable part of his own was dependent

upon his father's will, it would be extremely

imprudent to endanger the disappointment of

his expectations, by a marriage which would

make it more necessary that they should be ful

filled ; that he ought therefore to obtain his

father's consent, before any other step was taken,

lest he should be embarrassed by engagements
which young persons almost insensibly contract,

whose complacency in each other is continually

gaining strength by frequent visits and conver

sation. To this counsel, so salutary and per

plexing, Mercator was hesitating what to reply,

when Flavilla came in
;
an accident which he

was now only solicitous to improve. Flavilia

was not displeased either with his person or his

address ; the frankness and gayety of her dis

position soon made him forget that he was a

stranger : a conversation commenced, during

which they became yet more pleased with each

other; and having thus surmounted the diffi

culty of a first visit, he thought no more of the

old lady, as he believed her auspices were not

necessary to his success.

His visits were often repeated, and he became

every hour more impatient of delay : he pressed

his suit with that contagious ardour, which is

caught at every glance, and produces the consent

which it solicits. At the same time, indeed, a

thought of his father would intervene ; but being

determined to gratify his wishes at all events,

he concluded with a sagacity almost universal

on these occasions, that, of two evils, to marry
without his consent was less, than to marry

against it; and one evening, after the lovers had

spent the afternoon by themselves/ they went

out in a kind of frolic, which Mei*cator had

proposed in the vehemence of his pa /ion, and

to which Flavilla had consented in
ticeprvddiness

of her indiscretion, and were ir'ere the Maj
discothec
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In the first interval of recollection after this 1

precipitate step, Mercator considered, that he

ought to he the first who acquainted his father

of the new alliance which had heen made in his

family : hut as he had not fortitude enough to

do it in person, he expressed it in the best terms

he could conceive hy a letter and after such an

apology for his conduct as he had heen used to
,

make to himself, he requested that he might be

permitted to present his wife for the parental

benediction, which alone was wanting to com-
j

plete his felicity.

The old gentleman, whose character I cannot

better express than in the fashionable phrase
which has been contrived to palliate false prin

ciples and dissolute manners, had been a gay
man, and was well acquainted with the town.

He had often heard Flavilla toasted by rakes

of quality, and had often seen her at public

places. Her beauty and her dependence, the

gayety of her dress, the multitude of her admir

ers, the levity of her conduct, and all the cir-

.cumstances of her situation, had concurred to

render her character suspected; and he was .

disposed to judge of it with yet less charity,

when she had offended him by marrying his

son, whom he considered as disgraced and im- I

poverished, and whose misfortune, as it was

irretrievable, he resolved not to alleviate, but

increase ; a resolution, by which fathers, who
have foolish and disobedient sons, usually dis

play their own kindness and wisdom. As soon

as he had read Mercator's letter, he cursed him I

for a fool, who had been gulled by the artifices
i

of a strumpet to screen her from public infamy !

by fathering her children, and secure her from
a prison by appropriating her debts. In an
answer to his letter, which he wrote only to

gratify his resentment, he told him, that " if

he had taken Flavilla into keeping, he would '

have overlooked it ; and if her extravagance
had distressed him, he would have satisfied his !

creditors ; but that his marriage was not to be
j

forgiven; that he should never have another

shilling of his money ; and that he was deter

mined to see him no more." Mercator, who
was more provoked by this outrage than griev
ed at his loss, disdained to reply ; and believ

ing that he had now most reason to be offend

ed, could not be persuaded to solicit, a reconci- !

liation.

He hired a genteel apartment for his wife !

of an upholsterer, who, with a view to let lodg-
j

ings, had taken and furnished a large house near

Leicester-fields, and in about two months left

her to make another voyage.
He had received visits of congratulation from

her numerous acquaintance, and had returned
them as a pledge of his desire that they should
be repeated. But, a remembrance of the gay
multitude, which while he was at home had
flattered his vanity, as soon as he was absent

alarmed his suspicion : he had, indetfl, no par
ticular cause of jealousy; but his anxiety arose

merely from a sense of the temptation to which

she was exposed, and the impossibility of his

superintending her conduct.

In the mean time Flavilla continued to flutter

round the same giddy circle, in which she hau

shone so long ;
the number of her visitants was

rather increased than diminished, the gentlemen
attended with yet greater assiduity, and she

continued to encourage their civilities by the

same indiscreet familiarity : she was one night
at the masquerade, and another at an opera;
sometimes at a rout, and sometimes rambling
with a party of pleasure in short excursions

from town
;
she came home sometimes at mid

night, sometimes in the morning, and sometimes
she was absent several nights together.

This conduct was the cause of much specu
lation and uneasiness to the good man and wo
man of the house. At first they suspected that

Flavilla was no better than a woman of plea

sure; and that the person who had hired the

lodging for her as his wife, and had disappeared

upon pretence of a voyage to sea, had been em
ployed to impose upon them, by concealing her

character, in order to obtain such accommoda
tion for her as she could not so easily have pro
cured if it had been known : but as these sus

picions made them watchful and inquisitive,

they soon discovered, that many ladies by whom
she was visited were of good character and
fashion. Her conduct, however, supposing her

to be a wife, was still inexcusable, and still en

dangered their credit and subsistence; hints

were often dropped by the neighbours to the

disadvantage of her character ; and an elderly
maiden lady, who lodged in the second floor.,

had given warning ; the family was disturbed

at all hours in the night, and the door was
crowded all day with messengers and visitants

to Flavilla.

One day, therefore, the good woman took au

opportunity to remonstrate, though in the most
distant and respectful terms, and with the ut

most diffidence and caution. She told Flavilla,
" that she was a fine young lady, that her hus
band was abroad, that she kept a great deal of

company, and that the world was censorious :

she wished that less occasion for scandal was

given ; and hoped to be excused the liberty she

had taken, as she might be ruined by those

slanders which could have no influence upon
the great, and which, therefore, they were riot

solicitous to avoid." This address, however

ambiguous, and however gentle, was easily un

derstood, and fiercely resented. Flavilla, proud
of her virtue, and impatient of control, would
have despised the counsel of a philosopher, if it

had implied an impeachment of her conduct;
before a person so much her inferior, therefore,

she was under no restraint
; she answered with
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a mixture of contempt and indignation, that
" those only who did not know her, would

dare to take any liberty with her character;

and warned her to propagate no scandalous re

port at her peril." Flavilla immediately rose

from her seat, and the woman departed with

out reply, though she was scarce less offended

than her lodger, and from that moment she de

termined when Mercator returned to give him

warning.
Mercator's voyage was prosperous ; and after

an absence of about ten months he came hack.

The woman, to whom her husband left the

whole management of her lodgings, and who
persisted in her purpose, soon found an oppor

tunity to put it in execution. Mercator, as his

part of the contract had been punctually fulfil

led, thought he had some cause to be offended,

and insisted to know her reasons for compelling
him to leave her house. These his hostess, who
was indeed a friendly woman, was very unwil

ling to give; and as he perceived that she evad

ed his question, he became more solicitous to

obtain an answer. After much hesitation, which

perhaps had a worse effect than any tale which
malice could have invented, she told him, that
" Madam kept a great deal of company, and

often staid out very late ; that she had always
been used to quiet and regularity ; and was de

termined to let her apartment to some person in

a more private station."

At this account Mercator changed counte

nance; for he inferred from it just as much
more than truth as he believed it to be less.

After some moments of suspense, he conjured
her to conceal nothing from him, with an emo
tion which convinced her that she had already
said too much. She then assured him, that
" he had no reason to be alarmed ;

for that she

had no exception to his lady, but those gayeties
which her station and the fashion sufficiently

authorized." Mercator's suspicions, however,
were not wholly removed; and he began to

think he had found a confident whom it would

be his interest to trust: he, therefore, in the

folly of his jealousy, confessed, that " he had

some doubts concerning his wife, which it was
of the utmost importance to his honour and his

peace to resolve : he entreated that he might
continue in the apartment another year ; that,

as he should again leave the kingdom in a short

time, she should suffer no incident, which might
confirm either his hopes or his fears, to escape

her notice in his absence ; and that at his re

turn she would give him such an account as

wnuld at least deliver him from the torment

of suspense, and determine his future conduct."

There is no sophistry more general, than that

by which we justify a busy and scrupulous in

quiry after secrets, which to discover is to be

wretched without hope of redress ;
and no ser

vice to which others are so easily engaged as to

assist in the search. To communicate suspi
cions of matrimonial infidelity, especially to a

| husband, is, by a strange mixture of folly and

malignity, deemed not only an act of justice but

of friendship ; though it is too late to prevent
an evil, which, whatever be its guilt, can dif

fuse wretchedness only in proportion as it is

known. It is no wonder, therefore, that the

general kindness of Mercator's confidant was
on this occasion overborne; she was flattered

by the trust that had been placed in her, and the

power with which she was invested ;
she con

sented to Mercator's proposal, and promised,
that she would with the utmost fidelity execute

her commission.

Mercator, however, concealed his suspicions
from his wife; and, indeed, in her presence

they were forgotten. Her manner of life he

began seriously to disapprove ; but being well

acquainted with her temper, in which great

sweetness was blended with a high spirit, he

would not embitter the pleasure of a short stay

by altercation, chiding and tears : but when
her mind was melted into tenderness at his de

parture, he clasped her in an ecstasy of fondness

to his bosom, and entreated her to behave with

reserve and circumspection ;
"
because," said

he,
" 1 know that my father keeps a watchful

eye upon your conduct, which may, therefore,

confirm or remove his displeasure, and either

intercept or bestow such an increase of my for

tune as will prevent the pangs of separation

which must otherwise so often return, and it a

short time unite us to part no more." To this

caution she had then no power to reply ;
and

they parted with mutual protestations of unal

terable love.

No. 125.] TUESDAY, JAN. 15, 1754.

-Uxorcm, Postume, duels?

Die qua Tlsiphone, quibus exagltare colubris ?

Juv,

A sober man like thee, to change his life !

What fury could possess thee with a wife*

DRYDEN.

FLAVILLA, soon after she was thus left in 6

kind of widowhood a second time, found herself

with child; and within somewhat less than

eight months after Mercator'-s return from his

first voyage, she happened to stumble as she

was going up stairs, and being immediately

taken ill, was brought to bed before the nexx

morning. The child, though its birth had been

precipitated more than a month, was not remark

ably small, nor had an? infirmity which en-

daggered its life.
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It was now necessary, that the vigils of whist

and the tumults of balls and visits should, for a

while, be suspended ;
and in this interval of

langour and retirement Flavilla first became

thoughtful. She often reflected upon Merca-

tor's caution when they last parted, which had

made an indelible impression upon her mind,

though it had produced no alteration on her

conduct ; notwithstanding the manner in which

it was expressed, and the reason upon which it

was founded, she began to fear that it might
have been secretly prompted by jealousy. The

birth, therefore, of her first child in his absence,

at a time when, if it had not been premature,

remembered by whom she had been seen in her

company, without the utmost regret and appre
hension-

She now resolved to move in a less circle, and
with more circumspection. In the meantime
her little boy, whom she suckled, grew very
fast ; and it could no longer be known by his

appearance, that he had been born too soon.

His mother frequently gazed at him till her

eyes overflowed with tears ;
and though her

pleasures were now become domestic, yet she

feared lest that which had produced should de

stroy them. After much deliberation, she de

termined that she would conceal the child's age
it could not possibly have been his, was an ac-

j
from its father

; believing it prudent to prevent
cident which greatly alarmed her ; but therf

was yet another, for which it was still less in

her power to account, and which, therefore,

alarmed her still more.

It happened that some civilities which she

received from a lady who sat next her at an

opera, and whom she had never seen before, in

troduced a conversation, which so much de

lighted her, that she gave her a pressing invita

tion to visit her : this invitation was accepted,

and in a few days the visit was paid. Flavilla

Avas not less pleased at the second interview,

tnan she had been at the first; and without

making any other inquiry concerning the lady

than where she lived, took the first opportunity
to wait on her. The apartment in which she

was received was the ground-floor of an elegant

house, at a small distance from St. James's. It

happened that Flavilla was placed near the

window ;
and a party of the horse-guards rid

ing through the street, she expected to see some

of the royal family, and hastily threw up the

sash. A gentleman who was passing by at the

same instant, turned about at the noise of the

window, and Flavilla no sooner saw his face

than she knew him to be the father of Mercator.

After looking fii'st stedfastly at her, and then

glancing his eye at the lady whom she was visit

ing, he affected a contemptuous sneer, and went
on. Flavilla, who had been thrown into some

confusion, by the sudden and unexpected sight
of a person, whom she knew considered her as

the disgrace of his family, and the ruin of his

child, now changed countenance, and hastily
retired to another part of the room : she was
touched both with grief and anger at this silent

insult, of which, however, she did not then sus

pect the cause. It is, indeed, probable, that the

father of Mercator would no where have looked

upon her with complacency ; but as soon as he

saw her companion, he recollected that she was
the favourite mistress of an old courtier, and
that this was the house in which he kept her in

great splendour, though she had been by turns a

prostitute to many others. It happened that

Flavilla, soon after this accident, discovered the

character of her new acquaintance ; and never

a suspicion, which, however ill founded, it might
be difficult to remove, as her justification would

depend wholly upon the testimony of her de

pendants ; and her mother's and her own would

necessarily become doubtful, when every one
would have reason to conclude, that it would
still have been the same, supposing the contrary
to have been true.

Such was the state of Flavilla's mind, and
her little boy was six months old, when Mer
cator returned. She received him with joy, in

deed, but it was mixed with a visible confusion ;

their meeting was more tender, but on her part
it was less cheerful ; she smiled with inexpres
sible complacency, but at the same time the

tears gushed from her eyes, and she was seized

with a universal tremour. Mercator caught
the infection: and caressed first his Flavilla,

end then his boy, with an excess of fondness and

delight that before he had never expressed. The
sight of the child made him more than ever

wish a reconciliation with his father ; and hav

ing heard at his first landing, that he was dan

gerously ill, he determined to go immediately
and attempt to see him, promising that he

would return to supper. He had, in the midst

of his caresses, more than once inquired the age
of his son, but the question had been always
evaded ; of which, however, he took no notice,

nor did it produce any suspicion.

He was now hasting to inquire after his fa

ther ; but, as he passed through the hall, he was

officiously laid hold of by his landlady. He was
not much disposed to inquire how she had ful

filled his charge ; but perceiving by her -looks

that she had something to communicate, which
was at least in her own opinion of importance,
he suffered her to take him into her parlour.
She immediately shut the door, and reminded

him, that she had undertaken an office with
reluctance which he had pressed upon her;
and that she had done nothing in it to which he

had not bound her by a promise ; that she was

extremely sorry to communicate her discoveries ;

but that he was a worthy gentleman, and

indeed, ought to know them. She then told

him,
" that the child was born within less tfm*
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eight months after his last return from abroad
;

that it was said to have come before its time, but

that having pressed to see it she was refused.
"

This, indeed, was true, and confirmed the good
woman in her suspicion : for Flavilla, who had

etill resented the freedom which she had taken

in her remonstrance, had kept her at a great
distance: and the servants, to gratify the

mistress, treated her with the utmost insolence

and contempt.
At this relation Mercator turned pale. He

now recollected, that his question concerning the

child's birth had been evaded ;
and concluded,

that he had been shedding tears of tenderness and

joy over a strumpet and a bastard, who had

robbed him of his patrimony, his honour, and

his peace. He started up with the furious

wildness of sudden frenzy ; but she with great

difficulty prevailed upon him not to leave the

room. He sat down and remained some time

motionless, with his eyes fixed on the ground,
and his hands locked in each other. In pro

portion as he believed his wife to be guilty, his

tenderness for his father revived: and he

resolved with yet greater zeal, to prosecute his

purpose of immediately attempting a reconcilia

tion.

In this state of confusion and distress, he

went to the house ; where he learned that his

father had died early in the morning, and that

his relations were then assembled to read his

will. Fulvius, a brother of Mercator's mother,
with whom he had always been a favourite,

happening to pass from one room to another,

ieard his voice. He accosted him with great
ardour of friendship ; and, soothing him with

expressions of condolence and affection, insisted

to introduce him to the company. Mercator

tacitly consented ; he was received at least with

civility by his brothers, and sitting down among
them the will was read. He seemed to listen

like the rest
;
but was, indeed, musing over the

story which he had just heard, and lost in the

speculation of his own wretchedness. He
waked as from a dream, when the voice of the

person who had been reading was suspended ;

and finding that he could no longer contain

himself, he started up, and would have left the

company.
Of the will which had been read before him,

he knew nothing : but his uncle, believing that

he was moved with grief and resentment at the

manner in which he had been mentioned in it,

and the bequest only of a shilling, took him into

another room ; and, to apologize for his father's

unkindness, told him, that "the resentment

\vhich he expressed at his marriage, was every

day increased by the conduct of his wife, whose

character was now become notoriously infamous ;

for that she had been seen at the lodgings of a

known prostitute, with whom she appeared to

be well acquainted." This account threw

Mercator into another agony; from which hs

was, however, at length recovered by his unclt,

who, as the only expedient by which he could

retrieve his misfortune and sooth his distress,

proposed that he should no more return to his

lodgings, but go home with him; and that he

would himself take such measures with his wife

as could scarce fail of inducing her to accept a

separate maintenance, assume another name, and

trouble him no more. Mercator, in the bitter

ness of his affliction, consented to this proposal,
and they went away together.

Mercator, in the mean time, was expected by
Flavilla with the most tender impatience.
She had put her little boy to bed, and decorated

a small room in which they had been used to

sup by themselves, and which she had shut up
in his absence ; she counted the moments as they

passed, and listened to every carriage and every

step that she heard. Supper now was ready ;

her impatience was increased ; terror was at

length mingled with regret, and her fondness

was only busied to afflict her ; she wished,
she feared, she accused, she apologized,
and she wept. In the height of these eager

expectations and this tender distress, she re

ceived a billet which Mercator had been per
suaded by his uncle to write, in which he

upbraided her in the strongest terms with

abusing his confidence and dishonouring his

bed
;

" of this," he said, "he had now obtained

sufficient proof to do justice to himself, and that

he was determined to see her no more."

To those, whose hearts have not already

acquainted them with the agony which seized

Flavilla upon the sight of this billet, all attempts
to describe it would be not only ineffectual but

absurd. Having passed the night without

sleep, and the next day without food, disap

pointed in every attempt to discover what was

become of Mercator, and doubting, if she should

have found him, whether it would be possible to

convince him of her innocence; the violent

agitation of her mind produced a slow fever,

which, before she considered it as a disease, she

communicated to the child while she cherished

it at her bosom, and wept over it as an orphan,

whose life she was sustaining with her own.

After Mercator had been absent about ten

days, his uncle having persuaded him to accom

pany some friends to a country seat at the

distance of near sixty miles, went to his lodgings,

in order to discharge the rent, and try what

terms he could make with Flavilla, whom
he hoped to intimidate with threats of a

prosecution and divorce ; but when he came, he

found that Flavilla was sinking very fast under

her disease, and that the child was dead already.

The woman of the house, into whose hands

she had just put her repeating watch, and some

other ornaments, as a security for her rent, was

so touched with her distress, and so firmly
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persuaded of her innocence by the manner in

which she had addressed her, and the calm

solemnity with which she absolved those by
whom she had been traduced, that as soon as

she discovered Fulvius's business, she threw

herself on her knees, and intreated, that, if he

knew where Mercator was to be found, he

would urge him to return, that if possible the

life of Flavilla might be preserved, and the

happiness of both be restored by her justification.

Fulvius, who still suspected appearances, or at

least was in doubt of the cause that had pro
duced them, would not discover his nephew;
but after much entreaty and expostulation, at

last engaged upon his honour for the conveyance
of a letter. The woman, as soon as she had

obtained this promise, ran up and communicated

it to Flavilla ; who, when she had recovered

from the surprise and tumult which it occasion

ed, was supported in her bed, and in about half

an hour, after many efforts and many intervals,

\vrote a short billet ; which was sealed and put
into the hands of Fulvius.

Fulvius immediately inclosed and dispatched
it by the post, resolving that, in a question so

doubtful and of such importance, he would no

farther interpose. Mercator, who the moment
he cast his eye upon the letter knew both the

hand and seal, after pausing a few moments in

suspense, at length tore it open, and read these

words :

" Such has been my folly, that, perhaps, I

should not be acquitted of guilt in any circum

stances, but those in which I write. I do not,

therefore, but for your sake, wish them other

than they are. The dear infant whose birth

has undone me, now lies dead at my side, a

victim to my indiscretion and your resent

ment. I am scarce able to guide my pen.
But I most earnestly entreat to see you, that

you may at least have the satisfaction to hear

me attest my innocence with the last sigh, and
seal our reconciliation on my lips while they
are yet sensible of the impression."

Mercator, whom an earthquake would
less have affected than this letter, felt all his

tenderness revive in a moment, and reflected

with unutterable anguish upon the rashness of

his resentment. At the thought of his distance

from London, he started as if he had felt a

dagger in his heart
; he lifted up his eyes to

, Heaven, with a look that expressed at once an
accusation of himself, and a petition for her

; and
then rushing out of the house, without taking
leave of any, or ordering a servant to attend him,
he took post-horses at a neighbouring inn, and
in /es4 than six hours was in Leicester-fields.

But, notwithstanding his speed, he arrived

too late; Flavilla had suffered the last agony,
and her eyes could behold him no more. Grief

and disappointment, remorse, and despair now
totally subverted his reason. It became necessary
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to remove him by force from the body; and
after a confinement of two years in a mad*

house, he died.

May every lady, on whose memory compas
sion shall record these events, tremble to assume

the levity of Flavilla ; for, perhaps, it is in the

power of no man in Mercator's circumstances, to-

be less jealous than Mercator.

No. 126.] SATURDAY, JAN. 19, 175*.

-Steriles ncc legit arenas

Ut caneret panels, mersltque hoc pulvere verum.

LUCAN.

Canst thou believe the vast eternal mind,

Was e'er to Syrts and Libyan sands confined?

That he would choose this waste, this barren ground,

To teach the thin inhabitants around,

And leave his truth in wilds and deserts drown'd ?

THERE has always prevailed among that part of

mankind that addict their minds to speculation,

a propensity to talk much of the delights of re

tirement ; and some of the most pleasing com-

positions produced in every age contain descrip

tions of the peace and happiness of a country

life.

I know not whether those who thus ambi

tiously repeat the praises of solitude, have al

ways considered, how much they depreciate

mankind by declaring, that whatever is excel

lent or desirable is to be obtained by departing

from them ; that the assistance which we may
derive from one another, is not equivalent to the

evils which we have to fear ; that the kindness

of a few is overbalanced by the malice of many ;

and that the protection of society is too dearly

purchased, by encountering its dangers and en

during its oppressions.

These specious representations of solitary

happiness, however opprobrious to human na

ture, have so far spread their influence over the

world, that almost every man delights his ima

gination with the hopes of obtaining some time

an opportunity of retreat. Many, indeed, who

enjoy retreat only in imagination, content them

selves with believing, that another year will

transport them to rural tranquillity, and die

while they talk of doing what, if they had lived

longer, they would never have done. But

many likewise there are, either of greater re

solution or more credulity, who in earnest try

the state which they have been taught to think

thus secure from cares and dangers ; and retire

to privacy, either that they may improve thei?

happiness, increase their knowledge, or cxal/

their virtue.

The greater part of the admirers of solitude,

as of all other classes of mankind, have no
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higher or remoter view, than the present grati

fication of their passions. Of these some,

haughty and impetuous, fly from society only
because they cannot hear to repay to others the

regard which themselves exact ; and think no
state of life eligible, but that which places them
out of the reach of censure or control, and
affords them opportunities of living in a per

petual compliance with their own inclinations,

without the necessity of regulating their actions

by any other man's convenience or opinion.
There are others of minds more delicate and

tender, easily offended by every deviation from

rectitude, soon disgusted by ignorance or imper
tinence, and always expecting from the conver

sation of mankind more elegance, purity, and
truth than the mingled mass of life will easily
afford. Such men are in haste to retire from

grossness, falsehood, and brutality ; and hope to

find in private habitations at least a negative

felicity, an exemption from the shocks and per
turbations with which public scenes are con

tinually distressing them.

To neither of these votaries will solitude

afford that content, which she has been taught
so lavishly to promise. The man of arrogance
will quickly discover, that by escaping from his

opponents he has lost his flatterers, that great
ness is nothing where it is not seen, and power
nothing where it cannot he felt : and he, whose
faculties are employed in too close an observa

tion of failings and defects, will find his con
dition very little mended by transferring his

attention from, others to himself
; he will pro

bably soon come back in quest of new objects,

and be glad to keep his captiousness employed
on any character rather than his own.

Others are seduced into solitude merely by
the authority of great names, and expect to find

those charms in tranquillity which have allured

statesmen and conquerors to the shades : these

likewise are apt to wonder at their disappoint

ment, for want of considering, that those whom
they aspire to imitate carried with them to their

country-seats minds full fraught with subjects
of reflection, the consciousness of great merit,
the memory of illustrious actions, the know
ledge of important events, and the seeds of

mighty designs to be ripened by future medita

tion. Solitude was to such men a release from

fatigue, and an opportunity of usefulness. But
what can retirement confer upon him, who
having done nothing can receive no support
from his own importance, who having known

nothing can find no entertainment in reviewing
the past, and who intending nothing can form

no hopes from prospects of the future : he can,

surely, take no wiser course, than that of losing

himself again in the crowd, and filling the

vacuities of his mind with the news of the day.
Others consider solitude as the parent of

philosophy, and retire in expectation of greater

intimacies with science, as Numa repaired tv

the groves when he conferred with Egeria.
These men have not always reason to repent.
Some studies require a continued prosecution of

the same train of thought, such as is too often

interrupted by the petty avocations of common
life : sometimes, likewise, it is necessary, that a

multiplicity of objects be at once present to the

mind ; and every thing, therefore, must be kept
at a distance, which may perplex the memory,
or dissipate the attention.

But though learning may be conferred by
solitude, its application must be attained by
general converse. He has learned to no pur
pose, that is not able to teach ; and he will al

ways teach unsuccessfully, who cannot recom
mend his sentiments by his diction or address.

Even the acquisition of knowledge is often

much facilitated by the advantages of society :

he that never compares his notions with thoso

of others, readily acquiesces in his first thoughts,
and very seldom discovers the objections whicL

may be raised against his opinions ; he, there

fore, often thinks himself in possession of truth,
when he is only fondling an error long since

exploded. He that has neither companions nor
rivals in his studies, will always applaud hiss

own progress, and think highly of his perfor

mances, because he knows not that others have

equalled or excelled him. And, I am afraid, it

may be added, that the student who withdraws
himself from the world, will soon feel that

ardour extinguished which praise or emulation

had enkindled, and take the advantage of secrecy
to sleep, rather than to labour.

There remains yet another set of recluses,

whose intention entitles them to higher respect,

and whose motives deserve a more serious con

sideration. These retire from the world, not

merely to bask in ease or gratify curiosity ; but

that being disengaged from common cares, they

may employ more time in the duties of religion :

that they may regulate their actions with

stricter vigilance, and purify their thoughts by
more frequent meditation.

To men thus elevated above the mists of

mortality, I am far from presuming myself

qualified to give directions. On him that ap

pears
" to pass through things temporary,"

with no other care than " not to lose finally the

things eternal," 1 look with such veneration as

inclines me to approve his conduct in the whole,

without a minute examination of its parts; yet

I could never forbear to wish, that while vice is

every day multiplying seducements, and stalk

ing forth with more hardened effrontery, virtue

would not withdraw the influence of her pre

sence, or forbear to assert her natural dignity by

open and undaunted perseverance in the right.

Piety practised in solitude, like the flower that

blooms in the desert, may give its fragrance to

the winds of heaven, and delight those unbodied
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spirits that survey the works of God and the

actions of men ;
but it bestows no assistance

upon earthly beings, and however free from

taints of impurity, yet wants the sacred splen

dour of beneficence.

Our Maker, who, though he gave us such

varieties of temper and such difference of powers,

yet designed us all for happiness, undoubtedly

intended, that we should obtain that happiness

by different means. Some are unable to resist

the temptation of importunity, or the impetu

osity of their own passions incited by the force

of present temptations : of these it is undoubt

edly their duty to fly from enemies which they

cannot conquer, and to cultivate in the calm of

solitude, that virtue which is too tender to en

dure the tempests of public life. But there are

others, whose passions grow more strong and

irregular in privacy; and who cannot maintain

a uniform tenor of virtue, but by exposing

their manners to the public eye, and assisting

the admonitions of conscience with the fear of

infamy : for such it is dangerous to exclude all

witnesses of their conduct, till they have formed

strong habits of virtue, and weakened their pas

sions by frequent victories. But there is a

higher order of men so inspired with ardour,

and so fortified with resolution, that the world

passes before them without influence or regard :

these ought to consider themselves as appointed
the guardians of mankind : they are placed in

aa evil world to exhibit public examples of good
life ;

and may be said, when they withdraw to

solitude, to desert the station which Providence

assigned them.

T.

No. 127.] TUESDAY, JAN. 22, 1754.

Veteres ita miratur, laudatque! .

HOR.

The wits of old he praises and admires.

t{ IT is very remarkable," says Addison,
" that

notwithstanding we fall short at present of the

ancients, in poetry, painting, oratory, history,

architecture, and all the noble arts and sciences

which deoend more upon genius than experi
ence : we exceed them as much in doggerel,

humour, burlesque, and all the trivial arts of

ridicule." As this h'ne observation stands at

present only in the form of a general assertion,

it deserves, I think, to be examined by a deduc

tion of particulars and confirmed by an allega

tion of examples, which may furnish an agree
able entertainment to those who have ability
and inclination to remark the revolutions of

human wit.

That Tasso, Arlosto and Camoens, the three

most celebrated of modern epic poets, ar In

finitely excelled in propriety of design, of senti

ment and style by Horace and Virgil, it would
be serious trifling to attempt to prove : but Mil

ton, perhaps, will not so easily resign his claim

to equality, if not to superiority. Let it, how
ever, be remembered, that if Milton be enabled

to dispute the prize with the great champions of

antiquity, it is entirely owing to the sublime

conceptions he has copied from the Book of

God. These, therefore, must be taken away,
before we begin to make a just estimate of his

genius ; and from what remains, it cannot, I

presume, be said, with candour and imparti

ality, that he has excelled Homer in the sub

limity and variety of his thoughts, or the

strength and majesty of his diction.

Shakspeare, Corneille and Racine are the only
modern writers of Tragedy, that we can ven
ture to oppose to Eschylus, Sophocles and
Euripides. The first is an author so uncom
mon and eccentric, that we can scarcely try him

by dramatic rules. In strokes of nature and

character, he yields not to the Greeks : in all

other circumstances that constitute the excel

lence of the drama, he is vastly inferior. Of
the three moderns, the most faultless is the

tender and exact Racine : but he was ever ready
to acknowledge, that his capital beauties were
borrowed from his favourite Euripides: which,
indeed, cannot escape the observation of those

who read with attention his Phaedra and An
dromache. The pompous and truly Roman
sentiments of Corneille are chiefly drawn from
Lucan and Tacitus ; the former of whom, by a

strange perversion of taste, he is known to have

preferred to Virgil. His diction is not so pure
and mellifluous, his characters not so various

and just, nor his plots so regular, so interesting
and simple, as those of his pathetic rival. It is

by this simplicity of fable alone, when every

single act, and scene, and speech, and sentiment,
and word concur to accelerate the intended

event, that the Greek tragedies kept the atten

tion of the audience immoveably fixed upon one

principal object, which must be necessarily less

ened, and the ends of the drama defeated by the

mazes and intricacies of modern plots.

The assertion of Addison with respect to the

first particular, regarding the higher kinds of

poetry, will remain unquestionably true, till

nature in some distant age, for in the present
enervated with luxury she seems incapable of

such an effort, shall produce some transcendent

genius, of power to eclipse the Iliad and the

Edipus.
The superiority of the ancient artists in paini

ng, is not perhaps so clearly manifest. They
were ignorant, it will be said, of light, of ahude,
and perspective ; and they had not the use of

oil colours, which are happily calculated to bit-rut

3 A
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and unite- without harshness and discordance,

to give a boldness and relief to the figures, and

to form those middle, teints which render every

well wrought piece a closer resemblance of na

ture. Judges of the truest taste do, however,

place the merit of colouring far below that of

justness of design, and force of expression. In

tliese two highest and most important excellen

ces, the ancient painters were eminently skilled,

3f we trust the testimonies of Pliny, Quintilian,

and Lucian : and to credit them we are obliged,

if we would form to ourselves any idea of these

artists at all; for there is not one Grecian

picture remaining ; and the Romans, some few

of whose works have descended to this age, could

never boast of a Parrhasius or Apelles, a Zeuxis,

Timanthes, or Protogenes, of whose perfor
mances the two accomplished critics above-men
tioned speak in terms of rapture and admiration.

The statues that have escaped the ravages of

time, as the Hercules and Laocoon for instance,

are still a stronger demonstration of the power of

the Grecian artists in expressing the passions ;

for what was executed in marble, we have pre

sumptive evidence to think, might also have

been executed in colours. Carlo Marat, the

last valuable painter of Italy, after copying the

head of the Venus in the Medicean collection

three hundred times, generously confessed that

he could not arrive at half the grace and per
fection of his model. But to speak my opinion

freely on a very disputable point, I must own,
that if the moderns approach the ancients in

any of the arts here in question, they approach
them nearest in the art of Painting. The
human mind can with difficulty conceive any
thing more exalted, than " The Last Judgment"
of Michael Angelo, and " The Transfigura
tion" of Raphael. What can be more animated

than Raphael's
" Paul preaching at Athens ?"

What more tender and delicate than Mary
holding the child Jesus, in his famous "

Holy
Family?" What more graceful than "The
Aurora" of Guido? What more deeply moving
than " The Massacre of the Innocents," by Le
Brun?
But no modern orator can dare to enter the

lists with Demosthenes and Tully. We have

discourses, indeed, that may be admired for

their perspicuity, purity, and elegance ; but can

produce none that abound in a sublime which

whirls away the auditor like a mighty torrent,

and pierces the inmost recesses of his heart like

a flash of lightning ; which irresistibly and in

stantaneously convinces, without leaving him

leisure to weigh the motives of conviction. The
sermons of Bourdaloue, the funeral oration of

Bossuet, particularly that on the death of

Henrietta, and the pleadings of Pelisson for his

disgraced patron Fouquet, are the only pieces of

eloquence I can recollect, that bear any re

semblance to the Greek or Roman orator ; for

in England we have been particularly unfortu

nate in our attempts to be eloquent, whether in

parliament, in the pulpit, or at the bar. If it ba

urged, that the nature of modern politics and

laws excludes the pathetic and the sublime, and
confines the speaker to a cold argumentative
method, and a dull detail of proof and dry mat
ters of fact ; yet, surely, the religion of the

moderns abounds in topics so incomparably
noble and exalted, as might kindle the flames of

genuine oratory in the most frigid and barren

genius : much more might this success be rea

sonably expected from, such geniuses as Britain

can enumerate ; yet no piece of this sort, worthy

applause or notice, has ever yet appeared.
The few, even among professed scholars, that

are able to read the ancient historians in their

inimitable originals, are startled at the paradox
of Bolingbroke, who boldly prefers Guicciardini

to Thucydides; that is, the most verbose and

tedious to the most comprehensive and concise

of writers, and a collector of facts to one who
was himself an eye-witness and a principal actor

in the impoi'tant story he relates. And, indeed,

it may well be presumed, that the ancient

histories exceed the modern from this single con

sideration, that the latter are commonly compiled

by recluse scholars, unpractised in business, war,
and politics; whilst the former are many of

them written by ministers, commanders, and

princes themselves. We have, indeed, a few

flimsy memoirs, particularly in a neighbouring

nation, written by persons deeply interested in

the transactions they describe ;
but these, I

imagine, will not be compared to " The retreat

of the ten thousand," which Xenophon himself

conducted and related, nor to " The Gallic war"
of Caesar, nor " The precious fragments" of

Polybius, which our modern generals and

ministers would not be discredited by diligently

perusing, and making them the models of their

conduct as well as of their style. Are the

reflections of Machiavel so subtle and refined as

those of Tacitus? Are the portraits of Thuanus

so strong and expressive as those of Sallust and

Plutarch? Are the narrations of Davila so

lively and animated, or does his sentiments

breathe such a love of liberty and virtue, as

those of Livy and Herodotus ?

The supreme excellence of the ancient archi

tecture, the last particular to be touched, I shall

not enlarge upon ; because it has never once

been called in question, and because it is abun

dantly testified by the awful ruins of amphi

theatres, aqueducts, arches, and columns, that

are the daily objects of veneration, though not

of imitation. This art, it is observable, has

never been improved in later ages in one single

instance; but every just and legitimate edifice is

still formed according to the five old established

orders, to which human wit has never been able

to add a sixth of equal symmetry and strength.
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Such, therefore, are the triumphs of the

ancients, especially the Greeks, over the

moderns. They may, perhaps, be not unjustly

ascribed to a genial climate, that gave such a

happy temperament of body as was most proper
to produce fine sensations ; to a language most

harmonious, copious and forcible ; to the public

encouragements and honours bestowed on the

cultivators of literature ; to the emulation

excited among the generous youth, by exhibi

tions of their performances at the solemn games ;

to an inattention to the arts of lucre and com
merce, which engross and debase the minds of

the moderns; and above all, to an exemption
from the necessity of overloading- their natural

faculties with learning and languages, with

which we in these later times are obliged to

qualify ourselves for writers if we expect to be

read.

It is said by Voltaire, with his usual liveliness,
<l We shall never again behold the time when a

Duke de la Rochefoucault might go from the

conversation of a Pascal, or Arnauld, to the

theatre of Corneille." This reflection may be

more justly applied to the ancients, and it may
with much greater truth be said

;

" The age
will never again return, when a Pericles, after

walking with Plato in a portico built by Phidias,
and painted by Apelles, might repair to hear a

pleading of Demosthenes, or a tragedy of Soph
ocles."

I shall next examine the other part of Addi-
son's assertion, that the moderns excel the

ancients in all the arts of ridicule, and assign
the reasons of this supposed excellence.

Z.
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Ille sinistrorsum hie dextrorsum abit ; unus

utrlque

Error, sed variis illudit partibus. Hon.

When in a wood we leave the certain way,
One error fools us, though we various stray,
Some to the left, and some to t'other side.

FRANCIS.

IT is common among all the classes of mankind,
to charge each other with trifling away life;

every man looks on the occupation or amuse
ment of his neighbour, as something below the

dignity of our nature, and unworthy of the at

tention of a rational being.
A man who considers the paucity of the

wants of nature, and who, being acquainted
with the various means by which all manual

occupations are now facilitated, observes what

numbers are supported by the labour of a few,

would, indeed, be inclined to wonder, how the

multitudes who are exempted from the necessity
of working either for themselves or others, find

business to fill up the vacuities of life. The

greater part of mankind neither card the fleece,

dig the mine, fell the wood, nor gather in the

harvest; they neither tend herds, nor build

houses
; in what then are they employed?

This is certainly a question, which a distant

prospect of the world will not enable us to

answer. We find all ranks and ages mingled
together in a tumultuous confusion, with haste

in their motions and eagerness in their looks ;

but what they have to pursue or avoid, a more
minute observation must inform us.

When we analyze the crowd into individuals,
it soon appears that the passions and imagina
tions of men, will not easily suffer them to be

idle ; we see things coveted merely because they
are rare, and pursued because they are fugitive ;

we see men conspire to fix an arbitrary value on
that which is worthless in itself, and then con
tend for the possession. One is a collector of

fossils, of which he knows no other use than to

show them
;
and when he has stocked his own

repository, grieves that the stones which he has

left behind him should be picked up by another.

The florist nurses a tulip, and repines that hia

rival's beds enjoy the same showers and sun
shine with his own. This man is hurrying to

a concert, only lest others should have heard the

new musician before him ; another bursts from
his company to the play, because he fancies him
self the patron of an actress; some spend the

morning in consultations with their tailor, and
some in directions to their cook

; some are

forming parties for cards, and some laying
wagers at a horse-race.

It cannot, I think, be denied, that some of

these lives are passed in trifles, in occupations by
which the busy neither benefit themselves nor

others, and by which no man could be long

engaged who seriously considered what he was

doing, or had knowledge enough to compare
what he is with what he might be made.

;

However, as people who have the same inclina

tion generally flock together, every trifler is

kept in countenance by the sight of others as

unprofitably active as himself
; by kindling the

heat of competition, he in time thinks himself

important, and by having his mind intensely

engaged he is secured from weariness of himself.

Some degree of self-approbation is always the

reward of diligence ; and, I cannot, therefore,

but consider the laborious cultivation of petty

pleasures, as a more happy and more virtuous

disposition, than that universal contempt and

haughty negligence, which is sometimes associ

ated with powerful faculties, but is often as

sumed by indolence when it disowns its name.
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and aspires to the appellation of greatness of

mind.

It has been long observed, that drollery and

ridicule is the most easy kind of wit : let it be

added, that contempt and arrogance is the easiest

philosophy. To find some objection to every

thing, and to dissolve in perpetual laziness un
der pretence that occasions are wanting to call

forth activity, to laugh at those who are ridi

culously busy without setting an example of

more rational industry, is no less in the power
of the meanest than of the highest intellects.

Our present state has placed us at once in

such different relations, that every human em

ployment, which if not a visible and immediate

act of goodness, will be in some respect or other

subject to contempt ; but it is true, likewise,

that almost every act, which is not directly

vicious, is in some respect beneficial and laud

able. " I often," says Bruyere,
" observe from

my window, two beings of erect form and
amiable countenance, endowed with the powers
of reason, able to clothe their thoughts in lan

guage, and convey their motions to each other.

They rise early in the morning, and are every

day employed in rubbing two smooth stones to

gether, or, in other terms, in polishing marble."
" If lions could paint," says the fable, "in the

room of those pictures which exhibit men van

quishing lions, we should see lions feeding upon
men." If the stone-cutter could have written

like Bruyere, what would he have replied ?

" I look up," says he,
"
every day from my

shop, upon a man whom the idlers, who stand

still to gaze upon my work, often celebrate as a

wit and a philosopher. I often perceive his

face clouded with care, and am told that his

taper is sometimes burning at midnight. The

sight of a man who works so much harder than

myself, excited my curiosity. I heard no sound

of tools in his apartment, and, therefore, could

not imagine what he was doing ; but was told

at last, that he was writing descriptions of man
kind, who, when he had described them, would
live just as they had lived before; that he sat up
whole nights to change a sentence, because the

sound of a letter was too often repeated ; that he

was often disquieted with doubts about the pro

priety of a word which every body understood ;

that he would hesitate between two expressions

equally proper, till he could not fix his choice

but by consulting his friends ; that he will run

from one end of Paris to the other, for an op

portunity of reading a period to a nice ear ; that

if a single line is heard with coldness and inat

tention, he returns home dejected and disconso

late ; and that by all this care and labour, he

Jbopcs only to make a little book, which at last

will teach no useful art, and which none who
nas it not will perceive himself to want. I

uave often wondered for what end such a being
u this was sent into the world ;

and should be

glad to see those who live thus foolishly, seized

by an order of the government, arid obliged to

labour at some useful occupation."

Thus, by a partial and imperfect representa

tion, may every thing be made equally ridicu

lous. He that gazed with contempt on human
beings rubbing stones together, might have pro

longed the same amusement by walking through
the city, and seeing others with looks of impor
tance heaping one brick upon another ; or by

rambling into the country, where he might ob

serve other creatures of the same kind driving

pieces of sharp iron into the clay, or in the

language of men less enlightened, ploughing the

field.

As it is thus easy by a detail of minute cir

cumstances to make every thing little, so it is

not difficult by an aggregation of effects to make
every thing great. The polisher of marble may
be forming ornaments for the palaces of virtue,

and the schools of science ; of providing tables,

on which the actions of heroes and the dis

coveries of sages shall be recorded, for the in

citement and instruction of future generations.
The mason is exercising one of the principal
arts by which reasoning beings are distinguished
from the brute, the art to which life owes much
of its safety and all its conveniences, by which
we are secured from the inclemency of the

seasons, and fortified against the ravages of hos

tility ; and the ploughman is changing the face

of nature, diffusing plenty and happiness over

kingdoms, and compelling the earth to give food

to her inhabitants.

Greatness and littleness are terms merely

comparative ;
and we err in our estimation of

things, because we measure them by some wrong
standard. The trifler proposes to himself only
to equal or excel some other trifler, and is happy
or miserable as he succeeds or miscarries : the

man of sedentary desire and unactive ambition

sits comparing his power with his wishes ; and

makes his inability to perform things impossible,

an excuse to himself for performing nothing.
Man can only form a just estimate of his own

actions, by making his power the test of his per

formance, by comparing what he does with

what he can do. Whoever steadily perseveres

in the exertion of all his faculties, does what is

great with respect to himself j
and what will

not be despised by Him, who has given to all

created beings their different abilities : he faith

fully performs the task of life, within whatever

limits his labours may be confined, or how soon

soever they may be forgotten.

We can conceive so much more than we can

accomplish, that whoever tries his own actions

by his imagination, may appear despicable in

his own eyes. He that despises for its littleness

any thing really useful, has no pretensions to

applaud the grandeur of his conceptions ; since

nothing but narrowness of mind hinders him
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from seeing, that by pursuing the same princi

ples every thing limited will appear contemp
tible.

He that neglects the care of his family, while

fcis benevolence expands itself in scheming the

happiness of imaginary kingdoms, might with

equal reason sit on a throne dreaming of uni

versal empire, and of the diffusion of blessings

over all the globe : yet even this globe is little,

compared with the system of matter within our

view
;
and that system barely something more

than nonentity, compared with the boundless

regions of space, to which neither eye nor ima

gination can extend.

From conceptions, therefore, of what we

might have been, and from wishes to be what
we are not ; conceptions that we know to be

foolish, and wishes which we feel to be vain,

we must necessarily descend to the considei'ation

of what we are. We have powers very scanty
in their utmost extent; but which in different

men are differently proportioned. Suitable to

these powers we have duties prescribed, which

we must neither decline for the sake of delight

ing ourselves with easier amusements, nor over

look in idle contemplation of greater excellence

or more extensive comprehension.
In order to the right conduct of our lives, we

must remember, that we are not born to please

ourselves. He that studies simply his own
satisfaction, will always find the proper business

of his station too hard or too easy for hirn. But
if we bear continually in mind, our relation to

the Father of being, by whom we are placed ia

the world, and who has allotted us the part
which we are to bear in the general system of

life, we shall be easily persuaded to resign our

own inclinations to Unerring Wisdom, and

do the work decreed for us with cheerfulness

and diligence.

T.
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Quicquld agunt homines, votum, tlmor, ira, voliiptas,
Gaudia Juv.

Whate'er excites our hatred, love, or joy,
Or hope, or fear, these themes my muse employ.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR, Bath, Dec. 29.

LEONARDO DA VINCI, one of the most accom

plished masters in the art of painting, was ac

customed to delineate instantly in his pocket
book every face, in which he discovered any
singularity of air or feature. By this method
he obtained a vast collection of various counte

nances ; and escaped that barren 'uniformity
and resemblance, so visible in the generality of

history pieces, that the spectator is apt to ima

gine all the figures are of one family.
As a moralist should imitate this practice,

and sketch characters from the life, at, the in

stant in which they strike him, I amused my
self yesterday in the pump-room, by contem

plating the different conditions and characters

of the persons who were moving before me, and

particularly the various motives that influenced

them to crowd to this city.

Aphrodisius, a young nobleman of great

hopes and large property, fell into a course of

early debauchery at Westminster school, and at

the age of sixteen privately kept an abandoned
woman of the town, to whose lodgings he stole

in the intervals of school-hours, and who soon

communicated to him a disease of peculiar power
to poison the springs of life, and prevent the

maturity of manhood. His body is enervated

and emaciated, his cheek yellow and bloodless,
his hand palsied, and his mind gloomy and de

jected. It being thought, however, absolutely

necessary for the welfare of his family that he
should marry, he has been betrothed in this

dreadful condition, to a lady whose beauty and

vivacity are in their meridian : and his physi
cians have ordered him to these salutary waters

to try if it be possible for him to recover a little

health before the marriage is celebrated. Can
we wonder at the diminished race of half-formed

animals, that crawl about our streets in the

shape of men, when matches so unequal and so

unnatural are not only permitted, but enjoined
as a test of filial duty, and the condition, of pa
rental favour:

Invalidique patrum referant jejunia nati. Vino.

From the faint embrace

Unmanly sons arise, a puny race!

Inertio is a plump and healthy old bachelor,

a senior fellow of a rich society in one of our

universities, whose chief business in life is to

ride before dinner for a good appetite, and after

it for a good digestion. Not only his situation

but his taste has determined him to continue in

a state of celibacy :
"

for," says he,
" at present

I can afford to drink port and keep a couple of

geldings ; but if I should rashly encumber my
self with madam and her brats, I must descend

to walk on foot and drink ale." He was much
alarmed at missing his regular annual fit of the

gout, and, on that account, having waited for it

with impatience and uneasiness a month longer
than the expected time, he hurried to this city

in hopes of acquiring it by the efficacy of the

waters. I found him yesterday extremely de

jected, and on my entering his chamber, "
Life,"

said he,
" is full of vexations and disappoint

ments : what a dreadful accident !" I imagined
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that some selected friend, some brother of his

choice was dead, or that the college-treasury

was burned : but he immediately undeceived me
by adding

" I was presented with the finest,

the fattest collar of brawn, and expected it at

dinner this day: but the rascally carrier has

conveyed it to a wrong place, fifty miles off, and
before I can receive it, it will be absolutely unfit

for eating."
Here likewise is the learned and ingenious

Crito. Crito is a genius of a superior order,

who hath long instructed and entertained his

country by many incomparable works of litera

ture and morality ; and who in a Grecian com
monwealth would have had a statue erected,

and have been maintained at the public expense ;

but in this kingdom he has with great difficulty

gained a precarious competence, by incessant

labour and application. These uninterrupted
and unrewarded studies have at length impaired
his health, and undermined a constitution natu

rally vigorous and happy : and as Crito has never

been able to lay up a sum sufficient to procure
him the assistance which the debility of sickness

and age requires, he was obliged to insure his

life, and borrow at an exorbitant interest a few

pounds to enable him to perform his journey
to Bath, which alone could restore his health

and spirits ; and now, as his money and credit

are exhausted, he will be compelled to abandon

this place, when his cure is only half effected ;

and must retire to languish in a little lodging in

London, while his readers and admirers content

themselves with lamenting his distress, and

wondering how it comes to pass, that nothing
has been done for a man of such distinguished
abilities and integrity.

Doctor Pamper is possessed of three large
ecclesiastical preferments : his motive for coming
hither is somewhat singular ; it is, because his

parishes cannot furnish him with a set of persons
that are equal to him in the knowledge of

whist ; he is, therefore, necessitated every season

to frequent this place, where alone he can

meet with gamesters that are worth contending
with.

Spumosius, who is one of the liveliest of free

thinkers, had not been three months at the

temple before he became irresistibly enamoured
of the beauty of virtue. He always carried a

Shaftesbury in his pocket, and used to read and

explain the striking passages to large circles at

the coffee-house ; he was of opinion that for

purity and perspicuity, elegance of style and force

f reasoning, the characteristics were incom

parable, and were models equally proper for re

gulating our taste and our morals. He discovered

a delicate artificial connection in these discourses,

'vbich to vulgar eyes appear to be loose and

incoherent rhapsodies ; nay, he clearly perceived,
that each treatise depended on the foregoing, and

altog-ether composed one uniform whole, and

the noblest system of truth and virtue that had
been imparted to mankind. He quarrelled

irreconcilably with his dearest friend, who
happened to hint, that the style was affected and

unharmonious, the metaphors far-fetched and

violent, and frequently coarse and illiberal, the

arguments inconclusive and unfair, the raillery

frigid and insipid, and totally different from the

Attic irony of Socrates, which the author pre
sumed to propose for bis pattern. Spumosius
always disdained to practise virtue on the mean
and mercenary motives of reward and punish
ment; and was convinced, that so excellent a

creature as man might be kept in order by the

silken cords of delicacy and decorum. He,
therefore, frequently sneered at the priestly
notions of heaven and hell, as fit only to be en

tertained by vulgar and sordid minds. But

being lately attacked by a severe distemper, he

betrayed fears that were not compatible with

the boldness of his former professions ;
and

terrified at the approach of death, has had re

course to various remedies, and is at last arrived

here, as full of doubt as of disease, but feeling

more acute pains in his mind than can possibly

be inflicted on his body.
Mr. Gull was lately a soap-boiler at Chester,

but having accumulated a vast fortune by trade,

he is now resolved to be polite, and enjoy his

money with taste. He has brought his nu
merous family of awkward girls hither, only
because he has heard that people of fashion do at

this time of the year generally take a trip to

Bath : and for the same reason he intends in

the spring to make a journey to Paris, and will,

I dare say, commence virtuoso on his return,

and be a professed judge of dress, pictures, and

furniture.

I must not forget to inform you that we have

the company of Captain Gairish, a wit and a

critic, who pretends he is perfectly acquainted
with the best writers of the age, and whose

opinion on every new work is deemed decisive

in the Pump-room. The prefaces of Dryden, and

the French critics, are the sources from which

his immense literature is derived. Dacier's

Plutarch has enabled him to talk familiarly of

the most celebrated Greeks and Romans, and

Bayle's Dictionary finished him for a scholar.

Sometimes he vouchsafes to think the Adven
turer tolerable ; but he generally exclaims,
" How grave and sententious ! Good Heavens .'

what, more Greek ! This circumstance wili

ruin the credit of the paper. They will not take

my advice, for you must know I am intimate

with all the authors of it ; they are ten in num
ber ; and some of them But as I have been

intrusted with their secrets, I must disclose no

more. To tell you the truth, I have given them

a few essays myself, which I have written for

my amusement upon guard."
If these portraits, which are faithfully cop:e*i
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from the life, should amuse you, I may perhaps

take an opportunity of adding to the collection.

I am,
Mr. Adventurer, yours,

Z. PHILOMEDES.

No. 130.] SATURDAY, FEB. 2, 1754.

Qui non est hodic, eras minus aptus erit, MART.

The man will surely fail who dares delay,

And lose to-morrow that has lost to-day.

IT was said hy Raleigh, when some of his

friends lamented his confinement under a sen

tence of death, which he knew not how soon he

might suffer,
" that the world itself was only

larger prison, out of which some were every day

selected for execution." That there is a tim

when every man is struck with a sense of this

awful truth, I do not douht ; and, perhaps, a

hasty speculatist would conclude, that its influ

ence would be stronger in proportion as it more

frequently occurred : hut upon every mind that

is hecome familiar with calamity, calamity loses

its force ; and misery grows less only hy its con

tinuance, because those who have long suffered

lose their sensibility.

If he, who lies down at night in the vigour
and health of fi ve-and-twenty, should rise in the

morning with the infirmities offourscore, it is not

improbable that he would sink under a sense of

his condition ; regret of enjoyments which could

never return, would preclude all that remained

and the last mournful effects of delay would be

hastened and aggravated by anticipation. But
those who have been enfeebled by degrees, who
have been shaken ten years by the palsy ; or

crippled by the gout, frequently totter about

upon their crutches with an air of waggish jocu

larity, are always ready to entertain their com

pany with a jest, meet their acquaintance with
a toothless grin, and are the first to toast a young
beauty when they can scarce lift the glass to

their lips. Even criminals, who knew that in

the morning they were to die, have often slept

in the night j though very few of those who
have been committed for a capital offence,

which they knew would be easily proved, have

slept the first night after they were confined

Danger so sudden and so imminent alarms, con

founds, and terrifies ; but after a time stupor

supplies the want of fortitude ; and as the evi]

approaches, it is in effect less terrible, except in

the moment when it arrives ; and then, indeed

it is common to lament that insensibility, which

before perhaps was voluntarily increased by
drunkenness or dissipation, by solitary intem

perance or tumultuous company.

There is some reason to believe, that "this

power of the world to come," as it is expressed

in the sublimity of Eastern metaphor, is gene

rally felt at the same age. The dread of death

has seldom been found to intrude upon the

cheerfulness, simplicity, and innocence of chil

dren ; they gaze at a funeral procession with a

much vacant curiosity as at any other show,

and see the world change before them without

the least sense of their own share in the vicissi

tude. In youth, when all the appetites are

strong, and every gratification is heightened hy

novelty, the mind resists mournful impressions
with a kind of elastic power, hy which the sig-

nature that is forced upon it is immediately ef

faced ; when this tumult first subsides, while

the attachment to life is yet strong, and the

mind begins to look forward, and concert mea
sures by which those enjoyments may be secured

which it is solicitous to keep, or others obtained

to atone for the disappointments that are past,

then death starts up like a spectre in all his ter

rors, the blood is chilled at his appearance, he is

perceived to approach with a constant and irre

sistible pace, retreat is impossible, and resistance

is vain.

The terror and anguish which this image pro
duces whenever it first rushes upon the mind, ;

are always complicated with a sense of guilt and \

remorse; and generally produce some hasty and

zealous purposes of more uniform virtue and
j

more ardent devotion, of something that may
secure us, not only from the worm that never

dies and the fire that is not quenched, hut from
total mortality, and admit hope to the regions

beyond the grave.
This purpose is seldom wholly relinquished,

though it is not always executed with vigour
and perseverance ; the reflection which produced
it often recurs, but it still recurs with less force ;

desire of immediate pleasure becomes predomi
nant

; appetite is no longer restrained ; and either

all attempts to secure future happiness are defer

red "to a more convenient season," or some expe
dients are sought to render sensuality and virtue

compatible, and to obtain every object of hope
without lessening the treasures of possession.

Thus vice naturally becomes the disciple of in

fidelity ; and the"wretch who dares not aspire

to the heroic virtue of a Christian, listens with

eagerness to every objection against the author

ity of that law by which he is condemned, and

labours in vain to establish another that will

acquit him : he forms many arguments to justify

natural desires; he learns at length to impose

upon himself; and assents to principles which

yet in his heart he does not believe ;
he thinks

himself convinced, that virtue must be happi

ness, and then dreams that happiness is virtue.

These frauds, though they would have been

impossible in the hour of conviction and terror
$J

are yet practised with great ease when it is past)
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and contribute very much to -prevent its return.

It is, indeed, scarce possible, that it should re

turn with the same force, because the power of

novelty is necessarily exhausted in the first on

set. Some incidents, however, there are, which
renew the terror; and they seldom fail to renew
the purpose : upon the death of a friend, a

pai'ent, or a wife, the comforts find the confi

dence of sophistry are at an end
; the moment

that suspends the influence of temptation, re

stores the power of conscience, and at once rec

tifies the understanding. He, who has been

labouring to explain away those duties whkh
he had not fortitude to practise, then sees the

vanity of the attempt ;
he regrets the time that

is past, and resolves to improve that which re

mains : but if the first purpose of reformation

has been ineffectual, the second is seldom exe-

j
cuted ;

as the sense of danger by which it is pro-
1 duced is not so strong, the motive is less ; and

\ as the power of appetite is increased by habitual

Y_gratification, the opposition is more : the new
conviction wears off; the duties are again ne

glected as necessary which are found to be un

pleasant ; the lethargy of the soul returns, and

as the danger increases she becomes less suscep
tible to fear.

Thus the dreadful condition of him,
" who

looks back after having put his hand to the

plough," may be resolved into natural causes;

and it may be affirmed, upon mere philosophical

principles, that there is a call which is repeated
no more, and an apostasy from which it is ex

tremely difficult to return.

Let those who still delay that which yet they
believe to be of eternal moment, remember, that

their motives to effect it will still grow weaker,
and the difficulty of the work perpetually in

crease; to neglect it now, therefore, is a pledge
that it will be neglected for ever : and if they
are roused by this thought, let them instantly

improve its influence; for even this thought
when it returns, will return with less power,
and though it should rouse them now, will per

haps rouse them no more. But let them not

confide in such virtue as can be practised with

out a struggle, and which interdicts the gratifi

cation of no passion but malice : nrtr adopt

principles which could never be believed at the

only time when they could be useful ; like argu
ments which men sometimes form when they

slumber, and the moment they awake discover

to be absurd.

^"Lpt those who in the anguish of an awakened

mind nave regretted the past, and resolved to

redeem it in the future, persist invariably to do

whatever they then wished to have done. Let

this be established as a constant rule of action,

and opposed to all the cavils of sophistry and

sense
;
for this wish will inevitably return when

it must for ever be ineffectual, at that awful

moment when " the shadow of death shall be

stretched over them, and that night commcuoes
in which no man can work."

No. 131.] TUESDAY, FEB. 5, 1754.

Misce

Ergo aliquid nostris de moribus. J L* v.

And mingle something of our times to please.
DRY DEN, Jun.

FONTENELLE, in his panegyric on Sir Isaac

Newton, closes a long enumeration of that great

philosopher's virtues and attainments, with a;i

observation, that " he was not distinguished
from other men, by any singularity either na
tural or affected."

It is an eminent instance of Newton's superi

ority to the rest of mankind, that he was able to

separate knowledge from those weaknesses by
which knowledge is generally disgraced ; that

he was able to excel in science and wisdom
without purchasing them by the neglect of little

things ; and that he stood alone, merely because

he had left the rest of mankind behind him, not

because he deviated from the beaten tract.

Whoever, after the example of Plutarch,
should compare the lives of illustrious men,
might set this part of Newton's character to

view with great advantage, by opposing it to

that of Bacon, perhaps the only man of later

ages, who has any pretensions to dispute with

him the palm of genius or science.

Bacon, after he had added, to a long and care

ful contemplation of almost every other object
of knowledge, a curious inspection into common,

life, and, after having surveyed nature as a

philosopher, had examined " men's business and
bosoms" as a statesman

; yet failed so much in.

the conduct of domestic affairs, that in the most
lucrative post to which a great and wealthy
kingdom could advance him, he felt all the

miseries of distressful poverty, and committed
all the crimes to which poverty incites. Such
were at once his negligence and rapacity, that,
as it is said, he would gain by unworthy prac
tices that money, which, when so acquired, his

servants might steal from one end of the table,

while he sat studious and abstracted at the

other.

As scarcely any man has i-eached the excel

lence, very few have sunk to the weakness of

Bacon : but almost all the studious tribe, as

they obtain any participation of his knowledge,
feel likewise some contagion of his defects ; and

obstruct the veneration which learning would

procure, by follies greater or less to which on]y

learning could betray them.

It has been formerly remarked by the Guar-
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dian, that the world punishes with too great

severity the error of those, who imagine that

the ignorance of little things may he compen
sated by the knowledge of great ; for so it is

that as more can detect petty failings than can

distinguish or esteem great qualifications, and

as mankind is in general more easily disposed to

censure than to admiration, contempt is often

incurred hy slight mistakes, which real virtue

or usefulness cannot counterbalance.

Yet such mistakes and inadvertencies, it is

not easy for a man deeply immersed in study to

avoid ;
no man can become qualified for the

common intercourses of life, by private medita

tion ; the manners of the world are not a regular

system, planned by philosophers upon settled

principles, in which every cause has a congruous

effect, and one part Las a just reference to an

other. Of the fashions prevalent in every coun

try, a few have arisen, perhaps, from particular

temperatures of the climate ; a few more from

the constitution of the government, but the

greater part have grown up by chance, been

started by caprice, been contrived by affectation,

or borrowed without any just motives of choice

from other countries.

Of all these, the savage that hunts his prey

upon the mountains, and the sage that specu

lates in his closet, must necessarily live in equal

ignorance ; yet, by the observation of these trifles,

it is, that the ranks of mankind are kept in

order, that the address of one to another is re

gulated, and the general business of the world

carried on with facility and method.

These things, therefore, though small in

themselves, become great by their frequency;
and he very much mistakes his own interest,

who, to the unavoidable unskilfulness of ab

straction and retirement, adds a voluntary

neglect of common forms, and increases the dis

advantages of a studious course of life by an

arrogant contempt of those practices, by which
others endeavour to gain favour and multiply

friendships.

A real and interior disdain of fashion and

ceremony, is, indeed, not very often to be found :

much the greater part of those who pretend to

laugh at foppery and formality, secretly wish to

have possessed those qualifications which they

pretend to despise ; and because they find it

difficult to wash away the tincture which they
have so deeply imbibed, endeavour to harden
themselves in a sullen approbation of their own
colour. Neutrality is a state, into which the

busy passions of men cannot easily subside
; and

he who is in danger of the pangs of envy, is

generally forced to recreate his imagination with
an effort of contempt.

Some, however, may be found, who, supported

hy the consciousness of great abilities, and ele

vated by a long course of reputation and ap
plause, voluntarily consign themselves to singu-

. larity, affect to cross the roads of life because

they know that they shall not be justled, and

|

indulge a boundless gratification of will, because

they perceive that they shall be quietly obeyed.
Men of this kind are generally known by the

name of Humourists ; an appellation by which
he that has obtained it, and can be contented to

keep it, is set free at once from the shackles of

fashion ; and can go in or out, sit or stand, be

talkative or silent, gloomy or merry, advance

absurdities or oppose demonstration, without

any other reprehension from mankind, than

that, it is his way, he is an odd fellow, and must
be let alone.

This seems, to many, an easy passport through
the various factions of mankind

; and those on
whom it is bestowed, appear too frequently tc

consider the patience with which their caprices
are suffered, as an undoubted evidence of their

own importance, of a genius to which submis
sion is universally paid, and whose irregularities
are only considered as consequences of its

vigour. These peculiarities, however, are al

ways found to spot a character, though they
may not totally obscure it ; and he who expects
from mankind, that they should give up esta

blished customs in compliance with his single

will, and exacts that deference which he does

not pay, may be endured, but can never be ap

proved.

Singularity is, I think, in its own nature

universally and invariably displeasing. In what
ever respect a man differs from others, he must
be considered by them as either worse or better :

by being better, it is well known that a man
gains admiration oftener than love, since all

approbation of his practice must necessarily con

demn him that gives it ; and though a man
often pleases by inferiority, there are few who
desire to give such pleasure. Yet the truth is,

that singularity is almost always regarded as a

brand of slight reproach ; and where it is as

sociated with acknowledged merit, serves as an
abatement or an allay of excellence, by which
weak eyes are reconciled to its lustre, and by
which, though kindness is not gained/at least

envy la averted.

But let no man be in haste to conclude his

own merit so great or conspicuous, as to require
or justify singularity : it is as hazardous for a

moderate understanding to usurp the prerogatives
of genius, as for a common form to play over

the airs of uncontested beauty. The pride of

men will not patiently endure to see one, whose

understanding or attainments are but level with
their own, break the rules by which they have

consented to be bound, or forsake the direction

which they submissively follow. All violation

of established practice implies in its own nature

a rejection of the common opinion, a defiance of

common censure, and an appeal from general
laws to private judgment: he, therefore, wh
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differs from others without apparent advantage,

ought not to be angry if his arrogance is pun
ished with ridicule : if those, whose example he

luperciliously overlooks, point him out to deri

sion, and hoot him back again into the common
road.

The pride of singularity is often exerted in

little things, where right and wrong are inde

terminable, and where, therefore, vanity is

without excuse. But there are occasions on
which it is noble to dare to stand alone. To be

pious among infidels, to be disinterested in a
time of general venality, to lead a life of virtue

and reason in the midst of sensualists, is a proof
of a mind intent on nobler things than the

praise or blame of men, of a soul fixed in the

contemplation of the highest good, and superior
to the tyranny of custom and example.

In moral and religious questions only, a wise

man will hold no consultations witli fashion, be

cause these duties are constant and immutable,
and depend not on the notions of men, but the

commands of Heaven ; yet even of these, the

external mode is to be in some measure regu
lated by the prevailing taste of the age in which
we live ; for he is certainly no friend to virtue,

who neglects to give it any lawful attraction,
or suffers it to deceive the eye or alienate the af

fections for want of innocent compliance with

fashionable decorations.

It is yet remembered of the learned and pious

Nelson, that he was remarkably elegant in his

manners, and splendid in his dress. He knew,
that the eminence of his character drew many
eyes upon him j and he was careful not to drive

the young or the gay away from religion, by
representing it as an enemy to any distinction

or enjoyment in which human nature may in

nocently delight.

In this censure of singularity, I have, there

fore, no intention to subject reason or conscience

to custom or example. To comply with the

notions and practices of mankind is in some de

gree the duty of a social being; because by com

pliance only he can please, and by pleasing only
he can become useful : but as the end is not to

be lost for the sake of the means, we are not to

give up virtue to complaisance ; for the end of

complaisance is only to gain the kindness of our
fellow beings, whose kindness is desirable only
as instrumental to happiness, and happiness
must be always lost by departure from virtue.

T.
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. Ferimur per opaca locorum. Vise.

Driven through the palpable obscure.

CAKAZAH, the merchant of Bagdad, was emi

nent throughout all the East for his avarice ana
his wealth : his origin was obscure, as that of

the spark which by the collision of steel an.I

adamant is struck out of darkness : and the pa
tient labour of persevering diligence alone had
made him rich. It was remembered, that when
he was indigent he was thought to be generous ;

and he was still acknowledged to be inexorably

just. But whether, in his dealings with men,
he discovered a perfidy which tempted him to

put his trust in gold, or whether in proportion
as he accumulated wealth, he discovered his own
importance to increase, Carazan prized it more
as he used it less; he gradually lost the inclina

tion to do good, as he acquired the power ; and
as the hand of time scattered snow upon his

head, the freezing influence extended to his

bosom.

But though the door of Carazan was never

opened by hospitality, nor his hand by compas
sion ; yet fear led him constantly to the mosque
at the stated hours of prayer : he performed all

the rites of devotion with the most scrupulous

punctuality, and had thrice paid his vows at the

temple of the Prophet. That devotion which

arises from the love of God, and necessarily in

cludes the love of man, as it connects gratitude

with beneficence, and exalts that which was
moral to divine, confers new dignity upon good

ness, and is the object not only of affection but

reverence. On the contrary, the devotion of

the selfish, whether it be thought to avert the

punishment which every one wishes to be in

flicted, or to insure it by the complication of

hypocrisy with guilt, never fails to excite indig

nation and abhorrence. Carazan, therefore,

when he had locked his door, and turned round

with a look of circumspective suspicion, pro-
reeded to the mosque, was followed by every eye
with silent malignity ; the poor suspended their

supplication when he passed by ; and though
he was known by every man, no man saluted

him.

Such had long been the life of Carazan, and

such was the character which he had acquired,

when notice was given by proclamation, that he

was removed to a magnificent building in the cen

tre of the city, that his table should be spread for

the public, and that the stranger should be wel

come to his bed. The multitude soon rushed like a

torrent to his door, where they beheld him distri

buting bread to the hungry and apparel to the

naked, his eye softened with compassion, and his

cheek glowing with delight. Every one gazed with

astonishment at the prodigy ; and the murmur
of innumerable voices increasing like the sound

of approaching thunder, Carazan beckoned with

his hand ; attention suspended the tumult in a

moment, and he thus gratified the curiosity

which had procured him audience.

To Him who touches the mountains and they

smoke, the Almighty and the Most Merciful,
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be everlasting honour ! he has ordained sleep to

be the minister of instruction, and his visions

nave reproved me in the night. As 1 was sit

ting alone in my Haram, with my lamp burn

ing before me, computing the product of my
merchandize and exulting in the increase of my
wealth, I fell into a deep sleep, and the hand of

Him who dwells in the third heaven was upon
me. I beheld the Angel of death coming for

ward like a whirlwind, and he smote me before

I could deprecate the blow. At the same mo
ment I felt myself lifted from the ground, and

transported with astonishing rapidity through

the regions of the air. The earth was contract

ed to an atom beneath ; and the stars glowed
round me with a lustre that obscured the sun.

The gate of Paradise was now in sight ; and 1

was intercepted by a sudden brightness which no

human eye could behold ; the irrevocable sen

tence was now to be pronounced ; my day of

probation was past ; and from the evil of my
life nothing could be taken away, nor could any

thing be added to the good. When I reflected

that my lot for eternity was cast, which not all

the powers of nature could reverse, my confi

dence totally forsook me ; and while I stood

trembling and silent, covered with confusion

and chilled with horror, I was thus addressed

by the radiance that flamed before me.
" Carazan, thy worship has not been accept

ed, because it was not prompted by love of God :

neither can thy righteousness be rewarded, be

cause it was not produced by love of man : for

thy own sake only hast thou rendered to every
man his due; and thou hast approached the

Almighty only for thyself. Thou hast not

looked up with gratitude, nor round thee with

kindness. Around thee, thou hast, indeed, be

held vice and folly ; but if vice and folly could

justify thy parsimony, would they not condemn
the bounty of Heaven ? If not upon the foolish

and the vicious, where shall the sun diffuse his

light or the clouds distil their dew? Where
shall the lips of the spring breathe fragrance, or

the hand of autumn diffuse plenty ? Remember
Carazan, that thou hast shut compassion from
thine heart, and grasped thy treasures with a

hand of'iron : thou hast lived for thyself; and,

therefore, henceforth for ever thou shalt subsist

alone. From the light of heaven, and from the

society of all beings shalt thou be driven ; soli

tude shall protract the lingering hours of eterni

ty, and darkness aggravate the horrors of des

pair." At this moment I was driven by some
secret and irresistible power through the glow
ing system of creation, and passed innumerable
worlds in a moment. As I approached the

verge of nature, I perceived the shadows of total

and boundless vacuity deepen before me, a

dreadful region of eternal silence, solitude, and
darkness ! Unutterable horror seized me at the

prospect, and this exclamation burst from me
,

with all the vehemence of desire :
" O ! that I

had been doomed for ever to the common re

ceptacle of impenitence and guilt? there society
would have alleviated the torment of despair,
and the rage of fire could not have excluded the

comfort of light. Or if I had been condemned
to reside in a comet, that would return but once

in a thousand years to the regions of light and
life ; the hope of these periods, however distant,

would cheer me in the dreary interval of cold

and darkness, and the vicissitude would divide

eternity into time." While this thought passed
over my mind, I lost sight of the remotest star,

and the last glimmering of light was quenched
in utter darkness. The agonies of despair every
moment increased, as every moment augmented
my distance from the last habitable world. "1L

reflected with intolerable anguish, that when
ten thousand years had carried me beyond the

reach of all but that Power who fills infinitude,

I should still look forward into an immense abyss
of darkness, through which I should still drive

without succour and without society, farther

and farther still, for ever and for ever. I then

stretched out my hand towards the regions of

existence, with an emotion that awaked me.
Thus have I been taught to estimate society,
like every other blessing, by its loss. My heart

is warmed to liberality : and I am zealous to

communicate the happiness which I feel, to

those from whom it is derived ; for the society
of one wretch, whom in the pride of prosperity
I would have spurned from my door, would, in

the dreadful solitude to which I was condemned,
have been more highly prized than the gold cf

Afric, or the gems of Golconda.

At this reflection upon his dream, Carazan
became suddenly silent, and looked upward in

an ecstacy of gratitude and devotion. The mul
titude were struck at once with the precept and

example ; and the Caliph, to whom the event
was related, that he might be liberal beyond the

power of gold, commanded it to be recorded for

the benefit of posterity.
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At nostri proavi Plautinos et numeros et

Laudavere sales ; nimium patienter utrumque,
Ne dicam stulte, miruti ; si modo ego et vos

Scimus inurbanum lepido seponere dicto. HOR.

" And yet our sires with joy could Plautus hear;

Gay were his jests, his numbers charm'd their ear."

Let me not say too lavishly they praised;
But sure their judgment was full cheaply pleased,
If you or I with taste are haply blest,

To know a clownish from a courtly jest. FRANCIS.

THE fondness I have so frequently manifested
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for the ancients, has not so far blinded my judg

ment, as to render me unable to discern or un

willing to acknowledge the superiority of the

moderns, in pieces of humour and ridicule. I

shall, therefore, confirm the general assertion of

Addison, part' of which hath already been ex~

amined.

Comedy, Satire, and Burlesque, being the

three chief branches of ridicule, it is necessary
for us to compare together the most admired

performances of the ancients and moderns in

these three kinds of writing, to qualify us justly
to censure or commend, as the beauties or blem

ishes of each party may deserve.

As Aristophanes wrote to please the multi

tude, at a time when the licentiousness of the

Athenians was boundless, his pleasantries are

toarse and unpolite, his characters extravagantly

forced, and distorted with unnatural deformity,
like the monstrous caricatures of Callot. He is

full of the grossest obscenity, indecency, and

inurbanity: and as the populace always delight

to hear their superiors abused and misrepresent

ed, he scatters the rankest calumnies on the

wisest and worthiest personages of his country.
His style is unequal, occasioned by a frequent
introduction of parodies on Sophocles and Euri

pides. It is, however, certain, that he abounds

in artful allusions to the state of Athens at

the time when he wrote; and, perhaps, he is

more valuable, considered as a political satirist,

than a writer of comedy.
Plautus has adulterated a rich vein ofgenuine

wit and humour, with a mixture of the basest

buifoonery. No writer seems to have been born

with a more forcible or more fertile genius for

comedy. He has drawn some characters with

incomparable spirit : we are indebted to him for

the first good miser, and for that worn-out

character among the Romans, a boastful Thraso.

But his love degenerates into lewdness ; and his

jests are insupportably low and illiberal, and fit

only for " the dregs of Romulus" to use and to

hear; he has furnished examples of every species

of true and false wit, even down to a quibble

and a pun. Plautus lived in an age, when the

Romans were but just emerging into politeness;

and I cannot forbear thinking, that if he had

been reserved for the age of Augustus, he would

have produced more perfect plays, than even the

elegant disciple of Menander.

Delicacy, sweetness, and correctness, are the

characteristics of Terence. His polite images
are all represented in the most clear and perspi

cuous expression ; but his characters are too

general and uniform, nor are they marked with

those discriminating peculiarities that distin

guish one man from another : there is a tedious

and disgusting sameness of incidents in his plots,

which, as hath been observed in a former paper,
are too complicated and intricate. It may be

that he superabounds in soliloquies ;
and

that nothing can be more inartificial or impro
per, than the manner in which he hath intro

duced them.

To these three celebrated ancients I venture

to oppose singly the matchless Moliere, as the

most consummate master of comedy that former

or later ages have produced. He was not con

tent with painting obvious and common char

acters, but set himself closely to examine the

numberless varieties of human nature : he soon

discovered every difference, however minute;
and by a proper management could make it

striking : his portraits, therefore, though they

appear to be new, are yet discovered to be just.
The Tartuffe and the Misantrope are the most

singular, and yet, perhaps, the most proper and

perfect characters that comedy can represent ;

and his Miser excels that of any other nation.

He seems to have hit upon the true nature of

comedy ;
which is. to exhibit one singular and

unfamiliar character, by such a series of inci

dents as may best contribute to show its sjngu-
larities. All the circumstances in the Misan

trope tend to manifest the peevish and captious

disgust of the hero ; all the circumstances in the

Tartuffe are calculated to show the treachery of

an accomplished hypocrite. I am sorry that

no English writer of comedy can be produced
as a rival to Moliere : although it must be con

fessed that Falstaff and Morose are two ad

mirable characters, excellently supported and

displayed ;
for Shakspeare has contrived all the

incidents to illustrate the gluttony, lewdneso,

cowardice, and boastfulness of the fat old

knight ;
and Jonson has with equal art displayed

the oddity of a whimsical humourist, who could

endure no kind of noise.

Will it be deemed a paradox to assert, that

Congreve's dramatic persons..'have no striking
and natural characteristic? His Fondlewife and

Foresight are but faint portraits of common
characters, and Ben is a forced and unnatural

caricatura. His plays appear not to be legitimate

comedies, but strings of repartees and sallies of

wit, the most poignant and, polite indeed, but

unnatural and ill placed. The trite and trivial

character of a fop hath strangely engrossed tho

English biage, and given an insipid similarity
to our best comic pieces : originals can never be

wanting in such a kingdom as this, where each

man follows his natural inclinations and propen
sities, if our writers would really contemplate

nature, and endeavour to open those mines of

humour which have been so long and so unac

countably neglected.

If we proceed to consider the satirists of an

tiquity, I shall not scruple to prefer Boileau

and Pope to Horace and J.uvenal ; the arrows of

whose ridicule are more sharp, in proportion as

they are more polished. That reformers should

abound in obscenities, as is the case of the two
Roman poets, is surely an impropriety of the
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most extraordinary kind ; the courtly Horace

also sometimes sinks into mean and farcical

abuses, as in the first lines of the seventh satire ol

the first hook ; but Boileau and Pope have given

to their satire the Cestus of Venus : their ridi

cule is concealed and oblique ;
that of the Ro

mans direct and open. The tenth satire of Boileau

on women is more bitter and more decent and

elegant than the sixth of Juvenal on the same

subject ;
and Pope's epistle to Mrs. Blount far

excels them both, in the artfulness and delicacy
with which it touches female foibles. I may
add, that the imitations of Horace by Pope and
of Juvenal by Johnson, are preferable to their

originals, in the appositeness of their examples,
and in the poignancy of their ridicule. Above

all, the Lutrin, the Rape of the Lock, the Dis

pensary, and the Dunciad, cannot be paralleled

by any works that the wittiest of the ancients

can boast of: for by assuming the form of the

epopea, they have acquired a dignity and grace

fulness, which all satires delivered merely in the

poet's own person must want, and with which
the satirists of antiquity were wholly unac

quainted : for the Batrachomuomachia of Ho
mer cannot be considered as the model of these

admirable pieces.

Lucian is the greatest master of burlesque

among the ancients
; but the travels of Gulliver,

though indeed evidently copied from his True

History, do as evidently excel it. Lucian sets out

with informing his readers, that he is in jest, and
intends to ridicule some of the incredible stories

m Ctesias and Herodotus : this introduction

surely enfeebles his satire and defeats his pur
pose. The True History consists only of the

most wild, monstrous, and miraculous persons
and accidents : Gulliver has a concealed mean

ing, and his dwarfs and giants convey tacitly
some moral or political instruction. The Cha
ron, or the Prospect (Iffig-xaxouvris} one of the

dialogues of Lucian, has likewise given occasion

to that agreeable French satire, entitled,
" Le

Diable Boiteux," or " The Lame Devil j" which
has highly improved on its original by a greater

variety of characters and description, lively re

marks, and interesting adventures. So if a par
allel be drawn between Lucian and Cervantes,

the ancient will still appear to disadvantage : the

burlesque of Lucian principally consists in

making his gods and philosophers speak and act

like the meanest of the people ; that of Cervantes
arises from the solemn and important air with
which the most idle and ridiculous actions are

related ; and is, therefore, much more striking
and forcible. In a word, Don Quixote, and its

copy Hudibras, the Splendid Shilling, the

Adventures of Gil Bias, the Tale of a Tub, and
the Rehearsal, are pieces of humour which an

tiquity cannot equal, much less excel.

Theophrastus must yield to La Bruyere for

his intimate knowledge of human nature; and

the Athenians never produced a writer whose
humour was so exquisite as that of Addison. or

who delineated and supported a character with
so much nature and true pleasantry as that of

Sir Roger de Coverly. It ought, indeed, to be

remembered, that every species of wit, written in

distant times and in dead languages, appears
with many disadvantages to present readers,

from their ignorance of the manners and cus

toms alluded to and exposed ; but the grossness,
the rudeness and indelicacy of the ancients will,

notwithstanding, sufficiently appear, even from
the sentiments of such critics as Cicero and

Quintilian, who mention corporal defects and
deformities as proper objects of raillery.

If it be now asked, to what can we ascribe

this superiority of the moderns in all the species
of ridicule ? I answer, to the improved state of

conversation. The great geniuses of Greece

and Rome were formed during the times of a

republican government : and though it be

certain, as Longinus asserts, that democracies

are the nurseries of true sublimity ; yet mon
archies and courts are more productive of polite

ness. The arts of civility, and the decencies of

conversation, as they unite men more closely and

bring them more frequently together, multiply

opportunities of observing those incongruities

and absurdities of behaviour, on which ridicule

is founded. The ancients had more liberty

and seriousness j the moderns have more luxury
and laughter.

Z.

No. 134.] SATURDAY, FEB. 16, 1754.

. Virtutibus obstat

Res angusta doml. JUVENAL.

Rarely they rise by virtue's aid, who lie

Plunged in the depth of helpless poverty.
DRYDKN.

TO THE ADVENTURER.

SIR,

As I was informed hy your hookseller, upon
whom I called a few days ago to make a small

purchase for my daughter, that your whole
work would be comprised in one hundred and

forty papers, I can no longer delay to send you
the account of her life, which I gave you some
reason to expect when I related my own.*
This account she gave in that dreadful night,
;he remembrance of which still freezes me with
tiorror ;

the night in which I had hired her as a

prostitute, and could not have been deterred

rom incest hut by an event so extraordinary
;hat it was almost miraculous. I have, indeed,

*No. LXXXVI.
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frequently attempted to relate a story which I

can never forget, but 1 was always dissatisfied

with my own expressions; nor could I ever pro-
j

duce in writing a narrative which appeared i

equal to the effect that it wrought upon my
mind when I heard it. I have, therefore,

prevailed upon the dear injured girl to relate it

in her own words, which I shall faithfully

transcribe.

The first situation that I remember was in a

cellar ; where, I suppose, I had been placed by
the parish officers with a woman who kept a

little dairy. My nurse was obliged to be often

abroad, and I was then left to the care of a girl,

who was just old enough to lug me about in her

arms, and who, like other petty creatures in

office, knew not how to show her authority but

by the abuse of it. Such was my dread of her

power and resentment, that I suffered almost

whatever she inflicted, without complaint ;
and

when I was scarcely four years old, had learnt

so far to surmount the sense of pain and sup

press my passions, that t have been pinched
black and blue without wincing, and patiently

suffered her to impute to me many trivial mis

chiefs which her own perverseness or careless

ness had produced.
This situation, however, was not without its

advantages; for instead of a hard crust and

small beer, which would probably have been the

principal part of my subsistence if I had been

placed with a person in the same rank, but of a

different employment, I had always plenty of

milk ; which though it had been skimmed for

cream was not sour, and which indeed was
wholesome food ; upon which I throve very
fast, and was taken notice of by every body, for

the freshness of my looks, and the clearness of

my skin.

Almost as soon as I could speak plain, I was
sent to the parish-school to learn to read

; and

thought myself as fine in my .blue gown and

badge, as a court beauty in a birth-night suit.

The mistress of the school was the widow of a

clergyman, whom I have often heard her men
tion with tears, though he had been long dead
when I first came under her tuition, and left

her in such circumstances as made her solicit an

employment, of which before she would have
dreaded the labour, and scorned the meanness.
She had been very genteelly educated, and had

acquired a general knowledge of literature after

her marriage ; the communication of which en

livened their hours of retirement, and afforded

such a subject of conversation, as added to every
other enjoyment the pleasures of beneficence and

gratitude.

There was something in her manner, which
won my affection and commanded my reve

rence. I found her a person very different from

my nurse ; and I watched her looks with such
ardour and attention, that I was sometimes able,

young as I was, to anticipate her commands.
It was natural that she should love the virtue

which she had produced, nor was it incongruous
that she should reward it. I perceived with in

expressible delight, that she treated me with

peculiar tenderness ;
and when I was about

eight years old, she offered to take my education

wholly upon herself, without putting the parish

to any farther charge for my maintenance.

Her offer was readily accepted, my nurse was

discharged, and I was taken home to my mis

tress, who called me her little maid; a name
which 1 was ambitious to deserve, because she

did not like a tyrant exact my obedience as a

slave, but like a parent invited me to the duty
of a child. As our family consisted only of my
mistress and myself except sometimes a chare-

woman, we were always alone in the intervals

of business ;
and the good matron amused herself

by instructing me not only in reading, writing,
and the first rules of arithmetic, but in various

kinds of needlework ;
and what was yet of more

moment, in the principles of virtue and religion,

which in her life appeared to be so amiable, that

I wanted neither example nor motive. She gave
me also some general notions of the decorum

practised among persons of a higher class ;
and

I was thus acquainted, while I was yet a child,

and in an obscure station, with some rudiments

of good breeding.

Before I was fifteen, I began to assistmy bene

factress in her employment, and by some plain-

work which she had procured me, I furnished

myself with decent clothes. By an insensible

and spontaneous imitation of her manner, I

had acquired such a carriage, as gained me more

respect in a yard-wide stuff, than is often paid

by strangers to an upper servant in a rich silk.

Such was now the simplicity and innocence

of my life, that I had scarce a wish unsatisfied ;

and I often reflected upon my own happiness
with a sens* of gratitude that increased it. But
alas ! this felicity was scarce sooner enjoyed than

lost : the good matron, who was in the most en

dearing sense my parent and my friend, was

seized with a fever, which in a few days put an

end to her life, and left me alone in the world

without alliance or protection, overwhelmed

with grief and distracted with anxiety. The

world, indeed, was before me ; but I trembled to

enter it alone. I knew no art by which I could

subsist myself; and I was unwilling to be con

demned to a state of servitude, in which no such

art could be learned. I, therefore, applied again

to the officers of the parish, who, as a testimony

of respect to my patroness, condescended still to

consider me as their charge, and with the usual

sum bound me apprentice to a mantua-maker ;

whose business, of which indeed she had but

little, was among persons that were something

below the middle class, and who, as I verily

believe, had applied to the churchwardens for
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&n apprentice, only that she might silence a

number of petty duns, and obtain new cred't

with the money that is given as a consideration

for necessary clothes.

The dwelling of my new mistress was two

back rooms in a dirty street near the Seven

Dials. She received me, however, with great

appearance of kindness ; we breakfasted, dined,

and supped together ; and though I could not

but regret the alteration of my condition, yet I

comforted myself with reflecting, that in a few

years I should be mistress of a trade by which I

might become independent, and live in a man

ner more agreeable to my inclinations. But my
indentures were no sooner signed, than I suf

fered a new change of fortune. The first step

my mistress took was to turn away her maid, a

poor slave who was covered only with rags and

dirt, and whose ill qualities I foolishly thought

were the only cause of her ill treatment. I was

now compelled to light fires, go of errands, wash

linen, and dress victuals, and in short, to do

every kind of household drudgery, and to sit up
half the night, that the task of hemming and

running seams which had been assigned me

might be performed.

Though I suffered all this without murmur
or complaint, yet I became pensive and melan

choly ; the tears would often steal .silently from

my eyes, and my mind was sometimes so ab

stracted in the contemplation of my own misery,
that I did not hear what was said to me. But

my sensibility produced resentment instead of

pity ; my melancholy drew upon me the re

proach of sullenness; I was stormed at for

spoiling my work with sniveling 1 knew not

why, and threatened that it should not long be

without cause; a menace which was generally
executed the moment it was uttered ; my arms
and neck continually bore the marks of the yard,
and I was in every respect treated with the

most brutal unkindness.

In the meantime, however, I applied myself
to learn the business as my last resource, and

the only foundation of my hope. My diligence
and assiduity atoned for the want of instruction

;

and it might have been truly said, that I stole

the knowledge which my mistress had engaged
to communicate. As I had a taste for dress, I

recommended myself to the best customers, and

frequently corrected a fault of which they com

plained, and which my mistress was not able to

discover. The countenance and courtesy which
this gained, though it encouraged my hope of

the future, yet it made the present less tolerable.

My tyrant treated me with yet more inhuman

ity, and my sufferings were so great, that I fre

quently meditated an escape, though I knew not

whither to go, and though I foresaw that the

moment I became a fugitive, I should forfeit all

iny interest, justify every complaint, and incur
a disgrace which J could never obliterate.

I had now groaned under the most cruel op

pression something more than four years ; the

clothes which had been the purchase of my own

money I had worn out ; and my mistress

thought it her interest not to furnish me with

any better than would just serve me to go out

on her errands, and follow her with a bundle.

But as so much of my time was past, I thought
it highly reasonable, and indeed necessary, that

I should make a more decent appearance, that I

should attend the customers, take their orders

and their measure, or at least fit on the work.

After much premeditation, and many attempts,
I at length surmounted my fears, and in such

terms and manner as I thought least likely to

give offence, I entreated that I might have such

clothes as would answer the purpose, and pro

posed to work so many hours extraordinary as

would produce the money they should cost.

But this request, however modest, was an
swered only with reproaches and insult. " I

wanted, forsooth, to be a gentlewoman; yes, 1

should be equipped to set up for myself. This

she might have expected for taking a heggar
from the parish ; but I should see that she knew
how to mortify my pride and disappoint my
cunning." I was at once grieved and angered
at this treatment ; and, I believe, for the first

time, expressed myself with some indignation
and resentment. My resentment, however, she

treated with derision and contempt, as an im

potent attempt to throw off her authority ; and

declaring that she would soon show me who
was mistress, she struck me so violent a blow,
that I fell from my chair, Whether she was

frighted at my fall, or whether she suspected I

should alarm the house, she did not repeat hep

blow, but contented herself with reviling the

poverty and wretchedness which she laboured

to perpetuate.
I burst into tears of anguish and resentment,

and made no reply ; but from this moment my
hatred became irreconcHeable, and I secretly
determined at all events to escape from a slavery,

which I accused myself for having already en

dured too long.

No. 135.] TUESDAY, FEB. 19, 1754.

Latet anguis in herba. VIRG

Beneath the grass conceal'd a serpent lies.

IT happened, that the next morning I was sent

with some work as far as Chelsea; it was
about the middle of May. Upon me, who had

long toiled in the smoke and darkness of Lon
don, and had seen the sun shine only upon a

chimney, or a wall, the freshness of the air, the
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verdure of the field, and the song of the birds,

had the power of enchantment. I could not

forbear lingering in my walk : and every mo
ment of delay made me less willing to return

;

not indeed by increasing my enjoyment, but my
fear : I was tenacious of the present, because I

dreaded the future ; and increased the evil which
I approached at every step, by a vain attempt to

retain and possess that which at every step I

was leaving behind. I found, that not to look

forward with hope, was not to look round with

pleasure ; and yet I still loitered away the hours

which I could not enjoy, and returned in a state

of anxious irresolution, still taking the way
home, because I knew not where else to go, but

still neglecting the speed which alone could

uaake home less dreadful. My torment in

creased as my walk became shorter
;
and when

I had returned as far as the lower end of the

Mall in St. James's Park, I was quite over

whelmed with regret and despair, and sitting

down on one of the benches I burst into tears.

As my mind was wholly employed on my
own distress and my apron held up to my eyes,

it was some time before I discovered an elderly

lady who had sat down by me. The moment
I saw her, such is the force of habit, all thoughts
of my own wretchedness gave way to a sense of

indecorum ; and as she appeared by her dress to

be a person in whose company it was presump
tion in me to sit, I started up in great confu

sion, and would have left the seat. This, how
ever, she would not suffer ; but taking hold of

my gown, and gently drawing me back, ad

dressed me with an accent of tenderness, and
soothed me with pity before she knew my dis

tress. It was so long since I had heard the

voice of kindness, that my heart melted as she

spoke with gratitude and joy. I told her all my
story ; to which she listened with great atten

tion, and often gazed steadfastly in my face.

When my narrative was ended, ahe told me,
that the manner in which I had related it, was
alone sufficient to convince her that it was true;

that there was an air of simplicity and sincerity

about me, which had prejudiced her in my fa

vour as soon as she saw me ;
and that, therefore,

she was determined to take me home; that I

should live with her till she had established me
in my business, which she could easily do by
recommending me to her acquaintance ; and
that in the mean time she would take care to

prevent my mistress from being troublesome.

It is impossible to express the transport that

I felt at this unexpected deliverance. I was

utterly unacquainted with the artifices of those

who are hackneyed in the ways of vice ; and the

remembrance of the disinterested kindness of my
first friend, by whom I had been brought up,
came fresh into my mind : I, therefore, indulged
the hope of having found such another without

scruple; and uttering some incoherent expres

sions of gratitude, which was too great to be

formed into compliment, I accepted the offer,

and followed my conductress home. The house

was such as I had never entered before ; the

rooms were spacious, and the furniture elegant.

I looked round with wonder; and blushing
with a sense of my own meanness, would have

followed the servant who opened the door into

the kitchen, but her mistress prevented me.

She saw my confusion, and encouraging me
with a smile took me up stairs into a kind of

dressing-room, where she immediately furnished

me with clean shoes and stockings, a cap, hand

kerchief, rufles, and apron, and a night-gown of

genteel Irish stuff, which had not been much

worn, though It was spotted and stained in

many places : they belonged, she said, to her

cousin, a young lady, for whom she had under

taken to provide ; and insisted upon my putting

them on, that I might sit down with her family
at dinner; "for," said she, "I have no ac

quaintance, to whom I could recommend a

mantua-maker that I kept in my kitchen."

I perceived that she watched me with great

attention while I was dressing, and seemed to

be greatly delighted with the alteration in my
appearance when I had done. " I see," said

she,
" that you were made for a gentlewoman,

and a gentlewoman you shall be, or it shall be

your own fault." I could only courtesy in an

swer to this compliment ; but notwithstanding
the appearance of diffidence, and modesty in the

blush which I felt burn upon my cheek, yet my
heart secretly exulted in a proud confidence that

it was true. When I came down stairs, I was
introduced by my patroness (who had told me
that her name was Wellwood) to the young

lady her cousin and three others; to whom,
soon after we were seated, she related my story,

intermixing much invective against my mistress,

and much flattery to me, with neither of which,
if the truth be confessed, 1 was much dis

pleased.

After dinner, as I understood that company
was expected, I entreated leave to retire, and

was showed up stairs into a small chamber very

neatly furnished, which I was desired to con

sider as my own. As the company staid till it

was very late, I drank tea and supped alone,

one of the servants being ordered to attend me.

The next morning, when I came down stairs

to breakfast, Mrs. Wellwood presented me with

a piece of printed cotton sufficient for a sack

and coat, and about twelve yards of slight silk

for a night-gown, which, she said, I should

make up myself as a specimen of my skill. I

attempted to excuse myself from accepting this

benefaction, with much hesitation and confu

sion ; but I was commanded with a kind frown,

and in a peremptory tone, to be silent. I was

told, that, when business came in, I should pay
all my debts ; that, in the meantime, I should
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be solicitous only to set up ;
and that a change

of genteel apparel might be considered as my
stock in trade, since without it my business

could neither be procured nor transacted.

To work, therefore, I went ; my clothes were

made and worn; many encomiums were

lavished upon my dexterity and my person ;
and

thus I was entangled in the snare that had been

laid for me, before I discovered my danger. I

had contracted debts which it was impossible I

should pay ; the power of the law could now be

applied to effect the purposes of guilt ;
and my

creditor could urge me to her purpose both by

hope and fear.

I had now been near a month in my new

lodging ;
and great care had hitherto been taken

to conceal whatever might shock my modesty,

or acquaint me with the danger of my situation.

Some incidents, however, notwithstanding this

caution, had fallen under my notice, that might
well have alarmed me; but as those who are

waking from a pleasing dream, shut their eyes

against the light, and endeavour to prolong the

delusion by slumbering again, I checked my
suspicions the moment they rose, as if danger

that was not known would not exist ; without

considering, that inquiry alone could confirm

the good, and enable me to escape the evil.

The house was often filled with company
which divided into separate rooms ; the visits

were frequently continued till midnight, and

sometimes till morning; I had, however, al

ways desired leave to retire, which had hitherto

been permitted, though not without reluctance ;

but at length I was pressed to make tea, with

an importunity that I could not resist. The

company was very gay, and some familiarities

passed between the gentlemen and ladies which

threw me into confusion and covered me with

blushes ; yet I was still zealous to impose upon

myself, and, therefore, was contented with the

supposition, that they were liberties allowed

among persons of fashion, many of whose polite

levities I had heard described and censured by
the dear monitor of my youth, to whom I owed
all my virtue and all my knowledge. I could

not, however, reflect without solicitude and

anxiety, that since the first week of my arrival

I had heard no more of my business. I had,

indeed, frequently ventured to mention it
;
and

till hoped, that when my patroness had pro
cured me a little set of customers among her

Jriends, I should be permitted to venture into a

room of my own; for I could not think of

carrying it on where it would degrade my bene

factress, of whom it could not without an
affront be said, that she let lodgings to a man-

tua-maker; nor could I without indecorum

distribute directions where I was to be found,
till I had removed to another house. But
whenever I introduced this subject of conversa

tion, I was either rallied for my gravity, or

gently reproached with pride, as impatient of

obligation. Sometimes I was told with an air

of merriment, that my business should be plea
sure ;

and sometimes I was entertained with

amorous stories, and excited by licentious and

flattered descriptions, to a relish of luxurious

idleness and expensive amusements. In short,

my suspicions gradually increased ; and my
fears grew stronger, till my dream was at an

end, and I could slumber no more. The terror

that seized me, when I could no longer doubt

into what hands I had fallen, is not to be ex

pressed, nor, indeed, could it be concealed ; the

effect which it produced in my aspect and be

haviour afforded the wretch, who attempted to

seduce me, no prospect of success ; and as she

despaired of exciting me by the love of pleasure
to voluntary guilt, she determined to effect her

purpose by surprise, and drive me into her toils

by desperation.

It was not less my misfortune than reproach,
that I did not immediately quit a place, in

which I knew myself devoted to destruction.

This, indeed, Mrs. Wellwood was very assi

duous to prevent : the morning after I had dis

covered her purpose, the talk about my business

was renewed
;
and as soon as we had break

fasted, she took me out with her in a hackney
coach, under pretence of procuring me a lodg

ing ; but she had still some plausible objection

against all that we saw. Thus she contrived to

busy my mind, and keep me with her the great
est part of the day; at three we returned to

dinner, and passed the afternoon without com

pany. I drank tea with the family; and in the

evening, being uncommonly drowsy, I went to

bed near two hours sooner than usual.

No. 136.] SATURDAY, FEB. 23, 1754*.

Quis taliafando

Temperet a lacrimis. VIRG.

And who can hear this tale without a tear ?

To the transactions of this night I was not con

scious; but what they had been the circum
stances of the morning left me no room to doubt.

I discovered with astonishment, indignation,
and despair, which for a time suspended all my
faculties, that 1 had suffered irreparable injury
in a state of insensibility ; not so much to gratify
the wretch by whom I had been abused, as that

I might with less scruple admit another, and by
reflecting that it was impossible to recover what
I had lost, become careless of all that remained.

Many artifices were used to soothe me
; and when

these were found to be ineffectual, attempts
were made to intimidate me with menaces.

3B
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1 knew not exactly what passed in the first fury
ofmy distraction, but at length it quite exhaust

ed me. In the evening, being calm through
mere langour and debility, and no precaution

having been taken to detain me, because I was
not thought able to escape, I found means to

steal down stairs and get into the street without

being missed. Wretched as I was, I felt some
emotions of joy when I iirst found myself at

liberty; though it was no better than the

liberty of an exile in a desert, where, having

escaped from the dungeon and the wheel, he

must yet, without a miracle, be destroyed by
savages or hunger. It was not long, indeed,

before I reflected that I knew no house that

would receive me, and that I had no money in

my pocket. I had not however the least incli

nation to go back. I sometimes thought of re

turning to my old mistress, the mantua-maker ;

but the moment I began to anticipate the ma
licious inference she would draw from my
absence and appearance, and her triumph in

the mournful necessity that urged me to return,

I determined rather to suffer any other evil that

could befal me.

Thus destitute and forlorn, feeble and dis

pirited, I continued to creep along till the shops
were all shut, and the deserted streets became
silent. The busy crowds which had almost

borne me before them, were now dissipated ;

and every one was retired home, except a few
wretched outcasts like myself, who were either

huddled together in a corner, or strolling about

not knowing whether they went. It is not easy
to conceive the anguish, with which I reflected

upon my condition; and, perhaps, it would

scarcely have been thought possible, that a per
son who was not a fugitive from justice, nor an

enemy to labour, could be thus destitute even of

the little that is essential to life, and in danger
of perishing for want in the midst of a populous

city, abounding with accommodations for every

rank, from the peer to the beggar. Such, how

ever, was my lot. I found myself compelled by
necessity to pass the night in the streets, with

out hope of passing the next in any other place,

or, indeed, of procuring food to support me till

it arrived. I had now fasted the whole day ;

my languor increased every moment; I was

weary and fainting ; my face was covered with

a cold sweat, and my legs trembled under me ;

but 1 did not dare to sit down, or to walk twice

along the same street, lest I should have been

seized by the watch, or insulted by some volun

tary vagabond in the rage or wantonness of

drunkenness or lust. I knew not, indeed, well

how to vary my walk ; but imagined that, upon
the whole, I should be more safe in the city,

than among the brothels in the Strand, or in

streets which being less frequented are less

carefully watched : for though I scarce ventured

to consider the law us my friend,, yet I was

more afraid of those who should attempt to

break the peace, than those who were appointed
to keep it. I went forward, therefore, as well
as I was able, and passed through St. Paul'*

church-yard as the clock struck one; but such
was my misfortune, that the calamity which 1

dreaded overtook me in the very place to which
I had fled to avoid it. Just as I was crossing
at the corner into Cheapside, I was laid hold ou

by a man not meanly dressed, who would have
hurried me down towards the Old Change. I

knew not what he said, but I strove to disen

gage myself from him without making any re

ply : my struggles, indeed, were weak ; and the
man still keeping his hold, and perhaps mistak

ing the feebleness of my resistance foi somr
inclination to comply, proceeded to indecencies,
for which I struck him with the sudden force
that was supplied by rage and indignation ; but

my whole strength was exhausted in the blow,
which the brute instantly returned, and repeated
till I fell. Instinct is still ready in the defence
of life, hpwever wretched; and though, the
moment before, I had wished to die, yet in this

distress I spontaneously cried out for help. My
voice was heard by a watchman, who im

mediately ran towards me, and finding me upon
the ground lifted up his lantern, and examine**

me with an attention, which made me reflect

with great confusion upon the disorder of my
dress, which before had riot once occurred to

my thoughts; my hair hung loosely about mv
shoulders, my stays were but half laced, and
the rest of my clothes were carelessly thrown on
in the tumult and distraction of mind, which

prevented my attending to trivial circumstances

when I made my escape from Wellwood's.

My general appearance, and the condition in

which I was found, convinced the watchman
that I was a strolling prostitute ; and finding
that I was not able to rise without assistance,

he also concluded that I was drunk ; he, there

fore, set down his lantern, and calling his com
rade to assist him, they lifted me up. As my
voice was faltering, my looks wild, and my
whole frame so feeble that I tottered as I stood,

the man was confirmed in his first opinion ; and

seeing my face bloody, and my eyes swelled, lie

told me with a sneer, that to secure me from

further ill-treatment, he would provide a lodg

ing for me till the morning ;
and accordingly

they dragged me between them to the Comp-
ter, without any regard to my entreaties or

distress.

I passed the night in agonies, upon which even

now I shudder to look back ; and in the morning
I was carried before a magistrate. The watch

man gave an account of his having found m
very drunk, crying out murder, and breeding a

riot in the street at one o'clock in the morning .

" I was scarcely yet sober," he said,
" as his

worship might see, and had been pretty hand-
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somely beaten ; but he supposed it was for an

unsuccessful attempt to pick a pocket, at which

I must have been very dexterous, indeed, to have

succeeded in that condition."

This account, however injurious, was greatly

confirmed by my appearance : I was almost

covered with kennel-dirt, my face was dis

coloured, my speech was inarticulate, and I was

so oppressed with faintness and terror, that 1

could not stand without a support. The magis

trate, however, with great kindness, called upon
me to make my defence, which I attempted by

relating the truth : but the story was told with

so much hesitation, and was in itself so wild

and improbable, so like the inartificial tales that

are hastily formed as an apology for detected

guilt, that it could not be believed ; and I was

told, that except I could support my character

by some credible witness, I should be commit

ted to Bridewell.

I was thunderstruck at this menace; and had

formed ideas so dreadful of the place to which I

was to be sent, that my dungeon at the mantua-

maker's became a palace in the comparison, and

to return thither, with whatever disadvantages,

was now the utmost object of my hope. 1,

therefore, desired that my mistress might be

sent for, and flattered myself that she would at

least take me out of a house of correction, if it

were only for the pleasure of tormenting me
herself.

In about two hours the messenger returned,

and with him my tyrant, who eyed me witn

such malicious pleasure that my hopes failed

me the moment I saw her, and I almost re

pented that she was come. She was, I believe,

glad of an opportunity effectually to prevent my
obtaining any part of her business, which she

had some reason to fear
; and, therefore, told

the justice who examined her, that " she had

taken me a beggar from the parish four years

ago, and taught me her trade ; but that I had

been always sullen, mischievous, and idle ; that

it was more than a month since I had clandes

tinely left her service, in decent and modest ap

parel fitting my condition ; and that she would

leave his worship to judge, whether I came

honestly by the tawdry rags which I had on my
back." This account, however correspondent
with my own, served only to confirm those

facts which condemned me : it appeared incon-

testibly, that I had deserted my service; and

been debauched in a brothel, where I had been

furnished with clothes and continued more than

a month. That I had been ignorant of my situa

tion, prostituted without my consent, and at

last had escaped to avoid farther injury, ap

peared to be fictitious circumstances, invented

to palliate my offence : the person whom I had
accused lived in another county ; and it was

necessary for the present, to bring the matter to

a short issue : my mistress, therefore, was asked,

whether she would receive me again, upon my
promise of good behaviour

; and upon her per

emptory refusal, my mittimus was made out.

and I was committed to hard labour. Th
clerk, however, was ordered to take a memoran
dum of my charge against Wellwood, and I was
told that inquiry should be made about her.

After I had been confined about a week, a
note was brought me without date or name, in.

which I was told,
" that my malice against

those who would have been my benefactors was

disappointed ; that, if I would return to them,

my discharge should be procured, and I should
still be kindly received ; but that if I persisted
in my ingratitude, it should not be unrevenged.

'

From this note I conjectured, that Wellwood
had found means to stop an inquiry into her

conduct, which she had discovered to have been

begun upon my information, and had thus
learned where I was to be found ; I therefore

returned no answer, but that I was contented

with my situation, and prepared to suffer what
ever Providence should appoint.

During my confinement, I was not treated

with great severity ; and at the next court, aa

no particular crime was alleged against me, I

was ordered to be discharged. As my character

was now irretrievably lost, as I had no friend

who would afford me shelter, nor any business

to which I could apply, I had no prospect but

again to wander about the streets, without

lodging and without food. I, therefore, in-

treated, that the officers of the parish to which
I belonged, might be ordered to receive me into

the work-house, till they could get me a service,

or find me some employment by which my la

bour would procure me a subsistence. This re

quest, so reasonable, and so uncommon, was
much commended, and immediately granted:
but as I was going out at the gate with my pass

in my hand, I was met by a bailiff, with an

emissary of Wellwood's, and arrested for a debt

of twenty pounds. As it was no more in my
power to procure bail, than to pay the money, I

was immediately dragged to Newgate. It was

soon known that I had not a farthing in my
pocket, and that no money either for fees or

accommodations could be expected; I was,

therefore, turned over to a place called the com

mon side, among the most wretched and tha

most profligate of human beings. In Bridewell,

indeed, my associates were wicked; but they

were overawed by the presence of their task

master, and restrained from licentiousness by

perpetual labour ;
but my ears were now vio

lated every moment by oaths, execrations, and

obscenity ; the conversation of Mother Well-

wood, her inmates, and her guests, was chaste

and holy to that of the inhabitants of this place ;

and in comparison with their life, that to which

I had been solicited was innocent. Thus 1

began insensibly to think of mere incontinence
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without horror ; and, indeed, became less sensi

ble ofmore complicated enormities, in proportion

as they became familiar. My wretchedness,

however, was not illeviated, though my virtue

became less. I was without friends and without

money; and the misery of confinement in a

noisome dungeon was aggravated by hunger and

thirst, and cold and nakedness. In this hour of

trial, J was again assailed by the wretch, who
had produced it only to facilitate her success.

And let not those before whom the path of

virtue has been strewed with flowers, and every

thorn removed by prosperity, too severely cen

sure me, to whom it was a barren and a rugged
road in which I had long toiled with labour and

anguish, if at last, when I was benighted in a

storm, I turned at the first light, and hasted to

the nearest shelter : let me not be too severely

censured, if I now accepted liberty, and ease,

and plenty, upon the only terms on which they

could be obtained. I consented with whatever

reluctance and compunction to return, and

complete my ruin in the place where it was

begun. The action of debt was immediately

withdrawn, my fees were paid, and I was once

more removed to my lodging near Covent Gar

den. In a short time I recovered my health

and beauty ; I was again dressed arid adorned at

the expense of my tyrant, whose power increased

in proportion to my debt : the terms of prosti

tution were prescribed me; and out of the

money which was the price not only of my body
but my soul, 1 scarce received more than I

could have earned by weeding in a field. The
will of my creditor was my law, from which I

knew not how to appeal. My slavery was
most deplorable, and my employment most

odious : for the principles of virtue and religion,

which had been implanted in my youth, how
ever they had been choked by weeds, could

never be plucked up by the root ; nor did I ever

admit a dishonourable visit, but my heart sunk,

my lips quivered, and my knees smote each

other.

From this dreadful situation I am at length
delivered. But while I lift up my heart in

gratitude to Him who alone can bring good out

of evil, I desire it may be remembered, that my
deviation to ill was natural, my recovery almost

miraculous. My first step to vice was the de

sertion of my service ; and of this, all my guilt

and misery were the consequence. Let none,

therefore, quit the post that is assigned them by
Providence, or venture out of the straight way ;

the by-path, though it may invite them by its

verdure, will inevitably lead them to a preci

pice ; nor can it without folly and presumption,
be pronounced of any, that their first deviation

from rectitude will produce less evil than mine.

Such Mr. Adventurer, is the story of my
child, and such are her reflections upon it ; to

which I can only add. that he who abandons

his offspring, or corrupts them by his example,

perpetrates greater evil than a murderer, in

proportion as immortality is of more value than

life.

I am, Sir,

Your humble servant,

AGAMUS.
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Ti o" t'tfc',

What Lave I been doing ?

PYTM.

As man is a being very sparingly furnished

with the power of prescience, he can provide for

the future only by considering the past ; and as

futurity is all in which he has any real interest,

he ought very diligently to use the only means

by which he can be enabled to enjoy it, and

frequently to revolve the experiments which he
has hitherto made upon life, that he may gain
wisdom from his mistakes and caution from
his miscarriages.

Though I do not so exactly conform to the

precepts of Pythagoras, as to practise every

night this solemn recollection, yet 1 am riot so

lost in dissipation as wholly to omit it
; nor can

I forbear sometimes to inquire of myself, in

what employment my life has passed away.
Much of my time has sunk into nothing, and

left no trace by which it can be distinguished;

and of this, I now only know, that it was once

in my power and might once have been im

proved.
Of other parts of life memory can give some

account : at some hours I have been gay, and at

others serious ; I have sometimes mingled in

conversation, and sometimes meditated in

solitude ; one day has been spent in consulting

the ancient sages, and another in writing Ad
venturers.

At the conclusion of any undertaking, it is

usual to compute the loss and profit. As I

shall soon cease to write Adventurers, I could

not forbear lately to consider what has been

the consequence of my labours : and whether

I am to reckon the hours laid out in these

compositions, as applied to a good and laudable

purpose, or suffered to fume away in useless

evaporations.

That I have intended well, I have the attes

tation of my own heart : but good intentions

may be frustrated, when they are executed

without suitable skill, or directed to an end

unattainable in itself.

Some there are who leave writers very little

room for self congratulation ; some who affirm,

that books have no influence upon the public,
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that no age was ever made better by its authors,

and that to call upon mankind to correct their

manners, is like Xerxes, to scourge the wind or

shackle the torrent.

This opinion they pretend to support by un

failing experience. The world is full of fraud

and corruption, rapine, or malignity; interest

is the ruling motive of mankind, and every one

is endeavouring to increase his own stores of

happiness by perpetual accumulation, without

reflecting upon the numbers whom his super

fluity condemns to want: in this state of things
a book of morality is published, in which charity
and benevolence are strongly enforced; and it is

proved beyond opposition, that men are happy
in proportion as they are virtuous, and rich as

they are liberal. The book is applauded, and

the author is preferred ; he imagines his ap

plause deserved, and receives less pleasure from

the acquisition of reward than the consciousness

of merit. Let us look again upon mankind:

interest is still the ruling motive, and the world

is yet full of fraud and corruption, malevolence

and rapine.

The difficulty of confuting this assertion arises

merely from its generality and comprehension :

to overthrow it by a detail of distinct facts, re

quires a wider survey of the woi'ld than human

eyes can take ; the progress of reformation is

gradual and silent, as the extension of evet?inp
showers ; we know that they were short at

noon, and are long at sun-set, but our senses

were not able to discern their increase : we
know of every civil nation that it was once

savage ; and how was it reclaimed but by pre

cept and admonition !

Mankind are universally corrupt, but corruj >

in different degrees; as they are universal!)

ignorant, yet with greater or less irradiations of

knowledge. How has knowledge or virtue been

increased and preserved in one place beyond an

other, but by diligent inculcation and rational

inforcement.

Books of morality are daily written, yet its

influence is still little in the world ; so the

ground is annually ploughed, and yet multitudes

are in want of bread. But surely, neither the

labours of the moralist nor of the husbandman
are vain: let them for a while neglect their

tasks, and their usefulness will be known
; the

wickedness that is now frequent would become

universal, the bread that is now scarce would

wholly fail.

The power, indeed, of every individual is

small, and the consequence of his endeavours

imperceptible in a general prospect of the world.

Providence has given no man ability to do much,
lhai'something might be left for every man to

do.' The business of life is carried on by a

general co-operation ;
in which the part of any

single man can be no more distinguished, than
the effect of a particular drop when the mea

dows are floated by a summer shower; yet

every drop increases the inundation, and every
hand adds to the happiness or misery of man
kind.

That a writer, however zealous or eloquent,

seldom works a visible effect upon cities or na

tions, will readily be granted. The book which
is read most, is read by few, compared with
those that read it not ; and of those few, the

gi'eater part peruse it \vith dispositions that very
little favour their own improvement.

It is difficult to enumerate the several motive*

which procure to books the honour of perusal .

spite, vanity, and curiosity, hope and fear, love

and hatred, every passion which incites to any
other action, serves at one time or other to sti

mulate a reader.

Some are fond to take a celebrated volume
into their hands, because they hope to distin

guish their penetration, by finding faults which
have escaped the public ; others eagerly buy it

in the first bloom of reputation, that they may
join the chorus of praise, and not lag, as Fal-

staff terms it, in " the rearward of the fashion."

Some read for style, and some for argument :

one has little care about the sentiment, he ob

serves only how it is expressed; another regards
not the conclusion, but is diligent to mark how
it is inferred : they read for other purposes than

fhe attainment of practical knowledge ; and are

no more likely to grow wise by an examination

of a treatise of moral prudence, than an archi

tect to inflame his devotion by considering at

tentively the proportions of a temple.
Some read that they may embellish their con

versation, or shine in dispute ; some that they

may not be detected in ignorance, or want the

reputation of literary accomplishments : but the

most general and prevalent reason of study, is

the impossibility of finding another amusement

equally cheap or constant, equally dependent on

the hour or the weather. He that wants money
to follow the chase of pleasure through her

yearly circuit, and is left at home when the gay
world rolls to Bath or Tunbridge ; he whose

gout compells him to hear from hi's chamber the

rattle of chariots transporting happier beings to

plays and assemblies, will be forced to seek in

books a refuge from himself.

The author is not wholly useless, who pro
vides innocent amusements for minds like these.

There are in the present state of things so many
more instigations to evil, than incitements to

good, that he who keeps me in a neutral state,

may be justly considered as a benefactor to life.

But, perhaps, it seldom happens that study
terminates in mere pastime. Books have always
a secret influence on the understanding; we
cannot at pleasure obliterate ideas ; he that reads

books of science, though without any fixed de

sire of improvement, will grow more knowing :

he that entertains himself with moral or reli-
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gious treatises, will imperceptibly advance in

goodness ; the ideas which are often offered to

the mind, will at last find a lucky moment when
it is disposed to receive them.

Jt is, therefore, urged without reason, as a

discouragement to writers, that there are already
books sufficient in the world ; that all the topics

of persuasion have been discussed, and every im

portant question clearly stated and justly decid

ed; and that, therefore, there is no room to

hope, that pigmies should conquer where heroes

have been defeated, or that the petty copiers of

the present time should advance the great work
of reformation, which their predecessors were

forced to leave unfinished.

Whatever be the present extent of human

knowledge, it is not only finite, and, therefore,

in its own nature capable of increase ; but so

narrow, that almost every understanding may
by a diligent application of its powers hope to

enlarge it. It is, however, not necessary, that

a man should forbear to write, till he has dis

covered some truth unknown before ; he may
be sufficiently useful, by only diversifying the

surface of knowledge, and luring the mind by a

new appearance to a second view of those beau

ties which it had passed over inattentively be

fore. Every writer may find intellects corres

pondent to his own, to whom his expressions

ire familiar, and his thoughts congenial ; and

perhaps, truth is often more successfully pro

pagated by men of moderate abilities, who,

adopting the opinion of others, have no care but

to explain them clearly, than by subtile specu-
latists and curious searchers, who exact from

their readers powers equal to their own, and if

their fabrics of science be strong, take no care

to render them accessible.

For my part, I do not regret the hours which

I have laid out in these little compositions.

That the world has grown apparently better,

since the publication of the Adventurer, I have

not observed ; but am willing to think, that

many have been affected by single sentiments, of

which it is their business to renew the impres

sion; that many have caught hints of truth,

which it is now their duty to pursue ;
and that

those who have received no improvement, have

wanted not opportunity but intention to im

prove.
T.

No. 138.1 SATURDAY, MARCH 2, 1754.

Quid pure tranquillet ? honos, an dulce lucelluin,

An secretum tier etfcdlenfis semtia vitee f HOR.

Whether the tranquil mind and pure,

Honours or wealth our bliss insure ;

Or down through life unknown to stray,

Where lonely leads the silent way. FRANCIS.

HAVING considered the importance of authors to

the welfare of the public, I am led by a natural

train of thought, to reflect on their condition

with regard to themselves
; and to inquire,

what degree of happiness or vexation is an
nexed to the difficult and laborious employment
of providing instruction or entertainment for

mankind.

In estimating the pain or pleasure of any par
ticular state, every man, indeed, draws his de

cisions from his own breast, and cannot with

certainty determine, whether other minds ara

affected by the same causes in the same manner.
Yet by this criterion we must be content to

judge, because no other can be obtained ; and,

indeed, we have no reason to think it very falla

cious, for excepting here and there an anomalous

mind, which either does not feel like others, or

dissembles its sensibilfty, we find men unani

mously concur in attributing happiness or mi

sery to particular conditions, as they agree in

acknowledging the cold of winter and the heat

of autumn.

If we apply to authors themselves for an ac

count of their state it will appear very little to

deserve envy : for they have in all ages been

addicted to complaint. The neglect of learning,
the ingratitude of the present age, and the ab

surd preference by which ignorance and dullness

often obtain favour and rewards, have been

from age to age topics of invective ; and few

have left their names to posterity, without some

appeal to future candour from the perverseness
and malice of their own times.

I have, nevertheless, been often inclined to

doubt, whether authors, however querulous, are

in reality more miserable than their fellow-mor
tals. The present life is to all a state of infeli

city ; every man, like an author, believes him

self to merit more than he obtains, and solaces

the present with the prospect of the future;

others, indeed, suffer those disappointments in

silence, of which the writer complains, to show

how well he has learned the art of lamentation.

There is at least one gleam of
felicity,

of

which few writers have missed the enjoyment :

he whose hopes have so far overpowered his

fears, as that he has resolved to stand forth a

candidate for fame, seldom fails to amuse him

self, before his appearance, with pleasing scenes

of affluence or honour; while his fortune is yet

under the regulation of fancy, he easily models

it to his wish, suffers no thoughts of critics or

rivals to intrude upon his mind, but counts over

the bounties of patronage, or listens to the voice

of praise. f

Some there are, that talk very luxuriously of

the second period of an author's happiness, and

tell of the tumultuous raptures of invention,

when the mind riots in imagery, and the ch oice

stands suspended between different sentiments.

These pleasures, I believe, may sometKnes be

indulged to those, who come to a subject el
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disquisition with minds full of ideas, and with

fancies so vigorous, as easily to excite, select,

and arrange them. To write, is indeed, no un-

pleasing employment, when one sentiment readi

ly produces another, and both ideas and expres

sions present themselves at the first summons :

but such happiness, the greatest genius does not

always obtain, and common writers know it

only to such a degree, as to credit its possibility.

Composition is, for the most part, an effort of

slow diligence, and steady perseverance, to which

the mind is dragged by necessity or resolution,

and from which the attention is every moment

starting to more delightful amusements.

It frequently happens, that a design which,

when considered at a distance, gave flattering

hopes of facility, mocks us in the execution

with unexpected difficulties; the mind which,

while it considered it in the gross, imagined
itself amply furnished with materials, finds

sometimes an unexpected barrenness and vacuity^
and wonders whether all those ideas are vanish

ed, which a little before seemed struggling for

emission.

Sometimes many thoughts present themselves ;

but so confused and unconnected, that they are

not without difficulty reduced to method, or

concatenated in a regular and dependent series :

the mind falls at once into a labyrinth, of which

neither the beginning nor end can be discovered,

and toils and struggles without progress or

extrication.

It is asserted by Horace, that " if matter be

once got together, words will be found with

very little difficulty ;" a position which, though

sufficiently plausible to be inserted in poetical

precepts, is by no means strictly and philosophi

cally true. If words were naturally and neces

sarily consequential to sentiments, it would

always follow that he who has most knowledge
must have most eloquence, and that every man
would clearly express what he fully understood :

yet we find, that to think, and to discourse, are

often the qualities of different persons : and

many books might surely be produced, where

just and noble sentiments are degraded and ob-

srured by unsuitable diction.

Words, therefore, as well as things, claim the

care of an author. Indeed, of many authors,

and those not useless or contemptible, words are

almost the only care : many make it their study,
not so much to strike out new sentiments, as to

recommend those which are already known to

more favourable notice by fairer decorations;
but every man, whether he copies or invents,

whether he delivers his own thoughts or those

of another, has often found himself deficient in

the power of expression, big with ideas which

he could not utter, obliged to ransack his me
mory for terms adequate to his conceptions, and
at last unable to impress upon his reader the

image existing in his own mind.

It is one of the common distresses of a writer,

to be within a word of a happy period, to want

only a single epithet to give amplification its full

force, to require only a correspondent term in

order to finish a paragraph with elegance, and

make one of its members answer to the other :

but these deficiencies cannot always be supplied ;

and after long study and vexation, the passage

is turned anew, and the web unwoven that was

so nearly finished.

But when thoughts and words are collected

and adjusted, and the whole composition at last

concluded, it seldom gratifies the author, when
he comes coolly and deliberately to review it,

with the hopes which had been excited in the

fury of the performance : novelty always capti

vates the mind ; as our thoughts rise fresh upon
us, we readily believe them just and original,

which, when the pleasure of production is over,

we find to be mean and common, or borrowed

from the works of others, and supplied by me

mory rather than invention.

But though it should happen that the writer

finds no such faults in his performance, he is

still to remember, that he looks upon it with

partial eyes : and when he considers how much
men who could judge of others with great exact

ness, have often failed in judging of themselves,

he will be afraid of deciding too hastily in his

own favour, or of allowing himself to contem

plate with too much complacence, treasure that

has not yet been brought to the test, nor passed

the only trial that can stamp its value.

From the public, and only from the public,

is he to await a confirmation of his claim, and

a final justification of self esteem ; but the public

is not easily persuaded to favour an author. If

mankind were left to judge for themselves, it is

reasonable to imagine, that of such writings, at

least, as describe the movements of the human

passions, and of which every man carries the

archetype within him, a just opinion would be

formed ; but whoever has remarked the fate of

books, must have found it governed by other

causes, than general consent arising from general

conviction. If a new performance happens not

to fall into the hands of some, who have courage

to tell, and authority to propagate their opinion,

it often remains long in obscurity, and perhaps

perishes unknown and unexamined. A few, a

very few, commonly constitute the taste of the

time ;
the judgment which they have once

pronounced, some are too lazy to discuss, and

some too timorous to contradict
; it may, how

ever, be, I think, observed, that their power is

greater to depress than exalt, as mankind art,

more credulous of censure than of praise.

This perversion of the public judgment is not

to be rashly numbered amongst the miseries of

an author ; since it commonly serves, after mis

carriage, to reconcile him to himself. Because

the world has sometimes passed an unjust sen-
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fence, he readily concludes the sentence unjust

by which his performance is condemned ; be

cause some have been exalted above their merits

by partiality, he is sure to ascribe the success of

a rival, not to the merit of his work, but the

zeal of his patrons. Upon the whole, as the

author seems to share all the common miseries

of life, he appears to partake likewise of its leni

tives and abatements.

T.
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Ipse viam tantum potui docuisse repertam
Aonias ad mantes, longeque ostendere Musas,
Plaudentes celsa choreas in vertlce rupis. YIIM.

I ouly pointed out the paths that lead

The panjtiug youth to steep Parnassus' head,
And show'd the tuneful muses from afar,

Mixt in a solemn choir and dancing there. PITT.

HE that undertakes to superintend the morals

and the taste of the public, should attentively

consider, what are the peculiar irregularities

and defects that characterize the times : for

though some have contended, that men have

always been vicious and foolish in the same de

gree ; yet their vices and follies are known to

have been not only different, but opposite in

their kind. The disease of the time has been

sometimes a fever, and sometimes a lethargy :

and he, therefore, who should always prescribe
the same remedy, would be justly scorned as a

quack, the dispenser of a nostrum, which, how
ever efficacious, must, if indiscriminately ap

plied, produce as much evil as good. There was
a time, when every man, who was ambitious of

religion or virtue, enlisted himself in a crusade,

or buried himself in a hermitage : arid he, who
should then have declaimed against lukewarm-
ness and scepticism, would have acted just as

absurdly as he, who should warn the present

age against priestcraft and superstition, or set

himself gravely to prove the lawfulness of plea

sure, to lure the hermit from his cell, and de

liver the penitent from suicide.

But as vicious manners have not differed

more than vicious taste, there was a time when

every literary character was disgraced by an

impertinent ostentation of skill in abstruse

science, and an habitual familiarity with books

written in the dead languages ; every man,

therefore, was a pedant, in proportion as he

desired to be thought a scholar. The preacher
and the pleader strung together classical quota
tions with the same labour, affectation, and in

significance ; truths however obvious, and opi

nions however indisputable, were illustrated

and confirmed by the testimonies of Tully or

Horace ; and Seneca and Epictetus were st-

lemnly cited, to evince the certainty of death or

the fickleness of fortune. The discourses of

Taylor are crowded with extracts from the

writers of the porch and the academy ; and it is

scarcely possible to forbear smiling at a marginal
note of Lord Coke, in which he gravely ac

quaints his reader with an excellence that he

might otherwise have overlooked :
"

This,"

says he,
"

is the thirty-third time that Virgil
hath been quoted in this work." The mixture,

however, is so preposterous, that to those Avho

can read Coke with pleasure, these passages will

appear like a dancer who should intrude on the

solemnity of a senate ; and to those who have a

taste only for polite literature, like a fountain

or a palm tree in the deserts of Arabia.

It appears by the essays of Montaigne and
La Motte le Vayer, that this affectation ex

tended to France ; but the absurdity was too

gross to remain long after the revival of litera

ture. It was ridiculed here so early as the
" Silent Woman" of Ben Jonson ; and after

wards more strongly and professedly in the

character of Hudibras, who decorates his flimsey
orations with gawdy patches of Latin, and

scraps of tissue from the schoolmen. The same

task Avas also undertaken in France by Balzac,

in a satire called " Barbori."

Wit is more rarely disappointed of its pur

pose than wisdom ; and it is no wonder that

this species of pedantry, in itself so ridiculous,

and despicable, was soon brought into contempt

by those powers, against which truth and recti

tude have not always maintained their dignity.

The features of learning began insensibly to lose

their austerity, and her air became engaging and

easy : philosophy was now decorated by the

graces.

The abstruse truths of astronomy were ex

plained by Fontenelle to a lady by moonlight ;

justness and propriety of thought and sentiment

were discussed by Bouhours amid the delicacies

of a garden; and Algarotti introduced the New
tonian theory of light and colours to the toilet.

Addison remarks, that Socrates was said to have

brought philosophy down from heaven to in

habit among men :
" And I," says he,

" shall

be ambitious to have it said of me, that I have

brought philosophy out of closets and libraries,

schools and colleges, to dwell in clubs and as

semblies, at tea-tables, and in coffee-houses.
"

But this purpose has in some measure been

defeated by its success ; and we have been driven

from one extreme with such precipitation, that

we have not stopped in the medium, but gone
on to the other.

Learning has been divested of the peculiarities

of a college dress, that she might mix in polite

assemblies, and be admitted to domestic famili

arity ; but by this means she has been confound

ed with ignorance and levity. Those who
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before could distinguish her only by the singu

larity of her garb, cannot now distinguish her

at all ; and whenever she asserts the dignity of

her character, she has reason to fear that ridi

cule which is inseparably connected with the

remembrance of her dress
;
she is, therefore, in

danger of being driven back to the college,

where, such is her transformation, she may at

last be refused admittance ; for instead of learn

ing having elevated conversation, conversation

has degraded learning; and the barbarous and

inaccurate manner in which an extemporary

speaker expresses a hasty conception, is now
contended to be the rule by which an author

should write. It seems, therefore, that to cor

rect the taste of the present generation, literary

subjects should be again introduced among the

polite and gay, without labouring too much to

disguise them like common prattle ; and that

conversation should be weeded of folly and

impertinence, of common place rhetoric, ging-

ling phrases, and trite repartee, which are echo

ed from one visitor to another without the

labour of thought, and have been suffered by
better understandings in the dread of an ampu
tation of pedantry. I am of opinion, that with

this view Swift wrote his " Polite Conversa

tion ;" and where he has plucked up a weed,
the writers who succeed him should endeavour

to plant a flower. With this view, Criticism

has in this paper been intermixed with subjects
of greater importance ; and, it is hoped, that

our fashionable conversation will no longer be

the disgrace of rational beings ;
and that men of

genius and literature will not give the sanction

of their example to popular folly, and suffer

their evenings to pass in hearing or in telli^
the exploits of a pointer, discussing a method to

prevent wines from being pricked, or solving a

difficult case in backgammon.
I would not, however, be thought solicitous

to confine the conversation even of scholars to

literary subjects, but only to prevent such sub

jects from being totally excluded. And it may
be remarked, that the present insignificance of

conversation has a very extensive effect : excel

lence that is not understood will never be re

warded, and without hope of reward few will

labour to excel ; every writer will be tempted
to negligence, in proportion as he despises the

judgment of those who are to determine his

merit ; and as it is no man's interest to write

that which the public is not disposed to read,

the productions of the press will always be ac

commodated to popular taste, and in proportion
as the world is inclined to be ignorant little

will be taught them. Thus the Greek and Ro
man architecture are discarded for the novelties

of China ; the Ruins of Palmyra, and the copies
of the capital pictures of Corregio, are neglected
for Gothic designs, and burlesque political

prints ; and the tinsel of a Burletta has more

admirers than the gold of a Shakspeare, though
it now receives new splendour from the mint,

and, like a medal, is illustrious not only for

intrinsic worth, but for beauty of expression.

Perhaps it ma.y be thought, that if this be>

indeed, the state of learning and taste, an at

tempt to improve it by a private hand is ro

mantic, and the hope of success chimerical ; but

to this I am not solicitous to give other answer,

than that such an attempt is consistent with

the character in which this paper is written ;

and that the Adventurer can assert, upon clas

sical authority, that in brave attempts it is

glorious even to fail.

Z.
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JDesine Mcenalios, mea tibia, desine cantus.
Vi G.

Now cease, my pipe, now cease, Mtenalian strains.

WARTON.

WHEN this work was first planned, it was

determined, that whatever might be the success,

it should not be continued as a paper, till it

became unwieldy as a book : for no immediate

advantage would have induced the Adventurer

to write what, like a newspaper, was designed

but for a day ;
and he knew, that the pieces of

which it would consist, might be multiplied till

they were thought too numerous to collect, and

too costly to purchase, even by those who should

allow them to be excellent in their kind. It

was soon agreed, that four volumes, when they

should be printed in a pocket size, would

circulate better than more, and that scarce any
of the purposes of publication could be effected

by less; the work, therefore, was limited to

four volumes, and four volumes are now com

pleted.

A moral writer of whatever abilities, who
labours to reclaim those to whom vice is be

come habitual, and who are become veterant

in infidelity, must surely labour to little pur

pose. Vice is a gradual and easy descent, where

it first deviates from the level of innocence;

but the declivity at every pace becomes more

steep, and those who descend, descend every mo- \

ment with greater rapidity. As a moralist, there-
j

fore, I determined to mark the first insensible ,'

gradation to ill ; to caution against those acts

which are not generally believed to incur guilt,

but of which indubitable vice and hopeless

misery are the natural and almost necessary

consequences.
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As I was upon these principles to write for

the young and the gay; for those who are

catering the path of life, I knew that it would

be necessary to amuse the imagination while I

was approaching the heart; and that I could

not hope to fix the attention, hut by engaging

me passions. I have, therefore, sometimes led

them into the regions of fancy, and sometimes

held up before them the mirror of life ;
I have

concatenated events, rather than deduced con

sequences by logical reasoning ; and have exhi

bited scenes of prosperity and distress, as more

forcibly persuasive than the rhetoric of declama

tion.

In the story of Melissa, I have endeavoured

to repress romantic hopes, by which the reward

of laborious industry is despised; and have

founded affluence and honour upon an act of

generous integrity, to which few would have

thought themselves obliged. In the life of Op-
einous, I have shown the danger of the first

speculative defection, and endeavoured to de

monstrate the necessary dependence of Virtue

upon Religion. Amurath's first advance to

cruelty was striking a dog. The wretchedness

of Hassan was produced merely by the want of

positive virtue ;
and that of Mirza by the soli

tariness of his devotion. The distress of Lady
Freeman arises from a common and allowed de

viation from truth ; and in the two papers upon

marriage, the importance of minute particulars

is illustrated and displayed. With thlJ v^Wv,

the reader will be able to discover the same de

sign in almost every paper that I have written,

which may easily be known from the rest, by

having no signature
* at the bottom. Among

these, however, number forty-four was the

voluntary contribution of a stranger, and num
ber forty-two the gift of a friend ; so were the

first hints on which I wrote the story of Eu-

genio, and the letter signed Tim. Cogdie.

I did not, however, undertake to execute this

scheme alone ; not only because I wanted suffi

cient leisure, but because some degree of same

ness is produced by the peculiarities of every
writer ;

and it was thought that the conceptions
and expressions of another, whose pieces should

have a general coincidence with mine, would

produce variety, and by increasing entertain

ment facilitate instruction.

With this view the pieces that appear in the

beginning of the work signed A were procured ;

but this resource soon failing, I was obliged to

carry on the publication alone, except some
casual supplies, till I obtained from the gentle
men who have distinguished their pieces by the

|

* By signature is meant the letter, or mark, placed
on the left hand side of the page ; not the subscribed

names of the assumed characters in which several of

the papers are written.

letters T and Z * such assistance as I most
wished. Of their views and expectations, soim
account has been already given in Number one

hundred and thirty-seven, and Number one

hundred and thirty-nine. But there is one

particular, in which the critical pieces concur

in the general design of this paper, which has

not been mentioned : those who can .judge of

literary excellence, will easily discover the

Sacred Writings to have a divine origin by their

manifest superiority; he, therefore, who dis

plays the beauties and defects of a classic author,

whether ancient or modern, puts into the hands

of those to whom he communicates critical

knowledge, a new testimonial of the truth of

Christianity.

"""Besides the assistance of these gentlemen, I

have received some voluntary contributions

which would have done honour to any collec

tion : the allegorical letter from Night, signed

S
; the story of Fidelia, in three papers, signed

Y ; the letter signed Tim Wildgoose ; Number

forty-four and Number ninety marked with an

&, were sent by unknown hands.

But whatever was the design to which I

directed my part of this work, I will not pre

tend, that the view with which I undertook it

wns wholly disinterested ;
or that I would have

engaged in a periodical paper, if I had not con

sidered, that though it would not require deep

researches and abstracted speculation, yet it

wvuld admit much of that novelty which nature

can now supply, and afford me opportunity to

excel, if I possessed the power ;
as the pencil of

a master is as easily distinguished in still life, an

in a Hercules or a Venus, a landscape or a

battle. I confess, that in this work I was incited,

not only by a desire to propagate virtue, but to

Igratify myself; nor has the private wish, which

\svas involved in the public, been disappointed.

I have no cause to complain, that the Adven

turer has been injuriously neglected ; or that J

have been denied that praise, the hope of which

animated my labour and cheered my weariness

I have been pleased, in proportion as 1 have

been known in this character; and as the fears

in which I made the first experiment are

past, I have subscribed this paper with my
name. But the hour is hasting, in which,

whatever praise or censure 1 have acquired by
these compositions, if they are remembered at all,

will be remembered with equal indifference, and

the tenour of them only will afford me comfort.

Time, who is impatient to date my last paper,

will shortly moulder the hand that is now

writing it, in the dust, and still the breast that

* The pieces signed Z are by the Rev. Mr. War-

ton, whose translation of Virgil's Pastorals and

Georgics would alone sufficiently distinguish him as

a genius and a scholar-
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now throbs at the reflection : but let not this be/

read as something that relates only to another
;/

for a few years only can divide the eye that is

now reading from the hand that has written.

This awful truth, however obvious, and how
ever reiterated, is yet frequently forgotten ; for,

surely, if we aid not lose our remembrance, or

at least our sensibility, that view would aiwaya

predominate in our lives, which alone can aifora

us comfort when we die.

Jomr HAWKESWOBTB.

E ROM LEY, in Kent,
March 4, 1754.
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Ordrne gentil

Mores, et studia, et populos, et predict dicam. VIRO.

Their studies and pursuits in order shown,

'Tis mine to mark the Manners of the Town.

A S I have assumed the character of Censor

JlJL General I shall follow the example of the

old Roman Censor ; the first part of whose duty

was to review the people, and distribute them

into their several divisions. I shall therefore

enter upon my office, by taking a cursory survey

of what is usually called the Town. In this I

shall not confine myself to the exact method of a

geographer, but carry the reader from one quar

ter to another, as it may suit my convenience,

t>r best contribute to his entertainment.

When a comedian, celebrated for his excel

lence in the part of Shylock, first undertook that

character, he made daily visits to the centre of

business, the 'Change and the adjacent coffee

houses ; that by a frequent intercourse and con

versation with " the unforeskinn'd race," he

might habituate himself to their air and deport
ment. A like desire of penetrating into the

most secret springs of action in these people has

often led me there ;
but I was nevermore diverted

than at Garraway's a few days before the draw

ing of the lottery. I not only could read hope,

fear, and all the various passions excited by a

love of gain, strongly pictured in the faces of

N those who came to buy ;
but I remarked with

> no less delight, the many little artifices made
'se of to allure adventurers, as well as the visi

ble alterations in the looks of the sellers, accord

ing as the demand for tickets gave occasion to

raise or lower their price. So deeply were the

countenances of these bubble-brokers impressed
with an attention to the main chance, and their

minds seemed so dead to all other sensations,

that one might almost doubt, where money is

out of the case, whether a Jew " has eyes, hands,

organs, dimensions, senses, affections, passions."
From Garraway's it is but a short step to a

gloomy class of mortals, not less intent on gain
than the stock-jobber : I mean the dispensers of

life and death, who flock together like birds of

prey watching for carcases, at Batson's. I never

enter this place, but it serves as a memento mori

to me. What a formal assemblage of sable suits,

and tremendous perukes ! I have often met here

a most intimate acquaintance, whom I have

scarce known again ; a sprightly young fellow,

with whom I have spent many a jolly hour; but

being just dubbed a graduate in physic, he has

gained such an entire conquest over the risible

muscles, that he hardly vouchsafes at any time

to smile. I have heard him harangue, with all

the oracular importance of a veteran, on the

possibility of Canning's subsisting for a whole
month on a few bits of bread

;
and he Is now pre

paring a treatise, in which will be set forth a new
and infallible method to prevent the spreading
of the plague from France into England. Bat-

son's has been reckoned the seat of solemn stupi

dity: yet it is not totally devoid of taste and
common sense. They have among them physi
cians, who can cope with the most eminent law

yers or divines ; and critics, who can relish the

sal volatile of a witty composition, or deteimina
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how much fire is requisite to sublimate a tragedy
secundum artem.

Emerging from these dismal regions, I am
glad to breathe the pure air in St. Paul's coffee

house ; where, (as I possess the highest venera

tion for our clergy) I cannot contemplate th<

magnificence of the cathedral without reflecting

on the abject condition of those " tatteret

crapes," who are said to ply here for an occa

sional burial or sermon, with the same regu

larity as the happier drudges, who salute us

with the cry of "coach, Sir," or "chair, youi
honour.'

And here my publisher would not forgive me,
was I to leave the neighbourhood without tak

ing notice of the Chapter Coffee-house, which,
is frequented by those encouragers of literature,

and (as they are styled by an eminent critic)
" not the worst judges of merit, the booksellers."

The conversation here naturally turns upon the

newest publications ; but their criticisms are

somewhat singular. When they say a good
book, they do not mean to praise the style or

sentiment, but the quick and extensive sale of

It. That book in the phrase of the Conger is

best, which sells most ; and if the demand for

Quailes should be greater than for Pope, he
would have the highest place on the rubric-post.
There are also many parts of every work liable

to their remarks, which fall not within the

notice of less accurate observers. A few nights

ago I saw one of thes^ gentlemen take up a

sermon, and after seeming to peruse it for some
time with great attention, he declared,

"
it was

very good English." The reader will judge
whether I was most surprised or diverted, when
I discovered, that he was not commending the

purity and elegance of the diction, but the

beauty of the type; which, it seems, is known
among the printers by that appellation. We
must not, however, think the members of the

Conger strangers to the deeper parts of litera

ture ; for as carpenters, smiths, masons, and all

.Mechanics smell of the trade they labour at,

booksellers take a peculiar turn from their con

nections with books and authors. The character

of the bookseller is commonly formed on the

writers in his service. Thus one is a politician

or a deist
;
another affects humour, or aims at

turns of wit and repartee ; while a third per

haps is grave, moral, and sententious.

The Temple is the barrier that divides the

city and suburbs ;
and the gentlemen who re

side there, seem influenced by the situation of

the place they inhabit. Templars are, in general,

a kind of citizen-courtiers. They aim at the

air and mien of the drawing-room ; but the

holyday smartness of a 'prentice, heightened
with some additional touches of the rake or

coxcomb, betrays itself in every thing they do.

The Temple, however, is stocked with its pecu
liar beaux, wits, poets, critics, and every ctiarac-

ter in the gay world : and it is a thousand

pities, that so pretty a society should be disgraced
with a few dull fellows, who can submit to

puzzle themselves with cases and reports, and
have not taste enough to follow the genteel
method of studying the law.

I shall now, like a true student of the Temple,
hurry from thence to Covent- Garden, the aa

knowledged region of gallantry, wit, and criti

cism ; and hope to be excused for not stopping
at George's in my way, as the Bedford afford?
a greater variety of nearly the same characters.
This coffee-house is every night crowded with
men of parts. Almost every one you meet is a

polite scholar and a wit. Jokes and bans mots
are echoed from box to box ; every branch of

literature is critically examined, and the merit
of every production of the press, or performance
at the theatres, weighed and determined. This
school (to which I am myself indebted for a

great part of my education, and in which

though unworthy, I am now arrived at the

honour of being a public lecturer) has bred up
many authors, to the amazing entertainment
and instruction of their readers. Button's, the

grand archetype of the Bedford, was frequented

by Addison, Steele, Pope, and the rest of thit

celebrated set, who flourished at the beginning
of this century : and was regarded with just
deference on. account of the real geniuses who
frequented it. But we can now boast men
of superior abilities ; men, who without any
one acquired excellence, by the mere dint of a

happy assurance, can exact the same tribute of

veneration, and receive it as due to the illustrious

characters, the scribblers, players, fiddlers, gam
blers, that make so large a part of the company
at the Bedford.

I shall now take leave of Covent- Garden, and
desire the reader's company to White's. Here

(as Vanbrugh says of Locket's)
" he may have a

dish no bigger than a saucer, that shall cost him

fifty shillings." The great people who frequent
;his place, do not interrupt their politer amuse
ments, like the wretches at Garraway's, with

msiness, any farther than to go down to West
minster one sessions to vote for a bill, and the

next to repeal it. Nor do they trouble themselves

with literary debates, as at the Bedford. Learn

ng is beneath the notice of a man of quality.

They employ themselves more fashionably at

whist for the trifle of a thousand pounds the

ubber, or by making bets on the lie of the cay
From this very genteel place the reader must

not be surprised, if I should convey him to a

ellar, or a common porter-house. For, as iit is

my province to delineate and remark on mankind
n general, whoever becomes my disciple must
not refuse to follow me from the Star -and

arter to the Goose and Gridiron, and be t^on-

ent to climb after me up to an Author's garret,

r give me leave to introduce him to a route.
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In my present cursory view of the Town I

have, indeed, confined myself principally to cof

fee-houses; though I constantly visit all places,

that afford any matter for speculation. I am
a Scotchman at Forrest's, a Frenchman at

Slaughter's, and at the Cocoa-Tree I am an

Englishman. At the Robin Hood I am a

politician, a logician, a geometrician, a physician,

a metaphysician, a casuist, a moralist, a theolo-

gist, a mythologist, or any thing but an atheist.

Wherever the World is, I am. You will therefore

hear of me sometimes at the theatres, sometimes

perhaps at tho opera : nor shall I think the

exhibitions of Sadler's Wells, or the Little

Theatre in the Haymarket beneath my notice ;

but may one day or the other give a dissertation

upon tumbling, or, (if they should again become

popular) a critique on dogs and monkeys.

Though the Town is the walk I shall gene

rally appear in, let it not be imagined, that vice

and folly will shoot up unnoticed in the country.

My cousin Village has undertaken that province,
and will send me the freshest advices of every
fault or foible that takes root there. But as it

is my chief ambition to please and instruct the

ladies, I shall embrace every opportunity of de

voting my labours to their service : and I may
with justice congratulate myself upon the hap

piness of living in an age, when the female part
of the world are so studious to find employment
for a Censor.

The character of Mr. Town is, I flatter my
self, too well known to need an explanation.
How far, and in what sense, I propose to be a

Connoisseur, the reader will gather from my
general motto :

Non de villis domibusve alienis,

Nee male necne Lepos saltet ; sed quod magis ad nos

Pertinet, et nescire malum est, agitamus. Hon.

Who better knows to build, and who to dance,
Or this from Italy, or that from France,
Our Connoisseur will ne'er pretend to scan,
But point the follies of mankind to man.
Th' important knowledge of ourselves explain,
Which not to know all knowledge is but vain.

As Critic and Censor General, I shall take

the liberty to animadvert on everything that ap
pears to me vicious or ridiculous : always endea

vouring
" to hold as it were the mirror up to

Nature., to show Virtue her own feature, Scorn
her own image, and the very age and body of the
Time his form and pressure."
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Commissa quod audio vendit

Slantibus, ccnophorum, tripodes, armaria, cistas. Juv.

Maim'd statues, rusty medals, marbles old,

By Sloane collected, or by Langford sold.

I HAVE already received letters from several Vir

tuosi, expressing their astonishment and concern

at my disappointing the warm hopes they had
conceived of my undertaking from the title of

my paper. They tell me, that by deserting the

paths of Virtu, 1 at once neglect the public irite.

rest and my own ; that by supporting the char,

acter of Connoisseur in its usual sense, I migh*
have obtained very considerable salaries frort

the principal auction-rooms, toy-shops, and re

positories, and might besides very plausibly have

recommended myself as the properest person in

the world, to be keeper of Sir Hans Sloane's

Museum.
I cannot be insensible of the importance of

this capital business of taste, and how much

reputation as well as profit would accrue to my
labours by confining them to the minutest re

searches into nature and art, artd poring over

the rust of antiquity. I very well know that

the discovery of a new zoophyte, or species of

the polype, would be as valuable as that of the

longitude. The cabinets of the curious would
furnish out matter for my essays, more instruct

ing than all the learned lumber of a Vatican.

Of what consequence would it be, to point out

the distinctions of originals from copies so pre

cisely, that the paltry scratchings of a modern

may never hereafter be palmed on a Connoisseur

for the labours of a Rembrandt ! I should com
mand applause from the adorers of antiquity,
were I to demonstrate, that merit never existed

but in the schools of the old painters, never flou

rished but in the warm climate of Italy : and
how should I rise in the esteem of my coun

trymen, by chastising the arrogance of an Eng
lishman in presuming to determine the analysis
of beauty !

At other times I might take occasion to show

my sagacity in conjectures on rusty coins and

illegible marbles. What profound erudition is

contained in a half-obliterated antique piece of

copper! TRAJ. IMP. P. VII. COSS, MAX.
* * *TREB. V. P. P. S. C.

;
and how met-

bcillous, most courteous aittr rgsfjte inortfjge

teatrev, would the barbarous inscription of some
ancient monument appear to thee, and how

pleasant to tfjnne egne togtfjeall, thus pre

served in its obsolete spelling and original ilacfc

Character ! To this branch of taste> I am more

particularly pressed : a correspondent desires to

know, whether I was of the party that lately
took a survey of Palmyra in the Desert ; ano

ther, if I have traversed the Holy Land, or visi

ted Mount Calvary. I shall not speak too

proudly of my travels : but as my predecessor
the Spectator has recommended himself by hav

ing made a trip to Grand Cairo to take measure
of a pyramid, I assure my reader that I have
climbed Mount Vesuvio in the midst of its erup
tions, and dug some time under ground in the
ruins of Herculaneum.

I shall always be solicitous to procure the cs-
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teem of so respectable a body as the Connois

seurs : since I cannot but be sensible, could I

any way merit it by my labours, how much
more important the na^ne of Mr. Town would

appear, dignified with the addition of F. R. S.

or Member of the Society of Antiquarians. I

therefore take this early opportunity of obliging
the curious with a letter from a very eminent

personage, who, as well as myself, is lately be

come a Connoisseur, and is known to have gone
abroad for no other purpose than to buy pictures.

TO MR. .

DEAR SIR,

The hurry in which I left England must have
convinced you how much I was in earnest, when
I talked of making a valuable collection of pic-
tui'es. By my frequent attendance on sales, I

already know almost as much of painting, as I do

of the funds : and can talk as learnedly of light
and shade, figure, proportion, drapery, &c. as of

the rise and fall of stocks. I have, however,
been very much embarrassed in getting together j

a collection, suitable to the religion I profess.

The famous painters were most of them such

bigots to their own way of thinking, that they
have scarce left any thing behind them but

Holy Families, Dead Christs, and Madonas;

subjects which, to me and my tribe are odious

and abominable. A picture, since it has the

property of being the language of all mankind,
should never be particular in its subject; but

we should paint, as the English are taught to

pray,
" for all Jews, Turks, Infidels, and Here

tics."

When I have made the tour of Italy, I will

send you a complete list of all my purchases :

in the mean time, the following short specimen

will enable you to judge of my precautions, in

selecting pieces suitable to my character, and

not offensive to my principles.

The first that I bought was " the Elevation

of the Golden Calf." This I shall set up in the

Royal Exchange, as a typical representation of

myself, to be worshipped by all brokers, insurers,

scriveners, and the whole fraternity of stock

jobbers.

The second is "The Triumph of Gideon."

This I intended, if a late project in favour of

our brethren had not miscarried, should have

been hung up in St. Stephen's Chapel, as a

memorial of our victory over the Uncircumcised.

The third and fourth are " Peter denying his

Master," and " Judas betraying him for thirty

pieces of silver ;" both which I design as presents

to our two worthy friends, the B s of ,
(

The next which I shall mention to you,
deserves particular notice ;

and this is " the

Prophet of Nazareth himself, conjuring the

Devil into a herd of swine." From this piece,

when I return to England, I intend to have a

print engraved ; being very proper to be had in

all Jewish families, as a necessary preservative

against pork and Christianity.

I shall not tire you with a particular detail of

some other lesser pieces ; such as the Deluge,
in water-colours the New Jerusalem, in per

spective Some Ruins of the Temple a Pub
lican at the Receipt of Custom and a Samson
in miniature.

Besides these, I have employed an ingenious
artist here to execute a design of my own. It

is a picture of Fortune, not standing (as in the

common style) upon a kind of cart-wheel, but

on the two wheels of the lottery, with a repre
sentation of a net cast over the lesser engros
sers of tickets, while a chief manager is breaking
his way through the meshes.

I must not forget to tell you, that I have

picked up an infamous portrait, by an English

hand, called Shylock ; with the following in

scription under it, taken, I suppose, from the

London Evening Post, or that impudent fool

the Gazetteer: "they have disgraced me and

hindered me half a million, laughed at my losses,

mocked at my gains, scorned my nation, thwarted

my bargains, cooled my friends, heated mine

enemies ;
and what's the reason? I am a Jew."

As soon as the parliament is dissolved, you

may expect to see me in England ; till when,

I am, dear Sir, yours, &c.

I shall here subjoin a letter of a very different

stamp ;
which points out to me another walk

as a Connoisseur, not less extensive, perhaps,

and more agreeable to the modern taste, than

that of Virtu.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

I suppose Connoisseur is only another word
for a knowing one. So write me a few papers

in defence of cards, dice, races, and gaming in

general ; and I will admit you upon the square,

introduce you at White's, set you upon the turf

the next meeting at Newmarket, and make

your fortune at once. If you are the man I

take you for, you will be wise, and do this

directly ; and then the odds are for you. It

not, I'll hold you a hundred pounds to a

China orange, that your paper is neglected as

low and vulgar, and yourself condemned as an

unfashionable blockhead.

T.

Yours, as you behave,

WILL. HAZARD.
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Suave mari magno, turbantibus cequara ventis,

E terra magnum alterius spectare laborem. LUCRET.

When raging winds the ruffled deep deform,
"VVe look at distance, and enjoy the storm ;

Toss'd on the waves with pleasure others see,

Nor heed their dangers, while ourselves are free.

WE writers of essays, or (as they are termed)

periodical papers, justly claim to ourselves a

place among the modern improvers of literature.

Neither Bently nor Burman, nor any other

equally sagacious commentator, has been able to

discover the least traces of any similar produc
tions among the ancients : except we can sup

pose, that the history of Thucydides was re

tailed weekly in sixpenny numbers ; that Se

neca dealt out his morality every Saturday ; or

that Tully wrote speeches and philosophical dis

quisitions, whilst Virgil and Horace clubbed

together to furnish the poetry for a Roman ma
gazine,

There is a word, indeed, by which we are

fond of distinguishing our works, and for which

we must confess ourselves indebted to the Latin.

Myself, and every petty journalist, affect to dig

nify our hasty performances by styling them Lu
cubrations ; by which we mean, if we mean any

thing, that as the day is too short for our labours,

we are obliged to call in the assistance of the night :

not to mention the modest insinuation, that our

compositions are so correct, that (like the ora

tions of Demosthenes) they may be said to smell

of the lamp. We would be understood to follow

the dii'ections of the Roman Satirist,
" to grow

pale by the midnight candle ;" though, perhaps,
as our own Satirist expresses it, we may be

thought

Sleepless ourselves, to give our readers sleep.

But, as a relief from the fatigue of so many
restless hours, we have frequently gone to sleep

for the benefit of the public : and surely we,

whose labours are confined to a sheet and a half,

may be indulged in taking a nap now and then,

as well as those engaged in longer works ; who
(according to Horace) are to be excused, if a

little drowsiness sometimes creeps in upon them.

After this preface, the reader will not be sur

prised, if I take the liberty to relate a dream of

my own. It is usual on these occasions to be

lulled to sleep by some book : and most of my
brethren pay that compliment to Virgil or Shak-

speare : but as I could never discover any opiate

qualities in those authors, I chose rather to doze

over some modern performance. 1 must beg to

be excused from mentioning particulars, as I

would not provoke the resentment of my con

temporaries : nobody will imagine, that I dipped

into any of our modern novels, or took up anj
of our late tragedies. Let it suffice, that I pre

sently fell fast asleep.

I found myself transported in an instant to

the shore of an immense sea, covered with in

numerable vessels; and though many of them

suddenly disappeared every minute, I saw others

continually launching forth, and pursuing the

same course. The seers of visions, and dreamers
of dreams, have their organs of sight so consider

ably improved, that they can take in any object,

however distant or minute. It is not therefore

to be wondered at, that I could discern every

thing distinctly, though the waters before me
were of the deepest black.

While I stood contemplating this amazing
scene, one of those good-natured genii, who
never fail making their appearance to extricate

dreamers from their difficulties, rose from the

sable stream, and planted himself at my elbow.

His complexion was of the darkest hue, not un

like that of the Daemons of a printing-house ;

his jetty beard shone like the bristles of a black

ing-brush : on his head he wore a turban of im

perial paper : and

There hung a calf-skin on his reverend limbs,

which was gilt on the back, and faced with

robings of Morocco, lettered (like a rubric-post)

with the names of the most eminent authors.

In his left hand he bore a printed scroll, which

from the marginal corrections I imagined to be

a proof-sheet; and in his right he waved the

quill of a goose.

He immediately accosted me. " Town,"
said he,

" 1 am the genius, who is destined to

conduct you through these turbulent waves.

The sea that you now behold is the Ocean of

Ink. Those towers, at a great distance, whose
bases are founded upon rocks, and whose tops
seem lost in the clouds, are situated in the Isle

of Fame. Contiguous to these, you may dis

cern by the glittering of its golden sands, is the

Coast of Gain, which leads to a fertile and rich

country. All the vessels which are yonder sail

ing with a fair wind on the main sea, are mak

ing towards one or other of these : but you will

observe, that on their first setting out they were

irresistibly drawn into the eddies of Criticism,

where they were obliged to encounter the most
dreadful tempests and hurricanes. In these dan

gerous straits, you see with what violence every
bark is tossed up and down ; some go to the

bottom at once ; others, after a faint struggle,

are beat to pieces ; many are much damaged ;

while a few, by sound planks and tight riggingj

are enabled to weather the storm."

At this sight I started back with horror: and

the remembrance still dwells so strong upon my
fancy, that I even now imagine the torrent of

criticism bursting in upon me, and ready b'<

overwhelm me in an instant.
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* Cast a look," resumed my instructor,
" on

that vast lake divided into two parts, which

lead to yonder magnificent structures, erected by
the Tragic and Comic Muse. There you may
observe many trying to force a passage without

thart or compass. Some have been overset by
Crowding too much sail, and others have foun

dered by carrying too much ballast. An * Arca

dian vessel (the master an Irishman) was,

through contrary squalls, scarce able to live nine

days : but you see that light Italian gondola fG^'
Amanti Gelosi, skims along pleasantly before the

wind, and outstrips the painted frigates of our

rountry, {Didone and Artaserse. Observe that

triumphant squadron, to whose flag all the

others pay homage. Most of them are ships of

the first rate, and were fitted out many years

ago. Though somewhat irregular in their make,
and but little conformable to the exact rules of

art, they will ever continue the pride and glory

of these seas : for as it is remarked by the pre

sent Laureat, in his prologue to Papal Tyranny,

"
Shakspeare, whose art no play-wright can excel,

Has launch'd us fleets of plays, and built them well."

The Genius then bade me turn my eye, where

the water seemed to foam with perpetual agita

tion. " That," said he,
" is the strong current

of Politics, often fatal to those who venture on

it." I could not but take notice of a poor wretch

on the opposite shore, fastened by the ears to

a terrible machine. This, the Genius informed

me, was the memorable Defoe, set up there as a

land mark, to prevent future mariners from

splitting on the same rock.

To this turbulent prospect succeeded objects

of a more placid nature. In a little creek, wind

ing through flowery meads and shady groves, I

descried several gilded yachts and pleasure boats,

all of them keeping due time with their silver

oars, and gliding along the smooth, even, calm,

regularly flowing rivulets of Rhyme. Shep
herds and shepherdesses playing on the banks ;

the sails were gently swelled with the soft

breezes of amorous sighs ; and little Loves sport

ed in the silken cordage.

My attention was now called off from these

pacific scenes to an obstinate engagement be

tween several ships, distinguished from all

others by bearing the Holy Cross for their col

ours. These the Genius told me were em-
j

ployed in the Holy War of Religious Contro-
'

* Hiiloclea, a tragedy : founded on Sir Philip Sydney's
'

f An admired Burletta.

J Operas.

versy ; and he pointer! out to me a few Corsairs

in the service of the Infidels, sometimes aiding
one party, sometimes siding with the other,
as might best contribute to the general confu
sion.

1 observed in different parts of the Ocean seve

ral galleys which were rowed by slaves. "
Those,"

said the Genius, "are fitted out by very oppres
sive owners, and are all of them bound to the
Coast of Gain. The miserable wretches, whom
you see chained to the oars, are obliged to tug
without the least respite ; and though the voyage
should turn out successful, they have little or no
share in the profits. Some few you may observe,

who rather choose to make a venture on their

own bottoms. These work as hard as the gal

ley-slaves, and are frequently cast away : but

though they are never so often wrecked, neces

sity still constrains them to put out to se

again,"

"Reficit rates

Quassas, indocilis pauperiem pati.
' ' HOR.

Still must the wretch his shatter'd bark refit,

For who to starve can patiently submit ?

It were needless to enumerate many other

particulars that engaged my notice. Among
the rest was a large fleet of Annotators, Dutch-

built, which sailed very heavy, were often

a-ground, and continually ran foul on each other.

The whole ocean, I also found, was infested by

pirates, who ransacked every rich vessel that

came in their way. Most of these were endea

vouring to make the Coast of Gain, by hanging
out false colours, or by forging their passports,

and pretending to be freighted out by the most

reputable traders.

My eyes were at last fixed, I know not how,
on a spacious channel running through the midst

of a great city. I felt such a secret impulse at

this sight, that I could not help inquiring parti

cularly about it.
" The discovery of that pas

sage," said the Genius,
" was first made by one

Bickerstaff, in the good ship called The Tatler,

and who afterwards embarked in The Spectator

and Guardian. These have been followed since

by a number of little sloops, skiffs, hoys, and

cock-boats, which have been most of them

wrecked in the attempt. Thither also must

your course be directed." At this instant the

Genius suddenly snatched me up in his arms,

and plunged me headlong into the inky flood.

While I lay gasping and struggling beneath the

waves, methought I heard a familiar voice call

ing me by my name, which awaking me, I

with pleasure recollected the features of the

Genius in those of my publisher, who was stand

ing by my bed-side, and had called upon me for

copy.
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Conjugium vocat, hoc pnetexit nomine culpam. VIRG.

Where matrimony veils th' incestuous life,

^nd whore is shelter'd in the name of wife.

IT is with the utmost concern I have heard my
self within this week past accused at several tea-

tables, of not being a man of my word. The

female part of my readers exclaim against me

for not having as yet paidmy particular addresses

to the fair. Who is this Mr. Town ?" says

one: " Where can the creature live? He has

said nothing yet of the dear Burletta girl." An
other wonders that I have not recommended to

the ladies Mr. Hoyle's New Calculation of

Chances ;
for understanding which nothing more

is required, we are told, than the first principles

of arithmetic; that is, to know how to tell the

pips, and set up one's game. But I find the

whole sex in general have expected from me
some shrewd remarks upon the Marriage Bill.

To oblige them in some measure, I shall at pre

sent recommend to their notice the following ad

vertisement, which has been sent me, with a re-

qnest to make it public.

To all ivhom it may concern.

THE REVEREND MR. KEITH,
'Who has had the honour to perform before several of the

Nobility, Gentry, and others,)

GIVES THIS PUBLIC NOTICE,

That he shall continue at his Chapel in May-
Fair DO longer than the present month. He
will then set out on his progress through the

principf.1 market-towns, where he will exhibit

publicly, without loss of time, any hour of the

day or night. He will perform to no less than

two persons, and, will wait on any Gentleman
and Lady privately at their own houses.

%* We have no connection with the Fleet

Parsons, or othqr Pretenders. Beware of coun
terfeits. Ego sum solus.

I may perhaps take a future opportunity of

enlarging on this very important subject, the

Marriage Bill; but shall at present oblige the

ladies by celebrating an order of females lately

sprung up among them, usually distinguished

by the denomination of Demi-Reps; a word
not to be found in any of our dictionaries.

This order, which seems daily increasing upon
us, was first instituted by some ladies eminent
for their public spirit, with a view of raising
their half of the species to a level with the other

in the unbounded license of their enjoyments.

By this artifice the most open violation of mo
desty takes the name of innocent freedom and

gayety ; and as long as the last failing remains
a secret, the lady's honour is spotless and un-

tainted. In a word, a Demi-Rep is a lady, whom
every body thinks, what nobody chooses to call

her.

It is absolutely necessary, that every lady of

this order should be married. Custom has given
a certain charm to wedlock which changes the

colour of our actions, and renders that behaviour

riot improper, which in a state of celibacy would
be accounted indecent and scandalous. As to the

promises made in marriage
" to love, honour, and

obey," custom has made them also merely cere

monial, and in fact as little binding as the wed

ding-ring, which may be put on or pulled off at

pleasure.

Religious and political writers have both for

different reasons endeavoured to encourage fre

quent marriages : but this order, if it maintains

its ground, will more certainly promote them.

How inviting must such a state appear to a wo
man of spirit! An English wife, with all the

indiscretions of a girl, may assume more than

the privileges of a woman; may trifle publicly

with the beaux and smarts, introduce them to

her toilette, and fix it as a certain rule in all her

conversation and behaviour, that when once

marriage has (in Lucy's phrase)
" made an honest

woman of her," she is entitled to all the license

of a courtesan.

I have lately seen, with a good deal of com

passion, a few forward maiden ladies investing

themselves with the dignities, and encroaching

on the privileges of this order. It may not be

improper to caution them to recede in time. As

their claim to these liberties is unwarranted by

custom, they will not retain that ambiguous re

putation enjoyed by the Demi- Reps, whose

whole system of conduct is founded on the basis

of matrimony. Every lady, therefore, inclined

to indulge herself in all those little innocent free

doms, should confine herself within the pale of

matrimony, to elude censure ;
as insolvent debt

ors avoid a jail by lodging within the verge of

the court.

A Demi- Rep then must necessarily be mar
ried : nor is it easy for a lady to maintain so

critical a character, unless she is a woman of

fashion. Titles and estates bear down all weak

censures, and silence scandal and detraction.

That good breeding too, so inviolably preserved

among persons of condition, is of infinite service.

This produces that delightful insipidity so re

markable in persons of quality, whose conversa

tion flows with an even tenor, undisturbed by

sentiment, and unruffled by passion : insomuch

that husbands and wives, brothers, sisters,

cousins, and in short the whole circle of kin

dred and acquaintance, can entertain the most

thorough contempt and even hatred for each

other, without transgressing the minutest article

of good breeding and civility. But those fe

males, who want the advantages of birth and

fortune, must be content to wrap themselves up
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fn thtfr integrity ;
for the lower sort are so no

toriously deficient in the requisities of politeness,

that they would not fail to throw out the most'

cruel and bitter invectives against the pretty de

linquents.

The great world will, I doubt not, return me
thanks for thus keeping the canaille at a distance,

and securing to them a quiet possession of then-

enjoyments. And here I cannot but observe,

how respectable an order the Demi- Reps com

pose, of which the lovely sisterhood must all be

married, and almost all Right Honourable.

For this order, among many other establish

ments of modern life, we are indebted to the

French. Such flippant gayety is more agree

able to the genius of that nation. There is a

native bashfulness inherent iri my country-wo

men, which it is not easy to surmount ; but our

modern fine ladies, who take as much pains to

polish their minds as to adorn their persons,

have got over this obstacle with incredible faci

lity. They have so skilfully grafted the French

genius for intrigue upon British Beauty and

liberty, that their conduct appeal's perfectly

original: though we must do the French the

justice to allow, that when a lady of this airy

disposition visits Paris, she returns most won

derfully improved. Upon the whole, France

appears the properest school to instruct the ladies

in the theory of their conduct : but England,
and more especially London, the most commo
dious place to put it in practice. In this town,

indeed, a lady studious of improvement, may in

a very short time become a considerable pro

ficient, by frequenting the several academies

kept constantly open for her profit and instruc

tion. The card tables and masquerades in par
ticular have trained up some ladies to a surpris

ing eminence, without the least assistance from

a foreign education.

It is observed, that the difference between the

aeveral species in the scale of being is but just
sufficient to preserve their distinction ; the high
est of one order approaching so near to the low
est of the other, that the gradation is hard to be

determined ;
as the colours of the rainbow,

through an infinite variety of shades, die away
Into each other imperceptibly. The Demi- Reps
hold this intermediate station, in the characters

of females, between the modest women and the

women of pleasure; to both which they are in

some measure connected, as they stand upon the

utmost verge of reputation, and totter on the

brink of infamy. It were therefore to be wished
;

that these ladies wore some symbol of their

ox'der, or were distinguished by some particular

mode of dress. The Romans assigned different

habits to persons of different ages and stations
;

End I hope, that when the bustle of the ensuing
election is over, the new parliament will take

this matter into consideration, and oblige the

several classes ot females to distinguish them

selves by some external marks and badges of

their principles.

Till some act of this nature shall take place, 1

shall propose a method by which every lady may
exactly learn in what class she may be reckoned.

The world must know then, that my very good

friend Mr. Ayscough has at length, with infinity

pains and study, constructed a thermometer;

upon which he has delineated, after the manner

i that the degrees of heat and cold are marked on

the common sort, the whole scale of female char-

! acters, from the most inviolable modesty to the

|

most abandoned impudence. It is of a commo
dious size to wear at a watch : the liquor within

the tube is a chemical mixture, which being
acted on by the circulation of the blood and ani-

j

mal spirits, will rise and fall according to the

desires and affections of the wearer. He will

very shortly publish a large assortment of them,

to be sold at his shop on Ludgate-hill : and I

flatter myself, there are many women in Eng
land, who would be glad to purchase such an

I

effectual regulator of their passions. Every lady,
'

therefore, may avail herself of the instructions

(

of this pocket monitor : a monitor, who would

give her the most profitable lessons, without the

usual impertinence of advice. It will be of equal

efficacy, if worn by the men. But I expect my
friend will have but little of their custom ; for as

the mere reputation of chastity is the utmost aim

of a fine lady, to preserve even that, in a fine

gentleman, is accounted mean and unmanly.

O.
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SOPHOCL.

A plague has seized us, and the tainted city

Is one wide pest-house teeming with contagion.

TO MR TOWN.

SIR, ftatsons Coffee-House, Feb. 26, 1754-

I MUST beg leave to trouble you on a most serious

and melancholy subject, a subject, which I fear

will be attended with the most dreadful conse

quences to the whole nation. Notwithstanding
the last mail brought the college positive assur

ances from the French King's physicians, tha'

the late plague at Rouen was entirely ceased, I

have the strongest reasons to apprehend, that the

contagion is already spread to .this city. My
own practice daily furnishes me with lament,

able instances, that manifestly indicate a pesti

lential disorder in the blood and humours.

I was first induced to suspect, that some epide
mical distemper was taking root among us, from

my being called in to a noble patient, "who (as the
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public prints have informed you) has lately been

afflicted with a violent boil on his back. From
this patient, there have issued continually great

quantities of corruption of a yellow hue. His

complaint seems to be in some sort constitu

tional, as it commonly breaks out with extraor

dinary virulence every seven years ; and as this

is the crisis, ,we cannot pronounce our noble

patient out of danger, till he has got over the

ensuing spring. It is moreover to be feared,

that the contagion has likewise reached Ireland ;

where we hear that the best physicians are

using the most forcing medicines, and are of

opinion that nothing .can relieve the unhappy
people, till they have voided a stone. A great
man there labours also under the above-mention

ed complaint of having a violent Boyle on his

back. *

I shall now proceed to give you the history of

some other cases, which have fallen under my
notice, and are to me an indisputable proof, that

the plague has got footing among us. Its ma
lignancy shows itself particularly about the

court ; and we are assured, that some parts of

the country are also tainted with it. I have

had the honour to attend several members of

parliament, whose cases are very desperate.

Some I found in a declining way, given over by
all their friends ; others are so weak, that they
cannot stand alone ; and many are so restless,

that they are continually turning from side to

side. As E found they had great need of sup

port, I have advised them to drink plentifully
of strong liquors, and guard against the ill con

sequences of a return.

I visited the other day a young gentleman,
who has lately been promoted to a command in

the squadron designed for the East Indies. I

found him in a most languishing condition ; his

spirits were quite depressed ; he had a violent

palpitation of the heart ;
and the whole nervous

system was relaxed. I would have prescribed
the well known diet-drink brought into practice

by the late Bishop of Cloyne ; but he told me,
every thing went against his stomach that sa

voured of tar. However, I at length prevailed
on him to submit to a long course of sea water.
I have observed the same prognostics in some of
our land officers

; to whom I have recommend
ed the frequent use of exercise, together with a
course of steel, and a powder composed of nitre
and sulphur.
A friend of mine, one of the common-council

men of this city, is infected to a strong degree
with the present pestilence. His chief com
plaint is a canine appetite; and his wife assures

me, she has often felt the wolf in his belly. The
Beat of this distemper is originally in the palate,

Alluding to some disputes in Ireland.

and discovers itself by a watering of the mouth
from the salival glands, and a grinding of the

teeth as in the action of mastication. This dis

order being very common in the city, and likely
to spread among the livery, I have directed him
to perform quarantine for forty days, by abstain

ing from flesh during the present Lent.

I know another, a very worthy alderman,
who now lies in a most deplorable condition.

He is swelled to a most enormous size; his

whole face, and particularly his nose, is crusted

over with fiery pustules of the confluent kind.

He is .afflicted with a;/ insatiable thirst and is

very subject to falling-fits. I was sent for last

night, when one of these fits had just seized

him. He lay to all appearance dead on the

floor, wallowing in the midst of a fetid mass,

partly solid, partly fluid, which had issued from,

his mouth and nostrils with repeated eructations.

I would immediately have administered to him
a proper dose of Aq. Font, tepefact. but on offer

ing him the draught, he showed the strongest

symptoms of a confirmed hydrophobia.
I went out of charity to see a poor tragic au

thor, (no reflection upon any of the profession,

Mr. Town) who has been obliged to keep his

room all the winter, and is dying by inches oi

an inveterate atrophy. By his extravagant

ravings, sudden starts, incohei'ent expressions,

anil passionate exclamations, I judged his dis

order to be seated in the brain, and therefore

directed his head to be blistered all over. I

cured another, a comic author, of a lethargy, by

making a revulsion of the bad humour, from the

part affected, with stimulating cathartics. A
short squabby gentleman of a gross and corpu
lent make was seized with a kind of St. Vitus's

dance, as he was practising Harlequin for the

masquerade : his whole body was convulsed

with the most violent writhings and irregular

twitches; but I presently removed his complaint

by applying blisters to the soles of his feet.

The plague, as I observed before, puts on
different appearances in different subjects. A
person of quality, one of the club at White's, was
seized with the epidemical frenzy raging there

which propagates itself by certain black and reo

spots. He had suffered so much loss by con

tinual evacuations, that his whole substance was
wasted ; and when I saw him he was so reduced

that there were no hopes of a recovery. Another
nobleman caught the infection at Newmarket,
which brought upon him such a running that

he is now in the last stage of a galloping con

sumption. A reverend divine, lately.' made' a

dignitary of the church, has unhappily lost his

memory ; and is so blind withal, that he hardly
knows any of his old acquaintances ; the mus
cles of his face are all contracted into an austere

frown, his knees are stiff and inflexible, and he
is unable, poor gentleman ! to bend his body, or
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move his hand to his head. I have observed

others seized at times with a strange kind of

deafness ; and at certain intervals, I have found

them so prodigiously hard of hearing, that

though a tradesman has bawled ever so loudly

in their ears, it has had no effect on them.

By what means this plague has been intro

duced among us, cannot easily be ascertained
;

whether it was imported in the same band

box with the last new head, or was secretly

conveyed in the plaits of an embroidered suit :

But that it came over hither from France,

plainly appears from the manner in which it

affects our people of fashion, (especially the

ladies,) who bear about them the most evident

marks of the French Disease. This is known
to affect the whole habit of body, and extends

its influence from head to foot. But its strong
est attacks are levelled at the face : and it has

such an effect upon the complexion, that it en

tirely changes the natural colour of the skin.

At Paris, the face of every lady you meet is be

smeared with unguent, ceruss, and plaster : and

I have lately remarked, with infinite concern,
the native charms of my pretty countrywomen

destroyed by the same cause. In this case I

have always proposed calling in the assistance

of a surgeon to pare off this unnatural epidermis
of scarf-skin, occasioned by the ignorance of em

pirics in the immoderate application of altera

tives.

From what I have been able to collect from

observations on my female patients, I have

found little variation in the effects of the plague

on that sex. Most of them complain of a lassi

tude, a listlessness, an uneasiness, pains they

don't know where, vapours, hysterics, want of

rest, want of spirits, and loss of appetite : con

sequently the same regimen may serve for all.

I advise them to use a great deal of exercise in

driving about the town, to dilute properly with

tea, to perspire freely at public places, and in

their seasons to go to Bath, Tunbridge, Chelten

ham, or Scarborough.
I was indeed surprised with an extraordinary

new case the other night, when I was called out

of bed to attend a maid of honour, who is fre

quently afflicted with fits of the mother. Her

abdomen, I found, upon examination, to be pre-

ternaturally distended ; the tumour has been

gradually increasing ; but I would not attempt
to discuss it, as it was not yet arrived to matu

rity. I intend soon to remove her into the

country for a month, in order to deliver her

from the complaint she labours under.

I have been induced, Sir, to write to you on this

occasion, as you are pleased to take this city un

der your immediate care. So alarming an evil

calls upon us all to oppose its progress : for my
own part nothing shall deter me from a diligent

discharge of the duty of my profession ; though
it has already exposed me to the greatest dan

gers in the execution of it. An old captain of a

man of war, who is grievously troubled with
choler and overflowing of the gall, on my only

hinting a clyster, swore vehemently that I

should take one myself, and applying his foot

directly to my fundament, kicked me down
stairs. This very morning I escaped almost by
miracle from the contagion, which raged in the

most violent degree through a whole family.
The master and mistress were both of them in a

very high fever, and quite frantic and delirious :

their tongues were prodigiously inflamed, with

the tip very sharp, and perpetual vibrating with

out the least intermission. I would have pre
scribed some cooling and lenitive medicines ;

but the husband in the height of his frenzy flung

my tie-wig into the fire, and his wife sluiced

me with extravasated urine. As I retired with

precipitation, I heard the same wild ravings in

the nursery, the kitchen, and every other quar

ter, which convinced me that the pestilence had

seized the whole house. I ran out of doors as

fast as possible, reflecting with Terence,
" If

Health herself would save this family, she

could not."

Ipsa si cupiat salits

Servare prorsus non potesl hancfamiliam.

Upon the whole, I may conclude with the

aphorism of Hippocrates ;
" that no people can

possibly be afflicted with so many and so terrible

disorders,. unless the plague is among them."

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

W. B. G.

No. 6.] THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 1754.

Quid alatfermetquepoctam. HOB.

Practice alone must form the writer's head,

And every author to the trade be bred.

I REMEMBER to have seen, in some old Italian

poet, a fable called " The Education of the

Muses." Apollo is there said to have taken

them at their birth under bis immediate care,

and as they grew up, to have instructed them,

according to their different capacities, in the

several branches of playing and singing. Thalia,

we are told, was of a lively turn, and took de

light in the most comic airs ; but was at first

with difficulty restrained from falling into ridi

culous drolleries, and what our author calls ex

travaganzas in her manner. Melpomene, who

was of a serious and grave disposition, indulged

herself in strains of melancholy ; but when she

aimed at the most pathetic strokes, was often

harsh, or run into wild divisions. Clio, and
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the rest of the Nine, had not yet learned to tem

per their voices with sweetness and variety ;
nor

could they tell how to regulate the stops of their

Hates, or touch the strings of the : r lyres with

judgment and grace. However, by much prac

tice, they improved gradually under the instruc

tions of Apollo, till at last they were able to

exert all the powers of music : and they now
form a complete concert, which fills all Parnas

sus with the most enchanting harmony.
The moral to be drawn from this little fable

is naturally applied to those servants of the

Muses, Authors ; who must necessarily rise, by
the same slow degrees, from their first lame at

tempts in cultivating the arts of Apollo. The
best of them, without doubt, went through many
more stages of writing, than appears from the

palpable gradations still remaining in their

works. But as it is impossible to trace them
fiom the first setting out, I shall here present
the reader with the sum of my own experience,

and illustrate, in the life of Mr. Town, the pro

gress of an author.

Right or wrong, I have ever been addicted to

scribbling. I was famous at school for my readi

ness at crambo and capping verses : I often

made themes for other boys, and sold my copy
for a tart or a custard : at nine years old I was
taken notice of for an English distich

; and after

wards immortalized myself by an holiday's task

in the same language, which my master, who
was himself a poet, pronounced to be scarce in

ferior to his favourite Blackmore. These were
followed by a multitude of little pieces ; which,
like other fruits that come before their season,
had nothing to recommend them but their early

appearance.

Filled, however, with great conceptions of my
genius and importance, I could not but lament,
that such extraordinary parts should be confined

within the narrow circle of my relations and ac

quaintance. Therefore, in order to oblige and
amaze the public, I soon became a very large
contributor to the monthly magazines. But I
had the unspeakable mortification to see my fa

vours sometimes not inserted, sometimes post
poned, often much altered, and you may be sure

always for the worse. On all these occasions, I
never failed to condemn the arrogance and folly
of the compilers of these miscellanies ; wonder
ing how they could so grossly mistake their own
interest, and neglect the entertainment of their
readers.

In the meantime a maiden aunt, with whom
I lived, a very pious old lady, turned Methodist,
and often took me with her to the Tabernacle,
the Foundery, and many private meetings. This
made such an impression upon iny mind, that I

devoted myself entirely to sacred subjects, and
wrote several hymns, which were received with
infinite applause by all the good women who
visited my aunt ; and (the servants being also

Methodists) they were often sung by the whole

family in the kitchen. I might perhaps in time

have rivalled Wesley in these divine composi
tions, and had even begun an entire new version

of the Psalms ; when my aunt changing he!

religion a second time, became a Moravian. But
the hymns usually sung by the United Brethren,
contain sentiments so sublime and so incompre
hensible, that notwithstanding my late success

in that kind of poetry, and the great opinion I

entertain of my own talents, I durst not venture

on their style and manner.

As love and poetry mutually produce each

other, it is no wonder, that before I was seven

teen I had singled out my particular Sacharissa.

This you may suppose gave birth to innumerable

songs, elegies, and acrostics. In the space of two

years I had written more love verses than

Waller, or any other poet ; when, just as I

imagined I had rhymed myself into her good

graces, I had the mortification to find that my
mistress was married to a cornet of horse, a

fellow, who I am sure never wrote a line in his

life. This threw me into such a violent rage

against the whole sex, that I immediately burnt

every syllable I had written in her praise, and
in bitterness of soul translated the sixth satire

of Juvenal.

Soon after this, the son and heir of Lord

Townly, to whom I have the honour of being a

distant relation, was engaged in a treaty of mar

riage with a rich heiress. I sat down imme

diately with great composure to write an Epi-
thalamium on this occasion. I trimmed Hy
men's torch, and invited the Loves and Graces

to the wedding ; Concord was prepared to join
their hands, and Juno to bless them with a

numei-ous race of children. After all these

pains, when every thing was ready for the wed

ding, and the last hand put to the Epithalamium,
the match was suddenly broke off, and my poem
of course rendered useless. I was more uneasy
under this disappointment than any of the par
ties could possibly be ; till I was informed of

the sudden marriage of a noble lord with a cele

brated beauty. On this popular occasion, pro

mising myself universal applause, I immediately

published my Epithalamium, which like Bays a

Prologue, was artfully contrived to serve one

purpose as well as another.

As my notions had been hitherto confined

within a narrow sphere of life, my literary pur
suits were consequently less important, till I had

the opportunity of enlarging my ideas by going
abroad. My travels, of which I have before

hinted something to the reader, opened to me a

new and extensive field for observation. I will

not presume to boast, that I received any part

of my education at Geneva, or any of those cele

brated foreign universities, in which alone an

Englishman can be grounded in the principles

of religion and liberty: but I may say without
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ranity, that I gleaned some useful knowledge
[

from every place I visited. My propensity to
|

writing followed me wherever I went : and I

were I to meet with encouragement by a large
j

subscription, I could publish several volumes of

curious remarks, which I made in my tour. I

had, indeed, like to have got into some unlucky
scrapes, by turning author in places, where the

liberty of the press was never so much as heard

of. At Paris I narrowly escaped being put
into the Bastile for a little Chanson a boire,

reflecting on the mistress of the Grand Mo-
narque ; and I was obliged to quit Rome a week
sooner than I intended, for fixing on Pasquin
a prayer for the Pope's toe, which was then

laid up with the gout.
It was not till my return from abroad, that I

formally commenced a professed critic, for

which I now thought myself thoroughly quali
fied. I could draw parallels between Marseilles

and Denoyer, compare the behaviour of the I

French parterre with the English pit; and
have lately made a figure by affecting an in

difference about the present burlettas, as I took

care to let every body know that I had often

seen them in Flanders. My knowledge in the

atrical affairs naturally led me to write a great
number of occasional pamphlets on those topics ;

such as < Examens of New plays, Letters to the

Managers, &<%' Not content with this I had a

strong inclination to shine in the drama. I

often pleased myself with computing
" three

benefit nights let me see six hundred pounds
at least a hundred more for the copy besides

a perpetual freedom of the house." These were

temptations not to be resisted. I sat down
therefore to a tragedy ; but, before I got through
the first act, despairing to make it sufficiently

pathetic for the modern taste, I changed my
scheme, and began a comedy ; then again re

flecting, that most of our comedies were in

reality nothing but overgrown farces, contented

myself with writing, what authors are now
pleased to call a comedy of two acts. This I

finished with a great deal of pains, and very
much to my own satisfaction: but not being
able to get it on the stage, as one house was

entirely taken up with pantomimes, and the

manager of the other had so many farces of his

own, I generously made a present of it to an

actor for his benefit; when to my great sur

prise it was damned.

I have at last resolved to bend all my atten

tion, and dedicate all my powers, to the carrying

on this my present elaborate undertaking. I

am sorry to own, that the success has not at

all answered my expectations : I flattered my
self with being universally known, read, and

admired ; but I find quite the contrary. I

went into a coffee-house the other day by
White-chapel Mount, where on asking for the

Connoisseur, the woman stared at me, and said

she did not know what I meant. I dined last

\veek at a foreign ambassador's ; and not a word
about me or my works passed at table. 1 wrote

to a relation at Caermarthen, desiring to know
what reputation my paper has in Wales : but

he tells me, that nothing in the literary way
comes down there but the King's speech am1

the London Evening Post. I have inquire'a
into the sale of my first number, my second,

my third, my fourth, and the last : yet 1 cannot

assure my readers, that I have sold three thou

sand of any one of them. In short, I give this

public notice once for all, that if I do not find

myself taken in all over England, by the time

I have published two or three hundred papers,
let them look to it let them look to it I'll

bid adieu to my ungrateful country, go directly
to Berlin, and (as Voltaire is discarded) employ

my pen in the service of that encourager of

literary merit the King of Prussia. O.

%* As several correspondents, since the first

publication of this number, have desired to

know, from ^what Italian author the Fable at

the beginning of this paper is borrowed: we
think it necessary to acquaint them, that the

fiction is entirely our own.

No. 7.] THURSDAY, MARCH 14, 1754.

P&nitct hospitii, dim me spectante lacerfw

Imponit collo rusticus tile tuo.

Oscula cum verb coram non dura daretis,

Ante oculos posui pocula sumpta tneos. O V.D.

I loath'd the dinner, while before my face

The clown still paw'd you with a rude embrace '

But when ye toy'd and kiss'd without control,

I turn'd and screen'd my eyes behind the bowl

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

I SHALL make no apology for recommending tc

your notice, as Censor General, a fault that is

too common among the married people ; I mean
the absurd trick of fondling before company.
Love is, indeed, a very rare ingredient in

modern wedlock; nor can the parties entertain

too much affection for each other : but an open

display of it on all occasions renders them ridi

culous.

A few days ago I was introduced to a young

couple who were but lately married, and are

reckoned by all their acquaintance to be exceed

ing happy in each other. I had scarce saluted

the bride, when the husband caught her eagerly

in his arms, and almost devoured her with

kisses. When we were seated, they took care

to place themselves close to each other; and

during our conversation he was constantly pid

dling with her fingers, tapping her cheek, or
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playing with her hair. At dinner, they were

mutually employed in pressing each other to

taste of every dish ;
and the fond appellations

of " my dear, my love," &c. were constantly han

dled across the table. Soon after the cloth was

removed, the lady made a motion to retire ; hut

the husband prevented the compliments of the

rest of the company by saying,
" We should be

unhappy without her." As the bottle went

round, he joined her health to every toast ; and

could not help now and then rising from his

chair to press her hand, and manifest the

warmth of his passion by the ardour of his

caresses. This precious fooling, though it

highly entertained them, gave me great disgust :

therefore, as my company might very well be

spared, I took my leave as soon as possible.

Nothing is more common than to see a new

married couple, setting out with a splendour in

their equipage, furniture, and manner of living,

which they have been afterwards obliged to re

trench. Thus it happens, when they have

made themselves remarkable by a show of exces

sive love. They begin with great eclat, are

lavish of their fondness, at first, hut their whole

stock is soon wasted ; and their poverty is the

more insupportable, as their former profusion

has made it more conspicuous. I have remark

ed the ill consequences of this indiscretion in

both cases : One couple has at last had separate

beds, while the other have been carried to the

opera in hackney chairs.

Two people who are to pass their whole lives

together, may surely find time enough for dal

liance without playing over their pretty tricks

in public. How ridiculous would it appear, if

in a large assembly every one should select his

mate, and the whole company should fall into

couples, like the birds on Valentine's day ! And
it is surely no less absurd, to see a man and his

wife eternally trifling and toying together.

Still amorous, and fond, and billing,

Like Philip and Mary on a shilling. HUDIBRAS.

I have often been reduced to a kind of awk
ward distress on these occasions ; not knowing
which way to look, or what to say. I consider

them as playing a game, in which the stander-

by is not at all interested ; and would therefore

recommend it to every third person in these cir

cumstances to take it as a hint, that the parties

have a mind to be alone, and leave the room
without further ceremony.
A friend of mine happened to be engaged in a

visit to one of these loving couples. He sat still

for some time, without interrupting the little

endearments that passed between them. Find

ing them at last quite lost in nods, whispers,

ogles, and in short, wholly taken up with each

other, he rang the bell, and desired the servant

to send in my lady's woman. When she came,
he led her very gravely to the settee, and began

to indulge himself in certain freedoms, which

provoked the damsel to complain loudly of hia

rudeness. The lady flew into a violent passion,

and rated him severely for his monstrous behavi

our. My friend begged her pardon with great

politeness, hoped she was not offended, for that

he thought there had been no harm in amusing
himself a little while with Mrs. Betty, in the

same manner as her ladyship and Sir John had

been diverting themselves these two hours.

This behaviour, though at all times improper,

may in some sort be excused, where perhaps the

match had been huddled up by the parents, and

the young people are such new acquaintance,
that they scarce ever saw each other till their

marriage. A pair of loving turtles may be in

dulged in a little amorous billing at their first

coming together : yet this license should expire
with the honey-moon, and even in that period
be used but sparingly.

But if this conduct is blameable in young
people, how very absurd is it in those advanced

in years ! Who can help laughing when he sees

a worn-out beau and belle, practising at three

score the very follies that are ridiculous at six

teen ? I could wish that such a pair of anti

quated lovers were delineated by the pencil of a

Hogarth. How humorously would he repre
sent two emaciated wrinkled figures, with eyes
sunk into their heads, lank cheeks, and toothless

gums, affecting to leer, smile, and languish ar

each other. But this affectation is still more

remarkable, when a liquorish old fool is contin

ually fondling a young wife : though perhaps
the sight is not so disgusting to a stranger, who

may reasonably suppose it to be the overflowings
of a father's tenderness for his daughter.

It sometimes happens, that one of the parties

perceives the folly of this behaviour. I have

seen a sensible man quite uneasy at the indiscreet

marks of kindness shown by his lady. I know a

clergyman in the country, who is often put to

the blush by the strange familiarities, which his

wife's love induces her to take with him. As she

has had but an indifferent education, you would

often be at a loss to know, whether she is very

kind, or very rude. Ifhe dines abroad, she always
sees him get on horseback, and before he has got

twenty yards from the door, halloos after him,
"be at home in time, my dear soul, do." I have

known her almost quarrel with him for not but

toning his coat in the middle of summer : and

she once had the good-nature to burn a very
valuable collection of Greek manuscripts, lest

the poring over those horrid crooked letters

should put her dear Jack's eyes out. Thus does

she torment the poor parson with her violent af

fection for him, and according to the common

phrase, kills him with kindness.

Before I conclude, I cannot but take notice of

those luscious love-scenes that have so great a

share in our modern plays ;
which are rendered

3D
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still more fulsome by the offieiousness of the

player, who takes every opportunity of heighten

ing the expression by kisses and embraces. In

a comedy nothing is more relished by the au

dience than a loud smack, which echoes through
the whole house; and in the most passionate

scenes of a tragedy the hero and the heroine are

continually flying into each other's arms. For

my part I am never present at a scene of this

kind, which produces a conscious simper from
the boxes, and a hearty chuckle of applause from
the pit and galleries, but I am ready to exclaim

with old Renault " I like not these huggers."
I would recommend it to all married people,

>ut especially to the ladies, not to be so sweet

upon their dears before company : but I would not

be understood to countenance that coldness and

indifference, which are so fashionable in the

polite world. Nothing is accounted more un-

genteel, than for a husband and wife to be seen

together in public places; and if they should

ever accidentally meet, they take no more notice

of each other, than if they were absolute stran

gers. The gentleman may lavish as much gal

lantry as he pleases on other women, and the

lady give encouragement to twenty pretty fel

lows, without censure : but they would either

of them blush at being surprised, in showing
the least marks of a regard for each other.

I am, Sir,

T, Your humble Servant, &c.

No. 8.] THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 1754.

quanta species cerebrum non habet / PILEDR.

In outward show so splendid and so vain,
'Tis but a gilded block without a brain.

I MUST acknowledge the receipt of many letters

containing very lavish encomiums on my works.

Among the rest a correspondent, whom I take

to be a bookseller, is pleased to compliment me
on the goodness of my print and paper ; but
tells me, that he is very sorry not to see some

thing expressive of my undertaking in the little

cut that I carry in front. It is true, indeed,
that my printer and publisher held several con

sultations on this subject ; and I am ashamed
to confess, that they had once prevailed on me
to suffer a profile of my face to be prefixed to

each number. But when it was finished, I was

quite mortified to see what a scurvy figure
I made in wood : nor could I submit to be hung
out, like Broughton, at my own door, or let my
face serve like the canvas before a booth to call

people into the show. I hope it will not be im
puted to envy or malevolence, that I here re

mark on this part of the production of Mr.
Fitz-Adam. When he gave his paper the title

of the World, I suppose he meant to intimate

his design of describing that part of it, who are

known to account all other persons nobody, and
are therefore emphatically called The World. If

this was to be pictured out in the head-piece, a

j

lady at her toilette, a party at whist, or the

| jovial member of the Diletanti tapping the

j

World for Champagne, had been the most na
tural and obvious hieroglyphics. But when we
see the portrait of a philosopher poring on the

globe instead of observations on modern life, we
might more naturally expect a system of geo

graphy, or an attempt towards a discovery of the

longitude.
The reader will smile, perhaps, at a criticism

of this kind ; yet, certainly, even here propriety
should be observed, or at least all absurdities

avoided. But this matter being usually left to

the printer or bookseller, it is often attended

j

with strange blunders and misapplications. I

have seen a sermon ushered in with the repre
sentation of a shepherd and shepherdess sporting
on a bank of flowers, with two little Cupids

j
smiling over head ; while, perhaps, an epitha-

lamium, or an ode for a birth-day, has been in

troduced with death's heads and cross marrow
bones.

The inhabitants of Grub-street are generally

very studious of propriety in this point. Before

the halfpenny account of a horse-race, we see

the jockeys whipping, spurring, jostling, and
the horses straining within sight of the post.

The last dying speech, character, and behaviour

of the malefactors presents us with a prospect of

the place of execution ; and the History of the

!
London 'Prentice exhibits the figure of a lad

I standing between two lions, and ramming his

hands down their throats. A due regard has

been paid to this article, in the several elegies
from that quarter on the death of Mr. Pelham.

They are encompassed with dismal black lines,

and all the sable emblems of death : nor can wo
doubt, but that an author, who takes such care

to express a decent sorrow on the outside of his

work, has infused a great deal of the pathetic
into the piece itself.

These little embellishments were originally

designed to please the eye of the reader ; as we
tempt children to learn their letters by disposing
the alphabet into pictures. But, in our modern

compositions, they are not only ornamental but

useful. An angel or a flower-pot, at the be

ginning and end of every chapter or section, en

ables the bookseller to spin out a novel, without

plot or incident, to a great number of volumes :

arid by the help of these decorations, properly

disposed, I have known a little piece swell into

a duodecimo, which had scarce matter enough
for a sixpenny pamphlet.

In this place I might also take notice of the

several new improvements in the business of
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typography. Though it is reckoned ungenteel

to write a good hand, yet every one is proud of

appearing in a beautiful print : and the produc

tions of a man of quality come from the press in

a very neat letter, though, perhaps, the manu

script is hardly legible; Indeed, our modern

writers seem to be more solicitous about out

ward elegance, than the intrinsic merit of their

compositions : and on this account it is thought
no mean recommendation of their works, to

advertise that they are '<
beautifully printed on

a fine paper and entire new letter." Nor are

they only indebted to the press for the beauty of

the lype, but often call in its assistance to explain
and enforce the sentiment. When an author is

in doubt whether the reader will be able to com

prehend his meaning, or indeed, whether he has

any meaning at all, he takes care to sprinkle the

sentence with italics
; but when he would sur

prise us with any thing more striking than ordi

nary, he distinguishes the emphatical words by

large staring CAPITALS, which overtop the

rest of their fellows, and are intended, like the

grenadiers' caps, to give us an idea of something

grand and uncommon. These are designed as

so many hints to let the reader know where he

is to be particularly affected ; and answer the

same purpose with the marginal directions in

plays, which inform the actor when he is to

laugh or cry. This practice is most remarkable
in pieces of modern wit and humour; and it

may be observed, that where there is the least of

these lively qualities, the author is most desir

ous of substituting these arts in their room
;

imagining, that by a judicious distribution of

these enlivening strokes in different parts of it,

his work, however dull in itself, will become
smart and brilliant.

And here I cannot but take notice, that these

arts have been employed to a very great advan

tage in the service of the theatres. The writer
of the play bills deals out his capitals in so just
a proportion, that you may tell the salary of

each actor by the size of the letter in which his

name is printed. When the present manager of

Drury-lane first came upon the stage, a new set

of types two inches long were cast on purpose to

do honour to his extraordinary merit. This
indeed is so proper, that the severest critics on
the drama cannot be offended at this piece of

theatrical justice.

There is lately sprung up among us a new
species of writers, who are most of them per-
x>ns o f the first rank and fashion. At this period
the whole house of commons are turned authors :

nrd we cannot sufficiently admire the propriety
of style and sentiment in those elegant addresses,

oy which they humbly offer themselves as candi

dates, and beg the favour of your votes and in

terest. These gentlemen avail themselves

greatly of the arts of printing above-mentioned :

whether they would raise the merits of their

own cause, or throw out invectives on the op

posite party. The courtier sets before your eyes
in large letters his steady attachment to King
George, while his opponent displays in the same

manner his zeal for Liberty and the Constitu

tion. This must undoubtedly have a wonderful

effect on the electors
;
and I could almost assure

any patriot certain success, who should manifest

his regard for llj ISnQlantr by printing his

addresses in the Itr iStvgltsf) Cfjatactet.

But, in the whole republic of letters, there are

none, perhaps, who are more obliged to the

printer, than the writers of periodical essays.

The Spectators, indeed, came into the world

without any of the advantages we are possessed
of. They were originally published in a very
bad print and paper, and were so entirely desti

tute of all outward ornaments, that like

(Terence's virgin)

Ni vis boni .

In ipsa inessetforma, hcecformam extinguercnt,

" Unless the soul of beauty had breathed through
the compositions themselves, these disadvantages
would have suppressed the least appearances
of it."

As it requires no genius to supply a defect of

this nature, our modern essays as much excel the

Spectators in elegance of form, as perhaps they

may be thought to fall short of them in every
other respect. But they have this additional

advantage, that by the fineness of their paper

they are rescued from serving many mean and

ignoble purposes, to which they might other

wise be applied. They also form themselves

more commodiously into volumes, and become

genteeler appendages of the tea-table. The can

did reader will undoubtedly impute this extra

ordinary care about externals to the modesty of

us present essayists, who are willing to compen
sate for our poverty of genius, by bestowing
these outward graces and embellishments on our

works. For my own part, I never reflect on

the first unadorned publication of the Spectator,

and at the same time take up one of my own

papers, set off with every ornament of the press,

but I am afraid that the critics will apply, what

a facetious peer is said to have remarked on two
different ladies ; that " the first is a soul without

a body, and the last a body without a soul."

As in this fashionable age there are many of

Lord Foppington's opinion, "that a book should

be recommended by its outside to a roan of qua

lity and breeding," it is incumbent on all authors

to let their works appear as well dressed as possi

ble, if they expect them to be admitted into polite

company. Yet we should not lay too much
stress on the decorations, but rather remember

Tully precepts to all who build, that " the

ownei should be an ornament to the house, and

not the house to the owner."
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' Solviiquc animis miracula rerum,
Eripuitque Jouifultnen, vincsque tonanti. MANIL.

He freed our minds from dread of things above,
And snatch'd the thunder from the hand of Jove.

THE publication of Lord Bolingbroke's posthu
mous works has given new life and spirit to

free-thinking. We seem at present to be en

deavouring to unlearn our catechism, with al

that we have been taught about religion, in or

der to model our faith to the fashion of hi

Lordship's system. We have now nothing to

do, but to throw away our Bibles, turn the

churches into theatres, and rejoice that an act ol

Parliament, now in force, gives us an opportuni

ty of getting rid of [the clergy by transportation.
I was in hopes that the extraordinary price oi

these volumes would have confined their in

fluence to persons of quality. As they are

placed above extreme indigence and absolute

want of bread, their loose notions would have
carried them no farther than cheating at cards,

or perhaps plundering their country: but if

these opinions spread among the vulgar, we
shall be knocked down at noon-day in our

streets, and nothing will go forward but rob

beries and murders.

The instances I have lately seen of free-think

ing, in the lower part of the world, make me
fear, they are going to be as fashionable and as

wicked as their betters. I went the other night
to the Robin Hood ; where it is usual for

the advocates against religion to assemble, and

openly avow their infidelity. One of the ques
tions for the night was,

" Whether Lord Bol-

ingbroke had not done greater service to man
kind by his writings, than the Apostles or

Evangelists?" As this society is chiefly compos
ed of lawyer's clerks, petty tradesmen, and the

lowest mechanics, I was at first surprised to

find such amazing erudition among them. To-

land, Tindal, Collins, Chubb, and Mandeville,

they seemed to have got by heart. A shoe

maker harangued his five minutes upon the ex

cellence of the tenets maintained by Lord Bol-

ingbroke ; but I soon found that his reading
had not been extended beyond the idea of a pa
triot King, which he had mistaken for a glori

ous system of free-thinking. I could not help

smiling at another of the company, who took

pains to show his disbelief of the Gospel by un-

sainting the apostles, and calling them by no

other title than plain Paul or plain Peter. The

proceedings of this society, have, indeed, almost

induced me to wish, that (like the Roman Ca

tholics) they were not permitted to read the

Bible, rather than they should read it only to

abuse it.

I have frequently heard many wise trades

men settling the most important articles of our

faith over a pint of beer. A baker took occasion
from Canning's affair to maintain, in opposition
to the Scriptures, that man might live by bread
alone, at least that xyoman might ;

" for else,"
said he, how could the girl have been support-
ed for a whole month by a few hard crusts ?"
In answer to this, a barber surgeon set forth
the improbability of that story ; and thence in-

ferred, that it was impossible for our Saviour to
have fasted forty days in the wilderness. I

lately heard a midshipman swear that the Bible
was all a lie ; for he had sailed round the world
with Lord Anson, and if there had been any
Red Sea, he must have met with it. I know a

bricklayer, who, while he was working by line
and rule, and carefully laying one brick upon
another, would argue with a fellow-labourer,
that the world was made by chance; and a

cook, who thought more of his ;trade than hia

Bible, in a dispute concerning the miracles,
made a pleasant mistake about the nature of the

first, and gravely asked his antagonist what he

thought of the Supper at Cana.

This affectation of free-thinking, among the
lower class of people, is at present happily con
fined to the men. On Sundays, while the hus
bands are toping at the ale-house, the good
women their wives think it their duty to go to

church, say their prayers, bring home the text,
and hear the children their catechism. But our

polite ladies are, I fear, in their lives and con

versations, little better than free-thinkers. Go
ng to church, since it is now no longer the
fashion to carry on intrigues there, is almost

,vholly laid aside ; and I verily believe, that no

thing but another earthquake can ever fill the

churches with people of quality. The fair sex

n general are too thoughtless to concern them
selves in deep inquiries into matters of religion.

[t is sufficient, that they are taught to believe

.hemselves angels : it would therefore be an ill

compliment, while we talk of the hcuven they
jestow, to persuade them, into the Mahometan
notion, that they have no souls : though perhaps
ur fine gentlemen may imagine that by iou-

incing a lady that she has no soul, she wiJl be
ess Scrupulous about the disposal of her body.
The ridiculous notions maintained by free-

hinkers in their writings, scarce deserve a seri

ns refutation ; and perhaps the best method ot

nswering them would be to select from their

vorks all the absurd and impracticable notions,

vhich they so stiffly maintain in order to evade

he belief of the Christian religion. I shall here

hrow together a few of their principal tenets,

nder the contradictory title of

THE .UNBELIEVER'S CREED

I believe that there is no God, but that mat-

jr is God, and God is matter; and that it is

o matter whether there is any God or no.

I believe that the world was not made
; that
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the world made itself; that it had no begin

ning; that it will last for ever, world without

end.

I believe that man is a beast ; that the soul is

the body, and the body the soul
;
and that after

death there is neither body nor soul.

I believe that there is no religion ; that na

tural religion is the only religion ; and that all

religion is unnatural.

I believe not in Moses ; I believe in the First

Philosophy ;
I believe not the Evangelists ;

I believe in Chubb, Collins, Toiand, Tindal,

Morgan, Mandeville, Woolston, Hobbs, Shaf-

tesbury; I believe in Lord Bolingbroke; I be

lieve not St. Paul.

I believe not Revelation ; I believe in tradi

tion ;
I believe in the Talmud ; I believe in the

Alcoran ; I believe not the Bible ; I believe in

Socrates, I believe in Confucius; I believe in

Sanconiathon ; I believe in Mahomet ; I believe

not in Christ.

Lastly, I believe in all unbelief.

AN ADDRESS

TO BOTH HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.

My Lords and Gentlemen,
Ever since we have thought fit to take these

kingdoms into our immediate care, we have

made it our earnest endeavour to go hand in

hand with your wisdoms in promoting the wel

fare and prosperity of the people. The impor
tant business of taxes, lotteries, marriages, and

Jews, we have left to your weighty considera

tion : while ourselves have been employed in the

regulation of fashions, the establishment of taste,

and amendment of the morals. We have the

satisfaction to find, that both our measures have

hitherto met with success : and the public affairs

are at present in so prosperous a condition, that

the national vices seem as likely to decrease as

the national debt.

The dissolution of your assembly is now at

hand ; and as your whole attention will naturally
be engaged in securing to yourselves and friends

a seat in the next parliament, it is needless to re

commend to you that heads should be broken,
drunkenness encouraged, and abuse propagated ;

which has been found by experience to be the

best method of supporting the freedom of elec

tions. In the mean time, as the care of the

nation must be left to us, it is necessary that,

during this interval, our prerogative, as Censor-

General, should be considerably extended, and

we should be invested with the united powers of

Lords and Commons.
When we are entrusted with this important

charge, we shall expect, that every different

faction shall concur in our measures for l;he

public utility; that Whig and Tory Hign-
Church and Low-Church, Court and Country,
shall all unite in this common cause ; and that

opposite parties in the body politic, like the arnu

and legs in the body natural, shall move in con

cert, though they are on different sides. la

our papers, which we continue to publish on

Thursdays, under the title of The Connoisseur,

every misdemeanour shall be examined, and

offenders called to the bar of the House. Be it

therefore enacted, that these our orders and

resolutions have an equal authority with acts of

parliament: as we doubt not they will be of

equal advantage to the community.
The extraordinary supplies requisite for the

service of the current weeks, and for the support
of our own privy purse, oblige us to demand of

you that a sum, not exceeding two-pence, be

levied weekly on each person, to be collected by
our trusty and well-beloved the booksellers.

We must also particularly request of you, that

the same privilege and protection be extended

to us, which is enjoyed by yourselves, and is so

very convenient to many of your honourable

members. It is no less expedient, that we
should be secured from let or molestation ; be it

therefore provided, that no one presume to

arrest, or cause to be arrested, our person, or

the persons of our publisher, printer, corrector,

devil, or any other employed in our service.

We have, only to add, that you may rely on

our care and diligence in discharging the high
trust reposed in us, in such manner as shai,

merit the thanks of the next parliament. W
shall then recommend it to their consideration,

whether it would not be for the interest of these

kingdoms, that we should have a woolpack
allotted us with the bishops, or be allowed a

perpetual seat among the commons, as the re

presentative of the whole people. But if this

should be deemed too great an honour, it will,

at least, be thought necessary, that we should

be occasionally called in, like the judges, to

give our opinion in cases of importance.

TOWN, Connoisseur, Critic, and

T. Censor-General.
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HOMER.

What knows the stripling of the soldier's trwte

Beyond his regimentals and cockade ?

LEARNING, as it polishes the mind, enlarges our

ideas, and gives an ingenious turn to our whole

conversation and behaviour, has ever been

esteemed a liberal accomplishment ; and is, in

deed, the principal characteristic that distin

guishes the gentleman from the mechanic.
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This axiom being universally allowed, I have

often observed with wonder the neglect of learn

ing that prevails among the gentlemen of the

army; who, notwithstanding their shameful

deficiency in this main requisite, are generally

proposed as the most exact models of good be

haviour, and standards of politeness.

The art of war is no easy study : it requires
much labour and application to go through what
Milton calls "the rudiments of soldiership, in

all the skill of embattling, marching, encamp
ing, fortifying, besieging, and battering, with all

the helps of ancient and modern stratagems,

tactics, and warlike maxims." With all these,

every officer should undoubtedly be acquainted ;

for mere regimentals no more create a soldier,

than the cowl makes a monk. But, I fear, the

generality of our army have made little profi

ciency in the art they profess ; have learnt little

more than just to acquit themselves with some

decency at a review ; have not studied and
examined as they ought, the ancient and modern

principles of war
;

Nor the division of a battle know,
More than a spinster. SHAKSPEARE.

Besides the study of the art of war itself,

there are many collateral branches of literature
;

of which, as gentlemen and as soldiers, they
should not be ignorant. Whoever bears a com
mission in the army should be well read in

history. The examples of Alexander, Caesar,

or Marlborough, however illustrious, are of little

concern to the generality of readers, but are set

up as so many land-marks, to direct those who
are pursuing the same course of glory. A
thorough knowledge of history would furnish

a commander with true courage, inspire him
with an honest emulation of his ancestors, and
teach him to gain a victory without shedding
blood.

Poetry too, more especially that of the an

cients, seems particularly calculated for the

perusal of those concerned in war. The subject

of the Iliad is entirely martial ; and the princi

pal characters are distinguished from each other

chiefly by their different exertion of the single

quality of courage. It was, I suppose, on

account of this martial spirit, which breathes

throughout the Iliad, that Alexander was so

captivated with it, that he is said to have laid it

every night under his pillow. The principal
character in the 2Eneid is a general, of remark
able piety and courage ; and great part of the

poem is made up of war. These studies cannot,

surely, fail of animating a modern breast,

which often kindled such a noble ardour in the

ancients.

If we look into the lives of the greatest

generals of antiquity, we shall find them no
mean proficients in science. They led their

armies to victory by their courage, and support

ed the state by their counsels. They revered

the same Pallas, as the goddess of war and of

wisdom
;
and the Spartans in particular, before

they entered on an engagement, always sacri

ficed to the Muses. The exhortations, given by
commanders before the onset, are some of the
most animated pieces of oratory in all antiquity,
and frequently produced astonishing effects,

rousing the soldiers from despair, and hurrying
them on to victory. An illiterate commander
would have been the contempt of Greece and
Rome. Tully, indeed, was called the learned
Consul in derision; but then, as Dryden ob

serves,
" his head was turned another way.

When he read the tactics, he was thinking 011

the bar, which was his field of battle." I am
particularly pleased with the character of Scipio

vEmilianus, as drawn by Velleius Paterculus,
and would reconumend it to the serious imitation

of our modern officers. He was so great an
admirer of liberal studies, that he always re

tained the most eminent wits in his camp : nor

did any one fill up the intervals of business with

more elegance, retiring from war only to culti

vate the arts of peace ; always employed in arms
or study, always exercising his body with perils,

or disciplining his mind with science. The
author contrasts this amiable portrait with a

description of Mummius ; a general so little

versed in the polite arts, that, having taken at

Corinth several pictures and statues of the

greatest artists, he threatened the persons who
were intrusted with the carriage of them to

Italy,
"

that, if they lost those, they should give
new ones."

I would fain have a British officer looked upon
with as much deference as those of Greece and
Rome : but while they neglect the acquisition of

the same accomplishments, they will never meet

with the same respect. Instead of cultivating
their minds, they are wholly taken up in

adorning their bodies, and look upon gallantry
and intrigue as essential parts of their character.

To glitter in the boxes, or at an assembly, is the

full display of their politeness; and to be the

life and soul of a lewd brawl, almost the only
exertion of their courage ; insomuch that there

is a good deal of justice in Macheath's raillery,

when he says,
" if it was not for us, and the

other gentlemen of the sword, Drury-Lane
would be uninhabited."

It is something strange, that officers should

want any inducement to acquire so gentleman
like an accomplishment as learning. If they

imagine it would derogate from their good-

breeding, or call of their attention from military

business, they are mistaken. Pedantry is no

more connected with learning, than rashness

with courage. Caesar, who was the finest;

gentleman and the greatest general, was also the

best scholar of his age.

To say the truth, learning wears a inor*
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amiable aspect and winning air in courts and

camps, whenever it appears there, than amid the

gloom of colleges and cloisters. Mixing in gen

teel life files off the rust that may have been con

tracted by study, and wears out any little odd-

ness or peculiarity, that may be acquired in the

closet. For this reason, the officer is more inex

cusable who neglects an accomplishment that

would sit so gracefully upon him : for this rea

son, too, we pay so great deference to those few

who have enriched their minds with the trea

sures of antiquity. An illiterate officer either

hardens into a bravo, or refines into a fop. The

insipidity of the fop is utterly contemptible ;
and

a rough brutal courage, unpolished by science,

and unassisted by reason, has no more claim to

heroism, than the case-hardened valour of a

bruiser or prize-fighter. Agreeable to this no

tion, Homer in the fifth Iliad represents the

goddess Minerva as wounding Mars, and driving
the heavy deity off the field of battle ; implying

allegorically, that wisdom is capable of subduing

courage.
I would flatter myself, that British minds are

still as noble, and British genius as exuberant,
as those of any other nation or age whatever ;

but that some are debased by luxury, and others

run wild for ^want of proper cultivation. If

Athens can boast her Miltiades, , Themistocles,
&o. Rome her Camillus, Fabius, Cfesar, &c.

England had her Edwards, Henrys, and Marl-

boroughs. It is to be hoped the time will come,
when learning will be reckoned as necessary to

qualify a man for the army, as for the bar or

pulpit. Then we may expect to see the British

soldiery enter on the field of battle, as ou a

theatre, for which they are prepared in the parts

they are to act. "
They will not then, (as Milton

expresses himself with his usual strength in his

Treatise on Education) if intrusted with fair

and hopeful armies, suffer them, for want of

just and wise discipline, to shed away from
about them like sick feathers, though they be

never so oft supplied : they would not suffer

their empty and unrequitable colonels of twenty
men in a company, to quaff out, or convey into

secret hoards, the wages of a delusive list and
miserable remnant ; yet in the meanwhile to be

over-mastered with a score or two of drunkards,
the only soldiery left about them

; or else to

comply with all rapines and violences. No,
certainly, if they knew aught of that knowledge,
that belongs to good men and good governors,

they would not suffer these things." O.
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pattat quas condidit arces

Ipsa colat.- VIRG.

Let Pallas dwell in towers herself has raised.

THE principal character in Steele's comedy of

the Lying Lover is young Bookwit ; an Oxo

nian, who at once throws off the habit and man
ners of an academic, and assumes the dress, air,

and conversation of a man of the town. He
is, like other fine gentlemen, a coxcomb ; but a

coxcomb of learning and parts. His erudition

he renders subservient to his pleasures : his

knowledge in poetry qualifies him for a son

neteer, his rhetoric to say fine things to the

ladies, and his philosophy to regulate his equi

page ;
for he talks of having

"
Peripatetic foot

men, a follower of Aristippus for a valet de

chambre, an epicurian cook, with an hermetical

chemist (who are good only at making fires)

for a scullion." Thus he is, in every particular,

a fop of letters, a complete classical beau.

By a review I have lately made of the people
in this great metropolis, as Censor, I find that

the town swarms with bookwits. The play

houses, parks, taverns, and coffee-houses are

thronged with them. Their manner, which

has something in it very characteristic, and dif

ferent from the town-bred coxcombs, discovers

them to the slightest observer. It is, indeed, no

easy matter for one, whose chief employment is

to store his mind with new ideas, to throw that

happy vacancy, that total absence of thought and

reflection, into his countenance, so remarkable

in our modern fine gentlemen. The same loung

ing air, too, that passes for genteel in a univer

sity coffee-house, is soon distinguished from the

genuine careless loll, and easy saunter ; and

bring us over to the notion of Sir Wilful in The

Way of the World,
" that a man should be

bound 'prentice to a maker of fops, before he

ventures to set up for himself."

Yet, in spite of all these disadvantages, the

love of pleasure, and a few supernumerary

guineas, draw the student from his literary em

ployment, and entice him to this theatre ot noise

and hurry, this grand mart of luxury ; where

as long as his purse can supply him, he may be

as idle and debauched as he pleases. I could not

help smiling at a dialogue between two of these

gentlemen, which I overheard a few nights ago
at the Bedford Coffee-house. " Ha ! Jack (says

one accosting the other) is it you? how long
have you been in town?" "Two hours."
" How long do you stay ! Ten guineas. If

you'll come to Venable's after the play is over,

you'll find Tom Latine, Bob Classic, and two
or three more, who will be very glad to see you.

What, you're in town upon the sober plan at

your father's ? But harkye, Frank, if you'll call

in, I il tell your friend Harris to prepare for

you. So your servant ; for I am going to meet

the finest girl upon town in the green boxes."

I left the coffee-house pretty late ; and as 1

came into the piazza, the fire in the Bedford-

Arms kitchen blazed so cheerfully and invitingly
before me, that I was easily persuaded by a

friend who was with me, to end the evening at

that house. Our good fortune led us kito tba
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next room to this knot of academical rakes.

Their merriment being pretty boisterous, gave

us a good pretext to inquire what company were

in the next room. The waiter told us, with a

smartness which those fellows frequently con

tract from attending on beaux and wits,
" some

gentlemen from Oxford, with some ladies, Sir.

My master is always very glad to see them ; for

while they stay in town, they never dine or sup
out of his house, and eat and drink, and pay
better than any nobleman."

As it grew [later they grew louder : till at

length an unhappy dispute arose between two of

the company, concerning the present grand con

test between the Old and the New Interest,

which has lately inflamed Oxfordshire. This

accident might have been attended with ugly

consequences : but as the ladies are great ene

mies to quarrelling, unless themselves are the

occasion, a good-natured female of the company
interposed, and quelled their animosity. By
the mediation of this fair one, the dispute ended

very fashionably, in a bet of a dozen of claret,

to be drank there by the company then present,

whenever the wager should be decided. There

was something so extraordinary in their whole

evening's conversation, such an odd mixture vof

the town and university, that I am persuaded,

if Sir Richard had been witness to it, he could

have wrought it into a scene as lively and enter

taining as any he has left us.

The whole time these Bettered beaux remain

in London, is spent in a continual round of

diversion. Their sphere, indeed, is somewhat

confined ; for they generally eat, drink, and sleep

within the precincts of Covent- Garden. I re

member I once saw, at a public inn on the road

to Oxford, a journal of the town transactions of

one of these sparks ; who had recorded them on
a window-pane for the example and imitation of

his fellow-students. I shall present my reader

with an exact copy of this curious journal, as

nearly as I can remember. ^

Monday, rode to town in six hours saw the

two last acts of Hamlet at night with Polly
Brown.

Tuesday, saw Harlequin Sorcerer at night,

Polly again.

Wednesday, saw Macbeth at night, with

Sally Parker, Polly engaged.

Thursday, saw the Suspicious Husband at

night, Polly again.

Friday, set out at twelve o'clock for Oxford

a damn'd muzzy place.

There are no set of mortals more joyous
than these occasional rakes, whose pride it is to

gallop up to town once or twice in the year with
their quarterage in their pockets, and in a few

days to squander it away in the highest scenes

of luxury and debauchery. The tavern, the

theatre, and the bagnio, engross the chief part of

their attention ; and it is constantly Polly again

with them, till their finances are quite exhaust

ed, and they are obliged to return fas Book-wit
has it)

" to small beer and three-halfpenny com
mons. "

I shall enlarge no further on this subject at

present, but conclude these reflections with an

Ode, which I have received from an unknown

correspondent. He tells me, it was lately sent

from an academical friend to one of these gentle

men, who had resigned himself wholly to these

polite enjoyments, and seemed to have forgot

his connections with the University. All, who
peruse this elegant little piece, will I doubt not,
thank me for inserting it ; and the learned

reader will have the additional pleasure of ad

miring it as a humorous imitation of Horace,

led, beads nunc Arabunwinvides

Gazis, 8{c. L. I. Ode xxix.

So you, my friend, at last are caught
Where could you get so strange a thought,

In mind and body sound ?

All meaner studies you resign,

Your whole ambition now to shine

The beau of the beau-monde.

Say, gallant youth, what well-known name
Shall spread the triumphs of your fame

Through all the realms of Drury ?

How will you strike the gaping cit ?

What tavern shall record your wit ?

What watchmen mourn your fury ?

What sprightly imp of Gallic breed

Shall have the culture of your head,

(I mean the outward part)

Form'd by his parent's early care

To range in nicest curls the hair,

And wield the puff with art ?

No more let mortals toil in vain,

By wise conjecture to explain

What rolling time will bring :

Thames to his source may upwards flow,

Or Garrick six feet high may grow,
Or witches thrive at Tring :

Since you each better promise break,

Once famed for slov'nliness and Greek,
Now turn'd a very Paris,

For lace and velvet quit your gown,
The Stagyrite for Mr. Town,

For Drury-lane St. Mary's.
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Nee verb hoc sine sorte datce, sinejudice sedes. Viac.

Nor shall the four-legg'd culprit 'scape the law,

; But at the bar hold up the guilty paw.

TURNING over the last volume of Lord Boling
broke's Works a few days ago, I could not help

smiling at his lordship's extraordinary manner
ofcommenting on some parts of the Scriptures,
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\mong the rest lie represents Moses, as making
beasts accountable to the community for crimes,

as well as men : whence his lordship infers,

that the Jewish'legislator supposed them capa

ble of distinguishing between right and wrong,
and acting as moral agents. The oddity of this re

mark led me to reflect, if such an opinion should

prevail in my country, what whimsical laws

would be enacted, and how ridiculous they
would appear, when put in execution. As if

the horse, that carried the highwayman, should

be arraigned for taking a purse, or a dog indict

ed for feloniously stealing a shoulder of mutton.

Such a country would seem to go upon the same

principles, and to entertain the same notions of

justice, as the puritanical old woman, that hanged
ner cat for killing mice on the sabbath-day.

These reflections were continued afterwards

in my sleep ; when methought such proceedings
were common in our own courts of judicature.

I imagined myself in a spacious hall like the Old

Bailey, where they were preparing to try sev

eral animals, who had been guilty of offences

against the laws of the land. The walls, I ob

served, were hung all round with bu'is'-hides,

sheep-skins, foxes-tails, and the spoils of other

brute-malefactors; and over the justice-seat,

where the King's Arms are commonly placed,

there was fixed a large stag's head, which over

shadowed the magistrate with its branching
horns. I took particular notice, that the galler

ies were very much crowded with ladies ; which
I could not tell how to account for, till I found

it was expected that a Goat would thst day be

tried for a rape.

The sessions soon opened : and the first pris

oner that was brought to the bar, was a Hog,
who was prosecuted at the suit of the Jews on
an indictment for burglary, in breaking into

their synagogue. As it was apprehended, that

religion might be affected by this cause, and as

the prosecution appeared to be malicious, the

Hog, though the fact was plainly proved against

him, to the great joy of all true Christians was
allowed Benefit of Clergy.
An indictment was next brought against a

Cat for killing a favourite canary-bird. This

offender belonged to an old woman who was be
lieved by the neighbourhood to be a witch. The
jury, therefore, were unanimous in their opin
ion, that she was the devil in that shape, and

brought her in guilty. Upon which the judge
formally pronounced sentence upon her, which
I remember concluded with these words : You
must be carried to the place of execution, where

you are to be hanged by the neck nine times, till

you are dead, dead, dead, dead, dead, dead, dead,

dead, dead, and the fiddlers have mercy on

your guts.'

A Parrot was next tried for scandalum mag-
natum. He was accused by the chief magistrate
of the city, and the whole court of aldermen, for

defaming them, as they passed along the street,

on a public festival, by singing
" Room for cuck

olds, here comes a great company, room for

cuckolds, here comes my lord mayor." This Par
rot was a very old offender ; much addicted to

scurrility ; and had been several times convicted

of profane cursing and swearing. He had even

the impudence to abuse the whole court by call

ing the jury rogues and rascals ;
and frequent

ly interrupted my lord judge in summing up
the evidence by crying out ' old bitch.' The

court, however, was pleased to show mercy to

him, upon the petition of his mistress, a strict

Methodist ; who gave bail for his good beha

viour, and delivered him over to Mr. Whitefield,

who undertook to make a thorough convert of

him.

After this a Fox was indicted for robbing a

hen-roost. Many farmers appeared against him,

who deposed, that he was a very notorious thief,

and had long been the terror of ducks, geese,

turkeys, and all other poultry. He had infest

ed the country a long time, and had often been

pursued, but they'could never take him before.

As the evidence was very full against him, the

jury readily brought him in guilty ; and the

judge was proceeding to condemn him, when

the sly villain, watering his brush, flirted it in

the face of the jailor, and made off. Upon this

a country squire, who was present, hallooed out,

Stole away ! and a hue and cry was immediate

ly sent after him.

When the uproar, which this occasioned, was

over, a Milch-Ass was brought to the bar, and

tried for contumeliously braying, as she stood

at the door of a sick lady of quality. It appear

ed that this lady was terribly afflicted with the

vapours, and could not bear the least noise ; had

the knocker always tied up, and straw laid in

the street. Notwithstanding which, this au

dacious creature used every morning to give her

foul language, which broke her rest, and flung

her into hysterics. For this repeated abuse the

criminal was sentenced to the pillory, and

ordered to lose her ears.

An information was next laid against a shep

herd's Dog upon the Game Act for poaching.

He was accused of killing a hare, without being

properly qualified. But the plaintiff thought it

advisable to quash the indictment, as the owner

of the dog had a vote 1o sell at the next election.

There now came on a very important cause,

in which six of the most eminent council learn

ed in the law were retained on each side. A
Monkey belonging to a lady of the first rank and

fashion, was indicted for that he with malice

prepense did commit wilful murder on the body
of a lap-dog. The council for the prosecutor

set forth, that the unfortunate deceased came ou

a visit with another lady ; when the prisoner at

the bar, without the least provocation, and con

trary to the laws of hospitality, perpetrated this
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inhuman fact. The council for the prisoner,

being called upon to make the Monkey's defence,

pleaded his privilege, and insisted on his being
tried by his peers. This plea was admitted ; and

a jury of beaux was immediately empannelled,
who without going out of court honourably ac

quitted him.

The proceedings were here interrupted by a
Hound who came jumping into the hall, and

running to the justice-seat, lifted up his leg

against the judge's robe. For this contemptu
ous behaviour, he was directly ordered into cus

tody ; when to our great surprise he cast his

skin and became an Ostrich ; and presently after

shed his feathers, and terrified us in the shaggy

figure of a Bear. Then he was a Lion, then a

Horse, then again a Baboon
; and after many

other amazing transformations, leaped out a

Harlequin, and before they could take hold of

him, skipped away to Covent-Garden theatre.

It would be tedious to recount the particulars

of several other trials. A sportsman brought
an action against a Race-Horse, for running on
the wrong side of the post, by which he lost the

plate and many considerable bets. For this the

criminal was sentenced to be burnt in the fore

hand, and to be whipt at the cart's tail. A
Mare would have undergone the same punish
ment, for throwing her rider in a stag-hunt, but

escaped by pleading her belly ; upon which a

jury of grooms was empannelled, who brought
her in quick. The company of Dogs and Mon
keys, together with the dancing Bears, who
were taken up on the License Act, and indicted

for strollers, were transported for life.

The last trial was for high treason. A Lion,

who had been long confined as a state-prisoner

in the Tower, having broken jail, had appeared

in open rebellion, and committed several acts of

violence on his majesty's liege subjects. As this

was a noble animal, and a prince of the blood in

his own native country, he was condemned to be

beheaded. It came into my thoughts, that this

lion's head might vie with that famous one for

merly erected at Button's for the service of the

Guardian. I was accordingly going to petition

for leave to put it up in Mackiin's new coffee

house ; when methought the Lion, setting up a

most horrible roar, broke his chains, and put the

whole court to flight ; and I awaked in the ut

most consternation, just as I imagined he had

got me in his gripe.
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Commota fervet plebecula bile. PERSIUS.

Inspired by freedom, and election ale.

The patriot-mob at courts and placemen rail.

I SHALI, this day present my readers witli a

letter, which I have received from my cousir

Village ; who, as I informed them in my first

paper, has undertaken to send me an account of

every thing remarkable, that passes hi the coun-

try.

DEAR COUSIN,

I have not been unmindful of the province
which you was pleased to allot me

; but the

whole country has been lately so much taken up
with the business of elections, that nothing has

fallen under my notice, but debates, squabbles,
and drunken rencounters. The spirit of party

prevails so universally, that the very children

are instructed to lisp the names of the favourite

chiefs of each faction ; and I have more than
once been in danger of being knocked of nay

horse, as I rode peaceably on, because I did not

declare with which party I sided, though I

knew nothing at all of either. Every petty vil

lage abounds with the most profound statesmen :

it is common to see our rustic politicians assem

bling after sermon, and settling the good of their

country across a tomb-stone, like so many dic

tators from the plough ; and almost every cot

tage can boast its patriot, who, like the old Ro
man, would not exchange his turnip for a bribe.

I am at present in ****, where the election is

just coming on, and the whole town conse

quently in an uproar. They have for several

parliaments returned two members, who recom
mended themselves by constantly opposing the

court : but there came down a few days ago a

banker from London, who has offered himself

a candidate, and is backed with the most power
ful of all interests, money. Nothing has been

since thought of but feasting and revelling ; and

both parties strive to outdo each other in the fre

quency and expense of their entertainments.

This, indeed, is the general method made use of

to gain the favour of electors, and manifest a

zeal for the constitution. I have known a can

didate depend more upon the strength of liis>

liquor than his arguments ; and the merits of a

treat has often recommended a member, who has

had no merits of his own. For it is certain,

that people, however they may differ in other

points, arc unanimous in promoting the grand
business of eating and drinking.

It is impossible to give a particular account of

the various disorders occasioned by the contest

in this town. The streets ring with the differ

ent cry of each party ; and every hour produces
a ballad, a set of queries, or a serious address to

the worthy electors. I have seen the mayor,

with half the corporation, roaring, hallooing,

and reeling along the streets, and yet threaten

ing to clap a poor fellow into the stocks for

making the same noise, only because he would

not vote as they do. It is no wonder that the

strongest connections should be broken, and the

most intimate friends set at variance, through
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their difference of opinions. Not only the men,

but their wives were also engaged in the same

quarrel. Mr. Staunch the haberdasher used to

smoke his pipe constantly, in the same kitchen

corner every evening, at the same alehouse, with

his neighbour, Mr. Veer the chandler, while

their ladies chatted together at the street-door :

out now the husbands never speak to each

other; and consequently Mrs. Veer goes a

quarter of a mile for her inkle and tape, rather

than deal at Mr. Staunch's shop ; and Mrs.

Staunch declares, she would go without her tea,

though she has always been used to it twice a

day, rather than fetch her half quartern from

that turn-coat Veer's.

Wherever politics are introduced, religion is

always drawn into the quarrel. The town I

have been speaking of, is divided into two parties,

who are distinguished by the appellation, of

Christians and Jews. The Jews, it seems, are

those who are in the interest of a nobleman, who

gave his vote for passing the Jew-bill, and are

held in abomination by the Christians. The

zeal of the latter is stiU further inflamed by the

vicar, who every Sunday thunders out his ana

themas, and preaches up the pious doctrines of

persecution. In this he is seconded by the

clerk, who is careful to enforce the arguments

from the pulpit, by selecting staves proper for

the occasion.

This truly Christian spirit is no where more

manifest than at their public feasts. I was at

one of their dinners, where. I found great variety

of pig-meat was provided. The table was co

vered from one end to the other with hams, legs

of pork, spare-ribs, griskins, haslets, feet and

ears, brawn, and the like. In
the^

middle there

smoked a large barbecued hog, which was soon

devoured to the bone, so desirous was every one

to prove his Christianity by the quantity he

could swallow of that Anti-Judaic food. After

dinner there was brought in, by way of desert, a

dish of hog's puddings ; but as I have a dislike

to that kind of diet, (though not from any scru

ple of conscience) I was regarded as little better

than a Jew for declining to eat of them.

The great support of this party is an old

neighbouring knight, who, ever since the late

naturalization act, has conceived a violent anti

pathy to the Jews, and takes every opportunity of

railing at the above-mentioned nobleman. Sir

Rowland swears, that his lordship is worse than

Judas, that he is actually circumcised, and that

the chapel in his house is turned into a syna

gogue. The knight had never been seen in a

church till the late clamour about the Jew-bill ;

but he now attends it regularly every Sunday,
where he devoutly takes his nap all the service

;

and he lately bestowed the best living in his gift,

which he had before promised to his chaplain, on

one whom he had never seen, but had read his

name in a title-page to a sermon against the Jews.

He turned off his butler, who had lived with

him many years, (and whose only crime was a

swarthy complexion) because the dog looked like

a Jew. He feeds hogs in his park and the court

yard, and has guinea-pigs in his parlour. Every

Saturday he has a hunt, because it is the Jewish

sabbath; and in the evening he is sure to get

drunk with the vicar in defence of religion. As
he is in the commission, he ordered a poor Jew

pedlar, who came to hawk goods at his house, to

Bridewell; and he was once going to send a

little parish-boy to the same place, for presuming
to play in his worship's hearing on that unchris-

tian-like instrument the Jew's-harp.
The fair sex here are no less ambitious of dis

playing their affection for the same cause ; and

they manifest their sentiments by the colour and

fashion of their dress. Their zeal more parti

cularly shows itself in a variety of posies for

rings, buckles, knots, and garters. I observed

the other night at the assembly, that the ladies

seemed to vie with each other in hanging out

the ensigns of the faith in orthodox ribands,

bearing the inscription of No Jews. Christi

anity for ever. They likewise wore little cross

es at their breasts ; their pompons were formed
into crucifixes, their knots disposed in the same

angles, and so many parts of their habits mould
ed into that shape, that the whole assembly
looked like the court on St. Andrew's day. It

was remarkable that the vicar's lady, who is

a thorough-paced High-Church-woman, was
more religious in the decorations of her dress

than any of the company ; and, indeed, she waj
so stuck over from head to foot with crosses, that

a wag justly compared her to an old Popish mo
nument in a Gothic cathedral.

I shall conclude my letter Avith the relation of

an adventure, that happened to myself at my
first coming into this town. I intended to put

up at the Catherine-Wheel, as I had often used

the house before, and knew the landlord to be a

good civil kind of fellow. I accordingly turned

my horse into the yard, when, to my great sur

prise, the landlord, as soon as he saw me, gave
me a hearty curse, and told me I might go about;

my business,
" for indeed he would not enter

tain any such rascals." Upon this he said some

thing to two or three strapping country-fellows
who immediately came towards me : and if I

had not rode away directly, I should have met
with a very rough salutation from their horse

whips. I could not imagine what offence I had

committed, that could give occasion for such ill

usage, till I heard the master of the inn halloo

ing after me, "that's the scoundrel that came
here some time ago with Tom T'otherside ;"

who, I have since learned, is an agent for ths

other party.

I am, dear Cousin, yours, &.
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. Turn in lecto quoque videres

Stridcre secretd divisos aure susurros.

Nullos his mallem ludos spectasse. Sed tila

Redde age, quce drinceps risisti. HOR.

Imparted to each laughter-loving fair,

The whizzing whisper glides from chair to chsir :

And e'er the conscious ear receives it half,

With titterings they betray the stifled laugh.
Such giggling glee ! what farce so full of mirth t

But tell the tickling cause which gave it birth.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

As the ladies are naturally become the imme
diate objects of your care, will you permit a

complaint to be inserted in your paper, which is

founded upon a matter of fact ? They will per-
don me, if by laying before you a particular in

stance I was lately witness to of their impro

per behaviour. I endeavour to expose a reigning

evil, which subjects them to many shameful im

putations.
I received last week a dinner-card from a

friend, with an intimation that I should meet

some very agreeable ladies. At my arrival, I

found that the company consisted chiefly of fo-

males, who indeed did me the honour to rise,

but quite disconcerted me in paying my respects,

by their whispering each other, and appearing

to stifle a laugh. When I was seated, the ladies

grouped themselves up in a corner, and entered

into a private cabal, seemingly to discourse upon

points of great secrecy and importance, but of

equal merriment and diversion.

The same conduct of keeping close to their

ranks was observed at table, where the ladies

seated themselves together. Their conversation

was here also confined wholly to themselves, and

seemed like the mistress of the Bona Dea, in

which mem were forbidden to have any share.

It was a continued laugh and whisper from the

beginning to the end of dinner. A whole sen

tence was scarce ever spoken aloud. Single words

indeed, now and then broke forth
;
such as odious,

horrible, detestable, shocking, humbug. This

last new-coined expression, which is only to be

found in the nonsensical vocabulary, sounds

absurd and disagreeable, whenever it is pronoun
ced : but from the mouth of a lady it is

' shock

ing, detestable, horrible, and odious.'

My friend seemed to be in an uneasy situation

at his own table ; but I was far more miserable.

I was mute, and seldom dared to lift up my eyes
from my plate, or turn my head to call for small

beer, lest bysome awkward gesture I might draw

upon me a whisper or a laugh. Sancho, when
he was forbid to eat a delicious banquet set be

fore him, could scarce appear more melancholy.
The rueful length of my face might possibly in

crease the mirth of my tormentors : at least,

their joy seemed to rise in exact proportion

with my misery. At length, however, the tim
ofmy delivery approached. Dinner ended, the la

dies made their exit in pairs, and went off, hand in

hand, whispering,like the two kings of Brentford.

Modest men, Mr. Town, are deeply wounded,
when they imagine themselves the objects of

ridicule or contempt : and the pain is the great

er, when it is given by those whom they admire,
arid from whom they are ambitious of receiving

any marks of countenance and favour. Yet we
must allow, that affronts are pardonable from

ladies, as they are often prognostics of future

kindness. If a lady strikes our cheek, we can

very willingly follow the precept of the Gospel,
and turn the other cheek to be smitten. Even
a blow from a fan? hand conveys pleasure. But
this battery of whispers is against all legal rights
of war : poisoned arrows, and stabs in the

dark, are not more repugnant to the general
laws of humanity.

If the misconduct which I have described,
had been only to be found, Mr. Town, at my
friend's table, I should not have troubled you
with this letter; but the same kind of ill breed-

ing prevails too often, and in too many places.

Thegigglers and the whisperers are innumer
able : they beset us wherever we go ; and it is ob

servable, that, after a short murmur of whispers
out comes the burst of laughter : like a gunpow
der serpent, which, after hissing about for some

time, goes off in a bounce.

Modern writers of comedy often introduce a
a pert witling into their pieces, who is very se

vere upon the rest of the company ; but all his

waggery is spoken aside. These gigglers and

whisperers seem to be acting the same part in

company, that this arch rogue does in the play.

Every word or motion produces a train of whis

pers ; the dropping of a snuff-box, or spilling the

tea, is sure to be accompanied with a titter : and

upon the entrance of any one with something

particular in his person or manner, I have seen

a whole room in a buzz like a bee-hive.

This practice of whispering, if it is any where

allowable, may, perhaps, be indulged the fair

sex at church, where the conversation can only
be carried on by the secret symbols of a courtesy,
an ogle or a ncd. A whisper in this place is very
often of great use, as it serves to convey the

most secret intelligence, which a lady would bo

ready to burst with, if she could not find vent

for it by this kind of auricular confession. A
piece of scandal transpires in this manner from

one pew to another, then presently whizzes

along the chancel, from whence it crawls up to

the galleries, till at last the whole church hums

with it.

It were also to be wished, that the ladies

would be pleased to confine themselves to whis

pering, in their tete-a-tete conferences at the

opera or the play-house; which would be a

proper deference to the rest of the audience. In
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France, we are told, it is common for the parterre

to join with the performers in any favourite air ;

but we seem to have carried this custom still

further, as the company in our boxes, without

concerning themselves in the least with the play,

are even louder than the players. The wit and

humour of a Vanbrugh or a Congreve is fre

quently interrupted by a brilliant dialogue be

tween two persons of fashion
; and a love-scene

in the side-box, has often been more attended to,

than that on the stage. As to their loud bursts

of laughter at the theatre, they may very well

be excused, when they are excited by any lively

strokes in a comedy : but I have seen our ladies

titter at the most distressful scenes in Romeo
and Juliet, grin over the anguish of a Monimia,
or Belvidera, and fairly laugh King Lear off the

stage.

Thus the whole behaviour of these ladies is in

direct contradiction to good manners. They
laugh when they should cry, are loud when they
should be silent, and are silent when their con

versation is desirable. If a man, in a select

company, was thus to laugh or whisper me out

of countenance, I should be apt to construe it as

an affront, and demand an explanation. As to

the ladies, I would desire them to reflect how
much they would suffer, if their own weapons
were turned against them, and the gentlemen
should attack them with the same arts of laugh

ing and whispering. But, however free they

may be from our resentment, they are still open
to ill-natured suspicions. They do not consider,

what strange constructions may be put on these

laughs and whispers. It were, indeed, of little

consequence, if we only imagined that they were

taking the reputations of their acquaintance to

pieces, or abusing the company round ; but when

they indulge themselves in this behaviour, some,

perhaps, may be led to conclude, that they are

discoursing upon topics, which they are ashamed
to speak of in a less private manner.

Some excuse may perhaps be framed for this

ill-timed merriment in the fair sex. Venus, the

goddess of beauty, is frequently called the laugh
ter-loving dame ; and by laughing our modern
ladies may possibly imagine, that they render

themselves like Venus. I have indeed remarked,
that the ladies commonly adjust their laugh to

their persons, and are merry in proportion as it

sets off their particular charms. One lady is

never farther moved than to a smile or a simper,
because nothing else shows her dimples to so

much advantage ; another, who has a very fine

set of teeth, runs into the broad grin ; while a

third, who is admired for a well turned neck
and graceful chest, calls up all her beauties to

view, by breaking into violent and repeated peals
of laughter.

I would not be understood to impose gravity
or too great a reserve on the fair sex. Let them

laugh at a feather ; but let them declare openly,

that it is a feather which occasions their mirth.

I must confess, that laughter becomes the young,

gay, and the handsome : but a whisper is unbe

coming at all ages, and in both sexes ;
nor ought

it ever to be practised, except in the round gal

lery at St. Paul's, or in the famous whispering

place in Gloucester Cathedral, where two whis

perers hear each other at the distance of five and

twenty yards.
I am, Sir,

Your most humble servant,
K. L.

No. 15.] THURSDAY, MAY 9, 1754,

Tu die, mecum qao pignore certes. VIRG.

Name your Bet.

A FRIEND of mine, who belongs to the Stamp-

Ofnce, acquaints me, that the revenue arising
from the duty on cards and dice continues to in

crease every year, and that it now brings in near

six times more than it did at first. This will

not appear very wonderful, when we consider,

that gaming is now become rather the business

than amusement of our persons of "quality : and

that they are more concerned about the transac

tions of the two clubs at White's than the pro

ceedings of both houses of parliament. Thus
it happens, that estates are now almost as fre

quently made over by whist and hazard, as by
deeds and settlements ; and the chariots ofmany
of our nobility may be said (like Count Basset's

in the play)
" to roll upon the four aces."

This love of gaming has taken such entire

possession of their ideas, that it infects their

common conversation. The management of a

dispute was formerly attempted by reason and

argument ; but the new way of adjusting all

difference in opinion is by the sword or a wager :

so that the only genteel method of dissenting is

to risk a thousand pounds, or take your chance

of being- run through the body. The strange

custom of deciding every thing by a wager is so

universal, that if (in imitation of Swift) any

body was to publish a specimen of Polite Con

versation, instead of old sayings and tiite repar

tees, he would in all probability fill his dialogues

with little more than bet after bet, and now or

then a calculation of the odds.

White's, the present grand scene of these

transactions, was formerly distinguished by gal

lantry and intrigue. During the publication of

the Tatler, Sir Richard Steele thought proper

to date all his love news from that quarter : but

it would now be as absurd to pretend to gather

any such intelligence from White's, as to send

to Ba-tson's for a lawyer, or to the Roll's coffee

house for a man-midwife.

The gentlemen who now frequent this place.
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profess a kind of universal scepticism : and as

they look upon every thing as dubious, put the

issue upon a wager. There is nothing however

trivial or ridiculous, which is not capable ofpro

ducing a bet. Many pounds have been lost upon
the colour of a coach-horse, an article in the

news, or the change of the weather. The birth

of a child has brought great advantages to

persons not in the least related to the family it

\vas born in ; and the breaking off a match has

affected many in their fortunes, besides the par
ties immediately concerned.

But the most extraordinary part of this fash

ionable practice is, what in the gaming dialect is

called pitting one man against another ; that is,

in plain English, wagering which of the two

will live longest. In this manner, people of the

most opposite characters make up the subject of

a bet. A player, perhaps, is pitted against a

duke, an alderman against a bishop, or a pimp
with a privy-counsellor. There is scarce one re

markable person, upon whose life there are not

many thousand pounds depending : or one per

son of quality, whose death will not leave sev

eral of these kind of mortgages upon his estate.

The various changes in the health of one, who is

the subject of many bets, occasion very serious

reflections in those, who have ventured large

sums on his life or death. Those who would be

gainers by his decease, upon every slight indis

position, watch all the stages of his illness, and

are as impatient for his death, as the undertaker

who expects to have the care of his funeral ;

while the other sides are very solicitous about

his recovery, send every hour to know how he

does, and take as much care of him, as a clergy

man's wife does of her husband, who has no

other fortune than his living. I remember a

man with the constitution of a porter, upon
whose life very great odds were laid ; but when
the person he was pitted against, was expected

to die every week, this man shot himself through
the head, and the knowing ones were taken in.

Though most of our follies are imported from

France, this has had its rise and progress entire

ly in England. In the last illness of Lewis the

Fourteenth Lord Stair laid a wager on his

leath ;
and we may guess what the French

thought of it, from the manner in which Vol

taire mentions it in his Siecle de Louis XIV.
' Le Roifut attaqu6 vers le milieu du mois itAout.

Le Comte de Stair, ambassadeur d? Angleterre,

varia, selon le genie de sa nation, que le Roi ne

passeroit pas le mois de Septembre.'
' The King,'

says he,
' was taken ill about the middle of Au

gust ; when Lord Stair, the ambassador from

England, betted according to the genius of his

nation, that the King would not live beyond

September.'
J am in some pain, lest this custom should get

among the ladies. They are at present very

deep in cards and dice; and while my lord is

gaming abroad her ladyship has her rout at

home. I am inclined to suspect, that our wo
men of fashion will also learn to divert them
selves with this polite practice of laying wagers.
A birth-day suit, the age of a beauty, who in

vented a particular fashion, or who were sup
posed to be together at the last masquerade,
would frequently give occasion for bets. This
would also afford them a new method for the

ready propagation of scandal : as the truth of

several stories, which are continually flying
about the town, would naturally be brought to

the same test. Should they proceed further to

stake the lives of their acquaintance against each

other, they would doubtless bet with the same
fearless spirit, as they are known to do at brag :

the husband of one would perhaps be pitted

against the gallant of another, or a woman ot

the town against a maid of honour. And, per

haps, if this practice should once become fash

ionable among the ladies, we may soon see the

time, when an allowance for bet-money will be

stipulated in the marriage articles.

As the vices and follies of persons of distinc

tion are very apt to spread, I am also much

afraid, lest this branch of gaming should descend

to the common people. Indeed, it seems already
to have got among them. We have frequent ac-

coTints in the daily papers of tradesmen riding,

walking, eating, and drinking for a wager. The
contested election in the city has occasioned several

extraordinary bets : I know a butcher in Lead-

enhall market, who laid an ox to a shin of beef,

on the success of Sir John Barnard against the

field
;

and have been told of a publican in

Thames-street, who ventured an hogshead of

entire butt, on the candidate who serves him

with beer.

We may observe, that the spirit of gaming dis

plays itself with as much variety among the

lowest as the highest order of people. It is the

same thing whether the dice rattle in an orange

barrow or at the hazard-table. A couple of

chairmen in a night cellar are as eager at put or

all-fours, as a party at St. James's at a rubber

of whist ; and the E O table is but a higher

sort of Merry-go-round, where you may get six

half pence for one, sixpence for one, and six two-

pences for one. If the practice of pitting should

be also propagated among the vulgar, it will be

common for prize fighters to stake their lives

against each other ; and two pickpockets may lay

which of them shall first go to the gallows.

To give the reader a full idea of a person of

fashion wholly employed in this manner, I shall

conclude my paper with the character of Mon-

tano. Montano was born heir to a nobleman,

remarkable for deep play, from whom he very

early imbibed the principles of gaming. When

he first went to school, he soon became the most

expert of any of his play-fellows, he was sure to

win all their marbles at taw, and would ofter
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strip them of thefr whole week's alloAvance at

chuck. He was afterwards at the head of every

match of football or cricket ; and when he was

captain, he took in all the big boys by making a

lottery, but went away without drawing the

prizes. He is still talked of at the school, for a

famous dispute he had with another of his own
cast about their superiority in learning ; which

they decided by tossing up heads or tails who
was the best scholar. Being too great a genius

for our universities at home, he was sent abroad

on his travels, but never got further than Paris ;

where having lost a considerable bet of four to

one concerning the taking a town in Flanders,

he was obliged to come back with a few guineas

he borrowed to bring him over. Here he soon

became universally known by frequenting every

gaming-table, and attending every horse-race in

the kingdom. He first reduced betting into an

art, and made White's the grand market for

wagers. He is at length such an adept in this

art, that whatever turn things take, he can

never lose. This he has effected, by what he has

taught the world to call hedging a bet. There

is scarce a contested election in the kingdom,
which will not end to his advantage ; and he has

lately sent over commissions to Paris to take up
bets on the recall of the parliament. He was

the first that struck out the above-mentioned

practice of pitting ;
in which he is so thoroughly

versed, that the death of every person of quality

may be said to bring him a legacy : and he has

so contrived the bets on his own life, that (live

or die) the odds are in his favour. O.

No. 16.] THURSDAY, MAY 16, 1754.

Altius omnem

Expediam prima repetens ab origirtefamam. VIRG.

I'll trace the current upwards, as it flows,

And mark the secret spring, whence first it rose.

TO MR. TOWN.

Sir, Oxford, May 12, 1754.

YOUR last week's paper, on the subject of bets,

put me in mind of an extract I lately met with
in some newspapers, from the " Life of Pope
Sixtus V. translated from the Italian of Gre-

gorio Leti by the Reverend Mr. Farnworth.
"

The passage is as follows :

IT was reported in Rome, that Drake had

taken and plundered St. Domingo in Hispaniola,

and carried off an immense booty. This account

came in a private letter to Paul Secchi, a very
considerable merchant in the city, who had large

concerns in those parts, which he had insured.

Upon receiving this news, he sent for the insurer

bamson Ceneda, a Jew, and acquainted him
with it. The Jew, whose interest it was

have such a report thought false, gave many rea

sons why it could not possibly be true ; and at

last worked himself up into such a passion, that

he said, I'll lay you a pound of my flesh it is a

lie. Secchi, who was of a fiery hot temper, re

plied, I'll lay you a thousand crowns against a

pound of your flesh, that it is true. The Jew ac

cepted the wager, and articles were immediately
executed betwixt them, That if Secchi won, he

should himself cut the flesh with a sharp knife

from whatever part of the Jew's body he pleas

ed. The truth of the account was soon con

firmed; and the Jew was almost distracted,

when he was informed, that Secchi had solemnly
sworn he would compel him to the exact literal

performance of his contract. A report of this

transaction was brought to the Pope, who sent

for the parties, and being informed of the whole

affair, said " When contracts are made, it is just

they should be fulfilled, as this shall. Take a

knife therefore, Secchi, and cut a pound of flesh

from any part you please of the Jew's body.

We advise you, however, to be very careful ; for

if you cut but a scruple more or less than your

due, you shall certainly be hanged."
What induced me to trouble you with this, is

a remark made by the editor, that the scene be

tween Shylock and Antonio in the Merchant of

Venice is borrowed from this story." I should

perhaps have acquiesced in this notion, if I had

not seen a note in the " Observations on Spen
ser's Faerie Queene, by Mr. T. Warton of

Trinity College," where he seems to have dis

covered the real source from which Shakspeare
drew his fable, which (he informs us) is found

ed upon an ancient ballad. The admirers of

Shakspeare are obliged to him for this curious

discovery : but as Mr. Warton has only given
some extracts, they would undoubtedly be glad

to see the whole. This ballad is most probably

no where to be met with but in the Ashmoleaii

Museum in this University, where it was de

posited by that famous antiquary Anthony a

Wood : I have therefore sent you a faithful

transcript of it ; and you must agree with me,

that it would do you more credit, as a Connois

seur to draw this hidden treasure into light,

than if you had discovered an Otho or a Niger.

A SONG.

Showing the crueltie of Gernutus a Jew, who

lending to a merchant an hundred crownes,

would have a pound of his fleshe because lie

could not pay him at the time appointed.

In Venice town not long agoe,

A cruel Jew did dwell,

Which lived all on usurie

As Italian writers tell

Gernutus called was the Jew,
Which never thought to dio,

Nor never yet did any good
To them in streets that Jye (
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His life was like a barrow hoggc,
That liveth many a day,

Yet never once doth any good,

Until men will him slay.

Or like a filthy heap of dung,
That lyeth in a hoord ;

Which never can do any good,
Till it be spread abroad.

So fares it with this usurer,
He cannot sleep in rest,

For feare the theefe doth him pursue
To pluck him from his nest.

His heart doth think on many a wile,

How to deceive the poore ;

His mouth is almost full of mucke,
Yet still he gapes for more.

His wife must lend a shilling,

For every weeke a penny,
Yet bring a pledge that's double worth,

If that you will have any.

And see (likewise) you keep your day,
Or else you lose it all :

This was the living of his wife,

Her cow she doth it calL

Within that citie dwelt that time

A merchant of great fame,
Which being distressed, in his need

Unto Gernutus came.

.Desiring him to stand his friend,

For twelve moneth and a day,
To lend to him a hundred crownes,
And he for it would pay.

Whatsoever he would demand of him
And pledges he should have :

No, (qd. the Jew with fleering lookes)

Sir, aske what you will have.

No penny for the loane of it

For one yeere you shall pay ;

You may do me as good a turne,

Before my dying day.

But we will have a merry jeast

For to be talked long :

You shall make me a bond (quoth he)

That shall be large and strong.

And this shall be the forfeiture,

Of your owne fleshe a pound,
If you agree, make you the bond,

And here's a hundred crownes.

The second part of the Jew's crueltie ; setting

forth the mercifulnesse of the Judge towards

the Merchant.

With right good will the merchant said,

And so the bond was made,
When twelve months and a day drew on

That back it should be payd.

The merchants ships were all at sea,

And money came not in ;

Which way to take, or what to doe,

To thinke he doth begin.

And to Gernutus straight he comes
With cap and bended knee,

And sayd to him of curtesie

I pray you bear with me.

My day is come, and I have not

The money for to pay :

And little good the forfeiture

Will doe you I dare say.

With all my heart, Gernutus said

Command it to your minde :

In things of bigger weight than this

Yea shall me readie finde.

He goes his way ; the day once past
Gernutus doth not slacke

To get a serjeant presentlie,

And clapt him on the backe.

And layd him into prison strong,
And sued his bond withall ;

And when the judgment day was come,
For judgment he doth call.

The merchant's friends came thither ftrt

With many a weeping eye,
For other means they could not find.

But he that day must dye.

Some offered for his hundred crownes
Five hundred for to pay j

And some a thousand, two or three,
Yet still he did denay.

And at the last, ten thousand crownce

They offered him to save,

Gernutus said, I will no gold,

My forfeit I will have.

A pound of flesh is my demand,
And that shall be my hyre,

Then said the judge, yet my good friend

Let me of you desire,

To take the fleshe from such a place

As yet you let him live ;

Doe so, and lo a hundred crownes,
To thee here will I give.

No, no, quoth he, no judgment here

For this it shall be tryde,

For I will have my pound of fleshe

From under his right side.

It grieved all the companie,
His crueltie to see ;

For neither friend nor foe could help
But he must spoiled bee.

The bloudie Jew now ready is

With wheted blade in hand

To spoylethe blood of innocent,

By forfeit of his bond.

And as he was about to strike

In him the deadly blow :

Stay (quoth the Judge) thy cmeltie

I charge thee to do so.

Sith needs thou wilt thy forfeit have

Which is of fleshe a pound :

See that thou shed no drop of blood,

Nor yet the man confound.
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For if thou doe, like murtherrr,

Thou here shalt hanged be :

Likewise of fleshe see that thou cut

No more than 'longs to thee.

For if thou take either more or less?,

To the value of a mite,

Thou shalt be hanged presently

As is both law and right.

Gernutus now waxt frantic mad,

And wotes not what to say :

Quoth he at last, ten thousand croivnes

I will that he shall pay.

And so I grant to set him free :

The Judge doth answer make,

You shall not'have a penny given,

Your forfeiture now take.

At the last he doth demand,
But fur to have his own :

No, quoth the Judge, do as you list,

Thy judgment shall be showne.

Kither take your pound of fleshe (qd. he)

Or cancell me your bond,

O cruel Judge, then quoth the Jew,

That doth against me stand!

And so with griped grieved minde

H biddeth them farewell :

All the people prays'd the Lord

That ever this heard tell

Good people that do hear this song,

For truth I dare well say,

That many a wretch as ill as he

Doth live now at this day.

That seeketh nothing but the spoyle

Of many a wealthie man,
And for to trap the innocent,

Deviseth what they can.

From whom -the Lord deliver me,
And every Christian too,

And send to them like sentence eke,

That meaneth so to doo.

Printed at London by E. P. for J. Wright, dwelling in

Gilt-spur-street.

It will be proper to subjoin what the ingeni

ous Mr. Warton has observed upon this sub

ject :
" It may be objected," sayshe,

" that this

ballad might have been written after, and copied

from Shakspeare's play. But if that had been

the case, it is most likely, that the author would

have preserved Shakspeare's name of Shylock
for the Jew ; and nothing is more likely, than

that Shakspeare, in copying from this ballad,

should alter the name from Gernutus to one
more Jewish. Another argument is, that our
ballad has the air of a narrative written before

Shakspeare's play ; I mean, that if it had been

written after the play, it would have been much
more full and circumstantial. At present, it

has too much the nakedness of an original."

It would, indeed, be absurd to think, that

this ballad was taken from Shakspeare's play,
as they differ in the most essential circumstances.

The sum borrowed is in the former a hundred

crowns, in the latter three thousand ducats : the

time limited for payment in the one is only three

months, in the other a year and a day : in the

play the merchant's motive for borrowing

(which is finely imagined by Shakspeare, and is

conducive to the general plot,) is not on account

of his own necessities, but for the service of his

friend. To these we may add, that the close of

the story is finely heightened by Shakspeare. A
mere copyist, such as we may suppose a ballad-

maker, would not have given himself the trouble

to alter circumstances : at least he would not

have changed them so much for the worse. But
this matter seems to be placed out of all doubt

by the first stanza of the ballad, which informs

us, that the story was taken from some Italian

novel. " This much therefore is certain (as Mr.

Warton observes,) that Shakspeare either copied

from that Italian novel, or from this ballad.

Now we have no translation, I presume, of

such a novel into English. If then it be grant

ed, that Shakspeare generally took his Italian

stories from their English translations, and that

the arguments above, concerning the prior anti

quity in this ballad, are true, it will follow, that

Shakspeare copied from this ballad."

Upon the whole, it is very likely, that the

Italian novel, upon which this ballad seems

founded, took its rise (with an inversion of the

circumstances) from the above-mentioned story

in the " Life of Pope Sixtus V." the memory of

which must have been then recent. I should

be glad if any of your readers can give any fur

ther light into this affair, and if possible, ac

quaint the public from whence Shakspeare bor

rowed the other part of this fable concerning

Portia and the casket%; which, it is more than

probable, is drawn from some other novel well

known in his time.

I cannot conclude without remarking, with

what art and judgment Shakspeare has wove

together these different stories of the Jew and

the caskets ;
from both which he has formed

one general fable, without having recourse to th

stale artifice of ekeing out a barren subject with

impertinent underplots.
I am, Sir,

T. Your humble Servant, &c.

No. 17.] THURSDAY, MAT 23, 1754.

Paulo plus arils Athena;. Hon.

Scarce more with Athens Science chose to dwell,

Or Grecian poets Grub-street bards excel

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

THOUGH many historians have described the city

of London (in which we may include West-

3E
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minster) with great accuracy, yet they have not

set it out in the full light, which at present it

deserves : they have not distinguished it as a

University. Paris is a University, Dublin is a

University, even Moscow is a University ; but

London has not yet been honoured with that

title. I will allow our metropolis to have been

intended, originally, only as a city of trade
;

and I will further own, that scarce any sciences,

except such as were purely mercantile, were

cultivated in it, till within these last thirty

years. But from that period of time, I may
say a whole army, as it were, of arts and sci

ences have amicably marched in upon us, and

have fixed themselves as auxiliaries to our

capital.

The four greater faculties, I mean Theology,

Law, Medicine, and Philosophy, which are

taught in other universities, are in their highest

perfection here. The prosperity of the first may
be seen by the crowded churches every Sunday,
and the discipline of the second by the number
less young students, who constantly dine in their

respective halls at the several inns of court.

These two faculties have of late received con

siderable improvements, but particularly that of

Theology ; as is manifest from several new and

astonishing opinions, which have been started

among us. There have risen, within these few

years, very numerous tribes of Methodists, Mo
ravians, Middletonians, Muggletonians, Hut-

chinsonians, &c. In a word, our sects are multi

plied to such an infinite degree, that (as Voltaire

has before observed)
"
every man may now go to

heaven his own way." Can the divinity-schools
boast such sound doctrine as the Foundery in

Moorfields ? Or were e^r Fellows of Colleges

such adepts in matrimony, as the reverend Doc
tors of the Fleet, or the Primate of May-Fair ?

The theory of Medicine may undoubtedly be

taught at Oxford and Cambridge in a tolerable

manner ; but the art itself can only be learned,

where it flourishes, at London. Do not our

daily papers give us a longer list of medicines,
than are contained in any of the dispensatories ?

And are we not constantly told of surprising

antidotes, certain cures, and never-failing reme

dies for every complaint ? And are not each of

these specifics equally efficacious in one distemper
as another, from the Grand Restorative Elixir

of Life down to the Infallible Corn-Salve, as

thousands have experienced ? With what plea

sure and admiration have I beheld the Machaon
of our times, Dr. Richard Rock, dispensing
from his one-hprse chaise his Cathartic Anti-

venereal Electuary, his Itch-powder, and his

Quintessence of Vipers ! It may be asked, is he

a Graduate ? Is h(> a Regular Physician ? No,
he is superior to Regularity. He despises the

formality of Academical Degrees. He styles

himself M. L. He la a London Physician, or

as Moliere would express it, Cest un Medicin de

Londries.

After Medicine let us consider Logic. How
is that most useful art taught in the two Uni
versities ? Is it not clogged with such barba
rous terms, as tend to puzzle and confound
rather than enlighten or direct the understand

ing ? Is it not taught in a dead, I bad almost

said, in a Popish tongue? Is it not overrun
with dry distinctions and useless subtleties?

Where then is it to be learned in all the purity
of reason, and the dignity of language ? Neither
at Oxford nor at Cambridge, but at the Robin
Hood Alehouse in Butcher row near Temple
Bar.

From Logic let us proceed to Eloquence : and
let us ingenuously confess, that neither of our
Universities can boast an orator equal to the re

nowned Henley. Has he not all the qualifica
tions required by Tully in a complete orator ?

Has he not been followed by the greatest men of

the nation? Yet has this modest divine never
derived any title to himself from his own rhe

toric, except such a one as his extraordinary elo

cution naturally bestowed upon him. Might he
not have called himself President of the

Butchers ? Dean of Marrow-bones and Clea
vers ? or Warden of Clare-Market? Certainly he

might. Therefore, if it were for his sake only,
in my humble opinion, London ought imme
diately to assume the title of a University j and
the butchers of Clare-Market, who have so

constantly attended Mr. Henley's Lectures,

ought to be presented with honorary degrees.
I know not what pretensions the Universities

may have had originally to adopt Music among
the rest of their sciences : perhaps they have
assumed a right of bestowing degrees in Music,
from their being called the seats of the Muses ;

as it is well known, that Apollo was a fiddler,

as well as a poet and a physician : and the

Muses are said to have delighted in fiddling and

piping. The young students, lam told, of either

University are more ambitious to excel in this

science than any other, and spend most of their

time in the study of the gamut : but their

knowledge in harmonics is seldom carried fur

ther than I love Sue, or Ally Croker. In this

point London has undoubtedly a better title to
be called a University. Did Oxford or Cam
bridge ever produce an opera, though they have
the advantage of languages so very little known,
as the Greek and even Hebrew, to compose in ?

Had ever any of their professors the least idea ot

a burletta ? Or are any of their most sublime

anthems half so ravishing as Foote's Minue.
from the hand organ of the little Savoyard
Dutchess ? Are those classical instruments, the

Doric lute, the syrinx, or the fistula, to be com

pared to the melody of the wooden spoons, th*

Jew's-harp, and salt-box, at Mr. Midnight's ?
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But there are no doctrines more forcibly in

culcated among us than those of Ethics, or

Moral Philosophy. What are the precepts of

Plato, Epictetus, or Tully, in comparison to

the moral lessons delivered by our periodical

writers ? And are not you, Mr. Town, a Aviser

man than Socrates? But the age is more par

ticularly indebted, for its present universal

purity of manners, to those excellent rules for

the conduct of life contained in our modern
novels. From these moral works might be

compiled an entire new system of Ethics, far

superior to the exploded notions of musty acade

mies, and adapted to the practice of the present
times. Cato, we are told, commended a young
man whom he saw coming out of the public

stews, because he imagined it might preserve
him from the crime of adultery ; and the Spar-
tons used to make their slaves drunk in the pre
sence of their youth, that they might be deterred

from the like debaucheries. For the same rea

sons, we may suppose, that our taverns and

bagnios are so much frequented by our young
people ; and in this light we may fairly consider

them as so many Schools of Moral Philosophy.
If we are willing to turn our thoughts to

wards Experimental Philosophy, can the several

Universities of the whole world produce such a

variety of instruments, so judiciously collected,

for astronomical, geographical, and all other sci

entific observations, as are to be seen in the two

amazing repositories of Mr. Professor Deard in

the Strand, and of Mr. Professor Russell at

Charing- Cross? It were endless to enumerate

particulars ; but I cannot help taking notice of

those elegant little portable telescopes, that are

made use of in all public places ; by which it is

evident that even our fine ladies and gentlemen
are become proficients in optics.

The Universities seem to pride themselves

greatly on their choice collections of curious and
invaluable trifles, which are there preserved, only
because they were not thought worth preserving

any where else. But is the Ashmolean Collec

tion of rarities comparable to the Nicknackatory
of Mr. Pinchbeck ? Or are any of their muse
ums stored with such precious curiosities, as are

frequently seen in Mr. Langford's auction

room ? Strangers, who think it worth while to

go as far as Oxford or Cambridge to see sights,

may surely meet with as much satisfaction at

London. Are the two little pigmies, striking a

clock at Carfax in Oxford, with any degree of

comparison with the two noble giants at St.

Dunstan's church in Fleet-street
;
to say nothing

of their enormous brethren at Guildhall ? Are

any of the college halls in either of the Univer

sities, so magnificent as those belonging to our

worshipful companies? Or can the Theatre at

Oxford, or the Senate-house at Cambridge, vie

v/ith that stupendous piece of architecture the

Mansion-House, set apart for our Chancellor

the Lord Mayor ? It may be alleged, perhaps,
that these are trifling examples of superiority,
which the younger sister bears over her two
elder: but at the same time, it cannot be denied,

that she excels them both even in the minutiae of

learning and antiquity.

We must confess, that Hydraulics, or the

motion of fluids, seem to be taught exactly in

the same manner, and with the same degree of

knowledge, in London as in Oxford or Cam
bridge. The glass tubes, and the syphons, are

formed very much in the same shape and fashion.

The great hydrostatical law,
" That all fluids

gravitate in proprio loco," is proved by the same
kind of experiments. The several students, of

whatever age or station, vie with each other in

an unwearied application, and a constant attend

ance to this branch of mixed mathematics. The

Professors, in each of the three Universities,

are confessedly very great men ; but I hope I

may be forgiven, if I wish to see my friend Mr.

Ryan, President of the King's Arms in Pall-

Mail, unanimously declared Vice-Chancellor of

the University of London.

I am, Sir,

Your humble Servant,
T. G. K.
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Nihil estfuracius illo .

Nonfuit Antolyci tampiceata manus. MART.

Could he have filch'd but half so sly as thee,

Crook-fingcr'd Jack had 'scaped the triple tree.

AN information was the other day laid before a

magistrate by a Fellow of the Society of Anti

quarians, against one of his brethren for a rob

bery. The prosecutor deposed upon oath, that

the other had called upon him to see his collec

tion of medals, and took an opportunity of steal

ing a leathern purse, formerly belonging to the

celebrated Tom Hearne, in which were contain

ed, (besides an antique piece of copper-money,

place, date, name, figure, and value unknown)
a pair of breeches of Oliver Cromwell, a denarius

of Trajan worth fifty shillings, and a Queen
Anne's farthing value five pounds. He was
with much ado dissuaded from carrying on his

suit ;
as the magistrate convinced him, that

however highly he might rate his own treasures,

a jury, who were no Virtuosos, would consider a

farthing merely as a farthing, and look upon a

copper coin of a Roman emperor as no better

than a King George's halfpenny.
I cannot, indeed, without great concern, as a

Connoisseur, reflect on the known dishonesty of

my learned brethren. Their scandalous prac

tices, wherever their darling passion is interest-
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ed, are too notorious to be denied. The moment

they conceive a love for rarities, and antiques,

their strict notions of honour disappear : and

Taste, the more it establishes their veneration

for Virtu, the more certainly destroys their in

tegrity : as rust enhances the value of an old

coin, by eating up the figure and inscription.

Most people are masters of a kind of logic, by
which they argue their consciences to sleep, and

acquit themselves of doing what is wrong. The

country squire of confirmed honesty in all other

respects, thinks it very fair to over-reach you in

the sale of a horse ; and the man of pleasure,

who would scorn to pick your pocket, or stop

you on the road, regards it rather as gallantry
than baseness, to intrigue with your wife or

daughter. In the same manner the Virtuoso

does not look on his thefts as real acts of felony ;

but while he owns that he would take any pains
to steal an old rusty piece of brass, boasts that

you may safely trust him with untold gold:

though he would break open your cabinet for a

shell or butterfly, he would not attempt to force

your escritoire or your strong box : nor would
he offer the least violence to your wife or

daughter, though perhaps he would run away
with the little finger of the Venus de Medicis.

Upon these principles he proceeds, and lays hold

of all opportunities to increase his collection of

rarities : and as Mahomet established his religion

by the sword, the Connoisseur enlarges his mu
seum, and adds to his store of knowledge, by
fraud and petty larceny.

If the libraries and cabinets of the curious

were, like the daw in the fable, to be stripped of

their borrowed ornaments, we should in many
see nothing but bare shelves and empty drawers.

I know a medalist, who at first set up with lit

tle more than a paltry series of English coins

since the Reformation, which he had the good
luck to pick up at their intrinsic value. By a

pliant use of his fingers, he became soon pos
sessed of most of the Traders ; and by the same

slight of hand, he, in a short time after, made
himself master of a great part of the Caesars.

He was once taken up for coining ; a forge, a

crucible, and several dies being found in his

cellar : but he was acquitted, as there was no law
which made it high treason to counterfeit the

image of a Tiberius or a Nero ;
and the coin which

he imitated, was current only among Virtuosos.

I remember another, who piqued himself on

his collection of scarce editions and original

manuscripts, most of which he had purloined
from the libraries of others. He was continually

borrowing books of his acquaintance, with a re

solution never to return them. He would send

in a great hurry for a particular edition which

he wanted to consult only for a moment ; but

when it was asked for again, he was not at home,
or he had lent it to another, or he had lost it, or

he could not find it, and sometimes fee -would

not scruple to swear, that he had himself deliv

ered it into the owner's hands. He would fre

quently spoil a set by stealing a volume, and
then purchase the rest for a trifle. After hia

death his library was sold by auction ; and many
of his friends Avere obliged to buy up their own
books again at an exorbitant price.

A thorough-bred Virtuoso will surmount all

scruples of conscience, or encounter any danger
to serve his purpose. Most of them are chiefly

attached to some particular branch of know

ledge ; but I remember one, who was passionate

ly fond of every part of Virtu. At one time,

when he could find no other way of carrying off

a medal, he ran the risk of being choked by
swallowing it ; and at another, broke his leg in

scaling a garden Avail for a tulip root. But no

thing gave him so much trouble and difficulty

as the taking away pictures and ancient mar
bles ;

which being heavy and unwieldy, he often

endangered his life to gratify his curiosity. He
was once locked up all night in the Duke of

Tuscany's gallery, where he took out an original

painting of Raphael, and dexterously placed a

copy of it in the frame. At Venice he turned

Roman Catholic, and became a Jesuit, in order

to get admittance into a convent, from whence

he stole a fine head of Ignatius Loyolo ; and at

Constantinople he had almost formed the reso

lution of qualifying himself for the Seraglio, that

he might find means to carry off a picture of the

Grand Signior's chief mistress.

The general dishonesty of Connoisseurs is in

deed so well known, that the strictest precaution

is taken to guard against it. Medals are secured

under lock and key, pictures screwed to the

walls, and books chained to the shelves ; yet ca

binets, galleries, and libraries are continually

plundered. Many of the maimed statues at

Rome perhaps owe their present ruinous con

dition to the depradations made on them by Vir

tuosos : the head of Henry the Fifth, in West

minster-Abbey was in all probability stolen by
a Connoisseur ; and I know one who has at dif

ferent times pilfered a great part of Queen Ca

therine's bones, and hopes in a little while to be

master of the whole skeleton. This gentleman
has been detected in so many little thefts, that

he has for several years past been refused ad

mittance into the museums of the curious ; and

he is lately gone abroad with a design upon the

ancient Greek manuscripts discovered at Her-

culaneum.

It may seem surprising, that these gentlemen
should have been hitherto suffered to escape un

punished for their repeated thefts ; and that a

Virtuoso, who robs you of an unique of inesti

mable value, should even glory in the action,

while a poor dog, who picks your pocket of six

pence, shall be hanged for it. What a shock

ing disgrace would be brought upon taste, should

we ever see the dying speech, aonfession, and be-
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haviour of a Connoisseur, related in the account

of malefactors by the Ordinary of Newgate !

Such an accident would doubtless bring the

study of Virtu into still more contempt among
the ignorant, when they found that it only

brought a man to the gallows ;
as the country

fellow, when he saw an attorney stand in the

pillory, for forgery, shook his head and cried,
"
Ay, this comes of your writing and reading."

It were perhaps worthy the consideration of the

legislature to devise some punishment for these

offenders which should bear some analogy with

their crimes : and as common malefactors are

delivered to the surgeons to be anatomized, I

would propose, that a Connoisseur should be

made into a mummy, and preserved in the hall

of the Royal Society, for the terror and admi

ration of his brethren.

I shall conclude this paper with the relation

of a circumstance, which fell within my own

knowledge when I was abroad, and in which I

declined a glorious opportunity of signalizing

myself as a Connoisseur. While I was at

Home, a young physician of our party, who was

eaten up with Virtu, made a serious proposal to

us of breaking into one of the churches by night,

and taking away a famous piece of painting
over the altar. As I had not quite taste enough
to come at once into his scheme, I could not

help objecting to him, that it was a robbery.

Poh, says he, it is a most exquisite picture.

Ay, but it is not only a robbery, but sacrilege.

Oh it is a most charming piece ! Zounds,

doctor, but if we should be taken, we shall all

be broke upon the wheel. Then, said he, we
shall die martyrs.

T.
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Posccntes vario multum diversa palato.

How very ill our different tastes agree,

This will have beef, and that a fricassee.

Hon.

T HAVE selected the following letters from a

great number, which I have lately been favoxired

with from unknown correspondents : and as

they both relate nearly to the same subject, I

shall without further preface submit them to

the public.

SIR,

When you was got into White's, I was in

hopes that you would not have confined your
self merely to the gaming-table, but have given
us an account of the entertainment at their or

dinaries. A bill of fare from thence would have

been full as diverting to your readers as the laws

of the game, or a list of their bets. These gen

tlemen, we are told, are no less adepts m the

science of eating than of gaming ;
and as'Hoyie

has reduced the latter into a new and complete

system, I could wish that their cook, (who to

be sure is a Frenchman) would also oblige the

world by a treatise on the art and mystery of

sauces.

Indeed, Mr. ToAvn, it surprises me, that you
have so long neglected to make some reflections

on the diet of this great city. Dr. Martin Lis

ter, who was universally allowed to be a great

Connoisseur, and published several learned trea

tises upon cockle shells, did not think it beneath

him to comment on the Avorks of Apicius Caeli-

us, who had collected together many valuable

receipts in cookery, as practised by the Romans.
If you would preserve your papers from the in

dignity of covering breasts of veal, or wrapping
up cutlets a la Maintenon, I would advise you to

lard them now and then with the ragouts of

Heliogabalus, or a parallel between our modern

soups and the Lacedaemonian black broth.

Your works might then be universally read,

from the mistress in the parlour down to the

cookmaid and scullion.

It is absolutely necessary for people of all

tempers, complexions, persuasions, habits, and

stations of life, however they may differ in other

particulars, to concur in the grand article of

eating. And as the humours of the body arise

from the food we take in, the dispositions of the

mind seem to bear an equal resemblance to our

places of refreshment. You have already taken

a review of our several coffee-houses; and I

wish you would proceed to delineate the differ

ent characters, that are to be found in our

taverns and chop-houses. A friend of mine

always judges of a man of taste and fashion, by

asking, who is his peruke-maker or his tailor ?

Upon the same principles, when I would form

a just opinion of any man's temper and inclina

tions, I always inquire, where does he dine ?

The difference between the taverns near St.

James's, and those about the 'Change, consist

not so much in the costliness as the substance

of their viands. The round-bellied alderman,

who breathes the foggy air of the city, requires

a more solid diet than the light kickshaws of

our meagre persons of quality. My lord, or Sir

John, after having whiled away an hour or two
in the parliament-house, drive to the Star anrf

Garter to regale on macaroni, or piddle with ar,

ortolan ; while the merchant, who has plodded
all the morning in the Alley, sits down to a

turtle-feast at the Crown or the King's Arm%
and crams himself with calipash and calipee.

As the city taverns are appropriated to men of

business, who drive bargains for thousands over

their morning's gill, the taverns about the court

are generally filled with an insipid race of mor
tals, who have nothing to do. Among these you

may see most of our young men of fashion, and

young officers of the guards, who meet at those
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places to show the elegance of their taste by the

expensiveiiess of their dinner : and many an en

sign, with scarce any income but his commission,

prides himself on keeping the best company, and

often throws down more than a week's pay for

his reckoning ; though at other times it obliges

aim, with several of his brethren upon half pay,

to dine with Duke Humphry in St. James's

park.
The taverns about the purlieus of Covent-

Garden are dedicated to Venus, as well as Ceres

and Liber ;
and you may frequently see the

jolly messmates of both sexes go in and come out

in couples, like the clean and unclean beasts in

Noah's ark. These houses are equally indebted,

for their support, to the cook, and that worthy
personage, whom they have dignified with the

title of Pimp. These gentlemen contrive to

play into each other's hands. The first by his

high soups and rich sauces prepares the way for

the occupation of the other
; who having reduced

the patient by a proper exercise of his art,

returns him back again to go through the same

regimen as before. We may therefore suppose,
that the culinary arts are no less studied here

than at White's or Pontac's. True geniuses in

eating will continually strike out new improve
ments : but I dare say, neither Braund nor Le-

beck ever made up a more extraordinary dish,

than I once remember at the Castle. Some
bloods being in company with a celebrated fille

dejoie, one of them pulled off her shoe, and in

excess of gallantry filled it with Champagne,
and drank it off to her health. In this delicious

draught he was immediately pledged by the rest,

and then, to carry the compliment still farther,

lie ordered the shoe itself to be dressed and ser

ved up for supper. The cook set himself se

riously to work upon it : he pulled the upper

part (which was of damask) into fine shreds,
and tossed it up in a ragout ; minched the sole ;

cut the wooden heel into very thin slices, fried

them in butter, and placed them round the dish

for garnish. The company, you may be sure,

testified their affection for the lady by eating

very heartily of this exquisite impromptu : and
as this transaction happened just after the French

king had taker i cobbler's daughter for his mis

tress, Tom Pierce (who has the style as well as

art of a French cook) in his bill politely called it,

in honour of her name, De soulier a la Murphy.
Taverns, Mr. Town, seem contrived for the

promoting of luxury ; while the humbler chop-
houses are designed only to satisfy the ordinary

cravings of nature. Yet at these you may meet

with a variety of characters. At Dolly's and
Horseman's you commonly see the hearty lovers

of a beef-steak and gill ale ; and at Betty's, and
the chop-houses about the inns of court, a pretty
maid is as inviting as the provisions. In these

common refectories you may always find the

jemmy attorneys clerk, the prim curate, the

walking physician, the captain upon half jiay,

the shabby valet de chambre upon board wages,
and the foreign count or marquiss in dishabille,

who has refused to dine with a duke or an am
bassador. At a little eating-house in a dark

alley behind the 'Change, I once saw a grave

citizen, worth a plum, order a twopenny mess

of broth with a boiled chop in it : and when it

was brought him, he scooped the crumb out of a

halfpenny roll, and soaked it in the porridge for

his present meal ; then carefully placing the chop
between the upper arid under crust, he wrapped
it up in a checked handkerchief, and carried it

off for the morrow's repast.

I shall leave it to you, Sir, to make further

reflections on this subject, and should be glad to

dine with you at any tavern, dive with you into

any cellar, take a beef-steak in Ivy-lane, a mut

ton chop behind St. Clement's, or (if you choose

it) an extempore sausage or black-pudding over

the'farthing fries at Moorfields.

Your humble Servant,

Pi/e- Comer. T. SAVOURY.

Mr. TOWN,

By Jove it is a shame, a burning shame, to

see the honour of England, the glory of cur na

tion, the greatest pillar of life, Roast Beef, utter

ly banished from our tables. This evil, like

many others, has been growing upon us by do-

grees. It was begun by wickedly placing the

beef upon a side-table, and screening it by a

parcel of queue-tailed fellows in laced waistcoats.

However, the odorous effluvia generally affected

the smell of every true Briton in the room. The

butler was fatigued with carving : the master of

the house grew pale, and sickened at the sight of

those juicy collops of fat and lean, that come

swimming in gravy, and smoking most delici-

ously under our nostrils. Other methods, there

fore, were to be pursued. The beef was still

served up, but it was brought up cold. It was

put upon a table in the darkest part of the room,

and immured between four walls formed artifi

cially by the servants with the hats of the com

pany. When the jellies and slip-slops were

coming in, the beef was carried off in as secret a

manner, as if it had gone through the ceremo

nies of concoction. But still, Sir, under all these

disadvantages, we had a chance of getting a slice

as it passed Now, alas ! it is not suffered to

come up switrs. I dare say it is gene-rally ba

nished from the steward's table ;
nor do I suppose

that the powdered footmen will touch it, for fear

of daubing their rumes. So that the dish that

was served up to the royal tables, the dish *hat

-was the breakfast of Queen Elizabeth and her

maids of honour, the dish that received the dig

nity of knighthood from King James the First,

is now become the food only of scullions and

stable-boys. In what words can I vent my re

sentment upon this occasion, especially when 1
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reflect, that innovations seldom come alone !

Toasted cheese is already buried in rammekins :

plum-porridge has been long banished : I trem

ble for plum-pudding. May we not live to see

a leg of pork detested as carrion ! and a shoulder

of mutton avoided as if it were horse-flesh !

Our only hopes are in the Clergy and the Beef

steak Club. The former still preserve, and

probably will preserve the rectitude of their

appetites; and will do justice to beef wherever

they find it. The latter, who are composed of

the most ingenious artists in the kingdom, meet

every Saturday in a noble room at the top of

Covent Garden Theatre, and never suffer any
dish except beef-steaks to appear. These, indeed,

are most glorious examples ;
but \vhat, alas !

are the weak endeavours of a few to oppose the

daily inroads of fricassees and soup maigres !

This, Mr. Town, is a national concern, as it

may prove more destructive to beef than the dis

temper among the horned cattle : and should the

modish aversion against rumps and sirloins con

tinue, it will be absolutely necessary to enforce

the love of beef by an act of parliament.

Yours,
GOLIAH ENGLISH.
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Non umlrte altorum nemorum, nan mollia possunt

Praia movere amtnum. VIRQ.

No rural charms her joyless mind can move,
The verdant meadow or the lofty grove.

THE ladies of the present age are strangely
filtered from the unpolished females, who flou

rished in the days of romance. What modern
Parthenissa would not prefer a tall young fellow

to the most beautiful dwarf in the universe, or

a coach and six to a white palfrey ! The fair

damsels of old were chiefly to be found in woods
and forests

;
but our present heroines are dis

tinguished by an utter aversion to the country,
and would as soon be confined by a giant in an
enchanted castle, as immured with old maiden
aunts in the family mansion-house. Nothing is

more dreadful to our ladies of quality than the

approach of summer; for what woman of spirit
would choose to leave the town to wander in

solitudes and deserts ; or what pleasure can the

long days give to our fine ladies, when the pretty
Creatures are conscious, that they look best by
candle-light? The 'general complaint against
the country is want of amusement, or want of

company : but these common inconveniences are

trifles in comparison to the sufferings of the

poor lady who wrote the following letter, which
was communicated to me with leave to make it

public. ,

Dear Lady Charlotte,

I have been plagued, pestered, teased to death,

and hurried out of my wits, ever since I Lave

been in this odious country. O my dear, how I

long to be in town again ! Pope and the poets

may talk what they will of their purling

streams, shady groves, and flowery meads : but

I had rather live all my days among the cheese

mongers' shops in Thames-street, than pass such

another spring in this filthy country. Would

you believe it ? I have scarce touched a card

since I have been here : and then there has been,

such ado with us about election matters, that I

am ready to die with the vapours ; such a rout

with their hissing and hallooing, my head is

ready to split into a thousand pieces ! If my Sir

John must be in parliament, why cannot he do

as your lord does, and be content with a borough,
where he might come in without all this trouble,

and take his seat in the house, though he has

never been within a hundred miles of the

place.

Our house, my dear, has been a perfect inn,
ever since we came down ; and I have been

obliged to trudge about as much as a fat land

lady. Our doors are open to every dirty fellow

in the county that is worth forty shillings a-year ;

all my best floors are spoiled by the hobnails of

farmers stumping about them ; every room is a

pig-stye, and the Chinese paper in the drawing-
room stinks so abominably of punch arid tobacco,

that it would strike you down to come into it.

If you knew what I have suffered, you would
think I had the constitution of a washer-woman
to go through it. We never sit down to table

without a dozen or more of boisterous two-

legged creatures as rude as bears ; and I have

nothing to do but to heap up their plates, and
drink to each of their healths. What is worse
than all, one of the beasts got tipsy, and nothing
would serve him but he must kiss me, which I

was forced to submit to, for fear of losing his

vote and interest. Would you think it, dear

Charlotte? do not laugh at me I stood god
mother in person to a huge lubberly boy at a

country farmer's, and they almost poisoned me
with their hodge-podge they called caudle, made
of spur ale and brown sugar. All this and
more I have been obliged to comply .with, that

the country fellows might not say, my lady is

proud and above them.

Besides, there is not a woman creature within

twenty miles of the place, that is fit company
for my house-keeper ;

and yet I must be inti

mate with them all. Lady B indeed is very
near us ; but though we are very well acquaint
ed in town, we must not be seen to speak to each

other here, because her lord is in the opposition.
Poor Thomas got a sad drubbing at her house,
when I innocently sent him, at my first coming
into the country, with a how d'ye to her lady
ship. The greatest female acquaintances I have
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here, are Mrs. Mayoress, a tailor's wife, and

Mrs. Alderman Gascoigne, who sells pins and
needles on one side of the shop, while her hus

band works at his pestle and mortar on the

other. These ordinary wretches are constant

attendants on my tea-table : I am obliged to

take them and their brats out an airing in my
coach every evening ; and am afterwards often

doomed to sit down to whist and swabbers, or

one-and-thirty bone-ace for farthings. Mrs.

Mayoress is a very violent party woman ; and

she has two pug-dogs; one of which she calls

Sir John, and the other Colonel, in compliment,

you must know, to my husband and his brother

candidate.

We had a ball the other day ;
and I opened it

with Sir Humphrey Chace, who danced in his

boots, and hobbled along for all the world like

the dancing-bears, which I have seen in the

streets of London. A terrible mistake happen
ed about precedence, which, I fear, will lose Sir

John a good many votes. An attorney's wife

was very angry that her daughter, a little pert

chit just come from the boarding-school, was

not called out to dance before Miss Norton, the

brewer's daughter, when every body knew (she

said) that her girl was a gentlewoman bred and

born.

I Avish, my dear, you were to see my dressing-

room ; you would think it was a ribbon-shop.

Lettice and I have been busy all this week in

making up knots and favours ; and yesterday
no milliner's 'prentice could work harder than I

did, in tying them on to the sweaty hats of coun

try bumpkins. And is it not very hard upon
me ? I must not even dress as I please ; but am

obliged to wear blue, though you know it does

not suit my complexion, and makes me look as

horrid as the witches in Macbeth.

But what is worse than all, Sir John tells me,
the election expenses have run so high, that he

must shorten my allowance of pin-money. He
talks of turning off half his servants ; nay, he

has even hinted to me, that I shall not come to

town all the winter. Barbarous creature !

But if he dare serve me so, he shall positively

lose his election next lime
; I will raise such a

spirit of opposition in all the wives and daugh
ters of the county against him.

I am your affectionate friend, &c.

This lady's case is, indeed, very much to be

pitied : but as Sir John has had the good luck to

gain his point after a strong opposition, he will,

doubtless, be sensible of the great share his lady
had in his success. For my own part, when I

consider the vast influence which the fair sex

must naturally have over my fellow-countrymen,
1 cannot help looking on their interesting them

selves in these matters as a very serious affair.

What success must a fine lady meet with on her

can vas ! JNo gentleman to be sure could be so rude,

or so cruel, as to refuse such a pretty beggar anj

thing she could ask ; and an honest country far

mer, who could withstand any other arguments,

might be coaxed and wheedled, or bribed with a

smile, into voting against his conscience. Many
instances have been found, during the late elec

tions, of husbands who have been forced to poll

as their wives would have them ; and I know a

young fellow that was brought over to give a

vote against his inclination by his sweetheart,

who refused to receive his addresses, if he did

not change his party.
It may not, perhaps, be too bold an assertion,

that half the members in the present parliament
owe their seats to the director indirect influence

of the other sex. It would, therefore, be highly

proper for the legislature to provide against this

evil for the future ; and I hope, before the next

general election, to see among the votes the fol

lowing resolution :

Resolved,

That it is a high infringement of the liberties

and privileges of the Commons of Great Britain,

for any peeress, or any other lady to concern

themselves in the elections of members to serve

for the Commons in Parliament. T.

No. 21.] THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1754.

Studeo, bullatis tit mihi nugis

Pagina turgescat, dare pondus idoneafumo. PEBSIOA.

A tale in sounding phrase I strive to tell,

With pompous trifles that my page may swell ;

That wordy trappings the thin sense may cloak

And add imaginary weight to smoke.

TQUASSOUW, the son of Kqvussomo, was Kon-

quer, or Chief Captain over the Sixteen Nations

of Caffraria. He was descended from N'oh and

Hingn'oh, who dropt from the moon; and his

power extended over all the Kraals of the Hot
tentots.

This prince was remarkable for his prowess
and activity ;

his speed was like the torrent, that

rushes down the precipice ;
and he would over

take the wild ass in her flight : his arrows

brought down the eagle from the clouds ; the

lion fell before him, and his lance drank the

blood of the rhinoceros. He fathomed the wa
ters of the deep, and buffeted the billows in the

tempest : he drew the rock-fish from their lurk

ing holes, and rifled the beds of coral. Trained

from his infancy in the exercise of war, to wield

the hassagaye with dextervty, and break the wild

bulls to battle, he was a stranger to the short

dalliance of love ; and beheld with indifference

the thick-lipped damsels of Gongeman, and the

flat-nosed beauties of Hauteniqua.
As Tquassouw was one day giving instructions

for spreading toils for the elk, and digging pit-
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lalls for the elephant, he received information

that a tiger prowling for prey was committing

ravages on the Kraals of the Chamtouers. He
snatched up his bow of olive-wood, and bounded

like the roebuck on the mountains, to their as

sistance. He arrived just at the instant when
the enraged animal was about to fasten on a vir-

gin,~and aiming a poisoned arrow at his heart,

laid him dead at her feet. The virgin threw

herself on the ground, and covered her head

with dust, to thank her deliverer ; but when she

rose, the prince was dazzled with her charms.

He was struck with the glossy hue of her com

plexion, which shone like the jetty down on the

black hogs of Hessaqua : he was ravished with

the prest gristle of her nose : and his eyes dwelt

with admiration on the flaccid beauties of her

breasts, which descended to her naval.

Knonmquaiha (for that was the- virgin's

name)was daughter to the Kouquequa or Lead

er of the Kraal, who bred her up with all the deli

cacy of her sex. She was fed Avith the entrails

of goats, she sucked the eggs of the ostrich, and

her drink was the milk of ewes. After ga/ing
for some time upon her charms, the prince, in

great transport, embraced the soles of her feet :

then ripping the beast he had just killed, took

out the caul, and hung it about her neck, in to

ken of his affection. He afterwards stripped the

tiger of his skin, and sending it to the Kouque-

qua her father, demanded the damsel in mar

riage.

The eve of the full moon was appointed for

the"celebration of the nuptials of Tquassouw and

Knonmquaiha. When the day arrived, the

magnificence in which the bridegroom was ar

rayed, amazed all Caffraria. Over his shoul

der was cast a Kroese, or mantle of wild cat-

skins ; he cut sandals for his feet from the raw
hide of an elephant; he had hunted down a leo

pard, and of the spotted fur formed a superb cap
for his head

;
he girded his loins with the intes

tines, and the bladder of the beast he blew up
and fastened to his hair.

Nor was Knonmquaiha less employed in

adorning her person. She made a varnish of the

fat of goats with mixed soot, with which she

anointed her whole body, as she stood beneath

the rays of the sun : her locks were clotted with
melted grease, and powdered with the yellow
dust of buchu : her face, which shone like the

polished ebony, was beautifully varied with

spots of red earth, and appeared like the sable

curtain of the night bespangled with stars
; she

sprinkled her limbs with wood ashes, and per
fumed them with the dung of the stinkbingsem.
Pier arms and legs were entwined with the

shining entrails of a heifer : from her neck
there hung a pouch composed of the stomach of
a kid : the wings of an ostrich overshadowed
the fleshy promontories behind ; and before, she

worean apron formed of the shaggy ears of a lion.

The chiefs of the several Kraals, who were
summoned to assist at their nuptials, formed a

circle on the ground, sitting upon their heels, and

bowing their heads between their knees in token
of reverence. In the centre the illustrious

prince with his sable bride, reposed upon soft

cushions of cow-dung. Then the Surri or chief

priest approached them, and in a deep voice

chanted the nuptial rites to the melodious

grumbling of the gom-gom ; and at the same

time, according to the manner of Caffraria,

bedewed them plentifully with the urinary
benediction. The bride and bridegroom rubbed
in the precious stream with ecstacy ; while the

briny drops trickled from their bodies like the

oozy surge from the rocks of Chirigriqua.
The Hottentots had seen the increase and

wane of two moons since the happy union of

Tquassouw and Knonmquaiha, when the

Kraals were surprised with the appearance of a

most extraordinary personage that came from
the savage people who rose from the sea, and
had lately fixed themselves on the borders of

Caffraria. His body was enwrapped with

strange coverings, which concealed every part
from sight, except his face and hands. Upon
his skin the sun darted his scorching rays in

vain, and the colour of it was pale and wan as

the watery beams of the moon. His hair, which
he could put on and take off at pleasure, was
white as the blossoms of the almond-tree, and

bushy as the fleece of the ram. His lips and
cheeks resembled the red ochre, and his nose was

sharpened like the beak of an eagle. His lan

guage, which was rough and inarticulate, was
as the language of beasts; nor could Tquassouw
discover his meaning, till a Hottentot (who at

the first coming of these people had been taken

prisoner, and afterwards made his escape) inter

preted between them. This interpreter inform

ed the prince, that the stranger was sent from

his fellow-countrymen to treat about the en

largement of their territories, and that he was

called, among them, Mynheer Van Snickersnee.

Tquassouw, who was remarkable for his hu

manity, treated the savage with extraordinary
benevolence. He spread a mantle of sheep

skins, anointed with fat, for his bed ; and for his

food he boiled in their own blood the tripes of

the fattest herds that grazed in the rich pastures
of the Heykoms. The stranger in 'return in

structed the prince in the manners of the savages,

and often amused him with sending fire from

a hollow engine, which rent the air with
thunder. Nor was he less studious to please the

jentle Knonmquaiha. He bound bracelets of

polished metal about her arms, and encircled her

neck Avith beads ofglass : he filled the cocoa-shell

with a delicious liquor, and gave it her to drink,

which exhilarated her heart, and made hrir eyes

sparkle with joy : he also taught her to kindli

fire through a tube of clay with the dried leaves
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of Dasha, and to send forth rolls of odorous

smoke from her mouth. After having sojourn
ed in the Kraals for the space of half a moon,
the stranger was dismissed with magnificent

presents of the teeth of elephants ;
and a grant

was made to his countrymen of the fertile mea
dows of Kochequa, and the forests of Stink-

wood bounded hy the Palamite river.

Tquassouw and Knonmquaiha continued to

live together in the most cordial affection; and
the Surris every night invoked the great Gounja
Tiequoa, who illuminates the moon, that he

would give an heir to the race of N'oh and

Hingn'oh. The princess at length manifested

the happy tokens of pregnancy : while her waist

increased daily in circumference, and swelled

like the gourd. When the time of her delivery

approached, she was committed to the care of

the wise women, who placed her on a couch of

the reeking entrails of a cow newly slain, and

to facilitate the birth, gave her a portion of the

milk of wild asses, and fomented her loins with

the warm dung of elephants. When the throes

of child-birth came on, a terrible hurricane

howled along the coast, the air bellowed with

thunder, and the face of the moon was obscured

as with a veil. The Kraal echoed with shrieks

and lamentations, and the wise women cried

out, that the princess was delivered of a mon
ster.

The offspring of her womb was white. They
took the child and washed him with the juice
of aloes : they exposed his limbs to the sun,

anointed them with the fat, and rubbed them
with the excrement of black bulls : but his

skin still retained its detested hue, and the child

was still ivhite. The venerable Surris were as

sembled to deliberate on the cause of this prodi

gy ; and they unanimously pronounced, that it

was owing to the evil machinations of the dae

mon Cham-ouna, who had practised on the vir

tue of the princess under the appearance of Myn
heer Van Snickersnee.

The incestuous parent and her unnatural off

spring were judged unworthy to live. They
bowed a branch of an olive tree in the forest of

lions, on which the white monster was sus

pended by the heels
;
and ravenous beasts feast

ed on the issue of Knonmquaiha. The princess

herself was sentenced to the severe punishment
allotted to the heinous crime of adultery. The

Kouquequas, who scarce twelve moons before

had met to celebrate her nuptials, were now
summoned to assist at her unhappy death. They
were collected in a circle, each of them wielding
a huge club of cripple-wood. The beauteous

criminal stood weeping in the midst of them,
j

prepared to receive the first blow from the hand

of her injured husband. Tquassouw in vain

essayed to perform the sad office : thrice he up
lifted his ponderous mace of iron, and thrice

dropt it ineffectual on the ground. At length

from his reluctant arm descended the fell stroke,
which lighted on that nose, whose flatness and

expansion had first captivated his heart. The

Kouquequas then rushing in with their clubs,

redoubled their blows on her body, till the

pounded Knonmquaiha lay as a heap of mud,
which the retiring flood leaves on the strand.

Her battered limbs, now without form and

distinction, were inclosed in the paunch of zv

rhinoceros, which was fastened to the point of a

bearded arrow, and shot into the ocean. Tquas
souw remained inconsolable for her loss : he

frequently climbed the lofty cliffs of Chirigrique,
and cast his eyes on the watery expanse. One

night, as he stood howling with the wolves to

the moon, he descried the paunch that contained

the precious relics of Knonmquaiha, dancing on
a wave and floating towards him. Thrice he

cried out with a lamentable voice, Bo, Bo, Bo
;

then springing from the cliff, he darted like the

eagle sousing on his prey. The paunch burst

asunder beneath his weight; the green wave
was discoloured with the gore, and Tquassouw
was enveloped in the mass. He was heard of no

more : and it was believed by the people who
remained ignorant of this catastrophe, that he

was snatched up into the moon.
The fate of this unhappy pair is recorded

among the nations of the Hottentots to this day ;

and their marriage rites have ever since con

cluded with a wish, That the husband may be

happier than Tquassouw, and the wife more
chaste than Knonmquaiha.' W.
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Scilicet expectes, ut tradet mater honestos

Atque alias mores, quam quos habct ? Juv.

The same their breeding, and so like each other,

Miss is the very model of her mother.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

I REMEMBER, in a match between two persons

of different religions, it was stipulated in the

marriage articles, that the boys should be bred

up in the persuasion of the father, and the girls

in that of the mother. The consequence of this

was, that one part of the family was taught to

look upon the other with a most pious con

tempt; and in the end it produced a separation.

The sons followed the example of their father,

and in order to avoid the least appearance of

superstition or bigotry, turned out freethinkers :

the lady of the house retired with her daughters

to France, and to preserve them from a commu
nication with heretics, confined them in a nun

nery.
The like method seems to be observed in the
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general education of children, who as soon as

they leave the nursery, are resigned over to the

care and direction of their respective parents,

according to their sex : whence it often happens,

that families are as much distinguished by their

peculia^ manners, as by a certain cast of features

or complexion. My young squire is put upon a

little horse before he can well walk, and becomes

(as his father was before him) the pupil and

companion of the groom and the gamekeeper;
and if miss's mamma should chance to be the

daughter of a poor man of quality, though the

wife of a substantial tradesman, the little lady
is early instructed to value herself on her blood,

and to despise her father's dirty connexions with

business.

To this method of education it is owing, that

the same vices and follies are delivered down
from one generation to another. The modish

excesses of these times are in their nature the

same with those which were formerly in vogue,

though they differ somewhat in their shape and

appearance. The present race of bucks, bloods,

and freethinkers, are but the spawn of the Mo
hocks and the Hell-Fire Club : and if our

modern fine ladies have had their masquerades,
their Vauxhalls, their Sunday tea-drinking at

Ranelagh, and their morning chocolate in the

Hay-market, they have only improved upon the

Ring, the Spring Gardens, the New Exchange
assignations, and the morning puppet-show,
which employed the attention of their grand
mothers. And as it is not apparent that our

people of fashion are more wicked, so neither are

they wiser than their predecessors.

When I contemplate the manner in which the

younger part of the polite world is brought up,
I am apt to carry my reflections further than

irhat merely concerns their own persons. Let

our young men of fashion expose their ignorance

abroad, rather than improve at our universities

at home; let them trifle away their time in

insipid amusements, and run loose about the

town in one continued round of extravagance
and debauchery ; let our young ladies be taught

nothing but gallantry and whist, and be seen

only at routs and assemblies ;
if the conse

quence extend not beyond themselves. But as

these are to be the fathers and mothers, the

guardians and tutors, on whom the morals of

our next race must depend ; it becomes a public

concern, lest the reign of vice and ignorance
should be supported, as it were, by hereditary

succession, and propagated to distant genera
tions.

The modern method of education is, indeed,
so little calculated to promote virtue and learn

ing, that it is almost impossible the children

should be wiser or better than their parents.
The country squire seldom fails of seeing his son

as dull and awkward a looby as himself; while
the debauched or foppish man of quality breeds

up a rake or an empty coxcomb, who brings new
diseases into the family, and fresh mortgages on
the estate. If you would therefore favour us,

Mr. Town, with a few remarks on this subject,

you would do service to posterity: for the

present, give me leave to illustrate what I have

said, by the example of a very fashionable

family.

Lady Belle Modely was one of the finest

women in the last reign, as the Colonel, her

husband, was one of the smartest fellows. After

they had astonished the world singly with tho

eclat of their actions, they came together ; as

her ladyship was proud of fixing a man, who
was thought to have intrigued with half the

women of fashion; while the Colonel fell a

sacrifice to her beauty, only because she was ad

mired by every body else. They lived together
for some time in great splendour ; but as matri

mony was a constraint upon their freedom, they
at length parted by a private agreement. Lady
Belle keeps the best company, is at the head of

every party of pleasure, never misses a masque
rade, and has card-tables constantly at her own
house on Sundays. The Colonel is one of the

oldest members of the club at White's, runs

horses at Newmarket, has an actress in keeping,
and is protected from the impertinence of duns,

by having purchased a seat in parliament at

almost as great an expense as would have satis

fied the demands of his creditors.

They have two children : the one has been
educated by the direction of his father, the other

has been bred up under the eye of her mamma.
The boy was, indeed, put to a grammar-school
for a while ; but Latin and Greek, or indeed

any language except French, are of no service to

a gentleman ; and as the lad had discovered early
marks of spirit (such as kicking down wheel

barrows, and setting old women on their heads,)
the Colonel swore Jack should be a soldier, and

accordingly begged a pair of colours for him be

fore he was fifteen. The Colonel, who had
served only in the peaceful campaigns of Covent-

Garden, took great pains to instil into Jack all

that prowess so remarkable in the modern heroes

of the army. He enumerated his victories over

bullies, his encounters with sharpers, his mid-,

night skirmishes with constables, his storming
of bagnios, his imprisonment in round-houses,

and his honourable wounds in the service of

prostitutes. The Captain could not fail of im

proving under so excellent a tutor, and soon be

came as eminent as his father. He is a blood of

the first rate ; Sherlock has instructed him in

the use of the broad-sword, and Broughton has

taught him to box. He is a fine gentleman at

assemblies, a sharper at the gaming-table, and a

bully at the bagnios. He has not yet killed his

man in the hone urable way ; but he has gallantly

crippled several watchmen, and most courage

ously run a waiter through the body. His
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canty pay will not allow him to keep a mistress ;

but it is said, that he is privately married to a

woman of the town.

Such is the consequence of the son's education,

and by this our people of distinction may learn

how much better it is to let a lad see the world,

as the phrase is, than to lash him through a

grammar-school, like a parish-boy, and confine

him with dull pedants in a college cloister.

Lady Belle has not been less careful of her

daughter, Miss Harriot. Those who undertake

the business of educating polite females, have laid

it down as a rule to consider women merely as

dolls ; and therefore never attempt the culti

vation of their principles, but employ their

whole attention on adorning their persons.
The romantic notions of honour and virtue

are only fit for poor awkward creatures who
are to marry a shopkeeper or a parson ; but

they are of no use to a fine girl, who is designed

to make a figure. Accordingly Miss Harriot

was committed to the care of Madame Gover-

nante, who never suffered her to speak a word
of English, and a French dancing-master, who

taught her to hold up her head, and come into

the room like a little lady. As she grew up,
her mamma instructed her in the nicest points
of ceremony and good breeding : she explained
to her the laws and regulations of dress, direct

ed her in the choice of her [brocades, told her

what fashions best became her, and what colours

best suited her complexion. These excellent

rules were constantly enforced by examples
drawn from her ladyship's own practice : above

all, she unravelled the various arts of gallantry
and intrigue, recounted the stratagems she hud

herself employed in gaining new conquests,

taught her when to advance and when to re

treat, and how far she might venture to indulge
herself in certain freedoms without endangering
her reputation.

Miss Harriot soon became the public admira

tion of all the pretty fellows, and was allowed

to be a lady of the most elegant accomplish
ments. She was reckoned to play a better game
at whist than Mrs. Sharply, and to bet with

more spirit at brag than the bold Lady Atall.

She was carried about to Tunbridge, Bath,

Cheltenham, and every other place of diversion,

by the mother ; where she was exposed as at a

public mart for beauty, and put up to the best

bidder. But as Miss had some fortune in her

own disposal, she had not the patience to wait

the formal delays of marriage articles, jointures,

settlements, and pin-money ;
and just before the

late act took place, eloped with a gentleman, who
had long been very intimate with her mamma,
and recommended himself to Miss Harriot by a

stature of six-foot and a shoulder-knot.

1 am, Sir,

Your humble Servant, &c.

No. 23.] THURSDAY, JULY 4, '.17*.

Qui modo scurra

Aut si quid hoc re tritius vidcbatur,
Idem inficeto est inficetior rare. CATUIA.

The Fool of Pantomime, who ne'er spake word,
Or worse than Fool, the Senator, or Lord,
In the dull country his dull trade pursuing,
The blockhead underdoes his underdoing.

I HAVE lately received several letters from my
cousin Village, concerning the entertainments
of the country. He tells me, that they have
concerts every evening in that part of the month
in which the almanack promises it will be moon
light. In one little town in particular, all the

polite company of the place assemble every Sun

day evening (after church) at the Three Com
passes, which is kept by the clerk, to regale
themselves with cakes and fine home-brewed in

an arbour at the end of his cabbage garden ; to

which they have given the genteel denomination

of Little Ranelagh. I shall this day present my
reader with his last letter; and only take notice

of the grand difference between the summer
amusements in town and country. In London,
while we are almost smothered in smoke and

dust, gardens are open every evening to refresh

us with the pure air of the country ; while those,

who have the finest walks and most beautiful

prospects eternally before them, shut themselves

up in theatre^ and ball-rooms,
* lock fair day

light out, and make themselves an artificial

London.'

DEAR COUSIN,
Whenever the town goes, those who live by

the town naturally follow. The facetious and

entertaining gentry, who, during the winter,
amused the world within the bills of mortality,
are now dispersed into different parts of the

country. We have had most of them here al

ready. The Colossus, the Dwarf, the Female

Samson, made some stay with us. We went for

a week together to see Mr. Powell eat red-hot

tobacco-pipes, and swallow fire and brimstone.

The Hermaphrodite was obliged to leave the

town on a scandalous report, that a lady used

frequently to visit him in private. Mr. Church
for some time charmed us with concertos and

sonatas on the Jew's-harp; and at our last ball

we footed it to our usual melody of the tabor

and pipe, accompanied with the cymbal and

wooden spoons.
I will not tire you with a particular detail of

all our entertainments, but confine myself at

present to those of the stage. About the middle

of last month there came among us ojne of thoso

gentlemen, who are famous for the cure of every

distemper, and especially those pronounced iu-
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earable by the faculty. The vulgar call him a

mountebank ;
but when I considered his im

passioned speeches, and the extempore stage from

which he uttered them, I was apt to compare
him to Thespis and his cart. Again, when I

beheld the Doctor dealing out his drugs, and at

the same time saw his Merry-Andrew play over

his tricks, it put me in mind of a tragi-comedy ;

where the pathetic and the ludicrous are so inti

mately connected, and the whole piece is so merry
and so sad, that the audience is at a loss whether

they shall laugh or cry.

After the Doctor had been here some time,
there came down two or three emissaries from

a strolling company, in order (according to

the players' phrase) to take the town
;

but

the Mayor being a strict Presbyterian, absolute

ly refused to license their exhibitions. The play

ers, you must know, finding this a good town,
had taken a lease last summer of an old synagogue
deserted by the Jews ;

and were thereforemuch
alarmed at this disappointment : but when they
were in the utmost despair, the ladies of the place

joined in a petition to Mrs. Mayoress, who pre

vailed on her husband to wink at their perform
ances. The company immediately opened their

synagogue-theatre with the Merchant of Venice :

and finding the Doctor's Zany a droll fellow,

they decoyed him into their service ; and he has

since performed the part of the Mock Doctor
with universal applause. Upon his revolt, the

Doctor himself found it absolutely necessary to

enter the company ; and having a talent for

tragedy, has performed with great success the

Apothecary in Romeo and Juliet.

The performers at our rustic theatre are far

beyond those paltry strollers, who run about the

country, and exhibit in a barn or cow-house :

for (as their bills declare) they are a company of

comedians from the Theatres Royal ; and I as

sure you, they are as much applauded by our

country critics, as any of your capital actors.

The shops of our tradesmen have been almost

deserted, and a crowd of weavers and hard
ware-men have elbowed each other two hours
before the opening of the doors, when the bills

have informed us, in enormous red letters, that

the part of George Barnwell was to be per
formed by Mr. , at the particular desire of

several ladies of distinction. It is true, indeed,
that our principal actors have most of them had
their education in Covent- Garden, or Drury-
Lane

; but they have been employed in the

business of the drama in a degree but just above
a scene-shifter. A heroine, to whom your
managers in town (in envy to her rising merit)
scarce allotted the humble part of a confidante,
now blubbers out Andromache or Belvidera :

Che attendants on a monarch strut monarchs

themselves, mutes find their voices, and mes

sage-bearers rise into heroes. The humour of

our best comedian consists in shrugs and gri

maces ; he jokes in a wry mouth, and repartees
in a grin : in short, he practises on Congrevu
and Vanbrugh all those distortions that gained
him so much applause from the galleries, in the

drubs which he was condemned to undergo in

pantomimes. I was vastly diverted at seeing a

fellow in the character of Sir Harry Wildair,
whose chief action was a continually pressing

together of the thumb and fore-finger; which,
had he lifted them to his nose, I should have

thought he designed as an imitation of taking

snuff; but I could easily account for the cause

of this singular gesture, when I discovered that

Sir Harry was no less a person than the dexter

ous Mr. Clippit, the candle-snuffer.

You would laugh to see how strangely the

parts of a play are cast. They played Cato ;

and their Marcia was such an old woman, that

when Juba came on with his 'Hail! charm

ing maid !' the fellow could not help laughing.
Another night, I was surprised to hear an eager
lover talk of rushing into his mistress's arms,

rioting on the nectar of her lips, and desiring

(in the tragedy rapture) to '

hug her thus, and
thus for ever;' though he always took care to

stand at a most ceremonious distance ; but I

was afterwards very much diverted at the cause

of this extraordinary respect, when I was told,

that the lady laboured under the misfortune of

an ulcer in her leg, which occasioned* such a

disagreeable stench, that the performers were

obliged to keep her at arm's length. The enter

tainment was Letha ; and the part of the

Frenchman was performed by a South Briton ;

who, as he could not pronounce a word of the

French language, supplied its place by gabbling
in his native Welch.

The decorations, or (in the theatrical dialect)

the property of our company, are as extraordi

nary as the performers. Othello raves about a

checked handkerchief; the Ghost in Hamlet
stalks in a postilion's leathern jacket for a coat

of mail ; and, in a new pantomime of their

own, Cupid enters with a fiddle-case slung over

his shoulders for a quiver* The apothecary of

the town is free of the house, for lending them
a pestle and mortar to serve as the bell in Venice

Preserved ; and a barber-surgeon has the same

privilege, for furnishing them with basins of

blood to besmear the daggers in Macbeth. Mac
beth himself carries a rolling-pin in his hand

for a truncheon ; and, as the breaking of glasses

would be very expensive, he dashes down a

pewter pint at the sight of Banquo's Ghost.

A fray happened here the other night, which,

was no small diversion to the audience. It

seems there had been a great contest between

two of these mimic heroes, who was the fittest

to play Richard the Third. One of them was

reckoned to have the better person, as he was

very round-shouldered, and one of his legs was

shorter than the other ; but his antagonist car
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ried the part, because he started best in the

Tent-Scene. However, when the curtain drew

up, they both rushed in upon the stage at once ;

and bawling out together,
' Now are our brows

iound with victorious wreaths,' they both went

through the whole speech without stopping.
I am, dear Cousin, yours, &c.

No. 24.] THURSDAY, JULY 11, 1754.

Hie ddbit populo, patribusque, equUique legendum. MART.

Books that the knowledge of the world can show,
Such as might please a lady, or a beau.

WHEN I consider the absurd taste for litera

ture, that once prevailed among our persons of

distinction, I cannot but applaud the reforma

tion, which has been since brought about in this

article by the polite world. A Duke of New
castle made himself remarkable by a Treatise on

Horsemanship; a Rochester supplied the place
of Ovid in the closets of men of pleasure ; and

even the ladies of former ages sacrificed to love

in novels and romances. I will not mention a

Shaftsbury, as our present age has produced a

Bolingbroke. We of this generation are wiser

than to suffer our youth of quality to lose their

precious time in studying the Belles Lettres,

while our only care is to introduce them into

the beau monde. A modern poet, instead of lay

ing down the theory of horsemanship, is perfect
in the practice, and commences jockey himself;
and our rakes of fashion are content with acting
the scenes which Rochester described. Our
ladies are, indeed, very well qualified to publish
a recital of amours ; and one in particular has

already entertained the world Avith memoirs of

her own intrigues, cuckoldoms, and elopements.
I am very glad to find the present age so en

tirely free from pedantry. Some part of the

polite world read, indeed, but they are so wise

as to read only for amusement; or at least only
to improve themselves in the more modern and

fashionable sciences. A Treatise on Whist has

more admirers than a System of Logic, and a

new Atalantis would be more universally read

than a Practice of piety. A fine gentleman or

lady would no more choose the mind of a pe
dant, than the person of a cook-maid, or a por
ter. I cannot, therefore, but approve of the

plan laid down by the writer of the following

letter, and would recommend it to all persons of

fashion to subscribe to his proposals.

SIR,

I have long observed with infinite regret the

little care that is taken to supply persons of dis-

and amusement. It is no wonder, that thei

should be so averse to study, when learning la

rendered so disagreeable. Common creatures,

indeed, as soon as they can spell, may be made
to read a dull chapter in the Testament, after

which the Whole Duty of Man, or some other

useless good book, may be put into their hands
;

but these can never instruct a man of the world
to say fine things to a lady, or to swear with a

good grace. Among a few dirty pedants the

knowledge of Greek and Latin may be culti

vated; but among fine gentlemen these are

justly discarded for French and Italian. Why
should persons of quality trouble themselves

about Mathematics and Philosophy, or throw

away their time in scratching circles and trian

gles on a slate, arid then rubbing them out again ?

All the Algebra requisite for them to know, is

the combination of figures on the dice; nor

could Euclid be of any use to them, except he had

represented the most graceful attitudes in fenc

ing, or drawn out the lines of a minuet.

In order to remedy these inconveniences, and

that the erudition of persons of fashion may be

as different from the vulgar knowledge of the

rest of mankind as their dress, I have formed a

project for regulating their studies. An old

crabbed philosopher once told a monarch, that

there was no royal way of learning the mathe
matics : First then, as to the musty volumes
which contain Greek, Latin, and the Sciences,

(since there is no genteel method of coming at

the knowledge of them) I would banish them

entirely from the polite world, and have them
chained down in university libraries, the only

places where they can be useful or entertaining.

Having thus cleared the shelves of this learned

lumber, we shall have room to fill them more

elegantly. To this end, I have collected all such

books as are proper to be perused by people of

quality; and shall shortly make my scheme

public by opening a handsome room under the

title of the Polite Circulating Library. Many
of my books are entirely new and original : all

the modern novels, and most of the periodical

papers fall so directly in with my plan, that

they will be sure to find a place in my library ;

and if Mr. Town shows himself an encourager
of my scheme, I shall expect to see peers and

peeresses take up the pen, and shine in the Con

noisseur.

I intend in the beginning of the winter to

publish my proposals at large, and in the mean

time beg you to submit the following Specimen
of my Books to the public.

CATALOGUE OF BOOKS, ETC.

REVELATION, a Romance.

The. Complete Cook, by Solomon Gundy.
The Gentleman's Religion. By a Free-Thinker.

tinction with proper books for their instruction
]
Dissertation on Parties. Or nn Essay on Break-
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ing of Eggs. Addressed to the Big arid Little

Endians.

A Defence of Alexander the Coppersmith against

St. Paul. By the late Lord Bolingbroke.

The Practice of Bagnios : or the Modern Me
thod of Sweating.

The Ladies' Dispensatory ; containing the most

approved Recipes for Tooth-Powders, Lip-

Salves, Beautifying Lotions, Almond Pastes,

Ointments for Freckles, Pomatums, and

Hysteric Waters ; according to the present
Practice.

A Description of the World; with the Lati

tudes of Vauxhall, Ranclagh, the Theatres,

the Opera-House, &c. calculated for the Meri

dian of St. James's.

A Map of the Roads leading to Tyhurn. By
James Maclean, Esq. late Surveyor of the

High-Ways.
Essay on Delicacy. By an Ensign of the

Guards.

The Art of Dissembling. From the French.

A New Way to pay Old Debts. From an

Original published at Berlin.

The Spirit of Laws. With Notes 011 the Game-

Act, the Jew- Bill, and the Bill for preventing

Marriages.

Jargon versus Common Sense. By a Bencher

of Lincoln's Inn.

Universal Arithmetic. Containing Calculations

for laying the Odds at Horse- Racing, Cock

ing, Card-playing, &c.

Optics, or the Use of Opera- Glasses : with the

Importance and Benefit of NearSightedness
considered. To which is added, a Disserta

tion on the portable Pocket Looking- Glass.

The Modern Gymnasium. By Broughton.

Geometry made easy, and adapted to the mean
est Capacity. By Nath. Hart, Dancing-
Master to Grown Gentlemen.

De Oratore, or the Art of speaking on all

Subjects. By Andrew Mac Broad, F. R. H. S.

Fellow of the Robin Hood Society.

A Dissertation on the Miracle of the Five

Loaves. By the Baker, President of the

same Society.

Garrick upon Death ; with an account of the

several Distortions of the Face, and Writhings
of the Body ;

and particular Directions con

cerning Sighs, Groans, Ohs, Ahs, &c. &c. For

the use of Young Actors.

The Court Register ; Containing an exact List

of all Public Days, Routs, Assemblies, &c.

where and when kept.

Phe Englishman in Paris.

The Englishman returned from Paris.

The Whole Duty of Woman, disposed under

the Articles of Visiting, Cards, Masquerades,

Plays, Dress, &c.

A Dissertation on the waters of Tunbridge,

Cheltenham, Scarborough, and Bath : show

ing their wonderful Efficacy in removing the

Vapours ;
with Directions how to assist

their Operations by using the Exercise of

Country-Dancing.
The Traveller's Guide, or Young Nobleman's

Vade Mecum. Containing an exact List of

the most eminent Peruke Makers, Tailors,

and Dancing-Masters, &c. Being the Sum of

a Gentleman's Experience during his tour

through France and Italy.

Honour, or the Fashionable Combat. Houns-

low Heath, or the Dernier Resort. The

Suicide, or the Coup de Grace. Tragedies.

The Virgin Unmasked. Miss in her Teens. -

The Debauchees. She Avould, if she could

The Careless Husband. The Wanton
Wife. The Innocent Adultery. Come
dies ; as they are now acting with universal

applause.
The True Patriot, a Farce.

Handeli, Geminiani, Degiardini, Chabrani,

Pasquali Pasqualini, Passerini, Baumgarteni,

Guadagiii. Frasi, Gaili, item aliorum harmo-

niosissimorum Signororum et Signorarum

Opera.
Yours, &c.

T. JACOB ELZEVIR.
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Vivimus anibitiosd

Paupertate. Juv.

A laced, embroider'd, powder'd, beggar-crowd ;

Haughty, yet even'poorer than they're proud.

A LITTLE Frenchman, commonly known in

town by the name of Count, and whose figure

has been long stuck up in the windows of print-

shops, was always remarkable for the meanness,
and at the same time the foppery of his appear
ance. His shoes, though perhaps capped at the

toe, had red heels to them ; and his stockings,

though often full of holes, were constantly rolled

up over his knees. By good luck he was once

master of half a guinea; and having a great

longing for a feather to his hat, and a very press

ing necessity for a pair of breeches, he debated

\vith himself about the disposal of his money.
However, his vanity got the better of his neces

sity ; and the next time the Count appeared in

the Mall, by the ornaments of his head you
would have imagined him a beau, and by the

nether part of his dress you would have taken

him for a heathen philosopher.

The conduct of this Frenchman, however

ridiculous, is copied by a multitude of people iu

this town. To the same little pride of desiring

to appear finer than they can afford, are owing
the many rusty suits of black, the tyes that

seem taken from the basket of a shoeboy, and

the smart waistcoats edged with a narrow cord,
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which serves as an apology for lace. I know a

man of this, cast, who lias but one coat ; but by
now and then turning the cuffs, and changing
the cape, it passes for two. He uses the same
artifice with his peruke, which is naturally a

kind of flowing bob ; but by the occasional addi

tion of two tails, it sometimes appears as a

major. Of this sort of men are composed the

numerous fraternity of the shabby-genteel, who
are the chief support of the clothiers in Mon-
mouth-Street, and the barbers in Middle-Row.
Women are naturally so fond of ornament,

that it is no wonder we should meet with so

many second-hand gentry in that sex. Hence
arise the red-armed belles that appear in the

park every Sunday : hence it is, that sacks and

petenlairs may be seen at Moorfields and White-

chapel ; and that those who are ambitious to

shine in diamonds, glitter in paste and Scotch

pebbles.
- When I see the wives and daughters

of tradesmen and mechanics make such attempts
at finery, I cannot help pitying their poor fa

thers and husbands ; and at the same time am
apt to consider their dress as a robbery on the

shop. Thus, when I observe the tawdry gen

tility of a tallow chandler's daughter, I look up
on her as hung round with long sixes, short

eights, and rushlights ; and when I contemplate
theawkward pride of dress in a butcher's wife, I

suppose her carrying about her sirloins of beef,

fillets of veal, and shoulders of mutton. I was

vastly diverted with a discovery I made a few

days since. Going upon some business to a

tradesman's house, I surprised in a very extra

ordinary dishabille two females, whom I had
been frequently used to see strangely dizened out

in the Mall. These fine ladies, it seems, were no
other than my honest friend's daughters ; and

one, who always dresses the family dinner, was

genteelly employed in winding up the jack,

while the other was up to the elbows in soap
suds.

A desire of grandeur and magnificence is often

absurd in those who can support it ; but when
it takes hold of those who can scarce furnish

themselves with necessaries, their poverty, in

stead of demanding our pity, becomes an object
of ridicule. Many families among those who
are called middling people, are not content with
out living elegantly as well as comfortably, and
often involve themselves in very comical distres

ses. When they aim at appearing grand in the

eye of the world, they grow proportionably mean
and sordid in private. I w<ent the other day to

dine with an old friend : arid as he used to keep
a remarkable good table, I was surprised that I

could scarce make a meal with him. After din

ner he rung the bell, and ordered the chariot to

be got ready at six
;
and then turning to me

with an air of superiority, asked if he should set

me down. Here the riddle was out ; and I

found that his equipage had eat up his table, and

that he was obliged to starve his family to feed

his horses.

I am acquainted at another house, where the

master keeps an account against himself. This
account is exactly stated in a large ledger book.

What he saves from his ordinary expenses he

places under the title of Debtor, and what he
runs out is ranged under Creditor. I had late

ly an opportunity of turning over this curious

account, and could not help smiling at many
of the articles. Among the rest, I remember
the following, with which I shall present the

reader.

DEBTOR.

Dined abroad all this wreek My wife ill Saw
no company Saved seven dinners, etc.

Kept Lent, and saved in table charges the ex

pense of four weeks.

Bated from the baker's bill half a crown.

Saved in apparel, by my family continuing to

wear mourning three months longer than was

requisite for the death of an aunt.

Received 1 : 10s. of the undertaker, in lieu of a

hatband and gloves.

CREDITOR.

Went to the play with my wife and daughters
Sat in the boxes, instead of the gallery, as

usual. Mem. To go no more to plays this

year.

Invited Sir Charles Courtly and Major Stand

ard to dinner. Treated with claret, and
two courses, in order to appear handsome.

Mem. To be denied to every body before din

ner-time for these next three weeks.

Sunday my wife had a rout Lost at whist

thirty guineas Card-money received, fifty

shillings. N. B. My wife must be ill

again.

Gave at church to a brief for a terrible fire, six

pence Charity begins at home.

I should be sorry to have this method of ba

lancing accounts become general. True economy
does not merely consist in not exceeding our in

come, but in such a judicious management of it,

as renders our whole appearance equal and con

sistent. We should laugh at a nobleman, who,
to support the expense of running horses, should

abridge his set to a pair : and, that his jockies

might come in first for the plate, be content to

have his family dragged to his country-seat, like

servant maids, in the caravan. There are many
well meaning people, who have the pride of liv-

ng in a polite part of the town, though they are

distressed even to pay the taxes ; and nothing is

more common than to see one particular room

n a house furnished like a palace, while the rest

have scarcely the necessary accommodations of

an inn. Such a conduct appears to me equally

ridiculous with that of the Frenchman, wh
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(according to the jest) for the sake of wearing

ruffles, is contented to go Avithout a shirt.

This endeavour to appear grander than

our circumstances will allow, is no where

so contemptible as among those men of plea

sure about town, who have not fortunes in

any proportion to their spirit. Men of quality

have wisely contrived, that their sins should

be expensive ;
for which reason those, who with

equal taste have less money, are obliged to be

economists in their sins, and are put to many
little shifts to appear tolerably profligate and de

bauched. They get a knowledge of the names

and faces of the most noted women upon town,

and pretend an intimate acquaintance with

them ; though they know none of that order of

ladies above the draggle-tailed prostitutes who
walk the Strand. They talk very familiarly of

the King's Arms, and are in raptures with Mrs.

Allan's claret, though they always dine snugly
at a chop-house, and spend their evening at an

alehouse or cyder cellar. The most ridiculous

character I know of this sort is a young fellow,

the son of a rich tobacconist in the city, who

(because it is the fashion) has taken a girl into

keeping. He knows the world better than to

set her up a chariot, or let her have money at

her own disposal. He regulates her expenses

with the nicest economy, employs every morn-

ing in setting down what is laid out upon her,

and very seriously takes an account of rolls and

butter, two-pence for ribband, one shilling and

four-pence pins, a halfpenny, etc. etc. Thus

does he reconcile his extravagance and frugality

to each other j
and is as penurious and exact as

a usurer, that he may be as genteel and wicked

as a lord. O.
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Hie dies vere mihifestus atras

Eximct curas. Hon.

Of all the days are in the week,
1 dearly love but one day ;

And that's the day that comes between

A Saturday and Monday. OLD BALLAD.

A GENTLEMAN of my acquaintance lately laid

before me an estimate of the consumption of

bread and cheese, cakes, ales, etc. in all the little

towns near London every Sunday. It is in

credible how many thousand buns are devoured

in that one day at Chelsea and Paddington, and

how much beer is swallowed at Islington and

Mile End. Upon the whole I was vastly en

tertained with a review of this estimate ; and

could not help approving the observation of Tom
Brown, ' that the sabbath is a very fine institu

tion, since the very breaking it is the support of

half the villages about our metropolis.'

Our common people are very observant of

that part of the commandment, which enjoins
them to do no manner of work on that day .

and which they also seem to understand as a

license to devote it to pleasure. They take this

opportunity of thrusting their heads into the

pillory at Georgia, being sworn at Highgate,
and rolling down Flamstead-hill, in the Park at

Greenwich. As they all aim at going into the

country, nothing can be a greater misfortune to

the meaner part of the inhabitants of London
and Westminster, than a rainy Sunday : and
how many honest people would be balked of a

ride once a week, if the legislature were to limit

the hired one-horse chaises working on that day
to a certain number, as well as the hackney
coaches ?

The substantial tradesman is wheeled down to

his snug box ; which has nothing rural about it

except the ivy that over-runs the front, and is

placed as near to the road side as possible, where
the pleasure of seeing carriages pass under his

window, amply compensates for his being al

most smothered with dust. The few smart

'prentices, who are able to sit on a horse, may be

seen spurring their broken-winded hacks up the

hills : and the good-natured husband, together
with his mate, is dragged along the road to the

envy and admiration of the foot passenger,
who (to complete the Sunday picture) trudges

patiently with a child in one arm, while his

beloved doxy leans on the other, and waddles at

his side sweltering beneath the unusual weight
of a hoop-petticoat.

It is not to be supposed that the country has

in itself any peculiar attractive charms to those

who think themselves out of the world, if they
are not within the sound of Bow Bell. To most
of our cockneys it serves only as an excuse for

eating and drinking ; and they get out of town

merely because they have nothing to do at home.
A brick-kiln smells as sweet to them as a farm

yard ; they would pass by a barn or a hay
stack without notice j but they rejoice at the

sight of every hedge ale-house that promises

good home-brewed. As the rest of a cit's life is

regular and uniform, his Sunday diversions have

as little variety ; and if he were to take a journal
of them, we might suppose that it would run

much in the following manner.

SUNDAY Overslept myself Did not rise till

nine Was a full hour in pulling on my new
double-channell'd pumps Could get no break

fast, my wife being busy in dressing herself for

church.

At ten Family at church Self walked to

Mother Red Cap's Smoked half a pipe, and
drank a pint of the Alderman's. N. .Z?. The
beer was not so good as at the Adam i.nd Eva
at Pancras.

Dined at one Pudding not boiled enough,

3F
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suet musty Wife was to drive me in a one-

horse chair to see Mother Wells at Enfield

Wash, but it looked likely to rain Took a nap,
and posted seven pages from my day-book till

five. Mem. Colonel Promise has lost his elec

tion, and is turned out of his place. To arrest

him to-morrow.

At six Mrs. Deputy to drink tea with my
wife I hate their slip-slops Called on my
neighbour the Common-council man, and took

a walk with him to Islington.

From seven to eight Smoked a pipe at the

Castle, eat a heart cake, and drank two pints of

cyder. N. B. To drink cyder often, because

neighbour tells me it is good for the stone and

gravel.

At nine Got to town again, very much fa

tigued with the journey Pulled off my claret

coloured coat, and blue satin waistcoat Went
to club, smoked three pipes, came home at

twelve, and slept very soundly, till the 'prentice

called me to go and take out a writ against

Colonel Promise.

As to persons of quality, like Lady Loverule

in the farce, they cannot see why one day should

be more holy than another ; therefore Sunday
wears the same face with them as the rest of the

week. Accordingly, for some part of this sum

mer, Ranelagh was opened on Sunday evening ;

and I cannot help wondering, that the custom

did not continue. It must have been very con

venient to pass away the time there, till the hour

of meeting at the card-table; and it was cer

tainly more decent to fix assignations there,

than at church.

Going to church may, indeed, be reckoned

among our Sunday amusements, as it is made a

mere matter of diversion among many well-

meaning people, who are induced to appear in a

place of worship from the same motives that

they frequent other public places. To some it

answers all the purposes of a rout or assembly,
to see and be seen by their acquaintance ; and

from their bows, nods, courtesies, and loud con

versation, one might conclude, that they ima

gined, themselves in a drawing-room. To others

it affords the cheap opportunity of showing
their taste for dress. Not a few, I believe, are

drawn together in our cathedrals and larger
churches by the influence of the music rather

than the prayers ; and are kept awake by a jig
from the organ-loft, though they are lulled to sleep

by the harangue from the pulpit. A well-dis-

Dosed Christian will go a mile from his own
nouse to the Temple Church, not because a

Sherlock is to preach, but to hear a solo from

Stanley.
But though going to church may be deemed a

kind of amusement, yet upon modern principles
it appears- such a very odd one, that I am at a

oss to account for the reasons which induced

our ancestors to give in to that method of passing
their Sunday. At least it is so wholly incom

patible with the polite system of life, that a per
son of fashion (as affairs are now managed)
finds it absolutely impossible to comply with
this practice. Then, again, the service always

begins at such unfashionable hours, that in a

morning a man must huddle on his clothes, like

a boy to run to school, and in an afternoon must

inevitably go without his dinner. In order to

remove all these objections, and that some ritual

may be established in this kingdom, agreeable to

our inclinations and consistent with our prac

tice, the following scheme has been lately sent

me, in order to submit it to the serious consi

deration of the public.

Imprimis, It is humbly proposed, that Chris

tianity be entirely abolished by act of parlia

ment, and that no other religion be imposed on

us in its stead ; but as the age grows daily more
and more enlightened, we may at last be quite
delivered from the influence of superstition and

bigotry.

Secondly, That in order to prevent our ever

relapsing into pious errors, and that the common

people may not lose their holiday, every Sunday
be set apart to commemorate our victory over

all religion : that the churches be turned into

free-thinking meeting houses, and discourses

read in them to confute the doctrine of a future

state, the immortality of the soul, and other ab

surd notions, which some people now regard as

objects of belief.

Thirdly, That a ritual be compiled exactly

opposite to our present Liturgy ;
and that, in

stead of reading portions of Scripture, the first

and second lessons shall consist of a section of the

Posthumous Works of Lord Bolingbroke, or a

few pages from the writings of Spinoza, Chubb,

Mandeville, Hobbes, Collins, Tindal, &c. from

which writers the preachers shall also take their

text.

Fourthly, That the usual feasts and fasts, viz.

Christmas Day, Easter Sunday, Trinity Sun

day, &c. be still preserved; but that on those

days discourses be delivered suitable to the occa

sion, containing a refutation of the Nativity, the

Resurrection, the Trinity, &c.

Fifthly, That instead of the vile melody of a

clerk bawling out two staves of Sternhold and

Hopkins, or a cathedral choir singing anthems

from the Psalter, some of the most fashionable

cantatas, opera airs, songs, or catches, be per

formed by the best voices for the entertainment

of the company.

Lastly, That the whole service be conducted

with such taste and elegance, as may render

these free-thinking meeting-houses as agreeable

as the theatres ;
and that they may be even more

judiciously calculated for the propagation of

atheism and infidelity, than the Robin Hood

Society, or the Oratory in Clare-Market. T.
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Barbara, Celarent, Darii, Ferio, Baralipton.

Words full of sound, but quite devoid of sense.

IT is a heavy tax upon authors, that they should

always be expected to write sense. Some few,

indeed, who are rich in sentiment, pay this tax

very cheerfully ; but the generality endeavour,

one way or another, to elude it. For this pur
pose some have moulded their pieces into the

form of wings, axes, eggs, and altars, while

others have laced down the side of a copy ol

verses Avith the letters of their mistress's name
and called it an acrostic : not to mention the

curious inventions of rebusses and anagrams.
For the same reasons, the modern song-writers

for our public gardens, who are our principal

love-poets at present, entertain us with sonnets

and madrigals in Crambo. Authors who pro
mise wit, pay us off with puns and quibbles ;

and with our writers of comedy, long swords,
short jerkins, and tables with carpets over them,

pass for incident and humour.
But no artifice of this sort has been so often

and so successfully practised, as the immoderate
use of uncouth terms and expressions. Words
that mean nothing, provided they sound big, and
iill the ear, are the Lest succedaneum for sense.

Nothing so effectually answers Mr. Bayes's
endeavour to elevate and sunrise ; and the reader,

though he sees nothing but straws floating on
the surface, candidly supposes that there are

pearls and diamonds at the bottom. Several dull

authors, by availing themselves of this secret,

have passed for very deep writers ; and arrant

nonsense has as often lain snugly beneath hard

words, as a shallow pate beneath the solemn

appearance of a full bottomed periwig.
Those who are employed in what they call ab

stract speculations, most commonly have re

course to this method. Their dissertations are

naturally expected to illustrate and explain ; but
this is sometimes a task above their abilities ;

and when they have led the reader into a maze,
from which they cannot deliver him, they very
wisely bewilder him the more. This is the

case with those profound writers, who have
treated concerning the essence of matter, who
talk very gravely of cujrpeity, tableity, tallow-can-

dleity, and twenty other things with as much
sound and little signification. Of these we may
very well say with the poet,

Such labour'd nothings, in so strange a style,

Amaze th* umearn'd, and make the learned smile.

POPE.

>lo mode of expression throws such an im
penetrable mist over a work, as an unnecessary
profusion of technical terms. This will appear
Very plainly to those, who will turn over a few

pages of any modern collection of voyages.

Descriptions of a storm make some of the finest

and most striking passages in the best poets
and it is for these in particular, that Longinua
admires the Odyssey. The real circumstances

of a storm are in themselves, without the aid of

poetical ornaments, very affecting ; yet whoever
reads an account of them in any of our writers

of voyages, will be so puzzled and perplexed
with starboard, larboard, the main-mast and

mizen-mast, and a multitude of sea-terms, that

he will not be the least moved at the distress ot

the ship's crew. The absurdity of this did not

escape Swift, who has ridiculed it by a mock
description of the same kind in his Gulliver.

Those who treat of military subjects, are equally
ridiculous : they overwhelm you with counter

scarps, palisades, bastions, etc., and so fortify
their no-meaning with hard words, that it is

absolutely impossible to beat them out of their

intrenchments. Such writers, who abound in

technical terms, always put me in mind of Igno
ramus in the play, who courts his mistress out

of the law-dictionary, runs over a long catalogue
of the messuages, lands, tenements, barns, out

houses, etc. of which he will put her in posses

sion, if she will join issue with him, and mani
fest his passion in the same manner that he

would draw up a lease.

This affectation is never more offensive,

than when it gets into the pulpit. The greater

part of almost every audience that sits under
our preachers, are ignorant and illiterate, and
should therefore have every thing delivered to

them in as plain, simple, and intelligent amanner
as possible. Hard words, if they have any
meaning, can only serve to make them stare ;

and they can never be edified by what they do

not understand. Young clergymen, just come
from the University, are proud of showing the

world, that they have been reading the Fathers,

and are fond of entering on the most abstruse

points of divinity. But they would employ
their time more to their own credit, as well as to

the improvement of their hearers, if they would

rather endeavour to explain and enforce the

precepts of the Apostles and Evangelists, than

retail the confused hypotheses of crabbed meta

physicians.
As to essays, and all other pieces that come

under the denomination of familiar writings,
one would imagine that they must necessarily
be written in the easy language of nature and
common sense. No writer can flatter himself,

;hat his productions will be an agreeable part of

;he equipage of the tea-table, who writes almost

;oo abstrusely for the study, and involves his

;houghts in hard words and affected latinisms.

Yet this has been reckoned by many the standard

ityle for these loose detached pieces. Addison
was proud that he could boast of having drawji

earning out of schools and colleges into clubs
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and coffee-houses, as Socrates was said to draw

morality from the clouds to dwell among men :

but these people (as Lord Bolingbroke pretends
to say of the same Socrates) mount the clouds

themselves. T,his newfangled manner of de

livering our sentiments is called writing sound

sense : and if I find this mode seems likely to

prevail, I shall certainly think it expedient to

give into it, and very suddenly oblige the world

with a Connoisseur so sensible, that it will be

impossible to understand it.

But hard words and uncouth ways of expres

sing ourselves never appear with so ill a grace,

as in our common conversation. In writing
we expect some degree of exactness and preci

sion : but if even there they seem harsh and

disagreeable, when they obstruct the freedom of

our familiar chat, they either make us laugh, or

put us out of patience. It was imagined by the

ancients, that things were called by one name

among mortals, and by another among the gods :

In like manner some gentlemen, who would be

accounted fine spoken persons, disdain to men
tion the most trivial matters in the same terms

with the rest of the world ; and scarce inquire
how you do, or bid you good morrow, in any

phrase that is intelligible. It always puts me in

pain to find a lady give into this practice ; if she

makes no blunder, it sits very ungracefully upon
her ; but it is ten to one that the rough uncouth

syllables that form these words, are too harsh

and big for the pretty creature's mouth ; and

then she maims them and breaks them to her

use so whimsically, that one can scarce tell

whether she is talking French or English. I

shall make no more reflections on this subject at

present, but conclude my paper with a short

story.

A merry fellow, who was formerly of the

university, going through Cambridge on a jour

ney, took it into his head to call on his old tutor.

As it is no great wonder that pedantry should

be found in a college, the tutor used to laird his

conversation with numberless hard words and

forced derivations from the Latin. His pupil,
who had a mind to banter the old gentleman on

his darling foible, when he visited him, entered

his chambers with a huge dictionary under his

arm. The first compliments were scarce over,

before the tutor bolted out a word big enough
for the mouth of Garagantua. Here the pupil

begged that he would stop a little
; and after

turning over his dictionary desired him to pro
ceed. The learned gentleman went on, and the

pupil seemed to listen with great attention, till

another word came out as hard as the former, at

which he again interrupted him, and again had

recourse to his dictionary. This appears to me
the only way of conversing with persons of so

pompous an elocution ; unless we convert the

orators themselves into lexicons to interpret
their own phrases, by troubling them to reduce

the meaning of their fine speeches into plain

English. O.
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-Sequar atris ignibus absens,

Omnibus umtra locis adero, dabis improbe poenas.
VlRd

Thou to thy crime shall feel the vengeance due :

"With hell's black fires for ever I'll pursue ;

In every place my injured shade shall rise,

And conscience still present me to thy eyes.

TOM Dare-Devil, who was so much superior t&

the rest of our Bucks that he gained the appella
tion of Stag, finished a course of continual de

baucheries, and was carried off last week by a

phrenetic fever. I happened to be present at his

last moments; and the remembrance of him
still dwells so strongly on my mind, that I see

him, I hear him, in all the agonies of despair,

starting, trembling, and uttering the most horrid

execrations. His conscience at the approach of

death had conjured up before him < ten thousand

devils with their red-hot spits,' who assumed

the shapes of all those whom he injured, and
' came hissing on him,' to retaliate their wrongs.
* Save me, save me,' he would cry,

f from that

bleeding form He was my friend but I run
him through the heart in a quarrel about a whore
Take away that old fellow He would have

carried us to the round-house I knocked him
down with his own staff but I did not think

the poor dog would have died by it.' When the

nurse offered him a draught to take,
'

Why,'
said he,

' will you ply me with Champagne ?

'tis a damnable liquor, and I'll di'ink no more of

it.' In one of his lucid intervals he grasped my
hand vehemently, and bursting into tears,
' Would to God,' said he, I had died twenty

years ago.' At length his unwilling soul parted
from the body; and the last words we heard

from him were a faint ejaculation to his Maker,
whom he had blasphemed all his life. His

shocking exit made me reflect on that fine pas

sage in the Scriptures,
' Let me die the death of

the righteous, and let my latter end be like

his.'

The behaviour of this unhappy wretch afford

ed a dreadful instance of the truth of that maxim,
There is no hell like a troubled conscience. ' There

needs, indeed, no ghost to tell us this.' But it

were to be wished, that the conscience of every

living reprobate could work on his imagination

in the same manner, and raise up such horrid

apparitions to torment him. Where is the

wretch so hardened, \vho would not be dismayed

at these terrors? Or who could persevere in a

course of wickedness, when every fresh offenc9
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vrould create a new fury to haunt him for his

crimes? -

Let us, for instance, take a view of the mort

glaring circumstances in the life of that arch-

infidel, Tom Dare-Devil; and let us at the

same time conceive (if possible) what pangs he

must have felt, had every flagitious act heen

attended with the same phantoms that dis

tracted him on his death-bed. First then, let

us contemplate him as a parricide ; for so

he may he called, who by repeated disobedience

broke the heart of a most affectionate father.

Could filial ingratitude receive a sharper punish
ment, than in the midst of his debaucheries

to have his father continually before his eyes,

expostulating him on his unnatural behaviour?

O my son,' might he have heard him say,
' was it for this that thy mother, who died in

giving thee life, begged me with her last breath

to be kind to the boy? Was it for this that the

country rung with joy for my being blessed with

an heir? O my child, whom can I now call

my heir ? That estate which I was so solicit

ous to improve for thy sake, is dissipated among
jockeys, gamblers, pimps, and prostitutes. If

you should ever have a son, may his ingratitude
never make you think on me.'

Tom, indeed, took care never to have any
vexation from children : he had too great a spi

rit to bear the shackles of matrimony, and lived

in a state of celibacy among bagnios. Some
times he made inroads on private life, and dis

turbed the peace of families by debauching the

wives and daughters of his acquaintance. Among
other gallant exploits, he decoyed up to town the

daughter of a country gentleman, where he

ruined her, and then left her to linger under an
infamous disease. At length the fruits of his

amour appeared in a child, which soon perished
with its unhappy parent in a public hospital.

By the same magic of the fancy let us raise up
this poor girl with the infant in her arms, while

he is wantoning among his doxies, and lording
it like a bashaw over the vassals of his lust.

What remorse must this villain have felt, could

he have imagined her to have addressed him in

the following terms ! Behold in the loath

some carcase of this babe the image of thyself;

foul, rotten, and corrupt. How could I suffer

o contemptible a creature to draw me from the

comfortable protection of my parents? It was

just, indeed, that I should fall a victim to my
folly : but was this diseased infant quickened

only to proclaim my dishonour and thy infamy?
WT

hy hadst thou yet the power left to propa

gate misery even to the innocent !'

Tom had often signalized himself as a duel

list : his conscience, as we have already men
tioned, upbraided him at his dying moments with

the murder of a particular friend. He had

once ill luck at cards
;
and heing irritated with

his losses, and suspecting foul play on the part

of his antagonist, he took him by the nose,

which consequently produced a challenge. He
is hastening to the field of battle, but he fan

cies himself followed by the manes of his friend,

whom, on the same unhallowed ground, he had

lately sacrificed to that idol Honour. He hears

him call ' Turn, madman, turn, and look on

me. You may remember with what reluctance

I met you You forced me to the combat

and I was even pleased that the victory was

yours. You deprived me of life in an idle quar
rel about a creature, whom at your return from

the murder of your friend, you detected in the

arms of another. It was honour that induced

you to wound the bosom of one you loved :

The same honour now calls you to give a fellow,

whom you despise, an opportunity to retaliate

the injury done to me. What folly is it to put

your life into the hands of a scoundrel, who, you
suspect, has already robbed you of your fortune?

But go on, and let your death rid the world

of a monster, who is desperate enough to put his

own life on the hazard, and wicked enough to

attempt that of another.' It happened, how
ever, that Tom had no occasion for such a mo
nitor, as the person whom he went to meet

proved as great a coward as he was a cheat ; and
our hero, after waiting a full hour in his pumps,
and parrying with the air, had no other revenge
for the loss of his money, than the satisfaction of

posting him for a scoundrel.

Though the hero of our story was cut off in

the prime of his life, yet he may be said, like

Nestor, to have outlived three generations. All

the young fellows of spirit were proud to be en

rolled in the list of his companions ; but as their

constitutions were more puny than his, three

sets of them had dropt into the grave, and left

him at the head of the fourth. He would often

boast of the many promising geniuses who had
fallen in the vain attempt to keep pace with him
in the various scenes of debauchery. In this

light we may consider him as an accessary to so

many wanton murders. By the operation of

his conscience, at every tavern door he might
have met with an acquaintance to bar his pas

sage; and in the midst of his jollity, like Mac
beth, he might have dashed down his glass, and

imagined that he saw a departed friend filling

the vacant chair.

From the nature of the facts which have al

ready been recorded of Tom Dare-Devil, the

reader will isily conclude that he must have

been an Atheist. No creature, who believed in

a Supreme Being, could have acted so vilely to

wards his fellow-creatures. Tom was a presi

dent of an abominable club, who met together

every Sunday night to uttev the most horrid

blasphemies. The members of this most scan

dalous society must have heard of the man
ner of their great tutor's death : Let us ima

gine, therefore, that they could figure to their*
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selves his ghost appearing to them, warning
them of their errors, and exhorting them to

repent. They might conceive him setting forth,

in the most pathetic manner, the consequences
of their folly, and declaring to them, how con

vinced he now was of the cei'tainty of those doc

trines, which they daily ridiculed. Such an ap

parition would, indeed, have an effect upon
common sinners ; but in all probability a tho

rough-paced infidel would not be reclaimed,

even '

though one rose from the dead.'

What I have here supposed might have been the

case of one particular reprobate, is in the power
of every person to put in practice for himself.

Nothing is a surer instance of the goodness of

the Creator, than that delicate inward feeling, so

strongly impressed on every reasonable creature.

This internal sense, if duly attended to, and di

ligently cherished and kept alive, would check

the sinner in his career, and make him look

back with horror on his crimes. An ancient is

commended for wishing, 'that he had a window
in his breast, that every one might see into it :'

but it is certainly of more consequence to keep
ourselves free from the reproach of our own
hearts, than from the evil opinions of others.

We should therefore consider conscience as a

mirror, in which every one may see himself re

flected, and in which every action is represented
in its proper colours. O.
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Gaudent scribentes, et se venerantur.

From self each scribbler adoration draws,
And gathers incense from his own applause.

HOR.

THAT there is a vanity inherent in every author

must be confessed, whatever pains they may
take to conceal it from the rest of mankind. For

my own part, I readily acknowledge, that I am

always wonderfully delighted with my own pro
ductions. 1 snatch up the favourite sheets wet

from the press, and devour every syllable ; not

the least particle escapes my notice : and I dwell

with admiration on the beauties of an expressive

and or emphatical the. If every reader was to

pay the same attention to my works, or peruse

them with half the satisfaction, Mr. Town might
be fairly pronounced the greatest author of the

age. But I am afraid I shall scarce find another

who will so heartily join in the good opinion I

have conceived of myself; and many a choice

sentiment, many a culled expression, which I

have repeated to myself over and over again with

ecstasy, has by others, perhaps, been as hastily

hurried over, as any common article in a news

paper.

An author, who is ever big with the idea of

bis own importance, will gather matter for self-

flattery from the most trivial circumstances.

On the mornings of publication, I have some
times made it my business to go round the cot-

fee-houses, in order to receive whatever incense

of praise I could collect from the approbation of

my readers. My heart, you may imagine, has

bounded with joy, when I have heard the room
echo with calling for the Connoisseur : but how
has it sunk again, when I have found the same
tokens of esteem shown to a brother writer ! I

could have hugged any honest fellow, that has

chuckled over my performances, and pointed out

my good things ; but I have been no less cha

grined, when I have seen a coxcomb coolly take

up my paper, squint over the first page, and

throw it down again with all the indifference

imaginable : though, indeed, I have never failed

within myself to pronounce of such a person,
that he is dull, ignorant, and illiterate. I once

happened to be seated in the next box to two

noted critics, who were looking over the file of

my papers, and seemed particularly pleased with

several parts of them. I immediately conceived

a very high opinion of their taste and judgment :

I remarked with singular satisfaction the effect

which my wit and humour had on their coun

tenances ; and as they turned over the pages, 1

imagined I could point out the very passages

which provoked them frequently to smile, and

sometimes to burst into a loud laugh. As soon

as they were gone, I seized the file ; when, lo !

to my great mortification, I found they had been

reading, not my own admirable works, but the

lucubrations of a brother essayist.

My vanity has often prompted me to wish,

that .1 could accompany my papers, whereso

ever they are circulated. I flatter myself 1

should then be introduced to the politest men of

quality, and admitted into the closets of our

finest ladies. This consideration would doubt

less make me vain of myself; but my pride

would be soon checked by reflecting further, that

were I obliged to follow my papers afterwards

through all their travels and mutations, I should

certainly undergo the shame of seeing many of

them prostituted to the vilest purposes. If in

one place I might be pleased to find them the

entertainment of the tea-table, in another I

should be no less vexed to see them degraded to

the base office of sticking up candles. Such is

the fatality attending these loose sheets, that

though at their first publication they may be

thought as precious as the Sybil's leaves, the

next moment they may be thrown aside as no

better than a last year's almanack.

Ever since my first appearance in a sheet and

half, I have felt great uneasiness on account of

the rude treatment which my works have been

subject to in their present form. I turned off

my printer for a very heicwus affront offered to

my delicacy, having detected some foul proofs'

of my first numbers lodged in a very unseemly
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place; and I almost came to an open rupture

with my publisher, because his wife had con

verted a supernumerary half-sheet into a thread-

paper. A lady whose sense and beauty I had

always admired, forfeited my esteem at once, by

cutting out a pattern for a cap from one of my
papers ;

and a young fellow, who had spoken very

handsomely of one of my essays, entirely lost the

good opinion I had conceived of him, by defiling

the blank margin with a filthy list of foul shirts

and dirty stockings. The repeated abuses of

illiterate bakers, pastry-cooks, and chandlers, I

know I am condemned to suffer in common
with other mortal writers. It was ever their

privilege to prey indiscriminately on all authors

good or bad ; and as politicians, wits, free

thinkers, and divines, may have their dust min

gled in the same piece of ground, so may their

works be jumbled together in the lining of the

same trunk or band box.

One instance may indeed be brought, in which
I am used to hail as a lucky omen the damages
that my papers appear to have sustained in their

outward form and complexion. "With what

raptures have I traced the progress of my fame,
while I have contemplated my numhers in the

public coffee-houses strung upon a file, and

swelling gradually into a little volume ! By the

appearance which they make, when thus col

lected, I have often judged of the reception they
have singly met with from their readers : I have

considered every speck of dirt as a mark of re

putation, and have assumed to myself applause
from the spilling of coffee, or the print of a

greasy thumb. In a word, I look upon each

paper, when torn, and sullied by frequent hand

ling, as an old soldier battered in the service,

and covered with honourable scars.

I was led into this train of thought by an ac

cident which happened to me the other evening,
as 1 was walking in some fields near the town.

As I went along, my curiosity tempted me to

examine the materials of which several paper
kites were made up ; from whence I had suffi

cient room to moralize on the ill fate of authors.

On one I discovered several pages of a sermon

expanded over the surface; on another the

wings fluttered with love songs ; and a satire on
tha ministry furnished another with his ballast

for the tail. I at length happened to cast my
eye on one taller than the rest, and beheld seve
ral of my own darling productions pasted over
it. My indignation was presently raised, that

I should become the plaything of children ; and
I was even ashamed, that the great name of

Town, which stared me full in the front, should

be exposed, like the compositions of Dr. Rock
on the wall, to every idle gazer. However, by
a curious turn of thought, I converted what at

first seemed-a disgrace into a compliment to my
vanity. A

g
! the kite rose into the air, 1 drew a

flattering p* jallel between the height of its flight,

and the soaring of my own reputation : I ima

gined myself lifted up on the wings of Fame,
and like Horace's swan towering above morta

lity ; I fanced myself borne like a blazing staf

among the clouds, to the admiration of the gaz

ing multitude.

Via cst, qua me quoque passim
Tollere humo, victorque virum volitare per ora.

And up he rises like a vapour ;

Supported high on wings of paper,
He singing flies and flying sings,

While from below all Grub-street rings. SWIFT.

While I was indulging this^fantastic contem

plation of my own excellence, I never considered

by how slight a thread my chimerical impor
tance was supported. The twine broke : and

the kite, together with my airy dreams of im

mortality, dropt to the ground. T.
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Mulla viri neqiiicquam inter se vulnerajactant,
Multa cavo laterl ingeminant, et pectore vastos

Dant sonitus j erratque aures ct tempora circum

Crcbra mamis : duro crepitant sub vulnere mate.

Thumps following thumps, and blows succeeding blows,

Swell the black eye, and crush the bleeding nose:

Beneath the pond'rous fist the jaw bone cracks,

And the cheeks ring with their redoubled thwacks.

AT a time when Peace spreads her downy wings
over contending nations, and when armies (like

the harmless militia) are drawn into the field

only to be reviewed, all Europe must undoubt

edly be alarmed to hear of the bloody battle, which

has been lately fought in England. It is a jus
tice due to posterity to preserve a faithful ac

count of this memorable event : I shall therefore

set it down, as I find it recorded in those au

thentic registers of heroic actions the news

papers, without deviating a tittle from the ex

pressive terms, in which this extraordinary

combat is related.

1 Harlston in Norfolk, July 30. Yesterday
the afternoon Slack and Pettit met and fought.

At the first set-to Pettit seized Slack by the

throat, and held him up against the rails, and

grain'd him so much as to make him extremely

black ;
this continued for half a minute, before

Slack could hreak Petti t's hold ; after which for

near ten minutes Pettit kept fighting and driv

ing hard at Slack, when at length Slack closed

with his antagonist, and gave him a very severe

fall, after that a second and third ; but between

these falls Pettit threw Slack twice off the

stage, and indeed Pettit so much dreaded Slack'
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falls that he ran directly at his hams and tum
bled him down, and by that means gave Slack

an opportunity of making the falls very easy.

When they had been fighting eighteen minutes,
the odds ran against Slack a guinea to a shil

ling ; whereas on first setting out, it was three

or four to one on his head ; but after this time

Slack shortened Pettit so as to disable him from

running and throwing him down in the man
ner he had done before, hut obliged him to stand

to close fighting. Slack then closed one of his

eyes, and beat him very much about the face.

At twenty minutes Pettit grew weaker, Slack

stronger ;
this was occasioned by Slack's strait

way of fighting. At twenty-two minutes the

best judges allowed Slack to have the advantage
over Pettit very considerably, as he was then

recovering his wind, which was owing to game ;

when they had boxed twenty-four minutes,
Pettit threw Slack again over the rails. This

indeed Slack suffered him to do, as by that

means he fixed a blow under Pettit's ribs, that

hurt him much. Whilst Slack was again getting

upon the stage, (it was not half a minute before

he was remounted) Pettit had so much the fear

of his antagonist before his eyes, that he walked

off without so much as civilly taking leave of the

spectators, or saying any thing to any person.

This the cockers call roguing of it; for it is

generally thought that Pettit ran away full

strong. The whole time of their fighting was

twenty-five minutes ; and this morning the bat

tle was given to Slack, who drew the first ten

guineas out of the box. Thus ended this dread

ful combat.'

Every man, who lias the honour of the

British fist at heart, must look with admiration

on the bottom, the wind, the game, of this in

vincible champion Slack. How must they ap

plaud his address in fighting strait : and with

what detestation must they look upon his das

tardly antagonist, who could so shamefully

rogue it ! Captain Godfrey, the sublime histo

rian of these hardy heroes, would have exclaim

ed on this occasion :
'
Hail, mighty Slack, thou

pride of the butchers ; Let the shambles echo

with thy praise, and let marrow-bones and
cleavers proclaim thy glorious triumph. What
was that half-bred bruiser Milo, who is celebrat

ed by the ancients for knocking down an ox, to

cut out the hide into thongs for his cestus ?

Every petty slaughter-man of Clare-market can

perform greater feats : but thou with resistless

arm hast not only knocked down oxen but made
the sturdy race of barbers, cobblers, and water
men fall before thee.

1

I cannot but lament the cruelty of that law,
which has shut up our amphitheatres : and I

look upon the professors of the noble art of box

ing, as a kind of disbanded army, for whom we
have made no provision. The mechanics, who
at the call of glory left their mean occupations,

are now obliged to have recourse to them again ;

and coachmen and barbers resume the whip and

the razor, instead of giving black eyes and cross-

buttocks. I know a veteran that has often won
the whole house, who is reduced, like Bellisa-

rius, to spread his palm in begging for a half

penny. Some have been forced to exercise their

art in knocking down passengers in dark alleys

and corners ; while others have learned to open
their fists a-d. ply their fingers in picking pock
ets. Bwkhorse, whose knuckles had been used

to indent many a bruise, now clenches them

only to grasp a link
; and Broughton employs

the muscles of his brawny arm in squeezing a

lemon or drawing a cork. His amphitheatre
itself is converted into a Methodist meeting
house : and perhaps (as laymen there are admit

ted into the pulpit) those very fists, which so

lately dealt such hearty bangs upon the stage,

are now with equal vehemence thumping the

cushion.

The dexterous use of the fist is a truly British

exercise : and the sturdy English have been as

much renowned for their boxing as their beef;
both which are by no means suited to the watery
stomachs and weak sinews of their enemies the

French. To this nutriment and this art is

owing that long established maxim, that one

Englishman can beat three Frenchmen. A
Frenchman who piddles on a fricassee of frogs,

canno more encounter with an Englishman, who
feeds upon beef, than the frog in the fable could

swell her little belly to the size of an ox ; and

from hence we may conclude, on the principles

of philosophy, that the elastic spring which darts

from the knuckles of an Englishman, falls into

the heels of a Frenchman. One ofmy corres

pondents has already remonstrated against the

degeneracy of the present times in our shameful I

neglect of that support of our national strength,
old English roast beef. Indeed, we can never

hope, that any of our modern heroes would at

tempt to fix a blow under the ribs, when they
are afraid of plunging a knife into a sirloin : and
I will venture to prophesy, that when the times

come, that sirloins are no more brought upon
the table, we shall not be able to produce one

Englishman who can knock down an ox.

Our present race of spindle-shanked beaux
had rather close with an orange wench at the

play-house than engage in a bye-battle at Tot

tenham-Court. It is therefore no wonder that

they should object to this manly practice, for

which they are so ill fitted. How can we im

agine, that they could stand against the buffets

of a bruiser, when they might almost be patted
down with the fan of a lady ? An attempt was
once made by Broughton to bring this study in

vogue, by establishing a school foi boxing, iu

which he was himself to be the leS;urer. He
invited the young gentlemen of th army, and

all other men of spirit, to engage i$rjler his di-
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rections
; and promised to arm their feeble wrists

with mufflers, so that nothing might be appre
hended by the softest head or tenderest skin. A
few, indeed, were hardy enough to try a fall

with him
; but most of our young fellows gave

up the gauntlet for scented gloves ;
and loathing

the mutton fists of vulgar carmen and porters,

they rather chose to hang their hands in a sling,

to make them white and delicate as a lady's. I

cannot but regret, that this design was not gene

rally encouraged, as it might perhaps have abol

ished almost the only use that is at pi'esent made
of the sword ; and men of honour, instead of

tilting at each other, might have had satisfaction

in a tight set-to behind Montague-house.
The amusement of boxing, I must confess, is

more immediately calculated for the vulgar who
can have no relish for the more refined pleasures

of whist and the hazard table. Men of fashion

have found out a more genteel employment for

their hands, in shuffling a pack of cards and

shaking the dice : and, indeed, it will appear,

upon a strict review, that most of our fashionable

diversions are nothing else but different branch

es of gaming. What lady would be able to

boast a rout at her house, consisting of three or

four hundred persons, if they were not to be

drawn together by the charms of playing a

rubber ? and the prohibition of our jubilee mas

querades is hardly to be regretted, as they want
ed the most essential part of their entertain

ments, the E O table. To this polite spirit of

gaming, which has diffused itself through all the

fashionable world, is owing the vast encourage
ment that is given to the turf

;
and horse-races

are esteemed only as they afford occasion for

making a bet. The same spirit likewise draws
the knowing ones together in a cock-pit ; and
cocks are rescued from the dunghill, and armed
with gaffles, to furnish a new species of gaming.
For this reason, among others, I cannot but

regret the loss of our elegant amusements in

Oxford Road and Tottenham Court. A great

part of the spectators used to be deeply interest

ed in what was doing on the stage, and were as

earnest to make an advantage of the issue of the

battle, as the champions themselves to draw the

largest sum from the box. The amphitheatre
was at once a school for boxing and gaming.
Many thousands have depended upon a match ;

the odds have often risen at a black eye ; a large
bet has been occasioned by a cross-buttock; and
while the house has resounded with the lusty

bangs of the combatants, it has at the same time
echoed with the cries of five to one, six to one,
ten to one.

The loss of this branch of gaming is a public

calamity : and I doubt not but the gentlemen at

White's and all others whom it concerns, will

use their utmost endeavours to restore it. The
many plates given all over the kingdom have

undoubtedly improved our breed of horses ; and

if the diversion of boxing was to meet with

equal encouragement, we should certainly have
a more stout and hardy race of bruisers. It

might perhaps become a fashion for gentlemen,
Avho were fond of the sport, to keep champions
in training, put them in sweats, diet, them and
breed up the human species with the same care

as they do cocks and horses. In course of time
this branch of gaming, like all others, would
doubtless be reduced to a science ; and Brough,
tori, in imitation of that great genius Hoyle,
might oblige the public with a Treatise on the

Fist, and calculations for laying the odds at any
match of boxing. T.
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Ncu, jwcri, neu tanta antmis assuescite leHa. Vine.

No more ye bloods, encounter with each other,
But each fine gentleman embrace his brother.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

You must have observed a paragraph in the

newspapers dated from Dublin, which informs

us,
' the spirit of duelling is now become so

common, that scarce a day passes without one or
more being fought in or near that metropolis.'
I am verymuch alarmed lest this madness should
cross the seas : to say the truth, I almost begin
to think it necessary, that the frequent importa
tion of Irishmen into this kingdom should, for

some time, be prohibited ; and an embargo laid

on those ships, that are freighted with contra

band duellists. It is your duty, Mr. Town, at

least to do all in your po \verto prevent the influ

ence, which the conduct of these heroic gentle

men, who cannot suffer their swords to sleep

quietly in their scabbards, may have on our

young fellows : I must therefore beg of you to

put together a few thoughts on this occasion,

and though the subject has been often treated

before, I cannot but imagine that there is suffi

cient room left for you to expatiate on it. It is

usual among the bishops, when they find any
particular vice prevail, to send orders to the

clergy of their respective dioceses to preach

against it. In like manner it is your duty, aa

Censor General, to attack the reigning follies :

and it is surely as easy for you to throw them
into a new light, as it is for the clergy to preach
different sermons on the same text.

You will undoubtedly agree with me, that

gaming is one of the principal causes of duels,

and that many a young fellow has owed his

death to cards and dice. As the gaming-houses
are often filled with rogues in lace, and sharpers
in embroidery, an honest but rash adventurer

often loses his temper with his money, and be-
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gins to suspect that the cards are packed, or the

dice loaded : and then very wisely risks his life,

because he finds it impossible to recover his

cash. Upon this account I am never witness

to deep play, but it raises very serious reflections

in me. When I have seen a young nobleman

offer a large stake, I have considered him as

setting his life upon a card, or (like King Rich

ard)
'

laying it upon a cast, and standing the

hazard of the die.' I have even imagined, that

I heard bullets rattle in the dice-box, and that I

saw challenges written upon every card on the

table.

The ladies also are frequently the cause of

duels; though it must be owned, in justice to

the better part of the sex, that where one is

fought on account of a modest women, ten are

occasioned by prostitutes. The stout knight-

errants, who entertain a passion for the faithless

Dulcineas of Drury-lane and Covent- Garden,

find'ifrequent opportunities of manifesting their

prowess. They not only encounter with bullies

and bravoes, but sometimes meet with other

inamoratos as fond and as mad as themselves.

I am personally acquainted with two gentlemen
of this turn, who held out pistols at each other,

across a bed at one of these ladies' lodgings, and

tossed _up which should fire first. The pistol,

however, luckily missed fire, and gave them

time to think better of it
;
so they very amicably

shook hands, laid down their pistols, and went
to bed to the lady together. These females are

not content, it seems, with the conquests com

monly made by the fair, but often pass a more
cruel sentence on their captives. Their lovers

not only suffer those metaphorical deaths, which
all their tribe must endure, but are often really

killed in serious truth and sober sadness. They
are not only shot through the heart by an acci

dental glance of the eyes, but often have a brace

of balls lodged in their heads : and are not only
' stabbed through the liver (as Mercutio has it)

by the blind bow-boy's butt-shaft,' but they

may, perhaps, be engaged in a duel with a rival

in which they are run through the body.
A foreign Count was once challenged by one

of these hot-headed gentlemen ;
and I shall con

clude my letter by recommending his method to

our modern duellists. The place of battle ap

pointed was the Count's house
;
and when the

furious challenger came in, breathing nothing
bat revenge, he was surprised to find the Count

Bitting very composedly with a candle and a bar

rel at his side. '

This, Sir,' said the Count,
*is a barrel of gunpowder ;

and if you please,

we will take our chance, who shall set fire to it,

you or I.' The gentleman, amazed at so ex

traordinary a proposal, made no answer
; upon

which the Count lighted a match, and waving
it over'the mouth of the barrel, cried out,

t Get
out of the room, Sir, or I will set fire to the

powder this instant.' This abated our chal

lenger's wrath so considerably, that the Count
was rid of him in a moment, and he was glad
to leave the room without any satisfaction. I

shall expect something from you on this subject,
and am,

Sir, your humble Servant,
EFHRAIM MAKEPEACE.

I shaL /lot refuse, in compliance with the re

quest of my correspondent, to give my animadc.
versions on this subject; but as I am not in
clined to measure swords on this occasion with

any of my predecessors or contemporaries, I

shall take a different course, and appear in the
cause as an advocate for duelling. The vices

and follies of the fashionable world are so con
nected with each other, that they almost form
a regular system ; and the practice of them all

is absolutely necessary to complete the character
of a fine gentleman. A fine gentleman (in the
modern sense of the word) is one that whores,
games, and wears a sword. Running after

loose women is, indeed, in some measure com
mon to this exalted part of mankind with the

vulgar ; but to live in bagnios, to be kept in re

pair by Rock or Ward by the quarter, to be in a

continual course of pill and electuary, and to

make a business of fornication, is the peculiar

privilege of a fine gentleman. Gaming is also

an essential requisite to this character, and is

indeed capable of itself to create a person a gen
tleman, who has no other pretensions to that
title. The greatest scoundrels, provided they
were gamesters, have always been permitted to

associate with people of fashion
; and, perhaps,

they hold their title to the best company by the
same tenure that the knaves keep their rank

among the honours in a pack of cards. But the

grand distinguishing mark of a fine gentleman
is the wearing a sword. Gentility displays it

self in a well fancied sword knot, and honour
lies sheathed in the scabbard. All who bear
arms have a claim to this character ; even our
common soldiers (like the knights of old) are

dubbed gentlemen on the shoulder; with this

only difference, that, instead of the sword, the

ceremony is performed by a brown musket.

Upon these and many other weighty consi

derations, I have resolved not to disturb the

tranquillity of the polite world, by railing at

their darling vices. A Censor may endeavour

to new cock a hat, to raise the stays, or write

down the short petticoat, at his pleasure. Per

sons of quality will vary fashions of themselves,

but will always adhere steadily to their vices,

I have besides received several letters from sur

geons and younger brothers, desiring me to pro

mote as far as lies in my power the modern tvay

of life, and especially the practice of duelling.

The former open their case in the most pathetic

terms, and assure me if it was not for duels,

arid the amorous rencounters of fine gentlemen
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with the other sex, their profession would scarce

support them. As to the young gentlemen, they

inveigh bitterly against the unequal distribution

of property by the laws of England, and offer me

very considerable bribes, if I will espouse the

cause of duels and debauchery ; without which

they scarce have any tolerable chance of coming

in for the family estate.

Swift somewhere observes, that these differ

ences very rarely happen amongmen of sense, and

he does riot see any great harm, if two worthless

fellows send each other out of the world. I

shall therefore humbly propose, the more effec

tually to keep up this spirit, that duels may be in

cluded in the Licence-Act among our other pub

lic diversions, with a restraining clause, taking

away all power from the justices to prohibit

these entertainments. I would also propose, for

the better accommodation of the public, that

scaffolds be erected behind Montague-house, or

in any other convenient place, as there are now

at Tyburn ; and that whenever any two gentle

men quarrel, they shall insert their challenges

in the daily papers, after the following manner,

in imitation of the late champions at Brough-

ton's Amphitheatre.

I, John Mac- Duel, having been affronted by

llichard Flash, hereby challenge him to meet

me behind Montague-house on the day of

to go through all the exercise of the small

sword ;
to advance, retire, parry, and thrust in

carte, tierce, and segoon, and to take my life, or

lose his own.
JOHN MAC-DUEL.

I, Richard Flash, who have spitted many
such dastardly fellows on my sword like larks,

promise to meet John Mac-Duel, and doubt

not, by running him through the body, to give

him gentleman-like satisfaction.

RICHARD FLASH.

By this scheme the public would have an op

portunity of being present at these fashionable

amusements, and might revive that lost species

of gaming (so much lamented in our last paper)

by laying bets on the issue of the combat.

It should also be provided, that if either or

both are killed, the body or bodies be delivered

to the surgeons to be anatomized, and placed in

their hall ;
unless the younger brother or next

heir shall give them an equivalent.

It should also be provided by the above-men

tioned act, that no person be qualified to fight a

due), who is not worth 500 per aim. For as it

is unsportsman-like to admit dunghill cocks into

the pit, so it would render this inestimable pri

vilege less valuable, if every mean wretch had a

right of being run through the body, who could

do the public no service by his death.

T.
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Emunctis naris > Ho*.

A plain blunt fellow, who, like scented beaux,

With vile pulvilio ne'er begrim'd his nose.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

1 KNOW not whether you yourself are addicted

to a filthy practice, which is frequent among all

ranks of people, though detestable even among
the lowest. The practice I mean is that of

snuff-taking : which 1 cannot help regarding as

a national plague, that, like another epidemical

distemper, has taken hold of our noses. You
authors may perhaps claim it as a privilege, since

snuff is supposed by you to whet the invention,

and every one is not possessed of Bayes's admi
rable receipt, the '

spirit of brains:' but give
me leave to tell you, that snuff should no more
be administered in public, than Major's medici

nal composition at four-pence a pinch, or any
other dose of physic. I know not why people

should be allowed to annoy their friends and

acquaintance by smearing their noses with a

dirty powder, any more than in using an eye

water, or rubbing their teeth with a dentrifice.

If a stranger to this nasty custom was to ob

serve almost every one
'

drawing out his pouncet

box, and ever and anon giving it to his nose,' he

would be led to conclude, that we were no better

than a nation of Hottentots ; and that every one

was obliged to cram his nostrils with a quantity
of scented dirt to fence them from the disagree-
able effluvia of the rest of the company. Indeed,
it might not be absurd in such a stranger to ima

gine, that the person he conversed with took

snuff, for the same reason that another might
press his nostrils together between his finger
and thumb, to exclude an ill smell.

It is customary among those polite people, the

Dutch, to carry with them every where their

short dingy pipes, and smoke and spit about a

room even in the presence of ladies. This piece

of good breeding, however ridiculous it may
seem, is surely not more offensive to good man
ners than the practice of snuff-taking. A very
Dutchman would think it odd, that a people
who pretend to politeness, should be continually

snuffing up a parcel of tobacco dust; nor oan I

help laughing, when I see a man every minute

stealing out a dirty muckender, then sneaking
it in again, as much ashamed of his pocket com

panion as he would be to carry a dishclout about

him.

It is, indeed, impossible to go into any large

company without being disturbed by this abo

minable practice. The church and the playhouse

continually echo with this music of the nose,

and in every corner you may hear them in con.
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eert snuffling, sneezing, hawking, and grunting,
like a drove of hogs. The most pathetic speech
iu a tragedy has been interrupted hy the blow

ing of noses in the front and side boxes ; and I

have known a whole congregation suddenly rais

ed from their knees in the middle of a prayer by
the violent coughing of an old lady, who has

been almost choked by a pinch of snuff in giving
Vent to an ejaculation. A celebrated actor has

spoiled his voice by this absurd treatment of his

nose, which has made his articulation as dull

and drowsy as the hum of a bagpipe ;
and the

parson of our parish is often forced to break off

in the middle of a period, to snort behind his

white handkerchief.

Is it not a wondei1

, Mr. Town, that snuff,

which is certainly an enemy to dress, should yet

gain admittance among those who have no other

merit than their clothes ? I am not to be told,

that your men of fashion take snuff only to dis

play a white hand, perhaps, or the brilliancy of

a diamond ring: and I am confident, that num
bers would never have defiled themselves with

the use of snuff, had they not been seduced by
the charms of a fashionable box. The man of

taste takes his Strasburg veritable tabac from a

bright Paris paper box j and the pretty fellow

uses an enamelled box lined in the inside with

polished metal, that by often opening it, he may
have the opportunity of stealing a glance at his

own sweet person, reflected in the lid of it.

Though I abhor snuff-taking myself, and

would as soon be smothered in a cloud raised by

smoking tobacco, as I would willingly suffer the

least atom of it to tickle my nose, yet I am ex

posed to many disgusting inconveniences from

the use of it by others. Sometimes I am choked

hy drawing in with my breath some of the finest

particles together with the air ; and I am fre

quently set a sneezing by the odorous effluvia

arising from the boxes that surround me. But
it is not only my sense of smelling that is offend

ed : you will stare when I tell you, that I am
forced to taste, and even to eat and drink this

abominable snuff. If I drink tea with a cer

tain lady, I generally perceive what escapes from

her fingers swimming at the top of my cup ; but

it is always attributed to the foulness of the

milk or dross of the sugar. I never dine at a

particular friend's house, but I am sure to have

as much rappee as pepper with my turnips ;
nor

can I drink my table-beer out of the same mug
with him, for fear of coughing from his snuff, if

not the liquor going the wrong way. Such

eternal snuff-takers as my friend, should, I

think, at meal times, have a screen flapping

down over the nose and mouth, under which

they might convey their food, as you may have

seen at the masquerade : or at least they should

be separated from the rest of the company, and

placed by themselves at the side-table, like the

children.

This practice of snuff-taking, however iriex.

cusable in the men, is still mov^ abominable in

the other sex. Neatness and cleanliness ought
to be always cultivated among the women

j but

how can any female appear tolerably clean, who
so industriously bedaubs herself with snuff? I

have with pain observed the snow-white surface

of a handkerchief or apron sullied with the

scatterings from the snuff-box; and whenever
I see a lady thus besmeared with Scotch or Ha-
vannah, I consider her as no cleanlier than the

kitchen wench scouring her brasses, and begrim-
med with brick-dust and fuller's earth. House

wifely accomplishments are at present seldom

required in a well-bred woman, or else I should

little expect to find a wife in the least notable,
who keeps up such a constant correspondence
between her fingers and nose ; nor, indeed,
would any one think her hands at all fit to be

employed in making a pudding.
It should be remembered by the younger part

of your fair readers, Mr. Town, that snuff is an

implacable enemy to the complexion, which in

time is sure to take a tinge from it : they should

therefore be as cautious of acquiring a sallow

hue from this bane of a fair skin, as of being
tanned or freckled by exposing their delicate

faces to the scorching rays of the sun. Besides,

as the nose has been always reckoned a principal
ornament of the face, they should be as careful

to preserve the beauty of it as of any other fea

ture, and not suffer it to be undermined or

bloated by so pernicious an application as snuff-

taking. For my own part, I should as soon

admire a celebrated toast with no nose at all, as

to see it prostituted to so vile a purpose. They
should also consider, that the nose is situated

very near the lips ; and what relish can a lover

find in the honey of the latter, if at the same

time he is obliged to come into close contact with

the dirt and rubbish of the former ? Rather

than snuff-taking should prevail among the

ladies, I could wish it were the fashion for them
to wear rings in their noses, like the savage na

tions
; nay, I would even carry it still farther,

and oblige those pretty females, who could be

still slaves to snuff, to have their nostrils bored

through as well as their ears, and instead of

jewels, to bear rolls of pigtail bobbing over their

upper lips.

We cannot otherwise account for this fashiop

among the women, so unnatural to their sex,

than that they want employment for their

hands. It was formerly no disgrace fora young

lady to be seen in the be** company busied with

her work ; but a girl, now-a-days, would as

soon be surprised in twirling a spinning-wheel,
as in handling a thread paper. The fan or the

snuff-box are now the only implements they
dare to use in public ; yet surely it would be

much more becoming to have the fore-finger

pricked and scarified with the point of a needle,
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than to see it embrowned with squeezing to

gether a filthy pinch of snuff.

I am, Sir, your humble servant, &c.

T.

No. 33. J THURSDAY, SEPT. 12, 1754.

At tu sub urbe possidesfamen mundam,
Et turre ab altd prospicis meras laurus ;

Pictamque portas otiosus ad Vttlam.

Olus, ova, pullos, poma, caseum, mustum

Rus hoc vocari debet, an domus longe ? MART.

A little country box you boast,

So neat, 'tis cover'd all with dust ;

And nought about it to be seen,

Except a nettle-bed, that's green :

Your Villa ! rural but the name in,

So desert, it would breed a famine.

Hither, on Sundays, you repair,

While heaps of viands load the chair,

With poultry bought from Leadenhall,

And cabbage from the huckster's stall.

'Tis not the country, you must own ;

'Tis only London out of town.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

I REMEMBER to have seen a little French novel,

giving an account of a citizen of Paris making
an excursion into the country. He imagines
himself about to undertake a long voyage to

some strange region, where the natives were as

different from the inhabitants of his own city,

as the most distant nations. He accordingly
takes boat, and is landed at a village about a

league from the capital. When he is set on

shore, he is amazed to find the people talk the

same language, wear the same dress, and use

the same customs Avith himself. He, who had

spent all his life within the sight of Pont-Netif,

looked upon every one who lived out of Paris as

a foreigner ; and though the utmost extent of

his travels was not three miles, he was as much

surprised, as he would have been to meet with a

colony of Frenchmen on the Terra Incognita.

Most of our late novels are, with some little

variation of circumstances, borrowed from the

French : but if we should endeavour to adapt
the novel I have been speaking of to a citizen of

London, the humour of the Avhole piece would

evaporate, and the fiction become unnatural and

improbable. A London tradesman is as well

acquainted with Turnham- Green or Kentish-

Town, as Fleet-street or Cheap-side, and talks

as familiarly of Richmond or Hampton- Court,
as of the 'Change or the Custom-house. In

your late paper, on the amusements of Sunday,

you have set forth in what manner our citizens

pass that day, which most of them devote to the

country : but I \vish you had been more par
ticular in your descriptions of those elegant

rural mansions, which at once show the opulence

and the taste of our principal merchants, mecha

nics, and artificers.

In these dusty retreats, where the want of

London smoke is supplied by the smoke of Vir

ginia tobacco, our chief citizens are accustomed

to pass the end and the beginning of every week.

Their boxes (as they are modestly called) are

generally built in a row, to resemble as much as

possible the streets in London. Those edifices

which stand single, and at a distance from the

road, have always a summer-house at the end of

a small garden ;
which being erected upon a

wall adjoining to the highway, commands a

view of every carriage, and gives the owner an

opportunity of displaying his best wig to every
one that pr sses by. A little artificial fountain,

spouting water sometimes to the amazing height

of four feet, and in which frogs supply the want

of fishes, is one of the most exquisite ornaments

in these gardens. There are besides (if the spot

of ground allows sufficient space for them) very
curious statues of Harlequin, Scaramouch,

Pierrot, and Columbine, which serve to remind

their wives and daughters of what they have

seen at the play-house.
I went last Sunday, in compliance with a

most pressing invitation from a friend, to spend
the whole day with him at one of these little

seats, which he had fitted up for his retirement

once a week from business. It is pleasantly

situated about three miles from London, on the

side of a public road, from which it is separated

by a dry ditch, over which is a little bridge con

sisting of two narrow planks, leading to the

house. The hedge on the other side the road

cuts off all prospect whatsoever, except from the

garrets, from whence indeed you have a beauti

ful vista of two men hanging in chains on Ken-

nigton common, with a distant view- of St.

Paul's cupola enveloped in a cloud of smoke. I

set out on my visit betimes in the morning,

accompanied by my friend's book-keeper, who
was my guide, and carried over with him the

London Evening Post, his mistress's hoop, and

a dozen of pipes, which they are afraid to trust

in the chair. When I came to the end of my
walk, I found my friend sitting at the door, in a

black velvet cap, smoking his morning pipe.

He welcomed me into the country ; and after

having made me observe the turnpike on my left

and the Golden Wheatsheaf on my right he

conducted me into his house, where 1 was re-

ceived by his lady, who made a thousand apolo

gies for being catched in such a dishabille.

The hall (for so I was taught to call it) had

its white wall almost hid by a curious collection

of prints and paintings. On one side was a

large map of London, a plan and elevation ot

the Mansion-House, with several lesser views of

the public buildings and halls ; on the other was
the Death of the Stag, by the happy pencil of
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Mr. Henry Overton, finely coloured : close by
the parlour-door, there hung a pair of stag's

horns, over which there was laid across a red

roccelo and an amber-headed cane. When I

had declared all this to he mighty pretty, I

was shown into the parlour, and was presently

asked, who that was over the chimney-piece.
I pronounced it to be a very striking likeness

of my friend, who was drawn bolt upright
in a full-bottomed periwig, a laced cravat,

with the fringed ends appearing through a

button-hole, a black livery-gown, a snuff-

coloured velvet coat with gold buttons, a red

velvet waistcoat trimmed with gold, one hand
stuck in the bosom of his shirt, and the other

holding out a letter, with the superscription
To Mr.

, Common- Councilman of

Farringdon Ward Without. My eyes were
then directed to another figure in a scarlet

gown, who, I was informed, was my friend's

wife's great great uncle, and had been sheriff,

and knighted in the reign of King James the

First. Madam herself filled up a pannel on the

opposite side, in the habit of a shepherdess,

smelling to a nosegay, and stroking a ram with

gilt horns.

I was then invited by my friend to see what
he was pleased to call his garden, which was

nothing more than a yard about thirty feet in

length, and contained about a dozen little pots,

ranged on each side, with lilies and coxcombs,

supported by some old laths painted green, with
bowls of tobacco-pipes on their tops. At the

end of this garden, he made me take notice of a

little square building surrounded with filleroy,

which, he told me, an alderman of great taste

had turned into a temple, by erecting some bat

tlements and spires of painted wood on the front

of it ; but concluded with a hint, that I might
retire to it upon occasion.

After dinner, when my friend had finished

his pipe, he proposed taking a walk, that we
might enjoy a little of the country : so I was

obliged to trudge along the foot-path by the

road-side, while my friend went puffing and

blowing, with his hat in his hand, and his wig
half off his head. At last, I told him it was
time for me to return home, when he insisted

on going with me as far as the half-way house

to drink a decanter of stingo before we parted.
We here fell into company with a brother livery
man of the same ward, and I left them both to

gether in a high dispute about Canning; but

not before my friend had made me promise to

repeat my visit to his country house the next

Sunday.
As the riches of a country are visible in the

number of its inhabitants and the elegance of

their dwellings, we may venture to say, that the

present state of England is very flourishing and

prosperous ; and if the taste for building in

creases with our opulence, for the next century,

we shall be able to boast of finer country seats

belonging to our shopkeepers, artificers, and
other plebeians, than the most pompous descrip
tions of Italy or Greece have ever recorded. We
read, it is true, of country seats belonging to

Pliny, Hortensius, Lucullus, and other Ro
mans. They were patricians of great rank and
fortune

; there can, therefore, be no doubt of the

excellence of their villas. But
who^

has ever

read of a Chinese bridge belonging to an Attic

tallow-chandler or a Roman pastry-cook? or

could any of their shoemakers or tailors boast a

villa with its tin cascades, paper statues, and
Gothic roof-houses ! Upon the above principles,
we may expect that posterity will perhaps see a

cheesemonger's Apiarium at Brentford, a poul
terer's Theriotrophium at Chiswick, and au
Ornithon in a fishmonger's garden at Putney.
As a patriot and an Englishman, I cannot

but wish that each successive century should

increase the opulence of Great Britain : but I

should be sorry that this abundance of wealth
should induce our good citizens to turn their

thoughts too much upon the country. At pre

sent, we are deprived of our most eminent
tradesmen two days out of six. It is true, the

shopkeeper and the travelling part of his family,

consisting generally of himself, his wife, and his

two eldest daughters, are seldom sufficiently

equipped to take leave of London, till about

three o'clock on Saturday in the afternoon
; but

the whole morning of that day is consumed in

papering up cold chickens, bottling brandy
punch, sorting clean shifts, and night-caps for

the children, pinning baskets, and cording
trunks ;

as again is the whole afternoon of the

Monday following, in unpinning, uncording,

locking up foul linen, and replacing empty bot

tles in the cellar. I am afraid, therefore, if the

villas of our future tradesmen should become so

very elegant, that the shopkeepers will scarce

ever be visible behind their counters above once

in a month.

Yours, &c.

G. K.
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Reprehendere coner.

Once gravis Msopus, qua; doctus Eoscius egit. HOK.

"Whene'er he bellows, who but smiles at Quin,
And laughs when Garrick skips like Harlequin ?

THE French have distinguished the artifices

made use of on the stage to deceive the audience,

by the expression of jeu de theatre, which we

may translate " the juggle of the theatre." When
these little arts are exercised merely to assist

nature, and set hor off to the best
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none can be so critically nice as to object to

them ; but when tragedy by these means is

lifted into rant, and comedy distorted into buf

foonery, though the deceit may succeed with the

multitude, men of sense will always be offended

at it. This conduct, whether of the poet or the

player, resembles in some sort the poor contri

vance of the ancients, who mounted their heroes

upon stilts, and expressed the manners of their

characters by the grotesque figures of their

masks.

As the playhouses are now opened, I cannot

better introduce the remarks which I may some
times take occasion to make on the theatrical

world, than by throwing together a few reflec

tions on this "
juggle of the theatre;" which, at

present, I shall consider chiefly as it relates to the

actors. And I hope to merit the thanks of those

gentlemen who, while they are solicitous to ac

quire new beauties, should at the same time

endeavour to unlearn their faults and imperfec
tions.

We are indebted to the present times for a ju
dicious reformation of the stage in point of act

ing ; and (by thejbye) I could wish, that the

same good consequences had been produced with

respect to our poets. If a perfect tragedy may
be considered as the most difficult production of

human wit, the same thing must hold in pro
portion with respect to an exact representation
of it : for if it is necessary for the writer to work
tip his imagination to such a pitch as to fancy
himself in the circumstances of the character he

draws, what less must the actor do, who must
look as the person represented would look, speak
as he would speak, and be in every point the

very man ? The generation of players that im

mediately preceded the present, prided them
selves on what they called fine speaking : the emo
tions of the soul were disregarded for a distinct

delivery ; and with them, as Mr. Johnson has
observed of some tragic writers,

Declamation roar'd, while passion slept

And, indeed, to this uninteresting taste for act

ing we may partly attribute that enervate way of

writing so much in vogue among the Frenchified

play-wrights of those times ; since nothing could

be so well suited to the mouths of those actors,

as golden lines, round periods, florid descriptions,
and a dispassionate amplification of sentiment.
The false majesty, with which our mimic he

roes of the stage had been used to express them
selves, was for a long time as distinguished a
mark of tragedy, as the plumed hat and full-

bottomed periwig ; and we may remember, for

example, when every line in Othello (a charac
ter remarkable for variety or passions) was
drawn out in the same pompous manner. But
as I mean to promote the art, rather than re

prove the artists, I shall dwell on this no long
er : for methinks I hear a veteran performer cal-

j
ling out to me in the voice of honest Jack Fal-

! staff,
" No more of that, if thou lovest me,

I
Hal."

It is sufficient to remark that, as the dignity
of the buskin would be degraded by talking in a

strain too low and familiar, the manner of elo

cution in a tragedy should not, on the other

hand, be more remote from our natural way of

expressing ourselves, than blank verse (which is

the only proper measure for tragedy) is from

prose. Our present set of actors have, in gene
ral, discarded the dead insipid pomp applauded
in their predecessors, and have wisely endeav

oured to join with the poet in exciting pity and
terror. But as many writers have mistaken
rant for passion, and fustian for sublime, so our

players have perhaps too much given in to unna
tural startings, roarings, and whinlngs. For
this reason our late writers (to accommodate
their pieces to the present taste) having placed
their chief pathos in exclamations and broken

sentences, have endeavoured to alarm us with
Ahs and Ohs, and pierce our souls with inter

jections. Upon the whole, it must be acknow

ledged, that the stage is considerably improved
in the art of speaking. Every passion is now
distinguished by its proper tone of voice ; I shall

therefore only add, that when I hear a player

laboriously placing an unnatural stress upon par
ticular words, and panting with emphasis, I can

not help comparing him to the pavier, who at

every thump of his rammer cries hem.

I have observed, that the tragedians of the last

age studied fine speaking : in consequence of

which, all their action consisted in little more
than strutting with one leg before the other, and

waving one or both arms in a continual see-saw.

Our present actors have perhaps run into a con

trary extreme : their gestures sometimes resem

ble those afflicted with St. Vitus's Dance ; their

whole frame appears to be convulsed : and I

have seen a player in the last act so miserably

distressed, that a deaf spectator would be apt to

imagine he was complaining of the cholic or the

tooth-ach. This has also given rise to that un
natural custom of throwing- the body into va

rious strange attitudes. There is not a passion

necessary to be expressed, but has produced dis

positions of the limbs not to be found in any of

the paintings or sculptures of the best masters.

A graceful gesture and easy deportment is, in

deed, worthy the care of every performer : but

when I observe him writhing his body into more
unnatural contortions than a tumbler at Sad

ler's Wells, I cannot help being disgusted to see

him "imitate humanity so abominably." Our

pantomime authors have already begun to re

duce our comedies into grotesque scenes
; and if

this taste for attitude should continue to be po

pular, I would recommend it to those ingenious

gentlemen, to adapt our best tragedies to the

same use, and entertain us with the like jealousy
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of Othello in dumb show, or the tricks of Har

lequin Hamlet.

Before I dismiss this article, it may be expect

ed that I should say something concerning the

behaviour proper for our ladies. We must allow

them on all occasions to roll the eye, stretch up
the neck, heave the chest, and with a thousand

iittle tricks set off their person, if not their part,

to the most advantage. The pomp of the old stage

has not yet been altogether reformed, either with

respect to our heroines or our heroes. A \veeping

princess (though, perhaps, she is hurried on the

stage with grief and despair) cannot decently

make the entrance without being led in betxveen

two mourning damsels in black ;
and a heroine

must always be accompanied by one or more

pages, to smooth her train when ruffled by pas

sion. The hero now seldom sweats beneath the

weight of a nodding plume of swan feathers, or

has his face half hid with an enormous bush of

white horse-hair : I could also wish (if possible)

that the manager was saved the unnecessary ex

pense of three yards of velvet for the trains of

his Amazons ;
and that the chambermaids (as

well as the militia of the theatres) were dismiss

ed, and the pages, together with the dirty lords

in waiting, blotted out of the mute Dramatis

Personse.

The mention of these particulars naturally

reminds me, how far the juggle of the theatre is

concerned in the affair of dress. Many will

agree with me, that almost the only distress of

the last act in the Fair Penitent arises from the

pitiful appearance of Calista in weeds, with

every thing hung in black baize about her ; and

the players are afraid we should lose sight of

Hamlet's pretended madness, if the black stock

ing, discovering a white one underneath, was

not rolled half way down the leg. A propriety

in dress is absolutely necessary to keep up the

general deception; and a performer properly

habited, who by his whole deportment enters

deeply into the circumstances of the character

he represents, makes us for a while fancy every

thing before us real; but when by some ill-

judged piece of art, he departs from the simpli

city of imitation, and "
oversteps the modesty

of nature," he calls us back to the theatre, and

excites passions very different from those he

aims at.

I cannot better illustrate what has been said

on this last subject, than by giving instances of

two artifices of this kind ;
one of which is em

ployed (as I conceive) to raise pity, and the

other terror.

When the Romeo of Drury-Lane comes to

die at Juliet's monument, we are surprised to

see him enter in a suit of black. This, I sup

pose, is intended as a stroke of the pathetic ; but,

not to dwell on the poverty of the artifice, it is

in this place a manifest violation of the poet's

meaning. Romeo is supposed to come post

from Mantua " Get me post horses, I will

hence to-night" so that if our Roscius must be

so very exact in dressing the character, he should

appear at the tomb in a riding frock and boots.

But a mourning coat will excite pity,
" and let

the devil wear black," (says our Hamlet-

Romeo,)
" for I'll have a suit of sables." The

same player, after having acted that noble scene

in the second act of Macbeth, in so fine a

manner, that one would almost imagine both

the poet and the player must have been mur
derers to represent one so well, goes out to ex

ecute the supposed murder. After a short space
he returns as from the fact ; but though the

expression in his face is still remarkably excel

lent, one cannot but smile to observe, that he has

been employing himself behind the scenes in

putting his wig awry, and untying one of the

ties to it. This doubtless is designed to raise

terror; but to every discerning spectator it must

appear most absurdly ridiculous : for who can

forbear laughing, when he finds that the player
would have us imagine, that the same deed,

which has thrown all that horror and confusion

into his countenance, had also untwisted one of

the tails of his periwig ?
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Facundi calices quern nonfecere disertum ! HOB.

The fool sucks wisdom, as he porter sups,

And cobblers grow fine speakers in their cups.

As I am willing to do every thing in my power
to celebrate so illustrious a body as the Robin

Hood Society, I have taken the first opportunity
of laying the following letter before the public.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

That part of your last paper, in which you
considered the art of speaking as far as it regards

theatrical performances, gives me reason to hope,

that you will not overlook the merits of the

Robin Hood Society, where that art is practised

in its greatest perfection. You will do well to

recommend it to the gentlemen of the theatre to

attend those weekly meetings for their improve

ment as soon as possible ;
and I dare say you

will join with me in giving the same advice to

the younger part of our clergy and our lawyers,

as well as our members of parliament. The

stage, the pulpit, the bar, and the senate-house

cannot furnish us with such glorious examples of

the power of oratory, as are to be met with in

this society ;
where the most important ques

tions in every branch of knowledge are discus

sed, and where the disputants are all of them
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equally versed in religion, law, politics, and the

drama.

The institution of this school of eloquence far

exceeds any thing that the ancients could boast.

Every sect, that was known among the Gre

cians and Romans, has its votaries here also. I

have seen a tailor a Stoic, a shoemaker a Plato-

nist, and a cook an Epicurean. They affect to

entertain a profound veneration for Socrates,

often preferring him to any of the apostles :

though instead of declaring with this wise phi

losopher, that they know nothing, the members
of the Robin Hood Society profess to know

every thing.

For my own part, I confess myself so charm
ed with their proceedings, that I constantly at

tend them : and when I see all their members
assembled with each his pewter mug before him,
I cannot help preferring this social meeting to

Any ancient symposium whatever : and when I

further observe them first take a swig, and then

speak with such amazing force of argument, I

.am apt to conclude that truth, instead of being
hid in a well, as was said by an old philosopher,

must lie at the bottom of a tankard of porter.

There is no grace or excellence in oratory, but

is displayed in the Robin Hood Society to the

greatest advantage. Demosthenes being asked

what was the first quality in an orator, replied
action ; what the second action ; what the

third action. Upon this principle one of the

members, for whom I have a vast respect, is the

greatest orator that ever lived. He never trou

bles himself about the order or substance of what

he delivers, but waves his hand, tosses his head,

abounds in several new and beautiful gestures,

and from the beginning of his speech to the end

of it, takes no care but to set it off with action.

Tully tells us, that it is the business of an orator
" to prove, delight, and convince." Proof and

conviction our Society is always sure to give us
;

for else how could it ever come to pass, that so

many young men should have learned from
these disquisitions, that there is no God, that

the soul is mortal, that religion is a jest, and

many other truths, which they would otherwise

never have [discovered. The nature of their

questions is also for the most part so entertain

ing, that the disputes about them cannot fail of

giving delight : and there is a peculiarity in the

oratory of the place, which greatly conduces
to that end. The speakers do not always think

themselves obliged to drive in the dull direct

road to the point, but indulge themselves in a

larger scope, that allows room for novelty and

entertainment. When the question has been

concerning the veracity of the Bible, I have

known a gentleman get up, and beginning with

William the Conqueror, give the audience an

abstract of as many reigns as his five minutes

would allow him to despatch. I lately remem
ber the question to have been,

" Whether a bridge

from Black Friars to Southwark T^ould be of

public benefit," when a facetious gentleman em

ployed himself in demonstrating the great utili

ty of the bridge of the nose, and the bridge of

a fiddle. In a word, our orators are at once se

rious and comical ; and they make gravity and

mirth almost constantly attend each other, like

their own Robin Hood and Little John. The

solidity, and, at the same time, the smartness of

their speeches, are equally remaikable. They
pun with a grave face, and make quibbles and

conundrums with the air of a philosopher. The

writings of different authors have been compared
to wines ; but the orations delivered here can be

resembled to nothing so properly as the liquors

of the Society; for while they are at once so

weighty and so sharp, they seem to be an equal
mixture of porter and lemonade.

It would be endless to enumerate the advan

tages resulting from this society. The wonder
ful improvement it has already made in our

mechanics is very evident. It calls off our

tradesmen from the practice of honesty in their

common dealings, and sets them upon inquiries

concerning right and wrong, and the moral fit

ness of things. The Spectator has told us of

the rhetoric of a toyman ; but you, Mr. Town,
might acquaint posterity of the eloquence of

bakers, barbers, carpenters, and blacksmiths :

you may every day hear discourses on religion
from the shopboard, and researches into philoso

phy from behind the counter. When you took

notice of the want of learning in our people of

quality, you ought in justice to have acknow

ledged the amazing erudition of our tradesmen.

The plebeians of Rome were mere brutes to our

common people ; and I am of opinion, that the

public room under that in which this weekly

meeting is held, instead of being furnished with

the busts of our English poets, should be adorned

with the heads of the learned shoemakers, tal

low-chandlers, bakers, &c. that constitute this

excellent society.

We may venture to say, that the Royal So

ciety and the Robin Hood are the two greatest

ornaments of this nation; and, as the former

now and then gives us an account of their trans

actions, it were to be wished, that the fellows of

the latter would also from time to time oblige
us with a history of their proceedings. W
should then see by what means so many prose

lytes have been made from bigotry and super
stition ; by what degrees a young disputant
from a raw Christian ripens into a Deist, from
a Deist into a Freethinker, and from a Free

thinker (by a very short step) into an Atheist.

We should also know the effect that the dispu
tations at this weekly meeting have upon out

lives and conversations : and from thence judge
how much a design of this nature deserves

public encouragement. I have here flung to

gether a short account of some of th*s fomiei

3G
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members, and upon a review of it cannot but

lament, that it seems to be the peculiar fate of

great orators, such as Demosthenes and Tully
for example, to come to an unhappy end.

Mat Prig, a merchant's clerk, was converted

from Christianity, by the arguments which

were brought against Revelation.

Aaron Ben Saddai was converted from the

Jewish faith, by the arguments brought against
Moses and the Patriarchs.

Will Positive was a strong Fatalist, and at the

same time a vehement advocate for man's free

will. At last he gave a proof of his free agency
by shooting himself through the head.

Jack Wildfire was convinced of the innocence

of fornication, used to declaim against the absurd

institution of matrimony, and at twenty-six
died a bachelor in the Lock Hospital.
Solomon Square stood up for the religion of na

ture, and the immutable rule ofright and wrong,
in preference to the laws of the community.
However, he was unfortunately detected in an

attempt to carry off a silver tankard from the

bar of the house, and was sent to propagate

morality in foreign parts.

Bob Booty was a strict Hobbian, and main

tained, that men were in a natural state of war
with each other. He at last died a martyr to

these principles, and now hangs on a gibbet on
Hounslow heath.

John Dismal, after having argued one night

against the being of a God, and the immortality
of the soul, went home and was found the next

morning hanging in his garters.

Thomas Broadcloth, Citizen and Mercer, was

very much admired for his speeches upon trade.

After he had been in business for two years, he

became bankrupt, and was indicted for felony in

secreting his effects.

Richard Goosequill, attorney at law, was re

markable for his patriotism and the love of his

country. He was convicted of bribery and cor

ruption in a late election, in which he was em

ployed as an agent.

Jeremy Crispin, Cordwainer, used constant

ly to attend the club for edification, though he

was forced from time to time to pawn his own
and his wife's clothed to raise the weekly six

pence for his admittance. In the space of three

years he had been a Papist, a Quaker, an Ana

baptist, a Jew, an Arian, a Socinian, a Maho

metan, a Methodist, a Deist, and an Atheist.

His wife and four children have been sent to the

work-house. He is at present confined in Bed

lam, and calls himself the President of the Ro
bin Hood Society.

I am, Sir,

O. Your humble Servant, &c.
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Non sic incerto mutaniurjlamine Syrtes,

Neefolia Hybernojam trcmefacta Noto. PROPEttT.

Our dress, still varying/nor to forms confined,
Shifts like the sands, the sport of ev'ry wind.

I HAVE somewhere seen a print, representing 3

man and woman of every nation of the world,
drest according to the mode of their respective
countries. I could not help reflecting at the time

that the fashions, which prevail in England for

the space of a century, would enable any of our

painters to fill a picture with as great a variety
of habits ; and that an Englishman or English
woman, in one part of the piece, would be no
more like an Englishman or Englishwoman in

the other, than a Frenchman resembles a Chi

nese. Very extraordinary revolutions have al

ready happened in the habits of this kingdom ;

and as dress is subject to unaccountable changes,

posterity may perhaps see without surprise our

ladies strut about in breeches, while our men
waddle in hoop petticoats.

In the days of Queen Elizabeth it was the

fashion for the ladies to conceal and wrap up as

much of their bodies as they could : Their necks

were encompassed with a broad ruff, which like

wise spread itself over their bosoms : and their

sleeves were continued down and fastened close

to their wrists, while only their feet were allow

ed just to peep from beneath the modest fardin-

gale ; so that nothing was exposed to the imper
tinent eye of man but their faces. Our modern
ladies have run into the contrary extreme, and

appear like so many Rope-dancers : they have

discarded as much of their clothes as with any
tolerable decency can be thrown off, and may be

said (like the Indian) to be all face : the neck

and bosom are laid bare, and disentangled from
the invidious vail of a handkerchief; the stays

are sunk half way down their waist, and the pet

ticoat has risen in the same proportion from the

ankle. Nor is the lover only captivated by the

naked charms, which meet his sight before ; but

our ladies, like the Parthians, have also learned

the art of wounding from behind, and attracf

our attention no less by laying their shouldert

open to the view ; which (as a young physician
of my acquaintance once observed) makes them

look, as if they were prepared to receive a blister.

A naked lady is no longer the admiration only

of a masquerade : every public assembly will fur

nish us with Iphigenias undrest for the sacrifice ;

and if the next summer should happen to be a

hot one, our ladies will perhaps improve on the

thin vesture of the Spartan virgins, and appeal-

abroad in nothing but a gause shade and lawn

petticoat. If the men should take the hint from

the other sex, and begin to strip in their turn, 1

tremble to think what may be the consequence ,'
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for, if they go on in proportion with the women,
we may soon expect to see our fine gentleman,

like the Highlanders, without breeches.

It would be endless to trace the strange revo-

lutions, that have happened in every part of the

female dress, within these few years. The hoop
has been known to expand and contract itself

from the size of a butter churn to the circumfer

ence of three hogsheads : at one time it was sloped

from the waist in a pyramidical form ; at

another it was bent upwards like an inverted

bow, by which the two angles, when squeezed

up on each side, came in contact with the ears.

At present it is nearly of an oval form, and

scarce measures from end to end above twice

the length of the wearer. The hoop has, in

deed, lost much of its credit in the female world,

*nd has suffered much from the innovation of

short sacks and negligees ; which, it must be

confessed, are equally becoming of the lady
of pleasure and the lady of quality : for as

the men will agree, that next to no clothes

at all nothing is more ravishing than an easy

dishabille, our ladies for that reason per

haps come into public places, as if they were

just got out of bed, or as if they were ready to

go into it This, while it is the fashion, must
be agreeable: but I must own, that I could

sooner approve of their encircling themselves in

so many ells of whalebone, than to see them
affect to appear with their clothes huddled on so

loosely and indecently. This manner of dress

ing, or rather not dressing, was brought from
Paris

;
but I would have my fair readers con

sider, that as this loose method of dress is cal

culated to hide any defects in the body, it is very

impolitic to suffer all that symmetry and elegant

turn of shape they are mistresses of, to be

smothered under it ; since these habits can be of

-no more service to their persons, than paint

(that other Paris commodity) can add to the

natural red and white of their complexion,

though perhaps it may heighten the sallow vi

sages of the French.

But of all the branches of female dress, no one
has undergone more alterations than that of the

head. The long lappets, the horse-shoe-cap, the

Brussels head, and the prudish mob pinned un
der the chin, have all of them had their day.
The present mode has rooted out all these super
fluous excrescences, and in the room of a slip of

cambric or lace, has planted a whimsical sprig
of spangles or artificial flowerets. We may re

member when, for a while, the hair was tor

tured into ringlets behind; at present, it is

braided into a queue (like those formerly worn

by the men, and still retaining the original
name of liarnilles), which, if it were not re

verted upwards, would make us imagine, that

our fine ladies were afflicted with the plica polo-
uica.

If the caps have passed through many meta

morphoses, no less a change has been brought
about in the other coverings contrived for the

head. The diminutive high-crowned hat, the

bonnet, the hive, and the milkmaid's chip hat,

were rescued for a time from old women and

servant girls, to adorn heads of the first fashion.

Nor was the method of cocking hats less fluctu

ating, till they were at length settled to the pre
sent mode ; by which it is ordered , that every
hat, whether of straw or silk, whether of the

chambermaid or mistress, must have their flaps
turned up perpendicularly both before and be

hind. If the end of a lady's dress was not ra

ther ornamental than useful, we should think it

a little odd, that hats, which seem naturally in

tended to screen their faces from the heat or

severity of the weather, should be moulded into

a shape that prevents their answering either of

these purposes : but we must, indeed, allow it to

be highly ornamental, as the present hats worn
by the women are more bold and impudent than,

the broad brimmed staring Kevanhullers worn
a few years ago by the men. These hats are also

decorated with two waving pendants of ribbon,

hanging down from the brim on the left side. I

am not so much offended at the flaming air

which these streamers carry with them, as I

am afraid lest it should spoil the charming eye-*

of my pretty countrywomen, which are con

stantly provoked to cast a glance at them
; and

I have myself often observed an obliging ogle
or ravishing leer intercepted by these mediums;
so that, when a lady has intended to charm he.'

lover, she has shocked him with a hideous

squint.

The ladies have long been severely rallied on
their too great attention to finery : but, to own
the truth, dress seems at present to be as much
the study of the male part of the world as the

female. We have gentlemen, who " will lie a

whole night (as Benedick says) carving the
fashion of a new doublet." They have theii'

toilettes, too, as well as the ladies, set out with

washes, perfumes, and cosmetics; and wil>

spend the whole morning in scenting their

linen, dressing their hair, and arching their eye
brows. Their heads (as well as the ladies) have

undergone various mutations, and have worn as

many different kinds of wigs, as the block at

their barber's. About fifty years ago, they
buried their heads in a bush of hair ;

" and the

beaux (as Swift says) lay hid beneath the pent
house of a full bottomed periwig." But as they
then showed nothing but the nose, mouth, and

eyes, the fine gentlemen of our time not only
oblige us with their full faces, but have drawn
back the side curls quite to the tip of the ear.

As France appears to be the wardrobe of the

world, I shall conclude my paper with a piece

of secret history, which gives us some insight

into the origin of deriving all our fashions

from thence. The celebrated Lord Foppingtor:,
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among his other amours, had once an intrigue

with a milliner of Covent Garden, who, after

some time, brought a lovely girl into the world,
and called her after his Lordship's surname,
Fashion. The milliner brought up the child in

her own house to the age of fifteen, at which
time she grew very pressing with Lord Fop-

pington to make some provision for his daugh
ter. My lord, who was never much pleased with

this consequence of his amours, that he might
be rid of the girl for ever, put her into the hands

of a friend, who was going abroad, to place her

in a nunnery : but the girl, who had very little

of the vestal in her disposition, contrived to es

cape from her conductor-, and flew to Paris.

There her beauty and sprightliness soon pro
cured her many friends; and she opened a gen
teel shop in her mother's business. She soon

made herself remarkable for contriving the most

elegant head-dresses, and cutting out ruffles with

the most ravishing slope : her fancy was, besides,

so inexhaustible, that she almost every day pro
duced a great variety of new and beautiful pat
terns. She had many adorers, and at last mar
ried his Most Christian Majesty's tailor. This

alliance brought the dress of all Paris under
their jurisdiction ; and the young lady, out of a

natural love to her native country, proposed the

extending their care to the fine gentlemen a.id

ladies of London. Jn pursuance of this, Mon
sieur, her husband, two or three times in the

year, transmits a suit of clothes entirely a la

Paris, as a pattern to Messieurs Regnier and

Lynch, of Leicester Fields and Pall Mall, while

his wife sends over a little wooden Mademoiselle
to her relations in Tavistock Street. T.
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Eja ! sudabis satis.

Si cum illo incceptas homine : ea doquentia est ! TER.

By my troth, you will sweat for it, if you once begin with

this man : he has such amazing eloquence !

A CORRESPONDENT writes to me, that after hav

ing considered the art of speaking in the theatre,

as also celebrated the practice of it in the Robin
Hood Society, my remarks will not be complete,

except I take notice of the extraordinary elo

quence of the Clare Market Orator. He desires

me to remember, that this universal genius has,

from time to time, declared from his rostrum,
with a thundering elocution,

' that there is but

one orator in the world, and He is the man
'that Sir Robert Walpole, and all the great men
in the kingdom, have been his scholars and

that bishops have come to his oratory to learn to

preach.'
J have, indeed, observed with a good deal of

concern, that the orator has of late discontinued

to oblige the public with his Sunday evening
lectures as usual. Instead of seeing his Oratory
Chapel shut up, I was in hopes that every

parish-church in the kingdom would be opened
on the same principles. How much more salu

tary were his tenets, setting forth the sufficiency
of reason, than the cold doctrine of our clergy

preaching up the necessity of faith ? how supe
rior was his form of prayer to our whole liturgy,
and how much better adapted to particular occa

sions ? A prayer for a sinking bridge !

prayer for the White Rose ! prayer for Jack

son's Journal ! prayer for the heads on Temple
Bar!' In these pious addresses he would first

invoke the Supreme Being in the most solemn

manner ; then suddenly slide into the familiar,

and pray
' that we might not hear the croak

ing of Dutch nightingales in the king's cham
bers ;' or on another occasion,

' that our clergy

might riot study Shakspeare more than the gos

pel, and that they might be rather employed on

the evangelists, than As you like it, or Much
ado about nothing.'

I cannot but likewise lament the loss of the

entertainment which his advertisements used to

give us every Saturday in the newspapers. The
terms in which they were commonly expressed
were clear and elegant, and furnished the reader

with an admirable idea of the Doctor's manner
from the pulpit. For instance, when he told

you his text was from Isaiah, and quoted these

words' Strt? 10 Jun ! No Hnvr ! Down with

the Rmp !' we might form a tolerable judg
ment of the great reverence he paid the Bible ;

and when he called his assembly,
' The Oratory

P. Charles's Chapel,' we might guess at his

loyalty and patriotism. These were the advan

tages which we derived from his Chapel ; and,

if the Oratory remains shut, I shall begin to

fear, that things will continue in their present

shocking state ; and that the scheme lately pro

posed in one of my papers, for abolishing Chris

tianity, will not take effect; at which I am
more particularly concerned, as it will hinder

the advancement of this great man. For, if

such a revolution should happen in the church,

the orator's principles would be found so entire

ly fundamental, that he would probably then

hold some honourable station equal to our present

Archbishop of Canterbury.
The public, for these reasons, will doubtless

join with me in a petition, that this illustrious

divine would again resume his station in the

pulpit. At least I could wish, that some able

theologist, who has been long practised in de

ciding on the most abstruse points of religion in

the Robin Hood Society, may be deputed, in the

absence of the orator, to officiate as his curate.

I would also recommend it to the members of

the above-mentioned Society, to attend these

lectures regularly; from whence they may
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gather stronger arguments for their disputa

tions, than from reading Collins, Chubb, Tin-

dale, Bolingbroke, or any other orthodox Free

thinker whatever. Upon the whole, I cannot

conclude without observing, that such is the in

gratitude of the age, that the singular merits of

our orator are not sufficiently regarded. He is,

indeed, deservedly caressed by the butchers of

Clare Market ;
but had our orator been born at

Athens or Rome, he would certainly have been

deified as the god of butchers, have been

worshipped like Osiris tinder the figure of a

calf, or have had a statue erected to him in the

Forum or Market place, among the shambles.

Thus much I thought myself bound to say in

praise of the orator and oratory, as he has some

time ago done me the honour of a letter, which

I am very glad of this opportunity to communi
cate to my readers. The private epistles of

Tully are very unequal to his orations : but the

following letter is in the very style and spirit of

our orator's animated discourses from the pulpit.

I shall therefore present it to the public exactly
as 1 received it, without presuming to alter or

suppress the least syllable.

TO MR. BALDWIN AND TO MR. TOWN.

1754, July 26.

THE liberty of the press, as you practise it,

and your author, Mr. Town (i. e. Mr. Nobody,
for he dares not publish his name and abode, nor
confront one he abuses) is the greatest of grie
vances

;
it is the liberty of lying and slandering,

and destroying reputations to make your paper
sell ; reputation is dearer than life, and your
scribbler's blood shall answer your scandal :

You have published the Scoundrel's Dictionary,

put his name, and your own into it
; he and you

have often bespattered the orator and oratory in

Clare Market the oratory is not in Clare

Market, which is in a different parish ; so that

you and he lye:* and butchers are [seldom
blotted out] never there ; You both lye, too,
in saying that it is calculated (intended) for

atheism and infidelity. Its religion is the
"
obligation of man to resemble the attributes of

God to his power, by the practice of universal

right reason ; believing Christianity of Christ

called reason the wisdom of God. This is the

reverse of atheism and infidelity and blas

phemy.
"

The writer of the following, who signs him-

This reminds me of a similar defence made by Ward
the doggrel-writer, whose genius for poetry was exactly
of a piece with that of our orator for prose compositions.

Jacob, in his account of Ward, happened to say, that " of

late years he had kept a public-house in the city." This
Mr. Ward highly resented : and in a book called Apollo's

Maggot, declared it to be a Lye, protesting "that his

public -house was not in the city, but in Moor-Fields."

self a Member of the Robin Hood Society,

threatens me, that in case I do not print hia

letter immediately, the question,
" whether Mr.

Town be a greater fool or a scoundrel," shaft bo

debated at their next meeting.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

I would have you to know, that the person
as sent you the account of our Club did not do

right. He represents us all as a pack of trades

men and mechanics, and would have you think

as how there are no gentlemen among us. But

that is not the case : I am a gentleman, and we
have a great many topping people besides.

Though Mr. President is but a baker, and we
have a shoemaker, and some other handicrafts

men, that come to talk : yet I can assure you

they know as much of religion and the good of

their country (and other such matters) as any
of we gentlemen. But, as I said, we have a

good many topping folks beside myself: for

there is not a night but we have several young

lawyers, and counsellors, and doctors, and sur

geons, and captains, and poets, and players, and

a great many Irishmen and Scotchmen (very
fine speakers) who follow no business ; besides

several foreigners, who are all of them great
men in their own country. And we have one

squire, who lives at t'other end of the town, and

always comes in his chariot.

And so, as I said, we have a good many tip

top people, as can talk as well as any of your

play-folks or parsons : and as for my part every

body knows that I am a lord's gentleman, and

never was the man that wore a livery in my life.

I have been of the Club more or less, off and on,

for these six years, and never let a question pass

me, Mr. President knows it : and though I say
it that should not say it, 1 can talk (and so cau

any of our Club) as well as the best of you poets

can write. And so as I said, I expect you will

put it in your paper, that we have a great many
gentlemen in our club besides myself.

Yo:ir humble servant,

T. JAMES WAIT.
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Equos ut gut mercantur.*

To have and hold for better and for worse,

We buy a wife, just as we buy a horse.

HOH,

AT a certain coffee-house, near the Temple, the

bar is kept by a pretty coquet ; a piece of furni

ture almost as necessary for a coffee-room in that

situation as the newspapers. This lady, you
may be sure, has many admirers, who are now
and then glad of an opportunity to relieve them-
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selves from the severe study of the law by a

soft conversation with this fair one, and repeat

ing on the occasion all the tender things they
can remember from plays, or whatever else Or-

geate or Capillaire can inspire. Among the

many pretenders to her favour there is one faith

ful swain, who has long entertained a serious

passion for her. This tender hearted gentleman,
who is grown so lean with living upon love,

that one would imagine
" the blasts of January

would blow him through and through," comes

every evening, and sits whole hours by the bar,

gazing at his mistress, and taking in large

draughts of love and hyson tea. Never was
swain in such cruel circumstances. He is forced

to bear with patience all the haughty insolence

of the goddess of bread and butter
; who, as she

knows him in her power, keeps him at a dis

tance, though she behaves with the pertest fa

miliarity to the other coxcombs, who are con

tinually buzzing about her. At eleven he sneaks

off pale and discontented; but cannot forbear

coming again the next evening, though he

knows how vilely he shall be used by his mis

tress, and that he is laughed at even by the

waiters.

If all true lovers were obliged, like this un

happy gentleman, to carry on his courtships in

public, we should be witness to many scenes

equally ridiculous. Their awkward desire of

pleasing influences every trivial gesture; and

when once love has got possession of a man's

heart, it shows itself down to the tips of his

fingers. The conversation of a languishing ina

morato is made up chiefly of dumb signs, such

as sighs, ogles, or glances ;
but if he offers to

break his passion to his mistress, there is such a

stammering, faultering, and half-wording the

matter, that the language of love, so much talked

of by poets, is in truth no language at all. Who
ever should break in upon a gentleman and lady,

while so critical a conversation is going forward,
would not forbear laughing at such an extraor

dinary tete-a-tete, and would perhaps cry out with

Ranger, that '

nothing looks so silly as a pair of

your true lovers.
'

Since true and sincere lovft is sure to make its

votaries thus ridiculous, we cannot sufficiently

commend our present people of quality, who
have made such laudable attempts to deliver

themselves and posterity from its bondage. In

a fashionable wedding the man or woman are

neither of them considered as reasonable crea

tures, who come together in order to '
comfort,

love, cherish, honour, or obey,' according to

their respective duties, but are regarded merely
as instruments of joining one estate to another.

Acre marries acre; and to increase and multiply
their fortunes, is in genteel matches the chief

consideration of man and wife. The courtship
is carried on by the council of each party ;

and

they pay their addresses by billet-^loux upon

parchment. The great convenience of expelling
love from matrimony is very evident : Married

persons of quality are never troubled with each

other's company abroad, or fatigued with dull

matrimonial discourses at home : my lord keeps
his girl, my lady has her gallant; and they both

enjoy all the fashionable privileges of wedlock
without the inconveniences. This would never

be the case, if there was the least spark of love

subsisting between them
; but they must be re

duced to the same situation with those wretches,
who (as they have nothing to settle on each

other but themselves) are obliged to make up
the deficiencies of fortune by affection. But
while these miserable, fond, doating, unfashion
able couples are obliged to content themselves
with love and a cottage, people of quality enjoy
the comforts of indifference and a coach and six.

The late Marriage Act is excellently adapted
to promote this prudential proceeding with re

spect to wedlock. It will in time inevitably
abolish the old system of founding matrimony
on affection ; and marrying for love will be

given up for the sake of marrying according to

act of Parliament. There is now no danger of

a handsome worthy young fellow of small for

tune running away with an heiress; for it is

not sufficient to insinuate himself into the lady's

favour by a voluble tongue and a good person,
unless he can also subdue the considerate parents
or guardians by the merits of his rent-roll. As
this act promotes the method of disposing of

children by way of bargain and sale, it conse

quently puts an end to that ridiculous courtship,

arising from simple love. In order therefore to

confirm (as far as possible) the happy conse

quences of this act, I have been long endeavour

ing to hit on some expedient, by which all the

circumstances preparatory to wedlock may be

carried on in a proper manner. A Smithfield

bargain being so common in metaphor, I had

once some thoughts of proposing to realize it,

and had almost completed a plan, by which all

the young persons (like servant girls at a statute

fair in the country) were to be brought to mar

ket, and disposed of in one part of Smithfield,

while the sheep and horses were on sale in an

other.

In the midst of these serious considerations,

I received a scheme of this nature from my good
friend Mr. Keith, whose chapel the late mar

riage act has rendered useless on its original

principles. This reverend gentleman, seeing

that all husbands and wives are henceforward

to be put to sale, proposes shortly to open his

chapel on a more new and fashionable plan. As

the ingenious Messieurs Henson and Bever

have lately opened in different quarters of the

town repositories for all horses to be sold by
auction

;
Mr. Keith intends setting up a re-

pository for all young males and females to ton

disposed of in marriage. From these studs (as
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the doctor himself expresses it) a lady of beauty

may be coupled to a man of fortune, and an old

gentleman, who has a colt's tooth remaining,

may match himself with a tight young filly.

The doctor makes no doubt but his chapel

will turn out even more to his advantage on this

new plan than on its first institution, provided

he can secure his scheme to himself, and reap the

benefits of it without interlopers from the fleet.

To prevent his design being pirated, he intends

petitioning the parliament, that as he has been so

great a sufferer by the marriage act, the sole

right of opening a repository of this sort may be

vested in him, and that his place of residence in

May- Fair may still continue the grand mart for

marriages. Of the first day of sale proper notice

will be given in the public papers ; and in the

meantime I am desired to communicate the fol

lowing specimen to my readers.

CATALOGUE of Males and Females, to be disposed

of in Marriage to the best Bidder, at Mr.

Keith's Repository in May-Fair.

A Lady of quality, very high blood ; related

by the mother's side to a peer of France ; her

dam came from one of the oldest families in

Wales, and her great-great-great-grandsire was

brought over with William the Conqueror. Fit

to go in a coach and six, and proper for any rich

tradesman, who is desirous to mend the breed.

Her lowest price to prevent trouble is 500 per
aim. pin-money, and a proportionable jointure.

A Young Lady of 100,000 fortune to be bid

for by none under the degree of peers, or a com
moner of at least treble the income.

A homely thing that can read, write, cast ac

counts and make an excellent pudding. This

lot to be bid for by none but shop-keepers or

country parsons.

Three Maiden Ladies Aged to be bid for by
none but stout young fellows of six foot, sound

wind and limb, and without blemish.

Four Widows, young and rich to be bid for

by none but things of mettle and high blood.

The Daughter of a country Squire the father

of this Lady came to town to sell a yoke of oxen

at Smithfield, and a load of hay in the Hay-
Market. Whoever buys them shall have the lady
into the bargain.

A Methodist Lady, relict of a Knight deceas

ed within this twelvemonth would be a good

bargain to any handsome young gentleman, who
would comfort her in the spirit.

A very pretty Young Woman, but a good deal

m debt would be glad to marry a Member of

Parliament, or a Jew.

A handsome Housekeeper, just come out of

the country would do for any private gentle
man. She has been used to go in a one-horse-

chair, and is fit for a citizen's service on a

Sunday.

A tall Irishman, warranted sound, lately in

the possession of a lady dowager. The reason of

his being sold is, that the owner (who is mar

ried) has no further use for him.

A Blood of the first rate, very wild, and has

run loose all his life, but is now broke, and will

prove very tractable.

A Hackney Writer, troubled with the farcy,

broken-winded, and very poor would be glad

to be released from his present master, a book

seller, and bear the less grievous yoke of matri

mony. Whoever will take him into feeding shall

have his Pegasus into the bargain.

A Young Ward, now in training at Eton

School. The guardian is willing to part with

him to any lady for around sum of money.
If not sold, he will be sent into the country, and

matched with his guardian's daughter.

Five Templars all Irish No one to bid for

these lots of less than 10,000 fortune.

Wanted four dozen of young fellows, and

one dozen of young women willing to marry to

advantage to go to Nova Scotia. W
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Mitte supervacuos honores. Hon.

These but the trappings and the signs of woe.

SHAKSPEARE.

As I was passing the other night through a nar

row little lane in the skirts of the city, I was

stopped by a grand procession of a hearse and

three mourning coaches drawn by six horses, ao

companied with a great number of flambeaus

and attendants in black. I naturally concluded,

that all this parade was employed to pay the last

honours to some eminent person, whose conse

quence in life required, that his ashes should re

ceive all the respect which his friends and re

lations could pay them : but I could not help

smiling, when upon inquiry I was told, that the

corpse (on whom all this expense had been la

vished) was no other than Tom Taster the cheese

monger, who had lain in state all the week at hia

house in Thames-street, and was going^to be de

posited with his ancestors in White- Chapel

burying-ground. This illustrious personage
was the son of a butcher in White- Chapel, and

died, indeed, but in indifferent circumstances ;

his widow, however, for the honour of her

family, was resolved at all events to bury hira

handsomely.
I have already taken notice of that ridiculous

affectation among the middling sort of people,

which induces them to make a figure beyond
their circumstances*: nor is this vanity less ab

surd, which extends to the dust, and by which
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the dead are made accessary in robbing the living-.

I have frequently known a greater sum expend
ed at the funeral of a tradesman, than would
have kept his whole family for a twelvemonth ;

and it has more than once happened, that the

next heir has been flung into gaol for not being
able to pay the undertaker's bill.

This absurd notion of being handsomely buried

has given rise to the most contradictory customs,
that could possibly be contrived for the advantage
of death hunters. As funerals are at present

conducted, all distinction is lost among us
; and

there is no more difference between the duke
and the dancing-master in the manner of their

burial, than is to be found between their dust in

the grave. It is easy to account for the intro

duction of the hearse and mourning-coach in our
funeral ceremonies ; though their propriety is

entirely destroyed by the promiscuous use of

them. Our ancient and noble families may be

supposed to have particular family-vaults near

their mansion-houses in the country, and in

which their progenitors have been deposited for

ages. It is therefore very natural, that persons
of distinction, who had been used to be convey
ed to their country-seats by a set of horses,
should be also transported to their graves by the
same number ; and be attended with the same

magnificence at their deaths, which they had
been accustomed to in their lives. The spirit of

affecting the manners of the great, has made
others vie with people of quality in the pomp of

their burials. A tradesman, who has trudged on
foot all his life, shall be carried after death,
scarce a hundred yards from his house, with the

equipage and retinue of a lord; and the plodding
cit, whose ambition never soared beyond the

occasional one horse chair, must be dragged to

his long home by six horses. Such an ill-timed

ostentation of grandeur appears to me no less

ridiculous than the vanity of the highway-man,
who sold his body to the surgeons, that he might
hire a mourning-coach, and go to the gallows
like a gentleman.
There is another custom, which was doubtless

first introduced by the great, but has been since

adopted by others, who have not the least title to

it. The herald's office was originally instituted

for the distinction and preservation of gentility ;

and nobody is allowed to bear a coat of arms, but

what belongs to the family, and who is entitled

to that honourable badge. From this consider

ation we may account for the practice of hanging
the hearse round with escutcheons, on which
the arms of the deceased were blazoned, and
which served to denote whose ashes it conveyed.
For the same purpose an achievement was after

wards fixed over the door of the late habitation

of the deceased. This ensign of death may
fairly be indulged, where the persons are enno
bled by their birth or station, and where it

serves to remind the passer-by of any great or

good actions performed by the deceased, or to i/i.

spiYe the living with an emulation of their vir

tues. But why, forsooth, cannot an obscure 01

insignificant creature go out of the world, with
out advertising it by the achievement ? For my
part, I generally consider it as a bill on an empty
house, which serves the widow to acquaint us,
that the former tenant is gone, and that another

occupier is wanted in his room. Many families

have, indeed, been very much perplexed in mak
ing out their right to this mark of gentility, and

great profit has arisen to the herald's office by
the purchase of arms for this purpose. Many a

worthy tradesman of plebeian extraction has
been made a gentleman after his decease by the

courtesy of his undertaker
;
and I once knew

a keeper of a tavern, who not being able to give
an account of his wife's genealogy, put up his

sign, the King's Arms, for an achievement at

her death.

It was the custom, in the time of the plague,
to fix a mark on those houses, in which any one
had died. This probably may have given rise

to the general fashion of hanging up an achieve

ment. However this be, it is now designed as

a polite token, that a death has happened in the

family ; and might reasonably be understood as

a warning to keep people from intruding on their

grief. No such thing is, indeed, intended by it;

I am therefore of opinion, that it ought every
where to be taken down after the first week.

Whatever outward signs of mourning may be

preserved, no regard is ever paid to them with
in : the same visitings, the same cardplayings,
are carried on as before, and so little respect is

shown to the achievement, that if it happens
(as it often does) to intersect one of the windows
n the grand apartment, it is occasionally re

moved, whenever the lady dowager has a rout or

drum-major.
This naturally leads me to consider how much

the customary suits of solemn black,' and the

other '

trappings and signs of woe, are become

a mere farce and matter of form only. When a

person of distinction goes out of the world, not

only the relations, but the whole household*

must be clothed in sable. The kitchen-wencb
scours her dishes in crape, and the helper in the

stables rubs down his horses in black leather

>reeches. Every thing must put on a dismal

ippearance : even the coach must be covered and

ined with black. This last particular, it is

reasonable to imagine, is intended (like a death's

lead on the toilet) to put the owner constantly
n mind, that the pomp of the world and all pur
suits are but A*ain and perishable. Yet what is

more common than for these vehicles to wait at

he doors of the theatres, the opera-house, and

ither public places of diversion ? Those who
are carried in them, are as little affected by their

dismal appearance, as the horses that draw

hem; and I once saw with great surprise 9
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harlequin, a scaramouch, a shepherdess, and a

black satin devil, get into a mourning-coach to

go to a jubilee masquerade.

If I should not be thought to lay too much

stress on the lesser formalities observed in

mourning, I might mention the admirable me
thod of qualifying the melancholy hue of the

mourning-ring, by enlivening it with the bril

liancy of a diamond. I knew a young lady, who
wore on the same finger a ring set round with

death's heads and cross marrow-bones for the loss

of a father, and another prettily embellished

with burning hearts pierced through with darts,

in respect to her lover. But what 1 most of all

admire is the ingenious contrivance, by which

persons spread the tidings of the death of their

relations to the most distant parts, by means of

black-edged paper and black sealing wax. If it

were possible to inspect the several letters that

bear about them these external tokens of grief, I

believe we should hardly ever find the contents of

the same gloomy complexion. A merry tale, or

an amorous billet-doux, would be much oftener

found to be conveyed under these dismal pass

ports, than doleful lamentations or reflections on

mortality: and indeed these mock signs of woe
are so little attended to, that a person opens one

of these letters with no more concern, than is

felt by the postman who brings it.

We cannot suppose, that black edged paper was
ever intended to be defiled by vulgar hands, but

was contrived, like gilt paper, for the use of the

polite world only. But, alas ! we must always be

aping the manners ofour betters. My agent sends

me letters about business upon gilt paper ; and a

stationer near the 'Change tells me, that he not

only sells a great quantity of mourning paper to

the citizens, but that he has lately blacked the

edges of the shop-books for several tradesmen.

My readers must have seen an elegant kind of

paper, imported from France for the use of our

fine ladies and gentlemen. An acquaintance of

mine has contrived a new sort of mourning
paper on the same plan : and as the margin of

the other is prettily adorned with flowers, true

lovers' knots, little Cupids, and zdnorous posies
in red ink, he intends that the margin of his

paper shall be dismally stamped in black ink
with the figures of tomb-stones, hour-glasses,
bones, skulls, and other emblems of death, to be
used by persons of quality, when in mourning.

T.

Mo. 40.] THURSDAY, OCT. 31, 1754.

Pfriculosce plenum opus alece. HOR.

Cursed be the wretch, enslaved to such a vice,

Why ventures life and soul upon the dice.

TO MR. TOWN.
SIR,

YOUR frequent ridicule of the several branches of

gaming has given me great pleasure : I could

only wish that you had completed the design by
drawing at large the portrait of a gamester.

This, since you omitted it, I have ventured
to undertake ;

and while your papers on this

subject serve as a counter-treatise to that of

Hoyle on Whist, Hazard, &c. my rough draught
of the professors of those arts may tend to illus

trate the work, and stand as properly in the

frontispiece as the Knave of Clubs at the door of

a cardmaker.

The whole tribe of gamesters may be ranked
under two divisions : Every man, who makes

carding, dicing, and betting his daily practice, is

either a dupe or a sharper, two characters

equally the objects of envy and admiration. The

dupe is generally a person of great fortune and
weak intellects,

Who will as tenderly be led by the nose,
As asses are. SHAKSPEARE.

He plays, not that he has any delight in cards or

dice, but because it is the fashion ; and if Avhist

or hazard are proposed, he will no more refuse

to make one at the table, than among a set of

hard drinkers he could object drinking his glass
in turn, because he is not dry.
There are some few instances of men of sense,

as well as family and fortune, who have been

dupes and bubbles. Such an unaccountable itch

of play has seized them, that they have sacrificed

every thing to it, and have seemed wedded to

seven's the main, and the odd trick. There is

not a more melancholy object than a gentleman
of sense thus infatuated. He makes himself and

family a prey to a gang of villains more infa

mous than highwaymen; and perhaps, when his

ruin is completed, he is glad to join with the

very scoundrels that destroyed him, and live

upon the spoils of others, whom he can draw

into the same follies that proved so fatal to him

self.

Here we may take a survey of the character

of a sharper ;
and that he may have no room

to complain of foul play, let us begin with his

excellences. You will, perhaps, be startled,

Mr. Town, when I mention the excellences of

a sharper ; but a gamester, who makes a decent

figure in the world, must be endued with many
amiable qualities, which would undoubtedly ap

pear with great lustre, were they not eclipsed

by the odious character affixed to his trade. In

order to carry on the common business of his

profession, he must be a man of quick and lively

parts, attended with a stoical calmness of tem

per, and a constant presence of mind. He must
smile at the loss of thousands

;
and is not to be

discomposed, though ruin stares him in the

face. As he is to live among the great, he must
not want politeness and affability; he must be

submissive, but not servile ; he must be master
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of an ingenuous liberal air, and have a seeming

openness of behaviour.

These must be the chief accomplishments of

our hero : but lest I should be accused of giving
too favourable a likeness of him, now we have

seen his outside, let us take a view of his heart.

There we shall find avarice the main spring,

that moves the whole machine. Every gamester
is eaten up with avarice ;

and when this passion

is in full force, it is more strongly predominant
than any other. It conquers even lust

;
and

conquers it more effectually than age. At sixty,

we look at a fine woman with pleasure ;
but when

cards and dice have engrossed our attention,

women and all their charms are slighted at five

and twenty. A thorough gamester renounces

Venus and Cupid for Plutus and Ames-ace, and

owns no mistress of his heart except the Queen
of Trumps. His insatiable avarice can only be

gratified by hypocrisy ; so that all those specious

virtues already mentioned, and which, if real,

might be turned-, to the benefit of mankind, must

be directed in a gamester towards the destruc

tion of his fellow-creatures. His quick and

lively parts are only to instruct and assist him

in the most dexterous method of packing the

cards and cogging the dice ;
his fortitude, which

enables him to lose thousands without emotion,

must often be practised against the stings and

reproaches of his own conscience ;
and his libe

ral deportment and affected openness is only to

recommend and conceal the blackest villany.

It is now necessary to take a second survey of

his heart
;
and as we have seen its vices, let us

consider its miseries. The covetous man, who
has not sufficient courage or inclination to in

crease his fortune by bets, cards, or dice, but is

contented to hoard up his thousands by thefts

less public, or by cheats less liable to uncer

tainty, lives in a state of perpetual suspicion and

terror ;
but the avaricious fears of the gamester

are infinitely greater. He has constantly to wear

a mask ;
and like Monsieur St. Croix, coadjutor

to that famous empoisonneus, Madam Brin-

villier, if his mask falls off, he runs the hazard

of being suffocated by the stench of his own

poison. I have seen some examples of this sort

not many years ago, at White's. I am uncer

tain, whether the wretches are still alive ; but

if they are, they breathe like toads underground,

crawling amidst old walls, and paths long since

unfrequented.
But supposing that the sharper's hypocrisy

remains undetected, in what state of mind must

that man be whose fortune depends upon the

insincerity of his heart, the disingenuousness of

his behaviour, and the false bias of his dice?

What sensations must he suppress, when he is

obliged to smile, although he is provoked ;
when

he must look serene in the height of despair ;

and when he must act the Stoic, without the

consolation of one virtuous sentiment, or one

moral principle ? How unhappy must he b*

even in that situation, from which he hopes to

reap most benefit
;

I mean, amidst stars, gar

ters, and the various herds of nobility? Their

lordships are not always in a humour for play :

they choose to laugh ; they choose to joke ; in

the mean while our hero must patiently await

the good hour, and must not only join in the

laugh, and applaud the joke, but must humour

every turn and caprice, to which that set of

spoiled children, called bucks of quality, are

liable. Surely, his brother Thicket's employ
ment, of sauntering on horseback in the wind
and rain till the Reading coach passes through

Smallberry Green, is the more eligible, and no
less honest occupation.
The sharper has also frequently the mortifica

tion of being thwarted in his designs. Oppor
tunities of fraud will not for ever present them
selves. The false die cannot be constantly pro

duced, nor the packed cards perpetually be placed

upon the table. It is then our gamester is in

the greatest danger. But even then, when he is

in the power of fortune, and has nothing but

mere luck and fair play on his side, he must
stand the brunt, and perhaps give away his last

guinea, as coolly as he would lend a nobleman a

shilling.

Our hero is now going off the stage, and his

catastrophe is very tragical. The next news we
hear of him is his death, achieved by his own
hand, and with his own pistol. An inquest is

bribed, he is buried at midnight, and forgotten
before sun-rise.

These two portraits of a sharper, wherein I

have endeavoured to show different likenesses

in the same man, puts me in mind of an old

print, which I remember, at Oxford, of Count

Guiscard. At first sight he was exhibited in a

full-bottom wig, a hat and feather, embroidered

clothes, diamond buttons, and the full court'

dress of those days : but, by pulling a string,

the folds of the paper were shifted, the face only

remained, a new body came forward, and Count

Guiscard appeared to be a devil.

I am, Sir,

Your most humble Servant,

M. N.

No. 41.] THURSDAY, Nov. 7, 1754.

Qui studet optatam cursu contingere tnetam,

Multa tulitfecilquepiier. HOB.

Gownsmen with jockeys hold an equal place,

Learn'd in the turf, and students of the race

MR. VILLAGE TO MR. TOWS*.

DEAR COUSIN,

THE following letter, occasioned by the late race*
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at Newmarket, and written by a fellow-com

moner of King's College, Cambridge, to a friend

in London, fell into my hands by accident. The

writer, if we may judge by his style and man

ner, is really, according to the modern phrase, a

genius. As I look upon his epistle to be a very
curious original, I cannot help demanding for it

a place in your paper, as well as for the remarks

which I have taken the liberty to subjoin to it.

To JOHN WILDFIRE, Esq. to be left at Mrs.

DOUGLAS'S, Covent- Garden, London.

Dear Jack ! October 10, 1754.

I was in hopes I should have met you at

Newmarket Races ; but to say the truth, if your
luck had turned out so bad as mine, you did

better to stay away. Dick Riot, Tom Lowngeit,
rfnd I, went together to Newmarket the first day
of the meeting. I was mounted on my little

bay mare, that cost me thirty guineas in the

North. I never crossed a better tit in my life
;

and if her eyes stand, as I dare say they will,

she will turn out as tight a little thing as any in

England. Then she is as fleet as the wind.

Why, I raced with Dick and Tom all the way
from Cambridge to Newmarket : Dick rode his

roan gelding, and Tom his chesnut mare

(which, you know, have both speed), but I beat

them hollow. I cannot help telling you, that I

was dressed in my blue riding-frock with plate

buttons, with a leather belt round my waist, my
jemmy turn-down boots made by Tull, my
brown scratch bob, and my hat with the narrow
silver-lace cocked in the true sporting taste : so

that altogether I don't believe there was a more

knowing figure upon the course. I was very
flush too, Jack ; for Michaelmas-day happening
damn'd luckily just about the time of the races,

I had received fifty guineas for my quarterage.
As soon as I came upon the course, I met with
some jolly bucks from London. I never saw
them before

; however, we were soon acquaint

ed, and I took up the odds : but I was damnably
let in, for I lost thirty pieces slap the first day.
The day or two after I had no remarkable luck

one way or the other
;
but at last I laid all the

cash I had left upon Lord March's Smart, who
lost, you know

; but between you and me, I

have a great notion Tom Marshal rode booty.

However, I had a mind to push my luck as far

as I could ;
so I sold my poor little mare for

twelve pieces, went to the coffee-house, and left

them all behind me at the gaming table
;
and I

should not have been able to have got back to

Cambridge that night, if Bob Whip of Trinity
had not taken me up into his phaeton. We have

bad a round of dinners at our rooms since
; and

I have been drunk every day to drive away care.

However, I hope to recruit again soon : Frank

Classic of Pembroke has promised to make me
out a long catalogue of Greek books ; so I will

write directly to old Square-toes, send him the

list, tell him I have taken them up, and draw on
him for money to pay the bookseller's b'H.

Then I shall be rich again, Jack ; and perhaps

you may see me at the Shakspeare by the middle

of next week
;

till when,
I am,

Dear Jack, yours,
T. FLAREIT.

I have often lamented the narrow plan of out

University Education, and always observe with

pleasure any attempts to enlarge and improve
it. In this light, I cannot help looking on New
market as a judicious supplement to the Univer

sity of Cambridge, and would recommend it to

the young students to repair duly thither twice
a year. By these means, they may connect the

knowledge of polite life with study, and come
from college as deeply versed in the genteel mys
teries of Gaining, as in Greek, Latin, and the

Mathematics. Attending these solemnities

must, indeed, be of great service to every rank
of students. Those who are intended for the

church, have an opportunity of tempering the

severity of their character, by a happy mixture
of the jockey and clergyman. I have known
several who, by uniting these opposite qualifica

tions, and meeting with a patron of their own
disposition, have rode themselves into a living in

a good sporting country; and I doubt not, if the

excursions of gownsmen to Newmarket meet
with the encouragement they deserve, but we
shall shortly see the Beacon Course crowded
with ordained sportsmen in short cassocks. As to

the fellow-commoners, I do not see how they can

pass their time more profitably. The sole inten

tion of their residence at the University is, with
most of them, to while away a couple of years,

which they cannot conveniently dispose of other

wise. Their rank exempts them from the

common drudgery of lectures and exercises ; anc

the Golden Tuft that adorns their velvet caps,

is at once a badge of honour and an apology for

ignorance. But as some of these gentlemen,

though they never will be scholars, may turn out

excellent jockeys, it is but justice to let them

carry some kind of knowledge away with them ;

and as they can never shine as adepts in Sir

Isaac Newton's philosophy, or critics on Homei
and Virgil, we should suffer them to make a

figure as arbiters of the course, and followers of

Aaron and Driver.

I am the more earnest on this occasion, be

cause I look upon Races as a diversion peculi

arly adapted to a University, and founded upon
classical principles. Every author, who has

mentioned the Ancient Games, includes the

Race, and describes it with great dignity. This

game was always celebrated with great pomp,
and all the people of fashion of Ihose days were

present at it. In the twenty- third Iliad in

particular, there is not only a dispute at th
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Race, but a bet proposed in as express terms

as at Newmarket. The wager offered, in

deed, is a goblet, which is not entirely in the

manner of our modern sportsmen, who rather

choose to melt down their plate into the current

specie, and bring their sideboards to the course

In their purses. I am aware also, that the

races celebrated by the ancients, were chariot

races ; but, even in these, our young students of

the university have great emulation to excel:

there are among them many very good coach

men, who often make excursions in those noble

vehicles, with great propriety called Phaetons,

and drive with us much fury along the road, as

the charioteers in the ancient games flew to

wards the goal. In a word, if we have not such

noble odes on this occasion as were produced of

old, it is not for want of a Theron, but a Pindar.

The advices which I have at several times re

ceived, of the influence of the races at New
market on the university, give me great pleasure.

It has not only improved the behaviour of the

students, but enlarged their plan of study. They
are now very deeply read in Bracken's Farriery

and the Complete Jockey, know exactly how

many stone thsy weigh, and are pretty compe
tent judges of the odds. I went, some time ago,

to visit a fellow-commoner, and when I arrived

at his chambers, found the door open, but my
friend was not at home. The room was adorned

with Seymour's prints of horses, neatly framed

and glazed ; a hat and whip hung on one hook,

a pair of boots on another, and on the table lay

a formidable quarto, with the Sportman's Ca

lendar, by Reginald Heber, Esq. I had the

curiosity to examine the book ; and, as the col

lege is remarkable for the study of philosophy, I

expected to see Newton's Principia, or, perhaps,

Sanderson's Algebra ; but, on opening it, this

huge volume proved to be a pompous edition of

Gibson's Treatise on the Diseases of Horses.

These, indeed, are noble studies, will preserve

our youth from pedantry, and make them men
of the world. Men of genius, who are pleased

with the theory of any art, will not be contented

till they arrive at the practice. I am told, that

the young gentlemen often try the speed of the

Cambridge nags on the Beacon Course, and that

several hacks are at present in training. I have

often wondered, that the gentlemen who form

the club at Newmarket, never reflected on their

neighbourhood to Cambridge, nor established

(in honour of it) a University Plate, to be run

for by Cambridge hacks, rode by young gentle
men of the university. A hint of this kind will

certainly be sufficient to have this laudable de

sign put in practice the very next meeting.
And I cannot help reflecting, on this occasion,

what an unspeakable satisfaction it must be to

those persons of quality, who are constantly at

Newmarket, to see their sons cherish the same

noble principles with themselves, ani Mt in imi

tation of their example.

Go on, brave youths ! till in some future ape

Whips shall become the senatorial badge :

Till England see her jockey senators

Meet all at Westminster in boots and spurs !

See the whole House, with mutual frenzy mad ;

Her patriots all in leathern breeches clad,

Of bets, not taxes, learnedly debate,

And guide with equal reins a steed and state.

WARTON'S NEWMARE.tr.

No. 42.] THURSDAY, Nov. 14, 1754.

Sennonum stet honos, et gratia vivas.

Hon.

What energy and grace adorn our tongue !

Sweet as the Roman, as the Grecian strong!

A FRIEND of mine lately gave me an account of

a set of gentlemen, who meet together once a

week, under the name of the English Club.

The title, with which they dignify their society,

arises from the chief end of their meeting, which
is to cultivate their mother tongue. They em

ploy half the time of their assembling in hear

ing some of our best classics read to them, which

generally furnishes them with conversation for

the rest of the evening. They have instituted

annual festivals in honour of Spenser, Shak-

speare, Milton, &c. on each of which an oration,

interspersed with encomiums on the English

language, is spoken in praise of the author, who

(in the phrase of the almanack) gives the red

letter to the day. They have established a fund,
from which handsome rewards are allotted to

those who shall supply the place of any exotic

terms that have been smuggled into our Ian-

guage, by homespun British words equally sig

nificant and expressive. An order is also made

against importing any contraband phrases into-

the club, by which heavy fines are laid on those

who shall have any modish barbarisms found

upon them, whether they be foreign words, an

cient or modern, or any cant terms coined by
The Town for the service of the current year.

The whole account, which I received from

my friend, gave me great satisfaction, and I

never remembeV any society, that met together
on such commendable principles. Their pro

ceedings, it must, however, be confessed, are

somewhat unfashionable ; for the English tongue
is become as little the general care as English

beef, or English honesty. Young gentlemen
are obliged to drudge at school for nine or ten

years, in order to scrape together as much Greek

and Latin as they can forget during their tour

abroad
;
and have commonly at the same time a

private master to give them French enough t<
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land them with some reputation at Calais. This
|

is, to be sure, very prudent as well as genteel.

Yet some people are perverse enough to imagine,

that to teach boys a foreign language, living or

dead, without at the same time grounding them in

their mother tongue, is a very preposterous plan of

education. The Romans, though they studied at

Athens, directed their studies to the beriefi t oftheir

own country, and though they read Greek, wrote

in Latin. There are at this day in France, acade

mies established for the support and preservation

of the French language ; and perhaps, if to the

present professorships of Hebrew and Greek,

there should be added a professorship of the Eng
lish language, it would be no disgrace to our

learned universities.

When we consider, that our language is pre

ferable to most, if not all others now in being,

it seems something extraordinary, that any at

tention should be paid to a foreign tongue that

is refused to our own, when we are likely to get

^o little by the change. But when we reflect

further on the remarkable purity to which some

late authors have brought it, we are still more

concerned at the present neglect of it. This

shameful neglect I take to be owing chiefly to

these two reasons ;
the false pride of those who

are esteemed men of learning, and the ridiculous

atfectation of our fine gentlemen, and pretenders

to wit.

In complaisance to our fine gentlemen, who
are themselves the allowed standards of polite-

ness, I shall begin with them first. Their con

versation exactly answers the description which

Benedick gives of Claudio's :
" their words are

a very fantastical banquet, just so many strange

dishes." These dishes too are all French ; and

I do not know, whether their conversation does

not a good deal depend on their bill of fare
; and

whether the thin meagre diet on which our fine

gentlemen subsist, does not in some measure

take away the power of that bold articulation,

necessary to give utterance to manly British ac

cents : whence their conversation becomes so

" fantastical a banquet," and every sentence they
deliver is almost as heterogeneous a mixture as

a salmaguridy. A fashionable coxcomb now
never complains of the vapours, but tells you
that he is very much ennuyie : he does not af

fect to be genteel, but degagte : nor is he taken

with an elegant simplicity in a beautiful coun

tenance, but breaks out in raptures on a jc ne

s$ay quoi, and a certain naivete. In a word, his

head as well as his heels is entirely French ; and

he is a thorough petit maitre in his language as

well as behaviour. But notwithstanding all

this, I do not know, whether the conversation

of our pretenders to wit is not still more bar

barous. When they talk of humbug, &c. they
seem to be jabbering in the uncouth dialect of

the Huns, or the rude gabble of the Hottentots :

or if their words are at all allied to the language

of this country, it probably comes nearest to t-lit

strange cant said to be in use among house

breakers and highwaymen : and if their jargon
will bear any explanation, the curious are most

likely to meet with it in a polite vocabulary,

lately published under the title of the Scoundrel's

Dictionary.

Many, who are accounted men of learning, if

they do not join with fops and coxcombs to cor

rupt our language, at least do very little to pro
mote it, and are sometimes very indifferently

acquainted with it. There are many persons
of both our universities, who can decypher an
old Greek manuscript, and construe Lycophron
extempore, who scarce know the idiom of their

own language, and are at a loss how to despatch
a familiar letter with tolerable facility. These

gentlemen seem to think, that learning consists

merely in being versed in languages not general

ly understood. But it should be considered,
that the same genius which animates the an

cients, has dispensed at least some portion of its

heat to later ages, and particularly to the Eng
lish. Those, who are really charmed with Ho
mer and Sophocles, will hardly read Shak-

speare and Milton without emotion ; and if I

was inclined to carry on the parallel, I could

perhaps mention as many great names as Athens

ever produced. The knowledge of Greek, La
tin, &c. is certainly very valuable ; but this may
be attained without the loss of their mother

tongue : for these reverend gentlemen should

know, that languages are not like preferments
in the church, too many of which cannot be

held together.

This great neglect of our own tongue is one of

the principal reasons, that we are so seldom fa

voured with any publications from either of our

universities, which we might expect very often,

considering the great number of learned men
who reside there. The press being thus deserted

by those who might naturally be expected to

support it, falls to the care of a set of illiterate

hirelings, in whose hands it is no wonder if the

language is every day mangled, and should at

last be utterly destroyed. Writing is well

known to be at present as much a trade as any
handicraft whatever ; and every man who can

vamp up any thing for present sale, though
void of sense or syntax, is listed by the booksel

ler as an author. But allowing all our present
writers to be men of parts and learning, (as

there are doubtless som*> who may be reckoned

so,) is it probable that they should exert their

abilities to the utmost, when they do not write

for fame, like the ancients, but as a means of

subsistence? If Herodotus and Livy had sold

their histories at so much a sheet, and all the

other Greek and Latin Classics had written in

the same circumstances with many modern au

thors, they would hardly have merited all that

applause they so justly receive at present. The
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jtlays of Sophocles and Euripides might perhaps
Hot have been much better than modern Tra

gedies : Virgil might have got a dinner by half

a dozen Town Eclogues ; arid Horace have wrote

Birth-day Odes, or now and then a lampoon on

the company of the Baise.

A false modesty is another great cause of the

few publications by men of eminence and learn

ing. However equal to the task, they have

not sufficient confidence to venture to the press,

but are rather guilty of wilful injustice to

themselves and to the public. They are also

ashamed of appearing among the common herd

of authors. But the press, though it is ofte*

abused, should by no means be accounted scan

dalous or dishonourable. Though a learned and

ingenious writer might not choose to be mus
tered in the same roll with or Mr.

Town, yet we have a Hooke, a BroAvn, an

Akenside, and many others, in whose company
it will be an honour to appear. I would not

willingly suppose, that they are afraid to hazard

the characters they now maintain, of being men
of learning and abilities ; for while we only take
these things for granted, their reputations are

but weakly established. To rescue our native

language from the hands of ignorants and mer

cenaries, is a task worthy those, who are ac

counted ornaments of our seats of learning ;

and it is surely more than common ingratitude

in those, who eat the bread of literature, to re

fuse their utmost endeavours to support it.

No. 43.] THURSDAY, Nov. 21, 1754.

Spectaret populum ludis attentihs ipsis,

Ut sibi praibentum mino spectacula plura. HOR.

Pit, box, and gallery I with joy survey,

And more observe the audience than the play.

A FEW years ago an ingenious player gave notice

In the bills for his benefit night, that the Pro

logue should be spoken by the Pit, which he con

trived to have represented on the stage. Another

time he drew in the whole house to act as Cho
rus to a new farce ; and I remember, that in the

last rebellion the loyal acclamations of " God
save the King" might have been heard from

Drury-Lane to Charing- Cross. Upon these

and many other occasions the audience has been

known to enter into the immediate business of

the Drama ; and to say the truth, I never go in-

*o the theatre, without looking on the spectators

as playing a part almost as much as the actors

themselves. All the company from the stage-

box to the uyper gallery know their cues very

well, and perform their parts with great spirit.

1 begun the season with a few animadversions

ou the chief faults to which on? performers are

liable. To-day I shall beg leave to say a word
or two to the audience, as my reflections on the

theatre would otherwise be incomplete. On this

occasion I expect the thanks of the managers ;

and would recommend it to them to put my
thirty-fourth number into a frame and glass,

and hang it up in the Green-Room for the bene

fit of the players ; and to dispose three or four

thousand of the present number into the several

parts of the house, as Bayes dispersed papers to

insinuate the plot of his piece into the boxes.

The first part of the audience, that demands
our attention, is so nearly allied to the actors,

that they always appear on the same level with
them : but while the performer endeavours to

carry on the business of the play, these gentle

men behind the scenes serve only to hinder and

disturb it. There is no part of the house, from

which a play can be seen to so little advantage as

from the stage ; yet this situation is very con

venient on many other considerations, of more

consequence to a fine gentleman. It looks par
ticular : it is the best place to show a handsome

person or an elegant suit of clothes : a bow from

the stage to a beauty in the box is most likely to

attract our notice ; and a pretty fellow may per

haps with tolerable management get the credit

of an intrigue with some of the actresses. But

notwithstanding all these advantages accruing
to our fine gentlemen, I could heartily wish they
would leave a clear stage to the performers ; or

at least that none should be admitted behind the

scenes, but such as would submit to be of some

use there. As these gentleman are ready dressed,

they might help to swell the retinue of a mo
narch, join the engagement in a tragedy-battle,

or do any other little office that might occur in

the play? which requires but little sense and no

memory. But if they have not any genius for

acting, and are still desirous of retaining their

posts by the side-scenes, they should be obliged

to take a musket, bayonet, pouch, and the rest

of the accoutrements, and stand on guard quietly

and decently with the soldiers.

The boxes are often filled with persons, who
do not come to the theatre out of any regard to

Shakspeare or Garrick, but like the fine lady in

Lethe, "because every body is there." As these

people cannot be expected to mind the play them

selves, we can only desire them not to call off the

attention of others : nor interrupt the dialogue

on the stage by a louder conversation of their

own. The silent courtship of the eyes, ogles,

nods, glances, and courtesies from one box to

another, may be allowed them the same as at

church ; but nothing more, except at corona

tions, funeral processions, and pantomimes.

Here I cannot help recommending it to the gen-

tlemen, who draw the pen from under theit

right ears about seven o'clock, clap on a bag-wig

and sword, and drop into the boxes at the end of
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the third act, to take their half-crown's worth

with as much decency as possible : as well as the

bloods, who reel from the taverns ahout Covent-

Garden near that time, and tumble drunk into

the boxes. Before I quit this part of the house,

I must take notice of that division of the upper

boxes, properly distinguished by the name of the

flesh market. There is frequently as much art

used to make the flesh exhibited here look whole

some, and (as Tim says in the farce)
" all over

red and white, like the inside of a shoulder of

mutton," as there is by the butchers to make
their veal look white; and it is as often rank

cai-rion and fly-blown. If these ladies would

appear in any other quarter of the house, I

would only beg of them, and those who come to

market, to drive their bargains with as little

noise as possible : but I have lately observed,

with some concern, that these women begin to

appear in the lower boxes, to the destruction of

all order, and great confusion of all modest la

dies. It is to be hoped, that some of their friends

will advise them not to pretend to appear there

any more than at court ; for it is as absurd to

endeavour the removal of their market into the

front and side boxes, as it would be in the

butchers of St. James's Market to attempt fix

ing the shambles in St. James's Square.

I must now desire the reader to descend with

me, among laced hats and capuchins, into the

pit. The pit is the grand court of criticism :

and in the centre of it is collected that awful

body, distinguished by the title of The Town.
Hence are issued the irrevocable decrees; and

here final sentence is pronounced on plays and

players. This court has often been very severe

in its decisions, and has been known to declare

many old plays barbarously murdered, and most
of our modern ones felo de se : but it must not

be dissembled, that many a cause of great con

sequence has been denied a fair hearing. Parties

and private cabals have often been formed to

thwart the progress of merit, or to espouse ig

norance and dullness ; for it is not wonderful,
that the parliament of criticism, like all others,

should be liable to corruption. In this assem

bly Mr. Town was first nominated Critic and
Censor General j but, considering the notorious

bribery now prevailing, I think proper to de

clare, (in imitation of Tom in the Conscious

Lovers) that I never took a single order for my
vote in all my life.

Those, who pay their two shillings at the door

of the middle gallery, seem to frequent the

theatre purely for the sake of seeing the play :

though these peaceful regions are sometimes dis

turbed by the incursions of rattling ladies of

pleasure ; sometimes contain persons of fashion

in disguise, and sometimes critics in ambush.
The greatest fault I have to object to those who
fill this quarter of the theatre, is their frequent
fcnd injudicious interruption of the business of

the play, by their applause. I have seen a bad

actor clapped two minutes together for ranting
or perhaps shrugging his shoulders, and making
wry faces ; and 1 have seen the natural course

of the passions checked in a good one, by these

ill-judged testimonies of their approbation. It

is recorded of Betterton to his honour, that he

thought a deep silence through the whole house,
and a strict attention to his playing, the strong
est and surest signs of his being well received.

The inhabitants of the upper gallery demand
our notice as well as the rest of the theatre.

The trunk-maker of immortal memory was the

most celebrated hero of these regions ; but,
since he is departed, and no able-bodied critic

appointed in his room, I cannot help giving the

same caution to the upper gallery, as to the gentry
a pair of stairs lower. Some of the under come
dians will, perhaps, be displeased at this order,
who are proud of these applauses, and rejoice to

hear the lusty bangs from the oaken towels of

their friends against the wainscot of the upper
gallery : but I think they should not be allowed
to shatter the pannels without amending our
taste ; since their thwacks, however vehement,
are seldom laid on with sufficient judgment to

ratify our applause. It were better, therefore,

if all the present twelve-penny critics of this

town, who preside over our diversions in the

upper gallery, would content themselves with
the inferior duties of their office, viz. to take

care that the play begins at the proper time,
that the music between the acts is of a due

length, and that the candles are snuffed in tune.

After these brief admonitions concerning our
behaviour at the play, which are intended as a

kind of Vade Mecum for the frequenters of the

theatre, I cannot conclude my paper more

properly than with an extract from the Tale of

a Tub, showing the judicious distribution of

our play-houses into boxes, pits, and galleries.
" I confess, that there is something very re

fined in the contrivance and structure of oui

modern theatres. For, first, the pit is sunk be

low the stage, that whatever weighty matter

shall be delivered thence, (whether it be lead or

gold) may fall plump into the jaws of certain

critics, (as I think they are called) which stand

ready open to devour them. Then, the boxes

are built round, and raised to a level with the

scene, in deference to the ladies ; because that

large portion of wit, laid out in raising prurien
ces and protuberances, is observed to run much

upon a line, and ever in a circle. The whining

passions, and little starved conceits, are gently
wafted up, by their own extreme levity, to the

middle region, and there fix and are frozen by
the frigid understandings of the inhabitants.

Bombastery and buffoonery, by nature lofty and

light, soar highest of all, and would be lost in

the roof, if the prudent architect had not with
much foresight contrived for them a iourtli
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place, called the twelve-penny gallery, and

there planted a suitable colony, who greedily in

tercept them in their passage.
"

O.

No. 44.] THURSDAY, Nov. 24, 1754.

Des nominis hujus honorem.

Let every Wapping Wife to Lady swell,

And each St. Giles's Miss be Ma'emoiselle.

HOR.

I LATELY took a survey of the female world, as

Censor- General ; and upon a strict review, was

very much surprised to find, that there is scarce

one woman to be met with, except among the

lowest of the vulgar. The sex consists entirely

of ladies. Every Joan is listed into a lady ;
and

the maid and the mistress are equally dignified

with this polite title. The stage-coaches are

constantly filled with ladies. At Bartholo

mew fair there is always a hop for the ladies

And if the ladies in the drawing-room are em

ployed at whist, their last night's cards are made

use of in a rubber by the ladies in the steward's

room ; while the other ladies of the family are

staking their halfpence at put or all-fours in the

kitchen. In a word, whenever there is oc

casion to speak of the female world, honourable

mention is always made of them by the respect

ful appellation of the Ladies : as the young and

the old, the black and the brown, the homely
and the handsome, are all complaisantly included

under the general title of the Fair.

Since, therefore, the ladies of Great Britain

make up so numerous a body, I should be loath

to disoblige so considerable a sisterhood, and shall

devote this paper entirely to their service. I

propose at present to marshal them into their

respective ranks ; and upon a review, I find that

they may be justly distributed under these five

divisions ; viz. married ladies, maiden or young
ladies, ladies of quality, fine ladies, and lastly

(without affront to the good company) ladies of

pleasure.

I shall begin with the married ladies, as this

order will be found to be far the most numerous,
and includes all the man-led women in town or

country above the degree of a char-woman, or

the trundler of a wheelbarrow. The plain old

English word wife has long been discarded in

our conversation, as being only fit for the broad

mouths of the vulgar. A well-bred ear is

startled at the very sound of wife, as at a coarse

and indelicate expression ; and I appeal to any
fashionable couple, whether they would not be

as much ashamed to be mentioned together as

man and wife, as they would be to appear to

gether at court in a fardingale and trunk-

breeches. From Hyde-Park- Corner to Temple-
Bar this monster of a wife has not been heard

of since the antiquated times of dame and your

worship ; and in the city every good housewife

is at least a lady of the other end of the town.
In the country you might as well dispute the

pretensions of every fox-hunter to the title of

esquire, as of his helpmate to that of lady ; and
in every corporation town, whoever matches
with a burgess, becomes a lady by right of char

ter. My cousin Village (from whom I have all

my rural intelligence) informs me, that upon
the strictest inquiry, there is but one wife in the

town where he now lives, and that is the par
son's wife, who is never mentioned by the

country ladies but as a dowdy, and an old-

fasTiioned creature. Such is the great privilege
of matrimony, that every female is ennobled by
changing her surname : for as every unmarried

woman is a miss, every married one by the samo

courtesy is a lady.

The next order of dignified females is com

posed of maiden or young ladies ; which terms

are synonymous, and are indifferently applied to

females of the age of fourteen or threescore.

We must not, therefore, be surprised to hear of

maiden ladies, who are known to have had
several children, or to meet with young ladies,

that look like old dowagers. At the house ofan

acquaintance where I lately visited, I was told

that we were to expect Mrs. Jackson and the

two Miss Wrinkles. But what was my sur

prise, when I saw on their arrival a blooming
female of tAventy-five accosted under the first

denomination, and the two nymphs, as I expect

ed, come tottering into the room, the youngest
of them, to all appearance, on the verge ofthree

score ! I could not help wishing, on this occa

sion, that some middle term was invented be

tween Miss and Mrs. to be adopted, at a certain

age, by all females not inclined to matrimony.
For surely nothing can be more ridiculous, than

to hear a grey-haired lady, past her grand cli

macteric, mentioned in terms that convey the

idea of youth and beauty, or perhaps of a bib

and hanging-sleeves. This indiscriminate appel
lation unavoidably creates much confusion : 1

know an eminent tradesman who lost a very

good customer for innocently writing Mrs.

at the head of her bill : and I was lately at a

ball, where, trusting to a friend for a partner, I

was obliged to do penance with an old withered

beldam, who hobbled through several country
dances with me, though she was ancient enough
to have been my grandmother. Excluding these

young ladies of fifty and sixty, this order o

females is very numerous ; for there is scarce

girl in town or country, superior to a milk-maid

or cinder-wench, but is comprehended in it.

The daughters are indisputably young ladies,

though their papas may be tradesmen or mecha

nics. For the present race of shopkeepers, &c.

have wisely provided, that their gentility shall

be preserved in the female part of the family.
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fhus, although the son is called plain Jack, and

perhaps bound apprentice to his father, the

daughter is taught to hold up her head, make

tea in the little parlour behind the shop, and in

herits the title of lady from her mamma. To

make these claims to dignity more sure, those

excellent seminaries of genteel education, called

boarding-schools, have been contrived; where,

instead of teasing a sampler, or conning a chap
ter of the Bible, the young ladies are instructed

to hold up their heads, make a courtesy, and to

behave themselves in every respect like pretty

little ladies. Hence it happens, that we may
often observe several of these polite damsels in

the skirts of White- Chapel, and in every petty

country town ; nay, it is common to meet with

young ladies born and bred, who have submitted

to keep a chandler's shop, or had humility

enough even to go to service.

I proceed next to take into consideration what

is generally understood by ladies of quality.

These, in other words, may be more properly
called ladies of fashion : for, in the modish ac

ceptation of the phrase, not so much regard is

had to their birth or station, or even to their

coronet, as to their way of life. The dutchess,

who has not taste enough to act up to the cha

racter of a person of quality, is no more respect

ed in the polite world than a city knight's lady ;

nor does she derive any greater honour from her

title, than the hump-backed woman receives from

the vulgar. But what is more immediately ex

pected from a lady of quality, will be seen under

the next article ; for, to their praise be it spoken,
most of our modern ladies of quality affect to be

fine ladies.

To describe the life of a fine lady would be

only to set down a perpetual round of visiting,

gaming, dressing, and intriguing. She has been

bred up in the notion of making a figure, and of

recommending herself as a woman of spirit ; for

which end she is always foremost in the fashion,

and never fails gracing with her appearance

every public assembly, and every party of plea
sure. Though single, she may coquet with every
single gentleman ; or if married, she may admit
of gallantries without reproach, and even receive

visits from the men in her bed-chamber. To
complete the character, and to make her a very
fine lady, she should be celebrated for her wit
and beauty, and be parted from her husband :

for as matrimony itself is not meant as a re

straint upon pleasure, a separate maintenance is

understood as a license to throw off even the

appearance of virtue.

From the fine ladies it is a very natural tran

sition to the ladies of pleasure ; and, indeed from
what has already been said concerning fine la

dies, one might imagine that, as they make plea
sure their sole pursuit, they might properly be

entitled ladies of pleasure. But this gay appel
lation is reserved for the higher rank of prosti

tutes, whose principal difference from the fine

ladies consists in their openly professing a trade,

which the others carry on by smuggling. A
lady of fashion, who refuses no favours but the

last, or even grants that without being paid for

it, is not to be accounted a lady of pleasure, but

ranks in an order formerly celebrated under the

title of demi-reps. It is whimsical enough to

see the different complexions assumed by the

same vice, according to the difference of stations.

The married lady of quality may intrigue with

as many as she pleases, and still remain right

honourable : the draggle-tailed street-walker is

a common woman, and liable to be sent to Bride

well; but the whore of high life is a lady of

pleasure, and rolls in a gilt chariot. T.

No. 45.] THURSDAY, DEC. 5, 1754.

Quicquid agunt homines, votum, tbnor, ira, volupfus

Gaudia, dlscursus, nostrifarrago libeUi. Juv.

Whate'er the busy bustling world employs,
Our wants and wishes, pleasures, cares, and joys,

These the historians of our times display,

And call it news, the hodge-podge of a day.

WHEN I first resolved on appearing in my pre
sent character, I had some thoughts of making
my public entry in the front of one or other of

our newspapers ; as I considered that the do

mestic occurrences, which compose a part of

their equipage, would make no bad figure in my
own retinue. Some reflections on the modish
methods of gaming would receive an additional

confirmation from a paragraph in the News, that

"last Tuesday a game at Whist was played at

White's for 1000 a corner," or that " the match
between his Grace the Duke of * * * * and
Lord * * * * was decided at Newmarket :" and
a dissertation on the luxury of the present age
would be very aptly illustrated by an exact ac

count of the weight of the turtle, dressed a few

days before for the gentlemen of the above-men
tioned Chocolate-house.

Indeed, I have always looked upon the works
of Mr. Jenour in the Daily Advertiser as a
kind of supplement to the intelligence of Mr.
Town ; containing a more minute account of the

important transactions of that class of mankind,
which has been figuratively styled The World.
From these daily registers, we may not only
learu when any body is married or hanged, but

you have immediate notice whenever his Grace

goes to Newmarket, or her Ladyship sets out for

Bath : and but last week, at the same time that

the gentlemen of the law were told, that the

Lord Chancellor could not sit in the Court of

Chancery, people of fashion had the melancholy
news, that Signor Ricciarelli was not able to

sing. 3H
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Nor is that part of Mr. Jeiiour's lucubra

tions, which is allotted to advertisements less

amusing and entertaining : and many of these ar

ticles might very properly come under my cog

nizance. It is here debated, whether the prize

of eloquence should be given to Orator Macklin

or Orator Henley ; and whether Mr. Stephen

Pitts is not the best qualified to furnish gen

tlemen and ladies' libraries with tea-chests in

Octavo, and close-stools in Folio. And besides

the public notices to persons of taste, of very
rare old Japan, and most curious and inimitable

Epargnes for desserts, as also the most rich and

elegant fancied silks to be sold by auction
;

many other advices no less interesting to the

Town, are here given. We are daily put in

mind, that Mrs. Philips at the Green Canister

stiil hopes for the favours of her former good

customers as usual : that next door to Haddock's

is sold an antidote against the poison imbibed at

that bagnio: that Dr. Rock infallibly cures a

certain epidemical distemper by virtue of the

King's patent : that a learned physician and sur

geon will privately accommodate any gentleman

(as the doctor modestly expresses it in his own

Latin) Pro Morbus Venerea curandus: and that

Y. Z. a regular-bred surgeon and man-midwife,

together with fifty others, will accommodate

gentlewomen that are under the necessity of ly

ing-in privately.

But not only the public transactions of auc

tioneers, brokers, and horse-dealers, but the most

private concerns of pleasure and gallantry may
be also carried on by means of this paper. As

signations are here made, and the most secret

intrigues formed, at the expense of two shillings.

If a genteel young lady, who can do all kinds of

work, wants a place, she will be sure to hear of

a, master by advertising : any gentleman and

lady ofunexceptionable character may meet with

lodgings to be let, and no questions asked : how
often has Romeo declared in print his un

speakable passion for the charming Peachy !

How many gentlemen have made open profes

sions of the strictest honour and secrecy ! And
how many ladies, drest in such a manner, and

seen at such a place, have been desired to leave

a line for A. B. Before the late Marriage Act

it was very usual for young gentlemen and la

dies (possessed of every qualification requisite to

make the marriage state happy) to oifer them

selves as a good bargain to each other j and men
took the same measures of advertising to get tin

agreeable companion for life, as they do for an

agreeable companion for a post-chaise. As this

traffic in matrimony is now prohibited, it has

given occasion to the opening a new branch of

trade; and since husbands and wives are hardly
to be got for love or money, several good-natured
females have set themselves up for sale to the

best bidder. The Daily Advertiser is therefore

fceccrne the universal register for new faces ; and

every day's advertisements have been lately

crowded with offers of young ladies, who wouKl

be glad of the company of any elderly gentle

man, to pass his leisure hours with them, and

play at cards.

I look upon the common intelligence in our

public papers, with the long train of advertise

ments annexed to it, as the best account of the

present domestic state of England, that can pos

sibly be compiled : nor do I know any thing,

which would give posterity so clear an idea of

the taste and morals of the present age, as a

bundle of our daily papers. They would here

see what books are most read, what are our chief

amusements and diversions ; and when they
should observe the daily inquiries after eloped

wives and apprentices, and the frequent accounts

of trials in Westminster- Hall for perjury, adul

tery, &c. they might form a tolerable notion

even of our private life. Among many other

reasons for lamenting that the art of printing

was not more early discovered, I cannot but re

gret that we have perhaps lost many accounts of

this nature, which might otherwise have been

handed down to us. With what pleasure should

we have perused an Athenian Advertiser, or a

Roman Gazetteer ! A curious critic or anti

quary would place them on the same shelf with

the Classics, and would be highly pleased at dis

covering what days Tully went to his Tuscu-

lum, or Pliny to his magnificent villa ; who was
the capital singer at the Grecian opera, and in

what characters Roscius appeared with most

success. These pieces of intelligence would un

doubtedly give great satisfaction ; and I am my
self acquainted with a very learned gentleman,
who has assured me, that he has been as much

delighted at discovering that the Sosii were

Horace's booksellers, that the Hecyra of Te
rence was damned, and other little particulars of

that nature, as with an account of the destruc

tion of Carthage, or the death of Csesar. We
should also be glad to collect from their adver

tisements what things were most in request at

Athens and Rome. Even our papers (which

perhaps are called Daily from their lasting but

a day) are, I fear, of too fugitive a nature to fall

under the inspection of posterity. To remedy,
in some measure, this inconvenience, I shall now
conclude my paper with a few advertisements,

which, if they have not all actually been insert

ed in our papers, are at least of the same nature

with those that daily have a place there.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

To be spoke with every day at his house in the

Old-Bailey,
BRYAN RAPAWAY,

Who swears oaths of all kinds and prices, and

will procure positive evidence at a day s warn

ing in all sorts of causes. He will contract with

any attorney or quack-doctor, to swear by the
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quarter ;
and will supply affidavits, &c. on the

most reasonable terms.

%* He wiU attend, during the business of

elections and double returns, in the lobby of the

House of Commons, and will ply next term at

Westminster- Hall.

WANTED,

A genteel black or negro Girl, very handsome ;

with a soft skin, good teeth, sweet breath, at

least five feet three inches high, and not above

eighteen. Whoever has such a girl to dispose of,

may hear of a gentleman who will give fifty

guineas for her, by applying at the bar of the

Shakspeare's Head Tavern, Covent- Garden.

Note, At the* same place any genteel white

Girl may hear of something to her advantage.

A person, that lives near Guildhall, is a very

gentle rider, rides about ten stone, chiefly for

health, and never on a Sunday but on an extra

ordinary occasion, would be glad of a partner
much under the same circumstances, in a very

genteel mare, and very good in her kind.

Several sums, from 10 to 10,000.

Wanted immediately, by a person in a large

and profitable business Wanted directly, by a

person whose character will bear the strictest

inquiry Wanted for a week only, or as long as

the lender chooses upon undeniable security

The boiTOwer will give his bond and judgment,
make over his stock in trade, insure his life, &c.

A handsome gratuity will be given Interest

paid punctually Strictest honour and secrecy

may be depended on. None but principals will

be treated with.

Direct for A. B. L. M. S. T. X. Y. &c. &c.

&c.

This day are published,

The Adventures of Dick Hazard.

The History of Mr. Joshua Trueman.
The History of WiU Ramble.

The History of James Ramble, Esq.
The Travels of Drake Morris.

The History of Jasper Banks.

Memoirs of the Shakspeare's Head.
The History of Frank Hammond.
The Marriage-Act, a Novel.

And speedily will be published,
The History of Sir Humphry Herald and Sir

Edward Haunch. Memoirs of Lady Vain-
love. The Card.

Adventures of Tom Doughty, Jack Careless,

Frank Easy, Dick Damnable, Molly Peirson,

&c. &c.

Being a complete collection of Novels for the

rausement of the present winter. T.
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Fades nan omnibus una,

Nee diversa tc OVID.

Where borrow'd tints bestow a lifeless grace,

None wear the same, yet none a different face.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

IT is whimsical to observe the mistakes that we

country gentlemen are led into at our first com

ing to town. We are induced to think, and in

deed truly, that your fine ladies are composed of

different materials from our rural ones ; since,

though they sleep all day and rake all night, they

still remain as fresh and ruddy as a parson's

daughter or a farmer's wife. At other times we
are apt to wonder, that such delicate creatures as

they appear, should yet be so much proof

against cold, as to look as rosy in January as

in June, and even in the sharpest weather to be

very unwilling to approach the fire. I was at a

loss to account for this unalterable hue of their

complexions : but I soon found, that beauty was

not more peculiar to the air of St. James's than

of York ; and that this perpetual bloom was not

native, but imported from abroad. Not content

with that red and white which nature gave,

your belles are reduced (as they pretend) to the

necessity of supplying the flush of health with

the rouge of vermillion, and giving us Spanish
wool for English beauty.

The very reason alleged for this fashionable

practice is such, as (if they seriously considered

it) the ladies would be ashamed to mention.
" The late hours they are obliged to keep, render

them such perfect frights, that they would be as

loath to appear abroad without paint as without

clothes." This, it must be acknowledged, is too

true : but would they suffer their fathers or their

husbands to wheel them down for one month to

the old mansion-house, they would soon be sen

sible of the change, and soon perceive how much
the early walk exceeds the late assembly. The

vigils of the card-table have spoiled many a good
face ;

and I have known a beauty stick to the

midnight rubbers, till she has grown as homely
as the queen of spades. There is nothing more
certain in all Hoyle's cases, than that whist and
late hours will ruin the finest set of features :

but if the ladies would give up their routs for

the healthy amusements of the country, I will

venture to say their carmine would be then as

useless as their artificial nosegays.

A moralist might talk to them of the hei-

nousness of the practice ;
since all deceit is cri

minal, and painting is no better than looking a lie.

And should they urge that nobody is deceived by
it, he might add, that the plea for admitting it is

then at an end : since few are yet arrived at that
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height of French politeness, as to dress their

cheeks in public, and to profess wearing vermi-

Hon as openly as powder. But I shall content

myself with using an argument more likely to

prevail ;
and such, I trust, will be the assurance

that this practice is highly disagreeable to the

men. What must be the mortification, and

what the disgust of the lover, who goes to bed to

a bride as blooming as an angel, and finds her

in the morning as wan and as yellow as a corpse ?

For marriage soon takes off the mask
;
and all

the resources of art, all the mysteries of the

toilet, are then at an end. He that is thus

wedded to a cloud instead of a Juno, may well

be allowed to complain, but without relief; for

this is a custom, which once admitted, so tar

nishes the skin, that it is next to impossible ever

to retrieve it. Let me, therefore, caution these

young beginners, who are not yet discoloured

past redemption, to leave it off in time, and en

deavour to procure and preserve by early hours

that unaffected bloom, which art cannot give,

and which only age or sickness can take away.
Our beauties were formerly above making use

of so poor an artifice : they trusted to the lively

colouring of nature, which was heightened by

temperance and exercise ;
but our modern belles

are obliged to retouch their cheeks every day, to

keep them in repair. We were then as superior

to the French in the assembly, as in the field ;

but since a trip to France has been thought a

requisite in the education of our ladies as well

as gentlemen, our polite females have thought
tit to dress their faces, as well as their heads, a

la mode de Paris. I am told, that when an

English lady is at Paris, she is so surrounded

with false faces, that she is herself obliged (if

she would not appear singular) to put on the

mask. But who would exchange the brilliancy

of the diamond for the faint lustre of French

paste ? And, for my part, 1 would as soon ex

pect that an English beauty at Morocco would

japan her face with lamp black, in complaisance

to the sable beauties of that country. Let the

French ladies whitewash and plaster their

fronts, and lay on their colours with a trowel ;

but these daubings of art are no more to be

compared to the genuine glow of a British

cheek, than the coarse strokes of the painter's

brush can resemble the native veins of the

marble. This contrast is placed in a proper

light in Mr. Addison's fine epigram on Lady
Manchester, which will serve to convince us of

the force of undissembled beauty :

When haughty Gallia's dames, that spread

O'er their pale cheeks a lifeless red,

Beheld this beauteous stranger there,

In native charms divinely fair,

Confusion in their looks they show'd,
And with unborrow'd blushes glow'd.

1 think, Mr. Town, you might easily prevail

on your fair readers to leave off this unnatura.
practice if you could once thoroughly convince

them, that it impairs their beauty instead of im
proving it. A lady's face, like the coats in tne
Tale of a Tub, if left to itself, will wear well ;

but if you offer to load it with foreign orna
ments, you destroy the original ground.

Among other matter of wonder on my first

coming to town, I was much surprised at the

general appearance of youth among the ladies.

At present there is no distinction in their com
plexions between a beauty in her teens and a
lady in her grand climacteric : yet, at the same
time, I could not but take notice of the wonder
ful variety in the face of the same lady. I have
known an olive beauty on Monday grow very
ruddy and blooming on Tuesday ; turn pale on

Wednesday ; come round to the olive hue again
on Thursday ; and, in a word, change her com
plexion as often as her gown. I was amazed to

find no old aunts in this town, except a few un
fashionable people, whom nobody knows; the
rest still continuing in the zenith of their youth
and health, and falling off, like timely fruit,
without any previous decay. All this was a

mystery that I could not unriddle, till on being
introduced to some ladies, I unluckily improved
the hue of my lips at the expense of a fair one,
who unthinkingly had turned her cheek ; and
found that my kisses were given (as is observed
in the epigram), like those of Pyramus, through
the wall. I then discovered, that this surpris

ing youth and beauty was all counterfeit
; and

that (as Hamlet says)
" God had given them

one face, and they had themselves another."

I have mentioned the accident of my carrying
off half a lady's face by a salute, that your
courtly dames may learn to put on their faces a

little tighter; but as for my own daughters,
while such fashions prevail, they shall still re

main in Yorkshire. There I think they are

pretty safe ; for this unnatural fashion wil)

hardly make its way into the country, as this

vamped complexion would not stand against the

rays of the sun, and would inevitably melt away
in a country dance. The ladies have, indeed,

been always the greatest enemies to their own
beauty, and seem to have a design against their

own faces. At one time the whole countenance

was eclipsed in a black velvet mask ; at another

it was blotted with patches ; and at present it is

crusted over with plaster of Paris. In those

battered belles, who still aim at conquest, this

practice is in some sort excusable ; but it is

surely as ridiculous in a young lady to give up

beauty for paint, as it would be to draw a good

set of teeth merely to fill their places with a row

of ivory.

Indeed, so common is this fashion among tne

young as well as the old, that when I am in a

group of beauties, I consider them as so many

pretty pictures ; looking about me with as little
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emotion as I do at Hudson's; and if any thing

fills me with admiration, it is the judicious ar

rangement, of the tints arid the delicate touches

of the painter. Art very often seems almost to

vis with nature : but my attention is too fre

quently diverted by considering the texture and

hue of the skin beneath ; and the picture fails to

charm, while my thoughts are engrossed by the

wood and canvas.

I am, Sir,

Your humble Servant,

RUSTICUS.
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Hie mccum licet, hie, Juvence, quicquid

In buccam tibi venerit, loquaris. MART.

Here, witlings, here with Macklin talk your fill,

On plays, or politics, or what you will.

IT has hitherto been imagined, that though we
have equalled, if not surpassed, the ancients in

other liberal arts, we have not yet been able to

arrive at that height of eloquence, which was

possessed in so amazing a manner by the Gre

cian and Roman orators. Whether this has

been owing to any peculiar organization of our

tongues, or whether it has proceeded from our

national love of taciturnity, I shall not take

upon me to determine : but I will now venture

to affirm, that the present times might furnish

us with a more surprising number of line speak

ers, than have been set down by Tully in his

treatise De Claris Oratoribus. Foreigners can

no longer object to us, that the northern coldness

of our climate has (as it were) pursed up our

lips, and that we are afraid to open our mouths ;

the charm is at length dissolved
; and our peo

ple, who before affected the gravity and silence

ef the Spaniards, have adopted and naturalized

the volubility of speech, as well as the gay man
ners, of the French.

This change has been brought about by the

public-spirited attempts of those elevated geni

uses, who have instituted certain schools for the

cultivation of eloquence in all its branches.

Hence it is, that instead of languid discourses

from the pulpit, several tabernacles and meet

ing-houses have been set up, where lay-preach
ers may display all the powers of oratory in sighs
and groans, and emulate a Whitfield or a Wes
ley in all the figures of rhetoric. And not only
the enthusiast has his conventicles, but even the

free-thinker boasts his societies, where he may
hold forth against religion in tropes, metaphors,
and similes. The declamations weekly thun

dered out at Clare-Market, and the subtle ar

gumentations at the Robin Hood, I have for

merly celebrated : it now remains to pay my

respects to the Martin Luther of the age, (as he

frequently calls himself,) the great orator Mack
lin : who, by declaiming himself, and opening a

school for the disputations of others, has joined
both the above plans together, and formed the

British Inquisition. Here, whatever concerns

the world of taste and literature, is debated :

our rakes and bloods, who had been used to fre

quent Covent- Garden merely for the sake of

whoring and drinking, now resort thither for

reason and argument ;
and the piazza begins to

vie with the ancient portico, where Socrates dis

puted.
But what pleases me most in Mr. Macklin's

institution is, that he has allowed the tongues
of my fair countrywomen their full play. Their

natural talents for oratory are so excellent and

numerous, that it seems more owing to the

envy than prudence of the other sex, that they
should be denied the opportunity of exerting
them. The re'markable tendency in our politest

ladies,
" to talk, though they have nothing to

say," and the torrent of eloquence, that pours

(on the most trivial occasions) from the lips of

those females, called scolds, give abundant proofs
of that command of words, and flow of elo

quence, which so few men have been able to at

tain. Again, if action is the life and soul of an

oration, how many advantages have the ladies in

this particular ? The waving of a snowy arm,

artfully shaded with the enchanting slope of a

double ruffle, would have twenty times the force

of the stiff see-saw of a male orator : and when

they come to the most animated parts of the ora

tion, which demand uncommon warmth and

agitation, we should he vanquished by the heav

ing breast, and all those other charms, which

the modern dress is so well calculated to display;

Since the ladies are thus undeniably endued

with these and many other accomplishments for

oratory, that no place should hitherto have been

opened for their exerting them is almost unac

countable. The lower order of females have,

indeed, long ago instituted an academy of this

kind at the other end of the town, where oysters

and eloquence are in equal perfection ; but the

politer part of the female world have hitherto had

no further opportunity of exercising their abili

ties, than the common occasions which anew cap

or petenlair, the tea or the card- table, have afford

ed them, v I am therefore heartily glad, that a

plan is at length put in execution, which will en

courage their propensity to talking, and enlarge

their topics of conversation : but I would more

particularly recommend it to all ladies of a cla

morous disposition, to attend at Macklin's: that

the impetuous stream of eloquence, which, for

want of another vent, has long been poured on

their servants or husbands, may now be carried

off by another more agreeable channel.

I could not have thought it possible, that this

undertaking would have subsisted two nights,
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without setting all the female tongues from St.

James's to Temple-bar in motion. But the ladies

have hitherto been dumb ; and female eloquence

seems as unlikely to display itself in public as

ever. Whether their modesty will not permit
them to open their mouths in the unhallowed

air of Covent- Garden, I know not : but I am
rather inclined to think, that the questions pro

posed have not been sufficiently calculated for

the female part of the assembly. They might

perhaps be tempted to debate,
" whether Fanny

Murray or Lady were the properest to

lead the fashion ;"
" to what lengths a lady

might proceed without the loss of her reputa
tion ;" or " whether the beautifying lotion or

the royal washball were the most excellent cos

metics." It might also be expected, in complai
sance to the fair sex, that the Inquisitor should

now and then read a dissertation on natural and

artificial beauty ; in which he might ( with that

softness and delicacy peculiar to himself) analyze
a lady's face, and give examples of the ogle, the

simper, the smile, the languish, the dimple, &c.

with a word or two on the use and benefit of

paint.

But these points I shall leave to Mr. Mack-
lin's consideration : in the meantime, as it is not

in my power to oblige the public with a lady's

speesh, I shall fill up the remainder ofmy paper
witk an oration, which my correspondent is

desirous should appear in print, though he had
not sufficient confidence to deliver it at the In

quisition.

QUESTION.

Whether the Stage might not be made more con

ducive to virtue and morality ?

MR. INQUISITOR,

The ancient drama had, we know, a religious
as well as political view : and was designed to

inspire the audience with a reverence to the gods
and a love of their country. Our own stage,

upon particular occasions, has been made to

answer the same ends. Thus we may remember

during the last rebellion, besides the loyalty of

the fiddles in the orchestra, we were inspired

with the detestation of the Pope and Pretender

by the Nonjuror, the Jesuit Caught, Perkin

Warbeck, or the Popish Impostor, and such

other politico-religious dramas.

But there is a species of the drama, which has

not yet been mentioned by any of the gentlemen
who have spoke to the question, and which is

very deficient in point of moral : I mean pan
tomimes. Mr. Law has been very severe on

the impiety of representing heathen gods and

goddesses before a truly Christian audience : and
to this we may add, that Harlequin is but a

wicked sort of a fellow, and is always running
after the girls. For my part I have often blush

ed to see this impudent rake endeavouring to

creep up Columbine's petticoats, and at other

times patting her neck, and laying his legs upon
her lap. Nobody will say, indeed, that there is

much virtue and morality in these entertain

ments : though it must be confessed to the

honour of our neighbouring house here, that the

Necromancer and the Sorcerer, after having

played many unchristian pranks upon the stage,

are at last fairly sent to the devil. I would

therefore recommend it to our pantomime-
writers, that instead of the Pantheon, or lewd

comedies, they would take their subjects from

some old garland, moral ballad, or penny histo

ry book. Suppose, for example, they were to

give us the story of Patient Grizzle in dumb
show : setting forth, as how a noble lord fell in

love with her, as he was hunting ; and there

you might have the scene of the spinning wheel,

and the song of the early horn ; and as how,
after many trials of her patience, which they

might represent by machinery, this lord at last

married her ; and then you may have a grand

temple and dance. The other house have already

revived the good old story of Fortunatus's wish

ing cap ; and as they are fond of introducing

little children in their entertainments, suppose

they were to exhibit a pantomime of the Three

Children in the Wood ; 'twould be vastly

pretty to see the pasteboard robin-red-breast let

down by wires upon the stage to cover the poor
innocent babes with paper leaves. But if they
must have fairies and genii, I would advise them
to take their stories out of that pretty little

book, called the Faiiy Tales. I am sure, instead

of ostriches, dogs, horses, lions, monkeys, &c.

we should be full as well pleased to see the Wolf
and little Red Riding-Hood ; and we should

laugh vastly at the adventures of Puss in Boots.

I need not point out the excellent moral which

would be inculcated by representations of this

kind
;
and I am confident they would meet with

the deserved applause of all the old women and

children in both galleries. O.
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Age, libertate Decembri,

Qua?ido ita majores voluerunt, utere. KOR.

Come, let us, like our jovial sires of old,

With gambols and mince-pies our Christmas hold.

AT this season of the year it has always been

customary for the lower part of the world to ex

press their gratitude to their benefactors ;
while

some of a more elevated genius among them

clothe their thoughts in a kind of holiday dress,

and once in the year rise into poets. Thus the

bellman bids good night to all his masters and
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mistresses in couplets ;
the news-carrier hawks

nis own verses; and the very lamp-lighter

addresses his worthy customers in rhyme.
Asa servant to the public, I should be want

ing in the due respect to my readers, if I

also did not take this earliest opportunity of

saying them the compliments of the season, and

(in the phrase of their barbers, tailors, shoe

makers, and other tradesmen) wish them a

merry Christmas, and a happy new year.
Those old-fashioned mortals, who have been

accustomed to look upon this season with extra

ordinary devotion, I leave to con over the ex

planation of it in Nelson : it shall at present be

my business to show the different methods of

celebrating it in these kingdoms. With the

generality Christmas is looked upon as a festival

In the most literal sense, and held sacred by good

eating and drinking. These, indeed, are the

most distinguishing marks of Christmas: the

revenue from the malt-tax, and the duty upon
wines, &c. on account of these twelve days, has

always been found to increase considerably :

and it is impossible to conceive the slaughter

that is made among the poultry and the hogs in

different parts of the country, to furnish the

prodigious number of turkeys and chines, and

collars of brawn, that travel up, as presents, to

the metropolis on this occasion. The jolly cit

looks upon this joyous time of feasting, with as

much pleasure as on the treat of a new-elected

alderman, or a lord-mayor's day. Nor can the

country farmer rail more against the game act,

than many worthy citizens, who have ever

since been debarred of their annual hare ; while

their ladies can never enough regret their loss of

the opportunity of displaying their skill, in

making a most excellent pudding in the belly.

But these notable housewives have still the con

solation of hearing their guests commend the

mince-pies without meat, which we are assured

were made at home, and not like the ordinary

heavy things from the pastry-cook's. These

good people would, indeed, look upon the absence

of mince-pies as the highest violation of Christ

mas ; and have remarked with concern the dis

regard that has been shown of late years to that

old English repast : for this excellent British

olio is as essential to Christmas, as pancake to

Shrove Tuesday, tansy to Easter, frumity to

Mid-lent Sunday, or goose to Michaelmas day.
And they think it no wonder that our finical

gentry should be so loose in their principles, as

well as weak in their bodies, when the solid,

substantial Protestant mince-pie has given place

among them to the Roman Catholic amulets, and

the light, puffy, heterodoxies de religieuses.

As this season used formerly to be welcomed
in with more than usual jollity in the country,
it is probable that the Christmas remembrances,
with which the waggons and stage-coaches are

at this time loaded, first took their rise from the

laudable custom of distributing provisions at

this severe quarter of the year to the poor. But
these presents are now seldom sent to those who
are really in want of them, but are designed as

compliments to the great from their inferiors,

and come chiefly from the tenant to his rich

landlord, or from the rector of a fat living, as a

kind of tythe, to his patron. Nor is the old

hospitable English custom, of keeping open-
house for Jhe poor neighbourhood, any longer

regarded. We might as soon expect to see plum-

porridge fill a tureen at the ordinary at White's,
as that the lord of a manor should assemble his

poor tenants to make merry at the great house.

The servants now swill the Christmas ale by
themselves in the hall, while the squire gets

drunk with his brother foxhunters in the smok

ing-room.
There is no rank of people so heartily rejoiced

at the arrival of this joyful season, as the order

of servants, journeymen, and apprentices, and

the lower sort of people in general. No master

or mistress is so rigid as to refuse them a holi

day ; and by remarkable good luck the same

circumstance, which gives them an opportunity
of diverting themselves, procures them money
to support it, by the tax which custom has im

posed upon us in the article of Christmas boxes.

The butcher and the baker send their journey
men and apprentices to levy contributions on

their customers, which are paid back again in

the usual fees to Mr. John and Mrs. Mary.
This serves the tradesman as a pretence to

lengthen out his bill, and the master and mis

tress to lower the wages on account of the vails.

The Christmas box was formerly the bounty ot

well-disposed people, who were willing to con

tribute something towards rewarding the in

dustrious, and supplying them with necessaries.

But the gift is now almost demanded as a right
-

f

and our journeymen, apprentices, &c. are grown
so polite, that instead of reserving their Christ

mas-box for its original use, their ready cash

serves them only for present pocket-money ; and

instead of visiting their friends and relations, they

commence the fine gentlemen of the week. The

sixpenny hop is crowded with ladies and gentle

men from the kitchen ; the syrens of Catherine-

street charm many a holiday gallant into their

snares ; and the play-houses are filled with

beaux, wits, and critics, from Cheapside and

White- Chapel. The barrows are surrounded

with raw lads setting their halfpence against

oranges ; and the greasy cards and dirty crib-

bage-board employ the genteeler gamesters in

every ale-house. A merry Christmas ha

ruined many a promising young fellow, who
has been flush of money at the beginning of the

week, but before the end of it has committed a

robbery on the till fcr more.

But in the midst of this general festivity there

are some so far from giving in to any extra-
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ordinary merriment, that they seem more gloomy
than usual, and appear with faces as dismal as

the month in which Christmas is celebrated.

I have heard a plodding citizen most griev

ously complain of the great expense of house

keeping at this season, when his own and his

wife's relations claim the privilege of kindred to

eat him out of house and home ; then again, con

sidering the present total decay of trade, and the

great load of taxes, it is a shame, they think, that

poor shopkeepers should be so fleeced and plun
dered, under the pretence of Christmas-boxes.

But if tradesmen have any reason to murmur at

Christmas, many of their customers, on the other

hand, tremble at its approach ; as it is made a

sanction to every petty mechanic, to break in up
on their joy, and disturb a gentleman's repose
at this time by bringing in his bill.

Others, who used to be very merry at this sea

son, have within this year or two been quite dis

concerted. To put them out of their old way, is

to put them out of humour
; they have there

fore quarrelled with the almanack, and refuse to

keep their Christmas according to act of parlia
ment. My cousin Village informs me, that this

obstinacy is very common in the country ; and
that many still persist in waiting eleven days for

their mirth, and defer their Christmas till the

blowing of the Glastonbury thorn. In some,
indeed, this cavilling with the calendar has been

only the result of close economy ; who, by evading
the expense of keeping Christmas with the rest

of the world, find means to neglect it, when the

general time of celebrating it is over. Many
have availed themselves of this expedient : and

I am acquainted with a couple, who are enraged
at the New Style on aiuither account

; because it

puts them to double expenses, by robbing them
of the opportunity of keeping Christmas-day
and their wedding-day at the same time.

As to persons of fashion, this annual carnival

is worse to them than Lent, or the empty town
in the middle of summer. The boisterous mer

riment, an awkward affectation of politeness

among the vulgar, interrupts the course of their

refined pleasures, and drives them out of town
for the holidays. The few who remain are very
much at a loss how to dispose of their time; for

the theatres at this season are opened only for

the reception of school-boys and apprentices,
and there is no public place where a person of

fashion can appear, without being surrounded

with the dirty inhabitants of St. Giles's, and the

brutes from the Wapping side of Westminster.

These unhappy sufferers are really to be pitied ;

and since Christmas-day has to persons of dis

tinction a great deal of insipidity about it, I can

not enough applaud an ingenious lady, who sent

cards round to all her acquaintance, inviting
them to a rout on that day ; which they declar

ed was the happiest thought in the world, be-

couse Christmas-day is so like Sunday.
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Est in consilio matrona. admotxqite lunis

Emeritd qua; cessaf icti : sci.tentiavrima

Hujus erit ; post ham a'tate atque arte minorn
Ccnsebunt : tanquatnfawe discrimen agatur,
Aul amnue tanta cst qucerendl curadecoris. Jrr.

Here ev'ry belle, fcr taste nnd beauty known,
Shall meet to fix the fashion of a gown :

Of caps and ruffles hold the grave debate,
As of their lives they would decide the fate.

Life, soul, and all, would claim th' attention less,

For life and soul is centred all in dress.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

CONTESTED elections and double returns being
at present the general topic of discourse, a sub

ject in which the ladies, methinks, are but little

concerned, I have a scheme to propose to you in

their behalf, which I doubt not but you, as their

professed patron, will use your eloquence to re

commend, and your authority to enforce. It has

long been a matter of real concern to every well-

wisher to the fair sex, that the men should be

allowed the free choice of representatives, to

whom they can make every real or pretended

grievance known, while the women are dtprived
of the same privilege ; when in reality they have

many grievances utterly unknown and un-

thought of by the men, and which cannot be re

dressed but by a female parliament.
I do not, indeed, pretend to the honour of first

projecting this scheme, since an assembly of this

nature has been proposed before : but as it ap

pears to me so necessary, I would advise that

writs be immediately issued out for calling a par
liament of women

; which for the future should

assemble every winter, and be dissolved every
third year. My reason for shortening the time

of their sitting proceeds from the reflection, that

full as much business will be done, at least as

many speeches will be made, by women in three

years, as by men in seven. To this assembly

every county and city in England shall send two
members ; but from this privilege I would utter

ly exclude every borough, as we shall presently
see that they can have no business to transact

there. But as I would have their number at least

equal to that of the other parliament, the defi

ciency should be supplied by the squares and

great streets at the court end of the town, each

of which should be represented by one of their

own inhabitants. In humble imitation of the

Houses of Lords and Commons, the ladies of

peers (whether spiritual or temporal) should sit

here in their own right, the others by election

only ; any woman to be qualified, whose hus

band, or even whose father (for I would by no

means exclude the unmarried ladies) is qualified

to be chosen into the other. In the same manner,
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whatever entitles the husband or father to vote

at that election, should entitle his wife or daugh
ter to vote at this.

Having settled this point, it now remains to

adjust the subjects which they are to treat of;

and these we shall find to be, indeed, of the last

importance. What think you, Sir, of the rise

and fall of fashions, of as much consequence to

them as the rise and fall of kingdoms is to us ?

of the commencing a n^,v acquaintance, equiva

lent to our making a new alliance ? and adjust

ing the ceremonial of a rout or ball, as interest

ing as the preliminaries of a treaty or a congress ?

These subjects, and these alone, will sufficiently

employ them every sessions ;
and as their judg

ment must be final, how delightful will it be to

have bills brought in to dutermine how many
inches of the leg or neck may lawfully be ex

posed, how many courtesies at a public place

amount to an acquaintance, and what are the

precise privileges of birth or fortune, that en

title the possessors to give routs or drums, on

week-days or on Sundays. Whoever should

presume to transgress against these laws might
be punished suitably to thur offences ; and be

banished from public places, ^r be condemned to

do penance in linsey-woolsey : or if any female

should be convicted of immodesty, she might be

outlawed ;
and then (as 'Mese laws would not

bind the nymphs of Drury) we should easily

distinguish a modest woman, as the phrase is, if

not by her looks, at least by her dress and ap

pearance ; and the victorious Fanny might then

be suffered to strike bold strokes without rival

ry or imitation. If a man, too, should be found

so grossly offending against the laws of fashion,

as to refuse a member a bow at a play, or a sa

lute at a wedding, how suitably would he be

punished by being reprimanded on his knees in

such an assembly, and by so fine a woman as

we may suppose the speaker would be ? Then,

doubtless, would a grand committee sit on the

affair of hoops ;
and were they established in

their present form by proper authority, doors

and boxes might be altered and enlarged accord

ingly. Then should we talk as familiarly of the

visit bill as of the marriage bill ; and with what

pleasure should we peruse the regulations of the

committee of dress? Every lover of decorum
would be pleased to hear, that refractory females

were taken into custody by the usher of the

black fan. The double return of a visit would
occasion as many debates as the Uouble return

for a certain county ; and at the eve of an elec

tion, how pretty would it be to see the ladies of

the shire going about mounted on their white

palfreys, and canvassing for votes.

Till this great purpose is attained, I see not

how the visible enormities in point of dress, and
failures in point of ceremony, can effectually be

prevented. But then, and not before, I shall

hope to see politeness and good breeding dis

tinguished from formality and affectation, and
dresses invented that will improve, not diminish

the charms of the fair, and rather become than

disguise the wearers.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

TIMOTHY CANVASS.

I am much obliged to my correspondent for

his letter, and heartily wish that this scheme was
carried into execution. The liberties daily taken
in point of dress demand proper restrictions.

The ancients settled their national habit by law :

but the dress of our own country is so very fluc

tuating, that if the great grandmothers of the

present generation were to arise they would not
be able to guess at their posterity from their

dress, but would fancy themselves in a strange

country. As these affairs fall more immediate

ly under the cognizance of the ladies, the female
world in general would soon be sensible of the

advantages accruing from a female parliament;
and though ladies of fashion might probably
claim some peculiar liberties in dress by their

privilege, it might naturally be expected that this

wise assembly would at least keep the rest of the

sex in order; nor suffer enormous hoops to

spread themselves across the whole pavement, to

the detriment of all honest men going upon busi

ness along the street ; nor permit the chand
ler's wife to retail half-quarterns from behind
the counter, in a short stomacher and without
a handkerchief.

I am aware that a considerable objection may
be brought against this scheme ; to wit, that a
female parliament (like those of the men) may
be subject to corruption, and made dependent on
a court. The enormous Elizabeth ruff, and the

awkward Queen of Scots mob, are fatal instances

of the evil influence which courts have upon
fashions ; and as no one can tell the power which
a British queen might have over the councils of

a female parliament, future ages might perhaps
see the stays bolstered out into hump-backs, or

the petticoats let down to conceal a bandy leg,

from the same servile complaisance which warp
ed the necks of Alexander's courtiers.

But though a parliament on the foregoing
scheme has not yet taken place, an institution of

the like nature has been contrived among the

order of females who (as I mentioned in a

former paper) advertise for gentlemen to play at

cards with them. The reader may remember,
that some time ago, an advertisement appeared
in the public papers, from the Covent- Garden

Society ;
in which it was set forth, that one of

their members was voted common. This very
society is composed of those agreeable young
ladies, whose business it is to play at cards

with those gentlemen, who have good nature

and fortune sufficient to sit down contented

with being losers. It is divided, like the upper
and lower Houses of Parliament, into Ladies
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and Commons. The upper order of card-

players take their seats according to the rank of

those who game at high stakes with them ;

while the Commons are made up of the lower

sort of gamblers within the hundreds of Drury
and Covent- Garden. Every one is obliged to

pay a certain tax out of her card-money ; and

the revenue arising from it is applied to the

levying of hoop -petticoats, sacks, petenlairs,

caps, handkerchiefs, aprons, &c. to be used out

nightly according to the exigence and degree of

the members. Many revolutions have happened
in this society since its institution : a commoner
in the space of a few weeks has been called up to

the House of Ladies ;
and another, who at first

sat as peeress, has been suddenly degraded, and

voted common.
More particulars of this society have not come

to my knowledge ; but their design seems to be,

to erect a commonwealth of themselves, and to

rescue their liberties from being invaded by those

who have presumed to tyrannize over them. If

this practice of playing their own cards, and

shuffling for themselves, should generally pre

vail among all the agreeable young gamesters of

Covent- Garden, I am concerned to think what

will become of the venerable sisterhood of

Douglas, Haddock, and Noble, as well as the

fraternity of Harris, Derry, and the rest of those

gentlemen, who have hitherto acted as groom-

porters, and had the principal direction of the

game. From such a combination it may greatly

be feared, that the honourable profession ofpimp
will in a short time become as useless as that of

a Fleet-parson.
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Vitce

PcrcipU humones odium, ludsque videndce,

Ut sibi consiscant truerenti pectore lethum. LUCRBT.

O deaf to nature, and to Heaven's command !

Against thyself to lift the murdering hand !

O damn'd despair ! to shun the living light,

And plunge thy guilty soul in endless night !

THE last sessions deprived us of the only surviv

ing member of a society, which (during its short

existence) was equal both in principles and prac
tice to the Mohocks and Hell- Fire-Club of tre

mendous memory. This society was composed
of a few broken gamesters and desperate young
rakes, who threw the small remains of their

bankrupt fortunes into one common stock, and

thence assumed the name of toe Last Guinea

Club. A short life and a merry one was their

favourite maxim ; and they determined, when
their finances should be quite exhausted, to die

as they had lived, like gentlemen. Some of tVir

members had the luck to get a reprieve by a good

run at cards, and others by snapping up a rich

heiress or a dowager ; while the rest, who were
not cut off in the natural way by duels or the

gallows, very resolutely made their quietus with

laudanum or the pistol. The last that remained
of this society had very calmly prepared for his

own execution ; he had cocked his pistol, de

liberately placed the muzzle of it to his temple,
and was just going to pull the trigger, when he

bethought himself that he could employ it to

better purpose upon Hounslow Heath. This
brave man, however, had but a very short res

pite, and was obliged to suffer the ignominy of

going out of the world in the vulgar way, by a
halter.

The enemies of play will perhaps consider

those gentlemen, who boldly stake their whole
fortunes at the gaming-table, in the same view
with these desperadoes ; and they may even go
so far as to regard the polite and honourable as

sembly at White's as a kind of Last Guinea Club.

Nothing, they will say, is so fluctuating as the pro

perty of a gamester, who (when luck runs against

him) throws away whole acres at every cast of

the dice, and whose houses are as unsure a pos

session, as if they were built with cards. Many,
indeed, have been reduced to their last guinea at

this genteel gaming-house ; but the most inve

terate enemies to White's must allow, that it is

but now and then, that a gamester of quality,

who looks upon it as a toss-up whether there

is another world, takes his chance, and des

patches himself, when the odds are against him
in this.

But however free the gentlemen of White's

may be from any imputation of this kind, it

must be confessed, that suicide begins to prevail
so generally, that it is the most gallant exploit,

by which our modern heroes choose to signalize

themselves ; and in this, indeed, they behave

with uncommon prowess. Fronv the days of

Plato down to these, a suicide has always been

compared to a soldier on guard deserting his

post ; but I should rather consider a set of these

desperate men, who rush on certain death, as a

body of troops sent out on the forlorn hope. They
meet every face of death, however horrible,

with the utmost resolution : some blow their

brains out with a pistol ; some expire, like So

crates, by poison ;
some fall, like Cato, on the

point of their own swords ;
and others, who

have lived like Nero, affect to die like Seneca,

and bleed to death. The most exalted geniuses I

ever remember to have heard of, were a party of

reduced gamesters, who bravely resolved to pledge
each other in a bowl of laudanum. I was also

lately informed of a gentleman, who went among
his usual companions at the gaming-table the day
before he made away xvith himself, and coolly

questioned them which they thought the easiest

and genteelest method of going out of the world ;

for there is as much difference between a mean
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person and a man of quality in their manner of

destroying themselves, as in their manner of

living. The poor sneaking wretch, starving in a

garret, tucks himself up in his list garters ; a se

cond, crossed in love, drowns himself like a blind

puppy, in Rosamond's Pond ; and a third cuts

his throat with his own razor. But the man of

fashion almost always dies by a pistol ; and even

the cobbler of any spirit goes off by a dose or two

extraordinary of gin.

But this false notion of courage, however
noble it may appear to the desperate and aban

doned, in reality amounts to no more than the

resolution of the highwayman, who shoots him
self with his own pistol, when he finds it impos
sible to avoid being taken. All practicable

means, therefore, should be devised to extirpat"
such absurd bravery, and to make it appear eve

ry way horrible, odious, contemptible, and ridi

culous. From reading the public prints a foreign

er might be naturally led to imagine, that we
are the most lunatic people in the whole world.

Almost every day informs us, that the coroner's

inquest has sat on the body of some miserable

suJcide, and brought in their verdict lunacy ; but

it is very \vell known, that the inquiry has not

been made into the state of mind of the deceased,

but into his fortune arid family. The law has

indeed provided that the deliberate self-murderer

should be treated like a brute, and denied the

rites of burial ;
but among hundreds of lunatics

by purchase, I never knew this sentence exe

cuted but on one poor cobbler, who hanged him
self in his own stall. A pennyless poor dog,
who has not left enough to defray the funeral

charges, may perhaps be excluded the church

yard : but self-murder by a pistol genteelly

mounted, or the Paris-hilted sword, qualifies

the polite owner fora sudden death, and entitles

him to a pompous burial, and a monument set

ting forth his virtues in Westminster Abbey.
.Every man in his sober senses must wish, that

the most severe laws that could possibly be con
trived were enacted against suicides. This

shocking bravado never did (and I am confident
never will ! ) prevail among the more delicate

and tender sex in our own nation : though history
informs us that the Roman ladies were once so

infatuated as to throw off the softness of their

nature, and commit violence on themselves, till

the madness was curbed by exposing their naked
bodies in the public streets. This, I think,
ivould afford a hint for fixing the like marks
of ignominy on our male suicides; and I would
have every lower wretch of this sort dragged at

the cart's tail, and afterwards hung in chains at

his own door, or have his quarters put up in

terrorem in the most public places, as a rebel to

his Maker. But that the suicide of quality

might be treated with more respect, he should
De indulged in having his wounded corpse and
shattered brains lie (as it were) in state lor some

days ; of which dreadful spectacle wo may COB*

ceive the horror from the following picture
drawn by Dryden :

The slayer of himself too saw I there
;

The gore congeal'd was clotted in his hair;

"With eyes half clos'd, and mouth wide ope he lay,

And grim as when he breath'd his sullen soul away.]

DRYDEN'S FABLES.

The common murderer has his skeleton pre
served at Surgeon's Hall, in order to deter otheri

from being guilty of the same crime; and 1

think it would not be improper to have a chai'-

nel-house set apart to receive the bones of these

more unnatural self-murderers, in which monu
ments should be erected giving an account of

their deaths, and adorned with the glorious en

signs of their rashness, the rope, the knife, the

sword, or the pistol.

The cause of these frequent self-murders

among us has been generally imputed to the pe
culiar temperature of our climate. Thus a dull

day is looked upon as a natural order of execu

tion, and Englishmen must necessarily shoot,

hang, and drown themselves in November.
That our spirits are in some measure influenced

by the air cannot be denied ; but we are not

such mere barometers, as to be driven to despair
and death by the small degree of gloom, that our

winter brings with it. If we have not so much
sunshine as some countries in the world, we have

infinitely more than many others ; and I do not

hear that men despatch themselves by dozens in

Russia or Sweden, or that they are unable to

keep up their spirits even in the total darkness of

Greenland. Our climate exempts us from many
diseases, to which other more southern nations

are naturally subject ; and I can never be per

suaded, that being born near the North pole is a

physical cause for self-murder. 9

Despair, indeed, is the natural cause of thesft

shocking actions ; but this is commonly despair

brought on by wilful extravagance and debauch

ery. These first involve men in difficulties, and

then death at once delivers them of their lives

and their cares. For my part, when I see a

young profligate wantonly squandering his for

tune in bagnios or at the gaming-table, I can~

not help looking on him as hastening his own

death, and in a manner digging his own grave.

As he is at last induced to kill himself by mo
tives arising from his vices, I consider him as

dying of some disease which those vices natu

rally produce. If his extravagance has been

chiefly in luxurious eating and drinking, I ima

gine him poisoned by his wines, or surfeited by
a favourite dish ;

and if he has thrown away his

estate in bawdy houses, I conclude him destroy,

ed by rottenness and filthy disease.

Another principal cause of the frequency of

suicide is the noble spirit of free-thinking, which

has diffused itself among all ranks of people*
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The libertine of fashion has too refined a taste

to trouble himself at all about a soul or an here

after : but the vulgar infidel is at wonderful

pains to get rid of his Bible, and labours to per
suade himself out of his religion. For this pur

pose he attends constantly at the disputing socie

ties, where he hears a great deal about free-will,

free-agency, and predestination, till at length he

is convinced that man is at liberty to do as he

pleases, lays his misfortunes to the charge of

Providence, and comforts himself that he was

inevitably destined to be tied up in his own gar

ters. The courage of these heroes proceeds from

the same principles, whether they fall by their

own hands,, or those of Jack Ketch : the suicide

of whatever rank looks death in the face without

shrinking ; as the gallant rogue affects an easy

unconcern under Tyburn, throws away the

psalm-book, bids the cart drive off with an oath,

and swings like a gentleman.
If this madness should continue to grow more

awl more epidemical, it will be expedient to have

a hill of suicides distinct from the common bill

of mortality, brought in yearly ;
in which should

be set down the number of suicides, their me
thods of destroying themselves, and the likely

causes of their doing so. In this, I believe, we
should find but few martyrs to the weather ;

but their deaths would commonly be imputed to

despair, produced by some causes similar to the

following. In the little sketch of a bill of suicide

underneath, I have left blanks for the date of the

year, as well as for the number of self-murder

ers, their manner of dying, &c. which would

naturally be filled up by the proper persons, if

ever this scheme should be put into execution.

BUI of Suicide for the year

Of Newmarket Races

Of Kept Mistresses

Of Electioneering
Of Lotteries

Of French Claret, French Lace, French

Cooks, and French Disease ....
Of White's

Of Chinese Temples, &c. ......
Of a Country Seat

Of a Town House
Of Fortune-hunting .......
Of a Tour through France and Italy

Of Lord Bolingbroke
Of the Robin Hood Society ....
Of an Equipage
Of a Dog Kennel
Of Covent Garden
Of Plays, Operas, Concerts, Masque

rades, Routs, Drums, &c.

Of keeping the best Company
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Adde quod dbsumunt vires, pcruntque labore :

Adde quod aterhis sur mutu degitur (Etas.

Labitur interea res, et vadimoniajlunt,

Lan^uent officia, atque aegrotatJama vacillans.

Luc RET.

When haughty mistresses our souls enthral,

They waste our strength, our fortune, fame, and all,

Mortgage on mortgage loads the bankrupt cull,

Who gives up wealth and honour for a trull.

SINCE pleasure is almost the only pursuit of a

fine gentleman, it is very necessary, for the

maintaining his consequence and character, that

he should have a girl in keeping. Intriguing
with women of fashion, and debauching trades

men's daughters, naturally happen in the com
mon course of gallantry ; but this convenient

female, to fill up the intervals of business, is the

principal mark of his superior taste and quality.

Every priggish clerk to an attorney, or pert

apprentice, can throw away his occasional guinea
in Covent Garden

; but the shortness of their

finances will not permit them to persevere in

debauchery with the air and spirit of a man of

quality. The kept mistress (which those half-

reprobates dare not think of) is a constant part
of the retinue of a complete fine gentleman ; and

is, indeed, as indispensable a part of his equi

page, as a French valet de chambre, or a four-

wheeled post-chaise.

It was formerly the fashion among the ladies

to keep a monkey. At that time every woman
of quality thought herself obliged to follow the

mode ; and even the merchants' wives in the city
had their fashionable pugs to play tricks and
break china. A girl in keeping is as disagreeable
to some of our men of pleasure, as pug was tt

some ladies
;
but they must have one to spend

money and do mischief, that they may be reckon

ed young fellows of spirit. Hence it happens
that many gentlemen maintain girls, who in

fact, are little more than their nominal mistress

es ; for they see them as seldom, and behave to

them with as much indifference, as if they were
their wives

; however, as the woman in a manner
bears their name, and is maintained by them,

they may appear in the world with the genteel
character of a keeper. I have known several

gentlemen take great pains to heighten their

reputation in this way ; and turn off a firsc

mistress, merely because she was not sufficiently

known, for the sake of a celebrated woman ofthe

town, a dancer, or an actress j and it is always
the first step of an Englishman of fashion after

his arrival at Paris, to take one of the Filles

d' Opera under his protection. It was but the other

day, that Florio went abroad, and left his girl to

roll about the town in a chariot, with an unlimited

order on his banker ; and almost as soon as he

got to France, took a smart girl off the stage, to
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make as genteel a figure at Paris. In short, as

a gentleman keeps running horses, goes to

White's, and gets into parliament, for the name
of the thing ; so must he likewise have his kept

mistress, because it is the fashion : and I was

mightily pleased with hearing a gentleman once

boast, that he lived like a man of quality
"

For," says he,
" I have a post-chaise and

never ride in it ; I have a wife and never see her,
and I keep a mistress and never lie with her."

But, if these sort of keepers who never care a

farthing for their mistresses, are to be laughed
at, those who are really fond of their dulcineas

are to be pitied. The most hen-pecked husband
that ever bore the grievous yoke of a shrew, is

not half so miserable, as a man who is subject to

the humours and unaccountable caprice of a cun

ning slut, who finds him in her power. Her be

haviour will continually give him new occasion

ofjealousy ; and perhaps, she will really dispense
her favours to every rake in town, that will bid

up to her price. She will smile when she wants

money ; be insolent when she does not ; and in

short leave no artifice untried, to plague his

heart, and drain his pocket. A friend of mine
used constantly to rail at the slavish condition of

married men, and the tyranny of petticoat go
vernment : he therefore prudently resolved to

live an uncontrolled bachelor, and for that rea

son pitched upon a country girl, who should
serve him as a handmaid. Determining to keep
her in a very snug and retired manner, he had
even calculated how much she would save him
in curtailing his ordinary expenses at taverns

and bagnios : but this scheme of economy did not
last long , for the artful jade soon contrived " to

wind her close into his easy heart," and inveigled
him to maintain her in all the splendour and
eclat of a first-rate lady of pleasure. He at first

treated her with all the indifference of a fashion

able husband : but as soon as she found herself

to be entire mistress of his affections, it is sur

prising to think what pains she took to bring
him to the most abject compliance with all her

whimsies, and to tame him to the patient thing
he now is. A frown on his part would frequent
ly cost him a brocade, and a tear from her was
sure to extort a new handkerchief or an apron.
Upon any slight quarrel O she would leave
him that moment : and though the baggage
had more cunning than to hazard an intrigue
with any one else, she would work upon his jea

lousy by continually twitting him with She
knew a gentleman, who would scorn to use her
so barbarously, and she would go to him, if

she could be sure she was not with child. This
last circumstance was a coup de reserve, which
never failed to bring about a reconciliation : nay,
I have known her make great use of breeding
qualms upon occasion ; and things were once
come to such an extremity, that she was even
forced to have recourse to a sham miscarriage to

prevent their separation. He has often been

heard to declare, that if he ever had a child by
her, it should take its chance at the Foundling

Hospital. He had lately an opportunity of put

ting this to a trial : but the bare hinting such a

barbarous design threw the lady into hysterics.

However, he was determined that the babe, as

soon as it was born, should be put out to nurse,
he hated the squall of children. Well ! madam

was brought to bed : she could not bear the dear

infant out of her sight ; and it would kill her not

to suckle it herself. The father was therefore

obliged to comply ; and an acquaintance caught
him the other morning stirring the pap, holding
the clouts before the fire, and (in a word) dwin
dled into a mere nurse. Such is the transfor

mation of this kind keeper, whose character is

still more ridiculous than that of a fondlewife

among husbands. The amours, indeed, of these

fond souls, commonly end one of these two

ways : they either find themselves deserted by
their mistress, wnen she has effectually ruined

their constitution and estate
; or, after as many

years cohabitation as would have tired them of

a wife, theygrow so doatingly fond of their whore,
that, by marriage, they make her an honest wo
man, and perhaps a lady of quality.
The most unpardonable sort of keepers are

married men and old men. I will give the rea

der a short sketch of each of these characters, and
leave him to judge for himself.

Cynthio, about two years ago, was married to

Clarinda, one of the finest women in the world.

Her temper and disposition were as agreeable as

her person, and her chief endeavour was to

please her husband. But Cynthio's folly and

vanity soon got the better of his constancy and

gratitude ; and it was not six months after his

marriage, before he took a girl he was formerly

acquainted with into keeping. His dear Polly
uses him like a dog : and he is cruel enough to

revenge the ill treatment he receives from her

upon his wife. He seldom visits her, but whefti

his wench'has put him out of humour ; and once,

though indeed unknowingly, communicated to

her a filthy disease, for which he was obliged to

his mistress. Yet is he still so infatuated as to

doat on this vile hussy, and wishes it in his

power to annul his marriage, and legitimate his

bastards by Polly. Though it is palpable to every
one but Cynthio> that Polly has no attraction

but the name of mistress, and Clarinda no fault

but being his wife.

Sir Thrifty Gripe is arrived at his grand cli

macteric, and has just taken a girl into keeping.
Till very lately, the multiplication table was his

rule of life, and * a penny saved is a penny got,'

was his favourite maxim. But he has sud

denly deserted Wingate foi* Rochester, and the

'Change for Covent- Garden. Here he met
with the buxom Charlotte, who at once opened
his heart and his purse, and soon began to scat-
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ter liis guineas in paying her debts, and supply

ing her fresh expenses. Her equipage is as

genteel and elegant as that of a dutchess ; and the

wise men in the alley shake their heads at Sir

Thrifty as the greatest spendthrift in town. Sir

Thrifty was formerly married to a merchant's

daughter, who brought him a fortune of 20,000/. ;

but, after she had two sons by him, he sent her

into the North of Wales to live cheap, and pre
vent the probable expense of more children. His
sons were obliged to an uncle for education ; and
Sir Thrifty now scarce allows them enough to

support them. His mistress and he almost al

ways appear together at public places, where she

constantly makes a jest of him, while the old

dotard dangles at her elbow, like January by the

side of May. Thus Sir Thrifty lives, cursed by
his own sons, jilted by his mistress, and laughed
at by the rest of the world.

It is very diverging to observe the shifts to

which persons in middling or low life are re

duced, in order to bear this new incumbrance

with which they sometimes choose to load them
selves.

,
The extravagance of a girl has put

many a clerk on defrauding his master, sent

many a distressed gentleman's watch to the

pawnbrokers, and his clothes to Monmouth
street, as well as the poor gentleman himself to

the gaming-table, or perhaps to Hounslow
Heath. I know a templar, who always keeps
a girl for the first month after he receives his

allowance ; at the end of which his poverty

obliges him to discard her, and live on mutton-

chops and porter for the rest of the quarter :

and it was but lately, that my mercer discovered

his apprentice to be concerned with two others

in an association for maintaining one trull com
mon to the whole three.

This review of one of the chief sources of ex

travagance, in the higher and middling walks of

life, will help us in accounting for the frequent

mortgages and^li stresses in families of fashion,
and the numerous bankruptcies in trade. Here
also I cannot help observing, that, in this case,

the misbehaviour of the women is in a great
measure to be charged to the men : for how can

it be expected that a lady should take any plea

sure in discharging the domestic duties of a wife,

when she sees her husband's affections placed
abroad. Nothing, indeed, can be advanced in

vindication of loose conduct in the fair sex ; but,

considering our modern morals/ it is surely not

much to be wondered at, when the husband

openly affronts his family by keeping a wench,
if the wife also takes care to provide herself a

gallant. O.
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i mteHarwn inscrercs choro.

Mire sagacesfoileret hospifes

Discrimen obscurum, soluth

Crinibus, ambiguoque vultu. HOB.

In form so delicate, so soft his skin,

So fair in feature, and so smooth his chin,

Quite to unman him nothing wants but this ;

Put him in coats, and he's a very Miss.

Non ilia colo calathisve Mmervcs
F&tnineus assueta manus. VIRG.

See the she-rake her softer sex disown :

The breeches more become her than the gown.

I AM persuaded that my readers will agree with

me in thinking, that the writers of the following
letters ought to change clothes ; since, as the

case stands at present, the one seems to be a

pretty miss in breeches, and the other a blood in

petticoats.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

Rocks, deserts, wilds, wastes, savages, and

barbarians, make up the sum total of the odious

country. I am just returned from a visit there ;

and would not pass another three weeks in the

same way to he lord of the manor.

Having received frequent invitations from Sir

Sampson Five-bars, and having heard much of

the beauty of his three sisters, in an evil hour I

took a resolution to sacrifice this Christmas to

him at his seat in Wiltshire. I flattered myself
with the hopes, that the novelty and oddness of

the scene would serve me at least to laugh at;

and that if the rustics were not mere stocks

and stones, my clothes and discourse would

have taught them to talk and dress like human
creatures. Need I tell you, that I was disap

pointed? Sir Sampson is what the country

people call a hearty man : he has the shape and

constitution of a porter, and is sturdy enough to

encounter Broughton without mufflers ;
" when

he speaks, thunder breaks j" he hunts almost

every morning, and takes a toast and tankard

for his breakfast. You may easily imagine, that

what was pleasure to him must be torture to me ;

and, indeed, I would as soon draw in a mill, or

carry a chair for my diversion, as follow any of

their horrid country amusements. But Sir

Sampson, out of his abundant good-nature, in

sisted on lending me a gun, and showing me a

day's sport of shooting. For this purpose he

loaded me with a huge gun, threw a bag and

pouch across my shoulders, and made me look

for all the world like Robinson Crusoe. After

1 had followed him over three or four ploughed

fields, a servant, who was with us, hallooed out,

mark ! when the baronet's gun went off so sud

denly,, that it threw me into a swoon., and a*
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last I could hardly be convinced, that Sir Samp
son had shot nothing but a partridge.

After this you will conclude, that I was not

to be prevailed on to hunt. Once, indeed, Miss

Fanny did tempt me to accompany her on a

morning ride; but even of this I heartily re

pented. Miss Fanny, I found, valued neither

hedge nor ditch, has the strength of a char-wo

man, and, in short, is more like Trulla in Hudi-

bras, or Boadicea in the play, than a woman of

fashion. Unluckily, too, the horse I rode was

skittish and unruly ;
so that while I was scamp

ering after Miss Fanny, a sudden start brought

me to the ground. I received no hurt ; but the

fall so fluttered my spirits, that Miss Fanny was

obliged to take me up behind her. When we
arrived at the house, I was in the utmost con

fusion ;
for the booby servants stood gaping arid

grinning at my distress, and Sir Sampson him

self told me, with a laugh as horrible as Cali

ban's, that he would lend me one of his maids to

carry me out airing every morning.
Besides these and fifty other mortifications, I

could scarce get any rest during the whole time

I remained there : every other morning I was

constantly waked by the hungry knight, just re

turned from the chace and bawling for dinner.

My breakfast was what they called their after

noon tea, at which I alwayo assisted the ladies;

for I should infallibly have perished, had I staid

in the hall amidst the jargon of toasts and the

fumes of tobacco. I thought, indeed, my time

might be much more agreeably employed in the

parlour; but even here my disappointment was

grievous past expression. These fair ones, for

such they were, were hale indeed and ruddy ;

and having been always cooped up, like turkeys

in a pen, were really no better than belles sau-

vages, being totally ignorant of the genteel airs

and languishing delicatesse of women of fashion.

Their clothes were huddled on merely with a

view to cover their nakedness
;
and they had no

notion, that their eyes were given them for any
other purpose than to see, and (what is more

strange) to read, forsooth ! For my part, Mr.

Town, unless a woman can use her eyes to more

advantage, I should as soon fall in love with my
lap-dog or my monkey ;

and what constitutes

the difference between a lady and her cookmaid,
but her taste in dress? Mobs and handker

chiefs answer the end of covering, but the main

purpose of dress is to reveal. I really almost

begin to think, that these awkward creatures

were so stupid and unaccountable, as to have no

design upon me. To complete the oddity of their

characters, these girls are constant at church,
but never dreamed of promoting an intrigue
there : employ their whole time there in praying,
never heard of such things as cut fans, and are

so attentive to the queer old put of a preacher,
that they scarce look or listen to any one else.

After service too the doctor is always taken home

to dinner, and is as constant at table on Sunday
?s a roast sirloin and a plum-pudding.
But even with these unaccountable females, I

thought I could have passed my evenings tolera

bly, if I could have got them to cards, which
have the charming faculty of rendering all

women equally agreeable. But these, I found,

they were almost wholly unaccustomed to. I

once, indeed, heard the dear cards mentioned,
and was in hopes of something like an assembly.
But what was my mortification, when, instead

of seeing half a dozen card-tables, &c. set out,

and whist, brag, or lansquenet going forward, I

saw these strange women place themselves at a

huge round table with country girls and cherry-
cheek'd bumpkins, to play, according to annual
Christmas custom, at Pope Joan and Snip-snap-
snorum !

It would be endless to recount the miseries I

suffered in those three weeks. Even the neces

saries of life were denied me
;
and I could scarce

have been more at a loss among the Hottentots.

Would you think it, Sir? though this house had
a family in it, and a family of females too, not a

drop of Benjamin wash, nor a dust of almond-

powder could be procured there, nor indeed in

all the parish ; and I was forced to scrub my
hands with filthy wash-ball, which so ruined
their complexion, that lying in dog-skin gloves
will not recover them this fortnight. Add to

this, that I never could dress for want of po
matum, so that my hair was always in dishe-

velle; and I am sure I should not have been
known at the dilettanti. At length, Sir, my snuff

and salts were pretty nigh exhausted ; and to add
to my distress, I lost my snuff-box. These los

ses were irreparable there ; not all the country
afforded such snuff and salts as mine; 1 coula

as soon live without food as without either; and
not a box could I touch but one of Deard's, and
of my own choosing. So I hurried up to town,
and being just recovered from the fatigue of my
journey, I send you this, in hopes that my wo-
ful experience will deter all my friends from fol

lowing a chace as mad and hare-brained as any
of Sir Sampson's ; since it is impossible to exist

a day there with tolerable ease, and neither wit

nor beauty are worth one pinch, unless they are

impi'oved by a town education.

Sir, yours, &c.

DIMPLE.

My other correspondent, by the familiarity
of her address, must be, I am sure, a woman of

fashion :

Dear Town,
Did I know your Christian name I would call

you by it, to show you at first setting out, that

I know the world, and was born and bred in

high life.

The design of this epistle is to express to you
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the uneasiness that some of us women of spirit

feel at being incumbered with petticoats, and to

tonvince vou, by our way of life, that had we
been men, we should have been bucks of the first

head. Be assured, however, that such of us as

are unmarried are strictly virtuous. We have,

indeed, been accused of copying the dress of the

nymphs of Drury. And can any thing be in

vented more becoming ? Fanny, it must be

owned, has taste. What so smart as a cocked

hat ? and who but sees the advantages of short

petticoats, unless it be some squire's awkward

daughter, who never yet heard of a Poloneze,

and never accidentally shows her leg without

blushing ?

It is true, their similitude in dress now and

then occasions some droll mistakes. In the park
the joke has been sometimes carried so far, I

have been obliged to call the sentry : and how
did a young templar startand stare, when having

just made an appointment with him, he saw me
step into a chair adorned with coronets !

If you frequent Ranelagh, you must undoubt

edly have seen or heard me there. I am always
surrounded with a crowd of fellows

; and my
voice and laugh is sure to be the loudest, especi

ally while Beard is singing. One is my dear

lord, another my sweet colonel : and the rest I

call Tom, or Dick, or Harry, as I would their

footman. At the play I always enter in the first

act. All the eyes of the house are turned upon
me. I am quite composed. Before I am set

tled the act is over ; and to some I nod or cour

tesy, with others I talk and laugh, till the cur

tain falls.

What would I give to change my sex ! Entre

nous, I have a strong inclination to see the world

in masquerade. If you love me, keep it secret,

and should you hear of any prank more wild

and buckish than usual, conclude it to be played

by me in men's clothes.

Yours as you mind me,
HARRIOT HARE-BRAIN.
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-Aconita bibuntur. Jin-.

Drams are our bane, since poisons lurk within,

And some by cordials fall, and some by gin.

NOTHING is more natural than for the quacks of

all professions to recommend their wares to

those persons who are most likely to stand in

need of them. Thus Mrs. Giles very properly

acquaints the fair sex, that she sells her fine

compound for taking off superfluous hairs at a

guinea an ounce : and ladies of quality are con

stantly informed, where they may be furnished

with the newest brocades, or the choicest variety

of Chelsea China figures for deserts. It is very

necessary, that the beau monde should be ac

quainted, that Eau de Luce may be had here

in England, the same as at Paris ; but I must

own, I was very much surprised at seeing re

peated advertisements in the papers from the
" Rich Cordial Warehouse," introduced by an

address " to the people of fashion." I cannot

but look upon this as a libel on our persons of

distinction, and I know not whether it may not

be construed into scandalum (magnatum ; as it

tacitly insinuates, that our Right Honourables

are no better than dram-drinkers.

There is a well known story of the famous

Rabelais, that having a mind to impose on the

curiosity of his landlord, he filled several vials

with an innocent liquor, and directed them with

Poison for the King, Poison for the Dau
phin, Poison for the Prime Minister, and for

all the principal courtiers. The same might be

said of these rich cordial liquors ; which how
ever they may recommend themselves to the

people of fashion by their foreign titles and ex

traction, are to be considered as poisons in mas

querade : and instead of the pompous names of

Eau d'Oa, Eau divine, and the like, I would
have labels fixed on the bottles (in imitation of

Rabelais) with Poison for my Lord Duke,
Poison for the Viscount, Poison for the Coun
tess.

We live, indeed, in so polite an age, that no

thing goes down with us, but what is either

imported from France and Italy, or dignified

with a foreign appellation. Our dress must be

entirely a la mode de Paris ; and I will venture

to insure great success to the Monsieur tailor,

who tells ug in the public papers, that he has

just been to France to see the newest fashions.

A dinner is not worth eating, if not served up

by a French cook : our wines are of the same

country ; and the dram-drinkers of fashion are

invited to comfort their spirits with rich cordials

from Chamberry, Neuilly, and VIsle de Rhe. A
plain man must undoubtedly smile at the allur

ing names, which are given to many of these ;

nor is it possible to guess at their composition

from their titles. The virtues, as well as the

intent, of Viper Water may be well known ; but

who would imagine, that Flora Granater, or

Belle de Nuit should be intended only to signify

a dram ? For my own part I should rather

have taken Marasquino for an Italian fiddler,

and have concluded that Jacomonoodi was no

other than an Opera-singer.
But dram-drinking, however different in th

phrase, is the same in practice, in every station

of life ; and sipping rich cordials is no less de

testable, than, in the vulgar idiom, bunging your

eye. What signifies it, whether we muddle with

Eau de MUlefleurs or plain aniseed, or whether

we -fetch our drams from the Rich Cordial

Warehouse, or the Blackamoor and Still ? Th
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lady of St. James's, who paints her face with

frequent applications of Coffee or Chocolate

Water, looks as hideous as the trollop of St.

Giles's, who has laid on the same colours by re

peated half quarterns of Gin Royal. There are

Many customs among the great, which are also

practised by the lower sort of people ; and if

persons of fashion must wrap up their drams in

the disguise of a variety of specious titles, in this

too they are rivalled by the vulgar. Madam
Gin has been christened by as many names as a

German princess ; every petty chandler's shop
will sell you Sky-blue, and every night-cellar

furnish you with Holland Tape, three yards a

penny. Nor can I see the difference between

Oil of Venus, Spirit of Adonis, and Parfait

Amour, for the use of our quality, and what

among the vulgar is called Cupid's Eye-water,

Strip me naked, and Lay me down softly.

To those elegant and genteel appellations it is

indeed, chiefly owing, that drams are not con

fined merely to the vulgar, but are in esteem

among all ranks of people, and especially among
the ladies. Many a good woman, who would

start at the very mention of strong waters, can

not conceive there can be any harm in a cordial.

And as the fair sex are more particularly subject

to a depression of spirits, it is no wonder that

they should convert their apothecaries' shops in

to rich cordial warehouses, and take drams by
way of physic ;

as the common people make gin
serve for meat, drink, and clothes. The ladies

perhaps may not be aware, that every time they
have recourse to their Hartshorn or Lavender

Drops, to drive away the vapours, they in effect

take a Dram ? and they may be assured, that

their Colic, Surfeit, and Plague Waters, are to

be ranked among spirituous liquors, as well as

the common stuff at the gin-shop. The College
of Physicians, in their last review of the London

Dispensatory, for this very reason expelled the

Strong Water, generally known by the soothing
name of Hysteric Water

; because it was a lure

to the female sex to dram it by authority, and
to get tipsy secundum artem.

If any of my fair readers have at all given into

this pernicious practice of dram-drinking, I

must intreat them to leave it off betimes, before

it has taken such hold of them as they can never

shake off. For the desire of drams steals upon
them, and grows to be habitual, by imperctpti-
ble degrees : as those who are accustomed to

take opiates, are obliged to increase the dose

gradually, and at last cannot sleep without it.

The following letter may serve to convince them
of the deplorable situation of a lady, who covers

her drinking under the pretence of mending her

constitution.

TO MR. TOWN. ;

SIR,

I have the misfortune to be married to a poor
feeble creature, who labours under a complica

tion of disorders, and which nothing can relieve

but a continued course of strong liquors ; though,

poor woman ! she would not else touch a dram
for the world. Sometimes she is violently

troubled with the tooth-ach, and then she is

obliged to hold a glass of rum in her mouth, to

numb the pain, at other times she is seized with
a racking fit of the colic, and nothing will so

soon give her ease as some right Holland's gin.

She has the gout in her constitution ; and when
ever she feels a twitch of it, the only thing is

sheer brandy to keep it from her head ; but this

sometimes is too cold for her, and she is forced

to drive it out of her stomach with true Irish

usquebaugh. She is never free from the

vapours, notwithstanding she is continually

drinking hartshorn and water ; and ever since

she miscarried, she is so hysterical in the night

time, that she never lies without a cordial-water

bottle by her bedside. I have paid the apothe

cary above fifty pounds for her in one year ; and
his bill is laced down with nothing but drops,

peppermint water, and a cordial draught re

peated.

Her very diet must always be made hearten

ing, otherwise it will do her no good. Tea
would make her low-spirited, except she was to

qualify every dish with a large spoonful of rum.
She has a glass of mountain with bitters an
hour before dinner, to create an appetite ;

and
her stomach is so poor, that when she is at table,

she must force every bit down with a glass of

Madeira. We usually have a tiff of punch to

gether in the evening ; but the acid would gripe

her, and the water keep her awake all the night,
if it was not made comfortable with more than

an equal portion of spirit.

But notwithstanding the grievous complaints
she hourly labours under, she is very hale : and
her complexion is, to all appearance, as healthy
and florid as a milk-maid's : except, indeed, that

her nose and forehead are subject to red pimples,

blotches, and breakings out, which the apothe

cary tells me are owing to a kind of phlogistic

humour in her blood. Formy part, considering
the quantity of combustibles she continually

pours down, I should imagine the fire in her

stomach would kindle a flame in her counte

nance ; and I should not wonder, if she looked

as horrible, as those who hang their face over a
bowl of Burnt Brandy at snap-dragon.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

T. TIMOTHY NOGGAN
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Lusit amabiliter, doneejam stevus apertam
In rabiem verti ccepitjocus. HOB.

Frolics, for men of spirit only fit,

Where rapes are jests, and murder is sheerwit.

THE noblest exploit of a man of the town, th*

31
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highest proof and utmost effort of his genius and

pieasantry, is the frolic. This piece of humour
consists in playing the most wild and extrava

gant pranks that wantonness and debauchery
can suggest ; and is the distinguishing character,

istic of the buck and blood.

These facetious gentlemen, whenever cham-

paigne has put them in spirits, sally out,
" flown

with insolence and *vine," in quest of adven
tures. At such a time, the more harm they do,
the more they show their wit; and their frolics,

like the mirth of a monkey, are made up of

mischief.

The frolic formerly signified nothing more
than a piece of innocent mirth and gayety ; but

the modern sense of the word is much more

lively and spirited. The Mohocks and the mem
bers of the Hell-Fire Club, the heroes of the last

generation, were the first who introduced these

elevated frolics, and struck out mighty good jokes
from all kinds of violence and blasphemy. The
present race of bucks commonly begin their frolic

in a tavern, and end it in the round-house; and

during the course of it, practise several mighty
pretty pleasantries. There is a great deal of hu
mour in what is called beating the rounds, that

is, in plain English, taking a tour of the princi

pal bawdy-houses ; breaking of lamps and skir

mishes with watchmen are very good jests ; and
the insulting any dull sober fools, that are quiet

ly trudging about their business, or a rape on
a modest woman, are particularly facetious.

Whatever is in violation of all decency and order,

is an exquisite piece of wit ; and in short, a frolic

and playing the devil bear the same explanation
in a modern glossary. ,

It is surprising how much invention there is

in these exploits, and how wine inspires these

gentlemen with thoughts more extraordinary
and sublime, than any sober man could ever have

devised. I have known a whole company start

from their chairs, and begin tilting at each other

merely for their diversion. Another time, these

exalted geniuses have cast lots which should be

thrown out of the window ; and at another,

make a bonfire of their clothes, and run naked
into the streets. I remember a little gentleman,
not above five feet high, who was resolved,

merely for the sake of the frolic, to lie with the

tall woman
; but the joke ended in his receiving a

sound cudgelling from the hands of his Thalestris.

It was no longer ago than last winter, that a

party of jovial Templars set out an hour or two
after midnight on a voyage to Lisbon, in order

to get good Port. They took a boat at Temple
Stairs, and prudently laid in by way of provi

sions, a cold venison pasty and two bottles of

raspberry brandy; but when they imagined
themselves just arrived at Gravesend, they found

themselves suddenly overset in Chelsea Reach,
and very narrowly escaped being drowned. The
most innocent frolics of these men of humour

are carried on in a literary way by advertise

ments in the newspapers, with which they often

amuse the town ; and alarm us with bottle con

jurers, and persons who will jump down their
own throats. Sometimes they divert them
selves by imposing on their acquaintance with
fictitious intrigues, and putting the modest wo
men to the blush by describing them in the pub
lic papers. Once, I remember it was the frolic-

to call together all the wet nurses that wanted a

place ; at another time, to summon several old

women to bring their male tabby cats, fur

which they were to expect a considerable price ;

and not long ago, by the proffer of a curacy, they
drew all the poor parsons to St. Paul's coffee

house, where the bucks themselves sat in another

box, to smoke their rusty wigs and brown cas

socks.

But the highest frolic that can possibly be put
in execution, is a genteel murder ; such as run

ning a waiter through the body, knocking an old

feeble watchman's brains out with his own staff,

or taking away the life of some regular scoun

drel, who has not spirit enough to whore and
drink like a gentleman. The noblest frolic of
this kind I ever remember, happened a few

years ago at a country town. While a party of

bucks were making a riot at an inn, and tossing
the chairs and tables and looking-glasses into the

street, the landlady was indiscreet enough to

come up stairs, and interrupt their merriment
with her impertinent remonstrances ; upon
which, they immediately threw her out of the
window after her own furniture. News wivs

soon brought of the poor woman's death, and
the whole company looked upon it as a very droii

accident, and gave orders that she should be

charged in the bill.

These wild pranks are instances of great spirit
and invention : but, alas ! the generality of man
kind have no taste for humour. Few people care

to have a sword in their ribs for the sake of the

joke, or to be beat to mummy, or shot through
the head, for the diversion of the good company.
They sometimes imagine the jest is earned too

far, and are apt to apply the words of the old

fable,
"

it may be sport to you, but it is death to

us." For these reasons, a set of these merry
gentlemen are as terrible to the ordinary part of

the world as a troop of banditti ; and an affair,

which has been thought very high fun in Pall

Mall or Covent Garden, has been treated in

a very serious manner at Westminster Hall

or the Old Bailey. Our legislature has been

absurd enough to be very careful of the lives

of the lowest among the people ; and the coun

sel for a highwayman would sooner plead

distress as an excuse for discharging his pisto],

than mere wantonness and frolic. Nor do the

governments abroad entertain a better opinion

of this sort of humour ; for it is but a few years

ince, a gentleman on his travels, who was
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xjmpleting a town education by the polite tour,

shot a Avaiter through the head, but the joke was

so ill received, that the gentleman was hanged

within four-ani-twenty hours. It would be

advisable, therefore, for these gentlemen, since

the taste of the age is so incorrigible, to lay aside

this high-seasoned humour. For their pistol,

as it were, recoils upon themselves ; and since

it may produce their own deaths, it would be

more prudent not to draw their wit out of their

scabbards.

Our ladies of quality, who have at length

adopted French manners with French fashions,

and thrown off all starchness and reserve with

the ruff and the fardingale, are very fond of a

frolic. I have, indeed, lately observed with

great pleasure, the commendable attempts of the

other sex to shake off the shackles of custom ;

and I make no doubt but a libertine lady will

soon become a very common character. If their

passion for gaming continues to increase in the

same proportion that it has for some time past,

we shall very soon meet with abundance of

sharpers in petticoats ;
and it will be mentioned,

as a very familiar incident, that a party of female

gamblers were seized by the constables at the

gaming table. I am also informed, that it is

grown very common among the ladies to toast

pretty fellows : and that they often amuse them

selves wi'.h concerting schemes for an excellent

frolic. A frolic is, indeed, the most convenient

name in the world to veil an intrigue ; and it is

a great pity that husbands and fathers should

ever object to it. I can see no harm in a lady's

going disguised to mob it in the gallery at the

play-house ; and could not but smile at the

pretty innocent wanton, who carried the joke so

far as to accompany a strange gentleman to a

bagnio ;
but when she came there, was surprised

to find that he was fond of a frolic as well as

herself, and offered her violence. But I parti

cularly admire the spirit of that lady, who had

such true relish for a frolic, as to go with her

gallant to the masquerade, though she knew he

had no breeches under his domino.

I most heartily congratulate the fine ladies

and gentlemen of the age on the spirit with
which they pursue their diversions ; and I look

upon a bold frolic as the peculiar privilege of a

person of fashion ; and ladies undoubtedly see a

great deal of pleasantry in an intrigue, and
mimic the dress and manners of the courtezans

very happily and facetiously; while the gentle

men, among many other new fancies, have made
the old blunder of the Merry Andrew appear
no longer ridiculous, and are mightily pleased

with the comical humours of a murder. The
frolics now in vogue will probably continue to

be the amusements of the polite world for a

long time ; but whenever the fashion is about to

vary, I beg leave to propose the frolic recom

mended; if I remember right, to the Duke of

\Vharton, by JJr. Swift. "When you are tired

of your other frolics, I would have you take up
the frolic of being good ;

and my word for it,

you will find it the most agreeable frolic yotf

ever practised in your life." O.
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Nil obstat. Cols tibi pene v'tdere est

Ut nudam, nc crure malo, ne sit pede iurpi :

Metiri possis oculo latus. HcR.

The taper leg, slim waist, and lovely cide,

Nor stays nor envious petticoats shall hide ;

But full in sight the tempting bosom swell,

While bucks with wonder view the naked belle.

THERE once prevailed among us a sect called

the Adamites, whose doctrine, like that of our

present Moravians, was calculated to comfort

the flesh as well as the spirit ;
and many things,

generally accounted indecent and immodest,
were with them regarded as principles of reli

gion. The chief article maintained by this sect

was, that it was proper, like our great forefather

Adam, to go naked ; and the proselytes to this

faith came abroad in the public streets in open

day-light without any clothing. But this pri

mitive simplicity did not agree with the notions

of those degenerate days ; and the Adamites

were looked upon as <m intolerable nuisance.

Their religion, like all others, was soon attended

with persecution : and some of the converts

were dragged naked at the cart's tail, some set

in the stocks, and others sent to Bridewell.

Since that remarkable period the male part of

our species has been decently covered ; but the

female world has made several bold attempts to

throw off the incumbrance of clothes. Caps,

handkerchiefs, tuckers, and modesty-pieces, have

been long discarded ; and the ladies have contu

nued every year to shed some other part of theii

dress as useless and unornamental. But these

are only half assertions of the female rights and

natural liberty in comparison to the project,

which, it is thought, will be ripe for execution

by summer. A set of ladies of the first fashion

have agreed to found a sect of EVITES who
are to appear in public with no other covering

than the original fig-leaf. The primitive sim

plicity of appearance will be restored ; and

though some may be censorious enough to

imagine, that their confidence arises from very
different principles, it may very justly be said of

our ladies of quality, as of our first parents be

fore the fall,
" They are naked, and are not

ashamed." My country readers, and all those

who live at a distance from the polite world may
perhaps look upon this scheme as merely fantas

tical and imaginary ; but nothing is more true .

The milliners are at this time all very busy in
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making xip artificial lig-leaves, and adorning
them according to the different fancies of the

rearers. There is more taste displayed in con

triving an elegant fig-leaf, than has hitherto

been exerted in forming a genteel swordknot.

Some have hunches of the gayest coloured ri

bands dangling loosely from the stalk, others

tassels of gold and silver lace, and a few, design

ed for ladies of the highest distinction, bunches

of diamonds. This and the pompon, which it

is said has been lately Avorn merely as a type of

a fig-leaf, will make up the common dress of the

whole female world : but if ever the weather

should be too severe for the ladies to appear (as

Bayes expresses it) in puris naturalibus, they are

to wear flesh-coloured silks with pompons and

fig-leaves as usual.

There are perhaps persons who, as they still

retain some of the leaven of decency in their

composition, will be startled at this project. I

must own, however, that it does not appear to

me to be in the least extraordinary or surpris

ing : for considering the present dress of our
women of fashion, there remains no further step
to be taken, except absolute nakedness. The
stays and petticoat have been so unmercifully
pruned and cut away in order to discover latent

beauties, that if those of the present mode were
to fall into the hands of our distant posterity,

they would conclude, that the present race of

women must have been a generation of pigmies ;

for they could never possibly conceive, that they
were of common size, and wore by way of dress

any garments so little calculated either for use or

ornament. If one might judge by appearances,

the little modesty that is left in the polite "world

seems to be among the men ; and one is almost

tempted to look for the rakes and persons of in

trigue in the other sex. I was present a few

nights ago at the representation of the Chances ;

and when I looked round the boxes, and observ

ed the loose dress of all the ladies, and the great

relish with which they received the high-sea

soned jests in that comedy, I was almost appre

hensive, that the old story of the outrage of the

Romans on the Sabine women would be invert

ed, and that the ladies would rise up and commit
a rape on the men.

But notwithstanding all that may be said

against this project for establishing nakedness,

it is not without example. Among the Hotten

tots, a very wise and polite nation, the ladies at

this day go quite naked, except a loose mantle

thrown over their shoulders, and a short apron
before instead of a fig-leaf. It is also well

known, that the Spartans allowed their unmar
ried women to wear a sort of loose robe, which
at every motion discovered their charms through
several openings contrived for that purpose.
There would certainly be no harm in extending
this liberty to the whole sex ; and I am not in

the least inclined to listen to the malignant insi

nuations, that when a married woman endea

vours to look particularly tempting, it is not

merely to please her husband, but to captivate a

gallant. It may, perhaps, be further objected,
that our northern climate is too cold to strip in :

but this little inconvenience is amply compen
sated, by the security the ladies will create to

themselves by taking such extraordinary liber

ties, and carrying matters so very far, that it

will be indecent even to reprehend them.
There is, however, a very large part of th*,

sex, for whom I am greatly concerned on this

occasion. I mean the old and the ugly. What
ever the belles may get by this fashion, these

poor ladies will be great sufferers. Their faces

are already more than is agreeable to be shown ;

but if they expose sickly skins, furrowed and

pursed up like a washerwoman's fingers, the

sight will become too disgusting. During the

present mode I have observed, that the display
of a yellow neck or clumsy leg has created but

few admirers : and it is reasonable to conclude,

that when the new fashion begins to prevail

universally, although our men of pleasure will

be glad to see the young and beautiful ladies,

whom they would desire to take into their arms,

stripping as fast as possible, yet they are not so

fond of primitive and original simplicity, as to

be captivated by a lady, who has none of the

charms of Eve, except her nakedness.

Some persons of more than ordinary penetra
tion will be apt to look on this project in a politi

cal light, and consider it as a scheme to counter

work the marriage act. But as the chief ladies

who concerted it are already provided with

husbands, and are known to be very well affect

ed to the government, this does not appear pro

bable. It is more likely to be an artifice of the

beauties to make their superiority incontestable,

by drawing in the dowdies of the sex to suffer

by such an injurious contrast. However this

may be, it is very certain, that the most lovely

of the sex are about to employ the whole artil

lery of their charms against us, and indeed seem

resolved to shoot us flying. On this occasion it

is to be hoped, that the practice of painting,

which is now so very fashionable, will be en

tirely laid aside : for whoever incrusts herself in

paint can never be allowed to be naked ; and it

is surely more elegant for a lady to be covered

even with silk and linen, than to be daubed, like

an old wall, with plaster and rough-cast.

After this account of the scheme of our mod

ish females now in agitation, which the reader

may depend upon as genuine, it only remains to

let him know how I came by my intelligence.

The parliament of women, lately proposed, is

now actually sitting. Upon their first meeting,

after the preliminaries were adjusted, the whole

house naturally resolved itself into a committee

on the affairs of dress. The fig-leaf bill, the

purport of which is contained in this paper, was
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brought in by a noble Countess, and occasioned

some very warm debates. Two ladies in par
ticular made several remarkable speeches on this

occasion : but they were both imagined to speak,

like our male patriots, more for their own pri

vate interest than for the good of the public.

For one of these ladies, who insisted very ear

nestly on the decency of some sort of covering,
and has a very beautiful face, is shrewdly sus

pected not to be so much above all rivalry in the

turn and proportion of her limbs : and the

other, who was impatient to be undressed with

all expedition, was thought to be too much in

fluenced by her known partiality to a favourite

mole, which now lies out of sight. The bill,

however, was passed by a considerable majority,

and is intended to be put in force by Midsum
mer day next ensuing. W.
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Necte tribus nodis ternos, Amarylli, colores :

Necte, Amarylli, modb, et Veneris, die, vincula necto.

Ducite ab urbe domum, mea carmina, ducite Daphnin.

JJmus ut hie durescif, et heec ut cera liquescit,

Una eodemque ignij sic nostro Daphnis amore.

VIRGIL.

Three colours weave in three-fold knots, and cry,
" In three-fold bond this true-love's knot I tie."

As the same fire makes hard this cake of clay,

In which this waxen image melts away,

Thus, god of love, be my true shepherd's breast

Soft to my flame, but hard to all the rest.

Ye songs, spells, philters, amulets, and charms,

Bring, quickly bring my Daphnis to my arms.

THE idle superstitions of the vulgar are no

where so conspicuous as in the affairs of love.

When a raw girl's brain is once turned with a

sweetheart, she converts every trifling accident

of her life into a good or bad omen, and makes

every thing conspire to strengthen her in so

pleasing a delusion. Virgil represents Dido, as

soon as she has contracted her fatal passion for

^neas, as going to the priests to have her for

tune told. In like manner the lovesick girl

runs to the cunning-man, or crosses the gipsy's

hand with her last sixpence, to know when she

shall be married, how many children she shall

have, and whither she shall be happy with her

husband. She also consults the cards, and finds

out her lover in the Knave of Hearts. She

learns how to interpret dreams, and every night

furnishes her with meditation for the next day.

If she happens to bring out any thing in con

versation which another person was about to

say, she comforts herself that she shall be mar
ried first ;

and if she tumbles as she is running

up stairs, imagines she shall go to church with

her sweetheart before the week is at an end.

I But if in the course of their amour she gives th

dear man her hair wove in a true Cover's knot,
or breaks a crooked ninepence with him, she

thinks herself assured of his inviolable fidelity.
It would puz/le the most profound antiquary

to discover, what could give birth to the strange
notions cherished by fond nymphs and swains.

The god of love has more superstitious votaries,

and is worshipped with more unaccountable

rites than any fabulous deity whatever. No
thing, indeed, is so whimsical as the imagina
tion of a person in love. The dying shepherd
carves the name of his mistress on the tvees,

while the fond maid knits him a pair of garters
with an amorous posy ; and both look on what

they do as a kind of charm to secure the affec

tion of the other. A lover will rejoice to give
his mistress a bracelet or a top-knot, and she

perhaps will take pleasure in working him a

pair of ruffles. These they will regard as the

soft bonds of love ; but neither would on any
account run the risk of cutting love by giving or

receiving such a present as a knife or a pair of

scissors. But to wear the picture of the beloved

object constantly near the heart, is universally
accounted a most excellent and never-failing

preservative of affection.

Some few years ago there was publicly ad

vertised, among the other extraordinary medi

cines whose wonderful qualities are daily related

in the last page of our newspapers, a most effica

cious love-powder ; by which a despairing lover

might create affection in the bosom of the most

cruel mistress. Lovers have, indeed, always
been fond of enchantment. Shakspeare has re

presented Othello as accused of winning his

Desdemona by "conjuration and mighty ma
gic ;" and Theocritus and Virgil have both in

troduced women into their pastorals, using
charms and incantations to recover the affections

of their sweethearts. In a word, Talismans,

Genii, Witches, Fairies, and all the instruments

of magic and enchantment were first discovered

by lovers, and employed in the business of love.

But I never had a thorough insight into all

this amorous sorcery till I received the fol

lowing letter, which was sent me from the

country a day or two after Valentine's day ;

and I make no doubt, but all true lovers most

religiously performed the previous rites men*
tioned by my correspondent.

TO MR. TOWN.
DEAR SIR, Feb. 17, 1755.

You must know I am in love with a very
clever man, a Londoner ;

and as T wanttoknow
whether it is my fortune to have him, I have

tried all the tricks I can hear of for that pur

pose. I have seen him several times in coffee

grounds with a sword by his side ;
and he was

once at the bottom of a tea-cup in a coach and
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six, with two footmen behind it. I got up last

May morning, and went into the fields to hear

the cuckoo ;
and when I pulled off my left shoe,

I found a hair in it exactly the same colour with

his. But I shall never forget what I did last

Midsummer Eve. I and my two sisters tried

the Dumb Cake together : you must know, two
must make it, two bake it, two break it, and

the third put it under each of their pillows (but

you must not speak a word all the time) and
then you will dream of the man you are to have.

This we did
;
and to be sure I did nothing all

night but dream of Mr. Blossom. The same

night, exactly at twelve o'clock, I sowed hemp-
seed in our back yard, and said to myself,
"
Hemp-seed I sow, Hemp-seed I hoe, and he

that is my true love come after me and mow."
Will you believe me ? I looked back, and saw
him behind me, as plain as eyes could see him.
After that, I took a clean shift, and turned it,

and hung it upon the back of a chair; and very
likely my sweetheart would have come and
turned it right again (for I heard his step) but

I was frightened, and could not help speaking,
which broke the charm. I likewise stuck up
two Midsummer-men, one for myself and one

for him. Now if his had died away, we should

never have come together : but I assure you his

blowed and turned to mine. Our maid Betty
tells me, that if I go backwards without speak

ing a word into the garden upon Midsummer
Eve, and gather a rose, and keep it in a clean

sheet of paper, without looking at it till Christ

mas-day, it will be as fresh as in June ; and if

I then stick it in my bosom, he that is to be my
husband will come and take it out. If I am
not married before the time come about again, I

will certainly do it ; and only mind if Mr.
Blossom is not the man.

I have tried a great many other fancies, and

they have all turned out right. Whenever I go
to lie in a strange bed, I always tie my garter

nine times round the bed-post, and knit nine

knots in it, and say to myself,
" This knot I

knit, this knot I tie, to see my love as he goes

by, in his apparel and array, as he walks in eve

ry day." I did so last holidays at my uncle's,

and to be sure I saw Mr. Blossom draw my
curtains, and tuck up my clothes at my bed's

feet. Cousin Debby was married a little while

ago, and she sent me a piece of Bride- Cake to

put under my pillow ; and I had the sweetest

dream I thought we were going to be married

together. I have, many is the time, taken great

pains to pare an apple whole, and afterwards

flung the peel over my head ;
and it always falls

in the shape of the first letter of his surname or

Christian name. I am sure Mr. Blossom loves

me, because I stuck two of the kernels upon my
forehead, while I thought upon him and the

lubberly squire my papa wants me to have : Mr.

Blossom's kernel stu;k on, but the other dropt
off directly.

Last Friday, Mr. Town, was Valentine's

day; and I'll tell you what I did the night be

fore. I got five bay-leaves, and pinned four o

them to the four corners of my pillow, and the

fifth to the middle ;
and then, if I dreamt of my

sweetheart, Betty said we should be married
before the year was out. But to make it more
sure, I boiled an egg hard, and took out the yolk,
and filled it up with salt : and when I went to

bed, eat it shell and all, without speaking or

drinking after it, and this was to have the same
effect with the bay-leaves. We also wrote our
lovers' names upon bits of paper, and rolled

them up in clay, and put them into water; and
the first that rose up was to be our Valentine.

Would you think it? Mr. Blossom was my
man

;
and I lay a-bed and shut my eyes all the

morning, till he came to our house
;
for I would

not have seen another man before him for all

the world.

Dear Mr. Town, if you know any other ways
to try our fortune by, do put them in your pa

per. My mamma laughs at us, and says there

is nothing in them ;
but I am sure there is, for

several misses at our boarding-school have tried

them, and they have all happened true : and I

am sure my own sister Hetty, who died just
before Christmas, stood in the church-porch last

Midsummer Eve to see all that were to die that

year in our parish ;
and she saw her own ap

parition.
Your humble Servant,

T. ARABELLA WHIMSEY.
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Ditlce Sodalitium .'

Now this is Worshipful Society !-

MARTIAL.

SHAKSPEARE.

THERE is no phrase in the whole vocabulary of

modern conversation, which has a more vague

signification than the words " Good Company."

People of fashion modestly explain it to mean

only themselves ; and, like the old Romans, look

on all others as Barbarians. Thus a star or a

riband, a title or a place, denotes good company ;

and a man rises in the esteem of the polite circle

according to his rank or his rent-roll. This

way of reasoning is so well known and so ge

nerally adopted, that we are not surprised to

hear polite persons complain, at their return

from the play, that the house was very much

crowded, but that there was no company :

though, indeed, I could not help smiling at a

lady's saying she preferred St. James's Church to
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St. George's, because the pews were commonly
filled with better company.

I propose at present to consider this compre
hensive term, only as it respects a society of

friends, who meet in order to pass their time in

an agreeable manner. To do this the more ef

fectually, I shall take a cursory view of the se

veral methods now in vogue, by which a set of

acquaintance endeavoured to amuse each other.

The reader will here meet with some very ex

traordinary inventions for this purpose ; and

when he has fixed his choice, may try to intro

duce himself into that company he likes best.

Th ere is a great demand for wit and humour
in some parts of this metropolis. Among many,
he is reckoned the best company, who can enli

ven his conversation with strokes of facetious-

ness, and (in Shakspeare's words)
" set the table

in a roar." But as wit and humour do not al

ways fall to the share of those who aim at shin

ing in conversation, our jokers and witlings have

wisely devised several mechanical ways of gain

ing that end. I know one, who is thought a

very facetious fellow by the club ofwhich he is

a member, because, every night, as soon as the

clock strikes twelre, he begins to crow like a

cock. Another is accounted a man of immense

humour, for entertaining his friends with a bur

lesque hornpipe ; and a third has the reputation
of being excellent company by singing a song,
and at the same time playing the tune upon the

table with his knuckles and elbows. Mimicry
is in these societies an indispensable requisite in

fi good companion. Imitations of the actors and
other well known characters are very much ad
mired

;
to which they have given the appellation

of taking off. But the mimic is by no means
limited to an imitation of the human species ; for

an exact representation of the brute creation will

procure him infinite applause. Very many of

these wits may be met with in different quarters
of the town

;
and it is but a week ago, since I

was invited to pass the evening with a society,
which, after a display of their several talents, I

found to consist of a dog, a cat, a monkey, an
ass and a couple of dancing bears.

I cannot help looking with some veneration on
the wit exerted in societies of this sort, since it

has the extraordinary quality of never creating
either disgust or satiety. They assemble every

night, tell the same stories, repeat the same jokes,

sing the same songs ; and they are every night
attended with the same applause and merriment.

Considering how much their wit is used, it is

surprising that it should not be worn out. Some
times, hoAvever, one of the society makes a new
acquisition, which is immediately thrown into

the common stock of humour, and constantly

displayed as part of the entertainment of the

evening. A gentleman of this cast lately showed
me with great joy the postscript of a letter, in

which his correspondent promised him huge fun

the next time he should see him, for he had got
two new stories, and thr/*e or four excellent

songs from one of the actors.

These are certainly very agreeable methods of

passing the evening, and must please all persons,
who have any relish for wit and humour. But
these powers of entertaining are not every where
the standard of good company. There are places

in which he is the best company, who drinks

most. A boon companion lays it down as a rule,

that "
talking spoils conversation." A bumper

is his argument ;
and his first care is to promote

a brisk circulation of the bottle. lie shows his

esteem for an absent friend by toasting him in a

bumper extraordinary ; and is frequently so good
and loyal a subject, as to drink his majesty's
health in half-pints. If he is desired tc sing a

catch, he still keeps the main point in view, and

gives a song wrote in so ingenious a style, that

it obliges the company to toss off a glass at the

end of every stanza. If he talks, it is of " healths

five fathom deep," or a late hard bout with ano

ther set of jolly fellows
;
and he takes care, by a

quick round of toasts, to supply the want of

other conversation.

I have ever thought the invention of toasts

very useful and ingenious. They at once pro
mote hard drinking, and serve as a Icind of me
morial of every glass that has been drank they
also furnish those with conversation, who have

nothing to say; or at least, by banishing all

other topics, put the whole company on a level.

Besides all this, three or four rounds of toasts,

where many are met together, must unavoidably
lift them all into good company. These are no
small advantages to society : not to mention the

wit and morality contained in many toasts.

Toasts are doubtless very useful and entertain

ing ; but the wisest institution ever made in

drinking societies, is the custom of appointing
what is called an absolute toast master. The
gentleman invested with this dignity is created

king of the company ; and, like other absolute

monarchs, he commonly makes great use of his

power. It is particularly his office to name the

toast, to observe that every man duly tosses off

his bumper, and is in every respect good com

pany. He is also to correct all misdemeanors,
and commonly punishes an offender by sconcing
him a bumper . that is, in the language of hard

drinkers, not unmercifully denying him bis due

glass ,but obliging him to add another to it of

perhaps double the quantity. For offences oi

a very heinous nature, the transgressor is offered

a decanter of water, or a tankard of small beer.

The privilege of inflicting a bumper is exerted

almost every moment ; for there is hardly any
sort of behaviour, which does not produce this

punishment. I have known a man sconced for

drinking, for not drinking, for singing, for talk

ing, for being silent, and at length sconced dead

drunk, and made very good company.
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JBut none of these qualifications above-men

tioned constitute good company in the genteel

part of the world. Polite assemblies neither

aim at wit and humour, nor make the least pre

tence to cultivate society. Their whole evenings

are consumed at the card-table, without the

least attempt at any other conversation, but the

usual altercations of partners between the deals.

Whist has destroyed conversation, spoiled socie

ty, and "murdered sleep." This kind of good

company is as ridiculous, and more insipid, than

either the society of witlings or hard drinkers.

Tossing off bumpers is as rational, and an em

ployment infinitely more joyous, than shuffling a

pack of cards a whole night: and puns, jokes,

and mimicry, however stale and repeated, fur

nish the company with conversation of as much
use and variety, as the odd trick and four by
honours.

Such are the agreeable evenings passed at

White's, and the other coffee-houses about St.

James's. Such is the happiness of assemblies,

routs, drums, and hurricanes ; and without

gaming, what insipid things are even masque
rades and ridottos ! At such meetings the man
who is good company, plays the game very well,

knows more cases than are in Hoyle, and often

possesses some particular qualifications, which
would be no great recommendation to him any
where else. Instead of meeting together, like

other companies, with a desire of mutual de

light, they sit down with a design upon the

pockets of each other ; though, indeed, it is no

wonder, when one has stripped another of two
or three thousand pounds, if the successful

gamester thinks the person he has fleeced very

good company.

By what has been said, it appears that the

notion of good company excludes all useful con

versation : which, in either of the above-men

tioned societies, would undoubtedly be despised
as stupid and pedantic. The witlings have too

lively a genius, and too warm an imagination,
to admit it. The boon companions can join no

thing but love to a bottle : and among game
sters, it would, like sleep, be mere loss of time,
and hinderance of business. Yet an accom

plished member of either of these societies is

called good company : which is just as proper
an expression, as, according to Serjeant Kite,
Carolus is good Latin for Queen Anne, or a

stout beating. But a set of people, who assem

ble for no other purpose than to game, have, in

particular, so very bad a title to the denomina
tion of good company, that they appear to me
to be the very worst. O.
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Quicunque impudicus, adulter, ganeo, quique alienum cs\

grande confiaverat, quojlagitium out J'acinus rcdimeret ;

praterea, omnes, undique parricidce, sacrilegi, convtcti

judiciis, aut profactisjudicium timentes ; ad hoc, qubs
manus atque lingua perjurio et sanguine civili alebat ;

postremd, omnes, quosflagitium, egestas, conscius animui

exagitabat. SALLUST.

Would you, like Catiline's, an army choose,

Go ransack White's, the taverns, and the stews
;

Press every buck and blood renown'd for drinking,
For wenching, gambling, fighting, and free-thinking.

A MISFORTUNE, which happened to me the other

day, sufficiently convinced me of the inconve

niences arising from the indiscriminate power

lodged in our press-gangs ; who pay no more

regard to those, who plead protection from the

badge of literature, than a bailiff's follower. I

would not have the reader think, that I was

pressed myself: but my Devil (that is, the

messenger of the printing house) was carried off,

as he was going with the copy of a Connoisseur

to press. Learning appears to me to be of so

much importance, that (in my opinion) the per

sons of the lowest retainers to it, should be

sacred from molestation : and it gives me con

cern, though a very loyal subject, that even a

ballad-singer, or the hawker of bloody news,
should be interrupted in their literary vocations.

I have in vain endeavoured to recover my ma

nuscript again : for, though I cannot but think

any one of my papers of almost as much conse

quence to the nation as the fitting out a fleet,

the ignorant sailors were so regardless of its in

estimable contents, that after much inquiry I

detected them (with my Devil in conjunction)

lighting their pipes with it, at a low alehouse by
Puddle- Dock.

This irretrievable loss to the public, as well as-

myself, led me to consider, whether some other

method might not be thought of, to raise suffi

cient forces for the fleet and army, without dis

turbing poor labourers and honest mechanics in

their peaceful occupations. I have at length,

with great pains and expense of thought, hit

upon a scheme, which will effectually answer

that end : and without further preface shall lay

it before the public.

I would propose, that every useless member
of the community should be made of service to

his country, by being obliged to climb the ropes

or carry a musket ;
and every detrimental one

should be prevented from injuring his fellow-

subjects, and sent to annoy the common enemy.

To begin with the country. There is no occa

sion to rob the fields of their husbandmen, or

fetch our soldiers, as the Romans took their dic

tator, from the plough. It is well known, that

every county can supply us with numerous re
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cruits, if we were to raise them out of that idle

body called country Squires : many of whom
are born only for the destruction of game, and
disturbance of their neighbours. They are mere

vegetables, which grow up and rot on the same

spot of ground : except a few perhaps, who are

transplanted into the Parliament House. Their

whole life is hurried away in scampering after

foxes, leaping five-bar gates, trampling upon the

farmers' corn, and swilling October. As they
are by their profession excellent marksmen, and
have been used to carry a gun, they might em
ploy their powder to more purpose in fetching
down a Frenchman than a pheasant : and most
of them might be incorporated among the

cavalry, or formed into light-bodied troops and
mounted on their own hunters. They might
also be of great use in marauding, or getting in

forage ; and if they would follow an enemy with
the same alacrity and defiance of danger, as they
follow a fox, they might do prodigious execution
in a pursuit. The greatest danger would be,
that if a fox should perchance cross them in

their march, they would be tempted to run from
their colours for the sake of a chase

; and AVC

should have them all desert, or (in the language
of fox hunters) gone away.

If the country is infested with these useless

and obnoxious animals, called Squires, this me
tropolis is no less overrun Avith a set of idle and
mischievous creatures, which we may call town
Squires. We might soon levy a very numerous

army, were we to enlist into it every vagrant
about town, who, not having any lawful calling
from thence takes upon himself the title of

gentleman, and adds an Esq. to his name. A
very large corps too might be formed from the

Students at the Inns of Court, who, under the

pretence of following the law, receive as it were
a sanction for doing nothing at all. With these

the several tribes of play-house and coffee-house

Critics, and that collective body of them called

the Town, may be allowed to rank : and though
no great exploits can be expected from these in

valids, yet (as they are of no other use what

ever) they may at least serve in the army, like

FalstafFs men as " food for powder."
But a very formidable troop might be com

posed of that part of them, distinguished by the

name of Bloods. The fury of their assaults on
drawers and watchmen, and the spirit displayed
in storming a bagnio, would be of infinite ser

vice in the field of battle. But I would recom
mend it to the general to have them strictly

disciplined ;
lest they should shoot some of their

own comrades, or perhaps run away, merely for

the sake of the joke. Under proper regulations

such valiant gentlemen would certainly be of

use. I had lately some thoughts of recommend

ing to the justices to list the bloods among those

brave, resolute fellows employed as thief-takers.

But they may now serve nobler purposes in the

army : and what may we not expect from such

'intrepid heroes, who, for want of opportunity
to exert their prowess jn warlike skirmishes

abroad, have been obliged to give vent to their

courage by breaking the peace at home ?

Every one will agree with me, that those men
of honour, who make fighting their business,
and cannot let their swords rest quietly in their

scabbards, should be obliged to draw them in the

service of his Majesty. What might we not

expect from these furious Drawcansirs, if, in

stead of cutting one another's throats, their skill

in arms was properly turned against the enemy !

A very little discipline would make them ad
mirable soldiers : for (as Mercutio says) they
are already

" the very butchers of a silk button.
''

I have known one of these duellists, to keep his

hand in, employ himself every morning in

thrusting at a bit of paper stuck against the

wainscot ; and I have heard another boast, that

he could snuff a candle with his pistol. These

gentlemen are, therefore, very tit to be employed
in close engagements : but it will be necessary
to keep them in continual action

; for otherwise

they would breed a kind of a civil war among
themselves, and rather than not fight at all, turn
their weapons upon one another.

Several Irish brigades, not inferior to those of

the same country in the service of the French

king, may be formed out of those able-bodied

men, which are called fortune-hunters. The
attacks of the dauntless heroes have, indeed,
been chiefly levelled at the other sex : but em
ployment may be found for these amorous

knight-errants, suitable to their known firmness

and intrepidity ; particularly in taking places

by storm, where there is a necessity for ravish

ing virgins and committing outrages upon the

women.
But among the many useless members of

society, there are none so unprofitable as the

fraternity of gamesters. I therefore think, that

their time would be much better employed in

handling a musket, than in shuffling a pack of

cards, or shaking the dice box. As to the sharp

ers, it is a pity that the same dexterity which
enables them to palm an ace or cog a die, is not

used by them in going through the manual exer

cise in the military way. These latter might,

ndeed, be employed as marines, or stationed in

the West Indies ; as many of them have already

crossed the seas, and are parfectly well acquaint
ed with the plantations.

The last proposal which I have to make on

;his subject, is to take the whole body of Free-

;hinkers into the service. For this purpose I

ivould impress all the members of the Robin

Elood Society ; and, in consideration of his great

merit I would further advise, that the Clare-

Market Orator should be made Chaplain to the

regiment. One of the favourite tenets of a Free-

hinker is, that all men are in a natural state of
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warfare with each other : nothing, therefore, is

so proper for him, as to be actually engaged in

war. As he has no squeamish notions about

what will become of him hereafter, he can have

no fears about death ; I would, therefore, always
have the Freethinkers put upon the most dan

gerous exploits, exposed to the greatest heat of

battle, and sent upon the forlorn hope. For
since they confess that they are born into the

world for no end whatever, and that they shall

be nothing after death, it is but justice that they
should be annihilated for the good of their

country. \V.
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Monstra evenerunt mihi !

Introiit in jEdes ater alienas canis !

Anguis per impluvium decidit de tegulis
'

Gallina cecinit ! TER.

"What unlucky prodigies have befallen us! A strange
black dog came into the house ! A snake fell from the
tiles through the sky-light ! A hen crowed !

MR. VILLAGE TO MR. TOWN.
DEAR COUSIN, March 3, 1755.

I WAS greatly entertained with your late reflec

tions on the several branches of magic employed
in the affairs of love. I have myself been very
lately among the seers of visions and dreamers of

dreams ; and hope you will not be displeased at

an account of portents and prognostics full as ex

travagant, though they are not all owing to the

same cause, as those of your correspondent Miss
Arabella Whimsey. You must know, Cousin,
that I am just returned from a visit of a fort

night to an old aunt in the North, where I was

mightily diverted with the traditional supersti
tions which are most religiously preserved in the

family, as they have been delivered down (time
out ot mind) from their sagacious grandmothers.
When I arrived, I found the mistress of the

house very busily employed with her two daugh
ters in nailing a horse-shoe to the threshold of

the door. This, they told me, was to guard

against the spiteful designs ofan old woman, who
was a witch, and had threatened to do the family
a mischief, because one of my young cousins laid

two straws across, to see if the old hag could

walk over them. The young lady herself assur

ed me, that she had several times heard Goody
Cripple muttering to herself; and to be sure she

was saying the Lord's prayer backwards. Be
sides the old woman had very often asked them
for a pin : but they took care never to give her

any thing that was sharp, because she should

not bewitch them. They afterwards told me
many other particulars of this kind, the same as

are mentioned with infinite humour by the

Spectator ; and to confirm them, they assured

j

me, that the eldest miss, when she was little,

|

used to have fits, till the mother flung a knife at

!
another old witch (whom the devil had car-

|

ried off in a high wind) and fetched blood from

|

her.

When I was to go to bed, my aunt made a

!

thousand apologies for not putting me in the best

room in the house
;
which (she said) had never

been lain in, since the death of an old washer

woman, who walked every night, and haunted
that room in particular. They fancied that the
old woman had hid money somewhere, and
could not rest till she had told somebody;
and my cousin assured me, that she might have
had it all to herself; for the spirit came one

night to her bed-side, and wanted to tell her,
but she had not courage to speak to it. I learned

also, that they had a footman once, who hanged
himself for love: and he walked for a great
while, till they got the parson to lay him in the

Red Sea.

I had not been here long, when an accident

happened, which very much alarmed the whole

family. Towzer one night howled most terri

bly ;
which was a sure sign, that somebody be

longing to them would die. The youngest Miss

declared, that she had heard the hen crow that

morning; which was another fatal prognostic

They told me, that just before uncle died, Tow
zer howled so for several nights together, that

they could not quiet him : and my aunt heard

the death-watch tick as plainly, as if there had
been a clock in the room : the maid too, who
sat up with him, heard a bell toll at the top of

the stairs, the very moment the breath went out

of his body. During this discourse, I overheard

one of my cousins whisper the other, that she

was afraid their mother would not live long ;

for she smelt an ugly smell like a dead carcass.

They had a dairy maid, who died the very week
after a hearse had stopped at their door on its

way to church : and the eldest Miss, when she

was but thirteen, saw her own brother's ghost,

(who was gone to the West Indies,) walking in

the garden; and to be sure, nine months after,

they had an account, that he died on board the

ship, the very same day, and hour of the day,

that Miss saw his apparition.

I need not mention to you the common inci

dents which were accounted by them no less

prophetic. If a cinder popped from the fire,

they were in haste to examine whether it was a

purse or a coffin. They were aware of my
coming long before I arrived, because they had

seen a stranger on the grate. The youngest Miss

will let nobody use the poker but herself; be

cause, when she stirs the fire, it always burns

bright, which is a sign she will have a bright

husband ;
and she is no less sure of a good one,

because she generally has ill luck at cards. Nor

is the candle less oracular than the fire : for the

squire of the parish came one night to pay them
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a visit, when the tallow winding-sheet pointed

towards him ;
and he broke his neck soon after

in a fox chase. My aunt one night observed

with great pleasure a letter in the candle
;
and

she hoped it would be from her son in London.

We knew "when a spirit was in the room by the

candle burning blue: but poor cousin Nancy
was ready to cry one time, when she snuffed it

out, and could not blow it in again, though her

sister did it at a whiff, and consequently tri

umphed in her superior virtue.

We had no occasion for an almanack or the

weather-glass, to let us know whether it would

rain or shine. One evening I proposed to ride

out with my cousins the next day to see a gen

tleman's house in the neighbourhood ; but my
aunt assured us it would be wet, she knew very

well from the shooting of her corn. Besides,

there was a great spider crawling up the chim-

Hey, and the blackbird in the kitchen began to

sing; which were both of thenras certain fore

runners of rain. But the most to be depended
on in these cases is a tabby cat, which usually

lies basking on the parlour hearth. If the cat

turned her tail to the fire, we were to have a

hard frost : if the cat licked her tail, rain would

certainly ensue. They wondered what stran

ger they should see; because puss washed her

foot over her left ear. The old lady complained
of a cold, and her daughter remarked, it would

go through the family; for she observed, that

poor Tab had sneezed several times. Poor Tab,

however, once flew at one of my cousins
; for

which she had like to have been destroyed, as

the whole family began to think that she was no

other than a witch.

It is impossible to tell you the several tokens,

by which they know whether good or ill luck

will happen to them. Spilling of salt, or laying
knives across, are every where accounted ill

omens ;
but a pin with the head turned towards

you, or to be followed by a strange dog, I found

were very lucky. I heard one of my cousins

tell the cook maid, that she boiled away all

her sweethearts, because she had let her dish

water boil over. The same young lady one

morning came down to breakfast with her cap

the wrong side out ; which her mother observ

ing, charged her not to alter it all the day, for

fear she should turn luck.

But above all, I could not help remarking the

various prognostics, which the old lady and her

daughters used to collect from almost every part

of the body. A white speck upon the nails made

them as sure of a gift, as if they had it already in

their pockets. The eldest sister is to have one

husband more than the youngest, because she has

one wrinkle more in her forehead ;
but the other

will have the advantage of her in the number of

children, as was plainly proved by snapping
their finger joints. It would take up too much
room to set down every circumstance, which I

observed of this sort during my stay with them :

I shall therefore conclude my letter with the se

veral remarks on the other parts of the body, as

far as I could learn them from this prophetic

family : for as I was a relation, you know, they
had less reserve.

If the head itches, it is a sign of rain. If th$

head aches, it is a profitable pain. If you. hava

the tooth-ache, you do not love true. If your eye
brow itches, you will see a stranger. If your
right eye itches, you will cry ;

if your left, you
will laugh. If your nose itches, you will shake

hands with, or kiss a fool, drink a glass of wine,

run against a cuckold's door, or miss them all

four. If your right ear or cheek burns, your
left friends are talking of you ;

if your left, your
ri^ht friends are talking of you. If your elbow

itches, you will change your bedfellow. If your

right hand itches, you will pay away money; if

your left, you will receive. If your stomach

itches, you will eat pudding.
' If your back itches,

butter will be cheap when grass grows there. ]f

your side itches, somebody is wishing for you.

If your gartering place itches, you will go to a

strange place. If your knee itches, you will

kneel in a strange church. If your foot itches,

you will tread upon strange ground. Lastly, if

you shiver, somebody is walking over your

grave.
I am, dear Cousin,

T. Yours, &c.

No. 60.1 THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 1755.

HCEC ego mecum

Compressis agiio labris, iM, quid datur oti.

Illudo Charitis.

Let not a word escape the lips but hist

And think in silence on the rules of whist

HOR.

WHOEVER has had occasion often to pass through

Holborn, must have taken notice of a pastry

cook's shop with the following remarkable in

scription over the door ;
Kidder's Pastry School.

I had the curiosity to inquire into the design of

this extraordinary academy, and found it was

calculated to instruct young ladies in the art

and mystery of tarts and cheesecakes. The

scholars were, indeed, chiefly of the lower class,

except a few notable young girls from the city,

with two or three parson's daughters out of the

country, intended for service. As housewifely

accomplishments are now quite out of date

among the polite world, it is no wonder that Mr.

Kidder has no share in the education of our

young ladies of quality : and I appeal to any
woman of fashion, whether she would not as

soon put her daughter 'prentice to a washer

woman, to learn to clear-starch and get up fine

linen, as to send her to the pastry-school to be
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instrtu ted in raised crust and puff paste. The

good dames of old, indeed, were not ashamed to

make these arts their study ; hut in this refined

age we might sooner expect to see a kitchen-

wench thumhing Hoyle's Treatise on Whist,

than a fine lady collecting receipts for making

puddings, or poring over the Complete Art of

Cookery.
The education of females is at present happily

elevated far ahove the ordinary employments of

domestic economy : and if any school is wanted

for the improvement of young ladies, I may
venture to say, it should be a school for whist.

Mr. Hoyle used, indeed, to wait on ladies of

quality at their own houses to give them lectures

on this science : hut as that learned master has

left off teaching, they can have no instructions

hut from his incomparable treatise ; and this, I

am afraid, is so abstruse, and abounding with

technical terms, that even those among the qua

lity, who are tolerably well grounded in the

science, are scarce able to unravel the perplexity
of his cases, which are many of tb,em as intri

cate as the hardest proposition in Euclid. A
school for whist would, therefore, be of excel

lent use
;
where young ladies of quality might

be gradually instructed in the various branches

of lurching, renouncing, finessing, winning the

ten-ace, and getting the odd trick, in the same

manner as common misses are taught to write,

read, and work at their needle.

There seems to be a strange neglect in the

education of females, that, though great pains
are taken with them to make them talK French,

they are yet so ignorant of the English language,
that before they come to their teens they can

scarce tell what is meant by lurching, revoking,

fussing the cards, or the most common terms,
now in use at all routs and assemblies. Hence
it often happens, that a young lady is almost

ripe for a gallant, and thoroughly versed in the

arts of the toilet, before she is initiated into the

mysteries of the card-table. I would therefore

propose, that our demoiselles of fashion should

be taught the art of card-playing from their

cradles ; and have a pack of cards put into their

hands, at the usual time that the brats of vulgar

people are employed, in thumbing their horn
book. The mind of man has been often com

pared (before it has received any ideas) to a

white piece of paper, which is capable of retain

ing any impression afterwards made upon it.

In like manner, I would consider the minds of

those infants, which are born into a well-bred

family, as a blank pack of cards, ready to be

marked with the pips and colours of the suits :

at least, I am confident that many of them, after

they are grown up, have laid in very few ideas

beyond them. What, therefore, Mr. Locke

recommends, that we should cheat children into

learning their letters, by making it seem a pas-

t'jue, should be put in practice in every polite

nursery; and the little ladies may be taught to

distinguish ace, deuce, tray, &c. as soon as they
could great A, little a, and the other letters of

the criss-cross row : as to the four honours,

they will readily learn them by the same method

that other children get the names of dogs,

horses, &c. by looking at their pictures. Aftet

this, in order to complete her education, little

Miss (when of a proper age) should be sent to

the whist school, or have lessons from private
masters at home. She may now be made to get

by heart the laws of the game, read a chapter in

Hoyle, and be catechised in laying and taking
the odds ; and, in process of time, she may be

set to solve any of Hoyle's hardest cases, or any
of the propositions in his doctrine of chances ;

for which (as Mr. Hoyle himself tells us), no
more knowledge of arithmetic is required, than

what is sufficient to reckon the tricks, or score

up the game.
All sciences appear equally abstruse to the

learner at his first setting out : but I will ven

ture to say, that the science of whist is more

complex than even algebra or the mathematics.

The Ass's bridge in Euclid is not so difficult to

be got over, nor the Logarithms of Napier so

hard to be unravelled, as many of Hoyle's cases

and propositions ; as an instance of which, take

the following most obvious and easy one. A
and B are partners against C and D. A and B
have scored 3, and want to save their Lurch. C
and D are at short can'ye : and consequently
both sides play for two points. C has the deal,

and turns up the Knave of Hearts. C asks his

partner D, who refuses. B has the lead, and

runs his strong suit, Spades, two rounds with

Ace and King. A discards his weakest suit.

Diamonds. Then B forces his partner. A leads

a strong Club, which B refuses. A forces B.

who, by leading Spades, plays into A's hand,
who returns a Club, and so they get to a Saw-

between them. After this A leads through C's

Honours. B finesses the Ten, and plays a

Spade, which A trumps. Now B, by laying
oehind C's King and Knave of Trumps, makes
the Ten-ace with Ace and Queen ; and A
having the long Trump, brings in his thirteenth

Club. Consequently A and B get a slam against
their adversaries C and D, and score a single

game towards the rubbers.

Since, therefore, this science is attended with
so much difficulty, the necessity of a school for

whist is very evident : and if the plan of edu

cation, above proposed, was put into execution, I

will venture to pronounce, that young ladies, who
can now scarce be trusted at any game beyond

one-and-thirty Bone-Ace, or beat the Knave

out of doors with the maid-servants, would be

qualified, at twelve years old, to make one at

any card-table in town ; and would even beat

their mammas, who have not had the same ad

vantage of education. Many a husband, and
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many a parent, I am sure, have had reason to

lament, that their wives and daughters have not

had the happiness of so early an instruction in

this branch of female knowledge : and I make
no doubt, but several boarding-schools will be

set up, where young ladies may be taught Whist,

Brag, and all kinds of card-work. How many
ladies, for want of such a school, are at present
shut out from the best company, because they
know no more of the game, than what is called

White- Chapel play ! In order, therefore, to

remedy this deficiency as far as possible, I would
further recommend it to Mr. Hoyle, or some
other eminent artist (in imitation of Messieurs

Hart and Dukes, who profess to teach grown
gentlemen to dance), to advertise that grown
gentlewomen may be taught'to play at whist in

the most private and expeditious manner; so

that any lady, who never before took a card in

hand, may be enabled in a very short time to

play a rubber at the most fashionable routs and
assemblies. W.

No. 61.] THURSDAY, MARCH 27, 1755.

Hon.Ccelum ipsvm petimus stultitia.

E'en Heaven we covet by preposterous rules,

And form t' ourselves a paradise of fools.

IT is observed by the French, that a cat, a priest,

and an old woman, are sufficient to constitute a

religious sect in England. So universally, it

seems, are learning and genius diffused through
this island, that the lowest plebeians are deep
casuists in matters of faith as well as politics ;

and so many and wonderful are the new lights

continually breaking in among us, that we daily
make fresh discoveries, and strike out unbeaten

paths to future happiness. The above observa

tion of our neighbours is, in truth, rather too

full : for a priest is so far from necessary, that

a new species of doctrine would be better re

ceived by our old women, and other well-dis

posed good people, from a layman. The most

extraordinary tenets of religion are very suc

cessfully propagated under the sanction of the

leathern apron instead 4>f the cassock: every
corner of the town has a barber, mason, brick

layer, or some other handicraft teacher ;
and

there are almost as many sects in this metro

polis, as there are parish churches.

As to old women, since the passions of fe

males are stronger in youth, and their minds
weaker in age, than those of the other sex, their

readiness in embi'acing any principles of reli

gion, pressed on them with particular earnest

ness and vehemence, is not very wonderful.

They hope, by the most rigid demeanour in the

decline of life, to make amends for that un

bounded loose given to the.ir passions in theit

younger years. The same violence, however,

commonly accompanies them in religion, as

formerly actuated them in their pleasures ; and
their zeal entirely eats up their charity. They
look with a malevolent kind of pity on all who
are still employed in worldly undertakings,
"
carry prayer-books in their pockets," anl

piously damn all their relations and acquaint
ance with texts of Scripture. I know an old

gentlewoman of this cast, who has formed her-

self as a pattern of staid behaviour ; and valuec
herself for having given up at threescore the

vanities of sixteen. She denounces heavy judg
ments on all frequenters of public diversions,
and forebodes the worst consequences from every

party of pleasure. I have known her foretell the

ruin of her niece from a country dance : nay,
she can perceive irregular desires naming from
a gay coloured top-knot, and has even descried

adultery itself lurking beneath the thin veil of

a worked apron, or beaming from a diamond

girdle-buckle.

But we might, perhaps, suffer a few good old

ladies to go to heaven their own way, if these

sects were not pernicious on many other ac

counts. Such strange doctrines are very apt to

unsettle the minds of the common people, who
often make an odd transition from infidelity to

enthusiasm, and become bigots from arrant free

thinkers: their faith, however, it may be well

imagined, is not a saving faith; as they are

worked up to an adoration of the Creator, from
the same slavish principle that induces the In

dians to worship the Devil. It is amazing how

strongly fear operates on these weak creatures,

and how easily a canting, whining rascal can

mould them to his purpose. I have known
many a rich tradesman wheedled and threatened

out of his subsistence, and himself and unhappy
family at last lectured into the work-house.

Thus do these vile hypocrites turn a poor con

vert's head to save his soul
; and deprive him of

all happiness in this world, under pretence of

securing it to him eternally in the next.

Nothing can do religion more injury than

these solemn mockeries of it. Many of these sects

consist almost entirely of battered prostitutes,

and persons of the most infamous character.

Reformation is their chief pretence : where

fore, the more abandoned those are of whom they
make proselytes, the more they pride themselves

on their conversion. I remember a debauched

young fellow, who pretended a sudden amend
ment of his principles, in order to repair his

shattered fortune. He turned Methodist, and

soon began to manifest a kind of spiritual fond

ness for a pious sister. He wooed her according
to the directions of the rubric, sent her sermons

nstead of billet-doux,
"
greeted her with a hcly

kiss," and obtained his mistress by appearing in

every respect a thorough devotee. But, alas ! the
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good gentleman could never be prevailed on to

comply with religious ordinances, or appear any
more at church or meeting, after the perform
ance of the marriage ceremony. The lowest of

the vulgar also, for their peculiar ends, frequent

ly become sectaries. They avail themselves of a

tnock conversion to redeem their lost characters,

and, like criminals at Rome,^make the church a

sanctuary for villany. By this artifice they re

commend themselves to the charity of the weak
but well-meaning Christians, and often insi

nuate themselves as servants into Methodist

families.

Le Sage, with his usual humour, represents

Gil Bias as wonderfully charmed with the

seeming sanctity of Ambrose de Lamela, when
he took him into his service : and Gil Bias is

even not offended at his remissness the very first

night, when his new servant tells him, that it

was owing to his attending his devotions. But
it soon appears, that his sly valet had been em

ployed in concerting the robbery of his master.

A due attention to religion is so rare a quality
in all ranks of people, that I am far from

blaming it in servants ; but when I see their re

ligion showing itself in laziness, and observe

them neglecting their common business, under

the pretext of performing acts of supererogation,
I am apt to question their sincerity, and to take

every servant of that kind for a mere Saint Am
brose. An old Moravian aunt of mine, of whom
I have formerly made worthy mention, would

never have any servants, who did not belong to

the society of the United brethren. But so little

did the good lady's endeavours to preserve virtue

and a spirit of devotion in her house succeed,

that the generality of the men fell into evil cour

ses, and most of the pious sisterhood left the

family with big bellies.

I would not be thought [to deny my fellow-

subjects full liberty of conscience, and all the

benefits of the Toleration Act ; yet I cannot help

regarding these weak, if not ill-meant divisions

from the established church, as a dangerous kind

of free-thinking : not so shocking, indeed, as the

impious avowal of atheism and infidelity, but

often attended with the same bad consequences.
A religion founded on madness and enthusiasm,
is almost as bad as no religion at all : and what
is worse, the unhappy errors of particular sects

expose the purest religion in the world to the

scoffs of unbelievers. Shallow witlings exercise

their little talents for ridicule on matters of re

ligion, and fall into atheism and blasphemy-,, in

order to avoid bigotry and enthusiasm. The
weakness of the sectaries strengthens them in

their ridiculous notions, and produces many
other evils, as will appear from the following
short history.

In the glorious reign of Queen Elizabeth there

resided in these kingdoms a worthy lady called

Religion. She was remarkable for the sweet

ness of her temper ; which was cheerful with
out levity, and grave without moroseness. She

was also particularly decent in her dress as weU
as behaviour, and preserved with uncommon
mildness the strictest regularity in her family.

Though she had a noble genius, and led a very
sober life, yet in those days she kept the best

company, was greatly admired by the Queen,
and was even intimate with most of the maids

of honour. What became of her and her family
is not known ; but it is very certain, that they
have at present no connection with the polite

world. Some affirm, that the line is extinct ;

though I have indeed been told, that the late

Bishop Berkeley and the present Bishops of

and are descended from the principal
branches of it, and that some few of the

family are resident on small livings in the coun

try.

We are told by a certain fashionable author,

that there were formerly two men in a mad
house at Paris, one of whom imagined himself

the Father, and the other the Son. In like

manner, no sooner did the good lady Religion

disappear, but she was personated by a crazy old

beldam called Superstition. But the cheat was

instantly discovered ;
for instead of the mild dis

cipline, with which her predecessor ruled her

family, she governed entirely by severity, racks,

wheels, gibbets, sword, fire, and faggot. Instead

of cheerfulness she introduced gloom, was per

petually crossing herself with holy water, and,

to avert the terrible judgments of which she was

hourly in fear, she compiled a new almanack, in

which she wonderfully multiplied the number
of red letters. After a miserable life she died

melancholy mad, but left a will behind her, in

which she bequeathed a very considerable sum
to build an hospital for religious lunatics ;

which, I am informed, will speedily be built on

the same ground, where the foundery, that

celebrated Methodist meeting-house, now stands.

Superstition left behind her a son called Athe

ism, begot on her by a Moravian teacher at one

of their Love- Feasts. Atheism soon showed
himself to be a most profligate abandoned fellow.

He came very early upon town, and was a re

markable blood. Among his other frolics he

turned author, and is said to have written in

concert with Lord B#lingbroke. After having

squandered a large fortune, he turned gamester,
then pimp, and highwayman ;

in which last oc

cupation he was soon detected, taken, and thrown

into Newgate. He behaved very impudently
in the condemned hole, abused the ordinary

whenever that gentleman attended him, and en

couraged all his fellow- prisoners, in the NewgaU-

phrase, to die hard. When he came to the

gallows, instead of the psalm, he sung a bawdj

catch, threw away the book, and bid Jack Ketxh

tuck him up like a gentleman. Many of hie

relations were present at the execution, and
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shook their heads, repeating the words of Mat
|

in the Beggar's Opera,
" Poor fellow ! we ar*

sor-ry for you, but it is what we must all com*

O.

No. 62.] THURSDAY, APRIL 3, 1755.

-Qualem Ccreris vult esse saccrdos. Juv.

What female, though to Papal modes they run,

Would brook the life and manners of a nun ?

HAVING lately info'-med my readers, that the

Female Parliament is now sitting, I shall pro
ceed to lay before them the substance of a debate

that happened in the Committee of Religion,

and which was unexpectedly occasioned by a

Motion, that was made by Miss Graveairs.

This Committee had long been looked upon as

useless, but for form sake continued to meet,

though it was adjourned immediately : but one

day, there being more members present than

usual, the Chair-woman was no sooner in the

chair, than the lady above mentioned addressed

her in tLe following speech".

Madam,
It is with no less surprise than concern, that

I reflect on the danger to which the greater part
of my sex, either through ignorance or choice,

are now exposed ; and I have the strongest rea

sons to believe that nothing but the vigorous and

timely resolutions of this wise assembly can pre
vent them from changing iheir religion, and be

coming Roman Catholics. What subject can

be more interesting and important to us,

whether we consider ourselves as a Committee
of Religion, a Parliament of Women, or an

Assembly of Protestants ? Was such a design
to be carried into execution, the free use of our

tongues would be taken away ; we should never

be suffered perhaps to speak to the other sex,

but through grates and bars ; and this place of

our assembly would be probably the abode of

nuns and friars. But lest you should think me
thus alarmed without reason, I shall now lay
before you the grounds of my complaint ; that,
if it is not too late, we may prevent the evil, or,

if it is, we may guard against it.

My fears are grounded on those remarks, that

have long been made on the dress of the sex.

Constant as the men have styled us to the love

of change, little have they imagined, that Po

pery was invariably the object, to which every
innovation was designed to lead. So long ago
as when, to the honour of our sex, a Queen was

upon the throne, it was the fashion, as we may
fearn from Pope,* for the ladies to wear upon

* Upon her breast a sparkling cross she wore.

RAPE OF THE LOCK.

ilieir breasts a flaming cross. The same fashion

has been transmitted to the present times.

What, Madam, is this but downright Popery ?

In the catholic countries they are contented with

erecting crucifixes in their roads and churches ;

but alas ! in this protestant kingdom crosses are

alike to be seen in places sacred and profane, tht

court, the playhouse : and (pardon me ladies !)

this venerable assembly itself is not without
them. I am apt to suspect, this heterodox in

troduction of the cross into the female dress

had a higher original than the days of Queen
Anne, whose affection for the church was very
well known. It seems rather to have been im

ported among us, together with the Jesuits, by
the popish consorts of the first or second

Charles : or perhaps the ladies first wore it in

complaisance to the English Pope Joan, Queen

Mary. This much is certain, that at the same

time our pious reformer Queen Elizabeth ex

pelled the cross from our altars, she effectually

secured the necks of our ladies from this super
stition by the introduction of the Ruff.

The next part of our dress that I shall men
tion which savours of popery, is the capuchin.
This garment in truth has a near resemblance

to that of the friar, whose name it bears. Our

grandmothers had already adopted the hood ;

their daughters by a gradual advance introduced

the rest; but far greater improvements were

still in store for us. We all of us remember, for

it is not above iwo years ago, how all colours

were neglected for that of purple In purple
AVC glowed from the hat to the shoe ; and in sud*

request were the ribbons and silks of that favou

rite colour, that neither the milliner, mercer,
nor dyer himself could answer the demand.
Who but must think, that this arose from Popish

principles? And though it may be urged, that

the admired Fanny, who first introduced it, is

no nun, yet you may all remember that the

Church of Rome herself has been styled the

Scarlet, or, as some render it, the Purple Whore.
But to prove indisputably our manifest

approaches to Popery, let me now refer you to

that fashionable black, which, sorry I am to see

it, is wore by the far greater part even of this

assembly, and which indeed is with great pro

priety styled the Cardinal. For were his holi

ness the Pope to be introduced among us, he

would almost fancy himself in his own conclave :

and were I not too well acquainted Avith my
sisters' principles, I myself should be induced

to think, that to those in such grave attire no

thing but a cloister and a grate was wanting.
As to those of gayer colours, you need not to be

told, that there are white and grey friars abroad,

as well as black : and as the English are so re

markable for improving on their originals, we
shall not be then surprised at the variety of

colours that appear among us.

It has been whispered too, that some of mj
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Bisters have been so fond of the monkish auste

rities, as to have their heads shaved. This I do

not aver of my own knowledge ;
but if it is so,

they still condescend to wear artificial locks ;

though it would he not at all strange, if they

also should soon he laid aside, as they are already

prepared for it by leaving off their caps. I shall

only desire you still further to reflect, how
fashionable it is for the ladies to shine with

borrowed faces ;
and then I believe you will

readily allow, that their votaries, the men, are

in great danger also of being seduced to popery ;

since do they not already, by the compliments

they pay to a painted face, address an image and

adore a picture ?

What has now been said will induce you, I

hope, to pay a proper regard to the following

Resolutions, which I humbly move, may be

agreed to by this Committee, and represented to

the House.

Resolved,
That it is the opinion of this Committee, that

in order to prevent the growth of popery, no

garments shall for the future be imported of

popish make, or distinguished by popish names.

Resolved,

That in order to enforce a due obedience, every
one shall be obliged to practise the austerities of

the sect they imitate ; so that, for example, the

Cardinals shall be compelled to lead a single life,

und the Capuchins to go bare-foot.

Lastly,
It is recommended that, as a further sanction

to the bill proposed, every offender, who shall be

deemed incorrigible, shall be banished from all

routs, and transported to her country seat for

seven winters.

This motion was strongly seconded by Lady
Mend'em, who urged in its support, that to her

certain knowledge many of the sex very fre

quently assembled at one another's houses, and

particularly on the Sabbath, where mass books

were actually laid before them, and the warm
est adoration paid to some pictures or painted

images, which, she was told, resembled some

Kings and Queens that had been long canoniz

ed : and the offerings, that were constantly
made at their shrines, would (she said) be found,

on a moderate computation, to exceed those that

were formerly made at the tomb of Thomas a

Becket. She added, that, after the catholic

custom, they always fasted on those nights, or,

if they supped at all, it was only on fish.

The chief speaker on the other side of the

question was Lady Smart, one of the represen
tatives for Grosvenor-Square, who, by the way,
was strongly suspected of being a prejudiced

person, her enemies not denying that she had

charms, which could almost sanctify error it-

self. Nobody, she said, could suspect the sex

of inclining to popery, who observed the aver

sion they all discovered to a single life. The
uses of the obnoxious garments were allowed to

be many ; the names at least were innocent :

and the cry against them she was sure, could

only be raised by the old and the ugly ;
since

nothing could be so fantastic, as not to become

a pretty woman.
Pier ladyship was joined by the beauties pre

sent; but they being few, their objections were

over-ruled, and the motion was carried. The
next day, the house, on receiving the report,

after some debate, agreed to the resolutions, and

a bill was ordered to be prepared and brought in

accordingly. Though, at the same time they

were of opinion, nem. con. that if the Fig-leaf

Bill took place, these restrictions would be quite

needless.

No. 63.] THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 1755.

VIRG.Et nat'% natorum, el qui nascenlur ab Mis.

From a long line of grandams draws his blood,

And counts his great great grandsires from the flood.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR, Cambridge^ April 4.

IF you are a true sportsman, and have the

honour of the turf at heart, you must have ob

served with the utmost concern a late account

in the newspapers, that " White-nose died at

Doncaster of a mortification in the foot." An
article of this nature, and at such a time, must

strike a damp on all gentlemen breeders ;
and

for my part I cannot help looking on the present

races at Newmarket, as funeral games in honour

of the memory of White-nose. The death of a

stallion of such consequence is a public calamity

to all knowing ones in the kingdom ; nor does

such an accident bring with it the least consola

tion ; especially since it is not the fashion to pit

the lives of horses, as well as men, against each

other.

Italian grey-hounds, Dutch lap-dogs, mon

keys, and maccaws, have been honoured with

monuments and epitaphs; but a race-horse as

much surpasses these insignificant animals, as

White-nose was superior to a pack-horse ;
and

I cannot but think, that an obelisk (with a

proper inscription drawn up by Messieurs He-

her and Pond) should be erected near Devil's-

Ditch or Choak-jade on Newmarket Heath, in

honour to his memory. With what astonish

ment might we then read of his powerful deep

rate, by which all the horses that run against

him were no where? With what rapture should
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<ve then recount his rapid victories in the field,

(move surprising than those of the Duke of

Marlborough) by which he won Tcwksbury,
won Chipping-Norton, won Lincoln, won

York, &c. ! But, above all, we should admire

the noble blood which flowed in his veins, and

with reverence contemplate the illustrious names

of his great, great, great, great, grandsires and

grandams. There is not the least flaw in the

blood of White-nose's family : and his epitaph

might conclude, in imitation of that famous one

on the Duke of Newcastle's monument, " that

all the Sons were remarkable stallions, and all

the Daughters excellent breeders."

The pedigrees of our race-horses have been

always preserved with as much care and exact

ness, as the Tree of Descent among the family

of a Spanish grandee or Polish nobleman : nor

does the Welshman derive greater honour from

proving himself the fiftieth cousin to Cadwalla-

der or Charactacus, through a long line of David

Ap Shenkins, Ap Morgan, Ap Powels, Ap
Prices, than the horse by being half-brother to

the Godolphin Barb, or full cousin by the dam's

side to the Bloody- Shoulder'd Arabian. The
Romans were no less curious in the breed of

their horses, and paid the greatest honours to

those that beat the whole Circus hollow. They
even erected monuments to their memory, of

which Lipsius gives us the following remarka

ble instance. Clarissime lapis vetus, quern Romee

olim vidi et exscripsi. In media vir est, qui dextra

baculum simstra pabulum tenet: extrinsecus duo

sunt assilientes equi cum gemina inscripiione :

Aquilo, Nepos Aquilonis vicit cxxx. secundus

tulit Ixxxviii. tertias tulit xxxvi. Altera, Hir-

jtinus, Nepos Aquilonis vicit cxiv. secundus tulit

Ivi. tertias tulit xxxvi. Habes itaque ipsum hie

Hirpinium, alque, ctueo ejus Avum Aquilonem.
I could wish that the same honours were paid
to our horses: I would at least propose, that

the names, pedigrees, and a list of the plates won

by victorious horses, should be inscribed on the

posts of all courses, where they have made them
selves famous. These memorials might serve

to perpetuate the renown of our racers, and

would furnish posterity with a more complete

history of the Turf than the Sportsman's Ca
lendar.

You will undoubtedly observe, Mr. Town,
that in the extract concerning horses, with

which I have just presented you from Lipsius,

a man is also mentioned ; the account of whom
would, if modernized, run in the following
terms. " In the middle of the monument stood

a. man, with a whip in his right hand, and a

feed of corn in his left." Hence it appears, that

the Romans intended to do honour to the cha

rioteer as well as horses ; and it is a pity, that

we do not also imitate them in this particular,

and pay equal respect to our Jockeys. The
chariot-race was not more celebrated among the

ancients, than the horse-race is at present ; and

the Circus at Rome never drew together so noble

an assembly as the modern course. Nor do I

see any reason, why Theron should be more ap

plauded for carrying oif the prize at Elis or Pisu,
than Tom Marshal for winning the plate at

York or Newmarket. The charioteers of old

were, indeed, composed of the greatest princes
and persons of the first rank, who prided them
selves on their dexterity in managing the reins,

and driving their own chariots. In this they
have been imitated by several of our modern

gentry ; who value themselves on being excellent

coachmen ; and it is with infinite pleasure, that

1 have lately observed persons of fashion at all

races affect the dress and manner of grooms.
And as gentlemen, like the ancient charioteers,

begin to enter the race themselves, and ride

their own horses, it is probable, that we shall

soon see the best Jockeys among the first of our

nobility.

That the encomiums of the horse shall so fre

quently be enlarged on, without entering into

the praises of the Jockey, is indeed something
wonderful ; when we consider how much the

beast is under his direction, and that the strength

and fleetness of Victorious or Driver would be

of no use without the skill and honesty of the

rider. Large sums have been lost by a horse

running, accidentally without doubt, on the

wrong side of the post ; and we knowing-ones,
Mr. Town, have frequently seen great dexterity

and management exerted, in contriving that one

of the best horses in the field should be distanced.

The Jockey has, indeed, so great a share in the

success of the race, that every man, who has

ever betted five pounds, is acquainted with his

consequence ; and does not want to be told, that

the victory depends at least as often on the rider

as the horse.

I cannot help agreeing with Lady Pentweazle

in the farce, that,
" if there was as much care

taken in the breed of the human species, as there

is in that of dogs and of horses, we should not

have so many puny half-formed animals as we

daily see among us :" and every thorough sports

man very well knows, that as much art is requir

ed to bring up a Jockey, as the beast he is to ride.

In every respect the same care must be had to

keep him in wind, and he must be in like man
ner dieted, put in sweats, and exercised, to

bring him down to a proper weight. Much
depends upon the size of the man as well as

horse : for a rider of the same dimensions with

a grenadier would no more be fit to come upon
the turf as a Jockey, than an awkward thing
taken out of the shafts of a dray could ever

appear at the starting-post as a race-horse.

This is obvious to every one ; and I could not

help smiling at what my landlord at the White
Bear said the other day to a little fellow-com

moner of St. John's, (who would fain be thought

3K
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a knowing -uiie) by way of compliment ;
" My

worthy master," said the landlord,
"

it is a

thousand pities you should be a gownsman,
when you would have made such a special post

boy or Jockey."

My chief inducement to write to you at pre

sent, Mr. Town, was to desire you to use your
endeavours to bring the Jockey into equal esteem

with the animal he bestrides : and to beg, that

you would promote the settling an established

scheme for the preservation of his breed. In
order to this I would humbly propose, that a

stud for the Jockeys should be immediately built

near the stables at Newmarket : and that their

genealogies should be duly registered ; that the

breed should be crossed as occasion might require,

and that the best horsemen, and of the lightest

weights, should intermarry with the full sisters

of those who had won most plates : and in a

word, the same method used for the improve
ment of the Jockeys as their horses. I have here

SftOt you an exact pedigree of a famous Jockey,

taken with all that care just now prescribed ;

and I doubt not, ifmy scheme was universally

put in execution, but we should excel all other

nations in our horsemen, as we already do in our

TO RIDE THIS SEASON,

An able Jockey, fit to start for Match, Sweep
stakes, or King's Plate ; well sized ; can mount

twelve stone, or strip to a feather ; is sound wind

and limb, and free from blemishes. He was got

by Yorkshire Tom, out of a full sister to Dept-
ford Nan. His dam was got by the noted Mat-

chim Tims. His Grandam was the German
Princess ; and his great Grandam was daughter

to Flanders Moll. His Sire won the king's

Plate at York and Hambleton, the Lady's Sub

scription purse at Nottingham, the Give-and-

Take at Lincoln, and the Sweepstakes at New
market. His Grandsire beat Dick Rogers at

Epsom and Burford, and Patrick M'Cuutt'em

over the Curragh at Kildare. His great Grand-

sire, and great great Grandsire rode for King
Charles the Second ;

and so noble is the blood

which flows in this Jockey's veins, that none of

his family were ever distanced, stood above five

feet five, or weighed more then twelve stone.

W.
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Canes legates misere,

Ul sese ervperent hominum contumeliis, PH^DR.

Hounds, pointers, mastiffs, lap-dogs sue for help,

With many a doleful howl, and piteous yelp.

RETURNING the other night from the coffee-house,

where I had just been reading the* votes, 1

found myself on a sudden oppressed with drow

siness, that seemed to promise me as sound a re

pose in my great chair, as my dog already enjoyed

by the fire-side. I willingly indulged it
; an^

had hardly closed my eyes, before I fell into the

following dream.

Methought the door of my room on a sudden

flew open, and admitted a great variety of dogs
of all sorts and sizes, from the mastiff to the lap-

dog. I was surprised at this appearance ; but

my amazement was much increased, when I saw
a large grey-hound advancing towards me, and
heard him thus address me in a human voice.

You cannot, Sir, be ignorant of the panic that

prevails among all our species, on account of a

scheme now on foot for our destruction. That

slaughter, which was formerly made among the

wolves of this land, and in which our ancestors

bore so large a share, is now going to be revived

among us. I, for my own part, have no hopes of

escaping, as you will easily judge when you hear

my case. My master owes his subsistence to hfo

labour, and with his wages can just maintain

me and his three children. In return, I now
and then afford him a comfortable meal, by kill

ing him a rabbit in the squire's warren, or pick

ing him up a hare on a Sunday morning. The

other services I render him are of equal impor
tance to him, and pleasure to myself. I am his

constant companion to the field in the morning,

and back again at night : he knows that his

clothes and his wallet are safe in my keeping;

and he is sure to be roused on any midnight

alarm, when I am in the house.

It is with horror I reflect on the numbers of

my relations, who will swing their last, and

against whom this law seems, indeed, to be le

velled. Is it not enough, that our merits are

iteglected, and thought inferior to those of a slow-

footed race, who inhabit a spacious kennel in the

squire's yard, and who are as many hours in

killing a hare, as we are minutes ? Yet they are

kept by the great, attended by the noble, and

every day treated with horse-flesh : while I live

among the poor, am threatened by the rich, and

now probably shall be destroyed by public au

thority.

I cannot deny, but the favour of the ladies is

frequently extended to a small and degenerate

race, who though they bear our name, may very

properly be styled the fribbles of our species.

'Tis true, they are of foreign extraction, which

alone is sufficient merit ; and seem, indeed, to be

as much preferred by the beau monde to our

English greyhounds, as their countrymen in the

Haymarket are to our English singers. But

though this breed is so diminutive, that I injr-

* A bill had been brought into parliament for

tax upon dogs.
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eel f have coursed one of them for a hare, yet I

will venture to pronounce, that, be the tax what

it will, not a Fido in the land will be sacrificed

to the laws.

Our request to you is to display our merits to

the world, and convince mankind of the inno

cence of our intentions, and the hardships that

we already labour under. Though I have en-

iarged on my own case, I have the honour to

address you in the name of all my brethren ;

such of them, I mean, as think themselves en

dangered by this scheme for our destruction.

At the same time we desire you to apprize the

public of the hazard they may run, by coming
to an open rupture ; since, in such a case, the

mastiffs and the bull-dogs are determined to join

their forces, and will sell their lives at the dear

est rate.

This last resolution was confirmed by a

general growl. After which I was thus accost

ed by another of the company of the pointing
breed.

Little did I think, that the pains I have

taken, and the blows I have suffered, to perfect

me in the art I profess, would have been thus

requited. Having lost the best of masters by an

accident from his gun, which I can scarce ever

think of without a howl, I have now, like my
friend Smoker, the misfortune to live with a

poor man. A misfortune I now call it, since,

alas ! he will not be able to save me from the

halter, by paying my ransom. He too, I am
afraid, will be reduced to beggary, since at

present, I and his gun are his chief support.
If he is deprived of me, and thereby prevented
from what the rich maliciously term poaching,
his best resource will be to dispatch himself with

his gun before he surrenders it, or to hang him
self with the same rope that ties up me. When
I was a puppy, I was every day fed in the

kitchen, and caressed in the parlour ;
and I have

now a brother, that always points for the best of

company. What though our race has been fre

quently reproached ? What though we, together
with the spaniels, have been accused, I do not

say wrongfully, of crouching to our enemies,
and licking the hand that beats us ? Is not this

every day practised among your species ? And
is it not countenanced by the greatest examples ?

In fawning and flattering we are by no means

singular ; and crouching and cringing are not

confined to the brute species.

I very heartily second the request of my
friend, and I doubt not, but the arguments you
will use in our behalf will be able to divert the

storm that threatens us. This you may be

assured of, that ifmy life is spared through your
means, it shall be devoted to your service ; and

you shall sup as often as you please, on a brace

of birds.

This speech was attended with a bark of

applause ; and I was next accosted by a lap-dog.

who, after dolefully shaking his ears, began the

following harangue.

Though I am aware that many of my species
will remain unhurt by this scheme devised fo?

our destruction, yet I have on my own account

great reason to be alarmed. I was born, indeed,

in a noble family in St. James's Square, but un

fortunately was within these three months re.

signed over to my present mistress, an old maid
who has been through her whole life as frugal ol

her money as her favours. She is, indeed, so

very saving, that I have more than once been

beat for lapping up her breakfast cream ; and it

was but last week, that I was severely corrected

for devouring a sheep's heart, for which she had
been to market herself. Such a mistress will

undoubtedly sacrifice me to this cruel tax ; and

though you may perhaps imagine the loss of life

in these circumstances is not much to be re

gretted, yet death is a terrible remedy, and a

living dog is better than a dead lion. But if

some of our species must perish, surely a regard
should be had to national merit ; and the storm

should first fall on those foreign intruders, who

by the flatness of their noses are supposed to be

of Dutch extraction. If the ladies also have

any regard for the honour of their country, or

any love remaining for us, it becomes them to

take our case into consideration. And I make
no doubt, since the female parliament is now
sitting (if you, Sir, would but draw up a

petition in our favour), as the other sex have

taken necessary precautions for the preservation
of the game, the ladies would in their turn bring
in a bill for the preservation of lap-dogs.

Various were the arguments that many others

used in their own behalf. The mastiff insisted

on the protection he afforded us, and the terror

he struck into thieves and house-breakers.

King Charles's black favourites came fawning
upon me, and hoped that their breed might be

preserved in deference to the taste of so witty a

monarch. I could not help smiling at the argu
ment made use of by a bull-dog from Norfolk ;

who declared, that he was so instrumental to

the mirth of the county, that he firmly believed

they would never part with him ; but begged
at the same time, that, if sentence must pass, it

might be changed into banishment, and that

Spain (where bull-feasts are held in so much

honour) might be the place of his transporta
tion.

The eloquence and gesture of my four-footed

visitors had such an influence over me, that

was just going to answer them in the manne?

they could wish, when my own dog on a sudden

jumped into my lap, and roused me from mf
dream.
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jfcc tamen indignum si vobis cura placendi,

C&m comptos habeant scecula nostra viros. OVID.

Blame not the belles, since modern times can show
That ape of female foppery, call'd a beau.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

As no one has a greater respect for the fair sex

than myself, I was highly pleased with a letter

inserted some time ago in your paper, ridiculing

the detestable use of paint among the ladies.

This practice is, indeed, too general; and for

my own part, when I meet a blooming fresh-

coloured face in town, I no more take it for the

real face belonging to the lady, than I imagine

Queen Anne's portrait delineated on a sign post

to he her majesty's flesh and blood.

But this fashion is not confined to the ladies.

I am ashamed to tell you, that we are indebted

to Spanish wool for many of our masculine

ruddy complexions. A pretty fellow lackers his

pale face with as many varnishes as a fine lady ;

and it is well known, that late hours at *.he

card-table, amusements at Haddock's, immo
derate draughts of Champagne, and sleeping all

night upon a bulk, will strip the most healthy

complexion of its roses. Therefore, to repair
the loss, they are obliged to substitute the un
wholesome disguise of art for the native hue of

a vigorous constitution.

I must leave it to you, Mr. Town, or your

ingenious correspondent, to enlarge upon this

subject, and will only just appeal to the ladies,

whether a smooth fair face is a proper recom

mendation of a man to their favour ; and whe
ther they do not look upon those of the other

sex as a contemptible sort of rivals, who aspire

to be thought charming and pretty? As many
females are also conscious, that they themselves

endeavour to conceal by art the defects of na

ture, they are apt to suspect those of our sex,

who are so very solicitous to set off their per
sons : and, indeed, I fear it will be found upon
examination, that most of our pretty fellows,

who lay on carmine, are painting a rotten post.

I am, Sir,

Your humble Servant,

W. MANLY.

Many of my readers, will, I dare say, be

hardly persuaded, that this custom could have

ever prevailed as a branch of male foppery ; but

it is too notorious, that our fine gentlemen, in

many' other instances besides the article of paint,

affect the softness and delicacy of the fair sex.

The male beauty has his washes, perfumes, and

cosmetics ; and takes as much pains to set a gloss

on his complexion, as the footman in japanning

I his shoes. He has his dressing-room, and

I (which is still more ridiculous) his toilette tooj
at which he sits as many hours repairing his

battered countenance as a decayed toast dressing
for a birth-night. I had once an opportunity of

taking a survey of one of these male-toilettes ;

and, as such a curiosity may, perhaps, prove

entertaining to many of my readers, I here shall

give a description of it.

Having occasion one morning to wait on a

very pretty fellow, I was desired by the valet de
chambre to walk into the dressing-room, as h\&

master was not stirring. I was accordingly
shown into a neat little chamber, hung round
with India paper, and adorned with several lit

tle images of pagods, and bramins, and vessels

of Chelsea China, in which were set various

coloured sprigs of artificial flowers. But the

toilette most excited my admiration ; where I

found every thing was intended to be agreeable
to the Chinese taste. A looking-glass, enclosed

in a whimsical frame of Chinese paling, stood

upon a japan table, over which was spread a

coverlid of the finest chintz. I could not but
observe a number of boxes of different sizes,

which were all of them japan, and lay regularly

disposed on the table. I had the curiosity to

examine the contents of several ; and in one I

found lip-salve, in another a roll of pig- tail, and
in another the ladies' black sticking-plaster: but

the last which I opened very much surprised me,
as I saw nothing in it but a number of little

pills. I likewise remarked, on one part of the

table, a tooth-brush and sponge, with a pot of

Delescot's opiate ; and on the other side, water

for the eyes. In the middle stood a bottle of

Eau de Luce, and a roll of perfumed poma
tum : almond -pastes, powder-puffs, hair-combs,

brushes, nippers, and the like, made up the rest

of this fantastic equipage : but, among many
other whimsies, I could not perceive for what a

very small ivory comb could be designed, till the

valet informed me, that it was a comb for the

eye-brows.
It must be confessed, that there are some men

of such a delicate make and silky constitution,

that it is no wonder, if gentlemen of such a lady
like generation have a natural tendency to the re

finements and softness of females. These tender

dear creatures are generally bred up immediately
under the wing of their mammas, and scarce fed

with anything less innocent than her milk. They
are never permitted to study, lest it should hurt

their eyes, and make their heads ache ; nor suf

fered to use any exercises, like other boys, lest a

fine hand should be spoiled by being used too

roughly. While other lads are flogged into the

five declensions, and at length lashed through

a whole school, these pretty masters are kept at

home to improve in whip-syllabubs, pastry and

face-painting. In consequence of which, when

other young fellows begin to appear like men,
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these dainty creatures come into the world with

all the accomplishments of a lady's woman.

But if the common foibles of the female world

are ridiculous even in these equivocal half-men,

these neuter somethings between male and fe

male, how awkwardly must they sit upon the

more robust and masculine part of mankind ?

\Vhat indeed can be more absurd than to see a

huge fellow with the make of a porter, and fit

to mount the stage as a champion at Brough-
ton's amphitheatre, sitting to varnish his broad

face with paint and Benjamin-wash ? For my
part, I never see a great looby aiming at delica-

tesse, but he seems as strange and uncouth a figure

as Achilles in petticoats. This folly is also to he

particularly condemned, when it appears in the

more solemn characters of life, to which a gra

vity of appearance is essential ;
and in which

the least marks of foppery seem as improper, as

a physician would seem ridiculous prescribing in

& bag-wig, or a serjeant pleading at the King's
Bench in his own hair instead of a night-cap

periwig. As I think an instance or two of this

kind would show this folly in the most striking

light, I shall here subjoin two characters, in

whom, as it is most improper, it will consequent

ly appear most ridiculous.

John Hardman is upwards of six feet high,
and stout enough to beat two of the sturdiest

chairmen that ever came out of Ireland. Nature,

hideed, seems to have intended John himself to

carry a chair ; hut fortune has enabled him to

appear in whatever character he likes best, and

ke has wisely discovered, that none will sit so

easy on him as that of a pretty fellow. It is

therefore his study to new-mould his face and

person : he throws
;

his goggle eyes into leers,

languishes, and ogles ;
and endeavours to draw

up his hideous mouth, which extends from one

ear to the other, into a simper. His voice,

which is naturally
'

of a deeper base than a

hurdy-gurdy, is in a manner set to a new tune
;

-and his speech, which is very much tinctured

with the broad dialect of a particular county,
is delivered with so much nicety and gentleness,

that every word is minced and clipped in order

to appear soft and delicate. When he walks he

endeavours to move his unwieldy figure along in

the pert trip, or easy shambling paee of our

pretty fellows : and he commonly carries a thin

jemmy stick in his hand, which naturally re

minds us of Hercules with a distaff.

The Reverend Mr. Jessamy, (who took

orders, only because there was a good living in

the family) is known among the ladies by the

name of the beau-parson. He is, indeed, the

most delicate creature imaginable ; and differs so

much from the generality of the clergy, that I

believe the very sight of a plum-pudding would
make him swoon. Out of his canonicals, his

constant dress is what they call parson's-blue
lined with white, a black satin waistcoat, velvet

breeches, and silk stockings : and his pumps an
of dog-skin, made by Tull ; and it is said, that

he had a joint of one of his toes cut off, whos

length being out of all proportion prevented his

having a handsome foot. His very grizzle is

scarce orthodox : for, though it would he open
schism to wear a hag, yet his wig has always a

bag-front, and is properly cropped behind, that

it may not eclipse the lustre (of his diamond

stock-buckle. He cannot hear the thoughts of

being sea-sick : or else he declares he would

certainly go abroad, where he might again re

sume his laced clothes, and appear like a gentle

man in a bag-wig and sword. T.
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Detrahere et vellem, nitidus qua qutsque per ora

Cederet. HOB.

Where all, their beauties to full view displayed,

May undisguised appear in Masquerade.

AMONG the many exotic diversions, that have

been transplanted into this country there is no

one more cultivated, or which seems to have

taken deeper root among us, than that modest

and rational entertainment the masquerade.

This, as well as the opera, is originally of Italian

growth, and was brought over hither by the

celehrated Heidegger ; who on both accounts

justly acquired among his own countrymen the

honourable title of Sur-Intendant des Plaisirs

d'Angleterre.

I have called the masquerade a modest and ra

tional entertainment. As to the first no one

can have the least scruple about its innocence, if

he considers, that it is always made a part of the

education of our polite females ; and that the

most virtuous woman is not ashamed to appear
there. If it he objected, that a lady is expose 1

to hear many indecencies from the men, (as the

mask gives them a privilege to say any thing,

though ever so rude) it may be answered, that

no lady is obliged to take the affront to herself ;

because, as she goes disguised, the indignity is

not offered to her in her own proper person.

Besides, according to Dryden,

She cannot blush, because they cannot see

As to the rationality of this entertainment, every
one will agree with me, that these midnigh
orgies are full as rational as sitting up all night
at the card-table. Nor is it more strange, that

five or six hundred people should meet together
in disguises purposely to conceal themselves, than
that the same number should assemble at a rout,

where most of the company are wholly unac

quainted with each other.

But we can never enough admire the wit and
humour of these meetings ; which greatly con-
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gist in exhibiting the most fantastic appearances,

that the most whimsical imagination can possi

bly devise. A common person may be content

with appearing as a Chinese, a Turk, or a

Friar; but the true genius will ransack earth,

air, and seas, reconcile contradictions, and

call in things inanimate, as well as animate,

to his assistance
;

and the more extravagant
and out of nature his dress can be contrived,

the higher is the joke. I remember one

gentleman above six foot high, who came to

the masquerade drest like a child in a white

frock and leading strings, attended by another

gentleman of a very low stature, who officiat

ed as his nurse. The same witty spark took

it into his head at another time to personate

Fame, and was stuck all over with peacock's

feathers by way of eyes : but when he came to

fasten on his wings, they were spread to so enor

mous a length, that no coach or chair was spa

cious enough to admit him ;
so that he was forced

to be conveyed along the streets on a chairman's

horse, covered with a blanket. Another gentle

man, of no less humour, very much surprised

the company by carrying a thatched house abou*

him ; which was so contrived, that no part 01

him could be seen, except his face, which was

looking out of the casement : but this joke had

like to have cost him dear, as another wag was

going to set fire to the building, because he found,

by the leaden policy affixed to the front, that the

tenement was insured. In a word, dogs, mon

keys, ostriches, and all kinds of monsters, are as

frequently to be met with at the masquerade, as

in the Covent- Garden pantomimes : and 1 once

saw with great delight a gentleman (Avho per

sonated one of Bayes' recruits) prance a minuet

on his hobby-horse, with a dancing bear for his

partner.

I have said before, that the masquerade is of

foreign extraction, and imported to us iron?

abroad. But as the English, though slow at in

vention, are remarkable for improving on what
has already been invented, it is no wonder that

we should attempt,to heighten the gusto of this

entertainment, and even carry it beyond the li

cense of a foreign carnival. There is something
too insipid in our fine gentlemen stalking about

In dominos ; and it is rather cruel to eclipse the

pretty faces ofour fine ladies with hideous masks;
for which reason it has been judged requisite

to contrive a masquerade upon a new plan, and

i r
.i an entire new taste. We all remember, when

xa few years ago) a celebrated lady endeavoured

to introduce a new species of masquerade among
us, by lopping off the exuberance of dress

;
and

she herself first set the example, by stripping to

the character of Iphigenia undrest for the sacri

fice. I must own it is a matter of some surprise
to me, (considering the propensity of our modern
ladies to get rid of their clothes,) that other

Iphigenias did not immediately start up, and

that nuns and vestals should be suffered fever

after to be seen among the masks. But this pro
ject, it seems, was not then sufficiently ripe for

execution, as a certain awkward thing, called

bashfulness, had not yet been b inished from the
female world : and to the present enlightened
times was reserved the honour of introducing
(however contradictory the term may seem) a

naked masquerade.
What the above mentioned lady had the hardi

ness to attempt alone, will (I am assured) be set

on foot by our persons of fashion, as soon as

the hot days come in. llanelagh is the place

pitched upon for their meeting ; where it is pro
posed to have a masquerade Al Fresco, and the

whole company are to display all their charm*
in puris naturalibus. The pantheon of the Hea
then Gods, Ovid's Metamorphoses, and Titian'*

prints, will supply them with a sufficient va

riety of undrest characters. One set of ladies,
I am told, intend to personate water-nymphs
bathing in the canal : three sisters, celebrated for

their charms, design to appear together as the

three Graces: and a certain lady of quality, who
most resembles the goddess of beauty, is now
practising from a model of the noted statue of

Venus de Medicis, the most striking attitude for

that character. As to the gentlemen, they may
most of them represent very suitably the half-

brutal forms of Satyrs, Pans, Fauns, and Cen
taurs : our beaux may assume the semblance of

the beardless Apollo, or (which would be more

natural) may admire themselves in the person of

Narcissus ; and our bucks might act quite in

character, by running about stark-naked with
their mistresses, and committing the maddest

freaks, like the priests and priestesses of Bac
chus celebrating the Bacchanalian mysteries.

If this scheme for a naked inasqueraie should

meet with encouragement, (as there is no doubt

but it must) it is proposed to improve it still

further. Persons of fashion cannot but lament,

that there are no diversions allotted to Sunday,

except the card-table, and they can never enough

regret, that the Sunday evening tea-drinking*
at Ranelagh were laid aside, from a supersti

tious regard to religion. They therefore intend

to have a particular sort of masquerade on that

day ; in which they may show their taste by

ridiculing all the old women's tales contained

in that idle book of fables the Bible, while the

vulgar are devoutly attending to them at church.

This, indeed, is not without a parallel : we have

had an instance already of an Eve : and by bor

rowing the serpent in Orpheus and Eurydice,

we might have the whole story of the Fall of

Man exhibited in masquerade.
It must, indeed, be acknowledged, that this

project has already taken place among the low

est of the people, who seem to have been the *irst

contrivers of a naked masquerade : and l^St

summer I remember an article in the news
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papers, that " several persons of both sexes were

assembled naked at Pimlico, and being carried

before a magistrate were sent to Bridewell.'

This, indeed, is too refined a pleasure to be

lulowed the vulgar ; and every body will agree

with me, that the same act, which at the Green

Lamps or Fimlico appears low and criminal,

may be extremely polite and commendable in the

Haymarket or at Ranelagh. W.
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imitatores, servum pecus !

Dull imitators ! like the servile hack,

Still slowly plodding in the beaten track.

Hon.

TO MR. TOWN.
SIR,

BATES in the Rehearsal frequently boasts it as

his chief excellence, that he treads on no ma^'s

heels, that he scorns to follow the steps of others .

and when he is asked the reason of inserting

any absurdity in his play, he answers, because

it is new. The poets of the present time run

into the contrary error : they are so far from

endeavouring to elevate and surprise by any

thing original, that their whole business is imi

tation ; and they jingle their bells in the same

road with those that went before them, with all

the dull exactness of a packhorse.

The generality of our writers wait till a new
walk is pointed out to them by some leading ge
nius

;
when it immediately becomes so hackneyed

and beaten, that an author of credit is almost

ashamed to appear in it among such bad com

pany. No sooner does one man of parts suc

ceed in any particular mode of writing, but he

is followed by a thousand dunces. A good elegy
makes the little scribblers direct their whole
bent to subjects of grief; and for a whole win

ter, the press groans with melancholy. One
novel of reputation fills all the garrets of Grub-
street with whole reams of histories and adven

tures, where volume is spun out after volume,
without the least wit, humour, or incident. Jn
a word, as Bayes obviated all objections to his

nonsense, by saying it was new, if a modern
writer was asked why he chose any particular
manner of writing, he might reply, because it is

the fashion.

True genius will not give in to such idle extra

vagant flights of imagination as Bayes's ; it will

riot turn funerals into banquets, or introduce

armies in disguise ; but still it will not confine

itself to the narrow track of imitation. I can

not help thinking, that it is more owing to this

servile spirit in the authors of the present times,
than to their want of abilities, that we cannot
now boast a set of eminent writers: and it is

worthy observation, that whenever any age has

been distinguished by a great number of excel

lent authors, they have most of them cultivated

different branches of poetry from each other.

This was the case in the age of Augustus, as

appears from the works of Virgil, Horace,

Ovid, &c. : and to come down as late as possi

ble, this is evident from our last famous set o*

authors, who flourished in the beginning of this

century. We admire Swift, Pope, Gay, Boling-

broke, Addison, &c. but we admire each for his

particular beauties, separate and distinguished
from the rest.

These loose thoughts were thrown together

merely to introduce the following little poem,
which I think deserves the attention of the

public. It was written by a very ingenious

gentleman, as a letter to a friend, who was about

to publish a volume of miscellanies ; and con

tains all that original spirit, which it so elegantly
recommends.

To

SL\CE now, all scruples cast away,
Your works are rising into day,

Forgive, though I presume to send

This honest counsel of a friend.

Let not your verse, as verse now goes,

Be a strange kind of measured prose ;

Nor let your prose, which sure is worse,
Want nought but measure to be verse.

Write from your own imagination,
Nor curb your muse by imitation :

For copiee show, howe'er exprest,

A barren genius at the best,

- But, imitation's all the mode,

Yet, where one hits, ten miss the road.

The mimic bard with pleasure sees

Mat. Prior's unaffected ease :

Assumes his style, affects a story,

Sets every circumstance before ye,

The day, the hour, the name, the dwelling.,

And mars a curious tale in telling ;

Observes how easy Prior flows,

Then runs his numbers down to prose.

Others have sought the filthy stews

To find a dirty slip-shod muse.

Their groping genius, while it rakes

The bogs, the common sewers, and jakes,

Ordure and filth in rhyme exposes,

Disgustful to our eyes and noses :

With many a dash that must offend u%
And much *****
* * * * Hiatus non defiendtu.

O Swift ! how wouldst thou blush to see,

Such are the bards who copy thee ?

This Milton for his plan will choose!

Wherein resembling Milton's Muse ?

Milton like thunder rolls along,

In all the majesty of song ;

While his low mimics meanly creep,

Not quite awake, nor quite asleep :

Or, if their thunder chance to roll,

'Tis thunder of the mustard bowL
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The stiff expression, phrases strange,

The epithet's preposterous change,

Forced numbers, rough and unpolite,

Such as the judging ear affright,

Stop in mid verse. Ye mimics vile !

Is't thus ye copy Milton's style ?

His faults religiously ye trace,

But borrow not a single grace.

How few, say whence can it proceed ?

Who copy Milton, e'er succeed.

But all their labours are in vain :

And wherefore so ? The reason's plain.

Take it for granted, 'tis by those

Milton's the model mostly chose,

Who can't write verse, and won't write prose.

Others, who aim at fancy, choose

To woo the gentle Spenser's Muse
This poet fixes for his theme
On allegory, or a dream

;

Fiction and truth together joins

Through a long waste of flimsy lines ;

Fondly believes his fancy glows,

And image upon image grows ;

Thinks his strong muse takes wond'rous flights,

Whene'er she sings of peerless wights,

Of dens, of palfreys, spells, and knights :

Till allegory, Spenser's veil

T' instruct and please in moral tale,

With him's no veil the truth to shroud,
But one impenetrable cloud.

Others, more daring, fix their hope
On rivalling the fame of Pope.
Satire's the word, against the times.

These catch the cadence of his rhymes,
And borne from earth by Pope's strong wings,
Their muse aspires, and boldly flings

Her dirt up in the face of kings.

In these the spleen of Pope we find,

But where the greatness of his mind ?

His numbers are their whole pretence,
Mere strangers to his manly sense.

Some few, the fav'rites of the muse,
Whom with her kindest eye she views ;

Round whom Apollo's brightest rays

Shine forth with undiminish'd blaze ;

Some few my friend, have sweetly trod

In Imitation's dangerous road.

Long as Tobacco's mild perfume
Shall scent each happy curate's room,
Oft as in elbow chair he smokes,
And quaffs his ale, and cracks his jokes,

So long, O Brown,* shall last thy praise,

Crown'd with tobacco-leaf for bays ;

And whosoe'er thy verse shall see,

Shall fill another pipe to thee.
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Nutc et campus, et area;,

Lenesque sub nodem susum

Compositd repetantur hora. HOR.

* Isaac Hawkins Brown, Esq. author of a Piece caiieu

rhe Pipe of Tobacco, a most excellent imitation of fix dif

ferent authors.

Now Venus in Vauxhall her altar rears,

While fiddles drown the music of the spheres ;

Now girls hum out their loves to every tree,
"
Young jockey is the lad, the lad for me."

THE various seasons of the year produce not a

greater alteration in the face of nature, than in

the polite manner of passing our time. The
diversions of winter and summer are as different

as the dog-days and those at Christmas ; nor do

I know any genteel amusement, except gaming,
that prevails during the \vhole year. As the

long days are now coming on, the theatrical gen

try, who contribute to dissippte the gloom of oui

winter evenings, begin to divide themselves into

strolling companies ;
and are packing up their

tragedy wardrobes, together with a sufficient

quantity of thunder and lightning, for the de

light and amazement of the country. In the

meantime, the several public gardens near this

metropolis are trimming their trees, levelling

their walks, and burnishing their lamps, for our

reception. At Vauxhall the artificial ruins are

repaired ; the cascade is made to spout with sev

eral additional streams of block-tin ; and they
have touched up all the pictures, which were

damaged last season by the fingering of those

curious Connoisseurs, who could not be satisfied

without feeling whether the figures were alive.

The magazine at Cuper's, I am told, is furnish

ed with an extraordinary supply of gunpowder
to be shot off in squibs and sky-rockets, or

whirled away in blazing suns and Catherine

wheels : and it is not to be doubted, in case of a

war, but that Neptune and all his Tritons wiJJ

assist the British navy ; and as we before took

Porto- Bello and Cape-Breton, we shall gain new
victories over the French fleet every night, upon
that canal.

Happy are they, who can muster up sufficient,

at least to hire tickets at the door, once or twice

in a season ! Not that these pleasures are confined

to the rich and the great only : for the lower

sort of people have tbeir Raiielaghs and their

Vauxhalls as well as the quality. Perrot's in

imitable grotto may be seen for only calling for

a pot of beer ; and the royal diversion of duck-

hunting may be had into the bargain, together
with a decanter of Dorchester, for your sixpence
at Jenny's Whim. Every skittle-alley half a

mile out of town is embellished with green ar

bours and shady retreats ; where the company is

generally entertained with the melodious scrap

ing of a blind fiddler. And who can resist the

luscious temptation of a fine juicy ham, or a de

licious buttock of beef stuffed with parsley, ac

companied with a foaming decanter of sparkling

home-brewed, which is so invitingly painted at

the entrance of almost every village ale-house ?

Our northern climate will not, indeed, allow

us to indulge ourselves in all those pleasures of a

garden, which are so feelingly described by our
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poets. We dare not lay ourselves on the damp

ground in shady groves, or by the purling

stream; but are obliged to fortify our insides

against the cold by good substantial eating

and drinking. For this reason the extreme cost

liness of the provisions at our public gardens has

been grievously complained of by those gentry,

to whom a supper at these places is as necessary

a part of the entertainment, as the singing or the

fire works. Poor Mr. John sees, with a heavy

heart, the profits of a whole week's card-money
devoured in tarts and

"

cheesecakes by Mrs.

Housekeeper, or Mrs. Lady's Own Woman ;

and the substantial cit, who comes from behind

the counter two or three evenings in the summer,
can never enough regret the thin wafer-like

slices of beef and ham, that taste of nothing but

the knife.

I was greatly diverted last Saturday evening

at Vauxhall, with the shrewd remarks made on

this very head by an honest citizen, whose wife

and two daughters had I found, prevailed on

him to carry them to the garden. As I thought

there was something curious in their behaviour,

I went into the next box to them, where I had

an opportunity of seeing and over-hearing every

thing that passed.

After some talk,
" Come, come," said the

old don,
" it is high time, I think, to go to sup

per." To this the ladies readily assented ; and

one of the Misses said,
" Do let us have chick,

papa."
" Zounds !" said the father,

"
they are

half-a-crown a-piece, and no bigger than a spar

row." Here the old lady took him up. "You
are so stingy, Mr. Rose, there is no bearing you.

When one is out upon pleasure, I love to appear

like somebody : and what signifies a few shil

lings once and away, when a body is about it ?"

This reproof so effectually silenced the old gen

tleman, that the youngest Miss had the courage

to put in a word for some ham likewise : accor

dingly the waiter was called, and despatched by
the old lady with an order for a chicken and a

plate of ham. When it was brought, our honest

cit twirled the dish about three or four times,

and surveyed it with a very settled countenance ;

then taking up the slice of ham, and dangling it

to and fro on the end of his fork, asked the

waiter how much there was of it.
" A shilling's

worth, Sir," said the fellow. "
Prithee," said

the don,
"howmuch dost thou think it weighs ?

An ounce? A shilling an ounce ! that is sixteen

shillings per pound ! A reasonable profit truly !

Lst me see -suppose now the whole ham

weighs thirty pounds : at a shilling per ounce,
that is, sixteen shillings per pound, why your
master makes exactly twenty-four pounds of

every ham ; and if he buys them at the best

hand, and salts them and cures them himself,

they don't stand him in ten shillings a-piece."
The old lady bade him hold his nonsense, declar

ed herself ashamed for him, and asked if people

must not live : then taking a coloured handker

chief from her own neck, she tucked it into his

shirt-collar, (whence it hung like a bib) and

helped him to a leg of the chicken. The old

gentleman, at every bit he put into his mouth,
amused himself with saying,

" There goes two

pence there goes three pence there goes a

groat. Zounds, a man at these places should

not have a swallow as wide as a torn-tit."

This scanty repast, we may imagine, was
soon despatched ; and it was with much diffi

culty our citizen was prevailed on to suffer a

plate of beef to be ordered. This too was no
less admired, and underwent the same comments
with the ham : at length when only a very small

bit was left, as they say, for manners in the

dish, our don took a piece of an old newspaper
out of his pocket, and gravely wrapping up the

meat in it, placed it carefully in his letter-case.
"

I'll keep thee as a curiosity to my dying day ;

and I'll show them to my neighbour Horseman,
and ask him if he can make as much of his

cteaks." Then rubbing his hands, and shrug

ging up his shoulders " Why now," says he
:t to

morrow night I may eat as much cold beef as I

can stuff in any tavern in London, and pay no

thing for it." A dish of tarts, cheesecakes, and
custards next made their appearance at the re

quest of the young ladies, who paid no sort of

regard to the father's remonstrance,
" that they

were four times as dear as at the pastry-cook's."

Supper being ended, madam put her spouse in

mind to call for wine. " We must have some

Avine, my dear, or we shall not be looked upon,

you know." " Wr

ell, well," says the don,
" that's right enough. But do they sell their

liquor too by the ounce ? Here, drawer,
what wine have you got ?" The fellow, who
by this time began to smoke his guests, answer
ed " We have exceeding good French wine of

all sorts, and please your honour. Would your
honour have a bottle of Champag7\e, or Burgun
dy, or Claret, or"

" No, no, none of your wishy-

washy outlandish rot-gut for me ;" interrupted
the citizen. " A tankard of the Alderman
beats all the red claret wine in the French king's

cellar. But come, bring us a bottle of sound

old Port: and, dy'e hear? let it be good."
While the waiter was gone, the good man

most sadly lamented that he could not have his

pipe ; which the wife would by no means allow,
"
because," she said,

" it was ungenteel to smoke,
where any ladies were in company." When the

wine came, our citizen gravely took up the

bottle, and holding it above his head,
"
Ay, ay,"

said he,
" the bottom has had a good kick. And

mind how confoundedly it is pinched on the

sides. Not above five gills, I warrant. An old

soldier at the Jerusalem would beat two of them.

But let us see how it is brewed." He then

poured out a glass ; and after holding it up be

fore the candle, smelling to it, sipping it twice
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or thrice, and smacking with his lips, drank it

off: but declaring that second thoughts were

best, he filled another bumper : and tossing that

off, after some pause, with a very important air,

ventured to pronounce it drinkable. The ladies,

having also drank a glass round, affirmed it was

very good, and felt warm in the stomach : and

even the old gentleman relaxed into such good
humour by the time the bottle was emptied, that

out of his own free will and motion he most

generously called for another pint, but charged
the waiter " to pick out an honest one."

While the glass was thus circulating, the fa

mily amused themselves by making observations

on the garden. The citizen expressed his won
der at the number of lamps, arid said it must

cost a great deal of money every night to light

them all : the eldest Miss declared, that for her

part she liked the dark walk best of all, because

it was solentary ; little Miss thought the last song

mighty pretty, and said she would buy it, if she

could but carry home the tune : and the old lady

observed, that there was a great deal of good com

pany indeed ; but the gentlemen were so rude,
that they perfectly put her out of countenance

by staring at her through their spy-glasses. In
a word, the tarts, the cheesecakes, the beef, the

chicken, the ounce of ham, and every thing,
seemed to have been quite forgot, till the dismal

moment approached, that the reckoning was
called for. As this solemn business concerns all

the gentlemen, the ladies kept a profound si

lence ; and when the terrible account was

brought, they left the pay-master undisturbed, to

enjoy the misery by himself; only the old lady
had the hardiness to squint at the sum total,

and declared " it was pretty reasonable consider-

ing."
Our citizen bore his misfortunes with a to

lerable degree of patience. He shook his head

as he run over every article, and swore he would
never buy meat by the ounce again. At length,
when he had carefully summed up every figure,

he bade the drawer bring change for sixpence :

then pulling out a leathern purse from a snug
pocket in the inside of his waistcoat, he drew out

slowly, piece by piece, thirteen shillings ; which
he regularly placed in two rows upon the table.

When the change was brought, after counting it

very carefully, he laid down four half-pence in

the same exact order : then calling the waiter,
"
There," says he,

" there's your damage
thirteen and two pence And harkye, there's

three-pence over for yourself." The remaining

penny he put into his coat-pocket : and chinking
it "

This," says he,
" will serve me to-morrow

to buy a paper of tobacco."

The family now prepared themselves for

going : and as there were some slight drops of

rain, madam buttoned up the old gentleman's
coat, that he might riot spoil his laced waistcoat

;

and made him flap his hat, over which she tied

his pocket handkerchief to save his wig, and as

the coat itself (she said) had never been worn
but three Sundays, she even parted with her

own cardinal, and spread it the wrong side out

over his shoulders. In these accoutrements he
sallied forth, accompanied by his wife with her

upper petticoat thrown over her head, and his

daughters with the skirts of their gowns turned

up, and their heads muffled up in coloured hand
kerchiefs. I followed them quite out of the gar
den : and as they were waiting for their hack to

draw up, the youngest Miss asked,
" When shall

we come again, papa!"
" Come again?" (says

he)
" What a pox, would you ruin me ? Once in

one's life is enough ; and I think I have done

very handsome. Why, it would not have cost

me above four-pence half-penny to have spent

my evening at Sot's Hole ; and what with the

cursed coach-hire, and all together, here's almost

a pound gone, and nothing to ehow for it." "Fie,
Mr. Rose, I am quite ashamed for you," replies

the old lady.
" You are always grudging me

and your girls the least bit of pleasure : and you
cannot help grumbling, if we do but go to Little

Hornsey to drink tea. I am sure, now they are

women grown up, they ought to see' a little of

the world ; and they shall." The old don was
not willing to pursue the argument any further;

and the coach coming up, he was glad to put an

end to the dispute by saying, "Come, come, let

us make haste, wife ; or we shall not get home
time enough to have my best wig combed out

again; and to-morrow, you know, is Sunday."
W.
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Dignior est vestro nulla pueUa choro. TIBTJLL.

Behold a train of female wits aspire,

With men to mingle in the Muses' quire.

IN a visit which I paid the other day to a lady
of great sense and taste, I was agreeably sur

prised by having two little volumes put into my
hands, which have been lately published under

the title of " Poems by Eminent Ladies."

These volumes are, indeed, (as the author of the

preface has remarked)
" the most solid compli

ment that can possibly be paid to the fair sex."

1 never imagined, that our nation could boast so

many excellent poetesses, (whose works are an

honour to their country,) as were here collected

together : and it is with the highest satisfaction

I can assure my female readers in particular

that I have found a great number of very ele

gant pieces among the compositions of these la

dies, which cannot be surpassed (I had almost

said, equalled) by the most celebrated of our

male-writers,

The pleasure, which I received from reading
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these poems, made such an impression on my
Saind that, at night, as soon as I fell asleep, my
fancy presented to me the following dream. I

was transported I know not how, to the regions

of Parnassus : and found my self in the court of

Apollo, surrounded hy a great number of our

most eminent poets. A cause of the utmost im

portance was then depending ;
and the debate

was, whether the English ladies, Avho had dis

tinguished themselves in poetry, should be allow

ed to hold the same rank, and have the same

honours paid them, with the men. As the mo
derns were not permitted to plead in their own
suit, Juvenal was retained on the side of the

male poets, and Sappho undertook the defence of

the other sex. The Roman Satirist, in his

speech at the bar, inveighed bitterly against

women in general, and particularly exclaimed

against their dabbling in literature : but when

Sappho came to set forth the pretensions which

the ladies justly had to poetry, and especially in

love affairs, Apollo could no longer resist the

importunity of the Muses in favour of their own
sex. He therefore decreed that all those fe-.

males, who thought themselves able to manage
Pegasus, should immediately show their skill

and dexterity in riding him.

Pegasus was accordingly brought out of the

stable, and the Muses furnished him with a side

saddle. All the ladies, who had courage enough
to venture on his back, were prepared to mount :

but as a great dispute arose among some of the

competitors about precedency, (each of them

claiming a
iv'ght to ride first,) it was at length

agreed, that they should get into the saddle

according to seniority.

Upon this a lady advanced ; who, though she

had something rather extravagant in her air and

deportment, yet she had a noble presence, that

commanded at once awe and admiration. She

was dressed in an old fashioned habit, very fan

tastic, and trimmed with bugles and points ;

kuch as was worn in the time of King Charles

the First. This lady, I was informed, was the

Dutchess of Newcastle. When she came to

mount, she sprung into the saddle "with surpris

ing agility ; and giving an entire loose to the

reins, Pegasus directly set up a gallop, and ran

away with her quite out of sight. However, it

was acknowledged, that she kept a firm seat,

even when the horse went at his deepest rate
;

and that she wanted nothing but to ride with a

curb-bridle. When she came to dismount,

Shakspeare and Milton very kindly offered their

hand to help her down, which she accepted.
Then Euterpe came up' to her with a smile, and

begged her to repeat those beautiful lines against

melancholy, which (she said) were so extremely
picturesque. The Dutchess, with a most pleas-

Ing air, immediately began

Dull melancholy
She'll make yo :i start at every noise you hear,
And visions strange shall to your eyes appear.

Her voice is low, and gives a hollow sound
;

She hates the light, and is in darkness found ;

Or sits by blinking lamps, or tapers small,

Which various shadows make against the wall

She loves nought else, but noise which discord makes
As croaking frogs, whose dwelling is in lakes

j

The raven hoarse, the mandrake's hollow groau,
And shrieking owls, that fly i' th' night alone ;

The tolling bell, which for the dead rings out ;

A mill, where rushing waters run about.

She loves to walk in the still moon-shine night,
And in a thick dark grove she takes delight;
In hollow caves, thatch 'd houses, and low cello,

She loves to live, and there alone she dwells.

There leave her to herself alone to dwell,

While you and I in mirth and pleasure swell.

All the while that these lines were repeating,
Milton seemed very much chagrined ; and it

was whispered by some, that he was obliged for

many of the thoughts in his L' Allegro and II

Penseroso to this lady's
*
Dialogue between

Mirth and Melancholy.
The celebrated Orinda, Mrs. Katherine Phi

lips, was next placed in the saddle, amid the

shouts and applauses of the Lords Roscommon
and Orrery, Cowley, and other famous wits of

her time. Her dress was simple, though of a

very elegant make : it had no profuse ornaments,
and approached very nearly to the cut and
fashion of the present age. Though she never

ventured beyond a canter or a hand-gallop, she

made Pegasus do his paces with so much ease

and exactness, that Waller himself owned he

could never bring him under so much command.
After her Mrs. Killigrew, assisted by Dryden,
and several other ladies of that age took their

turns to ride : and every one agreed, that (mak
ing some allowance for their sex) they could not

be excelled by the most experienced riders among
the men.

A bold masculine figure now pushed forward
in a thin, airy, gay habit, which hung so loose

about her, that she appeared to be half undress

ed. When she came up to Pegasus, she clapped
her hand upon the side saddle, and with a spring

leaped across it, saying she should never ride

him but astride. She made the poor beast frisk

and caper, and curvet, and play a thousand

tricks, while she herself was quite unconcerned,

though she showed her legs at every motion of

the horse, and many of the Muses turned their

heads aside blushing. Thalia, indeed, was a

good deal pleased with her frolic ; and Erato de

clared, that next to her favourite Sappho she

should always prefer this lady. Upon inquir

ing her name, I found her to be the free-spirited

Mrs. Behn. When she was to dismount, Lord
Rochester came up, and caught her in his anas j

and repeating part of her f Ode to Desire,

* Poems by Eminent Ladies. Vol. II. page 199.

N. B. This lady, it is supposed, wrote before Milton

f Poems by Eminent Ladies. Vol. I. page 167.
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To a myrtle bower
He led her nothing loth. MILTON.

I had now the pleasure to see many ladies of

fjur own times, whose names I was very well

acquainted with, advance towards Pegasus.
Among the rest I could not hut wonder at the

astomshing dexterity, with which the admired
Mrs. Leapor of Brackley guided the horse,

though she had not the least assistance from any
body. Mrs. Barber of Ireland was assisted in

getting upon the saddle by Swift himself, who
even condescended to hold the stirrup while she

mounted. Under the Dean's direction she made
the horse to pace and amble very prettily j not

withstanding which some declared that she was
not equal to her friend and country-woman
Mrs. Grierson.

Another lady, a native of the same kingdom,
then briskly stepped up to Pegasus, and despis

ing the weak efforts of her husband to prevent
her, she boldly jumped into the saddle, and

whipping and cutting rode away furiously hel-

ter skelter over hedge and ditch, and trampled
on every body who came in her road. She took

particular delight in driving the poor horse, who
kicked and winced all the while, into the most

filthy places ; where she made him fling about
the dirt and mire, with which she bespattered
almost every one that came near her. Some
times, however, she would put a stop to thismad
career ; and then she plainly convinced us, that

she knew as well how to manage Pegasus as any
of the females, who had tried before her. Being
told that this lady was no other than the cele

brated biographer of her own actions Mrs. Pil-

kington, I had the curiosity to take a nearer view

of her ; when stepping up towards her, and of

fering my assistance to help her down, me-

thought she returned my civility with such an
uncourteous slap on the face, that (though I

awaked at the instant) I could not help fancying
for some time, that I felt my cheek tingle with
the blow. W.

No. 70.] THURSDAY, MAY 29, 1755.

Causam hancjustam esse in animum inducite,

Ui aliqua pars laboris minuatur mihi, TER.

Write, correspondents write, where'er you will j

'Twill save me trouble, and my paper fill.

MY publisher having acquainted me, that he in

tends to close the volume with this number, I

hall take the opportunity to throw together sev

eral letters, which I have received in the course

of this work, and to balance with all my corres

pondents ; at the same time assuring them, that

I should be very glad to open a fresh account
with them in my next volume. *

* This alludes to the division of volumes in the second

edition of this work.

In the infancy of this undertaking I was hon
oured with a very kind billet from a brother o,

the quill ; the terms of which I am sorry it was
not in my power to comply with. It was as

follows :

Dear Sir,

I can be of great assistance to you, if you
want any help. I will write for you every
other week, or oftener if you choose it. As a

specimen of my powers, I have sent you an es

say, which is at your service. It is short, but a

very good one. Yours at command,
T. TURNPENNY.

P. S. Please to send by the bearer a guinea.

The contents of the postcript I naturally re

ferred to the consideration of my publisher, who
consequently had a right to determine on the

goodness of my friend's essay: but, whatever
was the reason, I heard no more of it. The
commerce between bookseller and author is, in

deed, of very great service, especially to the lat

ter : for though I myself must undoubtedly be

excepted out of the number, yet it must be con

fessed, that the most famous wits have owed
their support to this pecuniary intercourse.

Meat and drink, and the other conveniences of

life, are as necessary to an author as pen, ink,

and paper ; and I remember to have seen in the

possession of Mr. Tonson a curious manuscript
of the great Dryden himself, wherein he peti
tions his bookseller to advance a sum of money
to his tailor.

The next letter comes likewise from an au

thor, who complains of an evil, which does not,

indeed, often affect many of our fraternity ! I

mean the custom of giving money to servants.

Dear Mr. Town,

1 have been happy all this winter in having
the run of a nobleman's table, who was pleased
to patronise a work of mine, and to which he

allowed me the honour of prefixing his name
in a dedication. We geniuses have spirit, you
know, far beyond our pockets ; and (besides the

extraordinary expense of new clothes to appear

decent) I assure you I have laid out every far

thing, that I ever received from his lordship's

bounty, in tips to his servants. After every dinner

I was forced to run the gauntlet through a long

line of powdered pickpockets ; and could not but

look upon it as a very ridiculous circumstance,

that I should be obliged to give money to a fel

low who was dressed mu/ch finer than myself.

In such a case, I am apt to consider the showy
waistcoat of a foppish footman or butler out of

ivery, as laced down with the shillings and half-

crowns of the guests.

I would therefore beg >f you, Mr. Town, to

recommend the poor author's case to the consi

deration of the gentleme.n of the cloth : humbly
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praying, that they would be pleased to let us go

gcot-free as well as the clergy : for though a good

meal is in truth a very comfortable thing to us,

it is enough to blunt the edge of our appetites, to

lonsider that we must afterwards pay so dear

for our ordinary.
I am, Sir,

Your humble Servant,

JEFFEBY BAREBONES.

By some of my papers I find I have drawn

upon me the censure, not only of the free-think

ers, but of the Moravians, Methodists, and

other numerous sectaries, which have lately start

ed up in opposition to our established religion.

The following letter occasioned by my sixty-first

number, bears about it so many marks of an ori

ginal, that it certainly comes from one of their

teachers, who (as his style smells so much of the

craft) is undoubtedly some inspired shoemaker,

or enlightened bricklayer. I have therefore

printed it without any alteration, except in the

spelling.

MR. CONNOISSEUR.

I have taken the pains, as usual, to read your

paper, and as you receive letters, I thought pro

per, among the rest, to send one also, to let you

know, that I did not know that a cat was capa

ble of constituting a religious society before. A
priest may, it is true ;

and so may another

rational creature, and perhaps an old woman
also. But, Sir, you argue, that what a French

fool or lunatic says on this head, is true ; but you
make more out, I observe, from the old woman
and the leathern apron, than you do of the cat.

For, if old women will, or do constitute a reli

gious society, I understand from the foundation

you seem to argue, that you are as much an old

woman as they. For to argue or reason from

an old woman's story, and for all your learning,

and policy, and cunningness, and j udgment you
seem to have, you have but little of yourself :

and as you seem to ridicule religion, and com

pare it to atheism or lunacy, I would beg the

favour to know Sir, what religion you are of :

but by your talk, I fear you are of none at all.

This new doctrine, Sir, that you revile, is the

real gospel, which you will find so, if you hear

it, and compare it with the scriptures, if you
believe any scripture at all. For you say, Sir,

that the most extraordinary tenets of religion

are very successfully propagated under the sanc

tion of leathern aprons instead of cassocks.

Well, and suppose it is : you acknowledge it is

received by well-disposed people ; and if it is,

then it is plain you ridicule it, you are not one of

these well-disposed. But, Sir, this new doc

trine, as you call it, is not only propagated under
the sanction of leathern aprons, by barbers,

bricklayers, and the like, but by many of the

clergy now in the established church : and if you
often went to hear them, but not as a critic to

carp at what is there spoken, you would under

stand more what this new doctrine meant, and

whether it drives men to enthusiasm, and the

like, or no.

Sir, what you touch on the Moravians, I will

not say any thing about or against ; for perhaps
it is too true. But, Sir, I would advise you to

know a little more of religion experimentally
for yourself, before you pretend to condemn
others. And, Sir, if you are informed, that

there will be a mad-house built on the ground
where the Foundery stands, or the Methodists 1

Meeting-house, as you call it, perhaps there may
be as many criticising lunatics in it. as religious

ones ; and very likely more. Sir, I beg you
would take care you don't bother your brains

too much about other people's affairs, lest I

should have the pain, not the pleasure, of seeing

you there.

I have just given you a sketch of the ridicul

ing the new doctrine, and wish you could find

some better employ, if so be it was with a leath

ern apron before you ; for I think it would be

come you better than this point does. Sir, I

hope you will excuse my freedom with you, as

others must yours with them.

Your humble SerA'ant,

WISH NO HARM.

The last letter, which I shall add, comes from

an unknown correspondent, who has already

obliged me more than once, if I may judge from

the hand-writing.

SIR,

Some time ago you archly remarked, that

there was not one woman left, but that the

whole sex was elevated into ladies. You might
at the same time have taken notice of the won
derful increase among the other sex in the order

of gentlemen.
Besides those who are universally acknow

ledged of this rank from their birth and situa

tion in life, the courtesy of England also enti

tles all persons who carry arms to that dignity ;

so that his Majesty's three regiments of guards
are composed entirely of gentlemen ; and every

priggish fellow, who can clap a queue to his

peruke, and hang a sword awkwardly dangling

by his side, from thence assumes the importance
as well as name of a gentleman. Idleness and

ignorance being too often the disgrace of those

who are gentlemen born and bred, many invest

themselves with that dignity, though with no

other qualifications. If the pride, poverty, or

neglect of parents, has prevented their son from

being bound 'prentice, or if the idle rascal has

shown his indentures a light pair of heels, in

either case Tom is of no trade and consequently,
a gentleman. I know at'this time a man, who
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fame from Ireland last summer with a hayfork,

but before winter raised himself to the rank of

a gentleman : and every day I go to Windmill-

street, I see a very honourable gentleman betting

large sums of money, whom I formerly remem
ber Marker of the Tennis court. Add to this,

that all attorneys' clerks, 'prentices, and the like,

are gentlemen every evening ;
and the citizen,

(who drudges all the rest of the week behind

the counter) every Sunday, together with his

laced waistcoat and ruffles, puts on the gentle
man. Every author, Mr. Town, is a gentle

man, if not an esquire, by his profession ; and
all the players, from King Richard to the Lieu
tenant of the Tower, are gentlemen.
The body of gentlemen is still more numer

ous ; but I have not leisure at present to climb

up to garrets, or dive into cellars after them :

I shall only observe, that many of the above
mentioned members of this order die with the

same reputation that they lived, and go out of

the world like Squire Maclean, or Gentleman

Harry.
Your humble Servant, &c.

%* Before I dismiss this new edition of my
works, I think it my duty to return thanks to

my kind readers for their candid reception of

these Papers, as they were separately published,

though I cannot but be sensible, that either

through haste, inadvertence, or other avoca

tions, they unavoidably abounded with many
faults, from which I have endeavoured to clear

them as much as possible in their present form.

Mr. Faulknerof Dublin is very welcome, there

fore, to his Irish edition, printed literatim from

my folio ; and in which, I dare say, the very
errors of the press are most religiously preserved.

I cannot but regret, indeed, that there is still

wanting one principal ornament to these little

volumes: I mean the dedication. Not that

there are wanting persons highly deserving of

all the praises which the most obsequious and

most devoted author could possibly lavish on

them: for in all ages, and in all nations, these

have always abounded. Latin authors, for ex

ample, have never failed to pay their compli
ments to the illustrious family of the Issimi

;

such as thelaudatissimi, the eminentissimi, the com-

mendatissimi, the famigeratissimi, the doctissimi,

the nobttissimi, fyc. and among our own writers

no less respect has been shown to the numerous

race of the most famous, the most ingenious,

the most learned, the most eminent, &c. It is

but justice that those who offer the incense

should "live by the altar." Yet, notwith

standing I gave notice to any rich citizen, no

bleman, or others, that my dedication should be

disposed of to the best bidder, I have received

no overtures on that head. In the city this

course of exchange has not yet been established ;

and among people of quality, the market has

been over-stocked, and flattery is become a

mere drug ;
while some of them, who have

taken up the trade themselves, have, perhaps,

considered me as a rival or interloper in the

business.

It remains only, to give an account of the au

thors concerned in this work. 1 am sorry that

I do not know the names of any of the volun-

teers, to whom I have been greatly indebted :

and as to those who have engaged for the

drudgery of the week, various conjectures have

been formed about them. Some are sure, that

the papers signed T. are written by Mr. Such-

a-one, because it is the first letter of his name ;

and others, by another, because it is not : O is

the mark of the Honourable ,
or Lord

; they know it by the style : and W
must be the work of a certain famous wit, and

no other, Aut Erasmus, Aut Diabolus. But to

put the matter out of all doubt, and to satisfy

the curiosity of my readers, all I am at liberty

at present to divulge is, that none of the papers

(to my knowledge) were written by the Hon
ourable ,

or Lord , or ,

Esquire ; but .that those which are marked with

a T, and those with an O, and those with a W,
(as well as those which hereafter may perhaps

be signed N,) are furnished by the ingenious

and learned gentleman, who has subscribed his

name to this paper. T, O, W, N.

No. 71.] THURSDAY, JUNE 5, 1755.

Est Irevitate opus, ut currat sententia, neu se

Impediat verbis lassos onerantibus aures :

Et sermone opus est, modo tristi, s&pejocoso.
HOR.

I write as I would talk ; am short and clear ;

Not clogg'd with words that load the wearied earl

A grave, dull essay now and then goes down j

But folks expect to laugh with Mr. Town.

AMONG the several degrees of authors, there are

none, perhaps, who have more obstacles to sur

mount at their setting out, than the writers of

periodical essays. Talk with a modern critic,

and he will tell you, that a new paper is a vain

attempt after the inimitable Spectator and

others ;
that all the proper subjects are already

pre-occupied, and that it is equally impossible to

find out a new field for observation, as to dis

cover a new world. With these prejudices the

public are prepared to receive us; and while

they expect to be cloyed with the stale repetition

of the same fare, though tossed up in a different

manner, they sit down with but little relish for

the entertainment.

That the Spectator first led the way, must

undoubtedly be acknowledged : but tiiat his fol

lowers must for that reason be 'always supposed
to tread in his steps, can

by'no means be allow-
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ed. In the high road of life there are several

extensive walks, as well as bye-paths, which we

may strike into, without the necessity of keep-

ing the same beaten track with those that have

gone before us. New objects for ridicule will

continually present themselves; and even the

same characters will appear different by being

differently disposed, as in the same pack of cards,

though ever so often shuffled, there will never

be two hands exactly alike.

After this introduction, I hope to be pardoned,
if I indulge myself in speaking a word or two

concerning my own endeavours to entertain the

public. And first, whatever objections the reader

may have had to the subjects of my papers, I

shall make no apology for the manner in which
I have chose to treat them. The dread of fall

ing into (what they are pleased to call) collo

quial barbarisms, has induced some unskilful

writers to swell their bloated diction with un
couth phrases and the affected jargon of pedants.
For my own part, I never go out of the com
mon way of expression, merely for the sake of

introducing a more sounding word with a Latin

termination. The English language is suffi

ciently copious and expressive without any fur

ther adoption of new terms ; and the native

words seem to me to have far more force than

any foreign auxiliaries, however pompously
ushered in

; as British soldiers fight our battles

better than the troops taken into our pay.
The subjects of my essays have been chiefly

such as I thought might recommend themselves

to the public notice by being new and uncom
mon. For this reason I purposely avoided the

worn-out practice of retailing scraps of morality,

and affecting to dogmatize on the common duties

of life. In this point, indeed, the Spectator is

inimitable ; nor could I hope to say any thing
new upon these topics after so many excellent

moral and religious essays, which are the prin

cipal ornament of that work. I have therefore

contented myself with exposing vice and folly

by painting mankind in their natural colours,

without assuming the rigid air of a preacher, or

the moroseness of a philosopher. I have rather

chose to undermine our fashionable excesses by
secret sapping, than to storm them by open
assault. In a word, upon all occasions I have

endeavoured to laugh people into a better beha

viour : as I am convinced, that the sting of re

proof is not less sharp for being concealed ; and

advice never comes with a better face, than when
it comes with a laughing one.

There are some points in the course of this

work, which perhaps might have been treated

with a more serious air. I have thought it my
duty to take every opportunity of exposing the

absurd tenets of our modern Free-thinkers and

Enthusiasts. The Enthusiast is, indeed, much
more difficult to cure than the Free-thinker;
because the latter, with all his bravery, cannot

but be conscious that he is wrong ; whereas th

former may have deceived himself into a belief,

that he is certainly in the right ; and the more
he is opposed, the more he considers himself as

"patiently suffering for the truth's sake."

Ignorance is too stubborn to yield to conviction :

and on the other hand those, whom " a little

learning has made mad," are too proud and self-

sufficient to hearken to the sober voice of reason.

The only way left us, therefore, is to root out

superstition, by making its followers ashamed of

themselves : and as for our Free-thinkers, it is

but right to turn their boasted weapons of ridi

cule against them ; and as they themselves

endeavour to banter others out of every serious

and virtuous notion, we too (in the language of

the psalmist] should "
laugh them to scorn,

and have them in derision."

It is with infinite pleasure, that I find myself
so much encouraged to continue my labours, by
the kind reception which they have hitherto met
with from the public : and Mr. Baldwin, with
no less pleasure, informs me, that as there are

but few numbers left of the folio edition, he in

tends to collect them into two pocket volumes.

The reader cannot conceive, how much I already

pride myself on the charming figure, which my
works will make in this new form : and I shall

endeavour to render these volumes as complete
as I possibly can, by several considerable addi

tions and amendments. Though contracted

into the small space of a twelves volume, I still

hope to maintain my former dignity ; like the

devils in Milton's Pandaemonium.

-To smallest forms

Reduced their shapes immense, and were at large.

The Spectator has very elegantly compared
his single papers, as they came out, to " cherries

on a stick," of the dearness of which the pur
chasers cannot complain, who are willing to

gratify their taste with choice fruit at its earliest

production. I have considered my own papers
as so many flowers, which joined together,

would make up a pretty nosegay ; and though
each of them, singly taken, may not be equally

admired for their odours, they may receive an

additional fragrance by a happy union of their

sweets.

The learned decoration in the front of my
papers, though perhaps it has sometimes put my
scholarship to a stand, I could by no means dis

pense with : for such is the prevalence of cus

tom, that the most finished essay without a

motto would appear to many people as maimed
and imperfect, as a beautiful face without a nose.

But custom has imposed upon us a new task of

giving translations to these mottos : and it has

been the usual method to copy them promiscu

ously from Dryden to Francis ; though (as

Denham has remarked of translation in general)
" the spirit of the original is evaporated in the
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transfusion, and nothing is left behind but a

mere caput mortuum." A motto, as it stands in

the original, may be very apposite to the subject

of the essay, though nothing to the purpose in

the common translation ; and it frequently de

rives all its elegance from a humorous applica

tion in a different sense to what it bears in the

author, but of which, not the least trace can

appear in the version. For this reason, I have

determined to give entire new translations, or

rather imitations, of all the mottos and quota

tions, adapted to the present times. And these,

I flatter myself, will reflect an additional beauty
on my work ; as some of them admit of epi

grammatic turns, while others afford room for

lively and picturesque allusions to modern man
ners. In this dress, they will at least appear
more of a piece with the essays themselves ; and

not like the patch-work of random translations.

In the mean time, I shall only add, that if any
nobleman, gentleman, or rich citizen, is ambi

tious to have his name prefixed to either of these

volumes, he is desired to send in proposals, to

gether with a list of his virtues and good quali

ties, to the publisher ; and the dedications shall

be disposed of to the best bidder.

*** None but principals will be treated with.

T.

No. 72.] THURSDAY, JUNE 12, 1755.

Versus inopes rerum nugceque canorce. HOR.

What though our songs to wit have no pretence,

The fiddle stick shall scrape them into sense.

THE managers of our public gardens, willing to

make their summer diversions as complete as

possible, are not content with laying out beau

tiful walks, and providing an excellent band of

music, but are also at much expense to amuse us

with the old English entertainment of ballad-

singing. For this end, they not only retain the

best voices that can be procured, but each of

them also has a poet in ordinary, who is allow

ed a stated salary, and the run of the gardens.
The productions of these petty laureats naturally
come Avithin my notice as critic : and, indeed,

whether I am at Vauxhall, Ranelagh, Mary-
bone, or even Sadler's Wells, I indulge myself
in many remarks on the poetry of the place ;

and am as attentive to the songs as to the cas

cade, the fire-works, or Miss Isabella Wilkin

son.

Ballads seem peculiary adapted to the genius
of our people ; and are a species of composition,
In which we are superior to all other nations.

Many of our old English songs have in them an

affecting simplicity ; and it is remarkable, that

our best writers have not been ashamed to cul

tivate this branch of poetry. Cowley, Waller,

Roscoramon, Rowe, Gay, Prior, and many

others, have left behind them very elegant bal

lads : but it must be confessed, to the honour of

the present age, that it was reserved for our mo
dern writers to bring this kind of poetry to per
fection. Song-writing is now reduced to certain

rules of art
; and the ballad-maker goes to work

by a method as regular and mechanical, as a car

penter or a blacksmith.

Swift, in his Voyage to Laputa, describes a
machine to write books in all arts and sciences :

I have also read of a mill to make verses ; and
remember to have seen a curious table, by the

assistance of which the most illiterate might
amuse themselves in composing hexameters and

pentameters in Latin : inventions wonderfully
calculated for the promotion of literature.

Whatever gentlemen of Grub-street or others

are ambitious to enlist themselves as hackney
sonnetteers are desired to attend to the follow

ing rules, drawn from the practice of our mo
dern song writers

; a set of geniuses excellent in

their manner, and who will probably be here

after as much known and admired as garden-

poets, as the celebrated Taylor is now famous
under the denomination of water-poet.

I must beg leave positively to contradict any
reports, insinuating that our ballad makers are

in possession of such a machine, mill, or table,

as above mentioned : and believe it to be equally

false, that it is their practice to hustle certain

quaint terms and phrases together in a hat, and

take them out at random. It has, indeed, been

asserted on some just ground, that their pro
ductions are totally void of sense and expression,

that they have little rhyme and less reason,

and that they are, from beginning to end, no

thing more than nonsensical rhapsodies to a new
tune. This charge I do not mean to deny :

though I cannot but lament the deplorable want

of taste, that mentions it as a fault. For it is

this very circumstance, which I, who am pro

fessedly a Connoisseur, particularly admire. It

is a received maxim with all composers of music

that nothing is so melodious as nonsense. Man
ly sense is too harsh and stubborn to go through

the numberless divisions and sub-divisions of

modern music, and to be trilled forth in crotchets

and demiquavers. For this reason, thought is

so cautiously sprinkled over a modern song;
which it is the business of the singer to warble

into sentiment.

Our ballad-makers for the most part slide into

the familiar style, and affect that easy manner of

writing which (according to Wycherly) is easily

written. Seeing the dangerous consequence of

meaning, in words adapted to music, they are

very frugal of sentiment : and indeed they hus

band it so well, that the same thoughts are

adapted to every song. The only variation re

quisite in twenty ballads is, that the last line of

the stanza be different. In this ingenious line

the wit of the whole song consists ; and the au-
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thor, whether he shall die if he has not the lass

of the mill, or deserves to be reckoned an ass,

turns over his dictionary of rhymes for words of

a similar sound, and every verse jingles to the

same word, with all the agreeable variety of a

set of bells eternally ringing the same peal.

The authors of love songs formerly wasted a

reat deal of poetry in illustrating their own

passion and the beauty of their mistress ; but

our modern poets content themselves with fall

ing in love with her name. There cannot be a

greater misfortune to one of these rhymers than

a mistress with a hard name : such a misfortune

sends them all over the world, and makes them
run through all arts, sciences, and languages for

correspondent terms ;
and after all, perhaps the

name is so harsh and untractable, that ou-r poet
h as as much difficulty to bring it into verse, as

the celebrators of the Duke of Marlborough
were puzzled to reduce to rhyme the uncouth

flames of the Dutch towns taken in Queen
Anne's wars. Valentine, in Love for Love,
when he talks of turning poet, orders Jeremy to

get the maids together of an evening to Crambo:
no contemptible hint to our ballad-makers, and

which, if properly made use of, would be of as

much service to them as Byshe's Art of Poetry.

Fearing lest this method of song-writing
should one day grow obsolete, in order to pre
serve to posterity some idea of it, I have put to

gether the following dialogue as a specimen of

the modern manner. I must, however, be in

genuous enough to confess, that I can claim no
further merit in this elegant piece than that of

compiler. It is a cento from our most celebrat

ed new songs; from which I have carefully
culled all the sweetest flowers of poetry, and
bound them up together. As all the lines are

taken from different songs set to different tunes,
I would humbly propose, that this curious per
formance should be sung jointly by all the best

voices, in the manner of a Dutch concert, where

every man sings his own tune. I had once

some thoughts of affixing marginal references to

each line, to inform the reader by note, at what

place the song, whence it is taken, was first

sung. But I shall spare myself that trouble by
desiring the reader to look on the whole piece as

arising from a coalition of our most eminent

song-writers at Vauxhall, Ranelagh, Marybone,
and Sadler's Wells: assuring him, that this

short dialogue contains the pith and marrow, or

rather (to borrow an expression from the Fine

Lady in Lethe) the quinselence and emptily of

all our modern songs.

A PASTORAL DIALOGUE,
BETWEEN

CORYDON AND SUSAN.
Sw. AH 1 whither so fast would my Corydon go ?

Step in, you've nothing else to do.

Cor. They say I'm in love, but I answer no no ;

St I wish I may die if I do.

Once my heart play'd a tune that went pitty pattie,

And I sigh'd but I could not tell why.
Now let what will happen, by Jove I'll be free.

Sus. O fie, shepherd, fie, shepherd, fie.

Cor. Though you bid me begone back again,

Yet, Sukey, no matter for that,

The women love kissing as well as the men.

Sus. Why, what a pox would you be at ?

You told me a tale of a cock and a bull ;

Upon my word he did.

Cor. I swear I meant nothing but playing the fool

Sits. Very fine ! very pretty indeed !

Cor. Come, come, my dear Sukey, to church let Ui &>;
No more let your answer be no.

Sus. The deuce sure is in him to plague a maid so :

I cannot deny you, you know. ^

CHORUS BY BOTH.

No courtiers can be so happy as we,
Who bill like the sparrow and dove.

I love Sue, and Sue loves me,
Sure this is mutual love.

No. 73.] THURSDAY, JUNE 19, 1755.

Secernere sacra profanls. HOB.

Wherever God erects a house of prayer,
The devil always has a chapel there. DEFOE.

WALKING the other day in Westminster Abbey,
among the many ostentatious monuments erect

ed to kings and warriors, I could not help ob

serving a little stone, on which was this pom
pous inscription Elernai memorice sacrum Sa

cred to the eternal memory of . The name
of the person to whom immortality was thus

secured, is almost obliterated ; and perhaps,
when alive, he was little known, and soon for

got by the small circle of his friends and ac

quaintance.
I have been used to look upon epitaphs as a

kind of flattering dedications to the dead ; in

which is set down a long catalogue of virtues,

that nobody knew they were possessed of while

living, and not a word of their vices or follies.

The veracity of these posthumous encomiums

may, indeed, be fairly suspected, as we are gen

erally told, that the disconsolate widow, or

weeping son, erected the monument in testimo

ny of their affliction for the loss of the kindest

hasband, or most affectionate father. But what

dowager, who enjoys a comfortable jointure by
her good man's decease, would refuse to set her

hand to it on his tomb-stone, that he was the

best of husbands, though perhaps they had parted
beds ? or what heir would be so base and ungrate
ful, as not to give a few good words to a crabbed

parent after his death, in return for his estate.

By the extravagant praises which are indis

criminately lavished on the ashes of every person
3L
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alike, we entirely pervert the original intent of

epitaphs, which were contrived to do honour and

justice to the virtuous and the good. But by
the present practice the reputations of men are

equally confounded with their dust in the grave,
where there is no distinction between the good
and the bad. The law has appointed searchers

to inquire, when any one dies, into the cause of

his death ; in the same manner I could wish,
that searchers were appointed to examine into

his way of living, before a character be given of

him upon the tomb-stone.

The flatteries that are paid to the deceased are

undoubtedly owing to the pride of their survi

vors, which is the same among the lowest as the

highest set of people. When an obscure grocer or

tallow-chandler dies at his lodgings at Islington,

the newspapers are stuffed with the same parade
of his virtues and good qualities, as when a duke

goes out of the world ; and the petty overseer of

a little hamlet has a painted board stuck up at

the end of his wickered turf, with a distich set

ting forth the godliness of bis life, in humble

imitation of the nobleman, who reposes under a

grand mausoleum erected to his memory, with

a long list of his titles and heroic deeds.

The great, indeed, have found means to sepa

rate themselves even in their graves from the vul

gar, by having their ashes deposited in churches

and cathedrals, and covered by the most superb

monuments ; but the false pomp of the monument,
as well as the gross flattery of the inscription,

often tends only to make the deceased ridiculous.

In my late visit to Westminster Abbey, I could

not but remark the difference of taste which has

prevailed in setting up these edifices for the dead.

In former times, it was thought sufficient to

clap up the bust or statue of the deceased, set

round, perhaps, with the emblems of their me
rits, their employment, or station of life. Thus,

if any lady was remarkable for her virtue and

piety, it was pointed out by two or three little

chubby-faced cherubims, crying for her death,

or holding a crown over her head. The war

rior was spread along in full length, in a com

plete suit of armour, with the trophies of war

hung round about him : and the bishop was laid

flat upon his back, with his coifed head rest

ing on a stone Bible, and his hands joined to

gether in the posture of praying.

If Socrates, or any other of the ancient philo

sophers, could revive again, and be admitted

into Westminster Abbey, he would now be

induced to fancy himself in a pantheon. The

modern taste, not content with introducing Ro

man temples into our churches, and represent

ing the virtues under allegorical images, has

ransacked all the fabulous accounts of the hea

then theology to strike out new embellishments

for our Christian monuments. We are not in

the least surprised to see Mercury attending the

tomb of an orator, and Pallas or Hercules sup

porting that of a warrior. If there is not a stop

put to this taste, we may soon expect to see our

churches, instead of being dedicated to the ser

vice of religion, set apart for the reception of the

heathen gods. A deceased admiral will be re

presented like Neptune, with a trident in his

hand, drawn in a shell by dolphins, preceded by
tritons, and followed by nereids, lashing the

marble waves with their tails. A general will

be habited like Mars, bearing a helmet and

spear in polished stone ; and a celebrated

toast will be stuck up naked, like the Venus dc

Medicis, cut in alabaster. Our pious forefathers

were content with exhibiting to us the usual

emblems of death, the hour-glass, the skull, and
the cross marrow-bones. These emblems, if

not very elegant, were at least not indecent ;

but now the Three Fatal Sisters, mentioned in

the heathen mythology, must be introduced

spinning, drawing, and cutting the thread of

life. Could one of the last century see a winged
figure blowing the trumpet on the top of a mo
dern monument, he would be apt to mistake it

for an archangel, and be naturally put in mind
of that awful time,

' when the trumpet shall

sound, and the dead shall rise.' But the design,
we are told, is very different ; and this winged

messenger is no other than the ancient person

age of Fame, who is proclaiming the virtues of

the defunct round the world.

It has been recommended, on a different ac

count, to have a separate place, distinct from out*

churches, for the reception of our monuments. 1

could wish to see such a scheme put in execution :

for the present absurd mixture of the several

objects of Pagan and Christian belief, as repre
sented on the tombs lately set up in compliance
with the modern taste, must be shocking to

every serious beholder. Should any one pro

pose to take down from St. Paul's cathedral

those paintings of Sir James Thornhill repre

senting the transactions of St. Paul, and in

their place to set up Titian's pictures of the

amours of the heathen gods and goddesses, every

one would be shocked at the impiety of the pro

posal. But the fashion of introducing heathen

deities into our monuments is not much less ab

surd ; and as Milton has been blamed for his

frequent allusions to the heathen theology in his

sacred poem, surely we are more to be condemn

ed, for admitting the whole class of their ficti

tious deities into the house of God itself. A re

formation in this point is no less necessary, than

from the Popish superstitions ;
and these pro

fane images, though not the objects of our idola

try, have no more pretence to be set up in the

Temple of the living Lord, than those of tbc

canonized saints of the Roman Catholics.

Modern taste is continually striking out new

improvements. W e may therefore conclude, that

when our statuaries have travelled through the

ancient Pantheon, and exhausted all the subjects
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of the Grecian and Roman mythology, we shall

have recourse to the superstitions of other na

tions for the designs of our monuments. They
w,

:U then prohably be adorned with ^Egyptian

hieroglyphics, and the tomb of some future hero

may be built according to the model of the pro

phet's tomb at Mecca. It is not to be doubted,

but that the Chinese taste, which has already
taken possession of our gardens, our buildings,
and our furniture, will also soon find its way
into our churches : and how elegant must a

momiment appear, which is erected in the Chi

nese taste, and embellished with dragons, bells,

pagods, and mandarins. O.

No. 74.] THURSDAY, JUNE 26, l?oo.

Non ita Rornuli

Prcescriptum et intonsi Catonis

Auspiciis, veterumque norma. HOR.

Rome boasts her sons, a race of stubborn fools,

To virtue train 'd by grey-beard Cato's rules.

Such rigid pride our modest youth disclaim,

Great in their crimes, and glorious in their shame.

THERE is no method of reproof more in vogue,
than the fashion of drawing invidious parallels

between the present times and the past. The

grumbling politician rails over his coffee at the

present ministry, and reminds you, with a sigh,

of the golden days of Queen Bess : while, in

matters of less consequence, the critic shakes his

head at Mr. Town, and mentions Bickerstaff.

But the moralists are above all others devoted to

this practice. These wise gentlemen are conti

nually looking backwards, and condemning what
lies immediately before them by retrospect.

They are for ever harping on this jarring chord,
and have scarce more words in their mouths
than the solemn sentences said to be delivered by
Friar Bacon's Brazen Head, Time is Time
was Time is past.

No comparisons of this sort are so frequently

repeated, and so much insisted on, as those

drawn between the ancients and moderns. If

an eloquent member of the House of Commons
is cruelly suspected of bellowing for a place,

nothing rings in his ears but Tully and Demos
thenes. If a gentleman, or perhaps a nobleman,
with a heavy mortgage upon his estate, disen

cumbers it by selling his interest at a county
election, he is immediately upbraided with one

Roman, that was not ashamed to follow the

plough tail, and another, who could refuse large

bribes, and content himself with a cottage and

turnips. If a lady makes an unfortunate slip,

she is told again and again of Lucretia, and

fifty other school-boy tales of honour and chas

tity. In a word, there is not one fashionable

fraiity, but has some stubborn antiquated virtue

|

set in opposition to it ; and our unhappy metro

polis is every day threatened with destruction,

for its degeneracy from the rigid maxims of

Rome or Sparta.

In the midst of all these severe reflections, it

gives me infinite pleasure, that I can with jus
tice take notice of the incontestable superiority
of the moderns in point of modesty. The arro

gance of the ancients was so remarkable, that,

in their idea of a perfect character they included

every public and private virtue. They aimed at

a strict observance of all the duties of life ; and
if some old Romans had been styled gods while

living, it would not have been such gross flat

tery as was afterwards practised in honouring
the emperors with an Apotheosis. Their inflex

ible honesty was their perpetual boast, and their

virtue was their pride. This high idea of a

perfect character among the ancients naturally

urged them to lift themselves to an invidious

superiority above the rest of the world : while

the modest moderns, by taking all the vices, in

stead of the virtues, into their notion of a fine

gentleman, endeavour to let themselves down to

a level with the lowest of their species, and have

laid the surest foundation for humility. Fine

gentlemen are so far from being proud, that they
are never guilty of any thing, which gives them
the least reason to be so : and our fine ladies

have none of the disgusting haughtiness of

virtue, though indeed they are seldom known to

be ashamed.

It is impossible to devise any one method of

lowering the good opinion a man might possibly
conceive of himself, that has not been put in

practice. No fine gentleman ever aimed at ac

quiring any excellence : and if any natural per
fections might give some little occasion for pride,

the greatest pains have been taken to destroy
them. Good parts have been often drowned in

taverns, and a strong constitution sweated away
in bagnios ; and in the mean time learning has

been totally neglected, lest improvement should

bring on pedantry and literary pride. The most

shining parts in the character of a fine gentle

man are, that he drinks deep, dresses genteelly,

rides well, can shoe his own horse, and is pos
sessed of some other qualifications, which nobodv
can ever suspect, that a mind, the least given to

ambition, would ever labour to acquire. For my
part I am so far from agreeing with our satirist,

that the love of fame is the universal passion,

that when I observe the behaviour of our fine

gentlemen, I am apt to think it proceeds from
the lowest and humblest turn of mind. Indeed,

their singular modesty appears to me the only
means of accounting for their actions, which

commonly tend to place them in the meanest and

most contemptible light.

Nothing but this invincible modesty, and fear

of seeming to aim at excellence, could ever

give rise to certain habits, not only ridiculous,
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but ungraceful. Good eyes, for instance, are

universally acknowledged to give lustre to the

whole countenance; yet fashion and humility
have blinded the whole town. The beau draws

his eyes out of his pocket, and the beauties kill

us through spying-glasses. It has been known
to be the vogue for persons of fashion to lose

the use of their legs, and limp along as if they
were crippled : this practice I daily expect to be

revived ; for I take it for granted, that the tall

staves now carried about must naturally dwindle

into crutches. An inai'ticulate lisp even now
infects the delivery in polite conversation. It is

not at all unfashionable to pretend deafness
; and

unless the ladies object to it, I do not despair of

seeing the time, when the whole modish world

shall affect to be dumb.

This humble way of thinking has been carried

so far, that it has even introduced a new species

of hypocrisy. Fine gentlemen, fearing lest

their good qualities should in their own despite

overbalance their bad ones, claim several vices,

to which they have no title. There is something

very admirable and ingenious in this disposition

among our young people, who not only candidly
discover all their frailties, but accuse themselves

of faults, which they never intended to commit.

1 know a young fellow, who is almost every

morning complaining of the head-ache, and

cursing the last night's Champagne at the St.

Alban's, when I am well assured he passed his

evening very soberly with his maiden aunts in

Cheapside. I am also acquainted with another

gentleman, who is very fond of confessing his in

trigues, and often modestly takes shame to him
self for the great mischief he does among the

women ; though I well know, he is too bashful

even to make love to his laundress. He some

times laments publicly the unlucky consequen
ces of an amour, and has more than once, been

discovered to send pill-boxes and gallipots di

rected for himself, to be left at the bar of neigh

bouring coffee-houses. The same humble turn

of mind induces the frugal to appear extrava

gant ;
and makes many a religious young fellow

deny his principles, brave his conscience, and

affect the character and conversation of an athe

ist. To say the truth, the generality of the gay
world are arrant hypocrites in their vices, and

appear to be worse than they really are. Many
of our pretended bloods are, in fact, no more

drunkards, whoremasters, or infidels, than a

bully is a man of courage ; and are as little sin

cere in their boasts of vice, as statesmen or

beauties in their mutual professions of friend

ship.

That part of the female world, which com

poses the order of fine ladies, have as much hu

mility as their counterparts, the fine gentlemen.
There is something so charming in the fair sex,

that we should almost adore them, if they did

ijot Ihy aside all the pride of reputation, and by

some good-natured familiarities reduce them,
selves to an equality with us. It is, indeed,
wonderful to observe, with what diligence out

polite ladies pare off the excellences from their

characters. When we see them almost as naked
as the Graces, it is natural to suppose them as

warmly devoted to Venus
;
and when we hear

them talk loosely and encourage double mean

ing in conversation, we are apt to imagine their

notions of honour not very strict or severe. But
after all, this is frequently mere hypocrisy, and
the effect of humility. Many a lady, very
wanton in appearance, is in reality very modest ;

and many a coquet has lost her reputation with

out losing her virtue. I make no doubt, bui

that several ladies of suspicious characters are

not so bad as they seem, and that there are hon

ourable persons among the gayest of our women
of quality.

To return whence I set out, the extraordinary

modesty of the moderns, so averse to the arro

gant pride of the ancients, claiming all virtues

and good qualities whatsoever, is the only key to

their behaviour. Vice, or at least the appear
ance of vice, becomes absolutely requisite to pass

through the world with tolerable decency, and
the character of a man of spirit. As Sir John
Brute says,

<

they were sneaking dogs, and afraid

of being damned in those days ;' but we are bet

ter informed, and fear nothing but the appear
ance of too much virtue. To secure the nobili

ty, gentry, and others from so shocking an im

putation, a friend of mine will speedily present
the world with a curious piece, compiled from
the practice and principles of the present times,

entitled, A New Treatise on Ethics
; or a Sys

tem of Immoral Philosophy. In this work he
has treated at large or modern modesty, shown
the excellence and utility of immorality, and
considered drinking, whoring, fighting, and

gaming, as the four cardinal vices, or in other

words, the principal constituents of bucks,

bloods, and fine gentlemen. O.

No. 75.] THURSDAY, JULY 3, 1755.

Non tu corpus eras sine pectores. HOR.

Without a mind a man is but an ape,

A mere brute body in a human shape

GOOD-NATURE is to the mind, what beauty is to

the body ;
and an agreeable disposition creates a

love and esteem for us in the rest of mankind,

as a handsome person recommends us to the

good graces of the fair sex. It may be further

observed, that any little defect in point of figure

is sooner overlooked, than a sourness in the tern-

and \w: conceive s more lasting disgust at a
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morose churlishness of manners, than at a hump
back or a pair of bandy legs. Good-nature is,

indeed, so amiable a qualification, that every
man would be thought to possess it : and the la

dies themselves would no more like to be ac

cused of a perverse turn of mind, than of an un

happy cast of features. Hence it proceeds, that

those unfortunate stale virgins, usually called

old maids, have both these heavy censures thrown

upon them ; and are at once condemned as ugly
and ill-natured.

Some persons are (according to the strict im

port of the phrase itself) born good-natured.

These fortunate people are easy in themselves,

and agreeable to all about them. They are, as

it were, constitutionally pleasing; and can no

more fail of being affable and engaging in con

versation, than a Hamilton or a Coventry can

be otherwise than beautiful or charming. Yet

it is the duty even of those, who are naturally

endowed " with the soft parts of conversation,"

to be careful not to deprave or abuse them. They
must not rely too confidently on their native

sweetness of disposition : for we should no more

esteem a man, who discovered a negligence of

pleasing, than we should admire a beauty, who
was an intolerable slattern. Nor on the other

hand, should they let their good-nature run to

an excess of compliment and extravagant civility;

for an engaging temper has been as often spoiled

by this troublesome politeness, as a fine shape

has been squeezed into frightful distortions by

tight stays, and a fine complexion entirely ruin

ed by paint.

But if this care is requisite even in those few,

who are blessed with this native complacency
and good humour, how necessary is it for the

generality of mankind to labour at rectifying the

irregularities in their temper ? For this purpose
it would be fully sufficient, if they would em

ploy half the art to cultivate their minds, that

is daily used to set off their persons. To this

important end, not only the female delicacies of

paint and essence are called in as auxiliaries to

the embroidered suits and French perukes, but

this anxiety to supply any personal defect has

set the invention of artificers to work with so

much earnestness, that there is scarce any exter

nal blemish, which may not be removed or con

cealed : and however unkindly nature may have

dealt with you, you may by their assistance be

made a model for a statuary, or a pattern for a

painter to study. If you want an inch in height,

your shoemaker can supply it : and your hosier

can furnish you with a pair of calves, that may
put an Irishman to the blush. An irregularity
in your shape can be made invisible by your
tailor, or at least by the artist near the Hay-
market, who daily gives notice, that he makes
teel stays for all those who are inclined to be

crooked. There are various beautifying lotions

and cosmetics, that will cure spots and. freckles

in the complexion ;
and combs and unguents, that

will change red hair to the finest brown. Do
you want an eye ? Taylor will fill the vacant

socket with as bright a piercer, as the family of

the Pentweazles can boast. Or is your mouth
deficient for want of teeth ? Paul Jullion (to use

his own phrase) will rectify your head, and will

fix a set in your gums as even and as white as

ever adorned the mouth of a chimney-sweeper.
These, and many other inventions no less cu
rious and extraordinary, have been devised : and
there are no operations, however painful, which
have not been submitted to with patience to con

quer personal deformities. I know a gentleman,
who went through the agony of having his leg
broke a second time, because it had been set

awry : and I remember a lady, who died of a
cancer in her breast, occasioned by the applica
tion of repelling plasters to keep back her milk,
that the beauty of her neck might not be des

troyed. I most heartily wish the same resolu

tion was discovered in improving the disposition.

Tully, in that part of his Offices where he speaks
of grace, tells us " that it is destroyed by any
violent perturbations either ofthe body or mind."
It is a pity that mankind cannot be reconciled to

this opinion ; since it is likely they would spare
no pains in cultivating their minds, if it tended
to adorn their persons. Yet it is certain, that a
man makes a worse figure with an ignorant
pate, than an unpowdered peruke ! and that

knowledge is a greater ornament to the head,
than a bag or a smart cocked hat ; that anger
sits like a blood-shot in the eyes, while good na
ture lights them up with smiles, and makes every
feature in the face charming and agreeable.
The difficulty of being convinced that we

want this social turn, is the grand reason that

so little pains are taken to acquire and perfect it.

Would a man once be persuaded of any irregu

larity in his temper, he would find the blemishes
of the mind more easily corrected and amended,
than the defects and deformities of the body : but
alas ! every man is in his own opinion sensible

and good humoured. It is, indeed, possible to con
vince us, that we have a bad complexion or an
awkward cteportment, which we endeavour to

amend by washes and a dancing master : but
when the mind is accused, self-adulation, the most
fatal species of flattery, makes us cajole ourselves

into, a belief, that the fault is not in our own
disposition, but in that of our companions ; as the

mad inhabitants of Moorfields conclude all, that

come to visit them, out of "their senses. This
foolish flattery it is, that makes us think our

selves inflexibly in the right, while we are ob

stinately wrong, and prevents our receiving or

communicating any pleasure in society. A
whimsical person complains of the fickleness

of his acquaintance, and constantly accuses

them of fancy and caprice: and there never was
an instance of a positive untoward man, that
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did not continually rail at the perverseness and

obstinacy of the rest of the world. A modern

buck damns you for a sullen fellow, if you re

fuse a pint bumper, and looks upon you as a

sneaking scoundrel, if you decline entering into

any of his wild pranks, and do not choose to lie

all night in the round-house. The untractable

humorist, while he disgusts all that are about

him, conceives himself to be the person affront

ed, and laments that there is no harmony in the

conversation- though he is himself the only one

that plays out of tune. It is true, indeed, that

'the eye sees not itself:" but when this blind

partiality is carried so far, as to induce us to be

lieve those guilty of the folly, who make us sen

sible of it, it is surely as absurd as to imagine,
that the hair-lip or carburicled nose, a man sees

in the glass, belongs to the figure in the mirror,

and not to his own face.

Perfection is no more to be expected in the

minds of men than in their persons : natural

defects and irregularities in both must be over

looked and excused. But then equal attention

should be paid to both
;
and we should not be

anxious to clothe the person, and, at the same

time let the mind go naked. We should be

equally assiduous to obtain knowledge and vir

tue, as to put on lace and velvet ; and when our

minds are completely dressed, we should take

care that good-nature and complacency influence

and direct the whole : which will throw the

same grace over our virtues and good qualities,

as fine clothes receive from being cut according

to the fashion. In order to acquire these good

qualities, 'we should examine ourselves impar

tially, and not erect ourselves into judges, and

treat all the rest of mankind like criminals.

Would it not be highly ridiculous in a person of

quality to go to court in a ruff cloak, a pair of

trunk-hose, and the habit worn in the days of

Queen Elizabeth, and while he strutted about

in this antiquated garb, to accuse all the rest of

the world of being out of the fashion.

I cannot conclude better than with a passage
from Swift's Tale of a Tub, where the strict

analogy between the clothing of the mind and

the body is humorously pointed out. " Man,"
says he,

" is a Micro-coat. As to his body there

can be no doubt ; but examine even the acquire
ments of his mind, you will find them all con

tribute in their order towards furnishing out an
exact dress. To instance no more ; is not Re

ligion a cloak, Honesty a pair of shoes worn out

in the dirt, Self-love a surtout, Vanity a shirt,

and Conscience a pair of breeches, which though
a cover for lewdriess as well as nastiness, is

easily slipt down for the service of both."

O.
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J'omcns hue etfdlcis honos, hue omnis aratri

Cessit amor : recoquunt patriosfornacibus enses ;

Massicajamque sonant : it bello tessera signum.
VIRG.

The scythe neglected, and forgot the plough,
The rustic knits his politician brow :

His grandsire's rusty sword he longs to wield,

While guns, drums, trumpets, call him to the field.

THE British Lion, who has for a long time past
been a passive couchant beast or at most been

heard to growl and grumble, now begins to roar

aj;;iin. His tremendous voice has roused the

whole nation, and the meanest of the people

breathe nothing but war and revenge. The en

croachments of the French on our colonies are

the general topic of conversation, and the popu
lar cry now runs, New England for ever!

Peace or war has been the subject of bets at

White's as well as the debates at the Robin-

Hood ; and " a fleet roasting, new world's new

dress, the colonies in a rope," &c. were last

Sunday the subject of a prayer and lecture at

the Oratory in Clare- Market. The theatres

also, before they closed the season, entertained

us with several warlike dramas. The Press-

Gang was exhibited at Covent- Garden ; and at

Drury-lane, the same sea that rolled its canvas

billows in pantomime at the beginning of tha

season to carry Harlequin to China, was again

put in motion to transport our sailors to North
America. At present the streets ring with the

martial strains of our ballad-singers, who are

endeavouring like Tyrtaeus of old, to rouse their

fellow-countrymen to battle ; while all the po
lite world are hurrying to Portsmouth to see

mock-fights, and be regaled with pickled-pork
and sea-biscuit on board the Admiral.

This posture of affairs has occasioned politics,

which have been long neglected as studies useless

and impertinent, to become once more fashiona

ble. Religion and politics, though they natur

ally demand our constant attention, are only
cultivated in England by fits. Christianity

sleeps among us, unless roused by the apprehen
sions of a plague, an earthquake, or a Jew-Bill ;

and we are alarmed for a while at the sudden

news of an invasion or a rebellion ; but as soon

as the danger is over, the Englishman, like the

soldier recovered from his fright occasioned by
Queen Mab's drumming in his ear, "swears a

prayer or two, and sleeps again." To preach

up public spirit, is at some seasons only blowing
a dead coal ; but at others, an accidental blast

kindles the embers, and they mount into flame in

an instant. The reign of politics seems at presen'

to be re-commencing. Our newspapers con tai a

dark hints and shrewd conjectures from the

Hague, Paris, and Madrid; and the lie of tiie

day is artfully contrived to influence the rise
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and fall of the money-barometer in 'Change

Alley. This is the present state of politics

within the bills of mortality ;
of which I shall

now take no further notice, hut submit to the

perusal of my readers the following letter from

cousin Village on the same important subject.

Dear Cousin, , June 30, 1755.

War, though it has not laid our fields waste or

made our cities desolate, engrosses almost all

the attention of this place. Every farm-house

swarms with politicians, who lay their wise

heads together for the good of the nation ; and

at every petty chandler's shop in town, while

the half quarterns of tea are weighed out, the

balance of Europe is adjusted. The preparations

now making by sea and land are as popular sub-

jects as the price of corn or the hroad-wheel act.

Success to our nohle admirals, and a speedy war,

are also as common toasts over a mug of ale as

GOD speed the Plough, or a good harvest ;

though it must be owned, that some selfish

country squires, who have not an equal share of

public spirit and love of their country with their

fellow rustics, are somewhat apprehensive of the

influence which a war may have upon the Land-

tax.

I am at present on a visit to Sir Politic

Hearty, who is one of those country gentlemen
who so much prefer the public welfare to their

own private interest, that they are more anxious

about the affairs of the nation than the care of

their own estates. Sir Politic is miserable three

days in the week for want of intelligence ; but

his spirits revive at the sound of the post-horn,

when the mail brings him the London Evening

Post, and a long letter of news from his nephew
at the Temple. These Sir Politic himself reads

after dinner to me, the curate of the parish, and

the town apothecary, whom he indulges with

the run of his table for their deep insight into

the proceedings of the government. He makes

many shrewd remarks on every paragraph, and

frequently takes the opinion of the two doctors

(for he honours both the curate and apothecary

with that title) on the asterisks, dashes, and

italics. Nothing at first puzzled the honest

baronet, and his privy council, so much as the

new seat of war. They very well knew the

situation of Brussels, Ghent, Antwerp, and

other scenes of action in Flanders ; but Virginia,

the Ohio, Oswego, &c. (to use a common phrase)

were quite out of their latitude. But this diffi

culty is at length surmounted by the Templar

having transmitted to his uncle one of D'An-
ville's maps, by the help of which the baronet

sometimes delineates the progress of the French

up the Ohio in meanders of port winding along
the table, and sometimes demolishes the forts

lately raised by the enemy in different parts of

our colonies. At present writing, I am but just

withdrawn from the taking of Crown Point,

represented by a cork, and stormed by Sir Poli

tic at the head of an army of cherry-stones.

Sir Politic has, indeed, studied Monsieur

D' Anville thoroughly : he has also been very
much taken up of late with the perusal of the

History of the Six Nations ; so that he has

scarce one idea in his head, that does not bear

some relation to the West Indies. .We had some

boiled beef the other day for dinner ; when the

good knight observed, that he should be glad to

partake of a buttock, boiled in the war-kettle ;

and he had no sooner lighted his pipe, than the

first puff of the tobacco threw him into some re

flections on the danger of Virginia.
" By the

bye," said the baronet,
" I am a great admirer of

the Indian oratory; and I dare say old Hen-
drick the Sachem would have made a good figure

in the House of Commons. There is something

very elegant in the Covenant-Belt ; but pray
what a pox are those damned Strings of Wam
pum ? I cannot find any account of them in

Chambers's Dictionary." He then entered in

to a dissertation on the war-whoop ; and turn

ing to the apothecary,
"
Doctor," said he, "what

do you think of scalping ?" The doctor replied,
" that for his part he imagined it to be somewhat

in the nature of an epispastic or blister." "
Ay,"

said the other reverend doctor, shaking his head,
" it is a very barbarous custom indeed

; though
it is no wonder, since they have only had a few

Jesuits among them ; so that they have very
little notion of Christianity."

War never fails of producing groundless and

contradictory reports ;
and if Fame is a lying

jade in town, she is the idlest gossip that ever

spoke in the country. W^e have gained several

victories in Virginia, and taken several forts, but

lost them all back again the next post. At one

time we burnt, sunk, took, and destroyed the

whole French fleet, though it had not stirred out

of Brest harbour : and but last week we shot

off poor Boscawen's legs, and made him fight,

like Witherington, on his stumps ;
till a letter

from Sir Politic's nephew confuted this report,

and set the admiral on his legs again.

I am, dear Cousin, yours, &c.

T.
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Cum jndcliris tunicis sumet nova consitia et spa.

Hon.

Wisdom with periwigs, with cassocks grace,

Courage with swords, gentility with lace.

TO MR. TOWN.
SIR,

I READ your late paper, showing the close ana

logy which clothing the body bears to adorning
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the mind, and am thoroughly persuaded, that

the generality of mankind \vould be as glad to

embellish their minds as to set off their persons,

if they could procure knowledge, virtue, and

good-nature, with the same ease that they can

furnish themselves with the ornaments of the

body. The clown in rug or duffle, can, at a mo
ment's warning, be furnished with a complete
suit of lace or embroidery from Monmouth-
street ; his long lank greasy hair may be ex

changed in Middle-Row for a smart bag or a jem
my scratch ; and his clouted shoes, with the rough
hobnails in the heel and sole clumping at every

step, may be transformed into a pair of dancing

pumps at the Yorkshire warehouse, or the old

Crispin in Cranbourn-alley. The draggled
street-walker can rig herself with a clean smock,
a linen gown, and a hat smartly cocked up be

hind and before, in Broad St. Giles's ; or if she

can afford it, every pawnbroker will let out a

gold watch with coronets, a tissue or brocaded

sack, and all the paraphernalia of a countess.

But where, Mr. Town, can these people go to

clothe their minds, or at what shops are retailed

sense and virtue ? Honour and honesty are not

to be purchased in Monmouth-street j know

ledge is not infused into the head through the

powder-puff ; and, as good wine needs no bush,

sense is not derived from the full-bottomed peri

wig. The woman of the town, vamped up for

show with paint, patches, plumpers, and every
external ornament that art can administer,

knows no method to beautify her mind. She

cannot, for any price, buy chastity in Broad St.

Giles's, or hire honesty from the pawnbroker's.

Seeing, therefore, at one view, the difficulty

in obtaining the accomplishments of the mind,

and the exact analogy they bear to dress, I have

been labouring this week past to remedy that

inconvenience, and have at length devised a

scheme, which will fully answer that purpose.

In a word, then, I shall next winter open a shop
or warehouse in the most public part of the town

?

under the name of a Mind-and-Body Clothier ;

two trades which, though never yet united, are

so far from being incompatible, that they are in

their nature inseparable. I shall not only sup

ply my friends with a suit or a single virtue, but

furnish them with complete habits of mind and

body from head to foot ; and by a certain secret

.art, in the form and texture of the things sold,

the required virtues shall be as inherent in them
as the materials of which they are composed.
That such virtues may be transfused by clothes,

is evident from experience. In the narrow ex

tent of my reading, Mr. Town, I remember to

have met with an account of Fortunatus's wish-

ing-cap, by which he could transport himself in

an instant from one place to another : it is also

well known, that the famous Jack the Giant-

killer possessed a Sword of Sharpness, Shoes of

Swiftness, and a Coat of Invisibility. Why then

may not I sell a surtout ofpatriotism, or a sword
of honour, and retail modesty and chastity to fine

ladies in tuckers and aprons.

No one who duly considers the natural influ

ence which clothes commonly have upon their

wearers, will object to my scheme as utterly im

practicable. That a person can put on or throw
off the internal habits of his mind together with
his coat or his periwig, is plain in very numer
ous instances. The young counsellor, who every

morning in term-time takes the ^'measure of

Westminster-Hall with the importance of a

judge upon the circuit, at once divests himself of

his gravity with the starched band and long robe,

and resumes the spirit of a buck together with

the sword and bag-wig. In the same manner

the orthodox vicar once a week wraps himself

up in piety and virtue with his canonicals ;

which qualities are as easily cast off again as his

surplice ; and for the rest of the week he wears

the dress as well as the manners of his fox-h ant

ing patron. We may learn the disposition of a

man by his apparel, as we know the trade of the

carpenter by his leathern apron, or a soldier by
his red coat. When we see a snuff-coloured suit

of ditto with bolus buttons, a metal headed cane,

and an enormous bushy grizzle, we as readily

know the wearer to be a dispenser of life and

death, as if we had seen him pounding a mortar

or brandishing a clyster-pipe. The different af

fections of the mind have been distinguished by
different colours ; as scarlet has been made to re

present valour, yellow to denote jealousy, and

true blue to signify integrity. Thus we may
likewise discover all the virtues and vices lurk

ing in the different parts of the apparel. When
at a city feast I see the guests tucking their nap
kins into their shirt collars, as if they were all

of them going to be shaved, I very well know
that their thoughts wear a different dress than

when in the Alley : and when the antiquated

toast is laying on her complexion at the toilette,

and repairing the ruins of beauty, what is she

doing but patching her mind with pride and

conceit ? In a word, I can discover impudence

staring from the bold cock of a Kavenhuller, par

simony skulking in a darned stocking, coquetry

spread out in a hoop-petticoat, and foppery dan

gling from a shoulder-knot. I often please my
self with thus remarking the various dresses of

the mind ; and by the clue [you have already

given us, I have been able to unfold the inmosft

linings of the heart, and discover ' the very stuff

of the thoughts.
"

It must, however, be owned, that in these

matters the nicest penetration may be imposed

on; since, in the present random method of dress

ing, many persons appear in masquerade. This

inconvenience, among others, will be remedied

by my project ; for, as whoever deals with m^
will at once clothe his mind and his body, the

whole town will be dressed in character. Thus il
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a chimney-sweeper or a ploughboy put on a suit

of embroidery, a sword, bag-wig, &c. they will

at the same time invest themselves with the in

ternal dignity of a person of quality : my lady's

youngest son may buy courage with his regi

mentals, and orthodoxy may be purchased at the

same time with a gown and cassock by the

young smarts from the universities. My scheme

also further recommends itself, by laying open
the only path to virtue and knowledge, that the

world will choose to follow : for, as my clothes

will always be cut according to the newest and

most elegant manner, these qualifications of the

mind, inherent in them, must necessarily come

into fashion. Thus our fine gentlemen will

learn morality under their valet de chambre ;

and a young lady of fashion will acquire new

accomplishments with every new riband, and

become virtuous as well as beautiful at her toi

lette. I depend on your readiness to promote

my scheme ;
but what I most earnestly intreat

of you, Mr. Town, is to use your utmost interest

with the polite world, but especially with the

ladies, not to discard clothes entirely ; as by
such a resolution my scheme must be defeated :

and, indeed, it will not be in the power of man
to give them virtue, if they determine to go
naked.

As knowledge and virtue can never be suffi

ciently diffused, my warehouse will be calculat

ed for general use, and stored with large assort

ments of all kinds of virtues and dress, that I

may suit persons of whatever denomination.

Physicians may be furnished from iny shop with

gravity and learning in the ties of a periwig ;

sergeants at law may be fitted with a competent

knowledge of reports under a coif; and young
counsellors may be endued with a sufficient fund

of eloquence for the circuits, in a smart tie be

tween a bob and a flow, contrived to cover a

toupet. I shall sell religion to country parsons
in pudding-sleeves, and to young town curates

just come from the university, in doctors' scarfs

and full grizzles : I shall have some pious ejacu

lations, whinings, and groans, ready cut out in.

leathern aprons and blue frocks, for the preach

ing fraternity of carpenters, bricklayers, tallow-

chandlers and butchers, at the Tabernacle and

Foundery in Moorfields. For our military gen
tlemen designed to go abroad, I shall have several

parcels of true British courage woven in a va

riety of cockades and sword-knots
; and for our

fine gentlemen, who stay at home, I have pro

vided a proper quantity of French Bagatelle, in

cut velvet, lace and embroidery, neat as im

ported.
As the ladies, I suppose, will all of them to a

woman, be desirous of purchasing beauty with

every branch of the female apparel, I am afraid

I shall not be able to answer their demands
;

but I shall have several dresses, which will make

up for the want of it. I shall have neatness

done up in a great variety of plain linen ; de*

cency and discretion in several patterns for mobs,

hoods, and nightgowns ; together with modesty

disposed into tuckers, kerchiefs for the neck,

stays that almost meet the chin, and petticoats

that touch the ground. I shall also have a

small portion of chastity knit into garters, and
twisted into laces for the stays, very proper to

be w'orn at masquerades and assemblies.

I had almost forgot to mention, that authors,

who are often in equal want of sense and clothes

shall be fitted out by me with both at once on

very reasonable rates. As for yourself, Mr.

Town, I shall beg leave to present you \vith an

entire suit of superfine wit and humour, war
ranted to wear well, and appear creditable, and

in which no author would be ashamed to be

W.
I am, Sir, your humble Servant,

EUTRAPELUS TRIM.
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JEtatis cujusque notandi sunt tibi mores. HOR.

What foibles wait on life through every stage !

Our youth a wild-fire, and a frost our age !

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

NOTHING is more necessary, in order to wear off

any particularities in our behaviour, or to root

out any perverseness in our opinions, than mix

ing with persons of ages and occupations differ

ent from our own. Whosoever confines himself

entirely to the society of those who are engaged
in the same pursuits, and whose thoughts natu

rally take the same turn with his own, acquires

a certain stiffness and pedantry of behaviour,

which is sure to make him disagreeable, except
in one particular set of company. Instead of

cramping the mind by keeping it within so nar

row a circle, we should endeavour to enlarge i4

by every worthy notion and accomplishment ;

and temper each qualification with its opposite,

as the four elements are compounded in our

natural frame.

The necessity of this free conversation, to

open and improve the mind, is evident from

the consequences, which always follow a neglect

of it. The employment each man is engaged
in wholly engrosses his attention, and tinges
the mind with a peculiar dye, which shows
itself in all the operations of it, unless pre
vented by natural good sense or a liberal edu

cation. The physician, the lawyer, and the

tradesman, will appear in company, though none
of those occupations are the subject of discourse ;

and the clergyman will grow morose and se

vere, who seldom or never converses with the m-
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ity. If no particular profession has this influence

over us, some darling passion or amusement

gives a colour to our thoughts and actions, and

makes us odious, or at least ridiculous. Fine

ladies, for instance, by despising the conversation

of sensible men, can talk of nothing but routs,

balls, assemblies, birth-day suits, and intrigues ;

and fine gentlemen, for the same reason, of al

most nothing at all. In like manner, the furi

ous partisan, who has not been weaned from a

mad attachment to particular principles, is weak

enough to imagine every man of a different way
of thinking a fool and a scoundrel ; and the

sectary or zealot devotes to eternal damnation all

those who will not go to heaven in the same
road with himself, under the guidance of Whit-

field, Wesley, or Count Zinzendorff. To the

same cause we owe the rough country squire,
whose ideas are wholly bent on guns, dogs-

horses, and game ; and who has every thing
about him of a piece with his diversions. His
hall must be adorned with stags' heads, instead

of busts and statues ; and in the room of family

pictures, you will see prints of the most famous

stallions and race-horses : all his doors open and

shut with foxes' feet ; and even the buttons of

his clothes are impressed with the figures of

dogs, foxes, stags, and horses. To this absurd

practice of cultivating only one set of ideas, and

shutting ourselves out from any intercourse with

the rest of the world, is owing that narrowness

of mind, which has infected the conversation of

the polite world with insipidity, made rough
ness and brutality the characteristics of a mere

country gentleman, and produced the most fatal

consequences in politics and religion.

But if this commerce with the generality of

mankind is so necessary to remove any impres

sions, which we may be liable to receive from

any particular employment or darling amuse

ment, what precautions ought to be used, in

order to remedy the inconveniences naturally

brought on us by the different ages of life ! It is

not certain, that a person will be engaged in any

profession, or given up to any peculiar kind of

pleasure; but the mind of every man is subject

to the inclinations arising from the several stages
of his existence, as well as his body to chronical

distempers. This indeed, Mr. Town, is the

principal cause of my writing to you ; for it has

often given me great concern to see the present
division between the young and the old

;
to ob

serve elderly men forming themselves into clubs

and societies, that they may be more securely

separated from youth ; and to see young men

running into dissipation and debauchery, rather

than associate with fage. If each party would
labour to conform to the other, from such a

coalition many advantages would acrue to both.

Our youth would be instructed by the experi
ence of age, and lose much of that levity which

they retain too long; while, at the same time,

the wrinkled brow of the aged would be smooth
ed by the sprightly cheerfulness of youth, by
which they might supply the want of spirits,

forget the loss of old friends, and bear with ease

all their worldly misfortunes. It is remarkable,
that those young men are the most worthy and

sensible, who have kept up any intercourse with
the old

; and that those old men are of the most
cheerful and amiable disposition, who have not

been ashamed to converse with the young.
I will not pretend to decide which party is

most blameable in neglecting this necessary com
merce with each other, which, if properly

managed, would be at once so beneficial and de

lightful ; but it undoubtedly arises from a certain

selfishness and obstinacy in both, which will not

suffer them to make a mutual allowance for the

natural difference of their dispositions. Their

inclinations are, indeed, as different as their

years ; yet each expects the other to comply,

though neither will make any advances. How
rarely do we see the least degree of society pre
served between a father and son ! a shocking

reflection, when we consider that nature has en

deavoured to unite them by parental affection on

one side, and filial gratitude on the other. Yet
a father and son as seldom live together with

any tolerable harmony, as a husband or wife;
and chiefly for the same reason ;

for though they
are both joined under the same yoke, yet they
are each tugging different ways. A father might
as well expect his son to be as gouty and infirm

as himself, as to have the disposition which he

has contracted from age; and a son might as

reasonably desire the vigour and vivacity of five

and twenty, as his own love of gayety and di

versions, in his father. It is therefore evident,
that a mutual endeavour to conform to each

other is absolutely requisite to keep together the

cement of natural affection, which an untracta-

ble stubbornness so frequently dissolves ; or, at

least, if it does not disturb the affection, it con

stantly destroys the society between father and
son.

This unhappy and unnatural division is often

the subject of complaint in persons of both ages ;

but is still unremedied, because neither reflect

on the cause whence it proceeds. Old men are

perpetually commenting on the extreme levity
of the times, and blaming the young, because

they do not admire and court their company;
which, indeed, is no wonder, since they general

ly treat their youthful companions as mere chil

dren, and expect such a slavish deference to their

years, as destroys that equality by which cheer-

fulness and society subsist. Young men do not

like to be chid by a proverb, or reproved by a

wrinkle ; but though they do not choose to be

corrected by their grave seniors like school-boys,

they would be proud to consult them as friends;

which the injudicious severity of old age seldom

will permit, not deigning to indulge them with
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sfr great a degree of freedom and familiarity.

Youth, on the other hand, shun the company of

age, complaining of the small regard and respect

paid to them, though they often act with so little

reserve and such unbecoming confidence, as not

to deserve it. Suppose the old were pleased

with the natural flow of spirits and lively con

versation of youth, still some respect may be

challenged as due to them; nor should the de-

ency and sobriety of their characters ever be in

sulted by any improper or immodest conversa

tion.

I am an old man myself, Mr. Town, and I

have an only boy, whose behaviour to me is un

exceptionable : permit me, therefore, to dwell a

moment longer on my favourite subject, and I

will conclude. "With what harmony might all

parents and children live together, if the father

would strive to soften the rigour of age, and re

member that his son must naturally possess those

qualities, which ever accompany youth ;
and if

the son would in return endeavour to suit him

self to those infirmities, which his father re

ceived from old age ! If they would reciprocally

study to be agreeable to each other, the father

would insensibly substitute affection in the room

of authority, and lose the churlish severity and

peevishness incident to his years : while the son

would curb the unbecoming impetuosity of his

youth, change his reluctance to obey into a con

stant attention to please, and remit much of his

extreme gayety in conformity to the gravity of

his father. Wherever such a turn of mind is

encouraged, there must be happiness and agree

able society : and the contrary qualities of youth
and age, thus blended, compose the surest ce

ment of affection
;
as colours of the most oppo

site tints, by a skilful mixture, each giving and

receiving certain shades, will form a picture, the

most heightened and exquisite in its colouring.

I am, Sir, your most humble Servant,

JOHN BEVIL.
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fe, Bollane, cerebri

Felicem ! aicbam tacitus, cum quidhbet ille

Garriret, vices, urbem laudaret. Hon.

Silent 1 said, O happiest head of cit,

With brain uncumber'd, and the load of wit !

From street to street still rambling up and down,
While aH his talk was still of London town.

MR. VILLAGE TO MR. TOWN.

DEAR COUSIN,

1 HAVE been very much diverted with your ob

servations on the honest tradesmen, who make

weekly excursions into the villages about town
;

and I agree with you, that the generality of your

citizens seldom dare trust themselves out of the

sight of London smoke, or extend their travels

further than with their wives and children in

the Wandsworth double post-chaise, or the

Hampton long coach. But we may now anr

then pick up a stray citizen, whom business haa

dragged beyond the bills of mortality, as it hap

pened to myself the other day about forty mile

from London ;
and as I was mightily pleased

with his behaviour and conversation, I have

taken the liberty to send you an account of it,

Being caught in a shower upon the road, 1

was glad to take shelter at the first inn I came

to ; which, if it had not been called the New
Inn, I should have thought, from its antique

appearance, had been a house of entertainment

in the time of our great grandfathers. I had

scarce alighted, when a strange figure, (driven

thither, as I supposed, on the same account with

myself,) came soberly jogging into the yard,

dripping wet. As he waited for the steps before

he would venture to get off his horse, I had the

opportunity of surveying his whole appearance.
He -was wrapped up in an old thread -bare

weather-beaten surtout, which I believe had

once been scarlet ; the cape was pulled over his

head, and buttoned up close round his face; and

his hat was flapped down on each side, and
fastened about his ears with a list garter tied

under his chin. He wore upon his legs some

thing that resembled spatterdashes, which (as I

afterwards learned) were cut out of an old pair

of boots
;
but his right shoe was considerably

larger than the other, and had several slits in

the upper leather. He had spurs on, indeed,

but without rowels
;
and by way of whip, a

worm-eaten cane, with a bone head studded

with brass pins, hung from his wrist by a string

of greasy black leather.

I soon found I was nobody : for the gentle

man, it seems, took up the whole attention of

the maid, mistress and hostler, who all of them

got round him, and with much difficulty, by the

assistance of the steps, helped him down. My
landlady, before it was possible for her to see

any part of him but his nose, told him "he
looked brave and jolly;" and when she had led

him into the kitchen, she fetched a large glass of

what she called " her own water," which (she

said) would drive the cold out of his stomach.

All hands were now busied in drawing off his

surtout, which discovered underneath a full

trimmed white coat, and a black velvet waist

coat with a broad gold lace very m uch tarnished.

The surtout was hung to dry by the fire as well

as his coat, the place of which was supplied by a

long riding-hood of my landlady : and as the

gentleman complained of having suffered by loss

of leather, the maid was despatched to the doc

tor's for some diachylon The usual question
now succeeded, concerning dinner; and as he
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observed I was all alone, he very courteously

asked me to join company, which I as readily

agreed to.

The important business of dinner being set

tled, we adjourned into a private room, when my
fellow-guest told me of his own mere act and

motion, that he lived in London ; that for these

twenty years he had always come to the town
we we?e now in, once a year, to receive money,
and take orders for goods : and that he had

always put up at this house. He then run on

in the praises of the landlady ;
and tipping me a

wink,
"
Ay," says he,

" she has been a clever

woman in her time, before she bore children."

He added, that for his part he did not like your

great inns ;
for that they never looked upon any

thing under a coach and six. He further in

formed me,'that he was married to his present

wife in the first mayoralty of Alderman Par

sons, and in the very waistcoat he had on ;

"
but," says he,

" I now wear it only on a jour

ney ; because, you know a bit of lace commands

respect upon the road." On inquiring about his

family, I found he had three boys ; one ofwhom
was bound 'prentice to himself ; the other was

sent to sea, because he was a wild one ; and the

youngest he designed to make a parson, because

he was grave, and his play-fellows at Poule's

school used to call him Bishop.

All this while he had sat in my landlady's

riding-hood, with a linen night-cap on his head

tied on the top with a piece of black riband,

which (he told me) he always rode in, because it

was cooler than a wig. But the saddle-bags

were now ordered in ; and out of one of them he

drew a large flowing grizzle carefully buckled,

which he combed out himself, borrowing some

flower from the kitchen drudger. His spatter

dashes were next taken off, and his shoes wiped
with a wisp of hay ;

when being assured by the

landlady herself, that his coat was dry enough
to put on, he completely equipped himself, in

order to wait on several tradesmen, with whom
he had dealings, after dinner. As this was not

quite ready, we took a walk to the stables to see

his mare : and though the beast seemed as lean

and as harmless as Sancho's ass, he assured me
he had much ado to ride her, she was so frisky ;

" for she had not run in the chaise these two

Sundays past."

Being summoned to dinner, we sat down to a

repast of mutton chops and sheep's hearts, which

last he declared to be the wholesomest eating in the

world. He objected to wine, because there was

not a drop good for any thing to be got upon the

road
;
but he vastly recommended my landlady's

home-brewed, which he affirmed to be better

than Hogsden ale, or the Thatch beer at Isling

ton. Our meal being ended, my companion took

his pipe ; and we laid our heads together for the

good of the nation, when we mauled the French

terribly both by land and sea. At last, among

other talk, he happened to ask me, if I lived in

the city ? As I was desirous of hearing his re

marks, I answered, that I had never seen Lon
don. " Never seen it ?" says he,

" Then you
have never seen one of the finest sights in the

whole world. Paris is but a dog-hole to it."

There luckily hung a large map of London over

the chimney-piece, which he immediately made
me get from my chair to look at. "

There,"

says he,
" there's London for you. You see it is

bigger than the map of all England." He then

led me about, \vith the end of his pipe, through
all the principal streets from Hyde-Park to

Whitechapel.
"
That," says he,

"
is the River

Thames There's London Bridge There my
Lord Mayor lives That's Poule's There the

monument stands : and now, if you was but on
the top of it, you might see all the houses and
churches in London." I expressed my aston

ishment at every particular : but I could hard

ly refrain laughing, when pointing out to me
Lincoln's-Inn Fields "

There," says he,
" there

all the noblemen live." At last, after having

transported me all over the town, he set me
down in Cheapside,

"
which," he said,

" was
the biggest street in the city."

" And now,'

says he,
" I'll show you where I live. That's

Bow-Church and thereabouts where my pipe
is there just there my shop stands." He con

cluded with a kind invitation to me to come and
see him ; and pulling out a book of patterns from

his coat pocket, assured me that if I wanted any
thing in his way, he could afford to let me have

a bargain.
I promised to call upon him ; and the wea

ther noAv clearing up, after settling the balance

of our reckoning with the landlady, we took

leave of each other : but just as I had mounted

my horse, and was going to set forward, my
new acquaintance came up to me, and shaking
me by the hand,

"
Harkye," says he,

" if you
will be in town by the twenty-fifth of this in

stant July, I will introduce you to the Cockney's
Feast : where, I assure you, you'll be mighty
merry, and hear a great many good songs."

T. I am, dear Cousin, yours, &c.

No. 80.] THURSDAY, AUG. 7, 1755.

Nitlta viri cura intered, nee mentiofiet

Damnorum. Juv.

What though the spouse be ruin'd, whcre'sthe sin,

By madam's friends, so dear, so near akin ?

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

IF polygamy was allowed in this country, I am
sure I might maintain a seraglio of wives at less

expense, than I have brought upon myself by
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marrying one woman. One did I say ? Alas !

I find it, to my cost, that a wife, like a polypus,

has the power of dividing and multiplying her

self into as many bodies as she pleases. Youmust

know, Mr. Town, 1 took a woman of small

fortune, and made her my own flesh and blood :

Imt I never thought, that all her relations would

likewise fasten on me with as little ceremony
as a colony of fleas. I had scarce brought her

home, before I was obliged to marry her mother ;

then I was prevailed upon to marry her two

maiden sisters ;
after that 1 married her aunts ;

then her cousins ; in short, 1 am now married

to the whole generation of them. I do not

exaggerate matters, when I say that I am mar
ried to them all

;
for they claim as much right

to every thing that is mine, as the person whom
the world calls my wife. They eat, drink, and

sleep with me : every room in my house is at

their command, except my bed-chamber : they
borrow money of me

;
and since I have the

whole family quartered upon me, what signifies

which of them takes upon her my name, my
wife, her sister, or her twentieth cousin ?

(), Mr. Town ! I never sit down to table

without the lamentable prospect of seeing as

much victuals consumed as would dine a whole

vestry. So many mouths constantly going at

my expense ! And then there is such a variety

of provisions ! for cousin Biddy likes one dish ;

my aunt Rachel is fond of another ; sister

Molly cannot abide this ; and mother could

never touch that ; though I find they are all of

them unanimous in liking the best of every thing
in season. Besides, I could entertain a set of

jolly topers at a less rate than it costs me in light

wines for the women. One of them drinks no

thing but Lisbon ; with another nothing goes
down but Rhenish and Spa ; a third swallows

me an ocean of Bristol Milk, with as little re

morse as she would so much small beer : my
eldest aunt likes a glass of dry Mountain ; while

the other thinks nothing helps digestion so well

as Madeira. It was but last week that my wife

expressed a desire of tasting some Claret, when

immediately all my good-natured relations had
a mighty longing for it ; but with much ado I

at last prevailed on them to compound with me
for a chest of Florence.

You may imagine, that my house cannot be a

very small one ; and I assure you there are as

many beds in it, as in a country inn. Yet I

have scarce room to turn myself about in it ; for

one apartment is taken up by this relation, ano
ther by that ; and the most distant cousin must
have more respect shown her, than to be clapped

up in a garret with the maid-servants ; so that

poor I have no more liberty in my own house
than a lodger. Once, indeed, I in vain endea
voured to shake them off, and took a little box in

the neighbourhood of town, scarce big enough
to hold my own family. But alas ! they stuck

as close to it as a snail to her shell : and ralner

than not lie under the same roof with their rela

tion, they contrived to litter together like so

many pigs in a stye. At another time, thinking
to clear my house at once of these vermin, I

packed up my wife and mother, and sent them

to her uncle's in the country for a month. But
what could I do ? There was no getting rid of

those left behind: my wife had made over to

them the care of the household, allotting to each

of them her particular employment during her

absence. One was to pickle walnuts, another to

preserve sweetmeats, another to make Morella

brandy ;
all which they executed with the nota-

bleness peculiar to good housewives, who spoil

and waste more than they save, for the satisfac

tion of making these things at home. At last

my wife returned ;
and all that I got by her

journey, was the importation of two new cou

sins fresh out of the country, who she never

knew before were the least related to her : but

they have been so kind as to claim kindred with

me by hanging upon me ever since.

One would imagine, that it were sufficient

for these loving relations to have the run of my
table, and to make my house in every respect

their own : but not content with this, they have

the cunning to oblige me in a manner to find

them in clothes likewise. I should not repine,

if any of my worthy relations were humble

enough to put up with a cast-off suit of my
wife's ; but that would be robbing the maid of

her just dues, and would look more like a de

pendent than a relation. Not but that they will

condescend now and then to take a gown, before

it is half worn out (when they have talked

my wife into a dislike of it) because it is too

good for a common servant. They have more

spirit than to beg any thing : but if my wife

has a fancy to part with it they will wear it,

purely for her sake. A cap,
v an apron, or a

handkerchief, which I am told, looks hideous

upon her, I always find is very becoming on any
other of the family : and I remember, soon

after we were married, happening to find fault

with the pattern of a silk brocade my wife had

just bought, one of her sisters took it from her,

and told me she would have it made up for her

self, and wear it on purpose to spite me.

You must know, Mr. Town, that upon my
marriage I was indiscreet enough to set up my
chariot : and since my family has increased so

prodigiously, this has given them a pretext to

have a coach likewise, and another pair of

horses. This also furnishes them with a pre
tence for running about to public diversions,

where I am forced to treat them all : for they
are so very fond of each other's company, that

one will hardly ever stir out without the other.

Thus at home or abroad, they constantly herd

together : and what is still more provoking,

though I had rather have a rout every week at
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my house, my wife makes a merit of it, that she

keeps little or no company.
Such is the state of my family within doors :

and though you would think this sufficient for

one man, 1 can assure you I have other calls

upon me from relations no less dear to me, though
I have never yet had the happiness to see them.

A third cousin by my wife's father's side was
set up in the country in a very good way of

business ; but by misfortunes in trade must have

gone to jail, if my wife had not teased me into

being bound for him, and for which I was soon

afterwards arrested, and obliged to pay the

money. Another, a very promising youth, was

just out of his time, and only wanted a little

sum to set him up ; which as soon as I had lent

him, he run away, and is gone to sea. One of

the aunts, who is now with me, (a widow lady)
has an only daughter, a sober discreet body, who
lived as a companion with an old gentlewoman
in the country ; but the poor innocent girl being
drawn aside by a vile fellow that ruined her, I

have been forced to support the unhappy mother
and child ever since, to prevent any reproach

falling on our family. I shall say nothing of

the various presents, which have travelled down
to my wife's uncle, in return for one turkey and
chine received at Christmas ; nor shall I put to

account the charge I have been at in the gossips'

fees, and in buying corals, anodyne necklaces,

&c. for half a do/en little nephews, nieces, and

cousins, to which I had the honour of standing

godfather.

And now, Mr. Town, the mention of this

large circumstance makes me reflect with a heavy
heart on a new calamity, which will shortly be

fall me. My wife, you must know, is very near

her time : and they have provided such a store

of clouts, caps, forehead cloths, biggens, belly-

bands, whittles, and all kinds of child-bed-

linen, as would set up a lying-in hospital. You
will conclude, that my family wants no further

increase : yet, would you believe it? I have just
received a letter, acquainting me, that another

aunt, and another cousin, are coming up in the

stage coach to see their relation, and are resolved

to stay with her the month. Indeed, I am afraid,

when they have once got footing in my house,

they will resolve to stay with her, till she has

had another and another child.

T. I am, Sir, your humble servant, &c.

No. 81.] THURSDAY, AUG. 14, 1755.

Genus humanum muttdfuit illud in arvis:

Durius. LUCRET.

A hardy race of mortals, train'd to sports,

The field their ioy, unpolisb'd yet by courts.

MR. VILLAGE TO MR. TOWN.
DEAR COUSIN,

A MERE country squire, who passes all his time

among dogs and horses, is now become an un
common character

;
and the most awkward

loobily inheritor of an old mansion-house is a

fine gentleman in comparison to his forefathers.

The principles of a town education, formerly
scarce spread themselves beyond the narrow li

mits of the bills of mortality ; but now evt-ry
London refinement travels to the remotest cor
ner of the kingdom, and the polite families from
the town duly import to their distant seats the
customs and manners ot Pall-mall and Grosve-

nor-square.
I have been for this fortnight past at Lord

Courtly's, who for about four months in every

year leads a town life at the distance of abovs
two hundred miles from London. He nevef
leaves his bed till twelve or one o'clock

; though,
indeed, he often sees the sun rise

; but then that

only happens when, as the old song says, he has
" drank down the moon." Drinking is the only
rural amusement he pursues ; but even that part
of his diversions is conducted entirely in the

London fashion. He does not swill country ale,

but gets drunk with Champagne and Burgun
dy ; and every dish at his table is served up with
as much elegance as at White's or Ryan's. He
has an excellent pack of hounds ; but, I believe,

was never in at the death of a fox in his life .

yet strangers never want a chase, for the hounds
are out three times a week with a younger
brother of Lord Courtly, who never saw Lon
don, and who, if he was not indulged with a

place at his lordship's table, might naturally be

considered as his whipper-in or his game-keeper.
The evening walk is a thing unknown and

unheard of at Lord Courtly's ; for, though si

tuated in a very fine country, he knows no more
of the charms of purling streams and shady
groves, than if they had never existed but in

poetry or romance. As soon as the daily de

bauch after dinner, and the ceremonies of coffee

and tea are over, the company is conducted into

a magnificent apartment, illuminated with wax
candles, and set out with as many card-tables,

as the rout of a foreign ambassador's lady. Here

Faro, Whist, Brag, Lansquenet, and every other

fashionable game, make up the evening's enter

tainment. This piece of politeness has often

fallen heavy on some honest country gentlemen,
who have found dining with his lordship turn

out a very dear ordinary : and many a good lady
has had occasion to curse the cards, and her ill-

starred connections with persons of quality ;

though his lordship is never at a loss for a party ;

for as several people of fashion have seats near

him, he often sits down with some of his friends

of the club at White's. I had almost forgot to

mention, that her ladyship keeps a day, which

is Sunday.

This, dear Cousin, is the genteel manner ofliv

ing in the country; and I cannot help observing,

that persons polite enough to be fond of such
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exquisite refinements, are partly in the same

case with the mechanic at his dusty villa. They
both, indeed, change their situation ; but neither

find the least alteration in their ideas. The

tradesman, when at his box, has all the notions

that employ him in his counting-house : and the

nobleman, though in the furthest part of Eng-
and, may still be said to breathe the air of St.

James's.

I was chiefly induced to send you this short

account of the refined manner, in which persons

of fashion pass their time at Lord Courtly's,

because I think it a very striking contrast to the

character described in the following transcript.

I hope your readers will not do either you or

me the honour to think this natural portraiture

a mere creature of the imagination. The picture

of the extraordinary gentleman here described

is now at the seat of Lord Shaftsbury at St.

Giles's, near Cranborn in Dorsetshire, and this

lively character of him was really and truly

drawn by Anthony Ashly Cowper, first Earl

of Shaftsbury, and is inscribed on the picture.

I doubt not, but you will be glad of being able

to communicate it to the public, and that they
will receive it with their usual candour.

THE CHARACTER OF

THE HONOURABLE W. HASTINGS,
OF WOODLANDS, IN HAMPSHIRE ;

SECOND SON OP

FRANCIS, EARL OF HUNTINGDON;

In the year 1638 lived Mr. Hasting : by his

quality son, brother, and uncle to the Earls of

Huntingdon. He was peradventure an origi

nal in our age ; or rather the copy of our ancient

nobility, in hunting, not in warlike times.

He was low, very strong, and very active ; of

a reddish flaxen hair. His clothes always

green cloth, and never all worth (when new)
five pounds.
His house was perfectly of the old fashion, in

the midst of a large Park well stocked with

deer ; and near the house rabbits to serve his

kitchen : many fish ponds ; great store of wood
and timber; a bowling green in it, long but

narrow, full of high ridges, it being never

levelled since it was ploughed. They used round
sand bowls ;

and it had a banquetting house

like a stand, built in a tree.

He kept all manner of sport hounds, that ran

buck, fox, hare, otter, and badger. And hawks,

long and short winged. He had all sorts of nets

for fish. He had a walk in the new Forest, and

the manor of Christ-church. This last sup

plied him with red deer, sea and river fish. And
indeed all his neighbours' grounds and royalties

were free to him, who bestowed all his time on

these sports, but what he borrowed to caress his

neighboui's' wives and daughters ; there being
not a woman in all his walks, of the degree of a

yeoman's wife or under, and under the age of

forty, but it was extremely her fault if he was
not intimately acquainted with her. This made
him very popular; always speaking kindly to

the husband, brother or father : who was, to

boot, very welcome to his house, whenever he

came. There he found beef, pudding, and small

beer in great plenty. A house not so neatly kept
as to shame him or his dirty shoes : the great
hall strowed with marrow-bones, full of hawk's

perches, hounds, spaniels and terriers : the upper
side of the hall hung with fox skins of this and
the last year's killing ; here and there a pole-cat
intermixed : game-keepers and hunters' poles
in great abundance.

The parlour was a large room as properly
furnished. On a great hearth paved with brick

lay some terriers, and the choicest hounds and

spaniels. Seldom but two of the great chairs

had litters of young cats in them, which were

not to be disturbed, he having always three or

four attending him at dinner ; and a little white

stick of fourteen inches lying by his trencher,

that he might defend such meat as he had no

mind to part with to them. The windows

(which were very large) served for places to lay

his arrows, cross-bows, stone-bows, and other

such like accoutrements. The corners of the

room full of the best close hunting and hawking

poles. An oyster table at the lower end, which

was of constant use twice a day all the year
round. For he never failed to eat oysters, be

fore dinner and supper, through all seasons;

the neighbouring town of Pool supplied him

with them.

The upper part of the room had two small

tables and a desk, on the one side of which was

a church Bible, and on the other the Book of

Martyrs. On the tables were hawks-hoods,

bells, and such like ; two or three old green hats,

with their crowns thrust in so as to hold ten or

a dozen eggs, which were of a pheasant kind of

poultry he took much care of and fed himself.

Tables, dice, cards, and boxes, were not want

ing. In the hole of the desk were store of

tobacco pipes that had been used.

On one side of this end of the room was the

door of a closet wherein stood the strong beer

and the wine, which never came thence but in

single glasses : that being the rule of the house

exactly observed. For he never exceeded in

drink or permitted it.

On the other side was the door into an old

chapel, that was never used for devotion. The

pulpit, as the safest place, was never wanting of

a cold chine of beef, venison pasty, gammon of

bacon, or great apple-pye with thick-crust, ex

tremely baked.

His table cost him not much, though it was

good to eat at. His sports supplied all but beef

and mutton, except Fridays, when he had the

bestisalt-fish fas well as other fish) he could get;
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&nd was the day his neighbours of best quality

most visited him. He never wanted a London

pudding, and always sung it in with " my part

lies therein-a." He drank a glass or two of wine

at meals ; very often syrup of gilliflower in his

jack : and had always a tun glass, without feet,

stood by him, holding a pint of small beer which

be often stirred with rosemary.
He was well-natured but soon angry, calling

his servants bastards, and cuckoldy knaves, in

one of which he often spoke truth to his own

knowledge ; and sometimes in both, though of

the same man. He lived to be a hundred ;

never lost his eye-sight, but always wrote and

read without spectacles ;
and got on horseback

without help. Until past fourscore he rode to

the death ofa stag as well as any.

I am, dear Cousin, yours, &c.

Nc. 82.] THURSDAY, AUG. 21, 1755.

Nosse omnia hxct solus est adolcscentulis. TER.

All these to know, is safety to the youth.

THOUGH the following letter was originally

written for the instruction of a young gentleman

going to the university ; yet as it contains seve

ral just and sensible reflections, which may be

of use to many of my readers, I have willingly

complied with the request of my correspondent
in making it the entertainment of to-day.

DEAR SIR,

As you are now going to the university, I

would not be thought to pay so ill a compliment
to your own natural good sense, as to suppose
that you will not (like many young gentlemen of

fortune) in some measure apply yourself to study;
otherwise the time you spend there will be en

tirely lost : for (as Swift very justly remarks)
" all ornamental parts of education are better

taught in other places." At the same time I do

not mean, that you should commence pedant,
and be continually poring on a book ; since that

will rather puzzle, than inform the understand

ing. And though I know many sprightly

young gentlemen of lively and quick parts affect

to despise it altogether, it will be necessary to

learn something of logic ; I mean in the same

manner one would learn fencing not to attack

others, but to defend one's self. In a word,

you will find it a great unhappiness, when you
return hither, if you do not bring with you some

taste for reading : for a mere country gentleman,
who can find no society in books, will have little

else to do, besides following his sports, but to sit,

as squire of the company, tippling among a par
cel of idle wretches, whose understandings are

nearly on the level with his dogs and horses.

It has been an established maxim that th

world will always form an opinion of persons

according to the company they are known to

keep. In the university, as well as in other

places, there are people, whom we ought to

avoid, as we would the plague : and as it is of
the utmost consequence, whether you plunge at

once into extravagance and debauchery, or sink

gradually, into indolence and stupidity, I shall

point out some of these pests of society in as few
words as possible.

The first person I would caution you against,
is the wretch that takes a delight to turn religion
into ridicule : one who employs that speech,
which was given him by God to celebrate his

praise, in questioning his very being. This, as

it is impious in itself, is likewise the height of ill

manners. It is hoped, there are but few of them
to be met with in a place of sound doctrine and

religious education : but wherever they are,

they ought to be avoided as much as possible :

and if they will force themselves into our com

pany, they should be used with the same con

tempt with which they have the hardiness to

treat their Maker. And this, I can assure you,

may be done safely ; for I never kneAY any body,
who pretended to be above the fear of God, but

was under the most terrible apprehensions
whenever attacked by man.
The next character, whom I would advise you

to shun, is the gamester, in some respects not

unlike the former. The gaming-table is his

shrine, and fortune his deity ; nor does he ever

speak or think of any other, unless by way of

blasphemy, oaths, and curses, when he has had a
bad run at cards or dice. He has not the least

notion of friendship ; but would ruin his own
brother, if it might be of any advantage to him
self. He, indeed, professes himself your friend ;

but that is only with a design to draw you in ;

for his trade is inconsistent with the principles
of honour or justice, without which there can

be no real friendship. It should, therefore be

the care of every gentleman, not to hold any
commerce with such people, whose acquaintance
he cannot enjoy, without giving up his estate.

The next person, whom you ought to beware

of is a drunkard ; one that takes an unaccount

able pleasure in sapping his constitution, and

drowning his understanding. He constantly

goes senseless to bed, and rises mawkish in the

morning; nor can he be easy in body or mind, till

he has renewed his dose, and again put himsel

beyond the reach of reflection. I would, there

fore, intreat you by all means to avoid a habit,

which will at once ruin your health, and impair

your intellects. It is a misfortune, that society

should be esteemed dull and insipid without

the assistance of the bottle to enliven it : so that

a man cannot entirely refrain from his glass,

if he keeps any company at all. But let it be

remembered, that in drinking, as well as ia
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talking, we ought always to "keep a watch

over the doors of our lips."

A lounger is a creature, that you will often

see lolling in a coffee-house, or sauntering about

the streets, with great calmness, and a most in

flexible stupidity in his countenance. He takes

as much pains as the sot, to fly from his own

thoughts ;
and is at length happily arrived at

the highest pitch of indolence both in body and

mind. He would be as inoffensive as he is dull,

if it were not that his idleness is contagious ; for,

like the torpedo, he is sure to benumb and take

away all sense of feeling from every one, with

whom he happens to come in contact.

It were also best to forbear the company of a

wrangler, or a person of a litigious temper.
This sometimes arises, not from any great share

of ill^nature, but from a vain pride of showing
one's parts, or skill in argumentation. It is

frequently observed of young academics in par

ticular, that they are very apt impertinently to

engage people in a dispute, whether they will or

not. But this is contrary to all the rules of

good-breeding, and is never practised by any
man of sense, that has seen much of the world.

I have sometimes known a person of great sau-

ciness, and volubility of expression, confuted by
the Argumentum Baculinum, and both his head

and his syllogism broken at the same time.

I need not point out to you the profligate rake

or the affected coxcomb, as persons from whose

company you can reap no sort of benefit. From
the first the good principles already instilled into

you, will doubtless preserve you ; and I am sure

you have too much real sense, not to despise the

absurd fopperies of the latter. Noted liars are

no less to be avoided, as the common pests of so

ciety. They are often of a mischievous disposi

tion, and by their calumnies and false sugges

tions, take a pleasure in setting the most inti

mate friends at variance. But if they only deal

in harmless and improbable lies, their acquaint
ance must frequently be out of countenance for

them ;
and if we should venture to repeat after

them, I am sure it is the way to be out of coun

tenance for ourselves.

But above all, I must advise you never to en

gage, at least not with any degree of violence, in

any party. Be not transported by the clamor

ous jollity of talking patriots beyond the sober

dictates of reason and justice; nor let the insi

nuating voice of corruption tempt you to barter

your integrity and peace of mind for the paltry
satisfaction of improving your fortune. If you
behave with honour and prudence, you will be

regarded and courted by all parties ;
but if other

wise, you will certainly be despised by all. Per

haps, indeed, if you should hereafter engage in

elections, and spend your own money to support
another's cause, the person in whose interest

you are may shake you by the hand, and swear

you are a very honest gentleman ; just as but

chers treat their bull-dogs, who spit in theil

mouths, clap them on the back, and then halloo

them on to be tossed and torn by the horns of

their antagonist.
After having guarded you against the evil in

fluence of your own sex, I cannot conclude with

out throwing in a word or two concerning the

ladies. But that I may not be thought unman

nerly, to the fair, I shall pass over their faults,

only hoping, that their excellences will not

tempt you to precipitate a match with one much

your inferior in birth and fortune, though
" en

dowed with every accomplishment requisite to

make the mwrriage state happy." In these hasty
and unequal matches it sometimes happens, that

mutual love gives way to mutual reproaches.
We may, perhaps, too late repent of our bar

gain : and though repentance be an excellent

visiting friend, when she reminds us of our past

miscarriages, and prescribes rules how to avoid

them for the future, yet she is a most trouble

some companion, when fixed upon us for life.

I am, dear Sir,

Your sincere friend, &c.

H. A.

No. 83.] THURSDAY, AUG. 28, 1755.

Tot pariterpelves, tot tintinnabuta dicas

Pidsari. Ju<r.

Rough repitition roars in rudest rhyme,
As clappers chinkle in one charming chime.

SINCE genius is the chief requisite in all kinds of

poetry, nothing can be more contrary to the very
essence of it, than the adopting, as beauties, cer

tain arts, which are merely mechanical. There
are daily arising many whimsical excellences,

which have no foundation in nature, but are

only countenanced by the present mode of writ

ing. With these it is as easy to fill our compo
sitions, s to dress ourselves in the fashion ; but

the writer who puts his work together in this

manner is no more a poet than his tailor. Such

productions often betray great labour and exact

ness, but show no genius ; for those who sit

down to write by rule, and follow "
dry receipts

how poems should be made," may compose their

pieces without the least assistance from the ima

gination ; as an apothecary's 'prentice, though
unable to cure any disease, ran make up medi
cines from the physician's prescription, with no
more knowledge of physic than the names of the

drugs. Thus the muse, that ought to fly, and
" ascend the brightest heaven of invention,"
walks in leading strings, or is supported by a

go-cart.

Among the many poetical tricks of this sort,,

none have been more successfully practised, or

8H
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had more advocates and admirers, than a cer

tain fantastical conceit, called alliteration,

which is nothing more than beginning two,

three, or perhaps every word in a line with the

same letter. This method of running divisions

upon the alphabet, and pressing particular letters

into the service, has been accounted one of the

first excellences in versification, and has, in

deed, received the sanction of some of our best

poets ; but wherein the beauty of it consists, is

something difficult to discover, since Quarles or

Withers might practise it with as much adroit

ness as Dryden or Spenser. It is one of those

modern arts in poetry which require no fancy,

judgment, or learning in the execution: for an

author may huddle the same letters on each

other again and again, as mechanically as the

printer selects his types, and ranges them in

whatsoever order he pleases.

This partial attachment to particular letters

is a kind of contrast to the famous Odyssey of

Tryphiodorus, where every letter in the alpha
bet was in its turn excluded; and the allitera-

tor must be as busily employed to introduce his

favourite vowel or consonant, as the Greek poet
to shut out the letter he had proscribed. No
thing is esteemed a greater beauty in poetry,

than a happy choice of epithets ; but allitera

tion reduces all the elegances of expression to a

very narrow compass. Epithets are culled, in

deed, with great exactness ; but the closest rela

tion they are intended to bear to the word to

which they are joined, is that the initials are

the same. Thus the fields must be flowery,

beauty must be beaming, ladies must be lovely ;

and in the same manner must the " waves wind
s
,heir watery way," the "blustering blasts blow,"
md "locks all loosely lay," not for the sake of

the poetry, but the elegance of the alliteration.

This beauty has also taken possession of many
of our tragedies ; and I have seen ladies wooed

and heroes killed in it ; though I must own I

never hear an actor dying with deadly darts

and fiery flames, &c. but it always puts me in

mind of the celebrated pippin woman in Gay's
Trivia, whose head, when it was severed from

her body, rolled along the ice crying pip, pip,

pip, and expired in alliteration.

The same false taste in writing, "that wings

display'd and altars rais'd," also introduced alli

teration ; and acrostics in particular are the

same kind of spelling-book poetry. It is, there

fore, somewhat extraordinary, that those su

blime writers who have disgraced their pages
with it, did not leave this as well as the other

barbarous parts of literature to the Goths in

poetry, since it is a whimsical beauty, below
the practice of any writer, superior to him who
turned the JEneid into monkish verses. Shak-

speare, who was more indebted to nature than

art, has ridiculed this low trick with great hu

mour, in his burlesque tragedy of Pyramua
and Thisbe. Besides that noted passage,

With blade, with bloody blameful blade,
He bravely broach'd his boiling bloody breast.

He before introduces a mock rant, which Bot
tom calls Ercles' vein, which is not only rank

fustian, but is also remarkable for its allitera

tion. " To make all split the raging rocks, and

shivering shocks shall break the locks of prison

gates and Phibbus' car shall shine from far,

and make and mar the foolish fates." In this

strange style have whole poems been written ;

and every learned reader will recollect on this

occasion the Pugna Porcorum per P. Porcium

Pelagium Poetam, Avhich I wish some of our

poetasters would translate, in the true spirit of

the original, and praise pigs and pork with all

the beauties of alliteration.

The advocates and admirers of this practice

have asserted, that it adds significance and

strength of expression to their verses : but I

fear this boasted energy seldom appears to the

reader. The alliteration either remains unre

garded, or, if it is very striking, disgusts those

who perceive it ; and is often in itself, from

such a disagreeable cluster of the same letters,

harsh and uncouth. There are many instances,

where alliteration, though studiously intro

duced, renders^the versification rough and in

harmonious ; and I will appeal to the greatest

lovers of it, whether the following line, where

the repetition was scarce intended, is one of the

most pleasing in all Virgil's works
;

NcupaMts Validus in Viscera Vertite Vires.

Wound not with Vigour Vast the Vitals of the WcaL

It must be acknowledged, that there is some

thing very mechanical in the whole construc

tion of the numbers in most of our modern

poetry. Sound is more attended to than sense,

and the words are expected to express more
than the sentiment. There are set rules to

make verses run off glibly, or drawl slowly on ;

and I have read many a poem with scarce one

tolerable thought in it, that has contained all

these excellences of versification : for which

reason, I must confess myself no friend to those

critics who analyze words and syllables, and

discover latent beauties in every letter, when
the author intended that the whole should be

taken together. Poetry should seem at least to

flow freely from the imagination, and not to be

squeezed from the droppings of the brain. If

we would endeavour to acquire a full idea of

what we mean to describe, we should then, of

course, express ; ourselves with force, elegance,

and perspicuity ;
and this native strength (A

expression would have more true energy than

elaborate phrases, and a quaint and studied com

bination of words and letters. Fine numbers are
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undoubtedly one of the chief beauties in poetry ;

but to make the sound echo to the sense, we
should make the sense our chief object. This

appears to me to have been the manly practice of

the ancients, and of our own Shakspeare,

Milton, &c. who breathed the true spirit of

poetry, without having recourse to little tricks

and mean artifices, which only serve to disgrace

it. A good writer who would be above trifling

even with a thought, would never pursue words,

and play with letters, but leave such a childish

employment for the small fry of rhymers, who
amuse themselves with anagrams and crambo.

The true poet trusts to his natural ear and

strong conception, and knows that the versifica

tion is adapted to the sentiment, without culling

particular letters, and stringing them on his

lines ; as he is sure that his verses are j ust mea

sure, without scanning them on his fingers.

There are almost daily published certain

Lilliputian volumes, entitled Pretty Books for

Children. A friend of mine, who considers the

little rhymers of the age as only
" children of a

larger growth," that amuse themselves with

rhymes instead of rattles, proposes to publish a

small pocket volume for the use of our poet

asters. It will be a Treatise on the Art of

Poetry adapted to the meanest capacities, for

which subscriptions will be taken, and speci

mens may be seen, at George's and the Bedford

coffee-houses. It will contain full directions

how to modulate the numbers on every occasion,

and will instruct the young scribbler in all the

modern arts of versification. He will here meet

with infallible rules how to soften a line and lull

us to sleep with liquids and diphthongs ; to

roughen the verse and make it roar again with

reiteration of the letter R
;
to set it hissing with

semi-vowels ; to make it pant and breathe short

with a hundred heavy aspirates ; or clog it up
with the thickest double consonants and mono

syllables : with a particular table of alliteration

containing the choicest epithets, disposed into

alphabetical order ; so that any substantive may
be readily paired with a word beginning with

the same letter, which (though a mere expletive)
shall seem to carry more force and sentiment in

it, than any other of a more relative meaning,
but more distant sound. The whole to be illus

trated with examples from the modern poets.

This elaborate work will be published about the

middle of the winter, under the title of The

Rhymer's Play-thing, or Poetaster's Horn
Book ; since there is nothing necessary to form
such a poet, except teaching him his letters.

T.

No. 84-.] THURSDAY, SEPT. 4, 1755.

Tu, dum tua navis in alto estt

Hoc age. HOR.

Think, sailors, think, though lamivnen are your hate

Who likes a mere tarpaulin but his male ?

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

You obliged the world some time ago with a few

reflections on the gentlemen of the army : at the

present juncture, a word or two on our sea-

officers would not be unseasonable. I do not

mean, that you should presume to direct them
how to behave in their several stations, but

rather to remark on their conduct and conversa

tion in private life, as far as they are influenced

by their maritime characters. There is a cer

tain unfashionable dye, which their manners
often take from the salt water, that tinctures

their whole behaviour on shore. If you could

assist in blotting out these stains, and give a

new colour to their conduct, you would add

grace and politeness to their ordinary conversa

tion, and would be of as much service to our

naval commanders in this point, as he was to

navigation in general, who first invented the

compass.
As the conversation of those fair-weather fop-

lings, many of whom may be met with in the

three regiments of guards, is usually flat and

insipid, that of our sea-officers is turbulent and

boisterous : and as a trip to Paris has, perhaps
over-refined the coxcomb in red, a voyage round

the globe frequently brutalizes the seaman, who
comes home so rough and unpolished, that one

would imagine he had not visited any nation in

the world, except the Savages or the Hottentots.

The many advantages he has received from

having seen the customs and manners of so

many different people, it is natural to suppose,

would render his conversation very desirable, as

being in itself particularly instructive and enter

taining ; but this roughness, which clings to the

seaman's behaviour like tar to his trowsers,

makes him unfit for all civil and polite society.

He behaves at an assembly, as if he was upon
deck ; and his whole deportment manifestly be

trays, that he is, according to the common

phrase, quite out of his element. Nor can you
collect any more from him concerning the seve

ral nations he has visited, than if he had been

during the whole time confined to his cabin ;

and he seems to know as little of them as the

fine gentleman of his travels after the polite

tour, when he has, for the sake of improvement,
rid post through all Europe.
That our ordinary seamen, who are many of

them draughted from the very lowest of the po

pulace, should be thus uncivilized is no wonder.

The common sailor's education in Tottenham

Court, or at Hockley in the Hole, has not quali

fied him to improve by just reflections on what

he sees during his voyage ; and going on board a

man of war is a kind of university education,

suitably adapted to the principles imbibed in th
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polite seminaries, which he came from. A com

mon sailor too is full as polite as a common sol

dier, and behave as genteelly to a Wapping land

lady, as the gentleman soldier, at a suttling-

house. But surely there ought to be as much
difference in the behaviour of the commander
and his crew, as there is in their situation ; and

it is beneath the dignity of the British flag to

have an admiral behave as rudely as a swabber,

or a commodore as foul-mouthed as a boatswain.

It may perhaps be alleged in excuse, that the

being placed among such a boisterous set of peo

ple as our common sailors, must unavoidably
wear off all politeness and good manners : as it

<s remarkable, that all those who are employed
Jn the care of horses grow as mere brutes as the

animals they attend ; and as we may often ob

serve those justices, whose chief business is the

examination of highwaymen, house-breakers,
and street-walkers, become as vulgar and foul-

mouthed as a pick-pocket. As there may be

some truth in this, the commander should there

fore be still more on his guard to preserve the

gentleman in his behaviour, and like the sea it

self, when the storm is over, grow smooth and
calm. It is accounted a piece of humour on the

Thames to abuse the other passengers on the

water ;
and there are certain set terms of abuse,

which fly to and fro from one boat to another on

this occasion. A wag might perhaps amuse
himself with this water-language in his voyage
to Vauxhall, but must be a very silly fellow in

deed, to think of carrying the joke on shore with
him. In the same manner some roughness may
perhaps be necessary to keep the crew in order;
but it is absurd for an officer to retain his harsh

ness in polite company ; and is in a manner tying
his friends up to the yard-arm, and disciplining
his acquaintance with the cat-of-nine tails.

But the worst part of this maritime character

is a certain invincible contempt, which they
often contract for all mankind, except their fel

low-seamen. They look on the rest of the world
as a set of fresh-water wretches, who could be

of no service in a storm or an engagement ; and
from an unaccountable obstinacy are particularly
deaf to any proposals of new improvements in

navigation : though experience daily teaches

them the great use of the discoveries already

made, and how much room there is for more.

They have no notion, how studious men can sit

at home, arid devise charts and instruments to

direct them in their course ; they despise those

ingenious persons, who would assist them in

their undertakings, while they consider them
with the utmost contempt, as going round the

world in their closets, and sailing at sea in their

elbow chairs. It is no less shameful than true,

that the ventilator, one of the most beneficial in

ventions that ever was devised, was first offered

to the service of our men of war, and rejected.
It was first used in foreign ships, then by our

merchantmen, and last of all among our men of

war, to whose use it was first recommended.
This is a strong proof of that fatal obstinacy,
which our sea-commanders are too apt to con

tract
; and as a further instance of it, I have been

told of an admiral's indignation on this subject,

venting itself in the following manner :
" A pack

of blockheads," said he,
" sit poring, and pretend

to make improvements for our use. They tell

you that they discover this, and discover that ;

but I tell you they are all fools. For instance

now, they say the world is round ; every one of

them says the world is round
; but I have been

all round the world, and it is as flat as this

table."

The unpolished behaviour of our sea officers

is in a great measure owing to their being often

sent to sea very young, with little or no educa

tion beyond what they have received at the aca

demy of Woolwich or Portsmouth. A lad of

good family, but untoward parts, or mischievous

disposition, who has been flogged for a-while at

the grammar school, or snubbed by his parents
and friends at home, is frequently clapped on

board a ship in order to tame him, and to teach

him better manners. Here perhaps he at first

messes with the lowest of the seamen ; and all

that the young gentleman can learn, from his jol

ly mess-mates in the course of two or three voy

ages, is to drink flip, sing a bawdy catch, and

dance a hornpipe. These genteel accomplish
ments he is sure to retain, as he grows old in the

service ;
and if he has the good fortune to rise to

a command, he is as surly and brutal when ad

vanced to the cabin, as when he was tugging be

fore the mast.

After all it is but justice to confess, that there

are many among our sea-officers, who deserved

ly bear the character of gentlemen and scholars ^

and it is easy to perceive, with how much better

grace they appear in the world than the rest of

their brethren, who, when laid up and taken out

of service, areas mere logs as the main mast,

An officer who has any relish for reading, will

employ the many vacant hours, in which he is

relieved from duty, much more to his improve
ment and satisfaction, than in sauntering be

tween the decks, or muddling over a bowl of

punch. I would, therefore, seriously recommend
it to these young sailors, who have the happiness
to launch forth with a genteel and liberal edu

cation, not to suffer every trace of it to be wash
ed away, like words written on the sands ; but

that, when they return from sea, they may be fit

to be admitted at St. James's, as well as at

Wapping or Rotherhithe.

Before I conclude, I must beg leave to say a

word or two concerning our sea-chaplains. The
common sailors are known to have, when on

board, a very serious regard for religion : and

their decent behaviour at prayers, and sedate at

tention to the sermon upon quarter-deck, might
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ghame a more polite audience at St. James's

Church. For this reason a truly religious chap

lain, of good morals and sober conversation,

will necessarily have as much influence on their

behaviour, as a mild and prudent commander.

Nor can a clergyman be too circumspect in this

point ; since, if he does not act in every respect

conformable to his function, his place might be

as well supplied by any one of the unbeneficed

doctors of the Fleet. In a word, if a chaplain

will so far divest himself of his sacred character,

AS to drink, swear, and behave in every respect

like a common sailor, he should be obliged to

,
work in the gang-way all the rest of the week,

aim on Sundays, be invested with a jacket and

mm-sers instead of his canonicals.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

Q. T. FOKE- CASTLE.

lS
T
o. 85.] THURSDAY, SEPT. 11, 1755.

An'tmorum

Impulfu, et cceca magnaque cupidine. Hon.

As the frail dame now love, now reason guides,

The magic mixture rises or subsides.

So long ago as my fourth number (the reader

perhaps may not remember) I made mention of

a female thermometer, constructed by my inge

nious friend Mr. James Ayscough, optician, on

Ludgate-hill ; and I then informed the public,

tl*at "the liquor contained within the tube was
a chemical mixture, which being acted upon by
the circulation of the blood and animal spirits,

would rise and fall according to the desires and
affections of the wearer." But I have now the

further satisfaction to acquaint my fair readers,

that after several repeated trials and improve
ments we have at length brought the instrument
to so great a degree of perfection, that any com
mon by-stander may, by a proper application of

it, know the exact temperature of a lady's pas
sions. The liquor, among other secret ingre
dients, is distilled secundum artem from the herbs

lady's love and maiden hair, the wax of virgin
bees, and the five greater hot and cold seeds :

and the properties of it are so subtle and pene
trating, that immediately on its coming within
the atmosphere of a lady's affections, it is actu

ated by them in the same manner, as the spirits
are by the impulse of the air in the common
thermometer.

It was not without some difficulty, that we
could settle the different degrees of heat and
cold in a lady's desires, which it would be proper
to delineate on our thermometer

;
but at last we

found, that the whole scale of female characters

might be reduced to one or other of the follow

ing, viz.

Abandoned IMPUDENCE.
. Gallantry.

. . . . Loose Behaviour.

. Innocent Freedoms
. Indiscretions.

Inviolable MODESTY.

From these degrees, which we have accurately

marked on the side of the tube, we have been

able to judge of the characters of several ladies,

on whom we have made the experiment. In.

some of these we have found the gradations very
sudden

;
and that the liquor has risen very fast

from the lowest point to the highest. We could

likewise discover, that it was differently affected

according to the different station and quality of

the subject ;
so that the. same actions, which in

a lady of fashion scarce raised the liquor beyond

indiscretions, in another caused it to mount al

most to impudence. Much also depended upon
the air and temperature of the place, where we
made our trials : and even the dress had some

influence on our thermometer
;
as we frequently

observed, that the rise and fall of the liquor in

the tube bore an exact proportion to the rise and

fall of the stays and petticoat.

I shall now proceed to give a succinct account

of the many repeated experiments, which we
have made on different subjects in different

places. During the winter season we had fre

quent opportunities of trying the effects, which
the play-house, the opera, and other places of

diversion might have on the thermometer.

At the play-house we always found the liquor
rise in proportion as the drama was more or less

indecent or immoral : at some comedies, and

particularly the Chances, its elevation kept pace

exactly with the lusciousness of the dialogue,
and the ripening of the plot ; so that it has often

happened, that with some subjects, at the opening
of the play, the liquor has struggled awhiie. and

rose and sunk about the degrees just above modes

ty ;
before the third act it has stood suspended at

the middle point between modesty and impudence;
in the fourth act it has advanced as far as loose

behaviour ;
and at the conclusion of the play it

has settled at downright impudence. Atpubu'c
concerts, and the opera especially, we observed

that the thermometer constantly kept time (if I

may say so) with the music and singing; and

both at the opera and the play-house, it ahvpys

regulated its motions by the dancer's heels. We
have frequently made trials of our instrument

at the masquerades in the Hay-market ; but

the temperature of that climate always proved
so exceeding hot, that on the moment of our

coming into the room the liquor has boiled up
with a surprising effervescence to abandoned

impudence.

During the summer season we have not

failed to mark our observations on the company
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at the public gardens. Here we found, indeed,

tli at with some raw unpolished females, who
came only to eat cheese-cakes and see the cas

cade and fire-works, the liquor did not stir

beyond modesty ; with many it has crept up to

indiscretions ; and with some it has advanced

to loose behaviour. We had no opportunity to

try our thermometer in the dark walks
;
but

with some subjects we have plainly perceived

the liquor hastening up towards innocent free

doms, as they were retiring to these walks from

the rest of the company ; while with others,

who have gone the same way, it has only con

tinued to point (as it did at the beginning of

our observations) at gallantry. One young
lady in particular we could not help remarking,
whom we followed into Vauxhall, gallanted by
an officer. We were glad to see, at her first

going in, that the liquor, though it now and

then faintly aspired towards indiscretions, still

gravitated back again to modesty : after they
had taken a turn or two in the walks, we per
ceived it fluctuating between innocent freedoms

and loose behaviour : after this we lost sight of

them for some time
;
and at the conclusion of

the entertainment (as we followed them out)
we could not without concern observe, that the

liquor was hastily bubbling up to a degree next

to impudence.
Besides the experiments on those ladies, who

frequent the public places of diversion, we have

been no less careful in making remarks at seve

ral private routs and assemblies. We were
here at first very much surprised at the extreme

degree of cold, which our thermometer seemed

w indicate in several ladies, who were seated

round the card-tables ; as we found not the

least alteration in it either from the young or

o\J ; but we at last concluded, that this was

owing to their love of play, which had totally

absorbed all their other passions. We have,

indeed, more than once perceived, that when a

lady has risen from cards after so much ill luck

as to have involved herself in a debt of honour

to a gentleman, the thermometer has been sur

prisingly affected ;
and as she has been handed

to her chair, we have known the liquor which

oefore was quite stagnate, run up instanta

neously to the degree of gallantry. We have

also been at the trouble to try its efficacy in the

long rooms at Bath, Tunbridge, Cheltenham,
&c. and we have found, that these places have

brought about surprising changes in the consti

tutions of those sick ladies, who go thither for

the benefit of the waters.

Having thus sufficiently proved the perfec

tion of our thermometer, it only remains to

acquaint my readers, that Mr. Ayscough will

oe ready to supply the public with these useful

instruments, as soon as the town fills. In the

meantime I would advise those ladies, who
nave the least regard for their characters, to

reflect that the gradations, as marked on our

thermometer, naturally lead to each other ; that

the transitions from the lowest to the highest
are quick and obvious ; and that though it is

very easy to advance, it is impossible to regulate
their passions in such a manner, as that their

conduct may be always consistent with decency
and honour, and (as Shakspeare says)

" not step

ping o'er the bounds of modesty." I shall con

clude with observing, that these thermometers
are designed only for the ladies : for though we
imagined at first, that they might serve equally
for the men, we have found reason to alter our

opinion ; since, in the course of several fruit

less experiments on our own sex, there has

scarce appeared any medium in them between

modesty and impudence.

No. 8G.] THURSDAY, SEPT. 18, 1755.

Fid sacra, sicut metis est mos,

Nescio quid meditans nugarum, tutus in illis. HOK.

I range in quest of knowledge every street,

And study arts at Ludgate or the Fleet.

TO MR. TOWN.
SIR,

IT has been generally imagined, that learning in

only to be acquired in the closet, by turning
over a great number of pages : for which reason

men have been assiduous to heap together <

parcel of dusty volumes, and our youth have

been sent to study at the universities; as if

knowledge was shut up in a library, and chain

ed to the shelves together with the folios. This

prejudice has made every one overlook the most

obvious and ready means of coming at litera

ture : while (as the wise man has remarked)
" wisdom crieth without ; she uttereth her voice

in the streets
;
she crieth in the chief place of

concourse, in the openings of the gates : in the

city she uttereth her words, and no man re-

gardeth her." Every lane teems with instruc

tion, and every alley is big with erudition ;.

though the ignorant or incurious passer-by shuts

his eyes against that universal volume of arts

and sciences, which constantly lies open before

him in the highways and bye-pla,ces, like the

laws of the Romans, which were hung up in

the public streets.

You must know, Mr. Town, that I am a

very hard student; and have perhaps gleaned

more knowledge from my reading, than any o*

your poring fellows of colleges, though I was

never possessed of so much as a horn-book. In

the course of my studies I have followed the

example of the ancient Peripatetics, who used

to study walking ;
and as I had not the advan

tage to be brought up a scholar, I have been
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obliged, like the Lacedemonian children, to the

public for my education. My first relish for

letters T got by conning over those elegant mo

nosyllables, which are chalked out upon walls

and gates, and which (as pretty books for chil

dren are adorned with cuts) are generally en

forced and explained by curious hieroglyphics in

caricature. I soon made a further progress in

the alphabet by staring up at the large letters

upon play-bills, and advertisements for stage

coaches and waggons ; till at length I was en

abled to make out the inscriptions upon signs,

bills on empty houses, and the titles on rubric

posts. From these I proceeded gradually to

higher branches of literature ;
and my method

has since been to visit the philobiblian libraries,

and other learned stalls, and the noble collec

tions at Moor-fields; in which choice reposito

ries I have with infinite pleasure and advantage

run over the elaborate systems ofancient divines,

politicians, and philosophers, which have escaped

the fury of pastry-cooks and trunk-makers. As
for the modern writings of pamphleteers and

magazine compilers, I make it my business to

take my rounds every morning at the open shops

about the Royal Exchange ; where I never fail

to run through every thir.g, fresh as it comes

out. Thus, for example, I make a shift to squint
over the first page of the Connoisseur, as it lies

before me, at Mrs. Cooke's ;
at the next shop I

steal a peep at the middle pages ; at another,

proceed on to the fourth or fifth ; and perhaps
return again to conclude it at Mrs. Cooke's.

By the same means I am myself become a Con
noisseur likewise ; and you will be surprised
when I assure you, that I have a great variety
of the finest prints and paintings, and am master

of a more curious set of nicknacks, than are to

be found in Sir Hans Sloane's collection. For,

as I constantly survey the windows of every

print-shop, and attend every auction, I look

upon every curiosity as actually in my posses

sion : and you will agree with me, that while I

have the opportunity of seeing them, the real

owners cannot have more satisfaction in locking
them up in cabinets and museums.

It is recorded of Democritus, that he tran

scribed a system of ethics from the columns of

Acicarus in Babylonia : in like manner you will

conclude, that the knowledge which I have thus

picked out of the streets, has been very exten

sive. I have gone through a complete course of

physic by perusing the learned treatise of Dr.

Rock, and other eminent practitioners, pasted

up at the entrance of alleys and bye places. I

have learned at every corner, that the scurvy is

a popular disease, that the bloody flux cannot
be cured by any of the faculty, except the gentle
woman at the Blue Posts in Haydon-yard ;

that nervous diseases were never so frequent,
and that the royal family and most of our nobi

lity are troubled with corns. I was completely

grounded in politics by stopping at Temple-bar

every morning to read the Gazetteer, which
used to be stuck up there to the great emolument

of the hackney-coachmen upon their stands.

But above all, I have acquired the most sublime

notions of religion by listening attentively to the

spirited harangues of our most eminent field-

preachers : and I confess myself highly obliged

to the itinerant missionaries of Whitfield, Wes

ley, and Zinzendorf, who have instructed us in

the New Light from empty barrels and joint-

stools. Next to these, I have received great im

provements from the vociferous retailers of

poetry; as I constantly used to thrust myself
into the circle gathered round them, and listen

to their ditties, till I could carry away both the

words and the tune. I have likewise got some

notion of the drama by attending the theatres ;

though my finances were too scanty for me ever

to get admittance even among the gods in the

upper regions of the twelvepenny gallery. I

therefore had recourse to the following practice :

1 would contrive to hear one act at the outside

of one of the pit doors
; the next act I took my

stand at the other ; and as the author generally
rises in the middle, I could catch the most tear

ing parts during the third act in the passage to

the two- shilling gallery: in the fourth act the

rants came tolerably loud to my ear at the en

trance of the upper gallery; and I very atten

tively listened to the pathetic, at the conclusion

of the play, with the footmen in the lobby.
Endowed with so much learning, you will

doubtless be curious to know to what purposes
I have turned it. Almost before I could read

at all, I got into the service of a very eminent

doctor of physic, who employed me in sticking

up his bills and slipping them slily into the

hands of spindle-shanked young fellows, as they

passed by. After this, by closely studying these

elegant compositions, I got together a sufficient

set of medical phrases, which (by the help of

Bailey's Dictionary) enabled me to draw up
bills and affidavits for those doctors who are not

so happy as to be able to write or read. I was
neKt promoted to the garret of a printer of bloody

murders, where my business was to invent ter

rible stories, write Yorkshire tragedies, and oc

casionally to put the ordinary of Newgate's ac

count of dying speeches into lamentable rhyme.
I was afterwards concerned in works, that re

quired a greater fund of erudition, such as bog-
house miscellanies, and little books for children :

and I was once engaged as the principal com

piler of a three half-penny magazine. Since that

I followed the occupation of an eaves- dropper, or

collector of news for the daily papers ; in which
I turned a good penny by hunting after marriages
and deaths, and inventing lies for the day. Once
indeed, being out of other business, I descended to

the mean office ofa ballad-singer, and hawked my
own verses ; but not having a good ear to music,
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and the tone of my voice being rather inclined

to whining, I converted my ballads into peniten
tial hymns, and took up the vocation of metho-

Aist preacher. In this station I made new con

verts every day among the old women by my
sighs and groans, who in return contributed

their half-pence, which I disposed of in charity
to myself: but I was at last beat off the field

by a journeyman shoemaker, who fairly out-

whined me
; and finding myself deserted by my

usual audience, I became setter to a Fleet

parson.

My employment now was to take my stand at

the end of Fleet-market, and whenever I saw

any gaping young couple staring about them, to

whisper them softly in the ear, and ask them
whether they wanted to be married. Whenever
the ceremony was performed, I officiated as clerk

and father to give away the bride ; and when

my master the doctor died, I made a shift to

purchase his entire stock in trade, (consisting of

A rusty cassock, an old grizzle wig, and one

lappet of a band) an succeeded him in his bene
fice of the Hand-and-Pen chapel, I now got a

more comfortable subsistence than many regu

larly ordained curates in the country ; but the

marriage act soon after taking place, I was flung
out of employ ; and as the primate of May-fair,
the reverend Dr. Keith, is forced to sell snuff in

the Fleet-prison, I have been obliged to retail

gin in a night-cellar.

Thus, Mr. Town, have I set before you the

progress I have made in literature, as well as

the particular circumstances of my life, in hopes

they will induce you to recommend me to the

notice of the public. As the parliament has

not thought fit to make any provision for the

poor distressed clergy of the Fleet, I intend to

open a new oratory chapel in Fleet-market, to

be conducted on the same principles with that

established in Clare-market; and for which I

flatter myself, I shall appear no less qualified by
my education, than the renowned Henley or

any of his butchers. I shall, therefore, beg
leave to subscribe myself, hoping for your coun

tenance and protection,

Your very humble Servant,

T. ORATOR HIGGJNS.

No. 57.] THURSDAY, SEPT. 25, 1755.

Quid dignum tanto tibi venire guaque precabor ?

MART.

So wide a swallow, and so vast a paunch,

Say, what shall cram ! a turbot, or a haunch ?

EATING and drinking being absolutely requisite

to keep our crazy frames together, we are

obliged to attend to the calls of nature, and

satisfy the regular cravings of the appetite;

though '* is, in truth, but a very small part of

the world that eat because they are hungry, or

drink because they are dry. The common day
labourer may, indeed, be glad to snatch a hasty
meal with his wife and children, that he may
have strength to return to his work

; and the

porter finds it necessary to refresh hhnself with
a full pot of entire butt, while he rests his load

upon the bulk at the ale-house door. But those

who have more leisure to study what they shall

eat and drink, require something more in their

food, than what is barely wholesome or neces

sary : their palates must be gratified with rich

sauces and high-seasoned delicacies ; and they
frequently have recourse to whetters and provo
catives, to anticipate the call of hunger, and to

enable their stomach to bear the load they lay ou
it. There are a sort of men, whose chief pride
is a good taste (as they call it) and a great sto

mach ; and the whole business of their lives is

included in their breakfast, dinner and supper.
These people of whatever rank and denomina

tion, whether they regale on turtle, or devour

shoulders of mutton and peck loaves for wagers,
whether a duke at White's, or a chairman at

the Blue- Posts, are certainly of the number of

those " whom nature," as Sallust tells us,
" has

made, like the brutes, obedient to their bellies,"

and, indeed, partake in some measure of the

sentence passed on the serpent,
" to be cursed

above all cattle, and to go for ever on their

bellies."

There are many vices and follies which men
endeavour to hide from the rest of the world ;

but this, above all others, they take a pride in

proclaiming, and seem to run about with the

cap and bells, as if they were ambitious to be

ranked among the sons of folly. Indeed, as the

politeness of the French language has distin

guished every glutton by the title of Bon Vivant,

and the courtesy of our own has honoured their

beastly gluttony by the name of Good Living,
the epicure thinks to eat and drink himself into

your good opinion, and recommend himself to

your esteem by an exquisite bill of fare. How
ever this may be, it is remarkable, that as the

fox-hunter takes delight in relating the incidents

of the chase, and kills the fox again over a bowl

of punch at night, so the Bon Vivant enjoys

giving an account of a delicious dinner, and

chews the cud of reflection on his exquisite

entertainment.

I have been led into these thoughts by an

acquaintance which I have lately made with a

person, whose whole conversation is, literally

speaking, table-talk. His brain seems to be

stuffed with a hodge-podge of ideas, consisting

of several dishes, which he is perpetually serving

up for the entertainment of the company. As
it was said of Longinus, that he was a walking

library, in the same manner I consider this
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gentleman as a walking larder : and as the ora

tions of Demosthenes were said to smell of the

lamp, so my friend's whole conversation savours

of the kitchen. He even makes use of his

stomach as an artificial memory ; and recollects

every place he has been at, and every person he

has seen, by some circumstances relating to the

entertainment he met with. If he calls to mind
a particular inn, he adds,

" for there the cook

spoiled a fine turbot ;" another house is recol

lected,
" because the parson took all the fat of.

the haunch of venison :

" he remembers a gentle

man you mention, " because he had the small

est stomach he ever knew:" or one lady,
" be

cause she drank a great deal of wine at supper :"

and another, "because she has the best receipt for

making her pickled cucumbers look green."
His passion for eating also influences all his

actions, diversions, and studies. He is fond of

hare-hunting, as he says his pursuit is animated

by the hopes of seeing puss smoking on the table;

but he wonders how any man can venture his

neck in a chase after a fox, which, when it is

got, is not worth eating. He has had occasion,

on account of the disorders which his ruling pas
sion has brought upon him, to visit the several

Wells in the kingdom ; but these he considers

not as places where persons go to drink the

waters, but where they go to eat ; and in this

light he gives a character of them all. "
Bath,"

says he,
" is one of the best markets in the

world : at Tunbridge you have fine mutton, and

most exquisite wheat-ears : but at Cheltenham,

pox take the place, you have nothing but cow-

beef, red veal, and white bacon." He looks up
on every part of England in the same light ; and
would as soon go to Cheshire for butter, and
Suffolk for cheese, as miss eating what each par
ticular town or county is famous for having the

most excellent in its kind. He does not grudge
to ride twenty miles to dine on a favourite dish

;

and it was but last week, that he appointed a

friend in Buckinghamshire to meet him at Ux-

bridge,
" which," says he, in his letter,

"
is the

best place we can settle our business at, on ac

count of those excellent rolls we may have for

breakfast, and the delicious trout we are sure to

have at dinner."

Mr. Cramwell, for that is his name, is so un
fortunate as to want a purse adequate to his taste ;

so that he is obliged to have recourse to severaJ

artifices to gratify his appetite. For this pur
pose he has with great pains constituted a club,

consisting of persons most likely to promote good

living. This society is composed of members,
who are all of some trade that can furnish it

with provisions, except one country squire, who

supplies it with game : and they are obliged to

send in the best of whatever their trade deals in,

at prime cost : by which wise management the

club is supplied with every delicacy the season

affords, at the most reasonable rates. Mr.

Cramwell, on account of h.s extraordinary pro-

ficiency in the science of eating, is honoured with
the office of perpetual caterer ;

and he has arrived

to such a pitch of accuracy in the calculation of

what is sufficient, that he seems to gauge the

stomachs of the club, as an exciseman does a

cask : so that, when all the members are present,

they seldom send away three ounces of meat
from the table. Upon any vacancy, much care

and deliberation is used in electing a new mem
ber. A candidate's being able to devour a whole

turkey with an equal proportion of chine, or eat

one haunch of venison with the fat of another as

sauce to it, would be no recommendation : on
the contrary, there never was more caution used

at the death of a Pope, to elect a successor who
appears the most likely to be short-lived, than by
this society of epicurean hogs to admit nobody
of a stomach superior to their own. A captain
of a ship trading to the West-Indies has been

admitted an honorarymember, having contracted

to bring over, as a present to them, a cargo of

turtle every voyage ; and a few days ago I met
Cramwell in prodigious high spirits, when he
told me, that he was the happiest man in the

world. " Now," says he,
" we shall have orto

lans as plenty as pigeons ; for it was but yester^

day, that we balloted into our society one of the

Flanderkin-Bird-Merchants. "

This association for the preservation of elegant
fare gratifies my friend Cramwell's luxury at a

cheap rate : and that he may make as many
good meals as possible, he often contrives to in

troduce hi mself to the tables of persons of qua
lity. This he effects by sending my lord or her

ladyship a present of a Bath cheese, or a ruff or

land-rail from his friends in Lincolnshire or

Somersetshire ; which seldom fails to procure
him an invitation to dinner. He then plays his

part as lustily, as if he had kept Lent, or were
not to make a dinner again for a fortnight.

He never suffers the smallest side-dish to es

cape him : for one is so exceeding good ; an

other looks so tempting ; another is so great a

rarity : and though he declares he cannot touch

a bit more, he will make shift to find room for

this or that dainty because he never tasted it

in his life. Wherever he goes, he always takes

care to secure to himself the best share of every
nicer dish, without the least regard to the rest

of the company : he will help himself to a

whole bird, though there are but a brace ; and

for fear any titbit should be snapped up before

him, he snatches at it as greedily, as a hun

gry Frenchman at an ordinary. It once hap

pened, that dining with an alderman his ap

petite so far got the better of his good-breed

ing, that he shaved off all the outside of a

plum pudding, and he has ever since been talk

ed of in the city by the name of skin-pudding.
As all his joy and misery constantly arises

from his belly, he thinks it is the same with
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others ;
and I heard him ask a perfect stranger

to him, who complained that he \\ as sick, whether

he had over-eat himself. It is no wonder that

Cramwell should he sometimes troubled with the

gout : I called upon him the other morning, and

found him with his legs wrapped up in flannel,

and a hook lying open before him upon the table.

On asking him what he was reading, he told me
lie was taking physic ;

and on inquiring whose

advice he had,
" Oh," says he,

"
nobody can

do me so much good as Mrs. Hannah Glasse.

I am here going through a course of her Art of

Cookery, in hopes to get a stomach : for indeed,

my dear friend," added he, with tears in his

yes,
" my appetite is quite gone ; and I am

ure I shall die, if 1 do not find something in

this book, which I think I can eat." O.

No. 89.] THURSDAY, OCT. 2, 1755.

Fuit hand ignobilis Argis,

Qui se credcbat miros audire tragccdos.

In vacua Icetus scssor plausorque theatro.

Hie ubi cognatorum opibus curisque rcfcctus

Expulit hdleboro morbum bilemque mcraco,

Et redit ad scse ; Pol me occidistis, amici,

Non servastis, ait ; cui sic cxtorta voluptas,

Et dctnptus per vim mentis gratissimus error. HOR.

A wight there was, whose mad distemper'd brain

Convey'd him every night to Drury-Lane:
Pleased and transported in th' ideal pit

At fancied tragedies he seem'd to sit.

Now to his wits by sage Monro restored,

No thanks, but curses on his friends he pour'd.

Ye fools
; (he criedl the dear delusion lost,

My pleasure fled, you've cured me to my cost :

Seized with such whims, with frenzy so diverting,

Cruel ! to close the scene, and drop the curtain.

HORACE, in the passage quoted at the head of my
paper, tells us (after Aristotle) of a man, who
used to sit in the empty theatre and fancy that

he saw real exhibitions on the stage. We have

the like account, in another ancient author, of a

person that used to wait with great solicitude

the coming of ships into the harbour, believing
them to be his own property. The end of these

madmen was also similar; they were both cured

and both complained that they were deprived
of the satisfaction, which they before enjoyed
from a pleasing error of their minds.

That the happiness and misery of the far

greater part of mankind depend upon the fancy,
need not be insisted on : Credo quod hnbes el

habes, Think that you have, and you have, is a

maxim not confined to those only within the

walls of Bedlam. I remember a humorist,
who would frequently divert himself in the same
manner with the madmen above-mentioned, and

supply his real wants by the force of his ima
gination. He would go round the markets, and

suppose himself to be cheapening the most dainty

provisions ; and when he came home to his

scanty meal, by the same ideal contrivance he

would convert his trotters into turbot, and his

small beer into the most delicious Burgundy.
As he was a barber by trade, he would put on

the air and manners of his customers, while he

combed out their wigs : with every bag he would
conceive himself going to court or an assembly ;

and once when he was sick, he got together three

or four of the largest tyes, placed them upon
blocks round his bed-side, and called them a

consultation of physicians.
But of all others, there are none, perhaps,

who are more obliged to the imagination for

their ideal happiness, than the fraternity of

which I am an unworthy member. There is

no set of people, who are more ambitious to ap

pear grand in the world, and yet have less

means, than those gentlemen whom the world

has styled authors. Wit and pride as often go
hand in hand together, as wit and poverty: but

though the generality of writers are by the

frowns of fortune debarred from possessing a

profuse share of the good things of this world,

they are abundantly recompensed by enjoying
them ia speculation. They indulge in golden

dreams, at the time that they have not sixpence
in their pockets ; and conjure up all the luxuries

of Pontac's before them, though they are at a

loss perhaps where to get a dinner. Thus a

critic, by a kind of magic, will transport him
self to the theatres in an imaginary chariot, and
be seated at once in the front boxes ; when in

reality he has waited for two hours in Vinegar-

yard before the opening of the doors, to secure

himself a corner in the twelve-penny gallery.
Hence it also happens to most authors, that

though their way of life be ever so mean, their

writings savour of the most unbounded magni
ficence ; and, as they have nothing to bestow, a

most surprising generosity always accompanies

every action of the quill. A novelist, for ex

ample, is remarkably lavish of his cash on all

occasions
; and spares no expense in carrying on

the designs of his personages through ever so

many volumes. Nothing, indeed, is more easy
than to be very profuse upon paper : an author,
when he is about it, may erect his airy castles to

what height he pleases, and with the wave of

his pen may command the mines of Peru ; and,
as he deals about his money without once un

tying his purse-strings, it will cost him the same
whether he throws away a mite or a million ;

and another dip of ink, by the addition of two
or three gratis cyphers, may, in an instant, con

vert a single ten into as many thousands.

But it must be confessed, that we essay-writers,

as we are the greatest egotists, are consequently
most vain and ostentatious. As we frequently
find occasion to prate about ourselves, we take

abundant care to put the reader constantly in
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mind of our importance. It is very well

known, that we keep the best company, are

present at the most expensive places of diver

sion, and can talk as familiarly of White's as

if we had been admitted to the honour of

losing an estate there. Though the necessaries

as well as the luxuries of life may perhaps be

denied us, we readily make up for the want of

them by the creative power of the imagination.

Thus, for instance, I remember a brother essay

ist, Avho took a particular pride in dating his

lucubrations, "From my own Apartment;"
which he represented as abounding with every
convenience : though at the same time he was

working three stories from the ground, and was
often forced, for want of other paper, to scribble

upon wrappers of tobacco. As to myself, I

make no doubt but the reader has long ago dis

covered, without my telling him, that I loll at

my ease in a crimson velvet chair, rest my elbow

on the polished surface of a mahogany table,

write my essays upon gilt paper, and dip my pen
into a silver standish.

Indeed, though I have taken upon me the title

of Connoisseur, I shall not presume to boast,

that I am possessed of a museum like Sloane's,

or a library equal to Mead's. But as Pliny,

and after him our countryman Mr. Pope, have

left us a description of their elegant villas, I

hope it will not be thought arrogance in me,

after what I have said, if I set before the reader

an account of my own study. This is a little

edifice situated at some distance from the rest of

the house, for the sake of privacy and retirement.

It is an ancient pile of building, and hangs

over a small rivulet ;
and as the entrance into it

is shaded by a thick hedge of ever-green, which

casts a kind of awful gloom about it, some learn

ed antiquaries have been led to conjecture, that

it was formerly a Temple, or rather a Chapel of

Ease, dedicated to one of the heathen goddesses.

This goddess, they inform me, was worshipped

by the Romans, and was probably held in no

less veneration by the Egyptians, Chaldees,

Syrians, and other nations. However this be,

the walls on the inside are decorated with vari

ous inscriptions, alluding to the religious rites

performed there, and hung round with the rude

rhymes of ancient bards.

To this study I retire constantly every morn

ing after breakfast, and at other parts of the day,
as occasion calls. Here I am at liberty to 5n-

iulge my meditations uninterrupted, as I suffer

no one to break in upon my privacy : and (what
will perhaps surprise my readers) I find in my
self the greatest inclination to visit it after a

hearty meal. In this place I made a very rapid

progress in literature, and have gone through
several very learned volumes, which otherwise

I should never have looked into. I have here

travelled leaf by leaf through the works of many
Worthy, but neglected ancient divines, critics,
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and politicians ; and have turned over many a

modern pamphlet or poem with equal satis fao
tion. I must not forget to mention, that (lik

the scrupulous Mahometans) I have often picked

up the fragments of several learned writers,

which have come from the chandlers, ana

lodged them, among others no less valuable, in

my study.
I may safely boast, that I am indebted for

many of my best thoughts in the course of these

papers, to the reflections I have had the leisure

to make in this study ; which probably has the

same influence on my mind, as the stewed

prunes had upon Bayes, which he tells us he

always took when he wrote. But if my study
serves to inspire me sometimes with agreeable

ideas, it never fails on the other hand to remind
me of the mortality of writers ; as it affords

repeated proofs, that we may justly say of our

works, as well as of ourselves,

Seriiis aut citlus sedem properamus ad unam !

Ovm.

O lamentable chance ! to one vile ?eat

Sooner or later we must all retreat !

T.
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Lugete, Veneres, Cupidinesque,

Et quantum est hominum venustiorum !

Passer mortuus est mece puellte ;

Passer delic'ue mece puellce ;

Quern plus ilia oculis suis amabat*

Weep, ye belles, ye beaux, deplore !

Pretty, pretty Poll's no more !

Poll, the dear delight, the fancy,

Poll, the darling of my Nancy !

Pretty Poll, whom she did love

'Bove her eyes, O far above.

GOING the other day to visit Mrs.

Doat, after I had waited some time in the par
lour, the maid returned with her mistress's com

pliments, and informed me, that as she was ex

tremely busy, she begged to be excused coming
down to me, but that she would be very glad tu

see me in the nursery. As I knew she was a

maiden lady, I Avas a good deal startled at the

message : but however I followed the servant up
stairs to her mistress ; whom I found combing
a little spotted dog that lay in her lap, with a

grey parrot perched on one arm of the settee

where she sat, a monkey on the back, and a tabby
cat with half a dozen kittens on the other

corner of it. The whole room, which was a

very large one, was indeed a nursery for all

kinds of animals, except those of the human

species. It was hung every where with cages,

containing parrots, macaws, Canary birds,

nightingales, linnets, and goldfinches ; on tht
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chairs were several cats reposing on soft

cushions; and there were little kennels, in the

Chinese taste, in almost every corner of the

room, filled with pugs, fidos, and King Charles's

breed. As soon as the chattering of the hirds,

the barking of the dogs, and the mewing of

the cats, which my entrance occasioned, be

gan to cease,
" You find me here, Sir," said

the lady,
"
tending my little family, the only

joy of my life. Here's a dear pretty crea

ture!" holding up the dog she was combing,
te a beauty ! what a fine long -eared snub-nosed

beauty ! Lady Faddle advertised three quarters
of a year, and could not get the fellow to it.

Ah, bless it, and love it, sweet soul ;"

And then she stroked it, and kissed it for near

two minutes, uttering the whole time all those

inarticulate sounds, which cannot be committed

to paper, and which are only addressed to dogs,

cats, and children, and may be styled the lan

guage of the nursery. Upon observing me
smile at the embraces she bestowed on her little

motley dai'ling,
" I am afraid," said she,

"
you

don't love these pretty creatures. How can

you be so cruel! Poor dumb things! I would
not have them hurt for all the world. Nor do

I see why a lady should not indulge herself in

having such sweet little company about her, as

well as you men run out estates in keeping a

pack of filthy hounds." Then she laid Pom-

pey on his cushion by the fire-side
; and railed

at the barbarity of the human species to the rest

of the creation, and entered into a long disserta

tion on tenderness and humanity.
A humane disposition is, indeed, so amiable

either in man or woman, that it ought always
to be cherished and kept alive in our bosoms

;

but at the same time we should be cautious not

to render the first virtue of our nature ridicu

lous. The most compassionate temper may be

sufficiently gratified by relieving the wretches

of our own species ; but who would ever boast

of their generosity to a lap-dog, and their con

ferring eternal obligations on a monkey? or

would any lady deserve to be celebrated for her

charity, who should deny support to a relation

or a friend, because she maintains a Jitter of

kittens ? For my part, before I would treat

a Dutch puppy with such absurd fondness, I

must be brought to worship dogs, as the Egyp
tians did of old ; and ere I would so extrava

gantly doat upon a monkey, I would, as lago

says on a different occasion, "exchange my
humanity with a baboon."

Yet there have been many instances, besides

my female friend, of this fondness for the brute

ci cation being carried to very ridiculous lengths.
The grave doctors of the faculty have been

called in to feel the pulse of a lap-dog, and in

spect the urine of a squirrel : nay, I am my-
Belf acquainted with a lady, who carried this

matter so far, as to discharge her chaplain, be

cause he refused to bury her monkey. But the

most solemn piece of mummery on these occa

sions is the making provisions for these animals

by will; which absurd legacies as little deserve
the title of humanity, as those people merit

being called charitable, who in a death-bed

fright, starve their relations by leaving their

estates to found an hospital. It were indeed to

be wished, that money left in trust for such
uses were subject to some statute of mortmain ;

or at least that the gentlemen of the long robe

would contrive some scheme to cut off the entail

from monkeys, macaws, Italian greyhounds,
and tabby-cats.

That a stage coachman should love his cattle

better than his wife or children, or a country

squire be fond of his hounds and hunters, is not

so surprising, because the reason of their regard
for them is easily accounted for : and a sea-

captain has, upon the same principles, been

known to contract an affection for his ship.

Yet no coachman would, like Caligula, tie his

horses to a golden rack; but think he shows

sufficient kindness by giving them a good feed

and clean straw : and the country sportsman
takes care to provide his hounds with a warm
kennel and horse flesh

; but would never think

of placing them on cushions before the fire, and

cramming them with fricasees, or breed them
with as much care as the heir to his estate.

This irregular passion, (if I may so call it)

is most frequently to be met with among the

ladies. How often has the slighted gallant
envied the carresses given to a lap-dog, or kisses

bestowed on a squirrel ! and " I would I were

thy bird!" has been the fond exclamation of

many a Romeo. But it is remarkable, that

this affection for birds and beasts generally wears
off after marriage, and that the ladies discard

their four-footed darlings and feathered favou

rites, when they can bestow their endearments

on a husband. Wherefore, these dry nurses

to pugs and grimalkins are mostly to be met with

among those females, who have been disappoint
ed in the affairs of love, and have, against their

will, retained the flower of virginity, till it lias

withered in their possession. It often happens
that there is some kind of analogy between the

gallant they once loved, and the animal on.

which they afterwards fix their affections : and
I remember an instance of a lady's passion for

a lawyer being converted into dotage on a par
rot

;
and have an old maiden aunt, who once

languished for a beau, whose heart is now de

voted to a monkey.
But I should not so much quarrel with these

humane ladies, who choose to settle their affec

tions on the brute species, if their love for these

pretty creatures was not troublesome to others,

who are not so sensible of the charms of a snub-

nose, or cannot discover any beauty in the grey

eyes of a cat. A doating mother would nevci
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forgive you, if you did not call her brat

a fine child, and dandle it about, and prattle

with it, with as much seeming rapture as her

self; in like manner, a lady would take it as an

affront to her own person, if you did not pay

your addresses equally to her pug or parroquet.

I know a young fellow, that was cut off with a

shilling by an old maiden aunt, on whom he had

great dependance, because he gave poor Veny a

kick, only for lifting up his leg against the gen

tleman's stocking : and I have heard of another,

who might have carried off a very rich widow,

but that he could not prevail upon himself to

extend his caresses to her dormouse. Indeed, I

cannot help thinking, that the embraces and en

dearments bestowed on these rivals of the human

species should be as private as the most secret

intrigues ;
and I would have lap-dogs, like fret

ful and squalling children, confined to bark and

growl only in the nursery. We may often see a

footman foliowing his lady to church with a large

common-prayer-book under one arm, and a snar

ling cur under the other. I have known a grave

divine forced to stop short in the middle of a

prayer, while the whole congregation has been

raised from their knees to attend to the howling

of a non-conforming pug ; and I once saw a tra

gedy monarch disturbed in his last moments, as

he lay expiring on the carpet, by a discerning

critic of King Charles's black breed, who jump
ed out of the stage box, and fastened upon the

hero's perriwig, brought it off in his mouth, and

lodged it in his lady's lap.

It will not appear strange, after what has been

said, that these ladies, or lady-like gentlemen,

should be as solicitous to preserve the breed oftheir

favourite animals, as a sportsman of his hounds

and horses. I have known a gentleman in St.

James's street send his little Cupid in a sedan

chair as far as Grosvenor-square, to wait upon a

lady's Veny for this very purpose : and I shall

never forget a card, which was sent to another

lady on a like occasion, expressed in the follow

ing terms :
" Mr. 's compliments to

Lady Betty ,
is glad to hear Miss Chloe is

safely delivered, and begs it as a particular fa

vour, that her ladyship would be pleased to set

him down for a puppy." O.
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Ego nee studium sine divlte vena,

Nee rude quidprosit, video, ingcnium.
HOR,

Ah, what can application do,

Unless we have a genius too ?

Or genius how have cultivation,

"Without due pains and application ?

IP we consider that part of our acquaintance,

whom we remember from their infancy, we

shall find, that the expectations we once enter

tained of their future abilities are in many in

stances disappointed. Those who were account*

ed heavy dull boys, have by diligence and ap

plication made their way to the first honours,

and become eminent for their learning and

knowledge of the world ; while others, who were

regarded as bright lads, and imagined to possess

parts equal to any scheme of life, have turned

out dissolute and ignorant ;
and quite unworthy

the title of a genius, except in the modern accep

tation of the word, by which it signifies a very

silly young fellow, who from his extravagance
and debauchery has obtained the name of a ge

nius, like lucus a non lucendo, because he has no

genius at all.

It is a shocking drawback from a father's

happiness when he sees his son blessed with

strong natural parts and quick conception, to re

flect that these very talents may be his ruin. If

vanity once gets into his head and gives it a

wrong turn, the young coxcomb will neglect the

means of improvement, trust entirely to his

native abilities, and be as ridiculously proud of

his parts, as the brats of quality are taught to be

of their family. In the meantime, those whom
nature threw far behind him, are by application

enabled to leave him at a distance in their turn ;

and he continues boasting of his genius, till it

subsists no longer, but dies for want of cultiva

tion. Thus vanity and indolence prevent his

improvement ; and if he is to rise in the world

by his merit, take away'the means of success, and

perhaps reduce him to very miserable distresses.

I know one of these early geniuses, who scarce

supports himself by writing for a bookseller ;

and another, who is at leisure to contemplate his

extraordinary parts in the Fleet prison.

If we look into the world, we shall find that

the mere genius will never raise himself to any

degree of eminence without a close and un-

weared application to his respective business or

profession. The Inns of Court are full of these

men of parts, who cannot bear the drudgery of

turning over dry cases and reports ; but, though

they appear ever so eloquent in taverns and

coffee-houses, not the nearest relation will trust

them with a brief : and many a sprightly physi

cian has walked on foot all his life, with no

more knowledge of his profession than what lies

in his periwig. For whatever opinion they

themselves may have of their own parts, other

persons do not choose to be bantered out of their

estates or joked out of their lives; and even in

trade, the plodding men of the Alley would

foretell the bankruptcy of any wit among them,

who should laugh at the labour of accounts, or

despise the Italian method ofbook-keeping. Thus

we see, that parts alone are not sufficient to re

commend us to the good opinion of the world ;

and if not roused and called forth by study and

application, they would become torpid, and use-
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less : as the race-horse, though not put to drag
a dray or carry a pack, must yet be kept in ex

ercise. But I shall enlarge no further on this

subject, as I would not anticipate the thoughts
contained in the following elegant little fable ;

which is written by the same ingenious hand,
that obliged the public with the verses on Imita

tion, inserted in my sixty-seventh number.

THE HARE AND THE TORTOISE.

GENIUS, blest term of meaning wide !

(For sure no term so misapplied),
How many bear the sacred name,
That never felt a real flame !

Proud of the specious appellation,

Thus fools have christen'd Inclination.

But yet, suppose a Genius true ;

Exempli gratia, me or you ;

Whate'er he tries with due intention,

Rarely escapes his apprehension :

Surmounting every opposition,
You'd swear he learnt by intuition.

Should he presume alone on parts,

And study therefore but by starts ?

Sure of success whene'ei he tries,

ohould he forego the means to rise ?

Suppose your watch a Graham make,
Gold, if you will, for vslue sake,
Its springs within in order due,
No watch, when going, goes so true :

If ne'er wound up with proper care,
What service is it ia the wear ?

Some genial spaik of Phoebus' rays

Perhaps within our bosom plays :

how the purer rays aspire,

If Application fans the fire !

Without it genius vainly tries,

Howe'er sometimes it seems to rise :

Nay, Application will prevail,

Wheo braggart parts and Genius fail
;

And now, to lay my proof before ye,
1 here present you with a story.

In days of yore, when Time was young,
When birds conversed as well as sung,
And use of speech was not confined

Merely to brutes of human kind
;

A forward Hare, of swiftness vain,

The Genius of the neighbouring plain,

Would oft deride the drudging crowd ;

For Geniuses are ever proud.

His flight, he'd boast, 'twere vain to follow,

For horse and dog, he'd beat them hollow ;

Nay, if he put forth all his strength

Outstript his brethren half a length.

A Tortoise heard his vain oration,
And vented thus his indignation :

" O Puss ! it bodes thee dire disgrace,

When I defy thee to the race.

Come, 'tis a match, nay, no denial,

I lay my shell upon the trial."

'Twas done and done, all fair a bet

Judges prepared, and distance set.

The scampering Hare outstripp'd the wind,
Ihe creeping Tortoise iagg'd behind,
And scarce had pass'd a single pole,
When Puss had almost reach'd the goat

" Friend Tortoise," cries the jeering Hare,
" Your burthen's more than you can bear :

To help your speed, it were as well

That I should ease you of your shell ;

Jog on a little faster prithee,
I'll take a nap, and then be with thee."
So said, so done, and safely sure ;

For say, what conquest more secure ?

Whene'er he waked (that's all that's in it),

He could o'ertake him in a minute.

The Tortoise heard the taunting jeer,
But still resolved to persevere j

Still drawl'd along, as who should say
I win, like Fabius, by delay ;

On to the goal securely crept,
While Puss unknowing soundly slept.

The bets are won, the Hare awake,
When thus the victor Tortoise spake :

"
Puss, though I own thy quicker parts

Things are not always won by starts :

You may deride my awkward pace,
But slow and steady wins the race."
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()tn:'.ia Castor emit j sic Jiel, ut omnia vendct.

Such bargains purchased by his dear,

Her taste at auctions showing,
Himself must turn an auctioneer

A going, a going, agoing.

MARX,

TO MR, TOWN.
Sra,

I AM married to a woman of the most notable

disposition, who values herself upon going the

nearest way to work in every thing, and laying
out her money to more advantage than any body
else. But her economy is so strangely expen
sive, and her savings attended with such ridicu

lous extravagance, that she has almost undone
me by her frugality.

In the first place, my wife is particularly

proud of being an excellent market-woman
She understands this business so well, it seems,
that she buys every thing better of its sort, and
at a cheaper rate, than any other person ; for

which reason she always undertakes it herself,

and trudges to market with all the notable airs

and housewifely appearance of an old butter-

woman. Here she natters herself that she has

the art of beating down every thing so very low,
that she cannot resist the temptation of buying
such extraordinary pennyworths ; and after

spending the whole morning at twenty different

shops, and four or five different markets, she

comes home with provisions enough to support
the first duke's family in the kingdom for a week.

Though the natural consequence of this house

wifery is, that above half her marketings stink

and grow musty before we can use them, yet

she is highly delighted with her management ;
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and entertains all the good ladies of her acquain-
'

tance with an account of her economy, and

the complaints of the tradesmen, that there was

no dealing with her, that she is too hard for
j

them, and that they shall be ruined by selling

her such bargains.

I should tell you, Sir, that soon after we were

mai-ried, my wife over-persuaded me to take a
;

house in the country ; and she assured me, that !

we should save more than the rent of it, by the

advantages of breeding our own poultry, and

feeding our own cattle, for the supply of our

table. I accordingly hired a little box about

twenty miles from town, with a piece of ground

adjoining to it, and my wife took upon her the

whole management of the estate ;
for the order

ing of which she had collected together so many
excellent rules, that she was sure to save cent,

per cent, in every article. The consequence of

this was, that our chickens, being fed with rye,

instead of barley and wheat, died of the pip ; our

turkeys were crammed with bran and butter

milk, to save the expense of corn, and were most

of them carried off by a looseness ;
our geese

were fatted with acorns instead of oats, and

were as poor as their plucked brethren in the

fens of Lincolnshire. Our hogs cost us nothing

in a manner for their keeping, as they lived upon

turnip-parings and cabbage-stalks, pease and

bean-shells, scalded crab-apples, and bull's blood

and liver ;
in consequence of which our bacon

was rancid, and our pork measly. We had two

cows for the use of our dairy ; but the very first

winter, being fed, for cheapness, with nothing

but collart leaves and chopt straw, they gave no

milk for half the year, and at last died of the dis

temper among the horned cattle. Even our

poor mare, which used to run in the chaise,

fared no better than the miller's horse, as she

was kept chiefly upon bran, and very seldom

indulged with the luxury of oats and beans ; so

that the poor creature, after a journey somewhat

harder than usual, dropped down dead between

the shafts. We had scarce better luck in the

management of our garden ; for though my wife

prided herself on her notable skill in these mat

ters, our fruit trees could never be brought to

bear ; and when cucumbers were to be had for

a penny a dozen, and pease for a groat a peck,

we had the pleasure of gathering them fresh

from our own garden, after they had stood us in

more than ten times their value in the raising.

Among her other housewifely accomplish

ments, n\y wife was possessed of the original re

ceipts of her grandmother for all sorts of made

wines, which nobody could distinguish from

those of a foreign growth. She therefore set

about making a large quantity of Port and Claret

from elder-berries, and Mountain and Fronti-

niac from raisins and brown sugar: but when
<hes had been kept to a proper age, and were fit

to be drank, we had this only consolation, that

they were the best vinegar that could be used

for our pickles. Our October, which she con

trives to brew with as much bran as malt, and

mug-wcrt instead of hops, grew dead in the

casks, before it had sufficiently fermented ; and

when we had bottled it off, it burst abore twenty
dozen bottles, and the remainder was sour. My
wife also bought a still, with its whole appara

tus, that she might make Plague and Hysteric

Water, for her own use, and to give away among
her poor neighbours : but at one time the head

of the still flew off, and laid her under the sur

geon's hands for three months ; and at another,

it took fire, and had like to have burnt the house

down. To this account I should likewise set

down the charge of our apothecary's shop, in

preparing ointments for scalds, salves for burns,

and other familv medicines
;

in all which I

know to my cost, the old saying was inverted,

and we lost elevenpence out of a shilling.

You must know, Sir, that (besides her do

mestic economy) my provident dear is a most

passionate admirer of a pennyworth hi any

shape ; and is one of those prudent good ladies,

who will purchase any thing, of which they
have no need, merely because they can have it a

bargain. It would be doing much service to

many other poor gentlemen as well as to me, if

you could convince these thrifty females, that

to purchase useless commodities at any price,

can never be good housewifery, and that how
ever nearly they may drive their bargains, there

is just so much money flung away as the pur
chase costs. We have as much linen by us as

would set up a piece-broker, which my wife has

purchased under prime cost of the Scotch ped
lars that came to our door ; and I am sure we
have cast-off clothes sufficient to furnish a sale-

shop, which she has bought of ladies' maids for

a mere trifle. She is a frequent customer to

pretended smugglers, that whisper in your ear,

and offer you right India handkerchiefs made at

Spitalfields. But above all, she constantly at

tends the several Auctions of the Stock in Trade
of eminent Tradesmen, that were never heard

of, and the household furniture, plate, china,

&c. of Baronets and Squires, that never existed

but in the brain of the auctioneer. Here she

meets with such excellent pennyworths, that as

my pantry is stored with more provisions than

we can dispense with, every room in my house

is crammed up with useless beds, tables, chests

of drawers, curiosities, peruke-pated beaux and
fine ladies (beauties of their times), that are

good for nothing but to hide the bare walls of a

garret. In short, Sir, unless you can prevail
with her to forego the wonderful advantages of

making such exquisite purchases, as (she says)
all the Avorld would jump at, I shall very soon

be quite a beggar : for if she goes on at this rate,
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ouying things for nothing, as she calls it, I shall

shortly have nothing to buy withal.

As these valuable purchases are daily multi

plying upon my hands, and as my house is be

come a repository for the refuse of sales and
auctions, the only method I can think of at

present to get rid of them, is to make an auction

myself. For this purpose I have drawn out a

catalogue; and have sent you the following

specimen, that by it you may judge of the rest of

my curiosities.

CATALOGUE,
OF THE CHOICE AND VALUABLE EFFECTS OF MR. ,

LEAVING OFF HOUSEKEEPING.

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION.
In the First Day's Sale (among other Particulars

equally curious) will be in eluded,

A whole sheet print of King Charles on horse

back, by Mr. Henry Overton, finely coloured.

Mary Queen of Scots, by the same master, done
after the life, and painted upon glass ; the

right eye cracked, and the nose a little

scratched.

A capital picture of Adam and Eve in cross-

stitch.

Noah's Ark, in tent-stitch, its companion.
Fair Rosamond's Bower, in Nun's work by the

same hand.

A lively representation of Chevy Chase, in lig
num vitae, rose-wood, and mother of pearl,

curiously inlaid.

Several lesser pieces of birds, beasts, fruits, and

flowers; copied from nature in coloured

silks, stained feathers, and painted straw.

Merlin's Cave, in shell work ; composed of

above a thousand beautiful shells, with a cas

cade of looking-glass playing in the middle.

A most curious Tea-table of rare old japan ;

with the edges broke off, and one of the legs

standing.

A most rare and inestimable collection of right
old china ; consisting of half a punch-bowl,
three parts of a dish, half a dozen plates

joined together with wires drilled through
their middles, a sugar-dish with a piece broke

off the side, a tea-pot without a spout, another

without a handle, and five odd cups and sau

cers, the cracks neatly joined with white paint.

Some large and elegant jars and vases in papier
mackee.

Several figures of dogs, monkeys, cats, parrots,

mandarins, and bramins, of the Chelsea and
Bow manufactory.

To which will be addedt

A SMALL, BUT WELL-CHOSEN COLLECTION
OF

MODERN BOOKS,
CONSISTING OF

Pope's Works, and all our best authors pub

lished in ink-stands, tea-chests, and quadrille-
boxes for fishes and counters.

Miss in her Teens The Fool in Fashion All

for Love The Way to win him She would
if she could Much ado about Nothing
bound together, for the use of the fair sex, in

a complete set of dressing-boxes.
A new form of Self-examination in a snuff

box, with a looking-glass in the lid of it.

The Spiritual Comfort, or Companion for the
Closet in a small pocket volume, containing
a bottle of cordial water.

The Posthumous Works of Lord Viscount

Bolingbroke in a close stocl.

I am, Sir, your humble Servant, &c.
T.
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nata mecum Consule Manlio,
Seu tu querdaSy sive gcrisjocos,

Seu rixamt et insanos amores,

Seufacilem, pia testa, somnum ;

Descends. HOB.

Brisk wine some hearts inspires with gladness,
And makes some droop in sober sadness ;

Makes politicians sound to battle,

And lovers of their mistress prattle ;

"While with "
potations pottle deep"

It lulls the serious sot to sleep.

DRINKING is one of those popular vices, which
most people reckon among their venial failings ;

and it is thought no great blot on a man's cha

racter, to say he takes his glass rather too freely.

But as those vices are most dangerous and

likely to prevail, which, if not approved, are at

least commonly excused, I have been tempted
to examine, whether drinking really deserves

that quarter it receives from the generality of

mankind : and I must own, that after a strict

attention to the principal motives, that induce

men to become hard drinkers, as well as to the

consequences which such excesses produce, I am
at a loss to account for the received maxim, that

" in good wine there is truth ;" and should no

more expect happiness in a full bowl, than chas

tity in the bar of a tavern.

The incentives to this practice are some of

them very shocking, and some very ridiculous ;

as will perhaps appear from the following cha

racters.

Poor Heartly was blest with every noble qua

lification of the head and heart, and bade fair

for the love and admiration of the whole world :

but was unfortunately bound in a very large

sum for a friend, who disappeared, and left him

to the mercy of the law. The distresses, thus

brought upon him by the treachery of another,

threw him into the deepest despair : and he had

at last recourse to drinking, to benumb (if possi-
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We) the very sense of reflection. He is misera

ble, when sober ;
and when drunk, stupified and

muddled : his misfortunes have robbed him of

all the joys of life ;
and he is now endeavouring

wilfully to put an end to them by a slow poison.

Torn Buck, from the first day that he was

,put into breeches, was always accounted a boy
of spirit ;

and before he reached the top of West

minster school, knew the names and faces of the

jmost noted girls upon town, tossed off his claret

with a smack, and had a long tick at the tavern.

When he went to Oxford, he espoused the Tory

.party, because they drank deepest ; and he has

for some years been accounted a four bottle man.

He drank for fame ; and has so well established

Jiis character, that he was never known to send

a man from his chambers sober, but generally
laid his whole company under the table. Since

his leaving the University nobody ever acquired
more reputation by electioneering; for he can

see out the stoutest freeholder in England. He
has, indeed, swallowed many a tun in the ser

vice of his country ; and is now a sounder pa-
.triot by two bottles, than any man in the

.country.

Poor Would-be became a debauchee through
mere bashfulness, and a foolish sort of modesty,
that has made many a man drunk in spite of his

teeth. He contracted an acquaintance with a

-set of hard drinkers : and though he would as

soon choose to swallow a dose of physic, has not

tcourage to refuse his bumper. He is drunk

every night, and always sick to death the next

morning, when he constantly resolves to drink

nothing stronger than small beer for the future
;

"but at night the poor fellow gets drunk again

through downright modesty. Thus Would-be
suffers himself to be pressed into the service

;

and since he has commenced a jolly fellow, is

become one of the most miserable wretches upon
earth.

Honest Ned Brimmer is at present the most

dismal object that ever fell a sacrifice to liquor.

It was unluckily his first ambition to promote
what is called good fellowship. In this under

taking he has in a very few years entirely ruined

liis constitution ;
and now stalks up and down

in so piteous a condition, as might inspire his

companions with more melancholy reflections

than an empty bottle. He has quite lost all ap

petite ; and he is now obliged to keep up a weak
artificial heat in his body, by the same means
that destroyed the natural warmth of his consti

tution. Rum, Brandy, and Usquebaugh, are

his diet-drinks: and he may perhaps linger a

few months, before he falls a martyr to good
fellowship.

Having thus taken a short view of the unhap
py motives that induce men to become hard

drinkers, few perhaps will think such reasons

any recommendation to drunkenness. Nor can

I imagine they will grow more fond of it, by

observing what strange creatures they are during
their intoxication. Shakspeare calls it " putting

a devil into their mouths, to steal away their

brains:" and, indeed, a cup too much turns a

man the wrong side out
;
and wine, at the same

time it takes away the power of standing from

the legs, deprives the mind of ail sense arid re

flection. It is whimsical enough to consider

the different effects, which wine produces on

different tempers. Sometimes, like love, it makes

a fool sensible, and a wise man an ass ; and

seems to imbibe a new quality from every dif

ferent body, as water takes a tincture from the

ground it runs through.
Horace has with great pleasantry recapitulat

ed the various effects of wine, in a stanza, which
I have placed at the head of this paper. One
man grows maudlin and weeps ; another be

comes merry and facetious ; a third quarrels,
throws a bottle at his companion's head, and
could run his dearest friend through the body ;

a fourth is mad for a girl, and falls in love with

a street-walker ; while to a fifth, the liquor
sarves as an opiate, and lulls him to sleep.

Shakspeare has also shown this variety of char

acters with great humour. Cassio cries,
"

let's

to business," and immediately begins to hiccup
his prayers, and belches out his hopes of salva

tion : Justice Silence, who does not speak a

word while he is sober, has no sooner swallowed
the rousing cup, than he roars out a catch, and

grows the noisiest man in the company. It is

reported to have been one of the most exquisite
entertainments to the choice spirits, in the be

ginning of this century, to get Addison and
Steele together in company for the evening.
Steele entertained them till he was tipsy ; when
the same wine that stupified him, only served

to elevate Addison, who took up the ball just as

Steele dropped it, and kept it up for the rest of

the evening. They who have never been present
at a scene of this kind, may see the whole group
of drunken characters, displayed at one view
with infinite humour, in Hogarth's Modern

Midnight Conversation.

Thus excess of drinking verifies all the trans

formations recorded in the fable of Circe's cup ;

and perhaps the true reason why Bacchus is al

ways painted with horns, is to intimate, that

wine turns men into beasts. Indeed, if none

were to indulge themselves in drinking, except

those, who (like Steele and Addison) could bf

witty and agreeable in their cups, the numbei
of hard drinkers would be very happily dimi

nished. Most men have so little right to plead an
excuse of this sort in vindication of their drunk

enness, that wine either makes them very rude,

very stupid, or very mad. It is a vulgar error to

suppose that liquor only shows ill qualities since

it also frequently creates them ; and engenders
notions in the mind quite foreign to its natural dis

position, "which are the mere effects of wine, and

3N
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break out like blotches and carbuncles on the

face. The disgustful appearance which most

people make when they are drunk, was what in

duced the Spartans to intoxicate their slaves, and

show them to their children, in order to deter

them from so odious a vice. In like manner let

the choice spirit, who is often seen snoring in an

armed-chair in a tavern, or hanging his head

over the pot, reflect what a shocking figure he

must have made, when he sees the drunken

beggar sleeping on a bulk, or rolling in the ken

nel !

Whoever thus considers the motives that ge

nerally induce men to give in to these excesses,

and how ridiculous and unhappy they are often

rendered by the effects, will hardly be tempted

by the charms of a bottle : and, indeed, hard

drinking is frequently one among the many evils

that arise from want of education. The dull

country squire, who has no taste for literary

amusements, has nothing, except his dogs and

horses, but his bumper to divert him ; and the

town squire sits soaking for the same reason in a

tavern. These are the common herd of Bac-
chus's swine : but nothing is more shocking than

to see a man of sense thus destroying his parts
and constitution. It not only makes a terrible in

novation in his whole frame and intellects, but

also robs him of the society of those like himself,

with whom he should associate, and reduces him
to the level of a set of wretches ; since all may be

admitted to his company and conversation, who
are able to toss off a bumper.

These considerations are sufficient to convince

us of the evils which result from hard drinking ;

but it will shock us still more, ifwe reflect, how
much it will influence our life and conduct.

Whoever is engaged in a profession, will never

apply to it with success, while he sticks so close

to his bottle ; and the tradesman, who endea

vours to make business and pleasure compati

ble, will never be able to make both ends meet.

Thus, whether health, fame, or interest is re

garded, drunkenness should be avoided : and

we may say with Cassio,
"
every inordinate

cup is unblest, and the ingredient is a devil."

O.
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Heu, Fortuna, quis est crudeliar in nos

Te Deus ! ut semper gaudes Uludere rebus

Hwnanis ! Hon.

Why, Fortune, serve us such a cruel prank,
To turn thy wheel, and give us blank, blank, blank !

I CANKOT but admire the ingenious device pre
fixed to the advertisements of Hazard's Lottery-

Office, iri which Fortune, is represented hovering

over the heads of a great number of people, and

scattering down all kinds of prizes among them.
What Mr. Hazard has here delineated, every
adventurer in the late lottery had pictured to

himself : the Ten Thousand constantly floated

before his eyes, and each person had already pos
sessed it in imagination. But, alas ! all our ex

pectations are now at an end : the golden dream
is at length vanished

; and those, whose heads

were kept giddy all the while that the wheel of

Fortune was turning round, have now leisure

soberly to reflect on their disappointment. How
many unhappy tradesmen must now trudge OH
foot all their lives, who designed to loll in their

chariots ! How many poor maidens, ofgood fami

ly but no fortune, must languish all their days
without the comforts of a husband and a coach

and six ! Every loser thinks himself ill used by
Fortune : and even Mrs. Betty, the possessor of

a single sixteenth, flies to the office, pays her

penny, and receives the tidings of her ill luck

with surprise : goes to another office, pays her

penny, hears the same disagreeable information,
and can hardly, very* hardly persuade herself,

that Fortune should have doomed her still to

wash the dishes, and scrub down the stairs.

Thus the views of every adventurer are direct

ed to the same point, though their motives for

engaging in the lottery may be different. One
man puts in because he is willing to be in For

tune's way ; another, because he had good luck

in the last ;
and another because he never got

any thing before : this indulges in the prospect
of making a fortune ; and that comforts himself

with the pleasing hopes of retrieving his despe
rate circumstances. Every one, however, thinks

himself as sure of the Ten Thousand, as if he

had it in his pocket ; and his only concern is

how to dispose of it. We may, therefore, consi

der every adventurer, as having been in actual

possession of this treasure ; and out of fifty thou

sand people, who have been blest within this

fortnight with such ideal good fortune, I shall

select the following instances, which fell withm

my own notice.

Joseph Wilkins of Thames-street, Esquire,
Common Councilman and cheesemonger, got the

10,000. Hecould not bear the foggy air and din

gy situation of the city : he, therefore, resolved to

take a house at the St. James's end of the town,
and to fit up a snug box at Hampstead in the

Chinese taste, for his retirement on Sundays.
A chariot was absolutely necessary, to carry
him to and from 'Change every morning : but he

intended to have it made according to the mo
dern fashion, that it might occasionally be con

verted into a post chaise, to wheel him on a Sa

turday night to his country seat, and back again

on the Monday morning. He designed to be chose

alderman the first vacancy ; after that to be mada

sheriff, receive the honour of knighthood, and

perhaps get into parliament : and whenever h*
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passed by the Mansion-house, he could not but look

upon it with pleasure, as the future residence

of his lordship. Nothing was now wanting
but a careful plodding partner, who should take

upon himself the whole drudgery of the shop ;

so that the squire might have no further trouble,

than to receive his dividend of the profits. But

while he was considering on whom this impor
tant favour should be conferred, his ticket was

drawn ffilaufe : and squire Wilkins is con

tented with his greasy employment of cutting

out penny-worths of Cheshire cheese.

Jonathan Wildgoose of Cheapside, silk-mer

cer, had too much taste to be confined to dirty

business, which he neglected for the more agree

able pursuits of pleasure. Having therefore

met with great losses in trade, he was obliged

to embark the remains of his shattered fortune

in the lottery, and by purchasing a number of

tickets secured to himself the 10,000. He had

determined to keep his success secret, bilk his

creditors by becoming bankrupt, turn the whole
into an annuity for his life, and live abroad like

a gentleman upon the income. But unluckily
his creditors came upon him too quickly : and

before he could know that he had not got the

Ten Thousand, hurried him to jail, where he

now lies, lamenting that the Act of insolvency
had not been postponed till after the lottery.

John Jones, of Ludlow, in the county of

Salop, Esquire, dealer and chapman, got the

10,000. This gentleman was fore-warned of

his success by several indisputable tokens. His

lady had dreamed of a particular number four

nights together : and while the bells were ring

ing on his being chose bailiff of the corporation,

they spoke in as plain words as ever Whitting-
ton heard,

" Mr. John Jones will get ten thou

sand pound Mr. John Jones will get ten thou

sand pound." He and his lady, therefore,

came up to London ; and not being able to meet

with the particular number at Hazard's or

Wilson's, or any other office always remarkable

for selling the Ten Thousands, they advertised

it in the papers, and got the great prize, only

paying a guinea more for their ticket than the

market-price. As Mrs. Jones knew a good deal

of the world, having lived for some years in

quality of an upper servant in a great house,

she was determined that Mr. Jones should take

the opportunity, now they were in town, of

learning how to behave himself as he should do

when he came to his fortune. She, therefore,

introduced him to the best company in all the

house-keepers' and stewards' rooms in the best

families where siie was acquainted : and as Mr.

Jones was so deficient in politeness, as not even

to know how to make a bow in coming into a

room, he had private lessons from Mr. Aaron

Hart, who undertakes to teach grown gentle

men t> dance. Mrs. Jones herself was very

busy in consulting with the milliner and man-

tua-maker about the newest fashion, when the

long looked-for Ten Thousand came up; and

directly after the hey-gee-o, carried them down
again to Salop, with this only consolation, that

their ticket was within one of the fortunate
number.

Sir Humphry Oldcastle, having greatly dip

ped his estate by being chosen into parliament
on the Tory interest, mortgaged all he had left,

and put himself in the way of the 10,000 for

the good of his country. This seasonable re

cruit fixed him a staunch patriot ; and he de

clared he would stand another election against
all opposition. But, however it happened, the

finishing of the lottery has induced him to

change his sentiments
; and Sir Humphry, in

lieu of the 10,000 has accepted a place.

Jemmy Lister, an attorney's clerk, was car

ried into the lottery by pure disinterested love.

He had conceived a violent passion for his mas
ter's daughter ; but the prudent old gentleman
could not be prevailed on to give her away to a

handsome young fellow without a penny. This

enraged him so much, that he immediately sold

the reversion of a small estate after the death of

his grandmother, and by laying out the pur

chase-money, as far as it would go, in shares

and chances, got the 10,000. He Avas for some
time in doubt, whether he should bestow his

good fortune on the young lady, or employ it

more fashionably in keeping a girl. However,
his hopes soon sunk to one of the 5000 prizes,
which he generously determined to settle upon
her together with his person. But iu this too

he was unhappily disappointed; and at last,

like a true lover, contented himself with the

thoughts of maintaining her very prettily (even

though the father should give her nothing) on
the income of one or other of the inferior prizes,

which he was sure would fall to his lot. For

tune, alas ! is no less blind a deity than love :

they both conspired to disappoint him ; and the

unsuccessful gallant, having received a positive

refusal from his mistress, out of mere spite di

rectly married the maid.

Captain Mac Mullen, a decayed gamester,

made shift to purchase the chance of a sixteenth,

which (notwithstanding the great odds against

him) came up 10,000. The first thing to be

done was to purchase a genteel suit of clothes

with his part of the prize, hire an equipage,

pass himself off for a man of quality, and snap

up a rich dowager or heiress: after which it

was very easy for him to dupe all the raw game
sters at Arthur's out of their estates, and to

take in all the knowing-ones on the turf t*

Newmarket. He accordingly bespoke his live,

ries, settled the fashion of his chariot, and had

already pitched upon the lady whose good luck

it should be to fall in love with him : but so

uncertain is the state of a gamester, that since

the drawing of the lottery he has advertised for
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charitable contributions to a distressed gentle

man, who knows the world, and has had the

honour to be intimate with most of the nobility
and gentry in the kingdom.

I need not point out any particular instances

among the other sex, with respect to their dis

posal of the Ten Thousand
; which every lady

had secured by choosing the ticket herself, taking

particular care, that the number should be an
odd one. The married ladies have sufficient

calls for even double this sum, to supply them
with the necessaries of dress, and to answer the

expenses of frequenting public diversions : and
as to the unmarried ladies, they very well know
the truth of that maxim in the ballad, that " in

ten thousand pounds ten thousand charms are

centred." Some ancient maiden ladies, who
could never be brought to think of a husband,
or to give in to the vanities of the world, were

resolved to live retired upon their prize in the

country, and leave proofs of their good disposi

tions behind them, by swelling out their wills

with a long list of items to this or that charity
or hospital.

Before I conclude, I cannot but take notice of

the great generosity of my own publisher upon
getting the 10,000. As his success was owing
to his laying out in the lottery all the profits,

which had already risen from the publication of

this Paper, he had determined to circulate my
future numbers gratis ;

and had even designed
to keep open house for the reception of poor
authors. Unhappily for the public, as well as

my brother-writers, Fortune has frustrated his

disinterested scheme : even I myselfam admitted

to eat his mutton but once a week : and (instead
of giving away my papers) he has advertised,

that the twelves edition of the Connoisseur will

be published on Tuesday the 25th of this instant

November, in two pocket volumes, price six

shillings bound.
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Mililavi non sine gloria. Hon.

I too from martial feats may claim renown,
The censor and dictator of the town.

As I was going through Smithfield the other

day, I observed an old fellow with a wooden leg,

dressed in a sailor's habit, who courteously in

vited the passer-by to peep into his raree-show,

for the small price of a halfpenny. His exhibi

tions, I found, were very well suited to the

times, and quite in -character for himself; for

among other particulars, with which he amused
the little audience of children that surrounded

his box, I was mightily pleased to hear the

following :-
" There you see the British fleet

pursuing the French ships which, are running
away There you see Major- General Johnson

beating the French soldiers in America, and

taking Count Dieskau prisoner There you see

the Grand Monarque upon his knees before King
George, begging his life." As the thoughts of

the public are now wholly turned upon war, it

is no wonder that every method is taken to in

spire us with a love of our country, and an.

abhorrence of the French king : and not only the

old seaman with his raree-show, but the public
theatres have likewise had a view to the same

point. At Drury-Lane we have already been

entertained with the Humours of the Navy ;

and I am assured, that at Covent-Garden Mr.

Barry will shortly make an entire conquest of

France, in the person of that renowned hero

Henry the Fifth. And as the English are na

turally fond of bloody exhibitions on the stage,

I am told that a new pantomime, entitled the

Ohio, is preparing at this last house, more terri

ble than any of its hells, devils, and fiery dra

gons ; in which will be introduced the Indian

manner of fighting, to conclude with a repre
sentation of the grand scalping dance with all

its horrors.

While this warlike disposition prevails in the

nation, I am under some apprehensions lest the

attention of the public should be called off from
the weighty concerns of these papers. I already

perceive, that the common newspapers are more

eagerly snatched up in the public coffee-houses

than my essays ; and the Gazette is much oftener

called for than the Connoisseur. For these rea

sons I find it necessary to lay open my own im

portance before the public, to show that I my
self am acting (as it were) in a military capacity,
and that Censor- General Town has done his

country no less service as a valiant and skilful

commander at home, than Major- General John
son in America. Authors may very properly
be said to be engaged in a state of literary war

fare, many of whom are taken into pay by
those great and mighty potentates, the book

sellers ; and it will be allowed, that they undergo
no less hardships in the service, than the common
soldiers who are contented to be shot at for a

groat a day.
It has been my province to repel the daily in

roads and encroachments made by vice and folly,

and to guard the nation from an invasion of

foreign fopperies and French fashions. The
town has been principally the scene of action ;

where I have found enemies to encounter with,

no less formidable than the Tquattotquaws or

the Chickchimuckchis of North America. But

as the curiosity of the public is so much engaged

in attending to the enterprises of old Hendrick

the Sachem, and the incursions of Indians who
have taken up the hatchet against our colonies,

I am afraid that my exploits against the Savages

which infest this metropolis, will be wholly
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overlooked. I have, therefore, resolved to give

my readers fresh advices from time to time of

what passes here, drawn up in the same warlike

style and manner as those very alarming articles

of news which are commonly to he met with in

our public papers.

Thursday, November 13, 1755.

We hear from White's, that the forces under

Major- General Hoyle, which used to encamp at

that place, are removed from thence, and have

fixed their winter quarters at Arthur's. The

same letters say, that an obstinate engagement
was fought there a few nights ago, in which one

party gained a great booty, and the other suffered

a considerable loss. We are also informed, that

an epidemical distemper rages among them, and

that several of the chiefs have been carried off by
a sudden death.

They write from Covent- Garden, that last

week a body of Irregulars sallied out at mid

night, stormed several forts in that neighbour

hood, and committed great outrages ; but being
attacked by a detachment from the allied army
of watchmen, constables, and justices, they were

put to flight, and several of them taken prison

ers. The plague still rages there with great

violence, as well as in the neighbouring terri

tories of Drury.
We hear from the same place, that the com

pany commanded by Brigadier Rich has been

reinforced with several new-raised recruits, to

supply the place of some deserters who had gone
over to the enemy ; but his chief dependence is

on the light armed troops, which are very active,

and are distinguished, like the Highlanders, by
their party-coloured dress. The enemy, on the

other hand, have taken several Swiss* and Ger

mans into pay, though they are under terrible

apprehensions of their being set upon by the

critics. These are a rude, ignorant, savage peo

ple, who are always at war with the nation of

authors. Their constant manner of fighting is

to begin the onset with strange hissings and

noises, accompanied with a horrid instrument,
named the cat-call, which like the war-whoop of

the Indians, has struck a panic into the hearts

of the stoutest heroes.

We have advice from the Butcher-Row,
Tern pie- Bar, that on Monday night last the

Infidels held a grand council of war at their

head-quarters in the Robin Hood, at which their

good friend and ally, the Mufti of Clare-Market,
assisted in person. After many debates, they
resolved to declare war against the Christians,

and never to make peace, till they had pulled
down all the churches in Christendom, and
established the Alcoran of Bolingbroke in lieu

of the Bible.

* Alluding to the dancers employed in the entertain.

ent of the Chinese Festival, at Drury Lane theatre.

All our advices from the city of London agree

in their accounts of the great havoc and slaugh

ter made there on the Festival, commonly called

my Lord Mayor's Day. All the companies in

their black uniform, and the trained bands in

their regimentals, made a general forage. They
carried off vast quantities of chickens, geese,

ducks, and all kinds of provisions. Major
Guzzledown of the ward of Bassishaw distin

guished himself greatly, having with sword in

hand gallantly attacked the out-works, scaled

the walls, mounted the ramparts, and forced

through the cover-way of a large fortified cus

tard, which seemed impregnable.
The inhabitants of Sussex have lately been

alarmed with the apprehensions of an invasion ;

as the French have been very busy in fitting out

several small vessels laden with stores of wine

and brandy, with which it is thought they will

attempt to make a descent somewhere on our

coasts. The independent companies of Smug
glers in the service of France are to be sent on
this expedition : but if the fleet of Custom
house smacks, &c. do not intercept them at sea,

we are preparing to receive them as soon as they
are landed.

From divers parts of the country we have

advice, that the roads are every where crowded

with ladies, who (notwithstanding the severity
of the weather) are hurrying up to London, to

be present at the meeting of the Female Parlia

ment. At this critical juncture, the fate of the

nation depends entirely on the deliberations of

this wise assembly ; and as there are known to

be many disinterested patriots in the House, it

is not to be doubted, but that proper measures

will be taken by them for the good of their coun

try. Many salutary laws are already talked of,

which we could wish to see put in execution :

such as A bill for prohibiting the importation
of French milliners, hair-cutters and mantua-
makers A bill for the exportation of French
cooks and French valets de chambre A bill to

restrain ladies from wearing French dresses

And lastly a bill to restrain them from wearing
French faces. W.

No. 95.] THURSDAY, Nov. 20, 1755.

Mette soporatam et medicatisfrugibus qffam

Objicit Vina

The honey'd cake will lose its sweetness soon,
And prove a bitter in the honey-moon.

As every marriage is a kind of family festival,

the wedding-day is honoured with various cele

brities, and distinguished, like the fifth of

November, the birthdays of the royal family,
or any other public day, with many demonstra-
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tions of joy : the happy couple are drest in their

richest suits, the bells ring all day, and the

evening is concluded with the merry ceremony
of throwing the stocking. But these festivi

ties are not always so religiously observed in

town ; where many a pair of quality are tacked

together with the utmost privacy, and imme

diately after sneak out of town, as if they were

ashamed to show their faces after what they had

done. In the country, when the squire or any
other person of distinction is married, the

honey-moon is almost a continued carnival : and

every marriage is accounted more or less likely

to be prosperous, in proportion to the number of

deer, oxen, and sheep, that are killed on the oc

casion, and the hogsheads of wine arid tuns of ale,

with which they are washed down. By the last

post I received an account from my cousin Vil_

lage, of the wedding of a near relation, with a

particular detail of the magnificence of the en

tertainment, the splendour of the ball, and the

universal joy of 'the whole manor. At the same

time I received compliments from the new mar
ried couple, with a large slice of the bride-cake ;

the virtues of which are well known to every

girl of thirteen. I was never in possession of

this nuptial charm before ; but I was so much

delighted with this matrimonial token, and it

excited in my mind so many reflections of con

jugal happiness, that (though I did not lay it un
der my pillow) it gave occasion to the following
dream.

I found myself in the middle of a spacious

building, which was crowded with a variety of

persons of both sexes ; and upon inquiry was

told, that it was the temple of the god of mar

riage ; and that every one, who had an inclina

tion to sacrifice to that deity, was invited to ap

proach a large altar, which was covered with a

great number of cakes of different shapes and ap

pearance. Some of these were moulded into the

form of hearts ; and others were woven into true

lovers' knots : some were strewed with sugar,
and stuck about with sweet-meats ; some were

covered with gold ; some were stamped with

coronets
; and others had their tops embellished

with glittering toys, that represented a fine house,

a set of jewels, or a coach and six. Plutus and

Cupid were busily employed in distributing
these cakes (which were all of them marked
with the word Matrimony, and called bride

cakes) to different persons, who were allowed to

choose for themselves, according to their differ

ent views and inclinations.

I observed several hasten to the altar, who all

appeared to be variously affected by their choice.

To some the cakes seemed of so delicious a fla

vour, that they imagined they should never be

surfeited; while others, who found the taste very
agreeable at first, in a short time declared it to

be flat and insipid. However, I could not help

remarking, that many more fparticularly among

the quality) addressed themselves to Plutus, than

to Cupid.

Being desirous to take a nearer view of the

company, I pushed through the crowd, and placed

myself close to the altar. A young couple now
advanced, and applying to Cupid, desired him
to reach them one of the cakes, in the shape of a

double heart pierced through with darts : but

just as they were going to share it betwixt them,
a crabbed old fellow, whom I found to be the

girl's father, stepped up, broke the cake in two,
and obliged the young lady to fix upon another,

which Plutus picked out for her, and which re

presented the figure of a fine gentleman in gilt

gingerbread.

An old fellow of sixty-two, who had stolen

one day from the business of the alley, next came

towards the altar, and seemed to express a strong

desire for a cake. Plutus, who recollected him at

first sight, immediately offered him one, which,

though very mouldy and coarse, was gilt all over ;

but he was astonished, at the old gentleman's re

fusing it, and petitioning Cupid for a cake of the

most elegant form and sweetest ingredients. The

little god at first repulsed him with indignation,
but afterwards sold it to him for a large sum of

money ; a circumstance, which amazed rne be

yond expression, but which I soon found was

very commonly practised in this temple. The
old fellow retired with his purchased prize ;

and

though I imagined he might still have a colt's

tooth remaining, after having for some time

mumbled it between his old gums in vain, it lay

by him untouched and unenjoyed.
I was afterwards very much disgusted with

themany instances that occurred, of these delicate

morsels being set up to sale : and I found, that

their price rose and fell, like that of beef or mut

ton, according to the glut or scarcity of the mar
ket. I was particularly affected with the dis

posal of the two following. A young gentleman
and lady were approaching the altar, and had

agreed to take between them a cake of a plain
form but delicious flavour, marked love and

competence ; but a person of quality stepping for

ward persuaded the false female to join with

him, and receive from Plutus one much more

glittering, marked indifference and a large set

tlement. Another lady was coming up with a

Knight of the Bath, being tempted by a cake

with a red riband streaming from it, like the

flags on a Twelfth-cake
;
but was prevailed on

by a person of greater rank and distinction to ac

cept a more showy cake, adorned with a blue

riband and a coronet.

A buxom dame of an amorous complexion
came next and begged very hard for a cake. She

had before received several, which suited her

tooth, and pleased her palate so excessively,

that as soon as she had despatched one, she

constantly came to Cupid for another. She

now seized her cake with great transport, and
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retiring to a corner with it, I could discern

her greedily mumbling the delicious morsel,

though she had fairly worn out six-and-twenty
of her teeth in the service. After this an ancient

lady came tottering up to the altar, supported

fey a young fellow in a red coat with a shoulder-

knot. Plutus gave him a stale cake marked

with the word Jointure in large golden capitals,

which he received with some reluctance, while

the old lady eagerly snatched another from

Cupid, (who turned his head aside from her)

on which I could plainly discover the word

Dotage.
A rich rusty hachelor of the last century then

came hustling through the crowd. He brought
with him a red cheeked country girl of nineteen.

As he approached the altar, he met several com

ing from it with cakes, which he had refused ;

some of which were marked Riches, some Fa

mily, some Beauty, and one or two Affection.

The girl he brought with him proved to be his

dairy-maid, whom he had for some time past

been in rain attempting to bring over to his

wishes; but at last, finding his design imprac

ticable, he came with her to the altar. He
seemed, indeed, a little ashamed of his under

taking, and betrayed a good deal of awkward
ness in his manner and deportment. However,
as soon as he had taken his cake, he retired ; and

determined to spend the rest of his days with his

milch-cow in the country.

To satisfy a modest longing, there now ad

vanced a maiden lady in the bloom of threescore.

She had, it seems, heretofore refused several

offers from Cupid and Plutus : but being en

raged to find that they had now given over all

thoughts of her, she seized by the hand a young

ensign of the guards, and carried him to the

altar, whence she herself snatched up a cake,

and divided it with her gallant. She was highly

delighted with the taste of it at first; but her

partner being very soon cloyed, she too late dis

covered, that the half which she held in her

hand was signed Folly, and that which she had

forced upon her paramour was marked Aversion.

A little, pert, forward miss, in a frock and

hanging sleeves, ran briskly up to Cupid, and

begged for a cake: what it was she did not

care ; but a. cake she must and would have, of

one kind or another. She had just stretched

out her hand to receive one from Cupid, when
her mamma interposed, sent the child back again

blubbering to the boarding school, and carried

off the cake herself.

An old woman, fantastically dressed, then

burst into the temple, and ran raving up to the

altar, crying out, that she would have a husband.

But the poor lady seemed likely to be disappoint
ed ; for, as she could prevail on no one to join

hands with her, both Cupid and Plutus refused

to favour her with a cake. Furious with rage

and despair, she snatched one off the altar
;
and
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seizing on the first man that came in her way,
which unfortunately happened to be myself, she

would have forcibly crammed it down my
throat. As the least crumb of it was as disa

greeable as a drench to a horse, I began tospawl,
and sputter, and keck ; and though the flurry of

spirits which it occasioned awaked me, I thought
I had the nauseous taste of it still in my mouth

W.

No. 96.] THURSDAY, Nov. 27, 1755.

Sex paratur out decem sophos nummis.

Secreta qtuere carmma, et rudes euros,

Quas novtt unus, scrinioque signatos

Custodlt ipse virginis pater chartce.

Mercare tales ab eo, nee sciet quisquam.

Would you the name of author not refuse,

We've penn'orths for your penny, pick and choose:

We've plays or poems, ready made for sale ;

With wit and humour, wholesale or retail.

On these the public breath has never blown
;

Buy them, and fairly claim them for your own.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIB,

Among the many register offices erected within

these few years past, I am surprised that no

scheme of the like nature has been thought of

for the service of literature ; and that no place
has been set apart, where literary commodities

of every sort might be disposed of ; where men of

learning might meet with employment; and
where others, who want their assistance, might
be sure to meet with men of learning. There
is nothing of this kind in being at present, ex

cept among the booksellers; who, indeed, have

made a monopoly of the trade, and engrossed the

whole market to themselves. To remedy this

inconvenience, my design is to set up a Literary

Register Office : for which purpose I intend to

hire the now useless theatre in Lin coin 's-inn-

fields, and convert it into a mart for the staple

commodities of the literary commonwealth. I

shall here fit up apartments for the reception of

my authors, who will be employed from time to

time in supplying the public with the requisite

manufactures. This scheme will, I doubt not,

meet with great encouragement, as it is of ge
neral utility : and I do not remember any design

of the same nature, except at a barber's on the

other side the water, who has hung out a board

over his shop with the following inscription

Letters read and written for servants and others.

I shall always have a fresh assortment ofgoods

in the best taste and newest fashion : as of novels

for example, while the humour of reading then:

is prevalent among all ranks of people. For

this branch I shall retain a very eminent master

novelist, to cut out adventures and intrigues
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and shal. employ a proper number of hands, to

tack them together with all possible care and

expedition : arid if any ladies of quality, or

others, choose to furnish their own materials for

memoirs and apologies, they may have them done

up, and be fitted exactly, at my office. Besides

several others, which my men shall get up
with the greatest despatch, I can assure you I

have myself worked night and day, and have

already finished six and thirty sheets of the his

tory of Miss Sukey Sapling, written by herself.

Pamphlets of all sorts shall be composed, when
ever any popular subject starts up, that is likely

to engage the attention of the public. Every new

play shall be followed by an examen or remarks ;

all riots at either playhouse will afford scope for

letters to the managers ;
and every new actor or

actress produce theatrical criticisms. Poetry, you
know, Mr. Town, is a mere drug ; but I shall

always have a number of ready-made odes by
me, which may be suited to any great man, dead

or alive, in place or out of place. I shall also

have a large bundle of Poems on several occa

sions, very proper for any gentleman or lady,
who chooses to publish by subscription ; besides a

more ordinary sort of hymns to the morning,
verses on the death of , odes to Miss A. B. C.,

acrostics and rebusses, for the use of the

magazines ; to be sold a pennyworth, with al

lowance to those who take a great quantity.
With regard to law matters, as they have no

sort of connection with wit or learning, I shall

not concern myself with their unintelligible jar

gon ; nor presume to interfere with those au
thors in parchment, who measure their words

by the foot-rule, and sell their writings at so

much per line. However, I shall furnish young
students of the several inns of court with com

plete canons of "criticism; and opinions on any
new theatrical cases ; on which they may argue

very learnedly at a tavern, or plead at the bar of

a coffee-house. For medical subjects, I shall

procure a learned graduate by diploma from

abroad, whose practice will not so much take up
his time as to prevent his being at leisure to

write occasional treatises, setting forth the vir

tues of any newly invented powder or newly dis

covered water. He shall also draw up the ad
vertisements for medicines, that remove all dis

eases, and are never known to fail ; he shall

compile the wonderful accounts of their surpris

ing cures ; and furnish cases that never happen
ed, and affidavits that were never made. With

respect to divinity, as I have reason to believe

that controversial writings will be often called

for, T intend to bargain with the Robin Hood

society to undertake in the lump to furnish my
office with defences of Lord Bolingbroke, &c.

and till I can procure some poor curate out of

the country, or servitor from, the university, to

write the manuscript sermons of eminent di

vines lately deceased, warranted originals, I

must make shift with the Fleet- Parsons iuf
out of business.

Though I shall not keep any dramatic works

ready made by me, (as these commodities are apt
to grow stale and out of fashion,) yet either ot

the theatres may be served with tragedy, co

medy, farce, or the like, by bespeaking them,
and giving but three days' notice. For the co

mic pieces I shall employ a poet, who has long
worked for the drolls at Bartholomew and
Southwark fairs, and has even printed a comedy,
as it was half acted at Drury-lane. My trage
dies will be furnished by a North Briton, who
walked up to London from his native country
with a most sublime tragedy in his coat-pocket,
and which is now to be disposed of to the best

bidder. Any old play of Shakspeare or Ben Jon-
son shall be pieced with modern ones according
to the present taste, or cut out in airs and recita

tive for an English Opera. Songs for panto
mimes may be had, to be set to the clack of a

mill, the tinkling of a tin cascade, or the slaps
of Harlequin's wooden sword. The proprie
tors of our public gardens, during the summer

season, maybe also supplied from iny office with

love-ditties to a new burthen, or comic dialogues
in Crambo ; and words shall at any time be

fitted to the music, after the tuneo are corn-

As I propose to make my office of general

utility, every thing that bears the least affinity to

literature will be naturally comprehended in my
scheme. Members of Parliament may be sup

plied with speeches on any political subject ; and

country Justices may, on directing a letter (post

paid) to the office, have charges to the Jury at

the quarter-sessions sent down to them by the

first coach or waggon. Addresses on particular
occasions shall be drawn up for the worshipful

mayor and aldermen of any city or corporation :

laws, rules, regulations, or orders, shall be form

ed for the Anti-Gallicans, Ubiquarians, Gre-

gorians, or any other private clubs and societies.

N. B. The free Masons may depend upon se

crecy.

Many advantages may likewise accrue to the

polite world from the establishment ofmy office.

Gentlemen and ladies may have billet-doux writ

ten for them with the most soft and languishing
1

expressions : message cards, and invitations to

routs, shall be filled up and circulated at so much

per hundred, or undertaken in the gross at a fixed

price all the year round. Beaux may be ac

commodated with letters of gallantry to send

to their laundresses, or have them copied out in

a fashionable female scrawl, and directed to

themselves. Gentlemen who love fighting, but

cannot write, may have challenges penned for

them in the true style and spirit of a modem

blood.

There are many other conveniences arising from

such an office, which it would be too tedious to
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enumerate : and it will be found to be no less

beneficial to you authors, Mr. Town, than those

other Register-offices are to men and maid ser

vants. If an author (for example) wants em

ployment, or is out of place, he has nothing to

do but to enter his name with me, and I shall

presently get him work ; or if a bookseller wants

a hand for any particular job, (as a translation-

spinner, a novel-weaver, a play-writer, a verse

turner, or the like) upon searching my books he

will be sure to meet with a man fit for the busi

ness. In short, any composition, in prose or

rhyme, and on any subject, may be procured at a

minute's warning, by applying to my office : and

I dare say, you yourself, Mr. Town, will be very

glad now and then to purchase a Connoisseur of

me,whenever the idle fitseizesyou. If thatshould

happen to come upon you this week, and you
have nothing better, you will oblige me by lay

ing the scheme here set before your readers ; and
in return, you shall have the credit of publishing

your papers at my office, as soon as it is opened,
and welcome.

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

J. WITSELL.

No. 97.] THURSDAY, DEC. 4, 1755,

De te pendentis, te respicientis amid. Hon.

Your friend, your pimp, your hanger-on, what not ?

Your lacquey, but without the shoulder-knot.

1 REMEMBER to have heard a cousin of mine,
who was formerly at Cambridge, often mention

ing a sect of philosophers, distinguished by the

rest of the collegians under the appellation of

Tuft-Hunters. These are not the disciples of

the Stoics or Epicureans, or the advocates for

the old or new philosophy, but the followers

(literally speaking) of the fellow-commoners,

noblemen, and other rich students, whom, it

seems, the courtesy of the university has hon

oured with a cap adorned with a gold tassel.

These gold threads have almost as much influ

ence in the university, as a red or blue riband

at court ; and always draw after the wearer a

train of humble companions, who will be at his

call to breakfast, dine or sup with him when
ever he pleases, will go with him any where,
drink with him, wench with him, borrow his

money, or let him pay their reckoning. They
are, I am told, a sort of disease of the place,

which a man of fortune is sure to catch as soon

us he arrives there : and these fast friends stick

eo close to him, that he can never shake them off

while he keeps his gown on his back.

The university of London is not without its

tuft-hunters, who fasten, like leeches, on a young
man of fortune, at his first coming to town.

|
They beset him as soon as he arrives, and when

they have once surrounded him, seldom fail ot

securing him to themselves ; for no persons of

character care to have any connections with him,
when ht has been frequently seen in such bad

company. It is a great misfortune for any
young gentleman to fall into their hands : though

indeed, as a fool is the natural prey of knaves,

the wealthy maintainers of this fraternity are

generally none of the wisest : and as at the uni

versity,
" where the learned pate ducks to the

golden fool," the gentleman-student is distin

guished by a cap with a gold tuft, I always con

sider these sons of folly in town, as adorned

with a showy cap hung with bells, which serve

at once to denote the depth of their parts, and

to call their train about them.

The dialect of the town has very expressively
characterized these humble dependents on men
of fortune by the name of Hangers-on. They
will, indeed, take such sure hold, and hang on a

man so constantly, that it is almost impossible
to drop them. Whenever the gentleman ap

pears, the hanger-on is sure to be at his elbow.

They will squeeze themselves into every party
that is formed

;
and I have known instance? of

their thrusting themselves into strange families,

by sticking to their patron's skirts, and impu
dently introducing themselves where he has been

invited to dinner which, indeed, I think would

not be an improper custom, provided they would
submit to stand behind his chair. They will

stick so closely, that all the adhesive quality of

burs, pitch, &c. seem to be collected in them :

and the line in Pope's Odyssey, so often ridi

culed, may rather be considered as emphasis than

tautology in speaking of them. The hanger-on

clings to his fool as Ulysses did to the rock, and
in Pope's words,

They stick adherent, and suspended hung.

The tenaciousness of a hanger-on is so very

strong, that whoever is drawn into their snares,

is so firmly limed that he can hardly ever loose

himself from them. For as nothing but the

lowest meanness of spirit could ever prevail on

a man to submit to such dependence on another,

it is in vain to think of getting rid of such ab

ject wretches by treating them with contempt.

They will take as much beating, provided you
will allow them an equal degree of familiarity,

as a spaniel. They will also submit to do any
little offices, and are glad to make themselves

useful, whenever they have an opportunity.

They will go among the brokers to borrow

money for you, pimp for you, or submit to any
other such gentleman-like employment to serve

their friend.

It must here be noted, that every hanger-on
is a person of strict honour and a gentleman ;

for though his fortune is (to be sure) somewhat

inferior to yours, and he submits to make him-
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self convenient on several occasions, yet on that

account you are indebted to his infinite good
nature ;

and all his endeavours to serve you pro
ceed from his great regard for you. I remember
one of these friendly gentlemen, who carried his

esteem so far, that in a quarrel with his rich

companion, in which he was favoured with se

veral tweaks by the nose and kicks on the breech,

he received al] these injuries with patience, and

only said with tears in his eyes,
" Dear Jack, 1

never expected this usage from you. You know
I don't mind fighting ; but I should never have

a moment's peace, if I was to do you the least

injury. Come, Jack, let us buss and be friends."

Their gentility is unquestionable ; for they are

seldom of any trade, though they are sometimes

(being younger brothers perhaps) of a profession.
I know one, who is a nominal lawyer; but

though his friend has often fee'd him, our coun

sellor could never with any propriety consider

him as a client : and I know another, who (like

Gibbet in the play) is called Captain, whose

elegant manner of living must be supported by
his being on full pay with his patron, since he
does not receive even the common soldier's groat
a day from his commission. However, consider

ing at one view the gentility of their profession,
and the shortness of their finances, I often look

upon them as a band of decayed gentlemen, the

honourable pensioners of those they follow.

The great men among the Romans had a num
ber of thesa Hangers-on, who attended them
wherever they went, and were emphatically
called Umbrae, or shadows ; and, indeed, this

appellation conveys a very full idea of the nature

of these humble retainers to the wealthy, since

they not only follow them like their shadows,
but " like a shadow prove the substance true :

"

for whenever you observe one or more of these

Umbrae perpetually at the heels of any gentle

man, you may faifly conclude him to be a man
of fortune.

These faithful friends are so careful of every

thing that concerns you, that they always in

quire with the greatest exactness into your
affairs, and know almost as well as your steward

the income of your estate. They are also so

fond of your company, and so desirous of pre

serving your good opinion, that a Hanger-on
will take as much pains to keep you entirely to

himself, and to prevent a rival in your affections,

as a mistress : and as a convenient female is a

very necessary part of the equipage of a person
of fashion, these male companions must be a

very agreeable part of the retinue of those high-

spirited young gentlemen, who are fond of being
the head of their company. It is only a more
refined taste in expense to pay a man for laugh--

ing at your wit, and indulging your humour ;

and who will either drink his bottle with you
at the tavern, or run to the end of the town for

you on an errand.

I might also take notice of an humbler sort of

Hangers-on, who fix themselves to no one in.

particular, but fasten upon all their friends in

their turns. Their views, indeed, are seldom

extended beyond a present subsistence ;
and their

utmost aim perhaps is to get a dinner. For this

purpose theykeep a register of the hours of dining
of all their acquaintance ; and though they con

trive to call in upon you just as you are sitting

down to table, they are always with much diffi

culty prevailed upon to take a chair. If you
dine abroad, or are gone into the country, they
will eat with your family, to prevent their being

melancholy on account of your absence ; ov if

your family is out, they will breakfast, dine, and

sup with you out of charity, because you should

not be alone. Every house is haunted with
these disturbers of our meals : and perhaps the

best way to get rid of them would be, to put

them, with the rest of your servants, upon
board-wages.
But besides these danglers after men of for

tune, and intruders on your table in town, the

country breeds a race of lowly retainers, which

may properly be ranked among the same species.

Almost every family supports a poor kinsman ;

who happening to be no way related to the

estate, was too proud of his blood to apply him
self in his youth to any profession, and rather

chose to be supported in laziness at the family-
seat. They are, indeed, known perhaps to be

cousins to the squire, but do not appear in a

more creditable light, than his servants out of

livery : and sometimes actually submit to as

mean offices of drudgery, as the groom or whip
per-in. The whole fraternity of Hangers-on,
whether in town or country, or under whatever

denomination, are the sons of idleness : for it

will be found upon examination, that whenever
a man, whose bread depends on his industry,

gives himself up to indolence, he becomes capa
ble of any meanness whatever ; and if they
cannot dig, yet, like our Hangers-on, to beg
thev are not ashamed. O.

No. 98.] THURSDAY, DEC. 11, 1755.

Ut id ostenderem, qubd te istifacilem putant.
Id nonfieri ex verd, vita, neque adeb ex cequo et bono,

Sed ex asscKiando, indvlgendo, et largiendo. <

TEH.

What shall we call it ? folly, o/ good nature ?

So soft, so simple, and so kind a creature!

Where charity so blindly plays its part,

It only shows the weakness of her heart !

TO MR, TOWN.

SIR,

I HAVE been some years married to one of the

best women in the world. She possesses all the
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virtues that can be named : but, alas ! she pos

sesses some of them to excess. Those which I

wish to particularize, and which are infinitely

pernicious to me and my fortunes, are her super

abundant good-nature, and her boundless gene

rosity.

It is a little difficult perhaps to ascertain, what

are, or ought to be, the exact bounds of good

nature ; which, of all virtues, seems to me most

necessary to be confined, or at least mitigated in

such a manner, as to hinder it from destroying
its own excellence and utility. On the one

hand, if it is restrained too close, the world will

say, that it must entirely lose its essence : but,

on the other hand, fatal experience has convinced

me, that if it is permitted to enjoy a full un
limited sway, this amiable virtue becomes a ridi

culous vice ; and brings with it, as in my wife's

case, fruitless expenses, ill-judged concessions,

and a kind of blind folly, that is always liable

to contempt.

Generosity is the daughter of good-nature.
She is very fair and lovely, when under the

tuition of judgment and reason ; but when she

escapes from her tutors, and acts indiscrimi

nately, according as her fancy allures her, she

subjects herself, like her mother, to sneer, ridi

cule, and disdain.

To illustrate these assertions by some exam

ples from among the many mishaps, losses, and

embarrassments, which have accrued to us in

the course of our domestic affairs, give me leave

to tell you, that some years ago, we had a foot-

boy, who acted as butler, and had the custody of

the little plate, which our small fortune could

afford us. The fellow was awkward, and unfit

for the station ; but my wife very good-naturedly
was determined to keep him in our service, be

cause he intended to marry the nursery^maid,
and would undoubtedly make an excellent hus

band. The rascal was a thief : but as it is ill-

natured to suspect people, before we have full

proof of their knavery, several of his tricks and

petty larcenies were attributed to the itinerant

Jews and higglers, (we then living at New-

ington) who frequently called at our door. At
last, however, after several rogueries, too evident

to all, except the blindly good-natured, he went
off with my wife's gold repeating watch, and a

pair of our best silver candlesticks, with which
he voluntarily transported himself, as we have

been since told, to the West Indies
; leaving his

mistress the nursery-maid big with child, and

thereby giving great license to the neighbour
hood to animadvert upon my wife's amazing
prescience in foreseeing his excellences as a

husband.

You must know, Sir, that my dear consort, in

the full glow of her goodness, is never contented,
unless her servants marry each other. All I

can urge against so impolitic a custom, has been

to no purpose : marriage (she says) prevents

vice, and saves souls from destruction. Perhaps
it may ; but are no unmarried servants to be

found in Mr. Fielding's register office, or else

where, but what are vicious ? At least I am
sure, that this piece of sanctity is very expensive
in its effects, and is attended with many incon

veniences. One of her maids, about two years

ago, was discovered to be very intimate with my
footman : my wife, to prevent ill consequences,
hastened to have them married, and was present
herself at the ceremony. She admired the

modesty of the woman, and the sober gravity of

the man, during the holy rites ; and was entirely

convinced, that no harm could have happened
from so decent a couple. In a short space after

the marriage, Patty brought forth a swinging
girl; but as it was born almost six months
before its time, my wife advised them to keep it

the remaining half year in cotton. She did this

purely from a motive of good-nature, to shield

if possible the new-married woman's reputa
tion

; but finding our neighbours fleer at the in

cident, and smile contemptuously at the pre

scription of cotton, she contented herself in be

lieving Patty's own account, that " in truth she

had been married eight months before by a

Fleet-parson, but was afraid to own it."

If my wife's indulging her domestics in

matrimony was productive of no other ill con

sequence than merely their being married, it

might, indeed, sometimes prove a benefit: but

the chaster and more sober they have been before

marriage, the greater number of children are

produced in matrimony; and my wife looks

upon herself as in duty obliged to take care of

the poor helpless offsprings, that have been be

gotten under her own roof; so that, I assure

you, Sir, my house is so well filled with chil

dren, that it would put you immediately in mind
of the Foundling Hospital ; with this difference,

however, that in my hospital not only the chil

dren are provided for, whether bastards or legiti

mate, but also the fathers and mothers.

Your office, Mr. Censor, requires and leads

you to hear domestic occurrences ; otherwise 1

should scarce have troubled you with the records

of a private family, almost ruined by excrescen

ces of virtue. The same overflowing humanity
runs through the whole conduct of the dear

woman whom I have mentioned. Even in

trifles she is full of works of supererogation.
Our doors are perpetually surrounded with beg
gars, where the halt, the maimed, and the blind,

assemble in as great numbers as at the door of

the Roman Catholic Chapel in Lincoln's-inn-

fields. She not only gives them money, but

sends them out great quantities of bread, beer,

and cold victuals ; and she has her different

pensioners (as she herself calls them) for every

day in the week. But the expense attending
these out-door petitioners, many of whom have
from time to time been discovered to be impos-
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tors, is nothing in comparison to the sums that

are almost daily drawn from her by begging

letters. It is impossible to imagine a calamity,

by which she has not been a sufferer, in reliev

ing those who have extorted money from her by

pretended misfortunes. The poor lady has been

much hurt by losses in trade, sustained great

damages by fire, undergone many hardships from

sickness, and other unforeseen accidents ; and it

was but yesterday that she paid a long apothecary's
till, brought on by a violent fever. Thus, Sir,

though my wife keeps but little company, and the

family expenses are to all appearance very small,

yet this dear woman's superabundant good-na
ture is such a perpetual drawback on her eco

nomy, that we run out considerably. This ex

travagant and ill-judged generosity renders all

her numerous excellences of non-effect : and I

have often known her almost destitute of clothes,
because she had distributed her whole wardrobe

among liars, sycophants, and hypocrites.

Thus, Sir, as briefly as I can, I have set before

you my unhappy case. I am perishing by de

grees : not by any real extravagance, any de

signed ruin, or any indulgence of luxury and

riot, in the person who destroys me. On the

contrary, no woman can excel my wife in the

simplicity of her dress, the humility of her de

sires, or the contented easiness of her nature.

What name, Sir, shall I give to my misfortunes?

They proceed not from vice, nor even from fol

ly ; they proceed from too tender a heart
;
a heart

that hurries away, or absorbs all judgment and

reflection. To call these errors the fruits of

good nature, is too mild a definition : and yet to

give them a harsher appellation, is unkind. Let

me suffer what I will, I must kiss the dear hand
that ruins me.

In my tender hours of speculation I would

willingly impute my wife's faults to our climate,

and the natural disposition of our natives.

When the English are good-natured, they are

generally so to excess : and as I have not seen

this particular character delineated in any of

your papers, I have endeavoured to paint it my
self : and shall draw to the conclusion of my
letter by one piece of advice, Not to be gene
rous over-much. The highest acts of generosity
are seldom repaid in any other coin but baseness

and ingratitude ; and we ought ever to remem
ber, that, out of ten lepers cleansed,

" one only
came back to return thanks ; the rest were made

whole, and went their way."
I am Sir, your most humble Servant,

TIMON OF LONDON.

No. 99.] THURSDAY, DEC. 18, 1755.

Da veniam, servire tuis quod nolo Calendis. MART.

Thy works, O Wing, O Partridge, I despise,

And Robin's for the poor, and Ryder's for the wise.

TO MK. TOWN.

SIR,

AT this season of the year, while the streets re-

sound with the cry ofnew almanacks, and every
stall is covered with news from the Stars,

Diaries, Predictions, Complete Ephemerides,
&c. drawn up by Partridge, Parker, Vincent

Wing, and the rest of the sagacious body of

philomaths and astrologers, give me leave to ac

quaint you of my intentions of appearing an

nually in a like capacity. You must know, Sir,

that having observed, that among the great va

riety of almanacks now published, there is not

one contrived for the use of people of fashion, I

have resolved to remedy this defect by publish

ing one every year under the title of the Court

Calendar, calculated for the meridian of St.

James's.

The plan which has been hitherto followed by
our almanack-makers, can be of no use whatever

to the polite world, who are as widely separated,

in their manner of living, from the common
herd of people as the inhabitants of the anti

podes. To know the exact i-ising and setting of

the sun, may serve to direct the vulgar trades

man and mechanic when to open shop or go to

work j but persons of fashion whose hours are not

marked by the course of that luminary, are in.

different about its motions ! and, like those who
live under the equinoctial line, have their days
and nights of an equal degree of length all the

year round. The red-letter-days, pointed out in

our common almanacks, may perhaps be obser

ved by some formal ladies, who regulate their

going to church by them ; but people of quality

perceive no difference between the moveable or

immoveable feasts and fasts, and know no use of

Sunday, but as it serves to call them to the card-

table. What advantage can a beau reap from

Ryder's List of the Fairs, which can only be of

service to his groom ? Or what use can any gen
tleman or lady make of those Diaries now in

scribed to them, which are filled with algebra
and the mathematics ? In a word, the present
uncouth way of dividing the months into Saints'

days, Sundays, and the like, is no more adapted
to the present modes of polite life, than the Ro
man division into Ides, Nones, and Calends.

Instead of supposing, with the vulgar tribe or

astronomers, that the day begins at sunrise, my
day, which will commence at the time that it

usually breaks in fashionable apartments will be

determined by the rising of people, of quality.

Thus the morning dawns with early risers be

tween eleven and twelve ; and noon commences

at four, when, at this time of the year, the din

ner and wax-lights come in together. For want a*

a thorough knowledge of the distribution of tb>

day, all who have any connection with the polite

world might be guilty of many mistakes : and

when an honest man from Cornhill intended *
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nobleman a visit after dinner, he would perhaps

find him sipping his morning chocolate. The in

conveniences of the old style in our manner of

reckoning the days were so manifest, that it was

thought proper to amend them by act of parlia

ment. 1 am resolved, in like manner, to intro

duce the new style of dividing the hours into my
almanacks : for can any thing be more absurd

than to fix the name of morning, noon, and

evening, at present on the same hours, which
bore those appellations in the reign of Queen
Elizabeth ! A dutchess is so far from dining at

eleven that it often happens, that her Grace has

not then opened her eyes on the tea-table ; and

a maid of honour would no more rise at five or

six in the morning, as it was called by the early

dames in Queen Bess's court, than she would,
in imitation of those dames, breakfast upon

strong beer and beef-steaks. Indeed, in those

houses, where the hours of quality are observed

by one part of the family, the impolite irregu

larity of the other, in adhering to the old style,

occasions great disturbance ; for, as Lady
Townly says, "such a house is worse than an

inn with ten stage coaches. What between the

impertinent people of business in a morning,
and the intolerable thick shoes of footmen at

noon, one has not a wink of sleep all night."
The reformation which I have also made in

respect to the red-letter-days is no less consider

able. I have not only wiped away that im
mense catalogue of saints, which crowd the

Popish calendar, but have also blotted out all

the other saints, that still retain their places in

our common almanacks: well knowing that

persons of fashion pay as little attention to the

apostles and evangelists, as to St. Mildred, St.

Bridget, or St. Winifred. Indeed, I retain the

old name of St. John, because I am sure that

people of quality will not think of any body's

being designed under that title, except the late

Bolingbroke. Having thus discarded the

saints, people whom nobody knows, I have

taken care to introduce my readers into the best

company: for the red-letters in my calendar

will serve to distinguish those days, on which
ladies of the first fashion keep their routs and

visiting days : a work of infinite use, as well to

the persons of distinction themselves, as to all

those who have any intercourse with the polite

world. That season of the year, commonly dis

tinguished by the appellation of Lent, whicli

implies a time of fasting, I shall consider, ac

cording to its real signification in the beau

rnonde, as a yearly festival; and shall, therefore,

mention it under the denomination of the Car
nival. The propriety of this will be evident at

first sight ; since nothing is so plain as that, at

this season, all kinds of diversion and jollity are

at their height in this metropolis. Instead of

the Man and the Almanack, I at first intended

(in imitation of Mr. Dodsley's memorandum

book) to delineate the figure of a fine gentle,

man, dressed a la mode : but I was at length

determined, by the advice of some ingenious

friends, to suffer the old picture to remain

there: since, as it appears to be run through
the body in several places, it may not impro

perly represent that fashionable character, a

duellist.

In the place which is allotted in other alma*,

nacks for the change of weather, (as hail, frost,

snow, cloudy, and the like) I shall set down the

change of dress, appropriated to different sea

sons, and ranged under the titles of hats, capu

chins, cardinals, sacks, negligees, gause hand

kerchiefs, ermine tippets, muffs, &c. and in a

parallel column (according to the custom of

other almanacks) I shall point out the several

parts of the body affected by these changes ;

such as head, neck, breast, shoulders, face,

hands, feet, legs, &c. And as Mr. Ryder ac

companies every month with seasonable cau

tions about sowing turnips, raising cabbages,

blood-letting, and the like important articles, I

shall give such directions, as are most suitable

to the beau monde ; as a specimen of which I

shall beg leave to lay before you the following

OBSERVATIONS

ON

THE MONTH OF MAY.

If the season proves favourable, it will be

proper at the beginning of this month to attend

to the cultivation of our public gardens. Trim

your trees, put your walks in order, look to

your lamps, have ballads written, and set to

music for the ensuing summer. Ladies and

gentlemen must be careful not to catch cold iu

crossing the water, or by exposing themselves to

the damp air in the dark walk at Vauxhall.

Towards the middle of this month the air at

both play-houses will begin to be too close and

sultry for ladies that paint, to risk the loss of

their complexion in them.

About the end of this month it will be expe
dient for those ladies, who are apt to be hysteri

cal when the town empties, to prepare for their

removal to Tunbridge, Cheltenham, and Scar

borough, for the benefit of the waters.

I am, Sir, your humble Servant,

W. TYCHO COURTLY.

No. 100.] THURSDAY, DEC. 25, 1755.

llicet parasitiC(E arti maximam in malam crucent {

Abeo ab illis, postquam video me sic ludificarier.

Pergo ad olios : venio ad olios : deinde ad olios : taut ret

, PLAUT.
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Let Tyburn take the flatterers and their arts ;

To fools a maygame J, a man of parts :

PulI'd by the nose by one
; I'm kick'd by t'other

;

.nd each sworn fool, I swear, has his sworn brother.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIB,

I AM one of those idle people (of whom you
have lately given an account) who, not being
ored to any business, or able to get a livelihood

by work, have taken up the servile trade of a

hanger-on. But as you have only just touched

on the many dangers and difficulties incident to

this way of life, in order to illustrate this part
of the character, give me leave to present you
with a narrative of my own adventures.

I first served my time with an old nobleman
in |he country ; and as I was a distant relation

of his lordship's, I was admitted to the honour
of attending him in the double capacity of valet

and apothecary. My business in the morning
was to wait on him at dressing time : to hold

the bason while he washed his hands, buckle his

shoes, and tie on his neck-cloth : besides which,
his lordship had such a regard for me, that no

body but myself was ever trusted with cutting
his corns, or pairing his toe-nails ; and when
ever he was sick, it was always my office to hold

his head during the operation of an emetic, to

attend him in the water-closet when he took a

cathartic, and sometimes to administer a clyster.

If his lordship had no company, I was, indeed,

permitted to sit at table with him; but when
he received any visitors more grand than ordi

nary, I was equipped (together with some of

the best looking tenants) in a tie-wig, full-trim

med coat, and laced waistcoat, in order to swell

the retinue of his servants out of livery. I bore

my slavery with the greatest degree of patience,
as my lord would often hint to me, that I was

provided for in his will : however, I had the

mortification to find myself supplanted in his

good graces by the chaplain, who had always
looked upon me as his rival, and contrived at

length to out-wheedle, out-fawn, and out-cringe
me. In a word, my lord died : and while the

chaplain (who constantly prayed by him during
his last illness) had the consolation of having a

good benefice secured to him in the will, my
name was huddled among those of the common
servants, with no higher legacy than twenty
guineas to buy mourning.
With this small pittance (besides what I had

made a shift to squeeze out of the tenants and

tradesmen, as fees for my good word, when I

had his lordship's ear) I came up to town, and
embarked all I was worth in fitting myself out

as a gentleman. Soon after, as good luck would
have it, the nephew and heir of my old lord

came from abroad, when I contrived to get into

his favour by abusing his deceased uncle, and
fastened myself upon him. It is true, he sup

ported me ; admitted me into an equal share
of his purse ; but considering the dangers to

which I was constantly exposed on his account,
I regarded his bounties as only plasters to my
sores. My head, back, and ribs, have received

many a payment, which should have been placed
to his lordship's account : and I once narrowly
escaped being hanged for murdering a poor fel

low, whom my lord in a frolic had run through
the body. My patron, among other marks of

his taste, kept a mistress
; and I, as his parti

cular crony and a man of honour, was allowed
to visit her. It happened, one evening, he un

luckily surprised us in some unguarded familia

rities together ; but my lord was so far from be

ing enraged at it, that he only turned madam
down stairs, and very coolly kicked me down
after her.

I was now thrown upon the wide world again ;

but as 1 never wanted assurance, I soon made
myself very familiarly acquainted with a young
gentleman from Ireland, who was just come
over to England to spend his estate here. I

must own, I had some difficulty in keeping on

good terms with this new friend ; as I had sc

many of his own countrymen to contend with,
who all claimed a right of acquaintance with

him, and some of them eren pretended to be re

lated to him. Besides, they all persuaded the

young squire, that they had fortunes in different

parts of Ireland ; though not one of them had

any real estate more than myself: and, indeed,
I also had a nominal 1500. per ann. in the

West Indies. These furious fellows (for, Sir,

they would all fight) gave me much trouble :

however, I found out my young friend's foible,

and in spite of his countrymen became his in

separable companion. He was not only very
fond of women, but had a particular passion for

new faces ;
and to humour this inclination, I

was perpetually on the look out to discover fresh

pieces for him. I brought him mantuamakers,
milliners, and servant maids in abundance ; and
at length grew so great a favourite, by having
prevailed on one of my own cousins to comply
with his proposals, that I verily believe he would
soon have made me easy for life in a handsome

annuity, if he had not been unfortunately run

through the body in a duel by one of his own

countrymen.
I next got into favour with an old colonel ol

the guards, who happened to take a fancy to me
one evening at the Tilt-yard coffee-house, for

having carried off a pint bumper more than a

lieutenant of a man of war, that had challenged

my toast As his sole delight was centered in

the bottle, all he required of me was to drink

glass for glass with him
;
which I readily com

plied with, as he always paid my reckoning.

When sober, he was the best humoured man in

the world
;
but he was very apt to be quarrel,

some and extremely mischievous when in liquor.
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He has more than once flung a bottle at my
head, and emptied the contents of a bowl of

punch in my face : sometimes he has diverted

himself by setting fire to my ruffles, shaking the

ashes of his pipe over my periwig, or making
a thrust at me with the red-hot poker : and 1

remember he once soused me all over with the

urine of the whole company, by clapping a large

pewter Jordan topsy-turvy upon my head. All

these indignities I very patiently put up with,

as he was sure to make me double amends for

them the next morning : and I was very near

procuring a commission in the army through his

interest, when, to my great disappointment, he

was suddenly carried off by an apoplexy.
You will be surprised when I tell you, that I

next contrived to squeeze myself into the good

opinion of a rich old curmudgeon, a city mer

chant, and one of the circumcised. He could

have no objection to my religion, as I used to

spend every Sunday with him at his country-

house, where I preferred playing at cards to go

ing to church. Nor could I, indeed, get any

thing out of him beyond a dinner : but I had

higher points in view. As he had nobody to in

herit his fortune but an only daughter, (who was

kept always in the country) I became so des

perately in love with her, that I would even

have turned Jew to obtain her : but instead of

that, I very foolishly made a Christian of her
;

and we were privately married at the Fleet.

When I came to break the matter to the father,

and to make an apology for having converted

her, he received me with a loud laugh.
"

Sir,"

says he, "if my child had married the devil, he

should have had every penny that was her due.

But, as she is only my bastard, the law cannot

oblige me to give her a farthing."

This I found to be too true : and very happily
for me, my Christian wife had so little regard
for her new religion, that she again became an

apostate, and was taken into keeping, (to which I

readily gave my consent) by one of her own tribe

and complexion. I shall not tire you with a

particular detail of what has happened to me
since : I shall only acquaint you that I have ex

actly followed the precept of "becoming all

things to all men." I was once supported very
splendidly by a young rake of quality for

)tny wit
in talking blasphemy, and ridiculing ttye Bible,

till my patron shot himself through the head :

and I lived at bed and board with an old m^-
thodist lady for near a twelvemonth, on account

#f my zeal for the new doctrine, till one of the

maid servants wickedly laid a child to me. At

present, Mr. Town, I am quite out of employ ;

having just lost a very profitable place, which I

toeld under a great man in quality of his pimp.
My disgrace was owing to the baseness of an
old Covent-garden acquaintance, whom I palm
ed upon his honour for an innocent creature just
come out of the cuontry : but the hussy was so

ungrateful as to bestow on both of us convincing
marks of her thorough knowledge of the town.

I am, Sir,

Your very humble Servant,

PTER SUPPLE.

TO MR. TOWN.
SIR,

I have a little god-daughter in the country, to

whom I every year send some diverting and in

structive book for a New-Year's gift : I would
therefore beg you to recommend to me one fit

for the purpose j which will oblige,

Your humble Servant,

T W .

TO MR. T- W-

SlR,

I know no book so fit for your purpose as the

Connoisseur, lately published in two pocket
volumes ; which I would further recommend to

all fathers and mothers, grandfathers and grand
mothers, uncles and aunts, godfathers and god
mothers, to give to their sons and daughters,

grandsons and granddaughters, nephews and

nieces, godsons and goddaughters ; as being

undoubtedly the best present at this season of

the year, that can possibly be thought of.

TOWN, Connoisseur.

N. B. Large allowance to those who buy quan
tities to give away. T.

No. 101.] THURSDAY, JAN. 1, 1756.

Janique bifrontis imago.

In two-faced Janus we this moral find ;

While we look forward, we should look behind.

As the appointed time of our publication now
happens to fall on New-Year's day, I cannot

open the business of the year with a better grace,

than by taking the present hour for the subject
of this paper, a subject, which pleases me the

more, as it also gives me an opportunity of pay

ing my readers the compliments of the season,

and most sincerely wishing them all a happy
new year, and a great many of them. But, in

order to make these civilities ofmore consequence
than a bare compliment, I will also endeavour

to give them a little wholesome advice; by which

they may be most likely to ensure to themselves

that happiness, and to go through the ensuing

year with dase and tranquillity.

No god in the Heathen Pantheon was ex

pressed by more proper emblems, or more mag
nificently represented than Janus ; whom we
may fairly style, in our language, the gpd of the

new year. The medals on which the image of

this deity was engraved, bore two faces, not
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ogling each other like those on the shillings of

Philip and Mary, nor cheek hyjowl like the

double visage on the coin of William and Mary,
but turned from each other

; one looking for

wards, as it were into futurity, and the other

taking a retrospective view of what was past.

There cannot be devised a stronger, or more sen

sible lesson of moral instruction, than this figure
teaches us. This double view comprehends in

itself the sum of human prudence ; for the most

perfect reason can go no higher than wisely to

guess at the future, by reflecting on the past ;

and morality is never so likely to persevere in a

steady and uniform course, as when it sets out

with a fixed determination of mutually regulat

ing the new year hy a recollection of the old,

and at the same time making the succeeding a

comment on the last.

Most of the faults in the general conduct of

mankind, and their frequent miscarriages in

their most favourite enterprises, will be found,

upon examination, to result from an imperfect
and partial view of what relates to their duty or

undertakings. Some regulate their actions by
hlind guess, and rashly presuming on the future,

without the least attention to the past. With
these the impetuosity of the passions gives their

reason no scope to exert itself, but neglecting the

premises, they jump to a conclusion. Others,

who are often taken for men of deep reflection

and marvellous understanding, meditate so pro

foundly on the past, that they scarce take any
notice either of the present or the future. To
these two characters, whose misconduct arises

from two such contrary sources, may indeed be

added a third, whose wild irregular behaviour

is founded on no fixed principles, but proceeds
from a total absence of thought and reflection.

These easy creatures act entirely at random,
neither troubling themselves with what has

been, what is, or what will be; and, as the

image of Janus seems to bear two heads, these

thoughtless vacant animals may almost be said

to have no head at all.

But that the necessity of taking this compre
hensive vie.w of our affairs may appear in the

stronger light, let us consider the many difficul

ties, in which men of any of the above charac

ters are involved, from a total neglect or partial

survey of matters that should influence their

conduct. The first sort of men, who nourish

great expectations from the future, and suffer

hope to lay their prudence to sleep, are very
common ; indeed, almost every man, like the

dairy-maid with her pail of milk, pleases him
self with calculating the advantages he shall

reap from his undertakings. There is scarce a

servitor at either university, who, when he takes

orders, does not think it more than possible he

may one day he a bishop, or at least head of a

college, though perhaps at first he is glad to snap
at a curacy. Every walking attendant on our

hospitals flatters himself that a few years will

settle him in high practice and a chariot : and

among those few gentlemen of the inns of
cour^

who really deserve the name of students, there

is hardly one who sits down to Lord Coke with

out imagining that he may himself, some time

or other, be Lord Chancellor. At this early

period of life these vain hopes may perhaps serve

as spurs to diligence and virtue ; but what shall

we say to those people, who in spite of experi
ence and repeated disappointments, still place
their chief dependence on groundless expecta
tions from their future fortune? This town
swarms with people who rely almost solely on

contingencies : and our gaols are often filled

with wretches, who brought on their own po
verty and misfortunes, by promising themselves

great pi'ofit from some darling scheme, which
has at last been attended with bankruptcy. Tb-

present extravagance of many of our spend
thrifts is built on some ideal riches, of which

they are soon to be in possession ; and which

they are laying out as freely as the girl in the

farce squanders the ten thousand pounds she

was to get in the lottery. I am myself acquaint
ed with a young fellow, who had great expecta
tions from an old uncle. He had ten thousand

pounds of his own in ready money ; and as the

old gentleman was of an infirm constitution,
and turned of sixty, the nephew very consider

ately computed, that his uncle could hardly last

above five years, during which time he might go
on very genteelly at the rate of 2000 per ann.

However the old gentleman held together above

seven years, the last two of which our young
spark had no consolation, but the daily hopes of

his uncle's death. The happy hour at length
arrived ; the will was tore open with rapture ;

when, alas ! the fond youth discovered, that he

had never once reflected that though he had a

ticket in the wheel, it might possibly come up a

blank, and had the mortification to find himselt

disinherited.

I shall not dwell so particularly on the ridicu

lous folly of those profound speculatists, who fix

their attention entirely on what is past, without

making their reflections of service either for the

present or the future, because it is not a very
common or tempting species of absurdity ; but

shall rather advise the reader to consider the

time past as the school of experience, from which

he may draw the most useful lessons for his fu

ture conduct. This kind of retrospect would
teach us to provide with foresight against the

calamities to which our inexperience has hitherto

exposed us, though at the same time it would
not throw us so far back, as to keep us lagging,

like the old style, behind the rest of the world.

To say the truth, those sage persons who are

given to such deep reflection, as to let to-dayand

to-morrow pass unregarded by meditating on

yesterday, are as ridiculous in their conduct as
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country beaux in their dress, who adopt the

town modes, just after they are become unfash

ionable in London.

But there is no task so difficult, as to infuse

ideas into a brain hitherto entirely unaccus

tomed to thinking : for how can we warn a man
to avoid the misfortunes which may hereafter

befall him, or to improve by the calamities he

has already suffered, whose actions are not the

result of thought, or guided by experience?

These persons are, indeed, of all others, the

most to be pitied. They are prodigal and aban

doned in their conduct, and by vicious excesses

ruin their constitution, till at length poverty

and death stare them in the face at the same

time ; or if, unfortunately, their crazy frame

holds together after the utter destruction of their

fortune, they finish a thoughtless life by an act

of desperation, and a pistol puts an end to their

miseries.

Since, then, good fortune cannot be expected

to fall into our laps, and it requires some

thought to ensure to ourselves a likelihood of

success in our undertakings, let us look back

with attention on the old year, and gather in

structions from it in what manner to conduct

ourselves through the new. Let us also endea

vour to draw from it a lesson of morality : and

I hope it will not be thought too solemn a con

clusion of this paper, if I advise my readers to

carry this reflection even into religion. This

train of thought, that teaches us at once to re

flect on the past, and look forward to the future,

will also naturally lead us to look up with awe
and admiration towards that Being who has

existed from all eternity, and shall exist

world without end. No consideration can

give us a more exalted idea of the Power
who first created us, and whose providence is al

ways over us. Let us then consider with at

tention this pagan image, by which we may
add force to our morality, and prudence to

our ordinary conduct ; nor let us blush to re

ceive a lesson from Heathens, which may ani

mate our zeal and reverence for the Author of

Christianity. O.

No. 102.] THURSDAY, JAN. 8, 1756.

Pater! necjum vater- OVID.

O shame to ancestry ! his Grace's son

Owes his vile birth to Harry or to John.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

IT has been my good fortune to be born of a fa

mily that is recorded in the Herald's dictionary

as one of the most ancienlrin the kingdom. We
are supposed to have come into England with

William the Conqueror. Upon my accession

some years ago, to my elder brother's estate

and title of a Baronet, I received a visit from

Rouge Dragon, Esq. Pursuivant at Arms to

congratulate me upon my new rank of a

Vavasour, and to know whether I should

choose to bear the Dexter Base Points of the

Lady Isabel's Saltire in Chief, or only her Si

nister Corners, she being one of the seventeen

coheiresses of my great great great great great

grandfather's fourth wife Dorothy, the daugh
ter and sole heiress of Simon de la Frogpool ol

Croakham in Suffolk. This unexpected visit

must have disconcerted me to an invincible de

gree, if upon recollection I had not only remem

bered Mr. Rouge Dragon as a constant com

panion to my late brother, but as a kind of

tutor, in initiating him into the science of

heraldry, and the civil and military achieve

ments, to which our nobility and gentry are en

titled. As soon, therefore, as I could recover

myself from my first surprise, in hearing an

unknown English language, I humbly thanked

Mr. Dragon for the pains he had taken in con

sidering my coat of arms so minutely; but

hoped he would give himself no further trouble

upon my account, because I was fully deter

mined to bear the plain shield of my grandfa

ther Peter, without taking the least notice of

Lady Isabel's Saltire in Chief or even of her

Sinister Corners.

Be it to my shame or not, I must confess that

heraldry is a science which I have never much

cultivated; nor do I find it very prevalent

among the fashionable studies of the age. Arms
and armorial tokens may, I suppose, be regu

larly distinguished, and properly emblazoned,

upon the family plate to which they belong :

but I have observed of late, that these honoura

ble ensigns are not confined entirely to their

proper owners, but are usurped by every body
who thinks fit to take them ;

insomuch that

there is scarce a hackney coach in London which

is not in possession of a ducal crest, an earl's

coronet, or a baronet's bloody hand. This, in

deed, has often given me great offence, as it re

flects a scandal on our nobility and gentry ; and

I cannot but think it very indecent for a duke's

coach to be seen waiting at a night-cellar, or for

a countess's landau to set down ladies at the

door of a common bawdy-house. I remember

I was one morning disturbed at my breakfast by
a fashionable rap at my door ;

when looking out

of my window, I saw the coach of the Lady

Dowager drawn up before it. I was ex

tremely surprised at so early and unexpected a

visit from her ladyship ; and while I was pre

paring to receive her, I overheard her ladyship

at high words with her coachman in my entry.

When stepping to the staircase, I found that the

coachman and her ladyship, represented in the

person of one of my house-maids, were squab -

3-0
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Wing together about sixpence. This badge o

robility, assumed at random according to thi

fancy of the coach-painter, I have found incon

venient on other occasions : for 1 once traveller

from London to Derby in a hired chariot, finelj

ornamented with a viscount's cypher and coro

net ; by which noble circumstances I was com

pelled in every inn to pay as a lord, though '.

was not at that time even a simple baronet, or

(in the language of my friend Mr. Dragon) ar

rived to the dignity of a Vavasour.

I have sometimes doubted, whether nobilitj

and high rank are of that real advantage which

they are generally esteemed to be ; and I am al

most inclined to think that they answer no de

sirable end, but as far as they indulge our vanity
and ostentation. A long roll of ennobled an

cestors makes, I confess, a veiy alluring appear
ance. To see coronet after coronet passing before

our view in an uninterrupted succession, is the

most soothing prospect that perhaps can present

itself to the eye of human pride : the exaltation

that we feel upon such a review, takes rise in a

visionary and secret piece of flattery, that as

glorious, and as long, or even a longer line of

future coronets may spring from ourselves, as

have descended from our ancestors. We read in

Virgil, that Anchises, to inspire his son with

the properest incitement to virtue, shows him a

long race of kings, emperors, and heroes, to

whom ^Rneas is fore-doomed to give their ori

gin ;
and the misery of .Macbeth is made by

Shakspeare to proceed, less from the conscious

ness of guilt, than from the disappointed pride,

that none of his own race shall succeed him in

the throne.

The pride of ancestry, and the desire of con

tinuing our lineage, when they tend to an

incitement of virtuous and noble actions, are

undoubtedly laudable ; and I should, perhaps,
have indulged myself in the pleasing reflection,

had not a particular story in a French novel,

which I lately met with, put a stop to all vain

glories, that can possibly be deduced from a long

race of progenitors.
" A nobleman of an ancient house, of very

high rank and great fortune, (says the novelist)

died suddenly, and without being permitted to

stop at purgatory, was sent down immediately
into hell. He had not been long there, before

he met with his coachman Thomas, who like

his noble master was gnashing his teeth among
the damned. Thomas, surprised to behold his

ordship amidst the sharpers, thieves, pick

pockets, and all the canaille of hell, started and

cried out in a tone of admiration,
' Is it possi-

ole, that I see my late master among Lucifer's

tribe of beggars, rogues, and pilferers ! How
much am I astonished to find your lordship in

this place ! Your lordship ! whose generosity
was KO great, whose affluent housekeeping drew
uch crowds of nobility gentry, and friends to

your table, and within your gates, and whose
fine taste employed such numbers of poor in

your gardens, by building temples and obelisks,
and by forming lakes of water, that seemed to

vie with the largest oceans of the creation !

Pray, my lord, if I may be so bold, what crime
has brought your lordship into this cursed as

sembly ?' < Ah, Thomas,' replied his lordship,
with his usual condescension,

' I have been

sent hither for having defrauded my royal mas

ter, and cheating the widows and fatherless,

solely to enrich and purchase titles, honours,
and estates for that ungrateful rascal, my only
son. But prithee, Thomas, tell me, as thou

didst always seem to be an honest, careful, sober

servant, what brought thee hither?' * Alas !

my noble lord,' replied Thomas, I was sent

hither for begetting that son.'
"

I am, Sir, your humble servant,

REGINALD FITZWORM.

I must agree with my correspondent, that the

study of heraldry is at present in very little re

pute among us
;
and our nobility are more anxi

ous about preserving the genealogy of their

horses, than of their own family. Whatever value
their progenitors may have formerly set upon
their blood, it is now found to be of no value,

when put into the scale and weighed against

solid plebeian gold : nor would the most illus

trious descendant from Cadwallader, or the

Irish kings, scruple to debase his lineage by an

alliance with the daughter of a city-plum,

though all her ancestors were yeomen, and

none of her family ever bore arms. Titles of

quality, when the owners have no other merit

to recommend them, are of no more estimation,

than those which the courtesy of the vulgar

have bestowed on the deformed : and when I

look over a long tree of descent, I sometimes

fancy I can discover the real characters of

sharpers, reprobates, and plunderers of their

country, concealed under the titles of dukes,

earls, and viscounts.

It is well known, that the very servants, in

the absence of their masters, assume the same

titles; and Tom or Harry, the footman or

groom of his Grace, is always my Lord Duke
n the kitchen 'or stables. For this reason, I

lave thought proper to present my reader with

the pedigree of a footman, drawn up in the

same sounding titles, as are so pompously dis-

layed on these occasions : and I dare say, it

will appear no less illustrious, than the pedi

grees of many families, which are neither cele-

>rated for their actions, nor distinguished by
heir virtues.

The family of the Skips, or Skipkennels, is

ery ancient and noble. The founder of it, Mai I re

r

aques, came into England with the Dutchess

f Mazarine. He was son ofa prince of the blood,

iis mother one of the Mesdames of France : this
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family is therefore related to the most illus-
|

trious Maitres d' Hotel and Valets de Chambre
'

of that kingdom. Jacques had issue two sons,

tiz. Robert and Paul; of whom Paul, the

youngest, was invested with the purple before

be was eighteen, and made a bishop, and soon

after became an archbishop. Robert, the elder,

came to be a duke, but died without issue : Paul,

the archbishop, left behind him an only daugh

ter, Barbara, base-born, who was afterwards

maid of honour; and intermarrying with a lord

of the bed-chamber, had a very numerous issue

by him ; viz. Rebecca, born a week after their

marriage, and died young ; Joseph, first a squire,

afterwards knighted, high sheriff of a county,
and colonel of the militia

; Peter, raised from a

cabin boy to a lord of the admiralty ; William,
a faggot in the first regiment of the guards, and

a brigadier; Thomas, at first an earl's eldest

son, and afterwards a brewer and lord mayor of

the city of London. The several branches of

this family were no less distinguished for their

illustrious progeny. Jacques, the founder, first

quartered lace on his coat, and Robert added the

shoulder knot* Some of them, indeed, met with

great trouble : Archbishop Paul lost his see for

getting a cook-maid with child; Barbara, the

maid of honour, was dismissed with a big belly;

brigadier William was killed by a chairman in

a pitched battle at an ale-house ; the lord of the

admiralty was transported for seven years, and

duke Robert had the misfortune to be hanged
at Tvburn.

No. 103.] THURSDAY, JAN. 15, 1756.

Nihil videtur tnundius.

The house so neat, so nice within,

'Tis pity we should enter in.

TER.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

I AM married to a lady of a very nice and deli

cate disposition, who is cried up by all the good
women of her acquaintance, for being the neat

est body in her house they ever knew. This, Sir,

is my gi-ievance : this extraordinary neatness is

so very troublesome and disgusting to me, that

I protest I had rather lodge in a carrier's inn,
or take up my abode with the horses in the

stables.

It must be confessed, that a due regard to

neatness and cleanliness is as necessary to be ob

served in our habitations as our persons : but

though I should not choose to have my hands be-

grimmed like a chimney-sweeper's, I would not,
like the superstitious Mahometans wash them

six times a day : and though I should be loth tfi

roll in a pig-stye, yet I do not like to have my
house rendered useless to me under the pretence
of keeping it clean.

For my own part, I cannot see the differenc*

between having a house that is always dirty, and

a house that is always to be cleaned. I could

very willingly compound to be washed out of

my home, with other masters of families, every

Saturday night : but my wife is so very notable,

that the same cleansing work must be repeated

every day in the week. All the morning long
I am sure to be entertained with the domestic

concert of scrubbing the floors, scouring the

irons, and beating the carpets, and I am con

stantly hunted from room to room, while one is

to be dusted, another dry-rubbed, another wash

ed, and another run over with a dry mop. Thus,

indeed, I may be said to live in continual dirti

ness, that my house may be clean : for during
these nice operations every apartment is stowed

with soap, brick-dust, sand, scrubbing-brushes,

hair-brooms, rag-mops, and dishclouts.

You may suppose, that the greatest care is

taken to prevent the least speck of dirt from

soiling the floors. For this reason, all that come

to our house, (besides the ceremony of scraping
at the door,) are obliged to rub their shoes for

half an hour on a large ragged mat at the en

trance ; and then they must straddle their way
along several lesser mats, ranged at due distances

from each other in the passage, and (like boys at

play) come into the room with a hop, a step,

and a jump. The like caution is used by all the.

family : I myself am scarce allowed to stir a

step without slippers ; my wife creeps on tip

toe up and down stairs ;
the maid-servants are

continually stumping below in clogs or pattens ;

and the footman is obliged to sneak about the

house barefooted, as if he came with a sly design
to steal something.

After what has been said, you will naturally

conclude, that my wife must be no less nice in

other particulars. But, as it is observed by
Swift, that " a nice man is a man of nasty

ideas," in like manner we may aflirm, that your

very neat people are the most slovenly on many
occasions. They cannot conceive, that any
thing which is done by such delicate persons can

possibly give offence. I have, therefore, often

been in pain for my wife, when I have seen her,

before company, dust the tea-cups with a foul

apron or a washing gown ; and I have more
than once blushed for her, when, through her

extreme cleanliness, she has not been contented

without breathing into our drinking-glasses,

and afterwards wiping them with her pocket-
handkerchief. People, Mr. Town, who are

not very intimate with families seldom see them

(especially the female part) but in disguise : and

it will be readily allowed, that a lady wears a
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rery different aspect, when she comes before

company, than when she first sits down to hei

toilet. My wife appears decent enough in her

apparel, to those who visit us in the afternoon ;

but in the morning she is quite another figure.

Her usual dishabille then is, an ordinary stuft

jacket and petticoat, a double clout thrown over

her head and pinned under her chin, a black

greasy bonnet, and a coarse dowlas apron ; so

that you would rather take her for a char-wo
man. Nor, indeed, does she scruple to stoop to

the meanest drudgery of such an occupation;
for so great is her love of cleanliness, that I have

often seen her on her knees scouring the hearth,
and spreading dabs of vinegar and fuller's earth

on the boards.

This extraordinary solicitude in my wife, for

the cleanliness of her rooms and the care and

preservation of her furniture, makes my house

entirely useless, and takes away all that ease and

familiarity, which is the chief comfort of one's

own home. I am obliged to make shift with
the most ordinary accommodations, that the

more handsome pieces of furniture may remain

unsoiled, and be always set out for show and

magnificence. I am never allowed to eat from

any thing better than a delft plate, that the eco

nomy of the beaufait, which is embellished with
a variety of china, may not be disarranged ; and,

indeed, my wife prides herself particularly on
her ingenious contrivance in this article, having
ranged among the rest some old china not fit for

use, but disposed in such a manner, as to conceal

the streakes of white paint that cement the brokeu

pieces together. I must drink my beer out of
an earthen mug, though a great quantity of plate
is constantly displayed on the side-board ; while
all the furniture, except when we have compa
ny, is done up in paper, as if the family, to whom
it belongs, were gone into the country. In a

word, Sir, any thing that is decent and cleanly
is too good to be used for fear it should be

dirtied; and I live with every convenience at

hand, without the power of enjoying one of

them. I have elegant apartments, but am almost

afraid to enter them ; I have plate, china, and
the most genteel furniture, but must not use

them ; which is as ridiculous an absurdity aiid

almost as great a hardship, as if I had hands

without the power of moving them ; the organs
of sight, smell, taste, without being suffered to

exert them, and feet without being permitted
to walk.

Thus, Sir, this extravagant passion for clean

liness, so predominant in my wife, keeps the

family in a perpetual state of muck and dirt;

and while we are surrounded with all necessa

ries, subjects us to every inconvenience. But
what makes it a still greater grievance is, that it

has been the ridiculous cause of many other mis

fortunes. I have sometimes created her anger

by littering the room with throwing mygarten
on a chair, or hanging my peruke on one of the

gilt sconces. Having once unluckily spilt a
bottle of ink on one of the best carpets, she wa>
irreconcileable for a month ; and I had scarce

brought her to temper again, when I most un

fortunately ran against the footman, who waa
entering with the dinner, and threw down a leg
of pork and pease-pudding on the parlour floor.

This superabundant neatness did once also very

nearly occasion my death
; for while I lay ill of

a fever, my delicate wife, thinking it would re

fresh me, ordered my bed-chamber to be mop
ped : and the same scrupulous nicety was also

the means of our losing a very considerable ad
dition to our fortune.

A rich old uncle, on whom we had great de

pendence, came up to town last summer on pur
pose to pay us a visit ; but though he had rode

above sixty miles that day, he was obliged to

stand in the passage till his boots were pulled onv
for fear of soiling the Turkey carpet. After

supper, the old gentleman, as was his constant

practice, desired to have his pipe : but this you
may be sure could by no means be allowed, as

the filthy stench of the tobacco would never be

gotten out of the furniture again ; and it was
with much ado, that my wife would even suffer

him to go down and smoke in the kitchen. We
had no room to lodge him in, except a garret
with nothing but bare walls; because the chintz

bed-chamber was, indeed, too nice for a dirty

country squire. These slights very much cha

grined my good uncle ; but he had not been with
us above a day or two, before my wife and he came
to an open quarrel on the following occasion.

It happened that he had brought a favourite

pointer with him, who at his first coming, was

immediately locked up in the coal-hole ; but the

dog having found means to escape, had crept

slyly up stairs, and (besides other marks of his

want of delicacy) had very calmly stretched him
self out upon a crimson damask settee. My
wife not only sentenced him to the discipline of

the whip, but insisted upon having the criminal

hanged up afterwards ; when the master inter

posing in his behalf, it produced such high
Avords between them, that my uncle ordered his

horse, and swore he would never darken our

doors again as long as he breathed. He went

home, and, about two months after, died : but

as he could not forget the ill treatment which

both he and his dog had met with at our house,

ic had altered his will, which before he had

made entirely in our favour.

I am, Sir, yours, &c.

T. PETER
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, 104.1 THURSDAY, JAN. 22, 1756.

Actamests Hicet ; PuristI.

Ruin'd and undone !

TER.

THS use of language is the ready communication

of our thoughts to one another. As we cannot

produce the objects, which raise ideas in our

minds, we use words which are made signs of

those objects. No man could otherwise convey
to another the idea of a table or chair, without

pointing to those pieces of furniture as children

are taught to remember the names of things by
looking at their pictures. Thus, if I wanted to

mention king Charles on horse-back, I must

carry my companion to Charing-cross ; and

would I next tell him of the statue of Sir John

Barnard, we must trudge back again, and he

must wait for my meaning till we get to the

Royal Exchange. We should be like the sages
of Laputa, who (as Gulliver tells us) having
substituted things for words, used to carry about

them such .things as were necessary to express
the particular business they were to discourse

on. " I have often beheld (says he) two of those

sages almost sinking under the weight of their

packs, like pedlars among us : who, when they
meet in the streets, would lay down their loads,

open their sacks, and hold conversation for an

hour together ; then put up their implements,

help each other to resume their burthens, and

take their leave." In these circumstances, a

man of the fewest words could not, indeed, talk

without carrying about him a much larger ap

paratus, than is contained in the bag of the noted

Yeates, or any other slight-of-hand artist : he

could not speak of a chicken or an owl, but it

must be ready in his pocket to be produced. In

such a case we could not say we heard, but we
saw the conversation of a friend ; as in the epis

tolary correspondence, carried on by those pretty

hieroglyphic letters (as they are called,) where
the picture of a deer and a woman finely drest

is made to stand for the expression of dear

lady.

But the invention of words has removed

these difficulties ; and we may talk not only of

any thing we have seen, but what neither we,
nor the persons to whom we speak ever saw.

Thus we can convey to another the idea of a

battle, without being reduced to the disagreeable

necessity of learning it from the cannon's mouth :

and we can talk of the people in the world of

the moon, without being obliged to make use of

Bishop Wilkins's artificial wings to fly thither.

Words, therefore, in the ordinary course of life,

are like the paper money among merchants
;

invented as a more ready conveyance, by which
the largest sum can be transmitted to the most

distant .places with as much ease as a letter;

while the same in specie, would require bags
and chests, and even carts or ships to transport
it. But, however great these advantages are,

the use of language has brought along with it

several inconveniences, as well as paper money :

for as this latter is more liable to miscarry, more

easily concealed, carried off, or counterfeited

than bullion, merchants have frequent cause to

complain, that the convenience of this sort of

cash is not without its alloy of evil; and we
find that in the use of language there is so much
room for deceit and mistake, that though it does

not render it useless, it is much to be wished

some remedy could be contrived.

Men are so apt to use the same words in

different senses, and call the same thing by
different names, that oftentimes they cannot

understand others, or be themselves under

stood. If one calls that thing black which ano

ther calls green, or that prodigality which ano

ther calls generosity, they mistake each other's

meaning, and can never agree till they explain
the words. It is to this that we owe so much
wrangling in discourse, and so many volumes of

controversy on almost every part of literature.

I have known a dispute carried on with great

warmth, and when the disputants have come to

explain what each meant, it has been discovered

they were both of a side : like the men in the

play, who met and fought first, and, after each

ha.rj been heartily beaten, found themselves to be

friends. What should we say, if this practice
of calling things by a wrong name was to obtain

among tradesmen ? If you was to send to your
haberdasher for a hat, you might receive a pair
of stockings ; or instead of a cordial julep from

your apothecary, be furnished with a cathartic

or a clyster.

It would be needless to insist on the inconve

niences arising from the misuse or misappre
hension of terms in all verbal combats ; whether

they be fought on the spot by word of mouth,
or (like a game of chess) maintained, even though
lands and seas interpose, by the assistance of the

press. In our ordinary conversation it is noto

rious, that no less confusion has arisen from the

wrong application or perversion of the original

and most natural import of words. I remember,
when I commenced author I published a little

pamphlet, which I flattered myself had some

merit, though I must confess it did not sell.

Conscious of my growing fame, I resolved to

send the first fruits of it to an uncle in the

country, that my relations might judge of the

great honour I was likely to prove to the family :

but how was I mortified, when the good man
sent me word, " that he was sorry to find I had

ruined myself, and had wrote a book ; for the

parson of the parish had assured him, that au
thors were never worth a farthing, and always
died in a gaol." Notwithstanding this remon

strance, I have still persisted in my rum, which
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at present I cannot say is quite completed, as I

can make two meals a day, have yet a coat to my
back, with a clean shirt for Sundays at least,

and am lodged somewhat below a garret. How
ever, this prediction of my uncle has often led me
to consider, in how many senses, different from
its general acceptation, the word ruined is fre

quently made use of. When we hear this word

applied to another, we should naturally imagine,
the person is reduced to a state worse than he
was in before, and so low that it is scarce pos
sible for him to rise again : but we shall often

find, instead of his being undone, that he has

rather met with some extraordinary good for

tune ; and that those who pronounce him ruined,
either mean you should understand it in some
other light, or else call him undone, because he

differs from them in his way of life, or because

they wish him to be in that situation. I need

not point out the extreme cruelty, as well as in

justice, in the misapplication of this term ; as it

may literally ruin a man by destroying his char

acter: according to the old English proverb,
"
give a dog an ill name, and hang him."
Most people are, indeed, so entirely taken up

with their own narrow views, that, like the

jaundiced eye, every thing appears to them of

the- same colour. From this selfish prejudice

they are led'to make a wrong judgment of the

motives and actions of others : and it is no won
der, that they should see ruin staring every man
in the face, who happens not to think as they
do : I shall, therefore, here set down a catalogue
of some of my own acquaintance, whom the

charity and good nature of the world have not

scrupled to pronounce absolutely ruined.

A young clergyman of Cambridge might have
had a good college -living in about thirty years

time, or have been head of the house ; but he

chose to quit his fellowship for a small cure in

town, with a view of recommending himself by
his preaching Ruined.

A fellow of another college, in the same uni

versity, refused to quit his books and his retire

ment, to live as chaplain with a smoking, drink

ing, swearing, fox-hunting country squire, who
would have provided for him. . . . Ruined.

Dr. Classic, a young physician from Oxford,

might have had more practice than Radcliffe or

Mead
; but having studied Aristotle's Poetics,

and read the Greek tragedies, as well as Galen
and Hippocrates, he was tempted to write a

play, which was universally applauded, and the

author was Ruined.

A student of the Temple might have made
sure of a judge's robes or the chancellor's seals;

but being tired of sauntering in Westminster-
hall without even getting half a guinea for a mo
tion, he has accepted of a commission in one of

the new- raised regiments, and is . . Ruined.

A younger brother of a good family threw
himself away upon an obscure widow wit!) a

jointure of 500 per annum, by whbh he is

Ruined.

Another, a man of fortune, fell in love with,
and married a genteel girl without a farthing ;

and though she makes him an excellent wife, he
is universally allowed to have Ruined himself.

Before I conclude, I cannot but take notice of

the strange sense in which a friend of mine once

heard this word used in company by a girl of

the town. The young creature, being all life

and spirits, engrossed all the conversation to her

self; and herself indeed was the subject of all

the conversation : but what most surprised him,

was the manner in which she used this word
Ruined ; which occurred frequently in her dis

course, though never intended by her to convey
the meaning generally affixed to it. It served

her sometimes as an era to determine the date

of every occurrence " she bought such a gown,
just after she was ruined the first time she saw
Garrick in Ranger, she was in doubt whether

it was before or after she was ruined," Having
occasion to mention a young gentleman, she

burst into raptures
" O, he is a dear crea

ture ! He it was that ruined me O, he is a

dear soul ; he carried me to an inn ten miles

from my father's house in the country, where

he ruined me. If he had not ruined me, I should

have been as miserable and as moping as my
sisters. But the dear soul was forced to go
abroad upon his travels, and I was obliged to

come upon the town, three weeks after I was
ruined no, not so much as three weeks after I

was ruined yes, it was full three weeks after I

was ruined"

No. 105.] THURSDAY, JAN. 29, 1756.

Gaudit equiSy canibusque, et aprici gramme campi.

HOB.

To spring a covey, or unearth a fox,'

In reverend sportsmen is right orthodox.

My cousin Village, from whom I had not heard

for some time, has lately sent me an account of

a Country Parson ; which I daresay will prove

entertaining to my town readers, who can have

no other idea of our clergy, than what they have

collected from the spruce and genteel figures,

which they have been used to contemplate here,

in doctors' scarfs, pudding-sleeves, starched

bands, and feather-top grizzles. It will be found

from my cousin's description, that these reverend

ensigns of orthodoxy are not so necessary to be

displayed among rustics ;
and that, when they

are out of the pulpit or surplice, the good pastor*

may, without censure, put on the manners an

well as dress of a groom or whipper-in.
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Doncaster, Jan. 14-, 1756.

DEAR COUSIN,

I am just arrived here, after having paid a

visit to our old acquaintance Jack Quickset, who

is now become the Reverend Mr. Quickset,

Rector of parish in the north-riding of

this county, a living worth upwards of three

hundred pounds per annum. As the ceremo

nies of ordination have occasioned no alteration

in Jack's morals or hehaviour, the figure he

makes in the church is somewhat remarkable :

but as there are many other incumbents of

country livings whose clerical characters will

be found to tally with his, perhaps a slight

sketch, or, as I may say, rough draught of

him, with some account of my visit, will not be

unentertaining to your readers.

Jack, hearing that I was in this part of the

world, sent me a very hearty letter, informing

me, that he had been double-japauned (as he

called it) about a year ago, and was the present

incumbent of ; where if I would favour

him with my company, he would give me a cup
of the best Yorkshire stingo, and would engage
to show me a noble day's sport, as he was in a

fine open country with plenty of foxes. I re

joiced to hear he was so comfortably settled, and

set out immediately for his living. When I

arrived within the gate, my ears were alarmed

with such a loud chorus of "No mortals on

earth are so happy as we," that I began to think

I had made a mistake ;
till observing its close

neighbourhood to the church convinced me that

this could be no other than the parsonage-house.
On my entrance, my friend (whom I found in

the midst of a room-full of fox-hunters in boots

arid bob-wigs) got up to welcomeme to , and,

embracing me, gave me the full flavour of his

stingo by belching in my face, as he did me the

honour of saluting me. He then introduced me
to his friends; and placing me at the right hand

of his own elbow-chair, assured them, that I

was a very honest cock, and loved a chace of

five-and-twenty miles an end as well as any of

them : to preserve the credit of which charac

ter, I was obliged to comply with an injunction

to toss off a pint bumper of port, with the foot

of the fox dipped and squeezed into it to give a

zest to the liquor.

The whole economy of Jack's life is very dif

ferent from that of his brethren. Instead of

having a wife and a house full of children, (the
most common family of a country:clergyman) he

is single ; unless we credit some idle whispers
in the parish that he is married to his house

keeper. The calm amusements of piquet, chess,

and back-gammon, have no charms for Jack,

who sees " his dearest action in the field," emd

boasts, that he has a brace of as good hunters in

his stable, as ever leg was laid over. Hunting
and shooting are the only business of his life ;

fox-hounds and pointers lie about in every par

lour ; and he is himself, like Pistol, always in

boots. The estimation in which he holds his

friends, is rated according to their excellence as

sportsmen ;
and to be able to make a good shot, or

hunt a pack of hounds well, are most recom

mending qualities. His parishioners often earn

a shilling and a cup of ale at his house, by com

ing to acquaint him, that they have found a

hare sitting, or a fox in cover. One day, while

I was alone with my friend, the servant came
in to tell him, that the clerk wanted to speak
with him. He was ordered in ; but I could not

help smiling, when (instead of giving notice ofa

burying, christening, or some other church busi

ness, as I expected) I found the honest clerk on

ly came to acquaint his reverend superior, that

there was a covey of partridges, of a dozen brace

at least, not above three fields from the house.

Jack's elder brother, Sir Thomas Quickset,
who gave him the benefice, is lord of the ma
nor : so that Jack has full power to beat up the

game unmolested. He goes out three times a

week with his brother's hounds, whether Sir

Thomas hunts or not
;
and has besides a depu

tation from him as lord of the manor, consign

ing the game to his care, and empowering him
to take away all guns, nets, and dogs from persons
not duly qualified. Jack is more proud of this

office, than many other country clergymen are

of being in the commission of the peace. Poach

ing is in his eye the most heinous crime in the

two tables ; nor does the care of souls appear to

him half so important a duty as the preservation
of the game.

Sunday, you may suppose, is as dull and te

dious to this ordained sportsman, as to any fine

lady in town : not that he makes the duties of his

function any fatigue to him, but as this day is

necessarily a day of rest from the toils of shoot

ing and the chase. It happened, that the first

Sunday after I was with him he engaged to take

care of a church, in the absence of a neighbour

ing clergyman, which was about twenty miles

off. He asked me to accompany him, and the

more to encourage me, he assured me, that we
should ride over as fine a champaign open coun

try as any in the north Accordingly I was
roused by him in the morning before day-break

by a loud hollowing of " Hark to Merriman,"
and the repeated smacks of his half-hunter ;

and after we had fortified our stomachs with

several slices of hung beef and a horn or two of

stingo, we sallied forth. Jack was mounted

upon a hunter, which he assured me was never

yet thrown out : and as we rode along, he could

not help lamenting, that so fine a morning
should be thrown away upon a Sunday ; at the

same time remarking, that the dogs might run

breast high.

Though we made the best of our way over

hedge and ditch, and took every thing, we were
often delayed by trying if we could prick a hare,
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or by leaving the road to examine a piece of

cover : and he frequently made me stop, while

he pointed out the particular course that Rey
nard took, or the spot where he had earthed.

At length we arrived on full gallop at the

church, where we found the congregation wait

ing for us : but as Jack had nothing to do but to

alight, pull his band out of the sermon case,

give his brown scratch bob a shake, and clap on

the surplice, he was presently equipped for the

service. In short, he behaved himself both in

the desk and pulpit to the entire satisfaction of

all the parish as well as the squire of it ; who
after thanking Jack for his excellent- discourse,

very cordially took us home to dinner with him.

I shall not trouble you with an account of our

entertainment at the squire's ; who, being him
self as keen a sportsman as ever followed a pack
of dogs, was hugely delighted with Jack's con

versation. Church and king, and another par
ticular toast, (in compliment, I suppose, to my
friend's clerical character) were the first drank

after dinner; but these were directly followed

by a pint bumper to horses sound, dogs hearty,

earths stopt, and foxes plenty. When we had

run over again with great joy and vociferation,

as many chases as the time would permit, the

bell called us to evening prayers : after which,

though the squire would fain have had us stay

and take a hunt with him, we mounted our

horses at the church door, and rode home in the

dark ; because Jack had engaged to meet several

of his brother-sportsmen, who were to lie all

night at his own house to be in readiness to

make up for the loss of Sunday, by going out a

cock shooting very early next morning.
I must leave it to you, cousin, to make what

reflections you please on this character
; only

observing, that the country can furnish many
instances of these ordained sportsmen, whose

thoughts are more taken up with the stable or

the dog-kennel than the church : and, indeed,

it will be found, that our friend Jack and all of

his stamp are regarded by their parishioners,
not as parsons of the parish, but rather as

squires in orders.

T. I am, dear cousin, yours, &c.

No. 106.] THURSDAY, FEB. 5, 1756.

Non hcec solcnnia nobis

Vana supcrstitio, veterumve ignara deorum,

Imposuit. S<evis, hospcsTrojane, pcriclis

Servali facimus. VIRG.

These solemn rites nor superstition vain,

Nor fears from blinder ignorance ordain :

Sav'd from the shock, from dangers yet unknown,
His mercy we implore whose power we own.

IT is not easy for the mind of man to recover

itself from any extraordinary panic, which has

once seized it : for which reason we cannot Le

surprised, that many well-meaning people, who
have not yet shaken off the apprehensions occa

sioned by the late dreadful earthquakes, should

be led to conjure up new terrors, and alarm

themselves with imaginary dangers. Their

fears interpret every common incident, and

even the change of weather, as signs of ap

proaching destruction : if the day be calm and

serene, such (they say) is the usual forerunner

of a shock ; or, if the night prove tempestuous,

they can hardly persuade themselves, that it is

only the wind which rocks their houses. With
this propensity to entertain any unreasonable

dread about future events, it is no wonder, that

weak minds should be worked upon by little

dabblers in philosophy, who, having gleaned a

few barren scraps from the magazines, presume
even to foretell the dissolution of the world by
the comet, which is expected to appear in 1758.

Swift, in his Voyage to Laputa, has a passage

so very apposite to these idle pretenders to

science, that I shall beg leave to transcribe it.

"These people," says he, "are under conti

nual disquietudes, never enjoying a minute's

peace of mind : and their disturbances proceed

from causes, which very little affect the rest of

mortals. Their apprehensions arise from seve

ral changes they dread in the celestial bodies.

For instance, that the earth by the continual

approaches of the sun towards it, must in course

of time be absorbed, or swallowed up. That

the face of the sun will by degrees be encrusted

with its own effluvia, and give no more light to

the world. That the earth very narrowly es

caped a brush from the last comet, which would

have infallibly reduced it to ashes ; and that

the next, which they have calculated for one

and-thirty years hence, will probably destroy

us. For, if in its perihelion it should approach
within a certain degree of the sun, (as by their

calculations they have reason to dread) it will

receive a degree of heat ten thousand times

more intense, than that of red-hot glowing iron ;

and in its absence from the sun, carry a blazing

tail ten hundred thousand and fourteen miles

long: through which if the earth should pass at

the distance of one hundred thousand miles from

the nucleus, or main body of the comet, it must

in its passage be set on fire and reduced to ashes.

That the sun, daily spending its rays without

any nutriment to supply them, will at last be

wholly consumed and annihilated ;
which must

be attended with the destruction of this earth,

and of all the planets that receive their light

from it.

" They are so perpetually alarmed with the

apprehensions of these and the like impending

dangers, that they can neither sleep quietly in

their beds, nor have any relish for the common

pleasures or amusements of life. When they
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meet an acquaintance in the morning, the first

question is about the sun's health, how he look

ed at his setting and rising, and what hopes

they have to avoid the stroke of an approaching

comet. This conversation they are apt to run

into with the same temper, that boys discover-

to hear terrible stories of spirits and hobgoblins,

which they greedily listen to, and dare not go to

bed for fear."

Let us, however, banish from our thoughts all

such vain notions, and let us fortify our minds

with a true sense of religion, which will teach

us to rely on the protection of that providence,

which has hitherto preserved us. It is with

great pleasure that I remark the unanimous

concurrence of almost all ranks of people in al

lowing the propriety of the present solemn fast,

as a necessary act of humiliation, to avert the

wrath and vengeance of heaven, and to call

down its mercies upon us. It is true, indeed,

that no persons do more prejudice to the cause,

of religion than they who cloud its genuine
cheerfulness with the gloom of superstition, and

are apt to consider every common accident that

befalls us, as a judgment. They clothe religion

in the most terrifying habit, and, (as it were)
dress it up in all the horrors of the inquisition.

These people are much to be pitied ; and it is to

be wished, that their mistaken piety could be

better regulated. But there is another set of men
of a different turn, more numerous, and much
more dangerous to the community, who treat

every act of religion as a jest, and hold its most

sacred ordinances in contempt. Set forms and

ceremonies, though they have no essential

virtue in themselves, are yet indispensably re

quisite to keep alive in us a quick sense of

our duty. It must be allowed indeed, that if

a man could constantly employ his mind in holy

meditations, exercise the virtues, and believe

the mysteries of our religion, he would be a

true Christian, though he never complied with

any outward forms, or so much as repeated a

single prayer. But it is manifest from experi

ence, that those who neglect the ordinances, ne

glect also the duties of a Christian
; and the least

reflection on the human mind will convince us,

that some external rites are necessary to settle

the wandering ideas, and to fix the attention on

its proper object. The fervent repetition of a

prayer inspires us with love and gratitude to

wards the Deity, and kindles the spark of devo

tion within us : and it is easy to conceive, that,

if the celebration of public worship was neglect
ed among us only for one year, it would be a

more fatal blow to religion, than all the weak
attacks of infidels and free-thinkers.

But though forms may be said to compose the

body, a good life is the soul of religion, without
which the rest is but a dead mass. The most

rigid compliance with every ordinance of the

church, if it has no influence on our conduct, is
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rather a solemn mockery, than an atonement

for our offences : as they, who receive the bread

and wine without a firm resolution to lead a

new life, are said to eat and drink their own
damnation. Wherefore, a strict observance of

this or that particular day is not a sufficient dis

charge of our duty, except it serve to rouse us

from the lethargy of sin, to awaken in us a de-

sir* of becoming worthy the protection of the

Almighty, by animating our faith, amending
our lives, and working in us a repentance for

our transgressions. Thus the Lord's day is not

merely set apart for devotion, with an unlimited

license to wickedness all the rest of the week ;

but our being particularly exercised in acts of

piety for one day is calculated to strengthen our

virtue, and to give a tincture of religion to out

whole conduct through the other six.

On the present solemn occasion, I doubt not

but every persuasive, tending to make this tem

porary fast a lasting benefit, will be urged by the

clergy : I shall therefore content myself with

touching on some laxities in the usual manner
of keeping a fast, which, though they are not of

sufficient dignity to be taken notice of from the

pulpit, should yet be pointed out, as the viola

tion of the fast in these particulars is almost

universal.

The very name of a fast implies a day of ab

stinence, of mortification and self-denial : which

has always been enjoined as a necessary means
of subduing irregular desires, and fitting us for

holy meditation. For this reason, in former

days, when people of quality rose earlier than

even mechanics now open their shops, when the

court itself dined at eleven, that meal was defer-

ed till four o'clock, in compliance with this re

ligious exercise, which was in those times a

real abstinence, a true piece of mortification and

self-denial. But if the observance of a fast con

sists in not dining till four o'clock, our persons
of fashion may be said to fast every day of their

lives. In truth, the several hours of the day are

adapted to such very different employments to

what they were formerly, that our four o'clock

stands in the place of their eleven : and nothing
can be more absurd (to use no harsher term)
than to adhere to the form in the performance
of a religious act, when, by the alteration of cir

cumstances, that form flatly contradicts the very

meaning of its original institution. I would

also ask those rigid devotees, who observe this

day in all the strictness of the letter, and would

be shocked at the sight of a leg of mutton or beef

steak on their tables, whether the dining upon
salt or other fish may not be considered rather

as feasting than fasting, if (as is often the case)

it should happen to be a dish they are remarka

bly fond of. All these methods of keeping a fast

without abstinence, mortification, or self-denial,

are mere quibbles to evade the performance of

our duty, and 'entirely frustrate the design of
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appointing tbis solemnity. There is something
of this nature Tery commonly practised in

France ;
where there are many families, who

keep the whole Lent with great strictness, but

the last night of it invite a great deal of com

pany to supper. The moment the clock strikes

twelve, a magnificent entertainment, consisting
of all sorts of rich fare, is served up, and these

most Christian debauchees sit down to indulge in

luxury, without sinning against the canon.

I cannot conclude without an earnest wish,
that the observation of the present fast may
awaken in us a serious attention to our duty
hereafter ; that we may not seem to have barely

complied with a stated form, or to have been af

fected with the short-lived piety of a single day.
As to those who require constantly to be fright
ened into their duty, I will for once venture to

commence prophet : and let them be assured,

that my predictions will infallibly come to pass.

There is a danger, more certain than an earth

quake or a comet, which will inevitably over

whelm us ; a danger from which we cannot

possibly guard ourselves, and which perhaps is

even now at our doors. This danger I cannot
better set forth, than in the alarming words of

a celebrated French preacher.
" I know a man

(tnd I will point him out presently) who is now
in this church : a man, in perfect health

; and a

man in the flower of his age : and yet this man,
perhaps before next Sunday, perhaps by to-mor

row, will be in his grave. This man, my dear

brethren, is myself who speaks to you, it is you
who hear me.' O.

No 107. THURSDAY, JANUARY 12, 1756.

Cedunt grammatici, vincuntur rhetores. Juv.

Full in the midst of Euclid dip at once,
And petrify a genius to a dunce. POPE.

TO MR. TOWN.

College, Cambridge, Jan. 30, 1756.

SIR,

I HAVE just now, with near a hundred more,
taken the first degree, which this university
confers on her sons; and begin to consider

within myself, in what manner we have spent
our time for these four years past, and what

profit we are likely to receive hereafter from

our academical studies. But upon retrospection

I find that, instead of having laid up a store of

learning, which might have been of service to

us in our future connexions and intercourse

with mankind, we have been confounding our

heads with a miscellaneous heap of nonsense,
which most of us, I am certain, are endeavour

ing to unlearn as fast as possibly we can : in

stead of having acquired such a share of common

sense, as might have been of service to ourselves

and acquaintance, we must entirely sell off our

old stock, and begin the world of literature anew
This reflection cannot be very pleasing to those,

who, I must say, have squandered away so very

precious a time of life
;
a time of life, when,

though judgment perhaps is not come to matu

rity, yet imagination and invention, those noble

offsprings of a promising mind, are in the very
flower and bloom of perfection.

This seat of learning, for it undoubtedly de~

serves that name, has drawn and kept us toge
ther for some years : our manners, conversation,
and studies bear a great similitude

; but now
either chance or choice is going to disperse us

over the whole kingdom ; and our places of

abode will scarce be more widely different, than

our schemes of life. Notwithstanding this, the

same plan of study has been imposed on all :

whether agreeable or contrary to the bent of

inclination, has never been regarded. Mathe
matics is the standard, to which all merit is

referred ; and all other excellencies, without

these, are quite overlooked and neglected ; the

solid learning of Greece and Rome is a trifling

acquisition ; and much more so, every polite

accomplishment : in short, if you will not get

all Euclid and his diagrams by heart, and pore

over Saunderson till you are as blind as himself,

they will say of you, as in the motto to one of

your late papers, actum est ! ilicet ! peristi !

1 tis all over with you ! you are ruined ! you
are ruined!' Not that I would depreciate this

kind of learning ; it is certainly a most noble

science, and reflects the greatest honour on hu

man wit and invention : all that I complain of

is the unreasonable stress that is laid upon it ;

nay, even the most abstruse parts of it : which

is still more absurd, as there are so very few

heads able to perceive and retain the nice chain

of reasoning and deduction, which must neces

sarily be made use of : and as a small number

of mathematical geniuses would be sufficient for

the service of his majesty's dominions.

I take it for granted, that your sagacity has

by this time discovered, that you have been ad

dressed by a young man, whose too overween

ing conceit of himself has perhaps induced him
to imagine, that the university has not suffi

ciently rewarded his deserts : if so, you are no

deceived. But though this disappointment niaj

at present sit a little uneasy upon me, yet 1

think I can foresee, that it will be the most for

tunate mortification, that could possibly have

befallen me. For in the first place, it has suffi

ciently abated that upstart pride, which most

young men are apt to take in their own abilities ;

than which nothing can be more irksome to all

their acquaintance, or a greater imoediment to

their own real improvement. A pert scholar,

whenever he enters a room of company, imme

diately assumes a superiority in discourse, and
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thinks himself obliged to correct all improprie

ties in thought or expression. You must '

speak

by the card,' as Hamlet says, or expect the cen

sure of this superficial coxcomb. If, according

to the common form of speech, you say, that

there is either heat in the fire, or coldness in ice,

he will inform you, that you deliver yourself

very inaccurately, as Mr. Locke has fully de

monstrated ; he will tell you, you cannot prove,

two and two make four, or that you are alive

yourself. These, and a thousand other obser

vations equally impertinent, he is continually

m;iking, to the no small uneasiness and per

plexity of the ladies and honest country gen
tlemen.

What is still a greater misfortune, is, that a

man of this cast is never likely to know any
better : for, having raked together a few meta

physical distinctions and sholastic refinements,

he thinks he has laid up a sufficient fund of

knowledge for his whole life : he despises all

common sense (which is the best sense) through
an ambition of appearing particular : and as for

the advice or opinion of others, those he thinks

himself indispensably bound to disregard ;
in

asmuch as such submission implies some infe

riority, which he would by no means bethought
to labour under. Such a disposition as this I

take to be the sure and infallible token of con

firmed ignorance : a melancholy instance of the

depravity of human nature, that the less we
know, the more we presume ; and the fewer

advances we have made towards true knowledge,
the less occasion we think we have of any fur

ther improvement.
In the second place, If I may be allowed to

judge of what I cannot possibly have expe

rienced, I take it to be the greatest benefit to a

young person to meet with early disappoint
ments in life : for sooner or later every one must
have his share of them ; and the sooner we meet

with some of them the better. By this means
the mind is easily made familiar with crosses

and vexations, and is not thrown off its balance

by every thwarting and wayward accident ; by
this means we submit to ills and troubles, as the

necessary attendants on mankind : as on a rainy

day we make ourselves quiet and contented, but

hope for sunshine on the morrow. And, indeed,

there seems to be a strong analogy between the

inclemency of the weather attacking our bodies,

and the storms and afflictions which batter our

minds. The rain will beat and the wind will

roar, let us use our utmost endeavours to the con

trary ; but by inuring our persons to the vicissi

tudes of the seasons, and vising other proper me
thods, we shall feel no very sensible incon

venience from them. In like manner, all our

skill and art cannot prevent or elude the rubs

and disasters, to which we are liable ; but if by
degrees, and early in life, we are hardened and

accustomed to them and if by the help of reason

and sound philosophy we arm and fortify our

selves against them, they may still perhaps reach

us, but their shocks will be quite weak and lan

guid : and we may say of the darts of Fortune,

as Virgil says of Priam, when he hurled a jave

lin at Pyrrhus,

Telum imbdle sine ictb

Conjecit.

Short of its aim, and impotent to wound,
The feeble shaft falls hurtless to the ground.

Thus you see, Mr. Town, that out of a seem

ing evil I have discovered a real good : and I am
certain, if this method of reasoning could be

made universal, we should find much fewer

murmurers against the present distribution and

order of things.

I am. Sir, yours, &c.
B. A.

Mr. Town,
I am so great an admirer of the fair sex, that

I never let a tittle of their vendible writings es

cape me. I bought this year the Lady's Diary,

merely because it was advertised as the Woman's

Almanack, which I construed the Almanack

composed by a woman : but I find I have been

mistaken in my supposition. It is not the work
of a female. The Christian name of the author,

I have reason to believe, is Marmaduke ; unless

I misunderstand a most curious copy of verses,

describing a most superb entertainment, of fish,

flesh, pies and tarts, exhibited upon New Year's

day, 1755. His surname remains as great an

enigma as any in his book. His coadjutors, con

tributors, or assistants, are Messieurs Walter

Trott, Timothy Nabb, Patrick Ocavannah, John

Honey, Henry Season, and others. I honour

these gentlemen and their works : but I own
my chief delight is in reading over the riddles

and unriddles, the questions and the answers of

Miss Sally West, Cselia, Miss Nancy Evelyn,
Miss E. S. Miss Atkinson, Enira, and other

choice little feminine spirits of the age. Riddles

are so becoming, and appear so pretty, when
dandled about by ladies, that they may be com

pared to soft, smooth, painted, waxen babies,

dressed up in a proper manner for misses to play

with, from eighteen to fourscore. But above all,

I must take this opportunity of congratulating
deal- Miss Fanny Harris, who, I find,

" has

given an elegant solution to a prize problem by
a fluxionary calculus founded on the properties
of tangents," and by that means has run away
with no less than twelve diaries for this impor
tant year 1756. As this young lady is justly
called ' the honour of her sex," and deals entire

ly in the properties of tangents, I fear she wil
never descend so low as riddleme riddlemeree

and therefore I most humbly offer, by the vehi

cle of your paper, Mr. Town, a small riddle, in

vented with much pains and thought by myself,
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to the solution of those three ingenious spinsters

Miss Polly Walker, Miss Grace Tetlow, an<

Miss Ann Rickaby, to appear in the Lady'i

Diary of 1757, and to receive upon appearance

as a premium, one complete set of the Connois

seur in pocket volumes, to he the property of one

or more of these three ladies, who shall explain

my ^Enigma.

Fire and water mixed together,

Add to this some salt and tin ;

Tell me, ladies, tell me whether

In this mixture there is sin ?

The solution itself, if not truly explained by

the Three Graces, to whom I now address it,

shall appear, by your permission, in the first Con

noisseur after next New Year's day.

I am, Sir, your humble Servant,

MICHAEL KRAWBRIDGE

No. 103.] THURSDAY, FEB. 19, 1756.

Ter centum tonal ore Deos, Erabumque, Cheosqite,

Terpeminamque Hecaten, tria Virginis ora Diana.
VIRGIZ,.

Dire execrations split your ears asunder,

Death ! and Damnation ! Furies ! Blood ! and Thunder !

As there are some vices which the vulgar have

presumed to copy from the great, so there are

others which the great have condescended to bor

row from the vulgar. Among these I cannot but

set down the shocking practice of cursing and

swearing ; a practice, which (to say nothing at

present of its impiety and profaneness) is low
and indelicate, and places the man of quality on

the same level with the chairman at his door.

A gentleman would forfeit all pretensions to

that title, who should choose to embellish his

discourse with the oratory of Billingsgate, and

converse in the style of an oyster-woman : but

it is accounted no disgrace to him, to use the

same coarse expressions of cursing and swear

ing with the meanest of the mob. For my own
part, I cannot, see the difference between a By
Gad or a Gad dem-me, minced and softened by
a genteel pronunciation from well-bred lips,

and the same expression bluntly bolted out

from the broad mouth of a porter or hackney-
coachman.

I shall purposely wave making any reflec

tions on the impiety of this practice, as I am
satisfied they would have but little weight either

with the beaumonde or the canaille. The swearer
of either station devotes himself piece-meal, as

it were, to destruction ; pours out anathemas

against his eyes, his heart, his soul, and every

part of his body ; nor does he scruple to extend
the same good wisnes to the limbs ana joints of

his friends and acquaintance. This they both

do with the same fearless unconcern
; but with

this only difference, that the gentleman-swearer
damns himself and others with the greatest

civility and good-breeding imaginable.

My predecessor, the Tatler, gives us an ac

count of a certain humorist, who got together
a party of noted swearers to dinner with him,
and ordered their discourse to be taken do\vn in

short-hand ; which being afterwards repeated
to them, they were extremely startled and sur

prised at their own common talk. A dialogue
of this nature would be no improper supplement
to Swift's Polite Conversation ; though, indeed,
it would appear too shocking to be set down in

print. But I cannot help wishing, that it were

possible to draw out a catalogue of the fashion

able oaths and curses in present use at Arthur's

or any other polite assembly : by which means
the company themselves would be led to ima

gine, that their conversation had been carried on

between the lowest of the mob ; and they would

blush to find, that they had gleaned their choic

est phrases from lanes and alleys, and enriched

their discourse with the elegant dialect of Wap-
ping and Broad St. Giles's.

The legislature has, indeed, provided against

this offence, by affixing a penalty on every delin

quent according to his station : but this law,

like those made against gaming, is of no effect ;

while the genteeler sort of swearers pour forth

the same execrations at the hazard table or in

the tennis-court, which the more ordinary

gamesters repeat, with the same impunity, over

the shuffle-board or in the skittle-alley. Indeed,

were this law to be rigorously put into execu

tion, there would appear to be little or no pro

portion in the punishment ;
since the gentleman

would escape by depositing his crown ;
while

the poor wretch, who cannot raise a shilling,

must be clapped in the stocks, or sent to Bride

well. But as the offence is exactly the same, I

would also have no distinction made in the

treatment of the offenders : and it would be a

most ridiculous but a due mortification to a man
of quality, te be obliged to thrust his leg through
the same stocks with a carman or a coal-heaver ;

since he first degraded himself, and qualified

limself for their company, by talking in the

same mean dialect.

I am aware, that it will be pleaded in excuse
?
or this practice, that oaths and curses are in-

iended only as mere expletives, which serve to

round a period, and give a grace and spirit to

conversation. But there are still some old-fa

shioned creatures, who adhere to their common

acceptation, and cannot help thinking it a very

erious matter, that a man should devote his

>ody to the devil, or call down damnation on

is soul. Nay, the swearer himself, like the

Id man in the fable calling upon death, would

e exceeding loath to be taken at his word ; and,

vhile he wishes destruction to every part of his
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body, would be highly concerned to have a limb

rot away, his nose fall off, or an eye drop out

of the socket. It would, therefore, be advis

able to substitute some other terms equally un

meaning, and at the same time remote from the

vulgar cursing arid swearing.

It is recorded to the honour of the famous

Dean Stanhope, that in his younger days, when
he was chaplain to a regiment, he reclaimed

the officers, who were much addicted to this

vulgar practice, by the following method of re

proof. One evening as they were all in com

pany together, after they had been very eloquent

in this kind of rhetoric, so natural to the gen

tlemen of the army, the worthy dean took occa

sion to tell a story in turn ; in which he fre

quently repeated the words bottle and glass, in

stead of the usual expletives of God, devil, and

damn, which he did not think quite so becoming

for one of his cloth to make free with. I would

recommend it to our people of fashion to make

use of the like innocent phrases, whenever they

are obliged to have recourse to these substitutes

for thought and expression.
" Bottle and glass,"

might be introduced with great energy in the

table-talk at the King's Arms or St. Alban's

taverns. The gamester might be indulged,

without offence, in swearing by the " knave of

clubs," or the "curse of Scotland;" or he

might, with some propriety, retain the old exe

cration of " the deuce take it." The beau

should be allowed "to swear by his gracious

self, which is the god of his idolatry:" and the

common expletives should consist only of "
upon

my word," and "upon my honour;" which

terms, whatever sense they might formerly

bear, are at present understood only as words of

course without meaning. O.

No. 109.] THURSDAY, FEB. 26, 175o.

Interdum vulgus rectum videl ; esf, ubi, peccal.

HOR.

What ev'ry body says, is often true ;

But very often 'tis a falsehood too.

THE world is indebted to that ingenious inquir

er after truth, the famous Sir Thomas Brown,
for an excellent treatise, in which he has refuted

several idle and ridiculous opinions, that prevail

ed in his time ; to which work he has very pro

perly given the title of Vulgar Errors. Among
others, of noiless importance, he has taken great

pains to explode the common notion that a witch

can make a voyage to the .East Indies in an

egg-shell, or take a journey of two or three hun

dred miles across the country on a broom-stick :

an assertion maintained by that wise monarch,

King James the First, who even condescended

to commence author in support of it. He has

also refuted the generally received opinion, that

the devil is black, has horns upon his head

wears a long curling tail, and a cloven stump
nay, has even denied, that wheresoever he goes,
he always leaves a smell of brimstone behind

him ;
and has no less seriously endeavoured to

show the absurdity of the supposition, that Adam
and Eve were born into the world, without na
vels. But all these mistaken notions, though
they might possibly obtain belief in former times

of superstition and ignorance, could never have
been countenanced in this more enlightened age.

So far from acknowledging the power of witch

craft, we even doubt of the existence of the witch

of Endor : that illustrious personage the devil

is only looked upon as a mere bugbear : and the

lowest mechanics have been taught at the Robin

Hood Society, that the whole account of our

first parents is nothing but a fiction and an old

woman's story.

Since the days of Sir Thomas Brown, such

strange revolutions have happened among us, in

the arts and sciences, in religion, in politics, and

in common life, that I cannot but think, % work,
intended as a supplement to the above-mention

ed treatise of Vulgar Errors, would be highly

acceptable to the public ; since it is notorious,

that many tenets, which were then thought in

disputable truths among all ranks of people, are

now proved to be erroneous, and are only cre

dited by the uninformed vulgar. A work of

this nature it is my intention shortly to publish :

in the meantime, I shall content myself with

laying the following specimen of the performance
before my readers.

The ignorance of the multitude has hitherto

pronounced it,
" to be absolutely impossible that

a maid can be with child." But it is well known
to the learned, that in these later times there

have been many instances of maiden-mothers :

though, whether they are impregnated by the

west-wind, like Virgil's mares, or, as it was

said of Juno, by eating a sallad ;
whether they

bring forth, as Dutch ladies do, Sooterkins ;

whether they receive by intuition, or the opera

tion of the fancy ; or by what other cause, has

not been ascertained. Several instances have

been recorded, among the Roman Catholics, of

nuns and lady abbesses, who have miraculously

proved with child: and here in England we
have more than once heard of the pregnancy of

a maid of honour. I myself know a lady, al

most approaching to the verge of an old maid,

who was very much bloated and puffed up with

the wind-colic : for relief of which she went

into the country for a month, and was unex

pectedly seized with the pangs of child-birth. I

have been told of another, a virgin of the most

unspotted character, who very unaccountably fell

into labour, just as they were going to tap her

for the dropsy. An eminent man-midwife of

my acquaintance was in the beginning of his
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practice called to a virgin, who, to his great sur

prise, brought forth an embryo, in form and ap

pearance exactly resembling a mandrake. This
he considered as a most wonderful lusus nature ;

and had actually drawn up an account of it

(with a figure of the monster) to be laid before

the Royal Society : but in less than a twelve
month he delivered the same lady, who still con

tinued in a state of virginity, of another false

conception, like the former
; and for many years

after this prodigy of a virgin had several other

monstrous and preternatural births of the same
kind. He further assures me, that he has since

rery frequently met with these phenomena ;

and that the only difference between maids and
married women in this point is, that the former
do not manifest the signs of pregnancy so fully
in their waists, nor do they cry out so vehemen

tly in their labour pains ; and it is remarkable,
that they never choose to suckle their children.

It is vulgarly supposed, that " the events of

gaming are regulated by blind chance and for

tune:" but the wise and polite, that is the

knowing ones, cannot but smile at the absurdity
ot this notion : though even the sagacious Hoyle
and Demoivre themselves, by the nicety of their

calculations of chances, seem to have adopted
this ridiculous doctrine. The professors at

Arthur's, and the experienced adepts in the mys
teries of gaming, kindly condescend to give les

sons, at reasonable rates, to those novices,
who imagine that the events of play, like those

of war, are uncertain : and so cogent is their

method of instruction, that they never fail to

convince their pupils, that success at dice, as

well as bowls, depends upon a skilful manage
ment of the bias, and that the cards are not shuf

fled by the blind hand of fortune.

It is a notion confined wholly to the vulgar,
that "

matrimony brings people together :

"
but

it is notorious, that in higher life a marriage is

the most effectual method to keep them asunder.

It is impolite for a man and his wife ever to be

seen together in public ; and a person of quality
had rather enjoy a tete-a-tete with any body's
wife but his own, in private. Genteel couples
have separate amusements, pay separate visits,

keep separate company, lie in separate beds, and

(like the man and woman in a weather-house)
are never seen together : nay more, if they are

very genteel indeed, the lady has her separate
maintenance. On the contrary, if a man of

fashion has a tendre for an unmarried lady, they
reside in the same house, partake of the same

diversions, and observe every other article of the

strictest cohabitation. The surest way of dis

solving a connection of this sort is to marry. Sir

John Brute bluntly declares, that, if he was
married to a hogshead of claret, the thought of

matrimony would make him hate it. Thus, in

general, the very names of wife and husband are

sufficient to destroy all affection ; and it was but

a day or two ago that I met with a
sprightly

young gentleman much of the same opinion
with Sir John

; who being reproached for ne
glecting his lady for a mistress, and reminded
that man and wife were one flesh, replied, thut
it was very true, and what pleasure could ho
have in touching his own flesh ? Modern wed
lock, therefore, may be rather said to divide, than
unite : at least, if matrimony ever brings folks

together for a time, it is only to separate them
more effectually ; as, according to the principles
of action and re-action, where two bodies are
drawn together by a violent attraction, they im
mediately fly off, and are driven back again from
each other by the principle of repulsion.

It may well be called a Vulgar Error, since
none but the vulgar think so, that " the sabbath
is a day of rest." It is, as experience teaches us,
a day of business with some, of pleasure with
others, but of rest with none. It is true, indeed,
that a cessation from wordly occupations, toge
ther with roast beef and plum-pudding, were

formerly the characteristics of the sabbath in

England : but these inactive principles are now
entirely out of fashion ; nor do I know any per
son, who is strictly debarred from exercising
his employment on that day, except the sheriff's

officer. The exact citizen, nicely calculating
the damages he would sustain, on an average,

by the loss of a seventh part of his time, de

frauds the sabbath of its due rights, as he cheats

his customers, in the way of trade. As to peo

ple of quality, they, I suppose, (duly consider

ing how prodigal they are of their lives by ad

hering to the polite system) are willing to hus

band the little time allotted them, by adding

night to day, and Sunday to the week."

If old woman was not a term frequently made
use of by the perverse and impolite multitude,

I should hardly attempt to prove so clear and

obvious a proposition as that " there is no such

thing in the erection as an old woman." Old

women are, indeed, mentioned by some few wri

ters : but I have always looked upon their ex

istence to be as chimerical as that of the Brob-

dingnags or the Yahoos ; and I do not believe

that there has been such an animal in nature

since the flood. In the present distant period we
are unable to conceive the least idea of such a

creature, as the same appearance of youth, the

same lilies and roses bloom on the faces of the

whole sex. For a proof of this, if we look round

at the opera, the playhouse, a lady's rout, or any
other assembly, we may observe, that all our

girls, whether of a smaller or of a larger growth,
assume the same air of gayety and intrigue, and

wear the same complexions. A limner of great

business has often declared to me, that though

he has had several mothers, and grandmothers,

and great grandmothers sit to him, he never yet

drew the picture of an old woman. Medea is

said to have renewed the youth arid vigour of
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her father JEson by boiling him, with certain

magic herbs, in a cauldron : but I will not pre
sume to say that our ladies are preserved from

old age by stewing in a copper, or that, according
to a more modern notion, old women are grounc

young again by a mill. This, however, is cer

tain ; that youth as well as beauty, is the per

petual prerogative of the female sex : and that

age, though it sits venerably on a man, would

no more become a lady than a beard.

In an age so enlightened as the present, when
we have thrown off all other mean prejudices ol

nature and education, it is no wonder that we
should discard the gospel : and I am almost in

doubt, whether I should mention the belief of

it as a Vulgar Error, since it daily loses its credit

among us. Wherefore, if I may not be allowed

to set down the belief in a God, a Saviour, a fu

ture state, the immortality of the soul, &c. &c.

as prevailing errors, I cannot omit so fair an op

portunity of congratulating my contemporaries
on their having overcome them. Nor can I bet

ter conclude this paper, than by a hint to my
friends, the freethinkers, cautioning them to con

sider, whether, if we were made by chance, the

world was made by chance, and every thing else

was made by chance, there may not also be a hell

made by chance. O.
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Contractd mellus parva cupidine

Vectigalia porrigam.

Virtue shall go scot-free ; our new excise

From vice and folly shall raise large supplies.

HOR.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

EVERY Englishman, who has the good of his

country at heart, must lament the perplexity

which our ministers labour under, in contriving

ways and means to raise money for the present

exigence of affairs. I have with pleasure

hearkened to the several projects proposed in

the debates of patriots in our coffee-houses and

private clubs ;
but though I find they are unani

mous in allowing the necessity of levying new
taxes, every one is willing to shift off the bur

den from himself.

I was introduced the other night into a set of

worthy citizens, who very zealously took this

subject into consideration over their evening

pipe. One of them, a grave gentleman, pulling
the Evening Post out of his pocket, and putting
on his spectacles, read aloud to us the several

methods already proposed ; to which many
wise objections were immediately started by the

company.
" What's that ?" says an old don

Cwho I afterwards found bad a small estate in

I houses)
" an additional duty upon bricks, ani

pan- tiles, and plain-tiles! 1 suppose they AviL

lay a duty upon plain-tile pegs by-and-bye."
This speech was received with a hearty chuckle

of applause from the rest of the company ; when
another took occasion to observe,

" that he very
much approved the scheme for laying a larger
tax upon cards and dice ;" one of which he

called the devil's books, and the other his bones.

The duty upon plate might perhaps have passed
into a law in this assembly, if it had not been

vehemently opposed by one member (whom I

discovered to be a silversmith) in which he was
seconded by the landlord of the house, who had
a seat in this meeting, and told us,

" that it

would lie very hard upon publicans, as nobody
would now drink their porter out of a pewter

pot." These and the like arguments induced us

to set aside all the projects that had been offered

hitherto, and to consult together in order to find

new ones in their room ; among which I could

not but smile at the proposal of an honest

peruke-maker, who advised the levying of a

poll-tax upon all that wore their own hair.
"
For," says he,

" we have never had good times,

since wigs were out of fashion. What rare

days were those in Queen Anne's reign, when
the nobility and gentry wore large flaxen flows

of thirty guineas price ! And as you may see

my Lord Godolphin's monument in Westmin

ster-Abbey, a prime minister's wig could not be

made, I am sure, under fifty guineas."
The discourse that passed at this society of

politicians, has led me to turn my thoughts on

devising some method that might answer the

present demands for a supply, with the least

njury to the community. On this account I

am of opinion, that private vices (according to

the favourite tenet of Mandeville) may in some
measure be converted into public benefits, by

aying a certain tax or duty on the fashionable

imusements of the gay and polite world. For

;his purpose 1 have, with great pains and labour,

contrived a plan, a few heads of which, without

further preface, I shall (with your leave) sub

mit to the consideration of those whom it may
concern.

First, then, I would propose, that no persons
f quality, or others, should be allowed to keep

any rout, drum, assembly, visiting-day (or what-

ver other name it may hereafter be called by)
at which more than one hundred persons shall be

bund assembled, without paying a certain rate

or every such rout, drum, &c. The number of

hese meetings, which are held in this town

including the city of London and the suburbs

hereof) I have computed upon an exact calcula-

ion, to amount annually to eight thousand three
'

undred and upwards ; so that if a duty, at

nly sixpence per head, were to be levied upon
he company, it would bring in a prodigious
ncome to the government; deducting for the
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decrease consequent of this tax, as also for those

which we may expect will be smuggled, or

carried on clandestinely. And, as gaming is an

essential diversion at all these meetings, I would

further advise, that every card-table be entered,

in the same manner as all wheel-carriages, and

a proportionable rate fixed on them, according to

the degree and quality of the owners. Be it

enacted, moreover, that extraordinary licenses

shall be taken out for playing at cards on the

Sabbath-day ; but that these be granted only to

persons of the highest rank and fashion.

At the present j tincture of affairs every one

will agree with me, that if an absolute prohibi
tion be impracticable, a heavy duty should be

laid on the importation of French fashions and

fopperies into this kingdom. It is therefore but

reasonable, that all French cooks, valets de

chambre, milliners, mantuamakers, hair-cutters,

&c. should be at least doubly taxed, as it is

notorious that they exact from the dupes who

employ them, more than double the wages or

price for their labours, that our own modest

countrymen would require. This tax, I make
no doubt, would produce no inconsiderable sum
for the public use : and as our ladies, though I

would not suspect that they have French hearts,

are ambitious of wearing French complexions,
a further sum might also be raised by fixing a

high duty upon rouge and carmine.

There are many other particulars in the

fashionable world which might be turned in the

same manner to the public good. A tax on kept

mistresses, for example, who are now, become so

very numerous, that I question not but a duty,

properly levied on them, would be sufficient to

maintain all the widows of our soldiers and

sailors who shall happen to be killed in the ser

vice. A heavy duty might also be laid on all

Bagnios, French-wine -houses, Covent-garden

coffee-houses, &c. and since, in spite of laws and

decency, these places are suffered to be kept

open, it is surely equitable that they should pay
round taxes for the relief of the nation, as well

as an annual tribute for the connivance of the

neighbouring justices. To add to this scheme,

and to make vice and folly further contribute to

the public necessity, I would also propose, that

Messieurs Harris, Derry, and the rest of the

fraternity of pimps retained as caterers to the

voluptuous at any tavern or bagnio, should en

ter all the hacks in their service at an excise of

fice appropriated to this purpose ;
and that, to

prevent frauds, as well as to point out the

means of application to the office for redress in

case of complaint, these hacks should all be

marked and numbered, like the hackney-

coaches.

As it is incumbent on every Englishman to

expose his life in defence of his country against

the common enemy, I must particularly recom

mend, that some means may be devised, that

the gallant feats of those men of honour, who
rather choose to risk their lives in the modish

way of duelling, may be attended with some ad

vantage to their countrymen. I would, there

fore advise, that swords and pistols, of a settled

length and bore, with the Tower-stamp, be pro
vided by the government for the use of duellists,

and that they shall not presume to make use of

any other, under pain of incurring the guilt of

murder. These weapons may be let out at a

certain price ; and if one of the parties hap

pen to kill the other, the survivor shall be sub

ject to a fine according to his rank and sta

tion, and a jury shall be directed to bring
in a verdict of self-defence. In like manner,

persons of quality may have leave granted
them to put an end to their own lives, after

an ill run at cards, or the like emergent occa

sions ; when, on paying a certain rate, they may
be indulged in a private execution from the

hands of Jack Ketch, and the coroner's inquest

shall be directed to bring in their verdict lu

nacy.
I am, Sir, your humble Servant, &c.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

As you are a Connoisseur, I shall make no apo

logy for desiring you to give the following adver

tisement (which has already appeared in the

Daily Advertiser) a place m some corner of your

paper. By doing this you will greatly oblige

the virtuosi in flowers, as well as

Your humble Servant, &c.

TO BE SOLD BY SUBSCRIPTION.

At Half a Guinea each Plant,

An Auricula, raised by Mr. William Red

mond, at Islington, named the Triumph ;
hav

ing fine grass, a strong stem, certain blower, a

large trusser, the fingers a just length, a good

pip for size and shape, the. eye extremely white,

the thrum full, the margin a beautiful purpl*

black, finely variegated with silver and green,

continues long in bloom, and dies in colour. No

plant to be sold for less than one guinea after tb*

subscription is closed, until the bloom is over.

No. 111.] THURSDAY, MARCH 11, 1756.

Tandem desine matrem. Hex.

With dear mamma O make not such a pother !

But strive to be a man before your mother.

THE generality of the young unmarried ladles o?

the present age dislike no company so much as

the elderly persons of their own sex, whether

married or unmarried. Going with an old
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maiden aunt, a mamma, or grand-mamma to

the play, or to Ranelagh, is so insipid an amuse

ment, that it robs their entertainment of the

very name of a party of pleasure. To be hand
ed into a box, walk in the public gardens, or

make one at a card-table at a rout, with a spright

ly young nobleman, or gallant colonel of the

guards, has some life in it
; but to be kept per

petually under the wing of an old lady, can have

no charms for a woman of spirit. The presence
of these antiquated females imposes a constraint

on their behaviour
; they are, indeed, like the

Duennas in Spain, spies on the conduct of the

gay and young : and a good old gentlewoman,
with a blooming beauty by her side, watches

her every motion, and is as much frighted, if the

pretty creature makes any advances to a man, as

a hen, who has been foster-mother to a brood of

ducklins, is alarmed at their taking to the water.

This loose coquet behaviour so much in vogue,
and consequently so genteel, has, I must own,
no charms in my eye, as a modest deportment

appears to me most natural and becoming in the

fair sex; and I am always glad to see a young

lady of sufficient sense and discretion, to behave

with an innocent cheerfulness, instead of appa
rent uneasiness and constraint, before her more

aged female friends and relations. But though
a daughter should prefer no company to her

mother, a son, who always dangled at the side of

his mamma, would appear as ridiculous, as ifhe

wore his sister's petticoats , and however amia
ble this maidenly demeanour might seem in a

young girl, I cannot view it with equal appro
bation in the character of a male virgin; a cha

racter with which I shall here present my reader,

as drawn by one of my correspondents.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

You have already given us several instances

of those ambiguous creatures among the men,
who are both male and female : permit me to

add to them an account of those lady-like gen
tlemen, whom we may distinguish by the title

of "their mother's own sons;" who have in

vain changed the bib and leading-strings for

the breeches, and stick as close to their mammas,
as a great calf to the side of an old cow. I am
intimately acquainted with one of these over

grown babies
; who is indeed too big to be dandled

in the lap, or fed with a pap-spoon, though he
is no more weaned from his mother, than if he
had not yet quitted the nursery.
The delicate Billy Suckling is the contempt

of the men, the jest of the women, arid the dar

ling of his mamma. She doats on him to dis

traction ; and is in perpetual admiration of his

wit, and anxiety for his health. The good
young gentleman, for his part, is neither un-
dutiful nor ungrateful : she is the only woman
that he does not look on with indifference ; and

she is his tutoress, his physician, an his nurse*
She provides his broth every evening; will not
suffer him to look into a book by candle-light
lest he should hurt his eyes ; and takes care to

have his bed warmed : nay, 1 have known him
sit with his mamma's white handkerchief round
his neck through a whole visit, to guard him
from the wind of that ugly door, or that terrible

chink in the wainscot.

But however familiarly he may behave in his

addresses to his mother, and whatever little acts

of gallantry may pass between them, no en

couragement can prevail on him to treat other

women with the same freedom. Being once
desired at a ball to dance a minuet, instead of

taking out any of the young ladies, he could

pitch upon no partner so agreeable, to whom he

might offer the compliment of his hand, as his

mother ; and I remember when he was once

called upon in a large company at a tavern to

give a lady in his turn, he plainly shov/ed who
was the sole mistress of his affections by toast

ing his mother. The gallant custom of chal

lenging a lady to drink a bumper, by leaving it

to her option whether she will have hob or nob,

frequently gives a delicious flavour to the liquor,

especially when, as I have known it happen,

joining the lips of the glasses has made a pre
lude to a meeting between the lips of the par
ties : but he could not be prevailed on to accept
a glass of claret from the fairest hand, though a

kiss were sure to follow it. I have known him
so very nice, as to refuse a glass of sack filled

with walnuts, which had betn peeled by the

snowy fingers of a beautiful young lady : though
I have seen him smack his lips after a glass of

raisin wine, in which his prudent mother had

been dabbling with her snuffy finger, in order

to fish out the small particles of cork, which

might possibly have choked him. If a iady

drops her fan, he sits without any emotion, and

suffers her to stoop for it herself; or if she

strikes the tea-cup against the saucer to give

notice that it is empty, he pays no regard to the

signal, but sees her walk up to the tea-table,

without stirring from his chair. He would

rather leave the most celebrated beauty, in cross

ing the street, to the mercy of a drayman, than

trust her with his little finger: though at the

same time, should his mother be so distressed,

he would not scruple to bear as much of her

weight as he could stand under, and to redeem

her silk stockings from jeopardy, would even

expose his own.

One would imagine, that this extreme coy
ness and reserve, in which he so remarkably dif

fers from the generality of his own sex, would in

another respect as effectually distinguish him
from the generality ofwomen : I mean that being
less polite in his address than a footman, we should

hardly expect to find him more loquacious than a

hambermaid. But this isreally the case : suffer

3P
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iiim to take the lead in conversation, and there

are certain topics, in which the most prating

gossip at a christening would find it difficult to

cope with him. The strength of his constitu

tion is his favourite theme : he is constantly at

tempting to prove, that he is not susceptible of

the least injury from cold : though a hoarseness

in his voice, and the continual interruptions of

a consumptive cough, give him the lie in his

throat at the end of every sentence. The in

stances, indeed, hy which he endeavours to

prove his hardiness, unluckily rather tend

to convince us of the delicacy of his frame,

as they seldom amount to more than his

having kicked off the bed-clothes in his sleep,

laid aside one of his flannel waistcoats in a hot

clay, or tried on a new pair of pumps, before

they had been sufficiently aired. For the truth

of these facts he always appeals to his mamma,
who vouches for him with a sigh, and protests

that his carelessness would ruin the constitu

tion of a horse.

I am now coming to the most extraordinary

part of his character. This pusillanimous crea

ture thinks himself, and would be thought, a

buck. The noble fraternity of that order find,

that their reputation can be no otherwise main

tained, than by prevailing on an Irish chairman

now and then to favour them with a broken

head, or by conferring the same token of their

esteem on the unarmed and defenceless waiters at

a tavern. But these feats are by no means suited

to the disposition of our hero : and yet he al

ways looks upon his harmless exploits as the

bold frolics of a buck. If he escapes a nervous

fever a month, he is quite a buck ; if he walks

home after it is dark, without his mamma's
maid to attend him, he is quite a buck : if he

sits up an hour later than his usual time, or

drinks a glass or two of wine without water, he

calls it a debauch ; and because his head does

not ache the next morning, he is quite a buck.

In short, a woman of the least spirit within the

precincts of St. James's would demolish him in

a week, should he pretend to keep pace with her

in her irregularities : and yet he is ever dig

nifying himself with the appellation of buck.

Now might it not be giving this gentleman a

useful hint, Mr Town, to assure him, that while

milk and water is his darling liquor, a bamboo

cane his club, and his mother the sole object of

his affections, the Avorld will never join in deno

minating him a buck : that if he fails in this

attempt, he is absolutely excluded from every
order in society ; for whatever his deserts may
be, no assembly of antiquated virgins can ever

acknowledge him for a sister, nature having as

deplorably disqualified him for that rank in the

community, as he has disqualified himself for

every other : and that, though he never can

arrive at the dignity of leading apes in hell, he

may possibly be condemned to dangle in that

capacity, at the apron-string of an old maid in

the next world, for having so abominably re

sembled one in this.

I am, Sir, your humble Servant,

W. C.
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Aureus axis erat, temo aureus, aurea summa:

Curvatura rotce, radiorum argenteus ordo :

Perjuga chrysolithi, positceque ex ordine gemtnte.
Ovnx

Here on a fair one's head-dress sparkling sticks,

Swinging on silver springs, a coach and six;
There on a sprig or slop'd pompon you see

A chariot, sulky, chaise, or vis-a-vis.

TO MR. TOWN.
SIR,

IT has for a long time been observable that the la

dies' heads have run much upon wheels ; but of

late there has appeared a strange kind of inversion,

for the wheels now run upon the ladies' heads. Ao
this assertion may probably puzzle many readers

who pay no attention to the rapid and whim
sical revolutions of modern taste, it will be ne

cessary to inform them, that instead of a cap,

the present mode is for every female of fashion

to load her head with some kind of carriage ;

whether they are made with broad wheels or

not, I cannot determine ; however, as they are

undoubtedly excluded the Turnpike Act, it is

by no means material. Those heads which are

not able to bear a coach and six (for vehicles of

this sort are very apt to crack the brain) so far

act consistently with prudence as to make use of

a post-chariot, or a single-horse chaise with a

beau perching in the middle.

The curiosity I had of knowing the purport
of this invention, and the general name of these

machines, led me to make inquiry about thero

of a fashionable milliner, at the court end of the

town. She obliged me with the sight of one of

these equipages, designed for the head of a lady
of quality, which I surveyed with much admi
ration ; and placing it on the palm of my hand,
could not help fancying myself, like Gulliver,

taking up the Empress of Lilliput in her state-

coach. The vehicle itself was constructed of

gold threads, and was drawn by six dapple greys
of blown glass, with a coachman, postilion, and

gentleman within, of the same brittle manufac

ture. Upon further inquiry, the milliner told

me with a smile, that it was difficult to give a

reason for inventions so full of whim, but that

the name of this ornament (if it may be called

such) was a capriole or a cabriole ;
which we

may trace from the same original with our Eng
lish word caprice, both being derived from the

French word cabrer, which signifies to prance

like a horse.
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It is not to be doubted, but that this fashion

look its rise among the ladies from their fondness

for equipage ; and I dare say, that every fair

one, who carries a coach and six upon her head,
would be glad to be carried with equal splendour
in a coach of her own. I would therefore pro

pose a scheme, which might render this whim
sical mode of some kind of service to both sexes ;

by which the ladies may give a tacit hint of their

inclinations without the least breach of modesty,
the men may prevent the danger and inconveni

ence attending the present method of advertising
for wives, and the whole course of a modern

courtship may be carried on, by means of this

new head-dress.

Instead of a capriole, suppose this capital

decoration was called a scutcheon of pretence,
which must not be here understood as a term of

heraldry, but as an invitation to matrimony.
Thus, if a lady presumes that she has a right,

either from her wit, beauty, merit, or fortune,

to pretend to a set of horses, let six bright bays,

blacks, or greys, prance down one side of her

head ; and according to the rank she insists

upon, let a ducal or an earl's coronet, or a bloody
hand be distinguished upon her capriole. The
females of less ambition may likewise express

their inclinations by a post-chariot and pair ;

and even those who, from a due consideration of

the low condition of the funds, are so conde

scending as to stoop to a plain cit, have nothing
to do but to fix upon their heads a single-horse

chaise, filled with a loving couple, sticking as

close together as two dried figs. As to those

who have rashly vowed virginity, if their great

proneness to censure the rest of their sex, and

the fretfulness of their aspect, be not sufficient

indications to keep the men at a distance, they

may erect upon their noddles a formal female

seated in a sulky, foolishly pleased with having
the whole vehicle to herself, and awkwardly
exercising the imaginary power of having the

sole command of the reins.

As a further means of facilitating this new
method of courtship, I must beg leave to pro

pose, that every lady's bosom should, instead of

a pendent cross, which savours of popery, be

ornamented with a chain and locket, something
like those bottle-tickets, which direct us to port,

claret, or burgundy, upon which might be curi

ously engraved the numbers two hundred, five

hundred, or a thousand, according to the settle

ment expected. But to those female Quixotes
who scorn the capriole, and erect windmills

upon their heads instead of it, I shall offer a

word of advice worthy their attention ; which

is, that they would provide a pipe of communi

cation, to be conveyed from these machines to

the brain, and constituted upon the model of

the ingenious Dr. Hale's ventilators, that when
ever the sails of the windmill are put into

motion by the external air, they may draw off

all pernicious vapours, which may occasion a

vertigo in the inside, as well as on the outside of

their heads.

I am, Sir, your humble Servant,

H.

I am much pleased with the proposal of my
ingenious correspondent, and think it particu

larly well adapted to the present disposition of

the ladies. A fondness for showy equipages is

now become one of their darling passions ; and
the splendour in which they are to be maintain

ed, seems to be one of the chief considerations in

modern matches. If a fine lady can be carried

to court in a chair richly ornamented, or roll to

the opera in a rich gilt chariot, she little con

siders with how disagreeable a companion she

goes through the journey of life : and a polite

female would no more fix her affections on a

man, who drives but a beggarly pair, than she

could be contented with being tumbled down to

his country seat, like Punch's wife to Itumi'urd,

in a wheel-barrow.

The ladies having thus strongly manifested

their passion for equipage, the gentlemen, I

suppose, out of mere gallantry, and in order to

further the gratification of their desires, have

taken great pains to convert themselves into

coachmen, grooms, and jockeys. The flapped

hat, the jemmy frock with plate buttons and a

leathern belt, and the pride which some young
men of quality take in driving, are all calculated

the better to qualify them for being the ladies'

humble servants. I am therefore for extending

my correspondent's scheme : and as the
ladies

now adorn their heads with the sign of a cd..1n

and six, like the door of a Mews' alehouse, I

would have the gentlemen also bear these emble

matical vehicles ; by which the other sex may,
by a single glance at a lover's head, see in what
state they will be supported ; as we know a

clergyman by his rose, or an officer by his coc

kade.

The pretty fellows, who study dress, might
show a great deal of invention in suiting their

caprioles to their circumstances. Any noble

man or gentleman, who has the honour to be a

knowing one, might show his affection for the

turf by carrying the horse and jockey ; another,

who is an excellent driver, might bear his own

figure exalted in a phaeton ;
and a third, who

thinks of picking up a partner for life, that can

be pleased with a tete-a-tete or sober piquet party,

with her husband, may bear a vis-a-vis. In a

word, all the different proposals of various

suitors might be made by means of these orna

ments, which might be worn over the foreheads

of the beaux, like the white horse in the grena
diers' caps ; and the ladies might be as much
smitten with a promising capriole on the head

of a lover, as heretofore with an elegant peri

wig.
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If this mode should prevail, the concluding a

treaty of marriage between two persons of qua

lity might be considered in the same light, and

expressed in the same terms, as making a match

at Newmarket ; and instead of the hackneyed

phrases at present used by our news-writers, we

might perhaps see the important articles, con

cerning marriages, drawn up after the fol

lowing manner :

We hear that a match will be shortly made
between the mourning coach and six of a mer
chant's widow with a great jointure, and a hun

ter, in fine order, belonging to a younger brother

of a noble family.

A running horse, highly valued for his blood,

is expected to start soon with a young filly from

Yorkshire. Many thousand pounds are depend

ing on this match.

A few days ago a young fellow from Ireland,

mounted on a single horse, attacked an heiress

in her coach and six. The lady made little or

no resistance, and suffered herself to be taken

out of the coach, and carried off behind him.

A gay coach and six, belonging to a young
heir just of age, came to town last week in great

splendour, and was intended to be matched with

an equipage of the same kind : but having un

fortunately run against Arthur's chocolate-

house, it broke down, and the owner was very
iraich hurt.

We hear from Bath, that the post-chaise of a

young lady of great beauty lately made its ap

pearance in the long-room, and soon after went
off with the landau of a neighbouring country
s -'ire.

,ve are also informed from the same place,

that an old-fashioned two-wheel chaise with a

single horse, contrived to hold only one person,

had driven about the walks for some time ; but

having jostled against the sulky of an old bach

elor, in his grand climacteric, it was judged ex

pedient to join them together ; when they form

ed a most agreeable vis-a-vis, for the mutual

accommodation of both parties.
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sancias gentes, quibus h<zc nascuntur in hortis

Numina !

O hallowed ground ! a grove here rev'rend nods,

Here thick plantations rise of all the gods.

VIRTUE is almost the only instance in which the

appearance of literary knowledge is affected in

the present age ; and our persons of rank ac

quire just enough scholarship, to qualify them

selves for Connoisseurs. This sort of students be-

s\nme sufficiently acquainted with the customs of

c"he ancients, to learn the least interesting particu

lars concerning them. They cau distinguish a

Tiberius from a Trajan, know the pantheon
from the amphitheatre, and can explain the dif,

ference between the pratexta and the tunica ;

which (only supposing the present times to have

elapsed some hundred years) is just as deep

knowledge, as if some future antiquary should

discover the difference between a Carolus and an

Anna, or St. Paul's church and Drury-lane

play-hoiAse, or a full-trimmed suit and a French

frock. |

But the full display of modern polite learning
is exhibited in the decorations of parks, gardens,
&c. and centred in that important monosyllable,
taste. Taste comprehends the whole circle of

the polite arts, and sheds its influence on every

lawn, avenue, grass-plot, and parterre. Taste

has peopled the walks and gardens of the great

with more numerous inhabitants than the an

cient Satyrs, Fauns, and Dryads. While in

fidelity has expunged the Christian theology
from our creed, taste has introduced the heathen

mythology into our gardens. If a pond is dug,

Neptune, at the command of taste, emerges from

the bason, and presides in the middle ; or if a

vista is cut through a grove, it must be termi

nated by a Flora, or an Apollo. As the ancients

held that every spot of ground had its guardian

genius, and that woodland deities were pegged
in the knotty entrails of every tree, so in the

gardens laid out by modern taste, every walk is

peopled with gods and goddesses, and every cor

ner of it has its tutelar deity. Temples are e-

rected to all the train of deities mentioned in

Homer or Ovid, which edifices as well as their

several statues, are adorned with Latin or Greek

inscriptions ;
while the learned owner wonders

at his own sui'prising stock of literature, which

he sees drawn out at large before him, like the

whole knowledge of an apothecary inscribed

upon his gallipots.

These persons of taste may be considered as

a sort of learned idolaters, since they may be

almost said to adore these graven images, and

are quite enthusiastic in their veneration of them.

The following letter may possibly give them

some offence ;
but as I have myself no extrava

gant fondness for a Jupiter Tonans or a Belvi-

dere Apollo, I heartily wish the scheme pro

posed by my correspondent may take place,

though it should reduce the price of heathen

godheads.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

At a time when all wise heads are considering

of ways and means to raise taxes, that may prove

the least oppressive to indigence, and the most ef

fectually restrictive of luxury, permit me to pro

pose (as a supplement to the thoughts of one of

your correspondents on this subject) a national

tax upon gods.

It is a strange but an aideniable truth, Mr.
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England, and to visit the citizen in his country

box, the nobleman at his seat, the esquire at the

hall-house, and even the divine at his parsonage,
we should find the gardens, avenues, and groves,

belonging to each mansion, stuffed and ornament

ed with heathen gods.

In the present declining state of our established

religion, I almost tremble to consider what may
be the consequences of these ready-made deities.

Far be it from me to suppose that the great and

the rich will worship any god whatsoever; but

still I am induced to fear that the poor and the

vulgar, when they find all other worship ridi

culed and laid aside, may foolishly take to these

molten images, and adore every leaden godheafc

they can find. If a tax on wheels has put down
some hundreds ofcoaches, by a parity of reason,

a tax upon gods may pull down an equal, if not

a greater, number of statues. I would also

offer another proposal : which is this
;
that an

oak be immediately planted wherever a statue

has been taken away ; by which means those

vast woods, which of late years have been cut

down in England, to supply the immediate ne

cessities of the illustrious Arthurites in St.

James's-street, may be in some measure sup

plied to future generations.

Among our present taxes, some of them fall

upon branches of splendour, not totally luxu

rious. Wheel carriages may be necessary ; want

of health or lameness of limbs may require

them ; but what necessities can we pretend for

statues in our gardens, Penates in our libraries,

and Lares on every chimney-piece ? I have

remarked many wild whims of this kind, that

have appeared submissions,.if not attachments, to

idolatry. A gentleman of my acquaintance has

destroyed his chapel, merely because he could

not put up statues in it, and has filled his garden
with every god, that can be found in Spence's

Polymetis. Another of my friends, after

having placed a Belvidere Apollo very conspi

cuously and naked upon the top of a mount, has

erected an obelisk to the Sun : and this expense
he has not put himself to for the beauty of the

obelisk, for it is not beautiful, nor again for the

splendour of the planet, which is of pewter dou

ble gilt, but only because, being in possession of

copies or originals of every deity that Greece or

Italy could boast, he was resolved to have the god
of Persia to complete his collection. A poll-

tax, therefore, upon gods and goddesses, be their

representation what it will, suns, dogs, moons,
or monkeys, is absolutely necessary, and would

infallibly bring in a large revenue to the state.

Happening to be the other day at Slaughter's

coffee-house, in St. Martin's-Lane, I saw two

very fine statues of Fame and Fortune, brought
out of Mr. Roubilliac's gate, and exposed to

view, before they were nailed up and carted.

The boy of the house told us they were to be
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placed upon the top of Sir Thomas 's chapel
in Hampshire.

" Is it for such as these," obser

ved a sneering papist, who stood near me, c{ that

crucifixes have been removed, and that reverend

saints and martyrs have been destroyed, and

pounded into dust ? Is it for these, that St. Pe
ter has been broken to pieces, and St. Paul

melted down into water pipes? Must our Lady
make room for Proserpine? And the holy

giant St. Christopher fall a victim to the Farne-

sian Hercules ? Will you not agree with me,

Sir," continued he,
" that as men are induced,

and almost constrained, to judge of others by
their own manners and inclinations, we who
are supposed to worship the images of Christians,

must naturally conclude, that the protestants of

the Church of England worship the images of

heathens?" I confess 1 was at a loss how to an

swer the acuteness of his questions ; and must

own, that I cannot help thinking St. Anthony
preaching to the fishes, or St. Dunstan taking

the devil by the nose, as proper ornaments for a

chapel, as any pagan deities whatever.

Hitherto I have kept you entirely among the

molten images without doors, but were we to

enter the several mansions whose avenues and

demesnes are adorned in the manner I describe,

we should find every chamber a pagod, filled

with all the monstrous images that the idolatry

of India can produce. I will not presume to in

fer, that the ladies address kitoos (prayers which

the Japanese make use of in time of public dis

tress) to their Ingens, but I am apt to surmise

tnat in times of danger and invasion, some of

your fair readers would be more alarmed at the

approach of the French to their china than to

their chapels, and would sooner give up a fa

vourite lap-dog, than a grotesque chimney-piece

figure of a Chinese saint with numberless head*

and arms. 1 have not yet digested my thoughts,
in what manner the fair sex ought to be taxed.

It is a tender point, and requires consideration.

At present, I am of opinion, they ought to be

spared, and the whole burden entirely laid up
on those Bramins and Imans, whose idolatrous

temples lie publicly ^pen to our streets.

I am, Sir, you. most humble Servant,
MOSES ORTHODOX.
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Yesanum tetigisse timentfugiuntque poetam.
Hon.

Fly ! neighbours, fly ! he raves ; his verses show it :

Fly ! or you're caught, you're bit by a mad poet

I REMEMBER, when I was very young, a rela

tion carried me to visit a gentleman who had
wrote some pieces that had been very well receive
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eJ, and made me very happy by promising to

introduce me to an author. As soon as I came,

3 surveyed his whole person from top to

toe with the strictest attention, sat open-
mouthed to catch every syllable that he

uttered, and noticed his voice, manner, and

every word and gesture, with the minutest

observation. I could not help whispering to

myself the whole evening,
" I am in company

with an author," and waited with the most

anxious impatience to hear him deliver some

thing that might distinguish him from the rest

of mankind. The gentleman behaved with

great cheerfulness and politeness : but he did

not at all answer the idea which I had conceived

of an author ; and I went home exceedingly

disappointed, because I could not find any

striking difference between him and the rest of

my acquaintance.
There is no character in human life, which is

the subject of more frequent speculation among
the vulgar, than an author. Some look on him
with contempt, and others with admiration ;

but they all agree in believing him to be some

thing different from all other people : and it is

remarkable with what greediness they attend to

any little anecdotes, which they can pick up

concerning his life and conversation. He is,

indeed, a kind of an ideal being, of which people
conceive very different notions. By some he is

supposed never to stir out of a garret, to wear a

rusty black coat, dirty shirt, and darned stock

ings, and to want all the necessaries as well as

conveniences, of life ; while others regard him
as a creature superior to the rest of mortals, and

endowed with something more than reason.

One part, therefore, is surprised to see him walk

abroad, and appear as well dressed as other peo

ple ;
and another is disappointed, when they find

him talk and act, and fill the offices of life no

better than any other common man.

Nor is it less curious to consider the different

ideas they conceive of the manner in which the

business of writing is executed. The novice in

literature,
" smit with the love of sacred song,''

but not yet dipt in ink, supposes it all rapture
and enthusiasm, and in imagination sees the

author running wildly about his room, talk

ing poetry to the chairs and tables ; while the

mechanic considers him as working at his trade,

and thinks he can sit down to write, whenever
he pleases, as readily as the smith can labour at

his forge, or a carpenter plane a board. Indeed,
he regards the author with some veneration as a

scholar : but writing appears to him a mighty
easy business, and he smiles, whenever he hears

any body mention the labour of it ; nor has he
the least conception of the mind's being fatigued
with thinking, and the fancy harassed with

pursuing a long train of ideas.

As people are led frequently to judge of a man
from his ordinary conversation, so it is common

for them to form an idea of the author's dispo
sition from the peculiar turn and colour of his

writings : they expect a gloom to be spread over

the face of a mathematician; a controversial

writer must be given to wrangling and dispute ;

and they imagine that a satirist must be made up
of spleen, envy, and ill-nature. But this crite

rion is by no means certain and determinate : I

know an author of a tragedy, who is the merri

est man living ; and one who has wrote a very

witty comedy, though he will sit an hour in

company without speaking a word. Lord Buck-
hurst is celebrated for being

" the best good man
with the worst natured muse ;" and Addisori

was remarkably shy and reserved in conversa

tion. I remember, 1 once fell into company
with a painter, a poet, a divine, and a physician,
who were no less famous for their wit and

humour, than for their excellence in their seve

ral professions. After the usual common topics

were discussed, the physician and the poet fell

into a dispute concerning predestination ; the

divine smoked his pipe quietly, without putting
in a word

;
while the painter and myself formed

a privy council for the good of the nation.

Thus, were it possible to conjure up the spirits

of the most eminent wits in former ages, and

put them together, they would perhaps appear
to be very dull company. Virgil and Addison
would probably sit staring at each other without

opening their mouths ; Horace and Steele would

perhaps join in commendation of the liquor ;

and Swift would in all likelihood divert himself

with sucking his cheeks, drawing figures in the

wine spilt upon the table, or twirling the cork

screw round his finger.

The strange prejudices, which some persons

conceive against authors, deter many a youth
from drawing his pen in the service of litera

ture : or, if he ventures to commit a favourite

work to the press, he steals to the printer's with

as much caution and privacy as he would, per

haps, on another occasion, to a surgeon. He is

afraid that he shall injure his character by being
known to have written any thing, and that the

genteel part of his acquaintance will despise him

as a low wretch, as soon as they discover him to

be an author ;
as if merely the appearing in

print was a disgrace to a gentleman, and the

imprimatur to his works was no more than a

stamp of shame and ignominy. These are the

terrors which at first disturb the peace of almost

every author, and have often put me in mind of

the exclamation of that writer, who cried out,
" O that mine enemy had written a book !"

These fearful apprehensions are perhaps no

unlucky drawback on the vanity natural to all

authors, which undoubtedly they often conceal

or suppress, out of deference to the world : but

if this false modesty is too much cherished, it

must of course damp all genius, and discourage

every literary undertaking. Why should it
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be disgraceful to exert the noblest faculties

given us by nature? and why should any
man blush at acquitting himself well in a

trork, which there is scarce one in five hundred

6as a capacity to perform ? Even supposing an

author to support himsolf by the profit arising

from his works, there is nothing more dishonest,

scandalous, or mean in it, than an officer in the

army (the politest of all professions) living on

his commission. Sense and genius are as pro

per commodities to traffic in, as courage ; and an

author is no more to be condemned as a hackney
scribbler, though he writes at the rate ofso much

per sheet, than a colonel should be despised as a

mercenary and a bravo, for exposing himself to

be slashed, stuck, and shot at for so much per

day. The truth is, that authors themselves often

create the evils they complain of, and bring a

disgrace on the service of literature, by being
ashamed to wear the badge of it. Voltaire in his

letters on the English, relates a remarkable in

stance of this kind of false pride in our own

Congreve. Voltaire, when he was in England,
waited on Congreve, and told him, that he was

glad of an opportunity of paying his respects to a

writer so much celebrated for his wit and hu
mour. Congreve received him politely enough,
but replied, that he should be glad to see him as

a common gentleman, but would not be consider

ed or conversed with as an author. The French

writer was a good deal surprised at such a ridi

culous piece of delicacy, and could not help tel

ling him, that if he had been no more than a

common gentleman, he should never have had

any desire of seeing him.

I have often pleased myself with reflecting

on the different opinions, which my readers

must have formed of me, since my first ap

pearance as an author. As poverty is one of

the general characteristics of our brotherhood,
those who indulge themselves in a contempt of

writers, have, I doubt not, often painted me
to their imagination in a very grotesque taste.

Their ideal caricatures'have perhaps often re

presented me lodged at least three stories from
the ground, composing dissertations on the mo
dern taste in architecture : at another time I

may have been delineated sitting in a tattered

night-gown and the breeches of a heathen phi

losopher, writing satires on the present modes
in dress : and sometimes perhaps they have

figured me half-starved, for want of a hearty
meal, penning invectives against luxury and de

bauchery.

But, while these have reduced me to this

low condition, and "
steeped me in poverty to

the very lips," I flatter myself, that some few
have bestowed on me an extraordinary share
of virtue and understanding. After so many
grave lessons against the vices and luxury of
the present age, they will naturally suppose
that I never risked a farthing at the gaming

table, never kept a mistress, would decline an

invitation to a turtle feast, and, rather than be

provoked to fight a duel, would take a kick

on the breech, or tweak by the nose, with all

the calmness and resignation imaginable. As to

my wit and humour, I should blush to set down
the many compliments I have had from several

unknown correspondents on that head : and I

once received a note from a very honest gentle

man, who desired to spend an evening with ire,

promising himself great diversion in cracking a

bottle with the facetious Mr. Town.
These various opinions of me as an author I

shall never labour to reconcile ; bujt shall be

equally contented with instructing or amusing
the gentle reader, whether he considers my
papers as favours showered down upon him from
a bookseller's garret, or issuing from my own

apartment. However this may be, I shall never

think it a disgrace to have written, or be asham
ed to be considered as an author ; and if ever

Mr. Voltaire should think proper to visit Eng
land again, I shall be very glad of a literary

chat with him, and will give him a most gracious

reception. 1
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Calebs quid agam ? HOR

With an old bachelor how things miscarry !

What shall 1 do ? go hang myself? or marry ?

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

No man is a sincerer friend to innocent pleasan

try, or more desirous of promoting it, than my
self. Raillery of every kind, provided it be con

fined within due bounds, is, in my opinion, nn
excellent ingredient in conversation ; and 1 am
never displeased, if I can contribute to the harm
less mirth of the company, by being myself the

subject of it : but, in good truth, I have neither

a fortune, a constitution, nor a temper, that will

enable me to chuckle and shake my sides, while
I suffer more from the festivity of my friends,
than the spleen or malice of my enemies could

possibly inflict upon me ; nor do I see any reason

why I should so far move the mirthful indigna
tion of the ladies, as to be teased and worried to

death in mere sport, for no earthly reason, but
that I am what the world calls an old bachelor.

The female part of my acquaintance entertain

an odd opinion that a bachelor is not, in fact, a
rational creature

; at least, that he has not the
sense of feeling in common with the rest ofman
kind

; that a bachelor may be beaten like a stock
fish

; that you may thrust pins into his legs, and

wring him by the nose
; in short, that you can

not take too many liberties with a bachelor. J
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am at a loss to conceive on what foundation

these romping philosophers have grounded their

hypothesis, though at the same time, 1 am a me
lancholy proof of its existence, as well as of its

absurdity.

A friend of mine, whom I frequently visit, has

a wife and three daughters, the youngest of which
has persecuted me these ten years. These in

genious young ladies have not only found out the

sole end and purpose of my being themselves,

but have likewise communicated their discovery
to all the girls in the neighbourhood : so that if

they happen at any time to be apprized of my
coming, (which I take all possible care to pre

vent) they immediately despatch half a dozen

cards to their faithful allies, to beg the favour of

their company to drink coifee, arid help to tease

Mr. Ironside. Upon these occasions, my entry
into the room is sometimes obstructed by a cord

fastened across the bottom of the door-case:

which as I am a little near-sighted, I seldom

discover, till it has brought me upon my knees

before them. While 1 am employed in brush

ing the dust from my black rollers, or chafing

my broken shins, my wig is suddenly conveyed

away, and either stuffed behind the looking-glass,

or tossed from one to the other so dexterously
and with such velocity, that, after many a fruit

less attempt to recover it, I am obliged to sit

down bare-headed, to the great diversion of the

spectators. The last time I found myself in

these distressful circumstances, the eldest girl,

a sprightly mischievous jade, stepped briskly up
to me, and promised to restore my wig, if I

would play her a tune on a small flute she held

in her hand. I instantly applied it to my lips,

and blowing lustily into it, to my inconceivable

surprise, was immediately choked and blinded

with a cloud of soot, that issued from every hole

in the instrument. The younger part of the

company declared I had not executed the condi

tions, and refused to surrender my wig ; but the

father, who had a rough kind of facetiousness

about him, insisted on its being delivered up,

and protested that he never knew the black joke
better performed in his life.

I am naturally a quiet inoffensive animal,

and not easily ruffled ; yet I shall never submit

to these indignities with patience, till I am sa

tisfied I deserve them. Even the old maids of

my acquaintance, who, one would think, might
have a fellow-feeling for a brother in distress,

conspire with their nieces to harass and torment

me ; and it is not many nights since Miss Diana

Grizzle utterly spoiled the only superfine suit I

have in the world, by pinning the skirts of it

together with a red-hot poker. I own my re

sentment of this injury was so strong, that I

determined to punish it by kissing the offender,

which in cool blood I should never have attempt
ed. The satisfaction, however, which I ob

tained by this imprudent revenge, was much

like what a man of honour feels on finding hira-

self run through the body by the scoundrel who
had offended him. My upper lip was trans

fixed with a large corking pin, which in the

scuffle she had conveyed into her mouth
; and I

doubt not that I shall carry the memorem labris

notam (the mark of this Judas kiss) from an
old maid to the grave with me.

These misfortunes, or others of the same kind,

I encounter daily: but at these seasons of the

year, which give a sanction to this kind of prac
tical wit, and when every man thinks he has a

right to entertain himself at his friend's expense,
I live in hourly apprehensions of some mortify

ing adventures. No miserable dung-hill cock,

devoted a victim to the wanton cruelty of the

mob, would be more terrified at the approach of

a Shrove-Tuesday, were he endued with human
reason and forecast, than I am at the approach
of a merry Christmas or the first of April.
No longer ago than last Thursday, which was
the latter of these festivals, I was pestered with

mortifying presents from the ladies ; obliged to

pay the carriage of half a dozen oyster-barrels
stuffed with brick-bats, and ten packets by the

post containing nothing but old newspapers.
But what vexed me the most, was the being
sent fifty miles out of town, on that day, by a

counterfeit express from a dying relation.

I could not help reflecting, with a sigh, on the

resemblance between the imaginary grievance of

poor Tom in the tragedy of Lear, and those

which I really experienced. I, like him, was led

through ford and whirlpool, o'er bog and quag
mire

;
and though knives were not laid under

my pillow, minced horse-hair was strewed upon

my sheets : like him I was made to ride on a

hard trotting horse through the most dangerous

ways, and found, at the end of my journey, that

I had only been coursing my own shadow.

As much a sufferer as I am by the behaviour

of the women in general, I must not forget to

remark, that the pertness and sauciness of an

old maid is particularly offensive to me. I can

not help thinking, that the virginity of these

ancient misses is at least as ridiculous as my
own celibacy. If I am to be condemned for

having never made an offer, they are as much to

blame for having never accepted one : if I am
to be derided for having never married, who
never attempted to make a conquest, they are

more properly the objects of derision who are

still unmarried, after having made so many.
Numberless are the proposals they have rejected,

according to their own account : and they are

eternally boasting of the havoc they have for

merly made among the knights, baronets, and

squires, at Bath, Turibridge, and Epsom ;
while

a tattered madrigal perhaps, a snip of hair, or

the portrait of a cherry-cheeked gentleman in a

milk-white periwig, are the only remaining

proofs of those beauties, which are now with-
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ered like the short lived rose, and have only left

the virgin thorn remaining,
Believe me, Mr. Town, I am almost afraid to

trust you with the publication of this epistle ;

the ladies, whom I last mentioned, will be so ex

asperated on reading it, that I must expect no

quarter at their hands for the future
;
since they

are generally as little inclined to forgiveness in

their old age, as they were to pity and compas
sion in their youth. One ^expedient, however,
is left me, which, if put in execution, will effec

tually screen me from their resentment.

I shall be happy, therefore, if by your means
I may be permitted to inform the ladies, that as

fusty an animal as they think me, it is not im

possible but by a little gentler treatment than I

have hitherto met with, I may be humanized

into a husband. As an inducement to them to

relieve me from my present uneasy circum

stances, you may assure them, that I am ren

dered so exceedingly tractable, by the very se

vere discipline I have undergone, that they may
mould and fashion me to their minds with ease ;

and, consequently, that by marrying me, a wo
man will save herself all that trouble which a

wife of any spirit is obliged to take with an un

ruly husband, who is absurd enough to expect

from her a strict performance of the marriage

vow, even in the very minute article of obe

dience : that, so far from contradicting a lady,

I shall be mighty well satisfied, if she contents

herself with contradicting me : that, if I happen
at any time inadvertently to thwart her inclina

tions, I shall think myself rightly served, if she

boxes my ears, spits in my face, or treads upon

my corns : that, if 1 approach her lips, when she

is not in a' kissing humour, I shall expect she

will bite me by the nose; or, if I take her by
the hand at an improper season, that she will

instantly begin to pinch, scratch, and claw, and

apply her fingers to. those purposes which they
were certainly intended by nature to fulfil. Add
to these accomplishments, so requisite to make
the married state happy, that I am not much
turned of fifty, can tie on my cravat, fasten

a button, or mend a hole in my stocking without

any assistance.

I am, Sir, your humble Servant,

CHRISTOPHER IRONSIDE.
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Despicere unde queas alias, passimque videre

Errare^atque viampalantes queerere vita;. LUCRET.

Here each profession, and its tribe we view,

Some toiling in the old, and some inventing new.

THOSE parents who are unable to give their sons

an estate, regard the educating them to one of

the three great professions of law, physic, and

divinity, as putting them in the high road to ac

quire one. Hence it happens, that nineteen

parts out of twenty of our young men are

brought up with a view to Lambeth, the Seals,

or Warwick-lane. But, alas ! their hopes and

expectations of rising by their professions are

often frustrated; and the surprising numbers,

engaged in running the same race, necessarily

jostle one another. For though the courts of

justice are tolerably supplied with matters of li

tigation ; though there are many invalids and

valetudinai'iaris ; and thoifgh great part of Eng
land is laid out into church preferments ; yet
there is not, in all the kingdom, sufficient mat
ter for legal contention, to employ a tenth part
of those who have been trained to engross deeds

in their chamber, or to harangue at the bar :

the number of patients bears no proportion to

the swarms of the faculty, nor would it though
a consultation were to sit on every sick man,
like carrion-flies upon a carcase : and the prodi

gious number of reverend divines infinitely ex

ceeds that of those bishoprics, deaneries, pre

bends, rectories, vicarages, &c. which when they
are ordained, they conceive it to be part of their

holy orders to fill. From these frequent failures

in each of the professions, the younger sons of

great men often wish, that they had been per
mitted to disgrace the family bysome mercantile,

or more plebeian occupation ; while the son of

the mechanic curses the pride of his father, who
instead of securing him a livelihood in his own
business, has condemned him to starve in pud
ding-sleeves, that he may do honour to his rela

tions by being a gentleman.
The three professions being thus crowded

with more candidates for business and prefer

ment, than can possibly be employed or promot
ed, has occasioned several irregularities in the

conduct of the followers of each of them. The
utter impossibility of supporting themselves iu

the usual method of practising law, physic, or

divinity, without clients, patients, or parishion

ers, has induced the labourers in each of those

vocations to seek out new veins and branches.

The young solicitor who finds he has nothing to

do, now he is out of his clerkship, offers his as

sistance, in the transaction of all law affairs,

by the public papers, and, like the advertising

tailors, promises to work cheaper than any of

his brethren : while the young barrister, after

having exhibited his tie-wig in Westminster-

hall, during several terms to no purpose, ; is

obliged to forego the hope of rivalling Murray
and Coke, and content himself with being the

oracle of the courts of Carolina or Jamaica. The

graduate in medicine, finding himself unsolicited

for prescription or advice, and likely to starve by

practising physic secundum artem, flies in the

face of the college, and professes to cure all dis-
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rases by nostrums unmentioned in the dispensa

tory. He commences a thriving quack, and

soon makes his way through the important me

dical degrees of walking on foot, riding on horse

back, dispensing his drugs from a one-horse chaise,

and lastly lolling in a chariot. Thedivine without

living, cure or lectureship, may perhaps incur

transportation for illegal marriages, set up a

theatrical-oratorical-Billingsgate chapel under

the shelter of the toleration-act and the butchers

of Clare-market, or kindle the inward light in

ihe bosoms of the saints of Moorfields, and the

IVlagdalens of Broad St. Giles's.

But notwithstanding these shoots, ingrafted,

as it were, into the main*body of the professions,

it is still impossible for the vast multitude of di

vines, lawyers, and physicians, to maintain them

selves, at any rate, within the pale of their res

pective employments. They have often been

compelled, at least, to call in adventitious ones,

and have sometimes totally abandoned their ori

ginal undertakings. They have frequently

made mutual transitions into the occupations of

each other, or have perhaps embraced other em

ployments ;
which though distinct from all three,

and not usually dignified with the title of pro

fessions, may fairly be considered in that light ;

since they are the sole means of support to many
thousands, who toiled in vain for a subsistence

in the three capital ones. On these professions,

and their various followers, I shall here make
some observations.

The first of these professions is an author.

The mart of literature is, indeed, one of the

chief resorts of unbeneficed divines, and lawyers
and physicians without practice. There are,

at present, in the world of authors, doctors

of physic, who (to use the phrase of one of

them) have no great fatigue from the business

of their profession : many clergymen, whose
sermons are the most inconsiderable part of

their compositions : and several gentlemen of

the inns of court, who, instead of driving the

quill over skins of parchment, lead it through
all the mazes of modern novels, critiques, and

pamphlets. Many likewise have embraced

this profession, who were never bred to any
other : and I might also mention the many
oankrupt tradesmen and broken artificers, who
daily enter into this new way of business, if, by
pursuing it in the same mechanical manner as

their former occupations, they might not rather

be regarded as following a trade than a profes
sion.

The second of these professions is a player.
The ingenious gentlemen, who assume the per
sons of the drama, are composed of as great a

variety of character as those they represent.
The history of the stage might afford many in

stances of those, who in the trade of death

might have slain men, who have condescended

to deal counterfeit slaughter from their righ.

hands, and administer harmless phials and

bowls of poison. We might read also of persons,

whose fists were intended to beat the drum

ecclesiastic,' who have themselves become thea

trical volunteers. Jn regard to the law, many
who were originally designed to manifest their

talents for elocution in Westminster-hall, have

displayed them in Drury lane
;
and it may be

added, on theatrical authority, that

Not e'en attorneys have this rage withstood,
But chang'd their pens for truncheons, ink for blood,

And, strange reverse !...died for their country's good.

I will not so far affront those gentlemen, who
were at any time engaged in the study of the

three honourable professions of law, physic, and

divinity, as to suppose that any of them have

ever taken the more fashionable employment of

a pimp, yet it is certain, that this is a very
common and lucrative profession, and that very

many provide themselves with the necessaries

of life, by administering to the pleasures of

others. A convenient cousin, sister, or wife,

has sometimes proved the chief means of ma
king a fortune ; and the tongue of slander has

often ventured to affirm, that the price of

procuration has been paid with a place or a

bishopric.

The most advantageous and genteel of all pro
fessions is gaming. Whoever will make this

science his study, will find it the readiest way
to riches, and most certain passport to the best

company : for the polite world will always ad

mit any one to their society, who will conde

scend to win their money. The followers of

this profession are very numerous ;
which is in

deed, no wonder, when we reflect on the num
bers it supports in ease and affluence, at no

greater pains than packing the cards or cogging
the dice, and no more risk than being sometimes

tweaked by the nose, or kicked out of company ;

besides which, this profession daily receives new
lustre from the many persons of quality that

follow it, and crowd into it with as much eager

ness as into the army. Among gamesters may
also be found lawyers, who get more by being

masters of all the cases in Hoyle, than by their

knowledge of those recorded in the Report-

books ; physicians, the chief object of whose at

tention is the circulation of the E O table ;

and divines, who, we may suppose, were hinted

at by a famous wit in a certain assembly, when,

among the other benefits resulting from a dou

ble tax upon dice, he thought fit to enumerate,

that it might possibly prevent the clergy from

playing at backgammon.
But the more danger the more honour j and

therefore no profession is more honourable than

that of a highwayman. Who the followers of

this profession are, and with what success they
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practise it, I will not pretend to relate ;
as the

memoirs of several of them have heen already

penned by the ordinary of Newgate, and as it is

to be hoped, that the lives of all the present

practitioners will be written hereafter by that

faithful historian. I shall, therefore, only say, that

the present spirit of dissoluteness and free-think

ing must unavoidably bring this honourable

profession more and more into vogue, and that

every sessions may soon he expected to afford an

instance of a gentleman-highwayman.
W.
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Ergo hand difficile est perituram drcessere summam
Laneibus opposite, vel matris imagine fracta. Juv.

Here to the spendthrift ready cash is lent,

On plate, or rings, or watches, cent per cent :

Here, from it's frame the enamell'd portrait drawn,
The circling brilliants are received in pawn.

I HAVE often amused myself with considering
the mean and ridiculous shifts, to which the ex

travagant are sometimes reduced. When the

certain supplies of a regular income are exhaust

ed, they are obliged to cast about for ready cash,

and set the invention to work, in order to devise

means of repairing their finances. Such

attempts to enlarge their revenue have frequently
driven those, whose great souls would not be

curbed by the straitness of their circumstances,

into very uncommon undertakings : they have

sent lords to Arthur's, and ladies to assemblies,

or sometimes worse places. We may safely con

clude, that whoever breaks through all economy,
will soon discard honesty ; though perhaps it

might be deemed scandalum magnatum to aver,

that prodigal men of quality have often sold

their country to redeem their estates, and that

extravagant ladies have been known to make up
the deficiencies of their pin-money by pilfering

and larceny.

One of the first and chief resources of extra

vagance, both in high and low life, is the pawn
brokers. I never pass by one of these shops,
without considering them as the repositories of

half the jewels, plate, &c. in town. It is true,

indeed, that the honest and industrious are some
times forced to supply their necessities by this

method : but if we were to inquire, to whom
the several articles in these miscellaneous ware
houses belong, we should find the greatest part
of them to be the property of the idle and infa

mous among the vulgar, or the prodigal and
luxurious among the great ; and if, in imitation

of the ancients, who placed the temple of

Honour behind the temple of Virtue, propriety
should be attempted in the situation of pawn
brokers' shops, they would be placed contiguous

to a gin-shop, as in the ingenious print ot

Hogarth, or behind a tavern gaming-house, or

bagnio.

Going home late last Saturday night, I was
witness to a curious dialogue at the door of one

of these houses. An honest journeyman car

penter, whose wife, it seems, had pawned his

best clothes, having just received his week's pay,
was come to redeem them; but, it being past
twelve o'clock, the man of the house, who kept

up the conversation by means of a little grate in

the door, refused to deliver them ; though tfie

poor carpenter begged hard for his holiday

clothes, as the morrow was Easter Sunday.
This accident led me to reflect on the various

persons in town, who carry on this kind of

commerce with the pawnbrokers, and gave occa

sion to the following dream.

1 was scarce asleep before I found myself at

the entrance of a blind alley, terminated by a

little, hatch, where 1 saw a vast concourse of

people, of different ages, sex, and condition,

going in and coming out. Some of these I

observed, as they went up, very richly drest ;

and others were adorned with jewels and costly

trinkets ; but I could not help remarking, that

at their return they were all divested of their

finery ; and several had even their gowns and

coats stript oft their backs. A lady, who
strutted up in a rich brocaded suit, sneaked back

again in an ordinary stuff night-gown ; a second

retreated with the loss of a diamond solitaire

and pearl necklace ; and a third, who had
bundled up her whole stock of linen, scarce

escaped with what she had upon her back. I

observed seATeral gentlemen, who brought their

sideboards of plate to be melted down, as it were,

into current specie ; many had their pockets dis-

burthened of their watches ; and some, even

among the military gentlemen, were obliged to

deliver up their swords. Others of the com

pany marched up, heavy laden 'with pictures,

household goods, and domestic utensils ; one

carried a spit ;
another brandished a gridiron ;

a third flourished a frying-pan ;
while a fourth

brought to my remembrance the old sign of the

dog's head in the porridge pot. I saw several

trot up merrily with their chairs, tables, and

other furniture : but I could not help pitying

one poor creature among the rest, who, after

having stript his own house, even to his feather

bed, stalked along like a Lock-patient, wrapt up
in the blankets, while his wife accompanied him

doing penance in the sheets.

As I was naturally curious to see the inside

of the receptacle, where all these various spoils

were deposited, I stept up to the hatch ; and

meeting a grave old gentleman at the threshold,

I desired him to inform me what place it was,
and what business was transacted there. He
very courteously took me by the hand,

ing me through a dark passage, brought me
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* spacious hall, which he told me was the temple
of usury, and that he himself was the chief

priest of it. One part of this building was hung
round with all kinds of apparel, like the sale shops
in Monmouth-street ; another was strewed with

a variety of goods, and resembled the brokers'

shops in Harp-alley ; and another part was fur

nished with such an immense quantity ofjewels
and rich plate, that I should rather have fancied

myself in the church of the lady of Loretto. All

these, my guide informed me, were the offerings

of that crowd, which I had seen resorting to this

temple. The churches in Roman Catholic

countries have commonly a cross fixed upon
them ; the Chinese erect dragons and hang bells

about their pagods ; and the Turkish mosques
have their peculiar hieroglyphics; but I could

not help taking particular notice, that this tem

ple of usury had its vestibule adorned with
three wooden balls painted blue ; the mystery
of which, I was told, was as dark and unfathom
able as the Pythagorean number, or the secret

doctrines of Trismegist.
When I had in some measure satisfied my

curiosity, in taking a general survey of the tem

ple, my instructor led me to an interior corner

of it, where the most splendid offerings were

spread upon a large altar. " This bauble," said

he, showing me an elegant sprig of diamonds,
" is an aigret, sent in last week by a lady of

quality, who has ever since kept home, with her

head muffled up in a double clout, for a pretend
ed fit of the tooth-ache. She has, at different

times, made an offering of all her jewels : and,

besides these, her whole wardrobe was very

lately lodged here, which threw her into an

hysteric fever, and confined her to her bed-gown
for upwards of a month. Those ear-rings and

other jewels are the paraphernalia of a young
bride ; who was so constant a votary to this

place, that, when nothing else remained for an

offering, she even brought in her wedding-ring.
You may be surprised, perhaps, to behold such

a variety of necklaces, girdle-buckles, solitaires,

and other female ornaments, as are here collect

ed : but it is observable, that their devotions in

the temple of usury have been chiefly encou

raged and kept alive by their assisting at the

midnight orgies of avarice.
" Nor are the gentlemen," continued he, "less

encouragers of our rites. That gold watch lay

snug for a considerable time, in the fob of a

young man of quality : but it was one night

jerked out by a single throw of the dice at a

gaming-table, and made its way into the pocket
of a stranger, who placed it here to keep com

pany with several others, brought hither on a

similar occasion. Those brilliant buckles once

glittered on the shoes of a very pretty fellow,

who set out last winter on his travels into

foreign parts, but never got further than Bou

logne : and that sword, with the rich fillagree

hilt and elegantly-fancied sword knot with gold

tassels, once dangled at the side of a spirited
buck

; who left it here two years ago, when he
went off in a great hurry, to take possession of
a large estate in his native country, Ireland,
whence he is not yet returned. You may see

many others of these instruments of death,
which rust peacefully in their scabbards, as be

ing of no use whatever to their owners ; that
which commonly hangs upon the vacant peg
there, belongs, you must know, to a noble cap
tain : it is called upon duty once a month,
and is at this instant mounting guard at St.

James's."

Not far from these rich ornaments hung se

veral embroidered coats, laced waistcoats, point

(Tespagne hats, &c. " This suit," said my
venerable instructor, pointing to one richly em
broidered, "was made up for a noble lord on
the last birth-day, and conveyed hither the very
next morning after it had appeared at court.

That jemmy waistcoat with the gold worked
button-holes, on the next peg, was the property
of a smart templar, who, having spent a night
out of his chambers, sent his waistcoat hither

in <he morning as a penitential offering, by his

landlady. As to that heap of camblet gowns,
checked aprons, and coloured handkerchiefs,
which you see strung together a little further

off, they are oblations made here by a sect of

maudlin votaries, who resort to this temple to

pay their devotions to a goddess, whom they
have christened Madam Gin, but whom thfy
sometimes honour with the more" proper appel
lation of Strip me Naked."
While my conductor was thus relating the

history of the various offerings, and persons
who had made them, he was suddenly called

aside to a dark closet; several of which were
erected near the entrance, and appeared not

unlike the confessionals of the Romish priests.

These little boxes, I found, were appointed to

receive the votaries, who came to pay their de

votions, and make their offerings : but the ne

cessary rites and ceremonies were commonly
solemnized with as much caution and privacy,
as the mysteries of the Bona Deo, among the

Romans. At present, however, there was a

greater noise and hubbub than usual. A per
son of the first rank in the kingdom, who had

made some very considerably oblations of gold

and silver plate, was now about to celebrate a

feast in honour of Bacchus, in which these

rich utensils would be requisite, on which occa

sion he prayed to have the use of them. The
chief priest, after having received the customary

fee, granted a dispensation for this purpose, and

loaded the messengers with a number of wrought

ewers, vases, and chargers ;
at the same time

commissioning two or three of the inferior offi

cials of the temple to attend the celebration of

the feast, and to take care that the plate was
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duly returned, and safely lodged again iu the

temple.
These matters were scarcely adjusted before

an unexpected incident filled the whole temple
with confusion and disturbance. A rude tribe

of officers broke in upon us, put a stop to the

rites, and seized the chief priest himself, charg

ing him with having profaned the place by a

crime almost as infamous as sacrilege. He was

accused of having encouraged robbers to strip the

citizens of their most valuable effects, and for

a small reward to deposit them as offerings. The
clamour on this occasion was very great : and at

last one of the officers, methought, seized me as

a party concerned ; when endeavouring to clear

myself, and struggling to get out oftis clutches,

I awoke, W.

No. 118.] THURSDAY, APRIL 29, 1756.

HCEC stultitta parit civifates, hac constant imperia, magistra-

tus, rdigio, consilia, judicia, nee aliud omnino est vita hu-

mana, quam stidtitits lusus quidam. EKASM.

Nonsense o'er empires and o'er states presides,

Our judgment, counsels, laws, religion, guides j

All arts and sciences despotic rules ;

And life itself's a drama, play'd by fools.

THERE is no race of people, that has been more

conspicuous, in almost every relation of life, than

the illustrious family of Nonsense. In every age

of the world they have shone forth with uncom
mon lustre, and have made a wonderful progress
in all the arts and sciences. They have at dif

ferent seasons delivered speeches from the throne,

harangued at the bar, debated in parliament, and

gone amazing lengths in philosophical inquiries

and metaphysical disquisitions. In a word, the

whole history of the world moral and political,

is but a Cyclopaedia of Nonsense. For which

reason, considering the dignity and importance
of the family, and the infinite service it has been

of to me and many of my contemporaries, I have

resolved to oblige the public with a kind of ab

stract of the history of Nonsense. Nonsense was

the daughter of Ignorance, begot on Falsehood,

many ages ago, in a dark cavern in Boeotia. As
she grew up, she inherited all the qualities of

her parents : she discovered too warm a genius
to require being sent to school ; but while other

dull brats were poring over a horn-book, she

amused herself with spreading fantastical lies,

taught her by her mamma, and which have in

latter ages been familiarly known to us under

the names of Sham, Banter, and Humbug.
When she grew up, she received the addresses,

and soon became the wife of Impudence. Who
te was, or of what profession, is uncertain :

some say he was the son of Ignorance by ano

ther venter, and was suffered to become the hus

band of Nonsense in those dark ages of the

world, as the Ptolemies in Egypt married their

own sisters. Some record, that he was in th

army : others, that he was an interpreter of the
laws

; and others, a divine. However this was,
Nonsense and Impudence were soon inseparably
united to each other, and became the founders of
a more noble and numerous family, than any
yet preserved on any tree of descent whatsoever ;

of which ingenious device they were said to have
been the first inventors.

It is my chief intent at present to record the

great exploits of that branch of the family, who
have made themselves remarkable in England ;

though they began to signalize themselves very
early, and are still very flourishing in most
parts of the world. Many of them were Egyp
tian priests four thousand years ago, and told

the people, that it was religion to worship dogs,

monkeys, and green leeks : and their descen
dants prevailed on the Greeks and Romans to

build temples in honour of supposed deities, who
were, in their own estimation of them, whores
and whoremongers, pick-pockets and drunkards.
Others rose up some ages after in Turkey, and

persuaded the people to embrace the doctrine of

bloodshed and of the sword, in the name of the
most merciful God ; and others have manifest
ed their lineal descent from Nonsense and Impu
dence, by affirming that there is no God at all.

There were also among them many shrewd phi
losophers ; some of whom, though they were
racked with a fit of the stone, or laid up with a

gouty toe, declared that they felt not the least

degree of pain; and others would not trust their

own eyes, but when they saw a horse or a dog,
could not tell whether it was not a chair or a

table, and even made a doubt of their own exis

tence.

We have no certain account of the progress of

Nonsense here in England, till after the Refor
mation. All we hear of her and her progeny
before that period of time is, that they led a

lazy life among the monks in cloisters and con

vents, dreaming over old legends of saints, draw

ing up breviaries and mass-books, and stringing

together some barbarous Latin verses in rhyme.
In the days of Queen Elizabeth, so little encou

ragement was given to her family, that it seem*

ed to have been almost extinct ; but in the suc

ceeding reign it flourished again, and filled the

most considerable offices in the nation. Nonsense
became a great favourite at court, where she was

highly caressed on account of her wit, which
consisted in puns and quibbles ; and the bonny
monarch himself was thought to take a more
than ordinary delight in her conversation. At
this time many of her progeny took orders, and

got themselves preferred to the best livings, bv

turning the Evangelists into punsters, and

making St. Paul quibble from the pulpit.

Among the rest, there was a bishop, a favour
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ite son of Nonsense, of whom it is particular

ly recorded, that he used to tickle his courtly
audience by telling them that matrimony was
become a matter of money, with many other

right reverend jests recorded in Joe Miller. Seve

ral brothers of this family were likewise bred to

the bar, and very gravely harangued against old

women sucked by devils in the shape of ram-cats,

&c. As an instance of their profound wisdom
and sagacity, I need only mention that just and

truly pious act of parliament made against the

crying sin of witchcraft. I Jao. 1. chap. 12.

" Such as shall use invocation or conjuration of

any evil spirit, or shall consult, covenant with,

entertain, employ, fee or reward any evil spirit

to any intent, or take up any dead person, or

part thereof, to be used in witchcraft, or have

used any of the said arts, whereby any person
shall be killed, consumed, or lamed in his or her

body, they, together with their accessaries be

fore the fact, shall suffer as felons without bene

fit of clergy."
In the troublesome times of King Charles the

First, Nonsense and her family sided with the

Parliament. These set up new sects in reli

gion ;. some of them cropt their hair short, and

called themselves the enlightened ; some fell into

trances, and pretended to see holy visions : while

others got into tubs, and held forth, with many
whinings, and groans, and snuffling through
the nose. In the merry days of King Charles

the Second, Nonsense assumed a more gay and

libertine air ; and her progeny, from fanatics,

became downright infidels. Several courtiers of

the family wrote lewd plays, as well as luscious

love-songs, ana other loose verses, which were col

lected together and greedily bought up in miscel

lanies. In the succeeding reign, some of the kin

dred, who had received their education at St.

Omers, thought themselves on the point of esta

blishing Nonsense in church and state, and

were preparing to make bonfires on the occasion

in Smithfield, when they were obliged to leave

the kingdom.
Since the Revolution, the field of politics has

afforded large scope for Nonsense and her fami

ly to make themselves remarkable. Hence arose

the various sects in party, distinguished by the

names of Whig and Tory, Ministerial and Jaco

bite, Sunderlandians, Oxfordians, Godolphini-

ans, Bolingbrokians, Walpolians, Pelhamians,
&c. &c. &c. names which have kindled as hot a

war in pamphlets and journals, as the Guelphs
and Gibelines in Italy, or the Big and Little

Endians in the kingdom of Lilliput.

I have here endeavoured to give a short

abridgment of the history of Nonsense ; though
a very small part of the exploits of the family

can be included in so compendious a chronicle.

Some of them were very deep scholars, and filled

the professors' chairs at the universities. They
composed many elaborate dissertations, to con

vince the world, that two and two make four

and discovered, by dint of syllogism, that white

is not black. Their inquiries in natural philoso

phy were no less extraordinary ; many spent
their lives and their fortunes in attempting to

discover a wonderful stone, that should turn

every baser metal into gold ; and others em

ployed themselves in making artificial wings, by
the help of which they should fly up into the

world of the moon. Another branch of the fa

mily took to the Belles Lettres, and were the

original founders of the learned society of Grub-

street.

Never was any era in the unnals of Nonsense

more illustrious than the present : nor did that

noble family ever more signally distinguish it

self in every occupation. In oratory, who are

greater proficients than the progeny of Non
sense ? Witness many long and eloquent speeches

delivered in St. Stephen's chapel, in Westmin

ster-hall, at assizes and quarter-sessions, at

Clare-market, arid the Robin Hood. In philo

sophy,' what marvellous things have not been

proved by Nonsense ? The sometime professor

of astronomy at Gresham college, showed Sir

Isaac Newton to be a mere ass, and wire-drawed

the books of Moses into a complete system of

natural philosophy : life-guardmen have, with

the utmost certainty of Nonsense, foretold earth

quakes ;
and others have penned curious essays

on air-quakes, water-quakes, and comets. In

politics, how successfully have the sons of Non

sense bandied about the terms of court and coun

try ? How wisely have they debated upon
taxes ? And with what amazing penetration

did they but lately foresee an invasion ? In re

ligion, their domain is particularly extensive :

for, though Nonsense is excluded, at least from

the first part of the service, in all regular

churches, yet she often occupies the whole cere

mony at the Tabernacle and Foundery in Moor-

tields, and the chapel in Long-acre. But, for

the credit of so polite an age, be it known, that

the children of Nonsense, who are many of them

people of fashion, are as often seen at the play*

house as at church : and it is something strange,

that the family of Nonsense is now divided

against itself, and in high contest about the ma

nagement of their favourite amusement the

Opera.
T.

No. 119. THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1756.

Plenus rimarum sum, hue et illuc perfluo. .

Leaky at bottom ;
if those chinks you stop

In vain : the secret will run o'er the top.

THERE is no mark of our confidence taken more

kindly by a friend, than the intrusting him with
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a secret ;
nor any which he is so likely to abuse.

Confidants in general are like crazy fire-locks,

which are no sooner charged and cocked, than

(he spring gives way, and the report immediate

ly follows. Happy to have been thought worthy
the confidence of one friend, they are impatient
to manifest their importance to another

;
till be

tween them and their friend, and their friend's

friend, the whole matter is presently known to

all our friends round the Wrekin. The secret

catches as it were by contact, and like electrical

matter breaks forth from every link in the chain,

almost at the same instant. Thus the whole

Exchange may be thrown into a buzz to-morrow,

by what was whispered in the middle of Marl-

borough Downs this morning ; and in a week's
time the streets may ring with the intrigue of a

woman of fashion bellowed out from the foul

mouths of the hawkers, though at present it is

known to no creature living, but her gallant and
her waiting-maid.
As the talent of secrecy is of so great impor

tance to society, and the necessary commerce be

tween individuals cannot be securely carried on
without it, that this deplorable weakness should

be so general is much to be lamented. You may
as well pour water into a funnel, or a sieve,

and expect it to be retained there, as commit any
of your concerns to so slippery a companion. It

is remarkable, that in those men who have thus

lost the faculty of retention, the desire of being
communicative is always most prevalent, where
it is least to be justified. If they are intrusted

with a matter of no great moment, affairs of

more consequence will perhaps in a few hours

shuffle it entirely out of their thoughts : but if

any thing be delivered to them with an air of

earnestness, a low voice, and the gesture of a

man in terror for the consequence of its being
known ; if the door is bolted, and every pre
caution taken to prevent a surprise; however

they may promise secrecy, and however they

may intend it, the weight upon their minds will

be so extremely oppressive, that it will certainly

put their tongues in motion.

This breach of trust, so universal amongst us,

is perhaps in great measure owing to our educa

tion. The first lesson our little masters and
misses are taught, is to become blabs and tell

tales ; they are bribed to divulge the petty in

trigues of the family below stairs to papa and
mamma in the parlour, and a doll or a hobby
horse is generally the encouragement of a pro

pensity, which could scarcely be atoned for by a

whipping. As soon as children can lisp out the

little intelligence they have picked up in the hall

or the kitchen, they are admired for their wit :

if the butler has been caught kissing the house

keeper in his pantry, or the footman detected in

romping with the chamber-maid, away flies

little Tommy or Betsy with the news ; the

parents are lost in admiration of the pretty I

rogue's understanding, and reward such, uncom*

mon ingenuity with a kiss and a sugar-plum.
Nor does an inclination to secrecy meet with

less encouragement at school. The governantes
at the boarding-school teach miss to be a good

girl, and tell them every thing she knows : thus,
if any young lady is unfortunately discovered

eating a green apple in a corner, if she is heard

to pronounce a naughty word, or is caught

picking the letters out of another miss's sampler,

away runs the chit, who is so happy as to get

the start of the rest, screams out her information

as she goes ; and the prudent matron chucks her

under the chin, and tells her that she is a good

girl, and every body will love her.

The management of our young gentlemen is

equally absurd : in most of our schools, if a lad

is discovered in a scrape, the impeachment of an

accomplice, as at the Old Bailey, is made the

condition of a pardon. I remember a boy,

engaged in robbing an orchard, who was unfor

tunately taken prisoner in an apple-tree, and

conducted, under a strong guard of the farmer

and his dairy-maid, to the master's house.

Upon his absolute refusal to discover his associ

ates, the pedagogue undertook to lash him out of

his fidelity, but finding it impossible to scourge
the secret out of him, he at last gave him up for

an obstinate villain, and sent him to his father,

who told him he was ruined, and was going to

disinherit him for not betraying his school

fellows. I must own I am not fond of thus

drubbing our youth into treachery ; and am
much more pleased with the request of Ulysses,
when he went to Troy, who begged of those who
were to have the charge of Telemachus, that

they would, aboAre all things, teach him to be

just, sincere, faithful, and to keep a secret.

Every man's experience must have furnished

him with instances of confidants who are not to

be relied on, and friends who are not to be

trusted ; but few perhaps have thought it a

character so well worth their attention, as to

have marked out the different degrees into which
it may be divided, and the different methods by
which secrets are communicated.

Ned Trusty is a tell-tale of a very singular
kind. Having some sense of his duty, he hesi

tates a little at the breach of it. If he engages
never to utter a syllable, he most punctually

performs his promise ; but then he has the knack
of insinuating by a nod and a shrug well-timed,
or a seasonable leer, as much as others can con

vey in express terms. It is difficult, in short,

to determine, whether he is more to be admired
for his resolution in not mentioning, or his inge

nuity in disclosing a secret. He is also excellent

at a " doubtful phrase," as Hamlet calls it, or an
"
ambiguous giving out ;" and his conversation

consists chiefly of such broken inuendoes, as

Well, J know or, I could an if I would

Or, if I list to speak or, there be, and if there might, &c
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Here he generally stops; and leaves it to his

hearers to draw proper inferences from these

piece-meal premises. With due encouragement,
however, he may be prevailed upon to slip the

padlock from his lips, and immediately over

whelms you with a torrent of secret history,
which rushes forth with more violence for having
been so long confined.

Poor Meanwell, though he never fails to

transgress, is rather to be pitied than condemned.
To trust him with a secret is to spoil his appe
tite, to break his rest, and to deprive him for a

time of every earthly enjoyment. Like a man
who travels with his whole fortune in his pock
et, he is terrified if you approach him, and im

mediately suspects, that you come with a feloni

ous intent to rob him of his charge. If he ven
tures abroad, it is to walk in some unfrequented

place, where he is least in danger of an attack.

At home, he shuts himself up from his family,

paces to and fro in his chamber, and has no re

lief but from muttering over to himself, what he

longs to publish to the world ;
and would gladly

submit to the office of town-crier, for the liberty
of proclaiming it in the market-place. At

length, however, weary of his burden, and re

solved to bear it no longer, he consigns it to the

custody of the first friend he meets, and returns

to his wife with a cheerful aspect, and wonder

fully altered for the better.

Careless is perhaps equally undesigning,

though not equally excusable. Intrust him with

an affair of the utmost importance, on the con

cealment of which your fortune and happiness

depend : he hears you with a kind of half at

tention, whistles a favourite air, and accompa
nies it with the drumming of his fingers upon
the table. As soon as your narration is ended,
or perhaps in the middle of it, he asks your
opinion of his sword-knot, damns his tailor for

having dressed him in a snuff-coloured coat, in

stead of a pompadour, and leaves you in haste to

attend an auction ; where, as if he meant to dis

pose of his intelligence to the best bidder, he di

vulges it, with a voice as loud as the auctioneer's ;

and when you tax him with having played you
false, he is heartily sorry for it, but never knew
that it was to be a secret.

To these I might add the character of the

open and unreserved who thinks it a breach of

friendship to conceal any thing from his inti

mates ;
and the impertinent, who having by dint

of observation made himself master of your se

cret, imagines he may lawfully publish the

knowledge it has cost him so much labour to ob

tain, and considers that privilege as the reward

due to his industry. But I shall leave these,

with many other characters, which my reader's

own experience may suggest to him, and con

clude with prescribing, as a short remedy for

this evil, That no man may betray the counsel

of his fiiend, let every man keep his own.

No. 120.] THURSDAY, MAY 13, 1756.

Judicium subtile vidcndis artibus, HOB.

A subtile fancy, and a judgment chaste,
Form the nice mixture of a genuine taste.

TASTE is at present the darling idol of the politfc

world, and the world of letters
; and, indeed,

seems to be considered as the quintessence of al

most all the arts and sciences. The fine ladies

and gentlemen dress with taste ; the architects,

whether Gothic or Chinese, build with taste ;

the painters paint with taste ; the poets write

with taste ; critics read with taste
; and, in

short, fiddlers, players, singers, dancers, and me
chanics themselves, are all the sons and daugh
ters of Taste. Yet in this amazing superabun-

dancy of taste, few can say what it really is, or

what the word itself signifies. Should I at

tempt to define it in the style of a Connoisseur,
I must run over the names of all the famous

poets, painters, and sculptors, ancient and mo
dern ; and after having pompously harangued
on the excellencies of Appelles, Phidias, Praxi

teles, Angelo, Rubens, Poussin, and Domini-

chino, with a word or two on all tasteful com

positions, such as those of Homer, Virgil, Tasso,

Dante, and Ariosto, I should leave the reader

in wonder of my profound erudition, and as lit

tle informed as before. But as deep learning,

though more flaming and pompous, is perhaps
not always so useful as common sense, I shall

endeavour to get at the true meaning of the

word taste, by considering what it usually im

ports in familiar writings and ordinary conver

sation.

It is supposed by Locke, and other close roa-

soners, that words are intended as signs of our

ideas : but daily experience will convince us, that

words are often used to express no ideas at all.

Thus many persons, who talk perpetually of

taste, throw it out as a mere expletive, without

any meaning annexed to it. Bardolph, when
demanded the meaning of the word accommo

dated, wisely explains it by saying, that " accom

modated, sir, is a a a accommodated, Sir,

is as if one should say a accommodated :" and

if, in like manner, you ask one of these people,

What is taste ? they will tell you that " taste is

a kind of a sort of a a a ; in short, taste is

taste." These talkers must be considered as ab

solute blanks in conversation, since it is impos
sible to learn the explanation of a term from

them, as they fix no determinate meaning to any

expression.

Among men of sense, whose words carry

meaning in their sound, taste is commonly used

in one of these two significations. First, when

they give any person the appellation of a man of

taste, they would intimate that he has a turn
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for the polite arts, as well as the lesser elegan

cies of life; and that from his natural bent to

those studies, and his acquired knowledge in

them, he is capable of distinguishing what is

good or bad in any thing of that kind submit

ted to his judgment. The meaning at other

times implied by a man of taste is, that he is

not only so far adept in those matters as to be

able to judge of them accurately, but is also pos
sessed of the faculty of executing them grace

fully. These two significations will, perhaps,
be more easily conceived, and clearly illustrated,

when applied to our sensual taste. The man of

taste, according to the first, may be considered

as a bon vivant, who is fond of the dishes before

him, and distinguishes nicely what is savoury
and delicious, or flat and insipid, in the ingre
dients of each : according to the second, he may
be regarded as the cook, who from knowing what

things will mix well together, and distinguish

ing by a nice taste when he has arrived at that

happy mixture, is able to compose such exquisite
dishes.

Both these significations of the word will be

found agreeable to the following definition of it,

which I have somewhere seen, and is the only

just description of the term, that I ever remem
ber to have met with :

' Taste consists in a nice

harmony between the fancy and the judgment.'
The most chastised judgment, without genius,

can never constitute a man of taste ; and the

most luxuriant imagination, unregulated by

judgment, will only carry us into wild and ex

travagant deviations from it. To mix oil, vine

gar, butter, milk, eggs, &c. incoherently to

gether, would make an olio not to be relished by

any palate : and the man who has no gout for

delicacies himself, will never compose a good

dish, though he should ever so strictly adhere to

the rules of La Chapelle, Hannah Glasse, and

Martha Bradley. I confine myself at present

chiefly to that signification of the word, which

implies the capacity of exerting our own facul

ties in the several branches of taste, because that

always includes the other.

Having thus settled what taste is, it may not

be unentertaining to examine modern taste by
these rules : and, perhaps it will appear, that on

the one hand, its most pleasing flights and ra

vishing elegancies are extravagant and absurd
;

and that, on the other hand, those who affect a

correct taste in all their undertakings, proceed

mechanically, without genius. The first species

of taste, which gives a loose to the imagination,

indulges itself in caprice, and is perpetually

striking new strokes, is the chief regulator of

the fashion. In dress, it has put hunting-poles
into the hands of our gentlemen, and erected

coaches and windmills on the heads of our ladies.

In equipage, it has built chariots ofpapier mache,
and by putting spotted Danish horses into the

harness, has made our beaux look like Bacchus

in his car drawn by leopards. The ornaments,
both on the outside and inside of our houses, are
all Gothic or Chinese ; and whoever makes a

pagod of his parlour, throws a plank or two with
an irregular crossed-barred paling over a dirty

ditch, or places battlements on a root-house or a

stable, fits up his house and garden entirely in

taste.

The second sort of men of taste are to be

found chiefly among the literati ; and are those

who, despising the modern whims to which
fashion has given the name of taste, pretend to

follow, with the most scrupulous exactness, the

chaste models of the ancients. These are the

poets, who favour us with correct, epithetical,

and tasteful compositions ; whose works are

without blemish, and conformable to the pre
cise rules of QuSritilian, Horace, and Aristotle :

and as they are intended merely for the perusal
of persons of the most refined taste, it is no

wonder that they are above the level of common

understandings. These too are the critics, who,
in their comments upon authors, embarrass us

with repeated allusions to the study of virtu :

and these too are the Connoisseurs in architec

ture, who build ruins after Vetruvius, and ne

cessaries according to Palladio. One gentleman
of this cast has built his villa upon a bleak hill,

with four spacious porticos, open on each side to

court the four winds : because in the sultry re

gions of Italy, this model has been thought
most convenient : and another has in great

measure shut out the light from his apartments,
and cut off all prospect from his windows, by

erecting a high wall before his house, which in

Italy has been judged necessary to screen them
from the sun.

Architecture seems indeed to be the mean ar

ticle, in which the efforts of sin are now dis

played. Among those who are fond of exerting

their fancies in capricious innovations, I might
instance the many pretty whims, of which an

infinite variety may be seen within ten miles of

London. But as a proof of the noble and ju
dicious taste among us, I shall beg leave to de

scribe in the style of a Connoisseur, a most a

mazing curiosity, erected in a very polite quat
ter of this town.

In the midst of a noble and spacious area

stands a grand obelisk. The base forms a per
feet square with right angles ;

the body of it is

cylindrical ; but the capital is a heptagon, and

has several curious lines and figures described'

on each of its seven planes or superfices, which

serve to terminate as many most magnificent
and striking vistas. This superb column, no
less remarkakle than the famous pillar of Trajan,
seems (from the several gnomons and other

hieroglyphics stuck about it) to have been origin

ally dedicated to the sun
; but is now known a

mong the Vulgar by the more common name of

the Seven Dials. ^
3Q

'
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Placet impares
Formas atque animos subjuga ahenca

Seevo mittere cumjoco HOR.

Officious couplers wantonly engage
Virtue with vice, brisk youth with frozen age :

Behold them groan beneath the iron yoke,

Hail the dear mischief, and enjoy the joke.

THOUGH I shall not as yet vouchsafe to let the

reader so far into my secrets, as to inform him

whether I am married or single, it may not be

amiss to acquaint him, that, supposing I still

remain a bachelor, it has not been the fault of

my friends or relations. On the contrary, as

soon as I was what they call settled in the

world, they were so assiduous in looking out a

wife for me, that nothing was required on my
part but immediately to fall in love with the

lady they had pitched upon : and could I have

complied with their several choices, I should

have been married at the same time to a tall

and a short, a plump and a slender, a young
and an old woman ; one with a great deal of

money, and another with none at all : each of

whom was separately recommended by them,
as the properest person in the world for me.

I know not how it happens, but it is noto

rious, that most people take a pleasure in making
matches; either thinking matrimony a state of

bliss, into which they would charitably call

all their friends and acquaintance ;
or perhaps

struggling in the toils, they are desirous of

drawing others into the net that ensnared them.

Many matches have been brought about be

tween two persons, absolute strangers to each

other, through this kind mediation of friends,

who are always ready to take upon them the

office of an honourable go-between. Some have

come together, merely from having been talked

of by their acquaintance as likely to make a

match ; and I have known a couple, who have

met by accident at a toorse-race, or danced to

gether at an assembly, that in less than a fort

night have been driven into matrimony in their

own defence, by having been first paired in pri

vate conversations, and afterwards in the com
mon newspapers.
As we cannot insure happiness to our friends,

at the same time that we help them to husbands

or wives, one would imagine that few would

3are to run the hazard of bestowing misery,

where they meant a kindness. I know a good-

natured lady, who has officiously brought upon
herself the ill-will and the curses of many of

her dearest and most intimate friends on this

very account. She has a sister, for whom she

provided a most excellent husband, who has

shown his affection for her , by spending her

whole fortune upon his mistresses : she contriv

ed that another near relation should snap up a

rich widow, who was arrested for her debts

within a week after marriage : and it cost her
a whole twelve-month to bring two doating
lovers of her acquaintance together, who part
ed beds before the honey-moon was expired.
But if our friends will thus condescend to be

match-makers from a spirit of benevolence, and
for our own advantage only ; there are others,

who have taken up the profession from less

disinterested motives; who bring beauty and

fortune to market, and trafic in all the accom

plishments that can make the marriage state

happy. These traders dispose of all sorts of

rich heirs and heiresses, baronets, lords, ladies

of fashion, and daughters of country squires,

with as much coolness as drovers sell bullocks

They keep complete registers of the condition

and qualifications of all the marriageable per
sons within thekingdom ;

and it is as common to

apply to them for a husband or wife, as to the

register-offices for a man or a maid servant.

They may, indeed, be considered as fathers and

guardians to the greatest part of our youth of

both sexes, since in marriage they may be most

properly said to give them away.
It is something comical to consider the va

rious persons, to whom men of this profession
are useful. We may naturally suppose, that a

young fellow, who has no estate, but what, like

Tinsel's in the Drummer, is merely personal,
would be glad to come down handsomely, after

consummation with a woman of fortune ; and
a smart girl, who has more charms than wealth,
would give round poundage on being taken for

better for worse by a rich heir. Many a trades

man also wants a wife to manage his family,
while he looks after the shop; and thinks it

better to recommend himself by this convenient

friend than by means of the Daily Advertiser.

There are also several young people, who are

indifferent as to any person in particular, and
have no passion for the state itself, yet want to

be married, because it will deliver them from
the restraint of parents. But the most unna

tural, though very common applications of this

sort, are from the rich and the noble ; who,

having immense estates to bestow on their chil

dren, will make use of the meanest instruments,

to couple them to others of the same overgrown
fortune.

I have known many droll 'accidents happen
from the mistakes of. these mercenary match

makers, and remember one in particular, which

I shall here set down for the entertainment of

my readers. A careful old gentleman came up
from the North on purpose to marry his son,

and was recommended by one of these couplers

to a twenty thousand pounder. He accordingly

put on his best wig, best beaver, and gold-

buttoned coat, and went to pay his respects

to the lady's mamma. He told her, that h<^
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had not the pleasure of being known to her :

but as his son's quiet depended on it, he had

taken the liberty of waiting on her: in short,

he immediately broke the matter to her,

and informed her, that his boy had seen

her daughter at church, and was violently in

love with her ; concluding, that he would do

very handsomely for the lad, and would make it

worth her while to have him. The old lady
thanked him for the honour he intended her fa

mily ;
but she supposed, to be sure, as he appear

ed to be a prudent and sensible gentleman, he

would expect a fortune answerable. "
Say no

thing of that, Madam, say nothing of that," in

terrupted the Don :
" I have heard but if it

was less, it should not break any squares between

us." "
Pray, Sir, how much does the world

say ?" replied the lady.
" Why, Madam, I sup

pose she has not less than twenty thousand

pounds."
" Not so much, Sir," said the old

lady, very gravely.
"
Well, Madam, I suppose

then it may be nineteen, or or only eighteen
thousand pounds,"

" Not so much, Sir,"
"

Well, well, perhaps not : but if it was only
seventeen thousand." " No, Sir,"

" Or six

teen." " No." " Or (we must make allowan

ces) perhaps hut fifteen thousand." " Not so

much, Sir." Here ensued a profound silence

for near a minute ; when the old gentleman,

rubbing his forehead,
"
Well, Madam, we must

come to some conclusion. Pray, is it less than

fourteen thousand ! How much more is it than

twelve thousand !" " Less Sir,"
"

Less, Ma
dam?" "Less." "But is it more than ten

thousand?" "Not so much, Sir." "Not so

much, Madam?"" Not so much."" Why, if

it is lodged in the funds, consider, Madam, inter

est is low, very low : but, as the boy loves her, tri

fles shall not part us. Has she got eight thousand

pounds ?" " Not so much, Sir."" Why then,

Madam, perhaps the young lady's fortune may
not be above six or five thousand pounds."
"
Nothing like it, Sir." At these words the old

gentleman started from his chair, and running
out of the room " Your servant, your servant :

my son is a fool : and the fellow, who recom

mended me to you, is a blockhead, and knows

nothing of business.''

No. 122.] THURSDAY, MAY 27, 1756.

Monstrum niOla virtute redeniptum
Juv.

Without one sneaking virtue in thy train,

O precious villain'.! scoundrel ! rogue in grain !

I MENTIONED in a former paper, that a friend of

mine was writing A New Treatise on Ethics,

or A System of Immoral Philosophy, compiled

from the principles and practice of the present

ftge ; in which the extraordinary modesty of the

moderns would be enlarged on, which has indu

ced them to comprehend all the vices, instead of

virtues, in their idea of a fine gentleman. The
work is now finished ; and the author has sent

me the following letter concerning the dedication,

with leave to submit it to the public.

Dear Town,

The flatness and fulsome insipidity of dedica

tions has often been the subject of our conversa

tion
;
and we have always agreed, that authors

have miscarried in these pieces of flattery, by

injudiciously affronting, when they meant to

compliment their patrons. The humble dedica

tor loads his great man with virtues totally

foreign to his nature and disposition, which sit

as awkwardly upon him, as lace or embroidery
on a chimney-sweeper ; and so overwhelms him
with the huge mass of learning, with which he

graciously dubs him a scholar, that he makes as

ridiculous a figure, as the ass in the Dunciad.

After having thus bepraised his patron, till the

new Maecenas is heartily ashamed of himself, he

wonders that no notice is taken of so pompous
an eulogium, and that a dedication should be as

mere a drug as a sermon.

Lory, in the Relapse, advises Fashion to get
into the good graces of Lord Foppington, by fall

ing in love with his coat, being in raptures with

his peruke, seeming ravished with the genteel

dangle of his sword knot
; and, in short, to re

commend himself to his noble elder brother, by
affecting to be captivated with his favourites.

In like manner, the author who would make his

dedication really valuable, should not talk to his

patron of his honour, and virtue, and integrity,

and a pack of unfashionable qualities, which on

ly serve to disgrace a fine gentleman ; but boldly

paint him what he really is, and at the same

time convince him of his merit in being a fool,

and his glory in being a scoundrel. This mode of

dedication, though proper at all times, will ap

pear with a particular good grace before A Sys-
1

tern of Immoral Philosophy : wherefore, as my
book is now finished, I have here sent you a

rough draught of the epistle dedicatory, and shall

be glad to hear your opinion of it.

May it please your Grace ! or, my Lord ! or, Sir !

You are in every point so complete a fine gen
tleman, that the following Treatise is but a faint

transcript of your accomplishments. There is

not one qualification, requisite in the character

of a man of spirit, which you do not possess.

Give me leave, therefore, on the present occasion

to point forth your inestimable qualities to the

world, and hold up to the public view so glori
ous an example.
You distinguished yourself so early in life,

and exalted yourself so far above the common
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pitch of vulgar bucks, that you was distinguish

ed, before the age of twenty, with the noble ap

pellation of Stag : and when I consider the many
gallant exploits you have performed, the number
of rascally poltroons you have sent out of the

world, the number of pretty little foundlings you
have brought into it, how many girls you have

debauched, howmany women of quality you have

intrigued with, and how many hogsheads of

French wine have run through your body, I

cannot help contemplating you as a Stag of the

first head.

What great reason have you to value yourself

on your noble achievements at Arthur's ! The
sums you formerly lost, and those you have

lately won, are amazing instances of your spirit

and address : first, in ventui-ing so deeply, before

you was let into the secret ;
and then, in manag

ing it with so much adroitness and dexterity,

since you haVe~ been acquainted with it. Nobody
cogs the dice, or packs the cards, half so skil

fully : you hedge a bet with uncommon nicety,

and are a most incomparably shrewd judge of

the odds.

Nor have your exploits on the turf rendered

you less famous. Let the annals of Pond and

Heber deliver down to posterity the glorious

account of what plates you have won, what
matches you made, and how often the knowing
ones have been taken in ; when, for private rea

sons, you have found it necessary, that your
horse should run on the wrong side of the post,

or be distanced, after winning the first heat. I

need not mention your own skill in horseman

ship, and in how many matches you have con

descended to ride yourself ; for in this particu

lar, it must be acknowledged, you cannot be out

done, even by your groom or jockey.
All the world will witness the many instances

of your courage, which has been often tried and

exerted in Hyde Park, and behind Montague
house : nay, you have sometimes been known to

draw your sword most heroically at the opera,

the play, and even at private routs and assem

blies. How often have you put to flight a whole

army of watchmen, constables, and beadles,

with the justices at their head ! You have clear

ed a whole bawdy-house before you, and taken

many a tavern by storm : you have pinned a

waiter to the ground ; and have, besides, proved

yourself an excellent marksman, by shooting a

post-boy flying. With so much valour and

firmness, it is not to be doubted, but that you
would behave with the same intrepidity, if occa

sion called, upon Hounslow-Heath, or in

Maidenhead-Thicket : and, if it were necessary,

you would as boldly resign yourself up to the

hands of Jack Ketch, and swing as genteelly, as

Maclean or Gentleman Harry. The same
noble spirit would likewise enable you to aim the

pistol at your own head, and go out of the world
like a man of honour and a gentleman.

But your courage has not rendered you unsus

ceptible of the softer passions, to which your
heart has been ever inclined. To say nothing of

your gallantries with women of fashion, your
intrigues with milliners and mantua-makers, or

your seducing raw country girls and innocent

tradesmen's daughters, you have formerly been

so constant in your devoirs to Mrs. Douglas, and

the whole sisterhood, that you sacrificed your
health and constitution in their service. But
above all, witness that sweet delicate creature,

whom you have now in keeping, and for whom
you entertain such a strong and faithful passion,

that for her sake, you have tenderly and affec-

tionately deserted your wife and family.

Though, from your elegant taste for pleasures,

you appear made for the gay world ; yet these

polite amusements have not called off your atten

tion from the more serious studies of politics and

religion. In politics you have made such a

wonderful proficiency, both in theory and prac

tice, that you have discovered the good of your

country, to be a mere joke, and confirmed your
own interest, as well as established your conse

quence, in the proper place, by securing half a

dozen boroughs. As to religion, you soon

unravelled every mystery of that ; and not only
know the Bible to be as romantic as the Alcoran,

but have also written several volumes, to make

your discoveries plain to meaner capacities. The
ridiculous prejudices of a foolish world unhap
pily prevent your publishing them at present :

but you have wisely provided, that they shall

one day see the light ; when, I doubt not, they
will be deemed invaluable, and be as universally

admired, as the posthumous works of Lord

Bolingbroke.
I am,

May it please your Grace! or, my Lord ! or Sir!

in humble admiration of your excellences

O. &c. &c. &?.

No. 123.] THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 1756.

Quopatre sit natus, nwn ignota matrc inhonestusf

HOH,

Say, who can claim the foundling for her son ?

My Lord, and Molly ? or, her Grace and John ?

THE notices in the public papers, that the

Foundling Hospital will be open for the recep
tion of infants in general under a certain age,

have, I find, given universal satisfaction. The

consequences of a big belly do not appear so

dreadful as heretofore : and it was but yesterday
that a young fellow of intrigue told me, he was

happy that his children would no longer be

thrown out of the hospital, as he himself had

been out of Arthur's, by black balls. For my
part, though 1 have no lady in keeping, no chili
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by my housekeeper, nor any other affair of |

gallantry on my hands, which makes me wish to

swell the number of infants maintained by that

charity, I must own myself to be exceedingly

rejoiced at the extension of so benevolent a design.

I look upon it as the certain preservation of

many hundreds in embryo : nor shall we now
hear of so many helpless babes birth-strangled in

a necessary, orsmothered by the " ditch-delivered

drab." As a bastard is accounted in law, quassi

nulliusJUius, the child of nobody, and related to

nobody, and yet is blessed with as fair propor

tions, and capable of an equal degree of perfec
tion with " honest madam's issue," it is surely
an act of great humanity thus to rescue them
from untimely deaths and other miseries, which

they do not merit, whatever may be the guilt of

their parents.

Though it is obvious, that this hospital will be

made the receptacle of many legitimate chil

dren
;

it is no less certain, that the rich, as well

as the poor, will often send their baseborn bant

lings to this general nursery. The wealthy man
of quality, or substantial cit, may have their pri

vate family reasons for not owning the fruits of

their secret amours, and be glad to put the little

living witness of their intrigues out of the way.
For this reason, a history of the foundlings re

ceived there would be very curious and enter

taining, as it would contain many anecdotes, not

to be learned from any parish register. There-

flections that passed in my mind on this subject,

gave occasion the other evening, to the following

dream.

Methought, as I was standing at the private

door of the hospital, where a crowd of females

(each of them with a child in her arms) were

pressing to get in, an elderly gentleman, who,
from his white staff, I took to be a governor of

the charity, very courteously invited me to come

in. I accepted his offer ;
and having seated

myself near him,
" Mr. Town," says he,

" 1

am conscious, that you look upon most of these

little infants as the offsprings of so many un

married fathers and maiden mothers, which

have been clandestinely smuggled into the

world. Know then, that I am one of those

guardian Genii, appointed to superintend the

fortunes of bastards ; therefore, as this hospital

is more immediately under my tuition, I have

put on this disguise; and if you please, will let

you into the secret history of those babes who
are my wards, and their parents."

I assured him, his intelligence would be high

ly agreeable ; and several now coming up to of

fer their children he resumed his discourse.

" Observe," said he,
" that jolly little rogue,

with plump cheeks, a florid complexion, blue

eyes, and sandy locks. We have here already

several of his brethren by the mother's side
;

some fair, some brown, and some black ;
and yet

they are all supposed to have come by the same

father. The mother has for many years been

housekeeper to a gentleman, who cannot see that

her children bear the marks of his own servants,

and that this very brat is the exact resemblance

of his coachman.
" That puling, whining infant there, with

a pale, face, emaciated body, and distorted limbs,
is the forced product of viper broth and cantha-

rides. It is the offspring of a worn-out buck of

quality, who, at the same time he debauched the

mother, ruined her constitution by a filthy dis

ease
;
in consequence of which, she, with much

difficulty, brought forth this just image of him
self in miniature.

" The next that offers is the issue of a careful

cit ; who, as he keeps a horse for hig own rid

ing on Sundays, which he lets out all the rest of

the week, keeps also a mistress for his recreation

on the seventh day, who lets herself out on the

other six. That other babe owes his birth like

wise to the city : but is the joint product, as we
may say, of two fathers : who being great eco

nomists in their pleasures, as well as in their

business, have set up a whore and a one-horse

chaise in partnership together.
" That pert young baggage there, who so bold

ly presses forward with her brat, is not the mo
ther of it, but is maid to a single lady of the

strictest honour and unblemished reputation.
About a twelvemonth ago, her mistress went to

Bath for the benefit of her health ; and ten

months after she travelled into North Wales to

see a relation : from whence she is just returned.

We may suppose, that she took a fancy to that

pretty babe, while in the country, and brought
it up to town with her, in order to place it here:

as she did a few years ago to another charming
boy, which being too old to be got into this hos

pital is now at a school in Yorkshire, where

young gentlemen are boarded, clothed and edu

cated, and found in all necessaries, for ten pounds
a year.
" That chubby little boy, which you see in the

arms of yonder strapping wench in a camblet

gown and red cloak, is her own son. She is by

profession a bed maker in one of the Universi

ties, and of the same college, in which the father

(a grave tutor) holds a fellowship, under the

usual condition of not marrying. Many sober

gentlemen of the cloth, who are in the same

scrape, are glad to take the benefit of this chari

ty : and if all of the same reverend order, like

the priests abroad, were laid under the same re

strictions, you might expect to see a particular

hospital, erected for the reception of the sons of

the clergy.
" That next child belongs to a sea-captain's

lady, whose husband is expected to return every
moment from a long voyage ; the fears of which
have happily hastened the birth of this infant

a full month before its time. That other is the

posthumous child of a wealthy old gentleman,
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who married a young girl for love, and died in

the honey-moon. This, his son and heir, was
not born till near a twelvemonth after his de

cease, because its birth was retarded by the exces

sive grief of his widow; who, on that account

rather chose to lie-ill privately, and to lodge
their only child here, than to have its legitimacy
and her own honour called in question by her

husband's relations.

My companion pointed out to me several

others, whose original was no less extraordinary ;

among which, I remember he told me, one was
the unhallowed brood of a Methodist teacher, and

another the premature spawn of a maid of ho

nour. A poor author eased himself of a very

heavy load of two twin daughters, which, in an

evil hour he begot on a hawker of pamphlets,
after he had been writing a luscious novel ; but

I could not help smiling at the marks sent in

with these new Muses, signifying, that one had

been .christened Terpsichore, and the other

Polyhymnia. Several bantlings were imported
from Islington, Hoxton, and other villages

within the sound of Bow bell : many were

transplanted hither out of the country ; and a

whole litter of brats were sent in from two or

three parishes in particular, for which it is

doubtful whether they were most indebted to

the Parson or the Squire.

A modest looking woman now brought a very
fine babe to be admitted ; but the governors re

jected it, as it appeared to be above two months

old. The mother on the contrary, persisting in

affirming, that it was but just born ; and ad-

thinks that he is or has been a lover. One has

fought for his mistress, another drank for her,

another wrote for her, and another has done all

three: and yet, perhaps, in spite of their duels,

poetry, and bumpers, not one of them ever enter

tained a sincere passion.' I have lately taken a

survey of the numerous tribe of Euamoratos
and after having observed the various shape
they wear, think I may safely pronounce that,

though all profess to have been in love, there

are very few who are really capable of it.

It is a maxim of Kochefoucault's, that,
" many men would never have been in love, u

they had never heard of love." The justice of

this remark is equal to its shrewdness. The ri

diculous prate of a family has frequently great
influence on young minds, who learn to love, as

they do every thing else, by imitation. Young
creatures, almost mere children, have been con

sumed with this second-hand flame lighted up
at another's passion ; and, in consequence of the

loves of the footman and chamber-maid, I have

known little master fancy himself a dying swaiu

at the age of thirteen, and little miss pining

away with love in a bib and hanging sleeves.

That vast heap of volumes, filled with love t

and sufficient in number to make a library, are

great inflamers, and seldom fail to produce that

kind of passion described by llochetbucault.

The chief of these literary seducers are the old

romances, and their degenerate spawn, the mo
dern novels. The young student reads of the

emotions of love, till he imagines that he feels

them throbbing and fluttering in his little breast ;

dressing herself to me, desired me to look at it. as valetudinarians study the history of a disease,

I accordingly took it in my arms ; and while I i

tin thev fancy themselves affected with every

was tossing it up and down, and praising its
|

symptom of it. For this reason, I am always

beauty, the sly hussy contrived to slip away, |

soriT to see any of this trash in the hands of

leaving the precious charge in my care. The I young people : I look upon Cassandra and Cleo-

efforts which I made to bawl after her, and the

squalling of the brat, which rung piteously in

my ears, luckily awaked me
; and I was very

happy to find, that I had only been dandling my
pillow, instead of a bantling. W.

No. 124.] THURSDAY, JUNE 10, 1756.

Acripe, perlongos t'ibi qui desermat annos :

Accipe, qui pura norit amarefide.
Est nulli cessurafides j sine crimine mores i

Nudaque simplicitas, purpureusque pudor.

Non mihi mttle placent ; non sum desultor amoris ;

Tu mihi fsi quafides) cura perennis eris. OVID.

Scorn me not, Chloe ; me, whose faith well try'd

Long years approve, and honest passions guide :

My spotless soul no foul affections move,
But chaste simplicity, and modest love ;

Nor I, like shallow fops, from fair to fair

Roving at random, faithless passion swear ;

But thou alone shalt be my constant care.

patra, as well as Betty Barnes, Polly Willis,

&c. as no better than bawds
;
and consider Don

Belliariis of Greece, and Sir Amadis de Gaul,

with George Edwards, Loveill, &c. as arrant

pimps. But though romances and novels are

both equally stimulatives, yet their operations

are very different. The romance student be

comes a fond Corydon of Sicily, or a very Da
mon of Arcadia, and is in good truth such a

dying swain, that he believes he shall hang him-

self on the next willow, or drown himself in the

next pond, if he should lose the object of his

wishes : but the young novelist turns out more

a man of the world, and, after having gained

the affections of his mistress, forms a hundred

schemes to secure the possession of her, and to

bam her relations.

There are, among the tribe of lovers, a sort

cf lukewarm gentlemen, who can hardly be

said, in the language of love, to entertain a

flame for their mistress. These are your men

ALMOST every man is or has been, or at least of superlative delicacy and refinement who
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loathe the gross ideas annexed to the amours of

the vulgar, and aim at something more spirit

ualized and sublime. These philosophers in

love doat on the mind alone of their mistress,

and would fain see her naked soul divested of

its material incumbrances. Gentlemen of this

complexion might perhaps not improperly be

ranged in the romantic class
; but they have as

sumed to themselves the name of Platonic Lo
vers.

Platonism, however, is in these days very
scarce; and there is another class, infinitely more

numerous, composed of a sort of lovers, whom
we may justly distinguish by the title of Epicu
reans. The principles of this sect are diametri

cally opposite to those of the Platonics. They
think no more of the soul of their mistress, than

a Mussulman, but are in raptures with her per
son. A lover of this sort is in perpetual ecsta-

cies : his passion is so violent, that he even

scorches you with his flame ; and he runs over

the perfections of his mistress in the same style
that a jockey praises his horse :

" Such limbs !

such eyes ! such a neck and breast ! such

oh, she's a rare piece !" Their ideas go no far

ther than mere external accomplishments ; and,
as their wounds may be said to be only skin-

deep, we cannot allow their breasts to be smitten

with love, though perhaps they may rankle with
a much grosser passion. Yet it must be owned,
that nothing is more common, than for gentle

men of this cast to be involved in what is called

a love-match : but then it is owing to the same
cause with the marriage of Sir John Brute, who

says,
" I married my wife, because I wanted to

lie with her, and she would not let me."

Other gentlemen, of a gay disposition and

warm constitution, who go in the catalogue for

lovers, are adorers of almost every woman they
see. The flame of love is as easily kindled in

them, as the sparks are struck out of a flint
;

and it also expires as soon. A lover of this sort

dances, one day, with a lady at a ball, and loses

his heart to her in a minuet : the next, another

carries it off in the Mali ; and the next day, per

haps, he goes out of town, and lodges it in the

possession of all the country beauties successive

ly, till at last he brings it back to town with

him, and presents it to the first woman he meets.

This class is very numerous ; but ought by no
means to hold a place among the tribe of true

lovers, since a gentleman, who is thus in love

with every body, may fairly be said not to be in

love at all.

Love is universally allowed to be whimsical ;

and if whim is the essence of love, none can be

accounted truer lovers, than those who admire

their mistress for some particular charm, which

enchains them, though it would singly never

captivate any body else. Some gentlemen have

been won to conjugal embraces by a pair of fine

arms ; others have been held fast by an even

white set of teeth ; and I knc W a very good

scholar, who was ensnaied by a set of golden

tresses, because it was the taste of the ancients,

and the true classical hair. Those ladies, whose
lovers are such piecemeal admirers, are in perpe
tual danger of losing them. A rash, or a pim
ple, may abate their affection. All those, the

object of whose adoration is merely a pretty face

or a fine person, are in the power of the like ac

cidents ; and the small-pox has occasioned many
a poor lady the loss of her beauty and her lover

at the same time.

But, after all these spurious Enamoratos,
there are some few whose passion is sincere and

well-founded. True, genuine love is always
built upon esteem : not that I would mean, that

a man can reason and argue himself into love ;

but that a constant intercourse with an amiable

woman will lead him into a contemplation of

her excellent qualities, which will insensibly

win his heart, before he is himself aware of it,

and beget all those hopes, fears, and other ex

travagancies which are the natural attendants

on a true passion. Love has been described ten

thousand times : but that I may be sure that

the little picture I would draw of it is taken

from nature, I will conclude this paper with

the story of honest Will Easy and his amiable

wife. Will Easy and Miss became very

early acquainted, and, from being familiarly in

timate with the whole family, Will might be al

most said to live there. He dined and supped
with them perpetually in town, and spent great

part of the summer with them at their seat in

the country. Will and the lady were both uni

versally allowed to have sense, and their fre

quent conversations together gave them undoubt

ed proofs of the goodness of each other's disposi

tion. They delighted in the company, and ad

mired the perfections, of each other, and gave a

thousand little indications of a growing passion

not unobserved by others, even while it xwas yet

unknown and unsuspected by themselves. How
ever, after some time, Will, by mutual agree

ment, demanded the lady of her father in mar

riage. But, alas !
" the course of true love

never yet run smooth :" the ill-judged ambition

of a parent induced the father, out of mere love

to his daughter, to refuse her hand to the only
man in the world with whom she could live

happily, because he imagined that he might, in

the Smithfield phrase, do better for her. But

love, grounded on just principles, is not easily

shaken ; and, as it appeared that their mutual

passion had taken too deep root ever to be extir

pated, the father at last, reluctantly, half con

sented to their union. They enjoy a genteel

competency ; and Will, by his integrity and

abilities, is an honour to a learned profession,

and a blessing to his wife, whose greatest praise

is, that her virtues deserve such a husband. She

is pleased with having
" left dross to clutchesses ;"
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he considers her happiness as his main interest ;

and their example every day gives fresh convic

tion to the father, that where two persons of

strong sense and good hearts conceive a recipro
cal affection for each other, their passion is ge
nuine and lasting, and their union is perhaps
the truest state of happiness under the sun.

O.

No. 125.] THURSDAY, JUNE 17, 1756.

Cervius hcec inter vicinus garrit aniles

Ex rtfabdlaa Hon.

With Mr. Town when prose and precepts fail,

His friend supplies a poem or a tale.

NOTHING has given me a more sensible pleasure,
in the course of this undertaking, than the

having been occasionally honoured with the cor

respondence of several ingenious gentlemen of

both our universities. My paper of to-day

gives me unusual satisfaction on this account
;

and. I cannot help looking on it with a great
deal of pleasure, as a sort of a little Cambridge
miscellany. The reader will see it is composed
oftwo poems, which I have lately received from
a correspondent in that learned university.
These little pieces, unless my regard for the

writer makes me partial to them, contain many
beauties, and are written with that elegant pecu

liarity of style and manner, which plainly speak
them to come from the same hand that has

already obliged the public with some other pieces
of poetry, published in this paper.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR, Trin. Coll. Cant. Jun. 6.

Your essay on the abuse of words was very
well received here ; but more especially that

part of it which contained the modern definition

of the word ruined. You must know, Sir,

that in the language of our old dons, every

young man is ruined who is not an arrant Tycho

Brake, Erra Pater. Yet it is remarkable, that,

though the servants of the Muses meet with
more than ordinary discouragement at this place,

Cambridge has produced many celebrated poets :

witness Spenser, Milton, Cowley, Dryden, &c.

not to mention some admired writers of the pre
sent times. I myself, Sir, am grievously sus

pected of being better acquainted with Homer
and Virgil than Euclid or Saunderson; and am
universally agreed to be ruined, for having con

cerned myself with Hexameter and Pentameter

more than Diameter. The equity of this deci

sion I shall not dispute ; but content myself at

present with submitting to the public, by means
of your paper, a few lines on the import of

another favourite word, occasioned by the essay

above-mentioned.

But fearing that so short a jiece will not b
sufficient to eke out a whole paper, I have sub

joined to it another little poem, not originally

designed for the public view, but written as a

familiar epistle to a friend. The whole is no

thing more than the natural result of many let

ters and conversations, that had passed between

us on the present state of poetry in these king
doms : in "which I flattered myself, that I was

justifiable in my remarks on the barrenness of

invention in most modern compositions, as welJ

as in regard to the cause of it. We are now,
indeed, all become such exact critics, that there

are scarce any tolerable poets : what I mean by
exact critics is, that we are grown, (I speak in

general,) by the help of Addison and Pope,
better judges of composition, than heretofore.

We get an early knowledge of what chaste writ

ing is, and even school-boys are checked in the

luxuriancy of their genius, and not suffered to

run riot in their imaginations. I must own I

cannot help looking on it as a bad omen to

poetry, that there is now-a-days scarce any such

thing to be met with as fustian and bombast :

for our authors, dreading the vice of incorrect

ness above all others, grow ridiculously precise
and affected. In short, however paradoxical it

may seem, we have now, in my opinion, too cor

rect a taste. It is to no purpose for such pru
dent sober wooers, as our modern bards, to knock

at the door of the Muses. They, as well as

mortal ladies, love to be attacked briskly.

Should we take a review even of Chaucer's

poetry, the most inattentive reader, in the very
thickest of old Geoffrey's woods, would find the

light sometimes pierce through, and break in

upon him like lightning ; and a man must have

no soul in him, who does not admire the fancy,

the strength, and elegance of Spenser, even

through that disagreeable habit, which the

fashion of the times obliged him to wear. To

conclude, there is this material difference be

tween the former and present age of poetry ;

that the writers in the first thought poetically ;

in the last, they only express themselves so.

Modern poets seem to me more to study the

manner how they shall write, than what is to

be written. The minute accuracy of their pro

ductions; *the bells of their rhymes, so well

matched, making most melodious tinkle
;
and all

the mechanism of poetry, so exactly finished
;

(together with a total deficiency of spirit, which
should be the leaven of the whole) put me in

mind of a piece of furniture, generally found

in the studies of the learned,
" in an odd angle

of the room," a mahogany case, elegantly carved

and fashioned on the outside, the specious cover

ing of a chamber-pot.
I am, Sir, your humble servant,

H. L*
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THE SATYR AND THE PEDLAR,

A FABLE.

WORDS arc, so Wollaston defines,

Of our ideas merely signs,

Which have a power at will to vary,

As being vague and arbitrary.

Now damn'd, for instance All agree
Damn'd's the superlative Degree ;

Means that alone, and nothing more,
However taken heretofore.

Damn'd is a word can't stand alone,

Which has no meaning of its own :

But signifies or bad or good,
Just as its neighbour's understood.

Examples we may find enough :

Damn'd high, damn'd low, damn'd fine,damn'd stuff.

So fares it too with its relation,

I mean its substantive damnation.

The wit with metaphors makes bold,

And tells you he's damnation cold ?

Perhaps, that metaphor forgot,

The self-same wit's damnation hot.

And here a fable I remember

Once, in the middle of December,
When ev'ry mead in snow is lost,

And ev'ry river bound with frost ;

When families get altogether,

And feelingly talk o'er the weather ;

When pox of the descriptive rhyme
In short, it was the winter time.

It was a pedlar's happy lot

To fall into a satyr's cot ;

Khiv'ring with cold, and almost froze,

With pearly drop upon his noser

His fingers' ends all pinched to death,

He blew upon them with his breath.
*'
Friend," quoth the satyr,

" what intends

That blowing on thy fingers' ends !"
"

It is to warm them thus I blow,
For they are froze as cold as snow ;

And so inclement has it been,

I'm like a cake of ice within."
*'
Come," quoth the satyr,

"
comfort, man !

I'll cheer thy inside if I can ;

You're welcome, in my homely cottage,

To a warm fire, and mess of pottage."
This said, the satyr, nothing loath,

A bowl prepar'd of sav'ry broth ;

Which with delight the pedlar view'd,
As smoking on the board it stood.

But, though the very steam arose

With grateful odour to his nose,

One single sip he ventured not,

The gruel was so wondrous hot.

What can be done ? with gentle puff
Ha blows it till it's cool enough.
"
Why, how now, pedlar, what's the matter ?

Still at thy blowing?" quoth the satyr.
"

I blow to cool it," cries the clown,
" That I may get the liquor down ;

For, though I grant you've made it well,

You've boil'd it, sir, as hot as hell"

Then raising high his cloven stump,
The satyr smote him on the rump.
"
Begone, thou double knave, or fool ;

With the same breath to warm and cool !

Friendship with such I never hold,
Wtoo'ie so damn'd hot, and so damn'd cold."

EPISTLE TO A FRIEND.

AGAIN I urge my old objection,

That modern rules obstruct perfection,

And the severity of taste

Has laid the walk of genius waste.

Fancy's a flight we deal no more in,

Our authors creep instead of soaring,
And all the brave imagination
Is dwindled into declamation.

But still you cry, in sober sadness," There is discretion e'en in madness."

j

A pithy sentence ! but wants credit,

Because, I find, a poet said it :

Their verdict makes but small impression,
Who are known liars by profession.

Rise what exalted flights it will,

True genius will be genius still

And say, that horse would you prefer,

Which wants a bridle or a spur ?

The mettled steed may lose his tricks;

The jade grows callous to your kicks.

Had Shakspeare crept by modern rules,

We'd lost his witches, fairies, fools.

Instead of all that wild creation,

He'd form'd a regular plantation,

Or garden trim and all enclos'd,

In nicest symmetry dispos'd.

The hedges cut in proper order,

Nor e'en a branch beyond its border.

Now like a forest he appears,
The growth of twice three hundred yecrs j

Where many a tree aspiring shrouds

It's very summit in the clouds,

While round its roof still loves to twine

The ivy and wild eglantine.
" But Shakspeare's all-creative fancy

Made others love extravagancy,
Whilo cloud-capt nonsense was their aim,
Like Hurlothrumbo's mad Lord Fame.**

True. Who can stop dull imitators,

Those younger brothers of translators,

Those insects, which from genius rise.,

And buzz about, in swarms, like flies ?

Fashion, that sets the modes of dress,

Sheds too her influence o'er the press :

As formerly the sons of rhyme
Sought Shakspeare's fancy and suWiii.e,

By cool correctness now they hope
To emulate the praise of Pope.
But Pope and Shakspeare both disclaim

These low retainers to their fame.

WT
hat task can dulness e'er affect

So easy, as to write correct ?

Poets, 'tis said, are sure to split

By too much or too little wit ;

So, to avoid the extremes of either.

They miss their mark, and follow neitner

They so exactly poise the scale,

That neither measure will prevaij ;

And mediocrity the Muse
Did never in her sons excuse.

'Tis true, their tawdry works are grac'd

With all the charms of modern taste,

And ev'ry senseless line is drest

In quaint expression's tinsel vest.

Say, did you ever chance to meet
A Monsieur Barber in the street,

Whose ruffle, as it lank depends,
And dangles o'er his fingers' ends,
His olive-tann'd complexion graces
With little dabs of Dresden laces -,
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While for the body, Monsieur Puff

Would think e'en dowlass fine enough ?

So fares it with our men of rhymes,

Sweet tinklers of poetic chimes :

For lace, and fringe, and tawdry clothes,

Sure never yet were greater beaux ;

Howe'er they deck the outward frame

The inner skeleton's the same.

But shall these wretched bards commence,
Without or spirit, taste, or sense ?

And when they bring no other treasure,

Shall I admire them for their measure ?

Or do I scorn the critic's rules,

Because I will not learn of fools ?

Although Lcnginus' full-mouth'd prose
With all the force of genius glows ;

Though Dionysius* learned taste

Is ever manly, just, and chaste,

Who, like a skilful, wise physician,

Dissects each part of composition,

And shows how beauty strikes the soul,

From a just compact of the whole
;

Though judgment in Quintilian's page
Holds forth her lamp for ev'ry age ;

Yet Hypercritics I disdain,

A race of blockheads, dull and vain,

And laugh at all those empty fools,

Who cramp a genius with dull rules,

And what their narrow science mocks

Damn with the name of Het'rodox.

These butchers of a poet's fame,

While they usurp the critic's name.

Cry,
"

this is taste that's my opinion :"

And poets dread their mock dominion.

So have you seen, with dire affright,

The petty monarch of the night,

Seated aloft in elbow-chair,

Command the pris'ners to appeal ;

Harangue an hour on watchman's praise,

And on the dire effect of frays ;

Then cry,
"
you'll suffer for your daring,

And damn you, you shall pay for swearing :"

Then, turning, tell th' astonish'd ring,
"

I sit to represent the KING."

No. 126. THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 1756.

Proinde tona etoquio, solitum tibi. VIRG.

Rant, roar, and bellow, with theatric air,

And sink the reverend preacher in the player.

I REMEMBER a rector of a parish at the court

end of the town, who was generally accounted

a very fine preacher, that used to aim at deliver

ing himself in the most bold and animated style

of oratory. The tone of his voice was nicely
accommodated to the different branches of

his discourse, and every thing was pronounced
with uncommon energy and emphasis: he also

indulged himcelf in equal freedom of action,

and abounded in various extraordinary gesticu
lations : his sermons themselves were sown
thick with tropes, metaphors, and similes, and

every where enriched with apostrophe and proso-

As I knew that this reverend gentleman had

been abroad with a young nobleman in the ca

pacity of a travelling tutor, I did not wonder

at the violent exertion of his voice and the ve

hemence of his action; this affected air being a

piece of clerical foppery, which an itinerant

clergyman is apt to adopt, while his pupil ia

gleaning all the other follies of Paris : at which

place it is very common to see a capuchine so

heated with his subject, that he often seems in

danger of throwing himself out of the pulpit.

But I was at a loss how to account for the glow

ing style of his discourses ;
till happening to

turn over the works of a celebrated French

preacher, I found, that the oratorical perfor

mances of my friend were no other than faith

ful translations of them.

This sort of pulpit plagiarisms may perhaps
be more adapted to the taste of some of our fa

shionable declaimers, than the more hackneyed
method of transcribing a page from Barrow,

Tillotson, or Atterbury. But, although such

practices may be less liable to detection, it is

certainly more orthodox to rifle the works of

our own divines, than to ransack the treasures

of Romish priests ; and their inflamed orations

are undoubtedly less adapted to the genius of

our people, than the sober reasonings of our own

preachers. Voltaire, in his essay on epic poetry^
has touched this point with his usual vivacity,

and given a very just description of the diffe

rent species of pulpit eloquence, that obtain in

France and England. The whole passage is as

follows: " Discourses, aiming at the pathetic,

pronounced with vehemence, and accompanied
with violent gestures, would excite laughter
in an English congregation. For as they are

fond of bloated language and the most impas
sioned eloquence on the stage, so in the pulpit

they affect the most unornamented simplicity.

A sermon in France is a long declamation, scru

pulously divided into three parts, and delivered

with enthusiasm. In England, a sermon is a

solid, but sometimes dry, dissertation, which a

man reads to the people, without gesture, and

without any particular exaltation of the voice.

In Italy, (he adds) a sermon is a spiritual co

medy:" or rather farce, he might have said;

since the preachers in that country harangue
their audience, running to and fro on a sort of

raised stage, like a mountebank. It must be

owned, however, that some of our clergy are

greatly wanting in that life and spirit, which

would render their instructions more affecting

as well as more pleasing. Their sermons are

frequently drawled out in one dull tone, without

any variation of voice or gesture : so that it is

no wonder, if some of the congregation should

be caught napping, when the preacher himself

hardly seems to be awake. But though this

drowsy delivery is not to be commended, yet a

serious earnestness is most likely to engage tiie
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attention, and convince the reason. This

manner, as it is most decent in itself, is best

suited to an English audience : though it is

no wonder, that a different strain of oratory
should prevail in France; since a Frenchman

accompanies almost every word in ordinary
conversation with some fantastic gesture, and
even inquires concerning your health, and talks

of the weather, with a thousand shrugs and gri

maces.

But though I do not like to see a preacher

lazily lolling on the cushion, or dozing over his

sermon-case, and haranguing his audience with

an unchristian apathy ; yet even this unanima-
ted delivery is perhaps less offensive, than to

observe a clergyman not so assiduous to instruct

his audience, as to be admired by them : not to

mention, that even Voltaire himself seems to

think our manner of preaching preferable, on

the whole, to the declamatory style and affected

gestures, used by the clergy of his own nation.

A sober divine should not ascend the pulpit with

the same passions, that a public orator mounts
the rostrum : much less should he assume the

voice, gesture, and deportment of a player, and

the language of the theatre. He should preserve
a temperance in the most earnest parts of his

discourse, and go through the whole of it in such

a manner, as best agrees with the solemn place

in which it is uttered. Pompous nonsense, bel

lowed out with a thundering accent, comes with
a worse grace from the pulpit, than bombast

and fustian injudiciously ranted forth by a
"
periwig-pated fellow" on the stage. I cannot

better illustrate the absurdity and indecency of

this manner, than by a familiar, though shame

ful, instance of it. Whoever has occasionally join-
ed with the butchers in making up the audience

of the Clare-market orator, will agree with me,
that the impropriety of his style, and the extra

vagance of his action, become still more shocking
and intolerable by the day which they profane,
and the ecclesiastical appearance of the place in

which the declaimer harangues. Thus while

those, who thunder out damnation from parish

pulpits, may, from assuming the manners of the

theatre, be resembled to ranting players ; the

Clare-market orator, while he turns religion in

to farce, must be considered as exhibiting shows

and interludes of an inferior nature, and himself

regarded as a Jack-pudding in a gown and cas

sock.

A bloated style is perhaps of all others least to

be commended. It is more frequently made a

shelter for nonsense, than a vehicle of truth :

but though improper on all occasions, it more

especially deviates from the chaste plainness and

simplicity of pulpit eloquence. Nor am I less

displeased with those, who are admired by some
as pretty preachers ; as I think a clergyman

may be a coxcomb in his style and manner, as

well as a prig in his appearance. Flowers of

rhetoric, injudiciously scattered over a sermon
are as disgusting in his discourse, as the snug

wig and scented white handkerchief in his dress.

The pretty preacher aims also at politeness ami

good-breeding, takes the ladies to task in a gen-
teel vein of raillery, and handles their modisl)

foibles with the same air, that he gallants theil

fans : but if he has a mind to put his abilities to

"the stretch, and indulge himself in a more than

ordinary flow of rhetoric, he flitters away the

solemnity of some scriptural subject ; and I have

heard a flourishing declaimer of this cast take on*

from the awful idea of the Passion, by dwelling

principally on the gracefulness of person, sweet

ness of voice, and elegance of deportment, in the

Divine Sufferer ; and at another time, in speak

ing of the fall, I have known him to enter into a

picturesque description of the woods, groves, and

rivulets, pansies, pinks, and violets, that threw a

perpetual gayety over the face of nature, in the

garden of Eden.

Affected oratory and an extravagant delivery
were first practised by those who vary from the

established church : nor is there any manner so

unbecoming and indecent, which has not, at one

time or another, been accounted truly spiritual

and graceful. Snuffling through the nose with
a harmonious twang, has been regarded as a

kind of church-music best calculated to raise de

votion, and a piteous chorus of sighs and groans
has been thought the most effectual call to repen
tance. Irregular tremblings of the voice, and

contortions of the person, have long been the

eloquence of quakers and presbyterians ; and are

now the favourite mode of preaching practised

by those self-ordained teachers, who strike out

new lights in religion, and pour forth their ex

tempore rhapsodies in a torrent of enthusiastical

oratory. An inspired cobbler will thunder out

anathemas, with the tone and gesture of St.

Paul, from a joint-stool ; and an enlightened

brick-layer will work himself up to such a pitch
of vehemence, as shall make his audience quake

again. I am sorry to see our regular divines

rather copying, than reforming, this hot and ex

travagant manner of preaching ; and have with

pain been witness to a wild intemperate delivery

in our parish churches, which I should only
have expected at the chapel in Long-acre, or at

the Foundery and Tabernacle in Moor-fields.

As a serious earnestness in the delivery, and a

nervous simplicity in the style of a discourse,

are the most becoming ornaments of the pulpit,

so an affectation of eloquence is no where so of

fensive. The delivery of a preacher, as well as

his diction, should, like the dress, be plain and

decent. Inflamed eloquence and wild gestures

are unsuitable to the place and his function ; and

though such vehement heat may perhaps kindle

the zeal of a few enthusiastic old beldams in the

isle, it has a very different effect on the mor^
rational part of the congregation. I would
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therefore recommend it to our fashionable di

vines, to aim at being preachers rather than

orators or actors, and to endeavour to make their

discourses appear like sermons rather than ora

tions. O.

No. 127.] THURSDAY, JULY 1, 1756.

Fervens dlffidli bile tumetjccur. HOR.

Rage in her eyes, distraction in her mien,
Her breast indignant swells with jealous spleen.

TO MR. TOWN".

SIR,

WE are told, that in Spain it is the custom for

husbands never to let their wives go abroad

without a watchful old woman to attend them
;

and in Turkey it is the fashion to lock up their

mistresses under the guard of a trusty eunuch :

but I never knew, that in any country the men
were put under the same restrictions. Alas !

Sir, my wife is to me a very duenna : she is as

careful of me, as the keisler ago, or chief eunuch,

is of the grand signior's favourite sultana : and

whether she believes, that I am in love with

every woman, or that every woman is in love

with me, she will never trust me out of her

sight ;
but sticks as close to me, as if she really

was, without a figure, bone of my bone, and

flesh of my flesh. I am never suffered to stir

abroad without her, lest I should go astray ;
and

at home she follows me up and down the house,

like a child in leading-strings : nay, if I do but

step down stairs on any ordinary occasion, she

is so afraid I shall give her the slip, that she al

ways screams after me, " my dear, you are not

going out ;" though for better security, she ge

nerally locks up my hat and cane, together with

her own gloves and cardinal, that one may not

stir out without the other.

I cannot flatter myself, that I am handsomer

or better made than other men : nor has she, in

my eyes at least, fewer charms than other wo
men. Need I add, that my complexion is not

over sanguine, nor my constitution very robust?

and yet she is so very doubtful of my constancy,
that I cannot speak, or even pay the compliment
of my hat, to any young lady, though in public,

without giving new alarms to her jealousy.

Such a one, she is sure from her flaunting airs,

is a kept madam ; another is no better than she

should be ;
and she saw another tip me the

wink, or give me a nod, as a mark of some private

assignation between us. A nun, Sir, might as

soon force her way into a convent of monks, as

any young woman get admittance to our house:

she has therefore affronted all her acquaintance
of her own sex, that are not, or might not have

been, the grandmothers of many generations ;

and is at home to nobody, but maiden ladies in
the bloom of threescore, and beauties of the last

century.
She will scarce allow me to mix even with

persons of my own sex ; and she looks upon
bachelors in particular, as no better than pimps
and common seducers. One evening, indeed,
she vouchsafed to trust me out of doors at a ta
vern with some of my male friends : but the
first bottle had scarce gone round, before word
was brought up, that my boy was come with the
lantern to light me home. I sent him back with
orders to call in an hour ; when presently after
the maid was despatched, with notice that my
dear was gone to bed very ill, and wanted me
directly. I was preparing to obey the sum
mons ; when, to our great surprise, the sick lady
herself bolted into the room, complained of my
cruel heart, and fell into a fit; from which she
did not recover, till the coach had set us down
at our own house. She then called me the bas
est of husbands, and said, that all taverns were
no better than bawdy-houses, and that men only
went thither to meet naughty women : at last she

declared it to be her firm resolution, that 1 should

never set my foot in any one of them again, ex

cept herself be allowed to make one of the com
pany.
You will suppose, Sir, that while my wife is

thus cautious that I should not he led astray
when abroad, she takes particular care that I

may not stumble on temptations at home. For
this reason, as soon as I had brought her to my
house, my two maid-servants were immediately
turned away at a moment's wai-ning, not with
out many covert hints, and some open accusa

tions, of too near an intimacy between us
;

though, I protest to you, one was a feeble old

wrinkled creature, as haggard and frightful as

mother Shipton, and the other a strapping

wench, as coarse and brawny as the female

Samson. Even my man John, who had lived

in the family for thirty years, was packed off,

as being too well acquainted with his master's

sly ways. A char-woman was forced to do our

Avork for some time, before Madam could suit

herself with maids for her purpose. One was

too pert a hussy ; another went too fine
;
ano

ther was an impudent forward young baggage.

At present our household is made up of such

beautiful monsters, as Caliban himself might
fall in love with : my lady's own waiting wo
man has a most inviting hump-back, and is so

charmingly paralytic, that she shakes all over

like a Chinese figure ;
the housemaid squints

most delightfully with one solitary eye, which

weeps continually for the loss of its fellow; and

the cook, besides a most captivating red face and

protuberant waist, has a most graceful l*o{ ble in

her gait, occasioned by one leg being shorter

than the other.

I need not tell you, that I roust never write
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a letter, but my wife must see the contents,

before it is done up ; and that I never dare to

open one, till she has broke the seal ; or read it,

till she has first run it over. Every rap at the

door from the post-man makes her tremble ;

and I have known her ready to burst with spleen

at seeing a superscription, written in a fair

Italian hand, though perhaps it only comes from

my aunt in the country. She can pick out an

intrigue even from the impression on the wax :

and a Cupid, or two hearts joined in union, or a

wafer pricked with a pin, or stamped with a

thimble she interprets as the certain tokens of a

billet-doux : and if there is a blank space left

in any part of the letter, she always holds it for

some time before the fire ; that, if it should

be filled with any secret contents, written in

juice of lemons, they may by that means become

visible.

About a month ago she found a mysterious

paper in my coat-pocket, which awakened all

her mistrust. This suspicious manuscript was
drawn up in hieroglyphics ; which as she could

not interpret, she immediately concluded it to be

a billet-doux from some nasty creature, whom I

secretly maintained in a corner of the town
;

and that we corresponded together in cypher.

This terrible paper, Sir, was in truth no other

than a bill from my blacksmith iu the country ;

who, never having learnt to write, expressed his

meaning by characters of his own invention.

Thus, if he had mended a spade, he charged it

to my account, by drawing as well as he could,

the figure of a spade, and adding at a little dis

tance six perpendicular lines, to signify sixpence ;

or, if he had repaired a plough, he sketched out

that also in the same kind of rough draught,
and annexed to it four curve lines, to denote four

shillings. This matter I explained to my wife

as fully as possible, but very little to her satisfac

tion. It is absolutely impossible to quiet her

suspicions : she is perpetually reproaching me
with my private trull, nay upbraids me on this

account before strangers ; and it was but last

week, that she put me to inconceivable confusion

before a whole room full of company, by telling

them that I was in love with a blacksmith.

Jealousy, Sir, it is said, is a sign of love. It

may be so ; but it is a species of love, which is

attended with all the malevolent properties of

hate : nay, I will venture to say, that many a

modern wife hates her husband most heartily,

without causing him half that uneasiness, which

my loving consort's suspicious temper creates to

me. Her jealous whims disturb me the more,
because I am naturally of an even mind and

calm disposition ;
one of the chief blessings I

promised myself in matrimony was, to enjoy
the sweets of domestic tranquillity. I loved my
wife passionately; but I must OAvn, that these

perpetual attacks upon my peaee make me regard
her with less and less tenderness every day : and

though there is not a woman in the world that I

would prefer to my wife, yet I am apt to think,
that such violent suspicions without a cause,
have often created real matter for jealousy.

T. I am, Sir, your humble Servant, &c.

No. 128.] THURSDAY, JULY 8, 1756.

Quod optimum sit qu&ritis convivium ?

In quod chorauch non venit. MART.

Happy that house, where fiddles never come,
Horn, hautboy, harpsicord, nor kettle-drum.

TO MR. TOWN.

SZR,

MY wife is mad, stark mad ; and unless you can

prescribe some remedy for that strange phrenzy
which possesses her, my peace of mind must be
for ever broken, and my fortune inevitably
ruined. You must know, Sir, that she is

afflicted with a disorder exactly opposite to the

bite of a tarantula ; for, as that is said to admit
of no cure but music, there is not a note in the

gamut, but what tends to heighten and inflame

my wife's lunacy. I find it is the fashion in this

age, for singers and fiddlers to publish appeals to

the public : wherefore, as you have hitherto

listened to the complaints of husbands, I must

beg you now to consider mine, and to suffer me
also to appeal to the public, by means of your
paper.
A few years ago business called me over to

Italy ; where this unfortunate woman received

the first touches of this disorder. She soon con

ceived a violent passion for taste in general,
which settled at last in an unquenchable rage
after musical compositions. Solos, sonatas,

operas, and concertos, became her sole employ
ment and delight, and singers and musicians her

only company. At length, full of Italian airs

she returned to England, where also her whole

happiness had been centred in the orchestra, and

it has been her whole pride to be thought a con

noisseur in music. If there is an opera, oratorio,

concert, to be performed within the bills of

mortality, I do not believe that the riches of the

Indies could prevail on her to be absent. Two,
and only two, good consequences flow from this

madness ; and those are, that she constantly
attends St. James's chapel, for the sake of the

anthem and the rest of the music ; and, out of

the many pounds idly squandered on minims

and semiquavers, some few are dedicated

charities, which are promoted by musical per-

formances.

But what makes this rage after catgut more

rksome and intolerable to me is, that I have

not myself the least idea of what they call taste,

and it almost drives me mad to be pestered with
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It, 1 am a plain man, and have not the least

epice of a connoisseur in my composition : yet

nothing will satisfy my wife, unless I appear
as fond of such nonsense as herself. About a

month ago she prevailed on me to attend her to

the Opera, where every dying fall made her ex

pire, as well as Lady Townly. She was ra

vished with one air, in ecstacies at another, ap

plauded Illcciarelli, encored Mingotti, and, in

short, acted like an absolute mad woman
; while

the performance, and her behaviour, had a quite

different effect upon me, who sat dumb with

confusion,
" most musical, most melancholy,"

at her elbow. When we came home again, she

seemed as happy as harmony could make her ;

but 1 must own, that I was all discord, and

most heartily vexed at being made a fool in pub
lic.

" Well, my dear," said she,
" how do you

like the opera?"
" Zounds, Madam, I would

as soon be dragged through a horse- pond, as go

to an Opera with you again."
" O fie!

but you must be delighted with the Mingotti."
" The Mingotti ! The devil.". "

Well, I

am sorry for it, Sir Aaron, but I find you have

no ear.
" " Ear, Madam! I had rather cut

off my ears, than suffer them to make me an

idiot." To this she made no reply, but began a

favourite opera tune : and, after taking a tour

round the room, like one of the singers, left me
alone.

If my wife could be satisfied, like other musi

cal ladies, with attending public performances,
and now and then thrumming on her harpsi

chord the tunes she hears there, 1 should be con

tent : but she has always a concert of her ovvn

constantly once a week. Here she is in still

greater raptures than at the opera, as all the

music is chosen and appointed by herself. The

expense of this whim is monstrous ;
for not one

of these people will open their mouths, or rosin

a single string, without being very well paid for

it. Then she must have all the best hands and

voices ;
and has almost as large a set of perfor

mers in pay as the manager of the opera. It

puts me quite out of patience to see these fellows

strutting about my house, dressed up like lords

and gentlemen. Not a single fiddler, or singer,

but what appears in lace and embroidery ;
and

I once mistook my wife's chief musician for a

foreign ambassador.

It is impossible to recount the numberless

follies to which this ridiculous passion for mu
sic exposes her. Her devotion to the art makes her

almost adore the professors of it. A musician

is a greater man, in her eye, than a duke
;
and

she would sooner oblige an opera-singer than a

countess. She is as busy in promoting their be

nefits, as if she was to have the receipts of the

house ; and quarrels with all her acquaintance,

who will not permit her to load them with

tickets, Every fiddler in town makes it his

business to scrape an acquaintance with her ;

and an Italian is no sooner imported, than sh?
becomes a part of my wife's band of performers.
In the late opera disputes, she has been a most
furious partisan ;

and it is impossible for any
patriot to feel more anxiety for the danger of

Blakeny and Minorca, than she has suffered on
account of the opera, and the loss of Mingotti.

I do not believe my wife has a single idea, ex

cept recitative, airs, counter-tenor, thorough
bass, &c. which are perpetually singing in her

head. When we sit together, instead of joining
in any agreeable conversation, she is always
either humming a tune, or "

discoursing most

eloquent music." Nature has denied her a

voice ; but, as Italy has given her taste and a

graceful manner, she is continually squeaking
out strains less melodious than the harmony of

ballad-singing in our streets, or psalm-singing
in a country church. To make her still more

ridiculous, she learns to play on that masculine

instrument, the Bass-viol ; the pleasure of which

nothing can prevail on her to forego, as the bass-

viol, she daily tells me, contains the whole power
and very soul of harmony.
What method, Mr. Town, shall I pursue to

cure my wife of this musical frenzy? I have

some thoughts of holding weekly a burlesque

rorotorio, composed of mock airs, with grand

accompaniments of the jews-Tiarp, wooden

spoons, and marrow bones and cleavers, on the

same day with my wife's concert
; and have ac

tually sent to two of Mrs. Midnight's hands to

teach me the art and mystery of playing on

the broom-stick and hurdy-gurdy, at the

same time that my wife learns on the bass-

viol. I have also a fltrong rough voice,

which will enable me to roar out Bumper Squire

Jones, Roast Beef, or some other old English

ballad, whenever she begins to trill forth her

melodious airs in Italian. If this has no effect,

I will learn to beat the drum, or wind the post

horn : and if I should still find it impossible for

noise and clamour to overcome the sound of her

voices and instruments, I have half resolved

peremptorily to shut my doors against singers

and fiddlers, and even to demolish her harpsi

chord and bass-viol.

But this, alas ! is coming to extremities, which

I am almost afraid to venture, and would en

deavour to avoid. I have no aversion to music ;

but I would not be a fiddler : nor do I dislike

company ; but I would as soon keep an inn, as

convert my house into a theatre for all the idle

things of both sexes to assemble at. But my
wife's affections are so wedded to the gamut,
that I cannot devise any means to wean her

from this folly. If I could make her fond of

dress, or teach her to love cards, plays, or any

thing but music, I should be happy. This me
thod of destroying my peace with harmony, is n

better than tickling me to death : and to squan.

der away such sums of money on a parcel of
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bawling scraping rascals in laced coats and bag

wigs, is absolutely giving away my estate for an

old song. You, Mr. Town, are a professed

Connoisseur ; therefore, either give me a little

taste, or teach my wife to abandon it : for at

present we are but a jangling pair, and there is

not the least harmony between us, though, like

bass and treble, we are obliged to join in con

cert.

I am, Sir, your humble Servant,

T. AARON HUMKIN.

No. 129.] THURSDAY, JULY 15, 1756.

Post cineres gloria sera venit.

Fame to our ashes comes, alas ! too late ;

And praise smells rank upon the coffin-plate.

MART.

TO MR. TOWN.

SIR,

1 AM a rich old bachelor, and, like other an

cient gentlemen of that order, am very fond of

being indulged in all my odd humours, and al

ways having my own way. This is one reason

I never married ;
for if my wife had been a

shrewish termagant, she would have killed me ;

and if she had been a tame domestic animal, I

should have killed her. But the way of life 1

have now fallen into is, of all others, the best

calculated to gratify my fantastical temper. I

have no near relation, indeed, who will submit

to be treated as an humble cousin all my life, in

hopes of being happy at my death ; yet I abound

in sycophants and followers, every one of whom
I delude, like another Volpone, with the expec

tations of being made my heir. The abject spirit

of these wretches flatters me, and amuses me.

I am indolent, and hate contradiction ;
and can

safely say, that not one of my acquaintance has

contradicted me for these seven years. There

is not one of them but would be glad if I would

spit in his face, or rejoice at a kick of the breech

from me, if they thought I meant it as a token

of my familiarity. When I am grave, they ap

pear as dull as mutes at a funeral : when I

smile, they grin like monkeys ; when I tell a

silly story, they chuckle over every ridiculous

particular, and shake their sides in admiration

of my wit. Sometimes I pretend to be short

sighted, and then not one of them sees farther

than his nose. They swallow sour wine, eat

musty victuals, and are proud to ride in my old

boots.

I have been told of a certain prelate, who

Drought his chaplains to such a degree of civility

that after every deal at whist, they would ask

liim, what he would choose to have for trumps
next deal? I keep my fellows in equal good
w-der. They all think me a close old hunks ;

and imagining that winning their money will

put me in good humour with them, they prac
tise all the arts of sharping to cheat themselves.

I have known them pack the cards at whist,

that I might hold all the four honours in my
own hand : they will load the dice in my favour

at hazard; pocket themselves on purpose, at

billiards; and, at bowls, if any.one is near win

ning the game, he never fails in the next cast to

mistake his bias. It is impossible for the most

despotic monarch to be more absolute over his

subjects, than I am over these slaves and syco

phants. Yet, in spite of all their endeavours to

oblige me, 1 most heartily despise them
; and

have already drawn up a will, in which I have

bequeathed to each of them a shilling and a dog
collar.

But, though I have settled in my mind what

legacies I shall leave them, I have not thorough

ly resolved in what manner I shall dispose of

the bulk of my estate. Indeed, I am fully de

termined, like most other wealthy bachelors,

either to leave my fortune to some ostentatious

pious uses, or to persons whom I have never

seen, and for whose characters I have not the

least regard or esteem. To speak sincerely, os

tentation carries away my whole heart; but

then, it is a little difficult to find out a new ob

ject to indulge my vanity, whilst I am on this

side of the grave, by securing to me a certain

prospect of posthumous fame, which is always
so agreeable to living pride.

The hospitals are so numerous, that my name
will be lost among those more known and esta

blished of Guy, Morden, Bancroft, and I know
not who. Besides, in the space of four or five

centuries, perhaps, it may be thought, notwith

standing my whole length picture and statue,

that I had assistance from parliament. If I

order my money to be laid out in churches, they
will never be built ;

if in temples, gardens,

lakes, obelisks, and serpentine rivers, the next

generation of the sons of taste will demolish all

my works, turn my rounds into squares, and

my squares into rounds, and not leave even my
bust, although it were cast in plaster of Paris

by Mr. Rackstrow, or worked up in wax by
Mr. Goupy. Or supposing, in imitation of

some of my predecessors, I were to bequeath

my fortune to my housekeeper, and recommend
her in my will as a pattern of virtue, diligence,

and every good quality, what will be the effect ?

In three weeks after my death she will marry
an Irishman, and I shall not even enjoy my mo
nument and marble periwig in Westminster

Abbey.

Nothing perplexes me so much as the disposal

of my money by my last will and testament.

While I am living, it procures the most servile

compliance with all my whims from my syco

phants, and several other conveniences : but I

would fain buy fame with it after my death.
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Do but /nstruct me, how I may lay it out in

the most valuable purchases of this sort : only
discover some new object of charity, and per

haps I may bequeath you a round sum of money
for your advice.

I am, Sir, your humble Servant,

THOMAS VAINALL.

It is said by an old poet, that no man's life

can be called happy or unhappy till his death ;

in like manner, I have often thought, that no
words or actions are a better comment on a per
son's temper and disposition, than his last will

and testament. This is a true portraiture of

himself, drawn at full length by his own hand,
in which the painting is commonly very lively,

and the features very strongly marked. In the

discharge of this solemn act, people sign and
seal themselves, either wise and good characters,

or villains and fools : and any person that makes
a ridiculous will, and bequeaths his money to

frivolous uses, only takes a great deal of pains,
like Dogberry in the play,

" that he may be set

down an ass." ^
The love of fame governs our actions more

universally than any other passion. All the

rest gradually drop off, but this runs through
our whole lives. This, perhaps, is one of the

shief inducements, that influences wealthy per
sons to bequeath their possessions to ostentatious

uses; and they would as willingly lay out a

considerable sum in buying a great name (if

possible) at their deaths, as they would bestow

it on the purchase of a coat of heraldry, during
their lives. They are pleased with leaving
some memorial of their existence behind them,
and to perpetuate the remembrance of them
selves by the application of their money to some

vainglorious purposes; though the good gentle
men never did one act to make themselves re

markable, or laid out a single shilling in a laud

able manner, while they lived. If an Apothe
osis were to be bought, how many rich scoun

drels would be deified after their deaths ! not a

plum in the city but would purchase this ima

ginary godship as readily as he paid for his free

dom at his first setting up ;
and I doubt not but

this fantastical distinction would be more fre

quent on an escutcheon than a coronet.

The disposal of our fortunes by our last will

should be considered as the discharge of a sacred

trust which we should endeavour to execute in

a just manner ; and, as we have had the enjoy
ment of rich possessions, we ought carefully to

provide, that they may devolve to those who
have the most natural claim to them. They
who may first demand our favour, are those

who are allied to us by the ties of blood ; next

to these, stand those persons to whom we are

connected by friendship : and, next to our friends

and relations, mankind in general. But the

humanity of a testator will not be thought very

extensive, though it reaches to posterity, or in.

eludes the poor in general, if it neglects the ob

jects of charity immediately under his eye, or

those individuals, who have the best title to his

benevolence. Virgil has placed those rich

men, who bestowed none of their wealth on
their relations, among the chief personages in
his hell. Wherefore I would advise my good
correspondent Mr. Vainall first to consider,
whether he has not some poor relation, starving
perhaps in some distant part of the kingdom :

after that, let him look round whether he has
not some friends, whom he may possibly relieve

from misery and distress. But if he has no re

lation, nor any person in the world that has any
regard for him, before he begins to endow a col

lege, or found an hospital, I should take it as a

particular favour if he would leave his money
to me, and I will promise to immortalize his

memory in the Connoisseur.

No 130. THURSDAY, JULY 22, 1756.

-Tjyra: solers, et cantor.- HoR.

Sweet Virtuosa ! with what art she sings

With what a gusto strikes the trembling strings !

I HAVE just received the following letter from

Lady Humkin, the musical consort of my late

correspondent Sir Aaron. I shall not pretend
to moderate in family-disputes of so important
a nature, but leave each party to speak for them
selves.

Mr. Town,

Pray hear both sides fairly, before you judge;
for (to use a vulgar expression) one story is good
till the other is told. I am, Sir, the unfortunate

wife of that inelegant (I had almost said insen

sible) husband, who, in your paper of the eighth

instant, pronounces and publishes me to be mad,
stark mad.

I confess and glory in my passion for music ;

and can there be a nobler or a more generous
one? My nerves are naturally strung to har

mony, and variously affected by the various com
binations of the gamut. Some stay in Italy added

skill and taste in composition to my natural hap

py disposition to music : and the best judges, as

well as the best performers in that country, al

lowed me to have an uncommon share of virtu. I

both compose and perform, Sir
; and, though I say

it, perhaps few, even of the profession, possess the

contra-punto and the cromatic better ; and I have

had the unspeakable pleasure of hearing my
compositions and my performances dignified in

Italy with the unanimous appellations of sguisi-

o, divino, and adorevole.

Is there any madness in this? Does not 1;
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better deserve that imputation, whose breast is

insensible and impenetrable to all the charms
and powers of harmony? To be plain, I mean

ray husband : whom I have frequently seen

yawn, nay leave the room, in the middle of

the most touching pathetic, sung by the

most affecting Signora Mingotti, accompanied

by the divine Signor di Giardino. And yet,

pardon this digressive transport, how irresisti

ble is the expression, the melody, the cadences,

the appogiaturas of that incomparable virtuoso I

What energy, what delicacy, and what variety
are in the inimitable compositions and exe

cution of the charming Signor d' Giardino !

What an arpeggio he has, what a staccato, what
an andante ! In short, I may, I am sure, with
truth assert, that whether in the allegro, or the

piano, the adagio, the largo, or theforte, he never

had his equal. Oh, Mr. Town, what an irre

trievable loss has this country sustained ! My
good man, among his other qualifications, is a

politician, you must know ; and one of his prin

cipal objections against these virtuosi is, that

they are foreigners. He flew into a violent pas
sion with me last Sunday night, because I had

a concert at my house, when (he said) such bad

news were received from abroad. I know not

what he, and other muddy-headed politicians,

may think : but let him talk what he will of

the Blakeney, the Governor, the Admiral, I

am sure the nation cannot sustain a greater evil,

than the loss of the Mingotti ; who, as the

public prints will inform you,
" is gone to

Holland, till her affairs in England can be set

tled."

But however gothic my husband may be, I

am fully determined to discharge the duty of a

good wife. Accordingly, whenever he comes
into my room, I sit down to my harpsichord,
and sing and play the most soothing pieces of

music, in hopes some time or other of hitting

his unison, but hitherto to no purpose ; and, to

say the truth, I fear he has not one harmonic

nerve in his whole system, though otherwise a

man of good plain sense. When he interrupts

my performances (as in his letter he owns that

he does) with wishing for the men from Mother

Midnight's, with their wooden spoons, salt-

boxes, jews-harps, and broomsticks, to play in

concert with me ; I answer him with all the

gentleness and calmness imaginable
"
Indeed,

my dear, you have not the least notion of these

things. It would be impossible to bring those

ridiculous instruments into a concert, and to

adopt a thorough-bass to them : they have not

above three notes at most, and those cannot be

tostenute." " I wish for all that," answers he,
" that they were here : I should like them bet

ter than all your Signers and Sigaoras ; and 1

am sure they would cost a great deal less."

This article of expense he often dwells upon,
and sometimes even with warmth ;

to which I

reply, with all the mildness thatbecomss a good
wife,

" My dear, you have a good fortune of

your own, and I brought you still a better. Of
what use is money, if not employed ? and how
can it be better employed, than in encouraging
and rewarding distinguished gusto and merit ?

These people, whom you call ballad-singers and

pipers, are people of birth, though for the most

part of small fortunes; and they are much
more considered, as you know, in Italy, than all

the greatest ancient Roman heroes, if revived,

would now be. They leave their own country,
where they are so infinitely esteemed for their

moral as well as their musical characters, and

generously sacrifice all these advantages to our

diversion. Besides, my dear, what should we
do with our money ? Would you lavish it away
upon foundling bastards; lying-in women, who
have either no husbands or too many; impor
tunate beggars, all whose cries and complaints
are the most shocking discords? Or, suppose
that we were to save our money, and leave our

children better fortunes, who knows but they

might, as too many do, squander them away
idly? whereas what we give to these virtuosi,

we know, is given to merit. For my own part,

my dear, I have infinite pleasure, when I can

get any of them to accept of fifty or a hundred

guineas ; which, by the way, cannot always be

brought about without some art and contri

vance ; for they are most exceedingly nice and
delicate upon the point of honour, especially in

the article of money. 1 look upon such trif

ling presents as a debt due to superior talents

and merit ; and I endeavour to insinuate them
in a way, that the receiver may not blush."

Here my husband breaks out into a violent

passion, and says,
" Ouns, Madam, show me

a virtuoso, or a virtuoso, (as you call them) who
ever blushed in their lives, and I will give
them the fee-simple of my estate." You see,

Mr. Town, what a strange man he is, that he

has no idea of elegance and divertimenti ; and

when he is so violently in alt, I will leave you
to judge, who it is that is mad, stark mad.

In short, Sir, my husband is insensible, un-

tunable, to the most noble, generous, and strong
est of all human passions, a passion for music.

That divine passion alone engrosses the whole

soul, and leaves no room for lesser and vulgar
cares

;
for you must certainly have observed,

Mr. Town, that whoever has a passion for, and
a thorough knowledge of, music, is fit for no

one other thing. Thus truly informed of my
case, I am sure you will judge equitably between

Sir Aaron and

Your very humble Servant,

MARIA HUMKI?:.
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No, 131.] THURSDAY, JULY 29, 1756.

Ptrfectos veteresque referri debet, an inter

Viles atque novos ? Hou.

Here the wise youth is deem'd a reverend sage,
And shares the honours of grey hairs and age :

Th' old dotard here, whom childish passions rule,

Takes for his name, an infant and a fool.

No other disposition or turn of mind so totally
nnfits a man for all the social offices of life, as

indolence. An idle man is a mere blank in the

creation : he seems made for no end, and lives

to no purpose. He cannot engage himself in

any employment or profession, because he will

never have diligence enough to follow it: he

can succeed in no undertaking, for he will never

pursue it ; he must be a bad husband, father,

and relation, for he will not take the least pains
to preserve his wife, children, and family, from

starving : and he must be a worthless friend, for

he would not draw his hand from his bosom,

though to prevent the destruction of the uni

verse. If he is born poor, he will remain so all

his life, which he will probably end in a ditch,

or at the gallows : if he embarks in trade, he

will be a bankrupt : and if he is a person of

fortune, his stewards will acquire immense es

tates, and he himself perhaps will die in the

Fleet.

It should be considered, that nature did not

bring us into the world in a state of perfection,

but has left us in a capacity of improvement ;

which should seem to intimate, that we should

labour to render ourselves excellent. Very few
are such absolute idiots, as not to be able to be

come at least decent, if not eminent, in their se

veral stations, by unwearied and keen applica
tion : nor are there any possessed of such tran-

scendant genius and abilities, as to render all

pains and diligence unnecessary. Perseverance
will overcome difficulties, which at first appear

insuperable ; and it is amazing to consider, how
great and numerous obstacles may be removed

by a continual attention to any particular point.

I will not mention here the trite example of

Demosthenes, who got over the greatest natu

ral impediments to oratory, but content myself
with a more modern and familiar instance.

Being at Sadler's Wells a few nights ago, I

could not but admire the surprising feats of

activity there exhibited, and at the same time

reflected, what incredible pains and labour it

must have cost the performers, to arrive at the

art of writhing their bodies into such various

and unnatural contortions. But I was most

taken with the ingenious artist, who, after fix

ing two bells to each foot, the same number to

each hand, and with great propriety, placing a

cap and bells on his head, played several tunes,

and went through as regular triple peals and
Bob Majors, as the boys of Christ-Church Hos
pital ; all which he effected by the due jerk
ing of his arms and legs, and nodding his head
backward and forward. If this artist had
taken equal pains to employ his head in another

way, he might perhaps have been as deep a pro
ficient in numbers as Jedediah Buxton, or at

least a tolerable modern rhymer, of which he
is now no bad emblem : and if our fine ladies

would use equal diligence, they might fashion

their minds as successfully, as Madam Catha-
rina distorts her body.

There is not in the world a more useless idle

animal, than he who contents himself with

being merely a gentleman. He has an estate,

therefore he will not endeavour to acquire know

ledge : he is not to labour in any vocation,

therefore he will do nothing. But the misfor

tune is, that there is no such thing in nature as

negative virtue, and that absolute idleness is

impracticable. He, who does no good, will cer

tainly do mischief; and the mind, if it is not

stored with useful knowledge, will necessarily
become a magazine of nonsense and trifles.

Wherefore a gentleman, though he is not oblig
ed to rise to open his shop, or work at his trade,

may always find some ways of employing his

time to advantage. If he makes no advances in

wisdom, he will become more and more a slave

to folly; and he that does nothing, because he

has nothing to do, will become vicious and

abandoned, or at best ridiculous and contemp
tible.

I do not know a more melancholy object,

than a man of an honest heart and fine natural

abilities, whose good qualities are thus destroy
ed by indolence. Such a person is a constant

plague to all his friends and acquaintance, with

all the means in his power of adding to their

happiness ; and suffers himself to rank among
the lowest characters, when he might render

himself conspicuous among the highest. No
body is more universally beloved, and more

universally avoided, than my friend Careless.

He is a humane man, who never did a bene

ficent action : and a man of unshaken inte

grity, on whom it is impossible to depend.
With the best head, and the best heart, he re

gulates his conduct in the most absurd manner,

and frequently injures his friends ; for, whoever

neglects to do justice to himself, must inevitably

wrong those with whom he is connected ; and

it is by no means a true maxim, that an idle man
hurts nobody but himself.

Virtue then is not to be considered in the light

of mere innocence, or abstaining from harm ;

but as the exertion of our faculties in doing

good : as Titus, when he had let a day slip, un

distinguished by some act of virtue, cried out,

" I have lost a day.
"

If we regard our time

in this light, how many days shall we look back
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upon as irretrievably lost? and to how narrow

a compass would such a method of calculation

frequently reduce the longest life? If we were

to number our days, according as we have ap

plied them to virtue, it would occasion strange

revolutions in the manner of reckoning the

ages of men. We should see some few arrived

to a good old age in the prime of their youth,

and meet with several young fellows of four

score.

Agreeable to this way of thinking, I remem

ber to have met with the epitaph of an aged

man, four years old : dating his existence from

the time of his reformation from evil courses.

The inscriptions on most tomb-stones comme
morate no acts of virtue performed by the per

sons who lie under them, but only record, that

they were horn one day and died another. But

I would fain have those people, whose lives

have heen useless, rendered of some service after

their deaths, by affording lessons of instruction

and morality to those they leave behind them.

Wherefore I could wish, that, in every parish,

several acres were marked out for a new and

spacious burying-ground : in which every per

son, whose remains are there deposited, should

have a small stone laid over them, reckoning

their age, according to the manner in which

they improved or abused the time allotted them

in their lives. In such circumstances, the

plate on a coffin might he the highest panegyric

which the deceased could receive ;
and a little

square stone, inscribed with Ob. Ann. JEtat. 80,

would be a nohler eulogium, than all the lapi-

clary adulation of modern epitaphs. In a bury

ing-ground of this nature, allowing for the par

tiality of survivors, which would certainly

point out the most hrilliant actions of their dead

friends, we might perhaps see some inscriptions,

rot much unlike the following :

Here lie the remains of a celehrated beauty,

aged 50, who died in her fifth year. She

was born in her eighteenth year, and was un

timely killed hy the small-pox in her twenty-
third.

Here rests in eternal sleep, the mortal part of

L. B. a freethinker, aged 88, an infant. He
came into the world hy chance in the year

, and was annihilated in the first year
of his age.

Here continue to rot the bones of a noted

buck, an embryo, who never showed any signs
of life

; hut after twenty-three years was so

totally putrined that it could not be kept above

ground any longer.
Here lies the swoln carcass of a boon compa

nion, who was born in a dropsy in his 40th year.
He lingered in this condition, till he was obliged
to he tapped ; when he relapsed into his former

condition, and died in the second year of his

age, and twenty-third of his drinking.
Here lies Isaac Da-Costa, a convert from Ju

daism, aged 61-. Pie was born and christened

in his sixty-first year, and died in the true faith

in the third year of his age.

Here is deposited the body of the celebrated

Beau Tawdry, who was born at court in the

year , on p. birthnight, and died of grief
in his second year, upon the court's going into

mourning.
Here rots A. B. still-born, who died of a

fright on the 20th of May, 1756.

Here rests from his labours the brave General

B. who died about the 100th year of his age,

older than Methuselah. O.

No. 132.] THURSDAY, AUG 5, 1756.

Odiprofanum volgus et arceo. HOB

I hate the vulgar, nor will condescend

To call a foul-mouth'd handicraftsman friend.

I KNOW not any greater misfortune that can

happen to a young fellow at his first setting out

in life, than his falling into low company. He
that sinks to familiarity with persons much he-

low his own level, will be constantly weighed
down by his base connexions ; and, though he

may easily plunge still lower, he will find it al

most impossible ever to rise again. He will

also inevitably contract a mean air, and an illi

beral disposition ; and you can no more give
him an ingenious turn of mind, by a sudden in

troduction to genteel company, than you can

make an apprentice a fine gentleman by dressing

him in embroidery: though experience teaches

us, that the mind is, unhappily, sooner distorted

than reformed ; and a gentleman will as readily

catch the manners of the vulgar, by mixing with

such mean associates, as he would daub his

clothes with soot by running against a chimney

sweeper,
A propensity to low company is owing, either

to an original meanness of spirit, a want of

education, or an ill-placed pride, commonly
arising from both the forementioned causes.

Those who are naturally of a grovelling disposi

tion, show it even at school, by choosing their

play-fellows from the scum of the class, and are

never so happy as when they can steal down to

romp with the servants in the kitchen. They
have no emulation in them ; they entertain

none of that decent pride, which is so essential

a requisite in all characters ;
and the total ab

sence of which in a hoy, is a certain indication

that his riper age will be contemptible. I re

member a young fellow of this cast, who, by his

early attachment to low company, gave up all

the advantages of a good family and ample for

tune. He not only lost all his natural interest

in the country where his estate was situated,
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but was not honoured with the acquaintance
of one gentleman in it. He lived, indeed, chiefly

in town, and at an expense sufficient to have

maintained him among those of the first rank ;

but he was so perpetually surrounded with men
of the lowest character, that people of fashion,

or even those of a much inferior fortune, would
have thought it infamous to be seen with him.
All the while, he was reckoned, by his asso

ciates, to be a mighty good-natured gentleman,
and without the least bit of pride in him.

It is one of the greatest advantages of educa

tion, that it encourages an ingenuous spirit, and

cultivates a liberal disposition. We do not won

der, that a lad who has never been sent to school,

and whose faculties have been suffered to rust

at the hall-house, should form too close an inti

macy with his best friends, the groom and the

game-keeper : but it would amaze us, to see a

boy, well educated, cherish this ill-placed pride
of being, as it is called, the head of the company.
A person of this humble ambition will be very
well content to pay the reckoning, for the honour
of being distinguished by the title of The Gen
tleman : while he is unwilling to associate with

men of fashion, lest they should be his superiors
in rank or fortune ; or with men of parts, lest

they should excel him in abilities. Sometimes,

indeed, it happens, that a person of learning and

genius will stoop to receive the incense of mean
and illiterate flatterers in a porter-house or

cyder-cellar ; and I remember to have heard of

a poet, who was once caught in a bawdy-house,
in the very fact of reading his verses to the good
old mother and a circle of her daughters.

There are some few who have been led into

low company, merely from an affectation of hu
mour ; and from a desire of seeing the droller

scenes of life, have descended to associate with

the meanest of the mob, and picked their cronies

from lanes and alleys. The most striking in

stance I know of this low passion for drollery is

Toby Bumper, a young fellow of family and

fortune, and not without talents, who has taken

more than ordinary pains to degrade himself ;

and is now become almost as low a character as

any of those whom he has chosen for his com

panions. Toby will drink purl in a morning,
smoke his pipe in a night-cellar, dive for a din

ner, or eat black-puddings at Bartholomew fair,

for the humour of the thing. He has also stu

died, and practises, all the plebeian arts and exer

cises under the best masters ;
and has disgraced

himself with every impolite accomplishment.
He has had many a set-to with Buckhorse

;
and

has now and then had the honour of receiving a

fall from the great Broughton himself. Nobody
is better known among the hackney-coachmen
as a brother whip : at the noble game of prison-

bars, he is a match even for the natives of Essex

or Cheshire; and he is frequently engaged in

the Artillery-ground with Faulkner and Din-
,

gate at cricket, and is himseif esteemed as good
a bat as either of the Bennets. Another of

Toby's favourite amusements is, to attend the

executions at Tyburn : and it once happened,
that one of his familiar intimates was unfortu

nately brought thither
;
when Toby carried his

regard to his deceased friend so far, as to get
himself knocked down in endeavouring to rescue

the body from the surgeons.
As Toby affects to mimic, in every particular,

the air and manner of the vulgar, he never fails

to enrich his conversation with their emphatic
oaths and expressive dialect ; which recommend
him as a man of excellent humour and high fun,

among the high spirits at Comus's court, or at

the meetings of the " sons of sound sense and
satisfaction." He is also particularly famous
for singing those cant songs, drawn up in the

barbarous dialect of sharpers and pickpockets ;

the humour of which he often heightens, by

ssrewing up his mouth, and rolling about a large

quid of tobacco between his jaws. These and

other like accomplishments frequently promote
him to the chair in these facetious societies.

Toby has indulged the same notions of hu
mour even in his amours; and is well known to

every street-walker between Charing-cross and

Cheapside. This has given several shocks to

his constitution, and often involved him in un

lucky scrapes. He has been frequently bruised,

beaten, and kicked, by the bullies of Wapping,
and Fleet-ditch ; and was once soundly drub

bed by a soldier, for engaging with his trull, in

St. James's park. The last time I saw him, he
was laid up with two black eyes and a broken

pate, which he got in a midnight skirmish, about

a mistress, in a night-cellar.
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Sex horas somno, totidem dcs legibus tequis ;

Quatuor orabis, des ejndisque duas.

Quod superest, ultra sacris largire Cam&nis *
Co. Lrrr.

,TO MR. TOWN.

SIR, Middle Temple.

IF we look into the several Inns of court, the

professed students of the law compose a very
numerous body : but if we afterwards turn our

eyes on those few who are employed in exercis

ing their talents in Westminster-hall, this pro

digious army of lawyers shrinks to a very thin

inconsiderable corps. Thousands, it seems, are

disgusted with the unpleasing dryness of the

study, as it is now managed, and conceive an

unconquerable aversion to the white leaves and

See the translation in the body of the paper.
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the old black letter. This early dislike to legal

inquiries certainly proceeds from the fatal mis

takes in the plan of study hitherto recommend
ed. According to all systems now extant, it is

absolutely impossible to be at once a lawyer and

a fine gentleman. Seeing with concern the

many evils arising from these erroneous princi

ples, I have at length devised a method to re

medy all these inconveniences ; a method now

very successfully practised by several young
gentlemen. Wherefore I must beg leave to

submit my thoughts to the public by means of

your paper, and to chalk out the outlines of a

treatise, now ready for the press, entitled, The

Complete Barrister, or A New Institute of the

Laws of England.

My Lord Coke prescribes to our student to

follow the advice given in the ancient verses,

prefixed to this letter, for the good spending of

the day :
" Six hours to sleep, six to the study

of the law, four to prayer, two to meals, and

the rest to the Muses." But what an absurd

and unfashionable distribution of the four-and-

twenty hours! I will venture a thousand

pounds to a shilling, that not one student in the

kingdom divides his time in this manner. Here

is not a single word of Vauxhall, Ranelagh, the

theatres, or other public diversions ; not to men

tion, that nobody but a Methodist would ever

think of praying four hours; and that it would

le impossible, though we were content with

snapping up a chop every day at Betty's, to des

patch even dinner in two. How then shall we
reconcile these precepts, scarce practicable by a

hermit, to the life of a young gentleman, who

keeps the best company? or how can these

rules for severe application be made consistent

with the practice of those who divide their

whole time between eating, drinking, sleeping,

and amusements? Well knowing that the vo

latile dispositions of the young gentlemen of

the present age can never submit the ordering of

their lives to any prescribed rules, I have endea

voured to square my precepts to their lives ; and

have so contrived the matter, that, amidst the

keenest pursuit of their pleasures, they shall be

engaged in the most improving course of the

law.

As laws are chiefly nothing else but rules of

action, what can be more cruel and absurd, than

to coop up a brisk young man, to learn, in his

chambers, what he can so much better teach

himself by going abroad into the world ? I pro

pose to dose gentlemen with study, as Dr. Rock
does with physic, to be taken at home or abroad,

without loss of time, orhinderance of business.

This, I am convinced, is not only the best me
thod, but also the only scheme which several

inhabitants of the inns of court would ever fol

low. I shall not at present forestall the contents

of my treatise, by presenting you with a dry
abstract of it, but rather endeavour to give you

an idea of the spirit and manner in which it in

written, by delineating the plan diligently pur
sued by one of my favourite pupils : and I can
not but congratulate the bar, that so many
young men, instead of blinding their eyes and

bewildering their understandings with Coke,

Plowden, Salkeld, &c. have sense enough to

follow the same course of study.
Tom Riot,, the principal ornament of my class

of students, was sent to the Temple, not with

any intention that he should become a great
lawyer, but merely because, for a few years, his

father did not know how to dispose of him
otherwise : but so unwearied has been his appli
cation to the new method, that his father and
the rest of his friends will, I doubt not, be sur

prised at his wonderful proficiency. As nothing
is of more consequence to those gentlemen, who
intend to harangue at the bar, than the acquir

ing a ready elocution, and an easy habit of de

livering their thoughts in public, to this I paid

particular attention. For this purpose, 1 ad

vised him to a diligent attendance on the thea

tres
; and I assure you, Mr. Town, he never

fails to take notes at a new play, and seldom or

ever misses appearing, at one house or the other,
in the green boxes. He has also gathered many
beautiful flowers of rhetoric, unblown upon by
any other orators, ancient or modern, from the

Robin Hood Society ;
and at the same place he

has collected the strongest arguments on every

subject, and habituated himself to modes of rea

soning never hitherto introduced into courts of

justice. But what has been of more than ordi

nary service to him, and is particularly recom
mended by Lord Coke himself, who calls " con
ference the life of study," is his so frequent at

tendance at George's and the other coffee-houses

about the Temple, where every student has so

many opportunities of benefiting himself by
daily conversation with counsellors, attorneys,
clerks to attorneys, and other sages of the

law.

The law is intended to take cognizance of all

our actions : wherefore my pupil, who is fond

of exerting his faculties in polite life, has al

ready digested almost all the grand leading points
of the law into a journal of his transactions,

which I shall lay before my readers at large in

my treatise, as the best method for a common

place-book. Thus, for instance, having been fre

quently employed, after leaving the Shakspeare,
in what is called beating the rounds, it has hap

pened him to be taken into custody by the ma-
istrate of the night, and carried thenextmorn-

ing before a justice; by which means he has

attained as full a knowledge of certain parts of

the duty of a constable and justice of peace, as

could be collected from Dalton, Blackerby, or

Burn. Certain impertinences of his tailor and

other tradesmen have given him a very clear

notion of the laws of arrest, and been of as
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much service to him as the best treatises on bail

and mainprize. Besides which, the several sums
of money which he has taken up at different

times, payable on his father's death, have opened
to him some difficult points in conveyancing, by
teaching him the nature of bonds, deeds, &c.

and have at the same time shown him what
Lord Coke calls,

" the amiable and admirable

secrets of the common law," by unravelling to

him the intricate doctrines of reversion and

remainder, as well as the general nature of es

tates. Thus he is continually improving ; and

whenever he shall happen to commit a rape, or a

genteel murder, it will serve him for matter of

instruction, as well as any history of the pleas

of the crown, and give him an insight into the

nature of the practice and extent of the juris

diction of our courts of justice.

By this plan of study no time is lost
;
so that,

while other students are idling away their va

cation in the country, my pupil is daily improv
ing there. As he is a member of the associa

tion, he is very conversant in all the laws enact

ed for the preservation of the game ; and he

picks up all the learning of the circuit, by
dancing at the balls at the assizes. As his fa

ther has a place, he is employed in canvassing
for votes at the time of an election, which in

structs him in all the points of law touching
those matters. He was principally concerned
in discovering the Customary Tenants, that

new species of freeholders unknown to Little

ton, Coke, and all the lawyers of antiquity :

and he is so intimately acquainted with all the

doctrine contained in the several clauses of the

bribery act, that I propose publishing in the

body of my treatise, Les Readings Del Mon
Seignior Riot Sur L'Estatute de 2 Geo. IT. $c.
By this time, Mr. Town, you must perceive,

that the ground of my scheme is, in short, no
more than this, viz. that the student should re

gard his life as a kind of commentary on the

law, as it is recommended to the clergy to be

come examples of the doctrine they teach. Or,
to bring my illustration more home to these gen
tlemen, let them learn the law by being occa

sionally interested in different parts of it
; as

they become, in some measure, doctors of phy
sic from frequent need of it, and can cure them
selves in certain cases, as well as Rock himself.

Instead of poring over books, a gentleman need

only observe, how far the law and his actions

tally with each other; and as it is said by Lord

Coke,
" that the knowledge of the law is like a

deep well, out of which each man dfaweth ac

cording to the strength of his understanding,"

so, in pursuance of my plan, the student will

improve according to the eagerness with which
he engages in his pleasures : and this, no doubt,
was intended by Lord Coke, as it is the most
obvious interpretation of his words, when he
concludes the comparison by saying, that " when

the professor of the law can dive into the depth,
it is delightful, easy, and without any heavy
burthen, so long as he keeps himself in his own
proper element."

What plan, Mr. Town, can be more delight

ful, easy, and without any heavy burthen, than

institutes of this nature? I have indeed, often

looked with concern upon those unhappy gentle

men, who have impaired their health by the old

method of study, and considered them as mar

tyrs to huge volumes of reports and statutes at

large : my pupil will be in no danger of these

misfortunes. It is recorded of an eminent coun

sellor, of the North family, (who, being one of

the ablest practitioners at the bar, was over

loaded with business,) that sometimes choosing
to retire a while from hurry and perplexity, he

would say to his clerk,
" Tell the people I do

not practise this term." This proper relaxa

tion I always recommend to my pupils, and

have some reason to think they are prudent

enough to embrace it; for, as I am acquainted
with several students on the new plan, and do

not remember to have seen them doing any
business in the courts for some time, I suppose

they have given notice to their clerks,
" to tell

the people that they did not practise in those

terms."

W. I am, Sir, yours, &c. IGNORAMU S.

No. 134. THURSDAY, AUG. 19, 1756.

Delicta majorum immeritus lues,

Romane, donee templa refeceris

JEdesque labetites Deorum, et

Fceda nigro simulacrafumo. HOR.

The tottering tower, and mouldering walls repair,

And fill with decency the house of prayer :

Quick to the needy curate bring relief,

And deck the parish-church without a brief.

MR. VILLAGE TO MR. TOWN.

Dear Cousin,

THE country at present, no less than the me

tropolis, abounding with politicians of every

kind, I began to despair of picking up any in

telligence, that might possibly be entertaining

to your readers. However, I have lately visited

some of the most distant parts of the kingdom
with a clergyman of my acquaintance : I shall

not trouble you with an account of the improve
ments that have been made in the seats we saw

according to the modern taste, but proceed to

give you some reflections, which occurred to us

on observing several country churches, and the

behaviour of their congregations.
The ruinous condition of some of these edi

fices gave me great offence ;
and 1 could nut

help wishing, that the honest vicar, instead of

indulging his genius for improvements, by en-
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closing his goose-berry bushes within a Chinese

rail, and converting half an acre of his glebe

land into a bowling-green, would have applied

part of his income to the more laudable purpose
of sheltering his parishio^rs from the weather,

during their attendance on divine service. It

is no uncommon thing to see the parsonage
house well thatched, and in exceeding good re

pair, while the church perhaps has scarce any
other roof than the ivy that grows over it. The
noise of owls, bats, and magpies, makes a prin

cipal part of the church-music in many of these

ancient edifices; and the walls, like a large

map, seem to be portioned out into capes, seas,

and promontories, by the various colours with

which the damps have stained them. Some

times, the foundation being too weak to support
the steeple any longer, it has been found expe
dient to pull down that part of the building,

and to hang the bells under a wooden shed on

the ground beside it. This is the case in a

parish in Norfolk, through which I lately

passed, and where the clerk and the sexton, like

the two figures at St. Dunstan's, serve the bells

in capacity of clappers, by striking them alter

nately with a hammer.

In other churches I have observed, that no

thing unseemly or ruinous is to be found, except

in the clergyman, and the appendages of his

person. The squire of the parish, or his an

cestors perhaps, to testify their devotion, and to

leave a lasting monument to their magnificence,

have adorned the altar-piece with the richest

crimson velvet, embroidered with vine-leaves

and ears of wheat : and have dressed up the

pulpit with the same splendour and expense ;

while the gentleman who fills it, is exalted, in

the midst of all this finery, with a surplice as

dirty as a farmer's frock, and a periwig that

seems to have transferred its faculty of curling

to the band, which appears in full buckle be

neath it.

But if I was concerned to see several distress

ed pastors, as well as many of our country
churches in a tottering condition, I was more

offended with the indecency of worship in

others. I could wish that the clergy would in

form their congregations, that there is no occa

sion to scream themselves hoarse in making the

responses ;
that the town-crier is not the only

person qualified to pray with due devotion ;

and that he who bawls the loudest may, never

theless, be the wickedest fellow in the parish.

The old women too in the aisle might be told,

that their time would be better employed in at

tending to the sermon, than in fumbling over

their tattered Testaments till they have found

the text; by which time the discourse is near

Jrawing to a conclusion : while a word or two

of instruction might not be thrown away upon
the younger part of the congregation, to teach

them, that making posies in summer time, and

cracking nuts in autumn, is no part of the re

ligious ceremony.
The good old practice of psalm-singing is,

indeed, wonderfully improved in many country
churches since the days of Sternhold and Hop
kins; and there is scarce a parish-clerk, who
has so little taste as not to pick his staves out of

the New Version. This has occasioned great

complaints in some places where the clerk has

been forced to bawl by himself, because the rest

of the congregation cannot find the psalm at

the end of their prayer-books : while others are

highly disgusted at the innovation, and stick as

obstinately to the Old Version as to the old

style. The tunes themselves have also been

new-set to jiggish measures, and the sober drawl,

which used to accompany the first two staves of

the hundredth psalm with the Gloria Patri, is

now split into as many quavers as au Italian

air. For this purpose, there is in every county
an itinerant band of vocal musicians, who make
it their business to go round to all the churches

in their turns, and after a prelude with the

pitch pipe, astonish the audience with hymns
set to the new Winchester measure, and an-

thems of their own composing. As these new-
fashioned psalmodists are necessarily made up
of young men and maids, we may naturally

suppose, that there is a perfect concord and sym
phony between them : and, indeed, I have

known it happen, that these sweet singers have

more than once been brought into disgrace by
too close an unison between the thorough-bass
and the treble.

It is a difficult matter to decide, which is

looked upon as the greatest man in a country

church, the parson or his clerk. The latter is

most certainly held in higher veneration, where

the former happens to be only a poor curate,

who rides post every sabbath from village to

village, and mounts and dismounts at the church-

door. The clerk's office is not only to tag the

prayers with an amen, or usher in the sermon

with a stave ; but he is also the universal fa

ther to give away the brides, and the standing

god- father to all the new-born bantlings. But
in many places there is a still greater man be

longing to the church, than either the parson or

the clerk himself. The person I mean is the

Squire ; who, like the king, may be styled head

of the church in his own parish. If the bene

fice be in his own gift, the vicar is his creature,

and of consequence entirely at his devotion
; or,

if the care of the church be left to a curate, the

Sunday fees of roast beef and plum pudding,
and a liberty to shoot in the manor, will bring
him as much under the Squire's command as

his dog and horses. For this reason the bell is

often kept tolling, and the people waiting in the

church-yard, an hour longer than the usuai

time; nor must the service begin till the Squire
has strutted up the aisle, and seated himself in
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the great pew in the chancel. The length of

the sermon is also measured by the will of the

Squire, as formerly by the hour-glass : and I

know one parish, where the preacher has always
the complaisance to conclude his discourse,

however abruptly, the minute that the Squire

gives the signal, by rising up after his nap.

In a village church, the Squire's lady or the

vicar's wife are perhaps the only females that

are stared at for their finery ;
but in the larger

cities and towns, where the newest fashions are

brought down weekly by the stage-coach or

waggon, all the wives and daughters of the most

topping tradesmen vie with each other every

Sunday in the elegance of their apparel. I

could even trace the gradations in their dress,

according to the opulence, the extent, and the

distance of the place from London. 1 was at

church in a populous city in the North, where
the macebearer cleared the way for Mrs. May
oress, who came sidling after him in an enor

mous fan-hoop, of a pattern which had never

been seen before in those parts. At another

church, in a corporation town, I saw several

Negligees, with furbelowed aprons, which had

long disputed the prize of superiority : but

these were most wofully eclipsed by a burgess's

daughter, just come from London, who appeared
in a Trolloppeeor Slammerkin, with treble ruffles

to the cuffs, pinked and gymped, and the sides

of the petticoat drawn up in festoons. In some

lesser borough towns, the contest, I found, lay

between three or four black and green bibs and

aprons : at one a grocer's wife attracted our

eyes by a new-fashioned cap, called a Joan ; and

at another, they were wholly taken up by a

mercer's daughter, in a Nun's Hood.

I need not say any thing of the behaviour of

the congregations in these more polite places of

religious resort ;
as the same genteel ceremonies

are practised there, as at the most fashionable

churches in town. The ladies immediately on

their entrance, breathe a pious ejaculation

through their fan-sticks, and the beaux very

gravely address themselves to the haberdasher's

bills, glued upon the linings of their hats. This

pious duty is no sooner performed, than the exer

cise of bowing and curtsying succeeds: the

locking and unlocking of the pews drowns the

reader's voice at the beginning of the service
;

and the rustling of silks, added to the whisper

ing and tittering of so much good company,
renders him totally unintelligible to the very
nd of it.

I am,

T. dear Cousin,

yours, &c.
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Vos sapcre, ct solos aio benc vivcre, quorum
Conspicitur nitidisfunjfta pecunia vL'Jis. Hoa.

O Cit thrice happy, that canst range
To Bow or Clapham from the 'Change ;

In whose spruce villa is displayed

The plum thou hast acquired by trade !

I AM sorry to have provoked the resentment of

many of our present poets by rejecting their com

positions ; which, as they abound in high-flown

metaphors and compound epithets, were, I

feared, too sublime for my humble province of

plain prose. I have found, that the same poeti

cal genius, which could soar to an Ode, can be

whetted to a most cutting Satire against me and

my works; and one in particular has poured
forth his whole wrath upon me in an Acrostic.

But I need not offer any apology for laying the

following verses before the public, which may
be considered as a supplement to a former paper
on the like subject. The easy elegance, which

runs through the whole, will readily distinguish

them to come from the same hand, that has

more than once obliged us in the course of this

undertaking.

THE wealthy cit, grown old in trade,

Now wishes for the rural shade,

And buckles to his one-horse chair

Old Dobbin, or the foundered mare
;

While wedged in closely by his side

Sits madam, his unwieldy bride,

With Jacky on a stool before 'em
;

And out they jog in due decorum.

Scarce past the turnpike half a mile,

How all the country seems to smile 1

And as they slowly jog together,

The cit commends the road and weather :

While Madam doats upon the trees,

And longs for every house she sees
;

Admires its views, its situation ;

And thus she opens her oration.
" What signifies the loads of wealth,

Without that richest jewel, health ?

Excuse the fondness of a wife,

Who doats upon your precious life !

Such ceaseless toil, such constant care.

Is more than human strength can bcai :

One may observe it in your face-

Indeed, my dear, you break apace :

And nothing can your health repair,

But exercise and country air,

Sir Traffic has a house, you know,
About a mile from Cheney Row :

He's a good man, indeed, 'tis true ;

But not so warm, my dear, as you
And folks are always apt to sneer

One would not be outdone, my dear.'

Sir Traffic's name, so well applied,

Awaked his brother merchant's pride ;

And Thrifty, who had all his life

Paid utmost deference to his wife,

Confessed the argument had reason ;

And by the approaching summer season,

Draws a few hundreds from the stocks,

And purchases his country box.
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Some three cr four miles out of town,

(An hour's ride will bring you down,)
He fixes on his choice abode,
Not half a furlong from the road :

And so convenient does it lay,

That stages pass it every day,
And then so snug, so mighty pretty,

To have a house so near the city !

Take but your places at the Boar,
You're set down at the very door.

Well then, suppose them fix'd at last,

White-washing, painting, scrubbing past ;

With all the fuss of moving over :

Hugging themselves in ease and clover,

IM ! a new heap of whims are bred,

And wanton in my lady's head.
" Well ! to be sure, it must be own'd,

It is a charming spot of ground ;

So sweet a distance for a ride,

And all about so countryfied !

'Twould come to but a trifling price,

To make it quite a paradise.

I cannot bear those nasty rails,

Those ugly, broken, mouldy pales ;

Suppose, my dear, instead of these,

We build a railing all Chinese.

Although one hates to be expos'd,

'Tis dismal to be thus enclos'd :

One hardly any object sees

I wish you'd fell those odious trees.

Objects continual passing by,

Were something to amuse the eye :

But to be pent within the walls

One might as well be at St. Paul's.

Our house-beholders would adore,

Was there a level lawn before ;

Nothing its views to incommode,
But quite laid open to the road

;

While ev'ry trav'ller, in amaze,

Should on our little mansion gaze,

And, pointing to the choice retreat,

Cry,
' That's Sir Thrifty's country scat.'

"

No doubt, her arguments prevail

For Madam's taste can never fail.

Blest age! when all men may procure

The title of a Connoisseur ;

When noble and ignoble herd

Are govern'd by a single word ;

Though like the royal German dames,

It bears a hundred Christian names ;

As Genius, Fancy, Judgment, Gout,

Whim, Caprice, Je-ne-scai-quoi, Virtu ;

Which appellations all describe

Taste, and the modern tasteful tribe.

Now bricklayers, carpenters, and joiners

With Chinese artists and designers,

Produce their schemes of alteration,

To work this wondrous reformation.

The useful dome, which secret stood

Embosom'd in the yew-tree's wood,
The traveller with amazement sees

A temple, Gothic or Chinese.

With many a bell and tawdry rag on,

And crested %vith a sprawling dragon.

A wooden arch is bent astride

A ditch of water four feet wide :

With angles, curves, and zigzag lines,

From Halfpenny's exact designs. .

In front a level lawn is seen,

Without a shrub upon the green :

Where taste would want its first great Kw,
But for the skulking sly ha-ha :

By whose miraculous assistance

You gain a prospect two fields distance.

And now from Hyde Park corner come
The Gods of Athens and of Rome :

Here squabby Cupids take their places,

With Venus and the clumsy Graces :

Apollo there, with aim so clever,

Stretches his leaden bow for ever ;

And there without the power to fly,

Stands fix'd a tip-toe Mercury.

The villa thus completely grac'd,

All own that Thrifty has a taste :

And madam's female friends and cousins,

With common-council-men by dozens,

Flock ev'ry Sunday to the seat,

To stare about them, and to eat.
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Hominem pagina nostra sapit. MAjrr

To paint mankind, our sole pretence ;

And all our wisdom, common sense.

WE, whose business it is to write loose essays,

and who never talk above a quarter of an hour

together on any one subject, are not expected to

enter into philosophical disquisitions, or engage
in abstract speculations ;

but it is supposed to

be our principal aim to amuse and instruct the

reader, by a lively representation of what passes

round about him. Thus, like those painters
who delineate the scenes of familiar life, we
sometimes give a sketch of a marriage a la mode,

sometimes draw the outlines of a modern mid

night conversation, at another time paint the

comical distresses of itinerant tragedians in a

barn, and at another give a full draught of the

rake's or harlot's progress. Sometimes we
divert the public by exhibiting single portraits;

and when we meet with a subject where the

features are strongly marked by nature, and

there is something peculiarly characteristic in

the whole manner, we employ ourselves in

drawing the piece at full length. In a word,
we consider all mankind as sitting for their pic

tures, and endeavour to work up our pieces with

lively traits, and embellish them with beautiful

colouring : and though, perhaps, they are not

always highly finished, yet they seldom fail

of pleasing some few, at least, of the vast mul

titude of Critics and Connoisseurs, if we are so

happy as to hit off a striking likeness.

There is perhaps no knowledge more requi

site, and certainly none at present more ardently

sought after, than the knowledge of the world.

In this science we are more particularly expect

ed to be adepts, as well as to initiate, or at least

improve, our readers in it. And though this

knowledge cannot be collected altogether from

books, yet (as Pope says) "men may be read,

as well as books, too much ;" and it is to be

lamented, that many, who have only consulted

the volume of life, as it lay open before them,
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have rather become worse than better by their

studies. They who have lived wholly in the

world without regarding the comments on it,

are generally tainted with all its vices, to which

the gathering part of their instructions from

books would perhaps have proved an antidote.

There, indeed, though they would have seen

the faults and foibles of mankind fairly repre

sented, yet vice would appear in an odious, and

virtue in an amiable light ; but those who un

warned go abroad into the world, are often

dazzled by the splendour with which wealth

gilds vice and infamy ; and being accustomed to

see barefoot honesty treated with scorn, are

themselves induced to consider it as contempti

ble. For this reason, I am a good deal offended

at the ingenious contrivance of our modern

novelists and writers of comedy, who often

gloss over a villanous character with the same

false varnish that lackers so many scoundrels in

real life ;
arid while they are exhibiting a fel

low who debauches your daughter or lies with

your wife, represent him as an agi'eeable crea

ture, a man of gallantry, and a fine gentleman.

The world, even the gayest part of it, may
be painted like itself, and yet become a lesson of

instruction. The pieces of Hogarth (to recur

to the illustration 1 first made use of) are faith

ful delineations of certain scenes of life, and

yet vice and folly always appear odious and con

temptible. I could wish it were possible to

learn the knowledge of the world, without

being
"
hackneyed in the ways of man :" but

as that is impracticable, it is still our duty so

to live in it, as to avoid being corrupted by our

intercourse with mankind. We should endea

vour to guard against fraud, without becoming
ourselves deceitful; and to see every species of

vice and folly practised round about us, without

growing knaves and fools. The villany of

others is but a poor excuse for the loss of our

own integrity : and though, indeed, if I am at

tacked on Hounslow-Heath, I may lawfully
kill the highwayman in my own defence; yet

I should be very deservedly brought to the

gallows, if I took a purse from the next person
I met, because I had been robbed myself.
The knowledge of the world, as it is general

ly used and understood, consists not so much in

a due reflection on its vices and follies, as in the

practice of them
;

and those, who consider

themselves as best acquainted with it, are either

the dupes of fashion, or slaves of interest. It

is also supposed to lie within the narrow com

pass of every man's own sphere of life, and re

ceives a different interpretation in different sta

tions. Thus, for instance, the man of fashion

seeks it no where but in the polite circle of the

beau-monde ; while the man of business looks

no farther for it than the alley. I shall beg
leave to illustrate this, by concluding this paper
with a description of two characters; each of

whom, though diametrically opposite to the

other, has acquired a thorough knowledge of

the world.

Sir Harry Flash had the good luck to be born

before his brother Richard: consequently, the

heir to the estate was bred a gentleman, and

the other condemned to plod in the dull drud

gery of business. The merchant was sent to

[earn accompts at the Academy upon Tower-

Hill, and the baronet had the finishing of his

education in France. Sir Harry is now a most

accomplished fine gentleman, is an excellent

judge of fashions, and can calculate the odds at

any game, as readily as Hoyle or Demoivre :

the Alderman is the most knowing man upon

'Change, and understands the rise and fall of

stocks better than any Jew. Both of them

know the world ; but with this difference, that

one by his consummate knowledge has run out

of a large estate, while the other has raised a

plum by it. O.

No. 137.] THURSDAY, SEPT. 9, 1756.

Hunc comedendum et deridendum vobis propmo*
TKB.

To all his guests a joke, the glutton lord

Seems the jack-pudding of his own rich board.

TO MR. TOWN.
SIR,

WHAT cloying meat is love, when "matrimony
is the sauce to it !" says Sir John Brute. But
if he had been married to such an Epicurean
consort as I am joined with, those expressions,

that savour of the kitchen, would have been

real, instead of metaphorical. We live in aland

really flowing with milk and honey, and keep
a house of entertainment for all comers and

goers. We hardly ever sit down to table less

in number than twenty or thirty, and very
often to above double that number of dishes.

In short, Sir, so much feasting has given me a

surfeit.

There are, I see, scattered up and down your

papers, several accounts of the petty distresses

and domestic concerns of private families. As

you have listened to many complaints from

husbands, I flatter myself, you will not refuse

your attention to the humble remonstrance of a

wife ; being assured, that my only reason for

thus serving up my dear lord as a new dish to

gratify the public taste, is to check (if possible)

his violent passion for giving his friends enter

tainments of another kind ; which, if indulged

much longer, must eat us out of house and

home.

The magnificent feasts of Timon of Athens,

or the stories of old English Hospitality, would

give you but a faint idea of the perpetual riot
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arid luxury of our family. Our house is always
stored with as large a quantity of provisions as

a garrison in expectation of a siege, and those

too of the dearest and most extravagant kind.

Ortolans and woodcocks are as common as

sparrows, and red mullets are scarce a greater

rarity with us than gudgeons or sprats; while

turtle and venison are regarded as branches

of citizen-luxury, which scarce deserve notice

among the many other delicacies in which we
abound. Authors, they say, (you will pardon

me, Mr. Town,) are seldom admitted to great

entertainments; aud lean assure you, that it

is not easy for any, but those who are present,

to conceive the parade and extravagance dis

played in our house. I myself am condemned
to sit at the head of the table, while my lord is

placed at the other end, in pain and uneasiness

at my awkward mistakes in doing the honours.

You must know, Sir, that I was bred up under

a housewifely aunt in the country, who taught
me to pickle and preserve, and gave me, as I

thought, a tolerable notion of cookery. But,
alas ! though I understand plain boiled and

roast, and have a very good notion of a pudding,
I am often totally ignorant of the names arid

compositions of the delicacies before me, and

have imagined fish to be fowl, and mistaken a

petit patee for a plebeian mince-pie. In the

mean time, my lord is displaying his exquisite

taste, by deciding upon every dish, and pro

nouncing, with a critical smack, upon the fla

vour of the wines ;
all the while not a little

solicitous about the exactness of the removes,
and the duly adjusting the entremets. Claret,

Burgundy, and Champagne abound, like ale or

small-beer; and even Hermitage and Tokay
are swallowed with as little remorse as Port or

Lisbon. To add to all this, is most absurdly
introduced the French custom of serving in les

liqueurs ; which consist of almost as many sorts

as are contained in the advertisements from the

Rich Cordial Warehouse. In a word, every
common dinner with us is a feast ; and when
we have what my lord calls an entertainment,
it Is an absolute debauch.

But there is no part of this monstrous ex

pense affects me so much, as the vast sums ridi

culously lavished on a dessert. This piece of

folly and extravagance could be nothing but the

joint product of a Frenchman and a confec

tioner. After the gratification of the appetite
with more substantial fare, this whip-syllabub
raree-show is served up, chiefly to feed the eye ;

not but that the materials, of which the dessert

5s composed, are as expensive as the several in

gredients in the dinner : and I will leave you to

your own method of rating the rest, after telling

you, that my lord thinks himself an excellent

economist, by having reduced the expense of

the hot-house to a thousand per ann. which per

haps the admirers of exotic fruits will not

think dear, since we have pine-apples in as

great plenty as golden pippins or nonpareils.
One would think, that the first requisite in

eating was extravagance ; and that, in order to

have any thing very good, it must be produced
at a time when it is out of season. Therefore

one of the principal uses of our hot-house is to

invert the order of nature, and to turn wintei

into summer. We should be ashamed to sec

peas upon our table, while they are to be had at

a common market; but we never spare any
cost to provide a good crop, by the assistance of

our hot-beds, at Christmas. We have no relish

for cucumbers during the summer months, when

they are no rarity ; but we take care to haye
them forced in November. But my lord mostly

prides himself on the improvements that he

has made in his mushroom-beds
;
which he has

at length brought to so great perfection, that by
the help of horse-dung, and throwing artificial

sunbeams through a burning-glass we can raise

any quantity of mushrooms, of the right Italian

kind, at two hours warning.
From the hot-house we may make a very na

tural transition to the kitchen
;
arid as in the

former every thing must be produced out of

season, so every thing in the latter must undergo
a strange metamorphosis. The ordinary dis

tinctions of fish, flesh, and fowl, are quite de

stroyed ; and nothing comes upon table under
its proper form and appellation. It is impossi
ble to conceive what vast sums are melted down
into sauces ! We have a cargo of hams every

year from Westphalia, only to extract the es

sence of them for our soups ; and we kill a

brace of bucks every week, to make a coulis of

the haunches. Half a dozen turkeys have been

killed in one day, merely for the sake of the

pinions ; I have known a whole pond dragged,
to furnish a dish of carp's palates ; and ten legs

of mutton mangled raw, to make out a dish of

pope's eyes.

The concomitant charges of the cellar, you
will imagine, are no less extravagant ; and, in

deed, it is not enough that we abound in the

best French and Italian wines, (which, by the

bye, are purchased on the spot at an extraordi

nary price) but we must have several other

kinds of the highest value, and consequently of

most delicious flavour ; and though but a taste

of each has been sipped round by the company,
the same bottles must never be brought a se

cond time upon table, but are secured as per

quisites by the butler, who sells them to the

merchant, who sells them back again to my
lord. Besides these, his lordship has lately

been at an immense charge in raising a Pinery,
in order to try the experiment of making Cyder
of Pine-apples ; which he hopes to do at little

more than treble the expense of Champagne.
To this article I might also add the charge of

his Ice-houses : for although these are stored
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with a home commodity, originally of no value,

yet I may venture to say, that every drop of

water comes as dear to us, as the most costly of

our \vines.

As all our liquors, I have told you, are of fo

reign growth, and all our dishes distinguished

by foreign titles, you will readily conceive, that

our household is chiefly composed of foreigners.
The Maitre d' hotel is a Frenchman : the hutler

out of livery, and his two under butlers, are

Frenchmen: the clerk of the kitchen is a

Frenchman :. and Monsieur Fricando, the head

cook, to be sure is a Frenchman. This gentle
man never soils his fingers in touching the least

bit of any thing; but gives his orders (like a

general) to four subalterns, who are likewise

Frenchmen. The baker, the confectioner, the

very scullions, and even the fellow that looks

after the poultry, are all of them Frenchmen.

These, you may be sure, are maintained at

very high salaries : and though Monsieur Fri

cando had the pay of a captain in a marching

regiment, my lord was forced to double his wages
at the beginning of the war, and allow him the

free exercise of his religion, to prevent his

leaving the kingdom.
I am sorry to add, that this pride of keeping

a table has visibly impaired my lord's fortune :

and this very summer he has been obliged to

fell all the timber on his estate, as I may say,

to keep up his kitchen fire. The only satisfac

tion, which he can possibly reap from all this

expense, is the vanity of having it said,
" that

nobody treats so elegantly as his lordship ;" and

now and then, perhaps, reading in the news

papers,
" that such a day the right honourable

gave a grand entertainment at his house

in , at which were present the principal

officers of state and foreign ministers."

1 am, Sir, your humble servant, &c.

No. 138.] THURSDAY, SEPT. 16, 1756.

Senald semper lege et rations loquendi. HOR.

Your talk to decency and reason suit,

Nor prate like fools or gabble like a brute.

IN the comedy of the Frenchman in London,

which we are told was acted at Paris with uni

versal applause for several nights together, there

is a character of a rough Englishman, who is

represented as quite unskilled in the graces of

conversation ;
and his dialogue consists almost

entirely of a repetition of the common saluta

tion of how do you? Our nation has, in

deed, been generally supposed to be of a sullen,

and uncommunicative disposition; while, on

the other hand, the loquacious French have been

flowed to possess the art of conversing beyond

all other people. The Englishman requires to

be wound up frequently, and stops as soon as

he is down
; but the Frenchman runs on in a

continual alarum. Yet it must be acknowledged,
that, as the English consist of very different

humours, their manner of discourse admits of

great variety : but the whole French nation

converse alike; and there is no difference in

their address between a Marquis and a Valet de

Chambre, We may frequently see a couple of

French barbel's accosting each other in the

street, and paying their compliments with the

same volubility of speech, the same grimace
and action, as two courtiers on the Thuilleries.

I shall not attempt to lay down any particu

lar rules for conversation, but rather point out

such faults in discourse and behaviour, as render

the company of half mankind rather tedious

than amusing. It is in vain, indeed, to look for

conversation where we might expect to find it

in the greatest perfection, among persons of

fashion : there it is almost annihilated by univer

sal card-playing: insomuch that I have heard

it given as a reason, why it is impossible for

our present writers to succeed in the dialogue
of genteel comedy, that our people of quality
scarce ever meet but to game. All their dis

course turns upon the odd trick and the four

honours; and it is no less a maxim with the

votaries of Whist than with those of Bacchus,
that talking spoils company.

Every one endeavours to make himself as

agreeable to society as he can : but it often hap

pens, that those who most aim at shining in

conversation, overshoot their mark. Though a

man succeeds, he should not (as is frequently

the case) engross the whole talk to himself; for

that destroys the very essence of conversation,

which is talking together. We should try to

keep up conversation like a ball bandied to and

fro from one to the other, rather than seize it

all to ourselves, and drive it before us like a

foot-ball. We should likewise be cautious to

adapt the matter of our discourse to our com

pany ;
and not talk Greek before ladies, or of

the last new furbelow to a meeting of country

justices.

But nothing throws a more ridiculous air

over our whole conversation, than certain pecu

liarities easily acquired, but very difficultly con

quered and discarded. In order to display these

absurdities in a truer light, it is my present

purpose to enumerate such of them as are most

commonly to be met with ;
and first to take

notice of those buffoons in society, the Attitudi-

narians and Face-makers. These accompany

every word with a peculiar grimace or gesture :

they assent with a shrug, and contradict with a

twisting of the neck ; are angry by a wry mouth,

and pleased in a caper or a minuet step. They

may be considered as speaking Harlequins ;
and

their i-ules of eloquence are taken from the pos-
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ture-master. These should be condemned to

converse only in dumb show with their own
persons in the looking-glass ; as well as the

Smirkers and Smilers, who so prettily set off

their faces, together with their words, by a.je-

ne-scai-quoi between a grin and a dimple. With
these we may likewise rank the affected tribe of

Mimics, who are constantly taking off the pe
culiar tone of voice or gesture of their acquain
tance ; though they are such wretched imitators,

that (like bad painters) they are frequently
forced to write the name under the picture, be

fore we can discover any likeness.

Next to these, whose elocution is absorbed in

action, and who converse chiefly with their

arms and legs, we may consider the Professed

Speakers. And first, the Emphatical, who

squeeze, and press, and ram down every syllable

with excessive vehemence and energy. These

orators are remarkable for their distinct elocu

tion and force of expression : they dwell on the

important particles of and the, and the signifi

cant conjunction and; which they seem to

hawk up, with much difficulty, out of their

own throats, and to cram them, with no less

pain, into the ears of their auditors. These

should be suffered only to syringe, (as it were)
the ears of a deaf man, through a hearing-

trumpet : though I must confess, that I am
equally offended with the Whisperers or Low-

speakers, who seem to fancy all their acquain
tance deaf, and come up so close to you, that

they may be said to measure noses with you,
and frequently overcome you with the full exha

lations of a stinking breath. 1 would have

these oracular gentry obliged to talk at a dis

tance through a speaking-trumpet, or apply
their lips to the walls of a whispering-gallery.
The Wits, who will not condescend to utter

any thing but a bon mot, and the Whistlers or

Tune-hummers, who never articulate at all,

may be joined very agreeably together in con

cert ; and to these tinkling cymbals I would
also add the sounding brass; the Bawler, who
inquires after your health with the bellowing of

a town-crier.

The Tatlers, whose pliable pipes are admi

rably adapted to the " soft.'parts of conversation,"
and sweetly "prattling out of fashion," make
very pretty music from a beautiful face and a
female tongue ; but from a rough manly voice

and coarse features, mere nonsense is as harsh
and dissonant as a jig from a hurdy-gurdy. The
Swearers I have spoken of in a former paper ;

hut the Half-swearers, who split, and mince,
and fritter their oaths into gad's bud, ad's fish,

and demme, the Gothic Humbuggers, and those

who nick-name God's creatures, and call a man
a cabbage, a crab, a queer cub, ai> odd fish, and
an unaccountable muskin, should never come
Into company, without an interpreter. But I

will not tire my reader's patience by pointing

out all the pests of conversation ; nor dwell

particularly on the Sensibles, who pronounce
dogmatically on the most trivial points, and

speak in sentences
; the Wonderers, who are

always Avondering what o'clock it is, or wonder
ing whether it will rain or no, or wondering
when the moon changes ; the Phraseologists,
who explain a thing by all that, or enter intc

particulars, with this and that and t'other
; and,

lastly, the Silent Men, who seem afraid of open
ing their mouths, lest they should catch cold,
and literally observe the precept of the Gospel,
by letting their conversation be only yea yea,
and nay nay.
The rational intercourse kept up by conversa

tion, is one of our principal distinctions from
brutes. We should therefore endeavour to turn
this peculiar talent to our advantage, and con
sider the organs of speech as the instruments of

understanding : we should be very careful not
to use them as the weapons of vice, or tools of

folly, and do our utmost to unlearn any trivial

or ridiculous habits, which tend to lessen the

value of such an inestimable prerogative. It is,

indeed, imagined by some philosophers, that

even birds and beasts (though without the

power of articulation) perfectly understand one
another by the sounds they utter ; and that dogs,

cats, &c. have each a particular language to

themselves, like different nations. Thus it

may be supposed, that the nightingales of Italy
have as fine an ear for their own native wood-

notes, as any Signor or Signora for an Italian

Air; that the boars of Westphalia gruntle as

expressively through the nose, as the inhabitants
in High-German; and that the frogs in the

dykes of Holland croak as intelligibly, as the

natives jabber their Low-Dutch. However
this may be, we may consider those, whose

tongues hardly seem to be under the influence

of reason, and do not keep up the proper con

versation of human creatures, as imitating the

language of different animals. Thus,' for in

stance, the affinity between Chatterers and

Monkeys, and Praters and Parrots, is too ob

vious not to occur at once; Grunters and

Growlers may be justly compared to Hogsi
Snarlers are Curs, that continually show their

teeth, but never bite; and the Spitfire passionate
are a sort of wild cats, that will not bear strok

ing, but will purr when they are pleased. Com-

plainers are Screech-Owls ; and Story-tellers,

always repeating the same dull note, are Cuckoos.

Poets, that prick up their ears at their own
hideous braying, are no better than Asses : Cri

tics in general are venomous Serpents, that de

light in hissing ; and some of them, who have

got by heart a few technical terms without

knowing their meaning, are no other than

Magpies. I myself, who have crowed to the

whole town for near three years past, may per

haps put my readers in mind of a Dunghill
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Cock; but as I must acquaint them, that they
\vill hear the last of me on this day fortnight, I

Lope they will then consider me as a Swan,
ivho is supposed to sing sweetly at his dying
jioments. W.

No. 139.] THURSDAY, SEPT. 23, 1756.

. Sume superbiam

Qiuesitam meritis. HOR.

Now to the utmost all your labours charge,

And show your mighty consequence at large.

I WROTE to my Cousin Village, informing him

of my design to finish with the next number;
and have received the following answer from

him, which I shall lay before my readers.

Dear Cousin,

It was not without some regret, that 1 re

ceived advice of your intentions to bid adieu to

the public : for, as you had been so kind as to

introduce me to their notice, I began to indulge

all the weakness and vanity of a young author;

and had almost persuaded myself that I was

the principal support of your papers. Con

scious of my own importance, 1 expect that

you will do me the justice to acknowledge, how
much you are indebted to the assistance of your

very ingenious Cousin ; and J cai'e not how

many compliments you pay me on my wit and

learning : but at the same time I must beg leave

to put in a caveat against your disposing of me
in what manner you yourself please. Writers

of essays think themselves at liberty to do what

they will with the characters they have intro

duced into their works ;
as writers of tragedy,

in order to heighten the plot, have often brought

their heroes to an untimely end, when they have

died quietly many years before in their beds ;

or as our chroniclers of daily occurrences put a

duke to death, give away an heiress in marriage,

or shoot off an admiral's legs whenever they

please. Mr. Addison, while he was carrying

on the Spectator, said, "he would kill Sir Roger
de Coverly, that nobody else might murder

him." In like manner, my dear Cousin, you

may take it into your head to cut me off; you

may perhaps make an end of me by a cold

caught in partridge-shooting, or break my neck

in a stag-hunt. Or you may rather choose to

settle me perhaps with a rich old country dowa

ger, or press me into the army, or clap me on

board of a man of war. But I desire that

you will "not get rid of me by any of these

means ; but permit me to assure your readers,

that I am alive and merry ;
and this is to let

them know, that I am in good health at this

present writing.
Your papers, I assure vou, have made a great

noise in the country; and the most intelligent

among us read you with as much satisfaction as

the Evening Posts or the Weekly Journals,

know more than one squire, who takes them in

constantly with the Magazines; and I was
told by the post-master of a certain town, that

they came down every week, under cover to

the butler of a member of parliament. There
is a club of country parsons, who meet every

Saturday at a neighbouring market-town, to bt

shaved and exchange sermons : they have a

subscription for books and pamphlets : and the

only periodical works ordered in by them are

the Connoisseur, and the Critical and Monthly
Reviews. I was lately introduced to this so

ciety, when the conversation happened to ture

upon Mr. Town. A young curate, just com*
from Oxford, said he knew you very well at

Christ Church, and that you was a comical

dog : but a Cantab, declared, no less positively,

that you was either a pensioner of Trinity, or

a commoner of Bennet's. People, indeed, are

very much perplexed about the real author,

some affirm, that you are a nobleman, and
others will have it that you are an actor : some

say you are a young lawyer, some a physician,
some a parson, and some an old woman.
The subjects of your papers have often been

wrested to various interpretations by our pepe
trating geniuses ; and you have hardly drawn a

character, that has not been fixed on one 01

other of the greatest personages in the nation.

1 once heard a country justice express his won
der, that you was not taken up, and set in the

pillory; and I myself, by some of my rural

intelligence, have brought upon you the resent

ment of several honest squires, who long to

horsewhip the scoundrel for putting them in

print. Others again are quite at a loss how to

pick out your meaning, and in vain turn over

their Bailey's Dictionary for an explanation of

several fashionable phrases ; which, though they
have enriched the town -language, have not yet

made their way into the dialect of the country.

Many exquisite strokes of humour are also lost

upon us, on account of our distance from the

scene of action ; and that wit, which is very
brisk and lively upon the spot, oftentimes whol

ly evaporates in the post-bag.

You moralists are very apt to flatter your

selves, that you are doing a vast deal of good by

your labours; but whatever reformation you

may have worked in town, give me leave to tell

you, that you have sometimes done us harm in

the country, by the bare mention of the vices

and follies now in vogue. From your intelli

gence, some of our most polite ladies have learu-

ed, that it is highly genteel to have a rout; and

have copied the fashion'so exactly, as to play at

cards on Sundays. Your papers upon dress set

all our belles at work in following the mode :

you no sooner took notice of cocked hats, but
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every hat in the parish was turned up behind

and before ; and when you told us, that the

town beauties went naked, our rural damsels

immediately began to throw off their clothes.

Our gentlemen have been also taught by you
all the new arts of betting and gaming : and

the only coffee-house in one little town, where
the most topping inhabitants are used to meet

to play at draughts and back-gammon, has, from

the great increase of gamesters who resort to

it, been elegantly christened by the name of

White's.

As to the small share which I myself have

had in your work, you may be sure every body
here is hugely delighted with it; at least you
may be sure, that I will say nothing to the

contrary. I have done my best to contribute to

the entertainment of your readers
; and, as the

name of Steele is not forgotten in the Spectator,

though Addison has run away with almost all

the honour, I am in hopes, that whenever the

great Mr. Town is mentioned, they may possi

bly think at the same time on

Your affectionate Cousin and Coadjutor,
VILLAGE.

After 'this account, which my Cousin has

sent me, of the reception I have met with in

the country, it will be proper to say something
of my reception here in town. I shall there

fore consider myself in the threefold capacity
of Connoisseur, Critic, and Censor General.

As a Connoisseur, in the confined sense of the

word, I must own I have met with several

mortifications. I have neither been made
F. R. S. nor even a member of the Academy
of Bourdeaux or Petersburgh. They have left

me out of the list of trustees to the British

Museum; and his Majesty of Naples, though
he presented an " Account of the Curiosities

found in Herculaneum" to each of the Uni

versities, never sent one to me. I have not

been celebrated in the Philosophical Transac

tions, or in any of our Magazines of Arts and
Sciences ; nor have I been styled tres-illustre,

'res-s$avant in any of the foreign Mercuries or

Journals Litteraires. Once, indeed, I soothed

myself in the vain thought of having been dis

tinguished by the great Swedish Botanist, Lin

naeus, under the title of Eruditissimus Urbanus,
which I conceived to be the name of Town la

tinized ; but, to my great disappointment, I

afterwards discovered, that this was no other

than the learned naturalist, Mr. Silvanus Ur
ban, author of the Gentleman's Magazine.
This neglect of me as a Connoisseur, I can at

tribute to no other cause, than to my not having
made myself known by my Musseum, or Ca
binet of Curiosities : and, to say the truth, I

am not worth a farthing in antique coins
; nor

have I so much as one single shell or butterfly.
All /ny complaints against the modern innova
tions of taste have been therefore disregarded :

and with concern I still see the villas of our

citizens fantastically adorned with Chinese

palings, and our streets encumbered with su

perb colonnades, porticos, Gothic arches, and

Venetian windows, the ordinary decorations of

the shops of our tradesmen.

Nor have I, as a Critic, met with greater
success or encouragement, in my endeavours t

reform the present taste in literature. I ex

pected to have the privilege of eating beef gra
tis every night at Vauxhall, for advising the

garden poets to put a little meaning in their

songs : but, though I was there several nights
this summer, I could not say (with Cassio) of

any of their productions, "that is a more ex

quisite song than the other." I have not been
able to write the operas out of the kingdom,
and, though I have more than once showed my
contempt for Harlequin, I am assured there are

no less than three Pantomimes to be brought on
this season. As I invested myself with the

dignity of supreme judge in theatrical matters,

I was in hopes that my Lord Chamberlain

would at least have appointed me his Deputy-
Licenser ; but he has not even consulted me on

any one new play. I made no doubt but the

managers would pay their court to me; but

they have not once sent for me to dinner
; and,

so far from having the freedom of the house, I

declare I have not had so much as a single order

from any of the under-actors.

In my office of Censor General, though I

cannot boast of having over-turned the card-

tables at routs and assemblies, or broke up the

club at Arthur's, I can safely boast, that I

have routed the many-headed monster at the

Disputant society at the Robin Hood, and put
to silence the great Clare-market Orator. In a

word, I have laboured to prevent the growth of

vice and immorality ; and with as much efff ct

as the justices of the quarter-sessions. For this

reason I expected to have been put in the com

mission, and to have had the power of licensing
all places of public diversion vested solely in my
hands. But as I find my merits have been

hitherto over-looked, I am determined to lay
down my office ; and in my next number I shall

take my final leave of the public, when 1 shall

give them an account of my correspondents, to

gether with a full and particular account of my
self. T.
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Vd duo, vel nemo. PER*.

Censor nor he, nor he : or both or none :

A two-fol^ author, Messieurs Mr. Town.

Pene gemdli,
Fratemis animis. Hon.

Sure in the self-same mould their minds were cast,
Twins in affection, judgment, humour, taste.

PERIODICAL writers, who rtail their senft of
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nonsense to the world sheet by sheet, acquire a

sort of familiarity and intimacy with the public,

peculiar to themselves. Had these three vo

lumes, which have swelled by degrees to their

present bulk, burst forth at once, Mr. Town
must have introduced himself to the acquain
tance of the public with the awkward air and

distance of a stranger : but he now flatters him

self, that they will look upon him as an old

companion, whose conversation they are pleased

with : and, as they will see him no more after

this time, will now and then perhaps miss their

usual visitor.

However this may be, the authors of the Con

noisseur now think proper to close the under

taking, in which they have been engaged for

near three years past : and among their general

thanks to the indulgent readers of their papers,

they must include in a particular manner their

acknowledgments to those, who have been

pleased to appear in them as writers. They
have, therefore, at the close of their work,

"brought Mr. Town and his associates on the

scene together, like the dramatis persona at the

end of the last act.

Our earliest and most frequent correspondent

distinguished his favours by the signatures

G. K. and we are sorry, that he will not allow

us to mention his name ; since it would reflect

as much credit on our work, as we are sure will

redound to it from his contributions. To him

we are proud to own ourselves indebted for

most part of No. 14 and 17 ;
for the letter signed

Goliah English, in No. 19 ; for a great part of

No. 33 and 40 ;
and for the letters, signed, Re

ginald Fitzworm, Michael Krawbridge, Moses

Orthodox, and Tho. Vainall, No. 102, 107, 113,

and 129.

The next, in priority of time, is a gentleman

of Cambridge who signed himself A. J3. and

we cannot but regret that he withdrew his as

sistance, after having obliged us with the best

part of the letters in No. 46, 49, and 52, and of

the essays in No. 62 and 64.

The letters in No. 82, 98, 112, and 130, came

from various hands, equally unknown to us.

The imitation of Horace, in No. 11, was

written (as we are informed) by a gentleman
of Oxford : and from two gentlemen of Cam

bridge we received the letter signed W. Manly,
in No. 65, and another, signed B. A. in No.

107.

These unexpected marks of favour, conferred

on us by strangers, demand our highest grati

tude ; but we are no less happy in being able to

Vioast the assistance of some other gentlemen,

whom we are proud to call friends, though we
are not at liberty to introduce them to the ac

quaintance of our readers. From a friend en

gaged in the Law, we had the first sketches and

most striking passages of No. 75, 78, 87, and

104; though it may be regretted by the public

as well as ourselves, that his leisure would nt
permit him to put the finishing hand to them.
From a friend, a gentleman of the Temple, w
received No. Ill, 115, and 119. To a friend, a
member of Trinity College, Cambridge, we
are indebted for the song in No. 72, and the
verses in No. 67, 90, 125, and 135. The list of
contributions from such capable friends would
doubtless have been much larger, had they been
sooner let into the secret : but as Mr. Town,
like a great prince, chose to appear incog, in

order to avoid the impertinence of the multi

tude, he did not even make himself known to

those about his person, till ai last they them
selves found him out through his disguise.

There are still remaining two correspondents,
who must stand by themselves : as they have
wrote to us not in an assumed character, but in

propria persona : the first is no less a personage
than the great Orator Henly, who obliged us

with that truly original letter, printed in No.

37. The other, who favoured us with a

letter, no less original, in No. 70, we have rea

son to believe is a Methodist teacher and mecha

nic; and we do not know either his name or

his trade.

We now come to the most important disco

very of ourselves, and to answer the often re

peated question of, who is Mr. Town ? it being
the custom for periodical writers, at the same
time that they send the hawkers abroad with

their last dying speech like the malefactors, like

them also to couple it with a confession. The

general method of unravelling this mystery is

by declaring, to whom the different signatures,

affixed to different papers, are appropriated.
For ever since the days of the inimitable Spec
tator, it has been usual for a bold capital to

stand, like a sentry, at the end of our essays, to

guard the author in secrecy : and it is commonly
supposed, the writer, who does not choose to put
his name to his work, has in this manner, like

the painters and statuaries of old, at least set

his mark. But the authors of the Connoisseur

confess, that the several letters at first pitched

upon to bring up the rear of their essays, r,ave

been annexed to different papers at random,
and sometimes omitted, on purpose to put the

sagacious reader on a wrong scent. It is parti

cularly the interest of a writer, who prints him

self out week by week, to remain unknown

during the course of this piece-meal publication.

The best method, therefore to prevent a disco

very, is to make the road to it as intricate as

possible ; and, instead of seeming to aim at

keeping the reader entirely in the dark, to hang

out a kind of wandering light, which only

serves to lead him astray. The desire of giving

each writer his due, according to the signatures,

has, in the course of this undertaking, often

confused the curious in their inquiries. Soon

after the publication of our first papers, some
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Ingenious gentlemen found out, that T, O. W, N,

being the letters that formed the name of

TOWN, there were four authors, each of

whom sheltered himself under a particular

letter ;
but no paper appearing with an N. af

fixed to it, they were obliged to give up this no
tion. But, if they had been more able decy-

pherers, they would have made out, that though
T, O, W, will not compose the name of TOWN,
yet, by a different arrangement of the letters it

will form the word TWO
;
which is the grand

mystery of our signatures, and couches under it

the true and real number of the authors of the

Connoisseur.

Having thus declared Mr. Town to consist

of two separate individuals, it will perhaps be

expected, that, like two tradesmen, who have

agreed to dissolve their partnership, we should

exactly balance our accounts, and assign to each

his due parcel of the stock. But our accounts

are of so intricate a nature, that it would be

impossible for us to adjust them in that manner.
We have not only joined in the work taken to

gether, but almost every single paper is the

joint product of both : and, as we have laboured

equally in erecting the fabric, we cannot pretend,
that any one particular part is the sole work

manship -of either. A hint has perhaps been

started by one of us, improved by the other,

and still further heightened by a happy coalition

of sentiment in both
;
as fire is struck out by a

mutual collision of flint and steel. Sometimes,
like Strada's lovers conversing with the sym
pathetic needles, we have written papers toge

ther at fifty miles distance from each other : the

first rough draught or loose minutes of an essay

have often travelled in a stage-coach from town
to country, and from country to town ; and we
have frequently waited for the postman (whom
we expected to bring us the precious remainder

of a Connoisseur) with the same anxiety, as

we should wait for the half of a bank note,

without which the other half would be of no

value. These our joint labours it may easily

be imagined, would have soon broke off abrupt

ly, if either had been too fondly attached to his

>wn little conceits, or if we had conversed to

gether with the jealousy of a rival, or the com

plaisance of a formal acquaintance, who smiles

at every word that is said by his companion.
Nor could this work have been carried on, with

so much cheerfulness and good humour on both

Ides, if the Two had not been as closely united,

as the two Students, whom the Spectator men-,

tions, as recorded by a Torr<x Filius at Oxford,
" to have had but one mind, one purse, one

chamber, and one hat."

It has been often remarked, that the reader is

very desirous of picking up some little particu
lars concerning the author of the book which he

is perusing. To gratify this passion, many li

terary anecdotes have been published, and an
account of their life, character, and behaviour,
has been prefixed to the works of our most cele

brated writers. Essayists are commonly ex

pected to be their own Biographers : and per

haps our readers may require some further in

telligence concerning the Authors of the Con
noisseur. But, as they have, all along appeared
as a sort of Socias in literature, they cannot now
describe themselves any otherwise, than as one

and the same person ; and can only satisfy the

curiosity of the public, by giving a short ac

count of that respectable personage Mr. Town,
considering him as of the plural, or rather (ac

cording to the Grecians) of the dual number.
Mr. Town is a fair, black, middle-sized, very

short man. He wears his own hair, and a

periwig. He is about thirty years of age, and
not more than four-and-twenty. He is a stu

dent of the law, and a bachelor of physic. He
was bred at the university of Oxford ; where

having taken no less than three degrees, he looks

down on many learned professors, as his infe

riors : yet, having been there but little longer
than to take the first degree of bachelor of arts,
it has more than once happened, that the Cen
sor-General of all England has been reprimand
ed by the Censor of his College, for neglecting
to furnish the usual essay, or, (in the collegiate

phrase) the theme of the week.
This joint description of ourselves will, we

hope, satisfy the reader, without any further in

formation. For our own parts, we cannot but
be pleased with having raised this monument of

our mutual friendship, and if these essays shall

continue to be read, when they will no longer
make their appearance as the fugitive pieces o^

the week, we shall be happy in considering,
that we are mentioned at the same time. W
have all the while gone on, as it were, hand in

hand together : and while we are both employed
in furnishing matter for the paper now before

us, we cannot help smiling at our thus making
our exit together, like the two Kings of Brent-
ford smelling at one nosegay. W. O.

3 S
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Just ready,

ENTIRELY NEW CLOTH BINDING,

WITH BEAUTIFULLY ILLUMINATED IMITATION IVORY TABLET ON SIDE, PRICE
33. 6d. ALSO KEPT IN CLOTH EXTRA, GILT EDGES, WITHOUT TABLET.

IN PINE MOROCCO, PLAIN, PRICE 7s. 6d.

N I M M O'S

POPULAR EDITION OF THE WORKS
OF THE POETS.

In fcap. &vo, printed on tonedpaper. Each volume contains a Memoir,

and is illustrated with a Portrait of the Author engraved on

Stee^ and numerousfull-page Illustrations on Wood,from designs

by eminent Artists ; also beautiful Illuminated Title-page.

1. Longfellow's Poetical Works.
2. Scott's Poetical "Works.

3. Byron's Poetical Works.

4. Moore's Poetical Works.

5. Wordsworth's Poetical Works.
6. Cowper's Poetical Works.

7. Milton's Poetical Works.
8. Thomson's Poetical Works.

9. Goldsmith's Choice Works,
10. Pope's Poetical Works.
11. Burns' Poetical Works.
12. The Casquet of Gems. Choice Selections from

the Poets.

13. The Book of Humorous Poetry.

14. Ballads: Scottish and English.

15. Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress and Holy War.
1 6. Lives of the British Poets.

17. The Prose Works of Robert Burns.

1 8. Poems, Songs, and Ballads of the Sea.

*^* This Series of Books, from the very superior manner in which it is pro
duced, is at once the cheapest and handsomest edition of the Poets in the market.

The volumes form elegant and appropriate Presents as School Prizes and Gift-

Books, either in cloth or morocco.

'
They are a marvel of cheapness, some of the volumes extending to as many as 700, and even

900, pages, printed on toned paper in a beautifully clear type. Add to this, that they are pro

fusely illustrated with wood engravings, are elegantly and tastefully bound, and that they are

published at 35. 6d. each, and our recommendation of them is complete.' Scotsman.
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NIMMO'S NATIONAL LIBRARY.
In crown 8vo, with Steel Frontispiece and Vignette, handsomely bound,

cloth extra, price 53. each ; also in full gilt side, back, and edges, price 6s.

each.
-v^^x^^v/^^.www

I.

Seventh Thousand.

The English Circumnavigators : The most remarkable
Voyages round the World by English Sailors. (Drake, Dampier, Anson,
and Cook's Voyages.) With a Preliminary Sketch of their Lives and Dis
coveries. Edited, with Notes, Maps, etc., by DAVID LAING PURVES and
R. COCHRANE.

'An admirable reprint of the well-known narratives of the voyages of Drake,

Dampier, Anson, and Cook. . . . An attractive, well-bound, illustrated, and indexed
book about the adventures of the old English sailors literally the most thrilling of all

romances of the sea.' N. B. Daily Mail.
II.

The Book of Adventure and Peril : A Record of Heroism
and Endurance on Sea and Land. Compiled and Edited by CHARLES
BRUCE, Editor of 'Sea Songs and Ballads,' 'The Birthday Book of Pro

verbs,' etc. Illustrated.
' A wholesome book for the young, well put together, full of judiciously selected

instances. . . . To the healthy stimulus given by such books as this we owe the pos
session of not a few of our best soldiers and sailors, who have thence caught the
enthusiasm of heroism, and worked it out in their own lives.' Athencsum.

III.

The Great Triumphs of Great Men. Edited by James
MASON. Illustrated.

IV.

Great Historical Mutinies, comprising the Story of the
Mutiny of the

'

Bounty,' the Mutiny at Spithead, the Mutiny at the Nore,
Mutinies in Highland Regiments, and the Indian Mutiny. By DAVID
HERBERT, M.A.

v.

Famous Historical Scenes from Three Centuries. Pictures
of celebrated events from the Reformation to the end of the French Revolu
tion. Selected from the works of Standard Authors by A. R. HOPE
MONCRIEFF.

VI.

The English Explorers ; comprising details of the more
famous Travels by Mandeville, Bruce, Park, and Livingstone. With Map,
and Chapter on Arctic Exploration.

' An entrancing volume, and one that can be recommended.' Publishers Circular.
VII.

The Book for Every Day ; containing an Inexhaustible Store
of Amusing and Instructive Articles. Edited by JAMES MASON.

VIII.

The Book of Noble Englishwomen : Lives made Illustrious
by Heroism, Goodness, and great Attainments. Edited by CHARLES BRUCE.

'The selection made is as wise as the sketches themselves are satisfactory.' The
World.

IX.

A Hundred Wonders of the World in Nature and Art,
described according to the latest Authorities, and profusely Illustrated.

Edited by JOHN SMALL, M.A.

Other Popular and Standard Volumes in Preparation.
' Mr. W. P, Nimmo should rank high among those who produce books for

presents. He has a strong sense of the particular subjects that are likely to be at

once amusing to youngsters, and of service to them in an informatory way.'
Scotsman.
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NIMMO'S SELECT LIBRARY.

New Series of Choice Books, beautifully printed on superfine paper, profusely

Illustrated with original Engravings by thefirst Artists, and elegantly bound

in cloth extra, plain edges, price 3-r. 6d. each, or richly bound in cloth and

gold, and gilt edges, price 5-r. each.

1. ALMOST FAULTLESS: A Story

of the Present Day. By the Author

of 'A Book for Governesses.'

2. LIVES OF OLD ENGLISH WOR
THIES before the Conquest. By
W. H. DAVENPORT ADAMS.

3. EVERY-DAY OBJECTS; or Pic

turesque Aspects of Natural His

tory. By W. H. DAVENPORT
ADAMS.

4. MY SCHOOLBOY FRIENDS : A
Story of Whitminster Grammar
School. By ASCOTT R. HOPE,
Author of 'A Book about Domi

nies,' 'Stories of School Life,'

etc.

5. DRIFTED AND SIFTED : A
Domestic Chronicle of the Seven

teenth Century.

6. WARRIOR, PRIEST, AND
STATESMAN ; or, English Heroes

in the Thirteenth Century. By
W. H. DAVENPORT ADAMS.

7. TOTTY TESTUDO. The Life and

Wonderful Adventures of TOTTY
TESTUDO. An Autobiography by
FLORA F. WYLDE.

8. ON HOLY GROUND; or, Scenes

and Incidents in the Land of

Promise. By EDWIN HODDER,
Author of ' Memories of New Zea

land Life,
' 'The Junior Clerk,

'

etc.

N I M M O'S

CROWN GIFT BOOKS,
Crown %vo, beautifully printed on superfinepaper, profusely Illustrated by eminent

Artists, in cloth extra, plain edges, price 3^. 6d. each, or richly bound in cloth

and gold, and gilt edges, price $s. each.

1. SWORD AND PEN; or English

Worthies in the Reign of Elizabeth.

By W. H. DAVENPORT ADAMS.

2. NORRIESETON; or, Driven to Sea.

By Mrs. GEORGE CUPPLES, Author

of 'Unexpected Pleasures,' etc.

3. THE CIRCLE OF THE YEAR;
or, Studies of Nature and Pictures

of the Seasons. By W. H.

DAVENPORT ADAMS.

4. THE WEALTH OF NATURE :

Our Food Supplies from the

Vegetable Kingdom. By the

Rev. JOHN MONTGOMERY,
A.M.

5. STORIES OF SCHOOL LIFE. By
ASCOTT R. HOPE.

6. STORIES OF FRENCH SCHOOL
LIFE. By ASCOTT R. HOPE.
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IMPORTANT WORK ON ENGLISH SPELLING.

Just ready, in crown &vo, cloth extra, price 2s.
,

ENGLISH SPELLINGS AND
SPELLING RULES:

Being an attempt to systematize the chief difficulties of English Orthography ; to

which is added Dictation Exercises and Rules for the Syllabication of
Words. Designed for general use and for Schools. Forming Part I. of
the HANDY ENGLISH WORD BOOK.

BY THE REV. JAMES STORMONTH,
Author of ' The Etymological and Pronouncing Dictionary of the English Language,'

' The School Etymological Dictionary and Word Book,
'

etc.

Just ready, in crown %>vo, cloth extra, price $s. ,

THE DICTIONARY OF
ENGLISH INFLECTED WORDS.

With the Syllabication of all the Words according to a System founded on well-

defined Principles ; and the System of Syllabication as applied to Poetry
and the Scanning of Verse. Forming Part II. of the Handy English Word
Book.

BY THE REV. JAMES STORMONTH,
Author of { The Etymological and Pronouncing Dictionary of the English

Language,'
'

English Spellings and Spelling Rules,' etc.

Demy %>vo, cloth, price ios. 6d.,

JAMIESON'S SCOTTISH
DICTIONARY.

Abridged from the Dictionary and Supplement (in 4 vols. 4to) by JOHN
JOHNSTONE. An entirely New Edition, Revised and Enlarged, by JOHN
LONGMUIR, A.M., LL.D., formerly Lecturer in King's College and Uni

versity, Aberdeen.

In Four Volumes bound in Two, roxburgh style, crown 8v0,

cloth, price I2J.,

THE PEOPLE'S EDITION OF

TYTLER'S
HISTORY OF SCOTLAND,

FROM THE ACCESSION OF ALEXANDER III. TO THE UNION.

COMPLETION OF THE COPYRIGHT EDITION OF

WI LSO N'S
TALES OF THE BORDERS,

AND OF SCOTLAND:
HISTORICAL, TRADITIONARY, AND IMAGINATIVE.

EDITED BY ALEXANDER LEIGHTON,
One of the Original Editors and Contributors.

The new Edition is comprised in Twenty-four Volumes, sewed in elegant

wrapper, price Is. each. Each volume is complete in itself, forming an

independent collection of stories. The work may also be had in Twelve
Double Volumes, handsomely bound in cloth, price 33. each, or in roxburgh,

gilt top, 45. each, and in substantial quarter-calf and half-calf bindings, suitable

for libraries, etc.
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Aggregate sale of thefollowingpopular works, 168,000 copies.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt side and edges, One Hundred and Seventh Thousand,

price 33. 6d.,

1, HEAVEN OUK HOME. We have no Saviour but Jesus, and no
Home but Heaven.

' The author of the volume before us endeavours to describe what heaven is, as shown by the

light of reason and Scripture ; and we promise the reader many charming pictures of heavenly
bliss, founded upon undeniable authority, and described with the pen of a dramatist, which can
not fail to elevate the soul as well as to delight the imagination. . . . Part Second proves, in a
manner as beautiful as it is convincing, the DOCTRINE OF THE RECOGNITION OF FRIENDS IN

HEAVEN, a subject of which the author makes much, introducing many touching scenes of

Scripture celebrities meeting in heaven and discoursing of their experience on earth. Part Third
DEMONSTRATES THE INTEREST WHICH THOSE IN HEAVEN FEKL IN EARTH, AND PROVES, WITH
REMARKABLE CLEARNESS, THAT SUCH AN INTEREST EXISTS NOT ONLY WITH THE ALMIGHTY
AND AMONG THE ANGELS, BUT ALSO AMONG THE SPIRITS OF DEPARTED FRIENDS. We Un
hesitatingly give our opinion that this volume is one of the most delightful productions of a

religious character which has appeared for some time ; and we would desire to see it pass into

extensive circulation.' Glasgow Herald,

A CHEAP EDITION OF 'HEAVEN OUR HOME,'
In crown 8vo, cloth limp, price is. 6d., is also published.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt side and edges, Thirty-first Thousand, price 33. 6d.,

2, MEET POR HEAVEN. A State of Grace upon Earth the only
Preparation for a State of Glory in Heaven.

'The author, in his or her former work,
" Heaven our Home," portrayed a SOCIAL HEAVKN,

WHERE SCATTERED FAMILIES MEET AT LAST IN LOVING INTERCOURSE AND IN POSSESSION OF
PERFECT RECOGNITION, to spend a never-ending eternity of peace and love. In the present work
the individual state of the children of God is attempted to be unfolded, and more especially the
state of probation which is set apart for them on earth to fit and prepare erring mortals for the

society of the saints. . . . The work, as a whole, displays an originality of conception, a flow
of language, and a closeness of reasoning rarely found in religious publications. . . . The author
combats the pleasing and generally accepted belief, that DEATH WILL EFFECT AN ENTIRE CHANGE
ON THE SPIRITUAL CONDITION OF OUR SOULS, and that all who enter into bliss will be placed on
a common level.' Glasgow Herald,

A CHEAP EDITION OF 'MEET FOR HEAVEN,'
In crown 8vo, cloth limp, price is. 6d., is also published.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt side and edges, Twenty-second Thousand, price 35. 6d.,

3, LITE IN HEAVEN, There, faith is changed into Sight, and Hope
is passed into blissful Fruition.

' This is certainly one of the most remarkable works which have been issued from the press

during the present generation ; and we have no doubt it will prove as acceptable to the public as

the two attractive volumes to which it forms an appropriate and beautiful sequel.' Cheltenham

Journal,

A CHEAP EDITION OF 'LIFE IN HEAVEN,'
In crown 8vo, cloth limp, price is. 6d., is also published.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt side and edges, Eighth Thousand, price 33. 6d.,

4, CHRIST'S TRANSFIGURATION
; or, Tabor's Teachings, A

Glimpse of Christ's Glory and Intercourse with His People for Ever.

' The main subjects discussed in this new work are, Christ's glory and eternal intercourse with

His people. These are developed with great power of thought and great beauty of language.
The book is sure to meet with as flattering a reception as the author's former works.' The
Newsman.
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N I M M O'S

BOYS' OWN LIBRARY,

Foolscap 8v0j Illustrated, elegantly bound in cloth extra, bevelled boards,

gilt back and side, gilt edges, price 2s. each.

1. The Far North: Explorations in the
Arctic Regions. By ELISHA KENT KANE, M.D.

2. Great Men of European History. From
the Christian Era till the Present Time. By DAVID PRYDE, LL. D.

3. The Young Men of the Bible. A Series
of Papers, Biographical and Suggestive. By Rev. JOSEPH A.

COLLIER.

4. The Blade and the Ear. A Book for
Young Men.

5. Monarchs of Ocean: Columbus and
Cook.

6. Lame Felix. A Book for Boys. By
CHARLES BRUCE.

7. Life at Hartwell; or, Frank and his
Friends. By KATHARINE E. MAY, Author of 'Alfred and his

Mother, 'etc. etc.

8. Max Wild, the Merchant's Son; and
other Stories for the Young.

9. Noble Mottoes : Familiar Talks with
Peter Glenville on the Mottoes of Great Families. By CHARLES

BRUCE, Author of 'Lame Felix,' etc.

10. The Castaway's Home; or, the Story
of the Sailing and the Sinking of the Good Ship 'Rose.' By Mrs.

HARDY (JANET GORDON), Author of 'Afloat and Ashore with Sir

Walter Raleigh,' etc.
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The Court Journal says :

'
It would be difficult to select a more desirable volume

for birthday or marriage presentation.'

FIFTH EDITION.

In demy Svo, cloth elegant, richly gilt, price 75. 6d., or in Turkey morocco

antique, 2is.,

THINGS A LADY WOULD LIKE
TO KNOW,

CONCERNING DOMESTIC MANAGEMENT AND EXPENDITURE,
ARRANGED FOR DAILY REFERENCE.

BY HENRY SOUTHGATE,
Author of

' Many Thoughts ofMany Minds,'
' Noble Thoughts in Noble

LanguageJ
* Gone Before,

1 ' The Bridal Bouquet,' etc. etc.

NIMMO'S BIRTH-DAY BOOKS.
~LQth Thousand.

Just ready, in crown 32mo, limp cloth, price 2s., or in cloth extra, bevelled

boards, gilt edges, price 2s. 6d. ; also kept in imitation ivory binding, chaste

design, price 45. 6d.,

CUPID'S BIRTH-DAY BOOK:
ONE THOUSAND LOVE-DARTS FROM SHAKESPEARE,

Gathered and arranged for every Day in the Year.

BY GEORGE JOHNSTON.
' As a collection of the immortal poet's best and choicest saws on love, the

charming little volume before us is unequalled. Where it is possible to suit the

quotation to a particular day or period of the season, this is done admirably.'
Standard.

' A pretty close examination of the book shows that the work has been done with

great care and excellent taste. Shakespeare, it has been said, wrote for all time and
for all men ;

he may be said also to have written for all birth-days, for the application
of passages from his works here made is singularly felicitous. The book is very
handsomely got up, and should be one of the most acceptable presents.' Scotsman.

' The selections well made, the paper and print good, and the result of the

combined efforts of Editor and Publisher choice and tasteful.' The World.

\oth Thousand.

In crown 32mo, cloth limp, price 2s. ; in cloth extra, gilt edges, price 2s. 6d. ;

also kept in imitation ivory binding, chaste design, price 43. 6d.,

THE BIRTH-DAY BOOK OF
PROVERBS:

Consisting of a Serious, Satirical, or Humorous Sentence, Proverb, and Verse of

Poetry for every Day in the Year.

BY C. B.

%* Elegantly printed, and interleaved so as to form a Diary for the entry of

Birth-days, etc.

In foolscap Svo, beautifully printed, with coloured title-page, cloth limp,

price 2s.; in cloth extra, gilt side and edges, price 2s. 6d.,

THE LITTLE FOLK'S BIRTH-DAY
BOOK;

Or, Something Good about Children, Child-life, Flowers, etc., for

every Day in the Year.

SELECTED AND ARRANGED BY C. B.,

Compiler of the '

Birth-day Book of Proverbs.
'
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NEW EDITIONS
OF

VALUABLE STANDARD WORKS,
In royal Svo, handsomely bound in cloth extra, price 6s. each.

1. The Spectator. Complete in one
Volume. With Portrait of Addison, Notes, and a General Index.

2. The Rambler and the Idler. By
Samuel Johnson, LL.D. The ADVENTURER. By John Hawkes-
worth, LL.D. The CONNOISSEUR. By Mr. Town, Critic and
Censor-General. Complete in one Volume. With Notes and Portrait

of Dr. Johnson.

3. The History of the French Revolution.
By M. A. Thiers. Translated from the last Paris Edition, with Notes.

4. The History of the Consulate and the
Empire of France under Napoleon. By M. A. Thiers. Translated
from the last Paris Edition, with Notes.

USEFUL ANDJTTRAGTIVE^ GIFT-BOOKS.
Crown 4to, cloth extra, gilt edges, price 6s.,

THE NATIONAL MELODIST :

Two Hundred Standard Songs, with Symphonies and Accompaniments for the

Pianoforte.

EDITED BY J. C. KIESER.
%* This Volume consists ofa Collection ofthe most popular English, Scotch, Irish,

and A tnerican Songs, and is at once the cheapest and bestPublished.

izth Thousand.

In crown 8vo, beautifully bound in cloth extra, full' of Engravings and Coloured

Pictures, price 35. 6d., or gilt edges, price 45.,

THREE HUNDRED BIBLE STORIES
AND

THREE HUNDRED BIBLE PICTURES.
A PICTORIAL SUNDAY BOOK FOR THE YOUNG.

' A pictorial Sunday book for the young, which will interest many a child, and tend
to make the perusal of the Bible a pleasure and a profit.' Daily Review.

In crown 8v0, beautifully bound in cloth extra, with Memoir and 16 Illustrations
,

price 3-r. 6d., or gilt edges, 4.5-.,

BUNYAN'S PILGRIM'S PROGRESS AND HOLY WAR.
Uniform with 'Three Hundred Bible Stories.'

CHEAP EDITION OF THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS.
In crown 8vo, beautifully bound in cloth extra, price 2s., in gilt side and

edges, price 2s. 6d.
,

THE PILGRIM'S PROGRESS.
BY JOHN BUNYAN.

With Memoir and Twelve Illustrations.
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NIMMO'S EXCELSIOR EDITIONS
OF

i.

In large demy 8vo, with Steel Portrait and Vignette, handsomely bound, price 5 s.
,

SHAKESPEARE'S COMPLETE WORKS.
With a Biographical Sketch by MARY COWDEN CLARKE, a Copious

Glossary, and numerous Illustrations.

%* This Edition is based on the Text of Johnson, Steevens, and Reed, which
is allowed to be one of the most accurate ; and, so far as regards mechanical cor

rectness, it will contrast favourably with many high-priced and ambitious editions.

II.

In large demy %vo, with Steel Portrait and Vignette, handsomely bound, price 5-f. ,

THE WHOLE WORKS OF FLAVIUS JOSEPHUS,
THE JKWISH HISTORIAN.

With Life, Portrait, Notes, Index, etc:

III.

In large demy 8vo, with Steel Portrait and Vignette, handsomely bound, price 5^.,

LORD BYRON'S POETICAL WORKS.
With Life

;
Illustrated with full-page Engravings on Wood by Eminent Artists.

IV.

In large demy %vo, profusely Illustrated, and handsomely bound, price $s. ,

GULLIVER'S TRAVELS
Into several remote Nations of the World.
BY JONATHAN SWIFT, D.D., DEAN OF ST. PATRICK'S.

With a Life of the Author, and numerous Engravings.

v.

In large demy 8vo, with Steel Portrait and Vignette, and numerous Illustrations,

handsomely bound, price 5s.
,

BURNS' COMPLETE WORKS,
Containing also his Remarks on Scottish Song, General Correspondence, Lette

to Clarinda, and Correspondence with George Thomson.

With Life and variorum Notes, and full-page Illustrations by eminent Arti

The above Excelsior Editio?is of Standard Works may also be he

half red morocco extra, gilt edges.
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THE
WAVERLEYTOVELS.

Crown 8vo, with Frontispiece and Vignette, in elegant wrapper printed in colours, price
is. each. Also in 26 volumes, cloth extra, full gilt back, price zs. per volume ; and in

13 double volumes, roxburgh style, gilt top, price 3^. 6d. per volume.

Edited by the Rev. P. HATELY WADDELL, LL.D. With Notes, Biographical and
Critical, and a Glossary of Scotch Words and Foreign Phrases for each Novel.

2.

3-

4-

5-

6.

7-

8.

9-

10.

ii.

12.

14.

Waverley; or, "Tis Sixty Tears

Since.'

Guy Mannering; or, The Astrologer.

The Antiquary.
Bob Boy.
Old Mortality.

The Black Dwarf ;
and A Legend of

Montrose.

The Bride of Lammermoor.
The Heart of Mid-Lothian.

Ivanhoe: A Bomance.

The Monastery.
The Abbot : A Sequel.

Kenilworth.

The Pirate.

The Fortunes of Nigel.

Peveril of the Peak.

1 6. Quentin Durward.

17. St. Bonan's Well.

1 8. Bedgauntlet.

19. The Betrothed.

20. The Talisman : A Tale of the
Crusaders.

21. Woodstock; or, The Cavalier.

22. The Fair Maid of Perth ; or,
St. Valentine's Day.

23. Anne of Geierstein ; or, The Maiden
of the Mist.

24. Count Bobert of Paris.

25. Castle Dangerous, and The Surgeon's
Daughter.

26. The Highland Widow, and My
Aunt Margaret's Mirror ; with
an Interesting Summarized Ac
count of the Scott Centenary.

The above may also be had in substantial half-calf bindings.

TT is fortunately not required of the Publisher, in announcing the issue of a new Popular Edition of

A the WAVERLEY NOVELS, that he should offer one word in commendation of a series universally
acknowledged to hold the first rank in the realm of historical romance.

The world-wide fame of the Great Novelist renders anything like apology for a new Cheap Edition
of his writings entirely unnecessary. A great living statesman has said of the author of

'

Waverley
'

and his works :

' In breadth and depth of knowledge of human nature, there is no man who can bear
successful comparison with Sir Walter Scott. . . . As to his works, they are immortal. Nothing
but the extinction of civilisation can possibly extinguish the writings of Sir Walter Scott.'

It is believed that the present Edition, containing as it does many distinctive features, and issued

at a price specially low considering the size and character ofthe volumes, will be found very serviceable

to the reading public. It is of a form and type equally suitable for railway or fireside reading ; while
to those who wish to add to their library a handsome and useful set of these Novels, the Edition under

notice, in one or other of its various bindings, will commend itself as being at once elegant, handy,
and cheap.

Each volume in the series has been produced under the careful superintendence of the Rev. P. H.
Vaddell, LL.D., who, besides furnishing a Glossary of Scotch words and terms, and a translation of
-.e foreign phrases occurring in the text, has added a number of connecting Biographical and Critical

Kites, giving to the Novels a consecutive interest which they are not usually thought to possess.
ue explanation of the most important allusions to national customs and habits, all of which occur so

uently in the Waverley Novels, will also be found in each romance. The want of such a guide
"requently been complained of; and the Editor has done the best in his power, in the present

ice, to supply this deficiency.

Waddell has also prefixed to the first volume an Introductory Essay on '
Scott's Position as a

jit,' distinguished by keen literary insight and enthusiastic admiration of the genius and brilliant

ments of the man who for a time bore the mysterious title of The Great Unknown. To the end
st volume (vol. xxvi.), the Editor has added an interesting summarized account ofthe proceed-
\e celebration of the Scott Centenary, which gives a new interest to the series, and makes the

sue specially attractive. Each volume is also embellished with a well-executed frontispiece

te, a copy from a photograph of the well-known Windsor Palace portrait of Sir Walter being
nece of

'

Waverley.'
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